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a healthy choice of 14,000 hours of stock footage and 20,000,000 sfills.

Tell us whaf you need - we'll roll up our sleeves, poke around and find if. Cataloged

copyrighf-cleared, and ready for you to use. Wifh fhousands of images already

^ available in digital format Jusf whaf fhe doctor ordered, righf?
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Your One Call To History:

800-876-5115

53D W. 25th Street, Dept. IND, New York, NY 1DDD1 Tel. (212) 822-78DD Fax (212) 645-2137



IASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT VIDEO AND FILMMAKERS

want to support the Foundation for IndepEndent Video and Film's Millennium Campaign Fund.

Name.
Enclosed is my gift of independence

in the amount of:

Address .

City State . Zip.

Home Phone. .Business Phone.

I /We wish tc be listed in acknowledgements as:

J $35

J $50

J SIDE

J

J
J
J

er

and i

Honorary

Committee

Member

Make your check out to FIVF and return it with this form. For more information call (2121 807- 140 D. ext. 223.

The Foundation for Independent Video and Film is a not-for-profit organization. Your contribution is tax-deductible.
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FEATURES

33 Credit Check: A Case Study of the International Financing

of The Port of Last Resort

A step-by-step study of how the financing came in place for the debut

documentary feature of Joan Grossman and Paul Rosdy.

by Rob Sabal

36 Europa 6:

U.S. Filmmakers

Living Abroad

American indie filmmak-

ers living and working in

Europe discuss the pros

and cons of relocation.

by Ryan Deussing

40 The World According to Foreign Sales Agents

Four top agents talk about the world market and what they look

for in the films they represent.

by Sharon Swart

44 Man of the Hour: Geoffrey Gilmore

As chief programmer of the Sundance Film Festival, still far and

away the most important film festival in the U.S., Gilmore gets his

share of knocks and adulation. In this interview, he talks about

what the festival has become and where the cutting edge is today.

BY PAT AUFDERHE1DE
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International Cofinancing & Sales

From these shores, Europe seems to offer a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. In this issue, we look at what

producers might actually find in terms of international cofinance, coproduction, and sales. With three features,

four festival reports, a legal brief, and a field report on the topic, readers will find a variety of perspectives here.

MEDIA NEWS

11 NEA Survives

Act II; Final Curtain

for Jane Alexander

With the Senate on its

side, the NEA wins hy a

whisker in this last round.

by Mark J.

Huisman

12 Filmmakers

Fight Censorship

with Giveaway

With It's Elementary the

subject of attack hy anti-

gay groups, the filmmakers

embark on a unique strat-

egy-

by Emily Neye

DISTRIBUTOR FAQ

16 First Look Pictures/Overseas Filmgroup

Ellen and Robert Little talk about their sales and distribution

company, which includes works by John Sayles, Tamra Davis,

Alex Cox, and other indie feature directors.

BY LlSSA GIBBS

46 FESTIVALS

50 CLASSIFIEDS

FIELD REPORTS

18 Women, Women, Everywhere

Female directors—mature, mid-career, and neophytes—blanket

the Toronto International Film Festival this year.

by Patricia Thomson

22 Euro Dollars for Docs:

Looking to the Old World

Documentary is thriving in Europe;

what does that mean for indies

Stateside.'

by Bethany Haye

24 Foreign Treasures

C lologne, Banff, INPUT, and Karlovy Vary: Four events that

otter ideal opportunities to find foreign partners.

by Claus Mueller, Maureen Marovich, Ralph
Arlyck, and Wanda Bershen

;C^^

LEGAL BRIEFS

46 The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly

A guide to foreign sales agent agreements

by Robert L. Seigel

54 NOTICES

64 AIVF HAPPENINGS

Cover: Troy Veinotte as the teenaged Sweet William in The Hanging Garden, by Thorn Fitzgerald, one of the sleeper hits at the Toronto International Film Festival. Photo: C Reardon
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• Dialog Editing

(conformed from your Nagra or Dat)

• FX Recording/ Editing

(our library has over 80,000 effects)

• ADR / Foley Recording
(fully-filled M&E dub available)

• 5. 1 Channel Dubbing Stage
(Dolby Digital, DTS, SDDS)

• Music Clearance / Licensing

ULTPflSOpiC

Larry Blake, Supervising Sound Editor

and Re-Recording Mixer for such films

as sex, lies and videotape, love jones, and

King of the Hill, has teamed up with

Ultrasonic to create the South's finest

editorial department and re-recording

stage. We facilitate all aspects

of sound post to guarantee

your project comes in on time

and on budget. Let us bid your

next film and take the mystery

out of the sound post process.

504.522,2232
400 Lafayette Street, New Orleans, LA 70130
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Nobody has the 20th Century covered with

From the turn of the century to its approaching climax, the historical events that have shaped

our times are mere fingertips away.

Your Source for the 20th Century!

Nobody in the footage business has as much news footage as ABCNews VideoSource! We've combined

three of the world's finest news and stock footage collections— ABC News, Worldwide Television News, and

British Movietone News— at America's newest and most modem footage resource. If it happened from

1900 right up to today, we've got it covered!



Riilitktl Film Festival

Call for Submissions

Tony Cox Award for Screenwriting Deadline: March 20, 1998
sponsored by Showtime Networks

Film Deadline: April 10, 1998
Accepting Shorts, Features, Documentaries

Visit our website for submission information and entry forms:

www.nantucketfilmfestival.org

Or to receive entry forms by mail, send a self-addressed stamped envelope to:

Nantucket Film Festival - applications

P.O. Box 688
Prince Street Station

New York, NY 10012

For more information, call 212-642-6339

Congratulations to the

1997 winner of the

Tony Cox Award
for Screenwriting:

Frederick Rendina, Kabi

SKCKHN

mm bur

NeuirosMia

June 16-21 1998

Honoring screenwriters and Their Graft

NantcckeT
\ECTAR*$
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news footage like ABCNEWS VideoSource!

The great thing is, it's all so easy to access. Just click us up on the Web or, even better, come visit

our fantastic facility in person. Our highly-skilled and footage-sawy Customer Service Representatives

will simplify your search. It's footage searching the way it should be!

For thefastest, easiest way tofind

the exactfootageyou want, come to the Source!

©ABCNEWS

VideoSource,
125 West End Avenue at 66th Street • New York. NT 10023

800-789-1250 • 212-456-5421 • FAX 212 -456 -5428

Visit http://wwvv.abcnewsvsource.com
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Culture

Wildlife

Smithsonian
Institution

The film collection

horn the gieot cultural

institution's Office of

Telecommunications.

Panthera
Productions

400 hours of film

from this Emmy

award winning

production company.

&?r*£z*L^

Aviation

Hearst
HISTORICAL

One of the premier

historical collections

doting hock to the

turn of the century.

Pant Am
(OI,I,KC TIO.N

•^J Travelogues, industrials,

* commercials, and

aviation history from

1928-1980.

New York • Paris • Tokyo
Barcelona • Tel Aviv
Hong Kong • Stockholm
Seoul • Stuttgart • Osaka

Nations

Incredible scenic

beauty from the epic

CBS miniseries hosted

by Kevin Costner.

Wescam

UTS

perspectives

from the manufacturer

of the world's most

advanced camera mount.

call hi Fwe Demo:

(212)700-9100
(212) 799-9258

THE WORLD'S GREATEST LIBRARY FOR CONTEMPORARY & ARCHIVAL STOCK FOOTAGE

PRODUCER'S SOOT CAMP ®

IF YOU ALREADY KNOW EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW
TO PRODUCE YOUR LOW-BUDGET FILM . . . YOU DON'T NEED US.

If, however, you plan on producing a low-budget film outside of

the studio system, and:

You want to learn the "In The Trenches" approach to

independent filmmaking, as taught by filmmakers who make
their living in the trenches. $- As opposed to those who make
their living giving seminars, and haven ' produced a film in years;

You want practical, no nonsense guidance on developing,

financing, producing, and marketing your low-budget film. $- Not

the pie-in-the-sky advice of industry execs who think "low-

budget" means $3 - $5 million,

You want to learn how to get the most mileage out of your

production dollars, without sacrificing production value, f- Face
it. there's never enough money in the budget;

If you answered "Yes" to any of these, then we invite you to

spend a weekend at Producer's Boot Camp®.

When it comes to low-budget filmmaking, Boot Camp Instructors

know their stuff. They have to. They run The Filmmaker's

Resource and Nichol Moon Entertainment, the nation's leading

production services companies for low-budget films. Since 1993,

they have consulted on more than 500 projects, like the hit film

Swingers.

And Boot Camp Instructors know how to teach. In fact, their

presentation is going to blow you away. Maybe that's why their

classes are among the hottest at some of the country's most

prestigious film schools, including UCLA, USC, and the American

Film Institute.

NEW YORK CITY: FEB 7-8

Orlando: Jan 10-11 San Francisco: Jan 24-25 LA: Feb 21-22 Atlanta: March 7-8

Why take unnecessary chances with your film?

Call today and make a $289 investment that will save you $$$thousands'
800-775-4330

THE GUERRILLA FILM INSTITUTE

WWW.6UERRILLAflLM.eOM
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thanks

HBQ Documentaries

and

re

(or sponsoring

the corporate kick-off

for the

FIYF Millennium Campaign Fund

©1997 Home Box Office, a Division of Time Warner Entertainment Company, L.P. All rights reserved.

HBO, Cinemax and MAX are registered service marks of Time Warner Entertainment Company, L.P.



'...great reading

foranybody...

"

UTNE READER SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 97

Newsstand

Assembling I'tne Reader pro-

vides many chances to eaves-

drop on special-interest

groups and subcultures via

their magazines and newslet-

ters. It's a special pleasure

when one of those publica-

tions is so well done that it

jumps out of its niche and

becomes great reading for

anybody. Independent Film

and Video Monthly is just

such a magazine. Editor-in-

Chief Patricia Thomson and

her crew understand the

inherent drama of small-

bucks cinema — young ideal-

ist with a movie camera

struggles to put a vision on

film, against scan7 odds —
and they infuse their stories

(even the technical ones)

with at least some of this sus-

pense. Thomson et al. also

have a knack for picking fas-

cinating profile subjects —
emerging artists whose pur-

suits range from straight

movie making to in-the-

gallery video art. These peo-

ple and the other gutsy folks

the Independent pays atten-

tion to, are part of an under-

ground so vital that reading

about them just might get

you excited about American

culture again —J.S.

Independent Film and Video

Monthly. Foundation for

Independent Video and Film.

304 Hudson St., New York,

NY, 10013; 212/807-1400.

Subscriptions: $45/yr. (10

issues) including member-

ship.

ttreiindependent

montHlv



YOUR LIBRARY

HAVE THE
INDEPENDENT?
Take this coupon to

your school or public

librarian and request a

subscription today!

10 issues/yr.

Library subscription rate $75

Published by the Foundation for

Independent Video and Film

ISSN 0731-0589

Order from FIVF,

304 Hudson St., 6th fl., NY, NY 10013;

(212) 807-1400x235

EBSCO: (205) 991-6600;

fax (205) 991-1479.

FAXON (US): (800) 283-2966;

(CAN) (519) 472-1005;

CAN fax (519) 472-1072
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i
ORDER THESE BOOKS FROM FIVF

NEW EDITIONS -- ORDER NOW.'

The AIVF/FIVF Guide to International Film & Video Festivals

Kathryn Bowser, ed. $29.95 AIVF members; $34.95 others

The AIVF/FIVF Guide to Film & Video Distributors

Kathryn Bowser, ed. $19.95 AIVF members; $24.95 others

The Next Step:A Film and Video Distribution Handbook

Morrie Warshawski, ed. $19.95 AIVF members; $24.95 others

Order all three and save!

$59.95 AIVF members; $74.95 others $_

Alternative Visions: Distributing Independent Video in a

Home Video World by Debra Franco; $9.95 AIVF members;

$12.95 others $

Film and Video Financing by Michael Wiese; $22.95 $

Film Directing Shot by Shot: Visualizing from Concept to

Screen by Steven D. Katz; $24-95 $

Home Video: Producing for the Home Marl<et by Michael

Wiese; $11.95$

The Independent Film & Videomakers Guide by Michael

Wiese; $13.95 $

Production Assistant Guidelines by Sandy Curry;

$6.00 $

Shaking the Money Tree: Hou> to Get Grants and Donations

for Film and Video by Morrie Warshawski; $24-95 $

Postage/handling: US - $3.50 1st book, $1.00 ea. addl;

Foreign - $5.00 1st book, $1.50 ea. addl $

TOTAL $

-f<2'>
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Make checks payable to FIVF, 304 Hudson St., 6th fl.,

NY, NY 10013; or charge by phone: (212) 807-1400 x 235

or fax: (212)463-8519.



The

Retirement

Research

Foundation

CALLING ALL
[

FILMMAKERS...
This is your opportu-

'

nity to showcase your

f work in a unique

f
national competition

I for films and videos for

f and about aging or aged

people.

Entries must be broad-

cast, released or initially

copyrighted during 1997

No entry fee. Deadline is

February 6, 1998.

For Films, Videotapes, and
Television Programs on Aging

Deadline February 6, 1998

Independent Films and Videotapes

Television Non-Fiction

Training Films and Videotapes

Community Videos

First Prize Awards of "Wise Old Owl"

statuette and $5,000

Second Prize Awards of $2,000

Honorable Mention Awards of $1 ,000

"ommunity Video Award of $2JT

PAST WINNERS
INCLUDE:
Roam Sweet Home (1997)

Aging Parents: The Family

Survival Guide (1997)

Troublesome Creek:

A Midwestern (1996)

Complaints of a Dutiful

Daughter (1995)

For more information on

past winners, visit our new web
site at: www.owlawards.org

For entry forms, contact:

\

Ray Bradford

National Media Owl Awards

The Retirement Research Foundation

8765 W. Higgins Road, Suite 401

Chicago, IL 60631-4170

(773) 714-8080, (773) 714-8089 fax

bradford@rrf.org

Entry forms can also be downloaded from:

http://fdncenter.org/grantmaker/rrf/medowl.html



WPA is more than stock footage.

It is a state ofmina.

A. creative catalyst.

A new vehicle to mystic lands

ana £>ast times ana Dig opportunities.

Indeed, WPA is more than stock footage.

It is stock footage Nirvana.

y/oit canfind it allot

THE WPA FILM LIBRARY
*77ie

c/fh/*/ds leading <Sou/*cefi>/*

iy(i*eliiua{laid liiocli ^Footage

PLEASE VISIT

OUR PLAYFUL WEBSITE

(WITH A SEARCHABLE,

ON-LINE DATABASE) AT

http://www.mpimedia.com/wpa

I

u

ton'

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE

POSTER AND

SAMPLE REEL FROM

A CATCHPHRASE

HISTORY OF THE WORLD

1-800-777-ZZZ3

THE WPA FILM LIBRARY

16101 SOUTH 108TH AVENUE

ORLAND PARK, IL 60462

IN ILLINOIS, 708-460-0555

FAX, 708-460-0187

E-MAIL wpasales@mpimedia.com



MEDIA NEWS
EDITED BY R Y A N DEUSSING

NEA SURVIVES ACT II

Final Curtain for Jane Alexander

Conservative lawmakers

lost their latest bid to kill the

National Endowment for the

Arts in late October as the

House and Senate passed an

appropriations bill containing

$98 million for the agency in

fiscal 1998. The victory was

not only a significant accom-

plishment for Chairperson

Jane Alexander, who had

been wrestling with Congress

since early spring to keep the

agency alive, but also some-

thing of a Capitol miracle

(the House actually voted to

kill the NEA entirely in mid-

July).

The final wrangling began

on June 17, when the House

Interior Appropriations Sub-

committee approved a bill by

Rep. Ralph Regula (R-OH)

allocating $10 million tor the

NEA, to be used for the sole

purpose i >t closing the agency

down. But Rep. Sidney Yates

(D-IL) offered an amend-

ment which passed, removing

the language specifying the

money be used for closing the

agency.

On July 10, House Republicans made good

on a long-standing threat to table any discus-

sion of NEA funding because the agency is

not technically authorized to receive funds

(its authorizing legislation expired three years

ago). The House Rules Committee, which

sets the terms of floor debate, introduced a

"rule" which prevented restoring any NEA
funds. (In years past, this had been a "pro-

tected rule," which removed procedural

restrictions and permitted funding.) Initially,

there was not enough support to pass the

rule, so the conservative leadership launched

a flurry of parliamentary maneuvering and arm-

twisting. Rep. Vernon Ehlers (R-MI) hastily

offered an amendment to eliminate the NEA
and cut arts funding to $80 million in block

grants, with 60% going to local school boards

(supposedly earmarked for arts education) and

40% going to local arts agencies. Many

Republican moderates, like Connecticut's

Christopher Shays and Nancy Johnson, who

had long supported the NEA, abandoned the

agency in hopes of both pleasing their leader-

ship and being able to claim they had support-

ed arts funding. Five Democrats—Gary Condit

(CA), Gene Taylor (MS), James A. Traficant,

Jr. (OH) and Ralph M. Hall and Charles W.

Stenholm (TX)—also voted

yes. But because 15 Repub-

lican moderates cast votes

against the amendment, the

drama continued. Speaker

Newt Gingrich (R-GA) pulled

Rep. Jim McHugh (R-NY),

who had already voted against

the rule, into the cloak room

for a brief discussion.

McHugh then actually

changed his vote, tipping the

scale in favor of the leader-

ship, 217-216. Rep. Phil

Crane (R-IL) raised a point of

order, objecting to the appro-

priations bill because the

NEA was not authorized to

receive funding and the $10

million was immediately

stripped from the bill. The

Ehlers proposal itself, howev-

er, was resoundingly defeated,

271-155. This had the para-

doxical effect of preventing

the death of the NEA hut

killing all arts funding. The

entire Interior Appropriations

bill, with no NEA funding,

was approved shortly there-

after by a vote of 238-192. In

a rare moment of public pique, Alexander

issued a statement saying, "The endowment

deserved the opportunity today to receive a

vote on its merits and did not get one due to

party politics. We now look to the Senate for a

fair debate and vote on the future of the

agency."

In an immediate challenge to the House, on

July 22 the Senate Appropriations Committee

approved continued NEA funding at the FY '97

level of $99.5 million. On September 18, after

defeating several Republican amendments

designed to defund the agency, the Senate

passed the Interior Appropriations Bill, includ-

1
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EDUCATIONAL
M E D I A
N I T WORK

supporting excellence in

educational media

PRESENTS

Content '98
12th Annual

Media Market & Showcase

May, 1998 Oakland, CA

The Nation's Only Annual

Gathering for Producers,

Distributors, Users & Vendors

of Educational Media

Media Market

The best, low-cost way to

find a distributor for works-in-

progress or finished productions

Submission Deadlines:

Early Bird April 1

Regular April 24

Showcase

View latest Gold Apple Award

winning productions

"This is one of our most important sources

for new programs. No producer or distributor

can afford to miss this event.

"

Pat Hamada, Pyramid Media

For more information or to register call:

510.465.6885

NEMN
655 Thirteenth Street

Suite 100

Oakland, CA 94612-1220

PH: 510.465.6885

FX: 510.465.2835

E-mail nemn@nemn.org

www.nemn.org

•8 million tor the NEA. On September JO

the Senate-House conference committee

agreed to fund the NEA at $98 million for FY

'98. Because conference committees are widely

seen as compromise bodies, the final budgetary

appropriation was widely anticipated to he

somewhere in the middle, but Senate confer-

ees, including James Jeffords (R-VT) and Slade

Gorton (R-WA), held out and prevailed, scor-

ing perhaps the NEA's single biggest victory of

the Congressional cycle.

While the funding level remains essential-

ly unchanged, NEA rules and procedures are

not. State allocations will increase from 35 to

40% and any single state cannot receive more

than 15 percent of the NEA's total budget

(New York, for example, has received as much

as 29% of NEA funds in the past). The NEA
will now also be required to give priority to pro-

jects that encourage public knowledge, educa-

tion, understanding, and appreciation of the

arts and to grants benefiting underserved popu-

lations. Both the NEA and the NEH now have

statutory authority to solicit and invest funds

from the private sector, something for which

Alexander and other chairpersons had been

calling for years. Finally, perhaps the most

telling change in NEA operations, the National

Council on the Arts was reduced in size from

26 to 20, and changed to include, for the first

time, six members of Congress. Although pro-

ponents of this change maintain that

Congressional members will serve only as ex-

officio, non-voting members, the NEA will

have its work cut out making sure they do not

affect the grant-making process.

Having secured the endowment's survival,

Chairperson Jane Alexander resigned her post

on October 8, four years after she took office.

(At press time, Alexander's successor had not

been chosen.) Before leaving, Alexander

unveiled the final report of one of her major ini-

tiatives, "American Canvas: an Arts Legacy for

Our Communities." The report (available at

www.artsendow.gov) contends artists and insti-

tutions are somewhat responsible for the

increasing alienation between the arts and the

public and that such "elitism" had helped make

recent cuts in federal funding possible. The

very use of the word "elitism" has caused some

arts professionals to worry that the report itself

will give new credence to the criticism leveled

by Congressional critics during the budget

process.

Alexander's tenure was marked by severe

budget cuts, staff reductions, increased

Congressional restraints on grant-making, and

many difficult decisions. Some of her poli-

tics, including the reorganization of the

agency and streamlining of its rules, did not

endear her to artists and institutions.

Nevertheless, Alexander's fearless steward-

ship, which came under the harshest, most

well-planned attacks on the NEA in years,

was a primary factor in the agency's survival.

She leaves behind an NEA that, while alive

and funded, is perhaps more embroiled in

politics than ever.

Mark J. Huisman

Mark]. Huisman [cinemark(" mindspring.com] is

a New York- based writer and independent producer.

Filmmakers Fight

Censorship with Giveaway

Recent months have seen an increase in

attacks against producer Helen Cohen and

Academy Award-winning director Debra

Chasnoff 's It's Elementary: Talking About Gay

Issues in School (see The Independent, Oct

'97). One of the forerunners of a campaign

to censor the film is the conservative organi-

zation Concerned Women for America

(CWA). In a widely- distributed fundraising

letter, CWA referred to the film as a "mili-

tant homosexual propaganda effort," an

"abomination," and an "unspeakable evil"

that is "recruiting a new generation to

become homosexuals."

With It's Elementary, Cohen and Chasnoff

tackled one of the most controversial topics

facing primary school educators today and

did so with a clear goal in mind: to broaden

school curricula. The film, which recorded

teachers and students effectively discussing

gay and lesbian issues, has not only garnered

the praise of education professionals and

parents, but has also won numerous awards,

including the C.I.N.E. Golden Eagle for Best

Teacher Education Film. The filmmakers

have also traveled cross-country since the

film's completion to aggressively promote it

to teachers and students. In the wake of the

recent criticism, however, Chasnoff and

Cohen are finding it increasingly difficult to

reach even their most supportive audiences.

Along with CWA, groups such as Focus

on the Family, the Family Research Council,

and the Phyllis Schlafley Report have also

spoken out against the film. The most recent

blow came from the New York Post, which

ran an article headlined "Gay Flick Sickens

Kids Minds," (September 21, 1997) which
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was syndicated in several other conservative

publications.

Rather than giving up, Chasnoff and Cohen

are giving it away. In response to efforts to keep

their film out of teachers' hands, the filmmak-

ers, in conjunction with the Gay, Lesbian, and

Straight Education Network, are giving away

copies of It's Elementary to any public school

superintendent or board member who requests

one. While their original plan was to donate

tapes only to financially-strapped schools, the

recent explosion of criticism has led Chasnoff

and Cohen to make their film as readily avail*

able as possible, so people can judge it for them-

selves. Cohen explains: "We've repeatedly seen

how our film has helped open up the dialogue

in hundreds of school communities on an issue

that most adults aren't sure how to address.

We'd hate for any school district to miss out on

this opportunity because ot the vicious rhetoric

from religious conservatives."

Since the filmmakers made this unorthodox

distribution decision, a steady flow of requests

has poured into their company, Women's

Educational Media. Chasnoff notes that despite

the conservative outcry, they "have not seen a

dent in orders." "The dialogue is happening,"

the director affirmed. As of this year, It's

Elementary is being used in at least 18 school

districts, which is where Chasnoff and Cohen

ultimately measure their success.

For more information on It's Elementary, con-

tact Ariella Ben-Dor at (415) 641-4616.

Emily Neye is an intern at The Independent

pictures soun

Post-production servi

forthe Independent Fill

Pro Tools / Sound editing & mixing / ADR / Foleys / Synching
Avid / MedialOO/ DVision/ After Effects / Off-line / On-line

Digital title design & 3D animation. \q\

Lynn Hershman

Laurel Chiten

Jane GiMooly

Tape-to-Film Transfers .

.

Call the Film Craft Lab. OurTeledyne CTR-3 uses

high grade precision optics and is pin-registered for

a rock steady transfer and superior results.

A few of our satisfied clients include:

"Virtual Love"

"Twitch and Shout"

"Leona's Sister Gerri'

We offer a two-minute MOS 16mm color demo at no charge

from your videotape.

For Exceptional
Processing & Printing . .

.

We've been processing and printing motion picture film for over

25 years, so we understand the challenges of the independent

filmmaker. We're a full-service film laboratory and one of the

few labs that still processes black & white film. For professional

lab services, call us first.

• Daily Processing

• Black &White Processing & Printing - 1 6mm & 35mm

• Color Processing & Printing - 1 6mm & 35mm

• Black &White/Color Reversal Processing & Printing

• Camera Raw Stocks

• Rank/daVinci Film-to-Tape Transfers

• Video Duplication

THE FILM CRAFT LAB
A DIVISION OF

Grace &Wild ^^^^nnroEi
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For Great 1 -800-5500-MVP BtJSINESS
Goruina in mrc, cau pis) 234-76io urlnES&CMVMUG... Fax:(718)234 1923 "UUW
WlthOUt the EMAIL: mvpauojuno.com ***&£ 1

°'l ,n
wm _• ««...,„.. «. Mon-Thu: 8:30-6:30
Expense! 1817 55th Street

Brooklyn, NY 11204
Fridav: 8-2

DCRVX1000 C2r^T\J'V
3CCD Mini »— ' ' - * T

DV Camcorder
TheDCRVXIOOOotti
over 500 lines ol

resolution along

with excellent color

fidelity & S/N ratio

it features a lOx

Optical zoom which can

be extended digitally to 20X Sony's new Super

Steadyshot drastically reduces camera move-
ments like never before Its PCM stereo audio

delivers superb sound Some of its ease of use

features include Color Viewfinder. Lithium-Ion

battery. & Extended data code Its editing capabili-

ties include DV interface for direct input to your

computer without quality loss, & Built in Time

Cooe Reader/Generator It has many digital fea-

tures such as Digital Fader, Overlap Transition,

Still Frame Interval and Frame Recording,

DHR-1000 Digital VCR Mini DV VCR
The DHR-1000 offers video insert editing

capability, & 2 PCM audio tracks It features a

built in edit controller that provides a 10 segment

edit window Drop frame time code is included

along with a tog shuttle. TBC. audio level meters,

slow motion, & a cable ready tuner The DHR-

11000
is also capable of playing back

DVCAM tape

Panasonic
AG-0P800H
3-CCD S-VHS

|

Camcorder
Also known as

the supercam. it

has 380,000 pixel FIT CCD's w/750 lines

of resolution for high performance & low

smear Its advanced digital processing

takes flexibility & creativity to a new level.

It has Auto Gain control. & with Super

High Gain mode, shooting under illumina-

tion of as low as 1 .5 lux is possible while

still retaining a high quality picture. The

Supercam is a lightweight ergonomic

camcorder that rivals pricier cameras at a

fraction of the price.

AG-DS840H/AG-DS850H

S-VHS Player/Recorder

These Panasonic VTR's offer Digital S-VHS

Circuitry. Digital 3-D Time Base Correc-

tors, Digital Slow Motion, & DNR. They

also have VITC/LITC Time Code. & compo-

nent outputs for

connection

to other _-
r

equipmen: "*»*,

JVC
KY-D29 Digital

Camera
The KY-D29 is a

new & improved

Dockable camera.

with 760.000 pixels, 850

lines of res. & an incredible S/N ratio of

65dB. With JVC's new 3D digital noise

reduction, it produces incredibly clean

pictures, rivaling the best of cameras.

With a sensitivity of F11 at 2000 lux &

next generation super low lux technology

it provides superior performance under

any lighting conditions.

BR-DV10 Dockable

Recorder
Achieving maximum
DV performance

is both easy and

affordable. The

BR-DV10's 4:1:1 digital quality makes it a

sensible choice to get started in digital

video. LCD displays VTR status. Composite

& Y/C video out. and 2 XLR audio inputs.

BR-D40 Digital S Call

BR-S422U S-VHS Call

Z-2000A

13 Bit Digital Camera
The Z-2000 is a 2/3" CCD Dockable

camera. It has 13 bit digital processing

for high picture quality. With double sam-

pling aperture it captures a high resolu-

tion of 850 lines along with a S/N ratio of

63dB, & low flair makes it a great camera

for all applications. Its digital detail &

control functions such as: Flesh Tone

Detail. 6 Vector & Linear Matrix. High

Chroma Detail, allows enhancing of the

picture to a particular situation With 4

Scene Files, recreation of a scene is as

easy as the touch of a button. Studio

configuration is also available.

-€331Panasonic
WJ-MX20
Digital A/V Mixer
The WJ-MX20 is a 4-mput

switcher/effects mixer It delivers an

extremely clear picture with 460 lines of resolution and

a S/N ratio of 50dB Utilizing 23 basic patterns up to 298 fades and

wipes are possible It has 8 effect memory compression, color cor-

rection & 2-channel frame synchronization it is capable of RS-422

senal control for optimum interaction with your controller

WJ-MX50 CALL!

WJ-AVE55 CALL!

MACKIE Video Tape Specials
MS1402-VL2
The micro series is a

fantastic and afford-

able tool for all sorts i

mixing environments, whether its

video post production, live performance, or

multimedia. It has special circuitry to minimize noise and

crosstalk, studio grade discrete preamplifiers, low cut filter,

and accurate faders with complex resistive elements to

ensure true logarithmic taper.

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS

MONTHLY TAPE SPECIALS

Fuji VHS T-120 AV Master 4.69

Fuji VHS SG-120 4.49

Fuji S-VHS H471S-ST1 20 7.95

Fuji Hi8 M221 P6-120 8.69

_^: Fuji Hi8 M221 E6-120 13.99

gam Sony HiS E6 120 HMEAD 19.99E™ ^ JVC Mini DV MDV60ME 13.29

fl^^\sonv DVCAM PDV184ME In Stock

^^^^pSonyBetacamBCT-30MA 18.99

ACCESSORIES
TD-902

EARTEC \
PROF. \
WIRELESS

INTERCOM
SYSTEM
Need To

Communicate with

Your Partner or Lightman? The TD-902 is a

portable rugged beltpack transceiver which

delivers outstanding quality sound in the

900Mhz in full duplex. It features 2 user-

selectable channels for noise-free transmis-

sions. It's prof, headset mic is super direction-

al, canceling out everything but your voice.

This system rivals all the pricier systems.

Includes hard carrying case $849.95/pr

SENNHEISER K6/ME66
The K6 series is designed to deliver studio-

audlo^tc
PWPHIMWi

the video production market. It is capable of

being combined with a variety of capsules,

from omni to super directional patterns.The

K6 powering module is balanced with low

impedance (200 ohms), and terminates to a

3-pin XLR, with phantom power capability.

The ME66 is an Electret Short Shotgun mic.

is great for interviews within a crowd,

Superior perfomance. backed by the

Sennheiser name ,

,

$429.95

CAPSULES ALSO AVAILABLE: ME62. -
ME64, ME65 & 67

SONY WRR810A UHF
SYNTHESIZED RECEIVER
The WRR810AisaUHFcamera
mountable receiver. It delivers

crystal-clear sound for long

ranges It features 6 pre-

programmed channels with up to 94 selec-

table frequencies, for optimum interference

free reception It provides 6 hours of contin-

uous operation with 2 AA batteries ..$849.95

WRT810A Handheld Wireless Mic. $699.95

9

«Portabrace Hiker Case
Tired Of Lugging Those

Bulky Camera Cases?

|
The Hiker BackPack is

I designed for videographers
*

in the field who are looking

i for an easy and efficient

f
way to carry their camera.

[The Hiker has a hard plastic

shell & is extremely light-

weight. It includes extra pockets for tripod

plates, tapes, etc. and like all Portabrace

products is hand-crafted $389.95

NRG VaraLight Pro 56001/4 (100w DC)

The VaraLight is a

rugged, efficient, versa-

tile light which accepts

20-100 watt dc lamps.

There is a knob on the

side of the light to adjust the

intensity of light from 10-100%

making it perfect for a wide range

of applications. The VaraLight Pro is avail-

able terminated with a 4-pin XLR or a ciga-

rette lighter plug.

56001 $219.95

56004 $234.95

05009 Color Effects Grid Pack (9 grids in

different colors) $89.95

Our Customers Write...

'I Vove dealt wfln o lot of compcfteb out

fViere end you "(jyS ore fine tyeotesf I

Iotow I con depend on you
'

— /.G., Producer. Hollywood. CA.

"1cm constant provide yreaf pricm oh*

kc*a z&toA *e -fro* spc/id.«9 *Oflev on

— O.M., Business Oicner, Milwaukee. Wl.

'LJc 're -fkriHt-d. /o luu/£. JrOu-*.d-

sfY?. Aitf. 4-toSi <lre*J fr,<Lt.S

(LOntiKC. U>i-t-tGL*-l UOu., OL*J- SAocS-

uioi^/a. ¥£ i*£* i**f*o££ihlt . Qeu-L. '//

£och i>€ t*eas-t*a
/f

r^n> tJ-S ecOtLjK

.

— A.T., Executive producer, Los Angeles. CA.

All merchandise shipped with manufacturer-supplied accessories and warranties. All merchandise is exchangeable or refundable within 7 days (with all packaging

material and in mint condition), please call tor return authorization. All refunds are less shipping & handling. NY residents add 8.25% sales tax.



A CENTURY OF IMAGES
A CENTURY OF SOUNDS

Over 30,000 hours of historic footage and musical performance clips.

Transferred, databased, copyright-cleared, instantly available footage from

the greatest sources known to humankind.

^m!'u
Fox Movietone News Outtakes CONTEMPORARY

NEWS

VINTAGE

TELEVISION

NATURE

BEAUTY SHOTS

ROCK & ROLL

JAZZ & BLUES

COUNTRY &
WESTERN

COMMERCIALS

SLAPSTICK

Topo Gigio - Ed Sullivan Show

Southern Telenews Library

Tina Turner - Soundstage

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS OUTTAKES • ED SULLIVAN SHOW
STEVE ALLEN SHOW • PATHE NEWS, INC. • ASSOCIATED PRESS TV

SOUNDSTAGE • STUDIO 54 LIBRARY • METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT

STOCK FOOTAGE LIBRARY

Call For Free Demo Reel
1-800-249-1940 • 516-329-9200 • 516-329-9260 Fax

www.historicfilms.com • e-mail: info@historicfilms.com
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CUTTING EDGE NEW PCI AVIDS

ON-LINE // OFF-LINE

AVID COURSES // INDIE RATES

FABULOUS ROOMS

AVR 77
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BY LlSSA GlBBS

First Look Pictures/Overseas Filmgroup, 8800 Sunset

Blvd., Suite 302. Los Angeles. CA 90069; (310) 855-

1199; fax: 855-0719

What is First Look?

First Look Pictures (FLP) was established in 1990 to

assist producers in the development and packaging of

new projects. In 1993, FLP created a theatrical distribu-

tion division to package, finance, and distribute theatri-

cal motion pictures in the U. S. domestic market.

What is First Look's relationship to Overseas

Filmgroup?

FLP is a division of Overseas Filmgroup (OFG). OFG is an

independent sales and distribution company started 17

years ago by Ellen and Robert Little which specializes in

sales representation of independent features in all media

and all markets worldwide. OFG acquires distribution

rights to 10 to 15 films per year. Pictures may be

acquired at any stage; from development, into prepro-

duction through postproduction and completion, as well

as through negative pick-up.

Who is First Look?

Ellen Little. Co-Chairman and Co-Chief Executive Officer;

Robert Little, Co-Chairman and Co-Chief Executive

Officer; William Lischak, Chief Operating Officer. Chief

Financial Officer; M. J. Peckos, Senior Vice President,

Domestic Distribution & Marketing; Maud Nadler. Vice

President, Creative Affairs; Dennis O'Connor, Vice

President. Domestic Marketing & Distribution; Erica

Potter, Vice President, Domestic Marketing & Publicity.

The driving philosophy behind First Look is. .

.

to offer a fresh perspective in independent distribution.

What would people be most surprised to learn about

First Look or its founders?

None of us has the same taste.

How many works are in your collection?

Thirty.

Films and filmmakers you distribute:

Films: The Scent of Green Papaya, The Secret of Roan

Inish, Antonia's Line. Party Girl, Infinity. The Designated

Mourner, johns, Different for Girls. Mrs. Dalloway, Bitter

Sugar. Filmmakers: John Sayles. Marleen Gorris, Leon

Ichaso. David Hare, Wally Shawn, Matthew Broderick,

Tamra Davis, Bille August, Roland Emmerich, Alex Cox.

What types of works do you distribute?

Feature-length only, all genres, foreign language, cutting

edge.

What drives you to acquire the films you do?

Films that we feel passionate about, would love to mar-

ket, that have box-office potential, and that make eco-

nomic sense based on the conditions of the marketplace.

Does First Look domestically distribute all of

Overseas Filmgroup produced and/or repped titles?

No. 77?e Prophecy was distributed by Miramax and

Richard III by United Artists.

Is there such a thing as a "First Look" film?

"Quality" describes our titles the best. Our films are def-

initely not cookie-cutter material.

Best known title in your collection:

Company founders Ellen & Robert Little

Marleen Gorris's Antonia's Line or John Sayles's The

Secret of Roan Inish.

What's your basic approach to releasing a title?

Strategy, release date, publicity, nurturing, and luck.

Where do First Look titles generally show?

In the top 100 markets, in specialized theaters, in multi-

plexes, and anywhere that puts a sheet up on the wall and

that makes sense for the film.

Where do you find your titles, and how should film-

makers approach you for consideration?

We find films at festivals like Toronto, Cannes, and

Sundance, markets like AFM and MIPCOM, and through

sales agents and agents. Filmmakers are absolutely

encouraged to approach us directly.

Range of production budgets of titles in your collec-

tion:

From $2-10 million. Sometimes more, sometimes less.

What's the biggest change you've seen in the distrib-

ution of independent films over the last 20 years?
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Parker Posey as

Mary in the First

Look production

Party Girl.

Independent English-language films are playing to a

broader audience, while foreign language films have lost

some of their vitality. A younger audience is more aware

of independent films. More money is made available for

marketing whether or not it makes sense or is appropri-

ate for a film.

Mrs. Dalloway.

with Natascha

Mcelhone (L,

as Clarissa)

and Lena

Heady (as

Sally), is one

of FLP's

recent fea-

tures.

All photos

courtesy

Overseas

Filmgroup

Do you think the

label "arthouse

film" does more

harm than good

in the marketing

of a title in the

current film-

going climate?

We prefer the

terms "quality,"

"independent,"

"specialized," or

"niche" to

describe and mar-

ket our titles.

The most important issue facing First Look today

is.. .

studios with "independent" films.

Where will First Look be ten years from now?

In the twenty-first century.

You knew that First Look had made it as a company

when. .

.

We won an Academy Award for Best Foreign Language

Film ior Antonia's Line in 1996 and when

we received the Entertainment Data Inc.

(EDI) award for the highest grossing for-

eign language film—also for Antonia's

Line in 1996.

If you weren't distributing films, what

would you be doing?

Selling shoes in Rio, brain surgery, work-

ing at the Gap.

Another distributor you admire:

Marcus Hu at Strand. He's made some-

thing out of nothing.

The difference between First Look and

other distributors of independent

films is . .

.

we try harder.

Upcoming First Look titles to watch I

for:

Marleen Corliss's first English-language

feature, Mrs. Dalloway, starring Vanessa

Redgrave; Alegna. the film adaptation of

Cirque du Soleil's production of the same

name; lllummata. co-written, directed,

and starring John Turturro with

Christopher Walken and Susan

Sarandon; and Keep the Aspidistra Flying, by Robert

Bierman.

Famous last words:

When choosing a distributor, bigger is not always better.

Distributor FAQ. is a column conducted by fax ques-

tionnaire profiling a wide range of distributors of inde-

pendent film and video. Ifyou are a distributor and want

to be profiled or are a maker and want to find out more

about a particular distributor, contact Lissa Gibbs do

The Independent, 304 Hudson St., 6th ff, NY, NY 10013,

or drop an e-mail to-. Iissa@sirius.com

Lissa Gibbs is a contributing editor to The Independent and

former Film Arts Foundation Fest director.

I
Film & Media Composers

• AVR 77
• 3D-DVE fx

• 92 GIGS storage

• Protools

Graphics

• After Effects

• 3D animation

• Photoshop/Illustrator

Transfers/Duplication

• Negative to tape

Video dailies

Dailies synching

• Tape to tape

• Tape to film

PRODUCTION
• Sony Digital Camera

3 chips - $ 1 50 per day
• BetaCam SP Package

Call about:

• Indie rates

• Free editors

• Cash Back Program

• AVID classes

ISLAND MEDIA
212»252*3522
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FIELD REPORTS

I
Everywhere

Female Directors Arrive in Droves at the
Toronto International Film Festival

by Patricia
Thomson

Summing up the Toronto International

Film Festival calls to mind the story of the

blind men trying to describe an elephant. "Ah,

an elephant is long and limber, like a snake,"

said one, touching the elephant's trunk.

"Hardly. It's flat as a pita, and it flops back and

forth like a giant wing," said another, pinching

an ear. "How can you say that.7 ," said yet

another as he groped a leg. "An elephant is as

cylindrical and solid as a tree trunk."

Toronto is similarly a beast of many dimen-

sions. It's a festival of glitzy galas and star sight-

ings, along the lines of Cannes or Venice. It's

dedicated to serious international arthouse

cinema, like Berlin or Rotterdam. It's a bustling

film market. And with 279 films, it subsumes

countless mini-festivals of Black, gay/lesbian,

Asian, Latin American, British, and even

experimental work. Truly this year's 10- day

event (held September 4-13) offered some-

thing for everyone—all 2,300 industry atten-

dees and 700 press, not to mention the gener-

al public.

This year the characteristic that popped out

as big as an elephant's girth was the number of

features by women directors of serious stature.

Antonia Bird (Priest), Beeban Kidron (Antonia

& jane), Marleen Gorris (Antonia s Line), Sally

Potter [Orlando), and Agnieszka Holland

(Olivier, Olivier), among others, all had new

work to present. Some of it was imminently

forgettable, like Kidron's Swept from the Sea, a

tale of outcast lovers in a rugged fishing village

that was a cooker-cutter classic in the "sweep-

ing romance" mould, o'er brimmin' with blaz-

ing sunsets and thwarted passions. Some was

competent but disappointingly pro forma, like

Bird's Face, a heist-gone-wrong genre pic. But

some was original, compelling, or on lucky

days, both. There was Gorris's eponymous ren-

dition of Virginia Woolf's Mrs. Dalloway, a film

that gets better as it goes, culminating in a bril-

liant high-society party sequence that's imbued

with Woolf's wry observations on upper-class

ambitions and the pathos of lost ideals. Holland

brought Washington Square, one of two Henry

James adaptations appearing at the festival.

French director Agnes Merlet presented

Artemisia, the little-known story of the educa-

tion and doomed love affair of Baroque

painter Artemisia Gentileschi, the

determined young woman responsible

for the masterpiece Judith Beheading

Holofemes.

Also in the mix was a lesbian science

fiction flick (Hillary Brougher's The

Sticky Fingers of Time); an older

woman/younger man amour fou (Post

coitum animal triste, directed by and star-

ring Brigette Roiian); a look at the

aftermath of relationship abuse (Erin

Dignam's Loved); a Black southern

gothic saga (Kasi Lemmons' Eve's Bayou); and

an offbeat biography of Ada Lovelace, daughter

of Romantic poet Lord Byron and author of

what's considered to be the first computer code

(Lynn Hershman Leeson's Conceiving Ada).

Add to that a feminist feature from Tunisia

(Nadia Fares' much-lauded Honey and Ashes); a

recut version of Jill Sprecher's temps-in-the-

workplace drama (Clockwatchers); and the

macabre directorial debut of photographer

Cindy Sherman (Office Killer), and you've got

some sense of the range of work by and about

women.

Most prominent of the lot—largely because

it was alternately the most admired and the

most reviled—was Sally Potter's The Tango

Lesson. The film is a lightly fictionalized

account of the director's recent infatuation

with tango. (Potter was a dancer and choreog-

rapher before becoming a filmmaker.) In the

film, a director named Sally (Sally Potter) stum-

bles across a tango presentation one night in

Paris, which prompts her to take lesson;- with

an Argentinean dancer, Pablo (Pablo Veron). In

between bouts of writing and pitching a film
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about the fashion industry, she gets more

deeply involved with the tango—and with

her instructor. They strike a deal; if he'll

make her a bona fide tango dancer, she'll let

him star in her next film.

"It's self-indulgent," hiss The Tango

Lesson's nay-sayers with surprising venom. If

pressed, many admit they just can't stand the

sight of Potter. "I wanted to punch her," said

one.

Personally, that never occurred to me. I

found her presence rather winsome and

engaging, and am convinced that her motives

for appearing on screen had more to do with

a director's instincts than a performer's ego.

"I went with huge trepidation into playing

in the film," she admits. "But all roads led in

the same direction. There was a total

inevitability, finally, about being in the story,

if it was the story that was eventually told,

which is one that plays with boxes within

boxes, with levels of reality. The director

we're watching on the screen, imagining how

to turn the life she's living into a film, is in

fact the one who already has done so,

because that's the film we're watching. That

layer wouldn't have been there had it been an

actress playing the part.

"Then there was the very practical level:

Who else was English (to make the maxi-

mum contrast with Latin American culture),

about my age (to be a believably 'mature film-

maker,' as you put it), and also had already

danced tango at a professional level (to make

the dance scenes really believable).7
I'd

already been on a two-year obsessive crash

course."

I don't mind the tact of Potter's presence

on screen, anymore than I do that ot Ross

McElwee, Michael Moore, Yvonne Rainer,

Marcel Ophuls, Spike Lee, Judith Helfand,

Allie Light . . . the list goes on. If what peo-

ple are really objecting to is Potter's assump-

tion that we, too, will be interested in her lat-

est personal passion, then I guess I'm a suck-

er for films that are borne ot passion, rather

than formulas. And I, for one, was downright

exhilarated during the dance sequences,

which so effectively capture the exacting,

tedious, exasperating, humiliating grind ot

practice and the giddy reward of a flawless

performance. (The third partner in these

dance scenes is the balletic camera of DP
Robby Miiller, who hasn't lost his touch for

expressive black-and-white photography.)

The Tango Lesson took it in the chin from

some of Potter's feminist fans who felt

betrayed by its lead female character falling for

a partner who tells her to "follow, always fol-

low." But what they missed is the film's most

interesting aspect, which is the way two mature

adults—each used to leading—learn how to

negotiate power and control in their relation-

ship, both on the dance floor and off. That's as

complicated an act as the fanciest footwork.

Finally, The Tango Lesson is a meditation on

filmmaking. It captures the elements usually

omitted in films-about-tilms: the solitary writer

scratching out a script, the pitch sessions, and,

the most invisible part of the process, the birth

and gestation of an idea. "It's very much about

a director's eyes," says Potter, "how, by looking

and listening, you begin to shape your materi-

al." Far from being a portrait in vanity, The

Tango Lesson is a rich study of relationships and

In Lynn Hershman Leeson's Conceiving Ada, Tilda Swinton plays

Ada Byron Lovelace, daughter of Lord Byron, and inventor of the

first computer code. Courtesy filmmaker

the creative process. And it"> got a beat you can

dance to.

Perhaps the only other film at Toronto that

polarized critics to such .1 degree was Gummo,

the much-anticipated directorial debut of

Harmony Korine (screenwriter of Kids). The

kids are back, but this time the setting is the

strip-mall Midwest. Set in Xenia, Ohio, the film

was actually shot in Tennessee (and is thick

with Southern accents—no minor monkey

wrench in the works). Once again, Korine

seems disposed to ipoter le bourgeois, loading his

film with cat killings, roach-intested squalor,

and white-trash violence and malaise. While

there are some memorable scenes and a 13-

year-old lead (Jacob Reynolds) whose odd face

is truly transfixing, Gummo ultimately has an

adolescent's cruel sense of humor. Using only

four SAG actors, the film is populated by

"found" characters—an encephalitic black

dwarf, a retarded woman, and so on. Many

appear to have stepped straight out of a Diane

Arbus or Larry Fink photograph. But unlike

those portraits, Gummo holds up its odd lot for

all to see, then points and laughs like a snicker-

ing teenager. While some critics saw poetry and

bravery in the film, I found that all the easy tar-

gets got in the way of that view.

This year the hot new discovery was Thorn

Fitzgerald, a New Jersey-born director who

graduated from Cooper Union, then took the

novel career step of moving to Nova Scotia.

This first-time director picked up the Air

Canada People's Choice Award and shared the

Toronto-City Award tor best Canadian Feature

for The Hanging Garden, which in turn was

picked by MGM before the festival's close.

"Inspirational" is a word that can inspire

shudders, but this time it's appropriate on sev-

eral levels. First is the story proper. The film

focuses on Sweet William, a miserable 350-

pound boy who grows up to be a healthy, well-

adjusted gay man. As Fitzgerald writes

in his director's statement, "I created

The Hanging Garden to send a message

to unhappy people that, no matter how

much you hate your life and yourself in

the current moment, it is possible to

become the person you want to be."

Fitzgerald shows both sides of the coin,

flipping back and forth between the

adult who comes home for his sister's

wedding after a 10-year absence, and

the adolescent whose suffocatingly

oppressive family life would drive any

sane creature over the brink—a raging

abusive father, a self-martyring mother,

and a batty grandmother who exposes him after

his first gay encounter.

Fitzgerald bravely stuck to his guns when

some of his hinders balked at the surreal

metaphors threaded throughout the film, par-

ticularly the body of fat William hanging by a

rope from a tree—a vision that the whole fam-

ily shares. After watching the rough-cut,

Cineplex Odeon wanted the ending changed so

that only the adult William sees his former self

strung up in the garden. But not only did the

director not have the footage, "I didn't know

what [the film] would be about," he says.

"William comes home and recognizes that he

hurt his family as much as they hurt him. If that

corpse isn't there hurting them, then he doesn't

learn that." The funders relented; the

metaphorical imagery stayed in alongside the

slice-of-life realism, and a film rich in poetry

and pain was borne.

Fitzgerald's own saga as a writer/director is as

inspirational as William's tale. A Canadian res-

ident since moving from New York to Halifax

right after college, he spent years trying to
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Robin Wright and William Hurt in Loved, Erin

Dignam's forceful look at relationship abuse.

Courtesy filmmaker

develop this first feature. "I did all the tradi-

tional, stereotypical things," he says. "I lived off

my mother's credit card for six months. I made

a development contract with my mother (who

has a different last name) and pretended she

was somebody else so I could lobby money out

of the government

agencies here. I

sent the script to • ~

_| every distributor in

Canada, and hard-

ly any of them

acknowledged its

receipt." Potential

funders kept

telling Fitzgerald

(who had only a

couple of tive-

minute shorts

under his belt),

"You're not a pro-

ducer." He'd reply,

"How do you

know?" None took

his proposed

$250,000 budget

seriously. But after

persisting for several years, he finally got the

ball rolling with seed money from the Nova

Scotia Film Development Corporation and

Telefilm Canada. Eventually Channel 4 and

Cineplex Odeon Films Canada joined in, and

he had his $1.5 million budget ($1 million

U.S.). "I couldn't raise $250,000, but I could

raise $1.5 million," he wryly

observes.

"I was on a panel yesterday with all

of these 'hot shuts'—first-time direc-

tors from around the world,"

Fitzgerald continues. "They kept

talking about 'the struggle,' the lack

of resources. 'Oh, we couldn't do

anything.' I said, 'Well, I guess I was

relatively spoiled; I'm in Canada and

I had everything I needed to make

the film.' Somebody said, 'What was

everyone's budget?' It turned out

that all these people who were com-

plaining about not being able to do

anything had at least twice the

amount of money I had, and they

had Bob Hoskins and Lisa Kudrow

and all these actors. I thought, 'Well,

I guess it's just a matter of perspec-

tive.'
"

If there's one thing Fitzgerald's got

that he'll need in spades, especially

now, it's a sense of perspective. By

the week's end, he had the kind of critical

buz: publicists would give their eye teeth for.

Over 100 people had been turned away from

the industry screening. MGM had inked an

acquisition deal. Back-to-back interviews

with an insatiable press were the order of the

Thorn Fitzgerald (L), director, and the

young Sweet William (Troy Veinotte, below

R) with his first love

(Joel S. Keller) in The Hanging Garden.

Photos: B. Graham (L) & C. Reardon,

courtesy Alliance

day. But Fitzgerald summed up his newfound

fame with quiet irony: "I'm on Cloud Nine.

But if you really try to stand on Cloud Nine,

you plummet to your death, because it is just

a cloud."

Patricia Thomson is editor m chiej oj The
Independent
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FIELD REPORTS

I
A worldwide upsurge in documentary slots, specialized distribution companies, and a new multi-million-dollar facility

to house Marseilles' documentary market— if there was any doubt that documentary is booming globally, Sunny Side

of the Doc is a proof of just how far the expansion has come. But what's the upshot for U. S. independents?

by Bethany H a y e

Sunny Side of the Doc, the international

documentary market held in Marseilles, and its

accompanying festival (Vue sur les Docs) have

returned to their original home, the Pharo

fortress, after a two-year relocation for some

renovations. It's clear that the changes, both in

the venue and in the global documentary mar-

ket, are spectacular.

Not so long ago, network program directors

relaxed at pre -fab stands or sipped rose at a

makeshift terrace cafe, where commissioning

editors such as Catherine Lamour of France's

Canal + held open-door afternoons where

anyone could walk in and pitch. Today, a

multi-million-dollar facility sprawls under-

neath the vast palace lawn, endowed with fully

equipped stands, modern screening rooms, a

permanent restaurant, and expanded tele-

phone and fax service . The mood has gone

from cosy and intimate to crisp and serious.

Commissioning editors put in appearances at

the highly informative and interactive forums,

but retreat from the crush of proposal-pushers

for discreet meetings in town. With whom?

With each other,

and a proliferation of themat-

ic channels (for example, the

History Channel, which also

programs panels and feature

films). Also new to the market

are regional spin-offs of big

channels, like Discovery

Europe and financially evolv-

ing Discovery Latin America,

and themed offspring of ter-

restrial nets like TF1

(France) 's Odyssee, Spain's

Odisea, and Canada's TFO.

Mostly interested in

straight acquisitions, these

new outlets pay varying per-

hour rates. Discovery Europe

averages $5,000 per hour, TV
Ontario starts at $4,000,

Ovation starts at $3,500,

while Brazil's CNA pays

$1,500. National Geographic,

Odyssee, and Multicanal pre-

fer not to set rates and negoti-

ate on a per-film basis. When

they do coproduce, the big

THE WESTERS F.Mr IRE

dmdta a

Ha

and with a few

heavyweight
documentary
producers whose

resources and

reputations have

brought them

into the inner

sanctum of inter-

national produc-

tion over the past

10 years. The

days of the joyous

free-for-all are over. Documentary has zoomed

from a cottage industry into a global business.

This is both good and bad news for film-

makers and producers. Demand is up. Digital

image compression has led to niche branding

channels invest

sums that range

from middling

($40-50,000 for

Discovery) to low

(no more than

$25,000 for Ova-

tion). Canal -f-'s

coproduction and

acquisitions unit,

DocStar, formed

five years ago to

supply its French

and foreign terres-

trial and satellite

channels, will shell out $15 million over the

next three years.

Globally, most of the new airtime has come

from cable and satellite, a lot of it in emerging

geographical markets: Eastern Europe, Asia,

and Africa. The bad news is that many of

these new buyers don't pay very much; an

average is $1,000 per hour. And though the

Western European networks are program-

ming more factual fare, they have not

increased their budget allotments proportion-

ally.

What's more, if demand is up, global pro-

duction volume is up even more, and the

hundreds of new shoestring production hous-

es that have sprouted, many formed by direc-

tors to produce their own films, must com-

pete even more fiercely. A side -effect has

been to make commissioning editors' jobs

tougher by inundating them with proposals.

Yves Jeanneau, general director of Les

Films d'Ici, France's single biggest indepen-

dent producer of documentary, notes,
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"[Broadcasters] say this multiplicity creates a

great wealth of ideas, of projects and talents.

It's sort of a seedbed. But only a few flowers

come out of it. In France, each terrestrial

network receives

at least two thou-

sand proposals a

year, when they

have about fifty

slots. It's a night-

mare for them."

If documen-

tary is bounding

ahead, this is

because of a fun-

damental change

in audience attitudes. The form has long

since shed its boring and intellectual image,

even in the eyes of mass audiences, in part

due to event series like The Civil War and

popular theatrical releases like

When We Were Kings. Inter-

estingly, some program directors

speculate that documentary's

resurgence may be due to the

devaluation of feature films

which now stuff programming

grids. Increasingly formulaic

and effects-obsessed, they often

lack complex human relations

and plausible stories, the ulti-

mate skeleton key to audience satisfaction.

This is why BBC 2 programmer Nicholas

Fraser says he always goes for "very intelli-

gent old-fashioned narrative, momentum...

real characters" for his newly expanded slot

Storybill (formerly Fine Cut).

Still, he cautions foreign companies look-

ing for a European broadcaster that they

should coproduce or somehow team up with

a local partner, through pre-sales, for exam-

ple. Nearly all programming directors concur

that this is a must—not only because coun-

tries like France have quotas requiring a cer-

tain amount of the grid to be European-pro-

duced, but because nets prefer to work with

companies whose work they know and that

are familiar with the ins and outs of their par-

ticular national industry.

Another major development is the

increasingly important role of large distribu-

tion companies, such as Europe Images,

which recently absorbed Amaya Distri-

bution. Brand new this year, Doc and Co.

was formed by five independent French doc-

umentary production companies to distrib-

ute their programs. The Dutch-American

The days of the joyous

free-for-all are over.

Documentary has zoomed

from a cottage industry into

a global business.

company TV Matters, formerly exclusively vin-

tage fiction-film distributors, is also acquiring

documentary in a big way What all these com-

panies do is process an amorphous mass of

thousands of hours of

diverse programming

into salable packages

collections and series

and take the adminis-

trative and paperwork

burden off production

companies that con-

sign their output to

them. Since they sell in

bulk, they can optimize

the lower-paying mar-

kets.

Says Jeanneau of Les Films d'lci, "These

developing markets, in Asia, Latin America,

even in Africa (not necessarily African chan-

nels, hut channels like Discovery,

Turner Africa, etc.) for the

moment I see as ancillary mar-

kets, with prices in the range of

$1,000 per hour. So, that where

there was nothing, now there is a

potential client. That can be

good tor companies like us, for

example, who have inventory. . . .

When a large distributor, like

Europe Images, Gaumont TV, or

Canal + Distribution has a client that wants to

bin a hundred hours, I'm happy it twenty hours

of mine are in the package. What do I care it
[J

eighty hours are someone else's, or several

other companies' [Foreign sales] is an arduous,

cost-incurring job, one that I don't have time to

do. I'm delighted it a distributor does it tor me."

Again, smaller companies are having a tough

time benefiting from this development, as they

generally do not have enough stock to interest

the big distributor. Sometimes, however, they

may be able to place small or highly specialized

catalogues. "If only two or three hours of theirs

go into a hundred-hour package, it's still two or

three hours they wouldn't have sold to the

Russians," quips Jeanneau.

The European documentary industry has

come of age, organized itself, become more pro-

fessional. Production has consolidated, large-

scale, very competent distribution companies

have grown up, and the relationship between

producers and broadcasters is more structured.

"There is still great potential for the documen-

tary," concludes Jeanneau, "and wide new mar-

kets for it to reach."

Bethany Haye is a Paris-based journalist.
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The Cologne Medienforum
by Claus Mueller

Virtually unnoticed in this country, the

Cologne Medienforum in North-Rhine

Westphalia, Germany, has rapidly emerged as a

key European media conference and television

festival. It has grown into an event with more

than 5,500 accredited participants, including

1,100 journalists. Its week-long series of sym-

posia are of particular interest to independents,

since they provide up-to-date information on

emerging markets and new technologies. The

conference is ideal for networking with princi-

pal players in the German media scene, as

senior corporate officials from RTL, SAT 1,

ARD, ZDF, and Arte are among the regular

attendees. And the forum provides access to

one of the most important public funding

sources outside the United States: the Film

Foundation of North-Rhine Westphalia.

For American producers and sellers,

Germany is crucial, since it is the second largest

television market in the world and the biggest

foreign outlet tor U.S. films as of 1995 and tor

television as well since 1996, due to sales of dig-

ital television and video rights to the Kirch

group. (According to the MPAA, Germany sur-

passes even the UK as a market for U.S. film

product, generating $309.3 million in 1996,

versus the UK's $175 million.) Cologne is an

ideal location for a television conference, being

home to the largest European public TV sta-

tion, WDR, and the biggest European commer-

cial TV network, RTL. Nickelodeon, Vox,

VIVA, and the radio and television operation

of Deutsche Welle (the German counterpart to

the USIA) have their base in Cologne, and

close to 1,200 companies involved in media

production and distribution have settled in the

surrounding region. The German equivalent to

AIVF, the Verband der Fernseh-, Film- und

Videowirtschatt, has its office in Cologne, as do

numerous other professional media associa-

tions. North-Rhine Westphalia is now the

source of 25 percent of all German television

production, compared to seven percent only

five years ago.

The Medienforum

The Medienforum was established in 1991 as

part of a concerted public policy to reposition

the North-Rhine Westphalia—a "rust bowl"

state that had lost its strength with the decline

of steel and coal industries—towards the

media, information, and telecommunications

economy. That policy was largely successful;

today companies involved with media and

communication are the third most important

employment source in North-Rhine

Westphalia. The Medienforum was organized

by the Secretary for Economics and Technology

and the State Broadcast Department in associ-

ation with the City of Cologne, the NRW Film

Foundation, and the private sector. In 1997

sponsoring corporations included RTL, Audi,

CNN International, NBC, WDR, Sony, Kanal

4, Sat 1 , Nickelodeon, MTV, and ProSieben.

Since it is largely backed by public authori-

ties, political concerns rarely addressed in com-

mercial venues are still debated here: funding

modalities tor public broadcasting, media access

in developing countries, public digital net-

works, program quality, etc. In the policy areas,

principal themes were set in keynote speeches

by prominent politicians. The social democrat-

ic Prime Minister of North-Rhine Westphalia,

Johannes Rati, and the European Union's

Commissioner tor Information and

Telecommunications Technologies, Martin

Bangemann, outlined priorities for electronic

media development, with Rau stressing the

need tor setting control mechanisms and

Bangemann pleading tor privatization.

Over the past seven years, the Medienforum

has developed from a congress focusing on pol-

icy debates to a media fair and market with a

pragmatic orientation. This shift was reflected

in 1997's theme: "2001 Visionary Space

Odyssey or Pragmatic Creation of New

Markets." From June 6-11, 300 German and

foreign speakers, including numerous

Americans, covered issues, problems, and

updates on media policy, television, film, radio,

and the print media in 160 workshops, sym-

posia, and panels. A three-day symposium,

MECON (Media Economy Conference) dealt

with developments in interactive media, and

the two-day "Japan Forum" featured political

and academic experts. The Film Foundation of

North-Rhine Westphalia held workshops on

funding, actors as filmmakers, and other

themes, while the concurrent Cologne

Conference showcased the best of television.

"Pitch-Point" was a pilot forum for scriptwriters

and filmmakers, where they could discuss with

experts the best way to pitch their projects. It

will become a full-blown event in 1998.

In keeping with its political origin,

Medienforum was accessible to the public.

Media corporations arranged the Medien-

buergerfest, a media festival for citizens, which

served as a two-day warm-up for the

Medienforum and featured 70 exhibits, with a

media-career center and 100 hours of live

shows on 15 sound stages, including the pro-

duction of television and radio programs

throughout the old city center of Cologne. An
estimated crowd of several hundred thousand

attended the free happenings. Daily passes to

the Medienforum's exhibit area could be

bought for as little as $7. This pass allowed

access to panels on interactive media at

MECON and presentations staged within the

exhibit area, which included more than 160

companies and institutions showcasing their

products and services.

The Cologne Conference

A similar open-door policy prevailed at the

Cologne Conference, the most visible part of

the Medienforum. As a largely independent

part of the Medienforum, the Cologne

Conference has been organized annually since

1991 by the prestigious Adolf Grimme

Institute, with long-term funding by public

institutions and corporate sponsorship (includ-

ing Sony, NBC, Variety, and TV Spielfilm). The

minimal fee of about $20 per ticket opened the

conference to a cross-section of the Cologne

population. With this year's attendance

exceeding 4,000, the Cologne Conference has

become the largest popular television festival in

the world. According to its director, Lutz

Hachmeister, the event is establishing itself as

the most important mid-size television market

in Europe.

Selected from more than 800 submissions

from 34 countries, the 20 programs were shown

in two sections: the Top Ten and Spectrum.

They ranged from market-oriented TV produc-

tions to superb and controversial documen-

taries, and generally constituted innovative

forms of television. (It was the Cologne

Conference that introduced Twin Peaks and

NYPD Blue to the German public.) Among

U.S. productions, the Top 10 included Paul

Haggis' EZ Street (considered by Variety "the

most cinematic show on TV") and David

Nutter's superbly directed "Millenium episode"

from the X Files, which had the highest debut

rating in Fox TV history. The Spectrum includ-

ed Rainbow Man/John 3:16, the first feature-

length documentary by independent filmmaker

Sam Green, and The Hamster Factor, an inti-

mate portrait of the making of Terry Gilliam's

12 Monkeys by two graduate film students,

Keith Fulton and Louis Pepe. This year's retro-

spective section featured the "direct cinema"

work of D.A. Pennebaker and Chris Hegedus.
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$37 foreign & Canadian entries

information
Call, write, fax or email for

brochure/entry form

Ann Arbor Film Festival

PO Box 8232
Ann Arbor, Ml 48107

phone: 313/995-5356

fax: 313/995-5396

email: vicki@honeyman.org

web: http://aafilmfest.org

$12,000

PRIZES

AWARDED

FILM ENTRY m
DEADLINE:

FEBRUARY 15 # 1998

Television enthusiasts the Medienforum Cologne Conference.

Photo: Uwe Volkner, courtesy FOX

funding from public broadcaster ZDF ($3 mill

The Film Stiftung Nordrhein-Westfaten,

Germany's largest public regional film foundation, has

invested $150 million over the last six years in the

development and production of about 180 projects.

Financing goes to feature films, international televi-

sion series, documentaries, training, and distribution.

For each production dollar received, the recipient

must spend $1.50 in Nordrhein-Wesphalia. In FY97

well over $40 million was disbursed to producers;

close to 35 percent went to international projects. The

I Film Stiftung is expanding and has received additional

i in 1997), with more backing anticipated from the commercial sector. The foun-

dation has supported numerous U.S. productions and coproductions, including Jim Jarmusch's Dead Man, Mira Nair's Kama

Sutra, Mark Rappaport's Exterior Night, John Schlesinger's The Innocent, Syd MacCartney's The Whipping Boy, Jeremy

Swan/Michael Kerrigan's The Secret Life of Toys, Michael Lindsay Hogg's Guy, and Chris Bould's Midnight Flight.

Arte, a French-German upscale channel (also distributed via cable and satellite), programs art and culture in primetime.

These are the type of productions, frequently international, that have become neglected or even given up by ARD and ZDF in

primetime, though they're still present on Germany's thriving regional television. In 1997 Arte had a regular audience of 8 mil-

lion viewers in France and 5.6 million in Germany. Best known are Arte's theme nights, scheduled three nights a week, which

might combine a feature and a documentary on one issue. American independents have become more prominent in Arte's line-

up. (According to rumor, one American has adopted French citizenship to have easier access to Arte funds.) Among Arte's

acquisitions or coproductions involving Americans are Steven Bognar's Personal Belongings, Mark Davis's Rescuing Baby

Whales, Jonas Mekas's Reminiscences of a Lithuanian Journey, Christine Choy & Nancy Mey-Yu Tong's In the Name of the

Emperor, Sue Williams' Les Annees Mao and Born Under the Red Flag, as well as several joint ventures with WNET and

Ovation. The list of Americans whose productions were acquired for theme nights by Arte includes D.A. Pennebaker & Chris

Hegedus, Michel Negroponte, Susan Todd & Andrew Young, Barbara Kopple, Hal Hartley, Maxi Cohen, and Charles Burnett.

Kabel 1, a niche channel carried via satellite and cable, aims for a four-percent market-share by positioning itself towards

upscale programming. To date this has resulted in productions that are peculiar combinations of PBS and Fox-type shows. A

16-part documentary series Adventure Life, based on the "truth is stranger than fiction" concept, employs well-known German

public television producers. Interviews with Kabel 1 officials indicate that they would be interested in producing with estab-

lished U.S. filmmakers.

Fenster (window) programmers constitute a third force, beside the public and commercial broadcast, satellite, and cable-

casters. Commercial programmers require licensing from their respective state broadcasting authorities in order to operate.

Getting a license is easier or sometimes predicated upon providing several hours a week to niche programmers and sharing

advertising revenue with them. Recently enacted changes in the broadcasting law stipulate that if a commercial channel has

more than a 10 percent market share, it has to grant about four and a half hours (including 90 minutes in primetime) to an

independent provider of a "window program" (Fenster Programm). Apart from German New Wave director Alexander Kluge's

long-running intellectual DCTP (Development Corporation for Television Program), the Cologne-based Kanal 4 is firmly estab-

lished as one of these window programmers. Kanal 4 was initiated by independent film- and videomakers in NRW with strong

ties to the German Documentary Association (ag dc). Featured on RTL and Sat 1 several times a week, Kanal 4 frequently pro-

grams quality material (in stark contrast to its host station). Window programs are organized by Kanal 4 and produced by inde-

pendents. They are primarily documentaries and magazine- style shows presenting critical cultural perspectives. Both Kluge's

DCTP and Kanal 4 are potential outlets for the work of U.S. independents, as is the window program Green Peace, carried by

RTL as of this past fall.

Medienforum: www.medienforumnrw.tle (program info)

Landespresseamt: Bettina Hildebrand, 101573.2764@compuserve.com (info about Medienforum)

NRW Film Stiftung: Helga Binder, info@filmstiftung.de

Arte:www.arte-tv.com (program info in French & German)

Kabel L Kl Fernsehen GMBH, Nicolas Paalzon, Nicolas.Paalzon@Kabell.DE ; fax 01 1-49-89 95 07 21 58

Kanal 4: Juergen Schoen, fax: 011-49-221 2575598

DCTP: Jakob Krebs, fax: 011-49-211-139-227

Webovision: www.webovision.com (links to European TV stations & program providers)

European Audiovisual Information Center www.obs.c-strasbourg.fssr

(up-dated info on all aspects of European audiovisual production)

Sofideaa: www.Coproductions.com (comprehensive site aimed at medium & small companies focusing on coproductions,

investments, jobs, markets, festivals; has bulletin board for locating coproduction partners)

Mandy's Directory: www.mandy.com (TV & film production data for each European country) — CM.
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On the lighter side, the annual cult progtam

and party parodied one of Germany's most pop-

ular television programs, the Grand Prix

Eurovision de la Chanson, which is a sentimental

tear-jerker of a pop musak competition.

In addition to the programs screened during

the Cologne Conference, accredited partici-

pants in the Medienforum could access 80 pro-

ductions in well-organized on-demand screen-

ings of international television movies, docu-

mentary series, and feature films.

For U.S. independents, the Medienforum

and its associated events are worth the travel

expenses. Cologne is centrally located, and the

Medienforum provides crucial access to hin-

ders, producers, and strategic information.

Many of the discussions are conducted or

simulcast in English. In addition, the amhiance

makes it easy to establish contacts.

The 1998 Medienforum [www.medienfo-

rumnrw.de] will be held June 9-17.

New York-based Claus Mueller teaches media research

at Hunter College and organizes the annual New York

Screening Days.

The Banff
Television Festival

by Maureen Marovitch

It may come as a surprise to many U. S.

independents that they're missing out on one of

the largest international TV festivals in North

America. Less than a dozen American indies

made it to the 18th Banff Television Festival,

June 8-14, in the

Alberta Rocky

Mountains. That

left some 1,500

other international

players from

Canada, Europe,

and Asia hawking,

planning, commis-

sioning, and

acquiring what will

be seen on next

year's small screens

around the world.

But why should American indies head north

to a market/festival in, of all places, Canada?

Why not just track down the players in L.A.

and New York? The answer is that it's far easi-

er to meet them here. Sprinkled across several

ballrooms, conference suites, and an open ter-

race are the key people from the likes of

Channel 4, BBC, ZDF, and Canal +, looking

more relaxed they you'll likely ever see them

on home turf. You can talk—actually sit down

and chat—with these decision-makers with

nary an imposing secretary in sight.

Commissioning editors from U. S. cable

channels like Arts & Entertainment, the

Discovery Channel, and the Movie Network

were eager to look at proposals. And the

biggest European channels and distributors

were hankering for interesting projects to co-

produce and acquire. Said U.S. documentary

filmmaker Richard Gordon (The Gate of

Heavenly Peace), "I'm exhausted from meeting

people. But I've been able to do more in four

days than if I had spent three weeks in Paris,

three in London, and junked around New York

City."

Relative to other markets, Banff is smaller

than the frenetic MIPCOM in France, less

content-oriented than INPUT, and far less

star-studded than the Toronto International

Film Festival. II anything, the broadcastets are

the stars here. But independents can and do

make interesting connections and friendships.

You see them talking up their projects over

coffee, learning about new funding options,

and sometimes finding like-minded partners

for future ventures. With all this conversing,

the conference area of the swank Banff Springs

hotel is a constant din. The majestic Rocky

mountain^, barely get a second glance as mail-

box slots are repeatedly checked for notes and

meeting confirmations. Lunch-time is a

chance tor the lucky few to score a place at the

"Take a Decision Maker to Lunch"—a spon-

sored sit-down meal with a key broadcasting

executive and

eight other eager

indies. And then,

after a day of

panels and

forums, there are

always cocktail

parties and buffet

dinners. With all

this chatter, few

actually ever

watch the hun-

dreds of available

programs, not

even the pre-selected award winners, even

though they are feted on the second day of the

festival. The dozen screening rooms, open 24

hours a day for tape requests, are invariably

deserted.

But the heart of the festival is the Market

Simulation, a public pitch spectacle that hap-

Vasco Accounting
20 West 20th Street Suite 808

New York NY 10011

Tel. (212) 989-4789 Fax (212) 989-4897

• Tax Preparation

• Financial Planning

• Individuals, Corporations and

Not for Profits

• Specializing in Film and Video

The art

of renting

avid rentals
MC 8000-1 000-400

p r o -t o o I s

DVC pro-deck

excellent tech support

artone
9 2 9-
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pen- one morning during the festival. Four indi-

viduals or teams take the stage before an audi'

ence ol several hundred on-lookers to pitch

their project to the 70 or so assembled broad-

casters. The teams have up to a halt-hour on

Stage, but you can feel a project catch tire—or

fizzle out—within the first the minutes. Quick-

witted emcee and festival director Pat Fern acts

as executive producer, keeping pitches on track

and putting broadcasters on the spot. "Yes, hut

how much in actual dollars and cents will you

commit.'" he'll insistently ask a cagey commis-

sioning editor.

For those willing to put themselves before

the throng, the awards can be enormous—both

in visibility and in funding. Toronto producer

Megan Smith pitched a three -part documen-

tary series on eccentrics that had broadcasters

eagerly vying to get in on the action. And

Vancouver comedy writer/director Ken Hegan's

pitch for a paranoid comedy feature had the

audience and broadcasters howling with glee

and on his side within the first minute. After

the session, people filed by to congratulate him.

He soon had a stack of business cards an inch

high from the likes of the Movie Network,

CHUM/City TV, and Paradigm Films, not to

mention job offers to write comedy for several

American and Canadian shows.

But all this hobnobbing doesn't come cheap.

It costs $950 just to get in the door ($700 if you

book several months in advance). Add on a

plane ticket to Calgary, Alberta, a shuttle to

Banff, accommodations, a little mad money and

you could be investing close to $2,000 for a

one -week networking orgy. Promising

Canadian independents have the chance to get

one of 40 all-expenses paid fellowships, spon-

sored by CTV Television. But Americans,

Europeans, and even nominated filmmakers

must pay their own way and prove their tenac-

ity. So is really worth it?

Absolutely, says Ken Hegan. "I took a bus to

get here last year from Vancouver. I rode 13

hours, I stayed at a hostel for $20 a night, and I

came home with $10,000 in work and my first

paid TV producing gig." Vancouver indie pro-

ducer Trish Dolman agrees, though she advises

coming with at least a one-page proposal. But

at last year's rowdy beef- and beer-laden BBQ
extravaganza, she scored a free camera package

from a Vancouver equipment house and 50 per-

cent off film stock from a group of happy, slight-

ly drunk Fuji executives. At this festival, enthu-

siastic party-going is just as essential and lucra-

tive as dutifully making appointments and

attending every panel discussion.

But be forewarned: it you are painfully shy, if

you absolutely abhor schmoozing, if you can't

manage at least a little self-promotion and the

inevitable rejection that comes with it, your

time is probably better spent at home working.

Otherwise, you may soon hate the industry

—

and yourself, wondering whatever happened to

the artistic integrity you thought you once had.

It's not that this festival isn't about art; the

annoyingly oft-repeated motto is "excellence,

innovation, collaboration, and vision." The

truth, however, is that commerce comes first.

But if you can stomach that fact and want to

get your TV productions or films financed,

scrape your pennies together and circle the

Banff TV Festival on your calendar.

Banff Television Festival Gune 7-13, 1998),

1516 Railway Ave., Canmore, Alberta, Canada

T1W 1P6; (403) 678-9260; fax: 678-9269;

www.banfftvfest.com; info(5 banfftvfest.com.

Maureen Marovitch is a documentary filmmaker living

in Montreal.

INPUT
by Ralph Arlyck

What producer would want to go to an

international screening event that has no

prizes, no press, few buyers, and may not even

be located near a beach or a ski slope?

If the event is INPUT (the International

Public Service Television Conference), it turns

out that quite a few independents have found it

Louis Alvarez, center, dines with fellow documentarians Michael Flaster,

left, and Shannon Livingston during the INPUT Conference in Nantes.

Courtesy Timed Exposures

worth the trip. But this annual gathering has to

insinuate its way into your blood. The question

then becomes how most people first get

hooked.

The majority of INPUT regulars get started

by having a film invited. If that happens, your

airfare is usually paid by the Corporation for

Public Broadcasting. You arrive in some city

(Nantes, France, last May; Guadalajara,

Mexico, two years ago) where the food and cul-

tural attractions are probably a notch or two

above what you've just left, and you are even-

tually met by a "shop steward" who will lead

the discussion for the session in which your

program has been linked to several others. If

the planners have done their job, the foreign

programs and yours will be connected not by

subject matter but by themes that raise chewy

professional issues. Topics might run along the

lines of, say, false verite, using the confessional

mode, substance at the expense of pacing, emo-

tional cheap shots, sympathy for evil charac-

ters, or stretching the definition of "prime-

time."

You are asked to show up in a certain loca-

tion on a certain day and suddenly your pro-

gram pops up on about 20 monitors spread

around the room in Stonehenge fashion. This

was the case for Carlos Aparicio who, with his

partner Susana Aikin, took The Transformation

to INPUT in Nantes. Their film is about a for-

mer homeless prostitute transvestite who

accepts help from a Born Again Christian

group in an exchange for renunciation of

homosexuality.

Aparicio and Aikin briefly introduced their

movie and later, when the lights came back on,

survived the customary 20 minutes of close

questioning and discussion from assembled

commissioning editors, programmers, and fel-

low producers from around the

globe. (Post-screening exchanges

at INPUT can be intense, since

the objective is to tackle difficult

creative and ethical issues.

Comments of the "I-loved-your-

movie" or "What-was-your-

shooting-ratio" variety are dis-

couraged. Aparicio and Aikin

then spent the rest of the week

looking at work from other coun-

tries and meeting other delegates.

"It was absolutely fantastic," says

Aparicio. "We had just been to

Berlin [International Film

Festival's market] and that had

been really hard work—selling your

product constantly, eyeing your fellow filmmak-

ers in a state of high competitiveness. But in

Nantes it was extremely relaxed. We got to see

interesting stuff from all over and to meet the

makers.
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"Most of the foreign delegates we met work

closely with institutions, and they seemed real-

ly shocked to hear how many of us operate over

here—doing everything ourselves, credit-card

financing, the horror stories. It seemed to be

two completely different ways of working, and it

was interesting to compare notes."

Aparicio also reports that, despite spending

the week in a non-selling mode, he and Aikin

were approached by several buyers and that

those encounters eventually led to two

European sales.

Scott Sinkler may hold the all-time U. S.

record for sales growing out of a single INPUT

screening. His Inside Life Outside, about a squat-

ter community in New York City, was shown in

Stockholm in '89. After the session he found

himself surrounded by a gaggle of European

broadcasters. One bought the program on the

spot and in the next few months he made fol-

low-up sales to Germany, Sweden, Belgium,

France, and the Netherlands. Sinkler went

back to the Montreal INPUT in '94 as a dele-

gate.

For most independents, the financial results

are neither as dramatic nor as immediate. It you

go with the primary goal ot making foreign TV
sales or putting together an international co-

production, you'll probably be disappointed.

INPUT is neither a festival nor a market. It's

more of a re-charging station, a five-day break

from American production myopia in which

what you screen and what yam talk about chal-

lenge your ways ot thinking about film and tele- ^
vision. The conference also tends to draw U. S.

public television people (from both Washington

and around the country) who are interested in

independent work of all genres.

As with all such multi-day film gatherings,

there comes that inevitable moment when you

tind yourself alone and thinking, "Who should

I go meet next and, more importantly, what am

I doing here in the first place?" But such

moments tend to be minimized at INPUT

because it is an event that has content (the

screenings and discussions). And as you go

back in subsequent years, you have the pleasure

of reconnecting with other regulars.

Producers who stay connected to INPUT

discover that it is, in fact, a lot more than an

annual conference; it may be, in Arlo Guthrie's

terms, "a movement"—for the reformation of

television, no less. The organization runs train-

ing workshops in the Third World, has an

archive, a Website <http://ourworld.Compu-

Serve.com/homepages/INPUT_Public_TV >

,

and is considering publication of a magazine.
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The I . S. selection Cakes place in November.

Nine or 10 Americans (independents, and peo-

ple from CPU, PBS, and the stations) spend

three days in South Carolina looking for

provocative work and accepting about 17 of the

I50-some submissions. About halt ot those

make it through the international selection in

Italy in February, which is run by the same shop

stewards who lead the discussions at the con-

ference itself.

It you do the math, you'll notice that your

chances ot having your program selected are

about 20 to 1 (no worse odds than those for

most grants or festivals). But anyone who is

willing to pav his or her own expenses can go to

the conference. There is no registration fee.

Next year's event is Stuttgart, Germany, May

10-16. In '99 it will be in Fort Worth, Texas.

For information about submitting a program or

attending the event, contact: Terry Pound,

INPUT Secretariat, South Carolina ETV, 1101

George Rogers Blvd., Columbia, SC 29211;

(803) 737-3434; fax; 737-3435; pound®

scetv.org.

Ralph Arhck is an INPUT shop steward and member

of the board, and an indeperident producer.

Karlovy Vary
by Wanda Bershen

One of the most established film events in

the former Eastern

bloc, the Karlovy

Vary International

Film Festival (July

4-12) has regained

its "A" status from

FIAPFE this year (its

39th) and reinvent-

ed itself as an ener-

getic and ambitious

international event.

Taking place in the

favorite spa town of

Hapsburg Emperor

Frederick the Great,

the festival trans-

forms this elegant

West Bohemian vil-

lage into a place

brimming with

young audiences,

movie stars, a large

press corps, and an

impressive list of

invited guests.

What's more, with a new program director

(Eva Zaoralova) and management team (presi-

dent Jiri Bartoska and general director Rudolf

Biermann), and committed corporate sponsors

(Philip Morris, Chemapol, SPT Telecom,

Transgas, and the main Czech bank), Karlovy

Vary is on its way to becoming the major place

to tap into Central Europe's developing market

for the production and distribution of both film

and television.

Biermann, himself a successful producer

(The Garden and Orbis Pictus), is focused on

increasing the numbers of sales agents, distrib-

utors, and international press in attendance

and making international production and co-

production essential areas of development for

the festival. Discussions have been held with

the American Feature Market about recom-

mendations for a tormal market; this year there

was a small area for buyers and sellers to set up

booths and arrange meetings with potential

clients. In addition, Stefan Uhrik and Hana

Cielova, directors of the impressive Inter-

national Forum of Independents, advise local

distributors about independent films and in

1996 established a Buyers/Sellers desk for these

"smaller" films. By underwriting subtitling for

several films each year, the Forum creates the

conditions for the new smaller distributors in

Eastern Europe to acquire independent produc-

tions. Films that received theatrical distribution

in the last couple of years include SubUrbia

(Richard Linklater), Box of Moonlight (Tom

DeCillo), and Trees Lounge (Steve Buscemi).

Urich and Cielova also host Filmopolis, a

monthly television program that includes

international festival reports and an annual

episode "Focus on American Indies." There

is a growing audience for U. S. indie films via

the new private TV channels (which can

afford to run a film like Fargo within a year of

its release), as well as the two Czech public

channels, which have whetted audiences'

appetite for U. S. productions with their

Woody Allen and Robert Altman series.

American indies have already gained a

large following at the festival proper as a

result of Uhrik and Cielova's work at the

Forum. Begun in 1992 and a key part of the

festival since 1995, the Forum has included

the likes of Hal Hartley, Jim Jarmusch, and

the Coen Brothers, as well as such interna-

tional directors as Jane Campion, Wong Kar-

Wai, Aki Kaurismaki, and Atom Egoyan.

This year's special presentation at the Forum

was three films by Errol Morris, including

Fast, Cheap, and Out of Control, which drew

packed houses with lively discussions after

each screening. Easily as quirky and fascinat-

ing as his films, Morris was clearly a hit with

the young audience.

Another lure, in addition to the burgeon-

ing market, are Karlovy Vary's prizes. At the

center of the festival (which this year includ-

ed more than 250 films in 11 sections) is an
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International Competition with a first prize of

$20,000 (which went to Alain Berliner's Ma vie

en rose) and a special award of $10,000 (David

Trueha's The Good Life). There are also prizes

for Audience Favorite, FIPRESCI, and best

documentary ($5,000). In addition to the

Forum, other sections include New Czech Film,

East of West (contemporary work from former

Socialist countries), and retrospectives.

New films by young Czech directors, often

produced with TV funds, signal a new pool of

talent and energy. The Audience Favorite and

Best Actor prizes went to Forgotten Light, a

Czech feature by director Vladimir Michalek

with the kind of dry humor, complex charac-

ters, and underlying seriousness familiar from

the films of Jiri Menzel or Milos Forman in the

sixties.

The Czech Republic, like Poland and

Hungary, is working hard to transform itself

into a modern capitalist economy, with the

media industries a major part of that. In the tew

years since the end of Communism, the TV and

film industries have been restructured, with the

formerly state-controlled systems now

public/private partnerships. American compa-

nies with deep pockets, like Time Warner, have

cable operations up and running already in

Prague, Budapest, and Warsaw and are begin-

ning to co-produce locally and regionally. A
Central European channel, ALFA-TV, man-

aged and funded as a regional initiative, has

hired Alan Fountain, former commissioning

editor for Independent Film at the UK's

Channel 4, to work with them in designing

their program schedule.

At the closing night ceremony, President

Havel offered some characteristically eloquent

remarks on the meaning of statehood, citing

the outpouring of aid to the flood- damaged

regions in southern Czechoslovakia as a sign of

the "civic solidarity" now flourishing in the new

post-Communist democracy. That spirit was

certainly visible in the hordes of film students

jamming the screenings of Czech films (this

journalist had to sit on the floor more than

once), and in the festival's ability to re -invent

itself completely in a few short years. It was vis-

ible, as well, in the amazing ovation that greet-

ed director Milos Forman as he received a

Lifetime Achievement Award on home

ground—something virtually unimaginable

only eight years ago.

Wanda Bershen was director of the Jewish Museum's

Broadcast Archive and Intenuitioiial Film Festival from

1989 to J 995. She established Red Diaper Productions

in J 995 to work with international film aiid TV as an

independent programmer, distributor, production consul-

tant, and UTiter.
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35MM BLOW-UPS BY DU ART:
RELEASED THEATRICALLY FROM 1996-1997

"BREATHING ROOM"
BY JOHN SHERMAN

DISTRIBUTED BY ARROW RELEASING

* "CAUGHT"
BY ROBERT YOUNG

DISTRIBUTED BY SONY PICTURES CLASSICS

* "FAST, CHEAP,
& OUT OF CONTROL"
BY ERROL MORRIS

DISTRIBUTED BY SONY PICTURES CLASSICS

* "FOUR LITTLE GIRLS"
BY SPIKE LEE

DISTRIBUTED BY HBO

* "GET ON THE BUS"
BY SPIKE LEE

DISTRIBUTED BY SONY PICTURES

"GIRLSTOWN"
BY JIM MCKAY

DISTRIBUTED BY OCTOBER FILMS

"HABIT"
BY LARRY FESSENDEN

DISTRIBUTED BY GLASS EYE PICTURES

* "THE KEEPER"
BY JOE BREWSTER

DISTRIBUTED BY KINO PICTURES

"KISSED"
BY LYNNE STOPKEWICH

DISTRIBUTED BY SAMUEL GOLDWYN

LANDSCAPES OF MEMORY"
BY JOSE ARAUJO
DISTRIBUTED BY RIOFILME

* "LE SIEGE DE L'AME"
BY OLIVIER ASSELIN

DISTRIBUTED BY MALO FILMS

"A LIFE APART"
BY MENACHEM DAUM AND

OREN RUDAVSKY
DISTRIBUTED BY FIRST RUN FEATURES

DuArt Film and Video
245 West 55th Street New York, NY 10019

212 757 4580 OR 1 800 52 DUART salesfa duart.com

* "LOOKING FOR RICHARD"
BY AL PACINO

DISTRIBUTED BY FOX SEARCHLIGHT PICTURES

"MAN WITH A PLAN"
BY JOHN O'BRIEN

DISTRIBUTED BY THE FRED HERMAN COMPANY

* "NIL BY MOUTH"
BY GARY OLDMAN

DISTRIBUTED BY SONY PICTURES CLASSICS

"RHYTHM THIEF"
BY MATTHEW HARRISON
DISTRIBUTED BY STRAND RELEASING

* "SIX O'CLOCK NEWS"
BY ROSS MCELWEE

DISTRIBUTED BY FIRST RUN FEATURES

* "A STARRY SKY"
BY TATA AMARAL
DISTRIBUTED BY RIOFILME

* "SUBWAY STORIES"
DISTRIBUTED BY HBO HOME VIDEO

"SYNTHETIC PLEASURES"
BY IARA LEE

DISTRIBUTED BY CAIPIRINHA PRODUCTIONS

* "TIE-DYED"
BY ANDREW BEHAR

DISTRIBUTED BY ISA RELEASING

"TROUBLESOME CREEK:
A MIDWESTERN"

BY JEANNE JORDAN &
STEVEN ASHER

DISTRIBUTED BY ARTISTIC LICENSE FILMS

* "ULEE'S GOLD"
BY VICTOR NUNEZ

DISTRIBUTED BY ORION PICTURES

"WILD MAN BLUES"
BY BARBARA KOPPLE
DISTRIBUTED BY FINE LINE

"WONDERLAND"
BY JOHN O'HAGAN
DISTRIBUTED BY FOX/LORBER

BLOWNUP FROM S16MM NEGATIVE



A European Jewish refugee rides a rickshaw through 1940s Shanghai.

Photo: Paolo Vescia, all photos courtesy Pinball Films

The single biggest question thai every aspiring independent] pro-

ducer wants answered is, "Where can I yet the money to make my

film?" The frequent suggestion is to look .it the financing credits on

comparable films, then seek funding from the same sources.

This article checks the financing credits of The Part <>j Last Resort, a

documentary about the 20,000 Jewish refugees from Central Europe

who escaped to Shanghai in the years leading Up to World War II. It

details the path that first-time feature'documentary producers Joan

Grossman and Paul Rosdy took as they sought to answer the financing

question tor themselves.

The Concept

Proving again that the best ideas are encountered by accident, the pro-

ducers discovered the little-known history of the Shanghai refugees

during a visit to Grossman's family. A family friend, Ernest Heppner,

had written a book based on his experiences as a refugee in Shanghai.

He mentioned to Grossman that he knew of no significant films on this

facet of Jewish history. (This year, Ulrike Ottinger came out with her

four-and-a-half hour opus, Exile Shanghai.) In the summer of 1993,

Grossman read the book prior to its publication. At this time, he and

Rosdy were seeking funding for several other films, so they did not

immediately commit to the refugee project.

When in Austria a year later, Grossman met with Kurt Jetmar of the

production company MR Films in Vienna to pitch the idea of a film on

Americans in Prague. Jetmar was friendly and generous with his time,

but "clearly not really excited" by the idea, Grossman reports. On the

way out the door, Grossman had the presence of mind to mention the

Shanghai concept. The veil of disinterest lifted and the two talked tor

another 20 minutes. Although Jetmar never took on the project in any

formal way, his reaction was critical. It encouraged Rosdy and

( rrossman to commit to researching the project and raising production

funds.

Development Funds

The key to funding The Port <>) Last Resort was the collaboration

between Grossman and Rosdy, an American and an Austrian. By

assembling a combination of government loans and subsidies, corpo-

rate underwriting, foundation grants, and television pre-sales in

Europe and North America, the producers were able to raise a total

budget that would not have been forthcoming from either continent

alone. About one -third of the funding came from American sources,

and two-thirds came from Europe.

As a resourceful producer, Rosdy 's job is to know the funding pools

in Europe. He began the search with Documentary, one of the pro-

grams found under the umbrella of MEDIA, the European Union's

Audio Visual Sector. The MEDIA I program (which in 1996 was

replaced by MEDIA II, administered in Brussels) provided interest-free

loans to European independent producers for 50 percent of a project's

development costs. Three-quarters of MEDIA I's loans were provided

during development and the other quarter on the first day of produc-

tion. The loan is payable six months from the beginning of production,

with the assumption that it will be repaid out of production funds. If

the project never goes into production, the loan is excused. The Port of

Last Resort received about $10,000 from Documentary in early 1995,
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the first contribution to the pro-

ject.

Kurt Jetmar of MR Films, who

had responded so enthusiastically

to the idea tor the film, helped

Rosdy prepare a proposal to the

Austrian Film Commission of

the Ministry of Arts and

Sciences foi a work stipend

in November 1994. Rosdy

received a modest $6,800

stipend in April 1995, which the

filmmakers applied toward devel-

opment.

The Wiener Stadtische

Versicherung is a large insurance

company in Vienna that is well

known in Austria as a major arts

sponsor. Rosdy approached them

with a proposal, and in exchange

for a credit in the film the compa-

ny contributed $2,500 towards

development and will provide

another $2,500 after the film is

completed.

C/?EDIT/?0/.£ Production Funds: U.S.

The Port of Last Resort

Documentary: European MEDIA program development loan.

$13,500, which equals 50% of the development budget;

i 75% awarded at outset, then 25% awarded on the ^
first day of production.

Austrian Film Commission of the Ministry of Arts and Sciences

$6,800 work stipend awarded in April 1995

Wiener Stadtische Versicherung Insurance Company (Austria)

$5,000 awarded in June 1995 in exchange for credit and logo on

publicity materials: $2,500 up front and $2,500 after t

^—

-

he film is finished. —

Arthur Ross Foundation

$10,000 pledge once $180,00 had been raised (August 1995)

Film Commission of the Ministry of Science, Transportation,

and Art (Austria) J

$90,000 awarded in April 1996 1

"Innovation Pot" Subsidy (Austria)

$90,000 awarded in July 1996

HBO/Cinemax

Pre-sale for Cinemax Reel Life series made in September 1996

Production Funds: Europe

The first major European produc-

tion grant came from the Film

Commission of the Ministry of

Science, Transportation, and Art in April, 1996. This

government agency does not provide funding to individuals, so

Rosdy and Grossman had to form a co-production partnership with

an established Austrian production company.

Rosdy contacted Lukas Stepanik of Extrafilm, a

producer he had met at the Shanghai Film Festival,

in order to seek his involvement. Stepanik was

excited by the content of the film. And since it is

often difficult for Austrian documentaries to reach

an international audience, Stepanik was also excit-

ed by the organization of the project as an

American/Austrian co-production. While a formal

agreement is still being negotiated, Extrafilm will

have some ownership stake in the project, as well as

receiving compensation for expenses.

The benefit of attaching The Port of Last Resort

to an established production company is that it

opened up opportunities for greater funding.

Extrafilm applied to the "Innovation Pot," a subsi-

dized television pre-sale program set up between

the Austrian Film Institute and Austrian television

station ORE The concept behind the "Innovation

Pot" is to support smaller, individually produced

Austrian projects that already have a significant

amount of funding in place. The Port of Last Resort

received about $100,000 from this funding pool in

July 1996.

Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation, Inc.

$33,500 committed in October 1996

(Dollar amounts are approximate.)

Raising money in the United

States proved much more diffi-

cult. Grossman and Rosdy applied

for all of the usual public grants:

National Endowment for the

Humanities, New York Council

for the Arts, New York Council

tor the Humanities, and

Independent Television Service.

Although they received some pos-

itive feedback from panelists and

program administrators, none of

these sources provided any fund-

ing.

Next, the producers turned their

attention to private foundations.

Their initial research, utilizing the

CD-ROM database at the

Foundation Center in New York,

yielded only a handful of founda-

tions that identify themselves as

supportive of projects related to

Jewish history and also indicate a

willingness to fund media.

Grossman decided to go against

the conventional wisdom of care-

fully targeting foundations and

instead cast a wide net, contact-

ing any foundation that indicated

a funding philosophy in concert with any facet of

The Port of Last Resort. She also identified potential donors

by reading the credits on already completed programs. The Jewish

Heritage series, for instance, which aired on PBS,

yielded a number of names.

Grossman sent out more than 200 one -page solic-

itation letters and received about 15 requests for

additional information. When a foundation

expressed further interest, she followed up with a

three-page project description and budget. As the

project progressed, Grossman maintained communi-

cation with the foundations.

The Arthur Ross Foundation was the first to

commit to some level of production funding. When

major development activities had been completed,

the Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation

requested a script and a copy of the trailer that the

team had produced. Based on these materials, they

decided to support the project. Neither foundation

was willing to commit early in the project's develop-

ment. The Ross Foundation pledged support of

$10,000 after $180,000 was raised, and the

Weinberg Foundation indicated it would contribute

after "a substantial amount of funding was in place."

The profiles published in the Foundation Directory

indicate that neither the Ross nor the Weinberg

Foundation accept unsolicited requests for support.
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Yet Grossman's results make clear that it is possible for an

unsolicited application to gain the attention of the foun-

dation's administration. Gail Lloyd of the Ross

Foundation indicated that while the foundation does

not usually support filmmaking, Mr. Ross found the

story of the Shanghai refugees historically significant

and decided to help fund the project because there is

very little material published or produced on this his-

torical event. According to Grossman, Weinberg

Foundation president Bernard Siegel personally knew several

Shanghai refugees and so was interested in the subject. While this may

seem serendipitous, it indicates that there are real people at these

foundations who have interests that may align with a producer's.

In June 1996, Rosdy attended the Sunny Side of the Doc film mar-

ket in Marseilles. Grossman had faxed those U. S. companies send-

ing representatives, informing them about the status

of the project and inviting them to visit with Rosdy.

Rosdy met with Jon Moss, at that time Director of

Documentary Programming at HBO/Cinemax.

While he was interested in acquiring the film, Moss

indicated that the completion funding required was

more than what HBO could provide. But once the

"Innovation Pot" funds were secured, HBO/Cinemax

was able to provide finishing funds in order

to acquire The Port of Last Resort for the
( I II M

Reel Life series. V V V/ ll

www.austria.org

check Federal Ministry of Science,

Transportation, and the Arts (in German)

www.mac.cicv.fr/real/

For detailed information on

country-by-country funding, check under

"financement european"

Moss (who has since left HBO and is now an inde-

pendent producer's representative in New York) was

excited about the project because the Shanghai story

is a new facet of an otherwise well-known and well-

documented historical period, and because it includes

archival material never previously presented in a doc-

umentary on World War II. HBO has ;i tradition of

special programs related to World War II and tbe

Holocaust, and Moss felt The Port of Last Resort con-

tinued and extended this tradition.

According to John Hoffman, the current Director

of Documentary Programming, in order for a film to be

considered for Reel Life it must have the potential to

win festival awards, gain positive press reviews, and

receive other forms of critical acclaim. What people at

HBO respond to is "filmmakers who have access,"

Hoffman indicates, especially access to a subculture or

unique archival materials. The Port of Last Resort fulfilled

the programming objectives of Reel Life and consequen

HBO/Cinemax provided the funds necessary for the project's

completion in exchange for an 18-month exhibition window.

Creative Development

With the money from the Documentary program and the Film

Commission of the Ministry of Arts and Sciences, the producers began

searching for archival materials. They attended a conference on the

Shanghai refugees in Salzburg where some initial interviews were

videotaped. These interviews and the information they uncovered led

to one of the most important aesthetic decisions, the choice not to use

narration but to utilize the voices of the refugees—either in interviews

or through voice-over performances of their letters, diaries, and reflec-

tions.

After a research trip to Shanghai in October 1995,

Grossman and Rosdy wrote a script and constructed an 8-

minute trailer, which combines interviews shot on video in

Salzburg, super-8 film footage shot in Shanghai, and VHS
preview tapes of archival film materials. While this was clear-

ly a sketch, assembled on a cuts-only VHS edit system for

$500, the power of the idea was evident.

There is a great deal of passionate debate about the usefulness

of a trailer. In this case, it was critical to the project's success.

Although skilled, these two filmmakers were essentially unknown first-

timers. While someone with an established reputation might eschew a

trailer, in this case it provided the kind of evidence flinders were seek-

ing that Grossman and Rosdy were going to be able

to actualize this idea. According to Jon Moss, the

trailer was critical for HBO's funding. Even though

it did not have high production values, the trailer

demonstrated the substance of the program and

provided a feel tor what would finally exist in the 60-

minute film. This allowed Moss to sell the project

internally, providing convincing evidence to those

inside HBO with decision-making authority that the

film was appropriate for Reel Lije.

The trailer was essential for the produc-

ers as well. First, it gave them an oppor-

tunity to evaluate the aesthetic choices

they were making. Second, it substantiated the claim

that the piece was "in production." It showed the

archival footage, the recently recorded Super-8 film,

and the video interviews. There was no doubt that

production was underway. Nothing else is as attrac-

tive to a potential funder than knowing there is

progress toward the end goal. The greater the

progress, the smaller the risk.

There are practical and budgetary issues related to

coproductions tor European/American television. The

primary issue is with formats. This explains, in part,

Grossman's and Rosdy's decision to produce on 16mm

film rather than on video. By finishing on film, the pro-

ducers could fulfill their obligation to supply original

masters to both American (NTSC) and Austrian

(PAL) television.

Language is another issue. Grossman and Rosdy did all

the development work in English. Then Rosdy rewrote

e proposals into German for presentation to European

funding agencies. The final version of the film will be no

exception. Once the English version is completed, the Austrian

version will need to be crafted, requiring translation of both acted

and interview materials.

The Port of Last Resort will be completed toward the end of 1997.

Critical to its success is that Rosdy lives in Austria and Grossman lives

in New York. Using the knowledge and resources that each have, they

were able to piece together sufficient funds to cover the entire project.

Here again is proof that it can be done.

Rob Sabal is a filmmaker who last wrote about the distribution of his film Indian

Summer in the August/September J 996 issue. This article was prepared with the

assistance ofJoanna Sabal.

The Foundation Center

79 Fifth Ave.

New York, NY 10003-3076

(212) 620-4230

(800) 424-9836

fax: (212) 807-3677

www.fdncenter.org

Arthur Ross Foundation, Inc.

20 E. 74th St., 4-C

New York, NY 10021

Contact: Arthur Ross, president

(212) 737-7311

The Harry & Jeanette Weinberg

Foundation, Inc.

5518 Baltimore National Pike

Baltimore, M0 21228

Contact: Bernard Siegel, president

(410) 744-6142
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SIX U.S. FILMMAKERS
LIVING ABROAD

by Ryan Deussing

While the European film industry has become more

like its American counterpart in recent years, in many

regards it's still a world apart. This article profiles six

American independents working in Europe, where

they've found a home away from home.

Andrew Horn, Berlin.

Long after his junior thesis film at New York University was nominated

tor an Academy Award, Andrew Horn is still making films, though he's

thousands of miles from his native New York City. Since 1989, when he

traveled to

then-Wes t

Germany on a

scholarship,

Horn has

been living in

Berlin as a

filmmaker

and journal-

ist, working

on projects

ranging from

German soap

opera to doc-

umentaries

about the lost

world of socialist

popular entertain-

ment. His most

recent project, East Side Story, is a

made-to-order example of the opportunities and chal-

lenges that face American independent filmmakers who have pulled up

stakes and relocated to Europe—either tor a change of scenery or in the

hope of finding an environment hospitable to their own particular breed of

filmmaking.

"Obviously it 1 hadn't been living here I never

would have gotten the idea to make East Side

Siory," Horn explains. The film, which docu-

ments the rise and fall of the socialist musical

^^ ^^^^m film in the former Eastern Bloc, was inspired

^ ^^^^H by screenings of films from the East German

^m ^^^^H Film Archives that took place in Berlin just

after the fall of the wall. "I was very surprised

to see that the lifestyle portrayed in these films

is very human and funny and not at all back-

ward or gray," he says. East Side Story has surprised audiences as well,

most of whom appreciate the humor inherent in "singing tractor drivers,

dancing pig farmers, and socialist summer fantasies set to hip-swiveling

Eastern European rock music" (to quote the film's press kit). German audi-

ences, however, have been less quick to laugh.

On the one hand, some former East Germans have been put off by the

idea of "western" filmmakers making a light-hearted film about the cultur-

al products of a society they were not a part of. Horn explains that the film

has attracted criticism from the East amounting to "you're from the West:

how could you possibly know what happened?" (This despite the fact that

the film, which Horn wrote and produced, was directed by Dana Ranga, a

Romanian.) Critics from former West Germany have also proven difficult

to please. "We had a lot of problems from the West, which I think is

because they don't really want to hear about the former East Germany and

maybe never really did." German reluctance to dig up the past is echoed

by the fact that the first interest in East Side Story came from French and

British television, and only after the European Union MEDIA II funding

program (which allocates approximately $300 million for the production

and distribution of European film and television projects) agreed to pro-

vide research funds did German money get involved. [http://europa.

eu.int/en/comm/dgl0/avpolicy/nx'dia/en/home-m2.html]

Though the existence of subsidies and state -financed television makes

the process of developing a project in Europe unlike that in America, Horn

is careful to point out that different does not always mean better. "The big

challenge is that I've found Germans aren't as open minded as I originally

thought," he explains. "They don't have a lot of underground filmmaking

here the way I knew it in New York. And when you suggest certain ways

to sort of bulldoze your way through a seemingly impossible situation, they

tell you not to think like an American, you can't do things like that here.

Of course, under no circumstances can one listen to this kind of advice.

"Another myth that needs debunking is the one that in Europe they're

interested in 'art'," Horn continues. "It seems the age of the European art

film that not only wins awards but also brings people into theaters is over,

and there's an ongoing identity crisis fueled in large part by the dominance

of Hollywood." One important exception to this rule, according to Horn,

is the deep-pocketed German/French broadcaster Arte, which is dedicat-

ed to arts programming and is a crucial resource for many European pro-

ductions.

Reflecting on his experience as a filmmaker and emigre, Horn suggests

that there's a lot to be gained from a change in circumstances. "I won't say

that by being here I was able to escape the problems of being an indepen-

dent in the U.S., but being here does present a whole new set of problems

that maybe seem a little easier to deal with or just seem more acceptable

because they're different."
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From Pain Is..., Jane Weiner's

latest European project. The

producer at work (inset).

Photo: Jay Matthews.

Courtesy filmmaker

Another key aspect of Weiner's success is that once she decided to live

in Paris, she made a genuine commitment to staying and making things

work. "Lots of Americans show up here and stay for a time," she explains.

"Then they get fed up and leave." She's also found that over time, her

European colleagues have become more accepting, to a degree. "You're

always the 'the American', which isn't always a compliment."

While living in France, Weiner still works a good deal with American

independents at home. "I've the advantage of living between two worlds,"

she explains. "Sometimes that's to my advantage, but sometimes not. It's

hard to be in two places at once."

Andrea Weiss, London.

Jane Weiner, Paris.

Though she's worked in Franci for over

10 years and lived there year-round since 1992, Jane Weiner main-

tains that she's only recently gotten her toot in the door as a Paris-based

writer, director, and producer. In tact, she says it was a while before living

in France had a positive effect on her career. "As long as 1 was a New Yorker

who spent a lot ot time in Paris, I was very useful and bankable to

Europeans, but as soon as I moved here I became useless. At least the per-

ception was that I was no longer connected to New York, even though I

was travelling back and forth .is much .is ever."

Weiner is most prolific as a producer and has worked with filmmakers

such as Peter Friedman, Michel Negroponte, and Richard Leacock on films

tor broadcasters ranging from the RRt! to Arte. She's currently finishing

production on Pom Is..., an experimental documentary by American direc-

tor Stephen Dwoskin (who, incidentally, has lived in England tor 55 years).

Unlike Horn, who started his own production company after a tew unhap-

py experiences relying on German ones, Weiner lias always found it useful

to cooperate with "native" producers. "I make it a point to work with pro-

ducers and production companies in whichever country I'm making a

film," she says. "They speak the language, they know how things work, and

they know who is who and where to get good deals.

It also makes for good relations, because I'm seen

as a coproducer and not as a competitor."

She's careful to point out that subtle, yet

important differences exist between the film

industries in neighboring European countries.

"The different working habits in each culture-

are the biggest challenge," she explains.

"These things are sometimes so subtle that

they're not readily evident even it you're

fluent in the language. What's considered k

'professional' isn't the same in each cul-

ture." Weiner also advises that indepen-

dents from the U.S. need to be ready to adapt

to new circumstances: "One must drop the idea that the

'best' way to work is the American way, since that doesn't matter to any-

one outside of the U.S.."

TOGETHER WITH HER TARTNBR GRETA SCHIIXER, ANDREA WEISS HAS BEBN

overseas on and ofl since 1991, when the two decided it was time to get out

ot New York tor a while. "For us, that meant either San Francisco or

London, and we chose London. It just happened to be in Europe (or near

Europe, which is how the Brits tend to think of it)." The biggest effect the

move had on their careers, says Weiss, was that it inspired them to finish

then film Paris Was w Woman against all odds. "We were driven in a way

that we might not have been had we stayed in New York, since the subject

ol women's creativity and voluntary exile had become such a big part ot our

own lives." The two now split their time between New York and London,

depending on their work schedules.

Gertrude Stein (r) and Alice B. Toklas walk

the walk in Paris Was a Woman; Andrea

Weiss (inset). Courtesy filmmakers

Weiss points out that Paris Was a Woman, a documentary about the

largely lesbian circle of female artists, writers, and publishers who flocked

to Paris in the 1920s, is an example ot an American independent film made

in Europe. "It's American in that we made it from a lot ot small funding

sources added together, we deferred payments and begged favors, and we
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didn't have a commissioning editor looking over our shoulders."

Production also began despite the fact that they never raised the full

financing, and the filmmakers arc now

paying ofi debts a bit .it a tune. "It all the

commissioning editors in Britain turned

down their project, [British indepen-

dents] would simply shove it in the

drawer and not do it."

The European and American indus-

tries are "apples and oranges," s.iv^

Weiss. "The Brits always think

things look better in the States

(because of the groveling they have to do to commissioning editors here),

and Americans think Britain is the land of milk and honey because of

Channel Four." In tact, Weiss and Schiller benefited from their production

company's incorporation in New York (they received grants from New York

State Council tor the Arts and the New York Council for the Humanities)

,

as well as their presence in London (through association with a British

company, they were able to tap into MEDIA funds).

"Each funding situation is different," says Weiss. For my most recent

film, A Bit of Scarlet, I worked with another production company and

received funding from Channel Four and the British Film Institute, which

would not have seen Jezebel Productions as suitably British when I started

it years ago." The BFI has put some money into one of Jezebel's current

projects, however, leading Weiss to posit that "our hybrid identity doesn't

seem to bother them anymore."

Weiss advises independents looking to establish themselves in Europe

to "attend the European conferences, particularly [Rotterdam's] CineMart

(tor tiction) and the Amsterdam Forum (for documentary)" While it's not

very likely that your project will immediately take off, Weiss says the expe-

rience of meeting people and seeing how things work is immensely valu-

able. "Also, it's incredibly difficult to get innovative, challenging films

made anywhere in the world, so it's not a good idea to talk to European

filmmakers as though they have it made—-it will only annoy them."

Michael Benson, Ljubljana.

Far from the media centers of London, Paris, and Berlin, Michael

Benson nevertheless finds his position in Ljubljana (yes, that's the capital

of Slovenia) rather well suited to his purposes. Benson says he grew up as

"Foreign Service spawn" (his father was a U.S. diplomat), and lived, at

various times, in both the USSR and the former Yugoslavia. Though

Benson is formally based in New York (along with his company, Kinetikon

Pictures), it's to his advantage to spend the bulk of his time in Europe,

where he has a working arrangement with TV Slovenia, which copro-

duced his first feature-length documentary, Predictions of Fire [see

"Talking Heads," March 1997].

"This allows me to utilize the facilities and personnel ot TV Slovenia,

making films that have an international scope, while still applying for

stateside grants, some of which require U.S. residency," he explains.

Benson's latest project, which was shot mostly in the U.S., made it to

postproduction with the help of grants from the Soros Documentary Film

Fund and the New York Foundation for the Arts. Post production and

additional shooting will be done at TV Slovenia. "So, partly as a result of

financing, I lead a kind of bipolar, schizophrenic existence. Luckily I like

that kind of life."

Though Benson's relationship with TV Slovenia is immensely helpful,

he has also experienced the difficulty of raising funds in a country that

doesn't have the resources of France or Germany. "There's a definite dis-

advantage to being an American when it comes to applying for state

funds in Eastern Europe," he explains. "The countries in the region have

an incredibly hard time scraping together funding for deserving local film-

makers. So there's a lot of pressure not to be too supportive of foreign

filmmakers, as you can imagine."

Being in the "East" also raises concerns when it comes to production.

"In former socialist countries things can be much cheaper, but you end up

paying in time, and quite frequently in technical quality as well. In New

York I know that for a certain large sum of money I'll get reasonably fast

and efficient lab or sound work, for example. In this region speed is rare,

and technical quality, when you can find it, is more a function ot innate

professionalism than profit motive."

"Unfortunately, there's a sense of being under siege hanging over inde-

pendent film production in the East, in the so-called 'countries in transi-

tion.' When the wall fell, sources of state support simply dried up, and the-

aters started to show nothing but Hollywood product. So there's very little

of the 'can-do' spirit and optimism you'll find in the U.S., though excellent

films continue to be made in Eastern Europe, against all odds."
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Jason Springarn-Koff and his

thesis video, Abducted.

Courtesy filmmaker

Jason

Springarn-

Koff, Berlin.

When Abducted, his thesis

video at Brown, was accept-

ed by the Berlin Videofest

ifter it was rejected from sev-

eral American festivals,

Jason Springarn-Koff

started to think that

maybe his audience was

in Europe. After a period

of working in New York

as an editor and digital

cts artist, he finally decided

to "quit my job, break my lease,

and move" to Berlin.

Not everything has gone as smoothly as he'd hoped. "Germany has a

very serious unemployment problem, and they're very reluctant to 'let'

Americans work," he says. "The U.S. consulate said that I'd have 'hardly a

chance' of getting legal permission to work here."

Language has also proven difficult. "I've studied German tor a tew years,

but the film industry, with all of its specialization, require-- a very sophisti-

cated vocabulary." He warns that basing a strong command of the lan-

guage is crucial. "It you don't, you might find yourself very frustrated and

embarrassed."

After a difficult start, he's recently found steady work with a DOStpro-

duction studio. "People with my skills and training—especially those

who've worked in NYC—are very welcome here. I suppose that I might be

one of the top After Effects artists here, where in New York I was mid-

level."

Ondine Rarey, Munich.

Tfcc

Unlike filmmakers who have relocated to Europe after cutting their

teeth in the States, Ondine Rarey chose to get her start at a European film

school. Now in her third year of the documentary program at the Munich

Hochschule fur Film und Fernsehen (HFF), she's finishing production on

her tirst feature project, Fools and Heroes. The film, about her grandfathers'

experiences as artists during WWII, is being produced with funds from the

school, as well as with an investment from Bavarian Television.

Attending film school in Germany has its benefits. "School costs about

$25 a semester, and the HFF Munich has an incredible technical depart-

ment," she explains. "In addition, each student is entitled to funding for

each film they make. These funds range from $3,500 for the first film to

$16,000 tor the final project. School funding can also be used as seed

money, which makes it easier to get investors interested in your project."

By combining her own school funding with that of her collaborators, Rarey

was able to finance her film's first stages of production without plunging

into credit-card debt.

"The main advantage of working in Germany is state-supported TV.

The two state networks seem to be constantly on the lookout tor filmmak-

ers with good ideas. Producers need filmmakers about as much filmmakers

need them."

Rarey is seriously considering leaving Germany before her time at school

is officially over, however. "There really isn't enough to make films about

here. Everything works. It's terrifically organized and everyone recycles."

She thinks that the prevalence of social strife and the many obstacles fac-

ing documentary filmmakers m America makes tor better filmmaking, in

the long run. "American filmmakers have a dedication and a passion that

European filmmakers often lack," she says.

"There's ahn a certain cynicism afoot here that's hard to get

used to. Mosi people don't care how

great your topic is

or what an impor-

tant film you're

trying to make. There's money and

prestige at stake, and that's what's

important to many people in the field,

even in documentary."

Ryan Deussing is managing editor of

The Independent
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by Sharon Swart

Unless yoi 'ki will versed in the intricate i \\ strlk h rlsofthl

world's major media-consuming nations and know your way around

the harried international him and TV markets, it is advised that you

find a foreign sales agent to facilitate distribution of your project out-

side the United States. Collecting revenues trom overseas theatrical,

video, pay, and tree TV is a Herculean undertaking and is best lett to

the pros.

Simply choosing a sales agent can be challenging on its own. Most

familiar with the process suggest considering a company that has expe-

rience selling projects similar to your own. Check with other filmmak-

ers and find .1 reputable outfit that has a track record and a good num-

ber of satisfied producers that can sing its praises. Quiz those who have

gone before on everything from advances to payment habits and mar-

keting expenditures. You'll be asked to pick up some or all of the costs

associated with marketing your him to foreign buyers and seeing it

through distribution; make sure you know the price. If foreign sales

agents get involved in pre-selling or packaging your project, they're

likely to require a producer fee and a credit. The American Film

Marketing Association, the trade organization that puts on the

American Film Market each winter, should be able to provide general

information on member sales companies as well as contracts and other

legal questions. [AFMA, 10850 Wilshire Blvd., 9 fl., LA, CA 90024;

Alliance Independent Films

Backstory: The indie feature sales division of the Canadian film

and TV conglomerate is headed by Charlotte Mickie. A nine-year

Alliance executive, Mickie handles sales and marketing for Alliance-

produced specialty films as well as a number of other projects. AIF is

known tor handling top-notch Canadian indie features, such as The

Sweet Hereafter by Atom Egoyan and The Hanging Garden by Thorn

Fitzgerald. It recently branched out to acquire overseas rights to U. S.

independent productions. AIF's first U. S. project was Hal Salwen's

Denise Qz/!s Up, which screened at the Cannes Film Festival in 1995.

"The film was a real hit in Cannes with enormous buzz," says Mickie.

"It opened a lot of doors for us, in fact, floodgates." Other American

films AIF has ushered abroad include Todd Solondz's Welcome to the

Dollhuuse, Greg Mottola's The Daytrippers, and Todd Verow's Frisk.

What works: AIF targets films with a marketing hook that also

have the potential to he received critically in a theatrical release. Neil

LaBute's In the Company of Men, says Mickie, was ideal in that it trav-

eled to the major festivals and could be sold as a Dangerous Liaisons for

the nineties. When considering projects for representation, Mickie

looks for an up-and-coming cast, an appealing script, and a young

filmmaker with a bit of a pedigree. Submissions with a detailed cover-

sheet work best, she says.

Market view: Territories fluctuate all the time, notes Mickie. For

specialty films, SpainW specialty uniis, opamorld Accord ing
(310) 446-1000; fax: 446-1600; info(a afma.com; <www.afma.com>]

Keep in mind that finding a fit for your film is paramount and that most

deals will vary from project to project.

Here, we profile four foreign sales companies with different tastes

and strengths. We also asked the company principals to assess the over-

seas marketplace as it relates to their business.

and Italy are current

hotspots, thanks to heated competition at the pay-TV level. "The

market for films I sell is extremely stable," she says. "But, of course, not

all films are going to succeed."

CS Associates

Backstory: Foreign sales vet Charles Schuerhoff describes himself

as "a well-kept secret." Some 17 years ago—after launching a foreign

sales operation for Boston's public broadcaster WGBH—Schuerhoff

struck out on his own and started hawking documentary programming

to territories around the globe via his bicoastal (Boston and Mill

Valley, California) CS Associates. The company primarily focuses on

television fare, and Schuerhoff has intentionally kept CS small to be

able to be personally involved in all programming it represents. The

outfit has repped such WGBH series as Frontline as well as series,

shorts, and one-offs from other producers. Frontline episodes have sold

to more than 30 countries, and associations with such directors as Ken

Burns (The Civil War) continue to be fruitful. CS recently sealed a deal

with the Australian Broadcasting Corporation for the complete Burns

library.

What works: While most of CS's product comes from repeat

sources, it is open to representing works from new producers.

Schuerhoff notes that top contenders would ideally have a strong

track record and/or have a project about a unique must-have subject.

He generally looks for programming for which he can predict a mar-

ket. Of late, that has meant topical nonfiction subjects that tie into

specific current-affairs developments around the globe. For example.
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Tabloid Truth: The Michael Jackson Scandal, a feature documentary ana-

lyzing tabloid broadcast journalism, logged particularly strong sales

overseas. CS prefers dealing with finished product but will consider

getting aboard earlier depending on the project. (Bonus tip:

Schuerhoff has been trying to develop .1 series on the tyranny of beau-

ty and disfigurement in a beauty-driven society. It he had his druthers,

it would be hosted by Dustin Hoffman, who's apparently

of Leni Riefenstahl. In addition to a venerable chest of festival darlings,

Films Transit commands a growing catalog ofTV docs in the one -hour

range.

What gives: Films Transit will look at projects in the various stages

of development, from an idea to a rough-cut during production or a

final cut. It the idea is high-profile and timely, Rofekamp says it is

worth it for him to get involved early on. This allows him to consult

with the filmmaker on length and cither considerations that ideally

result in quicker and more lucrative pickups. A current project about

the controversy surrounding cigarette smoking was ramped up at the

idea stage, and Rotekamp helped broker presales in Germany and the

UK. Rofekamp is also eager to continue to add to his cinema specialty

catalog. He recently made a deal to rep a 50-minute documentary on

Danish director Lars von Trier and has Hitchcock m Hollywood in the

pipeline with producer Michael Epstein (The Battle Over ( ".itizen Kane)

from PBS's American Masters strand. From the same series, Rofekamp

has high hopes tor Lou Reed: Rock and Roll Heart, by Timothy

Greenfield-Sanders, and Man Ray: Prophet oj the Avant Garde, by Mel

Stuart.

Market view: The world is split into two distinct markers, contends

Rotekamp. "There's the old world where documentaries are still a part

of primetime television, and there's the whole new world of cable and

satellite broadcasting." Outlets such as Discovery International, Bravo

Latin America, and the ever-expanding Canal + in Europe are sprout-

ing thematic channels for which documentary programming is swept up

en masse. The trend is lowering the price per hour and pushing docs from

primetime.

it would be hosted by Dustin Hoffman, who s apparently ^^

to Foreign sales Agents
quite articulate on the subject after his turn as an aesthetically

challenged dame in Tootsie. If you have a Hoffman connection, you

could be in business.)

Market view: Europe, the English-speaking markets, and Japan

remain steady, says Schuerhoff! France is a strong market tor docs, but

Germany and the United Kingdom have waned recently. While more-

broadcasters are interested in documentary programming, they are

smaller outlets that pay less. Demand tor nature and wildlife continues,

but it is increasingly difficult to find strong material as powerful buyers

(BBC, Canal +) are also suppliers. And the emphasis on entertain-

ment values worldwide has made "less accessible" subjects harder to

place—even with the most publicly-oriented channels.

Films Transit International

Backstory: Films Transit's Jan Rotekamp started distributing educa-

tional independent documentaries in the Netherlands in 1972. Ten

years later, he moved to Canada and switched his focus to interna-

tional sales. His company's first big breakthrough came in 1987 when

Miramax purchased its first film from Rofekamp, the Canadian feature

I Heard the Mermaids Singing. The Montreal-based Films Transit has

since moved away from fiction and cobbled together a strong reputa-

tion for handling high-profile feature documentaries. Accoladed titles

include The Battle over Citizen Kane, The Celluloid Closet, Crumb,

Manufacturing Consent, Silverlake Life, and The Wonderful Horrible Life
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digital film

Your image
is everything

We just make it look good.
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Recording
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Computer Titles

Titles and credits to any
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D-l to Film Link transforms

video and digital media to any

35mm • 16mm Sl6mm gate

Digital Blow-Up
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from 16mm • Sl6mm
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4x5 transparencies and negatives

slides • C&R prints -from video
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Good Machine International

Backstory: The New York-based indie feature film company headed hy producers James

Schamus and Ted Hope started out small, producing and peddling the early works of Ang Lee

and Hal Hartley, among others. Since the phenomenal success of Lee's The Wedding Banquet in

1993, Ciood Machine's profile has skyrocketed and its leverage increased accordingly. They've

worked with an impressive roster of indie directors, including Todd Havnes, Tom Kalin, Raul

Ruiz, Jan Oxenberg, Jill Godmilow, Nicole Holofcener, Tom Noonan, and Ed Bums. This year

the company grew a foreign sales arm to keep up with the competition and to continue to have

a hand in how their films are distributed worldwide. (For domestic distribution, Good Machine

has a firstdook deal with Fox Searchlight Pictures.) The division is headed by Miramax's former

head of international sales, David Linde, who has also taken on the challenge of selling the

October Films slate overseas as a separate label alongside Good Machine International. Linde

says he additionally expects to rep about three films a year from outside producers. Current crit-

ical favorites The Ice Storm, by Ang Lee, and The Apostle, by Robert Duvall, are on Good

Machine's slate. Film budgets for GMI projects this year range from $250,000 to $35 million

says Linde.

What works: GMI is looking to represent auteur-driven theatrical product in the vein of

Good Machine and October Films tare. Strength of the director, cast, and originality of mater-

ial are key components GMI will be looking for when choosing outside projects.

Market view: For specialty films, Europe is still a strong market, reports Linde. Asia is under-

going changes, but GMI is still making sales in the area. Linde predicts that as Asian economies

stabilize in the next year, the Asian market will structurally be much larger because of ongoing

multiplex development in the region.

Sharon Swart was international editor for special issues at the Hollywood Reporter and is currently the London-

based European features editor for Variety.
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many cooks didn't spoil this film!"
— Greg Gerson, (speaking about "someone like me," the 80 minute,

Color, t6MM feature createfl at Aug. '97 FEATURE WORKSHOPS
by 11 writer/directors).

"I applied, I got in, I paid the money, I got on a plane
and I'm here — and now that I'm here I've got to
shoot it! The details are taken care of!"

— Mark Foga/ty

I

"It confirms that risks are well worth taking."
— Virginia Saenz McCarthy

NEW DATES
July 13-22

August 17-26

"Script writing has never been faster or easier!"

Why is Scriptware the only

scriptwriting program to get a

complete 4-star review in the Journal (of

the Writer's Guild of America, July 19%)?

And, what makes Scriptware the best-

selling scriptwriting program among pro-

fessional and aspiring script writers?

Simple. Scriptware is the fastest,

easiest way to get the story that's in

your head onto the page in the format

that Hollywood demands.

With Scriptware, all you need are

your pinkies and the Tab and

Enter keys to create a perfectly formatted script. You just write and

Scriptware does the rest, automatically. Type character names and

scene headings with just one keystroke. Scriptware does the margin

changes, spacing changes and capitalizing for you! Don't worry about

page breaks and "more's" and "continued's". Scriptware handles page

breaks perfectly, as you write!

Get all the power you need! Write every kind of

script-film, TV, sitcom, A/V and more. Use our

industry-standard formats or create your own. Script-

ware comes with a 1 20,00+ word spell check and the-

saurus. Make title pages in seconds. Import scripts

you've already written. Track revisions, add electronic

notes to your script, rearrange scenes like they're on

index cards... and much, much more!

Kathy Muraviov, Scrip Services Supervisor. Universal Studios

Take a vacation with the time you'll save. Scriptware users say they're

getting scripts done twice as fast as they used to. What's your time

worth? Scriptware can pay for itself with your very first script!

Order today and get Scriptware for a special low price. Or take our

FREE demo for a spin.

FREE BONUS! Scriptware formats like the pros, but how do you know

what to write? How to write a montage? When to use transitions or

numbering? What's dual-dialogue? Order now and you'll get, absolutely

free, Scriptwriting Secrets, Writing Your Million Dollar Story. You could

pay a consultant hundreds of dollars for this information, but we'll send it

to you free if you order within the next 14 days. Don't wonder if you're

doing it right, with Scriptware and Scriptwriting Secrets, you are!

Visit our new web site at http://scriptware.com

TRY IT RISK FREE! 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee!

Scriptware Win - $29995 D0S- $17995
Demo

CALL TOLL-FREE 800-788-7090!

Script»are require!: lOCKi IBM compatible computer DOS - 80386 or belter. 640K RAM.
2M HD space. DOS 2 l or higher -Windows - 80486 or bener. 2M RAM. 4M HD space

© 1997 Cinovanon, [nc I750 30th Si. Suite 360. Boulder. CO 80303 303-786-7899

J Send me Scriptware-DOS for only $1 79.95 (plus S9 s/tr)

_i Send me Scriptware for Windows for only $299.95 (plus $9 s/irj

Send me your Demo Disk fnrTTffl. llflfiiiii mm hi free!

3 Payment enclosed. Bill my: G Visa MC 3 Amex 3 Discover

Name

rsw
Address

City/State/Zip _
Phone number

Card #

"CO residents add sales tax. Foreign s/h extra

. exp.

MAIL OR FAX TO:
Cinovation, Inc.

8

1750 30th Street. Suite 360

Boulder. CO 80301

FAX (303) 786-9292 397
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E< >FFRE1 GlLM( >R£ HAS BEO »M£ S( »ME THING
*~~

o\ an institution m t/if. world 0/ independent

cinema. The program director oj the

Sundance Film Festival since April 1990,

""• Giimore is, inr/i /us hand-picked sta/jf; rite

arbiter oj the festival's programming. Each

'^^^^^^^^P year he views 300 /tlms, samples 300 more,

hears about others, and ends up choosing

about 125 for a festival that also features panels, juries, and retrospective

celebrations He attracts the kirtd of resentment and fascination that accrue

to people who say "no" dozens oj times for every "yes." He looks, too, like

someone' perpetually under siege, with his intense gaze, edgy, rapid-fire

speech, and quick ability to make connections and to defend decisions. These

days Giimore is seen by many independents, for better or worse, as their step-

ping stone to celebrity and studio distribution. It is easy to forget his contin-

uing passion for independent cinema as a

vital social art form, and the fact that he

spent many years grappling with issues of

exhibition and framing aesthetics in film

culture as programmer of the University of

California at Los Angeles' cinematheque

until 1996.

On a whirlwind visit to Washington,

D.C., Giimore spoke with The

Independent about the evolution of

Sundance, the state of independent cinema,

and the fate of film culture.

characterized by stories about people nobody in a studio deemed wor-

thy of attention. These days, it's like a cartoon I recently saw in the

New Yorker, where one pompous fool says to another, "I'm gonna make

the first $100 million independent film."

Independent film has certainly come into the sphere of megamedia.

Yes, and is there any real difference between smaller distributors like

Miramax, New Line, and Gramercy and the larger studios that are

their parent companies.' That said, one doesn't want to lose the dis-

tinction between studio and independent films. In the six weeks

between Memorial Day and July 4, the studios released 15 films that

cost $100 million or more each in marketing and production costs, few

of which will succeed. I caught the head of a major studio saying that

creativity had ceased to be a major issue. The synergy between the

film's release and the release of the CD and other ancillary products

had become much more critical. The toy line is more important than

whether a story is memorable. So there is a difference between that

and an independent film, even if it

cost $15 million.

There's something about the power

of commercial enterprise to pull

everything into its realm that also

bastardizes it. It turns culture itself

into commodity. That's the impor-

tance of institutions like Sundance.

There has to be a realm, not entirely

outside commercial determination

but not directly commodified. That's

the terrain of a festival. But it's an in-

between space. I often feel frustrated.

I

) J
IcSfST

Sundance's Geoff Giimore
by Pat Aufderheide

Independent film has changed dramatically since Sundance began, and it seems like

Sundance has had a major role in that process.

What Sundance has seen, and helped to create, is the emergence of a

mainstream independent cinema. Ten years ago, the biggest thing

about independent film was how difficult it was to see. One of the

objectives of launching the festival was to build a platform for it, help

legitimate it for theatrical release. We've created a monster, in a way.

A monster?

Now independent film is being judged by its commercial success, not

by its aesthetic daring or narrative quality. Not only at Sundance, but

at Toronto, Cannes, and other festivals, you walk out of a film, some-

times with critics on either side of you, and the first thing someone says

is, "That film is not going to make a dime." That's not what I came to

this for. Independent film has its roots in storytelling, in regional work

Don't you consider an industry framework in your Sundance selections?

Sometimes we do, but in most cases, no. We have an enormous range

of constituencies. This year we're instituting technical and pragmatic

changes. One of them is giving each program a home, so that each

theater focuses on one part of the program. Dramatic films, documen-

tary, world films, American Spectrum, premieres—each has one the-

ater. It'll help ticketing and some complaints about the scattered

nature of the festival. Maybe I can even cut down on the marketing

mentality, by making it harder to jump out of one theater and see a

half hour of the next film. Also, one of our current discussions is how

to establish a critics' prize. I'm interested in a critical viewpoint that

can highlight the most aesthetically innovative film, the film that took

the biggest risk creatively.

Some people say you're not really looking for a range of creative risk, that there's a

Sundance-type film: a little politically correct, a little crunchy granola, regional, slow.
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That used to be the stereotype of independent cinema, but I don't

think that ethos exists in the same way anymore. You have a much

more advanced and sophisticated filmmaking community existing all

over, not just bicoastally. The tools of filmmaking have become that

much more available, even to small communities. The granola region-

al stuff isn't what Sundance is about anymore. We've had a lot of dis-

cussion about films that might be considered politically incorrect, like

Chasing Amy, which won't be embraced by the gay and lesbian com-

munity. A film like Eye of God, which focuses on spirituality and faith,

isn't granola. Much of the documentary work comes from a progressive

vision, but 1 don't think it's a simplistic ideological vision, partly

because I think ideology in the U.S. is so confused, and it shows up in

the films.

Do you think that low-end technology has affected a younger generation?

Over the last decade you have come to be able to make films for almost

nothing. It's not just that El Maruichi was shot tor a negative cost oi

$7,000 cash, but it was done in a way that

no one told him he couldn't do it. That

inspired other filmmakers. They often got

things for free, deferred costs, using models

that didn't exist 20 years ago. There's no

inherent virtue in poverty, of course. No
resources doesn't guarantee imagination.

The beleaguered filmmaker with no

resources who tells a story full of truth and

power and emotional impact—that's the

exception and always has been.

I always look for a certain level of aspi-

ration from a storyteller and filmmaker.

Too often it's at a fairly low level. People

get tired of vicariously experiencing some-

one's twenty-something alienation. The

attack on the archetype of the indepen-

dent film recently boils down to "We're

tired of self-indulgence." You have film-

makers who want to ride a trend and con-

quer the world with an arrogance and lack of sophistication that does-

n't get them very tar.

Where, for you, is the aesthetic edge, the energy, in independent film?

Well, independent film is not is a reducible term. It's diversity, by def-

inition. But where I have seen a lot of exciting new work is m gay and

lesbian productions, in the telling of personal stories, especially in doc-

umentaries, and in strong scripts.

You've programmed a lot of personal documentaries in the last few years.

This surely is one of the major aesthetic trends, the evolution of the

subjective, personal documentary. Last year at Sundance, half the doc-

umentaries submitted were told from a subjective point of view.

There's always controversy over Sundance's documentary choices and the fact that you

require that they be on film, not video.

The festival focuses on documentaries that have viability in theaters,

not television. One of the things Sundance is saying is that documen-

tary as film has gotten too little visibility. We are trying to disprove the

myth that documentaries are somehow less interesting. But it's still

true that the audience is pretty limited. We need programming in arts

institutions, as well as leadership in whatever's left of an intelligentsia

in this country. But media arts institutions are in a financial crunch

Independent film

has its roots in

storytelling,

in regional work

characterized by

stories about

people nobody

in a studio deemed

worthy of attention.

themselves. And film schools have lagged in both art and commerce.

I'm teaching a course on independent production at UCLA, a course

that had never been taught.

What is the idea behind the retrospectives and international work?

One of the reasons we do retrospectives now is to reintroduce people

we think have been ignored. I worry about a kind of illiteracy among a

lot of filmmakers. We've done Arthur Perm, William Wellman,

Fassbinder. I wanted people, for instance, to see how Fassbinder was

one of the greatest influences on eighties independents, the ways he

broke the rules.

International work is important to us. One of the reasons the festi-

val has grown so rapidly has been the discovery of films like Shine at the

festival. We'll continue to give visibility to a broader international per-

spective. But I have no illusions that it will defeat the parochialism

that's endemic—the worst it's been in 20 years.

Sundance ends up playing many roles, and some people think you guys take up so much

space there isn't much room for anyone else.

It's very important that there not be just

one gatekeeper. It puts too much of a bur-

den on us, to say nothing about how people

then look to us. There are not enough

developed alternatives to Sundance,

although I think they're coming. We need a

teal market, although the Independent

Feature Project functions somewhat that

way. The New York Film Festival, Toronto,

Telluride and the San Francisco Film

Festival to some degree also work. The tall

festivals are often critical of us because peo-

ple hold their films for us. We're [now

doing] an early submission process, so peo-

ple who do want to hold their films for

Sundance can get as quick an answer as

possible. Spring festivals—the Los Angeles

Independent Film Festival and South by

Southwest—have really prospered, though, because they're the alter-

native to us.

What about the cross-feeding between the festival and the Sundance Institute?

Film> that are developed around the Sundance Institute don't neces-

sarily get into the festival. That's not to say there's no crossover. Alison

Anders, Gregg Araki, Quentin Ttrantino had been at the Institute.

And sometimes people will come out of the festival and go to the

Institute. It's talent and happenstance.

There's a line drawn here between the nonprofit center and the

profit-making centers, like the Sundance Catalog. There's the

Sundance Channel, a cable and satellite pay channel, a way to give a

platform to films that haven't found a release. And we're launching a

chain of theaters. The world continues to be pretty finite. It's still 95

percent dominated by studio production. What Sundance is trying to

do is to create some synergies. The good news is that there were 600

films that came to us alone last year, and maybe another 150 that got

made and didn't tit into our cycle. The bad news is that only 50 at most

will find theatrical release.

Pal Aufderheule is associate professor in the School of Communication at American

University.
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LEGAL BRIEFS

I
by Robert L

.

S E I G E L

AS \\ I VILRIAINMLM ATTORNEY, I GENER-

ally receive a telephone call a week from a

mediamaker who has received a "distribution

agreement." Once we review the agreement,

however, it's clear that the deal is not with a

distributor hut with a foreign sales agent.

Although the roles often overlap, there is a dis-

tinction.

THE GOOD,
Distributors, such as Fine Line or Sony

Pictures Classics, acquire and place completed

projects directly into theaters. Sometimes they

also act as a sales agent, selling (or more accu-

rately, licensing) rights to specific media in a

given territory. Some distributors act as their

own foreign sales agents. Miramax, for

instance, has a foreign sales division and "out-

put" arrangements with overseas distributors,

while October Films recently entered into an

arrangement with New York-based Good

Machine, in which the highly successful indie

production company acts as a foreign sales

agent for its own films and films acquired by

October (e.g., Jim Jarmusch's Neil Young docu-

mentary, Year of the Horse and the latest pro-

ject from Welcome to the Dollhouse director

Todd Solondz).

However, the majority of sales agents are

independent sales companies that represent a

slate of projects either overseas or worldwide.

They are the middlemen between filmmakers

and distributors. You can find them pressing

the flesh at the American Film Market,

Cannes, MIFED, and MIPCOM, as well as at

such major festivals as Toronto, Sundance, and

Berlin, which have become de facto markets.

Here they can meet and place a face to that

German television acquisitions executive or

Japanese home video rep with whom they've

been communicating by telephone or e-mail.

The personal contacts built up over the years,

plus the first-hand knowledge of the intricacies

of the various foreign territories, make foreign

sales agents an invaluable resource for media-

makers who want their work to find an audi-

ence abroad.

But as with distributors, a written contract is

essential with foreign sales agents. This article

addresses a few key points that you would be

wise to negotiate before signing the document

and handing over your life's work to someone

you may have only just met.

An agreement should state clearly the

scope of rights the agent will represent (which

media and which territories). Unless one hits

the jackpot—being approached by a big dis-

tributor with a significant advance and market-

ing commitments—most producers need to

decide whether to "split" a project's rights, giv-

ing one company domestic rights, for instance,

and another rights for the rest of the world.

Such a slicing up of the pie prevents or limits

THE BAD, AND THE UGLY
o Foreign Sales J\ gen

"cross-collateralization," in which, for

instance, the losses incurred in certain domes-

tic media are recouped against monies earned

overseas. However, agents can cross-collateral-

ize the losses from one medium in a territory

against the monies earned in another medium

in that territory.

Producers should request a reservation of

rights provision. This explicitly states that all

rights not specifically granted to the agent are

reserved by the producer. In the case of nonac-

tion projects, producers may wish to grant a

sales agent foreign television rights, but retain

the rights to foreign educational markets, in

order to license these rights directly to schools

and libraries or to hire a company that special-

izes in the educational market.

Although every mediamaker

seeks an advance or minimum

guarantee or a prepayment of royal-

ties (to be recouped by the agent

from the producer's initial royalties),

most agents do not offer either.

Many simply do not have the

monies; others choose not to pay

one, since they know it's a buyer's

market; the abundance of product

and the limited number of distribu-

tion outlets tilts the leverage in the

agent's favor. In the rare case a pro-

ducer receives an advance or a min-

imum guarantee, it is generally payable in

installments, with a small portion of the

advance or minimum guarantee paid upon

signing the agreement while the bulk of it is

paid when the producer delivers the materials.

Producers should carefully review an agree-

ment's delivery schedule and requirements

and discuss which elements are necessary for

the agent to do his or her job. For example, if a

project will he licensed only in the television

and home-video overseas markets, then such

film-based elements as an internegative

would not he required. Although most

domestic agents and their licensees require

"Errors and Omissions" ("E & O") insurance

against such claims as copyright infringement

and defamation, some foreign sales agents

and their licensees are less stringent about

such coverage. (This does not relieve a

mediamaker from the responsibility of secur-

ing all rights for a project.) Producer should

feel free to negotiate the extent of any

The issue of

an agent's

expenses
is an

area that

warrants

careful

attention.

.A. g r e em e i\ t

required coverage (e.g., for the lifetime of the

license vs. the duration of a project's copy-

right vs. just the first three years). Another

negotiable point is whether the producer will

pay for this coverage or whether the agent

will place the project under its coverage and

recoup the cost as a sales expense.

One final point concerning materials: pro-

ducers should retain possession of a project's

negative or master and grant a lab letter of

access to any agent who may have to dupli-

cate prints or videocassettes. Such a letter

can include a provision in which a lab can

keep track of the number of film and video-

cassette copies of a project made at the lab.

The issue of an agent's expenses is anoth-

er area that warrants careful attention. Be

sure to have any agreement call for the

agent's reimbursement of only

actual, direct out-of-pocket

expenses (e.g., duplication, mail-

ings, preparation of a trailer) that

have been incurred solely due to

the project. Expenses such as

overhead should not be consid-

ered a recoupable expense;

agents should cover those costs

from their commissions.

Agreements should indicate

expense "caps" (either per

expense or in total) which an

agent may incur before requiring the produc-

er's prior, written approval. Such caps should

decrease every year, since most of a project's

expenses are incurred at the beginning of an

agreement's term.

An agreement's term can vary from one

to 20 years. Producers should recognize that

the third-party licenses an agent enters into

usually have terms that outlast any foreign
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sales agent agreement. The agent, therefore, is

entitled to commissions from any deals he or

she has made, or in some cases, negotiated

during the agreement's term, regardless of

whether the agreement has expired.

Producers often request a performance

clause. This specifies that the agent must

secure enough deals to meet or exceed a nego-

tiated dollar amount during the early part of

the agreement's term (e.g., the first one to

three years) or the producer would have the

right to terminate the agreement (subject to

the agent's right to receive commissions for

already concluded or negotiated deals).

Certain sales agents can provide estimates for

license fees or advances for different markets.

Producers can require that any agreement

that provides for less than the estimate would

require the producer's prior, written approval

(thereby preventing an agent from making

deals at "fire sale" prices).

Agent's commissions can vary from 12.5

percent (a rare occurrence) to as high as 50

percent. The average commission is a flat

20—40 percent, or an agent can receive differ-

ent commissions depending on media.

However, the amount of the commission is

only halt the stop,-; it is important to know

from what monies the commissions are

payable. At this point, producers get into the

nebulous area of "gross," "net," and "adjusted

gross." Such labels are not as important as

their definitions, which explain bow the

monies are calculated. Most agreements are

based on "gross" monies, in winch an agent

takes a commission "off the top" from the total

monies received and then deducts his or her

costs and expenses trom what is lett over, with

the balance ot monies going to the producer.

In other situations, the agent takes the com-

mission, then the producer receives a certain

percentage (e.g., 20%), then the agent

recoups its expenses trom the remaining

monies, with the balance remitted to the pro-

ducer. A ditterent formula occurs when an

agent acts as a distributor in more limited

markets and media, such as educational media

or home video, since the producer may

receive a royalty (e.g., 15-30%) from all

monies received by the agent subject to no or

limited deductions, with the balance retained

by the agent/distributor, who recoups expens-

es from this payment.

Agents sometimes enter into an arrange-

ment with a sub-distributor tor a specific ter-

ritory. Because the sub-distributor will also

take a commission and needs to recoup

Independent
Documentary
Consulting
(773) 929-6912
idc@tezcat.com

•pre-production

•production

•post-production

•distribution

ttt
fvSONM^£

>^

fixing mistakes before

they occur

2130 W. Berteau

Chicago, IL 60618

fax (773) 929-1723

Avid Feature Film Camp™ combines

Avid Authorized Media Composer

education with hands-on

experience in the post production of

a feature film. Under the tutelage of

a supervising editor and two

assistants, students from around

the world work together as editors

with credit on a previously

unreleased motion picture. For six

weeks, Avid Feature Film Camp™

participants become completely

immersed in learning the art and

science of digital film post

production

.

To apply, contact us:

digitalmedia
^^ pd lira tinn rpnrereducation center

503-297-2324 www.dmec.com
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LOW AVID RATES!
•New PCI Avid

•AVR 77

•Rates Starting at $20/hr

STEEL CARROT PRODUCTIONS
138 EAST 26TH ST 3FL NY, NY 10010 • (888) 776-8198

Betacam SP

DV & DVCAM
3/4 SP Hi-8 SVHS

Component Editing

Transfers, Window Dubs

45/hr 340/day 175/night

1123 Broadway, Suite 814

New York, New York 10010

212-228-4254

If an agent

insists that a

producer be

subject to a

"default and

termination"

clause, the

producer

should insist

on a "notice

and cure

provision."

expenses, this

reduces the bal-

ance of monies

remitted to the

producer. To

prevent or limit

excessive or

"double com-

missions," the

agreement
between the

producer and

the agent should

limit the

amount an

agent can tack

on for a sub-dis-

tributor's fee

without the pro-

ducer's prior,

written
approval, or

stipulate that

the fee should

come out of the

agent's commis-

sion.

Producers should receive accounting state-

ments along with payments on a quarterly basis

for the first two years and then semi-annually

thereafter (since the bulk of a project's monies

generally are earned during the initial few years

of an agreement's term). Such statements

should include a producer's report, which spec-

ifies the monies generated per deal, as well as a

breakdown of how an agent incurred expenses

(e.g., costs of attending a market, preparing

marketing materials, etc.). Copies of licensing

agreements entered into by the agent should be

made available to the producer.

In some cases, producers may want to exam-

ine the agent's books and records pertaining to

a project. Such audit rights are generally

enforceable by a producer no more than once

per year. Since the cost can be expensive, pro-

ducers should have a reasonable belief that the

financial success of a project justifies such an

examination. Although an audit is usually done

at the producer's expense, producers can

include a provision in the agreement whereby

the agent would assume the cost if the audit

reveals a discrepancy of a certain percentage

(e.g., 5-10 percent).

A producer should insist on a provision in

which an agreement can be terminated it the

agent should default in its obligations—not

meeting the "performance clause" standard, tor
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instance, or failing to provide statements or

monies. The agreement should provide for a

period in which the agent is notified of an

alleged default and given a certain time period

(e.g., 10-30 days) to remedy it. If an agreement

is terminated, the producer receives the mate-

rials he or she paid for or provided to agent. If

an agent insists that a producer be subject to a

"default and termination" clause, the producer

should insist on a "notice and cure provision."

Producers should require that no alterations

be made to their projects without their prior,

written consent, except for alterations made for

censorship purposes or program length—excep-

tions that enhance an agent's ability to make

deals with foreign third parties. Mediamakers

may balk at such a provision and insist on no

alternations to their work without their prior

written consent. However, different cultural

standards and programming needs may require

such edits, and a possible deal may fall apart as

producers grapple with this creative versus eco-

nomic debate.

Mediamakers should insist on an arbitration

provision for the resolution of disputes. Most

producers (and their counsel) prefer arbitra-

tion, since it is usually more efficient and less

expensive than litigation. Most agents have

deeper pockets than producers and are more

likely to win a war of attrition. Further, sales

agents generally want disputes to be argued

where he or she is based. However, a compro-

mise can be offered in which the jurisdiction of

the party bringing the claim would govern, or

the mediamaker agrees to the agent's jurisdic-

tion provided that the sales agreement has an

arbitration clause. Producers generally should

insist that the prevailing party in any arbitra-

tion be entitled to recovery of attorneys' fees

and reasonable costs.

Beyond any "deal points," mediamakers

should keep two points in mind: (1) producers

should work with agents who are both realisti-

cally enthusiastic about a project's sales possi-

bilities and knowledgeable about the market-

place, so all parties understand where and how

to approach buyers and licensees; and (2) pro-

ducers should engage the services of an experi-

enced entertainment attorney to negotiate the

deal between the producer and the agent.

Producers should bear in mind that they will

prevail on some points, compromise on a few,

and concede a few others. The key is to know

what to ask for, be prepared to negotiate, and

know which points are deal-breakers and which

are do-able.

Robert L. Seigel is a New York-based entertainment

attorney and a principal in Cinema Film Consulting.
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Digital Med ia Arts

digital post-production

protools III/ media 100/after effects

16 track lock to betacam sp £ 3/4

voice over £ adr/sound effects

video capture £ compression

original music/sound design

special rates for independents

harvestworks digital media arts

212.431.1130 xlO

596 Broadway, Suite 602, NYC 10012

http://www.avsi.com/harvestworks

John Slater

VIDEO EDITOR

MY FACILITY OR YOURS

MIDTOWN EDIT SUITE
WITH MEDIA 100 XR,
REAL-TIME, 54 GB STORAGE,

BETA SP, DAT, CD, SCANNER

(800) 807-4142
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

Betacam SP production packages
Avid MC8DOO S. MC1DOO on/off-line editing

component Betacam SP on-line editing

Microtime Paint F/X DL graphics
Macintosh graphics & compositing

component Hi8 transfers
Betacam SP, 3/4" SP, HiB & VHS duplication

25' x 3D' stage
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FESTIVALS
[festivals@aivf.org]

by Thomas
Pallotta

i listings do not constitute an™ endorsement. since some details

may change after the magazine goes to

press, we recommend that you contact

the festival directly before sending

preview cassettes. deadline for sub-

mitting a call for entries in the festi-

val column is the 15th of the month
two-and-a-half months prior to cover

date (e.g., jan 15 for april issue). all

blurbs should include: festival dates,

categories, prizes, entry fees, dead-

lines, formats & contact info. to

improve our reliability and make this

column more beneficial, we encourage
all mediamakers to contact fivf with

changes, criticism, or praise for fes-

tivals profiled.

Domestic

AVIGNON/NEW YORK FILM FESTIVAL, Apr

24-May 3, NY. Deadline: Feb 15. Avignon/New York

Film Fest is the American version of the 15 year-old

Avignon Film Fest, with a top line-up of film pre-

mieres, retrospectives, VIP encounters, seminars &
fetes. Audience vote decides 4 winners, awards total

$25,000 in encouragements to 2 winning feature

directors 6k 2 short directors. Formats: 35mm 6k

16mm; preview on VHS (NTSC, PAL or SECAM)
Entry Fee: $25. Contact: Jerome Henry Rudes,

General Director, French-American Film Workshop,

198 Avenue of Americas, New York, NY 10013;

(212) 343-2675; fax: 343-1849; jhr2001@aol.com

<www.francetelecom.com>

ASIAN AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL, July, NY. Deadline: mid-March.

Organized by Asian CineVision, NYC-based nat'l

media arts center. Noncompetitive fest, created in

1978, country's oldest showcase for Asian 6k Asian

American filmmakers. After its NY premiere,

embarks on 10-month tour of N. America. Films pro-

duced, directed 6k/or written by artists of Asian her-

itage eligible. Features 6k shorts in all cats accepted.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm; preview on cassette or

16mm. Entry fee: $10. Contact: Asian American

Film Int'l Film Festival, ACV, 32 East Broadway, 4th

tl., NY, NY 10002; (212) 925-8685; fax: 925-8157;

ACVinNYC(S aol.com

BERKSHIRE WOMEN'S FILM & VIDEO FES-

TIVAL, July 31 - Aug. 2, MA. Deadline: Feb. 15.

Co-sponsored by Celebrate Berkshire Women
Artists, Inc. and Berkshire Media Women. This

Festival will be part of the Koussevitzky Arts Festival

of Berkshire Community College. Applicants must

be women who reside in the Berkshire region

(defined as including areas adjacent to Berkshire

County, MA) Entries must be at least produced,

directed or written by a woman. Entries must be in

VHS format. Formats: VHS, 3/4", 16mm or 35 mm.

Entry fee; $25 for up to 40 minutes, $35 for longer. A
professional independent panel will select

films/videos in 3 categories: Documentary, Narrative

and Animation then screened at Festival and Best in

each category. Contact: Eleanor Lord, Celebrate

Berkshire Women Artists, Box 477, Stockbridge MA
01262; (413) 298-3384.

CALIFORNIA SUN INTERNATIONAL ANI-

MATION FESTIVAL, April, CA. Deadline: Feb.

1 1. Vidimation, an Associated Students organization

of California State University, Northridge invites

animators world-wide to submit their work. All

forms 6k styles of animation accepted. CSUN is

located in the Los Angeles, San Fernando Valley,

minutes from Disney, Warner Bros., Dreamworks 6k

other major animation studios. Program will be

selected by panel including top industry animators.

best will showcase animation to the University

Community 6k Los Angeles/Hollywood animation

industry. Awards: "The Golden Sun" (cash), plus the

top three "Silver Ani's." Formats: 35mm, 16mm,

Beta, 3/4", 1/2". Entry fee $25. Preview on 1/2" VHS-
NTSC. Contact: California SUN Animation Fest,

Attn. Liane Polosky/Vidimation, Dept. of Art-mail

drop 8300, California State University, Northridge,

18111 Nordhoff St., Northridge, CA 91330; (818)

382-2909; videoart(5 csun.edu

<www.csun.edu/~jpr45052/anifest>

CANYONLANDS FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL,

April, UT. Deadline: Mar 1. Fest est. 1995. Special

consideration given to works presenting thought-

provoking material, in cats: Dramatic Features 6k

Shorts, Doc. Feature, Doc. Short, Southwestern

Regional Issues (or work filmed in the region) and

epecially, Westerns. Other cats. incl. Avant-

Garde/Exp., Comedy, Outdoor Adventure (moun-

tain biking 6k river running), Student Produced and

Animation. Any genre which offers solutions, ideas

and/or hopeful futures based on positive change

given special consideration. Formats: 35mm, 16mm,

1/2", 3/4". Entry fee: $30 (35mm, $25 (16mm, 1/2",

3/4") 6k $20 (Student). Contact: Nicholas Brown,

Canyonlands Film 6kVideo festival, 435 River Sands

Road, Moab, UT 84532; (435) 259-9135;

<http://moab-utah.com/film/video/festival.html>

CAROLINA FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL,

April 1-4, NC. Deadline: Mar. 10. Univ. of North

Carolina fest, now in 8th yr, has goal of showcasing

best student 6k ind. film 6k video in all genres, incl.

animation, doc, experimental, narrative 6k hybrid.

About 50 works screened in competition. Awards of

$2,500+ in cash 6k Kodak film stock. Entry fee: $20

(students), $30 (independents). Formats: 16mm,

BETA, 1/2"; prescreening on VHS. Contact: Killian

Heilsberg, Carolina Film 6k Video Festival,

Broadcasting/Cinema Program, 100 Carmichael

Bldg, UNCG, Greensboro, NC 27412-5001; (910)

334-5360; fax: 334-5039; akheilsb(a hamlet.uncg.

edu <www.uncg.edu/cbt/CFVF.html>

CHICAGO UNDERGROUND FILM FESTI-

VAL, Aug. 12-16, 1998, IL. Deadline: May 15th.

Late deadline June 1st. Competitive festival now in

its 5th year featuring works of underground, inde-

pendent and experimental film and video makers.

Looking for works of a controversial, cutting-edge,

transgressive and/or politically incorrect nature. Past

guest filmmakers have included Richard Kern,

Kenneth Anger, George Kuchar, Beth R and John

Waters, 1998 gusts to be announced. Also presents

festival sponsored screenings throughout the year.

( lash prizes given to the best film or video in these

categories; feature, Short, Experimental, Doc. and

Animation. Audience Choice awards also present-

ed. Entry Fee $30. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, S-8,

Video. Preview on 1/2" VHS. Contact: Bryan

Wendort, Chicago Underground Film Festival,

2501 North Lincoln Ave. Ste. 278, Chicago, IL

60614; (773) 866-8660; fax: 342-7192;

int" 1 " cuff.org <www. cuff.org>

CONDUIT, mid-Mar, TX. Deadline: Feb. 15. 2nd

annual fest celebrates the convergence/collision of

various media and computing technologies by pro-

viding a showcase for cutting edge digital media

from around the world. Seeks film, video, comput-

er animation, CD-ROM, or website work. Preview

on VHS-NTSC. Official sidebar ofSXSW film and

multi-media fest. Entry fee: $10 Contact: Conduit,

911 Congress, Austin, TX 78701; (512) 469-1799;

fax: 469-5807; d9(« eden.com

DOMINIQUE DUNNE MEMORIAL VIDEO
COMPETITION AND FESTIVAL, May, CO.

Deadline: Apr. 15. 28th yr of int'l competition for

originally produced videos by high school students,

open to any student currenly enrolled in high

school grades 9-12 or college freshman entering a

film produced w/in past 12 mos. Entries must be

sole work of student filmmaker or filmmakers, w/

2/3 original content. Awards in dramatic/narrative

(8-24 mins), experimental (3-12 mins), stop

action/computer animated (non prize cat). 1st

prize $300, 2nd prize $200, 3rd prize $100. Entry

fee: $10 6k SASE. Formats: 1/2". Contact: David

Manley, fest coordinator, Dominique Dunne

Memorial Video Competition 6k Festival, Fountain

Valley School of Colorado, Colorado Springs, CO
80911; (719) 392-2657.

FLORIDA FILM FESTIVAL, June 12-21, FL.

Deadline: Feb 15. 7th year of this 10-day event fea-

turing foreign 6k U.S. ind. films (feature, short, doc,

narrative, experimental, animation), seminars,

Midnight movies, Florida student competition, cel-

ebrations 6k special guests. Held at Enzian Theater,

major ind. non-profit cinema 6k media arts center,

fest has evolved from exhibition-only fest to juried

competition. In each of the features, docs 6k shorts

cat, there is a Jury Award, Audience Award 6k 1

other award at jury's discretion. Entries for compe-

tition must have at least 51% US funding. Features

must be 50 min. or more. Fest also sponsors sever-

al curated sidebars, special events, seminars 6k

receptions. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, Video (for

Computer Animation 6k student competetion

only). Preview on 1/2" VHS. Entry fee: $15-30.

Contact: Matthew Curtis, program din, Florida

Film Fest, Enzian Theatre, 1300 S. Orlando Ave.,

Maitland, FL 32571; (407) 629-1088; fax: 629-

6870; filmfest(« gate.net <www.enzian.org>

GEN ART FILM FESTIVAL, Apr 29- May 5,

NY. Deadline Feb 15. Now in its 3rd year, GEN
ART is New York City's foremost curated, non-

competitive fest championing American indepen-

dent film and its audiences. Fest offers gala New
York premiere attended by enthusiastic fllmgoers,

critics, and industry professionals followed by
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Digital Madia Art

Media Friucation Program

Classes:
-java

-adobe Photoshop

-designing £ programming web pages

-Intro to adobe premiere

Hntro 6 advanced macromedia director

Hntro to multimedia technology

-intro £ advanced adobe after affects

-editing on the media 100

-digital audio workstations

audio post-production for film £ video

6 hour workshops over 2-3 weeks. Individual

tutoring packages available. New Multimedia

Production Studio rental rates also available.

Classes limited to 10 students.

To register or receive a complete class schedule contact:

HARVESTWORKS 596 Broadway. Suite 602. NYC 10012

2 12.43 1. 1 130x16, http://www.avsi.com/haryesrworlcs.

SURVIVAL
ENTERTAINMENT

MOTTO:
^r^^P^^^^^^r^T^

INSURANCE

D.R. REIFF
& ASSOCIATES

ENTERTAINMENT INSURANCE
BROKERS

320 WEST 57 ST
NEW YORK, NY 10019

(212)603-0231 FAX (212)247-0739

FILM FESTIVAL

'r%^y

16 mm.
1/2" VHS ONTFSG)

3/4" UlVIATlC

DEADLINE:
January 16, 1998

l>c*i>t. of Cincmn/Photogrnphy
Southern Illinois University

Cnrbondnlc, II-.

I | 62901-6610
618.453.1482

fa.x.i

618.4IS3.2264

SAMPLE THIS NEW IFP SERVICE!

Independent Producers Seminar TRANSCRIPTS)

( in the Clear: Production Contracts Laid Bare)

Don't litter you chances for a clean distribution deal with messy paperwork. Avoid future

problems with expert advice. Clearances, releases, music rights, crew, talent and

location contracts, product placement and the issue of "fair use" are highlighted in this

frank and practical discussion, moderator: Alyse Bezahler, Associate Producer/UPM.

The Ice Storm panelists: Vicki Cherkas. Vice President. Business and Legal Affairs,

Miramax Films; Wendy Cohen, Production Resources, Product Placements and

Clearances; Gary Kauffman, Gary Kauffman. Esq; llene Landress. Producer, HBO's

The Soprano's-, Steven Schupak. Manager. Hennmger Media Services

(^Producer's Notebook)

A director's most valuable asset is a dynamic producer How do producer's nurture

talent, finance their projects, cut deals, and get your film the best possible release?

moderator: Lydia Dean Pilcher, Producer. Chinese Box. Kama Sutra panelist: Anthony

Bregman, Vice President, Production, Good Machine/Good Machine International; Margot

Bridger, Producer, The Delta-, Sarah Vogel, Co-President, Seneca Falls Productions

{Evaluating the Worth of Your Script)

(Sponsored by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc) How do you determine the best avenues of

development for your project? What can you do to legitimize your script in the eyes of the

marketplace? How do you assess the budget parameters of your script when targeting

potential investors? What options are available to you after you have submitted you

script? Get clued in with this panel of experts, introduction: Sara Rose, Senior Vice

President of Acquisitions. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Orion Pictures Corporation

moderator: Anne Carey, Vice President of Development, Good Machine/Good Machine

International panelists: Herb Beigel, Writer/Director, Camp Stories; Jill Bock, Literary

Agent, The Tantleff Office; David Miner, 3 Arts Entertainment; Tom Noonan, Writer/Director,

The Wife; Michelle Satter, Director of Feature Film Program, Sundance Institute

(Selling Your Film)

Q

(Sponsored by Rudolf & Beer, LLP) Strategies and mis-strategies for filmmakers are

compared in this detailed discussion devoted to the various decisions facing a

filmmaker with a just-completed project. Where should you launch your film—at an

industry or festival screening? How do you use the festival circuit to leverage a

distribution deal? Should you split rights? Hire a publicist before it's sold? Try and find

your own finishing money? These and other questions will be answered, mooerator: Jed

Alpert. Attorney, Rudolf & Beer, LLP panelist: Jay Chandrasekhar. Director, Puddlecruiser.

Robert Kessel, Director of Acquisitions, Miramax Films; Marcia Kirkley, Producer, Sudden

Manhattan-. Charlotte Mickie. Senior Vice President.

International Film Sales. Alliance Communications /"W/e/j
""

SAG Contracts 101 (or Indies: The Inside ScoopJ\f
llJ

^ ^PhZde!"1

\rj wwy limitpH

(Sponsored by Screen Actors Guild) Join SAG for an "off-the-record" discussion\^__3
that puts all SAG agreements under the magnifying glass. Questions are hypothetical

and no detail too small. A special focus on the new low budget agreements is a must for

independents 1 moderator: Sallie Weaver, Director. Production Development and Performer

Rights, SAG panelists: Jason Beghe. Actor. G.I. lane-. Angelina Jolie, Actor, George

Wallace-Asm Kilik, Producer, Dead Man Walking. Clockers, Basquiat.

( Attracting and Securing Talent for Budget-Minded Indies)

(Sponsored by FILMMAKER Magazine) Can you create your dream cast and stay within your

budget? What kind of casting strategies have worked to create breakout indie film?

More than ever today, casting drives film financing and development. How do you make

an offer without a finance scale 7 Avoid mis-casting with tips to guide you toward the

stars, moderator: Scott Macaulay, Editor, FILMMAKER Magazine/Co-Producer, Gummo
panelists: David Miner. 3 ARts Entertainment; Tim Perell. Co-President, Eureka Pictures;

Laura Rosenthal, Casting Director, Juliet Taylor Casting

PACKAGE SET: Buy all 6 transcripts for $50 (members), $65 (non-members) INDIVIDUAL TRANSCRIPTS: $15 each (members),

$20 each (non-members) Call (212) 465-8244 ext.2800 to order by phone or download from IFP's website IndieLink: www.ifp.org

INDEPENDENT FEATURE PROJECT-Supporting independent filmmaking for 19 years!



RESEARCH
NETWORKS
Don't waste time

and money hiring

P.A.s as amateur
researchers !

Get in touch with QUALIFIED
SCHOLARS in the social

sciences, natural sciences and

humanities who already have the

data for which you are searching.

Historical Chronologies...

Statistical Overviews...

Archival Documents...

Scientific Evidence...

Translators... Consultants...
Accurate, Authoritative and Timely

Information as you need it.

Phone (212) 691-6299 or

e-mail asb8@columbia.edu

KITCHEN
CINEMA

MEDIA nonlinear on-line

:
r
i rg Hgim,r.»aintti

at affordable
rates

NTSC & PAL Beta SP

63 gig MicroNef Data Dock

Jazz Drive -Mackie 1402 Mixer

After Effects

Editors available

149 5th AVE • NYC
212 253 9472

Combine work in

screenwriting with fiction,

poetry, or playwriting in our

60-hour interdisciplinary

MFA in Writing.

James A. Michener Fellowships

of $1 2,000 awarded to candidates

admitted for study. Annual deadline for

fall admission is January 15.

For a brochure, call (512) 471-1601

or write to: Texas Center for Writers

J. Frank Dobie House

702 East 26th St.

Austin, Texas 78705

Art assemblage by Linda 5. Parker

spectacular party at one of Manhattan's Hippest

nightspots. Fest's unique format of screening only one

feature and one short film per night for seven nights

allows Gen Art to truly highlight the work of all par-

ricipating filmmakers. Formats: 35mm, 16mm; pre-

view on 1/2". Entry fees: $15 shorts, $25 features.

Submitted work should be completed after Jan 1996.

NYC theatrical premiere required. All genres of films,

including narrative, doc, experimental 6k animated

works are accepted. No videos or works in progress.

Contact: Deena Juras, fest din, GEN ART Film Fest,

145 W. 28th St., Suite 11C, New York, NY 10001;

(212) 290-0312; fax: 290-0254; genart@emedia.net

<www.genart.org>

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF FILM &
VIDEO DANCE, Jun 1 1-25, NC. Deadline: Jan 26.

3rd annual fest. Cats include: Choreography for the

Camera, Doc & Experimental. Fest will be major sur-

vey of dance for the camera in the global community

of dance 6k will provide an overview of the current

trends 6k practices of artists 6k choreographers work-

ing in both film 4k video, as well as an historic survey

of the genre. Format: VHS in NTSC or PAL. Entry

Fee: $25. Contact: Rebecca Hix, American Dance

Fest, Box 90772, Durham, NC 27708-0772; (919)

684-6402; rhix@acpub.duke.edu

<www.americandancefestival.org>

I INTERNATIONAL JEWISH VIDEO COMPE-
TITION, June, CA. Deadline: Mar. 31. Now in 5th

|

yr, competition accepts entries on Jewish themes from

every level 6k cat of prod, includ. audio 6k interactive

|

media. All original formats accepted but entries must

be submitted on VHS-NTSC, produced w/in preced-

ing 3 1/2 yrs 6k be under 100 min. Awards: Jurors'

Choice (share $750); Jurors' Citation (share $500),

Directors' Choice (share $250); Honorable Mention

(certificate 6k screenings); Lindheim Award for pro-

gram that best explores political 6k social relationship

between Jews 6k other ethnic 6k religious groups.

Winners screened at Magnes Museum for 2 mos, as

well as cable 6k other venues. Formats: 3/4", 1/2",

Beta. Entry fee $25 under 30 min., $35 over 31 min.

|
Contact: Bill Chayes, video competition coordinator,

Judah L. Magnes Museum, 291 1 Russell St., Berkeley,

|CA 94705; (510) 549-6952; fax: (510) 849-3673;

jewvideo(gslip.net or wchayes@aol.com

<www.slip.net/ —jewvideo>

L.A. FREEWAVES, Sept, CA. Deadline: Feb 2. 6th

Celebration of independent video 6k new media seeks

video's, CD-ROMs, WWW pages, interactive digital,

proposals for video installations 6k performances. Will

screen narrative, doc, animation 6k experimental

works by artists, activists 6k mediamakers.

Submissions accepted: NTSC 3/4" or VHS, Mac-

compatable CD-ROMs, WWW addresses, 1-2 page

proposals for installations 6k performances w/ support

materials (video documention, slides, etc.) Will also

consider proposals for video bus tours that link alter-

native art spaces 6k community centers in Southern

California. Include bio or resume, as well as publicity

material of video scans in PICT or TIFF formats

Entry fee: $10. Contact: L.A. Freewaves, 2151 Lake

shore Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90039; (213) 664-1510;

fax: 664-1577; freewaves@aol.com

<www.freewaves.org>

NANTUCKET FILM FESTIVAL, June 16-21,

MA. Deadline: Apr. 10. Screenplay Competition
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Deadline: March 20. The Nantucket Film Festival,

honoring screenwriters 6k their craft, presents feature

films, short films, docs, staged readings, QekA with

filmmakers, panel discussions, and the Morning

Coffee With... series. Writers are encouraged to pre-

sent their films and works-in-progress and get feed-

back from other screenwriters and filmmakers. Film

Submissions: entry must not have had commercial

distribution or US broadcast. Formats: 35mm, 16mm;

preview on 1/2". Entry fee: $40 features; $25 shorts

(35 minutes or less). Screenplay Competition: The

Tony Cox Award for Screenwriting Competition,

sponsored by Showtime Networks, entry must he

screenwriter's original, unproduced work. Entry tee:

$40. Contact: Jill Goode, Artistic Director,

Nantucket Film Festival, PO Box 688, Prince St.

Station, New York, NY 10012; (212) 642-6339

<www.nantucketfilmfestival.org>

NEW YORK VIDEO FESTIVAL, July, NY.

Deadline: Mar 16. Originally presented as pan of the

New York Film Festival, this noncompetitive test is

now an independent project, presented in association

with the Lincoln Center's summer fest. It aims to pre-

sent the latest in electronic arts and had included

video, HDTV & CD-ROM. All videos shown are sin-

gle channel, projected in the Film Society's 268-seai

Walter Reade Theater at Lincoln Center. Multi-

channel video installations ate on view in the the-

ater's Furman gallery. There are no categories or

awards. Average of 40 works presented m 14 pro-

grams; coverage in New York Times is. Village Voice, as

well as out-of-town ex. inf.'] coverage. Submitted

works should be recent (w/in past two years); New
York premieres preferred, but not required. Formats:

3/4", 1/2", Beta, CD-ROM; preview on 3/4", 1/2",

CD-ROM (tor pc). Entry Fee: None. Do not send

masters, tapes not returned. Contact: New York

Video Fest, Film Society of Lincoln Center, 70

Lincoln Center Plaza, NY, NY 1002 3; (212) 875-

5610; fax: 875-5636; filmlinc(S dn.net

< www.filmlinc.com >

NEWARK BLACK FILM FESTIVAL, July, NJ.

Deadline: early March. 6-wk summer test ot films by

African-American filmmakers ex films featuring his-

tory 6k culture of Black people in America 6x else-

where. Fest, now over 2 decades, has screened over

500 films before total audiences of almost 85,000.

Paul Robeson Awards are biennial, next competition

is 1999. Fest accepts noncommercial, ind. films 6k

videos completed in previous 2 yrs in cats ot doc,

non-doc, animation 6a experimental. Original 16mm
films 6k videos released w/in previous 2 yrs consid

eied; industrial, commercial or studio prods ineligi-

ble. Committee representing sponsors 6k community

arranges test 6a selects films. Cash prizes awarded at

discretion ot judges. Fest is tree to public 6k co-spon-

sored by Newark Museum, Newark Public Library,

Newark Symphony Hall, New Jersey Inst, of

Technology and Rutgers University/Newark. Entry

fee: $25 (Robeson competiton). Contact: Program

Coordinator, Newark Black Film Festival, Newark

Museum, 49 Washington Street, Box 540, Newark,

NJ 07101-0540; (201) 596-6550; fax: 642-0459.

NIGHT OF THE BLACK INDEPENDENTS
FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL, May 17-18, GA.
Deadline: April 23. Sponsored by NBI, a nonprofit

organization ot African-American filmmakers provid-

ing opportunity for independent artists to exhibit and

It snotthe 1 e n
that counts. .. _

It swhat you do with it

Toronto Worldwide Short Film Festival

June 1 to 7, 1998

CALL FOR ENTRIES:
Deadline March 1, 1998.

Guerilla Tactics workshop*: Register to win

FREE Kodak film, Deluxe Toronto processing,

Panavlslon equipment and Medallion PFA post

For Information call our hotllno: 416-535-4457

JOIN AIVF
Resources, strong connections, and the best

information available. Join with more than

5,000 other independent producers who con-

sider AIVF vital to their professional lives.

THE INDEPENDENT FILM

BOOKS

WORKSHOPS, PANELS,

AND SEMINARS

ADVOCACY-INSURANCE

TRADE DISCOUNTS

CONFERENCE/
SCREENING ROOM

Association of Independent

Video and Filmmakers

304 Hudson Street, 6th Floor, NY, NY 10013

(212) 807-1400 tel; (212) 463-8519 fax

http://www.aivf.org

I
1

FIREHOUSE STUDIOS, INC.
All YourAudio Needs For Video& Film Post!

I

Digital lock to Betacam SP and 3/4"

Protools 111, ADAT, Timecode DAT + MIDI

ADR & voiceover to picture

Live recording & MIDI to picture

Sound design, editing, SFX & mixing
Original music & scoring, Library music selection.

1 50 W28th St. Suite 302 2 1 2-645-0666

MHH MMH

1 s Din 1

cly c lie

|P o s tj

We're a Full-Service Post-

Production facility for the
alternative filmmaker. We have
an ADR/Foley Studio, AVIDs,
AudioVisions, ProTools, and a

high-speed, 8-plate,

supercharged steenbeck. We
provide creative editors,

experienced technical support
and expert post supervision at

competitive rates. For more
information, contact Jeanette

King at (212) 679-2720. Or Fax at

(212 679-2730.

SPIN CYCLE POST, INC.

12 West 27th St., 6th Floor
New York, NY 10001

^^H mJ
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FLORIDA

CALL FOR ENTRIES
FESTIVAL

Deadline: February 27, 1998
Late Deadline: March 27, 1998

16mm & 35mm Features Documentary
Juried Competition Shorts Animation

Audience Awards Narrative Experimental

THE SEVENTH FLORIDA FILM FESTIVAL
1300 South Orlando Ave. • Maitland, FL 32751

p: 407/629-1088 • f: 407/629-6870
e: filmfest@gate.net • w: www.enzian.org

"Thanks for the best time I've ever had at

a film festival."

Chris Gore, Film Threat

"You guys have truly provided a haven for

artists and treated us really independent

filmmakers as such. All festivals should

follow your example."
- Stann Nakazono. Producer, Hang Your Dog in the

Wind & Co-Founder, the 1997 Slumdance
Experience (Park City)

"On one level, it's one of the best orga-

nized, best functioning film festivals I've

ever been at, but at the same time, on a

much more important level, there's a

warmth, there's a friendliness, there's a

true love of film that I truly appreciate."

Roger Corman

276 Babcock St. Boston, MA 02215
61 7-254-7882 Phone • 61 7-254-7 149 Fax

3 p««V mu*o,
4 /Z^s.%

IfGr^

HARMONIC
R A rf

>

N
H

cme
video

>4v/£/®
o n -

1 i n e/off-l i n e

editing
tel:212. 254. 4361
fax:212. 460. 5987

dmoore@acmevideo.com

market their work directly to the public. Feature-

length and short video and film projects welcome,

must have been completed after Jan 1996. Works can

be shot on any format, but will be screened on video.

Submissions must be on 1/2". Format: VHS, Beta SR
3/4". Contact: NBI Film and Video Festival, Box

77305, Atlanta, GA 30357; (770) 446-8152; indy-

tilmf" compuserve.com.

OUTFEST '98: The 16th Anniversary of the Los

Angeles Gay and Lesbian Film Festival, July 9-19, Los

Angeles, CA. Deadline: February 27. Fees: $10-$20.

Held at the Directors Guild of America and nearby

venues, Outfest seeks films and videos by and/or

about gay men, lesbians, bisexuals and transgenders.

Open to narrative and documentary features and

shorts on 35mm, 16mm, 3/4" or 1/2" video. Twelve

awards ranging from $500 to $2,000. Contact:

Outfest, 8455 Beverly Blvd., #309, Los Angeles, CA,

90048; (213) 951-1247; fax: 951-0721; outfest®

aol.com <www.outfest.com>

IPHILAFILM, July 19-25, PA. Deadline: Apr 1.

Philadelphia Int'l Film Festival is calling for entries in

2 1st annual fest. Features, shorts, docs, animation,

exp, TV series, super 8mm, student work, music

|

videos screened. Format: 35mm, 16mm, super 8mm,
1/2" VHS, 3/4" U-Matic. Contact: Philafilm, Int'l

I Association of Motion Picture & Television

Producers Inc., 2623 Sorrento Drive, Suite A,

Philadelphia, PA 19131; tel (215) 879-8209.

I

SAN FRANCISCO JEWISH FILM FESTIVAL,

July 16-30, CA. Deadline: March 15. Estab in 1980,

noncompetitive fest (under annual theme

I

Independent Filmmakers: Looking at Ourselves)

showcases new Ind American Jewish-subject cinema

I 6k diverse selection of foreign films. Fest presents dra-

matic, doc, expeimental 6k animated shorts 6k fea-

tures about Jewish history, culture 6k identity.

Filmmakers need not be Jewish; films selected by sub-

ject. Special programs vary from yr to yr 6k have

include Russian, Sephardic 6k Latino programs. 35-40

films showcased each yr. Formats: 35mm, 16mm,

3/4", 1/2". Contact: Janis Plotkin, director or Sam
Ball, associate director, Jewish Film Festival, 346 9th

Street, San Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 621-0556;

I
fax: (510) 548-0536; Jewishfilm(g aol.com;

<http://sfjff.org>

SEATTLE INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL,

May 21-June 14, WA. Deadline: Mar. 1. Founded in

1974, fest one of largest noncompetitive festivals in

US, presenting more than 160 features 6k 75 short

films to audience of over 120,000. Known for its

eclectic programming encompassing all genres 6k

styles, from latest in contemporary world cinema to

premieres of American ind. 6k major studio releases.

Special programs include New Directors Film

Showcase/Award, Independent Filmmakers Forum,

American Independent Filmmakers Award, Golden

Space Needle Awards given in cats of feature film,

director, actress, actor, doc 6k short story. Inclusion

qualifies participants for entry in Independent

Feature Project's Independent Spirit Awards.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm; preview on 1/2". Contact:

Darryl Macdonald, Seattle Int'l Film Festival, 801 E.

Pine St., Seattle, WA 98122; (206) 324-9996; fax:

324-9998; entry@seattlefilm.com

< www.seattlefilm.com>
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NASHVILLE INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL,

Nov 13-16, TN. Deadline: Mar 1. The Nashville

Independent Film Festival, formally the Sinking

Creek Film &. Video Festival, is the longest running

film fest in the South. The fest has an int'l reputation

tor its support and encouragement of independent

media. Many well known, award-winning filmmakers

have had their work premiered at the festival. Fest

includes workshops, panels & Artist Coffees.

Independent features, student films, docs, expenem-

ntal, animation, short films & young filmmaker (high

school and below) films & videos of all lengths

NEW YORK
INTERNATIONAL

INDEPENDENT

FILM & VIDEO

FESTIVAL
accepted. About 75 films are shown. Fest is competi-

tive with cash prizes awarded for all cat's plus two

special cat's: The Mary Jane Coleman Film Award

and the Sinking Creek Award tor Film Excellence.

Fest held at the Watkins Belcourt Theater in

Nashville, TN. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", Beta.

Entry fee: $30-$60, depending on length. Contact:

Michael Catalano, Excutive Dir., 402 Sarratt Center,

Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, TN 37240; (615) 343-

c IS

1

ri

a

'roducers, Managers, Agents,

butors, and Financiers are invited

plus Press, Critics,

nd of course, NYC audiences.

3419; fax: 343-9461; sinking.creek@vanderbilt.edu 1 ^ .^T j^ Jf j^
USA FILM FESTIVAL, April, TX. Deadline: early 1
March. Fest has 3 major components: noncompeti- 1
tive feature section (now in 28th yr); Nat'l Short Film 1
& Video Competition (in 20th yr); KidFilm (held in 1
mid-Jan). Feature section incl. premieres of major R

CALL
212.617.8488
For ApplicATioNs.

new films, new works from ind. ek emerging tilmmak-

ers, special tributes, incl. Great Director award ex H
retto, panel discussions. To enter, send preview cas- 1
sette w/ publicity ik production into. Short film ck M

Features, Shorts, Animation,

Documentaries, 35, 16, Video

Multi - Media

video competition showcases new & significant US 1
work. Entries should be under 60 mm., completed IJ

after Jan. 1, 1997. Cash prizes awarded in cats of nar- H
rative ($1,000); nonaction ($1,000); animation U
($1,000); experimental ($1,000); Texas Award B
($500); Student Award ($500); advertising promo

award; Family Award ($500); 4 special jury awards n
^otuur/o* Z

($250). Grand Pn:e Winner flown to Dallas.

Formats: 35mm, 1 6mm, 3/4", 1/2". Entry fee: $40. H
Contact: Alonso Duralde, USA Film Festival, 2917 |
Swiss Ave., Dallas, TX 75204; (214) 821-6300; fax: U
821-6364. 1
THE VIDEOGRAPHER AWARDS, TX. 1
Deadline: March 20. Awards in Excellence, 1

© *

Distinction 6k Honerable Mention tor special events 1
videography. Cats. incl. Weddings, Special Events, 1
Productions, Talent, Government, Legal, Sports, "
Cable TV Commercials, Videos for Sale and

-
•

'°*f»M&? :
Creativity. Judges chosen on basis of extensive expe-

rience and proven creativity in the video field.

Entries on VHS, SVHS, 3/4", Betacam & BetaSR

n

C(

1

c

Fil

STUDENTS: CALL FOR ENTRIES

Entry fee: $37.50. Contact: Videographer Awards,

2214 Michigan, Ste. E, Arlington, TX 76013; (817)

459-0488; fax: 795-4949; tca<§ imag in.net

ow is POPULATION GROWTH affecting

INSUMPTI0N • ENVIRONMENT • SUSTAIN ABILITY

<www.communicator-awards.com/videographer>

WEST PALM BEACH INDEPENDENT FILM
$10,000 IN PRIZES

FESTIVAL, May 29-31, FL. Deadline: April 1. Fest

showcases 10-15 short films per night. Seeks original

films and videos 30 min or less. Format: VHS.

ENTRIES DUE JUNE 15 • NO ENTRY FEE

V EXPOSURE •NATIONAL TOUR
Contact: Ariana Bearce, West Palm Beach Inde-pen-

dent Film Fest, 421 Flamingo Dr., West Palm Beach,

FL 33401; (561) 802-3029; fax 655-4190.

Foreign

ALGARVE INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTI-

:or more information, a resource guide and

3 copy of the video Best of Festival , contact:

WPFVF • 46 Fox Hill Road, Bernardston, MA
1337 • TL; 800 638-9464 • FX: 413 648-9204

eM; info@wpfvf.com • www.wpfvf.com

Sponsored by Sopris Foundation, Searchlight

ms & Population Communications International

Wy.

19 9 8

CHARLOTTE

Film cC- Video

n/'exfiuu/

Mint

Museum
o/Art

May 7 -17, 1998

Last year $9,000 in Artists Fees & Awards

Entry deadline: February 16, 1998

Jurors: Alan Berliner and Cheryl Dunye

Contact: Robert West, Mint Museum ol Art

Mint Museum of Art

2730 Randolph Rd w Charlotte, NC 28207

(704)337-2019

FAX (704) 337-2101

film@mint.uncc.edu

www.mintmuseum.org

photo: Pitcim Plop, Ann Elizabeth Miller
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INDEPENDENT
FILM FESTIVAL
March 21 , 1998 • West Point, MS

Welcomes any length film in

any genre. Cash awards and

"MAGS" will be given. Entries

will be screened in 16mm, and

3/4". Send VHS preview tape,

director's filmography, film press

kit (optional) to:

Ron Tibbett, Festival Dirctor

Magnolia Independent Film Festival

2269 Waverly Dr.

West Point, MS 39773

Phone (601) 494-5836

Fax (601) 494-9900

Entry deadline Feb. 15, 1998

VIDEO POST PRODUCTION

[DaQiLjQ
i

BETACAM SP Editing &
A/B from Hi8 or 3/4 SP

CALL FOR LOW RATE

3/4" A/B Roll Editing still

$45.00/hr with editor

Addresstrack or audio TC

Digital Effects, Switcher, GPI,

Hi Res, Character Generator &

VIDEO TOASTER 4000
Animation, 2D & 3D Graphics

SunRize STUDIO 16

16 bit Digital Audio Editing

TC striping, Windowdubs, Copies

Transfers from HI 8 & S-VHS, Dubs
Studio & Location shoots

Tel: 212 219-9240
Fax: 212 966-5618

25th
Athens
Internation

Film&-
Video
Festival

Silver
Anniversary

May 1 -9th

1998

INFO/ENTRY FORM
Athens International

Film & Video Fest

P.O. Box 388

Athens, OH 45701

Tel: +614 593 1330

bradley@ohiou.edu

deadline: February 9th

Find us on the World Wide Web

www.cats.ohiou.edu/~filmfest

i
- :

.

VAL, May 25-31, Portugal. Deadline: March 15.

26th annual fest is longest running event of its kind

held in Portugal. Films must be produced 1995 or

later and no longer than 30 mins. Format: 16mm &
35mm, preview on VHS (PAL or NTSC) Entry 1 Fee:

None. Contact: Carlos Manuel, General Director,

Festival Internacional de Cinema do Algarve, RO.

Box 8091, 1801 Lisboa Codex, Portugal; tel: 01 1 351

185136 15; fax: Oil 351 1 852 11 50;

algravefilmfestC" mail.telepac.pt

CANNES INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL,

May, France. Deadline: early March. Largest int'l film

fest, attended by over 35,000 stars, directors, distrib-

utors, buyers 6k journalists. Round-the-clock screen-

ings, parties, ceremonies, press conferences & one of

world's largest film markets. Selection committee,

appointed by Administration Board, chooses entries

for Official Competition (about 20 films) and Un
Certain Regard section. Films must have been made

w/in prior 1 2 mo., released only in country of origin

6k not entered in other fests. Official component con-

sists of 3 sections: 1) In Competition, for features ck

shorts competing for major awards; 2) special Out of

Competition accepts features ineligible for competi-

tion (e.g. by previous winners of Palme d'Or); 3) Un
Certain Regard, noncompetitive section for films of

int'l quality that do not qualify for Competition, films

by new directors, etc. Parallel sections incl.

Quinzaine des Realisateurs (Directors Fortnight),

main sidebar for new talent, sponsored by Assoc, of

French Film Directors (deadline mid April); La

Semaine de la Critique (Int'l Critics Week), 1st or

2nd features and docs chosen by French Film Critics

Union (selections must be completed w/in 12 mos

prior to fest); ck Perspectives on French Cinema. Film

market, administered separately, screens film in main

venue and local theater. Top prizes incl. Official

Competition's Palme d'Or (feature 6k short) and

Camera d'Or (best first film in any section). For info

6k press accreditation from U.S., please send letter to:

Catherine Verret, French Film Office, 745 Fifth Ave.

Suite 1512, NY, NY 10151; (212) 832-8860; fax: 755-

0629. Add'l info: Quinzaine des Realisateurs, Societe

des Realisateurs de Films, 215 rue du Faubourg St.

Honore, 75008 Paris, France; tel: 011 33 1 45 61 01

66, fax: 01 1 33 1 40 74 07 96. Semaine International

de la Critique, Attn: Eva Rolens, 73, rue de Lourmel,

75015 Paris, France; tel: Oil 33 1 45 75 68 27; fax:

Oil 33 1 40 59 03 99. Cannes Film Market, attn:

Marcel Lathiere, 99 boul. Malesherbes, 75008 Paris,

France; tel: 01 1 33 1 45 61 66 09; fax: 01 1 33 1 45 61

97 59. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. Entry fee: None.

Contact: Cannes Int'l Film Festival, 99, Boulevard

Malesherbes, 75008 Paris, France; tel: 011 33 1 45 61

66 00; fax: 011 33 1 45 61 97 60.

HAMBURG INTERNATIONAL SHORT/NO
BUDGET FILM FESTIVAL, June 16-21, Germany.

Deadline: Feb 14. Forum for presenting diversity of

internationally produced short films. Int'l short film

competition awards Hamburg Short Film Award

(Major Award), Francois Ode Award urvs Special

Award), Award for Best Animation, 6k Viewers'

Award. Fest also incl No Budget Competition, for

films which have been produced w/out public subsi-

dies or private sponsorship; their foremost feature

should be "realization of an idea," 6k technical quali-

ty is of secondary importance; all competition entries

should be under 20 mins. No Budget Award (Jury
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Award) & Viewers' Award. Another fest feature is

Three Minute Quickie competition, under different

theme each yr; this yr's theme is "Bar". Entries in this

cat should be 3 min. max. In 1995 fest inaugurated

Int'l Hamburg Short Film Market, opportunity to see

all films and vioeos submitted to fest. Formats: 35mm,

16mm, 8mm, 3/4," 1/2," Beta SP; preview on video.

Entry fee: None. Contact: Internationales

Hamburger Kurzfilmfestival, KurzFilmAgentur Ham-

burg e.V, Buro, Filmhaus, Friedensallee 7, D-22765

Hamburg, Germany; Oil 49 40 398 26 122; fax: Oil

49 40 398 26 123; kfa(§ shortfilm.com

<www.shortfilm.com>

HUESCA INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM
FESTIVAL, June 5-13, Spain. Deadline: April 1.

Founded in 1971, competitive showcase for Spanish

&. foreign short films has aim of "the dissemination of

image as a contribution to the better knowledge &.

fraternity among the nations of the world." Awards:

"Ciudad de Huesca" Golden Danzante (1,000,000

ptas.); Silver Danzante (500,000 ptas); Bronze

Danzante (250,000 ptas.). Other awards: Award

"Cacho Pallero" to best Latin American short film,

Award "Joaquin Costa" of the Institute) de Estudios

Aloaragoneses to best Spanish short film; Award

"Francisco Garcia De Paso" to short film that best

emphasizes human values; Award "Casa de America"

to best Latin American photography director. No the-

matic restrictions except no films dealing w; tourism

or publicity. Entries must be unawarded in other fests

in Spain, produced in 1997 or 1998, and be under 30

mins. Of approx. 400 entries received each year,

about 170 shown. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. Entry fee:

None. Contact: Jose Mana Escriche, comite de direc-

cion, Festival International Cortometraje "Ciudad de

Huesca", Apartado 174, 22080 Huesca, Spain; tel;

Oil 34 9 74 21 25 82; fax Oil 34 9 74 21 00 65.

HUNGARIAN MULTICULTURAL CENTER
FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL, Sept. 20-22,

Hungary. Deadline: Apr. 28. Fest accepts film, video

(PAL) & animated works w/ enclosed English texts.

Entry fee: $35. Contact: Hungarian Multicultural

Center, Inc., 6723 Forest Lane, Dallas, TX 75230. Or

Beata Szechy, tel/fax: (972) 308-8191; bszechy<§

mail.smu.edu

MELBOURNE INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTI-

VAL, July, Australia. Deadline: mid-April. F1APF-

recognized fest celebrates 47th anniv. as one ot

Australia's 2 largest, and its oldest, fests. Eclectic mix

of ind. work, w/ special interest in feature docs &
shorts. Substantial program of new Australian cine-

ma. Int'l short film competition important part of fest,

w/cash prizes in 7 cats: Grand Prix City of Melbourne

Award for Best Film ($5,000) & $2,000 each in best

Australian, experimental, animated, doc ek fiction

film cats. Additional special awards incl: Kino

Cinemas Award for creative excellence in Australian

short film ($2,500); ANZAAS/ Scienceworks award

tor outstanding film or video dealing w/ science-relat-

ed subject ($1,500); Melbourne International Film

Festival Awards for outstanding achievement in

video production 6k best student production. Open

to films of all kinds, except training 6k advertising

films. Films 60 min. or less eligible for Int'l Short Film

Competition; films over 60 min. can be entered in

noncompetitive feature program. Video 6k super 8

productions considered for "out-of-competition"

h>hiI1hI1.U,T

media lOO editing
multimedia
duplication

communications

1 45 W 20th St. 212-242-0444

WHEN IT COMES TO

ENTERTAINMENT &

MEDIA INSURANCE
WE ARE

THE EXPERTS!

DeWITT STERN

GROUP, INC.
NEW YORK

420 LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10170-0199

TEL: (212) 867-3550 • FAX: (212) 983-6483

JOLYON F. STERN, President

CAROL A. BRESSI-CILONA, SR. Vice Pres.

AFFIUATES IN: LONDON • PARIS • MUNICH

FILMIVIDE0 ARTS
A nonprofit media arts center since 1968

Camera Rentals
CD

Video Edit Suites
n]

6 & 8-Plate Flatbeds DO

Avid 1000 o

Dubs & Transfers £D

plus: a

Courses §

Film & Video
Production

<

Avid 1000
Z

Digital Arts o

Affordable Rates

212.673.9361

Sound Design / Original Music

Pro Tools III /Media 100
MERCER STREET

s

Video Capture & Compression / Betacam Video Lockup

Sound Effects / Voice Over & ADRM. X
DIGITAL AUDIO
-PRODUCTION-
for Film and Video

and Multimedia

133 MERCER ST. NYC 10012 • 212.966-6794 • E-mail mercerst@aol.coi

Discount rates for independents
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Vortheast
Negative Matchers,

Inc.
"Setting New Standards In Negative Cutting"

Negative Cutting to Film or Video Workprint

SPECIALIZING IN VIDEO MATCHBACK TO THE AVID FILM COMPOSER

335mm ,J Super 16mm 16mm

25 Ri\erview Terrace •Springfield, MA 01 108 • 41 3/736-2 177 • 800/370-CUTS

North Miami Office 305/940-8878

DIGITAL AUDIO

SPLASH
T U D

212 271 8747
Dialog and Sound FX editing

ADR and Foley recording

Music production and editing

Automated Sound FX retrieval

Multiple ProTools work stations

Hourly / Daily /NrVeekly rates available

I 68 5th Ave. ,5th floor N.W.
New York N.Y. I 00 I

Fax: (2 I 2) 27 1-8748

e-mail: bplprod@aol.com

POST PRODUCTION

the Largest anJ Most Unique

Collection ^Original Cinematography

in the World.

FILM -LIBRARY

.IMAGLR I for Your Most Valuable Resource

http://www.digital-energv.com

Production STILLS
Limited^

M. M. Vw printedfrom your
original camera negative

A Division of

Northeast Negative Matchers, Inc.

Producers! Need a frame of your film m a STILL format?

Promote your film! STILLS for ads, postcards or posters!

25 Riverview Terrace • Springfield, MA 01108-1603

413.736.2177 • 305.940.8878 • 800.370.CUTS

Finding Stock Footage

takes Energy.! ,

screenings. Entries must have been completed w/in

previous yr & not screened in Melbourne or broad-

cast on Australian TV. Fest is useful window to

Australian theatrical & nontheatncal outlets, educa-

tional distributors 6k Australian TV. Formats: 35mm,

16mm, 3/4", 1/2", super 8. Entry fee: $20. Contact:

Sandra Sdraulig, exec. Jir. , Melbourne Int'l Film

Festival, 207 Johnston Street, Box 2206, Fitzroy 3065

Australia; tel: Oil 61 3 417 2011; fax: Oil 61 3 417

3804; miff(" netspace.net.au

<www.cinemedia.net/MIFF>

SUNNY SIDE OF THE DOCS MARKET & VUE
SUR LES DOCS FESTIVAL, May 10-13. France.

Deadline: Mar 27. Independent producers, distribu-

tors, commissioning editors, heads of television pro-

gramming departments 6k buyers from all over the

world will gather again in Marseilles for the 9th annu-

al Sunny Side of the Doc Market. Attended last year

by some 1,650 producers from 45 countries and over

200 buyers 6k commissioning editors representing 31

countries. Contact: Sunny Side of the Doc 6k Vue Sur

Les Docs, 3 Square Stalingrad, 13001 Marseilles,

France; tel: Oil 33 4 91 08 43 15; fax Oil 33 4 9184

38 34; 100560.1511(acompuserve.com

<www.film-fest-marseilles.com>

SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL, June 5-19, Australia.

Deadline: Feb 20. This major FIAPF-recognized

event is one of world's oldest (over 45 years old) 6k

leading int'l showcase for new work screening around

200 films. Noncompetitive int'l program incl. features

6k docs; experimental works; retro; competition for

Australian shorts; late shows 6k forums w/ visiting

directors. All Australian distributors 6k TV buyers

attend. Fest has enthusiastic 6k loyal audience 6k is

excellent opportunity for publicity 6k access to

Australian markets. Held at 1929 picture palace

acknowledged as one of finest venues in world; other

city venues also used. Fest conducts audience survey,

w/ results provided to participating filmmakers;

results have good deal of influence w/ Australian dis-

tribs. Entries must have been completed w/in previ-

ous 18 months 6k be Australian premieres. Formats:

70mm, 35mm, 16mm, Beta SP (PAL). Entry fee:

$A15 (for tape return). Contact: Paul Byrnes, fest.

din, Sydney Film Festival, Box 950, Glebe, NSW,

Australia; tel: 011612 9660 3844; fax: 01 1 61 2 9692

8793; info(5 sydfilm-fest.com.au

<www.sydfilm-fest.com.au>

TURIN INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF LES-

BIAN AND GAY FILMS, April 16-22, Italy.

Deadline: early Feb. Now in 13th yr, one of longest-

running int'l gay 6k lesbian events. Entries should be

by lesbian/gay filmmakers or address lesbian/gay

themes 6k issues. About 150 titles. Competition sec-

tion divided betw 3 juries: doc, long feature 6k short

feature. Panorama section features new int'l produc-

tions. Award named after late fest co-founder,

Ottavio Mai, presented to best screenplay for short.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2" (PAL 6k NTSC).

Entry fee: None. Contact: Angelo Acerbi, Head pro-

grammer, or Luca Andreotti, Coordinator, Turin Int'l

Festival of Lesbian and Gay Films, Da Sodoma a

Hollywood, Piazza San Carlo 161, 10123 Torino,

Italy; tel: Oil 39 11 534 888; fax: Oil 39 11 535796;

glfilmtest(« assioma.com

<www.assioma.com/glfilm test>
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classifieds of up to 240 characters cost

$25/issue for aivf members, $35 for novem-
bers; classifieds of 240-480 characters cost

$45/issue for aivf members, $65 for novem-
bers, include valid member id#. ads may be

edited as column requires. mail typed copy

with a check or money order to: fivf, 304

hudson st., ny, ny 10013. to pay by credit card,

include: card type (visa/mc); card number;

name on card; exp date; billing address &

cardholder's daytime phone. advertisers

wishing to run a classified more than once

must pay for each insertion. ads running five

or more times receive a $5 discount per

issue. deadlines: 1st of each month, two

months prior to cover date (e.g. feb. 1 for

april issue).

Buy • Rent • Sell

2 SALES: 1) Camera plcg: Super 16 Arri-S w/ xtal

6k vari motors, matte box, Periscopic viewtinder, 2

mags, torque motor, case & tripod. Lenses w/ case:

Kinoptic 9, 12.5, 25 & 32; Cooke 17.5 6k 50.

Asking $7,000. Best offer. 2) Misc items: Revis

splicer, C-mount Elgert 75mm and B6kH 25mm.

Best offer. Todd (212) 686-9425; wacass(« aol.com.

16MM PROD. PACKAGE LIGHTING & GRIP
VAN: HMI Par, Kino Flos, Dedolights, Mole 2Ks

to inkies, Chimeras, Jib arm, smoke machine, all

grip equip. Great rates tor indie tilms. Also 16 SR,

Sony Beta, Nagra w/ or vv/o crew. (203) 254-7370.

ARR1 BL 12-120 KIT: $7,875. Am M, Primes Kit

$3,850. Lights & stands $1,875. (212)490-0355.

ARRI BL w/crystal sync, Angenieux zoom lens,

three 400' mags, power pack, tripod, head, 2 earn-

ing cases: $5,500. (813)786-2354.

K3 16MM CAMERA PKG. K3 camera body »

crystal sync motor. Bayonnet lens mount. Will fit

Arri-S lenses. Angenieux 10-150 zoom. AC Power

supply light meter. Video tap unit. All in waterproot

case. Paid 3700 new, will sell for 2500. Sal Ricca

(212) 815-6570.

WANTED: Fresnels, HMIs, softlights, openface,

KinoFlo, or light kits; gaffer/grip equip.; mic, boom,

sound equip., Bolex 16 RX 400' mags; 16mm ok

35mm tilmstock; reasonable; send descrip., prices:

1407 Swift, Hobart, IN 46342; (219) 947-9909.

Distribution

AQUARIUS PRODUCTIONS, leading distribu-

tor of outstanding videos because of outstanding

producers. Join our collection of titles on disabili-

ties, mental health, aging, nursing, psychosocial

issues, children & teen issues. For educa-

tional/health markets. Leslie Kussmann, Aquarius

Prod., 5 Powderhouse Lane, Sherborn, MA 01770;

(508) 651-2963; fax: 650-4216; <www.aquarius-

productions.com>

ATA TRADING CORP., actively & successfully

distributing indie products for over 50 yrs, seeks

new programming of all types for worldwide distri-

bution into all markets. Contact: (212) 594-6460.

CINEMA GUILD, leading film/video/multimedia

distrib, seeks new doc, fiction, educational & ani-

mation programs for distribution. Send videocassettes

or disc for evaluation to: The Cinema Guild, 1697

Broadway, Suite 506, NY, NY 10019; (212) 246-

5522; fax: 246-5525; TheCinemaGCa aol.com.

FANLIGHT PRODUCTIONS, distributors of

award-winning films 6k videos on disabilities, health

care, mental health, family/social issues, seeks new

work for educational markets. Karen McMillen,

Fanlight Productions, 47 Halifax St., Boston, MA
02130; (800) 937-4113.

LOOKING FOR AN EDUCATIONAL DIS-

TRIBUTOR? Consider the University of California.

We can put 80 years of successful marketing expertise

to work for you. Kate Spohr: (510) 643-2788 or

http://www-cmil.unex.berkeley.edu/media/

MONKEY SEE PRODUCTIONS of Australia

seeks high-quality videos on health, mental health,

family, disabilities etc., to distribute to educational

markets. Christopher Thomas, Box 3010, Waverly

2024 Australia; fax (612) 9389-7483.

SEEKING EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS on guidance

issues: violence, drug prevention 6*. parenting tor

exclusive distribution. Our marketing gives

unequaled results. Bureau tor At-Risk Youth, Box

760, 135 DuPont St., Plainview, NY 1 1803; (800) 99-

YOUTH x210.

Freelance

35MM/16MM PROD. PKG w/ cinematographer.

Complete studio miek w DP'sown Am 55BL, 16SR,

dolly, jib crane, lighting, grip, Nagra. ..more, [deal 1-

SOUTCe tor the low budget 35mm feature. Tom today

for booking. (201) 807-0155.

AVID EDITOR: Experienced, creative, opiniated

editor avail, tor narrative films. Cheap rate- tor right

project. Elizabeth: (212) 929-2565.

AWARD-WINNING EDITOR w Avid & Beta SP

facility. Features, shorts, doc, music videos, educa-

tional, industrials, demos, triligual Spanish/

English Catalan. Low intfo. rates. Nuna Olive-Belles,

(212) 691-3538.

BETA SP VIDEOGRAPHER w attractive Sony

Betacam SP cool sets ol lights 6*. sensitive micro-

phones is looking tor projects w same qualities. Tons

ot experience, willing to travel with his old car.

Yitzhak Gol (718) 591-2760.

BETA SP VIDEOGRAPHER w/ new Sony

Betacam SP mics 6k lights. Very portable, light-weight

6k I'm fast. Experience includes: docs, interviews,

industrials, fashion shows 6k comedy clubs. John

Kelleran, (212) 334-3851.

BRENDAN C. FLYNT: Director of Photography w/

15 feature credits 6k dozen shorts. Owns 35 Am,
Super 16/16 Aaton, HMIs, Tungsten 6k dolly w/

tracks. Tel/fax: (212) 226-8417; ela292(« aol.com.

Credits: Tromeo and Juliet, The Offering, Fine Young

Gentlemen, Brushfire.

BURNS STEADICAM: The solution for all moving

shots. Stay with the action, save time 6k cash.

Rickshaw, vehicle mounts, wireless focus, vid tap. All

the right gear to get the shot. (800) 706-7977

(pager). All calls returned.

CAMERAMAN w/ full digital video package,

CLASSIFIEDS
[independent@aivf.org]

steadicam, sound gear. Doc 6k fiction; video &
film; bilingual; positive attitude. Reasonable

rates. Will travel. Alejandro (201) 295-9032.

CAMERAMAN w/ solid creative vision.

Owner Aaton S16 6k Sony Digital DSR-200

camera packages w/ shotgun 6k radio mic. Andy

(718) 797-9051.

I
CAMERAMAN w/ US network 6k European broad-

cast experience. Complete prod, package. Sony BVW
D600 Betacam, lighting, audio, grip, accessories 6k

minivan. Competitive tates. Chris (201) 509-8186.

CAMERAPERSON: Visual storyteller loves to col-

laborate, explore diverse styles 6k formats. Brings pas-

sion 6k productivity to your shoot. Award-winner w/

latest Super Std. 16 Aaton XTR prod, package. Todd

(212) 686-9425; wacassC" concentric.net

CINEMATOGRAPHER: Owner of Aaton reg/S-

16mm pkg vv/ video tap 6k more. Creative, efficient,

good listener. Features, shorts, docs, music videos.

Interesting reel. Kevin Skvorak (212) 229-8357;

kevskvk(§ inx.net.

CINEMATOGRAPHER w/ Super 16 6k Beta SP

pkg, credits on films by award-winning doc. 6k narra-

tive directors. Seeking opportunities on innovative

features, docs. Low rates avail, for exceptional pro-

jects. Tsuyoshi (718) 243-9144.

COMPOSER 6k INSTRUMENTALIST who has

scored 9 award-winning films. All styles, all budgets.

Full recording/mixing facility. Nana Simopoulos,

(212) 727-3705; nasimo@sprynet.com

COMPOSER FOR FILM/TV: Academy Award

winning. Broadcast: PBS, NBC, ABC, CBS. Highly

experienced 6* dedicated. Music in all styles w/ an

original touch. Complete digital studio. Reasonable

rates. Leonard bonnet (212) 980-7689.

CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
w/ lighting director background. Specialty films my

specialty. Can give your film that unique "look."

16mm 6k 55mm pkgs avail. Charles (212) 295-7878.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY looking for

interesting features, shorts, ind. projects, etc. Credits

include features, commercials, industrials, short films,

music videos. Aaton 16/S-16 pkg avail. Abe (718)

263-0010.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ complete

Am 16 BL camera pkg. Rates flexible 6k I work

quickly. Features, shorts, music videos. Much indie

film experience. I can work deals that save you

money. Willing to travel. Matthew (617) 244-6730 or

(914) 439-5459 for reel.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY who has

worked under 5 Academy Award-winning DPs on

recent features. Learned from some of the best.

Seeking work w/ passionate directors. 40 feature

credits. Greg (888) 859-2338.

DOCU-JOURNALIST w/ 15 yrs exp (broadcast,

indie, co-productions) seeks interesting challenges,

esp. social, investigative, tech 6k political subjects

needing data-crunching or computer-aided reporting.

Shirley Kisaichi, (718) 802-1329; skisaichi(a aol.com
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MIKE COHEN
PRODUC TIONS INCORPORATED
film & video production

RENTS

CAMERAS & CREWS
• Sony-Beta SP's • Two mon

. Sony-DSR 200
camera crew

. Panasonic EZ-l's
• Camera

• Bolex's
- Monitor

\y • Lights

Tnm ' Audio

\LLJ . Chevy 4-wheel

f^ drive truck

telephone 212.229.1082
mikecpinc@aol.com

Revolutionary ET] M
SCHOOL
with Dov S-S Simens

If you haven't Produced,

Directed or Distributed

an independent

feature film...

....Von haven't

taken this course.

...Spike b Quentin

LOS ANGELES

Feb 7-8 or Mar 28-29

WORLD TOUR

TOKYO: Jan 10-11; OSAKA: Jan 17-18;

SYDNEY: Jan 31-Feb 1; LONDON: Feb 14-15;

SAN FRANCISCO: Feb 28-Marl;

PHOENIX: Mar 7-8; NEW YORK: Mar 21-22

Can't Attend? Can't Wait?

Audio Film School™ Available

only

$289

http: hollywoodu.com

HFI.PO Box 481252. LA. CA 90048

800-366-3456

HOLLYWOOD

INSTITUTE

Tobin Cinema Systems

Crystal for Old and Affordable Cameras!
Film double-system cordless crystal sync sound under HMI lights, and even

shoot from video and computer monitors after adding our accessory Milliframe

Controller. New TCS multi-speed crystal motors for your: Arri 16-S, 16-M $1080;

Arri 16-BL $1345; Bolex H-16 (wind-up, old or new, above s/n 100401) $895;

Eclair NPR $1350; Krasnogorsk K-3 $450 up. Models coming for 2-C, CM3.

Milliframe Controller for 16-SR, 35-BL, Aaton
...and most of the TCS crystal motors above, has speeds to 159.999 and 1599.99

FPS, phase button; $695 with footage counter. $550 without, plus cable.

Other equipment: Crystal plug-in for your Bolex EBM, EL and ESM $330; 59.94

crystal box for resolving Nagra tapes to Avid, $240. Speed checker, $169. 12

volt 7 ampere-hour battery belt with 6' cable, XLR, AC charger, $169. Crystal

for Nagra, cassette, etc. $120-$ 135. Videoframe Controller, $165. For fast info:

www.nwus.com tobin
Tobin Cinema Systems, Inc.

12315 Vickery Avenue East, Tacoma WA 98446
Phone/fax (253) 538-0323

EDITOR: Exp Avid editor avail, for freelance work

on ind. docs 6k features. Strong doc background.

Interested in projects challenging in form 6k content.

Rates adjustable based on project. John: (212) 787-

5481.

ENTERTAINMENT ATTORNEY: Frequent con-

tributor to "Legal Brief" column in The independent!

6* other magazines, offers legal services on projects

from devel. to distribution. Reasonable rates. Robert

L. Seigel, Esq.: (212) 307-7533.

HOT NYC DP AVAILABLE w/ complete Aaton 16

516 prod. pkg. Cannon, Zeiss, Nikon, Video Tap,

everything! Feature, hot music video & commercial

reel looking to expand, long, short form. Flex, rates

(212) 929-7682. Reel. Res. Conversation.

INNOVATIVE EDITOR w/ Avid available for chal-

lenging projects. Experienced in fiction features,

commercials, music video & doc. Reel available.

Rodney (718) 246-8235.

I LOCATION SOUND: Over 20 yrs sound exp. w/

timecode Nagra 6k DAT, quality mics. Reduced rates

tor low-budget projects. Harvey 6k Fred Edwards,

I

(518) 677-5720; beeper (800) 796-7363 (ext/ pin

1021996); edfilms(a worldnet.att.net.

MUSIC by classically trained composer fluent in

rock, jazz, folk ambient, etc. Exp, flexible 6k very fast.

Docs, features, exp, multimedia; any size project, sur-

prisingly low rates. My specialty: "Symphonic sound-

|

tracks on a MIDI budget." Full MIDI, Pro Tools setup

' SMPTE/VITC lockup. Credits: A6kE/History

I Channel, NPR, PBS, WGBH, KPM Music Libraries.

Featured in Mi//imeter. Video/audio demo. Paul

Lehrman (781) 393-4888; lehrman(a pan.com.

I MUSIC COMPOSER & LOCATION SOUND:
Original music scores 6k sound design in project stu-

|
dio. Friendly, exp 6k knowledgable. Also location

sound w/ Nagra 4.2. Andy (914) 741-2975 or (212)

243-4491. Andy Ryder (aaol.com.

I

MUSIC FOR FILM.. .Music ...Music ...Music

...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music

...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music #$%&*? ...Music

...Music ...Music. Todd Anderson (800) 925-4762 or

(801) 467-4379 for demo.

MUSIC: young composer just out of school 6k look-

ing for exp will work w/ any budget styles ranging

from suspense to ambient, symphonic to experimen-

tal. Jon Eichner at Surreal Film Music: (770) 577-

0800; heroless(§ aol.com

STEADICAM: Dolly smooth moves w/ flexibility of

a hand-held camera. Sergei Franklin (212) 228-4254.

Opportunities • Gigs

ASS'T PROFESSOR: U. of Texas at Austin offers 3

positions in Fall '98. MFA/Ph.D w/ expertise in film

or video prod., aesthetics, directing, editing 6k digital

postprod., prod, mgmt 6k college-level teaching exp.

EO/AA employer; women 6k minorities encouraged

to apply. R Stekler, RTF Dept., UT Austin, Austin,

TX 78712.

ASS'T PROFESSOR: Pitzer College of Claremont

Colleges offers 3-yr MacArthur Chair in Media

Studies for Fall '98. Poss. renewal conversion to

tenure-track. Interdisciplinary curriculum w/ socially-

responsible, multicultural emph. Candidate will
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teach history, theory, criticism & prod.

MFA/Ph.D. w/ expertise in Super-8, screen-

writing, digital, or video req. Send vitae,

videos & 3 recom. to: Susan Seymour, Dean,

Pitzer College, 1050 North Mills Ave.,

Claremont, CA 91711.

MARKETING INTERNS: Oppt'y for $$$

marketing projects w/ Prema Productions,

incl. features, WWW, docs. Mario Chioldi

(212) 479-7397; prema l@ aol.com.

PRODUCTION CREW TRAINEES need-

ed in Atlanta. Also looking for writers, direc-

tors, music videos directors trainees. For

details check out our web site: <www.

MeccaMotionPictures.com >

PRODUCTION FACULTY: exp. teacher w/

strong knowledge of dramatic/narrative struc-

ture to instruct professional &. entry levels of

film/video prod. Seek prof, credentials and/or

record of accomplishment as ind. filmmaker.

Duties incl. advising, committee work, thesis

supervision. Minority, women applicants

encouraged to apply. Send vitae, work samples

(publication, reels, scholarly research) w/

statement of teaching philosophy to:

Film/Video Search, Human Resources Dept.,

Columbia College, 600 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, IL 60605.

Preproduction • Development

1st RATE BETA EQUIPMENT, crews &
nonlinear editing (5 seriously fair rates. From

devel. to completion &. anywhere in between.

Let Legacy Productions' acclaimed hlmmakers

ensure your project's success. Steve (212) 807-

6264.

GREAT SCRIPTS WANTED: Independent

producer seeks scripts for development/pro-

duction. Send scripts, treatments, SASE to:

Donnelly Film Productions, 263 West End

Ave., Ste. 12G, NY, NY 10023.

PRODUCTION POSSIBILITIES: My
Strange Network of Friends, currently in pre-

production, deals w/ a young man's search for

his values 6k identity. Shooting begins Nov. 1 5.

Still in need of postprod. finances. Julian

Williams, (718) 597-4152.

SU-CITY PICTURES EAST PRESENTS:
The Screenplay Doctor, The Movie Mechanic

& The Film Strategists. Exp. story

editors/postprod. specialists provide insight 6k

analysis for screenplays, treatment, synopses

6k films-in-progress. Major credits: Miramax,

Warner Bros., Fine Line, WGA, DGA, IFR

Multimedia, Adv. Tech., Interactive consulta-

tions. Competitive rates. Call for brochure:

(212) 219-9224.

POSTPRODUCTION

3/4" SONY SP OFFLINE SYSTEM W/
TTMECODE: 9850 deck w/ timecode genera-

tor/reader, 9800 deck w/ timecode reader,

RM450 controller 6k two 13" monitors. Single

deck rentals available for Avid users.

Negotiable, low rates. (718) 284-2645.

NEW PCI AVR 77

:uiin 400-8000 ™»°c°—

'

I V V W V V U On-Line/Off-Line

580 Broadway

[and Houston]

Pix Sound Editors
RECENT FILMS: Friendly Tech Staff

All Over Me Transfer & Dubs

Follow Me Home Low Rates

925.1110 1I

Solar
f PRODUCTIONS

After Effect

I JAWI
Linear & Non- linear editing

On line & off line editing

Digital compositing
2D & 3D animation

Audio sweetening
Graphic & titling

Special effects

Duplications

el / 66 (/ fi &

Digital Art Video Inc.

87-1 60Elmhurst Ave.

Elmhurst, NY 11373

718-457-5388

www.digital-art.com

3D Studio Max

non-linear video editing

I Y&CLlCs in the comfort

of a private edit suite

component interformat studio:

betacam-sp,3/4",hi-8,s-vhs

3d animation/graphics/cg

Video for Art's Sake
Independent Post Production

in the East Village

Meg Hanley, Editor

212.254.1106

The Outpost
Edit on our Meclia lOO system for just $50
per hour. That includes an operator, various

tape formats including Beta SP, Macintosh
and Arnica i^raphics, and the Video Toaster.

7 18 -"593 - 2385
1 1 8 North 1 >t . Brooklyn NY
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H 1Pktiurn
• Digital Beta On-Line wl DVE
• Component DV Transfers

(We nave the deck)

• Tape to Disk (Syquest/Zip)

• AVID w AVR 75, Pro Tools, 36 Gigs

Arc Pictures 666 Broadway
Phone: 212 982-1101

New York NY 10012

Fax: 212-982-1168

^S Productions

$275 for 5 classes

Mon. & Wed. eves.

limited to 5 students

212.254.1106
email est4j@tiac.net

non-profit media arts

organization providing access

to broadcast quality video

post-production services for

artists & independent producers

at drastically discounted rates.

- Standby also publishes

FELIX, A Journal of Media Arts

and Communication. —"—

~

Betacam to D-2 Online Editing $85/hr

• Audio Post-Production $75/hr

• Nonlinear Editing $60/hr

• CDR Burns $30/hr

• Mass Duplication Inquire

Standards Conversion Inquire

Contact us for other services & membership.

PO Box 184, New York, NY 10012

Email :standby© felixweb .org

Phone: (212)219-0951

Fax: (212)219-0563

www.felixweb.org

AVID EDIT SUITES
Off Line

On Line avr 75

4 Channel Audio

3-D Effects

DLT Back-up _

Voice Over Booth

AUDIO
PRO TOOLS

16-Track Digital Audio Suite

Full Sound Design & Mixing

Sound Effects Library

on track video (212)244-0744
104 West 29th Street, New York, NY 10001

$10 hr VHS SUITE: $20: 5 4"-3/4°. $15: VHS 3 4".

Open 7 Jays &. eves. Free titles, Amiga & special FX.

Also: Hi8, A/B roll, S-8 film, dubs, photo, slides,

stills, audio, prod., editor/training. The Media Loft,

727 6th Ave. (23rd) (212) 924-4893.

16MM & 35MM OPTICAL SOUNDTRACKS: If

you want "High Quality" optical sound for your film,

you need a "High Quality" optical sound negative.

Mike Holloway, Optical Sound Chicago, Inc., 676 N.

LaSalle St., #404, Chicago, IL 60610. (312) 943-

1771 or eves. (847) 541-8488.

16MM CUTTING ROOMS: 8-plate &. 6-plate fully-

equipped rooms, sound-transfer facilities, 24-hr

access. Downtown, near all subways & Canal St.

Reasonable rates. (212) 925-1500.

AVID 8000 & 1000 SUITES: Pleasant, friendly,

comfortable uptown midtown locations or delivered

to your studio. On-line & off-line, AVR 27, Protools,

reasonable & affordable rates. (212) 595-5002 or

(718)885-0955.

AVID MCXPRESS: Latest version, off-line/on-line.

D2 quality. N'eg. rates to suit your budget. Fast editors

i-ailable. Beautiful, comfortable location; 25th &.

Fifth Ave. (212) 633-9469.

AVID MCXPRESS FOR WINDOWS NT w real-

time effects, AVR 77 plus, 27 gigs, Beta SP 3 4, Hi8,

SVHS. S3 50 day includes experienced, artistic editor.

Manhattan location. Neg. long-form rates. David

[Chmura (212) 388-9373.

BRODSKY & TREADWAY: Film-to-tape masters.

Reversal only. Reg. 8mm, Super 8, or archival 16mm
to 1" or Betacam SR We love early B&W &.

Kodachrome. Scene-by-scene only. Correct frame

rates. For appt call (978) 948-7985.

DOWNTOWN PRODUCTION office for rent,

400 sq. ft., 4-line phone svstem w voicemail, separate

fax line, copier, TV/VCR, cable. We cater to ind.

tilm videomakers. Broadway'Houston area. Weekly/

monthly. High Voltage Productions. (212) 295-7878.

I MEDIA 100 EDITING w 36 gig HD (a $200/ day.

Adobe AfterEffects & Deckll Audio software. Source

from Beta, Hi8 & VHS; audio from DAT, CD & cas-

I

sette deck. Professional building on Bleecker- B'way.

Jay (212) 598-3035.

MEDIA 100 EDITOR: Accomplished visual story-

teller will edit on your equip, or in my fully-equipped

project studio. Credits: several narrative projects,

major ad agencies (Young &. Rubicam, Warwick

Baker & O'Neill, Seiden Group), accounts (Johnson

&. Johnson, Arm & Hammer, PSE&G), and corp.

projects (Equitable, USA Today, CUNY, SUNY).

Studio w/ Media 100XS (300KB), 54GB storage.

Beta, Scanner, DAT, Photoshop, Illustrator, After

Effects. John Slater (800) 807-4142.

NONELNEAR EDITING SYSTEM w bdest quali-

ty output & editor for $45 hr! Let my 15 vrs of

film video prod. & postprod. experience work

towards perfecting vour short long form project. Eves

& wknds. too. DMP Prod. (212) 967-1667.

TRANSLATIONS & TRANSCRIPTIONS: Terra

Firma Media provides foreign language services &
tape transcriptions for media projects. Translations,

voiceovers, interpreters, transcriptions. Terra Firma

Media (212) 477-0688; Imontalvo(<( aol.com.
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NOTICES OF RELEVANCE TO AIVF MEMBERS ARE

LISTED FREE OF CHARGE AS SPACE PERMITS. THE

INDEPENDENT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO EDIT FOR

LENGTH AND MAKES NO GUARANTEES ABOUT THE

NUMBER OF PLACEMENTS FOR A GIVEN NOTICE.

LIMIT SUBMISSIONS TO 60 WORDS AND INDICATE

HOW LONG INFO WILL BE CURRENT. DEADLINE: 1ST

OF THE MONTH, TWO MONTHS PRIOR TO COVER

DATE (E.G., MAY 1 FOR JULY ISSUE). COMPLETE

CONTACT INFO (NAME, MAILING ADDRESS & TELE-

PHONE NUMBERS) MUST ACCOMPANY ALL NOTICES.

SEND TO: INDEPENDENT NOTICES, FIVF, 304

HUDSON ST., 6TH FL, NY, NY 10013. WE TRY TO BE AS

CURRENT AS POSSIBLE W/ INFORMATION, BUT

PLEASE DOUBLE-CHECK BEFORE SUBMITTING

TAPES OR APPLICATIONS.

Competitions

MONTEREY COUNTY FILM COMMISSION
SCREENWRIT1NG CONTEST: Open to writ-

ers who have not yet sold scripts to Hollywood. All

genres & locations accepted. First prize: $1,500.

Entry fee: $40. Deadline: Jan. 31. Rules 6k entry

forms under "local events" at:

<http://tmx.com/mcfilm>; or send SASE to:

MCFC, Box 111, Monterey, CA 93942; (408) 646-

0910.

NEW CENTURY WRITER AWARDS:
Competition open to screenwriters, playwrights, &
writers of short fiction. Prizes totalling $4,000

available to top three entries. $25 application tee.

Deadline: January 31. For app., contact: New
Century Writer Awards, 43 B Driveway, Guilford,

CT 06437; (203) 458-2900; omicronworld

(5 snet.net.

NATIONAL MEDIA OWL AWARDS:
Retirement Research Foundation accepting entries

for annual competition. Work must deal w, aging

issues, be produced in the .S. & released copyright-

ed in 1997. Four categories: ind. film & video, TV
nonfiction, training films 6k videos, community

videos. First prize: $5,000; second prize: $2,000;

honorable mention: $1,000. Deadline: Feb. 6. 3/4"

or 1/2" VHS-SP cassette must accompany official

entry form. Contact: Ray Bradford (773) 714-8080;

bradtord(« rrt.org; <www.owlawards.org>

SET IN PHILADELPHIA: Screenwriting

Competition recognizes exceptional screenplays

that involve Philadelphia 6k encourage production

of feature films in Philadelphia area. Deadline: Jan.

12. Contact: Philadelphia Festival of World

Cinema, 3701 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA
19104; (215) 895-6593, fax: 895-6562; pfwcC" lib-

ertynet.org.

Conferences • Workshops

AFRICAN FILM ACCESS: Participate in Vues

d'Arrique, the largest festival of recent African 6k

Creole film 6k video, by improving your French

while exploring contemporary African, Caribbean

6k Asian Francophone cultures. Daily workshops

w/ visiting African filmmakers, discussion grps.,

unlimited festival pass, partial meal plan, hotel acco-

modations, festival concerts. Weekend and full fes-

tival programs in Montreal from April 23 to May 3.

Contact: Julia Schulz, (207)594-1084;

<http://www.mint.net/ ~blevine/Vues_Afrique/>

ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE
sponsored by NYSCA 6k NYFA. To be held Mar. 26-

29, 1998 in Palisades, NY. For info, contact:

Electronic Media and Film Program at NYSCA, 915

Broadway, NY, NY 10010; (212) 366-6900 x342;

ArTeclVfi nysca.org.

Films • Tapes Wanted

AIR YOUR SHORTS: new public access cable

show seeks short films to run 6k filmmakers to inter-

view. No pay, just satisfaction 6k publicity ot having

films aired. Sean (714) 723-6740; <http://mem-

bers.aol.com/ShortFilmz >

AMERICAN CINEMATHEQUE accepting entries

tor on-going program, The Alternative Screen: A
Forum )or Independent Film Exhibition and Beyond.

Send submissions on 1/2" VHS tape. Feature-length

ind. him, doc. 6s. new media projects wanted. 1800 N.

Highland, Suite 717, LA., CA 90028. For more info,

..ill (213) 466-FILM.

BLACKCHAIR PRODUCTIONS accepting video,

him and computer-art submissions on on-going basis

tor monthly screening program Independent Exposure.

Artists paid honorarium. Looking tor exp., erotic,

narrative, subversive, animation & doc. works, but

will screen anything. Submit VHS, clearly labeled

with name, title, length ssi phone along with SASE if

want work(s) returned. We will yet back to you. Send

submissions to: Blackchair Productions, 2 $18 Second

Ave, #313-A, Seattle, WA, 98121. Info details:

(206)977-8281, joel(« speakeasy.org;

< wuw.speakeasy.org/blackchair>

CINELINGUA SOCIETY seeks short 6k feature-

length European films on video for language project,

pteterably without subtitles. We desire only limited

rights. Contact: Brian Nardone, Box 8892, Aspen,

CO 81612; (970) 925-2805; fax: 925-9880;

briann(4 rof.net; <www.rof.net/yp/cinelingua.html>

CINEMATOGRAFLA PRODUCTIONS accept-

ing shorts 6k works-in-progress seeking distribution or

exposure to financial resources for CLIPS, a quarter-

ly showcase presented to invited audience of industry

professionals. Deadline: on-going. Contact: Lou

Flees, (212) 971-5846; Iou(5 microedge.com

ESTABLISHED NONPROFIT GALLERY review-

ing membership appls. Benefits: local, national, int'l

exhibition opps curating 6k arts mgmt. experience,

participation in dynamic professional network.

Categories: local, nat'l, video/performance. Submit

16-20 slides, video, vitae, SASE: Membership Chair,

A.R.C. Gallery-, 1040 W. Huron, Chicago, IL 60622.

EXHIBIT YOUR FILMS AT GRAND ILLU-

SION: Seattle's Northwest Film Forum seeks 16mm
6k 35mm shorts (60 min. or less) for on-going exhibi-

tion. Selected works shown before regular program-

ming at Seattle's only ind. arthouse theater. Send

video 6k SASE to NWFF c/o Grand Illusion, 1403 NE
50th St., Seattle, WA 98105.

NOTICES
[independent@aivf.org]

KLNOFIST IMAGEWORKS seeks work of all

kinds for screenings 6k distribution within

underground community. DIY, exp. 6k activist

work encouraged. Send VHS, SASE to Kinofist

Imageworks, Box 1102, Columbia, MO 65205;

dmwF92(3 hamp.hampshire.edu
I

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TELEVISION seek-

ing story proposals from U.S. citizen or permanent

resident minority filmmakers for National

Geographic Explorer, award-winning doc series. To

request appl. tor CDP (Cultural Diversity Project),

call: (202) 862-8637.

NEW YORK FILM BUFFS: film society promoting

indie films seeks 16mm 6k 35mm features, shorts 6k

animation tor ongoing opinion-maker screenings dur-

ing fall 6k winter seasons. Send submission on VHS
tape w/ SASE to: New York Film Buffs, 318 W. 15th

St., New Yotk, NY 10011; (212) 807-0126.

REAL TV looking tor dynamic videos: news, weath-

er sports, bloopers, busts, "caught in the act." Real

TV, syndicated, daily video magazine, will showcase

compelling videos from around world—from profes-

sionals as well as amateurs who capture video snap-

shots of lite in the '90s. Tapes will not be returned.

Contact: Real TV, Hollywood Center Studios, Stage

2, 1040 N. Las Palmas, LA., CA 90038; (213) 860-

0100.

SOUTHERN CIRCUIT tours indie film 6k video-

makers throughout Southeast; six artists travel with

prints 6k present indiv. shows at designated sites.

Artists receive round trip air fare, advance check of

$100 per diem during tour, $275 honorarium per

screening. To be considered for 1998-99 Southern

Circuit, submit VHS, Beta or 16mm film (appr. 1 hr.

in length, can be cued for a 30 min. section for judg-

ing purposes), application, printed promo materials 6k

resume (7 pgs max, w/ last name at top right of each

sheet). Works-in-progress not accepted. Application

fee: $20. Deadline: Jan. 15. Contact: Felicia Smith,

South Carolina Arts Commission, Media Arts

Center, 1800 Gervais St., Columbia, SC 29201; (803)

734-8696; fax: 734-8526; fsmith(5 scsn.net.

SUDDEN VIDEO call for entries. Ind. curators seek

short works. Looking tor experimental works that

approximate emotional tone of events that inspired

their production. Works should be under 10 min. 6k

avail, on videotape for exhibition/distribution. Send

submissions on VHS 6k SASE to: Gort/Raad, 17

Edward Ave., Southampton, MA 01073.

TREATMENTS FOR DOCUMENTARY FILMS

not more than 10 pgs, sought by working ind. doc.

filmmakers. Contact: Cinnabar Pictures, 62 White

St., NY, NY 10013; (212) 334-6838.

UNQUOTE TV: 1/2-hr nonprofit program original

music that suits all film 6k video artists, seeks ind.

doc, narrative, exp, performance works under 28 min.

Seen on over 40 cable systems nationwide. No pay-

ment. Submit to: Unquote TV, c/o DUTV, 33rd 6k

Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215) 895-

2927.

UPLOAD YOUR VISIONS: Sync Internet Video

Gallery seeks short noncommercial ind. films to

showcase on Website. Filmmakers must own rights to
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The Films ot Oshima \cioisa

Images of a Japanese Iconoclast

Maureen Turim

"Turim raises critically important issues

that the existing literature on Japanese

cinema has been loath to address. Through

thoughtful and sensitive readings of

Oshima's films, she acknowledges the

problematic nature of categories such as

culture, subjectivity, and identity."

—William Haver, State University of

New York, Binghamton

$50 00 cloth. $19.95 paper, illustrated

Interviews with Independent

Filmmakers

Scott MacDonald
A Critical Cinema 3 continues MacDonald's

compilation of personal interviews and

public discussions with major contributors

to independent filmmaking and film

awareness.

$55.00 cloth. $19.95 paper, illustrated

taCulturdlFilniniiiking

A Handbook for Making Documentary

and Ethnographic Films and Videos

llisa Barbash and Lucien Taylor

"The definitive A-Z of documentary

filmmaking. No stone is left unturned, no

truth unshared, and fresh insight informs

every chapter."

—Mike Leigh, director of Secrets & Lies

$65.00 cloth. $24.95 paper, illustrated

At bookstores or order 1-800-822-6657.

University of California Press

THE SCHOOL Of THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO

FILMMAKER
The School of the Art Institute of

Chicago seeks faculty member. Full-time,

tenure track, rank open. Two years teach-

ing experience at college/university level

with MFA or equivalent preferred. Ability

to teach at both the beginning and

advanced levels, as well as in the First Year

Program. Currently practicing artists with

strong exhibition, publication, and/or

teaching records are encouraged to apply.

Send resume, sample syllabi, artist's state-

ment, one-page statement of teaching phi-

losophy, names and addresses of three

professional references, and SASE. Films

by request only.

Preferred deadline for applications is

January 15, 1998. Final deadline is

February 2, 1998.

Send all materials to:

Filmmaking Search Committee

Dean's Office/ind

SAIC

37 South Wabash Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60603

SAIC is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative

Action employer and educator; women and

minorities are encouraged to apply.

International Insurance Brokers Inc.

Formerly Coulter & Sands Inc.

Discounted Liability

Insurance

for AIVF Members

Contact: Debra Kozee

Suite 500 • 20 Vesey Street

New York, NY 10007-2966

Tel: 800-257-0883

212-406-4499

Fax:212-406-7588

E-mail: staff@csins.com

http://www.csins.com

all content, incl. music. Send videos & written per-

mission to display film to: Carta Cole, The Sync, 443

1

Lehigh Rd., #301, College Park, MD 20740; (301)

806-7812; <www.thesync.com>

VIDEO/FILM SHORTS wanted for local television.

Directors interviewed, tape returned w/ audience

feedback. Accepting VHS/SVHS, 15 min. max.

SASE to: Box 1042, Nantucket, MA 02554; (508)

525-7935.

VIDEOSPACE BOSTON seeks creative videos for

tall ck spring programming. Any genre & length.

Nonprofit/no payment. Send VHS, Hi8, or 3/4" w/

description, name, phone, and SASE to: Videospace,

General Submissions, 9 Myrtle St., Jamaica Plain,

MA 02130.

Opportunities • Gigs

ARTS-IN-EDUCATION RESIDENCY PRO-
GRAM, sponsored by Illinois Arts Council, provides

support to primary & secondary educational institu-

tions, community colleges 6k. nonprofit local 6k com-

munity orgs, for artist residencies of one week to 8

months. Residencies use individual artists, perform-

ing arts companies or folklorists. Artists must apply to

be included in AIE Residency Program Artists Roster.

Decisions for inclusion based upon quality of work

submitted, record of professional achievement and

activity 6k teaching and/or residency experience.

Deadline: Spring 1998. Contact: Illinois Arts

Council, 100 W. Randolph, Suite 10-500, Chicago, IL

60601; (312)814-4990; ilarts@artswire.org

SHORT-TERM ARTISTS RESIDENCY PRO-
GRAM sponsored by Illinois Arts Council, provides

funding for Illinois nonprofit orgs, to work w profes-

sional artists from Illinois to develop 6k implement

residency programs that bring arts activities into

community. Residency lasts 1-5 days or hourly equiv-

alent. IAC will support 50% of artist's fee (min of

S250/day plus travel; local sponsor must provide

remaining 50% plus other expenses). Applications

must be received at least 8 wks prior to residency

starting date. IAC encourages artists to seek sponsors

6k initiate programs. Call for availability of funds.

IAC, 100 W. Randolph, Suite 10-500, Chicago, IL

60601; (312) 814-6750; fax: 814-1471; ilarts<§

artswire.org.

Publications

MEDIA MATTERS, Media Alliance's newsletter,

provides comprehensive listings of NY area events 6k

opportunities for media artists. For free copy, call

Media Alliance at (212) 560-2919 or visit web site:

<http: 'www.mediaalliance.org>

INTERNATIONAL FILM FINANCING CON-
FERENCE transcripts available. Topics discussed by

international financiers, commissioning editors 6k

producers include: Foreign TV as a Source for

Funding, Int'l Distributors, Finding US Dollars and

How to Pitch Your Idea. Send $41 to IFFCON J6C

Ritch St., San Francisco, CA 94107; (415) 281-9777.

GUIDE TO TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR FILMS

SHOT IN NY STATE avail, to producers who want
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MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
Individual/Student Membership

Year's subscription to The Independent • Access to all plans and discounts • Festival/

Distribution/Library services • Information Services • Discounted admission to seminars •

Book discounts • Advocacy action alerts • Eligibility to vote and run for board o{ directors

Supporting Membership

All the above for two individuals at one address, with 1 subscription to The Independent

Non-profit Organizational/Business & Industry Membership

All the above benefits, except access to health insurance plans • 2 copies of The Independent

• 1 free FIVF-published book per year • Complimentary' bulk shipments of The Independent

to conferences, festivals, and other special events • Special mention in The Independent •

Representative may vote and run for board of directors

Library Subscription

Year's subscription to The Independent only JOIN AIVF TODAY

<s Mailing Rates

Canada- Add $15

Mexico - Add $20

All other - Add $45

Q USA - Magazines arc mailed Second-class;

add $20 tor First-class mailing

Membership Rates

$25 student (enclose copy of student ID)

$45/individual

Q $75/supporting

Q $75/library subscription

Q $100/non-protit organization

Q $150/business & industry

Name(s)

Organization

Address

City

State

Country

Weekday tel.

Fax

E-mail

ZIP

Acct #

Membership cost

Mailing costs (it applicable)

Contribution to FIVF
i -..fivfi

Total amount enclosed (check or money order )

Or please bill my Q Visa Q MC

Exp. date I II I

Signature_

AIVF/FIVF, 304 Hudson St., 6th fl., NY, NY 10013; (212) 807-1400 x 235; fax (212) 463-8519

www.aivf.org
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iverse, committed,

opinionated, and

fiercely indepen-

dent—these are the

video .md filmmak-

ers who are mem-

bers of AIVF.

Documentary and

feature filmmakers, animators, experi-

mentalists, distributors, educators,

Students, curators—all concerned

that their work make a difference

—

tind the Association of Independent

Video and Filmmakers, the national

service organization for independent

producers, vital to their professional

lives. Whether it's our magazine, The

Independent Film & Video Monthly, or

the organization falsing its collective

voice to advocate for important

issues, AIVF preserves your indepen-

dence while letting you know you're

not alone.

AIVF helps you save time and money

as well. You'll find you can spend

more of your time (and less of yout

money) on what you do best—getting

your work made and seen. To succeed

as an independent today, you need a

wealth of resources, strong connec-

tions, and the best information avail-

able. So join with mote than 5,000

other independents who rely on AIVF

to help them succeed.

JOIN AIVF TODAY!

Here's what membership offers:

THE INDEPENDENT FILM &
VIDEO MONTHLY
Membership provides you with a

year's subscription to The Independent.

Thought-provoking features, news,

and regular columns on business.

technical, and legal matters. Plus fes-

tival listings, funding deadlines, exhi-

bition venues, and announcements of

member activities and new programs

and services. Special issues highlight

regional activity and focus on subjects

including media education and the

new technologies.

INSURANCE
Members are eligible to purchase dis-

counted personal and production

insurance plans through AIVF suppli-

ers. A range of health insurance

options are available, as well as special

liability, E&O, and production plans

tailored for the needs of low-budget

mediamakets.

TRADE DISCOUNTS
A growing list of businesses across the

country offer AIVF members dis-

counts on equipment and auto

rentals, film processing, transfers,

editing, and other production necessi-

ties. Plus long-distance and overnight

courier services are available at spe-

cial rates for AIVF members from

national companies. In New Yotk,

members receive discounted rates at

two hotels to make attendance at our

programs and other important events

more convenient.

CONFERENCE/SCREENING
ROOM
AIVF's new office has a low-cost

facility for members to hold meetings

and small private screenings of work

for friends, distributors, programmers,

funders, and producers.

INFORMATION
We distribute a series of publications

on financing, funding, distribution,

and ptoduction; members receive dis-

counts on selected titles. AIVF's staff

also can provide information about

distributots, festivals, and general

information pertinent to your needs.

Our library houses information on

everything from distributors to sample

contracts to budgets.

WORKSHOPS, PANELS, AND
SEMINARS

Members get discounts on events cov-

ering the whole spectrum of current

issues and concerns affecting the

field, ranging from business and aes-

thetic to technical and political top-

ics. Plus: members-only evenings with

festival directors, producers, distribu-

tors, cable programmers, and funders.

ADVOCACY
Members receive periodic advocacy

alerts, with updates on important leg-

islative issues affecting the indepen-

dent field and mobilization fot collec-

tive action.

COMMUNITY
AIVF sponsors monthly member get-

togethers in cities across the country;

call the office fot the one nearest you.

Plus members are carrying on active

dialogue online—creating a "vittual

community" for independents to

shate information, tesources, and

ideas. Another way to reach fellow

independents to let them know about

yout screenings, business services, and

other announcements is by renting

our mailing list, available at a dis-

count to members.



clear instructions on how to claim numerous tax

exemptions avail, in NYS. Put together by Empire

State Development Corp., 51-page ref guide can be

obtained by contacting NY State Governor's Office

or the Tax Office. NY State Governor's Office for

Motion Picture and Television Development, 633 3rd

Ave., 33rd fl., NY, NY 10017-6706; (212) 803-2330;

fax: 803-2369; <www.empire.state.ny.us/ mptv.

htm>

INTERSECTING IMAGES: THE CINEMA OF
ED EMSHWILLER: pioneer of ind/exp cinema &.

co-founder of AIVE Catalog of Emshwiller's work,

$12 in store or $15 by mail, avail, at Anthology Film

Archives, 32 2nd Ave. at 2nd St., NY, NY 10003;

(212) 505-5181.

Resources • Funds

CALIFORNIA ARTS COUNCIL offers various

grants & programs for film &. mediamakers. Contact:

California Arts Council, 13001 I St., Suite 930,

Sacramento, CA 95814; (916) 322-6555; (800) 201-

6201; fax: (916) 322-6575; cacCcwo.com;

<www.cac.ca.gov >

CHECKERBOARD FOUNDATION awards

$5,000-10,000 for video projects to NY State resi-

dents w/ previosuly completed video work. Contact:

Checkerboard Foundation, Box 222, Ansonia

Station, NY, NY 10023.
[ ]

CREATIVE PROJECT GRANTS: Subsidized use

ot VHS, interformat &. 3/4" editing suite for ind. cre-

ative projects. Doc, political, propaganda, promotion-

al &. commercial projects not eligible. Editor instruc-

tor avail. Video work may be done m combination w
S-8, Hi8, audio, performance, photography, artists,

books, etc. Studio includes Amiga, special effects,

A&.B roll, transfers, dubbing, etc. Send SASE tor

guidelines to: The Media Loft, 727 6th Ave., NY NY
10010; (212) 924-4893.

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION CENTER pro

vides grants and presentation funds to electronic

media/film artists and orgs. The program provides

partial assistance; max. amount vanes. Presentations

must be open to public; limited-enrollment work-

shops and publicly supported educational institutions

ineligible. Appls reviewed monthly. Contact:

Program Director, ETC, 109 Lower Fairfield Rd.,

Newark Valley, NY 13811; (607) 687-4341.

ISLAND MEDIA INTERNATIONAL offering

postproduction grant to directors who wish to use

Avid. Four awards given to fiction, doc, narrative

short 6k doc. short. Awards: $3,000 of Avid editing w/

editor for features; $1,500 of Avid editing w, editor

for shorts. Deadline: Jan. 31. Contact: Island Media,

(212) 252-3522.

KODAK PRODUCT GRANT offered through Int'l

Doc Association. No deadline for 1998 submissions.

Applicants must be IDA members residing in U.S.

Full-time students not eligible. Only docand nonfic-

tion projects may apply. Project's proposal must be

accepted in IDA's Fiscal sponsorship program w/ orig-

inal video budget. For more info, contact Grace

Ouchida at IDA: (310) 284-8422.

MEDIA ACTION GRANTS provide orgs, with up

Non-linear

post-production for the

independent producer

AVID Media Composer 1000

Image compositing

Computer graphics

2D and 3D animations

Voice over booth

212.684.4086

www.fusionartists.com

Features
|
Shorts

|
Commercials

Music Videos
|
Logos

Incredible Rates !

ina^'B
M ED I A, I NC.

u I

Award-Winning Edito*

Avid training

Multimedia
Broadcast quality AVR 75

212.685.3787
(. Bast 351H it. !*. V. K\ 10016

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
1 TENURE TRACK
FILM POSITION

OPEN

The Film program in the department of Art

Media Studies, College of Visual and Perform-

ing Arts, Syracuse University, is seeking to fill

f TENURE TRACK position in Film. Applicant

should be able to teach all levels of 16mm Film-

making courses in Film History, and Film Theory.

The applicant must have strong technical skills

and interests, and be excited by working in a

Film program noted for narrative and experimen-

tal production in co-existence with film studies.

Applicants will also assist in the overall opera-

tion of the Film program. The department of Art

Media includes BFA & MFA programs in Video,

Photography and Computer Graphics.

This film position requires a candidate with MFA
with, preferably, two or more years of teaching

beyond graduate assistant level.

All applicants should send a letter describing their

background and interests in film, a resume, and a

film portfolio on video tape and at least three let-

ters of recommendation by February 15, 1998.

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY IS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

OWEN SHAPIRO Chairman, Film Search Com-

mittee; Syracuse University; Art Media Studies;

102 Shaffer Art Bldg
, Syracuse, NY 13244-1210.

NEW DAY FILMS is the premiere distrib-

ution cooperative for social issue media.

Owned and run by it's members, New
Day Films has successfully distributed

documentary film and video for twenty-

five years.

Call 914.485.8489

http://www.newday.com

Seeking energetic

independent makers

of social issue

documentaries for

new membership.
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bctuctions
11 WEEHAWKEN ST.
NEW YOHK, NY 10014
212.691 .1038

•6 SGI Impact Workstations
- Indigo2 R10000
- 3D Modeling and Animation
- PowerAnimator and Composer
- Ascension Motion Capture

•3 Protools PCI Audio Suites
- Sound Design
- ADR, Foley

Avid 1000 PCI
- Resolutions up to AVR 77
- 3D Effects Module
- Beta, 3/4", 1/2", DAT, CD

•Avid 800 (off-line)

- Resolutions up to AVR 3
- Beta, 3/4", 1/2", DAT, CD

• Photoshop, Illustrator and

After Effects Workstations

www.glc .com

Avid

Classes offered monthly

Introduction to Media Composer,

Tips and Techniques, and Media
Composer Effects.

The Wexner Center for the Arts is an

Avid Authorized Education Center

serving Ohio, Indiana, Michigan,

Western Pennsylvania and Kentucky.

Call for more information

Maria Troy, 6/4 292-7617

Wexner Center for the Arts

The Ohio State University

1871 North High Street

Columbus, Ohio 43210

to $1,000 lor conferences, workshops 6k events

designed to strengthen upstate media arts communi-

ties and networking at state -wide level. Events

should take place between February 16 6k June 30,

1998. Grant not intended to duplicate funds from

other sources, particularly NYSCA. Deadline: Feb.

16. Contact: Media Alliance c/o WNET, 356 W. 58th

St., NY, NY 10019; (212)560-2919.

NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL ON THE ARTS:

Funding available for electronic media 6k film.

Deadline: March 2. Available once/year. For appl.,

contact: NYSCA, 915 Broadway, 8th fl., NY, NY
10010; (212) 387-7000; fax: 387-7164.

NEXT WAVE FILMS, funded by Independent Film

Channel, offers finishing funds of up to $100,000 for

up to 4 films/year. Budgets must be under $200,000.

Contact: Peter Broderick, President, Next Wave

Films, 2510 7th St., Suite E, Santa Monica, CA
90405; (310) 392-1720; paradigmCearthlink.net.

PANAVISION'S NEW FILMMAKER PRO-
GRAM provides 16mm camera pkgs to short, non-

profit film projects of any genre, including student

thesis. Contact: Kelly Simpson, New Filmmaker

Program, Panavision, 6219 DeSoto Ave., Woodland

hills, CA 91367-2601; (818) 316-1000 x220; fax:

(818) 316-1111.

SOROS DOCUMENTARY FUND supports int'l

doc. films and videos on current 6k significant issues

in human rights, freedom of expression, social justice

6k civil liberties. Three project categories considered

for funding: initial seed funds (grants up to $15,000),

projects in preproduction (grants up to $25,000), pro-

ects in production or postproduction (average grant

is $25,000, but max. is $50,000). Highly competitive.

Proposals reviewed quarterly. For more info, contact:

Soros Documentary Fund, Open Society Institute,

400 W. 59th St., NY, NY 10019; (212) 548-0600.

SPECIAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS offered by

inois Arts Council. Matching funds of up to $1,500

to Illinois artists for specific projects. Examples of

activities funded are registration fees 6k travel for

conferences, seminars, workshops; consultants fees

for resolution of specific artistic problem; exhibits,

performances, publications, screenings; materials,

supplies or services. Funds awarded based on quality

of work submitted 6k impact of proposed project on

artist's professional development. Applications must

be received at least 8 wks prior to project starting

date. Call for availability of funds. Illinois Arts

Council, 100W Randolph, Suite 10-500, Chicago, IL

60601; (312) 814-6570; in IL (800) 237-6994;

ilartsfo artswire.org

UNIVERSITY FILM & VIDEO ASSOCIATION:
student grants avail, for research 6k productions in

following categories: narrative, doc. 6k experimen-

tal/animation/multi-media. For application info con-

tact: Prof. Julie Simon, UFVA Grants, U. of

Baltimore, 1420 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD
21201.

WOMEN'S FILM PRESERVATION FUND of

New York Women in Film 6k Television seeking pro-

posals for funding 6k preservation or restoration of

American films in which women have had significant

creative positions. Application deadline: March 15.

Contact: NYWIFT, 6 E. 39th St., New Yotk, NY

10016; (212) 679-0870; fax: 679-0899.
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UPTOWN AVID
We've Expanded!
Six New Suites - All New Systems

OFFLINE/ONLINE AVR77
MC 6.5.2 with 8 channel Input/Output

Large Beautiful Rooms - Low, Low Rates

Full Technical Support - Editors Available

dhree Convenient [locations

26th
and

Broadway

Bleecker
and

Broadway

91st
and

Broadway

m^mmfflflam®®
Call Code 16: (212) 496-1118

P h o t a,g r .a. n h v
guerrilla video

Workshops in Photography & Video

in Prague, July 1998

Prague. Its name in Czech, Praha,

means "threshold." Beyond its

intoxicating array of scenic panoramas,

in the least expected and most

unassuming places, its back streets and

small cafes, you will find its most

fascinating images.

In addition to the workshops in

photography and video, you'll get to

attend our famous Czech new wave film

series, and a wide variety of lectures,

readings, and performances by American

and European writers and artists.

Write or call for a complete brochure.

Let us help you become one of the

hundreds of artists who have had one of

the most productive summers of their

lives in this magical city.

Write to: Prague Summer Seminars • Bill Lavender,

Program Coordinator • Division of International

Education • 115 Education Building • University of

New Orleans • New Orleans, LA 70148 • Call toll

free: (888) 291-8685 • email: praguess@aol.com

Charles
University

University of
New Orleans

LEARN PILMMAIxING
WRITE
DIRECT
SHCCT
EDIT

YOUR OWN SHORT
FILMS IN

OUR HANDS-ON
INTENSIVE

EIGHT WEEK
TOTAL IMMERSION
PROGRAMS FOR

INDIVIDUALS WITH
LITTLE OR NO

PRIOR FILMMAKING
EXPERIENCE.

WORK WITH
16MM ARRIFLEX

CAMERAS IN

SMALL CLASSES
DESIGNED AND

TAUGHT BY
AWARD-WINNING
INSTRUCTORS.

NEW EIGHT WEEK
WORKSHOPS START
THE FIRST MONDAY
OF EVERY MONTH
AT THE NEW YORK
FILM ACADEMY IN

NEW YORK CITY
ALL YEAR ROUND.
TUITION $4,000

SUMMER 1998
FOUR AND
SIX WEEK
FILMMAKING
WORKSHOPS AT:

- NEW YORK FILM ACADEMY
- PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

- UCLA
- YALE UNIVERSITY

- OXFORD UNIVERSITY

- CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

- BERLIN, GERMANY
- PARIS, FRANCE

NEW yCRK riLM ACADCHy
100 EAST 17TH STREET NEW YORK CITY 10003 TEL: 212-674-4300 FAX: 212-477-1414

WEB PAGE: www.nyfa.com E-MAIL: film@nyfa.com



A I V F / F V F
January

Meet & Greet

Series

Kino International

Donald Krim, President

Kino International is a domestic the-

atrical and non-theatrical distributor of

classic, independent and foreign films,

and has over 300 films and 200 video

features in its library. Its collection

ranges from the earliest experiments in

cinema and a wide selection of silent

films to the newest films from around

the world. It has distributed such

notable films as Daughters of the Dust,

The Wonderful Horrible Life of Leni

Reifhenstahl, and One False Move. Space

is limited. RSVP early. Free to ATVF

Members, $10 others

Date: Tuesday, January 13

Where: ATVF Office

Time: 6:30 p.m.

RSVP: ATVF hotline (212)807-1400

x301

Workshops/ Seminars

An Evening with Susan

Lacy and Margaret Drain

As the Executive Producer of American

Masters and The

American Experience,

respectively, Susan Lacy

and Margaret Drain are

amongst the most pow-

erful and respected producers within

Public Television. They will give a brief

history of their award-winning series

and show clips from programs past, pre-

sent and in production. This event is

cosponsored by New York Women in

Film and Television. For

more information call (212)679-C

When: Wednesday, January 14

Where: The Lighthouse, lllW. 59th

Street (between Lexington & Park)

Time: Reception 6 p.m. -7 (open to the

first 125 people), Panel Discussion 7

p.m. - 9 p.m.

Fee: $10 AIVF and NYWIFT mem-

bers, $15 all others. Pre-payment

required. Send check, made payable to

NYWIFT,or credit card information, to

NYWIFT 6 E. 39th St., J2th Floor, NY,

NY, 10016-0112.

Personal Documentary -

A Panel Discussion

Moderator Lisa Hsia, Senior Producer

for NBC's Date/ine, will engage the

panel in a wide ranging conversation

on the subject of first-person film/video

making. Panelists include Judith

Helfand, A Healthy Baby Girl; Ruth

Ozeki Lounsbury, Halving the Bones;

Reno, Reno Finds Her Mom; and Ellen

Schnieder, Executive Producer of

RO.V. and creator of the upcoming

E.C.U (Extreme Close Up) series for

PBS. This event is cosponsored by

New York Women in Film and

Television. For more information call

(212) 679-0898.

When: Wednesday, January 28

Where: The Lighthouse, 111 W. 59th

Street (between Lexington & Park)

Time: 7 p.m. -9 p.m.

Fee: $10 ATVF and NYWIFT mem-

bers, $15 all others.

RSVP: Pre-payment required. Send

check—made payable to NYWIFT

—

or

credit card information, to NYWIFT, 6

E. 39th St., 1 2th Floor, NY, NY,

10016-0112.

Members Workshop

Financial Services for

Independent Film/Video

Production Companies

Sally Ann Weger

$ Merrill Lynch

If you're developing an inde-

pendent production or run

your own production business

then this seminar is for you.

Today's commercial banks are more

interested in attracting large businesses,

leaving small to mid-size businesses —
or the independent low budget produc-

er—out in the cold. AIVF invites you

to an informational seminar with Sally

Ann Weger of Merrill Lynch, who will

discuss Merrill Lynch's Working Capital

Management Account (WCMA) . This

account combines your business' check-

ing, funds transfer, investment and bor-

rowing activities into a single account.

You spend less time managing your

account and more time managing your

productions. This event is for AIVF

members only. Call the RSVP hotline

today to reserve your space.

Date: Wednesday, January 2

1

Where: ATVF Office

Time: 6:30 PM.

Unable to attend? Contact Sally Ann

Weger at (212) 415-7800 or 1(800)

999-6371 for more information about

the WCMA.

For updated information about these

and future AIVF/FIVF events please

visit our website, www.aivf.org, or call

the RSW/EtaitAnnoicncement Hotline

(212)807-1400x301.
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EVENTS CALENDAR

February

Meet & Greet Series

Black Maria Film & Video

Festival

John Columbus, Festival Director

Named after Thomas Edison's film stu-

dio, The Black Maria Film and Video

Festival's mission is to "identify, exhibit,

and reward compelling new indepen-

dent media, reach audiences in a wide

variety of settings nationwide, and advo-

cate exceptional achievement that

expands the expressive terrain of film

and video." Selected works are screened

at over 50 venues throughout the

United States.

John Columbus, the founder of the Black

Maria Film and Video Festival, has been

a guest curator for the Flaherty Film

Seminars, acted as a juror tor the NEA,

been a guest critic-mentor at Rhode

Island School or Design, and served on

the Motion Picture Centennial

Committee of the Edison National

Historic Site. An accomplished film-

maker in his own right, he is currently

finishing a new short film entitled

Corona. Space is limited for this event.

RSVP early. Free to ATVF Members,

$ 1 others

Date: Thursday, February 5

Where:ATvT Office

Time: 6:30 p.m.

RSVP: ATVF hotline (212) 807-1400

x30l

October Films

EUGENE HAYNES, Director of Urban

Acquisitions/Productions

October Films acquires and distributes

films theatrically in the US and inter-

nationally in all media. With over forty

releases to its credit, October Films has

established its reputation as a leading

distributor of high-quality, moderate-

budget motion pictures.. In 1997

October Films and Universal Pictures

concluded an agreement under which

Universal Pictures has a 51% interest in

October Films. October will continue

to operate autonomously. It will

acquire, market and distribute its films

theatrically in the US, and in the video

and tv markets through Universal

Pictures.

Eugene Haynes is the Director of Urban

Production and Acquisitions. He eval-

uates script packages and completed

films for production or acquisition.

Film credits include Girls Town, Kicked

in the Head and Lesser Prophets. Space is

limited. RSVP early. Free to ATVF

Members, $10 others.

Date: Tuesday, February 10

Where: ATVF Office

Time: 6:30 pm

RSVP: ATVF hotline 212-807-1400

x301.

AIVF On-line

March

"Film Bytes-

Stay tuned tor AIVF's monthly online

webcast show produced by KINOTEK

at Pseudo.com. For

more details visit

AIVF's website,

www.aivt.org.

Meet & Greet

Series

New Line Cinema

Amy Henkels, VP Production

New Line Cinema is a major producer

and distribution of motion

pictures that in its twenty-

nine years in business has

such films as House Party

and The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle

series, The Mask, Dumb and Dumber,

and Fine Line's Hoop Dreams. Recent

films include Mortal Kombat, Friday,

Don Juan De Marco, M\ Ramify and

Fine Line's The Incredibly Thue

Adventures of 2 Girls in Love, and

Double Happiness. New Line Cinema

licenses its films to auxiliary markets

such as cable, broadcast television, and

the international market, and also dis-

tributes home videos and has a growing

television division.

Ann1 Henkels has been working with

New Line tor over 2 years. She was

Executive Producer on two New Line

releases: love jones and Money Talks.

She is currently in development on a

number of other films, both book adap-

tations and original scripts. Space is

limited. RS\'P early. Free to ATVF

Members, $10 others

Date: TBA
Where: AIVF Office

TimeTBA

RSVP: AIVF hotline (212) 807-1400

x301

AIVF On-line

UQQ QuO
Ou uCiw fluBuQu UUo

"TAXES, TAXES, TAXES"

It you're an independent

media maker who is self-

employed either full or part

time then you know that

filling out your taxes can be hell— what

should I write off, what can I write off,

do I fill out the 1040A, 1040, or W
something. Visit AIVF's on-line forum

and have your questions answered by a

professional CPA. AIVF's forums are

archived and available at the AIVF site.

When: March 23 - March 27

Where: wwiv.aivf.org
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llu- Foundation (or Independent Video and

Film, the cduL.Uion.il affiliate of the

Association of Independent Video and

Filmmakers, supports a variety i i programs and

services ioi the independent media communi-

ty, including publication of T/ic lide/vide-m,

workshops, and an information clearinghouse.

None of thi> would he possible without die

generous support ot Al\'h rnt-iiibership and

the following orgai±ations:

Man Duke Riddle Riundanon, Center (or .Ark

Criticism, DC Commission, on the Arts and

Humanities, Hcathcote An Foundation, Albert A.

List Foundation. John D. and Catherine T Mac-

Arthur Foundation. Xjuonal Endowment tor the

Arts. New York State Council on the Arts,

Rocketeller Foundation, and Andv Warhol

Foundation tor the Visual Arts, Inc.

We also wish to thank the following individuals.

Benefactors: Rircst Creatures Entertainments.

Patrons: Pamela Calvert; Mary D. Uonnan; Karen

Freedman; Jettre\ Le\y-Hinte, Btixn L SeigeL Esq.;

James Schamus. Roger E. Weisberg

Sponsors: C *Si S, hit 1 Insurance Brokers, Inc.; Lorn

Ding; Davd W Haas, Dr. V HufnagelWoman's

Cable Network; Jim McKav; Leonard Merrill Kun

Co.. Robb Moss; Jodi Piekott Julio Ribeno, J. B.

Sass/Letting Go Foundation, Geoge C Stoney Debra

Zimmerman

Millennium Campaign Fund Donors

"Hunks to all uhu have so generoitdy donated w the

Mtiieimiumm Campaign Fund

Silver Donors: Barbara Abrash. , .Alan Berlmer,

Doug Block, Susan Bodine, Esq., Bob Brodsky, Jetf

Bush, Pamela Calvert, David Camochan, Christine

Choy, Norman Cowie, Keith Croftord, Jonathan

Dayton, Helen De Michiel, Loni Ding, Bill

Einreinhoter, Cassian Elwes, Fanlight Productions,

Chris Fanna, YaJene Faris, FJm Forum, Bonnie

Finnegan. Frank rratt.i; >li. Peter Friedman, Fanria

Gudvb, Barabara Haiiu,ic^ Hears Hampton, Fial

Hartle\ William Henning, 1 ime> Hebert, Deborah

Hi ittnian. Ted Hope, Zirana I tsnam Ticia Kane, Dai

Sil Kii:. -Gibscr.. Michael G. Kindle. Terry Lawler,

Rube Lerner, Peter Lewnes, Mark Lipman,

1 •:.. o? Loewinger, Ci..:L- M icFaiiand. Jim

McKay. R. >bh Moss.MrhelNej p lire, John O'Bnen,

Oct. 'her Films, Oft She: l Pictures, Eloise Payne,

Anthony PeraricfK. Minn Pickering Robert

RichteT, Rk> S. McEhvee, JoFin Schwartz, Vivian

is'Kiiack, James stark. George CStoney, Helen

Mnalei; Toni Treadwav Mark dusk, Barton Weiss,

S nii ATfaerfeJS Lauren Z-ikcmck, Gei Zanrzinger

Golden Donors &c Millennium Campaign

Committee Members:

Ralph Arlyck.John B.ird Manubs, Peter Buck, C-

Hundred Film Corp., Hugo Cassirer, Martha

Coohdge, Homeoox Office Inc., Nik Ives, Tom

LeG'tt. Bill Jersev. Dune Markroiv; Leonard Merrill

Kurz, David &. Sandy Picker. R.E.M. Athens, LLC,

James Schamus, Michael Stipe, Robert E. Wise

{not complete lists)

MEMORANDA Continued from p. 71

Brooklyn, NY
When: 4th Tuesday of each month; call for time

Where: Ozzie's Coffeehouse, 7th Ave. & Lincoln

PI.

Contact: Glenn Francis Frontera, (718) 646-7533

Chicago, 1L

When: 4th Tuesday of the month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: The Star Bar, 2934 Sheffield

Contact: Oscar Cervera, (773) 472-1000

Cleveland, OH
Call tor date and location.

Contact: Annetta Marion, (216) 781-1755

Dallas, TX
When: 3rd Wednesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call (or locations.

Contact: Bart Weiss, (214) 823-8909

Denver/Boulder, CO
When: Call for dates.

Where: Kakes Studio, 2115 Pearl St.

Contact: Diane Markrow, (303) 449-7125 or Jon

Stout (303) 442-8445.

Houston, TX
When: Last Tuesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call (or locations.

Contact: Houston Film Commission Hotline,

(713) 227-1407

Kansas City, MO
When: Second Thur. of each month, 7:30 p.m.

Where: Grand Arts, 1819 Grand Blvd.

Contact: Rossana Jeran, (816) 363-2249

New Brunswick, NJ

Call for date and locations.

Contact: Allen Chou (908) 756-9845

Norwalk, CT
Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Guy Perrotta, (203) 831-8205

Sacramento, CA
call tor dates and locations.

Contact: Armond Noble, (916) 457-3655

San Diego, CA
Call tor dates and locations.

Contact:: Carroll Blue, (619) 594-6591

Seattle, WA
Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Joel Bachar, (206) 282-3592

St. Louis, MO
When: Third Thursday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Midtown Arcs, 3207 Washington St.

Contact: Tom Booth, (314) 776-6270

Tucson, AZ
Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Beverly Seckinger, (520) 621-1239

Washington, DC

Call for dates and times.

Where: Herb's Restaurant, 1615 Rhode Island

Ave., NW
Contact: DC Salon hotline (202) 554-3263 x4.

Westchester, NY
Call for date and locations

Contact: Bob Curtis, (914) 741-2538;

reel 11(5 aol.com

AIVF ADVOCACY
Direct Broadcast Satellite Panel

The 1992 Cable Television Consumer

PROTE-ction and Competition Act requires

that Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) providers

allocate, or set-aside, 4 to 7% of their capacity

for "non-commercial programming of an edu-

cational and informational nature" [see "Up

For Grabs," Oct. '97Independent]. How* inde-

pendent mediamakers can get a piece of this 4

to 7% was the topic of the September 26 panel

discussion "Direct Broadcast Satellite," held in

Washington, D.C. at the Mark Wechsler

Theatre ot American University.

The event was sponsored by AIVF and

Libraries for the Future (LFF), co-sponsored by

AIYF's DC Salon and AU's School of

Communication, and endorsed by 14 other

local nonprofit media organizations.

Moderated by Cynthia Lopez of LFF, the

panelists were FCC Deputy Chief Rosalee

Chiara; AU associate professor (and frequent

Independent contributor) Patricia

Aufderheide; attorney Gigi B. Sohn of the

Media Access Project; James N. Horwood of

Alliance for Community Media (ACM); J.

Maurice Travillian, assistant state superinten-

dent for libraries for the Maryland State

Department ot Education; and David Pelizzari

of The Annenberg/CPB Project at the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

While the panelists did their utmost to

maintain an air of optimism about the potential

for independent media gaining access to DBS,

the optimism was not contagious. There were

prevailing concerns from audience members

that independent producers and others lacking

the economic and political resources of the

broadcasting, telecommunications, and enter-

tainment industries might be left out in the

cold.

According to the FCC's Chiara, DBS opera-

tors such as DirecTV, USSB, and EchoStar

(which presently serve 5 million US sub-

scribers) are seeking to limit the mandated set

aside to 4% in order to better compete for cable

TV's 67 million households; the operators also

want editorial control ot programming and the

right to decide on carriage. She also suspected
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DBS providers would attempt to make certain

commercially produced programs (The Learning

Channel, Animal Planet, etc.) eligible for the set-

aside in order to meet the 4-7% quota without

having to turn to independent mediamakers.

Sohn joined the ACM and National

Association of Telecommunications Officers and

Advisors in opposing any DBS operator involve-

ment in programming decisions, pushing instead

for the establishment of a nonprofit clearinghouse

(funded but not controlled by the DBS industry)

with a governing body composed of educational,

arts, and public service people unaffiliated with

any DBS operators. Horwood of ACM explained

the background of public, educational, and gov-

ernmental ("PEG") channels in cable TV and dis-

cussed the marginali:ing of public access channels

in general.

Aufderheide provided a historical overview of

communications legislation and how FCC-man-

dated "set-asides" led to the establishment of pub-

lic TV and radio. "I want to make an argument

that it really is very important to fund noncom-

mercial uses [in DBS]. Public TV wants to take all

the space," said Aufderheide.

Panelists Travillian and Pelizzari were limited in

their contributions since neither represented orga-

nizations currently invoked in direct broadcast

satellite activity. Pelizzari didn't help matters by

urging aspiring DBS producers to make "lovable"

programming and, shortly thereafter, stunning the

crowd with the cloving Captain Kangaroo-style

observation that "Television is not a wasteland

—

it's a wonderland!"

Sohn stressed the importance of AIVF mem-

bers and independent mediamakers writing letters

to the FCC stating what they would do it given an

opportunity to produce programming tor DBS.

Nevertheless, observers could not help but ques-

tion whether the FCC was even willing to listen to

non-corporate interests considering its own histo-

ry as absentee landlord in radio, TV, and cable leg-

islation entotcement.

Max J. Alvarez « a Washington, DC-based writer and

editor of the AIVF quarterly newsletter, The Salonista

Visit AIVF's advocacy page on our website for more

information. To contact the FCC directly write,

phone.or email. FCC , 2000 M Street, NW, Rm 509.

Washington, DC 20554; (202) 4/8-2 J 19; Fax: 418-

0765; bcarter(i-i fcc.gov; www.fcc.gov

[www.aivf.org]

[Independent articles]

[trade discounts]

[advocacy updates]

[discussion forums]

[book order forms]

iet Video, inc.

NOT JUST TECHNOLOGY, IDEAS.]

SHOOTING / EDITING / DUBBING
PROFESSIONAL SHOOTS / SMALL BUDGETS

ONE. ..TWO.. .OR THREE CAMERAS
SONY BETACAM SP CAMERA PACKAGE CAN NOT BE BEAT

WITH: LOW EL LIGHTS; HAND HELD, SHOTGUN & WIRELESS MIKES
FLUID HEAD TRIPOD; FIELD MONITOR; SUNGDN & MORE

AVID NON LINEAR / SONY BETACAM SP
MEDIA COMPOSER 1000

HI & LOW RES OPTIONS
W /EFFECTS & TITLES

GREAT DAILY/WEEKLY RATES

\\7 SONY DFS500 DIGITAL FX
INTERFORMAT BETA, 3/4 &H18
IMPORT EDL FROM NON-LINEAR
THE PERFECT ON-LINE ROOM

DUBBING DUBBING DUBBING
FROM
ALSO

MIS
TIMECODE

.. 3/4 Hl-8 BETACAM SP
Bl RN-INS FROM BETACAM, HI8

FOR MORE INFO

VOICE US: 2 12.594 .7530

Digital Betacam, Avid

MC 8000s PCI AYRs ls-

75, Film Composers,

Betacam SP, 5/H U-Matic

SP. S-VHS, Hi-8, Magni

Waveform / Yector scope,

post

394
Avid 1 HIRE

Mackie mixers, Gcnelec

Audio Monitors, etc...

212.843.0840
No. 200 Varick St. Room 501 NYC 1 001

4

Onune\Offline Suites

Post Production Support

Digital Betacam

Editorial
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AlVFhappenings BY LESLIE A. FIELDS

MEMBER NEWS BROADCAST
TEIGIT California Open
Enrollment

^IEIGIT is required by California

Insurance Department regula-

tions to otter .1 30-day open

enrollment period once each

year tor the CIGNA Health Plans to all California

members of TEIGIT associations. During the

open enrollment period, any California resident

member who applies will be automatically be

accepted, reyardlc^s of medical history, provided

the applicant was an AIVT member in good

standing prior to the start of the open enrollment

period. Open enrollment starts Jan. 1, 1998 and ei\ds

Jan. 30. 1998. For details, contact TEIGIT at

B86-7504; (212) 758-5675; tax: (212) 888-

4916; or write TEIGIT at 845 Third Avenue, NY,

NY 10022.

AIVF Member Benefit

Workshop

Sally Ann Weger, Merrill Lynch

It you are one of the many independents with

your own production company, or it you are work-

ing on a single picture and want to better handle

your banking accounts, then join us as Sally Ann
Weger talks about Merrill Lynch's Working

Capital Management Account, a cash manage-

ment and financing service that could be perfect

for your independent production. This event is

open to AIVF members only. To RSY'P call (212)

807-1400 x301. Please see AIYF Event Calendar

on page 68 for more detailed information.

When: Wednesday, )an. 21, 6:30 p.m.

Where: AIVF Office

Trade Discount Update

The Sync Online Network [add "new" icon]

4431 Lehigh Road #301, College Park, MD
20740; (301) 806-7812; < www.thesync.com/>;

contact: Carla Cole. The Sync is an Internet

Audio Video Cybercasting company and offers a 10%
discount to AIVF mernfcers jor live and on-demand

internet video encoding. They can put up a trailor or

an entire film.

Diva Edit (formerly Suite 2410)

330 West 42nd Street, Suite 1510, NYC, 10036;

(212) 947-8433/Contact: Robert Richter. Diva

Edit offers a 10% discount on all editing services:

AVID 1000 and 800 with Film Composer.

Film Friends

16 East 17th Street. NYC, 10003; (212) 620-

0084 Contact: Jav Whang.

729NE 71st Street. Miami, FL 33138; (305)757-

9038 Contact: Mik Cribben. Film Friends offers

f/ <m extensive range of equipment rentals:

camera, video, lighting, sma\d, grip & Steadicam.

AIVF IN-HOUSE
Staff Updates

AIVF welcome-- Marya Wethers, a 1997 graduate

from Mount Holyoke College and AIVFs new-

Membership Assistant. Her mission.' Help

LaTrice and Leslie get the membership office into

tip-top shape.

Screening/Conference Room

Available

AIVF offers a screening/conference room for a

small fee to AIVF members only. It comes

equipped with a conference table, 1/2" VCR and

3/4" VTR, and a Sony 32" television. The room

holds up to 25 people and is ideal tor small private

screenings and or group meetings. Available

weekdays, weeknights, and some weekends.

Contact Leslie Fields at (212) 807-1400 x 222 for

more information.

Not Receiving Your
Independent?

It you have any problems receiving The

Independent or questions regarding your AIVF

membership, please call LaTrice Dixon or Marya

Wethers, (212)807-1400x236.

AIVF EVENTS
Meet & Greets

These are opportunities for members to meet pro-

ducers, distributors, hinders, programmers, and

others to exchange information in an informal

atmosphere at the AIVF office. Free to AIVF

members; $10 for others. Space is limited. RSVP

required: (212) 807-1400 x 301. Please specify

event and leave your name, phone number, and

membership number, it applicable.

January

Donald Krlm, President

Kino International Corporation

When: Tuesday, fan. 15, 6:30 p.m.

February

John Columbus, Festival Director Black

Maria Film & Video Festival

When. Thursday, Feb. 5, 6:30 p.m.

Eugene Haynes, acquisitions

October Films

When: Tuesday, Feb. 10, 6:30 PM

March
Amy Henkels, VP Production

New Line Cinema

When: tba

For more detailed information about these and

other events please refer to the AIVF/FIVF

Event Calendar on page 68 or visit our website,

www.aivf.org.

On- Line Action

As AIVF implements its on-line programs we

encourage members and nonmembers alike to

visit the site, participate in our forums, and stay

current on our advocacy efforts. AIVF on-line:

www. aivf.org.

ON LOCATION

Monthly Member Salons

This is an opportunity for members to discuss

work, meet other independents, share war sto-

ries, and connect with the AIVF community

across the country. Note: Since our copy dead-

line is wo months before the meetings listed

below, be sure to call the local organizers to con-

firm that there have been no last-minute

changes.

Albany, NY
When: 1st Wednesday of each

\ r***2Z7 month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Fiorders Books 6k. Music,

WolfRd.

Contact: Mike Camoin, (518) 895-5269

Atlanta, GA
When: Second Monday of the month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Manuel's Tavern (North 6k Highland)

Contact: Genevieve McGillicuddy, IMAGE

(402) 352-4225

Austin, TX
When: Last Monday of the month, 8 p.m.

Where: Electric Lounge, 302 Bowie St.

Contact: Ben Davis, (512) 708-1962

Boston, MA
Call tor dates and locations.

Contact: Susan Walsh, (617) 965-8477
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Discover the secret of how two kids from Vermont with no education or experience became Independent Filmmakers. .

.

How To Take The First Steps Toward Producing Your Own Independent

Feature Film (On A Shoestring Budget) and Selling it For A Profit

You Don 't Need to Spend A Whole Lot of Time and Money on a Fancy Film School Education.

You Don 't Need to be "Connected" in Hollywood.

Read this story to find out how you can get yourfilmmaking career into high gear.

Rutland. VT- Hello. Our names are Peter Beckwith

and David Giancola. We are independent filmmakers.

Picture this: You make a film this year. It gets picked up

and distributed. You make some money and get to make

another film next year. Before you know it, you're mak-

ing your living as a filmmaker. That's exactly what we

did and you can do it too! It really can be that simple!

They Laughed At Us When We Said We Were

Going To Make Movies, But They Don't Laugh

Anymore!
Ten years ago. we decided to make a film. We started

to make the typical overtures to Hollywood. Submitting

scripts. Trying to get talent attached. Trying to develop

I interest from "the people who real-

ly matter" ... Blah! Blah! Blah!

Just like you probably have, we

got a lot of B.S. from a lot of peo-

ple who called us "babe." No
thanks! We decided to make the

film ourselves. "Time Chasers.'

I the film we expected to complete
Peter Beckwith, 30 .. . i t- i

in six months took us five long ex-

tremely painful years. Our original $40,000 budget bal-

looned to over $80,000. We made every mistake in the

book. The film just barelv broke even over the next two

years. But. we were determined to keep going. We near-

ly killed ourselves convincing people to invest in our sec-

ond film. "Diamond Run." We had learned some impor-

tant lessons. We hit the SI 20.000

budget right on the money and our

distributor had contracts to recover

our budget before the film was

even completed. The film went on

to sell very well over the next two

years and lead to our 3rd film

"Pressure Point" which we shot for

$325,000. We've already got

enough sales to recover our budget and we've

more projects in the pipeline!

David Giancola. 28

ot three

Making Your First Film Can Be A Wonderful

Experience If You Know What You're Doing

It would have been nice to have someone around

when we started "Time Chasers" who could have steered

us clear of all the B.S. and filmmaking landmines we ran

into. Five years is a long time to work on one film. We
wouldn't wish that on anybody. If we'd known what

steps we needed to take before we started making our

film, that never would have happened.

Only 5% of Independent Filmmakers Make
Their 2nd Film

The reason for this is that most new filmmakers don't

get their first film sold. Many more filmmakers would

get their films sold if thev knew what steps to take (from

the very beginning) to give their film the best chance at

profitable distribution. The steps are pretty simple, but

very few new filmmakers know what they are.

We've put together a straightforward 45 minute video

program called "How To Take The First Steps Toward
Producing Your Own Independent Feature Film (On A
Shoestring Budget) and Selling it For A Profit." When
you watch it, you will discover the secret of getting

vour film done on a shoestring budget without sacri-

ficing any of vour creative vision . And then learn the

exact steps you need to take so that vour film will be

readv to be sold as soon as it is finished.

Success Stories Of Other Filmmakers Using

Our Concepts

"Because of Peter and David. I know exactly how I am
going to make mv movie. I'm very confident that it will

be sold and because so many of my questions are already

answered before I start. I can concentrate solely on

achieving mv creative vision."

Craig Conklin, 1st Time Director, New York, NY

"I encourage you to call (Peter and David). I once said

that it would take a miracle to fix '"Sugar Cain" We
found the closest thing to miracle workers in (Peter and

David)."

-Kipp Tribble, Producer/Director "Sugar Cain,"

Greenville, S.t

.

Launching Your Career As A
Filmmaker Is Certainly Worth A Lot More

Than $24.95 Isn't It?

As anv working filmmaker knows, making a good

film is the best feeling in the world. It gives you excite-

ment, respect, gratification, prestige, money, and most

important of all. the fulfillment of your dreams. The pos-

sibilities are boundless if you know what to do. Now.

you can discover how to take those crucial first steps to-

ward producing your own independent feature film (on a

shoestring budget! and selling it for a profit!

Look at How Much Just A Few Concepts Could

Be Worth To You
These concepts, along with man) ethers, are covered in

detail in our video:

1. Preparing Technical Delivery Elements. On average,

the cost savings to filmmakers who consult with us on

this one point before thev produce their film is between

$4,900 and $24,900 \\ e ca\ er it in detail in our v idea

2. The Secret of Independent Film Cash Flow. We used

this concept before we made Pressure Point to raise an

extra $130,000! And. our distributor estimates that we

will make an extra $75,000 to $100,000 from Pressure

Point sales because we also used this concept to negotiate

with talent.

3. How To Find An Honest Distributor. We have met

over 20 filmmakers in the last two vears who trusted their

films to the wrong people and never saw a dime from

their distributors. The budgets on those films ranged

from S50.000 to $750.000... and the filmmakers lost it

all. We'll give you a guaranteed way to make sure that

doesn't happen to you.

4. How To Develop Relationships with Investors So

They Are Actually Eager to Support You. Yes, you can

do this. We have seen many filmmakers turn this con-

cept into tens or even hundreds of thousands of dollars.

5. Understanding The Potential of Overseas Markets.

This point will propel your career forward. It will help

you tap into many, many emerging markets for your

work. Understanding these markets could double the

gross sales of vour film.

To Wrap This Up...

You're going to love being an independent filmmaker.

You'll never dread going to work on Monday again. In-

stead, you'll be excited about your job. Most times, we

can't believe we actually get to GO TO WORK AS
FILMMAKERS. Why shouldn't you be able to enjoy the

creative and financial freedom of being a successful film-

maker? We understand that you might be a little appre-

hensive or skeptical about what we've said and we can

understand that. There were times when we started out

when we wondered if we would ever make it. but we did

and were no more talented than you are. We're just a

couple of guys living in Vermont who were willing to

work hard and learn from our mistakes. Because you

will have our expertise to draw on. you'll discover how-

to work smarter, not harder. So check out this video. We
give you a FULL ONE YEAR SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE. If you don't think the video is worth

ten times what you paid for it, return it within one year

and we'll give you a complete refund.

A SPECIAL BONUS: If you order in the next 10

days we'll give you a FREE filmmakers start-up tele-

phone consulting session. One of us will speak to you

personally for up to 30 minutes about getting your ca-

reer moving. You can ask us any question you want.

We usually charge $75 for these sessions.

This 45 minute video entitled "'How To Take The

First Steps Toward Producing Your Own Independent

Feature Film (On A Shoestring Budget) And Selling It

For A Profit" is available to you now for only $24.95.

Act Now! If vou would like to pay by credit card, call

1-800-345-3325 to order by phone. Or fill out the order

form below and fax this page to 802-773-3481 or mail it

to: Edgewood Studios 162 North Main Street. Rut-

land, VT 05701. Your credit card will be billed S29.95

($24 95 plus $5.00 for shipping and handling). If you

would like to pay by check or money order, fill out the

order form below and send it along with your check or

money order for S29.95 (S24.95 plus S5.00 for shipping

and handling). Make the check out to Edgewood Stu-

dios and send it to Edgewood Studios 162 North Main

Street, Rutland. VT 05701. Attn: Peter Beckwith.

We will mail your tape out to you first class mail the day

we get vour order.

Order Form
Your Name:

Your Address:

State .Zip:.

Your Phone #:

Your Visa or Mastercard #:

Exp. Date:



your solution is clear

integrate your design
stations

Access shared
centralized data

retrieve video faster

\
Fibre Channel Solutions

spend time creating, not waiting

#
Fibre Channel Solutions allows you to tackle

day-to-day tasks quickly and effortlessly. This is

achieved by shared centralized storage which can

be accessed simultaneously by multiple graphic,

audio & editing workstations.

Technical Solutions for Creative People

As a Premiere Avid Reseller, Virtual Media
offers the entire line of Avid products including:

the Media Composer®, the MCXpress™ system,

Avid storage devices & system upgrades.

Virtual Media offers customized solutions for

independent film makers to help simplify &
manage the pressures of post production.

We have the resources & knowledge to configure

powerful solutions for demanding clients.

• Fibre Channel Solutions

• Graphics System Integration

• Networking Solutions

• Complete System Integration

• System Installations

• Maintenance Contracts

• System Upgrades

• Emergency Technical Support

& Parts Replacement

V
Avid.
Premiere Avid Reseller.

virtual Media
technical solul reative people

12 East 44th Street, New York, NY 10017

phone: 212.490.9730

fax: 212.818.0529
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requirement of satisfying stills and fempfing film clips. Wifh over 1 4,000 hours

of stock footage and 20,000,000 historical photos, we've got all the ingredients for your next film,

multimedia, or print project. Cataloged, copyright-cleared and ready for you to use. Many images

are already available in digital format. So give us a call and let's get cookin'! A

9%
*

F

Fax us on your letterhead for

a free brochure and sample reel.

And check our our on-line database:

www.archivefilms.com

Archive Films
Archive Phdtds

Your Ode Call To History:

.800-876-5115

v

53D W. 25th Street, Dept. IND, New York, NY 1DDD1 Tel. (212) 822-78DD Fax (212) 645-2137



A S S D C T I D N INDEPENDENT V I D E AND FILMMAKERS

Arthur Dong

Documentary Filmmaker

Licensed to Kill

{\n
r

i

? effor

helped brin? ITVS
"^- into being an

ITVS helped me fu

Coming Out Under F

AIVF supports

truly independent wor

and I'll alw

support them."

£)

d

'r?,

ill)a

Photo; Tom LeGoff

NamE.

Address.

City

Home Phone-

Design: Nik Ives

want to support the. Foundation for Independent Video and Film's Millennium Campaign Fund.

Enclosed is my gift of independence

in the amoont of:

State . Zip.

.Business Phone.

I /We wish to be listed in acknowledgements as:

J $35 J
J $50 J
J $100 J
J Other

I and up

Honorary

Committee

Member

Make your check out to FIVF and return it with this form. For more information call (212] 807-1400. ext. 223.

The Foundation for Independent Video and Film is a not-for-profit organization. Your contribution is tax-deductible.
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28 Love It or Leave It: Picking a Film Lab

We've all been there: the little guy who processes film in dribs and drabs, the lowest man

on the totem poll in the film lab's hierarchy of priorities. Or so it seems. But being a strug-

gling independent doesn't mean you can't get a lab's respect, or its best work.

by David Giancola
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Film critic Andrew Sarris, who authored
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by Deirdre Boyle
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Nobody has the 20th Century covered with

From the turn of the century to its approaching climax, the historical events that have shaped

our times are mere fingertips away.

Your Source for the 20th Century!
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J
LETTERS

7b the editor:

I
Hey, guys, get a geography lesson [Ohio

River Valley spotlight, November

1997]. The western half of West

Virginia is in the Ohio River Valley

region. In fact, the Ohio River is legal-

ly within the West Virginia borders along the Ohio

state line! Toledo and Cleveland are on the shores

of Lake Erie, South Bend is near Lake Michigan,

Appalshop is on the eastern edge of Kentucky.

Our Morgantown filmmakers are on the banks

of the mighty Monongahela River, which forms

the Ohio with the confluence of the Allegheny at

Pittsburgh. Less than 60 miles upstream from the

Ohio on the great Kanawha River live a number of

interesting West Virginia filmmakers, and the

West Virginia International Film Festival just fin-

ished showing 18 features in Charleston, with

guest artists and all. You did not even put West

Virginia on your little map. Is that because we are

still in the "Wilderness," are the only state that is

totally within Appalachia, or the Ohio River has

only one side?

Robert E Gates

President, West Virginia Filmmakers Guild

To the editor:

I greatly enjoyed [guest co-editor] Julia Reichert's

story on filmmakers in this part of the world. I was

glad to see that she even included various festi-

vals. Unfortunately, she forgot to include all the

amazing things going on just east of the Ohio

River, especially in West Virginia. It was nice that

she included Appalshop, which is one of the lead-

ing media arts centers in the world, but definitely

not near the Ohio River. What is much closer is

the West Virginia International Film Festival, now

13 years old, located in Charleston on a tributary

to the Ohio, the Kanawha River.

There are many fine filmmakers in West

Virginia, including Robert Gates, who is celebrat-

ing the 20th anniversary of his first documentary,

In Memory of the Land and the People; Danny Boyd,

director of three independent features now being

re-released by Troma Films; Jacob Young, director

of one of the most intense documentaries made in

the last decade, Dancing Outlaw; and the other

documentarians at Morgantown Public TV, who

have made more than a dozen fine films during the

last decade, including the million-dollar history of

the state, West Virginia: A Video History.

I myself have been purchasing the finest 16mm
and VHS films during the last 19 years, showing

them to millions of viewers all over West Virginia.

In 1987 we helped John Sayles make Matewan,

National Public Radio did a 10-minute story on

our collection, and the U.S. Dept. of Education

under William Bennett made us the model

statewide media program in public libraries.

Gates and I are founding board members of

OVRMAC, but have not been active for a while.

Clearly the editors haven't kept in touch with

West Virginia. I will have to invite you down to

our spring documentary film festival, held annu-

ally here in the State Cultural Center.

Steve Fesenmaier

Head, West Virginia Library Commission

The editor responds:

Thanks for the invitation! That will allow us to

start doing research for a future regional spot-

light that will include West Virginia, along with

the mid-Atlantic states.

Yes, West Virginia could easily have been

grouped into the Ohio River Valley issue. But we

decided against it because of space limitations

and the desire to not dilute coverage by embrac-

ing too large a territory. It's true that when plan-

ning these regional spotlights our geographical

parameters are not textbook accurate. They're

simply ways to organize coverage in broad group-

ings as we work our way around the country.

Since we don't want to cherry-pick cities,

we've made a concerted effort to balance our

coverage between production-heavy urban areas

and the spread-out rural sections where media-

makers also live, often in greater obscurity. So far,

we've had special issues spotlighting the cities of

Chicago, San Francisco, and Boston; the state of

Texas; and the Rocky Mountain, Pacific-

Northwest, and Ohio River Valley regions. In the

case of the Rocky Mountain region, Arizona

could have fallen into this territory (depending

on whom you asked), or it could have gone into

an issue on the Southwest. Again, for space con-

siderations, we ultimately opted for the latter.

So where does a place like Appalshop fit?

Sure, it's a fair distance from the Ohio River,

especially when you're behind the wheel. But

when you're sketching out an editorial map, an

issue on the Ohio River Valley seems an appro-

priate time to include them—as well as the

Wexner and NBPC in Columbus, festivals in

Indianapolis and even Cleveland, experimental

filmmakers in Kent, and so on.

The great thing about these regional issues

and letters like yours is that they demonstrate

just how lively the independent scene is through-

out the country—and that's a heartening sign.

Julia Reichert responds:

I hail my old friends Steve Fesenmaier and

Robert Gates for filling readers in on the marvels

of filmmaking in West Virginia. Some of the very

best OVRMAC meetings took place in that

proud, beautiful, and very quirky state. There is

definitely a kinship across the Ohio River that is

long and deep. Thanks for the reminder.
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WPA is more than stock footage.
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THE WPA FILM LIBRARY
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ORLAND PARK, IL 60462
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ORDER THESE BOOKS FROM FIVF

NEW EDITIONS - ORDER NOW.'
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Film and Video Financing by Michael Wiese; $22.95 $_

r
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TOTAL $

Make checks payable to FIVF, 304 Hudson St., 6th fl.,

NY, NY 10013; or charge by phone: (212) 807-1400 x 235
or fax: (212)463-8519.
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MEDIA NEWS
EDITED BY RYAN DEUSSING

I

Prospects Bleak for Fiscal Sponsorship

The unexpected November closure of Mh >i
-\

Network, a major fiscal sponsor tor documen-

tary tilms, has substantially altered the land-

scape of nonprofit film financing. Over the

past two decades the organization worked

with hundreds of films, including Mackv

Alston's Family Name, soon to air on PBS,

and Michael Uys and Lexy Lovell's Riding the

Rails, which premiered at Sundance in 1997.

Media Network was one of the few fiscal

sponsors available for such independent doc-

umentaries, and the organization's shoes will

be hard to fill. Emerging filmmakers will be

especially hurt by this closure, because of the

unique support Media Network offered them.

The importance of Media Network in the

film world arose from its key role in the com-

plex process of film funding. When a film-

maker receives a tax-exempt grant, whether

from a private donor or a government agency

(such as the NEA or NEH), the filmmaker

cannot accept the grant directly and have the

money maintain its tax-exempt status.

Federal law requires that such grants be

donated only to nonprofit entities. Checks

are processed by a nonprofit (501C5) corpo-

ration that has agreed to act a fiscal sponsor

tor the project. The funds are then passed on

to the filmmaker, less a fee (Media Network

collected between five and seven percent).

Marc Weiss, who currently heads PBS's

P.O.V. series, originally conceived of Media

Network in 1980 as an information clearing-

house for issue-based films with subjects such

as the environment, reproductive rights,

racism, and domestic violence. When it start-

ed out, the organization's main activity was a

topical database of films that it made avail-

able to grassroots organizations. Weiss

describes the organization he founded as "an

information and education organization with

an activist agenda." In the mid-eighties, after

Weiss left the organization, its energies were

gradually shitted toward production assis-

tance in the form of fiscal sponsorship.

Documentaries on social issues, like Family Name, will be forced to look elsewhere for fiscal

sponsorship now that Media Network has closed. Photo: Brooke Williams, Opelika Pictures

Media Network also incorporated services

other fiscal sponsors did not have the time or

facilities to include, such as tracking individual

NEA and NEH grants, offering advice on fund-

ing sources, and aid in negotiating the complex

world of fund-raising. These support and coun-

seling services, which are crucial to neophyte

filmmakers, are increasingly difficult to find.

"Media Network put an emphasis on giving

filmmakers more tools with which to negotiate

the fund-raising landscape," says Weiss. "If

those services aren't replaced, it could have a

devastating effect on emerging filmmakers."

Ironically, the dedication to service that

made Media Network so special was a key fac-

tor in the organization's demise, according to its

last executive director, T Andrew Lewis. A
rapid decrease of public funding in the nineties

caused the grants allocated to individual media

projects—and thereby Media Network's

income—to shrink. Primarily a fiscal sponsor,

the organization was directly tied to the dollar

amounts brought in by filmmakers' grants.

Over the last two years, funds processed by the

organization dropped by approximately $2 mil-

lion. The amount of labor required for each

project, meanwhile, remained constant. Media

Network's fund-raising activities ultimately

tailed to bring in

the cash needed

to keep the orga-

nization afloat.

Meanwhile, a

dispute with the

staff's labor

union at a cru-

juncture

reorgani-

plans,

Blanca

Vasquez, chair-

person of Media

Network's Board

of Directors,

believes could

have rescued the

cial

halted

zation

which

organization.

Unfortunately, fiscal sponsorship is not a reli-

able source of income, even by the standards of

the precarious nonprofit world. Sponsorship is

labor intensive and unpredictable. Media

Network's lack of diversification and its depen-

dence on the diminishing sponsorship fees

made it particularly vulnerable to a downturn in

media funding. "There's no question, if you

depend solely on fiscal sponsorship, it often

doesn't pay the bills," says Kevin Duggan, New

York Foundation for the Arts' assistant director

tor artists' services.

Filmmakers will ultimately foot the bill tor

Media Network's dangerous dependency on fis-

cal sponsorship fees. The corporation's closure

was accompanied by the announcement that

only 80% of the funds on deposit could be

immediately returned. A month later, a letter

sent to filmmakers confirmed rumors that the

other 20% had been spent in an unsuccessful

attempt to save the organization. Although

Media Network is currently fundraising and

hopes to return the filmmakers' money, it seems

unlikely that all the money will be returned any

time soon. At least one filmmaker has filed a

civil lawsuit naming not only the corporation,
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bductions
11 WEEHAWKEN ST.
NEW YORK, NY 10014
212.6S1.1038
FAX 212.242.4911

•6 SGI Impact Workstations
- Indigo2 R10000
- 3D Modeling and Animation
- PowerAnimator and Composer
- Ascension Motion Capture

•3 Protools PCI Audio Suites
- Sound Design
- ADR. Foley
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- Resolutions up to AVR 77
- 3D Effects Module
- Beta. 3/4", 1/2", DAT, CD

Avid 800 (off-line)

- Resolutions up to AVR 3
- Beta, 3/4", 1/2", DAT, CD

• Photoshop, Illustrator and

After Effects Workstations

www.glc .com

"Filmmakers

are going to

have to file a

law suit"

says Weiss.

"That's what

I would do,

file a class

actioywcr*. |
"'rrn ^Kt

but also past and present board

members as liable for his lost

funds. "Filmmakers are going to

have to file a law suit," says Weiss.

"That's what I would do, file a

class action suit."

Although other organizations

rallied to shoulder the projects

dropped by Media Network, it's

doubtful they can absorb them all.

Other fiscal sponsors, such as

Women Make Movies, Third

World Newsreel, and New York

Foundation for the Arts (NYFA),

present much stricter criteria than Media

Network did. NYFA, for example, would be

unlikely to sponsor a purely informational film.

Women Make Movies, meanwhile, a large fiscal

sponsor of films by and about women, does not

consider projects that fall outside of those para-

meters. The controversial work Media Network

was able to assist will now have a hard time

finding fiscal sponsorship, especially in the cur-

rent political climate. "They were a big advo-

cate of social change," says director Macky

Alston. "They were the only general issue fiscal

sponsor."

Remaining fiscal sponsors will be forced to

expand their sponsorship programs if they are

to pick up the slack left by Media Network's

closure. NYFA is uncertain about how much

they can help. "We're already operating at

capacity," says Duggan. "We won't be able to

offer a haven for all the clients who worked

with Media Network. " With fewer slots avail-

able, obtaining a fiscal sponsor will become an

increasingly competitive process. In the near

future, it may become more expensive as well.

"There's no way that the existing groups can

accommodate everyone," says Women Make

Movies executive director Debbie Zimmerman.

"But we're going to try."

Maud Kersnowski originally reported on Media

Network's closure for indieWIRE [www.indiewire.

com]. She has worked in film & television production

for over 10 years and is currently studying journalism at

New York University.

Femme Fests

Unite in Europe

The idea of a Forum of European Women's

Film Festivals was initiated in Dortmund,

Germany, when Silke Rabiger, the director of

Dortmund's ll -year-old Femme Totale fest,

decided that there must be a way for festivals to

work together, rather than competing for fund-

ing and audiences. Together with the Festival

International de Films des

Femmes in Creteil, France,

Femme Totale invited 16

women's festivals to Dortmund

for a three -day conference in

September, 1997.

Representatives from 14 festi-

vals were able to attend the

forum, where they created a net-

work linking organizations from

as far away as Spain to Belarus.

Although film festivals vary

considerably—some produce

conferences, publications, and

film screenings between festivals, while oth-

ers only operate a number of weeks a year

—

they face similar challenges planning, orga-

nizing, and launching their events. Women's

festivals often run into tough questions.

"What is our task? How has it changed?

Who is our audience?," Rabiger asks.

Discussion at the forum touched on vari-

ous aspects of festival organization that

could benefit from an annual meeting and

exchange of ideas. One experience many

women's festivals in Europe seem to share is

the aging of their audience. Rabiger notes

that audiences are increasingly middle-aged

(except at the two lesbian festivals in the

forum, the Lesbenfilmfestival Berlin and

Bologna's Immaginaria Lesbian Film

Festival). With this in mind, future discus-

sion will be dedicated to ideas about attract-

ing other generations of festival-goers.

Emphasis will also be placed on the impor-

tance of programs aimed at young people,

which can help introduce new viewers to the

concept of a film festival. Participants at the

first forum also raised other relevant ques-

tions: Will a festival in a glamorous, modern

location—like the nicest movie theater in

town—have an easier time finding a public

and funding? Do English subtitles or English-

language films (with no translation provid-

ed) scare a broader public away from festivals

in non-English-speaking Europe? Then

there's the thorny theoretical question of

what makes a festival in Europe "European."

Immigration is changing old concepts of

identity on the continent, but this theme is

still relatively neglected at film festivals. One

proposal at the Dortmund conference was

that women's film festivals pay more atten-

tion to works that fall outside the boundaries

of typical festival programming, such as films

by or about immigrant women in Europe.

Many of the issues that the forum

addressed are more practical in nature. "We
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want to exchange fundraising and organiza-

tional information as well as ideas on films,"

says Rabiger. One suggestion that came out of

the conference was to bring in freelancers who

have worked at other women's film festivals, so

that festival staff can share experience through

a sort of cross-pollination. Joint projects such

as a film archive and film packages are also

being considered. It may be possible to share

mailing lists, or dialogue transcripts and their

translations, which would save individual fes-

tivals time and

Women's

tests often

run into tough

questions...

What is our

task? How
has it chan-

ged? Who is

1!'

money.

At this point, the

structure of the

forum is intentional-

ly loose. The focus is

on communication

and facilitating the

exchange of ideas

and programming

plans. A forum Web

site is being set up,

and a mailing list is

already available.

"There was a lot of opposition Co forming a

parent organization," recalls Rabiger, "and

after two to three years of working together, it

will be clearer if one is necessary." Forum par-

ticipants can use next year's conference

—

which is tentatively slotted to take place in

Minsk—to review and evaluate the first year

of cooperation.

Forum of European Women's Film Festivals, c

femme totale e. V, Kulturbiiro det Stadt Dortmund,
Kleppingstr. 21-23, D-44122 Dortmund, Germany;

011-49-231-502-5162; -2497 (fax); femmeto-

tale(§ compuserve.com; www. inter-net-work.de

Karen Rosenberg is a cultural critic and fiction writer

who publishes m North America and Europe.

LAIFF Lines up Funds for

Lucky Few

In November, the LA Film Collaborative

(LAFC), the organization behind the success-

ful Los Angeles Independent Film Festival

(LAIFF), announced its new Production

Grant Program, a tri-annual competition

offering an unusually comprehensive awards

package. By combining financial assistance

with industry support and recognition, the

program's organizers, Robert Faust, Linda

Kelly, and Karen Kirkland, hope to supply

struggling director/producer teams with far

more than just a material quick-fix. While the

package is continually evolving, Panavision,

MERCER STREET

Sound Design / Original Music

Pro Tools III /Media 100

s H X
DIGITAL AUDIO
- PRODUCTION -
for Film and Video

and Multimedia

Video Capture & Compression / Betacam Video Lockup

Sound Effects / Voice Over & ADR

Discount rates for independents

133 MERCER ST. NYC 10012 • 212.966-6794 • E-mailmercerst@aol.com

Tape-to-Film Transfers...

Call Film Craft. Our Teledyne CTR-3 uses high-grade precision optics

and pin-registration for a rock-steady transfer and superior results.

A FEW OF OUR SATISFIED CLIENTS INCLUDE:

Lynn Hershman "Virtual Love"

Laurel Chiten "Twitch and Shout"

Jane Gillooly "Leona's Sister Gerri"

Heather MacDonald "Ballot Measure 9"

Outsider Productions "Sex Is"

u

We offer a two-minute MOS 16mm color demo at no charge from

your videotape.

Processing & Printing...

We've been processing and printing motion picture film for over

25 years, so we understand the challenges of the independent

filmmaker. We're a full-service film laboratory and one of the few

labs that still processes black & white film.

FOR PROFESSIONAL LAB SERVICES. CALL US FIRST.

Daily Processing

Black & White Processing and Printing- 16mm and 35mm
Color Processing and Printing- 16mm and 55mm
Camera Raw Stocks

Rank/da Vinci Film-to-Tape Transfer

We offer special student rates.

23815 Industrial Park Drive- Farmington Hills, Ml 48335
Voice: 248.474.3900 Fax: 248.474.1577

Film Craft Lab, a division of Grace & Wild, Inc.
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Kodak, Imperial Bank, and CF1

arc among the companies that

have already made tirm com-

mitments to providing award

contributions, ranging from

cash advances to significant

donations of goods and ser-

\ ices.

Before the winners ^et the

goods, however, they will have

already received valuable access to the industry

professionals involved in the selection process.

Upon their receipt, all scripts will go to a panel

of readers who will provide professional cover-

age. Based on their cumulative scores in four

categories (character, structure, dialogue, and

story), selected proposals will go on to the next

set of readers. Ultimately, five projects will be

presented to a jury. As Faust describes it, "The

jury is a panel of people who can actually help

with their projects—even if it's not selected,

they can say, 'I read this script, you guys should

take a look at it,' and pass it around the com-

munity."

The jury will consist of five individuals: pro-

ducer and producers' representative Jonathan

Dana; John Sloss, an attorney and executive

producer who currently represents Kevin Smith

FILM
COLLABORATIVE

and Ed Burns; Bandera

Entertainment's Beau Flynn,

who produced The House of Yes

and Little Ciry; Michelle

Manning, the president of pro-

duction at Paramount Pictures;

and William Morris agent

Bobbi Thomson.

Faust also emphasizes the pro-

gram's commitment to assisting

winning filmmakers in screening their films the

best way possible. "If the timing of the film is

such that it is suited to have a special sidebar or

showcase screening at the LAIFF, it will have

one. If it's better for it to go and play Toronto

or Sundance or somewhere else, then we

wouldn't hold it back so that it premieres with

us. And if there isn't a festival that's timed cor-

rectly, we would probably help in facilitating a

showcase-type industry screening at the

Director's Guild or something like that."

The first Production Grant will be awarded

on June 12, 1998, with the deadline for submis-

sions falling on April 17. All entries must be

budgeted under $ 1 million and must come from

a first- or second-time director/producer team.

Proposals should include a completed applica-

tion, a copy of the screenplay, a complete bud-

get, a shooting schedule, documentation of

any cast attachments and financing sources,

resumes/bios of the key people in the produc-

tion, and projections for how additional

financing for the balance of the budget will be

found.

While Faust admits that the '98 competi-

tion is a test run, he's confident that the pub-

licity the finalists will receive will lead more

professionals to put both their time and money

into the Production Grant Program. And judg-

ing from their experience with the LAIFF

—

which has found an important niche in only

three years—the LAFC's activities are defi-

nitely worth watching.

Emily Neye is an intern at The Independent.

ERRATA
Several errors appeared in "Inside HBO" [December

1997]. .Andy Abrahams Wilson is the director of

Bubbeh Lee & Me; the article misidenrified him as

Abraham Wilson and the film as Bubbeh Lee.

Maryann DeLeo was producer/director, along with

Jon Alpert, of High on Crack Street, and has produced

and directed several other documentaries for HBO.

The film Out at Work was selected as a finalist for the

series PO.V, but not included in the final slate, as

stated in the article. It was eliminated from consider-

ation after PBS refused to air it. The Independent

regrets these errors.

CRN MONTAGE INC

Award Winning Clients And
Productions at Reasonable Rates

A V
9 & 4

Film & Video Production

Post-Production Specialists

Time Coded Duplication

Hi-8, VHS, 3/4SP, Betacam SP
Editing & Dubbing

Mac Graphics & Digital Effects

375 West B'way 3R, NY, NY 10012

3 3 4-8283

Avid MCBODD, MC1DOG

Film Composer, MCXpress

off/on-line AVR77 S 3D DVE

Digital Betacam, Betacam SP

DVCPRO, 3/4 SP, HIS B VHS VIDE
transfers & duplication Crush available]

Macintosh graphics & After Effects compositing

tape to disk CJazz, Zip, Syquest, CD-R]

web site design & ISDN

Betacam SP field package

r+is+s v - '- '-'-- -'••*•

#ol212.529.8204
V 8 V I D E / 738 BROAOHRr / PENTHOUSE / NYC 1 3
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Vancouver Film School v I

Full-time Programs
Film Production

Vancouver Film School's intensive, hands-on portfolio production

program is recognized throughout the world as "the filmmakers' boot

camp."The emphasis of this program is to create well-rounded

filmmakers though the production of high quality students films. VFS

film students complete more production in one year than most 4

year programs offered in North America.

Acting for Film & Television

For people with a strong desire to perform before the camera,

Vancouver Film School offers novice, intermediate and professional

actors an opportunity to study with actors who are also trained,

experienced educators, committed to delivering the highest quality

on-camera training available anywhere.

Multimedia Production

Imagine... a fully-digital campus with millions of dollars of software,

where every computer is networked with high-speed, fibre optic

access to the Internet, where the doors are open 24 hours a day.

Learn... CD-ROM production, HTML high-end web page creation,

digital video / digital audio production, MIDI, computer animation,

graphics, text, and the business of multimedia.

VFS: Designated Avid Training Center / Designated Protools Training

Center / Designated Digidesign Training Center / Certified

Macromedia Training Center / Certified Alias Training Center /

Certified Softimage Training Center.

Ifyou are serious about your education and a high-paying career, you

owe it to yourself to find out more about the one-year, full-time

portfolio production programs offered at Vancouver Film School: Film

Production, Acting for Film & Television, Multimedia Production, Classical

Animation, 3D Animation & Digital Effects, Advanced Digital Video

Production, Alias 3D Special Effects, Avid Training, DVD Training.

Call. Compare. Nothing does.

Call: 1-800-661-4101

PICTURES

CUTTING EDGE NEW PCI AVIDS

ON-LINE // OFF-LINE

AVID COURSES // INDIE RATES

FABULOUS ROOMS

AVR 77

VVNCOUVER
FILM

SCHOOL

E-mail: query62@inultimedia.edu

Web: http://www.multimedia.edu

Vancouver Film School

#400 - 11 68 Hamilton Street,

Vancouver, BC CANADA V6B 2S2

212 255 2564
34 w 17th Street



DISTRIBUTOR FAQ
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Lions Gate Films

(formerly CFP)

561 Broadway, Suite

12B, New York, NY

10012; (212) 966-4670;

fax: (212) 966-2544.

Contacts: Michael

Paseornek, Productions

President; Mark Urman,

Releasing President

What is Lions Gate

Films?

Lions Gate Films was formerly Cinepix Film

Properties (CFP). Then we were bought,

became a wholly owned subsidiary of Lions

Gate Entertainment, went public, and got new

jackets. Lions Gate Films is a unique indie in

that we produce 10 films a year, distribute 1C

films theatrically each year, have a home video

division, an animation group, and an interna-

tional division that acquires films and distrib-

utes our productions worldwide. We have

offices in New York, Los Angeles, Toronto, and

Montreal.

Best known title in Lions Gate's collection-.

Well, depending on where you're coming from,

it could either be Peter Greenaway's Pillow

Book or Ivan Reitman's Meatballs starring Bill

Murray.

Where do Lions Gate titles generally show?

... at a theater near you ....

Driving philosophy behind Lions Gate Films:

It it makes sense, do it, but check your ego

at the door, count your pennies, and be

sure to leave a good tip, because in six

months that waiter might just be the

talent you're negotiating for.

What's your relationship to your parent

company?

We continue to operate in the same
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way we did as CFP only now we have access to

greater financing without waiting in long lines

at banks. We also get to say that we're part of a

company that includes Mandalay Television

and Lions Gate Studios (formerly North Shore

Studios), Canada's largest backlot/soundstage

facility.

Who is Lions Gate Films?

Senior management: President Jeff Sackman

Co-Chairmen Andre Link and John Dunning

Productions President Michael Paseornek

Releasing President Mark Urman; Senior Vice

President of Distribution Tom Ortenberg; and

International President Joe Drake.

How many employees does Lions Gate Films have?

About 85 employees are spread out in three

offices, with another 75-100 working in our

animation division, Cinegroup.

How, when, and why did Lions Gate Films/CFP come

into being?

Lions Gate Films dates

back to 1963 with the

original Cinepix

founded by John

Dunning and Andre

Link. John and Andre

were two of this industry's

original independents

launching a number of important careers in

the U.S. and Canada, including Ivan

Reitman's and David Cronenberg's. In the

late '80s they formed a company with Famous

Players (thus the FP in CFP), brought in Jeff

Sackman, and expanded their distribution in

Canada, including an output deal with

Miramax. Three years ago and a couple of

years after parting ways with Famous Players,

Michael Paseornek joined the team and we

opened up a U.S. operation in New York in

order to produce and distribute quality' inde-

pendent films. Mark Urman began as head of

Releasing in January of 1998. Today Lions

Gate Releasing and Lions Gate

Productions are truly inde-

pendent U.S. divisions

with a significant

U.S. -based inter-

national divi-

sion as well.

What's the

relationship

between the

distribution

and produc-

tion arms at

Lions Gate?

We talk to

each other a lot,



**

share a common philosophy, and use each

other as a resource and sounding board.

So, as a rule, do you distribute those films which

you also produced?

Up to now, we've sold many of our produc-

tions to larger entities who were capable of

giving them wider distribution while also

helping out with our cash flow. We've also

had a full slate of titles to distribute and, even

though we have a terrific distribution team,

Lions Gat

include d

Greenaway's The Pillow Book

Bob Flanagan and Shere

Rose's Sick: The Life & Death

of Bob Flanagan,

Supermasochist; and Richard

Kwietniowski's upcoming Love

and Death on Long Island.

issues of people-power also came into play.

As we continue to grow our goal is to distrib-

ute all of the films that we produce.

How many works are in your collection?

Literally hundreds.

What types of works do you distribute?

Primarily tull-length feature films, mostly

narrative, but occasional-

ly nonfiction.

Sample of films and film-

makers you distribute:

Most recently: Green-

away's The Pillow Book,

Greg Mottola's The

Daytrippers, James Man-

gold's Heavy, Ben Ross'

Young Poisoner's Hand-

book, Kirby Dick's Sick:

The Life and Death of Bob

Flanagan, Supermasochist,

and Guantanamera by

Tomas Gutierre: Alea and Juan Carlos Tabio.

Upcoming titles to watch for:

Love and Death on Long Island, by Richard

Kwietniowski with John Hurt and Jason

Priestley; Mr. jealousy, by Noah Baumbach;

and junk Mail, by Norwegian director Pal

Sletaune.

What drives your acquisitions decisions?

First, we must really like a film to distribute it.

Second, we must believe that we can market it.

Third, it must be available at a price that makes

sense in the current marketplace.

Is there such a thing as a "Lions Gate" film?

It's an entertaining film that is accessible to an

audience, has a shot at winning a festival

and/or garnering good reviews, and doesn't

need a studio machine to be successful.

Where do you find your titles, and how should film-

makers approach you for consideration?

We are active at all major festivals and markets,

but a filmmaker can also call us directly and tell

us about his/her film. For production, we

receive hundreds of submissions from agents,

producers, directors, and writers. If you're a

filmmaker and have no previous relationship

with us, contact Carrie Walkup in our

Development Department in New York, and

she'll take you through the system.

Range of production budgets of titles in your collec-

tion:

Our films range from $1 to $10 million. In the

future, I'm certain our productions will be both

lower and higher budgetuise.

Most important issue facing Lions Gate today:

Creating a strong brand name.

You'll know that

you've made it

as a company

when . .

.

we don't use

our frequent

flyer mileage

to upgrade to

tirst class.

The trickiest

thing about

being both a

producer and a

distributor is...

changing the relationship with the filmmaker.

In production, the filmmaker is the driving

force and we're providing the support. In distri-

bution, we're the driving force and the film-

maker is providing the support.

Worst distribution experience of late:

Sick. The critics loved it, but consistently con-

cluded with, "don't take a date." Not the best

way to build a weekend audience.

Best distribution experience of late:

Daytrippers. A real audience pleaser and the

director was a pleasure to work with.

If you weren't distributing films, what would you be ,

doing?

Watching them.

Other distributors you admire:

Miramax, because you can't look at what

they've accomplished and not be in awe. We
also admire anyone who makes a living in this

business.

The difference between Lions Gate and other distrib-

utors of independent films is . .

.

when we want to make something happen, we

have the ability to say "yes" and act quickly.

Distributor F.A.Q. is a column conducted by fax question-

naire profiling a wide range of distributors of independent

film and video. If you are a distributor and want to be pro-

filed or are a maker and want to find out more about a

particular distributor, contact Lissa Gibbs c/o The

Independent, 304 Hudson St., 6th fl., NY, NY 10013. or

drop an e-mail to: lissa@sirius.com

Lissa Gibbs is a contributing editor to The Independent and for-

mer Film Arts Foundation Fest director.
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FIELD REPORTS
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I
Tracking the Hamptons

Industry Action or Tourist Attraction?

y Ryan Deussing

NLY A SMALL

NUMBER OF FESTIVALS OUTSIDE

of Sundance have any

kind of cache with

the industry, the press,

or with filmmakers," says

Hamptons International Film Festival Program

Director Stephen Gallagher. "For a number of

reasons, the Hamptons has that potential."

After five years, however, the Hamptons is

still waiting to hit its stride. In fact, it seems

somewhat irregular that such a young festival

should already be on its third programmer.

Halfway between a cozy regional event and an

important New York industry affair, the festival

has a number of things going for it though,

including a scenic location that's not far from

Manhattan and considerable community sup-

port. Whether the event has the clout neces-

sary to consistently draw top-drawer films and

eager distributors remains to be seen.

Variety's coverage of the 1997 festival sent

mixed messages. While a story in Daily Variety

ran under the headline "Hamptons Hurrah,"

the same story appeared in the more widely

read Variety weekly under the headline

"Hamptons film fest off A-list." While the story

mentioned the films Variety found impressive

(Darren Stein's Sparkler and Mark Schiffer's

Strong Island Boys), it went on to comment that

the festival "did not appear to attract the same

level of industry and media attention as in pre-

vious years." As for the off-putting headline,

says Gallagher, "I figure it was a copywriter's

witty way of slighting an organization they did-

n't know anything about. It's back-handed flat-

ten in a way—I didn't know we were ever on

the A-list."

A-list or no, the Hamptons remains a festi-

val w ith a strong program and a bright future.

Even while the festival caters to an audience of

deep-pocketed Easthampton residents, it's

capable of fostering connections between par-

ticipating filmmakers and industry guests.

"I thought the whole program was very

strong," says Elizabeth Schub, whose documen-

tary short Cuba 15 was invited to both

Sundance and Berlin after its Hamptons pre-

miere, where it won the audience award for

best short film. "I made a lot of contacts and

had meetings as a direct result of my Hamptons

screening, but there was a really good balance

between the industry and community audi-

ences. It's one ot the best festival atmospheres

I've encountered."

"I had a great experience at the Hamptons,"

says Michele Ohayon, whose documentary

Colors Straight Vp shared the jury award for best

documentary with Robert Pulcini and Shari

Springer Berman's Off the Menu and won the

audience award for best documentary. The jury

also gave Colors a special citation "for its emo-

tional resonance and social relevance."

"Stephen Gallagher has very good taste, and

the festival was put together well," says

Ohayon. "They actually organized tor 200 high

school students to come see the film, which was

a great idea." Her festival experience wasn't a

cakewalk, however. "One aspect of the festi-

val that bothered me was that there was very

little publicity for the documentaries," she

says. "The reason you take your film to a fes-

tival is to get the kind of attention you can't

get in the mainstream, so it was frustrating

that the turnout for all the documentaries

was low. Our press conference was even can-

celled because too few journalists had signed

up."

"No one is more embarrassed than I am

when we bring a filmmaker halfway around

the world to an empty theater," responds

Gallagher. While he acknowledges that the

festival needs to work harder to promote

itself, he also points out the difficulty of orga-

nizing an event that pleases everyone. "Last

year we played it safe, really, so this year I

decided the program could be a little more

edgy. But in the end you have to consider that

part ot the business of a film festival is selling

tickets. Unfortunately, really difficult films,

like Jidu Hanleng's Frozen or Hosszu Alkom 's
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The Long Twilight, don't have much ol a

chance at the Hamptons."

Roger Nygard, whose documentary

Trekkies premiered at the Hamptons, credits

the festival with raising initial interest in his

film. "I've been to about a dozen festivals,

and I would rank the Hamptons very high on

my list. The festival stirred things up quite a

bit tor us." He does think the test suffers from

bad timing, however. "Unfortunately, the

Hamptons happens right on the heels ot the

New York Film Festival, and at the same time

as MIFED in Milan, where all the heads ot

aquisitions go. I get the feeling most ot the

industry folks that make it to the Hamptons

aren't aquisitions folks."

How the industry perceives a festival can

be crucial, especially for an event that aspires

to otter more than quaint island entertain-

ment. "In tact I had very little control, ulti-

mately, over a lot of the programming,

because a large number ot films I would have

loved to show I just couldn't get," says

Gallagher. "The fact is, distributors, press,

and filmmakers approach this festival as if it's

New York City. That can work in our favor,

except when distributors are reluctant to

give us films because of the importance of

New York reviews."

Several films without distribution deals

that premiered at this year's festival created

a lot of buzz, but at press time none of them

had found a buyer. "A deal with Sparkler is

imminent," says Gallagher of Darren Stein's

hilarious comedy about a woman who runs

away from life in a trailer park to get lucky in

Las Vegas. Strong Island Boys has screened at

several festivals after the Hamptons, but like

The Daytrippers—the Long Island story ot 1996

that premiered at the Hamptons—the film's

producers are entering the new year empty-

handed.

Five years after it started, the Hamptons

seems to he a festival tint's more suited to intro-

ducing new talent to the industry than sealing

deals. Ot course, this has .is much to do with the

state ot the industry as it does with the dynam-

ics ot the Hamptons m particular. "The market'

place has changed so radically, it's a sea-change

every year at this point," says Gallagher "The

market is flooded with independent films that

open and close in .1 week. Everything is pushing

towards films with big names and commercial

sensibility—and even some ot those films .ire

flopping."

Ryan Dnessing is managjng editor of The Independent.

J<

/
Trekkies

LI Commander

arbara Adams of the

Little Rock unit of the

Federation Alliance

made headlines for

wearing her Treksuit on

the Whitewater jury.
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Despite a debilitating

blizzard, the Denver

International Film Festival

managed to give a warm

welcome to its guests on its

20th anniversary.

by Will Annett

Denver's 20th International Film Festival

will long be remembered as the year the bliz-

zard hit. Just as the proceedings got underway

on a Friday night in late October, a violent

snow storm spilled down from the Rocky

Mountains. Winds gusted at 50 mph, turning

the city's wide boulevards into blinding wind

tunnels. The abandoned hulks of hundreds of

cars soon littered the interstates. Even the

city's celebrated "storm proof" airport suc-

cumbed, grounding thousands of travelers

—

including more than one filmmaker.

On Saturday morning Governor Roy Romer

declared a state of emergency. To Ron

Henderson, executive director of the Denver

Film Society, it seemed a bitter end to an exhil-

arating year of preparation and planning. He

and his staff reluctantly canceled dozens of

screenings and seminars. Filmmakers—some of

whom had flown across the world to be here

—

idled in the plush lobby of the Warwick Hotel.

Blocks away, the Tivoli Center's imposing

smoke stacks traced vague outlines against the

gray sky. The theaters inside the former brew-

ery—now home to a college campus and an

entertainment center—were dark and silent.

Henderson's long anticipated salute to 20 years

of achievement and enrichment of Denver's

cinema culture lay waste under drifting snow.

But in a testament to the rugged frontier

spirit that established the region, somehow the

festival continued.

"To my surprise, the storm had some positive

outcomes," Henderson observed. With a little

ingenuity and a lot of tenacity, he and his staff

managed to resuscitate some films and events.

Gathering a few video versions of movies, they

set up makeshift screenings in the Warwick's

small theater.

"There was a lot of good energy and discus-

sion," he says. "I think a real bonding experi-

ence took place as a result of the storm. A lot

more genuine dialogue took place that might

not have—or it least it might have taken on

another form in the originally scheduled pro-

gram. We discovered that good things happen

in that small context."

Sunday morning dawned blue and warm. As

the roads were cleared, people began trickling

over to the Tivoli. By late afternoon, the lines

at the box office lengthened and patrons filled

the theaters. Despite the weather, the Denver

Film Festival was back in business. Visiting

filmmakers delighted in the turn of fortune and

praised Denver's relaxed and welcoming venue.

"It's a dream," said Constance Marks, whose

documentary Green Chimneys won MovieMaker

magazine's Breakthrough Award for the best

independent film without U.S. distribution.

The Breakthrough, which Marks shared with

Jonathan Kaufer's dark comedy, Bad Manners,

was one of two new juried events introduced

at this year's festival.

"I really feel that one's work is judged for

what it is," Marks says. "I don't feel that this

festival is driven by the distributors or the

buyers. It's driven by people who genuinely

want to see good film and good work. They're

here to enjoy themselves."

Marks' husband, James Miller, who worked

as camera operator on Green Chimneys, was

impressed by the attention festival organizers

lavished on their film. At other festivals, he

said they often had to pound the pavement to

gain attention for their work. "In Denver," he

observes, "we don't have to go postering the

town."

Filmmaker Ann Deborah Levy, whose

experimental short The Fanmaker was fea-

tured in the festival's short works component,

concurred. "The support structure here is just

incredible." For Levy, the greatest benefit of

coming to Denver was meeting other artists.

"It's been a great place for me to meet other

filmmakers and start to feel like I belong to a

community."

Robert Celestino attended Denver in 1991

with his first feature, Candy Store Conspiracy,

and eagerly accepted the chance to return
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this year. His latest offering, Mr. Vincent,

gained high marks at Sundance last year.

Though grateful for recognition at the presti-

gious venue, he said he found Denver's inti-

mate atmosphere more enjoyable.

"We had some great reviews at Sundance,

but a lot of people didn't see the film,"

Celestino said. "Without a publicist no one

knows you're there. In Denver you get more

of a personal treatment."

The Denver International Film Festival

was launched in the spring of 1977 by local

cinephiles who longed for a more diverse film

culture. "At the time," Henderson recalls,

"the whole phenomenon of the arthouse had

not taken hold in Denver. So there was not a

real opportunity to see quality foreign films

and essentially no platform tor independent

filmmakers and documentary filmmakers in

particular."

Strictly a labor of love, the largely volun-

teer effort floundered in its early years. By

1981, it was apparent that the youthful orga-

nization needed a strong guiding hand.

Henderson, who had served as the festival's

volunteer public relations director since

1978, seemed a natural choice tor the job. In

the early seventies he directed the successful

(though terminally underfunded) National

Student Film Festival in New York. With a

background in journalism and publishing, he-

possessed plenty of experience and organiza-

tional savvy. Since then, the festival has grown

up with the city.

This year featured more than 150 films, the

bulk of them by independents. Henderson

takes considerable pride in Denver's champi-

oning of independent artists.

"We were dedicated to showcasing and plat-

forming independent filmmakers from day one.

We saw this as part of our mission. Even since

the Sundance phenomenon we continue to be

that. We offer an environment that doesn't

have all of the hype and chaos that other festi-

vals have become. Filmmakers can still have

dialogue with their audience and get feedback

that is more genuine, perhaps, than in the more

rarefied festival environments. I think Denver

his remained true to its origins. It's a festival tor

this community, and it's a festival tor the film-

makers."

The festival annually receives between 500

and 600 entries. Henderson and program asso-

ciate (and AIVF board member) Diane

Markrow look tor entries that challenge their

audiences and present them with perspectives

rarely seen in mainstream movie theaters or

commercial television.

'Tin looking tor work that surprises me,"

Markrow says. "Hither because of its depth or

understanding tit an issue, or its ability to touch

people emotionally. Or the way it portrays an

individual or a situation or a group as being

real, rather than sensationalized or stereo-

typed."

Additionally, Markrow screened more than

100 video entries this year. Beginning as little

more than a sidebar curiosity a few years ago,

Markrow's video section is one of the festival's

fastest growing elements.

"It was a new thing to have that many really

good quality feature-length entries," Markrow

says. She believes much of this is due to rapidly

evolving technology. Video, once dismissed as

film's poor cousin, is coming into its own.

"The Denver Festival does a great job of

showing video. We get high-tech projection

—

CEAVCO. The quality on the big screen is fan-

tastic. Generally, the videomakers are extreme-

ly pleased with how it looks."

Markrow's team counters the more distract-

ing elements of large-screen video presenta-

tions (such as visible scanning lines) by draping

netting in front of the screen. To maintain con-

sistency and quality in video presentations,

Markrow asks that videos chosen for screening

he submitted only on Beta SR

"Another way I think the festival has

evolved that's been really good, is that it has

the 35mm, 16mm, and video all in the same

venue."

Recognizing Denver's pivotal role in intro-

ducing Eastern European cinema to the United

Celebs on parade: Over the years, Denver has drawn numerous big-name attendees. (Counter-clockwise from top right): This year, Errol Morris braved the storm to receive the

John Cassavetes Award; in 1983, Mayor Federic Pena celebrated opening night outside the Paramount Theatre; Wim Wenders snacked in front of the Ogden Theatre in 1982; and

Alan Alda held a press conference at the Governor's mansion in 1981. Photos: Larry Laszlo
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States, the Polish government helped the festi-

val establish an annual Krzysztof Kieslowski

Award for Best European Film. Bertrand

Tavernier's Capitaine Conan was the first film to

receive this honor.

In addition to the juried awards, the festival

continues to recognize the achievements of

independent filmmakers with its long-standing

John Cassavetes Award. This year's winner was

documentarian Errol Morris. The annual Life-

time Achievement Award honored the work of

actor Jack Palance.

While the festival has long provided a ban-

quet for the region's cinephiles, increasingly it

tries to entice broader, generally non-film-

going audiences with challenging films of a

socio-political nature.

"One of the things that attracted me to

working with Ron and the Denver Film Festival

is their willingness to show interesting and

provocative work and not to shy away from

controversy," says Markrow. "In that sense

another whole audience emerges—depending

on what we're showing."

In keeping with this bold spirit, the festival

hosted a 25 th anniversary salute to Women
Make Movies, the nonprofit group that helped

launch the careers of influential filmmakers like

Jane Campion and Julie Dash.

"A lot of women wanted to make films about

really gut-wrenching subjects that might not

have been commercially viable. Women Make

Movies made their visions possible," says

Markrow.

In a way, the blizzard of '97 may have been a

manifestation of Henderson's longing for a

return to the days of smaller, simpler festivals.

In the future he plans to scale the festival

down and "really concentrate on the cream

of what's available."

Initially, this sentiment might seem at

odds with his other ambition: transforming

the festival from annual event to year-round

endeavor. Henderson wants to move select

festival components to other months of the

year. He believes that once removed from

the three -ring atmosphere of the annual fes-

tival, they will develop their own audiences.

"We'd like to focus on a different national

cinema every year, so people can really get

inside of a genre or a national cinema and

experience it." Toward this end, Henderson

has created the Jewish Film Festival, slated

to debut in August. He also plans a

Children's Film Festival for next summer.

"I'd like to have our own film institute

where we could have research and a library

and a screening room for both our members

and the general public," Henderson says.

Henderson may soon get his wish, as interest

in the film arts and film production grows in

the Denver region, resources available to the

Denver Film Society also expand. Though

Henderson harbors no ambitions of creating

a mecca like Sundance, the aesthetic values

he and his staff nurture in Denver are ulti-

mately just as important to independent

filmmakers. Independents can rest assured

that while blizzards of commercialism may

threaten to freeze film artistry, they will

always find a warm, welcoming haven in

Denver.

Will Annt'tt is a freelance writer in Boulder. He

writes a film column /or the Boulder W'eekK
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National Geographies People of the Sea, Jackson Hole's Best Conservation Film and Best ot Festival, documents the

Newfoundland codfishery industry's negative impact on the coastal environment. Photo: f Patrick & Kami Moms/

Oxford Scientific Rims, courtesy National Geographic
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Jackson Hole: A Blue Chip Wildlife Festival

by Carl Mrozek

It's late September and golden aspens

coat the base of the picture-perfect Grand

Tetons. In the valleys below, bull elk display

massive antlers and bugle their lust and lone-

liness from twilight till dawn. Also in the val-

ley, the fourth biannual Jackson Hole Wildlife

Film Festival is underway (Sept. 22-27;

www.jhfestival.org). More than 750 wildlife

filmmakers, videographers, distributors, TV
producers, network program buyers, and

equipment reps are also rutting and strutting

their stuff in the grand lobby of Teton Lodge.

Anyone not already moving in the inner

circles of wildlife filmmaking and TV produc-

tion could have found the opening reception

as alienating as someone else's college

reunion. However, with a bit ofchutzpah and

a little help from the open bar, it was possible

to edge into conversations and get acquaint-

ed with a global assortment of producers and

buyers actively seeking new "product" and

talent.

All of the major natural history programs

and networks were well represented, includ-

ing National Geographic TV, Nature, Nova,

PBS Specials, Discovery Communications,

BBC's Natural History Unit, and the equiva-

lents from Australia, New Zealand, Sweden,

and elsewhere.

The festival

agenda was

jammed with semi-

nars on the inter-

national market.

Although the pan-

els succeeded in

introducing impor-

tant players to field

producers, many in

the audience were

frustrated when seeking specifics about buy-

ing policies, pricing, budgets, distribution of

rights, residuals, and other contractual issues.

Given its steep $450 registration

fee, plus the price of plane fare

and hotel, is the festival worth it?

Can a newcomer break into the

rarefied circle of natural history

filmmaking at Jackson Hole?

Numerous panelists waxed vague when pressed

tor details, perhaps fearful of sharing trade

secrets with competitors. Yet with repeated

grilling, producers could gain insights into key

markets, buyers, and their hot buttons.

A vexing realization for many independents

is that most commissioning producers prefer to

work with producers they already know. The

challenge for newcomers was obvious: how to

deliver a program competitive with those by

established producers without a comparable

budget. Fred Kauf-

man, executive pro-

ducer of Nature,

offered, "We're look-

ing for a level of

comfort in our rela-

tionship with pro-

ducers, which is why

we prefer to work

with those we've

worked with before.

If you're a new producer, you have to figure out

how to reassure us."

Chris Weber, a producer for National

Geographic TV, suggested another route. "If you

bring us an idea we like, but we don't feel con-

fident you can deliver it alone, we'll try to team

you up with a seasoned producer. How we

respond depends a lot on the quality of your

previous work, but we're open to new produc-

ers, especially on the U.S. side."

One point of agreement among buyers was

articulated by Melanie Wallace of Nova. "A

story has to be unique and strong enough for us

to want to work with you over someone we

already know."

Some European programmers seemed open

to all comers as they complained about the

dearth of good programs. "A few years ago, the

demand for wildlife [programs] exploded and

the market reacted quickly with a lot of

garbage," says Walter Koehler of TV Austria.

"Today there are only so many good stories in

the growing heap of garbage." Bo Landin, exec-

utive producer for Scandinature, Sweden's nat-

ural history unit, agreed. "Many producers with

big budgets often have content and a style we
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don't like, and we'll redo the scripts

it we buy their shows," he said.

There was a range of opinion

about what makes a good Story and

a good script, and whether those in

control of the purse strings were

truly receptive to new subjects and

approaches. A basic question was

whether the genre, particularly on

the "blue chip" (pure wildlife) end,

was hopelessly obsessed with tooth

and tang themes with the same top

predators. As British producer

Geophrey Boswall suggested, "It's

rumored that you folks are devoted

to stereotypes."

Even in-house producers like

Nick Harraway of TV New
Zealand's natural history unit

agreed. "There's a conservatism in

the marketplace that makes it hard

to try new approaches for TV." Fred

Kaufman of Nature concurred. "If

you proposed a story about a fig

tree, we'd probably turn it down, yet

Partridge Films produced an excel-

lent program on a fig tree in Africa

and all the creatures using it. I guess

we had to see it to believe it."

A new BBC/Time -Life grant pro-

gram for fresh approaches to natur-

al history filmmaking should stimu-

late some experimentation, espe-

cially considering the $250,000

budget awarded to the winner.

Hopefully, runners-up and also-rans

will find receptive ears elsewhere for their

unique ideas, as the competition will be stiff.

The roster of films showcased further illus-

trated the bias towards top predators and big

animals. Films like Leopard Son, Big Cat Diary,

Wolves Return to Yellowstone, Whales, Mountain

Gorilla: Shattered Kingdom, and Elephants domi-

nated the feature screenings. Less charismatic

wildlife were limited to supporting roles in lim-

ited thematic series like Secrets of the Ocean

Realm, Chile: Land of Extremes, Nature's Rage,

and Forces of the Wild. This raised the question

of whether the clarion call for "unique stories"

by buyers and commissioning editors was really

a thinly veiled pitch for new plot lines featuring

the same few charismatic critters, beginning

with the king of beasts.

A beacon of hope was the revelation that

increased channel capacity and digital TV was

driving up demand for natural history, science,

and educational programs of all stripes.

However, this won't put bread on producers'

tables this year, as program planners like

Connie Bruce of National Geographic

Channels indicated they were starting off with

library material. "We'll commission new pro-

grams once we're up and running."

One door that remains tightly closed was the

one leading to back-end participation in rev-

enues, mainly in the form of nonbroadcast

sales. Many buyers and commissioners want full

ownership of all ancillary rights. "If we finance

100 percent of a project, we want 100 percent

ownership, period," says Lynn Wallace of

National Geographic TV
Festival chairman Barry Clark spoke on

behalf of producers. "There's a war going on

here. On one side are the money folks who feel

they deserve the lion's share, while on the cre-

ative side we feel we're entitled to some of the

pie, too." Clark suggested that producers begin

by placing a dollar value on all their contribu-

^T tions to a project, and that per-

^» haps a boilerplate Jackson Hole

contract should be drafted for

independents to use as standard

practice.

Independents also called for

fairer compensation for produc-

er contributions to projects,

especially in development, and

^ the need for budget lines for

k \ health, unemployment, liability,

and production insurance.

Another hot issue was the

place of the conservation mes-

sage. Some TV executives blunt-

ly declared that they were in the

entertainment not the environ-

mental education business,

while others like Alex Midden-

dorf of The Learning Channel

straddled the fence. "TLC tries

to blend information with enter-

tainment, but we need advertis-

er-friendly shows," she

explained.

There was consensus among

TV executives and even many

producers that in-your-face con-

servation films don't draw mass

audiences, but subtle messages

can be effective. "We like peo-

ple-oriented stories. It's the way

you tell a story that creates

interest and respect for wildlife,"

said Terri Koenig of National

Geographic Specials. (Putting

their money where their mouth is, National

Geographic acquired People of the Sea, a pro-

gram showing the collapse of the codfishery

industry and coastal ecosystem, and its

impact on Newfoundlanders, which won the

festival's Best Conservation Film and Best of

Festival awards.)

Chris Palmer, executive producer for the

National Wildlife Federation, accented the

need to experiment to reach mass audiences

with a conservation message. "The audience

for conservation docs is mainly the already

converted. If we can't culti\-ate a broader

audience, we'll lose the conservation battle.

We need to look at dramas and even game

shows."

Another debate surrounded the new digi-

tal video formats. While some broadcasters

were open to any video format of at least

Beta quality, many Europeans had reserva-

tions about all NTSC formats, even digital
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Betacam. "We'd rather provide you Americans

with PAL cameras than deal with the quality1

loss in converting from NTSC to PAL. That's

why we prefer film," said Andy Buchanan of

Partridge Films.

Film purists were on the defensive, however,

after Sony's demo showed super 16mm conver-

sions to be below specifications for High

Definition (HD) broadcasting. Kodak coun-

tered with its own HD demo shot on its new

fine-grain Vision filmstocks, converted to HD
on Philips's "Spirit" transcoder. The super 16

clips looked nearly as sharp as "upconverted"

35mm or HD original. Nevertheless, film

purists faced an uphill battle as everyone took

note of the high quality of such HD produc-

tions as Brian Greene and Randy Dark's The

Texas Wild and the endorsement ofHD original

over 35mm by cinematographer Tim

Liversedge. The opportunity for some produc-

ers to field-test Sony's new HD camcorder won

over even more HD converts.

Given its steep $450 registration fee, plus the

price of plane fare and hotel, is the festival

worth it? Can a newcomer break into the rar-

efied circle of natural history filmmaking at

Jackson Hole.7

Not easily, but possibly, especially if you win

the Best Newcomer Award, as did Canadian

independent producer Sarah Robertson with

Toothu/alkers, a story about walruses and the

dependence of Innuit people upon them. She

reported strong interest in her next project

after being nominated and got the lead-off slot

in the upcoming season of Nature.

For filmmakers like Fernando Rivera from

the Galapagos Islands in Ecuador, just getting

to the festival and meeting other filmmakers

was a victory. "I made some good contacts and

friends, and maybe a new project—in Cuba!"

Festival founder Wolfgang Bayer offered sev-

eral good reasons to attend. "You can watch

some of the best recent wildlife films from

around the world, twelve hours a day for six

days if you like, in the auditoriums and private

screening booths. You can meet some of the

world's best wildlife filmmakers and pitch your

ideas to producers and executives from all the

big production houses and TV shows, and get

up to speed on key issues in all the seminars.

Most nights, there's a party with great food,

drinks, and dancing. If you need a break, you

can look at the Tetons and listen to elk. It's

fun!"

Carl Mrozek is head of an independent documentary

production, Eagle Eye Media, that specializes in natural

history subjects.
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WHERE'S THE ALTERNATIVE?
Journalists and videomakers at the 2nd Media & Democracy

Congress offertheir views on alternative media in the nineties.

by La Trice Dixon
From October 16 ro 19, more than 1,000

mediamakers, community activists, filmmak-

ers, journalists, producers, and students gath-

ered to discuss new directions tor progressive

media at the second annual Media and

Democracy Congress in New York City.

Organized by the Institute for Alternative

Journalism, the purpose of the congress was to

focus attention on the need to protect public

interest journalism, to strengthen all forms of

independent media, and to discuss media's

accountability to the public. The congress fea-

tured panels, roundtables, and workshops

around a variety of themes, including fundrais-

ing for mediamakers, saving public interest

journalism, the future of public broadcasting,

new strategies tor independent video and film,

and the cultural impact of media monopolies.

While the gathering resulted in some of the

first steps taken toward building a coalition

across various fields, it also demonstrated the

gaps that exist within the progressive commu-

nity, specifically between the journalists who

have spent their careers tracking the consoli-

dation of mainstream media comglomerates

and critiquing the effects of the media monop-

oly, and the mediamakers who work on the

margins and use film and video as activist tools.

The Independeiu took this opportunity to ask

an array of participants several questions about

the ^ate of the field:

Do you think it's possible to build an alternative

media movement m tlxe nineties? What would be

the role of independent film & video!

\\ h\ is there such a gap between the worlds of

independent film/video and alternative journalism?

Danny Schechter, Globahision

The independent film- and videomaker has a

direct stake in the building of a media and

democratic movement. Unless we can create a

political climate in which the funding for our

work becomes more of a priority, unless we can

KSHw?

create venues, we are going to get swamped by

the market logic which is controlled by the

increasingly smaller number of companies. Any

filmmaker whose not interested in this issue has

his or her head in the sand.

Ye-, there is a gap, but there is a common

interest. We are all part of an attempt to diver-

sify perpectives in our culture. We need to find

way- to link up with people. There are so many

things we could do concretely as independent

filmmakers. If we want to buy archival footage,

why buy it from the big networks? Why not buy

it from each other.' We need to find ways to be

mutually supportive, create programs with each

other, cross-promote each other, and work

together to reform public television and blast a

hole in cable industry, so we can get seen.

Dee Davis, Appalshop

There is a chance to build a positive alternative

media movement, but the concentration

shouldn't be on media; it should be on the com-

munities we care about. It shouldn't be some-

lk^
thing we in the media community are deliver-

ing to our constituency at home. It's very

important that we reflect the communities we

care about. That comes not from a casual

relationship; it comes from spending time and

making sure our work reflects those commu-

nities.

Pen and paper are cheaper than the tools

for broadcast journalism. They are such com-

pletely different systems at this point for

delivering information. We spend our time in

different activities. Once we focus on those

communities we are serving and our audi-

ences, that gap would be narrowed.

Nolan Bon ie, Professor, Temple University

[Independent mediamakers] don't play the

role they ought to be playing. They don't get

the audience. If you don't find an audience

for your product, it sits on the shelf How do

you get access to distribution channels and

ultimately an audience? You do so through

political means. Every civil rights or political
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group should have media and media strategies

as an agenda item. A good way for indepen-

dents to disseminate their product is by bicy-

cling: hand to hand, in the mail, making copies,

airing work where communities meet and can

talk about them. We need to look at and learn

from the recent report from the NEA. If you are

not involved in your local community, then

who are you involved with? Yourself? If so, what

good does that do?

James Ledbetter, Village Voice

We have an alternative media movement. It's a

nascent one and doesn't have a consensus for

what its role should be, but we have one. The

role of the independent producer is to make

breakthrough films and help the rest of us

change the structure of American media so

those films can get wider exposure.

There is a tremendous gap, because print

people are sort of insular; they are tied to their

own ways. A lot of us work hard and don't have

time to view independent films or get to know

the people who make them. That's a problem.

If we had a truly public broadcasting system

that could briny people from the print media to

the world of broadcasting on a more regular |^

basis, then there would be a situation tor more

overlap. But absent that, there is no agency tor

overlap between the two.

Luke Harris, African American Policy Fortim

There is a gap not only between film, video,

and print, but also between progressive

activists. Part of the institutionalization of a

progressive politic is to create a forum tor peo-

ple to come together across those domains.

Randi Cecchine, Paper Tiger TV
Some of the first work is a broad discussion on

what "independent," "alternative," and "pro-

gressive" mean. There could be a widespread

media movement that's geared toward democ-

ratizing media, [making it] accessible to people

across politics and across cultures. This partic-

ular gathering is elite and limited in terms of its

scope and definitions. Building a movement

requires not only having your voice be louder,

but having more representation.

We need to look at funding issues—founda-

tions and how they decide who to fund—and to

try to open up that process. Policy and telecom-

munications are also important. People need to

know that they must advocate in order to get

their work done.

Makani Themba, Praxis Project/Media &
Democracy Coordinating Committee Chair

You cannot have a media movement unless the

role of media is subordinate to the movement. I
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Vive la stock cinematique internationale!!!

TERNATIONAL

CONTEMPORARY

ARCHIVAL

6f$H6f$
PHONE: (212)799-9100

FAX: (212) 799-9258

The stock footage company whose stock footage doesn't look like stock footage

agree that media is a witness and media teaches,
j

but there is a point at which people act.

We need a sense of how much has happened,

what the computer stuff means. The boundaries

are down for some people, and then there is a I

vast majority of people who don't interact with

any media. We are an elite group of people.

Andrew Jay Schuartzman, Media Access '

Project

New technologies offer tremendous opportuni-

ties for enhanced distribution and better coordi-

nation. If the alternative media community

understands that they should be using every

means of distribution and learning to adapt their

product to every part of the multimedia tech-

nology, they will find opportunities for distribu-

tion in all of them. It is an opportunity to go

around, through, and under the bottlenecks of

big media. Technology is not the solution for

everything, not a panacea, but a great opportu-

nity.

Siva Persad, Global Action Project

Media can take a big step if youth are more

involved with and aware of it. The next genera-

tion needs to get to know people in media and

be given the tools to take on a leadership role in

media.

Don Romesburg, Gay and Lesbian Alliance

against Defamation

From a gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered

standpoint, independent film and video is a vital

part of how our community connects with one

another, the mainstream, and international

communities. Independents provide susbstance,

depth, and diverse perspectives. In San

Francisco we have a trangendered film festi-

val—the first in the country. This is something

that could not happen through any mainstream

venue. For me, it is an opportunity to absorb

diverse trangendered perspectives and broaden

my media analysis as a queer activist.

Laura Flanders, Counterspin

The Right have television, radio, and print that

are all interconnected and echo their arguments

and expertise across different media. We tend to

have disparate voices that we hear occasionally,

never building up to the roar representing

what's really happening in the country.

Rather than striving for uniqueness, the role

of the independent producer is to strive to build

a chorus of voices. While the funding structure

has forced producers to think of the most

unique thing they can come up with, we need to

strip that away and think of how we can have

more collaborative efforts and build something

that's bigger than the sum ot its parts.
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Deborah Siherfine, New York State Council on

the Arts, Electronic Media and Film Program

The role of the mediamaker is to use all their

resources and arsenal as storytellers, image

makers, and creative thinkers to create com-

pelling stories that reflect their community and

communities that don't break through to com-

mercial media.

Jay Sands, Direct Action Media Network!

(DAMN.')

Often when considering a media movement,

people don't include powerful narrative ele-

ments in their films. The same goes for journal-

ism, including investigative journalism. People

understand themes in narrative work. When

you create fiction in film, print, or any form, you

are inventing a world to demonstrate your

theme. The power of that is not lost on people,

who I think are more intelligent than the media

movement often gives them credit for.

Dennis Bernstein, Pacifica Radio/KPFA

Reporters and journalists should create struc-

tured stories and then work with filmmakers

and producers who can give those stories legs in

a lot of other arenas.

Patricia Montoya, El-Puente

What we as makers can give to the alternative

media movement is creativity and quality.

Jessica Glass, Paper Tiger TV, New York Free

Media Alliance

An alternative media is possible, and it's hap-

pening now; it's building. I think gatherings like til

this are showing us just how much it's happen-

ing. We have to keep organizing on very local

levels, too.

Patrice Mallard, Manhattan Neighborhood

Network

[An alternative media movement] is possible as

long as we remember that it can't be exclusive

and include the participation by people of color,

women, and across class lines.

The role of independent mediamakers is

two-fold: One is to continue producing and not

be afraid to produce. Now should be a time not

only to be reacting, but to be creative. The

other is to consider other alternative modes of

distribution and to consider yourself a part of an

alternative media movement. For example, we

can't get a lot independent film- and videomak-

ers to put their work on public access. That's a

big mistake. We are both a part of the fringe,

and we need to work together to make sure

these works are seen.

LaTnce A. Dixon is an MFA candidate m Media Arts

Production at City College. She is also advocacy coordi-

nator and membership associate at AIYE

dp I, IKEGAMI HL-57/DVC PRO
post: AVID MEDIA COMPOSER. MEDIA 100

HM Rifken Productions, Inc
450 West 15th Street, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10011

(212)727-9689
Specializing in documentary & narrative production

Burly Vision
Student Festival.
Call for Submissions.

The Burly Vision Student Festival cultivates

the talent of aspiring student producers and

provides a venue for innovative and

high quality student film, video,

documentary, animation and

multimedia to reach a national audience.

^~*"4

Submission deadline: April 30. 1998.

For submission guidelines, contact:

Burly Bear Network
c/o Burly Vision Student Festival.

254 West 54th Street, 11th Floor.

New York. New York 10019.

Tel (212) 293O770 • Fax (212) 2930771

www.burlybear.com

NEW YORK
INTERNATIONAL

INDEPENDENT

FILM & VIDEO

FESTIVAL

Producers, Managers, Agents,

Distributors, and Financiers are invited,

plus Press, Critics,

and of course, NYC audiences.

CALL
212.617.8488
For ApplicATioNs.

Features, Shorts, Animation,

Documentaries, 35, 16, Video

Multi - Media

-1

55

Dl
Medio 100 Online & Rente

3 D Grophics / Digital FX

Standards Conversion

Tope Duplication

Mac to Video Transfer

Master Storage

Web Site Design / Hosting

New Media Design

Print Design

Esgar Productions, Inc. / Digi
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Picking a Film Lab

We've all been there: the little guy who processes

his film in dribs and drabs, the lowest man on the

totem poll in the film lab's hierarchy of priorities.

^— — Or so it seems. ^— —
But being a struggling independent doesn't mean

you can't get a lab's respect, or its best work. Just

remember, your lab is only as good as you are.

by David Giancola

-TUX THE ELEMENTS OF FILMMAKING ARE FUNNELED THROUGH LABS.

They are a tool for your creativity. The images and sounds that we

labor to produce in the field can either be saved or ruined depending

on the quality of a lab's work. It goes without saying that using this tool

effectively is one of the most important skills any filmmaker can learn.

Independent filmmakers are in an unusual position in the film

industry. As the number of independent films produced each year con-

tinues to grow, independents are becoming more and more important

to a lab's bottom line. But often independents get treated as second-

class citizens by the labs. Slow turnaround time, unreturned phone

calls, inconsistent quality, and careless mistakes are often the norm.

(When I mention "labs" in this article, I am including facilities that

develop, print, transfer, add titles, special effects, music, mix, or copy

your work.)

There are two common theories on how to choose a lab. One says

that you should insure the quality of your film by using the largest,

most established, and most expensive lab you can find. This logic sug-

gests that a "high end" lab will have the best quality-control systems in

place and will be using the best equipment. Another theory says that

you need to use a small lab that will give your film more T.L.C. and give

you individualized attention.

Both theories are flawed. I have run projects through state-of-the-

art facilities where only the best equipment was used, but the work was

mediocre because the people were careless. I have also run projects

through smaller labs where the service was exemplary and the techni-

cians were meticulous, but the final product was disappointing because

the equipment could not deliver the quality I needed.

JO HOW DO YOU CHOOSE THE BEST LAB FOR YOUR PROJECT? HOW CAN

you assure that a lab will give you good service, quality work, and the

best rates? The first rule of pickup a lab: Make sure they have the

equipment you need. Here is an example: The term "Telecine" can

cover even-thing from a state-of-the-art Rank Ursa Gold flying spot

scanner to a video camera pointed at an image projected by a movie

projector with a multi-bladed shutter. The difference in results is enor-

mous. Everyone in this business loves to throw around vague techni-

cal jargon, but knowing specifics about equipment allows you to make

choices upfront that will dramatically affect your film. If you are not

sure about a lab's facilities, ask to have a test done. Most labs will run

tests for free.

The second rule (which may be even more important than the first)

boils down to one word: relationships. Good relationships with the

people who work at your lab can prevent and solve many problems.

Here is a short story to prove the point. Last summer I was direct-

ing a feature called Pressure Point. The production was scheduled for

three weeks. Our two most expensive actors, Steve Railsback and

Larry Linville, were completing all of their work at our most expensive

locations on week two. We were spending so much money per day that

the crew called week two "the golden week."

On the last day of the golden week my producer, Peter Beck, arrived

on the set with some very disturbing news. The lab had called; there

were scratches in three negative rolls shot on the previous two days.

When we got the news, we stopped everything and headed to the

nearest cellular phone so Grove Hafela, our director of photography,

could call the lab. I was in shock. We didn't have the money for a re-

shoot and one of the lead actors was headed to the Ukraine that night

to start work on another film. To put it mildly, we were screwed.

I kept thinking of the lengthy disclaimer in fine print that you gen-

erally see on the back of a lab's brochure or invoice. Most read some-

thing like this: "We extend no warranties in connection with the pro-

cessing of film or tape, including any implied warranty or mer-

chantability or any implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose.

We assume no responsibility- for loss or damage from any cause what-

soever." Basically, if anything goes wrong, even if it is their fault, you

have no recourse.

Usually when a lab ruins your film, you get an apology and an offer

to replace the film stock (so you can re-shoot your scene and pay them

to develop it again) . If you have the budget for it, you can buy pro-

duction insurance to protect yourself from disastrous lab errors.

Pressure Point didn't have this kind of insurance. As I envisioned using

a double and re-shooting all of Steve's scenes from behind his head,

then post-synching his lines, Grove called the lab.

Fortunately Grove had specified that we were to use a developing

lab where he maintained a relationship. He got a warm greeting from

the receptionist, and they chatted a bit as Peter paced impatiently.

Grove spoke to his lab contact, a man whom he had known for the last

seven years. Grove was not impatient or irritated. He was concerned,

but calm. They talked the problem over and quickly came to a solu-

tion, something I had never heard of before. Grove actually got his

contact to admit that the scratches were probably the lab's fault. I was

dumbfounded. I had never been able to get a lab to even consider the

possibility that they may have made a mistake. Grove and his conta

arranged for the lab to pay to have the negative sent out to anothe

company where it would be specially washed to remove the scratches.

Grove thanked his contact and two days later, the scratches were gone

and the problem was solved.

When I talked to Grove afterward, he told me, "The staff at the lab

spend much of their day being abused by neurotic cinematographers

and directors who are throwing tantrums over stupid stuff that they

often don't understand themselves. Lab people are just like everyone

else; they want to be liked and treated respectfully." The power that

Grove wielded with the lab was his relationship with the people there.

Because they had been dealing with Grove for so long, they knew that

he would not become abusive or unrealistic about solving the problem.

They also knew that bailing him out of this problem would build a lot

as

neM
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of loyalty, and that would translate into future business. So they did

everything they could to help.

Ever since this incident, I have worked a lot harder at building a

relationship with one or two people at the lab. I want them to remem-

ber me. Now, whenever I'm in New York, I stop in at the lab and per-

sonally introduce myself to the people who handle my films. I want

them to realize that I'm just another hardworking person trying to

make a living in the film business, just like them. (If you do this, be

brief; don't waste their time.) If you want to take this a step further,

send a "Thank You" note when somebody at the lab does a good job on

your film. Tell them about its success and how they were an integral

part of that. Invite them to screenings or premieres of your work.

Good relationships within a lab also have tangible secondary effects.

Your lab contacts can become a trustworthy referral source. When you

ask your lab contact for a referral, he will want to send you to a reli-

able, professional colleague. Start off this new relationship with your

referral by saying; "Fred over at B-Roll Labs said I should give you a

call; he says you are the best in the business," or something like that.

This will put your new contact on notice that you are known in the

industry and expect the best.

Relationships drive all businesses, and labs are no exception. If the

lab you are using is too busy to start a relationship with you, find

another one. Most of the time, if you present yourself as a profession-

al, the lab will respond well. Labs want and need your business. Steve

Ostrow, a customer sales representative at National Video in New

York, sums up his attitude toward independent filmmakers like this:

"I'm willing to starve together with a filmmaker if they are willing to

get rich together with me. For any facility it's tough with independents;

there's rarely enough money. It's painful to not be able to do your best

work, but I'm willing to match rates and give package deals it the film-

maker is willing to give me a crack at the next project."

Lab personnel often have a much longer-term view of the business

than filmmakers do. Many have watched a first-time filmmaker move

on to become a studio director. Relationships with people like that are

the key to success for labs. "Indies often think they are viewed as sec-

ond-best, but it doesn't work like that," notes Joe Violante, vice presi-

dent of producer services at Technicolor. "There are more independent

producers than studios. Someday the independents will become suc-

cessful or work for the studios; we know that for a fact. Fifty percent of

the films that go through Technicolor are independent productions."

Vermont-based filmmaker John O'Brien, director oi the recent cult

hit Man with a Plan, counts on his relationships. "I have relationships

with a few key people, and it always pays off in the quality of the work

they do for me. I no longer even try to get more competitive rates from

them. I'm willing to pay more for a good relationship." He adds, "As a

filmmaker, you have to realize that lab personnel are often overex-

tended, so if you are not really nice and really persistent, your stuff is

gonna get screwed up. When I'm making a film, I call the lab every-

day."

O'Brien is a filmmaker in an enviable position; he has developed a

relationship with his lab to the point diat they defer printing costs on

his films until he has released them. O'Brien has established himself as

a professional in the eyes of his lab. They are willing to bet on him

because he treats them right and always keeps his word. (He always

pays the lab eventually, even it the film does not perform up to expec-

tations financially.)

H,

developed a
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ring costs on
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ERE ARE A FEW OTHER TIPS WHEN DEALING WITH LABS. REMEMBER, IF

you act like a professional, you dramatically increase your chances of

being treated like one.

Be organized: Lab Purchase Orders and Camera Reports may seem

boring to you, but giving the lab clear, precise instructions will help

move your film through quickly. If you must hand-write, print clearly.

( iood paperwork is also insurance. It a lab makes a mistake, a paper

trail makes your case best.

Ask questions: It you do not understand the film printing process,

making optical tracks, or whatever, ask questions. Lab "lingo" can be

intimidating. Don't let that stop you from finding out the information

you need. If your lab acts too busy to answer your questions, find

another one.

Take the time to learn the technical process: If you have followed

the previous tip and done your homework, you are armed against bad

lab work. Do you know how many answer prints you'll need to get your

film the way you want it.' It you don't, find out; you're the filmmaker,

the lab works tor you. Don't count on them to lead. "The first question

I ask new filmmakers is it they know what time-code is," says National

Video's Ostrow. "If they don't, it's a tell-tale sign that there are prob-

lems ahead. An independent's lack of experience will always cost them

more money." If you feel uneducated about what goes on in a lab,

check out L. Bernard Happe's book Your Film and the Lab, printed by

Focal Press. It is a clear, simply arranged manual on the film lab

process.

Get quotes from more than one lab: How do you know that you're

getting a competitive price unless you know what the going rate is? Are

you shooting a lot of film and are therefore able to get a quantity dis-

count? Does the facility have cheaper night rates? Can you get a dis-

count because you are a student or a member of an organization like

the Association of Independent Video and Filmmakers or the

Independent Feature Project? Is your lab contact willing to beat or

match a competitor's prices? Can you get a package deal?

Plan to pay your bills: There is nothing that gives independents a

d reputation more than running up a large bill and then crying poor.

ou think you don't have enough money to pay all your lab bills, talk

to them up front, make some good-faith deals, and look for better

rates. Before you use a lab's services is the time to negotiate. After the

bill has arrived, you lose all credibility. "I think one o{ the fatal flaws

that independents make is that they secure money in waves," contin-

ues Ostrow. "A facility is most productive when everything is done at

once. The value in continuity is huge." continued on page 62
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4 "a film "by..."
a ANDREW SARRIS,

who authored the auteur theory

35 years ago, assesses its impact

on cineastes ever since.

by Marion Wolberg Weiss

the United States. In the 35 years since, the auteur theory has been

hotly contested, starting immediately with Pauline Kael's critique,

"Circles and Squares," in Film Quarterly, and continuing as various

critical theories have waxed and waned over the years. The reasons for

this challenge are various. Resistance to film as an art form is chief

among them, according to Sams. Another, he believes, is that he is too

much of a journalist for the academic community and too much of an

academic for journalists. Others argue that film by its nature is a col-

laborative medium, and the auteur theory not only downplays that

aspect of the filmmaking enterprise, but has paved the way for the

Andrew Sarris, then and now.

Courtesy Andrew Sarris

Photo (r): Marion Wolberg Weiss

JLx 1963, Andrew Sarris first popularized the alteur theory in

America in an issue of Film Culture dedicated "to the notion of direc-

tion as the dominant artistic gesture of the cinema." This was an idea

already circulating in France among the New Wave directors and crit-

ics who gravitated around the Cahiers du Cinema and Henri Langlois's

Cinematheque francaise. Immersed in the American genre films that

had been barred from France during the Occupation, these cinephiles

began to notice signature styles even among directors operating with-

in the constraints of the Hollywood studio system and to develop a sys-

tem of appraisal based on a director's stylistic continuity. Breaking from

the reigning emphasis on plot and script, these critics elevated the

visual component of film and, along with it, raised the director from

craftsman to artist.

Andrew Sarris was the emissary who launched the auteur theory in

director-as-star phenomenon that's reached new heights in recent

years. Despite the criticism, the notion of the director as the preemi-

nent "author" or creative mastermind of a film continues unabated.

Just consider how people talk about seeing "a Quentin Tarantino film,"

"a Woody Allen film," or "a Martin Scorsese film."

Sarris himself has also persisted, combining both academics and

journalism since his first critique appeared in a 1955 Film Culture.

Subsequently he was film critic for the Village Voice from 1960 to 1989,

and is currently the critic for the New York Observer. Longevity is

apparent in Sarris's teaching career as well; he's been a film professor

at Columbia University for the last 28 years.

The Independent recently talked with Sarris about the auteur theory,

its impact, and its relevance today as he was preparing his latest book,

You Ain't Heard Nothiri Yet: The American Talking Film 1927-1949,

History and Memory (Oxford University Press, 1998).
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In your "Notes on the Auteur Theory" in Film

Culture, you describe a principle by which

the themes, structures, and formal traits of

a director's body of work can be examined.

This theory has been a cinematic cause

celebre for 35 years, with both staunch

defenders and tenacious critics. Why do you

think it has inspired such passion, and how

did you initially respond to that?

I've always felt very much like Mario

Puzo. He said if he had known so many

people were going to read The

Godfather, he would have written it

better.

But not all that many people have

actually read my original "Notes." In

fact, I made some tactical errors when

I had the debate with Pauline Kael in

print. The editor of Film Quarterly

called me up to rebut [Kael]. I didn't

do a very good job of it, because I did-

n't take it all that seriously. I felt her

arguments were so spread out over so

many wide targets. What I should have

done was to have my [original] article

reprinted in Film Quarterly. Most peo-

ple read only what Pauline said about

it. Later, she became more of an

"auteurist" than I ever was.

Initially, the word that gave me the

most trouble was "theory." The French

said, "This [auteur theory] is not a the-

ory." I am not a theoretical writer. The

whole idea was that a group of people

from around the world had been very

dissatisfied with the standard film his-

tory, because every film they liked was

never mentioned or was dismissed.

The reason that people rushed to

Pauline's defense is that I was bringing

the bad news—that movies were going

to be taken seriously, that they were an

academic subject.

No matter what I would have come

up with, there would have been an

attack. There has been subsequently

an attack on every theory that's come

along—semiotics, postmodernism;

inevitably there's been a backlash.

Movies belong to everyone. There's

tremendous resistance to a small elite

dictating their terms.

What were other circumstances in the early

days of your career that compelled you to

write Notes on the Auteur Theory?

Appraising the indie auteurs

: Stranger than Paradise was one of the best

film debuts ever. It's not my favorite kind of cinema—this

dead-pan, put-on cinema—but he's done it very well. Since

that first movie, he's declined a little bit or rather, we have

become too familiar with the strategy of that style. I liked his

last one with Johnny Depp, even though his pacing was so per-

versely slow that it was a complete failure commercially, but

artistically it was one of the most interesting things he's done

in a long time.

: The rap against Sayles is that his content is

more striking than the form. He's one of the few socially con-

scious filmmakers who's intelligent and not just pretentious

and problematic. He's a real humanist. From the beginning

you could tell he had something to say. He has fascinating nar-

ratives [and] a style appropriate to what he has to say. Sayles

has both form and content.

: Soderbergh had a fantastic start with

sex, lies and videotape. He's been very uneven since then. He

may have some very fine stuff to do. He's self-doubting. I think

he's sowed all his wild oats. I'm not saying "settle down";

that's not what you do. But if he can [just] get back to the

interesting characters he had in sex, lies and videotape.

-. He's very avant garde, very much into the

Baroque. It's an area I haven't quite figured out. It's quite rig-

orous. There's nothing sordid about his work. It's very serious,

but it's so rarefied. I have a hard time coping, considering all

the other films that I find a little more approachable.

: Ferrara is the closest thing to a modern Sam

Fuller. Apparently he is sort of clinically crazy; filmmaking has

kept him from being confined, I suppose. He's very eccentric,

to say the least. Apparently he has some wild Catholic fixa-

tions, and he cuts to the bone. But he's often very interesting.

He bypasses sociological probability and realism completely,

so there's almost a cartoonish intensity to what he does.

: I think he's a better actor than director. He's an

interesting director, but full of affectations. He stops the nar-

rative for some Godardian asides. He also has a lot of half-

baked ideas; he starts and then goes off in a different direc-

tion. I think his films are confused. On the other hand, he

doesn't have the normal egocentricity, because a lot of his per-

sona is self-mockery. He doesn't take himself too seriously,

which is the great rap against just about everyone in

Hollywood.

: They're batting about 500. 1 like about

half the stuff they 've done very much. Miller's Crossing I liked

very much.

: Trust I liked very much, but I've become less

enchanted by him. I think he's gotten into a rut that's very styl-

ized.

: I much prefer Ken Loach. Leigh I don't get. He's

too much into caricature, although it's not cruel caricature.

And he carries improvisation too far.

Most ot the intellectual establishment

loved the movies, but they loved them as

relief from their more serious activities. I

was treating movies seriously. In fact, my

1969 "magnum opus" was The American

Cinema; it wasn't called Hollywood

Flicks. My book was something these

people identified with Ingmar Bergman

and Federico Fellini, both of whom had

been profoundly influenced by

American movies.

In the mid 1950s, Rebel without a Cause

opened, and here in America everybody

criticized it for its "social worker" jargon.

In Europe, they went crazy over the film.

They understood what James Dean was

all about. What they really liked were

those delirious visual compositions of

Nicholas Ray. But here in America, we

were reviewing the plot in terms of the

dialogue and not looking at the visual

components.

Would you write differently about the auteur

theory today?

It I had to do it over again, I would not

have written so much about the director,

but about genre instead, because I think

that was the key. Yeah, I would have

written it differently if I could have

looked forward in time. But back then I

was writing for a very small film maga-

zine that had fewer than 10,000 readers.

I was doing it for free.

How about the "circle" theory that you used to

evaluate directors: technical competence,

evidence of a distinguishable personality, and

interior meaning? Would that still be part of

your "Notes" today?

Yes. The point I was making is that there

was more than one level involved in

interpreting a film. The prescribed

vocabulary now to describe the "circle"

is "subtext" or "directorial attitude."

You wrote in your original "Notes" that some-

thing like the auteur theory is in constant flux.

Do you still agree with that view?

I'm a constant revisionist. People say,

"Have you changed?" Of course I've

changed! I'm 35 years older; I've seen

thousands of movies and written a mil-

lion words. Naturally, I'm evolving, I'm

refining.

Auteurism is speculative; it's hypotheti-

cal. CONTINUED ON PAGE 60
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At the end of an age of

experimental documentaries in

which the maker's self-reflexive

confidences have become as
all pervasive, predictable, and
intrusive as the voice-of-God

narrators of the Thirties, there

is a freshness in films that offer

a less embellished, less deter-

mined, less self-conscious

view of the world.

You don't need to be a culture critic to notice the Sixties are

cool. Whether marketed as retro fashion or cited as the source of

America's moral decay, the Sixties have been appropriated by widely

divergent interest groups and subjected to wildly different interpreta-

tions. Not long ago I caught a right-wing PBS documentary on divorce

that singled out the Sixties as the source of today's family crisis, offer-

ing an MTV- quick

montage of the

decade of sex, drugs,

and rock 'n' roll. Such

cliches are little more

than simple-minded

propaganda that ig-

nores the complexity

of an era that also

declared war on

poverty, launched a

Great Society, em-

barked on a disastrous

war in Southeast

Asia, and was trans-

formed by the Civil

Rights movement. For anyone born after 1970, making sense of the

Sixties is increasingly problematic given the not-so-hidden agendas of

Hollywood spin doctors, Madison Avenue marketeers, and left- and

right-wing missionaries competing tor the hearts, minds, and dollars of

today's youth.

One way of approaching the Sixties is to look back at the era's "pri-

mary" sources—those experiments in a new documentary style that

tried to capture the everyday life and times of the famous, the infa-

mous, and the ordinary alike.

Shunning talking heads, voice-of-God narrators, condescending

interviewers, and advance scripts, 16mm film pioneers pushed the

capacity of quiet, light-weight cameras, invented wireless mikes, and

adapted synchronous sound recorders to achieve a spontaneity and

immediacy in documentary film unheard of at the time. Called by

many names—direct cinema, living camera, candid eye—these differ-

ent experiments in "uncontrolled" filmmaking eventually came to be

Hope Ryden. pictured here with Robert Drew (left) and

Richard Leacock (right) was one of the pioneering

female verite filmmakers featured at the Film Forum.

Photo: Alfred Wertheimer, courtesy Drew Associates

known under one banner, "cinema verite." A major retrospective of

Sixties American verite organized last fall by New York City's Film

Forum with a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts, that

endangered cultural agency of Johnson's Great Society, offered gener-

ation 2000 and baby-boomers alike a rare chance to re-consider the

Sixties through its revolutionary documentary work.

Film Forum director Karen Cooper had her own reasons for revisit-

ing the Sixties: her 15-year-old daughter has become an historian of

the Beatles, and her fascination with the era had sparked Cooper's

interest in mounting a retrospective. Bruce Goldstein, director of Film

Forum's repertory programs, had been a big fan of Sixties' rock docu-

mentaries since high school and welcomed the chance to program

those works again. After consulting with a number of film scholars and

critics, Cooper and Goldstein set about locating elusive prints from

long-gone distributors, securing permission to screen restricted films,

and tracking down missing filmmakers. The good thing about doing a

verite retrospective, Goldstein discovered, is the fact that black-and-

white 16mm prints do not fade, unlike color films of the same era, so

the print quality is remarkably good.

Eventually the programmers secured the rights to screen about 40

ew:

films. Many were classics made by the big names in direct cinema

—

Frederick Wiseman, the Maysles Brothers, Robert Drew, Richard

Leacock, and D.A. Pennebaker. With an eye to the box office, the pro-

grammers chose works that would pack the house: documentaries

about Bob Dylan, the Rolling Stones, and the Beatles (\i!iats

Happening'. The Beatles in the U.S.A., Monterey Pop, Don't Look Back,

Lonely Boy, and Gimme Shelter) and portraits of cultural icons (Meet

Marlon Brando, A Visit with Truman Capote) . Were these the only films

screened, audiences would not have gotten to see a different picture of

the era than the one being served up as popular entertainment today.

But Cooper and Goldstein traded on the public's interest in celebrities

to pull in spillover audiences for less "trendy" or name -brand films,

programs like Drew Associates' Storm Signal, about white, working-

class junkies, and Petey & Johnny, about juvenile delinquents in

Spanish Harlem. And they also went in search of works by filmmakers

who have not received the spotlight attention of other verite expo-

nents—people like Hope Ryden, Charlotte Zwerin, Michael Gray,

Stephen Sbarge, and William Greaves, to name a few—expanding our

vision of verite and the Sixties in the process.

Cooper was especially interested in finding works that revealed

those pivotal moments in which history was turned upside down. A
good example is Bill Jersey's riveting masterpiece A Time for Burning,

which shows a community of white, middle -class, midwestern

Christians afraid to invite black members of their church into their

homes. This powerful and intimate glimpse of American racism—the

unapologetic, banal face of bigotry—was shocking at the time and

remains so to this day.

Cooper and Goldstein's pursuit of little-known material led them to

some political films rarely included in verite surveys, like Michael

Gray's 1971 film The Murder of Fred Hampton and Stephen Sbarge's

1970 portrait of student unrest in New York City, Iru, You'll Get into
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Trouble. Sharge came to filmmaking through New York Newsreel, a

political film collective founded in 1967 and dedicated to the produc-

tion and distribution of leftist films. Newsreel ultimately distanced

itself from cinema verite, which was deemed too conservative by more

doctrinaire filmmakers. But as film historian Bill Nichols notes, early

Newsreel filmmakers adopted a flexible point ot view, "between empiri-

cism (i.e. cinema verite) and dogmatism (i.e. Marxist analysis), defend-

ing cinema verite because it acknowledged the uniqueness ot the his-

torical moment and allowed an unbiased look at 'real needs' and 'real

conditions.' " Sbarge's film presents its high school "revolutionaries"

with tacit respect and a minimum ot political analysis, in contrast with

the unambiguous rhetoric favored by activist filmmakers at the time. It

offers a fascinating comparison with the rigid suburban world ot high

school students depicted by Wiseman in his 1968 classic, High School

Michael Gray's film began as a documentary on the Chicago Black

Panther party and its chairman, Fred Hampton. Midway through

shooting, Hampton and fellow Panther Mark Clark were killed by the

police in a bloody raid, and so the film turned into an investigation of

the mechanics of their murder. Scott Didlake, a critic writing at the

time, pointed up the film's purpose, to "explicitly—destroy the reality

which produced it," and then observed that "if you are unaware there

is planned repression in America, [the film] is convincing; if you have

chosen to ignore repression, it is compelling; if you support repression,

it is instructive; if you struggle against repression, it shows you what to

expect." Gray had ventured into an arena where verite rarely went.

The decision to include William Greaves' behind-the-scenes, ring-

side view of the first Mohammad Ali-Joe Fraser championship fight,

Ali: The Fighter, placed an African-American within the all-white

ranks ot American verite masters. Greaves never considered himself to

be a strict verite filmmaker, but his background clearly put him at the

forefront ot cinema verite experimentation. He left the United States

in the Fifties, fleeing the twin evils of racism and McCarthyism, and

went to Canada where he became chief editor ot the National Film

Board's innovative Studio B. There he first saw Jean Rouch's ethno-

graphic films from Africa, which captured his imagination. Also influ-

ential, as NFB historian Gary Evans points up, were Britain's first

examples ot Free Cinema and Henri Cartier-Bresson's photojournal-

ism, all ot which stimulated Studio B filmmakers to try to capture what

Carrier-Bresson called "the decisive moment," that instant in which

reality can be spontaneously and wholly rendered. And so, while

'&Q<$ j<i.ii£e ^^\e*efe tke. 'jO*
by Deirdre Boyle

Mick iagger captured

in a still from Gimme

Shelter, Charlotte

Zwerin and Albert and

David Maysless docu-

mentary about The

Rolling Stones.

Courtesy Maysles

Films
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Robert Drew was experimenting with the idea of bringing Life maga-

zine's style of photojournalism to documentary film in New York in the

late Fifties, Roman Kroitor, Wolf Koenig, Terence McCartney-Filgate,

and Michel Brault were similarly engaged across the border. Studio B

talents proved crucial to the accomplishment of two verite firsts:

Michel Brault assisted Jean Rouch in shooting the seminal verite film,

Chronicle o} a Summer (1960), and Terence McCartney-Filgate helped

Bob Drew film the first "Living Camera" feature, Primary (1960). Since

no survey of "American" verite can ignore the pivotal influence of

Canadian pioneers, Cooper included Lonely Boy (1961), Kroitor and

Koenig's revealing portrait of the young Paul Anka, a consummate

entertainer who proved to be far from the tender, vulnerable boy he

projected and the title ironically suggested.

Having acquired impressive experience working in Canada, Greaves

returned to the United States in the early Sixties when the Civil Rights

movement showed signs of altering entrenched racial attitudes. When
he returned, he did not want to be tied to any one style of filmmaking,

preferring to adapt whatever methods were useful in his films. Ali: The

Fighter is a combination of styles: the off-the-cuff scenes of Ali and

Fraser before the fight are hand-held verite gems, but the coverage of

the fight itself owes more to a film like Triumph of the Will—with its

crew of 12 and well-rehearsed, multi-camera location shooting com-

plete with aerial views.

Not since Leni Riefenstahl shook the world with her controversial

Nazi party film had another woman filmmaker claimed the right to

document reality, not until the emergence of three verite pioneers:

Hope Ryden, Charlotte Zwerin, and Joyce Chopra. Although women

worked as editors and production assistants on documentaries in the

Fifties and Sixties, they did not become producers or filmmakers in

their own right, especially during an era when cameramen generally

got all the glory.

Hope Ryden was a photographer and a writer affiliated with Time-

Life who was recruited by Robert Drew to be one of the correspondents

for the "Living Camera" films. Much like John Grierson a generation

earlier, Drew—who had the financial support of Time Inc.—attracted

the best and brightest to work with him in developing a new docu-

mentary style. He wanted people with fresh ideas and untapped talent;

gender posed no problem. He found Ryder to be an excellent writer-

director and assigned her to work in various capacities on a number of

films. Two "proto-feminist" films that she produced for Drew

Associates were shown at Film Forum: jane (1962), a portrait of the

young Jane Fonda as an aspiring stage actress desperate to disassociate

herself from the sex kitten roles she had been getting in movies and

The verite classics: D.A. Pennebaker filming Bob Dylan for Don't Look Back, one of the

first and most influential music documentaries,- Albert and David Maysles' compelling

Salesman; Robert Drew recording presidential candidate Hubert Humphrey in Primary.

Courtesy Pennebaker-Hegedus Films & Film Forum/Photofest

step outside the shadow cast by her famous father; and Susan Starr

(1962), which showed the stress on a young woman pianist perform-

ing in an international competition and coping with the attentions of

an overzealous stage mother. Goldstein personally considered Susan

Starr the big find of the retrospective because, thanks in part to its bril-

liant editing by Charlotte Zwerin, it played like a Preston Sturges

screwball comedy.

Zwerin got started in film as an editor for the documentary TV
series The 20th Century. Much like early film pioneer Esther Shub,

Zwerin developed her talent at telling a seamless story by editing

together diverse fragments from newsreels into a coherent TV show.

She then went to work for Drew and later moved to the

Maysles, where she had to fight hard to convince the

brothers that her role as editor deserved a co-filmmaker

credit. Because editing was fully integrated into their film-

making process, Zwerin worked throughout the filming,

screening dailies with the detached eye needed to identify

what was missing and needed to tell the story, what the

cameraman thought he had gotten but simply wasn't on

the screen. Zwerin believed the cameraman's relationship

with the subject and the events he was shooting distorted

the event for him, whereas the editor, removed from the

scene, wasn't affected by any personal knowledge and thus

could understand better what a viewer would see and feel.

Although Zwerin was listed as co-filmmaker on all her

films with the Maysles, including wonderful early short films like A

Visit with Truman (1965) and Meet Marlon Brando (1965) as well as the

later important features—Salesman (1968) and Gimme Shelter

(1970)—most references to her contributions printed at the time

William Greaves, one

of the only African-

Americans working

in the verite tradi-

tion, directed Ali

The Fighter. Here,

Joe Frazier and

Mohammad Ali

exchange words at a

press conference

prior to their first

championship fight.

Courtesy William

Greaves

Productions
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For someone who grew up watch -

ing verite films, imprinted with all the

caveats of "uncontrolled" filmmaking

theory and convinced it was the only

way to make a documentary film, this

opportunity to revisit old favorites

and see films I had only read about

was deeply satisfying, no matter how

disturbing it was to confront again

the anger and division of a troubled

time and memories sweet and bitter.

But having lived through the Sixties,

my view of them is not dependent on

these films. So what did new and

younger audiences think?

According to Richard Sullivan, a

video documentary maker who is also

one of my graduate students, the

power of verite films lies in two

things. First is their "rawness"—their

ability to offer a "direct" experience

of real people and events without the

self-conscious manipulation and slick

glossed over her role

as editor and often

never even men-

tioned her by name.

Like Joyce Chopra,

who collaborated

with Leacock on the

gem-like portrait of

greed and exploita-

tion that greeted

the birth of the

Fischer Quin-

tuplets, Happy

Mother's Day

(1963), Zwenn

knew that if she

was to have a

career of her own

she would have

to get away from

the men who

ield center

stage. Ryden and

image -processing that typifies media today. Second is their focus on

ordinary people, like the outspoken barber in A Time for Burning or the

failed Bible salesman in Salesman. "Those salesmen were like my

uncles," he marveled, clearly impressed by the work he had seen.

The rawness Sullivan prizes was less raw than viewers then or now

imagine: just recall the artful editing that arranged those herky-jerky

early experiments in hand-held, synch-sound camerawork into stories

of power and epic effect. Still, Sullivan's points are well taken. I just

interpret them a bit differently. At the end of an age of experimental

documentaries in which the maker's selt-reflexive confidences have

become as all pervasive, predictable, and intrusive as the voice-of-God

narrators of the Thirties, there is a freshness in films that offer a less

embellished, less determined, less self-conscious view of the world.

These films allow the subject, not the filmmaker, to hold the audience's

attention and leave the viewer space and time to ruminate—so rare in

today's accelerated, over-mediated world.

For my triend Wu Wenguang, a documentary videomaker from

Beijing who attended most of the retrospective screenings, cinema

verite strikes a deep responsive chord. The long-form observation of

people, institutions, and unfolding events that is Fred Wiseman's hall-

mark has special meaning for Wu, whose work is committed to follow-

ing the lives of ordinary people over a period of years, tracing how their

hopes, plans, and self-image change along with the changes unfolding

in China today. Called by film critic Berenice

Reynaud the leader of Chinese documentary,

Wu reflects the continuing vitality of Sixties

verite, which seems to be meeting the needs of

new generations both near and far.

As for the Sixties, it may be impossible to

expect a generation separated by 30 years to be

able to experience through film—even if it is

"direct cinema"—the meaning of an era just

out of consciousness. I grew up watching fabu-

lous Depression-era films on television—Fred

and Ginger were my favorites—but as much as

I loved them and the romantic world they

evoked, they never helped me see the world as

my parents did. After years of studying docu-

mentaries, I've caught fleeting glimpses of my

grandparents in the working-class heroes of

Grierson films and my young parents in the

metropolitan crush of The City, but repeated

exposure to these and other documentary films

of the Thirties have only brought me tantaliz-

ingly close to that past but never placed me

squarely in it. Expecting Sixties' verite to be

able to transcend the barriers of time, space,

and experience is probably asking too much.

Maybe it is enough for new generations to find

the Sixties' and cinema verite cool. Fred and

Ginger were cool. Here's to cool.

Deirdre Boyle is the author of Subject to Change:

Guerrilla Television Revisited (Oxford University

Press, 1 997) and has been teaching documentary film

history for 20 years at the New School for Social

Research. Thanks to Hope Ryden, William Greaves,

Stephen Sbarge, Charlotte Zwerin, Karen Cooper,

Bruce Goldstein, Richard Sullivan and Wu Wenguang,

who found time to speak with the author for this article.
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TALKING HEADS

I
GlEI SALZMAN

DOCUMEIMTARIANS
POWEf?

by Maureen Marovitch
In Pi IWER, THE CREE RAISE AWARENESS OF THEIR

battle against a huge electricity project on their

land bv launching an imaginative publicity

stunt: they paddle a traditional canoe from

northern Quebec to New York City in a dra-

matic six-week voyage. The exploit is a lesson

Sundance in 1997. With each of the film's

three screenings at Sundance comfortably full,

Salzman hoped to tind American distributors

eager to deal. Unfortunately, a Canadian

David and Goliath story about a band of

media-savvy natives and corporate giant

Hydro Quebec wasn't on any distributor's A
list. "Let's just say that distributors weren't

chasing us down," Salzman says wryly.

But Salzman and Isaacson knew there was a

niche audience in Canada and the U.S. The

film tells a universal story of a government's

economic and political priorities pitted against

the decimation of aboriginals' land and way of

Producer Glen

Salzman

out there, but they weren't entirely sure how

to reach them. A train ride from New York to

Boston in April 1997

proved the inspiration for

the tour. As the scenery of

New York State and

Massachusetts skimmed

by, Salzman and Isaacson

sketched out the details

for a tour in the northeast

U.S., an area where the

Cree's position had gar-

nered great support. As

the film shows, the Cree's

and

*(fc

Power producer Glen Salzman took to heart.

When theatrical distributors passed on Power,

Salzman and director Magnus Isaacson

hatched their own publicity scheme: a film tour

of the northeastern U.S.

Salzman spent five of his last 20 years as a

producer putting together the financing for

Power. He had no particular plans to organise a

tour once the film was in the can. After all,

Power got rave reviews at the 1996 Toronto

Film Festival, had a limited theatrical release in

Canada, was nominated tor a Genie (the

Canadian equivalent of the Oscars), and was at

life. The new twist was how the natives con-

structed a brilliant international media cam-

paign to lobby for their cultural survival. The

film details five years of skirmishes, media

blitzes, and splintering of support among the

Cree themselves, but the final outcome is a

positive one. The Hydro project at Great

Whale was shelved due to mounting interna-

tional pressure. Says Salzman, "It's an environ-

mental story about how small disenfranchised

groups can organize and achieve incredible re-

sults."

The filmmakers knew the audiences were

environmentalists

lobbying helped cancel

New York State's $17

billion contract for

electricity from Hydro

Quebec, which was a

nail in the coffin for

the planned dam.

But in June, a new

turn of events became

a major motivating

force for the tour.

Hydro Quebec decided

to launch a revamped

version of the Hydro

project. With the need

for a new lobbying

campaign, high-profile

Crees were eager to

tour with the film.

Soon the Grand Chief

of Crees, Matthew

Coon Come, was

booked for some of the

bigger screenings, as

was Matthew Mukash,

chief of Great Whale.

Even Robert Kennedy,

Jr., who is in the film, showed up at the occa-

sional screening. All this public discussion of

the issues fitted in perfectly with Salzman

and Isaacson's goal in making the film. "It's

great that the film can be used in this way.

We made it to serve an issue. It's good to see

it continue to do so," says Salzman.

The organization of a film tour is a huge

undertaking. Salzman hired two people to

work full-time for six months on creating the

tour's network. The initial idea was to con-

tact environmental groups, but Salzman's

team soon realised that universities were bet-
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ter equipped to organise the screenings.

"Grassroots environmental movements and

NGOs are understaffed. They have the passion

and enthusiasm, hut to take on tins sort of

organisation is just too difficult tor them," says

tour staffer Ellen Hagerman.

Moreover, the Hydro issue was a familiar one

to faculties in northeastern U.S., where some

professors were already integrating it into then

curriculum. Departments in Environmental

Law, Geography, Anthropology, Native Studies,

Canadian Studies, and Political Science were

often eager to partly sponsor the event. Once a

school was on hoard, the trick was to convince

other groups to kick in some cash. For some ot

the larger schools, cost was no issue, hut the

tour organisers often helped smaller universities

link up with other faculties, schools, and social-

ly active groups. Soon, the tour became a sort

of grassroots environmental organizing move-

ment in its own right.

But even with six or seven groups sponsoring

a booking, administrative costs still needed to

be covered. For Salzman and Isaacson, private

sponsors were the way to go. During the filming

ot Power, they had approached private compa-

nies who were known to have an interest in

environmental and social issues. "We got a lot

of doors slammed on us," says Salzman. "But we

got good at approaching people. When we

started to distribute, we went back and raised

money just like we did in production."

Eventually companies like Patagonia Clothing

and Ben & Jerry's became part of the tour's

financing structure.

After five years of fundraising, Salzman

admits it took a new spurt of energy to start

back in again. But he is delighted with the

tour's success and is pondering the possibility of

a southwestern and western tour.

"Some filmmakers want to just sign off the

film to the distributors and go on to the next

project. And that's tempting. But when you do

a screening and see a couple of hundred people

ma%i£
' MED1A.INC.
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there diking about the film tor an hour after*

wards, it motivates you to continue."

Upcoming tour dates: March 1, University of

Pennsylvania; March 4, Saint Lawrence Uni-

versity, Canton, New York; April 23, MoMA,
New York. For more information, visit www.vir-

tualtilni.com power

Maureen Marovitch is a \Umtreal-based writer director

<>/ TV documentaries and fictioi\ films. She is currently

m postproduciwn on a biography of Quebec's first famed

singer songwriter, La Bolduc, for Canada's History

Television.

MICHAEL ALMEREYDA
DIRECTOR
RCXTKING MOKSE \A/IISINEK

by Anthony Kaufman

"It's been a bewildering few years," says

Michael Almereyda of his trip from Hollywood

screenwriter to pixelvision filmmaker. Best

known for his use of the now-defunct Fisher-

Price PXL 2000 toy camera and the feature film

Nadja that employed it, the writer director

Ccurtesi "" —
='-e

r

"It's incredibly cheap.
The blow-up to filaa

costs more tvian
production."

never anticipated a life on the margins or being

held up as an example of innovative, cheap

moviemaking. "The pixel work was a kind of

interesting sideline to keep myself busy," he

explains. "I didn't think it would limit and

define what I did."

After a series of pixelated projects (including

the critically acclaimed featurette Another Girl,

Another Planet, the vampire feature bladja,

which mixed pixelvision scenes with 35mm,

and a new short titled Rocking Horse Winner,

which debuted at this year's New York Film

Festival), Almereyda's experimental diversions

have become something much more—success-

ful pieces of narrative film. He admits the effec-

tiveness and poetry of working with the toy

camera came as a surprise, "[PXLvision] has an

identity apart from any ambition I had for it at

the time. Even though working with the PXL

camera is almost like taking snapshots. . . , it

can get at something elusive, something of real

value."

That value, however, has never been mone-

tary, causing a considerable amount of frustra-

tion for the experienced filmmaker. Like many

artists, Almereyda fears being seen as simply "a

marginal presence." His desire has always been

to "be a part of pop culture," he reveals. "I'm

not cut out to be an esoteric guy on the side-

lines, even if that's what I'm turning into."

Almereyda's first two films, the self-financed

A Hero of Our Time (1987), starring Dennis

Hopper, and Twister (1989), starring Harry

Dean Stanton and Suzy Amis, had not a single

pixellated frame, and his work as a screenwriter

includes the first draft of Until die End of the

World for Wim Wenders, a version of Total

Recall for Bruce Beresford, and the script of

Search and Destroy by David Salle. He says his

next project, being produced by Trimark, "is

one of those Irish Druid witch mummy movies"

starring Christopher Walken, Alison Elliott,

Jared Harris, and Lois Smith. Almereyda

explains, "It's not unlike Nadja, except it's in

color and in focus [35 mm]—a big leap for me,

some people would say." Suffice it to say,

Almereyda is ready to move on.

But with moving on, he has suffered the

demands of the mini- studio system. For the first

rime, he no longer has final cut. In his editing

room at Spin Cycle Post in New York Citv, he

worries, "The situation is a bit treacherous. . .

Final cut is crucial. I don't have it on this latest

picture [the mummy movie]; I'm editing now

and I'm feeling particularly vulnerable." With

the constraints of a larger budget and the exec-

utives that come with it, Almereyda must face

an arena he admittedly feels unequipped for.

"I'd still like to have a bigger canvas and more

money, but I don't know how to deal with that

kind of machinery. I mean corporate machin-

ery, not photographic machinery," he adds. "I

like 35mm just fine."

Unlike many filmmakers, who move from

shorts to features and never look back,

Almereyda has alternated between the two.

But this has primarily been a function of bud-

get. His latest short, the 19-minute pixellated

Rocking Horse Winner, is an adaptation of a D.

H. Lawrence story about, in Almereyda's

words, "the difference between privilege and

luck." Starring Eric Stolz, the fable depicts an

uncle who finds fortune and tragedy in his

nephew—a young boy with a talent for pick-

ing winning race horses. For him, the story

carries a metaphor for, among other things,

the rocky life of any ambitious filmmaker

—

the kind of person who is never satisfied

"because your opportunites are seldom as

ideal as you'd like them to be, and you can be

oblivious to the fact that you have, after all,

a pretty good life, a privileged life."

Almereyda doesn't regret his pixel past,

nor will he stop making shorter works in

between those long spells of "waiting for big-

ger projects to take shape." The short pix-

elvision pieces have given him the opportu-

nity to keep working. "It's still filmmaking,"

he explains. "The crews are the same, though

reduced; the scripts are the same; the actors

are the same. The difference is you can trav-

el light, you have terrific flexibility and free-

dom, and it's incredibly cheap. The blow-up

to film costs more than production." (The

tape-to-film transfer for Rocking Horse

Winner ran him about $3,500. His postpro-

duction costs in general were held down

thanks to his collaboration with Steve

Hamilton of Spin Cycle Post, who served as

his editor and coproducer.)

With his pixel work, Almereyda has been

able to keep perfecting his craft. "The big

carry-over for me [from pixelvision to 35mm]

involved working with actors—being more

responsive to accidents or improvisation," he

says. "There's something about the machin-

ery of 35mm that can wall you off from

actors."

Caught in between the need for a wider

canvas and the intimacy and poetry offered

by a toy camera, Almereyda embodies a com-

mon contradiction in the world of indepen-

dent film. He wants to have it both ways

—

the artistic freedom of a smaller work and the

higher budgets (without the frequent cre-

ative restrictions) found in a larger work. His

major influences reflect these differing

worlds—pixelvision artist Sadie Benning,

French auteur Jean-Luc Godard, and

Hollywood director Tim Burton.

Whether or not Almereyda gets the "priv-

ilege" and necessary "luck" he needs to make

bigger films, there will always be Fisher Price.

"Don't be too precious about technology," he

says to beginning filmmakers—advice that's
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equally applicable to himself. "If you want to

tell stories and work with actors, video is as

valid a medium as film, especially to learn,

because there aren't many opportunities to

learn or to fail once you get into this bigger

arena."

Anthony Kaufman is a journalist, writer/director, and

features editor of indieWIRE [www.indiewire.com],

an online news service for independent film.

CHIMESE BOX
by Hank Kim

'Every time I work in
Hong Kong, I seem
TO GET IN TROUBLE."

Wayne Wang is scratching his head. It's

June 1997 in Hong Kong; the British are

about to hand over the reins of the Crown

Colony to Beijing, and the director is in the

middle of shooting Chinese Box. Protection

money to the local triads, or organized crime

gangs, is the standard price of doing business

in Hong Kong. Being blamed for the unrelat-

ed death of a triad chauffeur is not. How
could Wang have imagined that a white silk

banner hung as a light reflector would cause

"a situation"? White just happens to be the

color of death in these circles, and customs

are taken literally.

Fortunately, Wang and his compatriots

emerged from this scrape intact, but the

episode was a fitting reminder of the chaos and

uncertainty that prevailed in Wang's birthplace

at the time of the handover.

"Everytime I work in Hong Kong, I seem to

get in trouble," Wang reflects. Chinese Box

marks his second film about Hong Kong and his

third shot there. In 1989, Eat a Bowl of Tea,

which takes place in New York's Chinatown,

was the first time he chose Hong Kong as a

location. That was succeeded in 1990 by Life Is

Cheap. ...but Toilet Paper Is Expensive, a scathing

examination of modern Hong Kong values.

"In Life Is Cheap..., a lot of my anger came

out," Wang continues. "I think my feelings

about Hong Kong will never really be resolved."

Chinese Box, he adds, also contains anger, but is

tempered with affection.

Wang has a distinct vantage point from

which to size up Hong Kong's evolution. He

was born there in 1949, just after the

Communists had usurped power from the

Kuomintang Party in Mainland China and his

family had escaped to the island colony. Wang

(named by his movie-buff father after the star

of True Grit) lived there until age 18, at which

point he came to the U.S. to study visual arts at

the California College of Arts and Crafts.

Thirty years later, he's still based in the Bay

Area.

But his roots in colonial Hong Kong hold

fast. In response to the handover, Wang wanted

to make something that would in some way

mark the moment, melding history-in-the-

making with a dramatic story. And so, by shoot-

ing in sequence, being open to improvisation,

and using the handover as "an emotional can-

vas," Wang was able to integrate real-lite

events, such as the death of Deng Xiaoping,

into his story of four intertwined characters.

Chinese Box stars Jeremy Irons as John

Spencer, a dying British journalist during the

waning days of British rule, who is in love with

Vivian (Gong Li), a woman he can't have.

Vivian, a former bar hostess, is hopeful that

Chang, a rising Hong Kong powerbroker, will

marry her and provide her with the respectabil-

ity she craves. But she comes to realize painful-

ly that Chang is too ambitious to risk his repu-

tation on someone with a sullied past.

Meanwhile, John becomes obsessed with

Jean (Maggie Cheung), a disfigured street hus-

tler. He finds out that she had once attempted

suicide after being jilted by an Englishman

whose family disapproved of their relationship.

"We tried to obtain a broad perspective con-

sisting of the wide range of people living in

Hong Kong," explains Wang. "The changes in

Hong Kong are really about loss more than any-

thing else."

For the screenplay, Wang enlisted the help of

Frenchman Jean-Claude Carriere, who adapted

Milan Kundera's The Unbearable Lightness of

Being, and Larry Gross, who collaborated with

Walter Hill on 48 Hours. "In this case, the writ-

ers were definitely the director's accomplice,"

comments Gross. "Wayne was comfortable not

having all the answers."

With the help of Vilko Filac (Emir

Kusturica's director of photography), Wang

shot most of the film hand-held, reflecting the

visceral, uncontrollable nature of the city itself.

Although a more methodical shooting style was

possible, Wang points out that Hong Kong

would be virtually impossible to suppress. "It's

not like New York, where you can get the cops

to close down streets and move cars."

While the Crown Colony's local government

did not embrace Chinese Box in the same way

that the New York Mayor's Office of Film has

wooed Hollywood glitterati, at least Wang did-

n't have to put up with interference or surveil-

lance from local authorities. Rather, the prob-

lem came from the legions of journalists over-

running the city in anticipation of the June

30th handover. "We were trying to do guerrilla

filmmaking, but everywhere we turned, there

was a camera here and a camera there shooting

us," grouses Wang. "We'd have to go over and

constantly tell them to get the hell away."

Life has been rougher for Wang, however. In

the past few years, he graduated into the $5-15

million strata with The ]oy Luck Club and

Smoke. That's a long way from his first feature,

Chan Is Missing, which was made in 1982 for a

paltry $22,000 in grants from the National

Endowment for the Arts, and which Wang shot

in black and white using nonprofessional

actors. Chan Is Missing is widely regarded as the

Asian-American film that made possible such

pics as The ]oy Luck Club and The Wedding

Banquet. Despite his past successes, however,

Wang concedes that putting a project together

is still a struggle. But through his eclectic

choices as a director, he has managed to avoid

the trap of being ghettoized as a cinematic pur-

veyor of assimilation angst. Be it in his China-

town trilogy of the eighties, his glance inside a

Brooklyn cigar shop in Smoke, or his examina-

tion of change, loss, and uncertainty in Hong

Kong, Wang taps into universal issues of human

frailty.

Hank Kim is a reporter at Adweek magazine and a fre-

quent contnbutor to A. Magazine: Inside Asian

America
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THE PROBLEM WITH THE INTERNET, AS PEOPLE WILL

say—over and over, until you beg them to

stop—is bandwidth. The medium is rite with

unfortunate plumbing metaphors: "pipes" that

aren't big enough, clogged with data by the

megabyte. Anyone who's tried downloading

even a short video clip over a phone line will

attest to the infuriating sluggishness of multi-

media on the Web.

Nonetheless, the Internet has been fre-

quently touted as a new and vital resource for

the independent filmmaker: as promotional

vehicle for films in release, global electronic

press kits tor works-in-progress, or slick, image-

enhanced resume for filmmaker or technician.

But when it comes to viewing video online or

publishing reasonably high-quality film stills

and graphics—anything, in short, that might

make the medium truly valuable in the context

of film—the reality is less inspirational.

Software companies like Real Video and

Vxtreme attempt to get around the issues of

connection speed and download time by play-

ing video as it "streams" to the viewer's com-

puter. "Trickles" is often more like it.

Streaming video over the average 28.8 modem

consists primarily of blocky, pixelized forms

that flip by at six frames a second like a dis-

jointed slide show while the audio track

careens further and further out of synch.

But promises have been made, and the pub-

lic is waiting. Several mid-to-high bandwidth

alternatives are in various states of develop-

ment and experimentation, and in a business

driven by innovation, some viable products are

almost certain to emerge. Despite the essen-

tially numbing nature of such technical discus-

sions, it's important to keep in mind that what

we're after here is a satisfactory experience of

multimedia on the Web, just like they're always

showing in those slick Microsoft ads on TV.

The future of bandwidth for the consumer

probably lies in one or more of the following

technologies, but rest assured that by the time

the average Web viewer needs to make a

choice, there will be fewer conflicting options.

One old standby that has gotten curiously

short shrift by the telephone companies who

deploy it is ISDN (Integrated Services Digital

Network). ISDN has been around for over a

decade, but market awareness and penetration

is only now approaching signif-

icant levels, as telcos realize

the value of a fast, reliable

data service for their Web-

going customers. ISDN is here

now, consistently delivering

over 100 Kbps for the cost of

installation, some hardware,

and a typically modest month-

ly fee. Given the cost and per-

formance of the service, it's

curious that it's been so slow

to build a consumer base.

Perhaps that's because the majority ot the

public has been conditioned to think of

Internet access arriving via modem: the

molasses-in-January 14-4 that dominated the

market a year ago, superseded by the now-stan-

dard 28.8. The big news this spring was the

arrival of the "lightning-fast" 56K modem,

trumpeted by a 1996 Jupiter Communications

report (now quaintly dated, as 1996 is akin to

the Paleolithic era in this business) as the heir

to over 50 percent of the dial-up access market

by the year 2000. But 56K (still just half the

speed of ISDN) has been plagued by problems

familiar to the Internet development game:

proprietary standards, or the lack thereof. Two

groups of companies (U.S. Robotics and part-

ners on the one hand, and Rockwell

International with Lucent Technologies on

the other) developed two

different standards for the

devices. Since 56K

modems

require both

client and

ISP (Internet Service

Provider) to support the same technology,

many ISPs have been reluctant to deploy 56K

until the industry settles on a universal stan-

dard. At the same time, not all phone lines

can even handle 56K—U.S. Robotics offers a

number consumers can call to test their

phone lines for compatibility. And even

under the best conditions, 56K modems are

not likely to achieve speeds near 56K.

Average connection rates are more reliably in

the mid-40Kbs range.

Currently, the standards are coalescing.

The International Telecommunications

Union (ITU) is slated to ratify a uniform spec

for these modems. Once a standard is estab-

lished, owners of most 56K modems will be

able to download for free the software need-

ed to comply. But the confusion brought

about by competing standards has slowed

consumer interest in 56K. Just as well—there

may be better options on the near horizon.

56K has got nothing on ADSL (asymmet-

ric digital subscriber line), a technology that

promises to deliver a blinding 6Mbps over

POTS (plain old telephone service) copper

lines, with an impressive upstream capability

of 640 Kbps. What's more, ADSL allows

users to talk on the same phone line while

downloading files. This, as any veteran of the

Internet hype wars will know instinctively, i-

crazy talk. But it's so crazy it might just work.

ADSL divides bandwidth into separate pack-
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ages of frequencies called carriers, allowing sev-

eral "channels" of data to be delivered over a

single line. Despite its experimental and theo

r e t i c a 1

status,
—

ADSL
and its m^^^. Ml

u
— i

variants iiu J
(HDSL,
VDSL, £&~ i

j i

SDSL, all ^Pw
referred

to as

xDSL tor short) have been around in one form

or another for years, formerly as part of the tel-

cos' big bandwidth plans in the heartbreak days

of interactive television. But like 56K, stan-

dards have been a problem and not all existing

phone lines can support the data speeds

promised by xDSL. At press time, however, the

Universal ADSL Working Group

[www.uawg.org], which counts some of the

computer industry's biggest guns (Microsoft,

Intel, Lucent, Rockwell, and Compaq) as well

as enterprising telcos (all the baby Bells, Sprint,

and GTE) among its members, announced

ambitious plans to establish standards and

speed the development of consumer ADSL
technology.

Telephone lines are not the only way, as the

cable companies have been saying loudly tor

the past several years. Cable modems, with the

tantalizing promise of coaxial connectivity and

an established user base, were scheduled tor the

summer ot 1996, and limited trials have been

ongoing, though broad implementation is still a

ways off. One problem in the short term is infra-

structure. For true two-way high speed access,

the cable companies will need to upgrade their

networks to a hybrid tiber-coax cable, a costly

and time consuming prospect that, while

inevitable, won't be immediate. Until then,

cable operators are arguing in favor ot the "two

wire solution" in which coaxial delivers the

high bandwidth downstream, with a "telephone

return path" providing the user's upstream con-

nection. This, for many Web devotees, will be

just fine. Upstream connections are typically in

the form of data queries and email—small

bandwidth stuff. But for anyone trying to

upload files—say, a video clip of a film-in-

progress or a new Web page that includes a fair

amount of graphics—a phone connection still

means an eternity of waiting before a Zen-like

blank screen.

This is by no means the end of the story.

Everyone is jumping into the access game,

THE
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including the satellite carriers, who are devising

schemes to deliver Internet service from space.

But a delivery system—be it 56K modem,

ISDN, cable modem, or advanced telephony

like ADSL— is a hit like a sports car: it might

purr like a kitten on the showroom tloor, hut ofl

the lot it performs only as well as conditions

permit. A functional cable modem or ADSL

connection might end up very much like a

Ferrari on the Long Island Expressway—all

revved up with no place to go.

Regardless or the systemic limitations of

Internet connectivity, higher bandwidth does

suggest possibilities for filmmakers who hope to

use the medium as an outlet. It is in many ways

the demand tor video and other convergence

technologies (the co-mingling of computer

and television functionality) that is fueling

the push for high-speed access. The medium

in general—still the citadel of geek speak and

eye -glazing technical minutia—is being prod-

ded by financial pressure and potential toward

the mass market. That should mean two

things: life online (and getting there) will be

getting simpler, and, perhaps more importantly,

there will be a larger online audience, more pre-

pared for multimedia. Once they're connected,

that audience will be waiting to be entertained.

Adam Pincls

Adam Pincus is a new media producer and writer on

technology and indepedent film. Among the websites he

produces are www.sundancechannel.com and the New
York Women's Film Festival.

Storytellers Embrace the Web

On the Web, storytelling relies on successful

information design—that is, the way data is

presented to the viewer. Web stories have to be

built with an appreciation of how the technolo-

gies of Internet communication can both

enhance and hinder the flow of information or

entertainment. As the medium progresses, Web

storytellers are beginning to shift their empha-

sis from how information looks on a Web page

to how it gets there. This important shift in

emphasis has taken two tracks: some develop-

ers try to work around the medium's limitations

while creating online stories, while others

design stories for the Web that take advantage

of the medium's unique properties.

Today there's no shortage of people attempt-

ing to tell stories on the Web, just as in the very

early days of cinema there were various groups

of people racing to establish a working system

for the presentation of moving images. Current

experiments in Web storytelling range from

attempts to make dynamic Web sites more like

POV Interactive's site,

Ready to Live, feature

"threaded-conversatic

tools" which facilitate

encourage dialogue ar

teenage viewers about

effects of street

violence.

tele-

vision to structuring

nonlinear visual stories from databases.

Other developers are just having fun working

in a medium where creative expression and

technical savvy- go hand in hand.

Technical "work-arounds" to overcome the

Web's infamous deficiencies include new devel-

opments that give developers more control by

shifting management of small image and sound

files from the server to the user's computer (the

"client"). Client- side control of information

can do away with the uncertainty of relying on

a constant connection to a server over a tele-

phone line. Many sites now utilize JavaScript, a

scripting language introduced by Netscape that

allows developers to create dynamic content.

(JavaScript is not related to Java, Sun Micro-

system's programming language).

As part of HotWired' s growing online -art

archive, Signal2Noise's 49,682,923 stories about

[www.hotwired.com/rgb/signal2noise] employs

JavaScript to generate visual stories from a

database of animated 19th century etchings. By-

using JavaScript in their information design,

the developers of 49,682,923 stories seamlessly

combine audio and animated images, which

load quickly and don't require a plug-in

to play. (Before JavaScript, images and

audio files had to be downloaded sepa-

rately, or as part of a special file that

could only be read with a special plug-

in.) Because Web developers are a

part of HotWired's target audience,

the site also includes details about

how the project actually works.

The Web Show [www.forever-

more.com], developed by artist

Julian W, also uses JavaScript to

tell a story in static images with

a soundtrack running in the

background. The story is actually a fictional

interview with the late physicist Richard

Feynman. Instead of relying on streaming

audio, this site embeds sound files in the

JavaScript code; placing sound in embedded

files makes the site seem more like television,

since no audio players appear on the screen.

This is simpler for the user, but it also makes

the experience less interactive than the best

Web content.

In the category of "Stories That Can't Be

Told Anywhere Else," Web storytellers are

designing information using database-to-Web

publishing and threaded conversations tools.

These technologies take advantage of what

networked computers can do that other

media cannot. Database-to-Web publishing

provides structured access to huge collec-

tions of changing information, while thread-

ed conversations aim to build online commu-

nities that have a chance to grow and deep-

en.

Ready to Live [www.pbs.org/pov/jesse], for

example, developed by PO.V. Interactive,

features a forum in which teenagers can add

artwork to a project exploring the effects of

violence. Inspired by Jesse's Gone, a film
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broadcast on the public television series

PO.V! about the death of an East Oakland

hip hop artist, the site echoes others at PBS

online [www.pbs.org] that use the Web to

extend a televised story. But the threaded

conversation in the "open mic" section is

arguably the most important and effective

area of this site. Threaded conversation

tools, server-side programs which group post-

ings in convenient "threads," bring to the

Web an information structure that builds a

dynamic archive of discussions within a Web

site.

Database-to-Web publishing tools are

beginning to appear in the consumer market

in response to demand from corporate

Intranet users, who use them to provide

information to their employees, such as sales

figures or company schedules. Because

online databases make available tremendous

amounts of information, their use as the

engines behind Web storytelling has obvious

potential. Glorianna Davenport and Cheryl

Morse at the MIT Media Lab have directed

a story about the life of Jerome Weisner, a
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Because it combines embedded audio files with still images

Show feels much like television.

former President of MIT and a leader in

twentieth century science and politics. A
Random Walk Through the Twentieth Century

[http://ic.www.media.mit.edu/JBW] features

an encyclopedic collection of video clips and

text documents housed in a growing data-

base that users can access randomly. This site

is built for users with fast connections, and

for users who are browsing the companion

CD-ROM, but it's based on a database-to-

Web information design that could be adapt-

ed for users with slower connections.

Streaming video and audio over the

Internet is probably here to stay, so it's

important to figure out how to shoot for

streaming [see "Dr. Streamlove, or How I

Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Web,"

Aug./Sept. 1997]. At UCLA's Center for

Intercultural Performance, dance and media

artists are examining what "reads" when video

is streamed over the Internet. As part of Save as

Dance, a dance documentation program co-

directed by the UCLA National Dance/Media

Project and the National Initiative to Preserve

Dance, the center provides experimental

footage at [www.arts .ucla.edu/centers/cip/juke-

box. htm]. There are numerous other sites on

the Web that stream audio and/or video,

including the Alternative Entertainment

Network [www.aentv.com], which features

interviews by Dick Cavett with Alfred

Hitchcock, Groucho Marx, and Orson Welles.

Other sites are indexed on the RealNetworks

site [www.real.com], where players tor stream-

ing audio and video can be downloaded.

Streaming still works better for audio than for

video, so some sites are designed tor audio only,

such as the History Channel's Great Speeches

[www.historvchannel.com].

In becoming information

designers, Web storytellers are

beginning to develop new story

forms that add to a long history of

multimedia storytelling. In the

fourteenth century, scribes were

creating new stories by combining

text, images, and musical nota-

tion on individual pages of illumi-

nated manuscripts. When the

scribes set pen to paper, they

could be prettv sure that any

future reader would see exactly

what they had inscribed. How-

ever, Web storytellers can't know

exactly how their work will func-

tion on every desktop. Even it

every person looking at a Web

story uses the same browser, the

same modem and the same type of computer,

there will still be variations in the speed of con-

tent delivery over the Internet.

The challenge for Web storytellers is to

design for those variables and many others, and

still transmit richness and depth of content. By

developing new forms and taking advantage of

the unique strengths of digital media, some

Web storytellers are taking the first steps

toward meeting that challenge.

Laura Knott

Laura Knott is coordinator of the Artist in Residence

Program at Do While Studio in Boston and the Project

Director of Worldwide Simultaneous Dance.
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Seattle

f[206]448.0861
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IN & OUT OF PRODUCTION

I
by Cassandra

U RETZ

TWO PUBLIC ACCESS STARS WEBCAST A

gh( St hunt through the New Jersey woods

as a publicity stunt to promote their program

and demonstrate their new media savoir faire.

The ghost doesn't show, but their ratings soar

nontheless when their serial guide goes berserk

and carves them up. Then a Net expert

unearths a technical clue that hints the ghost

masterminded the murder. Digital avatars

Stefan Avalos and Lance Weiler made The

Last Broadcast on their desktop for a dreamy

$900, bringing glory to Web denizens while

opening up debt-free indie production possibil-

ities. The Last Broadcast, FFM Productions,

Box 147, Rushland, PA 18956; (215) 598-

8496; www. tebweb.com/lastbroadcast.

Out of the Loop, by Scott Petersen, is a

long overdue scoop on the Chicago band

scene. It recaps the glory days of Wax Trax

Records, which churned out the industrial

sound for mass consumption, and looks at a

current crop of University of Chicago grads

flexing their creative urges and assorted wild

childs from the Wicker Park netherworlds.

Seeing Big Black perform should be worth any

admission price. Petersen is self-distributing

and has been booking dates since the begin-

ning of the year; upcoming screenings include

a March 6-7 bill at the Wexner Center for the

Arts in Columbus, Ohio, and a March 25 show

at Detroit's Wayne State University. Out of the

Loop, Headache Productions, 2130 W. Berteau

#2N, Chicago, IL 60618; (773) 929-6912.

Heartwood, Lanny and Steve Coder's man-

versus-tree fable set among the glorious

California redwoods, follows Frank, a young

sawmill worker who learns to love the land

through his ardor for a "lithe and spirited" log-

ger's daughter. Frank bungles numerous

attempts to impress his prospective father-in-

law, and all seems lost. Meanwhile, corporate

raiders have hit the town, threatening to close

the local mill, owned by Logan Reeser (Jason

Robards) unless an old-growth forest is razed,

and Frank sees his chance to save the commu-

nity. Written, produced, and directed by Lanny

and Steve Coder, two brothers who have

logged countless hours as screenwriters in the

L.A. film industry. Heartwood, Cotler Brothers

Productions, 22628 Erwin St., Woodland Hills,

CA 91367; (818)884-2002.

Sisterhood is powerful in The Female

Closet, Barbara Hammer's homage to three

creative virtuosos coming to terms with their

lesbian identities. Examining the careers of pio-

neering photographer Alice Austen, Berlin

Dadaist Hannah Hoch, and New York celebri-

ty Nicole Eisenman, Hammer notes the artful

maneuvers these women employed to integrate

their personal and professional lives, while

exploring the bounds of women's vision within

the visual

arts tradi-

tion. The

Female
Closet,
Flying
Horse
Films, 55

B e t h u n e

St., #114G,

New York,

NY 10014;

t e 1 / f a x :

(212) 645-

9077.

recently emigrated from Mexico, Gabriela is

everything Lopez has ever desired—except

she's unavailable. Although the spark

between them ignites into a passionate affair,

she still plans to marry her old friend fiance

waiting back in Mexico, a nice guy waiting in

the wings she can't quite leave behind.

Gomez' friends batter him with hardboiled

guy advice, while Gabriela sorts through her

Everybody's Neighborhood is Linda

Thornburg's documentation of the rise of the

South Side Settlement House, an unsung

urban institution in the Columbus, Ohio com-

munity. The Settlement House is a neighbor-

hood touchstone, responsible in its near-hun-

dred-year history for integrating a successively

European, Appalachian, and African American

district, while welcoming newcomers from

around the world. Many social justice workers

credit the House with playing a pivotal role in

dispelling tensions during the Midwestern race

riots of the 1960s, viewing it as a model of effec-

tive urban empowerment. Everybody's

Neighborhood: The South Side Settlement House,

Linda Thornburg Productions, 185 Arden Rd.,

Columbus, OH 43214; (614) 267-7822; fax:

263-1074.

Billed as "Hollywood's first Latino love

story," Vincent Jay Miller's Gabriela concerns

Jamie Gomez (Clear and Present Danger), a

lighthearted ladykiller who finds his true love

in co-worker Gabriela (Seidy Lopez of Mi Vida

Loca). A strong, sympathetic professional

own feelings, torn between her need for secu-

rity and sweet surrender. Gabriela, Grindstone

Pictures, 839 N. June St., Los Angeles, CA
90038; (213) 896-3012; fax: 871-2415.

In Laughing Dead, guerrilla filmmakers

Nancy Rhee and Patrick Gleason get a fresh

impression off the well-trodden sci-fi turf.

Hunter, a doom-generation lowlife with a

heart of gold, infiltrates an undisclosed dry

sometime in the post-Apocalyptic future

seeking love, drugs, and redemption. Falling

in with a landlord who milks the city's citi-

zens for blood, Hunter embarks on a "vampir-

ic journey of lust, power, addiction, and con-

sumption" until he meets a cute mutant and

gets in touch with his inner young'un.

Laughing Dead, LD Productions LLC, 249B

4th St., Venice, CA 90291; (310) 450-6762;

fax: 450-6484.

Vermont's Edgewood Studios (David

Giancola) began shooting Icebreaker this

January as part of a high-concept, low-bud-

get, three-picture deal that means to put

Vermont on the map. Ski boy Matt Foster, not
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Luvbunnie

Chris

Holmes

leads his

band

Yum-Yum

Out of the

Loop.

Photo:

Scott

Petersen

one to quit at roses and a ring, takes

on a terrorist horde that has descended on

Huntington Lodge, kidnapped the Foster

fiancee and her father-in-law, and threatened

to melt the mountain with a stash of stolen plu-

tonium, thereby ruining the season. Vermont

thespians Larry Linville, Fred (Man with a Plan)

Tuttle, and others light up the proceedings.

Icebreaker, Edgewood Studios, 162 N. Main St.,

Rutland, VT 05701; (802) 863-3955; fax: 773-

0510.

Conditional Love, videomaker Ardele

Lister's latest project, is a wry look by a

Canadian expatriate at the way national identi-

ty has developed (or not) in her native land. In

a personal narrative intercut with interviews,

home movies, and writings from various

authors, Lister explores the clash between

English and French culture that has prevented

Canada from sustaining a unified public ideolo-

gy and wonders whether it is, in fact, the

world's first truly postmodern country.

Conditional Love premiered November 7, 1997

at the Museum of Modern Art in New York

City. Conditional Love, 202 15th St., Brooklyn,

NY 11215; (718) 788-4464.

A summer romance goes terribly wrong

when Moira (Boti Ann Bliss) discovers the

secret her beau Eddie (Aric Cushing) is hiding

about his troubled past. Broken and Bleeding

never sugarcoats its teen thrills; these kids face

madness, obsession, and death in their struggle

with family alcoholism and abuse. But filmmak-

ers Cushing and compadre Brian Huckeba call

their effort "a compassionate tragedy," honor-

ing the wars teens wage against the over-

whelming, impersonal tides of circumstance.

Broken and Bleeding, c/o Artisans Public

Relations, 9019 David Ave., Los Angeles, CA
90034; (310) 837-6008; fax: 837-2286.

di*pucaiiox

212-242-0444
POST PRODITTIO\

Media 100 Editing

Voice Overs

Quicktime to Tape

Digital File Transfers

Video Duplication

Transfers & Conversions

145 West 20th St.

New York, NY 10011

Fax: 212-242-4419

Film Festival Duplication Special

20 VHS Tapes

w/sleeves & labels

Independents

Only

TAKE THE

NECESSARY

STEPS

D.R. REIFF
& ASSOCIATES

ENTERTAINMENT INSURANCE
BROKERS

320 WEST 57 ST
NEW YORK, NY 10019

(212) 603-0231 FAX (212) 247-0739

STREET VIDEO, INC.

I
NOT JUST TECHNOLOGY, IDEAsT"

SHOOTING / EDITING / DUBBING
PROFESSIONAL SHOOTS / SMALL BUDGETS

ONE. ..TWO.. .OR THREE CAMERAS
SONY BETACAM SP CAMERA PACKAGE CAN NOT BE BEAT

WITH: LOWEL LIGHTS; HAND HELD, SHOTGUN & WIRELESS MIKES
FLUID HEAD TRIPOD; FIELD MONITOR; SUNGUN & MORE

AVID NON LINEAR / SONY BETACAM SP
MEDIA COMPOSER 1000

HI & LOW RES OPTIONS
W/EFFECTS & TITLES

GREAT DAILY/WEEKLY RATES

W/ SONY DFS500 DIGITAL FX
INTERFORMAT BETA, 3/4 & HI8

IMPORT EDL FROM NON-LINEAR
THE PERFECT ON-LINE ROOM

DUBBING DUBBING DUBBING
FROM VHS 3/4 HI-8 BETACAM SP
ALSO TIMECODE BURN-INS FROM BETACAM, HI8

FOR MORE INFO

VOICE US: 212.594.7530
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SOUTH BY SOUTHWEST FILM
CONFERENCE & FESTIVAL

Conference: March 13-17

Trade Show: March 15-17

Festival: March 13-21

The SXSW Film Conference expands in

1998 with four days of panels, workshops,

mini-meetings and industry mentoring

sessions with professional filmmakers to

answer all your questions about every phase

of filmmaking from pre-production through

signing that distribution deal, or how to get

your film seen if you don't. The SXSW Film

Conference is a great place to meet your

contemporaries working in independent film,

and to talk one-on-one with some of the

greatest filmmakers working today.

Confirmed panelists for 1998 include:

Mike Barker, Richard Linklater, Caroline

Kaplan, Ted Hope, Harry Knowles, Charlotte

Mickie and Tony Safford. (subject to change)

The three day Trade Show features

exhibitors including equipment and service

providers, digital editing suites and new film

and video technologies.

The Film Festival presents the best in new

independent film. Last year's narrative world

premiere films that have received distribution

since the festival include Still Breathing and

Full Tilt Boogie. Documentaries from '97

include: Letter from Waco, Pin Gods, A Healthy

Baby Girl and Family Name.

Film Registration Walk-up Rate-$225

SXSW Film:

PO Box 4999

Austin, TX 78765

Tel: 512/467-7979

Fax: 512/451-0754

www.sxsw.com

E-mail: sxsw@sxsw.com

sundance
channel



FESTIVALS
[festivals@aivf.org]

by Thomas Pallotta

listings do not constitute an endorse-

ment, since some details may change

after the magazine goes to press, we

recommend that you contact the festi-

val directly before sending materials,

deadline for submitting a call for entries is

the 15th of the month two-and-a-half

months prior to cover date (e.g., mar 15 for

june issue). all blurbs should include: fes-

tival dates, categories, prizes, entry fees,

deadlines, formats & contact info. to

improve our reliability and make this col-

umn more beneficial, we encourage all

mediamakers to contact fivf with changes,

criticism, or praise for festivals profiled

Domestic

BRAINWASH MOVIES FESTIVAL, CA.

Deadline: May 1. Fourth annual fest. All works

must be original and less than 13 minutes in

length. All submissions will be viewed in full by

selected fest committee. Format: VHS. Entry

Fees: $15 Contact: Shelby Toland, Box 881911,

San Francisco, CA 94188; (415) 273-1545;

www.laughingsquid.com/brainwash

CHICAGO ALT.FILM FESTIVAL, June 10-14,

IL. Deadline: Apr. 17. Fest is a showcase of

indenpently produced, narrative feature films by

Chicago, Midwest, and American filmmakers

and provides a venue for exhibition, discussion,

and networking. Narrative feature films will

compete for best feature, director, script, perfor-

mance, and cinematography. Formats: 35mm,
16mm, video. Contact: Dennis Neal Vaughn,

executive director, Chicago Alt.film Fest, 3430

N. Lake Shore Drive, Suite 19N, Chicago IL.

60657; (773) 525-4559; fax: (773) 327-8669

GOLDEN SHOWER VIDEO FESTIVAL,
March 27-28. TX. Deadline: March 5. Looking

for experimental, narrative, animation,

exploitive, doc, stolen and original videos.

Prizes: 1st: lowrider bike. 2nd: mini accordion.

3rd: flea market surprise. Format: VHS (under

30 min.). Entry Fee: $10. Contact: Southwest

Craft Center, c/o Adam Rocha, San Antonio,

TX 78205; (210) 979-1058; http://members.aol.

com/chialtfilm/Fest/home.html

JOHNS HOPKINS FILM FESTIVAL, April 16-

19. MD. Deadline: early March. 1st year fest

screens in Baltimore in and around the Johns

Hopkins University Homewood campus. Goal of

fest is to present the best of the current crop of

independent films from around the world, as

well as a couple of career retrospectives from

established visionary filmmakers, on the beauti-

ful Shriver Theater screen. Fest includes awards,

panels, and seminars, as well as parties. Seeks

features, shorts, experimental, drama, comedy 6k

video. Formats: 16mm, 35mm, and video. Entry

fee: $35. Contact: Film Fest, c/o Film & Media

Program, 146 Gilman Hall, 3400 N. Charles St.,

Baltimore, MD 21218; (410) 516-5048; busker(5

erols.com; www.erols.com/ busker/filmfest

MARTHA'S FLAVOR FESTIVAL-FILM &
SCRIPT COMPETITION, Aug NY. Deadline:

Deadline for short & full-length features is May 1;

late entry deadline is May 15. Deadline for scripts

is April 1 . Martha's Flavor Fest specializes in sup-

porting the independent black filmmaker. The
focus is to increase awareness, support and recog-

nition of independent black film through: screen-

ings, events and script readings. Martha's Flavor

Fest accepts material from any filmmaker who
demonstrates creative abilities within black cine-

ma. Accepting features and shorts. Format: 35mm,
16mm. Entry fees: Full-length feature: $30, late

entry: $40. Short-length: $25, late entry: $30.

Contact: Martha's Flavor Fest, 14 Kling St., 2nd

Fl., West Orange, NJ 07052; (212) 726-2179; fax:

(212) 603-4373; cmpnyc@msn.com

PALM BEACH INTERNATIONAL FILM FES-

TIVAL, Apr 17-26, FL. Deadline: Mar 6. Palm

Beach Int'l Film Fest., now in its 3rd year, is con-

sidered the southeast's most prestigious event. The
'98 festival will host a series of events including

galas, premiere parties, panel discussions, and sym-

posia, a student film showcase, and 10 full days of

int'l films previewing in theaters from Boca Raton

to Tequesta. All fest net proceeds provide grants to

enhance existing high school & college film pro-

grams, as well as scholarships for deserving film

students. Open to any genre, including doc, ani-

mation, experimental, fiction, personal, narrative,

etc. Entry fees: Features: $60; $30: shorts (under

60 minutes in length). Contact: Palm Beach Int'l

Film Festival, 1555 Palm Beach Lakes Boulevard,

Suite 414, West Palm Beach, Florida, 33401.

(561) 233-1000; www.pbifilmfest.org

SAN ANTONIO CINE FESTIVAL, June 3-7,

TX. Deadline: April 9. The Guadalupe Cultural

Arts Center's 21st annual San Antonio Cine

Festival, seeks works by and about Chicanos and

Latinos. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4" and 1/2"

video. Preview on NTSC video only. Entry fees:

$25 non-student, $10 students. Awards will be

given in the following categories: Narrative, Doc,

Experimental, First Work, First Work Student, 6k

will include a special Jury Award. This year's fest

will include additional venues and screening in

conjunction with the Latino Laugh Festival at San

Antonio. Contact: Ray Santisteban, Director of

Media Arts, Guadalupe Cultural Arts Center,

1300 Guadalupe St, San Antonio, TX 78207-

5519. (512) 271-3151 fax: (512) 271-3480;

guadarts@aol.com

STUDENT VIDEO FESTIVAL (SMARTfest),

Fall, NY. Deadline: Apr 3. Founded in '88, fest

organized entirely by 6k for students. All tapes

reviewed by peer committees of students of time-

based media. Fest seeks wide variety of interesting

& challenging work that demonstrates concerns of

students of all ages. All genres 6k subjects wel-

come; works must be completed w/in previous 2

yrs 6k no more than 28 min. Selected tapes incl. in

6 wk exhibit in Visual Studies Workshop Gallery

6k cablecast on RCTV public access. Fest also

becomes part of extensive archives of Visual

Studies Workshop Galleries traveling exhibitions

program. About 20 works selected each yr for

audiences of over 400. Entry fee: None (return

postage necessary). Contact: Media Center

Coordinator, Student Video Festival, Visual

Studies Workshop, 31 Prince St., Rochester, NY
14607-1499; (716) 442-8676; fax: 442-1992

WINE COUNTRY FILM FESTIVAL, July 16-

Aug. 9, CA. Deadline: April 30. In 12th yr, fest

features competitive and noncompetitive programs

in the heart of California's wine country, 60 miles

north of S.F. Open to features, shorts, docs 6k ani-

mation. Fest. includes Blockbuster Short Film

Competition, David Wolper Doc. Prize, New
Director Prize. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, some
video. Entry fee $30. All submissions on 1/2"

VHS. Wine Country Film Fest., 12000 Henno
Rd., Box 303, Glen Ellen, CA 95442; (707) 996-

2536; fax: 996-6964; wcfilmfest@aol.com;

www.winezone.com

Foreign

FESTIVAL OF NATIONS, June 14-20, Ebensee,

Austria. Deadline: April 1. All noncommercial

films 6k videos qualified to participate. Please

enclose short description of film. Film/video must

be completed within the last two years. Duration of

film is limited to 30 min. Films rated by interna-

tional jury. Formats: 16mm, S8, VHS, S-VHS.

Awards: "Ebenseer Bear" in gold, silver and

bronze. The Austrian Science and art Minister

Prize: AT 10,000. "Special Award for Best Film" of

the Competition: The author (or one member of

the team) will receive an invitation to participate

free of charge in the festival in the next year.

Special Award for the best Experimental Film.

UNICA-Medaille Certificate for every participant.

Contact: Erich Riess, GoumbergstraBe 82, A-4060

Linz, Austria; tel/fax: 011 43 732 673 693

INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL FOR
CHILDREN 6k YOUNG PEOPLE, July 6-17,

Uruguay. Deadline: May 8. Annual fest presents

overview of new films for children 6k adolescents,

facilitates access to best 6k most diverse material

created today 6k encourages distribution of new

films for children. Prizes for fiction, animation,

doc; UNESCO prize to director of best Latin

American or Caribbean film or video. Formats:

35mm, 16mm, video. Contact: Cinemateca

Urugua-ya, Lorenzo Carnelli 1311, 11200

Montevideo, Uru-guay. Fax: 011 598 409 4572;

cinemuy@'chasque. apc.org

JERUSALEM FILM FESTIVAL July 9-18, Israel.

Deadline: Apr. 15. 15th annual fest. will screen

over 165 films in various cats, including int'l cine-

ma, doc, shorts, animation, new directors, U.S.

indep., Israeli 6k Mediterranean cinema, avant

garde, Jewish themes 6k restorations. Awards incl.

Wolgin Awards for Israeli cinema, Lipper Award

for best Israeli script, Wim van Leer Award (int'l

competition), Mediterranean Cinema Award,

Films on Jewish Theme Award (int'l comp.). Must

be Israeli premieres. Formats: 35mm, 16mm,

video. Entry fee: none. Contact: Lia van Leer,

Director, Box 8561, Derech Hebron, Jerusalem

91083; tel: 011-9722-672-4131; fax: 673-3076;

jer_cine@ inter.net.il; www.jer.cine.org.ilh
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AM In One Productions
Your Low Budget Production Paradise

M&dicl 100 AIIYouCanPlay!Aslowas$200/Day

Nocj uitn Effects Enqinp - Faster trian Real Tinei

Non-Linear Digital Editing System FOR RENT
with 36 GB A/V Array, 300 MB of RAM. Insert/Assemble Editing...

After Effects. Boris Effects. Photoshop, Illustrator...

Betacam SP, 3/4", DVCPRO. DVCAM. Mini DV, SVHS, Hi-8, DAT..

Check Out Our Full Production Package! -

(212) 334 4778 401 Broadway. Suite 2012. New Yor

No Job too Big No BudgetToo Small

more

independent
than ... .

youthink.

film, music, new media.

4th annuo;

losangeles

independent
|

filmfestival
april 16-20 1998

Make your reservations now.

Call 888.ETM.TIXS for tickets &

800.927.8137 for travel packages

presenting sponsor^m

Sundance

founding sponsors
i—i _M The Filmmaker's v» .

fr« Film Maker \lLt

LONDON JEWISH FILM FESTIVAL, June 18-25,

London. Deadline: Mid-March. Int'l noncompeti-

tive festival presenting features, docs, shorts address-

ing Jewish identify 6k experience. Formats: 8mm,
16mm, 35mm, 70mm, video. Contact: Carol

Coombes, London Jewish Film Festival, South Bank,

Waterloo, London SE1 8XT; tel: 011 44 (171) 815

1322; fax: 011 44 (171)633 0786

ST. PETERSBURG "MESSAGE TO MAN" FESTI-

VAL, July 1-8. Russia. Deadline: April 10. Accepts

feature doc (up to 120 min.), short doc (up to 40

min), short fiction (up to 60 min.), animated films

(up to 60 min.). Program incl. best debut (1st pro-

fessional as well as student films), int'l competition &.

special programs. Entries must have been completed

after Jan., 1997. Cash awards. Formats: 35mm,

16mm; preview on 1/2" VHS. Entry fee: S35.

Contact Anne Borin, c/o Donnell Media Center, 10

W 53rd St., NY, NY 10019; (212) 362-3412;

Mikhail Litviakov, St. Petersburg International Film

Festival, 12 Karavannaya 191011, St. Petersburg,

Russia; tel: 011 7 812 235 2660; fax: 235 3995.

WELLINGTON FILM FESTIVAL, July, New
Zealand. Deadline: late April. Noncompetitive

fest, now in 27th yr. From core program of 120

features (<Si as many shorts), fest simultaneously

presents Auckland & Wellington Film Festivals,

programs that travel to cities of Dunedin &.

Christchurch. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", Beta.

No entry fee. Contact: Bill Gosden, New Zealand

Film Festival, Box 9544, Te Aro, Wellington, New-

Zealand; tel: 011 64 4 385 0162; fax: 801 7304;

en;edff(5 actrix.gen.nr; www.enzedff. co.n:

STUDENTS: CALL FOR ENTRIES

How is POPULATION GROWTH affecting

CONSUMPTION • ENVIRONMENT • SUSTAIN ABI LITY

$10,000 IN PRIZES

ENTRIES DUE JUNE 15* NO ENTRY FEE

TV EXPOSURE • NATIONAL TOUR

For more information, a resource guide and

a copy of the video 8esf of Festival , contact:

WPFVF • 46 Fox Hill Road, Bernardston, MA
01337 • TL: 800 638-9464 • FX: 413 648-9204

eM: info@wpfvf.com • www.wpfvf.com

Sponsored by Sopris Foundation, Searchlight

Films & Population Communications International
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DEADLINES ARE 1ST OF EACH MONTH, TWO MONTHS

PRIOR TO COVER DATE (E.G. MARCH 1 FOR MAY

ISSUE). CLASSIFIEDS OF UP TO 240 CHARACTERS

(INCL. SPACES & PUNCTUATION) COST $25/ISSUE

FOR AIVF MEMBERS, $35 FOR NONMEMBERS; CLAS-

SIFIEDS OF 240-480 CHARACTERS COST $45/ISSUE

FOR AIVF MEMBERS, $65 FOR NONMEMBERS. ADS

RUNNING FIVE OR MORE TIMES RECEIVE A $5 DIS-

COUNT PER ISSUE. PLEASE INCLUDE VALID MEM-

BER ID#. ADS EXCEEDING REQUESTED LENGTH

WILL BE EDITED. ALL ADVERTISING COPY SHOULD

BE TYPED AND ACCOMPANIED BY A CHECK OR

MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO: FIVF, 304 HUDSON ST.,

NY, NY 10013. TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, YOU MUST

INCLUDE: CARD TYPE (VISA/MC); CARD NUMBER;

NAME ON CARD; EXPIRATION DATE; BILLING

ADDRESS & CARDHOLDER'S DAYTIME PHONE.

ADVERTISERS WISHING TO RUN A CLASSIFIED MORE

THAN ONCE MUST PAY FOR EACH INSERTION AND

INDICATE NUMBER OF INSERTIONS ON SUBMITTED

COPY.

Buy • Rent • Sell

16MM PROD. PACKAGE LIGHTING & GRIP
VAN: HMI Par, Kino Flos, Dedolights, Mule 2Ks

to inkies. Chimeras, Jih arm, smoke machine, all

grip equip. Great rates tor indie films. Also 16 SR,

Sony Beta, Nagra w/ or without crew. (20?) 254-

7370.

SONY DXIOOO FOR RENT: Complete digital

camera pkg w/ Pro Audio! 4 lithium batteries, wide

angle adapter, Senheiser ME-66, boom pole, Beach

mini/XLR adapter, mike camera mount. AIVF

members only: $150 day. Call (212) 966-3050

x244. Shoot it now!

SPACE FOR RENT in lower Manhattan. 2 pri-

vate offices 6k shared receprion area. Could he

ideal tor independent filmmaker For more into, call

(212) 267-6750.

VIDEO DECKS/ EDIT SYSTEMS FOR RENT:
I deliver! All types at best prices: Beta-SP Deck

(Sony UVW-1800) $150/ day. 3/4" Deck (Sony

5600) $75/ day. D/ Vision $450/ week. VHS offline,

Mackie Mixer too. David (212) 362-1056.

WANTED: Fresnels, HMIs, softlights. openface,

KinoFlo, or light kits; garter/grip equip.; mic, boom,

sound equip., Bolex 16 RX 400' mags; 16mm &
35mm filmstock; reasonable; send descrip., prices:

1407 Swift, Hohart, IN 46342; (219) 947-9909.

ZEISS 10-100 NR 6369733 T2 Am Bayonet

mount $6950; Zeiss 32mm Planar Old Style T2 Nr

3767127 $350; Zeiss speed 35mm Dist T1.4 con-

verted to PL Nr 2593414 $2650, mint; Ang 9.5-57

T1.9 Nr 1408110 Arri Bayo mount $1600;

Angenieux 25-250 T3.9 new multicoated front

w/zoom & focus gears, Arri Bayo mount $2600,

glass is excellent; Arri standard lenses: Schneider

18mm F1.8 SN#1 1143340 $900 (35 format);

Schneider 28mm T2 SN#4807946 $350 (35 for-

mat); Schneider 50mm T2 SN#8503913 $450 (35

format); Schneider 75mm T2 SN#1 1569140 $400

(35 format); Schneider 16mm T1.9 Nr 4686257

$200, glass is great; Schneider 50mm T2 Nr

11275961 mount (35 format) $350; Call Silvera

Cinematography (a (305) 898-0039; fax 825-4494.

Distribution

ATA TRADING CORP., actively & successfully

distributing indie products tor over 50 yrs., seeks new

programming ot all types tor worldwide distribution

into all markets. Contact: (212) 594-6460.

AQUARIUS PRODUCTIONS, leading distributor

ot outstanding videos because ot outstanding produc-

ers. Join our collection ot titles on disabilities, mental

health, aging, nursing, psychosocial issues, children 6k

teen issues. For educational health markets. Leslie

Kussmann, Aquarius Prod., 5 Powderhouse Lane,

Sherbom. MA 01770; (508) 651-2965; fax: 650-

4216; www.aquariusproductions.com

CINEMA GUILD, leading film video multimedia

distnb, seeks new doc, fiction, educational cs. anima-

tion programs tor distribution. Send vidcocassettes or

disk tor evaluation to: The Cinema Guild, 1697

Broadway, Suite 506, NY, NY 10019; (212) Z46-

5522; tax: 246-5525; TheCinemaG«' aol.com

EXPERT DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED for PSAs oi

YNRs.' Puhhc Interest Video Network can help pro-

ducers 6k nonprofit organizations reach millions.

Stroii'.; track record, experience Cx station data base

get results. Call Aden Slobodow (501) 656-7244.

FANLIGHT PRODUCTIONS, distributors ot

award-winning films ex videos on disabilities, health

care, mental health, tanuk social issues, seeks new

work tor educational markets. Karen McMillen,

Fanlight Productions. 47 Halifax St., Boston. MA
02150; (800) 937-4113.

LOOKING FOR AN EDUCATIONAL DIS-

TRIBUTOR? Consider the University of California.

We can put 80 \cars ot successful marketing expertise

to work for you. Kate Spohr: (510) 643-27 ss 01

http://wvvw-cmil.unex.berkelev.edu media/

MONKEY SEE PRODUCTIONS of Australia,

seeks high quality videos on health, mental health,

family, disabilities etc., to distribute to educational

markets. Contact: Christopher Thomas, PO Box

3010, Waverly 2024 Australia; fax: (612) 9389-7483.

SEEKING EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS on guidance

issues: violence, drug prevention & parenting tor

exclusive distribution. Our marketing gives

unequaled results. Bureau tor At-Risk Youth, Box

760, 1 35 DuPont St.. Plainview, NY 1 1805, (800) 99-

YOUTHx210.

VIDEO DATA BANK currently seeking tape sub-

missions tor several new collections on the following

subjects: aspects ot 'whiteness', girl culture girlhood.

Also seek artist produced Quicktime movies on any

subject. VDB distributes one oi largest artist pro-

duced video collections in the nation. Submit tapes

to: Video Data Bank, 1 12 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

IL 60603, attn: Roberta.

Freelance

35MM/16MM PROD. PKG w/ cinematographer.

Complete studio truck w/ DP's own Arri 35BL, 16SR,

CLASSIFIEDS
[independent@aivf.org]

dolly, jib crane, lighting, grip, Nagra, more. a

Ideal 1 -source for the low-budget 35mm fea-

ture. Call Tom today for booking. (201) 807

0155.

IAWARD-WINNING EDITOR w/ Avid &
Beta SP facility. Features, shorts, doc, music

videos, educational, industrials, demos, triligual

Spanish/English' Catalan. Low introductory rates.

Nuria Olive-Belles, (212) 691-3538.

BETA SP VIDEOGRAPHER w/ attractive Sony

Betacam SR cool sets of lights 6k sensitive micro-

phones is looking tor projects w/ same qualities. Tons

ot experience, willing to travel with his old car.

Yitzhak Col (718) 591-2760.

BETA SP VIDEOGRAPHER w new Sony

Betacam SR mics & lights. Very portable, light-weight

6k I'm fast. Experience includes: docs, interviews,

industrials, fashion shows & comedy clubs. Please call

John Kelleran, (212) 334-3851.

BRENDAN C. FLYNT: Director of Photography w,

15 feature credits Ok dozen shorts. Owns 35 Arri,

Super 16 16 Aaton, HMIs, Tungsten, 6k dolly w/

tracks. Call tor quotes ek reel at teltax: (212) 226-

8417; ela292@aol.com. Credits: Tromco and Juliet,

The Offering, Fine Young Gentlemen, Brushfire.

BURNS STEADICAM: The solution for all moving

shots. Stay with the action, save time 6k cash.

Rickshaw, vehicle mounts, wireless focus, vid tap. All

the fight gear to yet the shot. Call: (800) 706-7977

(pager). All calls returned.

CAMERAMAN w solid creative vision. Owner

Aaton SI 6 & Sony Digital DSR-200 camera packages

w shotgun & radio mic. Andy (718) 797-9051.

CAMERAMAN w US network 6k European broad-

cast experience. Complete production package. Sony

BVW D600 Betacam, lighting, audio, grip, accesories

6k minivan. Competitive rates. Chris (201) 509-8186.

CAMERAMAN/ STEADICAM OPERATOR:
16SR, Beta SR Stereo TC Nagra4, TC FostexPD-4

DAT, feature lite pkg to shoot features, music videos,

commercials, etc. Call Mik Cnbben for info 6k reel,

(212) 929-7728 or (800) 592-3350.

CAMERAPERSON: Visual storyteller loves to col-

laborate, explore diverse styles 6k formats. Brings pas-

sion 6k productivity to your shoot. Award-winner w/

latest Super/ Std.16 Aaton XTR Prod, package. Todd

(212) 686-9425; wacass(g concentric.com

CINEMATOGRAPHER in D.C. area w/ awards 6k

experience in TV photography, docs, national PSAs

6k music videos. Willing to travel. Own Betacam pkg,

35mm 6k Super 16mm pkgs also avail. Call Steven for

reel. (301)483-9264.

CINEMATOGRAPHER: Owner of Aaton reg/S-

16mm pkg w/ video tap 6k more. Creative, efficient,

good listener. Features, shorts, docs, music videos.

Interesting reel. Kevin Skvorak (212) 229-8357;

kevskvkCginx.net

CINEMATOGRAPHER w/ Aaton 6k lighting, look-

ing forward ro working w/ collaborative directors on:

narratives, exp, docs, PSA's, music videos. Call

Steven Gladstone (718) 625-0556 for new reel;
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• PhotoShop

I1IR1TH1
AVID MCXPress PAL NTSC

"^h In-House Editing or Rentals

fe^l ' Real Time 3D Effect

(Genie Board)

' 4 Charmel/8 Audio Channels

•3s, 12s, 71,75 & 77 AVRs

> Pro Tools • After Effects

•InfiniD(3D)

• 36 Gig Removable Storage

• Film to tape transfer

• Video Tape Transfers in all formats,

including DV Cam & DVC Pro.

• International Standards Conversion, PAL & SECAM

• High quality Duplication from any Source Master

• PALISECAMINTSC Professional!Broadcast Equipment

• Sales & Rentals for all Major Brands ofNew, Used, &

Demo Equipment

• DV-CAMIDVC-PRO (PAL Products) available

• Service parts and video accessories

20 East 49th Street, 2nd Floor

New York, NY 10017

Tel: (212) 688-5110 • Fax: (212) 688-5405

E-Mail adidigital@aol.com

^mmm ^mmmrr -Ti
1 « Pi" 1

c y c l|e

Up
Vf

jj
We're a Full-Service Post-

Production facility for the
alternative filmmaker. We have
an ADR/Foley Studio, AVIDs,
AudioVisions, ProTools, and a

high-speed, 8-plate,

supercharged steenbeck. We
provide creative editors,

experienced technical support
and expert post supervision at

competitive rates. For more
information, contact Jeanette

King at (212) 679-2720. Or Fax at

(212 679-2730.

SPIN CYCLE POST, INC.
12 West 27th St., 6th Floor

New York, NY 10001

Lmb mJ

NEW PCI AVR 77

lillfl 400-8000 ™-"--'--»
1 V V V V W U On-Line/Off-Line

580 Broadway

[and Houston]

Pix Sound Editors
RECENT FILMS: Friendly Tech Staff

All Over Me Transfer & Dubs

Follow Me Home Low Rates

925.1110 1 Solar
PRODUCTIONS

VEENOTPH(« aol.com

CINEMATOGRAPHER w/ Super 16 & Beta SP

pkg, credits on films by award-winning doc. & narra-

tive directors. Seeking opportunities on innovative

features, docs. Low rates avail, for exceptional pro-

jects. Tsuyoshi (718) 243-9144.

COMPOSER for film/video, new media projects.

Innovative sounds that won't strain your pocketbook.

For a free demo & brochure, contact Progressive

Media Arts at (415) 550-7172; pma(5,progmedia.

com; www.progmedia.com

COMPOSER & INSTRUMENTALIST who has

scored 9 award-winning films. All styles, all budgets.

Full recording/mixing facility. Nana Simopoulos,

(212) 727-3705; nasimo(g sprynet.com

COMPOSER FOR FILM/TV: Academy Award

winning. Broadcast: PBS, NBC, ABC, CBS. Highly

experienced & dedicated. Music in all styles w/ an

original touch. Complete digital studio. Reasonable

rates. Leonard Lionnet (212) 980-7689.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Award win-

[

ning, exp, looking for interesting projects. Credits

incl. features, docs & commercials in the U.S.,

I Europe & Israel. Own complete Aaton Super 16 pkg

& lights. Call Adam for reel. (212) 932-8255 or (917)

794-8226.

|

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Breathtaking

images by Jeffery Lando, your partner in making your

vision real. Numerous feature credits. Arri Super 16

pkg & lights avail. Call for reel/ conversation: (718)

349-2130.

I DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY looking for

interesting features, shorts, ind. projects, etc. Credits

incl. features, commercials, industrials, short films,

|
music videos. Aaton 16/S-16 pkg avail. Abe (718)

263-0010.

J DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ complete

m Arri-Zeiss 16mm pkg. Lots of indie film experience.

Features, shorts and music videos. Save money and

get a great looking film. Willing to travel. Rates are

flexible and I work quickly. Matthew: (914) 439-5459

|
or (617) 244-6730.

DOCU-JOURNALIST w/ 15 yrs experience (broad-

cast, indie, exp, co-productions) seeks interesting

challenges, especially social, investigative, tech &
political subjects needing data-crunching or comput-

er-aided reporting. Shirley Kisaichi, (718) 802-1329;

skisaichi(ti aol.com

ENTERTAINMENT ATTORNEY: frequent con-

tributor to "Legal Brief" columns in The Independent

and other magazines, offers legal services on projects

from development to distribution. Reasonable rates.

Robert L. Seigel, Esq. (212) 307-7533.

GRANT WRITER & CONSULTANT available

for grant research, grant writing &. fundraising strate-

gy development. Govt. &. foundation grants for inde-

pendent, experimental &. doc film & video projects.

Matt (212) 260-8182.

HOT NYC DP available w/ complete Aaton 16 516

prod. pkg. Cannon, Zeiss, Nikon, Video Tap, e\ en-

tiling! Feature, hot music video &. commercial reel
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looking to expand, long, short form. Flexible rates

(212) 929-7682. Reel. Res. Conversation.

MUSIC: young composer just out of school & look-

ing for exp will work w/ any budget styles ranging

from suspense to ambient, symphonic to experimen-

tal. For demo call Jon Eichner at Surreal Film Music:

(770) 577-0800; heroless@aol.com

MUSIC COMPOSER & LOCATION SOUND:
Original music scores & sound design in project stu-

dio. Friendly, experienced & knowledgable. Also

location sound w/Nagra 4.2. Call Andy at (914) 741-

2975 or (212) 243-4491; Andy Ryder<§ aol.com

MUSIC FOR FILM.. .Music ...Music ...Music

...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music

...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music #$%&.*? ...Music

...Music ...Music Todd Anderson (800) 925-4762 or

(801) 467-4379 for demo.

STEADICAM: Dolly smooth moves w/ the flexibili-

ty of a hand-held camera. Call Sergei Franklin (212)

228-4254.

Opportunities • Gigs

ASSISTANT CURATOR FOR FILM/VIDEO:
Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, MN seeks Aw.
Curator to assist w/ research & prod, of contemporary

media exhibition programs, retrospective series, &
artist residency projects encompassing dept.'s diverse

int'l tilm/video presentations. Thorough knowledge

of ind. film, video 6k new forms of moving image art

w/ degree in film, video, media studies or commensu-

rate area, along w/ min. of 3 yrs prof, & admin, exp

required. Strong writing, communication skills essen-

tial. Interest in artistic disciplines outside media arrs

desirable. Salary 30's, excellent benefits. Sent vitae, 3

prof, references to Gary White, HR Manager, Walker

Art Center, Vineland PL, Minneapolis, MN 55403.

CINEMA STUDIES & PRODUCTION FACUL-
TY seeks instructor tor large undergraduate film c*

video dept. Also supervise multi-section intro. cours-

es in Film/video history 6k aesthetics. PhD preferred,

w/ strong teaching exp, knowledge ot narrative struc-

ture, collateral production exp in two of following:

screenwriting, editing, doc, cinematography, produc-

ing, directing, digital media, sound. Duties incl.

supervising theses in production-oriented grad pro-

gram, advising, committee work. Send curriculum

vita, work samples (publication, reels, scholarly

research) w/ statement ot teaching philosophy to:

Film/Video Search, Human Resources Dept.,

Columbia College Chicago, 600 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, IL 60605.

PRODUCTION CREW TRAINEES needed in

Atlanta. Also looking or writers, directors, music

videos directors trainees. For details check out our

web site at: www.MeccaMotionPictures.com

PRODUCTION FACULTY: experienced teacher

w/ strong knowledge of dramatic 6k narrative struc-

ture to instruct at professional 6k entry levels of

film/video production. Seek professional credentials

and/or record of accomplishment as ind filmmaker,

esp. in directing, camerawork (w/ lighting 6k densito-

metry), editing or screenwriting. Duties include

advising, committee work, thesis supervision.

«* / ei e£ & o £
non-linear video editing

Create in the comfort

of a private edit suite

Finding Stock Footage

with the help of creatively

inspired researchers who

really know their library

takes Energy.

component interformat studio:

betacam-sp,3/4",hi-8,s-vhs

3d animation/graphics/cg

Video for Art's Sake
Independent Post Production

in the East Village

Meg Hanley, Editor

212.254.1106

the Largest anJ Most Unique

Collection ./Original Cinematography

h, the World.

.800.IMAGERYfin Your Most Valuable Resource

http://www.digital-energy.com

1998 Call For Entries

LONG ISLAND
FILM FESTIVAL

15tn Annual Film/Video Festival
Staller Center for the Arts

University at Stony Brook
July 18-August 1, 1998

Call or Write for Entry Forms (Due 5/1/98)

Long Island Film Festival

c/oPOBox 13243

Hauppauge, NY 11788

1-800-762-4769 • 516-853-4800
From 10-6, Mon-Fri

The Long Island Film Festival is co-produced by

the Staller Center for the Arts, University at Stony Brook

in association with

the Suffolk County Motion Picture and Television Commission.
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Vortheast
Negative Matchers,

Iik
"Setting New Standards In Negative Cutting"

Negative Cutting to Film or Video Workprint

SPECIALIZING IN VIDEO MATCHBACK TO THE AVID FILM COMPOSER

^35mm 3 Super 16mm J 16mm

25 Riverview Terrace • Springfield, MA 01 108 • 413/736-2177 • 800/370-CUTS

North Miami Office 305/940-8878 J
•iS^O

Digital Med ia Arts

digital post-production

protools III/ media 100/after effects

16 - track lock to betacam sp £ 3/4

voice over £ adr/sound effects

video capture £ compression

original music/sound design

-special rates for independents

harvestworks digital media arts

212.431.1130 xlO

596 Broadway, Suite 602, NYC 10012

http://wvAv.avsi.com/harvestworks

Independent
Documentary
Consulting
(773) 929-6912
idc@tezcat.com

•pre-production

•production

•post-production

-distribution

BENSON t&\£
RtffcSl

fixing mistakes before

they occur

2130 W. Berteau

Chicago, I L 60618
fax (773) 929-1723

Digital Betacam, Avid

MC 8000s PCI AVRs ls-

75, Film Composers,

Betacam SP, 5/H U-Matic

SP. S-VHS, Hi-8, Magni

Waveform / Vector scope,

post

394
Avid
Mackie mixers, Genelec

Audio Monitors, etc...

H HIRE

212.843.0840
No. 200 Varick St. Room 501 NYC 10014

OnuneNOffune Suites

Post Production Support

Digital Betacam

Editorial

Minority & women applicants esp. encouraged to

apply. Send curriculum vita, work samples (publica-

tion, reels, scholarly research) w/ statement of teach-

ing philosophy to: Film/Video Search, Human
Resources Dept., Columbia College Chicago, 600 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60605.

SEEKING SCRIPTWRITERS: Florida Public

Broadcasting seeks writer(s) for a six-part doc series

chronicling Florida's history. Applicants should be

exp as a primary on long-format pieces for national

TV. Exp in historical genre preferred. Interested in

applicants whose prior work demonstrates ability to

tell engaging nonfiction story, w/ imagination &. dra-

matic structure. Applicants will work in collaborative

environment w/ senior producer &. historical advi-

sors. Research staff is avail. Relocation unnecessary.

Writing commences April '98 for 6-8 months. Salary

neg. Send one page cover letter &. resume of not

more than 4 pages to: Florida Public Broadcasting,

Box 10910, Tallahassee, FL 32302; fax: (850) 414-

9998. Please, videos or scripts at this time. FPS is an

EOE.

TENURE TRACK POSITION /ONE YEAR VIS-

ITING POSITION in film, video, audio &
scriptwriting in the Film/Video/Animation dept.

beginning Sept. '98. Dept. faculty are working profes-

sionals dedicated to educating independent filmmak-

ers. Candidates should have expertise in two of fol-

lowing: scriprwnring, film, video, audio &. animation.

Qualifications: MFA or PhD, professional accom-

plishment. Teaching exp desirable. Duties include

student advising, committee responsibilities. Salary &
rank commensurate w/ exp. Review begins Feb. 15.

Send application, curriculum vita, 5 references to:

Adrianne Carageorge, Film, Video & Animation

Search Committee, Rochester Institute of

Technology, 70 Lomb Memorial Drive, Rochester, NY
14623; fax: (716) 475-5804; axcpph(g rit.edu

TENURE TRACK/ONE-YEAR VISITING POSI-

TION in 2D &. 3D in the FilmMdeo/ Animation

dept., School of Photographic Arts &. Sciences,

Rochester Institute of Technology'. Beginning Sept.

'98. The dept. faculty are working professionals dedi-

cated to the education of independent filmmakers.

Candidates should have expertise in 2D/3D comput-

er &. camera animation. Qualifications: MFA or PhD

& professional accomplishment in the field. Teaching

exp desirable. Duties will include student advising &
committee responsibilities. Rank & salary commen-

surate w/ exp. Candidates w/ ability to support

school's commitment to cultural diversity, pluralism,

ck individual differences are strongly preferred. Send

vitae, 5 references to: Maria Schweppe,

Film/Video/Animation Search Committee, Rochester

Institute of Technology, 70 Lomb Memorial Drive,

Rochester, NY 14623; fax: (716) 475-5804;

mkspphfa rit.edu

TV JOURNALIST w/ cinema verite heart seeks cin-

ematographer &. editor for video projects for

European network. Boston based. Doc & segments. It

you love to zoom or wipe, do not apply. Fax to Vivien

at: (617) 258-8100; vmarxtamit.edu

Preproduction • Development

FEATURE SCRIPTWRITING WORKSHOP w
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Suzanne Myers, NYU prof, writer/dir. Alchemy (best

feature, SXSW). Limited space. Individual consul-

tation also available. (212) 226-8568.

GREAT SCRIPTS WANTED by independent

producer seeking scripts for development/produc-

tion. Send scripts, treatments (incl. SASE if neces-

sary) to, Donnelly Film Productions, 263 West End

Ave, Su. 12G, NY, NY 10023.

SU-CITY PICTURES EAST PRESENTS: The

Screenplay Doctor, The Movie Mechanic & The

Film Strategists. Experienced story editors/ post-

prod, specialists provide insight 6k analysis for your

screenplays, treatment, synopses 6k films-in-

progress. Major credits incl.: Miramax, Warner

Bros., Fine Line, WGA, DGA, IFR Multimedia,

Advanced Tech., Interactive consultations.

Competitive rates. Call for brochure: (212) 219-

9224.

POSTPRODUCTION

$10/hr VHS SUITE: $20: 3/4"-3/4". $15: VHS
3/4". Open 7 days 6k eves. Free titles, Amiga 6k spe-

cial FX. Also: Hi8, A/B roll, S-8 film, dubs, photo,

slides, stills, audio, prod., editor/training. The Media

Loft, 727 6th Ave. (23rd) (212) 924-4893.

16MM 6k 35MM OPTICAL SOUNDTRACKS:
If you want "High Quality" optical sound tor sour

film, you need a "High Quality" optical sound nega-

tive. Call Mike Holloway, Optical Sound Chicago,

Inc., 676 N. LaSalle St., #404, Chicago, IL 60610;

(312) 943-1771 or eves. (847) 541-8488.

16MM CUTTING ROOMS: 8-plate 6k 6-plate fully

equipped rooms, sound-transfer facilities, 24-hr

access. Downtown, near all subways 6k Canal St.

Reasonable rates. (212) 925-1500.

16MM SOUND MIX only $80/hr! Fully equipped

mix studio for features, shorts, docs. 16mm post ser-

vices: picture 6k sound editorial, ADR, interlock

screening, 16 mag xfers (.06/ft incl. stock), 16mm
edgecomding (.0125/ft.) Tom (201) 807-0155.

3/4" SONY SP OFFLINE SYSTEM W/TLME-
CODE: 9850 deck w' timecode generator/reader,

9800 deck w/timecode reader, RM450 controller 6k

two 13" monitors. Single deck rentals available for

Avid users. Negotiable, low rates. (718) 284-2645.

36 GIG AVID 400S w/ Beta SP, 3/4", VHS decks,

CD 6k cassette players in fully equipped production

office. Safe, central Manhattan location. Deals on

longterm rentals. Producer's desk also available.

Tina: (212) 387-7718.

AVID 8000 6k 1000 SUITES: Pleasant, fnendlv,

comfortable Upper West Side location. On-line 6k

off-line, AVR 77, Protools, reasonable 6k affordable

rates. Technical support provided. (212) 595-5002 or

(718) 885-0955.

AVID MCXPRESS: Latest version, off-line/on-line.

D2 quality. Neg. rates to suit your budget. Fast editors

available. Beautiful, comfortable location; 25th 6k

Fifth Ave. (212)633-9469.

AWARD-WINNING EDITOR w Avid 6k Beta SP

facility. Features, shorts, doc, music videos, educa-

tional, industrials, demos, tnhgual Spanish/English/

Catalan. Low introductory rates. Nuria Olive-Belles,

(212) 691-3538.

BRODSKY 6k TREADWAY Film-to-tape masters.

Reversal only. Regular 8mm, Super 8, or archival

16mm to 1" or Betacam SR We love early B6kW 6k

Kodachrome. Scene-by-scene only. Correct frame

rates. For appointment call (978) 948-7985.

EDITOR: Exp Avid editor avail, for freelance work

on independent docs 6k features. Strong doc back-

ground. Interested in projects challenging in form 6k

content. Rates adjustable based on project. John:

(212) 787-5481.

FILMFRIENDS: A one-stop production services co.

w 35mm, 16SR, Beta SP pkg, TC Stereo Nagra4, TC
FostexPD-4, SVHS, Steadicam, 6k much more tor

rent. Call Jay (212)620-0084.

MEDIA 100 EDITOR: Accomplished visual story-

teller will edit on your equipment or in my fully-

equipped project studio. Credits: several narrative

projects, major ad agencies (Young 6k Rubicam,

Warwick Baker 6k O'Neill, Seiden Group), accounts

(Johnson 6k Johnson, Arm 6k Hammer, PSEckG), and

corp. projects (The Equitable, LISA Today, CUNY,

SUNY). Studio w, Media 100XS (300KB), 54GB

storage, Beta, Scanner, DAT, Photoshop, Illustrator,

After Effects. John Slater (800) 807-4142.

MEDIA 100 XS: Washington, DC editing w/ or

without skilled editor. Strong graphics capabilities.

Affordable, Broadcast cameral pkg 6k crew avail. DC
stock footage. Call Arlen Slobodow: (301) 656-7244-

KJUWO YOU?

Our AVIDS are the same
Our PRICES aren't.

On Line/Off Line • All Systems MC 7.0 PCI

Media Composer/Film Composer

RADICAL AVID
Broadway at 26th Street

Tel: (917) 225-2430

L E H R H

Avid Feature Film Camp™ combines

Avid Authorized Media Composer

education with hands-on

experience in the post production of

a feature film. Under the tutelage of

a supervising editor and two

assistants, students from around

the world work together as editors

with credit on a previously

unreleased motion picture. For six

weeks, Avid Feature Film Camp™

participants become completely

immersed in learning the art and

science of digital film post

production

.

To apply, contact us:

digitalmedia
^* education center

503-297-2324 www.dmec.com
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NOTICES
lindependent@aivf.org]

notices of relevance to aivf members are

j listed free of charge as space permits.

the independent reserves the right to

edit for length and makes no guarantees

about the number of placements for a

given notice. limit submissions to 60

words and indicate how long info will be cur-

rent, deadline: 1st of the month, two months

prior to cover date (e.g., april 1 for june

issue). complete contact info (name, mailing

address & telephone numbers) must accompa-

ny all notices. send to: independent notices,

five 304 hudson st.. 6th fl, ny, ny 10013. we try

to be as current as possible w/ information,

but please double-check before submitting

tapes or applications.

Competitions

BE1GEL SCREENPLAY AWARD: $5,000 cash

prize offered in conjunction \v From Script to Screen,

a 5-day screenplay development conference pro-

duced by Independent Feature Project in assoc. w

WGA/East. New Beigel Award Directory lists all

competing projects 6k is mailed to industry & devel-

opment executives. Feature-length scripts accepted

through March 20. For into & tees contact: From

Scnf.no Screen, [FP, 104 W 29th St, 12th FL, NY, NY

10001: (212) 465-8525; www.ifp.org

LOW-BUDGET FEATURE PROJECT: screen-

wriring contest offered by Cyclone Entertainemt

Group. Winning script will he produced as feature

length film. Deadline: April 1, 1997. For info and

application, send SASE to: Cylcone Productions,

attn: Low Budget Feature Project, 3412 Milwaukee,

Suite 485, Northbrook, IL 60062. Questions, call:

(847) 657-0446.

Conferences • Workshops

ARTS AND TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE
sponsored by NYSCA & NYFA. To he held Mar. 26-

29, 1998 in Palisades, NY. For into, contact:

Electronic Media and Film Program at NYSCA, 915

Broadway, NY, NY 10010; (212) 366-6900 x342;

ArTech<3 nysca.org.

Films • Tapes Wanted

AFRICAN FILM ACCESS: Participate in Vues

d'Arrique, the largest festival of recent African 6k

Creole film 6k video, by improving your French while

exploring contemporary African, Caribbean & Asian

Francophone cultures. Daily workshops w7 visiting

African filmmakers, discussion grps., unlimited festi-

val pass, partial meal plan, hotel accomodations, fes-

tival concerts. Weekend and full festival programs

from April 23 to May 3 in Montreal. Contact: Julia

Schulz, (207)594-1084; www.cinema-africain.org

AIR YOUR SHORTS: new public access cable

show seeks short films to run 6k filmmakers to inter-

view. No pay, just satisfaction & publicity of having

filmi aired. Sean (714) 723-6740; hup: members.

aol.com ShortFilmz

AMERICAN CINEMATHEQUE accepting entries

tor its ongoing program, 1 he Alternative Sen

Forum fbi Independent Film Exhibition and Beyond.

Send submissions on 1
2" VHS tape. Feature-length

independent film, documentary and new media pro-

jects wanted. 1800 N. Highland, Suite 717, 1..A..CA

3 For more into, call (215) 466-FILM.

ASHLAND CABLE ACCESS seeks video Bhows.

VHS, S-VHS ^ ) 4" okay, anv length or genre. For

return, incl. sufficient SASE. Send w/ description 6k

release to: Su:i Aufderheide, Southern Oregon State

College, RVTV. 1250 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland, OR
97520; (541) 552-6898.

AUSTIN, TX, ind. producer offering cable access

venue to showcase ind. films 6a videos, all genres 6k

subjects. Shorts 6k music videos linked by discussions

on ind. films. Films/videos running longer than 40

min. may be aired in series of 2 consecutive shows.

Send release 6k info about film/filmmaker. 1/4" 6k 3/4"

preferable. No payment, hut credit 6k exposure.

James Shelton, Tex-Cinema Productions, Box 3633,

Austin, TX 78764-3633; (512) 867-9901.

AXLEGREASE, Buffalo cable access program of ind.

film 6k video, accepting all genres under 28 min.,

1/2", 3/4", 8mm, Hi8. Send labeled w/ name, address,

title, length, additional info 6k SASE for tape teturn

to: Squeaky Wheel, 175 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, NY
14201; (716) 884-7172, wheelfrfreenet.buffalo.edu;

http://freenet.huffalo.edu/~wheel

BIG FILM SHORTS is now accepting short films,

any genre, for worldwide distribution. Details at

http://www.bigfilmshorts.com or for info: (818) 563-

2633.

BLACK BOOT MEDIA PROJECT of Perry

Country Ind. Media Arts Center seeks ind. film 6k

video works for regular series of roving screenings at

various industrial, commerical 6k residential venues

in Philadelphia 6k Harrisburg area. Submit S-8,

16mm, VHS or S-VHS w/ SASE to: PCIMAC, Lower

Bailey Rd., RR2-Box 65, Newport, PA 17074. For

info contact: Jeff Dardozzi (215) 545-7884.

BLACKCHAIR PRODUCTIONS accepting video,

film and computer-art submissions on an ongoing

basis for monthly Independent Exposure screening

program. Artists will be paid an Honorarium!

Looking for experimental, erotic, narrative, subver-

sive, animation and documentary works, but will

screen anything. Submit a VHS, clearly labeled with

name, title, length, phone number along with a SASE

if you wish the work(s) to be returned. We will get

back to you! Send submissions to: Blackchair

Productions, 2318 Second Ave., #313-A, Seatle,

WA, 98121. Info/details: (206)977-8281,

joealCaspeakeasy.org; www.speakeasy.org/ blackchair.

BOSTON FILM 6k VIDEO FOUNDATION offers

workshops, lectures, and seminars. For complete

schedule, contact Felicia Sullivan, Education

Director at (617) 536-1540; fax 536-3576.

BURLE AVANT curating "530 Lines of

Resolution," digital video art night at Den of Thieves

on Lower East Side in NYC. Video artists encouraged

to submit works; no entry fees required. Send NTSC

VHS tapes under 15 nun. by UPS or hand deliver

to: 5 50 Lines ot Resolution, Co The Outpost, 1 18

North 11 St., 4th tl, Brooklyn, NY 11211; (718)

5W.2 385

CINEMATOGRAFIA PRODUCTIONS ac-

cepting shorts and works-in-progress seeking distri-

bution or exposure to financial resources lor

CLIPS, a quarterly showcase presented to invited

audience of industry professionals. Deadline:

Ongoing. Contact; Lou Flees, (212) 971-5846;

louu' microedge.com.

DANCE ON VIDEO wanted for Spirit of Dance,

live 1-hr monthly program covering all types 6k

aspects of dance. Under 5 min. or excerpts from

longer works. S-VHS preferred. Call producers at

(508) 430-1321, 759-7005; fax: 398-4520.

Contact; Ken Glazebrook, 656 Depot St.,

Harwich, MA 02645.

DATABASE 6k DIRECTORY OF LATIN

AMERICAN FILM 6k VIDEO organized by Int'l

Media Resources Exchange seeks works by Latin

American 6k US Latino ind. producers. To send

work or for info: Karen Ranucci, IMRE, 124

Washington Place, NY, NY 10014; (212) 463-

0108.

FILMMAKERS UNITED, nonprofit org., pre-

sents monthly film series at Silent Movie Theatre

in Los Angeles. Year-round venue tor ind. short

films. To submit a film (must have 16mm or 35 mm
print for screening 6k be no longer than 40 min.,)

send a 1/2" video copy w/ SASE to: Filmmakets

United, 1260 N. Alexandria Ave., LA, CA 90029;

(213)427-8016.

ESTABLISHED NONPROFIT GALLERY
reviewing membership applications. Benefits:

local, national, int'l exhibition opportunities curat-

ing 6k arts mgmt. experience, participation in a

dynamic professional network. Categories: local,

national, video/performance. Submit 16-20 slides,

video, vitae, SASE: Membership Chair, A.R.C.

Gallery, 1040 W Huron, Chicago, IL 60622.

EXHIBIT YOUR FILMS AT GRAND ILLU-

SION: Seattle's Northwest Film Forum seeks

16mm 6k 35mm shorts (60 min. or less) for ongo-

ing exhibition. Selected works shown before regu-

lar programming at Seattle's only ind. art house

theater. Send video 6k SASE to NWFF c/o Grand

Illusion, 1403 NE 50th St., Seattle, WA 98105.

GAY MEN'S HEALTH CRISIS seeks short

videos (10 min or less) for Living with AIDS, half-

hr magazine weekly seen in Manhattan, Queens 6k

Brooklyn, produced by GMHC 6k NYC Dept. of

Health. No budget for licensing programs, but

opportunity to be seen by millions. VHS or 3/4"

tapes (no originals) must deal w/ HIV/AIDS issues,

or present person (s) infected/affected by

HIV/AIDS in positive way. May not be sexually

explicit. All tapes returned. Send to: Kristen

Thomas, Living with AIDS Showcase of

Independent Video, GMHC Multi-media Dept.,

129 W 20th St., NY, NY 10011; (212) 337-3655.

HANDI-CAPABLE IN THE MEDIA seeks

videos of any length about people with disabilities.

Programs will air on Atlanta's Cable 12. No fees,

however credit ckexposure to large viewing audi-
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ence. VHS preferred, s-VHS, 3 4" acceptable. Sharon

Douglas, Handi-Capable in the Media, Inc., 2625

Piedmont Rd., Suite 56-137, Atlanta, GA 30324.

IN SHORT, a 1/2-hr program that airs bi-monthly,

seeks submissions for public access show in NY.

Preference given to works created w/ digital video.

On every 4th program, work produced by or featuring

women highlighted. Works up to 28 min., submitted

on VHS for preview, available in 3/4". Send sub. to:

In Short, 240 East 27th St., Suite 17N, NY, NY
10016; (212) 689-0505.

KNITTING FACTORY VIDEO LOUNGE seeks

experimental shorts on VHS for on-going screening

series. Send tape w/ SASE for return to: Box 1220

Canal Street Station, NY, NY 10012.

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION SERVICE consid-

ers proposals for new, innovative programs &. limited

series for public TV on an ongoing basis. No finished

works or applications for development. Contact:

ITVS, 51 Federal St., Suite 401, San Francisco, CA
94107; (415)356-8383.

LO BUDJIT FILMZ AND VIDEOS seeks submis-

sions for VHS or Less, show focusing on camcorder

movies. Embarass old friends, showcase your dusty

old tapes. Large bi-coastal audience. Send to: Lo

Budjit, 147 AveA,BoxlRNY,NY 10009; (212) 533-

0866.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TELEVISION seek-

ing story proposals from U.S. citizen or permanent

resident minority filmmakers for National Geographic

Explorer, award-winning doc series. To request appl.

for CDP (Cultural Diversity Project), call: (202) 862-

8637.

NEW BREED FESTIVAL seeks student/ind.

shorts—narrative only—for bi-monthly cafe screen-

ings in Lambertville, NJ &. on NJ & PA public access.

Send 1/2" VHS + info w/ SASE to New Breed, 217

N. Union St., Lambertville, NJ 08530.

NEW YORK FILM BUFFS; film society promoting

indie films seeks 16mm 6k 35mm features, shorts &
animation for ongoing opinion-maker screenings dur-

ing fall & winter seasons. Send submission on VHS
tape w/ SASE to: New York Film Buffs, 318 W. 15th

St., New York, NY 10011; (212)807-0126.

OCULARIS: New screening room seeks 16mm
shorts for regular screenings in East

Village/Williamsburg area of NYC, particularly by

local filmmakers. Please call or send SASE for info:

Ocularis, 91 N. 4th St., #3R, Brooklyn, NY 11211;

(718) 388-8713.

REAL TV looking for dynamic videos: news, weath-

er, sports, bloopers, busts, "caught in the act." Real

TV, syndicated, daily video magazine, will showcase

compelling videos from around the world—from pro-

fessionals as well as amateurs who capture video

snapshots of life in the '90s. Tapes will not be

returned. Contact: Real TV, Hollywood Center

Studios, Stage 2, 1040 N. Las Palmas, Los Angeles,

CA 90038; (213) 860-0100.

SUDDEN VIDEO call for entries. Ind. curators seek

short works. Looking for experimental works that

approximate emotional tone of events that inspired

their production. Works should be under 10 min.

long & be available on videotape for exhibition/dis-

Betacam SP

DV & DVCAM
3/4 SP Hi-8 SVHS

Component Editing

Transfers, Window Dubs

45/hr 340/day 175/night

1 123 Broadway, Suite 814

New York, New York 10010

212-228-4254

%tf"iK « »vS£
/////A//ft

riainal Audio Post

iMHilfe-i Production

Films • Voice Over

Features • Digital Fditing

Shorts • Sound Design

Animation • Sound Fffects

Commercials • Inserts

Radio

Corporate

212*947-6107
50 W. 34th Street. Suite 9C9, Hew York. NY 1 0001

own Master oF Arts in '.Media Studies progra

Film, digital, audio, photography and video.

Jo request a Master oF Arts in Media Studies catalog:

www.newschool.edu/mediastudies/inFo3

[call: 212-229-5630 x2l

^The New SRlool
2 West 13th Street New York MY icon

Open House: March 9, 6pm

Online Open House: March 9-12
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Workshops in Photography & Video

in Prague, July 1998

Prague. Its name in Czech, Praha,

means "threshold." Beyond its

intoxicating array of scenic panoramas,

in the least expected and most

unassuming places, its back streets and

small cafes, you will find its most

fascinating images.

In addition to the workshops in

photography and video, you'll get to

attend our famous Czech new wave film

series, and a wide variety of lectures,

readings, and performances by American

and European writers and artists.

Write or call for a complete brochure.

Let us help you become one of the

hundreds of artists who have had one of

the most productive summers of their

lives in this magical city.

Write to: Prague Summer Seminars • Bill Lavender,

Program Coordinator • Division ofInternational

Education '115 Education Building ' University of

New Orleans • New Orleans, LA 70148 • Call toll

free: (888) 291-8685 ' email: praguess@aol.com

Charles
University

University of
New Orleans

fl + fl COMPANY
The Bollard Institute

presents

NOT OF HOLLYWOOD

photographs

of the

independent

film industry

by Tom LeGoff

March 13 to April 1, 1998

fl + fl COMPANY
13 Strnton St.

(@Bowery)
(212) 226-1716

tribution. Send submissions on VHS 6k SASE to:

Gori Raad, 17 Edward Ave., Southampton, MA
01073.

TIGRESS PRODUCTIONS seeking 8mm or S-8

footage of 42nd St./Times Square area from 1960s 6k

70s for doc. All film returned, sonic paid, film credit.

Contact: June Lang (212) 977-2634.

TV-1 PRODUCTIONS seeking footage on Cuba for

upcoming doc. Every aspect of life in the island wel-

come. Formats: Hi8, SVHS, 3/4", Beta, DVD, 8mm
6k 16mm. Tapes returned. Payment negotiable. For

more into, contact: Marcos N. Suarez, 2102 Empire

Central, Dallas, TX 75235; (214) 357-2186.

TYME TOWER ENTERTAINMENT seeks fea-

ture-length 6k short films for Ind. Filmmakers video

series. 16mm, 35mm, F3/W or color. Send 3/4" or 1/2"

VHS copy to: Tyme Tower Entertainment, c/o Tyme

Tower Home Video, 810 E. Coliseum Blvd., ste. 107,

Fort Wayne, IN 46805-1234; (219) 481-5807.

UNQUOTE TV: 1/2 hr nonprofit program original

music that suits all film 6k video artists, seeks ind.

doc, narrative, exp, performance works under 28 min.

Seen on over 40 cable systems nationwide. No pay-

ment. Submit to: Unquote TV, c/o DUTV, 33rd 6k

Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215) 895-

2927.

UPLOAD YOUR VISIONS: The Sync Internet

Video Gallery seeks short noncommercial ind. films

to showcase on website. Filmmakers must own rights

to all content, inch music. Send videos 6k written per-

mission to display film to: Carla Cole, The Sync, 443

1

Lehigh Rd., #301, College Park, MD 20740; (301)

806-7812; www.thesync.com

VIDEO/FILM SHORTS wanted for local television.

Directors interviewed, tape returned with audience

feedback. Accepting VHS/SVHS, 15 min. max.

SASE to: Box 1042, Nantucket, MA 02554; (508)

325-7935.

VIDEOSPACE AT DECORDOVA MEDIA
ARTS ARCHIVE: DeCordova Museum 6k

Sculpture Park seeks VHS copies of video art 6k doc-

umentation of performance, installation art 6k new

genres from New England artists for inclusion in new

media arts archive. Send for info 6k guidelines:

Videospace at DeCordova, DeCordova Museum, 51

Sandy Pond Rd., Lincoln, MA 01773-2600.

VIDEOSPACE BOSTON seeks creative videos tor

fall 6k spring programming. Any genre 6k length.

Nonprofit/no payment. Send VHS, Hi-8, or 3/4" with

description, name, phone, and SASE to: Videospace,

General Submissions, 9 Myrtle St., Jamaica Plain,

MA 02 130.

WORLD OF INSANITY looking for videos 6k films

to air on local cable access channel, particularly any-

thing odd, bizarre, funny, cool. Any length. One hour

weekly show w/ videos followed by into on the mak-

ers. Send VHS or SVHS to: World of Insanity, Box

954, Veneta, OR 97487; (541) 935-5538.

Publications

1998 LIBRARY OF AFRICAN CINEMA:
resource guide released by California newsreel.

Includes 40 African produced feature films, docs, cs.

TV productions. 48-page guide available at no

charge from: California Newsreel, 149 Ninth

Street, San Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 621-6196;

tax 621-6522; newsreek" ix.netcom.com;

www.newsreel.org

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: travelling exhibi-

tion and illustrated critical anthology about racial

and sexual indeterminacy, fall 1999. Send slides,

abstracts, resume or cv and SASE to Erin

Valentino, Dept. of Art and Art History, Univer-

sity of Connecticut, 875 Coventry Road U-99,

Storrs, CT 06269; (860) 486-3930; fax 486-3869;

evalentinoC't finearts.sfa.uconn.edu

LIVING ARCHIVE INC. Annual Report may

be viewed at its office at 262 W91st St., New York,

NY 10024 during business hours.

MEDIAMAKER HANDBOOK: THE ULTI-

MATE GUIDE FOR THE INDEPENDENT
PRODUCER: annual guide published by Bay

Area Video Coalition. Includes: nat'l 6k int'l film

festival listings, distributors, exhibition venues,

media funding sources, TV broadcast venues, film

6k video schools. For more info, call: (415) 861-

3282

Resources • Funds

ARTS IN EDUCATION RESIDENCY PRO-
GRAM, sponsored by Illinois Arts Council, pro-

vides support to primary 6k secondary educational

institutions, community colleges, 6k nonprofit

local 6k community organizaitons for artist resi-

dencies lasting one week to 8 months. Residencies

use individual artists, performing arts companies

or folklorists. To be considered for the Residency

Program, artists must apply to be included in the

AIE Residency Program Artists Roster. Decision

tor inclusion are based upon quality of work sub-

mitted, record of professional achievement and

activity, and teaching and/or residency experience.

Deadline: Spring 1998. Contact: Illinois Arts

Council, 100 W Randolph, Suite 10-500,

Chicago, IL 60601; (312)814-4990; ilartsti

artswire.org

BOSTON FILM/VIDEO FOUNDATION seeks

proposals for fiscal sponsorship from ind. produc-

ers. No deadline or genre restrictions. Reviewed

on ongoing basis. Contact BFVF tor brochure:

Cherie Martin, 1126 Boylston St., Boston, MA
02215; (617) 536-1540; fax: 536-3576;

bfvf(<;' aol.com.

CALIFORNIA ARTS COUNCIL offers various

grants 6k programs for film 6k mediamakers.

Contact: California Arts Council, 13001 I St.,

Suite 930, Sacramento, CA 95814; (916) 322-

6555; (800) 201-6201; fax: (916) 322-6575;

cac(a cwo.com; www.cac.ca.gov

CHECKERBOARD FOUNDATION awards

$5,000-10,000 for video projects to NY State resi-

dents w/ previosuly completed video work.

Contact: Checkerboard Foundation, Box 222,

Ansonia Station, NY, NY 10023.

CREATIVE PROJECT GRANTS: Subsidized

use of VHS.interformat 6k 3/4" editing suite (at

ind. creative projects. Doc, political, propaganda,
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MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
Individual/Student Membership

Year's subscription to The Independent • Access to all plans and discounts • Festival/

Distribution/Library services • Information Services • Discounted admission to seminars •

Book discounts • Advocacy action alerts • Eligibility to vote and run for board of directors

Supporting Membership

All the above for two individuals at one address, with 1 subscription to The Independent

Non-profit Organizational/Business & Industry Membership

All the above benefits, except access to health insurance plans • 2 copies of The Independent

• 1 free FIVF-published book per year • Complimentary bulk shipments of The Independent

to conferences, festivals, and other special events • Special mention in The Independent •

Representative may vote and run for board of directors

Library Subscription

Year's subscription to The Independent only JOIN AIVF TODAY

<* Mailing Rates

Canada - Add $15

Mexico - Add $20

All other - Add $45

USA - Magazines are mailed Second-class;

add $20 tor First-class mailing

Membership Rates

Q $25/student (enclose copy ot student ID)

$45/individual

Q $75/supporting

$75/library subscription

Q $100/non-profit organization

$150/business 6k industry

Name(s)

Organization

Address

City

State

Country

Weekday tel.

Fax

E-mail

ZIP

Acct#

Membership cost

Mailing costs (if applicable)

Contribution to FIVF (i n\n

Total amount enclosed (check or money order )

Or please hill my Visa MC

Exp. date I II I

Siynature_

AIVF/FIVF, 304 Hudson St., 6th fl., NY, NY 10013; (212) 807-1400 x 235; fax (212) 463-8519

www.aivf.org
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Diverse,
committed,

opinionated, and

fiercely indepen-

dent—these are the

video and filmmak-

ers who are mem-

bers of AIYK

Documentary and

feature filmmakers, animators, experi-

mentalists, distributors, educators,

students, curators—all concerned

that their work make a difference

—

find the Association of Independent

Video and Filmmakers, the national

service organization tor independent

producers, vital to their professional

lives. Whether it's our magazine, The

Independent Film & Video Monthly, or

the organization raising its collective

voice to advocate for important

issues, AIVF preserves your indepen-

dence while letting you know you're

not alone.

AIVF helps you save time and money

as well. You'll find you can spend

more of your time (and less of your

money) on what you do best—getting

your work made and seen. To succeed

as an independent today, you need a

wealth of resources, strong connec-

tions, and the best information avail-

able. So join with more than 5,000

other independents who rely on AIVF

to help them succeed.

JOIN AIVF TODAY!

Here's what membership offers:

THE INDEPENDENT FILM &
VIDEO MONTHLY
Membership provides you with a

year's subscription to The Independent.

Thought-provoking features, news,

and regular columns on business,

technical, and legal matters. Plus fes-

tival listings, funding deadlines, exhi-

bition venues, and announcements of

member activities and new programs

and services. Special issues highlight

regional activity and focus on subjects

including media education and the

new technologies.

INSURANCE
Members ate eligible to purchase dis-

counted personal and production

insurance plans through AIVF suppli-

ers. A range of health insurance

options are available, as well as special

liability, E&O, and production plans

tailored for the needs of low-budget

mediamakers.

TRADE DISCOUNTS
A growing list of businesses across the

country offer AIVF members dis-

counts on equipment and auto

rentals, film processing, transfers,

editing, and other production necessi-

ties. Plus long-distance and overnight

courier services are available at spe-

cial rates for AIVF members from

national companies. In New York,

members receive discounted rates at

two hotels to make attendance at our

programs and other important events

more convenient.

CONFERENCE/SCREENING
ROOM
AIVF's new office has a low-cost

facility for members to hold meetings

and small private screenings of work

for friends, distributors, programmers,

funders, and producers.

INFORMATION
We distribute a series of publications

on financing, funding, distribution,

and production; members receive dis-

counts on selected titles. AIVF's staff

also can provide information about

distributors, festivals, and general

information pertinent to your needs.

Our library houses information on

everything from distributors to sample

contracts to budgets.

WORKSHOPS, PANELS, AND
SEMINARS

Members get discounts on events cov-

ering the whole spectrum of current

issues and concerns affecting the

field, ranging from business and aes-

thetic to technical and political top-

ics. Plus: members-only evenings with

festival directors, producers, distribu-

tors, cable programmers, and funders.

ADVOCACY
Members receive periodic advocacy

alerts, with updates on important leg-

islative issues affecting the indepen-

dent field and mobilization for collec-

tive action.

COMMUNITY
AIVF sponsors monthly member get-

togethers in cities across the country;

call the office for the one nearest you.

Plus members are carrying on active

dialogue online—creating a "virtual

community" for independents to

share information, resources, and

ideas. Another way to reach fellow

independents to let them know about

your screenings, business services, and

other announcements is by renting

our mailing list, available at a dis-

count to members.



promotional &. commercial projects are not eligible.

Editor/instructor avail. Video work may be done in

combination w/ S-8, Hi8, audio, performance, pho-

tography, artists, books, etc. Studio includes Amiga,

special effects, A&B roll, transfers, dubbing, etc.

Send SASE for guidelines to: The Media Loft, 727

6th Ave., NY NY 10010; (212) 924-4893.

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION CENTER pro-

vides grants and presentation funds to electronic

media/film artists and organizations. The program

provides partial assistance; maximum amount varies.

Presentations must be open to the public; limited-

enrollment workshops and publicly supported educa-

tional institutions ineligible. Applications reviewed

monthly. Contact: Program Director, Experimental

Television Center, 109 Lower Fairfield Rd., Newark

Valley, NY 13811; (607) 687-4341.

FUND FOR JEWISH DOCUMENTARY FILM-

MAKING offers grants from $5,000-$50,000 for

production/completion of original films & videos that

interpret Jewish history, culture &. identity to diverse

public audiences. Applicants must be US citizens or

permanent residents. Priority given to works-in-

progress that address critical issues, combine artistry

6k intellectual clarity, can be completed within one yr

of award, & have broadcast potential. Deadline:

April 1. Guidelines & applications: National

Foundation for Jewish Culture, 330 7th Ave., 12st Fl.,

NY, NY 10001. (212) 629-0500, x205.

ILLINOIS ARTS COUNCIL (IAC) SPECIAL
ASSISTANCE ARTS PROGRAM: Matching

grants of up to $1,500 avail, to IL artists for specific

projects. Activities that may be funded: registration

fees 6k travel to attend conferences, seminars, or

workshops; consultant fees for resolution of specific

artistic problems; exhibits, performances, publica-

tions, screenings; materials, supplies, or services.

Funds awarded based on quality of work submitted 6k

impact of proposed project on artist's professional

development. Appls must be received at least 8 wks

prior to project starting date. Degree students not eli-

gible. (312) 814-6750.

INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY ASSOCI-

ATION OFFERS KODAK PRODUCT GRANT.
No deadline for 1998 submissions. Applicants must

be IDA members residing in U.S. Full-time students

not eligible. Only documentary and non-fiction pro-

jects may apply. Porject's proposal must be accepted

in IDA's Fiscal sponsorship program with the original

video budget. For more info., contact Grace Ouchida

at IDA: (310)284-8422.

JOHN D. 6k CATHERINE T MACARTHUR
FOUNDATION provides partial support ot selected

documentary sereies 6k films intended for national or

international broadcast 6k focusing on an issue with-

in one of the Foundation's two major programs

(Human and Community Development; Global

Security 6k Sustainability). Send preliminary 2- to 3-

page letter to: John D. 6k Catherine T MacArthur

Foundation, 140 S. Dearborn St., Suite 1100,

Chicago, IL 60603-5285; (312) 726-8000; 4answers

@macfdn.org; www.macfdn.org

MATCHING GRANT FOR RESTORATION
offered by VidiPax. VidiPax will match 20% of fund-

ing received from gov't, foundation or corporate

funding agency. Individual artists need nonprofit fis-

Productions

$275 for 5 classes

Mon. & Wed. eves,

limited to 5 students

212.254.1106
email est4j@tiac.net

Bee Hive Productions, Inc.

FILM AND VIDEO PRODUCTION SERVICES

FILM AND VIDEO EDITING
STUDIOS AND FACILITIES

Why work in windowless rooms

ten hours a day ?

Bee-Hive Productions

provides a pleasant

environmentfor you to create!

AVIDMCXpress

SVHS AND V'HS FORMATS
BETA SI" FORMAT
.1/4 INCH FORMAT

16MM AND35MM
PACKAGES AVAILABLE

• BROADCAST QUALITY COMMERCIALS
• TRAININGAND INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO
9 MUSIC VIDEOS
9 ACTOR/SINGER DEMO REELS
• VIDEO'S FOR All. OCCASIONS
• FILMAND VIDEO EDITING

PHONE: 1-800-811-2240

FAX : 1-800-988-3939
79 Putnam Street

Mt. Vernon, NY 10550

A CENTURY OF IMAGES
A CENTURY UF SOUNDS

*Tfltt>

Fox Movietone News Outtakes

Padieft

Pathe News, Inc.

Americana • Contemporary News

Vintage Television

Nature • Beauty Shots

Rock & Roll • Jazz & Country

Over 30,000 hours of

historic footage and musical

performance clips. Transferred,

databased, copyright-cleared,

instantly available footage from

the greatest sources known

to humankind.

Ed Sullivan with Topo Gigio

Elvis Presley - The Steve Allen Show

Fox Movietone Outtakes

Ed Sullivan Show • Steve Allen Show
Pathe News, Inc. • Soundstage

Associated Press TV

Studio 54 Library

Howlin Wolf - Alan Lomax Collection

ffiijuiaiLiM
STOCK FOOTAGE LIBRARY

Call For Free Demo Reel • 1-800-249-1940 • 516-329-9200 • 516-329-9260 Fax

http://www.historicfilms.com • e-mail: info@historicfilms.com
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D.A.VALDEZ
LIGHTING & PHOTOGRAPHIC

GAFFER / BEST BOY / ELECTRICIAN
KEY / BEST BOY / LIFT - MOVE ANYTHING / GRIP

Photo Assistant / Photographer

Crew / Personnel Referrals

-.361-5074
Pager cm 615-9851

I -800-527-57 15 Code 20 EMail davaldez@juno.com

24 Hours On Call
Seven Days a Week

Have Passport Will Travel

Non-linear

post-production for the

independent producer

AVID Media Composer 1000

Image compositing

Computer graphics

2D and 3D animations

Voice over booth

212.684.4086

www.fusionartists.com

Features
|
Shorts

|
Commercials

Music Videos
|
Logos

Incredible Rates !

International Insurance Brokers Inc.

Formerly Coulter & Sands Inc.

Discounted Liability

Insurance

for AIVF Members

Contact: Debra Kozee

Suite 500 • 20 Vesey Street

New York, NY 10007-2966

Tel: 800-257-0883

212-406-4499

Fax:212-406-7588

E-mail: staff@csins.com

http://www.csins.com

AVID EDIT SUITES
Off Line

On Line avr 75

4 Channel Audio

3-D Effects

DLT Back-up

Voice Over Bootb

AUDIO
PRO TOOLS

16-Track Digital Audio Suite

Full Sound Design & Mixing

Sound Effects Library

on track video (212)244-0744
104 West 29th Street, New York, NY 10001

cal sponsorship to apply. Video &. audiotape restora-

tion must be performed at VidiPax. Contact: Dara

Meyers-Kingsley, (212) 563-1999, xlll.

MEDIA ALLIANCE assists NYC artists & nonprof-

it organizations in using state-of-art equipment, post-

prod, ck prod, facilities at reduced rates. Contact:

Media Alliance, c/o WNET, 356 W. 58th St., NY, NY
10019; (212) 560-2919.

NATIONAL LATINO COMMUNICATIONS
CENTER "provides equity-position financing &
related production support for projects that portray

the depth &. breadth of the Latino experience."

Submissions accepted in February, April, June, 6k

August. Submit proposals, screenplays (standard for-

mat) or 1/2" sample reels to: Marisa Leal, Director of

Programming, NLCC, 3171 Los Feliz Blvd., Suite

200, LA, CA 90039; (213) 663-5606.

NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL ON THE ARTS
offers grants to film, mediamakers. Deadline: March

1. For application, contact: NYSCA, 915 Broadway,

8th Floor, New York, NY 10010; (212) 387-7000; fax:

387-7164.

I OPEN DOOR COMPLETION FUND: Nat'l

Asian American Telecommunications Association

(NAATA) offers completion funding for projects in

final stages of postproduction, w/ awards averaging

$15,000. Works should present fresh & provocative

takes on contemporary Asian American & Asian

issues, have strong potential for public TV & be of

standard TV lengths (i.e., 30 min., 1 hr, etc.).

Conact: Charles McCue, NAATA Media Fund, 346

Ninth St., 2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103; (415)

863-0814; fax: (415) 863-7428; chariest naatanet.

|
org.; www.naatanet.org

I PACIFIC ISLANDERS IN COMMUNICA-
I TIONS provides grants for development of nat'l pub-

1 lie TV broadcast programming by 6k about indige-

nous Pacific Islanders. Appls available from: PIC,

1221 Kapiolani Blvd., #6A-4, Honolulu, HI 96814;

(808) 591-0059; fax: 591-1114; piccom(aelele.

|

peacesat.hawaii.edu.

PANAVISION'S NEW FILMMAKER PRO-
GRAM provides 16mm camera pkgs to short, non-

profit film projects of any genre, including student

thesis films. Contact: Kelly Simpson, New Filmmaker

Program, Panavision, 6219 DeSoto Ave., Woodland

hills, CA 91367-2601; (818) 316-1000 x220; fax:

(818) 316-1111.

PEN WRITERS FUND & FUND FOR WRIT-
ERS & EDITORS WITH AIDS. Emergency funds,

in form of grants 6k interest-free loans of up to $1,000

given each year to over 200 professional literary writ-

ers, including screenwriters, facing financial crisis.

PEN's emergency funds are not intended to subsidize

writing projects. Contact: PEN Amercian Center,

568 Broadway, NY, NY 10012; (212) 334-1660.

PRODUCTION GRANT PROGRAM, sponsored

by LA Film Collaborative, provides production assis-

tance, industry recognition & professional script cov-

erage. Projects must be budgeted under $1 million

and have first or second time director/producer team.

For application, contact: LA Film Collaborative,

(213)937-9155.
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SHORT-TERM ARTISTS RESIDENCY PRO-

GRAM sponsored by Illinois Arts Council, provides

funding for Illinois nonprofit organizations to work w/

professional artists from Illinois to develop & imple-

ment residency programs that bring arts activities

into their community. Each residency lasts from 1 to

5 days or the hourly equivalent. The IAC will support

50% of the artist's fee (min of $250 a day plus travel;

the local sponsor must provided remaining 50% plus

other expenses. Applications must be received at

least 8 weeks prior to residency starting date. IAC

encourages artists to seek sponsors & initiate pro-

grams. Call for availability of finds. IAC, 100 W.

Randolph, Suite 10-500, Chicago, IL 60601; (312)

814-6750; fax: 814-1471; ilarts@artswire.org.

SOROS DOCUMENTARY FUND supports int'

doc. films and videos on current & significant issues

in human rights, freedom of expression, social justice

6 civil liberties. Three project categories considered

for funding: initial seed funds (grants up to $15,000),

projects in preproduction (grants up to $25,000), pro-

jects in production or postproduction (average grant

is $25,000, but max. is $50,000). Highly competitive.

Proposals reviewed quarterly. For more info., contact:

Soros Documentary Fund, Open Society Institute,

400 W. 59th St., NY, NY 10019; (212) 548-0600.

SPECIAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS offered by the

Illinois Arts Council. Matching funds of up to $1,500

to Illinois artists for specific projects. Examples of

activities funded are registration fees & travel for

conferences, seminars, workshops; consultants fees

for the resolution of a specific artistic problem;

exhibits, performances, publications, screenings;

materials, supplies or services. Funds awarded based

on quality of work submitted &. impact of proposed

project on artist's professional development.

Applications must be received at least 8 weeks prior

to project starting date. Call for availability of funds.

Illinois Arts Council, 100 W. Randolph, Suite 10-500,

Chicago, IL 60601; (312) 814-6570 toll-free in IL

(800) 237-6994; ilarts@artswire.org

STANDBY PROGRAM provides artists & nonprof-

its access to broadcast quality video postprod. ser-

vices at reduced rates. For guidelines & appl. contact:

Standby Program, Box 184, NY, NY 10012-0004;

(212) 219-0951; fax: 219-0563.

TEACHERS MEDIA CENTER dedicated to edu-

cators interested in video technology. Latest project is

setting up nat'l ck int'l video pen pal exchanges;

would like to hear from interested schools, individu-

als, or organizations. Contact: Teachers Media

Center, 158 Beach 122nd St., Rockaway Beach, NY
11694; (718)634-3823.

VOLUNTEER LAWYERS FOR THE ARTS offer

seminars on "Copyright Basics," "Not-for-profit

Incorporation and Tax Exemption," 6k more.

Reservations must be made: (212) 319-2910.

WOMEN'S FILM PRESERVATION FUND of

New York Women in Film & Television is seeking

proposals for the funding &. preservation or restora-

tion of American films in which women have had sig-

nificant creative positions. Application deadline:

March 15. Contact: NYWIFT, 6 E. 39th St., New
York, NY 10016; (212) 679-0870; fax: 679-0899.

Revolutionary
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FILM VIDEO ARTS
A nonprofit media arts center since 1968

Camera Rentals
m

Video Edit Suites
vj

6 & 8-Plate Flatbeds 03

Avid 1000
1

O

Dubs & Transfers £D

plus: Q.

Courses $

Film & Video

Production
<

Avid 1000
2

<
ODigital Arts

Affordable Rates

212.673.9361

UPTOWN AVID
We've Expanded!
Six New Suites - All New Systems

OFFLINE/ONLINE /WR 77
MC 7.0 PCI with 8 channel Input/Output

Large Beautiful Rooms - Low, Low Rates

Full Technical Support - Editors Available

Ohree Convenient locations

26th
and

Broadway

Bleecker

and
Broadway

91st
and

Broadway

Call Code 16: (212) 496-1118

Sarr/s.- continued from p. i 1

A lot of people are involved in driving a

movie. I just saw Sidney Lumet's Critical

Care. The person who really keeps it together

is [actor] James Spader. In a great many

movies it's the acting that drives it; in other

movies it's the writing or cinematography. But

I took a stab just to get auteurism started. I

wanted to shock people. I made some

extreme statements. I said I preferred Cukor

over Bergman. I wouldn't say the same thing

today. Nonetheless, auteurism has gone on.

One way it has gone on is in the independent move-

ment. You dealt mostly with traditional Hollywood

studio directors. How would you define "indepen-

dent" films?

I don't have any set definitions. The main-

stream has sort of collapsed; there are no stu-

dios anymore. There are all these indepen-

dent production companies. It's become very

easy for people to make a film outside the cor-

porate structure. The trick is to get people to

see them. These movies have a hard time

reaching an audience, because the indepen-

dent directors don't have money for market-

ing.

Is it easier to become an auteur now as a result of

the freedom that independent production may

bring? Or is it harder because there are still pres-

sures to make formula films that will sell?

It's not easier or harder. Talent is very

unevenly distributed, and the independents

are no exception. There are a few indepen-

dents with a great deal of talent and a great

many with little talent. That's the awful

truth. Nothing's to be gained by making a

mantra of the term "Independent Cinema."

It's like when you say, the "Nouvelle Vague."

There's a shaking-out process. Some of it will

be good, and some of it won't be.

How would you characterize independent films

today and your role as a critic vis-a-vis these

movies?

A lot of the so-called independent movement

is in the tradition of the noir genre. Others are

postmodern. Some don't display the crafts-

manship that we used to take for granted. It's

a mixed bag. They have to run the gamut, like

everything else.

But I'm always on the lookout for new peo-

ple, new things. I'm always looking for that

sense of renewal. I'm not somebody who sits

back and says, "Give me the good old days."

However, I'm an historian, and I believe there
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were great people in the past.

My problem is to call attention to things

that have merit. I'm very encouraged; I just

don't have time to see as many things as I'd

like. Of course, videos have made it possible

for me to see a lot of movies I might not have

seen otherwise.

You have taught film at Columbia University for a

long time. What part does film school play in devel-

oping independent filmmakers who want to create

their own style?

There are young people who don't want to be

told too much about the good old days, the

masters, because they want to feel they can

break through on their own. Develop their

own style. They don't want to get writer's

block.

Martin Scorsese was an exception. He studied old

films at NYU, which helped him as a director.

Right. Scorsese could have been a great film

historian. Now Tarantino is an interesting

example, because he graduated from the

University of Video Stores, which is a great

training ground, and he's very innovative.

Any final words on the importance or role of the

auteur theory?

When I first started, I was just a guy who had

never been to Hollywood, trying to figure it

out, reading film magazines. Since then, with

all I know now about what has gone on over

the years, I'm amazed that anything good

ever came out of this chaos called filmmak-

ing. To me that's the big miracle. And movies

are a miracle; they're magical.

People ask me, "Are you saying that Buster

Keaton is equal to Samuel Beckett?" I'm not

saying that Keaton is the equal to Beckett.

But Keaton plus cinema equals Beckett. In

other words, there's something marvelous in

the medium itself. The central question that

has yet to be answered satisfactorily is, What

makes a good movie.7 That's where you start.

That's always been the starting point. I didn't

start with a group of personalities or a single

personality and say, "This man is great." I

said, "There's this movie." Why is this movie

so much better than so many others that are

superficially similar to it? I made a supposi-

tion that the director has a great deal to do

with it. Because he's on the set, and he was

there when it happened.

Marion Wolberg Weiss is an Adjunct Professor at the

State University at Stony Brook and author of Martin

Scorsese: References and Resources.

The Outpost
Edit on our Meclia lOO system for just $50
per hour. That includes an operator, various

tape formats including Beta SP, Macintosh
and Amiga graphics, and the Video Toaster.

718 - BB99 - 2383
SI Brooklyn NY

NON LINEAR
EDITING

DIGITAL AUDIO

REAL TIME TRANSITIONS

BROADCAST ONLINE

3:1 TO 200:1 OFFLINE

MULTI-LAYERING

BETACAM SP EDITING
HI 8 & 3/4SP — 3/4 AB
ANIMATION & GRAPHICS

DUPLICATION
TRANSFERS from HI8 to BETA

Phone (212) 219-9240
Fox (212) 966-5618

SPLASH
STUDIOS
21 2 271 -8747

Dialog and Sound FX editing

ADR and Foley recording

Music production and editing

Automated Sound FX retrieval

Multiple ProTools work stations

Hourly / Daily /Weekly rates available

I 68 5th Ave. ,5th floor N.W.
New York N.Y. I 00 I

Fax: (212) 271-8748

e-mail: bplprod@aol.com

POST PRODUCTION

v-^Wc ^Ffctwf^
• Digital Beta On-Line wl DVE
• Component DV Transfers

(We nave the deck)

• Tape to Disk (Syquest/Zip)

• AVID w AVR 75, Pro Tools, 36 Gigs

Arc Pictures 666 Broadway New York NY 10012

Phone: 212 982-1101 Fax: 212-982-1168
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i^Mmmm
video

Avid®
on-line/off-line

editing
tel:212. 254. 4361
fax:212. 460. 5987

dmoore@acmevideo.com

278 Babcock St. Boston, MA 02215
617-254-7882 Phorw - 617-254-7149 Fax

fcNG^

tf£b
NHDf ^

^G^

RESEARCH
NETWORKS
Don't waste time

and money hiring

P.A.s as amateur
researchers !

Get in touch with QUALIFIED
SCHOLARS in the social

sciences, natural sciences and

humanities who already have the

data for which you are searching.

Historical Chronologies...

Statistical Overviews...

Archival Documents-
Scientific Evidence...

Translators... Consultants-
Accurate. Authoritative and Timely

Information as you need it.

Phone (212)691-6299 or

e-mail asb8@columbia.edu

I
1

1

FIREHOUSE STUDIOS, INC.
All YourAudio Needs ForVideo& Film Post!

Digital lock to Betacam SP and 3/4"

Protools m, ADAT, Timecode DAT + MIDI

ADR & voiceover to picture

Live recording & MIDI to picture

Sound design, editing, SFX & mixing

Original music & scoring, Library music selection.

150 W28th St. Suite 302 212-645-0666

LABS: Continued from p. 29

Know your rights: Most labs are honest, but

some may try to take advantage of your inex-

perience. I've had experience with labs that

have tried to pass off shoddy work, over-bill,

and generally give poor service. Another book

on labs that can provide guidance on this is

Recommended Procedures for Motion Picture and

Video Laboratory Services, compiled by the

Association of Cinema and Video

Laboratories. It outlines standards, recom-

mended procedures, and terminology used by

most laboratories. It is available through film

bookstores and can sometimes be obtained

from labs that are A.C.V.L. members.

You can get things for free if you know-

how to ask: Camera reports, cores, cans, bags,

shipping labels, gray scales, free tests, and more

is yours for the asking if you do it right. Before

you start a project, talk to your sales rep. It is

often worth it for a lab to supply some of these

items for your production since you plan to use

them for your film. Every little bit helps.

Avoid paying C.O.D.: When there is a

problem with a lab, often your only recourse is

to hold back payment. If you have already paid

up front, the lab doesn't have a whole lot of

incentive to fix your problems. It's unfortunate

but true. If you can't establish credit on your

own, find a co-signer or offer a credit card as a

back-up to your account. What this means is

that if you don't pay your bill, the lab will auto-

matically access your credit card for payment.

But they can't do this if there is a dispute over

a bill. If you can't get credit, pay with a credit

card. Don't pay with cash or by check. If you

have a dispute with your lab, call your credit

card company immediately and contest the

charges. The lab won't be paid by the credit

card company until the dispute is settled.

Remember, money is king. But be fair; if they

do a good work, pay them immediately.

Finally, remember that labs want and need

your business. They themselves admit that

they are often overbooked and not perfect, but

just like filmmakers, they want to do the best

work they can. When I talked to Joe Violante

of Technicolor, he was overseeing the creation

of 30 answer prints at once. "We are dealing

with complex mechanical, chemical, and elec-

tronic processes and often tight schedules.

Sometimes things just go wrong," he explains.

"We are not perfect, but give us a chance.

Don't put up a wall. . . learn who we are. We

need each other!"

David Gumcola is a Vermont-based filmmaker and

owner of Edgewood Studios. Giancola is currently in

production on the feature Icebreaker for Los

Angeles-based distributor Artist View Entertainment.
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ART HAPPENINGS: Continued from p. 64

Chicago, IL

Call for dates and locations

Contact: Oscar Cervera, (312) 751-8000x2564

Cleveland, OH
Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Annetta Marion, (216) 781-1755

Dallas, TX:

When: 3rd Wednesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Bart Weiss, (214) 823-8909

Denver/Boulder, CO
When: Call for dates.

Where: Kalces Studio, 2115 Pearl St.

Contact: Diane Markrow, (303) 449-7125 or Jon

Stout (303) 442-8445.

Houston, TX:

When: Last Tuesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Houston Film Commission Hotline, (713)

227-1407

Kansas City, M0:

When: Second Thursday of each month, 7:30 p.m.

Where: Grand Arts, 1819 Grand Blvd.

Contact: Rossana Jeran, (816) 363-2249

New Brunswick, NJ

Call for date and locations.

Contact: Allen Chou (908) 756-9845

New Haven, CT:

Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Jim Gherer, Aces Media Arts Center, (203)

782-3675

Sacramento, CA

Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Armond Noble, (916) 457-3655

San Diego, CA:

Call for dates and locations.

Contact:: Carroll Blue, (619) 594-6591

Seattle, WA
Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Joel Bachar, (206) 282-3592

St. Louis, MO:

When: Third Thursday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Midtown Arts, 3207 Washington St.

Contact: Tom Booth, (314) 776-6270

Tucson, AZ:

Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Beverly Seckinger, (520) 621-1239

Washington, DC:

Call for dates and times.

Where: Herb's Rest., 1615 Rhode Island Ave., NW
Contact: DC Salon hotline (202) 554-3263 x4.

Westchester, NY:

Call for date and locations

Contact: Bob Curtis, (914) 741-2538;

reel ll@aol.com

YOUNGSTOWN, OH
Call for dates and times.

Contact: Art Byrd, The Flick Clique; www.cboss.

com/flickclique.

Millennium Campaign Fund
The Millennium Campagtii Fund is a 3-year

fundraising initiriative to develop a $1 50,000

cash reserve fund tor the Foundation for

Independent Video and Film by the year 2000. Since

its inauguration in March 1997, we have raised, at

press time, more than $55,000. We would like to

thank those who have so generously donated to

the Millennium Campaign Fund.

(All donations received as of 1/27/98)

Corporate/Government Donors

New York State Council on the Arts; Home Box Office

Honorary Committee Members
(donations of $500 or moree)

Ralph Arbjck, John Bard Manulis, Peter Buck C-Hundred

Fibn Corp., Hugo Cassrrer, Martha Gxiidge, i\'ii< /its. Bill

jersey Richard K^Iberg, Tom LeGoff. Helame & Sidney

Lemer. Diane Markrow, Leonard Merri Kurz Daiid &
Sandy Picker, REM Athens, LLC James Schamus, Robert

L Se^et Michael Sape, Liza Varm Smah, Robert E. \V be

Friends

(donations of $100 or more)

Barbara Abrash, A\an Berliner, Tessa Blake, Doug Blixk,

Susan BoaW, Esq., Bob Brodsky, Florence Burke, Jefj

Bush, Pamela CaitCTt, Daxid Camochan, Chnsttne

Choy, Norman Couie, Keith Crofji/rd, Jinval-u.ni LXiyu n,

Helen De MichieL Lorn Dmg Aaron Edison, Bill

Emretnhofer, Cassian Eiues, Fanlight Productions, Chns

Fanna, Valerie Fans, Fum Forum, Bonnie Fmnegan,

Kenneth Fishet Frank Fraaaroi, Peter Friedman, Parnaa

Uinvhv,. Barabam Hammer Henry Hampton, Hal

Hartley, ft'iiltim Hertnnit;. James/^herj/^Katbv Higli,

Dehnah Hoffman, led Hope, Zuzana Jusanan, Tiaa

Kane, Dai Sil Kim-Gibson, Michael G. KmdL. fern

Lauler; Riibv Lemer; Peter Leunes, Mark Lipman,

Laurence Loeuoiger, Jason Lyon, Charles MacFarLW,

Jadi Magee, Jan McKay, Robb Moss, Michel Negroponte,

John OBnen, October Films, Off Shore Pictures, Eloise

Payne, Anthoiry Peraacos, Mimi Pickering, Robert Richter;

Ross S. McEiuee, John Schwartz, Vivian Sobchack, Buddy

Sautres, James Stark, George C Stonex Helen Strazler,

Tom Treadway, Mark Tusk, Barton \Xeiss, Susan

Wittenberg; Lauren ZaLunick, Get Zanajnger

FIVE, the educational affiliate of AIVF, supports

a variety of programs and services for the indep-

ndent media community, including publication

of The Independent. None of this would be pos-

sible without the generous support of the fol-

lowing foundations and government agencies:

Mary Duke Biddle Foundation, Center for Arts

Criticism, DC Commission on the Arts and

Humanities, Heathcote Art Foundation, Albert A.

List Foundation, John D. and Catherine T Mac-

Arthur Foundation, National Endowment for the

Arts, New York State Council on the Arts,

Rockefeller Foundation, and Andy Warhol

Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc.

We also wish to thank the following corporations 6k

individuals:

Benefactors: Forest Creatures Entertainment®

Patrons: Pamela Cohen; Jeffrey Leiy-Hinte, Robert L
Segei Esq.; James Schamus, Roger E. \Xeisberg

Sponsors: C&S, lra'l Insurance Broken, Inc.; DandW
Haas, Dr. V. Hu/riagel/Wfoman's Cable Network; Leonard

MerriR Kurz Co., Juki Ribeno, J. B. Sass/Lemng Go
Foundation, DebrnZtrnrnerrnan

John Slater

VIDEO EDITOR

MY FACILITY OR YOURS

MIDTOWN EDIT SUITE
WITH MEDIA 100 XR,
REAL-TIME, 54 GB STORAGE,

BETA SP, DAT, CD, SCANNER

(800) 807-4142
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

WHEN IT COMES TO

ENTERTAINMENT S

MEDIA INSURANCE
^^^ WE ARE

A \j THE

^^^^INSURANCE BROKERS ^^

TEL: (21

J

CAROL A.

IBS
^L^ SINCE 1899 ^^k

DeWITT STERN

GROUP, INC,

NEW YORK
420 LEXINGTON AVENUE

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10170-0199

i) 867-3550 • FAX: (212) 983-6483

JOLYON F. STERN, President

BRESSI-CILONA, SR. Vice Pres.

AFFILIATES IN: LONDON • PARIS • MUNICH
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AIVF//APP EN N I NGSby Leslie A Fields

I
MEMBER NEWS
BROADCAST

Annual Membership Meeting

The AIYF annual membership meeting will be held

Friday evening, April 3 at Manhattan Neighborhood

Network, 537 West 59th Street (between 10th &.

11th Ave's.)i NYC. The meeting is open to all.

AIYF members will receive a separate notice in the

mail.

Health Insurance Update

hip HMO
AIVF has just joined Independent & Retail Business

Associates (IRBA) which otters a health insurance

plan through HIP For more information about this

new plan contact insurance agent Jeff Bader, (718)

291-5433.

Trade Discount Update

Moondance Productions

630 Ninth Avenue, Suite 1212, NYC 10036; (212)

315-2000; Fax: (212) 586-1572. Contact: Bob

Schapiro or Eileen Conlon. Receive 10% to 30% dis-

count (depending on hours of availability-) on editing

services: Avid, AYR-77, Media Log; all formats: Beta

SR DVC Pro, DV-CAM, 3/4", VHS, D-7, Hi-8.

Lichtenstein Creative Media

1600 Broadway, Suite 601, NYC, 10019; (212) 765-

6600; Fax: (212) 765-6550; email: lcm@
lcmedia.com. Contact: June Peoples. 15% discount

on mini-DY and DVcam dubs to beta and equip-

ment rental.

Virgin Moon Post

56 East Main Street, Ste. 207, Ventura, CA 93001;

(805) 652-6890; fax: (805) 652-6899; www.virgi

nmoon.com. Contact: Ken Finning. AIVF members

receive a 10% discount on all post-production ser-

vices: Media 100XS; Beta SR Adobe After Effects,

Adobe Photoshop, Boris Effects, on-line off-line,

Frosh Music Library, DLT Back-up, and Quicktime.

Not Receiving Your
Independent?

If you have any problems receiving The Independent

or questions regarding your AIVF membership,

please call LaTrice Dixon or Marya Withers, (212)

807-1400x236.

AIVF EVENTS

Millennium Campaign Fund Benefit: Independent

Filmmaking inside & outside the studio system

Are you interested in working with the studio system

while still maintaining your independent voice?

Then come to this exciting panel seminar which

includes Kasi Lemmons-Hall (Eve's Bayou) and

Vondie Curtis-Hall (Gridlock 'd) and is hosted by

actor director Ossie Davis. The panel will discuss

the triumphs and pitfalls of independent filmmaking

and provide a unique perspective on making films

inside and outside of Hollywood. Admission' prices

for this event are as follows: Advance tickets: $20

AIYF members/$25 general; Day of event: $25

members $30 general. All proceeds from this event

will go to support the Foundation of Independent

Video and Film's Millennium Campaign Fund. For

tickets and/or more information call the AIVF-DC

Hotline: 202-554-3263 x4.

When: Tuesday, March 10, 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Where: American Film Institute Theater, JFK

Center for the Performing Arts, New Hampshire

Ave., NW at Rock Creek Parkway.

Annual NYC Student Salon

Students here's your chance to make your voice

heard. Come to AIVF's annual student salon to cel-

ebrate student contributions to the independent

media community and to network with other media

students in the NYC area. There will be a special

screening of AIVF student member work chosen

from UVFA's Touring Festival of International

Student Film & Video. Student representatives for

the AIYF FIYF board will be chosen at this time.

This event is free and open to all.

When: tba (call the RSVP hotline for updates)

Where: tba

RSVP: 212-807-1400x301

Meet & Greets

These are opportunities for members to meet pro-

ducers, distributors, hinders, programmers, and oth-

ers to exchange information in an informal atmos-

phere at the AIVF office. Free;to AIVF members ,

S10 for others. Space is limited. RSVP required:

(212) 807-1400 x 301. Please specify event, and

leave your name, phone number, and membership

number if applicable.

NEW LINE CINEMA

Amy Henkels, Vice President of Production

In its 29 years in business New Line Cinema has pro-

duced and or distributed such films as House Parry,

The \iask, Dumb and Dumber, Friday, Don Juan de

Marco, My Family, and Fine Line's Hoop Dreams and

The Incredibly True Adventures of Two Girls m Love.

New Line licenses its films to auxiliary markets such

as cable, broadcast television, and the international

market, and also distributes home videos and has a

growing television division.

Amy Henkels has worked with New Line for over

two years. She was Executive Producer on two New
Line releases: love jones and Money Talks. She is cur-

renlty in development on a number of other films,

both book adaptations and original scripts. Space is

limited, RSVP early. Free to AIVF members, $10

others.

When: Please call the RSVP Hotline for date and

AIVF ON-LINE ACTIVITIES
[www.aivf.org]

Special ON-LINE Forum: TAXES, taxes, taxes

If you're an independent media maker who is self-

employed either full- or part-time, then you know

that filling out your taxes can be hell—what

should I write off, what can I write off, do I fill out

the 1040A, 1040, or 10 something...?

Visit AIVF's on-line forum and have your ques-

tions answered by a professional CPA.

When: March 23-March 27.

AIYF forums are archived and available at the site.

FILM BYTES

Stop in every 4th Friday of the month, 9:00 p.m. at

pseudo.com for FILM BYTES, a webcast series

about independent production. Produced by

Kinotek and presented on the Pseudo On-line

Network. Check our website for this month's

guest.

ON LOCATION

MONTHLY MEMBER SALONS

This is an opportunity for members to discuss

work, meet other independents, share war stories,

and connect with the AIVF community across the

country. Note: Since our copy deadline is two

months before the meetings listed below, be sure to

call the local organizers to confirm that there have

been no last-minute changes.

Albany, NY:

When: 1st Wednesday of each month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Borders Books 6k Music, Wolf Rd.

Contact: Mike Camoin, (518) 895-5269

Atlanta, GA

When: Second Monday of the month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Red Light Cafe, Amsterdam Outlets off of

Monroe Dr.

Contact: Genevieve McGillicuddy, IMAGE (402)

352-4225

Austin, TX:

When: Last Monday of the month, 8 p.m.

Where: Electric Lounge, 302 Bowie Street

Contact: Ben Davis, (512) 708-1962

Birmingham, AL

Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Michele Foreman, (205) 298-0685

Boston, MA:

Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Susan Walsh, (617) 965-8477

Brooklyn, NY:

When: 4th Tuesday of each month; call tor time

Where: Oirie's Qiffeehouse, 7th Ave. & Lincoln PI.

Contact: Glenn Francis Frontera, (718) 646-7533

Continued on p. 63
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For Great 1-800-5500-MVP
Service...

Without the
Expense!

In NYC, Call (718) 234 7610
Fax: (718) 2341923

EMAIL: mvpav@juno.com

1817 55th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11204

BUSINESS
HOURS
Sunday: 10-1

Mon-Thu: 8:30-6:30

Friday: 8-2

DCRVX1000 eiir^TMV
3CCD Mini

ov^^ T
DV Camcorder
The 0CRVX1 000 offers Si

wer 500 lines of

-esolution along

with excellent color
:

idelity & S/N ratio

t features a 10x

Optical zoom which can

3e extended digitally to 20X Sony's new Super

Steadyshot drastically reduces camera move-

nents like never before Its PCM stereo audio

Jehvers superb sound. Some of its ease of use

Matures include: Color Viewfinder. Lithium-Ion

oattery, & Extended data code Its editing capabili-

ties include 0V interface for direct input to your

computer without quality loss. & Built in Time

^ode Reader/Generator It has many digital fea-

ures such as Digital Fader, Overlap Transition,

Still Frame. Interval and Frame Recording

OHR-1 000 Digital VCR Mini DVVCR
The DHR-1000 offers video insert editing

apability, & 2 PCM audio tracks It features a

juilt in edit controller that provides a 10 segment

idit window Drop frame time code is included

along with a |og shuttle. TBC, audio level meters,

slow motion, & a cable ready tuner The DHR-
1000 is also capable of playing back

DVCAM tape

Panasonic
AG-DP800H
3-CCD S-VHS

Camcorder
Also known as

the supercam, it

has 380,000 pixel FIT CCD's w/750 lines

of resolution for high performance & low

smear. Its advanced digital processing

takes flexibility & creativity to a new level.

It has Auto Gain control, & with Super

High Gain mode, shooting under illumina-

tion of as low as 1 .5 lux is possible while

still retaining a high quality picture. The

Supercam is a lightweight ergonomic

camcorder that rivals pricier cameras at a

fraction of the price.

AG-DS840H/AG-DS850H

S-VHS Player/Recorder

These Panasonic VTR's offer Digital S-VHS

Circuitry, Digital 3-D Time Base Correc-

tors, Digital Slow Motion. & DNR. They

also have VITC/UTC Time Code. & compo-

nent outputs for

connection

to other

equipment

JVC
KY-D29 Digital

Camera
The KY-D29 is a

new & improved

Dockable camera,

with 760,000 pixels, 850

lines of res. & an incredible S/N ratio of

65dB With JVC's new 3D digital noise

reduction, it produces incredibly clean

pictures, rivaling the best of cameras.

With a sensitivity of F1 1 at 2000 lux &
next generation super low lux technology

it provides superior performance under

any lighting conditions.

BR-DV10 Dockable

Recorder
Achieving maximum
DV performance

is both easy and

affordable The

BR-DV10's 4:1 1 digital quality makes it a

sensible choice to get started in digital

video LCD displays VTR status Composite

& Y/C video out, and 2 XLR audio inputs.

BR-D40 Digital S Call

BR-S422U S-VHS Call

Z-2000A

13 Bit Digital Camera
The Z-2000 is a 2/3" CCD Dockable

camera. It has 13 bit digital processing

for high picture quality. With double sam-

pling aperture it captures a high resolu-

tion of 850 lines along with a S/N ratio of

63dB, & low flair makes it a great camera

for all applications. Its digital detail &

control functions such as: Flesh Tone

Detail, 6 Vector & Linear Matrix, High

Chroma Detail, allows enhancing of the

picture to a particular situation. With 4

Scene Files, recreation of a scene is as

easy as the touch of a button. Studio

configuration is also available.

Panasonic ^z^JT i 11

WJ-MX20 *E^*77'
Digital A/V Mixer
The WJ-MX20 is a 4-input

switcher/effects mixer It delivers an

extremely clear picture with 460 lines of resolution and

1 S/N ratio of 50dB Utilizing 23 basic patterns up to 298 fades and

wipes are possible It has 8 effect memory compression, color cor-

ection & 2-channel frame synchronization It is capable of RS-422

serial control for optimum interaction with your controller

A/J-MX50 CALL!

A/J-AVE55 CALL!

MACKIE Video Tape Specials
MS1402-VLZ
The micro series is a

fantastic and afford-

able tool for all sorts of

mixing environments, whether its

video post production, live performance, or

multimedia. It has special circuitry to minimize noise and

crosstalk, studio grade discrete preamplifiers, low cut filter,

and accurate faders with complex resistive elements to

ensure true logarithmic taper.

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS

MONTHLY TAPE SPECIALS

Fuji VHS T-120 AV Master 4.69

Fuji VHS SG-120 4.49

Fuji S-VHS H471S-ST1 20 7.95

Fuji Hi8 M221 P6-120 8.69

_^ I Fuji Hi8 M221 E6-120 13.99

BQHj
Sony HI8 E6 120 HMEAD 19.99Ml ^ i\/r Mini nu MnvfiDMF 13.29

MJP^k Sony DVCAM PDV184ME In Stock

^_^^Son /Betacam BCT-30MA 18.99

ACCESSORIES
TD-902

ARTEC \
OR0F. V
WIRELESS

INTERCOM

SYSTEM
Need To

Communicate with

Your Partner or Lightman? The TD-902 is a

wrtable rugged beltpack transceiver which

delivers outstanding quality sound in the

WOMhz in full duplex. It features 2 user-

selectable channels for noise-free transmis-

sions. It's prof, headset mic is super direction-

il, canceling out everything but your voice,

"his system rivals all the pricier systems,

ncludes hard carrying case $849.95/pr

SENNHEISER K6/ME66
"he K6 series is designed to deliver studio-

luality »uailiitpBHHW8HMS|WMb|
mdio to

mwfwMfMtiUXJlZT^iimmm^^^m

he video production market. It is capable of

being combined with a variety of capsules,

from omni to super directional patterns The

K6 powering module is balanced with low

impedance (200 ohms), and terminates to a

3-pin XLR, with phantom power capability.

The ME66 is an Electret Short Shotgun mic.

is great for interviews within a crowd.

Superior perfomance, backed by the

Sennheiser name $429.95

CAPSULES ALSO AVAILABLE: ME62
ME64, ME65 & 67

S0NYWRR810AUHF
SYNTHESIZED RECEIVER
The WRR810AisaUHFcamera
mountable receiver. It delivers

crystal-clear sound for long

ranges. It features 6 pre-

programmed channels with up to 94 selec-

table frequencies, for optimum interference

free reception. It provides 6 hours of contin-

uous operation with 2 AA batteries $849.95

WRT810A Handheld Wireless Mic. ...$699.95

Portabrace Hiker Case
Tired Of Lugging Those

Bulky Camera Cases?

The Hiker BackPack is

designed for videographers

in the field who are looking

for an easy and efficient

way to carry their camera.

The Hiker has a hard plastic

shell & is extremely light-

weight. It includes extra pockets for tripod

plates, tapes, etc... and like all Portabrace

products is hand-crafted $389.95

NRG VaraLight Pro 56001/4 (100w DC)

The VaraLight is a

rugged, efficient, versa-

tile light which accepts

20-100 watt dc lamps.

There is a knob on the

side of the light to adjust the

intensity of light from 10-100%

making it perfect for a wide range

of applications. The VaraLight Pro is avail-

able terminated with a 4-pin XLR or a ciga-

rette lighter plug.

56001 $219.95

56004 $234.95

05009 Color Effects Grid Pack (9 grids in

different colors) $89.95

Our Customers Write...

"I W)ve dealt wth o lot of composes out

tlnere ond you auys ore tine greatest I

know I con depend on you .'

— /.G., Producer. Hollywood, CA.

Yom consfa/tf\y provide yed? prices arid

ka/e sated **z 4rom spending *oney on

tilings I really donf need ~\harks[

— O.M., Business Owner, Milwaukee, WI.

'U>€ 're Thrilled. TO hal/€- irOU-M.d.

//V?. /fee? 4-hoSc 4rt*-+ pri<u.£

COmiK4. U)itAolj-t LfOu-, Oc*-r SltOOT

ux>u-/d. i* iee*. imftoSSiile . Qolx. '//

Sook ht hcaj-iH.a ftr-ci* u-£ tt.qa.tn

.

— A.T., ExecutiveTroducer, Los Angeles, CA.

All merchandise shipped with manufacturer-supplied accessories and warranties. All merchandise is exchangeable or refundable within 7 days (with all packaging

material and in mint condition), please call for return authorization. All refunds are less shipping & handling. NY residents add 8.25% sales tax.



your solution is clear

integrate your design
stations

Access shared
centralized data

retrieve video faster

Fibre Channel Solutions
spend time creating, not waiting

Fibre Channel Solutions allows you to tackle

day-to-day tasks quickly and effortlessly. This is

achieved by shared centralized storage which can

be accessed simultaneously by multiple graphic,

audio & editing workstations.

Technical Solutions for Creative People

As a Premiere Avid Reseller, Virtual Media
offers the entire line of Avid products including:

the Media Composer®, the MCXpress™ system,

Avid storage devices & system upgrades.

Virtual Media offers customized solutions for

independent film makers to help simplify &
manage the pressures of post production.

We have the resources & knowledge to configure

powerful solutions for demanding clients.

• Fibre Channel Solutions

• Graphics System Integration

• Networking Solutions

• Complete System Integration

• System Installations

• Maintenance Contracts

• System Upgrades

• Emergency Technical Support

& Parts Replacement

V
Avid
Premiere Avid Reseller.

virtual Media
'meal solutions tor creative people

12 East 44th Street, New York, NY 10017

phone: 212.490.9730

fax: 212.818.0529
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Archive makes it easy to get your daily '

requirement of satisfying stills and tempting film clips. With over 14,000 hours

of stock footage and 20,000,000 historical photos, we've got all the ingredients for your next

film, multimedia, or print project. Cataloged, copyright-cleared and ready for you to use. Many
images are already available in digital format.

So give us a call and let's get cookin'!

^J

MtV
Fax us on your letterhead for

a free brochure and sample reel.

And check ouf our on-line database:

www.archivefilms.com

Archive
' M

Films
Archive 1

DHOTOS

Your One Call To History:

800-876-5115

53D W. 25th Street, Dept. IND, New York, NY 10DD1 Tel. (212) 822-78DD Fax (212) 645-2137



You're inGOOD
COMPANY

when you X3L/\J W""U -t

YOUR FILM

35MM BLOW-UPS BY DU ART:
RELEASED THEATRICALLY FROM 1996- 1997

"BREATHING ROOM"
BY JOHN SHERMAN

DISTRIBUTED BY ARROW RELEASING

* "CAUGHT"
BY ROBERT YOUNG

DISTRIBUTED BY SONY PICTURES CLASSICS

* "FAST, CHEAP,
& OUT OF CONTROL"
BY ERROL MORRIS

DISTRIBUTED BY SONY PICTURES CLASSICS

* "FOUR LITTLE GIRLS"
BY SPIKE LEE

DISTRIBUTED BY HBO

"GET ON THE BUS"
BY SPIKE LEE

DISTRIBUTED BY SONY PICTURES

"GIRLSTOWN"
BY JIM MCKAY

DISTRIBUTED BY OCTOBER FILMS

"HABIT"
BY LARRY FESSENDEN

DISTRIBUTED BY GLASS EYE PICTURES

* "THE KEEPER"
BY JOE BREWSTER

DISTRIBUTED BY KINO PICTURES

"KISSED"
BY LYNNE STOPKEWICH

DISTRIBUTED BY SAMUEL GOLDWYN

"LANDSCAPES OF MEMORY'
BY JOSE ARAUJO
DISTRIBUTED BY RIOFILME

* "LE SIEGE DE LAME"
BY OLIVIER ASSELIN

DISTRIBUTED BY MALO FILMS

"A LIFE APART"
BY MENACHEM DAUM AND

OREN RUDAVSKY
DISTRIBUTED BY FIRST RUN FEATURES

DuArt Film and Video
245 West 55th Street New York, NY 10019

212 757 4580 or 1 800 52 DUART sales@duart.com

"LOOKING FOR RICHARD"
BY AL PACINO

DISTRIBUTED BY FOX SEARCHLIGHT PICTURES

"MAN WITH A PLAN"
BY JOHN O'BRIEN

DISTRIBUTED BY THE FRED HERMAN COMPANY

+ "NIL BY MOUTH"
BY GARY OLDMAN

DISTRIBUTED BY SONY PICTURES CLASSICS

"RHYTHM THIEF"
BY MATTHEW HARRISON
DISTRIBUTED BY STRAND RELEASING

* "SIX O'CLOCK NEWS"
BY ROSS MCELWEE

DISTRIBUTED BY FIRST RUN FEATURES

* "A STARRY SKY"
BY TATA AMARAL
DISTRIBUTED BY RIOFILME

"SUBWAY STORIES"
DISTRIBUTED BY HBO HOME VIDEO

"SYNTHETIC PLEASURES"
BY IARA LEE

DISTRIBUTED BY CAIPIRINHA PRODUCTIONS

« "TIE-DYED"
BY ANDREW BEHAR

DISTRIBUTED BY ISA RELEASING

"TROUBLESOME CREEK:
A MIDWESTERN"

BY JEANNE JORDAN &
STEVEN ASHER

DISTRIBUTED BY ARTISTIC LICENSE FILMS

* "ULEE'S GOLD"
BY VICTOR NUNEZ

DISTRIBUTED BY ORION PICTURES

"WILD MAN BLUES"
BY BARBARA KOPPLE

DISTRIBUTED BY FINE LINE

"WONDERLAND"
BY JOHN O'HAGAN
DISTRIBUTED BY FOX/LORBER

BLOWNUP FROM S16MM NEGATIVE
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FEATURES

26 Barbara Kopple's Lessons in L
In 1976, Barbara Kopple hurst onto the scene with her searing

labor documentary Harlan County, U.S.A. For the next two

decades, she has managed to produce a steady stream of work-

on average, a Him a year. Her most recent, Wddman Blues, is a

behind-the-scenes look at Woody Allen's European jazz tour.

by Patricia Thomson

'<^

wr~* A The Lure of Homicide

Perhaps it's because a film director, B
R"rry LeviriSOn, started the series.

whatever the reason, NBC's Homidde
put out the welcome mat for independents.

by Max J. Alvarez

Let's Do Lunch

nakers do: eat out Here's

ndies go to chill, me'

by Oliver Jones

MEDIA NEWS

4 Angelika,

Houston

The Angelika Film Center just

got a whole lot bigger. With a

Houston theater up and running

and more to come, Angelika is

aiming to be the nation's top

national specialty chain.

by Richard Baimbridge
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and wife-to-be Soon-Yi Previn take a breather from the

during Allen's European jazz tour, documents

Photo courtesy Fine Line Features

5 Footage '97: They Wrote the Book

That old standby, Footage '89, is old news. In with the new.

Footage '97 makes its debut.

by Cassandra Uretz

DISTRIBUTOR F.A.Q.

8 Milestone Film & Video

Five years ago, Milestone started out by distributing a package

of silent films. It has since grown to include recent films along-

side the classics in its roster, both homegrown and foreign.

BY LlSSA GlBBS

TALKING HEADS

10 Tony Barbieri, Greg Sax & American

Cinematheque's Margot Gerber

by Holly Willis &. Amy Goodman

FIELD REPORTS

14 Treasure Hunting

at Sundance '98

The Independent goes on record

with its second annual awards

list, highlighting all kinds of

hidden treats.

BY Cara Mertes &
Patricia Thomson

18 The $6 Million Man

An acquisition deal at Sundance is every filmmaker's dream.

So what's it like to get one—with Miramax, no less?

Next Stop Wonderland director Brad Anderson describes

the surreality of it all.

by Brad Anderson

19 Maverick Movies: Slamdance '98

Up Main Street in Park City, Slamdance carries on—and

comes of age.

by Ruby Lerner

21 Hills and Valleys: An IFFCON '98 Diary

How a documentarian tares at the annual international

cofinancing conference in San Francisco.

by Robert M. Goodman

24 Shorts in Style

New York's Shorts International

Film Festival debuts with aplomb.

by Cassandra Uretz

IN FOCUS

35 Digital Gentrification

How digital products are spreading to the film set.

by Rob Rownd

IN & OUT OF PRODUCTION

FESTIVALS NOTICES

CLASSIFIEDS AIVF HAPPENINGS
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MEDIA NEWS
EDITED BY R Y A N" D E U S S I N G

I

New York's Angelika Starts Chain in Houston

In Houston rms January, Reading Entert-

ainment, who together with City Cinemas

owns and operates Manhattan's Angelika Film

Center, unveiled the first in a planned chain of

satellite cinemas bearing the Angelika name.

Houston's Angelika, like its SoHo name-

sake, is an upscale alternative to both main-

stream multiplexes and traditional arthouse

theaters, offering moviegoers a gourmet cafe

and bar, plush theaters, state-of-the-art sound,

and a mix of current releases from major stu-

dios and specialty distributors. Press material

even claims that the newest Angelika's full-

sized screens offer audiences "an almost

IMAX-effect."

In addition to the dozens of theaters

Reading operates in Puerto Rico and Australia,

the company has announced plans for a major

U.S. expansion that would include additional

theaters in the Pasadena, Atlanta, Dallas, and

Hackensack markets. (Formerly Reading

Railroad, Smerling's company is memorialized

by a square on the Monopoly gameboard.)

"Houston was a good deal to begin with,"

says Jack Foley, vice president of marketing for

Reading Entertainment. "There's a strong

enough cultural depth there. It's a metropoli-

tan center similar to any city."

The difference, he says, is that downtown

Houston was virtually deserted until Angelika

decided to take the plunge by bringing a more

affluent clientele to a cultural destination in

the ailing inner city.

"Art has expanded in terms of acceptability

these days," says Foley. "You had theaters in

Houston offering everything from Spice Girls to

Welcome to Sarajevo, and our idea was, 'Let's

take out Spice Girls and just leave Sarajevo.™

Any new venue with an intelligent focus on

independent cinema is a boon to Houston, but

the real prize for local filmmakers may be yet to

come. Angelika has stated a commitment to

show locally-produced independent work on

film and video, as well as its desire to become a

serious forum for discussions and events in the

local film community. (Last month Angelika

hosted a reception for AIVF executive director

Ruby Lerner and local filmmakers.)

"We've spoken to SWAMP [Southwest

Alternate Media Project], which is an arts

organization in Houston dedicated to experi-

mental films and video," says Foley. "We're dis-

cussing events and exhibitions for Texas film-

makers, as well as engaging in cultural ventures

with the arts society in Houston."

"They really want to be an active part of the

community and cooperate with other organiza-

tions," says SWAMP executive director Celia

Lightfoot. "I even think other venues can ben-

efit from Angelika's promotion of independent

film. The more the merrier, really."

To succeed, however, Angelika will have to

compete not only with other alternative venues

(like Landmark Cinemas, which already has a

strong presence in Houston), but also with

start-ups like Robert Redford's collaboration

with General Cinema, Sundance Cinemas.

"Competing with Sundance is part of the

process," says Foley. "But we're operating at

such a high standard that anyone better look at

what we're doing before they start another the-

ater."

What sets Angelika apart, aside from its

decor, Foley says, is that the theaters are being

designed with the concerns of filmmakers in

mind.

"I saw Jackie Brown at

another theater," he

says, "and then I saw

it at the Angelika. At

the Angelika, in the

scene where he's

pouring sugar, you

could literally hear

the sugar being

poured. To a guy like

Tarantino, that's im-

portant. The guy

would make a movie

smell if he could.

That's what we're

shooting for."

Richard Baimbridge lives in New York and writes for

Paper, Vibe, and Time Out New York.

FOOTAGE 97
Worth the Wait

YOU HAVE THREE DAYS TO GET A SHOT OF THE

Jerusalem jellyfish, and not just any shot. On
this project, you need footage no one has seen

before. But the jellyfish lives at the bottom of

the Mediterranean, you can't swim, and your

regular deep sea DP is on vacation. What do

you do? Reach for Footage 97, the film indus-

try's primary sourcebook of moving images for

hire.

Footage 97 is a sleek update of the 1989

edition, now a universal presence on

researchers' shelves, that standardized and

consolidated information on film archives.

Footage 89 organized disparate data into a

coherent system, listing thousands of North

American government, commercial, and uni-

versity film collections, private archives and

public research centers, and an extensive sub-

ject index. Introductory essays pave the way

through the catalog's thicket ot listings, dis-
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cussing core issues from copyright law to tilm

preservation and making its data user-friend-

ly for both experts and beginners.

"Footage 89 is the Bible. It's fabulous," says

producer Peter Miller (Frank Lloyd Wright).

"Every project I've ever gotten started on,

the first thing that I do ... is to open up

Footage 89. 1 can't quite understand how any-

body could have done archival film research

before it existed."

In addition to aiding archival researchers,

Footage 89 was developed in response to the

pressure cable television, home video, and

other developing media were placing on the

industry to outgrow its mom-and-pop ori-

gins. Filmmakers who desired to engage

viewers with novel images and who needed

to minimize shooting

expenses now had a

place to turn.

Many filmmakers

were also inspired by

odd juxtapositions in

the Footage annals, or

discovered obscure

collections in its

source listings that

made all the differ-

ence.

"Books allow you

serendipity," says

Rick Prelinger, who

published the first

Footage and now

serves as its senior

editor. "If you're at

the early stages of conceiving a project, and

you're looking for something very specific,

when you look in that book you're going to

get ideas about all kinds ot other things, and

it will effect your creative conception of your

project." Prelinger cites as an example the

award-winning documentary Eyes on the

Prize, whose producers were "able to access

all sorts of local TV collections, especially in

the South, that nobody knew about betore

the first edition came out."

Thanks to this auspicious beginning,

Footage 97 is far more sure of its audience.

Second Line Search, the research company

that bought Footage from Prelinger

Associates, has modernized the new edition

with an engaging high-tech format, and

maintains a sales website (www.fbotage-

sources.com) where the book can be ordered

for $195. Footage 97 is double the size of its

predecessor, including more than 3,000

entries and an index with 10,000 subjects.

Expanding from its North American focus to

cover 100 nations worldwide, many of which

are only now letting their collections see the

light of day, Footage 97 portends a new era of

archival films. A services section also lists legal,

technical, and management contacts for home

and abroad.

Essayists in Footage 97 vex over new prob-

lems, particularly regarding digital technology.

While some describe streaming software as the

next wave, looking to the day when filmmakers

will download high quality images over the

Internet, other researchers caution against rely-

ing exclusively on the Web tor information.

"There's no substitute for the archivist, the per-

son who actually works with the collection,"

says Miller. "I called up my archivist friend and

said 'Hey, I just found all

this stuff on your Web

site,' and he said, 'You

know, 97 percent of it is

disintegrated old nitrate

film. It doesn't exist any-

more; it turned to dust.'

There's limited utility to

what you actually find on

the Web, because lots ot

times the database hasn't

been properly purged or

maintained."

Glamorous gadgetrv

aside, the real subject in

Footage 97 is account-

ability in the age ot

heightened access, with

essayists highlighting an

on-going question ot cultural authority. As

more people compete to rewrite history or

affect the future through media, concern over

who controls information and who sees it takes

on significance. As an informational resource,

Footage 97 certainly eases the researcher's job,

but it also points out the questions raised by our

new freedom to find even-thing and use only

the parts that we like.

Cassandra Uretz is editorial assistant at The
Independent.

Errata

To clarify an answer that appeared in the Jan/Feb

"Distributor F.A.Q." with First Look

Pictures/Overseas Filmgroup, Overseas has 220

films of various genres in its library. FLP, the

domestic theatrical releasing division of Overseas,

has over 30 works in its collection. Overseas

Filmgroup is a public company trading under the

symbol OSFG. The answers in the interview were

provided by Maud Nadler, vice president of

creative affairs at FLP.

NATIONAL
EDUCATIONALMEDIA
NETWORK

supporting excellence in

educational media

PRESENTS

Content '98
12th Annual

Media Market & Festival

May, 1998

Oakland, CA

The Nation's Only Annual

Gathering for Producers,

Distributors, Users & Vendors

of Educational Media

Media Market May 27 - 29

Marriott City Center

The best, low-cost way to

find a distributor for works-in-

progress or finished productions

Submission Deadlines:

Early Bird April 1

Regular April 24

Apple Awards Festival May 29-31

View latest Gold Apple Award

winning productions

"This is one of our most important sources for

new programs. No producer or distributor can

afford to miss this event.

"

Pat Hamada, Pyramid Media

For more information or to register call:

510.465.6885

NEMN
655 Thirteenth Street, Suite 100

Oakland, CA 94612-1220

PH: 510.465.6885

FX: 510.465.2835

E-mail content@nemn.org

www.nemn.org
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MILESTONE FILM VIDEO

BY LlSSA GlBBS

Amy Heller and Dennis Doros with their son.

All photos courtesy Milestone

Milestone Film & Video, 275 West 96th St., Suite 28C,

New York, NY 10025; (212) 865-7449; fax: 222-8952;

MileFilms@aol.com; contacts: Amy Heller, President

& Dennis Doros, Vice President.

What is Milestone Films?

It's an extremely independent small distribution compa-

ny that was founded by the wife-and-husband team of

Amy Heller and Dennis Doros. We handle all kinds of film,

all kinds of cinema, with the major criteria being that we

really believe in each of our films.

Unofficial motto or driving philosophy behind

Milestone:

Great films from any age. anywhere.

Who is Milestone?

Amy; Dennis: Fumiko Takagi. Vice President: and Meagan

Powers, Director of Nontheatrical Sales. And a couple of

interns.

How, when, and why did Milestone come into being?

The company was founded in 1990, shortly after Dennis

and I got married. I was working for New Yorker Films and

Dennis was working for Kino International—both compa-

nies which we really respect and from which we learned

a ton. We'd been doing some work on our own, restoring

silent films and combining them into packages. We

assumed that Kino would distribute them, but one morn-

ing we woke up and realized that the timing was right for

us to start our own company—we had the films and I

was looking for a change in my career. Then filmmaker

Philip Haas, a very good friend, offered his films to us

and that brought our collection to 16 titles. Shortly there-

after Dennis left Kino and joined me, and together we

worked out of our home for the next five years. Those

silent films we'd been restoring became our first package,

"The Age of Exploration," which premiered at New York's

Film Forum in 1991. We ended up making money on that

package, but later on we thought, "Gee, what were we

thinking, starting a company with silent films and such an

expensive restoration project7 " We simply believed that if

we believed in the films enough, other people would be

interested in them, too. And, in fact, the films showed all

over the country.

What would people be most surprised to learn about

Milestone or its founders?

The constant presence of our 22-month-old son in the

office is pretty surprising! That and the fact that we're

totally self-funded and that we've actually been able to

build a successful company that is very much in our own

image.

If we weren't distributing films, we'd be . .

.

far less happy than we are.

How many works are now in your collection?

About 150.

Range of production budgets of films you distribute;

From $20,000 to $20 million.

What kind of films do you handle?

A wide range of classic films (American and foreign) and

independent films (American and foreign), both narrative

and documentary, usually feature-length or packaged into

feature-length programs. Recently these have included a

re-release of Rocco and His Brothers (Luchino Visconti,

1960) and first-time releases of films like Mamma Roma

(Pier Paolo Pasolini, 1962), I Am Cuba (Mikhail Kalatozov.

1964). and Two Friends (Jane Campion, 1985). all previ-

Alan Berliner

{Intimate Stranger)

is among the U.S.

indies with

Milestone r 4
V

\ n

$A
ously unknown in the U.S. Newer titles include Why Has

Bodhi-Dharma Left for the East?, a mesmerizing

Korean independent feature by Bae Yong-kyun, and a

very eloquent Japanese independent feature.

Maboroshi. by Hirokazu Kore-Eda. We have all of the

documentary films of Philip Haas, who went on to make

Angels and Insects, as well as feature-length packages

of the work of the visual and performance artist Eleanor

Antin, including her narrative feature. The Man without

a World, which purports to be a silent film made in

Poland in 1927, but of course, was made in San Diego!

We're now handling the video sales of all of Alan

Berliner's documentaries: Family Album, Intimate

Stranger, and Nobody's Business.

What drives the acquisition decisions at Milestone?

We're most interested in films that strike us as extraor-

dinary and which we can release in a feature-length

format. We're very open to looking at different films. The

quality of the films is really the most

important thing: films that are

provocative, beautiful, inter-

esting, shocking, and use the

language of cinema in different \

ways. We're looking for films

that are works of art in their own ^

right. And with that, we figure out

how to make the business side of

things work for the film. It's

very important that our

filmmakers be happy with

the work we do.

Your relationship with

filmmakers is one

based on . .

.
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mutual respect.

Where do you find your films, and how should film-

makers approach you for consideration?

Through word-of-mouth. We also go to festivals like New

York, Toronto, Vancouver, and Berlin. We do look at unso-

licited films, but ask that filmmakers be considerate and

contact us first by phone and that they understand that

most films just aren't right for every distributor.

Unsolicited films are a little like trying to find true love in

the want ads: the odds of finding that kind of magic just

aren't with you.

Your ideal film to distribute is a film that . .

.

excites critics, audiences, and us equally.

A Milestone title is a film that . .

.

will have lasting value for the next 50 years.

Where do Milestone titles show?

Generally at arthouse theaters, universities, and media

centers nationwide. Lee Krugman Associates represents

our titles for television sales. And we've also marketed i

a few of our films internationally.

The most important issue Milestone faces today is . .

.

finding a balance between art and commerce.

In 10 years Milestone will . .

.

still be around.

You'll know Milestone has made it as a company

when . .

.

we can afford to have a second child.

Other distributors you admire:

Zeitgeist, New Yorker Films, Kino International, Brussels

AVE in Europe, and a newer Canadian distributor,

Mongrel Media, in Toronto.

Upcoming titles to watch for:

Japanese filmmaker Takeshi Kitano's narrative feature

Fireworks, which won the Venice Film Festival in 1997.

It's a violent and heartbreaking story about an ex-cop.

It'll be at New York's Film Forum in March.

Famous last words:

Film as an art form is a cause worth fighting for.

Distributor F.A.Q. is a column conducted by fax

questionnaire profiling a wide range of distributors

of independent film arid video. If you are a dis-

tributor and want to be profiled or are a maker

and want to find out more about a particular

distributor, contact Lissa Gibbs, do The

Independent, 304 Hudson St., 6th fl.,

NY, NY 10013, or drop an e-mail to:

lissa(a sirius.com

Lissa Gibbs is a contributing editor to The
Independent and former Film Arts

Foundation Fest director.
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Media Composers
• Film neg. matchback

• AVR 77
• 3D-DVE fx

• 69 GIGS storage

• Protools

Graphics

• After Effects

• 3D animation

• Photoshop/Illustrator

Transfers/Duplication

• Negative to tape

Video dailies

Dailies synching

• Tape to tape

• Tape to film

PRODUCTION
• Sony DVCAM package
• BetaCam SP Package

Call about:

• Indie rates

• Free editors

• Cash Back Program

• AVID classes

ISLAND MEDIA
212»252*3522

r^n*iVr=a
CALL FOR

WORK!
WYBE-TV35, Philadelphia's

independent public television station,

seeks films and videos from indepen-

dent media artists from around the

nation for a 10-week series airing in

fall 1998.

Acquisition fee: $25 per minute.

All styles welcome; shorts up to 30

minutes preferred; no works longer

than 59 minutes.

DEADLINE IS April 20, 1998
For an entry form:

WriteThrough the Lens

6070 Ridge Avenue

Philadelphia, PA 19128-1604

Call: (215)483-3900

Or visit WYBE at www.wybe.org
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GLIDECAM V-16 for 10 to 20 pounds
GLIDECAM V-20 for 15 to 26 pounds

1-800-949-2089 or 1-508-866-2199
or reach us on the internet at www.glidecam.com
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Glidecam is Registered at the Patent and TM Office
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TALKING HEADS

I

ONE
by Holly Willis

Cinema-Television tor a li^t of cinematogra-

phers in the graduate program. "I found

Matthew T. Irving that way," explains Barbieri.

"He'd shot one shot, which was one more than

me." When Irving and Barbieri sat down to

talk about movies, they found a shared affinity

tor certain filmmakers and genres, including

the Italian neo-realists. "I also liked his eye, his

sense of composition, and the way he moved

the camera," says Barbieri. "He still had a year

Tony Barbieri got his start in filmmaking

walking dogs. Having dropped out of the

Columbia Film School in Los Angeles, Barbieri

began caring for the canines of various agents

and producers, piecing together an income on

the edges ot the industry. One day he spotted a

stack of scripts in a producer's kitchen, and,

curious to see how well he fared next to the

pros, he began reading them. "I shouldn't have

done it," confesses the new director, "but I was-

n't impressed. I figured I could do better."

Barbieri figured right. His first feature, One,

which recentlv premiered at the Sundance

Film Festival, is a powerful story of two wasted

lives and the attempts at reclamation deftly

told through gesture and unspoken despair.

The lovely film is all the more interesting given

Barbieri's scant filmmaking background.

Barbieri had already written a draft of One

when he left Columbia, and although he hadn't

yet shot a foot of film himself, he decided to go

ahead and make One as a low-budget feature.

He started by asking the USC School of

of school, but he said he would commit to

doing the film as soon as he finished."

While Irving continued his studies, Barbieri

continued to hone the script while studying

filmmaking vicariously through Irving. "I was

extremely naive and inexperienced," admits

Barbieri. "The stuff that Matt learned he

would pass along to me, and working together

on the script, we came up with this whole

voyeuristic style." Barbieri also worked through

the script by shooting video segments of actors

performing scenes. In this way he was also able

to get a sense of the kinds of actors he'd need

for the film. A third resource for the script

came in the form of actor Jason Cairnes, whom

Barbieri met at a party and later cast in the dif-

ficult lead role of Charlie. Cairnes encouraged

Barbieri not to avoid the details of everyday

life, especially those details from his own back-

ground that could add to the emotional realism

Barbieri was striving to achieve.

Barbieri put together enough money to get

through production by asking friends and fam-

ily for loans, and he shot for four weeks in

August, 1996. "The production was smooth,

but it was very hard physically," says Barbieri,

who often slept only a few hours each night.

Part of the ease of the production came from

the fact that Barbieri had planned every sin-

gle move in the film before the camera was

turned on. "We shot exactly word for word,"

he says. "Every word and every gesture was

on the page. I could see the entire movie

unfold in my head."

Many of the shots are carefully framed sta-

tic shots that make the camera both invisible,

as though the action is taking place regard-

less of the camera, and decidedly apparent as

you realize the precision of the framing and

choreography unfolding within that space. "I

wanted a tableaux format," explains Barbieri.

"Each shot is like a painting, and the camera

becomes like a fly on the wall, almost as if it

is recording the scene accidentally. Actors

would walk out of the frame completely."

Barbieri also opted to keep the emotional

tenor of the film flat. In describing a scene in

which Charlie and his new girlfriend talk

while lying on a bed, he says, "I wanted the

audience to feel uncomfortable in a way. The

actors don't really emote, and in fact, Charlie

is like an emotional void. So with him espe-

cially, I wanted this static awkwardness that

indicates that he's been affected by his life

and by being in prison." The scene unfolds as

a single five-minute shot which ever so slow-

ly shifts the plane of focus away from the

actors. The result is effective. Rather than

the predictable sex scene, we get an unex-

pected withdrawal that clearly delineates the

emptiness that Charlie is struggling to fill.

While production went smoothly, Barbieri

really suffered in post/production. "It was hor-

rendous," he reports. "I thought getting into

Sundance would solve a lot of problems, but

it was so hard getting the funds to finish. I

had tapped out all of my resources, and I was

desperate. A couple of people said they'd give

me the money, but only if I signed on to

direct other films, ones that they didn't have

scripts for but which they wanted to start

shooting in February! I realized I couldn't sell

myself like that."

Barbieri eventually did find an investor

and was able to finish cutting the film, thanks

especially to the year-long contribution of

Jeffrey Stephens, an editor who not only cut

One, but took care of all the postproduction

jobs, including music supervision and clear-

ance. Now Barbieri is very content. "I teel
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like a five-year-old at Christmas," he says. "I

got my dream: to see the film finished just

the way I wanted it to be, with a sense of

cohesiveness."

Holly Willis is the West Coast editor of Filmmaker

magazine.

GREG SAX
MIRACLE /WILE

by Amy Goodman

One week before his second short film

premiered at Sundance, Greg Sax took a

moment to contemplate the recent begin-

ning of his filmmaking career. Born in L.A. in

1967, he always felt at odds with the city. He

left about a decade ago, studied semiotics

and modern dance at Brown University, cog-

nitive therapy in San Francisco, and finally

made his way back down Highway 101 on

Christmas Day in 1994- "I was panicked

about what to do with my life," he recalls,

smiling. "But I had an idea."

Three years later, Sax is sitting in an L.A.

cafe, sliding his feature-length "idea" across

the table. Already his first two shorts, 27 and

28, have played at Sundance, and last year

Sax and his screenplay, Miracle Mile, were

invited to the Sundance Institute's

Screenwriting and Directing Workshop, an

experience which Sax describes as "very bene-

ficial." New York-based producer Susan Stover

{High An, Welcome to the Dollhouse) has migrat-

ed west to produce Miracle Mile, scheduled to

begin production in early summer.

Set in Los Angeles during the increasingly

hazy, mythologized 1950s, Miracle Mile has the

lyrical, nostalgic feel typical of a period family

drama. "Actually, the film is almost Disney-

ready," Sax says facetiously. "I wanted it to be

something that would be seen and enjoyed by

many people." With a few crucial devices,

however, Sax manages to transcend the stan-

dard conventions of the genre.

The screenplay is a major departure from

his two ardently experimental works created

during the same period. 27, Sax's

first short, is a staccato, ironic,

four-minute piece that material-

ized after he worked with HIV+

men in San Francisco. It is a med-

ley of images and heightened

sounds that represent, in Sax's

words, "some things I thought

about at age 27—the pain and

irony of a generation for whom

death threatens to become a banal

experience."

28 is even more dedicated to the

manipulation of sound and viscer-

al experience. The film takes

place in an urban apartment and a

fantastical forest, and there is no

dialogue or plot. Instead, Sax

retishizes the sounds of a man

breathing and lingers on hypnotiz-

ing details like a hoe entering the

earth, a hand in a bubbling brook,

a man's rough beard.

Sax is quick to point out that

there is a thematic and visual

thread connecting his seemingly

disparate films. "On the surface,"

says Sax, "28 and Miracle Mile aren't at all alike.

But both are about the distance between people

and the texture that brings them together."

"Texture" is perhaps the most potent feature

of Sax's vision. Given his training as a dancer

and cognitive therapist, it's logical that there is

something kinesthetic about his style, some-

thing that stems from his focus on physical

detail and the almost tangible chemistry

between characters.

Sax sees cinema, "the opportunity to sit in a

dark room with strangers," as a last bastion for

Cutting edge
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contact in an increasingly privatized world.

"Our modem obsession with speed and the

transference of information, with the 'informa-

tion highway,' makes tor an increasingly tex-

tureless culture," he says. "There is

only the illusion of increasing the

connection between people on the

Internet; there's no way to hear the

crack in someone's voice or what

they smell like through a computer."

The modern privatization of

space, Sax believes, is partly respon-

sible for his feeling of alienation

growing up in Los Angeles "Orson

Welles once called L.A. 'a thousand

suburbs in search of a city' and that's

very true," Sax says. A big city with

a comparatively underdeveloped

transportation system, L.A. "literal-

ly keeps people away from each

other. People here can't integrate

the act of walking into time and

space; they're unable to conceive of

what it means to be outside of a car."

These themes serve as the central

metaphor in Miracle Mile. The pro-

tagonist, a brutal patriarch and tire

salesman named Bill Anderson, is a

cutthroat 1950's businessman who

helped destroy the public railway

system in favor of more lucrative highways. The

film is narrated by his grandson, Will, a young

civil engineer working to retrofit modern Los

Angeles with a highly impractical subway sys-

tem. Will struggles "to confront the source of

the alienation that both he and Los Angeles

inherited from an idyllic moment in the fifties,"

according to Sax.

"One of the things I like most about film-

making is that it's an endless learning curve,"

he says. "My seventh grade teacher, Chris

Adam, taught me to never underestimate my

audience. She introduced us to Andre Bazin

and had us watch Man u'lth a Movie Camera."

Sax enrolled in UCLA's film school in 1995

and, while he has no immediate plans to gradu-

ate, his love of learning has resulted in the rare

versatility of his body of work, a bold oscillation

between traditional narratives and more exper-

imental forms. With seven new projects now in

the works, Sax is eagerly anticipating the

chance to introduce his brand of texture to the

world of ready-for-consumption narratives.

Amy Goodman is programming coordinator of the Los

Angeles Independent Film Festival and a freelance

MARGOT GERBER
AAlfRfCAN CINf/VWrHEQL/F

by Holly Willis

What do Darren Stein's Sparkler, Larry

Fessenden's Habit, and Nina Menkes's The

Bloody Child have in common? Besides being

inventive films, all three recently graced the

Alternative Screen, the Los Angeles-based

American Cinematheque's showcase for inde-

pendent films and videos, both long and short.

In 1995, the American Cinematheque's pro-

gramming director, Dennis Bartok, decided

that the organization needed to expand its

purview beyond international cinema and

American classics and begin to highlight new

American directors. With this move, Bartok

was returning to the mandate that drove the

organization's previous incarnation, the notori-

ous Filmex, which, under the leadership of

Gary' Essert and Gary Abrahams, first showed

the films of a number of significant indepen-

dent directors of the 1970s. Bartok turned to

the then recently hired Margot Gerber tor help.

Gerber, who began working at the

Cinematheque doing marketing, had studied

film production at the University ot California

at San Diego, where she worked with Jean-

Pierre Gorin, a frequent collaborator of Jean-

Luc Godard, and Babette Mangolte, the DP on

several Chantal Akerman films. After graduat-

ing, Gerber worked on a series of indepen-

dent shorts and features as both a producer

and production designer before joining

TransAtlantic Entertainment in marketing

and PR. "I found that I loved it," says

Gerber, who discovered both an interest

and talent in marketing, which she brought

to the American Cinematheque in 1992.

For assistance in uncovering the new

directors and films emerging from the inde-

pendent film scene, Gerber turned to close

friend Thomas Harris, a USC Critical

Studies grad who shared Gerber's interest

in and familiarity with independent film-

making. "Tom and I had co-produced a fea-

ture together, and I knew he had an inter-

est in this area," explains Gerber.

Together, Gerber and Harris put together

the Alternative Screen, an ongoing pro-

gram of short and feature-length indepen-

dent films and perhaps the most significant

venue in Los Angeles for new filmmakers.

The first show took place in 1995 and was

a kick-ass program of shorts titled

"Intoxicating Images" that showcased both

shorts by established directors like Charles

Burnett, Atom Egoyan, and Beth B, as well

as work by newer directors, including Brian

Cox and Tran T Kim Trang. By starting

with shorts, Gerber and Harris announced

the program's commitment to neglected film-

makers, ones they felt deserved attention.

They also indicated a willingness to mix gen-

res, here cheerfully merging challenging

experimental films with more traditional nar-

ratives. Add a groovy party, a sexy ad cam-

paign, and lots of press, and you get the birth

of what has become an indispensable

resource for both filmmakers and LA audi-

ences.

Subsequent shows have been eclectic,

continuing to merge experimental and more

traditional independent narrative films and

videos. "A lot of people think, due to our

title, that we're only interested in highly

experimental work," says Gerber. "This isn't

true. What I'm looking tor is something with

a personal voice, something that isn't told

straightforwardly." She cites the films ofWim
Wenders and David Lynch as examples.

Gerber finds films for Alternative Screen

in a variety' of ways. "We have a number of

scouts, people like [Sundance programmer]

Bob Hawk, who make suggestions," she

explains. "We also look at festivals, especially

for the films that may fall through the

cracks." Films are also sent in response to the

open call tor work published in various film
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magazines.

Once a film has been selected, Gerber puts

her marketing background to work, garnering

as much press as she can. "The L.A. press gives

us great coverage," she says, noting that the

organization's shorts programs are regularly

reviewed, which is unusual. Gerber also notes

that while filmmakers at this point do not

receive an honorarium, they do get a great deal

of attention. "What we can offer is our time."

This translates into very tangible results: film-

makers get a blurb published in over 30,000 fly-

ers; assistance inviting acquisitions executives

and distributors; and a crowd of movie enthusi-

asts at their screening.

Indeed, Gerber has also worked hard to build

an audience. "Over the last two years, we've

developed a core audience that trusts that

when they come to Alternative Screen they'll

see something interesting," she says. "We also

do a lot of niche marketing."

In October, the American Cinematheque

will move to the Egyptian Theater, which has

been renovated to historic standards. The new

venue features a 650-seat theater and a smaller

78-seat screening room. "We hope to expand

the Alternative Screen program then, so that

filmmakers will be able to book the theater for

longer runs," says Gerber, noting that the cur-

rent trend toward self-distribution means that

more and more filmmakers will be looking for

places to screen their work.

Overall, in less than three years, the

Alternative Screen has established itself as an

important component in the L.A. independent

film scene, and plans to expand only bode well

for filmmakers and audiences alike. And, as |£

Gerber notes, the organization is beginning to

have a real impact. She cites the recent

Independent Spirit Award nomination for Best

First Feature for Daniel J. Harris's The Bible ant!

Gun Club, an Alternative Screen presentation

from last fall which did not have a commercial

run prior to its nomination, as an example.

"This says to me that people are paying atten-

tion, and that's great."

American Cinematheque, 1800 N. High-

land, Suite 717, L.A., CA 90028; (213) 466-

FILM.
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FIELD REPORTS

§

I TREASURE HUNTING AT

Car a Mertes &
Patricia Thomson

Sundance is a festival of inversions, where

serendipity reigns over the morning cup of cof-

fee, coincidence greets you at the theater door,

and if you don't talk to the stranger standing

next to you, you might be considered impolite.

At the very least, you would be missing half the

fun.

With its growing popularity, Sundance has

become a city within a city that springs up

every year, full of thousands of people as inter-

ested in film as you are: over 13,000 attended

this year, up from about 10,000 last year and

8,000 the year before. In a festival that features

as many things as Sundance does, many worthy

films get overlooked. As a small corrective, we

offer a few awards of our own, a little off the

beaten track of the festival's mainstays.

Best Romantic Comedy

Next Stop Wonderland

Romantic comedies are so hard to pull off, but

director Brad Anderson manages to hit the

proper tone right at the top and sustain it

throughout. Hope Davis shines in what may be

her break-out role, and the leading men (Alan

Gelfant and Jose Zuniga) are truly luscious. No

official awards came its way—too commer-

cial?—but the buzz was enthusiastic, and

Anderson walked away with the biggest deal

signed at Sundance '98 [see sidebar 18].

Most Humane Actor

Sir Ian McKelkm

Gods and Monsters starts from a biographical

base, focusing on Frankenstein director Frank

Whale (McKellan), whose openly gay lifestyle

was too much for Hollywood decorum. Then

director Bill Condon blends this with an imag-

inged late-life encounter between Whale and

his lawn-boy (Brendan Fraser). Interestingly,

the film suggests links between Whale's night-

mare experience in the trenches during World

War I and his movie monsters, who also are

outsiders in a brutal world. But the most

absorbing part is Ian McKellan, who imbues

Whale with a continent of emotions beneath

his wry exterior. One of the most controlled,

dignified, and nuanced performances from one

of England's greatest actors.

Most Original Use of Archival Footage

Human Remains

Though given due respect by the festival, shorts

rarely garner any buzz. This year was an excep-

tion: Jay Rosenblatt's 30-minute short, Human

Remairis, was one of the best films at the festi-

val, period. It portrays five dictators—Hitler,

Mussolini, Stalin, Franco, and Mao—who in

first-person voiceover ostensibly recount mun-

dane, factual details about their health habits,

phobias, love lives, and hobbies. The banality

of evil is Rosenblatt's focus, so the director

crops his images to hone in on the human ges-

ture and fleeting expression. The film reinvigo-

rates archival footage that has become invisible

from overuse, and offers some more obscure

sights, such as Mussolini skiing bare-chested

down the Alps and Franco, fresh from a hunt,

posed in front of 8,420 dead partridges. A
thought-provoking work, especially in light of

today's obsession with the personal lives of

political leaders.

Notable Shorts

Pity the poor short films—they never get the

attention they deserve. But this year

Sundance programmed them with a deft

touch and a witty feel for thematic continuity,

and several warrant special note. Among the

documentaries about women and young girls,

Sienna McLean's Still Revolutionaries,

Elizabeth Schub's Cuba 15, and Jona Frank's

Catholic School were well-honed, charming,

and entirely successful portraits of women

and girls at crossroads in their lives. In Still

Revolutionaries several women recall the pow-

erful effect that being in the Black Panther

Party had on their young lives. Cuba 15 pro-

files an endearing, unselfconscious Cuban

teenager as she celebrates her 15 th birthday,

an occasion marked with as much ceremony

as a marriage in Cuba. Catholic School is a

precise, humorous portrait of young girls in

Catholic school as they struggle to make
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sense of God, Jesus, and their favorite

movie star.

And then there's Don't Run, johnny in a

category all by itself. Director Tom E.

Brown's wacky, funny tale features a young

man who learns that he is HIV + . The film

is no downer, but rather an energetic, bar-

gain-basement imitation of cult director Ed

Wood's psychotic genre, complete with fake

lightning, ranting monologues, and cheesy

double exposures.

The Spoonful of Sugar Award

7t

When's the last time you found your ears

pricking up to explanations of the Golden

Rectangle, the Archimedes triangle, and

the Pythagoran Rule? Writer/director

Darren Aronofsky's 71 coaxes interest and

even suspense out of these arcane topics in

his story of a loner mathematician who's on

the verge of discovering the Ultimate

Answer—a pattern behind the ordered

chaos of the stock market. Shot on black-

and-white reversal, Tt sweeps us into a

nightmarish, Kafkaesque world in which

both Jewish numerologists and Wall Street

henchmen nip at the heels of our hero,

determined to lay their hands on his immi-

nent breakthrough. Live Entertainment

picked up worldwide rights during the festi-

val.

The Personal Is Political

& Political Is Personal Awards

Paulina & Chile, Obstinate Memory

These go to two powerful, unforgettable

documentaries trom Mexico and Chile

The Official

•'

Human Remains by Jay Rosenblatt Courtesy filmmake

respectively. Both are clearly labors of love,

and both span several decades of history.

Paulina, directed by Vicky Funari and pro-

duced by Funari and Jennifer Maytorena

Grand Jury Prizes

doc: The Farm 0onathan Stack & Liz

Garbus),

Frat House (Todd Phillips & Andrew
Gurland)

dramatic: Slam (Marc Levin)

Audience Award
doc: Out of the Past (Jeff Dupre)

dramatic: Smoke Signals (Chris Eyre)

Filmmakers Trophy
doc: Divine Trash (Steve Yeager)

dramatic: Smoke Signals (Chris Eyre)

Directing
doc: Moment of Impact (Julia Loktev)

dramatic: 7t (Darren Aronofsky)

Cinematography
doc: Wild Man Blues, photographed by

Tom Hurwitz

dramatic: 2by4, photographed by Declan

Quinn

Freedom of Expression Award
The Decline of Western Civilization, Part

III (Penelope Spheeris)

Waldo Salt Screenwriting Award
High Art, written by Lisa Cholodenko

Special Jury Prize for Achievement
by an Actor

Andrea Hart in Miss Monday

Special Recognition in

Latin America Cinema Award
Who the Hell Is Juliette? (Carlos

Marcovich)

Special Recognition in Short
Filmmaking

Snake Feed (Debra Granik)

Honorable Mention in Short
Filmmaking

Human Remains (Jay Rosenblatt)

Taylor, moved through sever-

al incarnations until this fas-

cinating mix of re-enactment

and documentary was

achieved. Paulina Cruz

Suarez, the central character,

was intimately involved with

the writing, and it is her life

that is profiled, from her

young years as a sexually

abused child in the small vil-

lage of Veracruz, to her

adulthood as a housekeeper

in Mexico City. When
Paulina returns home after decades to confront

her memories, we see how profoundly chance

writes all of our histories, and how difficult it is
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A scene from Darren Aronofsky'
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to erase the past.

Moving from the personal fortitude of one

woman to the courageous attempts of a nation

to face its history, Chilean filmmaker Patricio

Guzman has accomplished a stunning follow-up

to his early documentary classic The Battle for

Chile, made during the brief years that democ-

ratically-elected Salvador Allende governed

Chile. Returning after two decades ot exile,

Guzman seeks out friends he knew in the sev-

enties—before Pinochet's dictatorship, before

memories of the possibility of democracy were

erased by assassination and daily disappear-

ances, and before resistance to the government

meant risking death. In Chile, Obstinate

Memory Guzman alternates a poignant explo-

ration of the memories lost by the older gener-

ation with memories found by the young stu-

dents he meets and to whom he shows his ear-

lier film. For many ot the younger generation,

born after the coup and educated under

Pinochet, this is their first knowledge of the

hope and optimism Allende had brought. Their

speechless, overwhelming reaction is a moving

testament to the power of optimism and

tragedy of lost hopes.

Most Contentious Q&A Session:

Some Nudity Required

Lively, emotional, soul-bearing Q&As are one

ot the delights of Sundance. Producers, direc-

tors, stars, and crew are inevitably exhausted,

ecstatic, nervous, and giddy, all of which can

make for a Q&A session that is as interesting as

the film itself.

The Q&A after the 9 a.m. screening of Some

Nudity Required actually replicated the dynam-

ics of the film. The documentarv is a riveting

I

the tocus back to film's skilled makers, away

from the insistent ego of the director who just

wanted to be seen a "good guy."

The Jim Thompson Hard-Boiled Dialogue

Award

Blood Guts Bullets and Octane

For those out of the loop, Jim Thompson is a

cult figure, a writer of extraordinary darkness

and violence whom USA Today called "the

Camus of crime." His books, including The

Grifters, After Dark, M} Su>eet, and The

Getaway, are populated by small-time crooks,

big dreams, and dirty deeds—much like the

low-budget Sacramento-based feature extrav-

aganza Blood Guts Bullets and Octane, the first

film to receive finishing funds from the Inde-

pendent Film

a
."

behind-the-

scenes look at

Roger
C o r m a n '

s

"erotic
thriller" B-

movie busi-

ness, one

built into a

multi-mil-

lion dollar

industry.

Producer/

director

Odette Springer,

Corman's music supervisor for over 5C films,

takes viewers on a detailed, disturbing tour of

the underbelly of L.A.'s film scene from a

woman's point of view. Reports have it that

Billy Bob Thornton aptly likened the film to

watching a train wreck—simultaneously fasci-

nating and repulsive; something you can't look

away from. At the Q&A were Maria Ford, the

strikingly beautiful, strikingly young star of

many of the erotic movies and one of the cen-

tral characters in Some Nudity Required;

Springer's co-producer and editor; and one of

Corman's directors who had been interviewed

in the movie. Corman's director proceeded to

live up (or down) to the impression he gave in

the film, first trying to convince the audience

that a sex and strangulation scene with Ford

was about violence only, and not meant to be

sexually titillating (a distinction lost on most of

the audience). Then he virtually accused Ford

of lying when she said she'd been bruised while

filming that scene in their effort to make it

more realistic. Eventually the audience brought

«<N

emof
y. Court,«* First RU

Channel's

Next Wave

Films.
Reportedly

shot for under

$10,000, this

film is proof

that a time-

worn concept

can still yield a

surprisingly

enjoyable expe-

rience. A cou

pie of small-time,

not-so-smart crooks get involved in a deal so

convoluted they both get caught holding the

bag—or in this case, the car. There are scenes

with dialogue like bullets: so fast you don't

know what hit you, but you find yourself laugh-

ing anyway. Delicately balancing a dead-pan

sense of humor with a plot so deranged that you

almost believe it, this practically volunteer
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effort should jump-start the careers of all

involved. It will soon he opening at theaters

near you, as Lions Gate International picked

up worldwide rights.

Grooviest Chicks Award

Billy's Hollywood Screen Kiss

Musicals are often judged by how well their

songs advance the action. In the case of Billy's

Hollywood Screen Kiss, the musical interludes

don't even pretend to have anything to do

with plot or character, hut we love them any-

way, 'cause the drag queens are just so stellar!

The film's multiculti cross-dressing trio is the

best thing since Hullaballoo. They're com-

pletely fetching in their sixties garb and glit-

ter-spackled glasses, and the chubby leader

lip-synchs to Petula Clarke with panache. A
welcome addition to any party. Triniark

Pictures thought so, too, picking up world-

wide rights tor approximately $1 million.

The Rocky Horror Picture Show Award

The Official Sundance Trailer

Ostensibly related to that mainstay of PBS,

the how-to show, the tour trailers displayed an

East/West influence that combines Zen con-

cepts with Da Vinci-like drawings of inven-

tions. But not many things can stand up to

the amount ot exposure a festival trailer gets.

By mid-week, How to Make a River (in which

tour characters spit to create a thickly flowing

rivulet) elicited groans ot disgust, but it was

How to Make a Bird that inspired the most

audience participation. When the feather-

flecked nude turned to the camera, audiences

gave it their all, retorting with a loud, raucous

bird call.

Best Giveaway

Animals

Hang up those baseball caps, for christ's

sake! Give it a rest. There are enough closets

stutted with unused customized caps.

Instead, think Benevolence. Indie filmmak-

ers excel at sniffing out tree food, so why not

reciprocate when trying to garner good will

and attention.' Animals did just that, handing

out cute little boxes ot animal crackers. A
life-saver at a festival notorious for offering

no time to eat. Hopefully, it'll start a trend.

Now all we need is a film titled Fifty Fig

Neutons.

Cara Mertes is a NY-based producer and writer and a

frequent contributor to The Independent & Patricia

Thomson is editor m chief ofThe Independent.
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I THE IMLLION MAN
An acquisition deal at Sundance is every filmmaker's dream. So what's it like to get one—with

Miramax, no less? Next Stop Wonderland director BRAD ANDERSON describes the surreality of it all.

by Brad Anderson

I'm staring at a ceiling in a Park City lodge.

A white stucco ceiling with varnished

wood beams. Voices around me are arguing

about the wishes and desires of a certain

"Brad": "Brad wants...," "Brad should

have...," "We think Brad needs...."

I am that Brad, laid flat out on my back on

the floor of a luxurious suite at the Stein

Erickson lodge, Sundance redoubt of Miramax

Films, where I am experiencing for the first

time the disconcerting sensation of listening to

myself being talked about in the third person. I

haven't eaten in 16 hours, ever since Harvey

Weinstein came up to me after the first screen-

ing of Next Stop Wonderland and graciously

shook my hand, saying, "Loved your film." I

was speechless, still recovering from having

just been introduced to Dennis Hopper and

Sally Field. The phrase, "You like me!" absent-

ly crossed my mind.

There's a small, round indentation up there

in the stucco. Maybe a flying cork mark from

some previously sealed Miramax acquisitions

deal? I'll find out, since Miramax is currently in

the process of buying my movie. Two lawyers,

my producer, and several Miramax guys are

hammering out the details of a deal memo that

determines the fate of the movie and me: test

screenings, release parameters, multi-picture

language, and, of course, money. No cham-

pagne is flowing quite yet. The only thing flow-

ing is stress, from lack of food, sleep, and high

altitude.

But, hey, this is Sundance. . .

Actually, I lied. When Harvey Weinstein

shook my hand, I wasn't speechless. In fact, I

audaciously asked him for a cigarette. He gave

me his last, and maybe it was that little trans-

action that set the deal in motion.

I'd read about these harried deal negotia-

tions before. I'd read about the thrill or it, the

Hope Davis and Charlie Broderick in Next Stop Wonderland.

Photo: Claire Folger, courtesy Robbins Entertainment

excitement, the sense of validation. If it did

happen, I was mentally (albeit not physically)

prepared for whatever went down. I'd arranged

for legal representation by the indefatigable

John Sloss. My producer, Mitchell Robbins, and

I had run through various best- and worst-case

scenarios. Still, before today, the chance of get-

ting a deal seemed like wishful thinking. So why

am I now lying prostrate on the floor feeling. . .

well. . . pensive?

As I stare at the ceiling, and the "hereto-

fores" and "whereins" flitter about me, I'm

overwhelmed with a curious feeling. The only

way I can describe it is saudade. This is a term

used in Brazil to describe that country's music,

much of which forms the lyrical score for Next

Stop Wonderland. It describes a feeling of being

simultaneously happy and sad. I am

happy for the hundreds of

people who labored to

make this movie hap-

pen; for my dedicated

producer, Mitchell

Robbins; for Mr. Lyn

Vaus, the co -writer;

for the Miramax

folks; and for me.

Yet I am pensive,

too, maybe

because I know

scrutiny will now

inevitably turn to

the "money" and, at

least temporarily,

the film
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itself will become a mere shadow.

We've all seen it happen with other pick-

up deals, particularly at this festival, which,

despite its incredible dedication to indepen-

dent "celluloid," is still much about the

"sell." I'm not lamenting the sell, of course.

Every filmmaker wants to sell his or her

movie, get a distribution deal that will allow

their film to be seen by the widest possible

audience. Claiming otherwise puts you in the

same league as those Japanese art collectors

who bought all those famous paintings in the

eighties only to lock them up in warehouses

for no one to see. It's called show business,

after all.

It's also called show business. Maybe it's

that obvious truth that has me flat out on my

back, gazing wistfully into the white void of

the stucco while a barrage of voices toss five,

even six-figure sums around my whirling

head. I try to recall a long-ago argument with

my father about my rationale for pursuing a

career in the art world instead of the corpo-

rate world: "It's not about the money, Dad!"

"Wait'll you grow up," was the sagacious

response.

POP! FIZZ! Two round indentations now.

The weary, but smiling faces of Mitchell

Robbins and John Sloss look down

upon me. Everyone is battle

fatigued, but alive. We sign

the contract: $6,000,000

for the film and a multi-

picture deal. (If it were

1974 we could build a

bionic man!) We hold

up our flutes of cham-

pagne. We toast the film,

our partnership, and the

expectation of sleep.

Next Stop Wonderland is Brad

Anderson's second feature. His first

film, The Darien Gap, played at the

1996 Sundance Film Festival

Director Brad Anderson Photo: Lauren Mansfield



by Ruby Lerner

For those hearty enough to tromp to i i ih

top of Park City's steep Main Street, the

rewards were many at this year's Slamdance

Film Festival. As the festival tag-line boasts,

this is a festival "by filmmakers for filmmak-

ers." The camaraderie was palpable through-

out the festival in the hustling video lounge,

often packed with people sitting in armchairs

and on sofas, watching videos, eating bagels,

and just hanging out.

The festival's irreverent personality

emerged immediately. At the opening night

festivities, all the filmmakers lined up in front

of the crowd to introduce themselves, divulge

production horror stories—and shoe sizes.

Slamdance never takes itself too seriously, as

evidenced by festival co-founder Dan

Mirvish's daily doggerel recitations.

Parodying Gil Scott Heron's "The Revolution

Will Not Be Televised," he wrote for the fes-

tival program:

The Revolution will be shot for under $100,000.

The Revolution will he filmed on 1 6mm black-

and-white reversal stock.

The Revolution wdl not have all its music rights

cleared.

The Revolution will use SAG actors, but they

will have to change their names for the credits

because

The Revolution will not have a SAG contract.

This cheeriness continued through the

awards ceremony as Myles Berkowitz, winner

of the Audience Award for 20 Dates, sponta-

neously offered to donate to Slamdance 10

percent of anything he might make on the

vile of the film. It was also evident when a rep-

resentative from Mr. Rawstock, prize-giver in

the audience short category, spontaneously

leapt onto the stage to assure the tying winners

that they would both get prizes.

But the frivolity didn't mask the festival's

serious intent: Slamdance's primary commit-

ment is to emerging makers who are working

with limited budgets and have not yet found

distribution. The festival's sensibility is quite

different from that of Sundance; it's rougher,

edgier, rawer. And the work is definitely geared

toward a younger croud.

These sensibilities were exemplified by some

of the other award winners, including Scott

Storm's violent Bum, executive produced by

director Bryan Singer (The Usual Suspects) and

musician Adam Duritz (of Counting Crows),

with intense performances by Randall Slavin

and David Hayter; Surrender Dorothy, writ-

ten/directed edited by/and starring Kevin Di

Novis; the deadpan doc Goreville, U.S.A., a

town that requires its heads of households to

own a gun; and the delightful short Truly

Committed, among others. Special screenings

out of competition included Canadian Gary

Burns's Kitchen Party, (also seen at Toronto and

Rotterdam), a comic look at a Friday night sub-

urban teen party, savagely juxtaposed with an

adult dinner party going on at the same time,

with the adults' behavior no better than the

teens'. Trey Parker of South Park fame showed

up to introduce his so-awful-it's-great Cannibal:

The Musical. The film is based on the true story

of the only person convicted of cannibalism in

America. Think Sound of Music meets The

Donner Party. Other special screenings were

Matthew Barney's Cremaster 5; Mandragora, a

wrenching Czech film dealing with male prosti-

tution in Prague; and the quirky closing-night

film, Olympia, with a strong (physically and

mentally) female protagonist.

Highlights of the video lounge program were

Naked Pavement, a humorous documentary

about New York photographer Spencer Tunick,

whose photo shoots consist of gathering his

subjects in interesting urban locations, arrang-

ing them, then getting them to disrobe; and

Marina Zenovich's Independent's Da}, a wry

look at the current indie film scene.

But the greatest joy of either Slamdance or

Sundance was Lance Mungia's Six-String

Samurai, absolutely the best postmodern, post

apocalyptic, Hong Kong action, klezmer rock

'n' roll movie ever made. Where were the

acquisitions executives.7 In this endlessly inven-

tive film, the Sa-Strrng Samurai is Buddy (with

actor Jeff Falcon looking remarkably like Buddy

Holly), who must battle his way to Lost Vegas

to take over Elvis's crown. With the classic

heroic journey as its underlying structure and a

sweet relationship between Buddy and a young

boy (the affecting Justin McGuire) who

becomes his

traveling com-

panion, this

clever film is a

visual tour de

force thanks to

DP Kristian

Bernier. The

remarkable
Jeffrey Falcon

(co-writer and

star) has been in

more than 20

Slamdance

seems to

have come

of age this

year.
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Hong Kong martial arts pictures, and has lived

and worked in Asia for over a dozen years.

When he wasn't acting or choreographing the

balletic fight scenes, he was supervising the pro-

duction and costume design. The music by the

Red Elvises, who describe themselves as the

highest-paid wedding band in the Kamchatka

Peninsula, only adds to the movie's gleeful exu-

berance.

Slamdance seems to have come of age this

year. Even Sundance toned down its anti-

Slamdance rhetoric, and that's appropriate.

Slamdance is turning out to be like the fringe

events at major performance festivals like

Edinburgh and Spoleto.

Could Slamdance thrive on its own, in some

other place, at some other time of year? It's

doubtful. Without Sundance, it would become

just another festival. And doesn't every town

with a population of more than 200 have a film

festival now?

While clearly Slamdance needs Sundance,

in at least some respects the reverse is also true:

Slamdance takes some of the pressure off

Sundance to be all things to all people—clear-

ly an impossible task.

Toward the end of the festival, Slamdance

executive director Peter Baxter was talking

informally with a group of participating film-

makers, asking them for advice about how to

make the festival better in the future. This gen-

uine openness is a critical part of what makes

the festival so appealing—to both artists and

audiences. The challenge for Slamdance as it

strives to become a Park City institution every

January is how to retain its iconoclastic spirit

and filmmaker-centeredness as it inevitably

grows and matures.

Ruby Lemer is publisher of The Independent and

executive1

director of the Association oj Independent

Video iiiiJ Fdmviiikcrs
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I

AN IFFCON '98 DIARY

by Robert M

.

Goodman
November. The page coming out of my fax

machine reads: "Congratulations! You and

your project Gifts in the Mail have been

accepted into IFFCON '98, the fifth annual

International Film Financing Conference."

Making the cut is a big morale boost. The

selection committee boasts heavy hitters:

Good Machine, HBO, New Line, Miramax,

and Dreamworks, among others.

More importantly, IFFCON matches pro-

ducers with buyers, and Patrick McGrath and

1 need money for our feature-length docu-

mentary about the 100-year history of the

American Picture Postcard. My initial elation

is dampened when I realize I'll be spending

$450 in registration tees and $1,200 in

expenses for a three-day weekend confer-

ence. Elation wins out, and I hook my flight

and hotel tor January 9-11, in San Francisco.

December. Anxious tor more information,

I call IFFCON's conference manager, Rose

Hlaing. She tells me 300 people applied tor

the 60 slots. Forty were reserved tor narrative

projects and 20 tor documentaries. The doc-

umentary category was extremely competi-

tive. She also explains that there will be pan-

els, roundtable meetings, and private meet-

ings with buyers. Yet, I still have no feel tor

what it will be like in person.

January 6. I update our information kits.

Pat makes dubs of the trailer for Gifts in the

Mail. Producers are allowed to place two sam-

ples in a video library for the buyers. Along

with the trailer, we decide to use another doc-

umentary that resonates with the tone we're

aiming for in the new film.

January 8. I'm up before dawn, to catch

the 6:20 a.m. flight from Philadelphia to San

Francisco. The flight gives me time to think.

My goal is to find someone to fund our pro-

je< i Making contacts is important, but we need

money. 1 an ive at my hotel on Knob Hill around

noon. San Francisco is gray and overcast. I

unpack and realize I didn't bring an umbrella.

I'm wired, so 1 spend the afternoon walking.

Then I catch dinner and a bus to attend Hong

Kong director Stanley Kwan's film, The Actress,

part ot IFFCON's newest event, Partnering

with Hong Kong, which is being held concur-

rently with the conference. I want to stay tor

the discussion, but by now I've been up for 2

1

hours. Sleep beckons.

January 9. The conference begins at the

Verba Buena Center tor the Arts, an easy walk

from the hotel. The weather looks threatening,

but my luck holds. Unlike most other IFFCON

events, some ot Friday's panel discussions are

open to the public, and I find throngs ot people

on hand when I arrive at 9:30. Simultaneous

events on the second floor are tor "producers"

and "buyers" only, and I go upstairs.

The smaller second-floor lobby is packed

with producers registering or sampling the

breakfast spread. I get my badge and conference

materials: a wire-bound book with one-page

descriptions of the projects listed in alphabeti-

cal order by producer; a 10-page directory of

the buyers at IFFCON; and various promotion-

al materials from conference sponsors.

A lottery determines yvhen producers can

sign up tor the roundtables and private meet-

ings. My pick places me in the second group to

register. I don't consider it significant. I get

some coffee and start schmoozing with other

producers.

At 10:30 we enter the small auditorium for

our orientation session. Wendy Braitman,

IFFCON's executive director, explains confer-

ence procedures. We can attend the open pan-

els downstairs, or the panels in this auditorium,

which are restricted to producers. The Friday

afternoon panels are all open sessions. She also

explains the sign-up procedure for roundtables,

and tor the single private meeting granted to

each producer. Saturday and Sunday's events

will be at KQED and are for producers only.

I review the list of industry buyers, and note

those interested in documentaries. Anyone I've

talked to before, I cross off. I had wanted to

speak to Claus Josten, from Arte, but he is ill

and has canceled. That leaves only two names

on my list: Jacqui Lawrence, from the UK's

Channel Four Television; and Krysanne

Katsoolis, from Fox/Lorber. And Lawrence is

the only European commissioning editor out of

the entire list of attending TV reps. I'm discon-

certed.

We stay in the auditorium for the first panel,

a discussion of co-production and co-financing.

Like most panels, it's loosely focused. The next

scheduled panel is a case history of a high-pro-

file feature, so I head downstairs for the panel

on television financing. I'm unprepared for the

huge crowd. I glean some facts—ITVS will

fund one -hour dramas up to $300,000; every

country has different, complicated rules;

European coproduction deals are easier to

obtain if you have a commitment from a U.S.

broadcaster—and I watch it rain outside.

When we break for a catered box lunch, I'm

glad to be indoors.
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Now it's time to sign up for roundtables and

private meetings. I join the others who are

waiting for the first group of 20 to finish. By the

time I finally get to register, one of the few doc-

umentary roundtables and all of the private

meetings with Channel Four are filled. I'm

depressed. I sign up for a private meeting with

Fox/Lorher.

Rose Hlaing, the conference manager,

notices the long faces on those of us who were

shut out and comes to the rescue. She makes a

list of buyers we wish to meet and promises to

make these meetings happen.

In the lobby, producer Catherine Crouch

asks if I would consent to be interviewed for

Split Screen, John Pierson's cable show on the

Independent Film Channel about independent

filmmaking. She introduces me to Yvonne

J Welbon, another producer, who is doing the

segment on IFFCON. Yvonne wants to feature

Gifts and several other projects. My spirits rise.

I go back downstairs for the first panel of the

afternoon. "Pitch Perfect" provides tips and

tricks, plus an opportunity for audience mem-

bers to pitch to panelists. Their advice: pitch in

a team, so you can brag about each other's cre-

dentials and put on a good show. People line up

at the microphones to pitch. It's entertaining,

though I get annoyed when several IFFCON

producers pitch their projects. This opportuni-

ty should be for those who didn't get accepted.

Rose finds me in the auditorium with news

that she's arranged a private meeting for me

with Jacqui Lawrence of Channel Four. I meet

with Lawrence for 15 minutes. I learn a lot

about Channel Four's programming needs

—

information I wish I'd had prior to IFFCON.

Gifts is too mainstream for her, but she's help-

ful. We discuss another project. Lawrence sug-

gests someone to contact. Channel Four is off

my list for Gifts. However, I won't be just anoth-

er voice on the telephone the next time I pitch

a project to her.

I do my Split Screen

interview. The last

panel ends and a net-

working reception

begins. When the party

winds down, I hop a

ride on the buyer's

shuttle van to my

hotel. I wish there was

transportation for pro-

ducers.

January 10. 1 have cof-

fee in the hotel and

spot a fellow producer.

We share a cab to

KQED. Today, the atmosphere is completely

different. No crowds—just 60 of us and

about a hundred industry people. Our day

begins with breakfast in the atrium outside

KQED's studio. Producers and buyers sit

together, talk, and eat.

I'm still in time-zone hell, not awake,

drinking my second cup of coffee when

Krysanne Katsoolis from Fox/Lorber happens

to sit down next to me. I introduce myself

and we discuss Gifts for about 20 minutes

over coffee. This is priceless access. I'm psy-

ched.

Now, it's clear to me what IFFCON does

best—create a relaxed atmosphere for pro-

ducers and buyers to meet. I tell Rose I don't

need my private meeting time with

Fox/Lorber. Wendy's staff and volunteers

appear omnipresent. It's as if there were one

volunteer for every producer. The staff is gra-

cious and attentive. Most of the volunteers

are charming, though a few seem too focused

on IFFCON's hierarchy. Buyers are Gods.

Producers are a little lower than the angels.

Sponsors are in limbo. I feel pampered.

A panel session launches the formal

events of the day, followed by a series of

roundtables. These small group meetings put

one or two executives together with eight to

10 producers to focus on a single topic. We
break for lunch. I meet more people and

enjoy myself, despite the weather. At five, we

head for a reception at the "hippest club" in

town, the Backflip. Afterwards, four of us

have dinner together.

January 1 1 . I discover other producers

staying at my hotel. We walk together to the

first event, brunch at a restaurant. It's a pro-

ducers' and buyers' schmooze fest. Brunch

ends at 11:30, just as the torrential rains

arrive. IFFCON ferries everyone to KQED.
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The schedule for the afternoon is more round-

tables and private meetings. I look at my

schedule and notice that someone has

requested a private meeting with me.

Apparently, our project's description has

sparked an interest from a theatrical distribu-

tor. I'm curious, because his company doesn't

do documentaries. We meet. I pitch. He wants

to fund Gifts for theatrical release. I promise to

send him a treatment and exit on cloud nine.

The conference is nearly over. I pick up my

tapes from the library. No one looked at them.

IFFCON's ad hoc transportation system

moves everyone to the San Francisco Art

Museum for a screening of Mabel Cheung

Yuen-Ting's new film, The Soong Sisters. A
catered reception afterwards wraps up IFF-

CON '98.

My trip was a success, though I don't have

a check in hand. I made good contacts,

launched some friendships, and strengthened

a few acquaintanceships. Gifts will get expo-

sure on Split Screen. A theatrical distributor is

waiting for a treatment. At home, I thorough-

ly read all of the project descriptions and bios.

I was in amazing company.

I surveyed other producers for this article;

no one has cut a deal. The major theatrical

buyers of independent films were well-repre-

sented; U.S. broadcast and cable industry

buyers were scarce. Where were PBS, A&E,

Discovery, Turner, and a long list of others?

During the conference, I spoke to Wouter

Barendrecht, Director of Rotterdam's

CineMart—the model for IFFCON—about

the differences between the two conferences.

CineMart selects producers from around the

world, runs no panels or roundtables, and

arranges all of the meetings between buyers

and producers before the start of the confer-

ence. Yet, Wouter felt, "We share the same

sense of intimacy and offer the chance to see

people in formal and informal settings. This is

so important, because our business is extreme-

ly relationship driven."

Next time, I'll travel light. The atmosphere

was casual. Everyone wants materials sent, so

I'll leave them home. I won't bother with the

video library; no one comes to watch tapes.

People are here to meet you, break bread with

you, and develop relationships. IFFCON was

worth the trip, but bring an umbrella.

Robert Goodman, an award-winning writer and

Emmy-nominated director based in Philadelphia, is

currently producing Gifts in the Mail, a feature-length

documentary about the American Picture Postcard,

and developing a project called Dungeon Queens.
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FIELD REPORTS

I
SHORTS IN STYLE

New York's Shorts International Film Festival Debuts with Aplomb

by Cassandra
U ret z

The idea was good: Open a shorts festival

with an hour-long tribute to the history of

short film, beginning with Fernand Leger's Le

Ballet Miamique. But after a restless audience

sat through the reel of alternately musty and

inspiring films, grumbling like cinema studies

freshmen, Lisa Walborsky, co-founder and

director of New York's debuting Shorts

International Film Festival, sighed, "That was

an education for all of us. It was more . . . exper-

imeiual than I realized it would be." The alarm

that Shirley Clarke's 1958 masterpiece Bridges-

Go-Round, Stan Brakhage's 1963 Mothlight,

Maya Deren's 1943 Meshes of the Afternoon,

and other classic shorts drew from this sophis-

ticated, black-clad pack bared the festival's

argument to plain view. Why is the illustrious

short film tradition, still dear to so many film-

makers, so foreign to American viewers?

No one can deny that in recent years shorts

have been decried as industry calling cards,

made to demonstrate technical or directorial

skills but with little chance ot drawing a sizable

audience. And so a festival like this, one that

gives a classy, respectable showcase to shorts as

an artform, leaves many filmmakers and their

fans eternally grateful.

Jessica Yu, whose Academy Award-winning

short Breathing Lessoiis: The Life and Work of

Mark O'Brien took the festival's award for Best

Documentary, thanked co-founders Walborsky

and Jeremiah Newton "for recognizing shorts,

not just as stepping stones to feature films, but

as vital works in their own right." In an accep-

tance letter that Yu, already wrapped up in her

next project, sent to the festival jury, she

voiced the frustration many ot her colleagues

feel at shorts' second-class status. "Most of the

filmmakers in this festival have been asked,

'So, do you eventually want to make real films''

But a good film is a good film, and some of the

best are shorts, because the genre allows tor the

kind of exploration and innovation so lacking

in much of today's commercial films."

Unlike many shorts festivals, which have a

scruffy, seat-of-the-pants tenor to them, this

new event, held November 4 to 6, was remark-

able for its upscale veneer. With sponsorship

from ubiquitous sources such as Absolut Vodka,

Toumeau, and Perry Ellis, the event opened at

Sony's flagship theater in New York, the Sony-

Lincoln Square Theater.

Walborsky, a former program coordinator for

the First Look independent film series at the

Tribeca Film Center, pitched the idea for the

festival late one night to friends sitting around

her kitchen table. She then saw the project to

completion in nine short months, a feat which

became the stuff of legend among her fellow

organizers. Together with Newton, an industry-

liaison for New York University's Tisch School

of the Arts, Walborsky assembled leading

artists, businessmen, educators, and advertisers

for a three-day feast of screenings, panels, and

parties. The festival's 51 short films, culled

from more than 700, played to large evening

crowds, forcing audience members to sit in

Sony's plush red aisles for sold-out shows.

Comedy, animation, and student works pulled

in the most viewers, although the drama, docu-

mentary, and experimental categories drew

their tair share.

That this first effort succeeded so quickly in

attracting support, not to mention an audience,

is largely due to what

many called Walborsky 's

visionary zeal. Snagging

the Sony multiplex was a

case of this kind of fervor

being mixed with good

business behavior. When

Walborsky contacted

Sony, the local manage-

ment was seeking to pro-

mote itself as an exhibi-

tion space. However, festi-

vals evoked their suspi-

cion. "We've done one

festival here before, which did pretty dismal-

ly," says Michael Rucker, Sony's Director of

n Michael Sporn's animated

award winner Champagne, a

teenager copes with

lite after her mother is jailed.

All photos courtsey filmmakers

A malign doppelganger

lures a businessman from

routine in Christophe Van

Rompaey's Grijs.

I

Special Events. But Sony also has an eye to

the independent film market, and responded

to Walborsky's corporate background.

"Instead of coming in and taking over," says

Rucker, "they not only listened to our sugges-

tions, but acted on them." He adds, "One ot

the biggest factors in the success ot the festi-

val is that the relationship between them and
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us was really strong."

The festival also

served as a summit

between filmmakers and

representatives of the

new communications

order seeking to con-

tribute and profit from

the reserves of short films

seeking exhibition. In a

panel on short film's

place in American cine-

ma, former Merrill Lynch

partner Ninan Kurien

displayed his Short Cinema Journal, a film

magazine developed for Digital Versatile Disc

(DVD) technology. DVD, a 24-speed CD-

ROM that plays broadcast- quality video, is

still new to the American consumer, but

augurs a vast potential audience tor repack-

aged media. In addition to showing work by

well-known artists like Henry Rollins and

Billy Bob Thornton, Kurien's journal pre-

sents student projects, human rights docu-

mentaries, animation, and interviews with

various Hollywood types. "This format will

allow hundreds and hundreds of filmmakers

to participate," says Kurien, sounding like an

indie Carl Sagan.

Television also loomed large as an alterna-

tive exhibition venue to theaters. Bingham

Ray, co-president of October Films, admitted

that nascent film distribution companies

embrace shorts as a stepping stone to acquir-

ing features. "In 1992 we put a package of

shorts together and . . . distributed it theatri-

cally," says Ray. "In the early days, we didn't

have a lot of capitalization and we didn't have

a reputation yet, so we really had to cobble

things together and try to make them work. We
gave it a try, and it was fun . . . [but] we can't

make a living doing it."

Semaphore Entertainment's Campbell

MacLaren, who produced the Lifetime

Television Women's Film Festival, agreed with

Ray, noting that shorts are ideal for television.

"I feel like a heretic, but when I look at short

films. . . it's tough to find the business in it. A
half-hour is a very regular part of television, so

short films aren't really short. . . A lot of them

seem to tall into 25 minutes, and that's long

enough to tell your story and get your point

across and establish character, but yet it's short

enough that you can afford postpioduction on

your mom and dad's money." MacLaren has

done three profitable shows tor Lifetime, pre-

senting work by film community notables like

Kasi Lemtnons, Adnenne Shelley, and Anne

DeSalvo.

Despite their uncertain future, shorts have

generated enough enthusiasm to make next

year's festival a reality. Walborsky expressed

relief at having a whole year to prepare and

excitement at canvassing for new material. Her

first festival website drew two inquiries from

mainland China, and she expects to reach still

further afield with the industry connections she

made this time around. "We had to prove our-

selves, and we did," she says. Programming

board member Richard Dooley seconded her

enthusiasm. "It happened because of sheer

force of will. You have these little, short films

competing against all of the big Hollywood

powers, and I think it's a wonderful opportuni-

ty to see them."

Cassandra Uretz is editorial assistant at The
Independent.
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Barbara Kopple's production office is light, airy, and teeming wrra

activity. Fresh young staffers hustle down the hallway lined with edit-

ing suites and walk briskly past the potted plants and shelves laden

with footage from Kopple's 19 major projects, oblivious to the sweep-

ing view of Soho sprawling below their tenth-story suite.

Inside the entryway is a large photograph by Richard Avedon.

Staring at the camera are three of the elder statesmen of cinema verite:

Albert Maysles, Frederick Wiseman, and D.A. Pennebaker. At their

side is Barbara Kopple, who helped carry the torch into the next gen-

eration. She took the tenets of verite, absorbed when working for the

Maysles brothers just out of college, and injected a measure of sixties'

passion for social justice. As a filmmaker, she took her time, staying in

the field and living with her subjects for long stretches, sometimes over

a period of years. Out of this stamina and passion came such power-

house films as Harlan County, U.S.A. (1976) and American Dream

(1990), both Academy Award winners that delve deeply into heated

labor disputes.

Now age 45, Kopple has managed the feat of making a living as a

documentary filmmaker for over two decades. She has done so by jug-

gling her personal projects with an array of commissioned films. Turner
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Broadcasting, HBO, ABC, NBC, and the President's Summit for

America's Future are among those who have sought her out. One rea-

son, perhaps, is that Kopple never treats these commissions as lesser

jobs; some, like her biography of boxer Mike Tyson, Fallen Clxamp: The

Untold Story of Mike Tyson, can be considered among her best work.

Kopple's latest film, Wildman Blues, was one such job—a commis-

sioned project that Fine Line Features subsequently acquired and is

releasing this month. The film tracks Woody Allen on his first-ever

concert tour with his Dixieland jazz ensemble and shows the aging

director and clarinetist in all his disheveled glory: at times funny and

engaging, at other times paranoid, remote, and never able to live in the

moment.

On one December morning, Kopple sat down with The Independent

to discuss her latest projects and her long-term survival as an indepen-

dent documentary maker.

What was the occasion of the Avedon photo?

It was for New Yorker magazine. They were doing a big film issue in

1994 or '95. Of course, they had everyone in there, and Avedon said,

"I'm not going to continue unless there's a little piece on the docu-

mentarians." So he called Pennebaker, Al Maysles, Wiseman, and

myself and said, "Would you be photographed?" We said, "Are you kid-

ding.' We'd be thrilled and honored."

It was so funny, because we got there and we're all pretty jovial.

We're laughing and really having a good time. He was taking all these

photos, then said, "Okay, all of you, just for one split second, think of

the worst thing that could ever happen to you." That's when he took

it. [Laughs] Anyway, I love it. It's a treasure picture.

You're in very good company.

Penny and Al are my mentors. When I came creeping in, they were

already established. So for me to be in a photo u ith them was wonder-

ful.

Let's discuss your longevity as an independent documentarian. Al Maysles

makes commercials; Wiseman has some kind of long-term contract with PBS.

How do you survive?

I do everything. I do the films that I love and films tor other people.

This year I've done three commercials. But they're fun and they're

easy. And I do specials for network television. I do it all. If somebody

asks me to do something, generally, if I can, I say yes.

This place is very impressive. How many people do you have working for you?

It changes from project to project. People come and work with you,

and there are a couple who just stay. If I have a big project, then new

people come on for that. It's always sad saying goodbye, because you've

found people you work with so well, and you really want to keep them

here, but you can't.

Right now it looks like you have half a dozen people or so.

Yeah, we're finishing a piece for Lifetime about women and human

rights. It's a really incredible project. We went to Sarajevo, Pakistan,

Egypt, and here in the United States. We're waiting today to do our

last recording to send over the tape. Hopefully they'll like it.

Do you have staff whose job it is to beat the bushes and raise money for your

personal projects and/or look for commissions? Or do these walk in the door?

A lot of times they walk in the door. I guess all the time. We've never

gone and hunted projects.

At what point did that start happening?

Well, all along my career. Because not only do I produce and direct, but

I also do sound and editing.

For commercial projects as well as for other filmmakers?

Both. I just worked in this craft in every single field I possibly could. It

was good for me, because nobody could tell me that something could-

n't be done. For example, I did a commercial just now for the AFL-CIO

in San Antonio on a bilingual teacher and her class. She came from

impoverished means, and struggled and worked to become a teacher. It

was a plea to her kids that they can make it, too, and how the union

has helped her. For the sound, the way I work is I would put a wireless

mike on her and then boom the kids. And [the sound man] was telling

me, "You can't do that." I said, "Listen, I know that you know what

you're doing. But I've done sound for 15 years. This is how I would do

it. This is how I would like you to do it, please."

Does "please" help?

Oh, I always say please. But it just helps to know what can be done, so

that somebody can't tell you that something can't be done.

So how many projects are you juggling right now, for instance?

I'm working on Woodstock, it's really come together as a film; we need

money to finish it, desperately. I'm finishing Lifetime. I'm going to do

my second Homicide. And I'm going to be directing a feature film in the

spring, so we're working on the script. And I'm hoping to develop some

other projects in the interim.

You've directed fiction before, correct?

Yes, I've directed tor Turner, which was really wonderful: Century of

Women. The new one is called Joe Glory. It's something I've wanted to

do for a long time. The producer is a man I adore named Stanley

Buchthal, who helped get Hairspray done. It takes place in 1949 in a

small town in upstate New York, Peekskill, where the Robeson riots

took place in 1949. It's a love story set against a political backdrop. It's

the story of a young World War Two vet returning home to find all the

things he fought against in the war happening in his own hometown,

and the decisions he has to make.

Is this based on a book?

No, it's an original story that came from myself and a man named Al

Slope.

Where's the financing coming from?

From independent studios, independent companies. The financing is

of course not in place as we speak, but we haven't shown the script to

anybody. We do have people calling and asking for it, but we're not

doing it until it's perfect. It's almost there.

Are you nervous at all about making the switch to fiction?

Oh, no! Are you kidding.' Doing Homicide was the most fun I've ever

had. [See sidebar, p. 31] Working with actors is so great.

Documentaries are so hard. They're like cerebral puzzles. They take

forever, and you have to just trust fate and trust life that things are

going to happen. Fiction is easy, because you can allow your fantasies

to come into play.

So much of your first Homicide dealt with the resistance documentary subjects

have after the fact, particularly when they think they might be presented in an

unflattering light. How involved were you in this script?

The script was already written, but in this case, they let me look at it,

and you're allowed to make changes. But they had wanted to work

with me for a long time. The time was right. They knew they had to do
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fail. But what you're trying to

do is really get something out

there to communicate. That's

so valid and incredible.

I have people call me all the

time about wanting to do doc-

umentaries. In fact, some

young woman is coming today

to talk about whether she

should get into documentary.

After I talk with them for a lit-

tle bit, if you feel a spark, feel

that passion, it's so great to

encourage them, because you

never know what's going to

happen.

Do you do a lot of this mentoring?

You have the time?

I make the time. I also taught

once a week—graduate stu-

dents at NYU

Getting back to documentary style:

How much of it is determined by

the content, by the story you're try-

ing to tell, and how much of it is

determined by the nature of the

commission, if that applies? Let's

look at, say, American Dream, the

something with documentary, and it just a

worked out.

You've said that you're not a documentary purist,

and your work does demonstrate a range of

approaches. Have you ever been tempted by the

personal diary form?

No. It's never tempted me.

What do you think of it?

Whatever connects people and whatever people

want to do—the visions they have—is all wonderful. Personal diaries

are really good because you can really get in deep, and see and feel

things. Somebody's giving something to an audience with all the pas-

sion they can, really giving over of themselves. I think it's wonderful.

The great thing about film and documentary in particular is there

are no holds barred. You can do whatever you want. It's whatever your

feelings are, whatever your vision is. There are no rules. If you fail, you

M ike

Tyson film, and the Woody Allen film, which are

all quite different in form and done under different circumstances. How did you

arrive at your stylistic choice in each of these cases? What were the factors

influencing you?

American Dream took quite a few years to make—four years. I had to

struggle within an inch of my life to do it, but it was a film where I

could just go and stay and film whatever I telt was important, and
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relate to the people in the way that I wanted to relate to them, and

them to me. I was all on my own, and nobody cared what happened to

[the film], or even thought that it would ever amount to anything. It

was the kind of thing that you do when you're in the field and you get

sort of lonely out there, and people are shocked when you finally bring

back whatever this entity' is. That's the hardest kind of film to make.

And now, with the cuts in funding to the National Endowment for the

Humanities, the National Endowment for the Arts, and the New York

State Council on the Arts—it's very difficult to even think of doing a

film like this.

What did those public agencies give American Dream?

I got a lot of my money from them. A lot of other places, too—church-

es, wherever we could muster it up. But my initial money came from

the NEH. If I hadn't gotten it, I don't know how I would have even

started it. It's terrifying to think that filmmakers like me and the gen-

erations that follow will

not be able to do the

kinds of films they really

want to do, not without

this kind of funding.

What it allows you to do

is to take risks and not do

something that's just

mediocre. To really go out

there and give it every-

thing that you have, and

spend time.

Mike Tyson, doing that

was a gift. It was a very

solid, good budget: $2.1-

million.

And what did American

Dream end up costing?

I don't know. I don't think

the numbers exist. Most of it was the love of the people who were

working on it.

Fallen Champ was an NBC Movie of the Week?

It was actually Columbia Tri-Star television division, with NBC. It was

their first nontiction film that became a Movie of the Week.

First and last? Have they done any since then?

I don't think they have.

I remember how exciting it was when it happened with NBC. It seemed like a big

door was opening.

Actually, it would have been. The next Him I wanted to do was a film

on Bill Graham. I was given the research money, then there was a

shake-up within NBC. The new people that came in wouldn't hear of

it.

But that was pretty wonderful, doing that film. I could do whatever

I wanted. Since it wasn't in a news department, it was a Movie of the

Week category, nobody knew quite how to deal with me, so they just

left me alone. They'd say, "Can we see dailies?" I'd say, "Of course, but

that doesn't mean you're going to know how I'm going to put it togeth-

er." They said, "Well, what should we do.7 " And I said, "Why don't you

let me go out there and film, and when I get a rough cut together, you

can see it." So they said "Fine."

Did you have an assignment, like, "This is a biography"?

No, I wrote the treatment. They gave us money to develop the treat-

ment.

How did you decide that you'd be doing extensive interviews and using archival

footage, as opposed to, say, taking a verite approach?

Well, Tyson was in jail by then. Right at the very beginning, during the

research, I knew the one thing that stands in all the work I do is a sense

of intimacy and a sense of showing somebody something they haven't

seen before. Those are the two things that are absolutes in whatever I

try to do.

We found some footage taken when Mike Tyson was 12 years old by

a German cameraman named Michael Martin. He was filming some-

thing else for German TV [about] this young white kid whose dream

it was to become a boxer, but he was also filming stories of all the peo-

ple at [boxing coach] Cus D'Amato's at that particular time, one of

them being Mike Tyson. I

figured, "Oh my good-

ness, this was so long ago;

how am I ever going to

find this guy.'" We hired

an investigator. He found

Michael Martin for us. I

wrote Michael, we met,

and I paid him for all his

footage. I knew I had a

gold mine in having

something that was inti-

mate; something that was

as if you were following

Mike Tyson on his jour-

ney of life and seeing a

side of him you didn't

know, which was the vul-

nerable side, the fragile

side, the side that wanted to please, that worked hard.

It's a fascinating portrait. Now, Wildman Blues is such a different kind of film

—

a verite- style road movie. Would you possibly have been interested in doing

something on Woody Allen that was a similarly in-depth biographical portrait?

Allen is just as complex and just as controversial a personality as Tyson.

I think I did, in a different way. What was wonderful was we were on

a road trip, and that meant nothing would be predetermined, except

that he would play venues in different cities. But even that—different

cities, different people, different problems, different situations, differ-

ent everything.

So it's not as if someone says, oh, Woody Allen, you're going to do

a film about his directing, about his writing, about his acting. This was

something totally different, something that nobody knew about. That

was one of my criteria. It's playing jazz; being on the road with Soon-Yi

Previn; being on the road with Letty Aaronson, his sister, and all the

people who are closest to him, who I guess he loves most in the world.

Out of his domain ofNew York City into strange places. I couldn't have

asked for anything better. It was hard, grueling work: 16, 18-hour days.

We were half-dead all the time. It was wonderful.

What was the genesis of the project, and what parameters for access were set

up?

A theater producer named Jim Stern called me from Chicago. He said,
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"How would you like to go on a tour with Woody Allen.'" I went,

"Yeah, right." He said, "No, really. He's going away tor l
7
! day-., 18 dif-

ferent European cities, on a jazz tour." Letry, his sister, called me. I went

o\er, and Woody and 1 talked about film, about a magician that we

both knew, and things in general. At the end o( the conyersation, I

said, "So, Woody, are you looking forward to doing this?" And he said,

"1 don't want to go." "What do you mean, you don't want to go?" He

said. "I just thought it was going to be a few cities. This is just ridicu-

lous. I don't want to be away tor this long. I just don't want to go. They

booked a year or two ago; I didn't think the time would come this

quickly."

From that minute, I knew that it was going to be pretty special. I had

no holds barred. Total access. I travelled everywhere and did whatever

I wanted.

What's Jim Stern's relationship to Woody Allen?

He knows Woody Allen's producer, a woman named Jean Doumanian.

He was talking to Jean and said, "You know, you'd be crazy not to film

the tour." She said, "Oh, no. It'd probably be nothing but a home

movie." He said, "I think you should," and that's all I know about that.

Did they have to pull Woody

Allen kicking and screaming

into this project—into being

filmed? He's reputedly a very

private man.

No. He was kicking and

screaming about the tour,

not about me. Maybe he

did when I wasn't there,

but not in front of me.

Did he know your work?

Yes. He had seen Harlan

County. He had seen

Mike Tyson; he's a big

sports fan.

Were you able to talk about

filmmaking?

A little bit.

Did you give him any advice on using the handheld camera?

No, no. It's funny. Woody doesn't do that with people. You don't get

into giving each other advice. If you ask him something, he will answer

it. You and I can go off in a million different directions. But with him,

it's a little bit more formal. He has so many things inside that are hap-

pening. He's more fragile on the outside, as to how to communicate

with people, in a certain way. He's like a man of steel, or seven feet tall

on the inside, where his thoughts, his writing, and his ideas are all

imploding.

In watching Wildman Blues, I always felt that even in the scenes with his lover

and sister and producer—the people closest to him—he still seemed con-

strained and on guard.

I didn't think that. I thought he just laid it out. Like the scene in the

Bologna hotel, when all those people are standing around outside and

he goes to the curtain, looks out. Lenny and Soon-Yi are saying, "You

have to go say hello to them." And he says, "What if they're not there

to see me; they're there to see Mick Jagger or somebody else?" And

later on, they're sitting down on the couch, and you realize Soon-Yi
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Woody Allen in concert, from

Wildman Blues.

Courtesy Fine Line Features
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hasn't read anything that he's written and hasn't even seen Annie Hall.

And how boring she thought Interiors was. And he says, "I'm good at

making Europeans like films that drone on and on." Then a little time

goes by and you see him sitting there, and she says, "What's the mat-

ter?" And he says, "I'm feeling depressed."

I could name any number of scenes where he was real. That's real-

ly who he is and what he's about. There was no formality with him.

The only time he was performing was when he was on stage. So I felt

totally different. I felt that as a filmmaker, I was able to really see

behind the scenes of Woody Allen: get into hotel rooms, get back-

stage, get him swimming, get him on treadmills, get him in social situ-

ations—all of that stuff you never see.

You didn't go into his bathroom. There are so many great bathroom scenes in

Allen's films, I was curious what his own would be like.

Actually I did, but it didn't make the film. We had a hard time editing

it down.

How many hours of footage did you have?

If you count all the concerts, 50.

Did he have right of review? Did you show him the film in progress?

I showed him the work

around three hours,

which I felt was too long,

but he was very anxious

to see it. He and Soon-Yi

came over. They're sit-

ting in the editing room

right over here, and

they're like two kids in a

toy store. Soon-Yi was

holding Woody 's arm,

and they were giggling.

Woody had his finger

over his mouth, chuck-

ling. It wasn't as if they

were looking at them-

selves; it was as if a char-

acter and a relationship

was being defined, and

that's how^ they were looking at it. When he got up to leave, he said,

"So, how are you going to cut this down?" I said, "I don't know; it's

going to be really hard, but I'll do it." He said, "It's very entertaining."

He liked it. He had a few comments on the music. We listened to

them, and they were good. We implemented them. And that was it;

goodbye.

But this was also not his film. I remember having a discussion with

him once, saying, "When you finish your films, do you go see them in

a theater or with an audience?" He said, "I'll screen it with the cast

and crew, but no, once I do it, I'm finished with it." I said, "I always do;

that's the treat for me, the present at the end—to sit there with an

audience and be able to see where they laugh, or shrug in their seats.

It just gives me a whole different look. I'm so happy to be able to do

that. It's a full circle of completion for me." He said, "Well, your film I

could do that with." I said, "Yeah, I know why. Because the burden is

on me, right?" He said, "That's right."

Did you do more interviews that didn't make it into the film, or consider it?

No.
Continued on page 60
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THE LURE OF
HOMICIDE
Perhaps it's because film director

Barry Levinson started the

series. But whatever the reason,

NBC's Homicide has put out the

welcome mat for independents.

by Max J. Alvarez

It's a foggy after-

noon in Fells Point,

the increasingly

gentrified harbor

community of

downtown Balti-

more where re-

stored New England-

style storefronts

adorn cobblestone

streets. A tew doors

down from the tiny

Orpheum cinema is

the Hotel Waterfront Restaurant where documentarian Barbara

Kopple prepares to direct a scene for the edgy NBC cop show,

Homicide: Life on the Street.

The restaurant is the set for a bar run by Det. John Munch (played

by actor Richard Bel:er), and Kopple has gathered her actors around a

pool table in the back to review a four-page dialogue scene involving

Det. Munch lashing out at a customer.

The week has been hectic for Kopple—two days earlier she filmed

13 pages of dialogue in 1 1 hours. Although Kopple has done dramatic

fiction before, this is her second Homicide (aired March 13). Last year,

she directed "The Documentary" episode, which featured a pseudo-

documentary about the lives of the police department's homicide unit.

The current episode filming in Baltimore is a bit quirkier—it concerns

a man who may or may not have been killed by a pit bull.

Executive produced by film director (and ex-Baltimorean) Barry

Levinson and Tom Fontana (producer of HBO's Oz and NBC's St.

Elsewhere), Homicide has quietly occupied a Friday night time-slot on

the network for the past five years. The hiring of independents is not

unusual for the critically acclaimed series. Recent Homicide directors

(all of whom have also directed for Fontana's Oz) include Nick Gomez

(illtown), Mary Harron (I Shot Andy Warhol), Allison McLean (Crush),

and Darnell Martin (I Like It Like That).

Independent filmmakers are attracted to the show for several rea-

sons: the pay ($25,000 for less than a month's work); the practice

Actors Andre Braugher and Kyle Secor on the set of

Homicide: Life on the Street.

Photo: Michael Ginsburg, courtesy NBC

(landing work between theatrical films); and the series' hip, gritty,

guerrilla-style filmmaking methods. In the tradition of the 1967-69

ABC series NYPD, each Homicide episode is filmed in handheld 16-

millimeter; scenes are lit on a 360-degree scale in order tor camera

operators to point and swing in any direction.

"In the first year it was quite rigorous in trying to be true to a cer-

tain theoretical approach," explains director Allan Taylor

(Palookaville) , who has directed half a dozen episodes of the show since

its inception and is scheduled to begin another one right after Kopple

completes hers. "Barry Levinson had us all watch Godard's Breathless

as homework, which was really neat—a five-minute shot of Jean-Paul

Belmondo's head as he talks. In later years, it started to, in a way,

loosen up, but, in a way, get watered down—people started using

cranes and dollies and car-mounts to shoot the windshield. I gather

that there's a return to purity right now."

The average budget for a one-hour Homicide is between $1.2 and

$1.5 million, and co-producer Tom Fontana cites this as a strong rea-

son to pursue indie filmmakers. "The shape each individual show has

is different from one episode to another, and that allows us to invite

directors in to put their own

style and spin on the show.

Obviously, it has to look like

the show, but within the spe-

cific story that week we allow

them some latitude."

Series directors are usu-

ally given seven da\> tor

prep work, seven days for

shooting, and tour days for

postproduction. In keep-

ing with network TV pol-

icy, control over the

Homicide scripts is in the

hands of the writer/pro-

ducers, although "tone"

meetings are held with

directors to discuss the

scnpt> they've been

assigned.

"The thing that's

really special about directors like

Barbara who are picked to come here is that it seems like

we're improvising and it seems things are spontaneous because it's real-

ly honest," says actress Callie Thorne, who joined the series last fall in

the role of Det. Laura Ballard. Nevertheless, because the series regu-

lars are considered to be well versed in their characters, Fontana says

the show is less concerned about hiring actors' directors than it is with

hiring directors who will focus their attentions on camera movement,

the visual look of the piece, and editing.

"I think that our using independent filmmakers gives our show a

constant kind of rejuvenation," says Fontana. "It doesn't allow us

—

actors, writers, crew—to get complacent and fall into a pattern."

Filmmakers interested in obtaining more information about direct-

ing for Homicide: Life on the Street should contact Gail Mutrix at

Mutrix/Jacobs Productions, 10201 West Pico Blvd., Bldg 667, Rm 200,

LA, CA 90035; (310) 369-5241.

Max J. Alvarez is a Washington, D.C. unter and super-8 filmmaker.

Barry Levinson, executive producer

Photo: Eric Lieboeitz, courtesy NBC
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when Breaking me Waves star Emily Watson first landed in

LOS Angeles, she had no idea what to make of it. "I asked to be taken

to the center of town," she said, "but there was none." Other cities

grow out of a middle, but the L.A. sprawl has no geographic middle.

There is nothing organic about Los Angeles's development. Any cen-

ter it had was killed when Bunker Hill was bulldozed in the fifties.

Whether the city's peculiar development is the end result of being

the entertainment capital of the world, the film industry is one of the

spectives of lesser-known Hollywood directors.

L.A. is also host to a number of film festivals: the American Film

Institute's fall festival, recently revamped under the leadership of for-

mer Slamdance co-organizer Jon Fitzgerald; the biannual and citywide

L.A. Freewaves, coming up this summer; the Los Angeles Asian

Pacific Film &. Video Festival (May 14-21), organized by Visual

Communications; and the Los Angeles Independent Film Festival

(LAIFF), going on this month (April 16-20). In its four short years,

few things that all of L.A's disparate parts have in common. It is impos-

sible to avoid. But the real difficulty isn't avoiding it, it's embracing and

discussing film in environments where art-as-commerce types won't

kill your passion for it. Where do you meet like-minded independents

in a city where everyone looks like an extra from CHIPS? If you're stay-

ing in L.A. for awhile or putting down roots, there are a variety of

events where indies outweigh the striped-shirt schmoozers.

The Independent Feature Project West is one of L.A.'s most orga-

nized attempts at galvanizing the Los Angeles indie film community.

They have changing schedules of regular events, from the New Visions

screening series to numerous after-hours pow-wows at their well

stocked library. An updated schedule can be found at 1-310-475-4379,

ext. 6. Their library is an excellent place to find out about less well pub-

licized indie events.

Even in Hollywood, the shadow of a certain Utah festival looms

large: the Sundance Institute holds regular public screenplay readings:

call 310-394-4662 to find out what and when. American

Cinematheque (213-466-3456; www.americancinematheque.com)

hosts a variety of screening series, ranging from queer shorts to retro-

LAIFF as become a power player on the national festival scene and,

within Los Angeles, a Trojan Horse, where those who don't get invit-

ed in storm the gates en masse.

For filmmakers touching down for a brief time, like those attending

LAIFF, the following is a run-down of another type of place one can

hook up with filmmakers and industry folks: L.A.'s eateries. It is a rare

time when notorious Hollywood establishments are filled with film

professionals outside the studio system, so take advantage. Like the

film industry itself, these places operate along a hierarchy of budgets,

so it helps to know where it's best to woo an agent, and where you can

hang with friends and perhaps even find your next DP

Festival hot spots

In the past the LAIFF has taken place at Raleigh Studios, and

the myriad jaded LAIFF refugees have taken solace at the Formosa on

the corner of Formosa and Santa Monica, one of the rare places peo-

pled by both fringe and studio players. The bulk of this year's fest will

take place in the Directors Guild (7920 W Sunset Blvd.), close
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enough to allow this bastion of L.A. noir to remain the primary loca-

tion for casual gatherings. In years past, eating at the Formosa was a

risky thing to do, but recently regulars have claimed that the kitchen

has cleaned up its act. There should be plenty of people to talk to, from

aging rock stars to emerging screenwriters, below-the-liners to sick-of-

it-allers.

Most of L.A.'s best hang-outs share the same Double Indemnity feel

that emanates from the Formosa. The Farmers Market (Fairfax & 3rd)

also seems out of another era. The combination of old-fashioned din-

ers, grocers, and food vendors seems to attract the most interesting

cross-section of the Hollywood community. Undernourished screen-

writers live by the spicy, generous helpings at the Gumbo Pot. It's easy

to take your food and go to the Pan Pacific Park (site of the old Xanadu

roller rink) or to the park by the La Brea Tar Pits. Outdoor areas are

generally better to conduct interviews, provided there is plenty of

shade.

If you want a more professional setting in the vicinity of the festival,

Barney's Green Grass inside Barney's department store in the heart of

Beverly Hills is where you should lunch. The restau-

rant will be filled with agent-types, many from William

Morris. The food is more delicious than expensive,

but still quite expensive. It's perfect for a daytime

meeting and will probably be one of the few spots

you'll actually like in Beverly Hills, where most indies

feel like a minnow among ignorant sharks.

It's better, of course, to talk about movies in an

environment where all the concerns aren't commer-

cial ones. Buzz Coffee (8200 Santa Monica) is the spot

for pre-screening pick-me-ups. The billboard by the

door is usually littered with film-related announce'

ments. Flyers announcing counter programming that

the festival brass doesn't want you to know about can

be found on this billboard, along with the one at

Highland Grounds (742 N. Highland). Less crowded

alternatives for coffee drinkers are Little Frida's, run

and frequented primarily by lesbians (870 Santa Monica Blvd.), and

Melvin's (8205 Melrose).

Stalking the power lunches

If you've come to L.A. with a straight-outta-Kinkos stack of

screenplays to hand over to your agent, try The Grill in Beverly Hills.

It might also work for those without agents who take the stealth route

and depend on chance encounters and chutzpah to further their cause.

It's an ugly thing to do and it hardly ever works, but if you're going to

try it, stop in during lunch hour any weekday. Carry your scripts in the

kind of nondescript black satchel that Danish schoolboys use in old

Paul Verhoeven movies and sit at the bar. When some guy in a baggy

suit sits rigidly next to you and begins rolling calls on his phone,

attempt to strike up a very quick conversation; remember: no atten-

tion span. You may get lucky.

If that doesn't work, your next step is Chaya Brasserie for drinks or

dinner (Alden &. Robertson). This is where all the New Line and Fine

Line execs gather for after-work bull sessions. The atmosphere is rela-

tively loose and lively, so your chances are slightly better. The Palm

(9001 Santa Monica Blvd.) is where the old-timers gather—the Lew

Wassermans and Alan Ladd Jr.'s, who come here to get the best darn

steak money can buy. Warning: the waiters are very grumpy, so have a

plan of attack before you bumble your way around the restaurant.

Finally, for the truly intrepid, the power nucleus of L.A. agents is the

bar at the Peninsula Hotel (9882 Santa Monica Blvd.). Every agent

from CAA tries to take every meeting they can there, because it's right

next door. You could sip your Long Island Ice Tea all day in one of the

comfortable little tables until some balding, expensively-dressed agent

shows up alone. Go in for the kill.

Where Swingers congregate

Then again, you came here to enjoy yourself. Most of the places

you'll want to gravitate towards will be east of the festival, in Los Feliz

and Silverlake, places where none of the guys above would be caught

dead. It there is a seat of independent film in Los Angeles, it is here.

Inspired by a thriving underground music scene (The Geraldine

Fibbers, Spain), filmmakers have recently begun making a community

tor themselves in this once-forgotten territory east of Eden. Like most

of Los Angeles, Los Feliz and Silverlake are much

better if you have a local on hand to guide you.

Barring that, use the Internet: www.silverlake-

2000.com will give you an insider's perspective on

dive bars, coffee clatches, and anything that is hap-

pening in the area. Though its links page, you will

find any underground, unadvertised screenings that

are happening in the area.

Los Feliz is a place where many of Hollywood's

better known iconoclasts, from Leonardo DiCaprio

to Diane Keaton, lay their heads. The stretch of

Vermont between Hollywood and Franklin is the

commercial hub of the area, home of record stores,

artsy boutiques, and LA's oldest and most com-

plained about cafe, the Onyx. Hillhurst is the other

main drag: good restaurants and bars of every grade

can be found here. You will remember the Derby (4500 Los Feliz Blvd.)

and the Dresden Room (1760 N. Vermont) from Swingers. In the lat-

ter 's lounge, Marry & Elaine are still crooning away, just as badly as

they did in the movie. For the less self-consciously hip, Ye Rustic Inn

(1831 Hillhurst Ave.) and the Drawing Room (Vermont & Franklin)

are two bars that seem to attract less pretentious scenesters along with

the area's more colorful grade of lowlife. On weekends Los Feliz's best-

kept secret is a place called the Thailand Plaza (Western &
Hollywood). It features private room karaoke, a cafeteria, and a stellar

Taiwanese Elvis impersonator named Calvin.

Like L.A. itself, the independent film community in Los Angeles has

no central nerve center. Despite the attempts of organizations such as

the IFR indies there will never centralize; their hard-fought autonomy

is too valuable. Those who currently loom the largest—Allison

Anders, Gregg Araki, and Chris Munch, among others—have thrived

artistically in the shadow of the studios, and they intend to keep it that

way. Independent film in L.A. does not have the cultural cache that it

has in the East: it is an industry that survives in the fringes, similar to

the way that independent publishing does in New York. You must work

to find it, and when you do, you will discover it a vibrant, wholly sep-

arate entity, surprisingly uncompromised by its billion-dollar doppel-

ganger.

Oliver Jones is a freelance journalist who lives in Los Angeles.

When some guy in

a baggy suit sits

rigidly next to yon
and begins rolling

calls on his phone,
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up a very quick

conversation;

remember: no

attention span.

You may get lucky.
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For Great

Service...

Without

the Expense!

1-800-550-0687

1-800-5500-MVP
In NYC, Call (718) 234-7610

Fax: (718) 234-1923

EMAIL: mvpav@juno.com

BUSINESS
HOURS

Monday-Thursday

9:00-6:30

Friday

9:00-2:00

Cation PanasonicXL-1 3-CCD
MINI DV
CAMCORDER
An innovative and

flexible DV camera

that allows for many
different facets of cre-

ativity. Equipped with a

16x optical lens that Is

interchangeable with

other zooms. It offers

Canon's exclusive Super Range Optical Image

Stab, which virtually eliminates all camera shake

as never before. Exclusive new Pixel Shift technol-

ogy greatly enhances areas like light sensitivity,

vertical smear and dynamic range. The XL-1

offers 3-shooting modes: Normal/Digital Photo/

Frame & Movie. It features a Super Slow Shutter

mode with 3-speeds ranging from 1/8-1/30 sec.

Another exclusive feature is its 4-Channel Digital

Audio System, allowing recording on 4 different

channels simultaneously. Includes the MA-100

Mic Adapter/ Shoulder Pad, allowing use of XLR

mics as well as shoulder mountability.

SONYi
DHR-1000 Digital

VCR Mini-DV VCR
It offers video insert editing capability, & 2

PCM audio tracks. It features a built

in edit controller that provides a 10-segment edit

window. Drop frame time code is included along

with a jog shuttle, TBC, audio level meters, slow

motion, & a cable ready tuner. The DHR-1000 is

also capable of playing back DVCAM tape.

AJ-D200 1/3"

3-CCD DVCPR0
Camcorder
Of all the moderate

priced digital cam-

corders out there, the

'

AJ-D200 is the only

one that operates like a

fully professional camcorder. It's

a well balanced shoulder mountable

camera, with a Fujinon 14:1 bayonet lens. It has

Digital Circuitry that optimizes picture quality, and

ensures that all characteristics remain stable. With

the One-Touch camera status report, the AJ-D200

displays a list of available functions within the

viewfinder for a moment. Also includes: 123 min.

recording, Large 600 TVL viewfinder, 5 lux illumina-

tion with 18dB gain, Auto Tracing. White Balance,

Record Review, and Time Code. It includes 2-

Channel line/mic inputs w/48-VDC phantom power,

BNC and S-Video out.

AJ-D230 DVCPR0 Desktop VCR
Panasonics new recorder is a compact and afford-

ably priced DVCPRO VCR. Built-in RS-232C interface

enables it to be controlled with an editor. It has a

reliable mechanism geared to stand up to the rigors

of studio use It offers a variety of other useful fea-

tures which include: T/C gen. & reader.

On-Screen Setup

Display. 1 0x ff/rev.

search, independent

audio levels adj., opt.

RS-422 control. & S-

Video out.

SONY
DSR-130
2/3" Wide
Screen
DVCAM
Camcorder
The DSR-130
is comprised

of the DXCD-30
camera head and the

DSR-1 DVCAM recorder. Has

many creative and convienient functions such

as TrueEye Dynalatitude. that allow for shoot-

ing in difficult contrast situations. The new
Power Head sensor delivers 850 lines of reso-

lution. 63dB s/n ratio and a sensitivity of

f11/2000 lux. It has a convienient and compre-

hensive camera setup. The menu can be easily

switched between standard setup and file. File

presets include; film look, sparkle and floures-

cent. Skin detail & Skin tones can simply be

adjusted by placing a marker on the skin area.

The total level control system affords a very

variable auto exposure expanding from high

gain to high speed shutter. Other features

include: Auto Tracing White Balance, Clear

Scan, Dual Zebra Pattern, Freeze Mix, and Edit

Search. The recorder is docked by a Pro 76-pin

connector and can easily record the camera

setup on tape. It has full color playback,

S-Video out and a built-in TBC.

HITACHI
ZV-1A DVCPRO 2/3" 1 -PIECE CAMCORDER
The Hitachi ZV-1A is a 2/3" CCD camcorder.

Utilizing Hitachi's single LSI design with up

to 18-bit digital signal processing, a 6

Vector Color Corrector for 'film-like' color

control, and Advanced Fleshtone Detail, the

[ZV-1 is the best in its class. It offers 850

lines of resolution along with a s/n ratio of

63dB and a sensitivity of f1 1 at 2000 Lux. It

is a lightweight and comfortable camera to

shoulder, with a large viefinder that makes it

easy for operators to view from a distance.

Scene files can be easily changed at the

head of the camera and a built in setuup

card stores settings

in memory.

MONTHLY SPECIALS
Sennheiser MK-E300 Shotgun Mic 149.95

Telex ENG-1/WT-55/AT-831 Wireless System. .429. 95

Sony UVW1800 Betacam SP Recorder 7495.00

Panasonic 2 AG-1980s & Future Video-3300TC .2800

Sony PVM14N1U-13" Color Monitor 439.95

Horita BSG-50-Blackburst/Sync Generator 269.95

Panasonic WJMX-20 Digital AV Mixer CALL!

Panasonic SV-380 DAT Recorder/Player CALL!

AUDIO MIXERS
MACKIE-MS1402-VLZ
The micro series is a fantastic and

affordable tool for all sorts of mixing

environments, whether its video, post

production, live performance, or multi-

media. Special circuitry minimizes noise

and crosstalk, studio grade discrete pre-

amplifiers, low cut filter, and accurate

faders with complex resistive elements

to provide excellent sound quality.

MS-1202VLZ 319.95 MS-1402VLZ 448.95 MS-1604VLZ 849.95

VIDEO TAPE
Fuji VHS T-120 AV Master 4.69

Fuji VHS Double Coated SG-120 4.49

Fuji S-VHS H471S-ST120 7.95

Fuji Hi8 M221 P6-120 8.69

Sony Hi8 E6-120HMEX 14.99

Sony Betacam BCT-30MA 14.99

Panasonic Mini DV DVM60 13.29

Sony DVCAM PDV-184ME 44.95

Fuji DVCPRO DP121-64L 23.49

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS
Comtek MRC-82 Wireless System

| The MRC-82 is a pro-quality, full fidelity mini receiver specially designed for cameras.

Advanced Micro-curcuit technology means the MRC-82 has all the features of larger

receivers while still maintaining its small size and rugged design, outstanding reliability,

and low power. A 4-pole RF preselector incorporates dual gate MOSFET semiconduc-

tors to provide superior sensitivity and selectivity for unconditional performance

even in crowded RF enviornments. An ultra abrupt quieting detector circuit offers

high s/n performance of up to 100dB

MRC-82CL Lavaliere System $649.95 MRC-82CH Handheld System

STUDIO SOLUTIONS
Panasonic WE- 150 Video Imager

$699.95

This is a rugged and innovative video imager
~ copystand. useful for a variety of purposes. It has

a built-in swiveling CCD camera, and fluores-

cent lights, for recording or presenting pictures

and objects. Features include: Macro focus, 6x zoom, dual input

select switch and easy fold up for portability.

SPECIAL
S5999S

!

Sennheiser K6/ME66 (We Carry the lull Sennheiser line)

iM The K6 series is designed to deliver studio quality audio

mrmnimniuijpijiijjjijg to the video production market It is capable of being

combined with a variety of capsules, from omni to super

directional patterns. The K6 powering module is balanced with low impedance (200 ohms), and termi-

nates to a 3-pin XLR. It can be powered by an "AA" battery or phantom power. The ME66 is an Electret

Short Shotgun microphone and is geat for interviews within a crowd. It delivers superior perfomance,

backed by the Sennheiser name $399.95 —

Sony WRR810A/WRT-805/ECM-122 UHF Synthesized System

^j ^^ "IVT~\T Sony's WRR-81 0A receiver offers up to 94 selectable frequencies inOVJiN X the 800 mHz UHF band range. The WRR-810A is a small and light-

weight receiver that is camera mountable. It features a monitoring function with volume

control, a large LCD panel for easy viewing and operates on 2-AA batteries for 6 hours.

Sony's new WRT-805 beltpack transmitter, like their other transmitters, delivers superb

quality and noise-free transmitions. It features a low battery alarm indicator, a large LCD
panel and a small rubber ducky antenna.

BTS-1000N 10" Color

Portable Monitor with Handle
2 selectable input signals (line/VTR) Underscan Blue Gun

Internal/External Sync DC Operation with Automatic Deep-

Discharge Protector "Virtually no magnetic electrical interference

Rack Mountable Ml-fJH Kf, f^'ST
CT-2010Y Olympic Demo ***™~~"f™~™"..$4«.95

C0MPUVIDE0 SVR-1100CB
Waveform Monitor/Vectorscope

Self Contained unit with 6" High Resolution & Bright CRT

8-Channel Composite/Y/C/Component. "Variable Gain & line

select for all inputs. 4 Channel Parade and Vector display

Overlaid up to 6 wafeforms/vectors Overlaid external

reference "Automatic Sync/Input selection "AC/DC Power

17.5 lbs Desk/rack mountable.

*ti msrchsndise shipped with manufacturer-supplied accessories and warranties. All merchandise is exchangeable or refundable within 7 days (with all

Sjfccfca^iftg Material and in mint condition). Please call for return authorization. All refunds are less shipping & handling. NY residents add 8.25% sales tax.



IN FOCUS

I

How Digital Products Are Spreading to the Film Set

by Rob Rown d

This Old Steenbeck

Trying to imagine contemporary filmmak-

ing without the personal computer is like try-

ing to imagine the rest of contemporary

American life without the automobile.

Neither seemed necessary until everyone had

one. And in destroying as many means,

modes, and patterns of life as they created,

both have altered everything they've

touched. Prior to the automobile, people

lived in neighborhoods close to where they

worked. They shopped at corner grocery

stores and walked up the street to movie the-

aters. Prior to the computer, every aspect of

the filmmaking process was a concrete, tactile

experience, from typing dialogue to cutting

the negative. It's a pretty safe bet that John

Cassavetes understood the meaning of those

squiggles and diagonal lines that editors used

to draw directly on workpnnts. Not only did

he know several professional negative con-

tormers, he probably had a personal favorite.

Here in Chicago, which is eithet the tilth

or eighth largest production market in North

America—depending on how you character-

ize "production"—only one full-time negative

film conformer remains active. I couldn't find

any statistics on the decline in the number of

linear feet of workprint footage developed in

the last five years, but a quick and complete-

ly unscientific survey of my filmmaking

friends failed to turn up anybody who'd seen

projected 16mm dailies since 1995. You can

say the neighborhood isn't changing any-

more. It has changed.

Digital Gentrification Phase I:

Fully Occupied

The reason for the shift in production

modes is two-fold. First, the availability of

videotape -based linear off-line editing sys-

Onmt OtftM Sy*«n

tems undercut the flatbed in markets where low

postproduction costs were more important than

speed or flexibility. Next, the rise of computer-

based nonlinear editing systems eliminated

what was left of film cutting by being as fast and

as flexible. It replaced off-line editing altogeth-

er by becoming as inexpensive.

Tape-based linear on-line systems and nega-

tive conforming continue to dominate their

specialized niches at the tail-end of the post

process. But it is now possible to do almost all

postproduction work with a $10,000 desktop

computer loaded with $20,000 worth of soft-

ware. Having more than one basic station or a

single more expensive system can greatly speed

up the process,

but the general

consensus
among postpro-

duction wizards

is that it is possi-

ble to do any of

the image or

sound manipula-

tion commonly

performed on

high-end sys-

tems like Harry

or Flame with a

fully tricked-out

Mac or Win-

dows NT box.

This is not to

suggest that it is

economically

feasible to do so

on the grand

economic scale

and compressed

postproduction

schedule that

mainstream
Hollywood and

commercial pro-

duction employ.

The big propri-

etary machines and software programs are

worth the huge outlays of cash they command

because their lightning-fast rendering speeds

allow the networks and studios to buy back lost

time.

However, things are different for the inde-

pendent filmmaker, who usually has more time

than cash. In this production mode, where time

equals money divided by credit rating, the

reduction in postproduction costs without a

loss in image or sound quality made possible by

the low-end digital systems has opened the

door for a lot of new talent. Not coincidentally,

independent film has replaced alternative rock
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Bee Hive Productions, Inc.

FILM AND VIDEO PRODUCTION SERVICES

FILM AND VIDEO EDITING

STUDIOS AND FACILITIES

Why work in windowless rooms

ten hours a day ?

Bee-Hive Productions

provides a pleasant

environmentfor you to create!

AVID MCXprea

S\HS AND \HS FORMATS
BETA SP FORMAT
J/4 INCH FORMAT

16MM AND J5MM
PACKAGES AVAILABLE

• BROADCAST QUALITY COMMERCIALS
• TRAINING AM) INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO
• Ml SIC VIDEOS
• ACTOR/SI.\CER DEMO REELS
• VIDEOS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
• HIMAND VIDEO EDITING

PHONE: 1-800-811-2240

FAX : 1-800-988-3939
79 Putnam Street

Mt. Vernon, NY 10550

Video

production

production

Satellite

services

ANCHOR/
NEWSDESK

SETS

VIDEO-

CONFERENCING

SATELLITE

MEDIA TOURS

•
CORPORATE

VIDEOS

(

LOCATION

CREWS

EDIT SUITE

NTV
is a division of

NTV
International

Corporation

contact:

ElyseRabinowitz 212-489-8390

NTV STUDIO PRODUCTIONS
50 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NYC 10020

as the hot entertainment product. New people

are telling the stories, and they aren't the same

stories.

Digital Gentrification Phase II:

Under Construction

In the next phase of the digital revolution,

the computer moves onto the set. This lowers

the cost of a film during production in the same

way the first phase lowers the cost in postpro-

duction. In a nutshell, it's now possible to cob-

ble together a portable and, when necessary,

battery-operated nonlinear editing system that

fits on a Magliner production cart just like a

sound or analog video-assist package. This

$7,000 to $30,000 system is a powerful tool that

enables a director to combine the images from

the camera's video-assist feed with the audio

and, in higher-end systems, time code informa-

tion from the DAT or Nagra sound package.

This can provide a new level of certainty that

you have what you need from a given take,

camera position, and scene. It makes it possible

to begin work on the director's cut on the first

day of shooting.

L.A. -based video-assist guru Ian Kelly is

widely credited with being the first person to

bring nonlinear editing into the video-assist

rodeo during the production of Forrest Gump.

Like or loathe the film, you have to concede its

structural and technical mastery. It's a wonder-

fully seamless rendering of some very complex

visual ideas. Such precision is only possible

when one is able to assemble all the pre-exist-

ing picture elements prior to shooting and then

combine them in rough form with the live

images. While Woody Allen's Zelig required a

room full of technicians wrestling with analog

signals, Kelly used a Pentium mini tower, a

couple of monitors, and an off-the-shelf D-

Vision software package to help produce

more seamless results. In the decade

between the two projects, video technology

had gotten that much smaller, more precise,

and easier to manipulate.

The best news for those working with lim-

ited budgets is that four years after Ian

Kelly's innovations, the tools he combined

are now quite affordable. From New York to

Nashville, and Austin to Chicago, filmmak-

ers are using or getting ready to incorporate

this technology into projects with budgets

ranging from $125,000 to $1 million. In

answer to a query I posted on a half-dozen

film-related on-line newsgroups, I heard

back from solid fans of Avid MCXpress,

M100, D-Vision, Premier, Avid Videoshop

on both MAC and WINTEL platforms.

They come from diverse backgrounds in aca-

demic, music video, feature, and corporate

production. But what they have in common

is that, at some point, it occurred to them

that their nonlinear editor could fit on a

rolling cart or in the back of a van.

Moore's Law, a basic tenet of computer

science, states that microprocessor speed will

double every 18 months. This postulate dri-

ves the computer industry toward introduc-

ing increasingly advanced machines whose

improvements are useful to ever smaller per-

centages of consumers (e.g., toaster ovens

that provide fully annotated random access

multimedia presentations from the Riverside

Shakespeare while toasting a bagel exactly

how you like it). Rownd's Law, a basic tenet

of artistic common sense and the financing

of extended vacations, states that there is
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never a good reason to buy a machine that can

provide you with processed information faster

than you can use that information. The inter-

section of these two laws, of course, forms the

Oedipal Hard Drive Curve, which divides the

human race into those who buy hi-tech shiny

objects for their own sake and those who buy

them as tools. The tool users are generally able

to pick up the last season's shiny objects for

about half price.

Computers that can be turned into onset

digital devices have dropped beneath the shiny

edge of the curve with the introduction of the

late 1996 upgrades of the WINTEL and MAC
product lines. The image quality of video-

assist footage is limited by the tiny video sur-

veillance-type camera that attaches to the film

camera's viewing system. Even under ideal

conditions its output barely rivals home VHS
quality. Since you're going to be using this

footage as nothing more than placeholders for

a later edit or composite, there isn't any point

to saving this information in files larger than

those needed to maintain VHS-quality

images. This poor image quality turns out to be

quite a blessing in disguise, because the small

file size allows for both economical storage and

faster rendering of composites and transitions.

For our test, we drove Power MAC 9500

150MHZ (the greatest thing since sliced bread

circa 1996, but now about three to four nudges

slower than a MAC G-3 or Pentium II

machine) running Media 100XS and then

Adobe Premier. Under both software packages

the machine was able to digitize images and

sound in real time directly from the outputs of

the video-assist VHS record deck. This

footage was then archived according to reel,

shot, and take numbers. Key frame PICT files

were made as references for later compositions

and to ensure coverage of a scene that had to

be shot over two days due to weather. An
unexpected benefit of these PICT files was dis-

covered when they helped answer several con-

tinuity questions on that especially disorga-

nized pick-up day. There was no need to hunt

through analog video-assist tapes.

In addition to price, the major difference

between the software packages wasn't render-

ing speed or image quality. Instead it was

MIOO's ability to organize and display footage

in a variety of ways simultaneously. M100, like

Avid XPRESS and D-Vision, is a real profes-

sional editing package designed to handle a lot

of information in an efficient and useful man-

ner. Premier and Avid Videoshop are con-

sumer items that, despite the best of inten-

- w 13. >£«#*

Media 100 * Online/Offline * Pro Tools * After Effects

Beta SP • 3/4" • 1/2" • Hi8

IaicIIimiI nilcs * llaknomsHI nl home

innisfree Productions ' East Village, NYC ' 212.477.2007

NEW IN'DE-PEN'DENTS LAB
A DIVISION OF ALLIED DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES CORP.

For us, Allied is more than just a lab...

they are true collaborators.
- Steven SoderberghfSex, Lies, and Videotape

Gray's Anatomy
Schizopolis

The Underneath* |

SUPER

(972) 869-0100
fax (972) 869-2117

G i ij iv Maver-Oake

Tony Bifano

IxtbifaCJallicd mhs compus

800961 7459

6305 N O'Connor Road

Building Four. Suite 111

Irving.
'

FULL SERVICE MOTION PICTURE LAB

D.A.VALDEZ
LIGHTING & PHOTOGRAPHIC

GAFFER / BEST BOY / ELECTRICIAN
KEY / BEST BOY / LIFT - MOVE ANYTHING / GRIP

Photo Assistant / Photographer

Crew / Personnel Referrals

.-361-5074
Pager <?«> 615-9851

l -800-527-57 15 Code 20 EMail davaldez@juno.com

24 Hours On Call
Seven Days a Week

Have Passport Will Travel
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Vancouver Film School

Full-time Programs
Film Production

Vancouver Film School's intensive, hands-on portfolio production

program is recognized throughout the world as "the filmmakers' boot

camp.'The emphasis of this program is to create well-rounded

filmmakers though the production of high quality students films. VFS

film students complete more production in one year than most 4

year programs offered in North America.

Acting for Film & Television

For people with a strong desire to perform before the camera,

Vancouver Film School offers novice, intermediate and professional

actors an opportunity to study with actors who are also trained,

experienced educators, committed to delivering the highest quality

on-camera training available anywhere.

Multimedia Production

Imagine... a fully-digital campus with millions of dollars of software,

where every computer is networked with high-speed, fibre optic

access to the Internet, where the doors are open 24 hours a day.

Learn... CD-ROM production, HTML high-end web page creation,

digital video / digital audio production, MIDI, computer animation,

graphics, text, and the business of multimedia.

VFS: Designated Avid Training Center / Designated Protools Training

Center / Designated Digidesign Training Center / Certified

Macromedia Training Center / Certified Alias Training Center /

Certified Softimage Training Center.

Ifyou are serious about your education and a high-paying career, you

owe it to yourself to find out more about the one-year, full-time

portfolio production programs offered at Vancouver Film School: Film

Production, Acting for Film & Television, Multimedia Production, Classical

Animation, 3D Animation & Digital Effects, Advanced Digital Video

Production, Alias 3D Special Effects, Avid Training, DVD Training.

Call. Compare. Nothing does.

Call: 1-800-661-4101

\#VNCOUVER
FILM

SCHOOL

E-mail: query62@multimedia.edu

Web: http://www.multimedia.edu

Vancouver Film School

#400 - 1168 Hamilton Street,

Vancouver, BC CANADA V6B 2S2

tions, are not optimized for handling a lot of

information. You can certainly do great things

with them, but they don't make jumping from

bin to bin or shot to shot as easy or effective as

the larger packages. On these short test pro-

jects, where the order and duration of scenes

was pretty much set in the director's mind

before we started shooting, the big advantage

was the ability to look at everything with the

click of a mouse. To know you were covered

took your mind off the mechanics and allowed

you to concentrate on the intangible aspects of

the project. On a longer shoot, say a feature or

elaborate FX sequence, this would only

become more apparent.

Digital Gentrification Phase III:

Custom Floorplans Available

The final phase of the digital revolution

in film production will come when the com-

puter is used as something more than a word

processor and spreadsheet during preproduc-

tion. This will be the most important phase of

the entire transition, because it will change

the look of the film and the ideas behind it

before shooting begins. Given that few direc-

tors or DPs draw very well, replacing ballpoint-

rendered storyboards with a PICT file from a

digital still or video camera via Photoshop not

only makes the idea behind an image more

focused, concise, but also more easily under-

stood by the designers and technicians render-

ing it.

A last remnant of the factory-like studio

production method is the concept of a film as

something designed on paper as a script and

budget, rendered into a rough shape during

production, then trimmed into its final form

during post. Obviously, it doesn't quite work

that way in real life. But that three-phase,

19th-century industrial society metaphor of

design, collection of raw material, and manu-

facturing of consumable commodity continues

to shape how we think about the film process

and product. Digital image technology can

change that process by augmenting the words

and dollar signs found on the paper with

images that closely resemble the finished prod-

uct. The key to cost-effective independent

production is not only a solid through-line and

sense of vision, but the organization of the ele-

ments of that vision. In other words, not wast-

ing your limited resources trying to discover

that vision. And that's where digital prepro-

duction will come into play.

Rob Round (rrownd(Q aol.com) is a principal m
Changing Black Maria and president of On Set Digital.
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IN & OUT OF PRODUCTION
by Cassandra Uretz

John Pierson . . . need we say more? Well,

yeah. Author of Spike, Mike, Slackers & Dykes,

Pierson has been a producer's rep, a hinder,

an exhibitor, and a god- send for many of the

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m indie

J

I

John Pierson hosts

Split Screen, returning this

month for a second season on

the Independent Film Channel.

Courtesy IFC

move-

ment's finest.

He clinches his

lynchpin status

with Split Screen,

his personalized

survey of up-

and-coming
projects, players,

movers, and

shakers. Split

Screen begins its

second season

April 6 on the

Independent

Film Channel.

Split Screen, 150

Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797;

(516) 396-3000; fax: 364-7638; wwwjfctv

com

Conor McCourt builds on the success of

Angela's Ashes, his brother Frank's Pulitzer

Prize -winning family memoir, with The

McCourts of Lim-

erick. A relentless

tale that beats you

breathless with its

stories of degrada-

tion, alcoholic mis-

ery, and abuse, the

McCourt drunk-

alogue ain't pretty,

but it's riveting. In

this companion

piece to his best-

selling book, author

Frank M. tours the Limerick slums with his

brothers, reminiscing about their traumatic

past and introducing the family characters

with greater detail. The McCourts of Limerick

premiered on the Cinemax Reel Life series.

The McCourts of Limerick, c/o Fisher, 145

Palisade St. #376, Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522;

(914) 674-6164; fax: 674-6145; hshercoCg

aol.com

In The Ladies Room, doc masters Cynthia

and Allen Mondell, founders of the prolific

Media Projects, Inc., visit the various ladies'

rooms of Texas to explore chick bonding in

full bloom. Earth mamas, bee girls, wild wicca

wimmen, and girls-next-door tell all, more or

Rajul Mehta's Kumbharwada, Bombay.

Photo: Rajul Mehta, courtesy filmmaker

less, to these devoted documentarians,

opening up secret rites for the world to

see. The Ladies Room, Media Projects,

Inc., 5215 Homer St., Dallas, TX 75206;

(214) 826-3919; cynfilm@aol.com

Kumbharwada, Bombay (Potter's Colony),

Rajul Mehta's award-winning festival favorite,

started as a college project in 1988. Seeking

India's spiritual heart in mundane activity,

Mehta immersed herself in a Gujarat potter's

community subsisting in Bombay's notorious

Dharavi slum. Hoping to convey the vitality

that sustains the group in grim conditions,

Mehta records the rhythms of hospitality, wor-

ship, celebration, and creative work that is the

potter's practice. New York's Museum ot

Natural History will screen the film April 18-19

with accompanying discussion. Kumbharwada,

Bombay, 169 Greene St., #3, Brooklyn, NY
11238; (718) 783-5517; Rajull4@aol.com

In Brazil, axe—the power of life—is the

strongest weapon minorities share in their

struggle against the AIDS epidemic. Tania

Cypriano's Odd Yd! Life with AIDS focuses on

Candomble, a Brazilian religion that has joined

AIDS sufferers of disparate background into

one tribe through its blend ot taith, education,

and acceptance. Throughout the states of Rio

de Janeiro, Sao Paolo, and Bahia, Candomble

activists and supporters

discuss outreach to iso-

lated or oppressed com-

munities, the specific

concerns of their

African-descendent

membership, and their

commitment to a proud

survival. Odd Yd'. Life

with AIDS, Viva Pic-

tures, 37 King St., #6A,

New York, NY 10014;

(212)647-8755.

Little Shots of Happiness and Shucking the

Curve, two of Todd Verow's "addiction trilogy,"

take office drone Suzanne Fountain (Bonnie

Dickenson) through a nosedive a la Nan

Goldins. Fleeing the Boston bad times she

encounters in Little Shots, Suzanne aims for a

Big Apple acting career in Shucking but finds

herself drawn to a druggie club kid on the

downward spiral. Her curiosity about New
York's dark side soon locks her onto a crystal

meth fast track through the city's grubbier dis-

tricts, where she discovers more dangerous

diversions. Little Shots of Happiness and Shucking

the Curve, Bangor Films, 111 Hillside St., #3,

Boston, MA 02120; (617) 734-1188.

Looking for a

career in the
digital age ?

Learn to edit on a Non
Linear Video Editing System

tgf Media 100

Adobe After Effects

| Adobe Photoshop

3 Executive Producer

Guaranteed hands on
experd2nce. small group. taught

by professional editor

( Edited programs for
Discovery Channel, PBS and

Readers Digest ).

FOR INFORMATION CALL
212 463 7190

5 West 1 9th Street. New York. NY 1 001

1

Thomas Craven Film Corp.

mpjTQl AVID MCXpress PAL NTSC

pr-_^_j^M In-House Editing or Rentals

rjM =afck^ * fo«l Time 3D Effect

(Genie Board)

• 4 Channel/8 Audio Channels

•3s,12s,71,75&77AVRs

L • Pro Tools • After Effects

> PhotoShop • Infini D (3D)

1 36 Gig Removable Storage

' Film to tape transfer

' Video Tape Transfers in all formats.

including DV Cam & DVC Pro.

• International Standards Conversion, PAL & SECAM

• High quality Duplication from any Source Master

' PAL/SECAMINTSC Professional/Broadcast Equipment

• Sales & Rentalsfor all Major Brands ofNew, Used, &

Demo Equipment

' DV-CAM/DVC-PRO (PAL Products) available

• Service parts and video accessories

20 East 49th Street, 2nd Floor

New York, NY 10017

Tel: (212) 688-51 10 • Fax: (212) 688-5405

E-Mail adidigital@aol.com
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FESTIVALS by Thomas Pal lotta

[festivals@aivf.org]

listings do not constitute an endorse-

^j ment. since some details may change after

the magazine goes to press, we recom-

mend that you contact the festival direct-

ly before sending preview cassettes,

deadline for submitting a call for entries

in the festival column is the 15th of the month

two-and-a-half months prior to cover date

(e.g.. april 15 for july issue). all blurbs

should include: festival dates, categories,

prizes, entry fees, deadlines, formats & con-

tact info. to improve our reliability and make

this column more beneficial, we encourage

all mediamakers to contact fivf with changes,

criticism, or praise for festivals profiled.

Domestic

AUSTIN FILM FESTIVAL'S & HEART OF
FILM SCREENWRITER'S CONFERENCE, Oct.

1-8, TX. Deadlines: Screenplay Competition: May
15; Film Competition: August 7. Austin Film Fest

Screenplay Competition Categories: Adult & Family

feature-length scripts. Screenplay awards: S3,500;

participation in Heart of Film Mentorship Program;

airfare and accommodation to attend Heart of Film

Screenwriter's Conference; the AFF Bronze Award.

Film Fest has been extended to a week to "cater to

the insatiable demand of the Austin audience for sig-

nificant, exciting and leading edge cinema." Film

Competition categories are: Feature, Short &
Student Short. Cash & film stock awards. Judges for

both competitions are industry professionals. Past

judges have included representives from: Columbia

Pictures, Paramount Pictures, Jersey Films, Bandeira

Entertainment, William Morris Agency, Kennedy-

Marshall, and the Sundance Channel. Formats:

16mm, 35mm (submission must be on VHS NTSC).

Films must be completed no earlier than June 1997.

Entry fee: S35. Contact: Austin Film Fest, 1600

Nueces, Austin, TX 78701; 1-800-3 10-FEST; austin-

film(g aol.com; www.austinfilmfestival.org

BALTLMORE'S QUEER FILM AND VIDEO
FESTIVAL, June 6-7. MD. Deadline: April 15. Fest

accepting short 6k feature-length narrative, doc,

experimental films, videos 6k animation. Submission

format: 1/2" SVHS, VHS or 3/4" Beta. Sole purpose

of fest is to exhibit work by, about and of interest to

lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered people from

Baltimore 6k around the world. Contact: Chris Lines

(410) 433-1395; bearcub8(§ juno.com; www.bgp.org

BLACK HARVEST INTERNATIONAL FILM
AND VIDEO FESTIVAL, Aug. 1-14, IL. Deadline:

May 1 . Film Center at the School of the Art Institute

of Chicago presents 4th annual Black Harvest Int'l

Film & Video Fest. A showcase for contemporary

cinema & video from the African diaspora. Black

Harvest will feature films from around the world,

reflecting black cultural, political and social experi-

ences. Offerings from African nations, the U.S.,

Britain, Canada, Latin America, and the Caribbean

are expected. Recent African American film and

video works provide the core of the fest. Directors

will present feature-length and short work in all gen-

rev and an artists panel will provide additional com-

mentary and insight on the black experience in film.

Entry tee: none. Contact: Black Harvest Int'l Film 6k

Video Fest, The Film Center, The School of the Art

Institute of Chicago, Columbus Drive at Jackson

Boulevard, Chicago, IL. 60603; (312) 443-3734; fax:

(312) 332-5859; jallan@artic.edu

BRECKENRIDGE FESTIVAL OF FILM,

September 17-20, CO. Deadline: May 29 for scripts

and June 30 for films. 18th annual festival presents 4

day program of films, receptions, premieres, tributes,

writers' seminars, and film education activities, pro-

viding unique and varied filmfare shown at venues

throughout the community. Approximately 50 inde-

pendent US and international films are presented

trom over 300 entries. Best of Fest awarded to films

in 5 categories: drama, comedy, documentary, fami-

ly children, and shorts. Our second Annual

Screenplay competition will honor 1st place winners

in adult drama, children family, comedy, and

action adventure categories. Formats: For initial

selection, film entries must be in VHS, NTSC format

only. Final screening accepted, 16mm and 3/4".

Scripts should meet US Motion Picture Industry

standards and be 90-130 pages in length. Contact:

Julie Bullock or Terese Keil, Breckenridge Festival of

Film, Box 718, Riverwalk Center, 150 W. Adams,

Breckenridge, CO 80424; (970) 453-6200; fax:

(970) 453-2692; filmfest(5 brecknet.com; www.

brecknet.com/bff/home,html

CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S
FILM FESTIVAL, Oct. 15-25, IL. Deadline: May

29. The largest and most important festival of chil-

dren's films and videos in North America, the CIFF

will screen 150 films and videos in a marathon 10

days at Facets Multimedia Center. Productions must

have a production completion date of 1996 or later,

and be dubbed or subtitled in English. Preview:

NTSC or PAL cassettes. For entry forms and guide-

lines write: Facets Multimedia, Chicago

International Children's Film Festival, 1517 West

Fullerton Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60614; (773)

281-9075; fax (773) 929-5437; kidsfest@facets.org

CONTENT '98 MEDIA MARKET May 27-29,

CA. Invites submissions by film/video producers and

CD-ROM developers who are seeking distributors

for educational titles. Distributors are invited to reg-

ister for three days of intensive previewing.

Sponsored by the National Educational Media

Network, the Media Market, now in its 12th year, is

the only market in the nation devoted exclusively to

educational works. Traditionally draws distributors

6k makers from across US and abroad. Dovetailing w/

market will be 28th Annual Apple Awards Film 6k

Video Festival (May 29-31) at Oakland Museum.

Rates vary; discounts avail, for 1998 Apple Awards

Competition entrants 6k early bird registration.

Contact: NEMN, 655 Thirteenth St, Suite 100,

Oakland, CA 94612-1220; (510) 465-6885; fax:

465-2835; content(S nemn.org; www.nemn.org

CRESTED BUTTE REEL FEST, August 13-16,

CO. Deadline: June 1, 1998. A competitive fest

focusing on films under 60 min. in categories of ani-

mation, comedy, drama, experimental, doc 6k stu-

dent. Awards: Tom Skerritt, Erin Skerritt 6k Crested

Butte Brewery will present the "White Buffalo Peace

Ale Award" for exceptional merit in educational 6k

humanitarian filmmaking! The "Bob Award" will

be presented to the filmmaker who "pushes the

envelope" the farthest along with other cash

awards for each category and many industry con-

tacts. Entry fee: $25 per entry', $10 student entry

with proof of status. Submit only in 1/2 VHS
videotape. For more info 6k entry form contact Pat

Crow, Box 1819, Crested Butte, CO 81224; (970)

349-7478; fax: 349-5626; cftarts(armi.net;

http://198.147.224.il/cftarts

DANCE ON CAMERA FESTIVAL Dec 12-13,

NY. Deadline: July 15. Now in 27th year, fest is col-

laboration between Dance Films Assoc. 6k Film

Society of Lincoln Center. Preference given to

experimental, doc 6k narrative projects. Entries

must not have shown in NYC, on U.S. TV, or been

submitted to previous Dance on Camera Festival.

Entries must have been completed since January 1,

1997. Entry fee: $25 ($15 for DFA members). If

chosen, entries must be available in either 16mm
or 35mm with optical soundtrack, 3/4" or Beta SP

(NTSC); no Beta SP (PAL) can be shown.

However, 1/2" (PAL or NTSC) and 3/4" versions of

entries may be submitted to the committee for the

selection. Contact: Dance Films Assoc, 31 W 21st

St., 3rd fl, New York, NY 10010; (212) 727-0764;

fax: 675-9657; dfa5(5 juno.com; www.virtu-

alscape.com /dance_films

FIRSTGLANCE LA: INDEPENDENT FILM
AND VIDEO FESTIVAL, Mid-Sept., CA.

Deadline: May 15. FirstGlance's inaugural year in

Los Angeles encourages both student and profes-

sional film and videomakers with low-budget,

mini-budgets, and micro-budgets for underground,

alternative festival whose mission is to exhibit all

genres of work from mainstream to controversial in

a competitive casual atmosphere. Categories

include: Feature Length (over 60 min.), Narrative

(under 60 min), Documentary (under 60min.),

Experimental, Animation, Music Video, Student

Projects. Special Category: Shot in Philadelphia,

any project directed, shot or set in Philadelphia or

any principal cast or crew member originally from

the Philadelphia area. Prize money for Student cat-

egory. Awards for other categories pending. Entry

Fee: $25, students $20. All formats acceptable. All

entries must be submitted on NTSC-VHS.

Contact: William Ostroff, FirstGlance Director,

FirstGlance LA., Box 57756, Sherman Oaks CA.

91413; wroproCSmsn.com

HOT SPRINGS DOCUMENTARY FILM FES-

TIVAL, October 10-18, AR. Deadline: May 29.

7th year of this 10-day event featuring general doc

films, humanities forums, lecture series, kids' films

6k experiemental programs. Formats: 35mm,

16mm, VHS; preview on 1/2" VHS (NTSC). Entry

fee: $25 domestic, $35 int'l. Contact: Gretchen

Miller, HSDFI, Box 6450, Hot Springs, AR 79102-

6450; (501) 321-4747; fax 321-021 l;hsdff@docu-

filminst.org; www.docufilminst.org

LNDEPENDENT FEATURE FILM MARKET,
Sept, NY. First deadline: May 22; final deadline,

June 12. Independent Feature Film Market is the

only U.S. market devoted to new emerging film

talent. Market is attended by over 2500 filmmak-

ers, distributors, television and home video buyers,

agents, developments executives and festival pro-
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grammers from the U.S. and abroad. IFFM is current-

ly accepting submissions for the upcoming Market in

the following categories: Feature Films (over 75 min.)

Short Films (under 60 min.) Works-in-Progress (edit-

ed scenes, trailer, intended for feature-length) Script

(copyrighted, for feature length film). Seperate mem-

bership 6k entry fees apply. All applicants must be

current IFP members. Contact: IFP, 104 West 29th

Street, 12 fl, NY, NY 10001; (212) 465-8200 ext. 107;

fax: (212) 465-8525; IFPNY(u ifp.org; www.ifp.org

INTERCOM INT'L COMMUNICATION FILM
& VIDEO COMPETETION, Aug. IL. Deadline:

May 1. Oldest int'l industrial film 6k video fest in US;

now in 34th yr. Industrial, sponsored 6k educational

prods eligible. Aim is "to showcase enormous techni-

cal 6k creative energy behind sponsored prods 6i to

highlight importance of media arts in busines-- com-

munications.'' Cats incl. dental science, doc, drug

abuse, educational, environment/ ecology,

fashion/music video, rundraising, human relations,

medicine, personal counseling, public relations, pub-

lic service 6k information, religion, research, safety

sales/marketing, sports/recreation, training,

travel/transportation 6k video news release. Special

achievement awards to acting, cinematography

videography, computer graphics/animation, directing,

editing, graphics, humor, music, special effects ^
writing. Awards incl Gold 6k Silver Hugos to top

prods in each cat. Gold 6k Silver Plaques may also be

awarded in each competitive cat. Entries must be

produced between preceding year 6k date of entry. All

formats accepted. Entry fee: $60-$200. Contact:

Intercom, 32 West Randolph St., Suite 600, Chicago,

IL 60601; (312) 425-9400; fax: 425-0944; film-

fest(§ uua.com; www.chic;igo.ddbn.com, (ilmfest

MAINE STUDENT FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL,

July 11. ME. Deadline: June 1. 21st Maine Student

Film 6k Video Fest willl be held in conjunction with

the Maine Int'l Film best. MSVF is open to Maine

residents 19 years oi age 6* younger. Entries are

accepted in all film 6si video formats and are divided

into 3 categories: Pre -Teen Division ( Grades K -6),

Junior Division (Grades 7- 9) 6k Senior Division

(Grades 10 - 12). Submitted movies are reviewed by

3 judges: an educator, a media arts professional, and

a past MSFVF winner. Winners c* finalists receive a

certificate of merit 6m pn:es such as movie tickets 6*

videotapes. Grand prize winner, selected from the

Senior Division, receives a scholarship worth 51400

for the 2 week Young Filmmakers Program at Int'l

Film 6k Televison Workshops, Rockport, Maine. All

formats accepted. Entrv Fee: none. Contact: fiuey,

Fest Director, Maine Student Film and Video

Festival, Box 4320, Portland, ME 04101-0520.

Phone: (207) 773-1130; hueyfilm@nlis.neti

www.agate.net/~ile/mama.html

MARGARET MEAD FILM 6k VIDEO FESTI-

VAL, Oct. 22-29, NY. Deadline: May 8. Premiere fes-

tial in US for independent/documentary film and

video. This year's themes: Haitian Vodoo; Works on

Argentina; religious movements; Infectious Disease,

any strong nonfiction titles; all lengths eligible. Film

6k videomakers whose works are selcted receive pass

to all festival events; some financial assistance and

housing available. After NY fest presentation, many
titles packaged 6k tour to ind. film centers, museums
6k universitites as part of national touring festival.

FILM VIDEO ARTS
The StomPing Ground for

Independent Giants!
since 1968

Camera Rentals

Postproduction

Courses

Affordable Rates

Now Introducing

the Digital Studies Program

Digital Video Editing; 3-D Design;

Animation; Web Design

212.673.9361
81 7 Broadway NYC

RESEARCH
NETWORKS
Don't waste time

and money hiring

P.A.s as amateur
researchers !

Get in touch with QUALIFIED
SCHOLARS in the social

sciences, natural sciences and

humanities who already have the

data for which you are searching.

Historical Chronologies-

Statistical Overviews...

Archival Documents...

Scientific Evidence...

Translators... Consultants...
Accurate, Authoritative and Timely

Information as you need it.

Phone (212)691-6299 or

e-mail asbS(^ col umbia.edu

MANAGEMENT
HOW TO MESH Plan

> produce and promote a film, TV,

YOUR CAREER AND video or other media venture while you
YOUR EDUCATION: AN earn your MBA and work in your field.

INFORMATION SESSION D . ... . .. M .

•Be part of the dynamic New York media scene.
SCHOOL FOR BUSINESS -Earn an MBA in a 1-year, 3-semester sequence.

Media Manage

Friday, May 29, 6:3i

To learn more, call 1-800-33-THINK
or 212-343-1234, ext. 5001.
www.audrey-cohen.edu

Call 1-800-3 3-THINK, Outside NY metro area:

212-343-1234, ext. 5001. Fax: 212-343-8470 or mail to

AUDREY COHEN COLLEGE, 75 Varick St., NY, NY 10013
Send information on: JMBA in Media Management

IF 4

-Z,p_

Purpose-Centered Education

Founded 1964. A non-profit, nationally and regionally accredited institution of higher education.

The College also offers a Master's Degree in Administration and Undergraduate degrees.
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MERCER STREET

Sound Design / Original Music

Pro Tools III / Media 100

s

Video Capture & Compression / Betacam Video Lockup

Sound Effects / Voice Over & ADR
DIGITAL AUDIO
-PRODUCTION-
for Film and Video

and Multimedia

Discount rates for independents

133 MERCER ST. NYC 10012 • 212.966-6794 • E-mailmercerst@aol.com

T A L AUDIO

SPLASH
STUDIOS
21 2 271 8747

Dialog and Sound FX editing

ADR and Foley recording

Music production and editing

Automated Sound FX retrieval

Multiple ProTools work stations

Hourly / Daily /Weekly rates available

I 68 5th Ave.,5th floor N.W.
New York N.Y. I 00 I

Fax: (2 I 2) 271-8748

e-mail: bplprod@aol.com

POST PRODUCTION

Betacam SP

DV 8c DVCAM
3/4 SP Hi-8 SVHS

Component Editing

Transfers, Window Dubs

45/hr 340/day 175/night

1123 Broadway, Suite 814

New York, New York 10010

212-228-4254

[www.aivf.org]

[Independent articles]

[trade discounts]

[advocacy updates]

[discussion forums]

[book order forms]

• all Independent articles (from 1/97) available online @ vnvw.elibrary.com
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Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2". Contact: Margaret

Mead Film Festival, American Museum of Natural

History, Dept. Education, Central Park West at 79th

Street, NY, NY 10024; (212) 769-5305; fax: 769-

5329; meadfest(S amnh.org; www.amnh.org/Mead/

NATIONAL CHILDREN'S FILM FESTIVAL,
Aug. 28-30, IN. Deadline: April 15 (call submission

packet). NCFF is organized in partnership with The

Children's Museum of Indianapolis and other

Children's Museum's nationwide. It aims to encour-

age films and videos written, directed and produced

by youth (9-18). Empowering children and young

adults with their own voice and vision to promote

better communication and understanding between

generations. NCFF provides a forum for self-expres-

sion and highlights issues of importance to young

adults and children and reaches out to youth of all

races, religions, cultures and those who are economi-

cally, physically and mentally challenged. NCFF also

aims to serve as a wake-up call to adults by focusing

on the concerns and interests of children and young

adults. Awards and scholarships are given. All gen-

res and formats. For details of your nearest partici-

pating museum, contact: Ms. leva Grundy, The

Children's Museum of Indianapolis, RO. Box 3000,

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206; (317) 924.5431, ext.

3832; www.childrensfilmfest.org

NEXTFRAME: UFVA'S TOURING FESTIVAL
OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENT FILM &
VIDEO, September, PA. Deadline: May 31, fee $25,

$20 UFVA members. Early bird deadline April 30

(save $5). Fest (formerly UFVA Student Film 6k

Video Festival) founded in 1993 to survey 6k. exhibit

the very best in current student film 6k video world-

wide. Emphasizes independence, creativity 6k new

approaches to visual media. All entries must have

been created by students enrolled in a college, uni-

versity or graduate school at time of prod. 6k should

have been completed no earlier than May of previous

2 yrs. Work may have originated in any format but

must be submitted for preview on VHS. Works con-

sidered in cats of animation, doc, experimental 6k

narrative. All works prescreened by panel of

film/videomakers; finalists sent to judges. Over

$10,000 in prizes awarded. About 35 works show-

cased each year. All works previewed at annual con-

ference of University Film 6k Video Association

(UFVA), Aug. 6-9 at North Carolina School of the

Arts, Winston-Salem, NC. Premiere held in

Philadelphia Sept. 25-27. Year-long int'l tour of

selected fest finalists begins after premiere. Past

venues have included American Cinematheque

(LA), Rhode Island School of Design, University1 of

Texas, Stanford University, and universities in

Australia and Latin America. Selected finalists will

also be broadcast nationwide on Independent Film

Channel. UFVA is int'l otg dedicated to arts 6k sci-

ences of film 6k video 6k development of motion pic-

tures as medium of communication. UFVA's Int'l

Fest Directory for Students available on website.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 8mm, 3/4", 1/2". Contact:

NextFrame, Dept. Film 6k Media Arts, Temple

University, Philadelphia PA 19122; 800-499-UFVA;

fax: (215) 204-6740; ufva@vm.temple.edu;

www.temple.edu/ufva

NORTH CAROLINA GAY AND LESBIAN
FILM FESTIVAL, August, NC. Deadline: May 1.

Fest aims to open up audiences to wide spectrum of



films by and/or about gay/lesbian /bisexual/transgen-

der lives. NCGLFF also has produced series of events

leading up to the fest incl. series on early gay films

("The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly") . Fest accepts

features, docs and shorts of any length, genre or cat-

egory. No restriction on films' year of completion.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2". Entry fee: $10.

Contact: Lawrence Ferber, NCGLFF Co-ordinator,

1200E Schaub Dr., Raleigh, NC 27606; (919) 859-

9831; NY Office: (212) 352-4424; fax: 233-9299;

NCGLFF(« aol.com

NOT STILL ART FESTIVAL OF VIDEO ART &.

MUSIC, April 24-25, NY. Deadline: April 11.

Sponsored by the Boswell Museum, the Not Still art

Festival celebrate artists working in non-narrative

and abstract electronic motion imaging genres. Now-

accepting entries for exhibition this Spring in

Cooperstown, NY. Founded in 1996, fest emphasizes

collaborative works between media artists and musi-

cians in which the contribution ot each is equal. Last

years fest screened programs from across the U.S. and

was attended by artists from the U.S. and Canada.

Presents multiple events including a gallery exhibi-

tion, screenings, talks and live performance,

uploaded to the Internet. Non-commercial, indepen-

dent and experimental works will be given primary

consideration. There is no restriction the origin or

date of creation of the works, if you wish to have your

work returned, please enclose a SASE. Entry Fee:

none. Please request entry form from NOT STILL

ART, EO Box 496, Cherry Valley, NY 13320; tax:

(607) 264-3476; nsafest(« hotmail.com; www.improv

art.com/nsa.htm

WILLIAMSBURG BROOKLYN FILM FESTI-

VAL, June, NY. Deadline: May 5. Presented in col-

laboration with the Williamsburg Art 6k Historical

Center. Int'l fest showcases works in film &. video in

the following categories: feature (above 75 mm), doc,

experimental & short subject. Selected entries will be

awarded the "Chamaleon" statuette and prizes.

Filmmakers will participate in Q6kA sessions and

panel discussions, and one entire day will be devoted

to Brooklyn-based artists' works. Formats: 35mm,

16mm, Super 8, 1/2", Hi-8. Preview on 1/2" only-non-

returnable. Entry tee: $25. Contact: Marco Ursino,

Festival Director, WAH Center, 135 Broadway 1 1211

Brooklyn, NY; (718) 388-4306; wMW@aol.comi
www.wahcenter.org

WINDY CITY INTERNATIONAL DOCUMEN-
TARY FESTIVAL, Sept. 19-27. IL. Deadline: April

10. Fest showcases juried and invited programs of

films and videos reflecting the richness and diversity

of humanity, and focusing on human issues from per-

spectives personal to global, and in styles ranging

from the serious to the whimsical. Awards in

Professional/Independent and Student categories.

All entries must have English language audio track or

subtitles. Preview formats, 1/2" cassettes in NTSC,

PAL or SECAM, non-returnable; festival exhibition

formats NTSC Beta, 3/4" U-Matic, and Hi8 video;

1/2" video any standard; and 16mm and 35mm film.

Entry fee of $40 for professional and independent

entries, $35 if IDA member; $20 student entries or

$15 for student IDA membets. Contact: Windy City

Festival, c/o the Documentary Center, Columbia

College Chicago, 600 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL

60605, USA; (312) 344-7773; fax: 986-8208; windy

cfest(5<aol.com

STUDENTS: CALL FOR ENTRIES

How is POPULATION GROWTH affecting

CONSUMPTION • ENVIRONMENT • SUSTAINABIUTY

$10,000 IN PRIZES

ENTRIES DUE JUNE 15 • NO ENTRY FEE

TV EXPOSURE* NATIONAL TOUR

For more information, a resource guide and

a copy of the video Best of Festival , contact:

WPFVF • 46 Fox Hill Road, Bernardston, AM
01337 • TL 800 638-9464 • FX: 413 648-9204

eM: info@wpfvf com • www.wpfvf.com

Sponsored by Sopris Foundation, Searchlight

Films & Population Communications International

16TH ANNUAL
CENTRAL FLORIDA

FILM

Sept 25 • Oct 4
Deadline for entries

is June 1, 1998
Narrative.

Experimental,
Documentary,
Animation &

Music Video
A Frameworks Alliance

Presentation

Pr> 407.839.6045
FX 407.898.0504

www.cffvf.org

CALLFORENTRIES
TH Saint LouisFILIVIa international rrOTIIIA I

10,000
1997 A

52
28
11

ENTRY INFO:

$25 USD

for features

(60 min. or

more),

$15 USD for

shorts. Send

a SASE for

your entry

form to:

1997 ATTENDANCE
mmmfAmmT
the globe in 1997

vistmngTSakerT
attended in 1997

DAYS OF FEATURES,

SHORTS & DOC'S

CASH AWARDS
& PRIZES

Saint Louis International Film Festival

55 Maryland Plaza 314.454.0042 Telephone

SuiteA,SUouis ^V^54
:?
54® fS ,

mo, usa 63108
nfo@sliff.org E-Mail

www.shff.org website
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Workshops in Photography & Video

in Prague, July 1998

Prague. Its name in Czech, Praha,

means "threshold." Beyond its

intoxicating array of scenic panoramas,

in the least expected and most

unassuming places, its back streets and

small cafes, you will find its most

fascinating images.

In addition to the workshops in

photography and video, you'll get to

attend our famous Czech new wave film

series, and a wide variety of lectures,

readings, and performances by American

and European writers and artists.

Write or call for a complete brochure.

Let us help you become one of the

hundreds of artists who have had one of

the most productive summers of their

lives in this magical city.

Write to: Prague Summer Seminars • Bill Lavender,

Program Coordinator • Division ofInternational

Education '115 Education Budding • University of

New Orleans • New Orleans, LA 70148 • Call toll

free: (888) 291-8685 email: praguess@aol.com

Charles
University

University of
New Orleans

12*947
50 W. 34th Street. Suite 9C9, New York. NY 10001

32nd Annual

NEW YORK EXPOSITION OF SHORT FILM AND VIDEO

CALL FOR EVTBIES
ANIMATION • DOCUMENTARY • EXPERIMENTAL • NARRATIVE • NEW MEDIA

FESTIVAL: NOVEMBER 1998
PUBLIC SCREENINGS • PANELS • SIDEBAR EVENTS • AWARDS

at The New School, Greenwich Village, New York City

Accepting Student and International Entries

Sponsored by Tlie New School, New York State

Council on the Arts, Barbizon Electric,

Eastman Kodak, and the New York

Film/Video Council.

ENTRY DEADLINE:
JULY 1,1998
For entry form and guidelines:

New York Expo
532 La Guardia Place, Ste.330
New York, NY 10012
©212/505 7742
email: nyexpo@aol.com
www.yrd.com/nyexpo

NEW YORK
E®P©
SHORT FILM AND VIDEO

New York's Premiere Showcase

YOUNG PEOPLE'S FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL,

line, OR. Deadline: May. Founded in 1975, this is an

annual juried survey of outstanding work by grade 6k

ligh school students from the Northwest (OR, WA,
ID, MT, AK). A jury reviews entries 6k assembles a

program for public presentation. Judges Certificates

awarded. About 20 films 6k videos are selected each

year. Entries must have been made w/in previous two

years. Formats accepted: 35mm, 16mm, Super 8, 3/4",

12", Hi-8. Entry fee: none. Contact Kim O'Brien,

Festival Coordinator, Northwest Film Center, 1219

SW Park Ave., Portland, OR 97205. (503)221-1156;

fax: 294-0874; info(§ nwfilm.org

Foreign

ATLANTIC FILM FESTIVAL, September 18-26,

Canada. Deadline: June 13. Founded in 1981, fest has

emphasis on film 6k video productions from Atlantic

Canada as well as selected int'l productions. Since

1992, fest section ScreenScene has focused on films

for children. Entries must have been completed w/in

revious yr. Cash awards. Formats accepted: 35mm,

16mm, 3/4", 1/2". Entry fee: $45475. Contact:

Atlantic Film Festival, Box 36139, Halifax, NS
Canada B3J 3S9; (902) 422-3486; fax: 422-4006; fes-

tival^ atlanticfilm.com; www.atlanticfilm.com

EDINBURGH INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTI-

VAL August, Scotland. Deadline: Mid May; fee: £10-

£80, depending on budget. "Fest of discovery, cele-

bration of cinema, centre of debate, & catalyst for

new directors 6k first films." Began in 1947 as a doc

film fest 6k is particularly interested in non-fiction;

also in any film which has not been shown in public

before. Showcases about 300 new films each yr;

shows live action 6k animated shorts before every film

in every section. In 1995 initiated major section of

world premieres of int'l films, New British Expo, a

market which attempts to show every British feature

film made w/in previous yr. All films screened to pub-

lic audiences except NBX; also screenings for press,

delegates 6k attending guests. Awards go to Best New

British Film, audience vote for Best Gala Film 6k Best

Animation. Formats: 70mm, 35mm, 16mm, Beta;

preview on 1/2". Contact: Liize Francke, director,

Edinburgh Int'l Film Fest, Filmhouse, 88 Lothian

Road, Edinburgh, EH3 9BZ, Scotland, United

Kingdom; tel: 01 1 44 31 228 4051; fax: Oil 44 31 229

5501; info(& edfilmfest.org.uk; www.edfilmfest.org.uk

FILMFEST HAMBURG, Sept. 23-Sept. 30, Ger-

many. Deadline: June 30. Fest, founded in 1969, is

noncompetitive survey of new int'l prods, incl. retro

section, special section on country or region, chil-

dren's films, shorts 6k Hamburg prods. Fest w/ highest

number of N. American indie productions in

Germany. Cat's: features, docs, animation, children's

film. Entries must have been completed after June 30,

1997 6k must not have been shown in Germany.

About 100 films are showcased each yr. Formats:

35mm, 16mm. Entry fee: None. Contact: Josef Wut:,

fest director, Filmfest Hamburg, Friedensallee 44,

22765 Hamburg, Germany; tel: 011 49 399 19 00-0;

fax; Oil 49 40 399 19 00-10; wwwfilmfesthamburg

INTERNATIONAL MYSTERY FILM FESTIVAL

June 22-28, Italy. Deadline: May 10; fee: none. 18th

yr of fest held in town ofCattoIica. Open to mystery,

crime, detective 6k thriller films, feature-length only.
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Films must not have been previously screened in

Italy. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. All submissions on

VHS; subtitles not required. Contact: Mystfest,

Piazzale Nettuno 1, 47033 Cattolica, Italy; 011-39-

541-968214; fax: 958137; mystfestca cattolica.net;

www.cattolica.net

KARLOVY VARY INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL, July 3-11, Czech Republic. Deadline:

April. Annual FIAPF-recognized competitive fest,

founded in 1946. Held at one of world's oldest &
most famous spas, fest is one of largest film events in

central Europe. Feature competition 6k Doc com-

petetion (feature-length & shorts) accompanied by

several noncompetitive sections. Competiton entries

must have be completed since Jan. 1 of previous yr, 6k

not have competed in other int'l fests. Awards: Grand

Prize of Crystal Globe, Special Jury Award, Best

Director Prize, Best Actor/Actress 6k Lifetime

Achievement Award. Formats: 35mm only. Entry fee:

None. Contact: Jiri Bartoska, Karlovy Vary Int'l Film

Festival Foundation, Panska 1, 110 00 Prague 1,

Czech Republic; 01 1 420 2 24 23 54 13; fax: 01 1 420

2 24 23 34 08

LOCARNO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTI-

VAL, August 6-16, Switzerland. Deadline: May 30;

fee: none. In 51st yr, this major Swiss cultural/cine-

matic all-feature event is known as "the smallest ot

the big tests 6k the biggest ot the small," w reputation

for innovative programming 6k support ot alternative

visions trom ind. directors 6k recently founded nat'l

film industries. Unique section is series ot open-air

screenings in Locarno's Piazza Grande, which holds

8,000. Program, in addition to competition 6* Piazza

Grande screenings, incl. retro section, sidebar sec-

tions, new Swiss cinema 6k film market. Competition

accepts fiction features by new directors, art films,

low-budget films, work from Third World, indies &
cinema d'auteur. New section is Leopards ot Tomor-

row, short films 6k works trom film schools around

world. Entries must have been completed w in previ-

ous yr. Films which have won prizes at cither int'l fests

recognized by the FIAPF ineligible for competition 6*

preferences for all sections given to world or Euro-

pean premieres. Educational, advertising 6* scientific

films ineligible. Awards: Grand Prix of Fest (Golden

Leopard) together w/ Grand Prix of the City oi

Locarno (SFr 30,000) to best film in competition; the

City of Locarno (SFr 12,500); Third Prize (Bronze-

Leopard) together w/ Third Prize of the City of

Locarno (SFr 12,500), Fourth Prize (Bronze Leopard)

6k Special Prize (Bronze Leopard), to actor or actress

of exceptional merit in film in competition; Special

Jury Award (SFr 10,000). 2 reps of each competition

film will be test guests for 5 days. Over 250 prods

shown each yr. Covered by 750 journalists from 30

countries. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. Contact: Marco

Mtiller, director, Locarno Int'l Film Fest (Fest

Internazionale del Film di Locarno), Via della Posta 6,

Box 1621, CH-6600 Locarno, Switzerland; tel: 011-

41-91-751-0232; fax: 011-41-91-751-7465; pardo<5

tinet.ch; www.pardo.ch; US contact: Wang 6k Gluck,

fax: (212) 941-1425; wangluck(5 ix.netcom.com;

Michael Wilson: (818) 991-8875; fax: 991-3546

LOCARNO VIDEOART/INTERNATIONAL
VIDEO 6k ELECTRONIC ART FESTIVAL May -

Oct, Switzerland. Deadline: Late May. Founded in

1980, competitive, annual fest programs all video

1 Di

M0

Media 100 Online

3 D Graphics / Digital FX

Standards Conversion

Tape Duplication

Mac to Video Transfer

Master Storage

Web Site Design / Hosting

New Media Design

Print Design

Esgar Productions, inc. / Digital Ink 127 Roseland Ave., Coldwell NJ 07006

HARMONIC
RANCH

NEW YORK
INTERNATIONAL

INDEPENDENT

FILM & VIDEO

FESTIVAL

Producers, Managers, Agents,

Distributors, and Financiers are invited,

plus Press, Critics,

and of course, NYC audiences.

CALL
212.617.8488
For ApplicATioNS.

Features, Shorts, Animation,

Documentaries, 35, 16, Video

Multi - Media

^pUWl!
Production and Post

Non Linear Offline and Online
Beta to Beta^ From All Sources
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Digital Betacam, \\ id

MC 8000a I'CI AVRs U-

77, Film Composers,

Betacam SI'. 5/4 U-Matic

SI'. S-YHS, Hi-8. Magni

\\;i\ ileum / \wlor scope,

post

391
Avid 1 HIRE

Mackie mixers, (ienelec

Audio Monitors, etc...

212.843.0840
No. 200 Varick St. Room 501 NYC 10014

Online\Offline Suites

Post Production Support

Digital Betacam

Editorial

WHEN IT COMES TO

ENTERTAINMENT &

MEDIA INSURANCE
WE ARE

THE EXPERTS!

DeWITT STERN

GROUP, INC.
NEW YORK

420 LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10170-0199

TEL: (212) 867-3550 • FAX: (212) 983-6483

JOLYON F. STERN, President

CAROL A. BRESSI-CILONA, SR. Vice Pres.

AFFILIATES IN: LONDON • PARIS • MUNICH

NON LINEAR
EDITING

REAL TIME TRANSITIONS

BROADCAST ONLINE

3:1 TO 200:1 OFFLINE

MULTI-LAYERING

BETACAM SP EDITING
HI 8 & 3/4SP — 3/4 AB
ANIMATION & GRAPHICS

DUPLICATION
TRANSFERS from HI8 to BETA

Phone (212) 219-9240
Fax (212) 966-5618

I
1

1

FIREHOUSE STUDIOS, INC.
AM YourAudio Needs ForVideo& Film Post!

Digital lock to Betacam SP and 3/4"

Protools III, ADAT, Timecode DAT + MIDI

ADR & voiceover to picture

Live recording & MIDI to picture

Sound design, editing, SFX & mixing
Original music & scoring, Library music selection.

1 50 W28th St. Suite 302 2 1 2-645-0666

along u, installations, multimedia shows, 6k collo-

quia. Described as place "where artists, critics &
phili isophers meet to have a point to discuss the state

of the evolution between arts & technologies."

Competition accepts works produced after June of

preceding yr & unawarded in other fests. Com-

petition criteria incl. any work that falls under the

heading "video art" where "artistic research 6k cre-

ativity overshadow both technical means employed

6k reference category chosen by the artist." Awards:

Grand Prix del la Ville de Locarno (25.000FRS; cash

prize divided between Art Video: 10.000FRS &
Installations: 15.000FRS), UNESCO Award (2

grants to honor new talent), Conseille de Europe,

three Laser d'Or Awards (to artists, theorists 6k/or

institutions), Artronic, TV Picture, World Graph,

Prix Lagomaggiore. About 60 prods showcased annu-

ally. Formats: 3/4," 1/2". Entry fee: None. Contact:

Lorenzo Bianda, president, AVART, Locarno

VideoArt/Int'l Video & Electronic Art Fest (Video

Art Fest et Forum International des Nouvelles

Images), Videoart, Box 146, CH-6604, Locarno,

Switzerland; tel: 011 41 751 22 08; fax: 011 41 751

22 07; avart(& tinet.ch; www.tinet.ch/videoart

I MUNICH FILM FESTIVAL, June 27-July 4,

Germany. Deadline: May 1. Fee: none. Open to all

genres w/ awards for Best Int'l TV Film & One Future

Prize, as well as special awards for German filmmak-

ers. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. Contact: Eberhard

Hauff, Director, Filmfest Miinchen, Kaiserstr. 39, D-

)801 Miinchen, Germany; 011-49-89-38-19040;

I
fax: 011-49-89-38-190426.

PORDENONE SILENT FILM FESTIVAL, Oct.

10-17, Italy. Fest, founded in 1982, is devoted to

silent cinema, to films made before advent of sound

or films discussing that period. Films lent by film

archives or private collectors. Main features of this

year's programme: Fox The Quest, The D.W. Griffith

Project (part 2), DAnnunziana, Scottish Reels. Past

retros: in 1997, the lstpart of the Griffith Project and

Chinese silents; in 1996 Soviet cinema (1918-1924)

6s. a retro of Herbert Brenon films. The audience of

about 1,000 generally incl. about 500 specialists

(archivists, historians, collectors). Formats: 35mm,

16mm, 3/4," 1/2". Contact: David Robinson, director,

Pordenone Silent Film Fest, Le Giornate del Cinema

Muto c/o La Cineteca del Friuli, Via G Bini, Palazzo

Gurisatti, 33013 Gemona (UD) Italia; tel: 011 39 432

980 458; fax: 011 39 432 970 542; gcm(g proxima.

conecta.it; www.cinetecadelfriuli.org/gcm

SAN SEBASTIAN INTERNATIONAL FILM

FESTIVAL, Sept. 17-26, Spain. Deadline: June 20.

Held in an elegant Basque seaside city, San Sebastian,

which celebrates its 46th year, is one of most impor-

tant film fests in Spain, in terms of "glitter" sections,

facilities, attendance (over 150,000), competition,

partying 6k number of films. City is known for its

food, beaches 6k quaint streets 6k fest attracts a num-

ber of int'l celebrities (over 1,400 int'l guests) as well

as wide selection of nat'l 6k int'l press (more than

1,000 journalists). Fest shows features only-narrative,

exp or exp/doc. Fest sections incl. Official

Competition; Zabaltegi (open zone), section showing

films from other fests, first films 6k films made by jury

members; 4 retro cycles; Fipresci selection; selection

of recent Spanish language films; films tor children.

In Official Section (18 features), only 35mm feature

films, prod in preceding 12 mos, not presented in any
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other competetive test & not theatrically screened in

Spain eligible. Int'l jury awards the following: Golden

Shell to best film; Silver Shell to best director; best

actor; best actress; Special Jury Award; two Special

Mentions. Directors of selected films (in some cases,

actors) invited to fest; hotel accomoddation covered.

Zabaltegi section shows 30-40 features. New
Directors Award of 25,000,000 ptas [1,000 ptas =

$6.60] to best 1st or 2nd 35mm feature fiction, for

the director & the producer of winning film.

Audience prize of 5,000,000 ptas awarded to distrib-

utor of best film in Zabaltegi not competing for New

Directors Prize. Formats: 35mm (competition);

16mm. Entry fee: None. Contact: fest dir., San

Sebastian Int'l Film Fest, Plaza de Oquendo s/n,

Donostia, San Sebastian 20004, Spain; tel: 011 34 43

481 212; fax: 011 34 43 481 218; NY rep Joyce

Pierpoline (212) 929-3303; fax: (212) 929-3730; LA
rep Berenice Reynaud, (805) 255-1050 x2421; fax:

(213) 665-3440; ssiff@mail.ddnet.es

SAO PAOLO INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM I

FESTIVAL Aug. 20-29, Brazil. Deadline: May 30.

Founded in 1990, festival is leading event for short

format in Latin America. It aims to exhibit short films

produced in Brazil, present Latin America's produc-

tions & int'l selection allowing for greater access to
|

best int'l shorts of past and present. It also intends to

exhibit films that may contribute to development of I

short film concerning its language specific shape and

way of production. Entries should have max. running

time of 35 min; all genres accepted produced in

'97/98. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. Entry fee: None.

Contact: Zita Carvalhosa, festival dir., Sao Paolo Int'l

Short Film Fest (Fest Internacional de Curtas-

Metragens de Sao Paolo), Associacao Cultural

Kinoforum, Rua Simao Alvares, 784/2, Sao Paulo SP

Brazil; 55-11-8529601 tel/fax; spshort@ibm.net;
|

www.estacao.ignet.com.br/kinoforum/saoshortfest

TELESCIENCE (formerly Quebec Int'l Science

Festival), Nov. 12-22, Canada. Deadline: Mid May.

Founded in 1990, fest is one of largest int'l scientific

film events, selecting about 70 films for its int'l pro-

gram & 30 for competition. Strongly connected to

network of scientific film fests throughout world, fest

offers producers/directors opportunity to make their

work known to organizers of other fests 6k foreign

specialists attending. Competition offers awards in V

cats: film for young people; environment; Quebec

film or video; scientific popularization; excellence in

film or TV; corporate film; francophone scientific

film; science clip; feature film that involve science;

scientific excellence & Radio-Canada Grand Prize.

Also large North American & European markets.

Entries must have been completed after Jan. 1 of pre-

ceding 2 yrs. Formats: 16mm, 3/4" Beta. Entry fee:

$50Cdn ( $100 Cdn for all additional entries).

Contact: Herve Fisher, executive director, 15 Rue de

la Commune Quest, Montreal Quebec H2Y 2C6;

(514) 849-1612; fax: 982-0064; telescience(aartech.

org; http://cite.artech.org/telescience

VERZAUBERT FILM FESTIVAL, Nov. 12-Dec. 3,

Germany. Deadline: May 31. One of the most suc-

cessful gay 6k lesbian film festivals in Europe, pre-

senting about 70 feature and short productions in five

different German cities. Format: VHS, PAL, NTSC.

Contact: Schorsch Muller, Rosebud Entertainment

Berlin, Wittelsbacher Str. 26, D-10 707 Berlin; tel

01 1 49 30 861 4532; fax: 861 4539.

media

cool
The New School oFFers you a rare opportunity to tailor your own Master oF Arts in

Media Studies program in multimedia. Film, digital, audio, photography and video.

We also offer a graduate certificate program in Media Management. Learn on-site,

online or compose your own Flexible learning program using the New School's unigue

combination oF media theory and production in our state-oF-the-art Facilities.

To request a Master oF Arts in Media Studies catalog:

www.newschool.edu/mediastudies/inFol5/

call: 212-229-5630 x44

VThe New School
2 West 13th Street, New York NY 10011

Open House: March 9, 6pm

Online Open House: March 10-17

278 Babcock St. Boston, MA 02215
61 7-254-7882 Phon* - 61 7-254-7 1 49 Fax

\HDCrv

Digital Madia Aril

Media Education Program

Classes:
-java

adobe photoshop

- designing & programming web pages

inlro to adobe premiere

-inlro £ advanced macromedia director

inlro to multimedia technology

inlro £ advanced adobe after affects

editing on the media 100

-digital audio workstations

audio post-production for film £ video

6 hour workshops over 2 3 weeks. Individual

tutoring packages available. New Multimedia

Production Studio rental rates also available.

Classes limited to to students.

To register or receive a complete class schedule contact:

HARVESTWORKS 596 Broadway, Suite 602, NYC 10012

2 1 2.43 1 . 1 1 30x 1 6, http://www.avsi.com/harvestworks.
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CLASSIFIEDS
[independent@aivf.org]

deadlines: 1st of each month, two months

prior to cover date (e.g. may 1 for july).

classifieds of up to 240 characters

(spaces & punctuation) cost s25/issue for

aivf members, $35 for nonmembers; 240-

480 characters cost $45/issue for aivf

members, $65 for nonmembers. ads running

5+ times receive $5 discount per issue. ads

exceeding length will be edited. all copy

should be typed and accompanied by a check

or money order payable to: five 304 hudson st.,

ny, ny 10013. to pay by credit card, you must

include: card type (visa/mc); card number;

name on card; expiration date; billing address

& cardholders daytime phone. include valid

member id#.

Buy • Rent • Sell

ARRI PERISCOPE tinder, practically new $600;

Am Video Elbow tor 35BL camera w/ Phillips B6kW
camera 55000: Arn S var. motor works great, looks

O.K. $300; Arri S original case, tits camera w/ mat-

tebox, 3 primes 6k filters SlOO; Arri S 400' mags, new

condition S3 30 (4 avail.); Arri S 400' mags, great

condition 5250 (2 avail.); Arri S 400' mags old flat

door style $200 (1 avail.); Arri S Torque motors 12

volt versions 5320 (2 avail.); Arri S Torque motors 8

volt original $240 (3 avail.); Arri S Mattebox new

cond w. long mounting rod $300; Arri S Mattebox

new cond w short mounting rod $250. Call Silvera

Cinematography (305) 898-0039; fax (305) 825-

4494.

DIGITAL FIELD PACKAGE: KY 27C camera &
DV 10 dockable DV vtr (low hours), Canon 13x9 w/

Zx, NT Is, + Miller fluid head. $1 1,300 all or piece-

meal. Editing: KYM 1200 special efx generator

switcher, AC/DC (new) $1350, TBCs-NOVA 710 w

YC 6k SC, Microtime 2 channel. TBC, $2000 both,

YTRs: VO 5600 (Sony) 5850: JVC 3/4" edit system:

BR 6650 6k. 8250 YTRs, RM S6U, monitor 51800.

Carl (716)884-4311.

ECLAIR NPR 16mm Pkg: 12 x 120 Ang., 2-400'

mags, set ofTiffen tilters, battery w/ charger, opera-

tor's manual, case 6k cine's manual. $6,500 or best

otter. Scott (512)462-4657.

PANASONIC 3-chip digital camera for sale. AG-
EZ1U, 6 months old, prime condition, still under

warranty. Asking $2200 or best offer. Call (313) 996-

0878; yauc(g umich.edu

PRODUCE YOUR FIRST FEATURE FILM FOR
$20,000 (OR LESS): Producer of 21 indie features

shares rare knowledge in 200 pg. book. No hype. No
nonsense approach. $44.45 to: MARS, Box 11844,

Ft. Worth, TX 76110 or call (817) 514-0308

VISA/MC Guaranteed 5.

SONY DX1000 FOR RENT: Complete digital

camera pkg w Pro Audio, 4 lithium batteries, wide

angle adapter, Sennheiser ME-66, boom pole, Beach

mim/XLR adapter, mike camera mount. Crews avail-

able. AIVF members J 150 day. Call (212) 966-3030

x 2 4 4 . Shoot it now!

VIDEO DECKS/ EDIT SYSTEMS FOR RENT: I

deliver! All types at best prices: Beta-SP deck (Sony

UVW-1800) $150 day. 3 4" deck (Sony 5600)

day. D Vision 5450/week. VHS offline, Mackie

Mixer too. David (212) 362-1056.

Distribution

AQUARIUS PRODUCTIONS, leading distributor

ot outstanding videos because of outstanding pro-

ducers. Join our collection ot tides on disabilities,

mental health, aging, nursing, psychosocial issues,

children 6k teen issues. For educational health mar-

kets. Leslie Kussmann, Aquarius Prod., 5

Powderhouse Lane, Sherborn, MA 01770; (508)

651-2963; fax: 650-4216; www.aquariusproduc-

tions.com

CINEMA GUILD, leading film/video/multimedia

distrib, seeks new doc, fiction, educational 6k anima-

tion programs tor distribution. Send videocassettes

or disc for evaluation to: The Cinema Guild, 1697

Broadway, Suite 506, NY, NY 10019; (212) 246-

5522: fax: 246-5525; TheCinemaGC" aol.com.

EXPERT DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED for PSAs or

VNRs? Public Interest Video Network can help pro-

ducers 6k nonprofit organizations reach millions.

Strong track record, experience 6k station data base

get results. Call Aden Slobodow: (301) 656-7244.

FANLIGHT PRODUCTIONS, distributors of

award-winning films 6k videos on disabilities, health

care, mental health, family/ social issues, seeks new

work for educational markets. Karen McMillen,

Fanlight Productions, 47 Halifax St., Boston, MA
02130; (800) 937-4113.

LOOKING FOR AN EDUCATIONAL DIS-

TRIBUTOR? Consider the University of California.

We can put 80 years of successful marketing exper-

tise to work for you. Kate Spohr: (510) 643-2788 or

http://wwvv-cmil.unex.berkeley.edu/media/

SEEKING EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS on guid-

ance issues: violence, drug prevention 6k parenting

tor exclusive distribution. Our marketing gives

unequaled results. Bureau for At-Risk Youth, Box

760, 135 DuPont St., Plainview, NY 11803; (800)

99-YOUTHx210.

Freelance

AATON CAMERA PKG. Absolutely perfect for

independent features. Top of the line XTR Prod w

S16, time code video, the works! Exp DP w/ strong

lighting 6k prod skills wants to collaborate in telling

your story. Andy (212) 501-7862; circa(« inter

port.net

AVID INSTRUCTOR/EDITOR: Affordable Avid

training. Intensive 6k hands-on. Instructor/ editor is

also available to work on your projects. Chris (212)

726-8589.

AWARD-WINNING EDITOR w/ Avid 6k Beta SP

facility. Features, shorts, doc, music videos, educa-

tional, industrials, demos, triligual Spanish/English

Catalan. Low introductory rates. Nuria Olive-Belles,

(212)691-3538.

AWARD-WINNING PHOTOGRAPHER in

NYC area. 10 years stills, 10 years video 6k now film

tor your thesis, short film or feature project.

http://cameraman.home.mindspring.com

BLACKSTONES PUBLISHING (ASCAP).
Music 6k Sound Design for film/TV, video. All

styles, genres. Specializing in unique compositions

6k sounds to complement your visuals. Call for

quote & demo CD/Reel. Ernst (212) 556-5702;

Kkleinerf" icmtalent.com

BRENDAN C. FLYNT: Director of Photography

w/ 15 feature credits 6k dozen shorts. Owns 35

Arri, Super 16/16 Aaton, HMIs, Tungsten, 6k dolly

« tracks. Call for quotes 6k reel at tel/fax: (212)

226-8417/ ela292(« aol.com. Credits: Tromeo and

Juliet, The Offering, Fine Young Gentlemen, Brushfire.

CAMERAMAN w/ solid creative vision. Owner

Aaton S16 6k Sony Digital DSR-200 camera pack-

ages w/ shotgun 6k radio mic. Andy (718) 797-

9051.

CAMERAPERSON: Visual storyteller loves to

collaborate, explore diverse styles 6k formats.

Brings passion 6k productivity to your shoot.

Award-winner w/ latest Super/ Std.16 Aaton XTR
Prod, package. Todd (212) 686-9425; wacass(a

concentric.com

CINEMATOGRAPHER: Collaborative 6k pas-

sionately committed, will work w/ you to find the

right style for your film. Narrative or doc welcome.

Love to travel. Eileen Schreiber (718) 349-3078.

CINEMATOGRAPHER: Owner 16mm Aaton,

plus 35mm non-sync 6k hand crank cameras.

Experimental background; creative look. Shooting

credits include: features, shorts, commercials,

intersticials, music videos. New York based, will

travel. Carolyn (888) 602-1774.

CINEMATOGRAPHER: Owner of Aaton reg/S-

16mm pkg w/ video tap & more. Creative, effi-

cient, good listener. Features, shorts, docs, music

videos. Interesting reel. Kevin Skvorak (212) 229-

8357; kevskvk(5 inx.net.

CINEMATOGRAPHER w/ Aaton 16/S16 cam-

era pkg, Sachtler tripod 6k lighting pkg looking for

docs to shoot. Credits on award winning HBO
docs, commercials. Will work for the reel. Easy

going 6k dedicated. J.C. Thoma (908) 725-7412.

CINEMATOGRAPHER w, Aaton 6k Lighting,

looking forward to working w/ collaborative

Directors on: narratives, exp, docs, ES.A.'s, music

videos. Call Steven Gladstone (718) 625-0556 for

new reel; veenotph(a aol.com

CINEMATOGRAPHER w Super 16 6k Beta SP

pkg, credits on films by award-winning doc. 6k nar-

rative directors. Seeking opportunities on innova-

tive features, docs. Low- rates avail, for exceptional

projects. Tsuyoshi (718) 243-9144.

COMPOSER & INSTRUMENTALIST who has

scored 9 award-winning films. All styles, all bud-

gets. Full recording/mixing facility. Nana Simo-

poulos, (212) 727-3705; nasimo(g spnnet.com

COMPOSER: Experienced, versatile composer

avail, for scoring, sound design. Can meet all post

requirements. Video 6k audio reels avail. Cam
Millar (212) 781-7737; Ccmillar(a aol.com

COMPOSER FOR FILM/TV: Academy Award

winning. Broadcast: PBS, NBC, ABC, CBS. Highly

experienced 6k dedicated. Music in all stvles w an

original touch. Complete digital studio. Rea-

sonable rates. Leonard Lionnet (212) 980-76Y 1
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COMPOSER for film/video, new media projects.

Innovative sounds that won't strain your pocket-

book. For a free demo 6k brochure, contact

Progressive Media Arts at: (415) 550-7172; e-mail:

pma@progmedia.com; www.progmedia.com

COMPOSER: Perfect music for your project.

Orchestral to techno—you name it! Credits incl.

NFL, PBS, Sundance, Absolut. Bach, of Music,

Eastman School. Quentin Chiappetta (718) 383-

6607; qchiap(o el.net

CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
w/ Lighting Director background. Specialty films my

specialty. Can give your film that unique "look."

16mm & 35mm packages avail. Call Charles tor reel:

(212) 295-7878.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Award win-

ning, exp, looking for interesting projects. Credits

incl. features, docs & commercials in the U.S.,

Europe & Israel. Own complete Aaton Super 16 pkg

& lights. Call Adam for reel. (212) 932-8255 or

(917) 794-8226.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Breath-

taking images by Jeftery Lando, your partner in mak-

ing your vision real. Numerous feature credits. Arn

Super 16 pkg 6k lights avail. Call tor reel/conversa-

tion: (718) 349-2130.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY looking for

interesting features, shorts, ind. projects, etc. Credits

incl. features, commercials, industrials, short films,

music videos. Aaton 16/S-16 pkg avail. Abe (718)

263-0010.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY « awards,

talent 6k experience. Credits include features, com-

mercials, docs, shorts 6k music videos. Owner of

Aaton 16mm/Super 16mm pkg, 35mm pkgs also

available. Call for reel. Boh (212) 741-2189.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ complete

Arri-Zeiss 16mm pkg. Lots of indie film experience.

Features, shorts and music videos. Save money and

get a great looking film. Willing to travel. Rates are

flexible and I work quickly. Call Matthew at (914)

439-5459 or (617) 244-6730.

DOCU-JOURNALIST w 15 yrs experience

(beast, indie, exp, co-productions) seeks interesting

challenges, esp social, investigative, tech 6k political

subjects needing data-crunching or computer-aided

reporting. Shirley Kisaichi, (718) 802-1329; ski-

saichi(5 aol.com

ENTERTAINMENT ATTORNEY: Frequent con-

tributor to Legal Brief column in The Independent

and other magazines, offers legal services on projects

from development to distribution. Reasonable rates.

Robert L. Seigel, Esq.: (212) 307-7533.

HOT NYC DP available w/ complete Aaton 16 516

prod. pkg. Cannon, Zeiss, Nikon, Video Tap, even-

thing! Feature, hot music video 6k commercial reel

looking to expand, long, short form. Flexible rates

(212) 929-7682. Reel. Res. Conversation.

INNOVATIVE EDITOR w/ Avid available for

challenging projects. Experienced in fiction features,

commercials, music video 6k documentary. Reel

available. Rodney (718) 246-8235.

MUSIC COMPOSER & LOCATION SOUND:
Original music scores 6k sound design in project stu-

dio. Friendly, experienced 6k knowledgable. Also

KITCHEN
CINEMA

MEDIA nonlinear on-line

7
r
i Tt Hmfiwaima

at affordable
rates

NTSC & PAL Beta SP

LX/ 300kb resolution

63 gig MicroNet Data Dock

with automatic backup

After Effects

Editors available

149 5 m AVE • NYC
212 253 9472

MIKE COHEN
PRODUCTIONS INCORPORATED
film & video production

RENTS

CAMERAS & CREWS
Sony-Beta SP's • Two man

Sony-DSR 200
camerG crew

Panasonic EZ-l's
,Camera

Bolex's

ARRI S's

w

Monitor

Waveform/

Vector scope

iQhts

Chevy 4-wheel

drive truck

telephone 212.229.1082
mikecpinc@aol.com

Avid MCBDOD, MC100D

Film Composer, MCXpress

off/on-line AVR77 S 3D DVE

Digital Betacam, Betacam SP

DVCPRO, 3/4 SP, HIS & VHS

transfers & duplication Crush available]

Macintosh graphics & After Effects compositing

tape to disk CJazz, Zip, Syquest, CD-R]

web site design & ISDN

Betacam SP field package

serving v+i.-^+.^ atid itidepefiden-^s sine* .

.'-'

212.529.8204
D V 8 V I D E / 738 BROADWAY / PENTHOUSE / NYC 10003
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digital film

Your image
is everything

We just make it look good.

Film Resolution

Scanning &
Recording

. 35mm Academy

Full Frame

VistaVision

Cinemascope

^^^Pl6mm 16 • Super 16

Computer Titles

Titles and credits to any

35mm • 16mm • S16mm gate

Digital-to-Film

D-l to Film Link transforms

video and digital media to any

35mm • 16mm • S16mm gate

Digital Blow-Up

35mm original negative

from 16mm • S16mm

Stills

4x5 transparencies and negatives

slides • C&R prints -from video

computer • cine scans

dd@mindspring.com

[2 6 ] 4 4 8.0 8 2 5

DEVOID
Seattle

f[206]448.0861

.1 non-profit media arts

organization providing access

to broadcast quality video

post-production services for

artists & independent producers

at drastically discounted rates.

Standby also publishes

FELIX, A Journal of Media Arts

and Communication. ^^

Betacam to D-2 Online Editing $S5/hr

• Audio Post-Production $75/hr

• Nonlinear Editing $60/hr

• CDR Burns $30/hr

• Mass Duplication Inquire

• Standards Conversion Inquire

Contact us for other services & membership.

PO Box 184, New York, NY 10012

Email: standby (Sfelixweb.org

Phone: (212)219-0951

Fax: (212)219-0563

www. felixweb .org

that will inspire your

concepting and jump start

your imagination

takes Energy.

the Largest *„j Most Unique

Collection of Original Cinematography

in the World.

FILM -LIBRARY

1.800.1 'lAGERl for Your Most Valuable Resource

http://ww~w.digital-energy.com

location sound w/ Nagra 4.2. Call Andy at (914)

741-2975 or (212) 243-4491. Andy Ryder (aaol.com

MUSIC FOR FILM. ..Music ...Music ...Music

...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music

...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music #$%&*? ...Music

...Music ...Music Todd Anderson (800) 925-4762 or

(801) 467-4379 for demo.

MUSIC: young composer just out of school &. look-

ing for exp will work w/ any budget styles ranging

from suspense to ambient, symphonic to experimen-

tal. For demo call Jon Eichner at Surreal Film Music

(770) 577-0800; heroless(a aol.com

PICTURE SOUNDS: Musical soundscapes for

film, video 6k advertisements. Call (914) 736-1011

for consultation 6k free rough sketch of your ideas.

STEADICAM: Dolly smooth moves w/ the flexibil-

ity of a hand-held camera. Call Sergei Franklin (212)

228-4254.

Opportunities • Gigs

ASST TECHNICAL DIRECTOR: School of Fine

Arts seeks qualified applicants for appt. in vital

film/video dept. w/ large undergrad 6k grad program.

Req: BA/BFA, min. 2 yrs exp in media prod.

Applicant should have unique facility w/ electronic,

mechanical & digital technologies. Exp w/ academic

environment desired. Will maintain equipment,

carry out special projects, supervise student employ-

ees, give workshops. Salary range: $22-31,000. Send

resume, 3 refs to: Assistant Technical Director

Search, Dept. of Film, University of Wisconsin, Box

413, Milwaukee, WI 53201.

TELEVISION DEPT. CHAIRPERSON:
Chicago's Columbia College seeks director to pro-

vide educational, administrative & artistic vision.

Dept. offers concentrations in news, doc, entertain-

ment, postprod, corp, & interactive TV. Applicant

should have 10 yrs industry exp, management capa-

bility, knowledge of changing technology. BS.BA w,

grad degree or equivalent, familiarity w/ Chicago

market, some teaching exp essential. Competitive

salary w/ excellent benefits. Minority, women esp

encouraged to apply. Send resume, application letter

to: Television Search, Human Resources Dept.,

Columbia College, 600 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

IL 60605.

VIDEO FACULTY POSITION: Dept. of Cinema

at Binghamton seeks video instructor and program

developer for Sept. '98. Dept. focuses on personal

artistry in film/video within a liberal arts curriculum,

formal aesthetic issues, theoretical 6k social dimen-

sions of craft. Close ties w/ Owego Experimental

Television Center. Applicants should have strong

achievement record, relevant teaching & adminis-

trative exp. Regular appointment w/ possible contin-

uation. Send letter, vitae & sample of work to: Larry

Gottheim, Chairman, Binghamton University, Dept.

of Cinema, Box 6000, Binghamton, NY 13902.

WRITERS & EDITORS WANTED: Are you a

screenwriter w, experience in industrials, medical

health 6k docs.' Do you have experience w/ DVision

Pro 2.2 6k DVision Online 3.5.' Interested parties

can send a resume 6k day rate or fee structure to:

PBP 200 Park Avenue South #1612, New York. NY
10003.
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Preproduction • Development

GREAT SCRIPTS WANTED: Independent pro-

ducer seeks scripts for development/production.

Send scripts, treatments (incl. SASE it necessary):

Donnelly Film Productions, 263 West End Ave, Ste.

12G, NY, NY 10023.

SU-CITY PICTURES EAST PRESENTS: The

Screenplay Doctor, The Movie Mechanic 6k The

Film Strategists. Experienced story editors/post spe-

cialists provide insight & analysis for your screen-

plays, treatment, synopses 6k films-in-progress.

Major credits incl.: Miramax, Warner Bros., Fine

Line, WGA, DGA, IFP. Multimedia, Advanced

Tech., Interactive consultations. Competitive rates.

Call for brochure: (212) 219-9224.

P0STPR0DUCTI0N

16MM CUTTING ROOMS: 8-plate 6k 6-plate

fully equipped rooms, sound-transfer facilities, 24-hr

access. Downtown, near all subways 6k Canal St.

Reasonable rates. (212) 925-1500.

16MM SOUND MIX onlv $80/hr! Fully equipped

mix studio for features, shorts, docs. 16mm post ser-

vices: picture 6k sound editorial, ADR, interlock

screening, 16 mag xfers (.06/ft incl. stock), 16mm

edgecomding (.0125/ft.) Tom (201) 807-0155.

16MM & 35MM OPTICAL SOUNDTRACKS:
If you want "High Quality" optical sound tor your

film, you need a "High Quality" optical sound nega-

tive. Call Mike Holloway, Optical Sound Chicago,

Inc., 676 N. LaSalle St., #404, Chicago, IL 60610.

(312) 943-1771 or eves. (847) 541-8488.

3/4" SONY SP OFFLINE SYSTEM W/ TIME-
CODE: 9850 deck w/ timecode generator/reader,

9800 deck w timecode reader, RM450 controller 6k

two 13" monitors. Single deck rentals available for

Avid users. Negotiable, low rates. (718) 284-2645.

$10/hr VHS SUITE: $20: 3/4"- 54". $15: VHS 3/4".

Open 7 days 6k eves. Free titles, Amiga 6k special FX.

Also: Hi8, A/B roll, S-8 film, dubs, photo, slides,

stills, audio, prod., editor/training. The Media Loft,

727 6th Ave. (23rd) (212) 924-4893.

A NONLINEAR EDITING SYSTEM w/ broadcast

quality output and editor tor $45 hr! Let my 1 5 \ r^ ot

film/video prod. 6s. postprod. experience work

towards perfecting your short long form project. Eves

& wknds too. DMP Productions (212) 967-1667.

AVID 8000: Why rent an Avid Media Composer

400 when you can get an 8000 tor lev-..' Avid Media

Composer 8000; real-time tx; 4 channel pro-tools; 24

hr access. Seriously unbeatable prices!! (212* 228-

2886; (718) 638-0028.

AVID 8000 & 1000 SUITES: Pleasant, friendly,

comfortable Upper West Side location. On-line 6k

off-line, AVR 77, Protools, reasonable 6* affordable

rates. Technical support provided. (2121 595-5002 01

(718) B85-0955.

AVID MCXPRESS: Latest version, off-line on-line.

D2 quality. Neg. rates to suit your budget. Fast editors

available. Beautiful, comfortable location; 25th 6*

Fifth Ave. (212) 63 3-9469.

BRODSKY & TREADWAY Film-to-tape masters.

Reversal only. Regular 8mm, Super 8, or archival

16mm to 1" or Betacam SR We love early B6kW 6k

Kodachrome. Scene-by-scene only. Correct frame

rates. For appointment call (978) 948-7985.

DIGITAL EFFECTS & TITLES, 3D animation,

CGI, compositing, all created using state 01 the art

software. All effects are film resolution or broadcast

quality. New facility opening in Los Angeles offering

unbeatable rates that is well worth the call. Ron

(818) 819-7961; MMDIGITALl@aol.com

DOWNTOWN PRODUCTION OFFICE for rent,

400 sq. tt., 4-line phone system w voicemail, separate-

tax line, copier, TV/VCR, cable. We cater to inde-

pendent film videomakers. Broadway Houston area.

Weekly monthly. High Voltage Productions at (212)

295-7878.

GRAND OPENING! NEW MEDIA 100 XE.

PCI/Multiprocessor. Array. Component I/O. True

Broadcast. Betacam SP Real time transition 6k

motion FX. Batch digitizing incl. DV cameras.

Scanner, color printer AfterEffectS, Photoshop,

Quark, Sound Edit 16 Deck2 etc $250/day « tech

support. Welcome independents, student films, docs,

musk videos, demo reels, public access, multimedia,

web designers, etc. Exp editor 6si cameraman w/

VX1000 pkg avail, tor all projects. Media 100 classes

ottered. AJVF members get 10% oft weekly rates.

tnanoui Video (212) 529-0203 or (212) 677-0432.

MEDIA 100 XS: Washington, IX' editing w/ or

without skilled editor Strong graphics capabilities.

Affordable. Broadcasi camera pkg 6* crew avail. DC
stock footage. Call Arlen Slobodow; (301) 656-7244.

Philadelphia Festival of World Cinema

April 29 - May 10

See the World
in a Weekend

The Philadelphia Festival of World Cinema brings together films and filmmakers from

around the globe. This year, catch a mix of new American and international independent

films, films by avant garde stage director Robert Lepage, and welcome Good Machine,

the makers of The Ice Storm and Walking and Talking. Our weekend packages

include special rates for hotels, Amtrak and Festival tickets.

"A world class festival..." -Robert Downey, Sr.

Call now
1.800.W0WPFWC

PHILADELPHIA

FESTIVAL OF

WORLD
CINEMA

PHILADELPHIA
The place that LOVES YOU BACK.

B^HH HH

1 « &i " 1

cfr c lie

^p o
s JJ

We're a Full-Service Post-

Production facility for the
alternative filmmaker. We have
an ADR/Foley Studio, AVIDs,
AudioVisions, ProTools, and a

high-speed, 8-plate,

supercharged steenbeck. We
provide creative editors,

experienced technical support
and expert post supervision at

competitive rates. For more
information, contact Jeanette

King at (212) 679-2720. Or Fax at

(212 679-2730.

SPIN CYCLE POST, INC.
12 West 27th St., 6th Floor

New York, NY 10001

Lmm mJ
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NOTICES
[independent@aivf.org]

notices of relevance to aivf members are

y listed free of charge as space permits.

the independent reserves the right to

edit for length. limit submissions to 60

words and indicate how long info will be

current. deadline: 1st of the month, two

months prior to cover date (e.g., april 1 for

june issue). complete contact info (name,

mailing address & telephone) must accompany

all notices. send to: independent notices. five

304 hudson st., 6th fl, ny, ny 10013. we try to be

as current as possible, but double-check

before submitting tapes or applications.

Competitions

GORDON PARKS INDEPENDENT FILM
AWARDS tor achievement by black independent

filmmakers, introduced bv IFFM in assoc. w Viacom

Inc.—a collaboration of several divisions spearhead-

ed bv MTV Films and including Nickelodeon

Movies, Paramount Pictures and Showtime

Networks. Two winners in screenwriting 6k directing

categories receive $10,000 and have opp. to discuss

distribution w/ one of Viacom's divisions. Deadlines:

May 22 & June 12. Contact: Independent Feature

Project: (212) 465-8200.

HEART OF FILM SCREENPLAY COMPETI-
TION: Call tor entries. Two cats: feature-length

adult mature themes &. feature-length children fam-

ily themes. Awards: 54,000 in cash; participation in

Heart of Film Mentorship Program; air fare (up to

S500) & accomodations to attend Heart of Film

Screenwriters Conference Oct. 1-4; & Heart of Film

Bronze Award. Entry fee: S35. Deadline: May 15. For

info: 1 -800-3 10-FEST; austinfilm(§ aol.com;

<www.austinfilmfestival.org>

LAUGHING HORSE PRODUCTIONS, Seattle-

based company, holding screenplay contest. Winner

awarded S500. Entry fee: $35. Possibility of having

script optioned and sent to major agents, producers

6x directors. Deadline: June 15. For more info or an

application, send SASE to: Laughing Horse

Productions, Box 46926, Seattle, WA 98146; (206)

762-5525; fax: 768-9778; lhfilm@aol.com

Conferences • Workshops

VOLUNTEER LAWYERS FOR THE ARTS offer

seminars on "Copyright Basics," "Not-for-profit

Incorporation and Tax Exemption" & more.

Reservations must be made: (212) 319-2910.

Films • Tapes Wanted

AMERICAN CINEMATHEQUE accepting

entries for its ongoing program, The Alternative

Screen: A Forum for Independent Film Exhibition

and Beyond. Send submissions on 1/2" VHS tape.

Feature-length independent films, doc 6x new media

projects wanted. 1800 N. Highland, Suite 717, L.A.,

CA 90028. For more info, call (213) 466-FILM.

ASHLAND CABLE ACCESS seeks video shows.

VHS, S-VHS & 3/4° OK, any length or genre. For

return, incL sufficient SASE. Send w description ex

release to: Su:i Aufderheide, Southern Oregon State

College, RVTV 1250 Siskiyou Blvd.. Ashland, OR
97520; (541) 552-6898.

AUSTIN, TX, ind. producer offering cable access

venue to showcase ind. films 6x videos, all genres ex

subjects. Shorts ex. music videos linked by discussions

on ind. films. Films/videos running longer than 40

min. may be aired in series of 2 consecutive shows.

Send release ex into about film/filmmaker. 1
4" ex 3 4"

preferable. No payment, but credit 6k exposure.

James Shelton, Tex-Cinema Productions, Box 3633,

Austin, TX 78764-3633; (512) 867-9901.

AXLEGREASE, Buffalo cable access program of ind.

film 6k video, accepting all genres under 28 min.,

1/2", 3/4", 8mm, Hi8. Send labeled w/ name, address,

title, length, additional info 6k SASE for tape return

to: Squeaky Wheel, 175 Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, NY
14201; (716) 884-7172, wheel(« freenet.buffalo.edu;

http://freenet.buffalo.edu/~wheel

BALLYHOO!: Central Florida TV show featuring

independent film and filmmakers is accepting films &
videos under 30 min. Hour-long community access

show produced by Frameworks Alliance, a nonprofit

organization that also produces the Central Florida

Film & Video Festival. Each Ballyhoo! episode aired

twice weekly for one month to over 700,000 viewers.

Submit VHS tape and return postage to Frameworks

Alliance, c/o Thor Neureiter at 1906 E. Robinson St.

Orlando, FL 32803; (407) 839-6045; fax (407) 898-

0504.

BLACK BOOT MEDIA PROJECT of Perry

County Ind. Media Arts Center seeks ind. film &
video W'Orks for regular series of roving screenings at

various industrial, commerical & residential venues

in Philadelphia & Harrisburg area. Submit S-8,

16mm, VHS or S-VHS w/ SASE to: PCIMAC, Lower

Bailey Rd., RR2-Box 65, Newport, PA 17074. For

info contact: Jeff Dardozzi (215) 545-7884.

BLACKCHAIR PRODUCTIONS accepting video,

film and computer-art submissions on an ongoing

basis for monthly screening program called

"Independent Exposure." Artists will be paid an

Honorarium. Looking for experimental, erotic, narra-

tive, subversive, animation 6k documentary works,

but will screen anything. Submit a VHS, clearly

labeled with name, title, length, phone number along

w/ SASE if you wish the work(s) to be returned.

Send submissions to: Blackchair Productions, 2318

Second Ave., #313-A, Seatle, WA, 98121.

Info/details: (206)977-8281, joeal(« speakeasy.org;

www.speakeasy.org/blackchair.

BURLE AVANT curating "530 Lines of

Resolution," digital video art night at Den of Thieves

on Lower East Side in NYC. Video artists encouraged

to submit works; no entry fees required. Send NTSC
VHS tapes under 15 min. by UPS or hand deliver to:

530 Lines of Resolution, c/o The Outpost, 1 18 North

11 St., 4th fl, Brooklyn, NY 11211; (718) 599-2385

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: Travelling exhibition

& illustrated critical anthology about racial and sex-

ual indeterminacy, tall 1999. Send slides, abstracts,

resume or cv and SASE to Erin Valentino, Dept. of

Art & Art History, University of Connecticut, 875

Coventry Rd. U-99, Storrs, CT 06269; (860) 486-

3930; fax: 486-3869; evalentino(o finearts.sfa.

uconn.edu

CINEMATOGRAFIA PRODUCTIONS ac-

cepting shorts and works-in-progress seeking distri-

bution or exposure to financial resources for

CLIPS, quarterly showcase presented to invited

audience of industry pros. Deadline: on-going.

Contact: Lou Flees, (212) 971-5846; I

microedge.com.

DANCE ON VIDEO wanted for Spirit of Dance,

live 1-hr monthly program covering all types &
aspects of dance. Under 5 min. or excerpts from

longer works. S-VHS preferred. Call producers at

(508) 430-1321, 759-7005; fax: 398-4520.

Contact: Ken Glazebrook, 656 Depot St.,

Harwich, MA 02645.

DOMESTIC HOME VIDEO LABEL seeks films

of all genres for possible distribution. Send VHS
screening tapes and press kits to: Screen Pix Home
Video, Attn: David Eddy, 172 Honeywell Corners

Rd., Broadaldin, NY 12025.

DUTV-CABLE 54, progressive, nonprofit access

channel in Philadelphia, seeks works by indie pro-

ducers. All genres 6k lengths considered. No pay-

ment. Will return tapes. VHS, S-VHS & 3/4"

accepted. Contact: George McCollough or Maria

Elena, DUTV-Cable, 54 Drexel Univ., 33rd 6k

Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215) 895-

2927; dutv(a post.drexel.edu; duvm.ocs.drexel.

edu —dutv.

ESTABLISHED NONPROFIT GALLERY
reviewing membership appls. Benefits: local,

national, int'l exhibition opportunities curating 6k

arts mgmt. experience, participation in a dynamic

professional network. Categories: local, national,

video/performance. Submit 16-20 slides, video,

vitae, SASE: Membership Chair, A.R.C. Gallery,

1040 W Huron, Chicago, IL 60622.

EXHIBIT YOUR FILMS AT GRAND ILLU-

SION! Seattle's Northwest Film Forum seeks

16mm 6k 35mm shorts (60 min. or less) for ongo-

ing exhibition. Selected works shown before regu-

lar programming at Seattle's only ind. art house

theater. Send video 6k SASE to NWFF c/o Grand

Illusion, 1403 NE 50th St., Seattle, WA 98105.

FILMMAKERS UNITED, nonprofit org., pre-

sents monthly film series at Silent Movie Theatre

in Los Angeles. Year-round venue for ind. short

films. To submit a film (must have 16mm or 35 mm
print for screening 6k be no longer than 40 min.,)

send a 1/2" video copy w/ SASE to: Filmmakers

United, 1260 N. Alexandria Ave., LA, CA 90029;

(213)427-8016.

FUNNY SHORTS: seeking submissions of funny

short films for new syndicated TV show. Shorts

may be on film or video 6k must be no longer than

20 min. Students, amateurs 6k professionals wel-

come. Cash 6k prizes will be awarded tor films cho-

sen for broadcast. Tapes not returnable. Send

entries on VHS to: Funny Shorts c/o Vitascope,

Box 24981, New Orleans, LA 70184-4981.

GAY MEN'S HEALTH CRISIS seeks short

videos (10 min or less) for Living With AIDS, halt-
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hr magazine weekly seen in Manhattan, Queens &
Brooklyn, produced by GMHC & NYC Dept. of

Health. No budget tor licensing programs, but

opportunity to be seen by millions. VHS or 3/4"

tapes (no originals) must deal w/ HIV/AIDS issues,

or present person(s) infected/affected by HIV/AIDS

in positive way. May not be sexually explicit. All

tapes returned. Send to: Kristen Thomas, Living

with AIDS Showcase of Independent Video, GMHC
Multimedia Dept., 129 W. 20th St., NY, NY 10011;

(212) 337-3655.

HANDI-CAPABLE IN THE MEDIA seeks videos

of any length about people with disabilities.

Programs will air on Atlanta's Cable 12. No tees,

however credit ekexposure to large viewing audi-

ence. VHS preferred, S-VHS, 3/4" acceptable.

Sharon Douglas, Handi-Capable in the Media, Inc.,

2625 Piedmont Rd., Suite 56-H7, Atlanta, GA
30324.

IN SHORT, a 1/2-hr program that airs bi-monthly,

seeks submissions tor public access show in NY.

Preference given to works created w/ digital video.

On every 4th program, work produced by or featur-

ing women highlighted. Works up to 28 mm., sub-

mitted on VHS tor preview, available in 3/4". Send

sub. to: In Short, 240 Ea>t 27th St., Suite 17N, NY,

NY 10016; (212)689-0505.

INNOVATIVE WORKS ABOUT RECYCLING
for June show in Boulder, CO. 1-min piece-- tor

installation & short-length works tor screening

series. Send VHS tapes w/ SASE to: Box 1220,

Canal Street Station, NY, NY 10012.

KINOFIST IMAGEWORKS seeks work o< ill

kinds for screenings & distribution within the under-

ground community. DIY, exp. ek activist work

encouraged. Send VHS, SASE to Kinotist

Imageworks, Box 1102, Columbia, MO 65205;

dmwF92(3 hamp.hampshire.edu

KNITTING FACTORY VIDEO LOUNGE seeks

VHS tapes tor on-going weekly series of theme-

based screenings. Any genre or subject. Send tape w

briet bio to: Lisa DiLillo, Box 1220 Canal St. Station,

NY, NY, 10012. If tape return desired, include self-

addressed envelope w sufficient postage.

LO BUDJIT FILMZ AND VIDEOS seeks submis-

sions for VHS or Less, show focusing on camcorder

movies. Embarass old friends, showcase your dusty

old tapes. Large bi-coastal audience. Send to: Lo

Budjit, 147 Ave A, BoxlR NY, NY 10009; (212)

533-0866.

MEMORY, PLACE & MANIPULATION OF
TIME: short works wanted which explore these con-

cepts for three-part screening installation in NYC.

Send VHS tapes w/ SASE to: Laurie Brown, Box

1220 Canal Street Station, NY, NY 10012; vid-

lounge(S aol.com.

NATIONAL COLLEGE TELEVISION NET-
WORK: producers seek creative programming, stu-

dent film & video, animation, music videos ck/or

clips of indie bands. Select entries will be broadcast

nationally & bands may be invited to perform live for

a studio audience. Contact: Burly Bear Network,

254 West 54th St., New York, NY 10019; (212) 293-

0770; fax 293-0771; burlybear«i burlybear.com;

www.burlybear.com

NEW PCI

fill IDS 400-8000

PROTOOLS

580 Broadway ,

(and Houston) I

925.1110

iar
bTIONS

AVR 77

Film Composer
On-Line/Off-Line
Pix/Sound Editors
Friendly Tech Staff
Transfers & Dubs
Low Rates

RECENT FILMS:

All Over Me
Follow Me Home

UPTOWN AVID
We've Expanded!
Six New Suites - All New Systems

AVR 77OFFLINE/ONLINE

MC 7.0 PCI with 8 channel Input/Output

Large Beautiful Rooms - Low, Low Rates

Full Technical Support - Editors Available

Ohree Convenient {locations

26th
and

Broadway

Bleecker

and
Broadway

:T. Wmmmim
*^.- • "^

91st
and

Broadway

im$m^\msmy&®
Call Code 16: (212) 496-1118

mmm
video

Avid,
on-line/off-line

editing
tel:212. 254. 4361
fax:212. 460. 5987

dmoore@acmevideo.com
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After Effect

John Slater

VIDEO EDITOR

MY FACILITY OR YOURS

IJAWI
Linear & Non- linear editing

On line & off line editing

Digital compositing

2D & 3D animation

Audio sweetening
Graphic & titling

Special effects

Duplications

MIDTOWN EDIT SUITE
WITH MEDIA 100 XR,
REAL-TIME, 54 GB STORAGE,

BETA SP, DAT, CD, SCANNER

(800) 807-4142
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

Digital Art Video Inc.

87-1 60Elmhurst Ave.

Elmhurst, NY 11373

718-457-5388

3 www.digital-art.com

3D Studio Max

BETACAM SP WITH A 100%
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

BETACAM SP ON-LINE DUAL TBC EDITING

212.594.7530
OUR FANTASTIC SPECIAL FX'S ARE FREE
TASCAM 12 CHANNEL AUDIO MIX W/ FULL EQ.

GOOD FAST EDITORS W/ ATTENTION TO DETAIL
IF YOU DON'T LIKE THE EDIT, YOU DON'T PAY

BETA SP IS THE FORMAT OF TODAY. WE GIVE SERVICE
24 HRS./DAY, 7 DAYS/WK SERVICE MEANS 3 BETA DECKS,
TOP MONITORS, AMPS, CD, SPEAKERS, GREAT COFFEE

& A EASY MIDTOWN LOCATION. MORE FLASH, LESS CASH.

DUBBING, DUBBING, DUBBING
FROM VHS 3/4 HI8....AND BETACAM SP

PERFECT EVERY TIME

2 9
in STREET VIDEO, INC.

THE BETACAM EXPERTS

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TELEVISION
seeking story proposals from U.S. citizen or perma-

nent resident minority filmmakers for National

Geographic Explorer, award-winning doc series. To

request appl. for CDP (Cultural Diversity Project),

call: (202) 862-8637.

NEW BREED FESTIVAL seeks student/ind.

shorts-narrative only-for bi-monthly cafe screenings

in Lambertville, NJ 6k on NJ &. PA public access.

Send 1/2" VHS + info w/ SASE to New Breed, 217

N. Union St., Lambertville, NJ 08530.

NEW YORK FILM BUFFS: film society promoting

indie films seeks 16mm 6* 35mm features, shorts &
animation for ongoing opinion-maker screenings

during fall & winter seasons. Send submission on

VHS tape w/ SASE to: New York Film Buffs, 318 W.

15th St., New York, NY 10011; (212)807-0126.

NORTH CAROLINA VISIONS series calls for

entries. No entry fee. Contact: Anita Harris

Alexander, NC Visions, Fayetteville/Cumberland

Arts Council, Box 318, Fayetteville, NC 28302; tele-

phone (910) 323-1776, fax (910) 323-1727 ore-mail

artscncl(g foto.infi.net

OCULARIS: New screening room seeks 16mm
shorts for regular screenings in East Village/

Williamsburg area of NYC, particularly by local film-

makers. Please call or send SASE for info: Ocularis,

91 N. 4th St., #3R, Brooklyn, NY 11211; (718) 388-

8713.

REAL TV looking for dynamic videos: news, weath-

er, sports, bloopers, busts, "caught in the act." Real

TV, syndicated, daily video magazine, will showcase

compelling videos from around the world—from

professionals as well as amateurs who capture video

snapshots of life in the 90s. Tapes will not be

returned. Contact: Real TV, Hollywood Center

Studios, Stage 2, 1040 N. Las Palmas, Los Angeles,

CA 90038; (213)860-0100.

SUDDEN VIDEO call for entries. Ind. curators

seek short works. Looking for experimental works

that approximate emotional tone of events that

inspired their production. Works should be under 10

min. long & be available on videotape for exhibi-

tion/distribution. Send submissions on VHS &.

SASE to: Gort/Raad, 17 Edward Ave.,

Southampton, MA 01073.

TIGRESS PRODUCTIONS seeking 8mm or S-8

footage of 42nd St./Times Square area from 1960s &
70s for doc. All film returned, some paid, film credit.

Contact: June Lang (212) 977-2634.

UNDERGROUND CINEMA seeks entertaining

short films for promotional video showcasing new

black talent. If your short is selected, UC will help

finance your next project. Call (212) 426-1723.

UNQUOTE TV: 1/2 hr nonprofit program dedicat-

ed to exposing innovative film 6k video artists, seeks

ind. doc, narrative, exp, performance works under 28

min. Seen on over 60 cable systems nationwide.

Send submissions to: Unquote TV, c/o DUTV, 33rd

& Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215)

895-2927.

VIDEO/FILM SHORTS wanted for local televi-

sion. Directors interviewed, tape returned with audi-

ence feedback. Accepting VHS/SVHS, 15 min. max.
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SASE to: Box 1042, Nantucket, MA 02554; (508)

325-7935.

VIDEOSPACE AT DECORDOVA MEDIA
ARTS ARCHIVE: DeCordova Museum &
Sculpture Park seeks VHS copies of video art & doc-

umentation of performance, installation art & new

genres from New England artists for inclusion in new

media arts archive. Send for info & guidelines:

Videospace at DeCordova, DeCordova Museum, 51

Sandy Pond Rd., Lincoln, MA 01773-2600.

VIDEOSPACE BOSTON seeks creative videos for

fall & spring programming. Any genre &. length.

Nonprofit/no payment. Send VHS, Hi-8, or 3/4"

with description, name, phone &. SASE to:

Videospace, General Submissions, 9 Myrtle St.,

Jamaica Plain, MA 02130.

Opportunities • Gigs

SHORT-TERM ARTISTS RESIDENCY PRO-
GRAM sponsored by Illinois Arts Council, provides

funding for Illinois nonprofit organizations to work

w/ professional artists from Illinois to develop &
implement residency programs that bring arts activi-

ties into their community. Each residency lasts from

1 to 5 days or the hourly equivalent. The IAC will

support 50% of the artist's fee (min of $250 a day

plus travel; the local sponsor must provided remain-

ing 50% plus other expenses. Applications must be

received at least 8 weeks prior to residency starting

date. IAC encourages artists to seek sponsors & ini-

tiate programs. Call for availability of finds. IAC, 100

W. Randolph, Suite 10-500, Chicago, IL 60601;

(312) 814-6750; fax: 814-1471; ilarts(§ art-wire.org.

ARTSTN-EDUCATION RESIDENCY PRO-
GRAM, sponsored by Illinois Arts Council, provides

support to primary &. secondary educational institu-

tions, community colleges, & nonprofit local & com-

munity organizaitons for artist residencies lasting

one week to 8 months. Residencies use individual

artists, performing arts companies or folklorists. To

be considered for the Residency Program, artists

must apply to be included in the AIE Residency

Program Artists Roster. Decision for inclusion are

based upon quality of work submitted, record of pro-

fessional achievement and activity, and teaching

and/or residency experience. Deadline: Spring 1998.

Contact: Illinois Arts Council, 100 W. Randolph,

Suite 10-500, Chicago, IL 60601; (312)814-4990;

ilarts(5 artswire.org

Publications

ART ON FILM DATABASE wants to know: Have

you produced film, video or video disc on visual arts?

Send info on prod, to Program for Art on Film

Database, computer index to over 19,000 prods.

Interested in prods on all visual arts topics. Welcome

info on prods about artists of color & multicultural

art projects. Send info to: Art on Film at Columbia

University, 2875 Broadway, 2nd fl., NY, NY 10025;

(212) 854-9570; fax: 854-9577.

DATABASE & DIRECTORY OF LATIN
AMERICAN FILM & VIDEO organized by Int'l

Media Resources Exchange seeks works by Latin

American &. US Latino ind. producers. To send work

AVID EDIT SUITES
Off Line

On Line avr 75

4 Channel Audio

3-D Effects

DLT Back-up

Voice Over Boo tfc

AUDIO
PRO TOOLS

16-Track Digital Audio Suite

Full Sound Design & Mixing

Sound Effects Library

on track video (212)244-0744
104 West 29th Street, New York, NY 10001

A CENTURY OF IMAGES
A CENTURY OF SOUNDS
rrar*

Fox Movietone News Outtakes

Parii^Rews
> W
Palhe News. Inc.

/

**3fc4«R.

Americana • Contemporary News
Vintage Television

Nature • Beauty Shots

Rock & Roll • Jazz & Blues

Country & Western

Over 30,000 hours of historic

footage and musical

performance clips. Transferred,

databased, copyright-cleared,

instantly available footage from

the greatest sources known
on the planet!

Fox Movietone Outtakes

Ed Sullivan Show • Steve Allen Show
Pathe News, Inc. • Soundstage

Associated Press TV

Studio 54 Library

Metropolitan Entertainment

Topo Gigio - Ed Sullivan

Elvis Presley - The Steve Allen Show

%k J/

Howlin Wolf - Alan Lomax Collection

STOCK FOOTAGE LIBRARY

Call For Free Demo Reel • 1-800-249-1940 • 516-329-9200 • 516-329-9260 Fax

www.historicfilms.com • info@historicfilms.com

Fl
i ..5.

i[ u
jjJ ,11j \ _it18

• Digital Beta On-Line vol DVE
• Component DV Transfers

(We nave the deck)

Tape to Disk (Syquest/Zip)

AVID w AVR 75, Pro Tools, 36 Gigs

Arc Pictures 666 Broadway
Phone: 212 982-1101

New York NY 10012

Fax: 212-982-1168
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^Ortleast
Negative Matchers,

I||(>

"Setting New Standards In Negative Cutting"

Negative Cutting to Film or Video Workprint

SPECIALIZING IN VIDEO MATCHBACK TO THE AVID FILM COMPOSER

35mm J Super 16mm J 16mm

25 Riverview Terrace • Springfield. MA 01 108 • 413/736-2177 • 800/370-CUTS

North Miami Office 305/940-8878 J
1998 Call for Entries

The Cinema Arts Centre (1973-1998),

Long Island's Premiere Regional

Showcase for Independent Film,

is seeking entries for:

June 12-14

The 2nd Annual
U.S Independent and

International Film and
Video Festival

Phone (800) 423-761 1 for entry forms

Latino Film and Video Festival
(date to be announced)

Send VHS screening tapes and promo-

tional materials to the address below. If

return of materials is requested, please

enclose a self-addressed postpaid mailer.

Cinema Arts Centre
P.O. Box 498 • 423 Park Ave.

(street address for FedEx/ UPS only)

Huntington, NY 1 1743-0498

(800)423-761 1: Mon-Fri. 10am-6pm

DlPLICATIO\

212-242-0444
post PRODrrrio\

Media 100 Editing

Voice Overs

Quicktime to Tape

Digital File Transfers

Video Duplication

Transfers & Conversions

145 West 20th St.

New York, NY 10011

Fax: 212-242-4419

Film Festival Duplication Special

20 VHS Tapes

w/sleeves & labels

Independents

Only

NEW DAY FILMS is the premiere distrib-

ution cooperative for social issue media.

Owned and run by it's members, New
Day Films has successfully distributed

documentary film and video for twenty-

five years.

Call 914.485.8489

Seeking energetic

independent makers

of social issue

documentaries for

new membership.

http://www.newday.com .._._.,.

or tor into: Karen Ranucci, 1MRE, 124 Washington

Place, NY, NY 10014; (212) 463-0108.

GUIDE TO TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR FILMS
SHOT IN NY STATE is available for producers who
want clear instructions on how to claim the numer-

ous tax exemptions available in NY state for film,

television &. commercial production. Put together by

the Empire State Development Corp., the 51 -page

reference guide can be obtained by contacting NY
State Governor's Office or the Tax Office. NY State

Governor's Office for Motion Picture and Television

Development, 633 3rd Ave., 33rd Floor, New York,

XV 10017-6706; (212) 803-2330; fax: 803-2369;

www.empire.state.ny.us/ mptv.htm

FILMMAKER'S RESOURCE: A new Watson-

Guptill publication by Julie Maclcaman. A veritable

"supermarket of great opportunities - more than 1 50

of them - for a wide variety ot filmmakers. ..from fea-

ture to documentary to educational to animated

films." Conact: Watson-Guptill, Amphoto, Whitney

Library of Design, Billboard Books, 1515 B'way, New
York, NY 10036.

INTERNATIONAL FILM FINANCING CON-
FERENCE transcripts now : available. Topics dis-

cussed by international financiers, commissioning

editors and producers include: Foreign TV as a

Source for Funding, Interntional Distributors,

Finding US Dollars and How to Pitch Your Idea.

J
Send S41 to IFFCON, 360 Ritch St., San Francisco,

J CA 94107. Phone (415) 281-9777.

MEDIA MATTERS, Media Alliance's newsletter,

provides comprehensive listings of New York area

|

events & opportunities for media artists. For a free

copy, call Media Alliance at (212) 560-2919 or visit

|

their web site at http:w-ww.mediaalliance.org.

IMEDIAMAKER HANDBOOK: THE ULTI-

MATE GUIDE FOR THE INDEPENDENT PRO-
DUCER: annual guide published by Bay Area Video

Coalition. Includes: nat'l & int'l film festival listings,

distributors, exhibition venues, media funding

sources, TV broadcast venues, film &. video schools.

For more info, call: (415) 861-3282

MEDIANET: Guide to the Internet for Video and

Filmmakers. Available free at http://www.infi.net/

—rriddle medianet.htm, or e-mail rriddle(5 infi.net.

SUBMISSIONS WANTED: Nonfiction production

stories from behind the scenes. If you were a grip,

gaffer, director, actor, extra. ..etc., send in stories for

publication in upcoming book by industry reporter.

Will receive a byline. Send to: LeftCoast(n juno.com,

or Stories. 4064 W. 2nd St., L.A., CA 90004.

TEACHERS MEDIA CENTER dedicated to edu-

cators interested in video technology as learning tool

in the classroom. Latest project is setting up nat'l &
int'l video pen pal exchanges; would like to hear from

interested schools, individuals, or organirations. Also

interested in creating nat'l network of educators

interested in any or all aspects of growing multimedia

&. media literacy movements in education. Contact:

Teachers Media Center, 158 Beach 122nd St.,

Rockaway Beach, NY 11694; (718) 634-3823.

UFVA JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO seeking

written reviews of University Film & Video

Association member hlm> tor possible inclusion in
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iverse, committed,

opinionated, and

fiercely indepen-

dent—these are the

video and filmmak-

ers who are mem-

bers of AIVF.

Documentary and

feature filmmakers, animators, experi-

mentalists, distributors, educators,

students, curators—all concerned

that their work make a difference

—

find the Association of Independent

Video and Filmmakers, the national

service organization for independent

producers, vital to their professional

lives. Whether it's our magazine, The

independent Film & Video Monthly, or

the organization raising its collective

voice to advocate for important

issues, AIVF preserves your indepen-

dence while letting you know you're

not alone.

AIVF helps you save time and money

as well. You'll find you can spend

more of your time (and less of your

money) on what you do best—getting

your work made and seen. To succeed

as an independent today, you need a

wealth of resources, strong connec-

tions, and the best information avail-

able. So join with more than 5,000

other independents who rely on AIVF

to help them succeed.

JOIN AIVF TODAY!

Here's whot membership offers:

THE INDEPENDENT FILM &
VIDEO MONTHLY
Membership provides you with a

year's subscription to The Independent.

Thought-provoking features, news,

and regular columns on business,

technical, and legal matters. Plus fes-

tival listings, funding deadlines, exhi-

bition venues, and announcements of

member activities and new programs

and services. Special issues highlight

regional activity and focus on subjects

including media education and the

new technologies.

INSURANCE
Members are eligible to purchase dis-

counted personal and production

insurance plans through AIVF suppli-

ers. A range of health insurance

options ire available, as well as special

liability, EckO, and production plans

tailored tor the needs of low-budgel

mediamakers.

TRADE DISCOUNTS
A growing list oi businesses across the

country otter AIVF members dis-

counts on equipment and

rentals, tilm processing, transfers,

editing, and other production necessi-

ties. Plus long-distance and overnight

courier services are available at spe-

cial rates tor AIVF members from

national companies. In New York,

members receive discounted rates at

two hotels to make attendance at our

programs and other important events

more convenient.

CONFERENCE/SCREENING
ROOM
AIVF's new office has a low-cost

tacilirv tor members to hold meetings

and small private screenings of work

for friends, distributors, programmers,

tunders, and producers.

INFORMATION
We distribute a series of publications

on financing, funding, distribution,

and production; members receive dis-

counts on selected titles. AIVF's staff

also can provide information about

distributors, festivals, and general

information pertinent to your needs.

Our library houses information on

everything from distributors to sample

contracts to budgets.

WORKSHOPS, PANELS, AND
SEMINARS
Members get discounts on events cov-

ering the whole spectrum of current

issues and concerns affecting the

field, ranging from business and aes-

thetic to technical and political top-

ics Plus, members-only evenings with

festival directors, producers, distribu-

tors, cable programmers, and funders.

ADVOCACY
Members receive periodic advo<

alerts, with updates on important leg-

islative issues affecting the indepen-

dent field and mobilization tor collec-

tive actum.

COMMUNITY
AIVF sponsors monthly member get-

togethers in cities across the country;

call the office tor the one nearest you.

Plus members are carrying on active

dialogue online—creating a "virtual

community" tor independents to

share information, resources, and

ideas. Another was to reach fellow

independents to let them know about

your screenings, business services, and

other announcements is by renting

our mailing list, available at a dis-

count to member-.



MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
Individual/Student Membership

Year's subscription to The Independent • Access to all plans and discounts • Festival/

Distribution/Library services • Information Services • Discounted admission to seminars •

Book discounts • Advocacy action alerts • Eligibility to vote and run for board of directors

Supporting Membership

All the above for two individuals at one address, with 1 subscription to The Independent

Non-profit Organizational/Business & Industry Membership

All the above benefits, except access to health insurance plans • 2 copies of The Independent

• 1 free FIVF-published book per year • Complimentary bulk shipments of The Independent tx

conferences, festivals, and other special events • Special mention in The Independent •

Representative may vote and run for board of directors

Library Subscription

Year's subscription to The Independent only JOIN AIVF TODAY

<f Mailing Rates

Canada- Add $15

Mexico - Add $20

All Other - Add $45

lJ USA - Magazines are mailed Second-class;

add $20 for First-class mailing

$ Membership cost

$ Mailing costs (if applicable)

$ Contribution tO FIVF (make separate tax-deductible check payable to FTVF)

Membership Rates

^ $25 'student (enclose copy of student ID)

^ S45/individual

Q S75/supporting

Q $75/library subscription

^j SlOO/non-profit organization

^ S 1 50 business <St industry

Name(s)

Organization

Address

City

State

Country-

Weekday tel.

Fax

ZIP

Acct#

Total amount enclosed (check or money orde)

Or please bill my Visa MC

Exp. date I II I

E-mail
Signature^

AIVF/FiVF 304 Hudson St., 6th FL, NY, NY 10013; (212) 807-1400 x 235; fax (212) 463-8519

www.aivf.org; info@aivf.org



journal. Approx. 5 double-spaced pages. E-mail to:

lerickson3t" aol.com; or call or write to: (978) 665-

3545; Fitchhurg State College, Dept. of

Communications Media, 160 Pearl Street, Fitchhurg,

MA 01420.

Resources • Funds

AVID FEATURE FILM CAMP: Digital media

accepting submission for its 1998 Avid Feature Film

Camp. Camp otters nonlinear postproduction free of

charge on feature films tor filmmakers. Students,

under the supervision of an experienced feature edi-

tor, participants learn post production of multiple

Avid Media Composer systems. Four films will he

accepted in 1998. Principal photography & transfer

must be completed on feature length film (70+ min).

Can be either doc or narrative. Contact: Jaime

Fowler, AFFC Director, (503) 297-2324; www.dmec.

com camp

BOSTON FILM/VIDEO FOUNDATION seeks

proposals for fiscal sponsorship from ind. producers.

No deadline or genre restrictions. Reviewed on ongo-

ing basis. Contact BFVF for brochure: Cherie Martin,

1126 Boylston St., Boston, MA 02215; (617) 536-

1540; fax: 536-3576; bfrf@aol.com.

CALIFORNIA ARTS COUNCIL offers various

grants 6k programs tor tilm & mediamakers. Contact:

California Arts Council, 13001 I St., Suite 930,

Sacramento, CA 95814; (916) 322-6555; (800) 201-

6201; fax: (916) 322-6575; cac@cwo.comj www.cac.

ca.gov

CHECKERBOARD FOUNDATION awards

$5,000 to 10,000 for video projects to NY State resi-

dents w previosuly completed video work. Contact:

Checkerboard Foundation, Box 222, Ansonia

Station, NY, NY 1002 V

CREATIVE PROJECT GRANTS: Subsidized use

of VHS, interformat 6k 3/4" editing suite tor ind. cre-

ative projects. Doc, political, propaganda, promotion-

al 6k commercial projects are not eligible.

Editor/instructor avail. Video work may be done in

combination w/ S-8, Hi8, audio, performance, pho-

tography, artists, hooks, etc. Studio includes Amiga,

special effects, A6kB roll, transfers, dubbing, etc.

Send SASE tor guidelines to: The Media Lott. 727

6th Ave., NY NY 10010; (212) 924-4893.

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION CENTER pro-

vides grants and presentation funds Co electronic

media/film artists and organizations. The program

provides partial assistance; maximum amount varies.

Presentations must be open to the public; limited-

enrollment workshops 6k publicly supported educa-

tional institutions ineligible. Applications reviewed

monthly. Contact: Program Director, Experimental

Television Center, 109 Lower Fairfield Rd., Newark

Valley, NY 13811; (607) 687-4341.

ILLINOIS ARTS COUNCIL (IAC) SPECIAL
ASSISTANCE ARTS PROGRAM: Matching

grants of up to $1,500 avail, to IL artists for specific

projects. Activities that may be funded: registration

fees 6k travel to attend conferences, seminars, or

workshops; consultant fees for resolution ot specific

artistic problems; exhibits, performances, publica-

tions, screenings; materials, supplies, or services.

Funds awarded based on quality of work submitted 6k

WHIN
LIGHTNING
STRIKES.,,

L E R R H

D.R. REIFF
& ASSOCIATES

ENTERTAINMENT INSURANCE
BROKERS

320 WEST 57 ST
NEW YORK, NY 10019

(212)603-0231 FAX (212)247-0739

Avid Feature Film Camp™ combines

Avid Authorized Media Composer

education with hands-on

experience in the post production of

a feature film. Under the tutelage of

a supervising editor and two

assistants, students from around

the world work together as editors

with credit on a previously

unreleased motion picture. For six

weeks, Avid Feature Film Camp™

participants become completely

immersed in learning the art and

science of digital film post

production

.

To apply, contact us:

digitalmedia
** education center

503-297-2324 www.dmec.com

Tobin Cinema Systems

Crystal for Old and Affordable Cameras!
Film double-system cordless crystal sync sound under HMI lights, and even

shoot from video and computer monitors after adding our accessory Milliframe

Controller. New TCS multi-speed crystal motors for your: Arri 16-S, 16-M $1080;

Arri 16-BL $1345; Bolex H-16 (wind-up, old or new, above s/n 100401) $895;

Eclair NPR $1350; Krasnogorsk K-3 $450 up. Models coming for 2-C. CM3.

Milliframe Controller for 16-SR, 35-BL Aaton
...and most of the TCS crystal motors above, has speeds to 159.999 and 1599.99

FPS, phase button: $695 with footage counter. $550 without, plus cable.

Other equipment: Crystal plug-in for your Bolex EBM, EL and ESM $330; 59.94

crystal box for resolving Nagra tapes to Avid, $240. Speed checker, $169. 12

volt 7 ampere-hour battery belt with 6' cable, XLR, AC charger, $169. Crystal

for Nagra, cassette, etc. $120-$135. Videoframe Controller, $165. For fast info:

www.nwus.com/tobin
Tobin Cinema Systems, Inc.

12315 Vickery Avenue East, Tacoma WA 98446
Phone/fax (253) 538-0323
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Mini DU and DVCAM dubs to BETA

...at prices independent

filmmakers can afford

212-765-6600 Lichtenstein Creative Media

1600 Broadway Suite 601 New York, N.Y. 10019

Revolutionary
FILM
SCHOOL

with Dov S-S Simens

...Ifyou haven't

Produced, Directed

or Distributed a

Feature Film...

...You haven't

taken this course!

LOS ANGELES
May 9-10 or Jun 20-21

WORLD TOUR
RICHMOND, VA: Apr 18-19

SEATTLE: Apr 25-26

DENVER: May 2-3

CLEVELAND: May 16-17

WASHINGTON, DC: May 23-24

TORONTO: Jun 6-7

Can't Attend? Can't Wait?

Audio Film School™ Available

only

$289

http JIHo\lywood U.cotn

HFI, Inc., PO Box 481 252, LA, CA 90048
HOLLYWOOD

800-366-3456 m

Non-linear

post-production for the

AVID Media Composer 1000

Image compositing

Computer graphics

2D and 3D animations

Voice o\/er booth

212.684.4086

www.fusionartists.com

Features
|
Shorts

|
Commercials

Music Videos
|
Logos

Incredible Rates !

INSTITUTE

jna^'E
M ED I A. I NC.

u I D

>~ • Award-Winning Editor
• Avid training

miragenyc.com
212.685.3787

U><> Kan 35th St. ! 'lOOHi

impact of proposed project on artist's professional

development. Appls must be received at least 8 wks

prior to project starting date. Degree students not

eligible. (312)814-6750.

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION SERVICE con-

siders proposals for new, innovative programs & lim-

ited series for public TV on an ongoing basis. No fin-

ished works or applications for development.

Contact: ITVS, 51 Federal St., Suite 401, San

Francisco, CA 94107; (415)356-8383.

INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY ASSO-
CIATION OFFERS KODAK PRODUCT
GRANT. No deadline for 1998 submissions.

Applicants must be IDA members residing in U.S.

Full-time students not eligible. Only documentary

and nonfiction projects may apply. Project's proposal

must be accepted in IDA's Fiscal sponsorship pro-

gram with the original video budget. For more info.,

contact Grace Ouchida at IDA: (310)284-8422.

MATCHLNG GRANT FOR RESTORATION
offered by VidiPax. VidiPax will match 20% of fund-

ing received from govt., foundation or corporate

funding agency. Individual artists need non-profit fis-

cal sponsorship to apply. Video & audiotape restora-

tion must be performed at VidiPax. Contact: Dara

Meyers-Kingsley, (212) 563-1999, xlll.

MEDIA ALLIANCE assists NYC artists & nonprof-

it organizations in using state-of-art equipment,

postprod. & prod, facilities at reduced rates.

Contact: Media Alliance, c/o WNET, 356 W. 58th

St., NY, NY 10019; (212) 560-2919.

NAATA COMPLETION FUND: National Asian

American Telecommunications Association

announces April 24 & August 25 as new application

deadlines for '98 Open Door Completion Fund.

Awards avg. $40,000 for use as final post-prod,

monies toward film/video projects w/ national public

TV broadcast potential. Contact: Charles McCue,

NAATA Media Fund, 346 9th St., San Francisco,

CA 94103; (415) 863-0814; fax: 863-7428;

www.naatanet.org

NEW LIBERTY PRODUCTIONS* "IN ASSO-
CIATION WITH" awards emerging and estab-

lished media artists &. community producers up to 30

days free access &. training in the use of Immix

VideoCube to edit &. master independent works that

conribute to cultural understanding & to the quality

of life in Philadelphia. Shooting must be completed

&. maker must be ready to edit within one month of

notification. Call: 9215) 387-2296

NEXT WAVE FILMS, funded by Independent Film

Channel, offers finishing funds of up to $100,000 for

up to four films/year. Budgets must be under

$200,000. Contact: Mark Stolaroff, Next Wave

Films, 2510 7th St., Suite E, Santa Monica, CA
90405; (310) 392-1720; paradigm® earthlink.net.

PACIFIC ISLANDERS IN COMMUNICA-
TIONS provides grants for development of nat'l

public TV broadcast programming by &. about

indigenous Pacific Islanders. Appls available from:

PIC, 1221 Kapiolani Blvd., #6A-4, Honolulu, HI

96814; (808) 591-0059; fax: 591-1114;

piccomfa elele.peacesat.hawaii.edu.

PACIFIC PIONEER FUND offered by Film Arts
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Foundation to documentary filmmakers living in

California, Oregon & Washington. Limited to orga-

nizations certified as public charities which control

selection of individual recipients 6k supervise their

projects. Grants range from $l,000-$8,000 with

approx. $75,000 awarded annually. For proposal

summary sheet, send SASE to: Film Arts

Foundation, 346 Ninth St., 2nd FL, San Francisco,

CA 94103, or call: (415)454-1133.

PANAVISION'S NEW FILMMAKER PRO-
GRAM provides 16mm camera pkgs. to short, non-

profit film projects of any genre, including student

thesis films. Contact: Kelly Simpson, New
Filmmaker Program, Panavision, 6219 DeSoto Ave.,

Woodland hills, CA 91367-2601; (818) 316-1000

x220;fax: (818) 316-1111.

PEN WRITERS FUND & FUND FOR WRIT-
ERS & EDITORS WITH AIDS. Emergency

funds, in form of grants 6k interest-free loans of up

to $1,000 given each year to over 200 professional

literary writers, including screenwriters, facing

financial crisis. PEN's emergency funds are not

intended to subsidize writing projects. Contact:

PEN AMercian Center, 568 Broadway, NY, NY
10012-3225; (212) 334-1660.

PRODUCTION GRANT PROGRAM, spon-

sored by LA Film Collaborative, provides produc-

tion assistance, industry recognition 6k professional

script coverage. Projects must be budgeted under $1

million and have first or second time director/pro-

ducer team. Deadline: April 17. For application,

contact: LA Film Collaborative, (213) 937-9155.

RESIDENCIES supports US organizations to host

artists 6k arts managers, known as ArtsLink Fellows,

from Central 6k Eastern Europe. ArtsLink

Residencies grants provide funding to cover the liv-

ing, working, and materials costs for the five-week

residency, as well as modest administrative expenses

for the host organization. Grant amounts will gener-

ally range from $4,000 to $5,000. Deadline for appli-

cation: June 9, 1997.

ROY W DEAN VIDEO GRANT sponsored by

Studio Film 6k Tape, Mazell Tape 6k Hollywood Film

Institute awards $40,000 in goods 6k services to doc.

filmmaker for project that is "unique and makes a

contribution to society." Roy W Dean Video Grant,

Studio Film 6k Tape, 1215 N. Highland Ave.,

Hollywood, CA 90038; (213) 760-0900 ext. 864; fax:

463-2121; www.sftweb .com

SOROS DOCUMENTARY FUND supports int'l

doc. films and videos on current 6k significant issues

in human rights, freedom of expression, social justice

6k civil liberties. Three project categories considered

for funding: initial seed funds (grants up to $15,000),

projects in preproduction (grants up to $25,000), pro-

jects in production or postproduction (average grant

is $25,000, but max. is $50,000). Highly competitive.

Proposals reviewed quarterly. For more info., contact:

Soros Documentary Fund, Open Society Institute,

400 W 59th St., NY, NY 10019; (212) 548-0600.

SPECIAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS offered by the

Illinois Arts Council. Matching funds of up to $1,500

to Illinois artists for specific projects. Examples of

activities funded are registration tees 6k travel tor

conferences, seminars, workshops; consultants lees

for the resolution of a specific artistic problem;

exhibits, performances, publications, screenings;

materials, supplies or services. Funds awarded based

on quality of work submitted 6k impact ot proposed

project on artist's professional development.

Applications must be received at least 8 weeks prior

to project starting date. Call for availability of funds.

Illinois Arts Council, 100 W. Randolph, Suite 10-500,

Chicago, IL 60601; (312) 814-6570 toll-free in IL

(800) 237-6994; ilarts@artswire.org

STANDBY PROGRAM provides artists 6k nonprof-

its access to broadcast quality video postprod. services

at reduced rates. For guidelines 6k appl. contact:

Standby Program, Box 184, NY, NY 10012-0004;

(212) 219-0951; fax: 219-0563.

THE JOHN D 6k CATHERINE T.

MACARTHUR FOUNDATION provides partial

support ot selected doc series 6k films for national or

int'l broadcast 6k focusing on an issue within one of

Foundation's two major programs (Human 6k

Community Development; Global Security 6k

Sustainability)- Send 2- to 3-page letter to: John D. 6k

Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, 140 S.

Dearborn St., #1100, Chicago, IL 60603; (312) 726-

8000; 4answers(« macfdn.org;www.macfdn.org

JOIN AIVF

THE ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT

VIDEO AND FILMMAKERS

Resources, strong connections, and the

best information available. Join with

more than 5,000 other independents who

consider AIVF vital to their

professional lives.

THE INDEPENDENT FILM & VIDEO

MONTHLY

BOOKS • WORKSHOPS,

PANELS AND SEMINARS

ADVOCACY* INSURANCE

TRADE DISCOUNTS

CONFERENCE/SCREENING ROOM

MEMBERSHIP STARTS AS LOW AS $25 - JOIN

AIVF TODAY!

AIVF, 304 Hudson Street, 6th Floor, NY, NY 10013

(212) 807-1400 tel; (212) 463-8519 fax;

www.aivf.org; info@aivf.org

1998 Call For Entries

LONG ISLAND
FILM FESTIVAL

15tn Annual Film/Video Festival
Staller Center for the Arts

University at Stony Brook
July 18-August 1, 1998

Call or Write for Entry Forms (Due 5/1/98)

Long Island Film Festival

c/o PO Box 13243

Hauppauge, NY 11788

1-800-762-4769 • 516-853-4800
From 10-6, Mon-Fri

The Long Island Film Festival is co-produced by

the Staller Center for the Arts, University at Stony Brook

in association with

the Suffolk County Motion Picture and Television Commission.
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Dndie Since 1988

k'l IPPLE: continued from /)g. 30

Why?

What would they cell me? To me, you use interviews when you absolutely need them. Or you

use interviews when the person you're interviewing is so alive that it's like you're listening and

can visualize what's happening. 1 had something of seeing him in action, seeing him move from

place to place and moment to moment. I didn't need any interviews to stop the action and tell

you what he was thinking or have somebody surmise why he was doing something. I had him.

And nothing to me was more valuable.

What was the budget?

Not much. A million, maybe, or a little under.

Let's move on to the Woodstock documentary, Generations. I understand that the film started with the

Woodstock organizers and eventually evolved into a 'Barbara Kopple project.'

I started it in February 1994- Woodstock was August 1994. Michael Lang and Yanni

Sighbatsson—who was then at Propaganda Films; it was owned by Polygram—called me up and

said, "We're doing this festival, would you like to direct a film on it?" So I met with them, and

told them how I might do it, and they said, "Fine, goodbye. Go do it."

And did they say, "Here's the cash"?

Oh, yeah, they had money. Then in March or April, Polygram, which was the company pro-

ducing the festival, started getting cold feet about the festival and wanted to pull out. But they

couldn't because they had an iron- clad contract with Woodstock Ventures, which was the three

original guys who did Woodstock in '69. So the only thing they could stop, legally, was the film.

They stopped it.

But I was too involved in it. I was having too much fun. So I just kept going. Right now, it's

almost done. It runs about two

hours. And it's really fun.

Can you describe the content a bit,

beyond the concert?

It's totally within my style of

shooting a bunch of different

stories, yet trying to make it

look very simple. It looks at

the three original promoters

who did Woodstock '69, and

here they are, these guys in

their fifties, still doing

Woodstock. It looks inside

Polygram—at who is taking

this risk to put on this festival, all the decisions that have to be made, like how many condoms

will be sold, or who the sponsors are. Ben and Jerry's is out; Haagen Dazs is in. Or what kids

can bring in to eat. What if someone's mother gives them a turkey sandwich—can they bring

that in through the fence? Dealing with security, with everything that happens. I had total

access.

Did you also document Polygram's relationship with the film?

No, I never do anything that's connected to me. That's not what the story' is.

Then I filmed the people of Saugerties, New York, who were totally petrified about having

people come in. They take up guns and everything else, because they're afraid this generation

is going to rape or rob them, or whatever. They're totally nuts. But tourism isn't doing well up

there, and they need the money. They get a percentage of the tickets, and they go along with

it. So there's that story-.

Then there's the story of the so-called Generation X—who they are; what their dreams are.

You get to see their irreverence or cynicism. They call themselves the generation of doubters,

and that's not so terrible. It also looks at the Boomers, who are no longer on center stage, sort

of the older generation; and at those in between. It also looks at who we are today and who we

were 25 years ago; and that's not so different. We're still struggling for a sense of ritual and a

sense of community.
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And then, the groups. Any group that

goes on, you know who they are as people,

whether it's Porno for Pyros or Santana, Salt-

n-Peppa or Metallica, Chili Peppers,

whomever. Henry Rollins, for example, is

hysterically funny; so is Trent Reznor from

Nine Inch Nails. Rollins says, "Would I go to

a concert like this? Are you crazy? Walking

around the mud, looking for somewhere to

go to the bathroom, trying to keep dry? Uh-

uh. Not me. I'm staying at the Marriott."

Things like that.

Sounds fun.

[She groans]

Maybe the fun is past.

It is. We're struggling so hard. I really want to

get it out there.

Have you had to fundraise for this film like in the

old days—a few hundred dollars here, a few thou-

sand there?

I got a loan. . . well, it's not a loan anymore;

I got some money from a producer who just

died recently. And I got a grant from the

NEA. That's it, from 1994 to now. The rest

has come from me working on whatever films

I can to keep it going. It's tearing me apart.

In what respect?

The film is really wonderful, and the reason

people can't come in and say, "Here's the

money; go finish it" is they'd have to do a

deal with Polygram for the money that

Polygram put into it. So that takes forever.

Given this constant struggle for cash to support

independent documentary, what do you tell young

filmmakers who come to you with the question,

"Should I go into documentary? What are my future

prospects?"

I tell them it's something I wouldn't change

for anything. That for me, it's one of the most

wonderful things I could have done in my

life. You really have to struggle and perse-

vere. And you have to go after your own

dreams and not be dissuaded, no matter if

people don't believe in you. There will be

people there who will help you and believe in

you. I also tell them to get work with people

they respect, and then they'll start to meet a

whole community of people who are some-

what like-minded who will help them. If you

feel really strongly about it, go for it.

Patricia Thomson is editor in chief of The Independent.

All In One Productions
Your Low Budget Production Paradise

MOCli3 100 All You Can Play!As lowas $200/Day

Nou uitrh Effects Engine - Faster than Real Tine;

Non-Linear Digital Editing System FOR RENT
Up to 54 GB A/V Array, 300 MB of RAM, Insert/Assemble Editing...

After Effects, Boris Effects, Photoshop, Illustrator, ProTools...

Betacam SP, 3/4", DVCPRO, DVCAM, Mini DV, SVHS, Hi-8, DAT...

Check Out Our DV/DVCAM Production Packages for Rent!
-

(212) 334 4778
No Job too Big

401 Broadway. Suite 2012. New York CiTyl

No Budget Too Smal

Kmwo you?

Our AVIDS are the same
Our PRICES aren't.

On Line/Off Line • All Systems MC 7.0 PCI

Media Composer/Film Composer

RADICAL AVID
Broadway at 26th Street

Tel: (917) 225-2430 _

The Outpost
Edit on our Media lOO system for just $50
per hour. That ineludes an operator, various

tape formats including Beta SP, Macintosh
and Amiga graphics, and the Video Toaster.

718 -"5 99 - 2 3 S 5
St . Brooklyn. NY 11211
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non-linear video editing

Create, in the comfort

of a private edit suite

component interformat studio:

betacam-sp,3/4",hi-8,s-vhs

3d animation/graphics/cg

Video for Art's Sake
Independent Post Production

in the East Village

Meg Hanley, Editor

212.254.1106

International Insurance Brokers Inc.

Formerly Coulter & Sands Inc.

Discounted Liability

Insurance

for AIVF Members

Contact: Debra Kozee

Suite 500 • 20 Vesey Street

New York, NY 10007-2966

Tel: 800-257-0883

212-406-4499

Fax:212-406-7588

E-mail: staff@csins.com

http://www.csins.com

Millennium
Campaign Fund

The Millennium Campagin Fund is a 3 year

fundraising inititiative to develop a $ 1 50,000

cash reserve fund for the Foundation for

Independent Video and Film by the year 2000.

Since its inauguration in March 1997, we

have raised, at press time, more than

$55,000. We would like to thank those who

have so generously donated to the Millennium

Campaign Fund, (donations received as of

2/24/98)

Corporate/Government/Private

Donors
New York State Council on the Arts; Home

Box Office, Jewish Communal Fund

Honorary Committee Members
(donations of $500 or moree)

Ralph Arlyck, John Bard Manulis, Peter Buck

C-Hundred Film Corp., Hugo Cassirer, Martha

Coolidge, Nik Ives, Bill Jersey, Richard Kylberg,

Tom LeGoff, Helaine &. Sidney Lerner, Diane

Markrow, Leonard Merrill Kurz, David &. Sandy

Picker, R.E.M./Athens, LLC, James Schamus,

Robert L. Seigel, Michael Stipe, Liza Vann

Smith, Miranda Smith, Robert E. Wise

Friends
(donations of $100 or more)

Barbara Abrash, Alan Berliner, Tessa Blake,

Doug Block, Susan Bodine, Esq., Bob Brodsky,

Florence Burke, Jeff Bush, Pamela Calvert,

David Carnochan, Christine Choy, Norman

Cowie, Keith Crofford, Jonathan Dayton, Helen

De Michiel, Loni Ding, Aaron Edison, Bill

Einreinhofer, Cassian Elwes, Fanlight

Productions, Chris Farina, Valerie Faris, Film

Forum, Bonnie Finnegan, Kenneth Fishel, Frank

Frattaroli, Peter Friedman, Patricia Goudvis,

Barabara Hammer, Henry Hampton, Hal

Hartley, William Henning, James Herbert,

Kathy High, Deborah Hoffman, Ted Hope,

Zuzana Justman, Ticia Kane, Dai Sil Kim-

Gibson, Michael G. Kindle, Terry Lawler, Ruby

Lerner, Peter Lewnes, Mark Lipman, Lawrence

Loewinger, Jason Lyon, Charles MacFarland,

Jodi Magee, Jim McKay, Robb Moss, Michel

Negroponte, John O'Brien, October Films, Off

Shore Pictures, Eloise Payne, Anthony

Peraticos, Mimi Pickering, Robert Richter, Ross

S. McElwee, John Schwartz, Vivian Sobchack,

Buddy Squires, James Stark, George C.Stoney,

Helen Stritzler, Toni Treadway, Mark Tusk,

Barton Weiss, Susan Wittenberg,; Lauren

Zalaznick, Gei Zantzinger

AIVF Happenings; continued from p. 64

Dallas, TX
When: 3rd Wednesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Bart Weiss, (214) 823-8909

Denver/Boulder, CO
When: Call for dates

Where: Kakes Studio, 2115 Pearl St.

Contact: Diane Markrow, (303) 449-7125 or Jon

Stout (303) 442-8445.

Houston, TX
When: Last Tuesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Houston Film Commission Hotline.

(713) 227-1407

Kansas City, MO
When: Second Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m.

Where: Grand Arts, 1819 Grand Blvd.

Contact: Rossana Jeran, (816) 363-2249

New Brunswick, NJ

Call for date and locations

Contact: Allen Chou (908) 756-9845

Norwalk, CT
Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Guy Perrotta, (203) 831-8205

San Diego, CA
Call for dates and locations.

Contact:: Carroll Blue, (619) 594-6591

Seattle, WA
Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Joel Bachar, (206) 282-3592

Tucson, AZ
Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Beverly Seckinger, (520) 621-1239

Washington, DC
Call for dates and times.

Where: Herb's Restaurant, 1615 Rhode Island

Ave., NW
Contact: DC Salon hotline (202) 554-3263 x4.

Westchester, NY
Call for date and locations

Contact: Bob Curtis, (914) 741-2538;

reel 11(5 aol.com

Youngstown, OH
Call for dates and times.

Contact: Art Byrd, The Flick Clique,

www.cboss.com/flickclique.

AIVF Board Minutes

January 10-11, 1998: The board of directors of

the Association of Independent Video and Film-

makers (AIVF) and Foundation for Independent

Video and Filmmakers (FIVF) met in New York

on January 10-11, 1998. Attending were Robb

Moss (Chair), Susan Wittenberg (Vice Presi-

dent), Robert Richter (Treasurer), Diane

Markrow (Secretary). Todd Cohen, Barbara
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Hammer, Laalah Marias, Peter Lewnes, Jim

McKay, Rick Linklater, Graham Leggat, and Ruby

Lerner (ex officio). Absent were James Schamus,

Bart Weiss (Co-President), Loni Ding (Co-

President). Moss welcomed new AIVF/FIVF

board members Rick Linklater and Graham

Leggat.

FIVF received a grant from the MacArthur

Foundation and is waiting to hear from the List

Foundation. (Grant received February 1998)

Lerner noted that the HBO event for the

Millennium Campaign Fund was great. The

Earned Income Report shows an increase in dis-

play ads and Library subscriptions. Lerner noted

that in order for the organization to meet its

financial goals, it must improve its marketing

efforts.

The Independent editor Partricia Thomson

reported on upcoming issues of The Independent.

The May issue will feature a diary piece on a

travelling super 8 fest. June will contain an AIVF

salon roundup. July will once again feature

experimental media, while August/September

will be feature film oriented. Spike Lee, Arthur

Dong, and Judith Helfand have agreed to do tes-

timonial ads for the Millennium ad campaign.

Website consultant Tommy Pallotta reported

that he will test the festival database on the web-

site along with a filtering system. Future AIVF

databases will be designed using the festival data-

base as a model. A fee structure for website use

has yet to be determined.

LaTrice Dixon, advocacy assistant, reported

on the advocacy forum held in Washington DC
on Digital Broadcast Satellite public interest set-

asides. Approximately 50-60 people were in

attendance. The audience consisted mainly of

independent media makers, librarians, and edu-

cators. Since the forum, Dixon has received

approximately 100 requests for follow up infor-

mation.

Membership director Leslie Fields reported on

upcoming AIVF events. She has been in contact

with Denis Doyan coordinator of the UFVA
Student Film Festival. They are planning the stu-

dent salon, which will take place at City College.

Director of administration Leslie Singer passed

out the Cash Reserve Fund Resolution for board

review and approval. She also handed out quotes

regarding board liability insurance. The board

agreed to go with the best quote.

Committee members for the 1998 year are as

follows: Development: Markrow, McKay, Richter,

Wittenberg, Leggat, and Matias. Advocacy:

Hammer, Ding, Lewnes, Lopez. Salon/

Technology: Weiss, Cohen, Linklater, and Moss.

An election committee consisting of Moss and

Lewnes will work with Fields to help streamline

the process of the elections.

The next meeting of the board was set for

April 4-5 1998.

The Foundation for Independent Video and Film, the educational affiliate of the Association of Independent

Video and Filmmakers, supports a variety of programs and services for the independent media community,

including publication of The Independent, workshops, and an information clearinghouse. None of this work

would be possible without the generous support of the AIVF membership and the following organizations:

Mary Duke Biddle Foundation, Center for Arts Criticism, Heathcote Art Foundation, DC Gimmission on the Arts and

Humanities, Albert A. List Foundation, John D. and Catherine T MacArthur Foundation, National Endowment for the

Arts, New York State Council on the .Arts, Rockefeller Foundation, and Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc.

We also wish to thank the following individuals and organizational members:

Benefactors: Patrons: Sponsors:

Forest Creatures Entertainment®Pamela Calvert, Mary D. Dorman, C & S, Int'l Insurance Brokers, Inc.; Loni

Karen Freedman, Jeffrey Levy-Hinte, Ding; DavidW Haas, Dr. V HufnagelyWoman's

Robert L Seigel, Esq.; James Schamus, Cable Network; Jim McKay; Leonard Merrill

Roger E. Weisberg Kurz Co., Robb Moss; Jodi Piekoff, Julio Riberio,

J. B. Sass/Letting Go Foundation, George C.

Stoney, Debra Zimmerman

Business/Industry Members:

Antares Research, Santa Fe, NM; Archive Films, Inc., NYC; Anes Productions, Arlington, TX; BIZ TV USA, NYC;

Blackside, Inc., Boston, MA; Bureau for At-Risk Youdi, Plainview, NY; C &. S International Insurance Brokers, NYC; CK
Pnxlucuons, NYC; Clinica Estetico, NYC; Ericson Media Inc., NYC; EWE Productions, NYC; Exile Prod., LA, CA; H &
M Productions, NYC; Henrunger Media Services, Arlington, VA; Hogan Films., Spring, TX; Jes & WxxJcraft Video Prod.

Inc, Taylor, MI; Koch TV Productions, Cabin John, MD; Laun Enterprises Inc., New Rochelle, NY; LD Media, NYC;

Letnom Prod., NYC; Lyrick Studios, Ricfuirdson, TX; Joseph McCarthy, Bldyn, NY; Heidi McLean, Evergreen, CO; Media

Principia, NYC; Marl Morton, Adanta, GA; New Image Productions, Las Vegas, NV; NTV Studio Productions, NYC;

Opposable Thumb Prod., Inc., NYC; Henrietta S. Parker, East Orange, NJ; Sono Pictures. Inc., NYC; Andrew Stone, NYC;

Sundance Channel LLC, NYC; Surf &. TurfFilms Inc., NYC; Thunder Head Prod., Palm Beach, FLTriune Pictures, NYC;

Virtual Media, NYC; White Night Prod., San Diego, CA

Nonprofit Members

Andy Warhol Fndt., NYC; Ann Arbor Community Access TV Ann .Arbor, MI; Ann Arbor Film Festival, Ann

Arbor, MI; Appalshop, Whitesburs, KY; John Armstrong, Brooklyn, NY; Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL; Athens

Center for Film ek Video, .Athens, OH; AUCHMUTV-Uruversiry of New Casde, Callaghan, New South Wales; Austin

Film Society, Austin, TX; Baylor Universirv, Waco, TX; Boston University, r3oston, MA; Carnegie Museums, Pittsburgh, PA;

CCTV Gimhndye, MA; Center, tor New American Media, NYC; Center for the Arts, Tulsa, OK; Chicago Access Corp.,

Chicago, IL; Chicago Public Library, Chicago, IL; Cincinatti Oimmunity Video, Cincinnati, OH; Cleveland Filmmakers,

Cleveland, OH; Gimnuinicarion Arts, MHCJC, Gresham, OR; G immunity Television Network, Chicago, IL;Copiague

Memorial Library, Gipiague, NY; Girnell Cinema, Ithaca, NY; Gwenenant House, NYC; Cultural Development Group,

Miami, FL; Dallas Morning News, Dallas, TX; Denver Film Society, Denver; CO; Dept. of Media Studies/SUNY Buffalo,

Buffalo, NY; Dept. of Communication, The New Schixil, NYC; Documentary Educational Resources, Watertown, MA;

Patricia Dooley, NYC; Drexel University Library - Senals Dept., Philadelphia, PA; Duke University - Program in Film &
Video, Durham, NC; DUTV-Cable 54, Pluladelphia, PA; Educational Video Center, NYC; Film Fest New Haven, New

Haven, CE Fine Arts Division Office, Scottsdale, AZ; Flick Clique, Youngstown, OH; Globe Link Productions, Coral

Gables, FL; Great Lakes Film &. Video, Milwaukee, WI; Hogskulen I Volda, Norway; Hong Kong Arts Center, Hong Kong,

China; IFP West, Los Angeles, CA; Image Film Video Center, Adanta, GA; Intermedia Arts, Minneapolis, MN; Institute

for Public Media Arts, Durham, NC; International Film Seminars, NYC; Jewish Film Fest., Berkeley, CA; John Jay High

Schixjl, Cross River, NY; Kroma Productions, Porvoo; Laurel Cable Network, Laurel, MD; Long Bow Group Inc., Brookline,

MA; Manhattan Neighborhood Network, NYC; Maunts Binger Film Institute, NL; Massachusetts College ofAn, Boston,

MA; Media Arts, Palatine, IL; Media Resource Center, Adelaide, Australia; Media Resource Center - University of

Qdrtomia, Berkeley, CA; Media Working Group, Covington, KY; Missoula Community Access, Missoula MT Museum of

Fine Arts, Housaon, TX; MoMA-Film Study Center, NYC; National Video Resources, NYC; Neighborhood FilnvVideo

Proj., Philadelphia, PA; New Liberty Prod., Philadelphia, PA; New Rican Filmmakers, NYC; New York Women in Film and

Television, NYC; Ngee Ann Polytechnic Library, Singapore; Northampton Film Festival, Northampton, MA; NRX/DPH,

NYC; NYCCHR NYC; Ohio Independent Film Festival, Cleveland, OH; Ohio University - Film, Athens, OH; Dirk Olson,

Denver; CO; Open Society Institute., NYC; Rochester Film Office, Rochester; NY; Ross Film Theater; Lincoln, NE; Ross-

Gafney, NYC; Scribe Video Center, Philadelphia, PA; Singapore National Library, Singapore; Sinking Creek Celebration,

Nashville, TN; South Carolina Arts Commission, Columbia, SC; Squeaky Wheel, Buffalo, NY; Syracuse University,

Syracuse, NY; Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel; Texas Film Commission, Austin, TX; University of Arizona-Media Arts

Room, Tucson, AZ; University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; University of California Extension - CMIL, Berkeley, CA;

University of Texas - Dept. of Radio, TV and Film, Austin, TX; Upstate, Films, Rhinebeck, NY; Video Pool., Manitoba,

Canada; Wexner Center., Columbus, OH; WNET/13, NYC; Women Make Movies, NYC; Worldfest, Houston, TX;

WTVS Channel 56, Detroit, MI; York University Libraries, North York, Ontario, Canada
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AIVF //APPENNINGSby Leslie A Fields

MEMBER NEWS BROADCAST

I ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

Come to ATVF's Annual Membership Meeting

and join with fellow independent media makers to

discuss the state of the independent community.

Meet AIVF staff and the AIVF FIVF Board of

Directors and learn about our upcoming pro-

grams. We will also honor Third World

NewsreePs JOth anniversary with a retrospective

of their work. The meeting is open to all.

When: Fndav. April 3, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Manhattan Neighborhood Network,

537 W. 59th St. (between 10th 6k 11th Ave's.),

NYC.

The Annual Membership Meeting is sponsored by

Community Dental Program, Inc (CDPI) 6k

Manhattan Neighborhood Network.

TRADE DISCOUNT UPDATE

Island Media International

22 Prince St., #1 10, New York, NY 10012; (212)

252-3522. Receive 50% off all corporate rates on

Avid editing services: AVID, Betacam SP, DV-

CAM Digital , film to tape and tape to film trans-

fers, and camera packages.

Northeast Negative Matchers, Inc.

25 Riverview Terrace, Springfield, MA 01108-

1603; (413) 736-2177; fax: (413) 734-1211;

nenm(« nenm. com Contact: Iris Gerard. 10%

minimum discount on negative cutting services

on any format. FREE use of 16mm or 35mm 8-

plate steenbeck editing suites. Call for details.

Open Studios

601 Gates Road, Vestal, New York 13850; (607)

729-0100 x356; fax: (607) 729-7328;

Peter_Bombar(rt wskg.pbs.org. Contact: Peter

Bombar. 10-40% off digital audio/video editing,

production 6k field shooting. Includes audio post-

production, music, sfx, sound design, surround

sound automated mixing, full video services with

Betacam and D3, etc.

NOT RECEIVING YOUR INDEPENDENT?

It you have any problems receiving The

Independent or questions regarding your AIVF

membership, please call LaTrice Dixon or Marya

Wethers, (212) 807-1400 x 236.

AIVF Activities

Millennium Campaign Fund Benefit: Independent

Filmmaking inside & outside the studio system

Are you interested in working with the studio sys-

tem while still maintaining your independent

voice.' Then come to this exciting panel seminar

which includes Kasi Lemmons-Hall(Etc''s Bayou)

and Vondie Curtis-Hall (Gridlock'd) and is.hosted

by actor/director Ossie Davis. The panel will dis-

cuss the triumphs and pitfalls of independent

filmmaking and provide a unique perspective on

making films inside and outside of Hollywood.

All proceeds from this event will go to support the

Foundation of Independent Video and Film's

Millennium Campaign Fund. Originally sched-

uled in March, this event was been postponed

until a later date. Please call the AIVF-DC

Hotline for an update: 202-554-3263 x4.

ANNUAL NYC STUDENT SALON

Come to AIVF's annual student salon to cele-

brate student contributions to the independent

media community and network with other media

students in the NYC area. There will be a special

screening of AIVF student member work chosen

from UVFA's Touring Festival of International

Student Film 6k Video. Student representatives

for the AIVF FIVF board will be chosen at this

time. This event is co-sponsored by the MFA in

Media Arts Production and the Picker Center of

the Department of Communications, Film and

Video at City College. This event is free and open

to all. RSVP: 212-807-1400 x301

When: April 7th, 6:00 p.m.

Where: Shepard Hall rm. 291, City College of

New York, 145th St. 6k Convent Ave.

Advocacy Forum:

Distribution & Exhibition to Public Libraries

Join AIVF and Libraries for the Future for an

exciting dialogue between independent media

makers, librarians, and librarian advocates.

Panelists will discuss how independent producers

can use the public library as a distribution

resource. For more info and to RSVP please call

the AIVF Event Hotline (212) 807-1400 x301.

This event is free and open to the public.

When: Tuesday, June 16, 6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Where: The Lighthouse, 111 W 59th St.

(between Lexington 6k Park)

FILM BYTES

Stop in every 4th Friday of the month, 9:00 p.m.

at pseudo.com when AIVF hosts the new web-

cast series FILM BYTES. Film Bytes is a week-

ly series of interviews and discussions with a

variety of industry notables from the indepen-

dent media community. Film Bytes is co pro-

duced by Julia Zborovsky of Kinotek and the

Pseudo Network.

JO.
ON LOCATION WITH

MONTHLY MEMBER

SALONS

This is an opportunity

for members to discuss

work, meet other independents, share w-ar sto-

ries, and connect with the AIVF community

across the country. Note: Since our copy dead-

line is two months before the meetings listed

below, be sure to call the local organizers to con-

firm that there have been no last-minute

changes.

Albany, NY
When: 1st Wednesday of each month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Borders Books 6k Music, Wolf Rd.

Contact: Mike Camoin, (518) 895-5269

Atlanta, GA
When: Second Monday of the month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Manuel's Tavern (North 6k Highland)

Contact: Genevieve McGillicuddy, IMAGE
(402) 352-4225

Austin, TX
When: Last Monday of the month, 8 p.m.

Where: Electric Lounge, 302 Bowie St.

Contact: Ben Davis, (512) 708-1962

Boston, MA
Call tor dates and locations.

Contact: Susan Walsh, (617) 965-8477

Brooklyn, NY
When: 4th Tuesday of each month; call for time

Where: 0::ie's Coffeehouse, 7th Ave. 6k

Lincoln PI.

Contact: Glenn Francis Frontera, (718) 646-

7533

Chicago, IL

When: 4th Tuesday of the month, 6:30 p.m.

Call for date 6k location

Contact: Oscar Cervera, (773) 472-1000

Cleveland, OH
Call for date and location.

Contact: Annetta Marion, (216) 781-1755

Continued <>n p. 62
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your solution is clear

integrate your design
stations

Access shar
centralized

Fibre Channel Solutions

,>

spend time creating, not waiting

Fibre Channel Solutions allows you to tackle

day-to-day tasks quickly and effortlessly. This is

achieved by shared centralized storage which can

be accessed simultaneously by multiple graphic,

audio & editing workstations.

Technical Solutions for Creative People

As a Premier Avid Reseller, Virtual Media
offers the entire line of Avid products including:

the Media Composer®, the MCXpress™ system,

Avid storage devices & system upgrades.

Virtual Media offers customized solutions for

independent film makers to help simplify &
manage the pressures of post production.

We have the resources & knowledge to configure

powerful solutions for demanding clients.

Avid

• Fibre Channel Solutions

• Graphics System Integration

• Networking Solutions

• Complete System Integration

• System Installations

• Maintenance Contracts

• System Upgrades

• Emergency Technical Support

& Parts Replacement

V
virtual Media

:nical solu'

12 East 44th Street, New York, NY 10017

phone: 212.490.9730

fax: 212.818.0529
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a healthy choice of 14,000 hours of stock footage and 20,000,000 stills.

Tell us what you need - we'll roll up our sleeves, poke around and find it. Cataloged

copyright-cleared, and ready for you to use. With thousands of images already

^ available in digital format. Just what the doctor ordered, right?

^
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Fax us on your letterhead for

a free brochure and sample reel.

And check our our on-line database:

www.archivefilms.com

jM

.V A

Archive Films
Archive Phdtds

Yaw One Call To History:

800-876-5115

53D W. 25th Street, Dept. Ml, New York, NY 1DDD1 Tel. (212) 822-78DD Fax (212) 645-2137
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AIVF is a resource

I couldn't work without,

Barbara Kopple

Documentary Filmmaker

"Wildman Blues"
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TOTALLY INDEPENDENT

- Contribute to the Foundation for Independent Video and Film's three year Millennium Campaign Fund which ensures that AIVF/FIVF (publishers '

of The Independent) not only survive, but thrive in their mission to serve the growing and diverse independent media community

Address.

City

Enclosed is my gift of independence

in the amount nf:

State . Zip.

Phclome Phone .Business Phone.

I /We wish to be listed in acknowledgements as:

J $35 J
J $5D J
J SIDD J

| Other

iDdUU and up

Honorary

Committee

Member

Make your check payable to FIVF and return it with this form to FIVF. 304 Hudson St.. 6th Floor. NY. NY 10013. For more information call (212) 807-1400. ext. 223.

The Foundation for Independent Video and Film is a not-for-profit organization. Your contribution is tax-deductible.
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Experience Antioch's Summer Documentary Institute

Immerse yourself in an intensive program of film, video, and radio documentary. Visiting artists will meet with students to consider

contemporary issues and technologies and address production, funding, and distribution strategies. Explore documentary in all its forms!

Work with award-winning documentary makers

including:

• Dena Aronson • Chris Hill • Jon Stout

• Steven Bognar ©Art Jones • J.T. Takagi

• AnneBohlen • Jim Klein • Igor Vamos

• Dan Friedman • Julia Reichert • Yvonne Welbon

• Marlon Fuentes • Marty Rosenbluth • and more to be

• Jill Godmilow • Brian Springer announced...

Plus:

• The Margaret Mead Traveling

Film & Video Festival

• Sound Recording Workshop

• Interviewing Workshop

• Distribution Workshop

• Fundraising Workshop

f
Detach thisform and mail it to: Summer At Antioch, 795 Livermore St., Yellow Springs, OH 45387

1

I'd like to know more about Summer At Antioch. Please send me more

information on the following:

Documentary

Music

J Summer Courses

Name

Dance/Theater

Peace Studies

Field Study Programs

Entrepreneurship

Language

Street Address

State

Phone

E-mai

In what publication did you find this ad?

Tell me more!

Contact Anne Bohlen at 937.767.6406

or visit our web site at http://antioch-

college.edu.

SUMMER
INSTITUTES

& PROGRAMS
AT ANTIOCH COLLEGE

795 LIVERMORE STREET YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO 45387
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MEDIA NEWS FIELD REPORTS

9 Documentaries No More: NYCH Well Runs Dry 22 At Center Rinfr Inside Rotterdam's CineMart

With the stoppage of

[^reproduction grants, the

New York Council on
the Humanities gets out

of the film funding busi-

ness altogether.

by Mark J.

12 Want Scripts, Will Pay:

KASA Reels in Screenwriters with Big Money

Screenwriters take note: a cool million is up for grabs.

by Cassandra Uretz

DISTRIBUTOR F.A.Q.

13 Vanguard International Cinema

Budding a business as an indie-friendly home video distributor.

BY LlSSA GlBBS

TALKING HEADS

16 Stan Brakhage,

Odette Springer &

Carlos Marcovich

by Jeremy Springer
Cara Merte- c*

Michelle Chase

A close look at what it's like to pitch your projects at this venera-
ble indie market. Plus, Rotterdam's quirky sidebars.

by Howard Feinstein

28 Have Presskit, Will Travel: The '98 Berlinale.

A report from the

floor at the queen of

European markets for

independent film.

by Ryan
Deussing

WIRED BLUE YONDER

41 Online Independents: A Web Guide

Search AltaVista for "independent film" and what do you get?

Try 1 5,063 links. Here are the ones you should know about.

by Kristine Malden

FESTIVALS NOTICES

CLASSIFIEDS AIVF HAPPENINGS
Cover still from Evil ofDracula, and (left) A Toetally Soleful Feeture Pedsentation. by Super 8 filmmaker Martha Colburn, whose works regularly appear in the Super Super 8 test
Courtesy filmmaker
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THE INDEPENDENT FEATURE PROJECT PRESENTS

THE 20th

INDEPENDENT TEATURE TlLM IVIaRKET

September 18-25, 1998

New York City

CALL FOR ENTRIES:

Filmmakers & Screenwriters submit:

features, shorts, works-in-progress,

scripts and documentaries to the

only Market devoted to

American independent filmmaking.

Join over 2500 filmmakers, distributors,

development executives, TV buyers,

festival programmers, agents and

industry professionals at

the 20
th
IFFM.

IFP
Submission deadlines:

First deadline: May 22, 1998

Final deadline: June 12, 1998

For information and

an application contact:

IFP

104 West 29th Street, 12th Floor

New York, NY 10001

Tel: 212-465-8200

Fax:212-465-8525

E-mail: ifpny@ifp.org

Check out Indie Link, the IFP's website at

www.ifp.org for the most up-to-date

information on the IFFM

Films at the IFFM over the past 20 years:

American Dream

The Big One

Blood Simple

The Brother's McMullen

Children of Fate

Choose Me
Clean Shaven

Clerks

Daughters of the Dust

Desert Hearts

Down by Law

El Norte

Fiddlefest a.k.a. Small Wonders

Flirt

Heavy

I Am a Promise: The Children of

Stanton Elementary School

Jupiter's Wife

Killer of Sheep

Kissed

Leningrad Cowboys Go America

Let's Get Lost

Longtime Companion

Manufacturing Consent:

Noam Chomsky and the Media

Maya Lin: A Strong Clear Vision

Metropolitan

My Dinner with Andre

One False Move

Paris Is Burning

Parting Glances

Poison

Postcards from America

Return of the Secaucus Seven

Rhythm Thief

Roger & Me
Slacker

Star Maps

Swoon

The Unbelievable Truth

Welcome to the Dollhouse

Wonderland

Working Girls



****ATTENTION****

fILH & VIDEO PRODUCERS

ERRORS & OMISSIONS
INSURANCE

ONE TIME PREMIUM

COVERS YOUR PRODUCTION

ANNUAL RENEWAL NOT NECESSARY

1-800-638-8791

INSURANCE BROKERS

P.O. BOX 128, CLINTON, MD 20735
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Nobody has the 20th Century covered with news footage like ABCNEWS VideoSource!

. :, - >^

From the turn ot the century to its approaching

climax, the historical events that have shaped our

times are mere fingertips away.

Your Source for the 20th Century!

Nobody in the footage business has as much

news footage as ABCNews VideoSource! We've combined

three ot the world's finest news and stock footage

collections - ABC News, Worldwide Television News,

and British Movietone News - at America's newest

and most modern footage resource. If it happened from

1900 right up to today, we've got it covered!

The great thing is, it's all so easy to access.

Just click us up on the Web or, even better, come visit

our fantastic facility in person. Our highly-skilled

and footage-sawy Customer Service Representatives

will simplify your search. It's footage searching the

wav it should be!

For the fastest, easiest way tofind

the exactfootageyou want, come to the Source!

SABCNEWS

VideoSource
125 West End Avenue at 66th Street • New York. NY 10023

800 • 789 • 1250 • 212 • 456 • 5421 FAX 212 • 456 • 5428

Visit http://www.abcnewsvsource.com l<w$
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HAVE THE

INDEPENDENT?
Take this coupon to

your school or public

librarian and request a
subscription today!

10 issues/yr.

Library subscription rate $75

Published by the Foundation for

Independent Video and Film

ISSN 0731-0589

Order from FIVF,

304 Hudson St., 6th FL, NY, NY 10013;

(212) 807-1400 x 235; info@aivf.org

EBSCO: (205) 991-6600;

fax (205) 991-1479.

FAXON (US): (800) 283-2966;

CAN (519) 472-1005;

CAN fax (519) 472-1072
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ORDER THESE BOOKS FROM FIVF

The AIVF/FIVF Guide to International Film & Video Festivals

by Kathryn Bowser. $29.95 AIVF members; $34.95 others

$

The AIVF/FIVF Guide to Fdm & Video Distributors

by Kathryn Bowser $19.95 AIVF members; $24.95 others

The Next Step: A Film and Video Distribution Handbook

Morrie Warshawslci, ed. $19.95 AIVF members; $24.95 others

s
:

Order all three and save!

$59.95 AIVF members; $74.95 others $

Alternative Visions: Distributing Independent Video in a

Home Video World by Debra Franco; $9.95 AIVF members;

$12.95 others $

Film and Video Financing by Michael Wiese; $22.95 $

Film Directing Shot by Shot: Visualizing from Concept to

Screen by Steven D. Katz; $24.95 $

Home Video: Producing for the Home Market by Michael

Wiese; $11.95$

The Independent Film & Videomakers Guide by Michael

Wiese; $13.95 $

Production Assistant Guidelines by Sandy Curry;

$6.00 $

Postage/handling: US - $3.50 1st book, $1.00 ea. addl;

Foreign - $5.00 1st book, $1.50 ea. addl $

TOTAL $

A4ofce checks payable to FIVF, 304 Hudson St., 6th ft.,

NY, NY 70073; or charge by phone: (212) 807-1400 x 235
or fax: (272; 463-8579.



MEDIA NEWS
EDITED BY RYAN DEUSSING

NYCH Well Runs Dry

I

by Mark J

.

HUISMAN

From its inception in 1975, the

New York Council for the Human-

ities (NYCH) has been one of the

state's most regular, dependable

funding sources for documentary

filmmakers, giving away over $3.8

million in just over two decades.

But this support ended last fall,

when NYCH announced it would

not offer preproduction grants for

film and video projects in 1998. As

NYCH stopped awarding produc-

tion and postproduction funds in

1992, this decision officially ends

the organization's support for new films.

According to Dr. Jay Kaplan, NYCH's execu-

tive director since 198C, the decision was

painful, but necessitated by economic as well

as political problems.

"We are a nonprofit organization that was

set up to give away federal money," says

Kaplan. "Our purpose is to promote public

understanding of the humanities, but also to

create support for the humanities in the gen-

eral population." The definition of "humani-

ties" as laid out in the National Foundation

on the Arts and Humanities Act of 1965, the

federal legislation that originally created the

NEH and the NEA, includes disciplines like

history, literature, philosophy, art history, crit-

icism, ethics, and social sciences approached

from a humanistic perspective. Kaplan says

NYCH's documentary grants "were justified

by the humanities content of the films fund-

ed."

The list of NYCH-funded projects is a ver-

itable "who's who" of documentary film,

including names like Ken Burns (The

Brooklyn Bridge), Barbara Kopple (American

Dream), Marlon Riggs (Ethnic Notions),

Kathe Sandler (A Question of Color), and

Greta Schiller (Be/ore Stonewall)

.

"I'm devastated. Completely devastated,"

says Kopple. "Without the council you're not

going to see films that have life, a true vision,

and a different sensibility. Young filmmakers are

nor going to be able to explore. Veterans aren't

going to be able to continue their work."

Joe Dorman, director of the NYCH-support-

ed Arguing the World (which recently grossed

$50,000 at New York's Film Forum), says public

foundations like NYCH give an imprimatur to

projects that helps attract other flinders.

"Organizations like NYCH and the NEH are

interested in intellectual content, not a point of

view. They are crucial hinders."

While Kaplan calls the situation "hopefully

not permanent," NYCH has a big funding hur-

dle to overcome. Unlike the New York State

Council on the Arts (NYSCA), NYCH receives

no state monies and is funded almost entirely

by the NEH, which has passed on its own fre-

quent budget cuts to the state councils.

Securing a New York State budget allocation is

a top priority for Kaplan. His first roll of the

dice is increasing the council's visibility- within

the state by introducing New York State

Humanities Month this October.

This concept builds on the 1993 designation

by President Clinton of October as National

Arts and Humanities Month.

NYCH will join other humanities

councils around the country in

holding a kind of festival to show-

case the council's work within the

state. Two new grant categories

—

October Event Grants, for the cre-

ation of new events, and October

Program Grants, tor programming

news events—will be awarded

under the condition that all events

and programs occur in October.

Phillip M. Katz, NYCH's Program

Officer, says the council hopes to

give away $25,000 in each category

(possibly less for Program Grants).

The project was announced in a

press release explaining the cuts in

media grants by citing declining federal support

and by alluding to a "crisis in the humanities."

"There are many forces diminishing the

humanities in the lives of most people," Kaplan

explains. "In the face of so many media, from

traditional ones like movies and recordings to

radio and the Internet, there are incredible

sources of competition. The traditional book is

being overwhelmed. Literacy and familiarity

with the written word is markedly on the

decline. We must pay more attention to finding

more resources, because we're up against

incredible odds. One way to do that is so say,

'We're the ones who brought you State

Humanities Month.'
"

Film is competition for the humanities?

Richard Pena, Program Director of the Film

Society of Lincoln Center and a former NYCH
board member, dispels the notion. "There's

always competition for scarce funds," Pena says.

"I don't know of any humanities scholars who

will say a work that's well-researched and well-

executed is less a valid if it's on film than if it's

in a book or examined in some other field. I cer-

tainly never heard anyone suggest that at the

council."

Other priorities are also changing at NYCH.

Culturefront, a glossy magazine aimed at a par-

May 1998 THE INDEPENDENT 9



For Great

Service...

Without

the Expense!

1-800-550-0687

1-800-5500-MVP
In NYC, Call (718) 234-7610

Fax: (718) 234-1923

EMAIL: mvpav@jnno.com

BUSINESS
HOURS

Monday-Thursday

9:00-6:30

Friday

9:00-2:00

Canon PanasonicXL-1 3-CCD
MINI DV
CAMCORDER
An innovative and

flexible DV camera

that allows for many
different facets of cre-

ativity. Equipped with a

16x optical lens that is

interchangeable with

other zooms. It offers

Canon's exclusive Super Range Optical Image

Stab, which virtually eliminates all camera shake

as never before. Exclusive new Pixel Shift technol

ogy greatly enhances areas like light sensitivity,

vertical smear and dynamic range. The XL-1

offers 3-shootmg modes: Normal/Digital Photo/

Frame & Movie. It features a Super Slow Shutter

mode with 3-speeds ranging from 1/8-1/30 sec.

Another exclusive feature is its 4-Channel Digital

Audio System, allowing recording on 4 different

channels simultaneously. Includes the MA-100
Mic Adapter/ Shoulder Pad, allowing use of XLR
mics as well as shoulder mountability.

SONY
DHR-1000 Digital

i

VCR Mini -DVVCR
It offers video insert editing capability, & 2

PCM audio tracks. It features a built

in edit controller that provides a 10-segment edit

window. Drop frame time code is included along

with a jog shuttle, TBC, audio level meters, slow

motion, & a cable ready tuner. The DHR-1000 is

also capable of playing back DVCAM tape.

AJ-D200 1/3"

3-CCD DVCPRO
Camcorder
Of all the moderate

priced digital cam-
corders out there, the

'

AJ-D200 is the only

one that operates like a

fully professional camcorder. It's

a well balanced shoulder mountable

camera, with a Fujinon 14:1 bayonet lens. It has

Digital Circuitry that optimizes picture quality, and

ensures that all characteristics remain stable. With

the One-Touch camera status report, the AJ-D200

displays a list of available functions within the

viewfinder for a moment. Also includes: 123 min,

recording, Large 600 TVL viewfinder, 5 lux illumina-

tion with 18dB gain. Auto Tracing. White Balance,

Record Review, and Time Code. It includes 2-

Channel line/mic inputs w/48-VDC phantom power.

BNC and S-Video out.

AJ-0230 DVCPRO Desktop VCR
Panasonics new recorder is a compact and afford-

ably priced DVCPRO VCR. Built-in RS-232C interface

enables it to be controlled with an editor. It has a

reliable mechanism geared to stand up to the rigors

of studio use. It offers a variety of other useful fea-

tures which include: T/C gen. & reader,

On-Screen Setup

Display, 10xff/rev.

search, independent

audio levels adj.. opt.

RS-422 control. & S-

Video out.

SONY
DSR-130
2/3" Wide
Screen
DVCAM
Camcorder
The DSR-130
is comprised

of the DXCD-30
camera head and the

DSR-1 DVCAM recorder. Has

many creative and convienient functions such

as TrueEye Dynalatitude, that allow for shoot-

ing in difficult contrast situations. The new
Power Head sensor delivers 850 lines of reso-

lution, 63dB s/n ratio and a sensitivity of

f1 1/2000 lux. It has a convienient and compre-

hensive camera setup. The menu can be easily

switched between standard setup and file. File

presets include: film look, sparkle and floures-

cent. Skin detail & Skin tones can simply be

adjusted by placing a marker on the skin area.

The total level control system affords a very

variable auto exposure expanding from high

gain to high speed shutter. Other features

include: Auto Tracing White Balance. Clear

Scan, Dual Zebra Pattern, Freeze Mix, and Edit

Search. The recorder is docked by a Pro 76-pin

connector and can easily record the camera

setup on tape. It has full color playback.

S-Video out and a built-in TBC.

HITACHI
ZV-1A DVCPRO 2/3" 1 -PIECE CAMCORDER
The Hitachi ZV-1A is a 2/3" CCD camcorder.

Utilizing Hitachi's single LSI design with up
to 18-bit digital signal processing, a 6

Vector Color Corrector for 'film-like' color

control, and Advanced Fleshtone Detail, the

ZV-1 is the best in its class. It offers 850
lines of resolution along with a s/n ratio of

63dB and a sensitivity of f11 at 2000 Lux. It

is a lightweight and comfortable camera to

shoulder, with a large viefinder that makes it

easy for operators to view from a distance.

Scene files can be easily changed at the

head of the camera and a built in setuup

card stores settings

in memory.

MONTHLY SPECIALS
Sennheiser MK-E300 Shotgun Mic 149.95

Telex ENG-1/WT-55/AT-831 Wireless System. .429.95

Sony UVW1800 Betacam SP Recorder 7495.00

Panasonic 2 AG-1980s & Future Video-3300TC .2800

Sony PVM14N1U-13" Color Monitor 439.95

Horita BSG-50-Blackburst/Sync Generator 269.95

Panasonic WJMX-20 Digital AV Mixer CALL!

Panasonic SV-380 DAT Recorder/Player CALL!

AUDIO MIXERS
MACKIE-MS1402-VLZ
The micro series is a fantastic and

affordable tool for all sorts of mixing

environments, whether its video, post

production, live performance, or multi-

media. Special circuitry minimizes noise

and crosstalk, studio grade discrete pre-

amplifiers, low cut filter, and accurate

faders with complex resistive elements

to provide excellent sound quality.

MS-1202VLZ .319.95 MS-1402VLZ 448.95 MS-1604VLZ 849.95

VIDEO TAPE
Fuji VHS T-120 AV Master 4.69

Fuji VHS Double Coated SG-120 4.49

Fuji S-VHS H471S-ST120 7.95

Fuji Hi8 M221 P6-120 8.69

Sony Hi8 E6-120HMEX 14.99

Sony Betacam BCT-30MA 14.99

Panasonic Mini DV DVM60 13.29

Sony DVCAM PDV-184ME 44.95

Fuji DVCPRO DP121-64L 23.49

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS
Comtek MRC-82 Wireless System
The MRC-82 is a pro-quality, full fidelity mini receiver specially designed for cameras.

Advanced Micro-curcuit technology means the MRC-82 has all the features of larger

receivers while still maintaining its small size and rugged design, outstanding reliability,

and low power. A 4-pole RF preselector incorporates dual gate MOSFET semiconduc-

tors to provide superior sensitivity and selectivity for unconditional performance

even in crowded RF enviornments. An ultra abrupt quieting detector circuit offers

high s/n performance of up to 100dB

MRC-82CL Lavaliere System $649.95 MRC-82CH Handheld System $69995

Sennheiser K6/ME66 (We Carry the full Sennheiser line)

The K6 series is designed to deliver studio quality audio

|
to the video production market. It is capable of being

combined with a variety of capsules, from omni to super

directional patterns. The K6 powering module is balanced with low impedance (200 ohms), and termi-

nates to a 3-pin XLR. It can be powered by an "AA" battery or phantom power. The ME66 is an Electret

Short Shotgun microphone and is geat for interviews within a crowd. It delivers superior performance,

backed by the Sennheiser name $399.95 m

Sony WRR810A/WRT-805/ECM-122 UHF Synthesized System
<T*« /^^TVT'"V Sony's WRR-810A receiver offers up to 94 selectable frequencies inOVJIN X the 800 mHz UHF band range. The WRR-810A is a small and light-

weight receiver that is camera mountable. It features a monitoring function with volume

control, a large LCD panel for easy viewing and operates on 2-AA batteries for 6 hours.

Sony's new WRT-805 beltpack transmitter, like their other transmitters, delivers superb

quality and noise-free transmitions. It features a low battery alarm indicator, a large LCD
panel and a small rubber ducky antenna.

STUDIO SOLUTIONS
Panasonic WE- 150 Video Imager
This is a rugged and innovative video imager

copystand, useful for a variety of purposes. It has

a built-in swiveling CCD camera, and fluores-

cent lights, for recording or presenting pictures

and objects. Features include: Macro focus. 6x zoom, dual input

select switch and easy fold up for portability.

BTS-1000N 10" Color

Portable Monitor with Handle
2 selectable input signals (line/VTR) Underscan Blue Gun

Internal/External Sync DC Operation with Automatic Deep-

Discharge Protector Virtually no magnetic electrical interference

Rack Mountable

CT-2010Y Olympic Demo.
SPECIAL 49995

!

$449.95

C0MPUVIDE0SVR-1100CB
Waveform Monitor/Vectorscope

Self Contained unit with 6" High Resolution & Bright CRT
8-Channel Composite/Y/C/Component. "Variable Gain & line

select for all inputs. 4 Channel Parade and Vector display

Overlaid up to 6 wafeforms/vectors Overlaid external

reference "Automatic Sync/Input selection "AC/DC Power

17.5 lbs Desk/rack mountable.

I with manufacturer-supplied accessories and warranties. All merchandise is exchangeable or refundable within 7 days (with all

eflal and in mint condition). Please call for return authorization. All refunds are less shipping & handling. NY residents add 8.25% sales tax.



ticular humanities theme for each issue, will

be published four times yearly instead of

three. Funding for the magazine comes from

NYCH's program budget, not its grant bud-

get. But because financial statements for

1998 are not yet available, it was impossible

to discern whether any funding was shifted

from grants to programs in support of that

endeavor. Funds to pay

for teachers who will

provide humanities

instruction to other

teachers in New York

classrooms, a program

NYCH has supported

in the past, are also

being increased. Asked if he found it para-

doxical that NYCH had cut media grants

due to the need for state funding only to

devote more of its scarce funds to a tradi-

tionally governmental responsibility like edu-

cation, Kaplan bristled.

"Humanities education is in a terrible

state and needs as much help as it can get.

Most teachers are teaching humanities sub-

jects they know nothing about, like Chinese

history and Islam. I don't know how you

weigh these things. There was a concreteness

to these teachers. There was a hope the films

would find other avenues of support."

Dorman has conflicting feelings about this

choice. "As a filmmaker, I'm interested in

having as many funding streams as possible.

But I'm a former teacher and having kids

educated in schools is a big concern. I don't

envy the choice."

Pressed on NYCH's future commitment

to media, Kaplan's pain over the decision is

clear. "Filmmakers serve a wonderful educa-

tional function. I believe that artistic com-

munity needs to be nurtured and supported if

the humanities is going to be successful in

what it does. I very much love that field, and

it's a shame we don't have the resources to be

active in [it.]" Kaplan returns to visibility,

specifically the council's own visibility within

its funded films.

"Frequently we would give more money

than a local corporation but get less credit

because we were a government entity. If we

funded someone for $10,000, and it ended

up to be a million-dollar project," says

Kaplan with palpable exasperation, "we were

listed below all the other funders. Our visi-

bility in film was infinitesimally small. We
were doing yeoman's work. Films were taking

a large percentage of our budget, and we

were making a very small contribution to the

"Filmmakers serve a wonderful

educational function... I very much

love that field, and it's a shame we

don't have the resources

to be active in [it.]"

—Dr. Jay Kaplan, NYCH executive director

documentary community. We had to look at

that critically and say 'Is this the best invest-

ment of dollars?' We've never made a priority of

supporting the art of filmmaking because we're

not an arts council."

But there's a difference between finding the

best investment for your money and deciding

not to invest it at all. NYCH could have rewrit-

ten its grant rules any way

it desired, but it chose to

eliminate film grants en-

tirely. The council could

have limited its funding to

one large grant for an out-

standing film project

being completed, or kept

to its current strategy of providing start-up

funds but limited the total to two or three

grants.

"It's very expensive to review grants,"

Kaplan explains. "There's no economy to

reviewing dozens of proposals to give away only

one or two grants. We felt you either do this

right or you don't do it. Dabbling doesn't meet

our own standards."

"I completely disagree" says Kopple.

"$25,000 for a documentary takes you a long

way. But so does $5,000, or $6,000. It says to

others, 'This isn't a dream. It's real.' Any

amounts out there to keep the craft going are

going to be hugely important to the makers."

As to Kaplan's suggestion that filmmakers

could apply for October grants to host film

screenings and discussions, Kopple says, "It's all

well and good to be talking about screening

existing work. But I want to move forward. I

think the emphasis should be on funding new

work." Kopple believes filmmakers would glad-

ly assist NYCH in addressing its visibility con-

cerns if only given the chance. "Credit should

be discussed as part of the grant acceptance.

Documentarians would have absolutely been

open to giving the council greater input into

their credit. We want to support them in the

way they support us, because it means so

much."

Dorman calls on the council and documen-

tary filmmakers to sit down and find a solution

together. "It's incumbent on the filmmaking

community to convince the council we're wor-

thy of being funded in the future, that we're an

important part of the humanities community.

We need to help shore up the council, to find

out what they need from us, for our own good,

the council's good, and the good of the human-

ities all across New York."

Mark J. Huisman [cinernark(Qrnmdspririg.corn] is a

New York-based writer and independent producer.

Summer Study in

P r a q u e
July, 1993

Workshops in

Photography

Prague Its name in Czech, Fhaha, means

'threshoU." Join us in Jury for one ofthe most

productive summers of your life.

E3esides the workshops in photography& video,

attend our famous Czech literature lecture

series, our Czech new wave film screenings & a

host of other activities, readings, and

performances by American and European

writers and artiste.

Up to & hours of graduate or advanced

undergraduate credit may be earned^

d^SSSfo University of
New Orleans

j^^^^jS??' The Prague Summer Seminars

-*»oijii^ ire enable/! by a friendship

agreement between Charles

University and the University of

New Orleans.

Charles
University

Prague Summer Seminars ' Division of International

Education • University ofNew Orleans •New

Orleam, LA 70148 • Call tollfive: (888) 291-8685 •

e-mail:praguess&aoLcom
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MERCER STREET
1/1

Sound Design / Original Music

Pro Tools III /Media 100

s

Video Capture & Compression / Betacam Video Lockup

Sound Effects / Voice Over & ADR
DIGITAL AUDIO
-PRODUCTION-
for Film and Video

and Multimedia

Discount rates for independents

133 MERCER ST. NYC 10012 • 212.966-6794 • E-mail mercerst@aol.coi

B f ^J^H iff i J ft 4^^st

WPA. is more than stock footage.

It is a state oimind.

A. creative catalyst.

A new vehicle to mystic lands

ana past times ana big opportunities.

Indeed, WPA is more than stock footage.

It is stock footage Nirvana.

1/of* conjuid it it// tit

HE WPA FILM LIBRARY
cTIte 1Pot*/if'$ -feae/i/uj Jbttrcejof*

^y/rcAiiml and' <ftocA ZFootiige

Want Scripts, Will Pay:

KASA Reels in Screenwriters

with Big Money

Kingman Films International [www.kingman-

films.com] is teaming with Script magazine to

give away a cool million to a handful of screen-

writers. A four-year-old Los Angeles produc-

tion company, Kingman is looking for "com-

pelling stories unaffected by Hollywood formu-

las," according to the company's press materi-

als. With its King Arthur Screenwriters Award

(KASA), which they hope to make a biannual

competition, the company is offering up to 1C

winners a cut of $ 1 million in prize money and

the chance to see their scripts produced.

The first KASA competition—organized in

1996 as a way to find quality writing that would

establish Kingman's indie credentials—drew

3,000 entries from both amateurs and estab-

lished writers. In 1998, Kingman has joined

forces with Script in the hopes of attracting an

even wider pool of applicants. Though

Kingman helmsman Arthur Chang maintains

that his goal is to fortify fresh stories by inde-

pendent thinkers, the competition is also a way

for Kingman to bypass Hollywood agents and

middlemen and purchase marketable scripts

directly from their authors.

"It's a wonderful opportunity for screenwrit-

ers," says Script's marketing manager, Kim

Ropp. "You don't have to be an established

screenwriter with an agent. You can be a

screenwriter anywhere, and you have the

opportunity to bypass the agent [and the]

Hollywood system and get a wonderful, charac-

ter-driven script made."

Though still new to the scene, Kingman has

stood by its promise to get KASA scripts

onscreen. Frontline, Kingman's first feature pro-

ject by 1996 finalist Quinton Peoples, is slated

for release this spring, and three more of 1996's

winning projects are currently in preproduc-

tion. Of course there's no guarantee that win-

ning scripts will make it into multiplexes, but

Kingman's directors see the contest as a princi-

pal source of material. Professional readers

review each script and recommend the best to

the Kingman crew, who then choose up to 10

scripts to consider for production.

The 1998 KASA deadline is June 30. For an

application, send a SASE to KASA, c/o Script,

5638 Sweet Air Road, Baldwin, MD 21013, or

call (410) 592-3466.

Cassandra Uretz

Cassandra Uretz is The Independent's

editorial assistant.
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Vanguard

International

Cinema

15061

Springdale St.,

Suite 109,

Huntington

Beach, CA

92649; (714) 901-9020; (800) 218-7888; fax: (714)

901-9070; vanguard@moviesource.com;

www.moviesource.com/vanguard (general site);

www.rendezvous.net (specialized gay & lesbian

titles); contact: Freyr Thor, President

What is Vanguard International Cinema?

We're an independent video distributor focusing on

nonmainstream films from all over the world. We oper-

ate on the simple principle of being a one-stop source

for lovers of non-Hollywood filmmaking—features,

documentaries, experimental films, shorts, animation.

We provide service, knowledge, information, and avail-

ability of these films on video, laser disc, and DVD to

anybody who might be interested in them, including

individuals, video stores, libraries, and schools. We are

not a theatrical distributor.

Who is Vanguard?

There are four key staff members: Me-, Dean Edward,

Sales Manager; Olga Plateado. Accounting Manager;

and Shanna Giesber, Office Manager. We also have

some people outside of the business working in promo-

tions and graphic services. We all have in common a

great love of film. For all of us, this is more than just

"work."

How, when, and why did Vanguard come into being?

I founded the company back in 1993 because I felt a

real need—from customers and vendors—for an enti-

ty that would focus its efforts on promotion, knowledge,

and deliverability of nonmainstream movies on video. I

was previously at a company called Canterbury

Distribution that attempted to do—to a certain

degree—some similar

things to what we now do at

Vanguard. So I knew the

video distribution business

and, more importantly, I was

very aware that there was a

need for a reliable and

knowledgeable video distrib-

utor of independent film.

How many works are now

in your catalog?

We distribute about 25 titles

exclusively, but we sell

15,000 titles in our catalog for other vendors on an ongo-

ing basis. We are truly a one-stop video distributor

What kind of works do you handle?

Our catalog is heaviest in the following areas: foreign lan-

guage features; U.S. and English-language low-budget,

independent features; documentaries of all different

shapes and sizes; gay and lesbian interest works; and

animation, including packages of animated shorts. Not

everything in our catalog has originated on film. A lot of it

has come straight from video. We prefer to handle titles

that have had some sort of theatrical or semi-theatrical

release for reasons of saleability and exposure, but it's

not mandatory.

Best known titles or directors you handle:

Well, with 15.000 titles in our catalog, the range is pretty

broad—from the classics of international cinema like

Akira Kurosawa, Jean-Luc Godard, Federico Fellini, Andrei

Tarkovsky, Ingmar Bergman, Marcel Carne. and Sergei

Eisenstein. But we also pride ourselves on carrying cut-

ting-edge titles by Jon Jost, John Sayles, John Greyson,

Jane Campion, Barbara Kopple, the Brothers Quay, Gregg

Araki, and Craig Baldwin. We feel that we represent the

classic history of cinema and the grassroots of the new

and upcoming future masters.

Range of production budgets of titles you handle:

From $1,000 to $10 million.

What's the most unusual title you've ever handled?

We sold a tape called The Lava Lamp which was basi-

cally a video version of a lava lamp. Then we had a fish

tank video which basically transformed your television

screen into a giant fish tank.

What's the range of production entities you represent:

We represent larger production entities like Samuel

Goldwyn, Polygram, Orion (while they lasted), Home

Vision, Kino, Fox Lorber, New Yorker, First Run Features,

and others. On the other end of the spectrum we also

handle titles by individual producers who may only have

one or two films. We call these the "kitchen vendors" and

they really do run their businesses out of their kitchens,

off their kitchen tables. This is the reality of how you start

and the reality of where everything good comes from.

What sorts of stores handle Vanguard titles?

Our typical customers are stores like Kim's Video in New

York, Scarecrow in Seattle, Vidiots in Santa Monica, and

Le Video in San Francisco. We also sell tapes through

Borders Books, Hollywood Video, and Blockbuster, and

directly to different departments of colleges and universi-

ties nationwide. Ninety percent of our business is whole-

sale, 10 percent is consumer retail.

How do these stores and the general public find out

about Vanguard's catalog?

We exhibit at trade conventions for the wholesale market.

We direct mail a complete annual catalog and monthly

magazines to individuals and retailers. We have the two

Web sites, and we do a little bit of advertising in film and

video magazines here and there.

What would people be most surprised to learn about

Vanguard or its founders?

That we're not 50 people and that each person here is

basically a whole department. I myself was personally

surprised at being mentioned as an "Outstanding
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" Learn
Film

Making
in Vermont

B.A. Degree program.

Learn from successful independent

filmmakers in beautiful Burlington,

Vermont. Callfor more information.

>nfffc Burlington
Sgjjjg College

Dept. MM. 95 North Ave. Burlington VT 05401

1-800-862-9616 www. burlcol.edu

Got film?

Then let the crowds drink them in at the

Rehoboth Beach

Independent Film Festival
Nov. 12 - 15

Set on the scenic Delaware Coast

• Six theaters • Lectures and receptions

• 100* films • Video programs

Entry deadline: Sept 12, 1998

P.O. Box 11)2 • Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971

(302) 226)744
www.rehobothfilm.com

beachrun@dmv.com

Rehoboth Beach Film Society
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Business Executive" by Who's Who. Where did that come

from?!

If you weren't distributing films, you'd be . .

.

fishing in Iceland.

What drives the acquisition decisions at Vanguard?

We have ongoing distribution contracts with companies

like Fox Lorber, Polygram, and New Yorker, so we basically

take anything they bring us and solicit it to our customer

base. No questions asked. When it comes to our exclusive

and non-exclusive pick-ups from producers who are basi-

cally self-distributing and who employ us as a licensor or

as an exclusive distributor, we look closely at production

value. It is absolutely fundamental that the sound, picture,

and editing are decent. If they have packaged the film

themselves—prior to us seeing it—and want to stick

with that packaging, it better be good, because the key

buyers out there look first at the packaging. If it's not good,

they won't even look at the tape. We also have to feel that

the film is going to be received, understood, and appreci-

ated by more than just the filmmakers' friends. In the end,

the decision is basically an instinctual one, and although

everyone in the office who looks at the film gives me feed-

back, ultimately it's my decision.

Where do you find your titles?

We scout "primary" festivals like Toronto, American Film

Market, and Sundance, but we also find works at Ann

Arbor, Telluride, Mill Valley, and Slamdance.

May independent filmmakers approach you directly

for consideration?

Definitely. In fact, an Australian documentarian who

made a very thorough piece on the history of hemp, Hemp

Revolution, found us through the Internet. He had had

some theatrical exposure in the U.S. and we ended up

selling his film in huge quantities on video. The biggest

mistake when approaching us is to disregard the pro-

motional, marketing, and audience ends of the busi-

ness. There is a market reality to this business, and

filmmakers often forget about that.

What is your basic strategy in releasing a direct-

to-video title?

Well, that's a two-fold question because you have to

first separate out those direct-to-videos that come

from a recognizable studio—a LIFE or a Vidmark, for

example. The name of the company releasing it carries

Area 51, a low-budget documentary about America's most

secret base, benefitted from its tie-in with mainstream

releases such as ID4, MIB and The X Files, while Loser's

video sales were aided by its star, La Femme Nikita's Peta

Wilson, and some positive press blurbs garnered after a

four-walled theatrical screening arranged by the director.

All photos courtesy Vanguard. Freyr Thor photo by Dan ci>nstmas



trust in the market and enables us to promote and

sell it. Often these kind of works have a name

attached to them—a star or a director—which

helps. A direct-to-video title from an unknown

director with an unknown cast makes it rather dif-

ficult to sell unless the film has had some festival

exposure where it might have gotten some awards

or mentions, or a critic or two might have seen it.

So the quotes and the festival exposure help us

present it as a product worth buying. Recently we

picked up a title by Kirk Harris called Loser, a fea-

ture film about down-and-out young people in Los

Angeles with a bit of humor starring Peter Wilson,

who has since become the star of the television

series La Femme Nikita, and which got some

quotes from the LA. Times from a few of the local

screenings the filmmakers put up themselves.

Those elements have helped us promote and sell

the film.

Vanguard's ideal title to distribute is a film

that . .

.

has high production value, good writing, and

preferably features emerging talent, yet has not

been picked up by Miramax.

The most important issue facing Vanguard today is. .

.

staying on top of the emergence of new delivery technolo-

gies and trying to figure out what format will emerge as

the unifying medium between computers and video play-

ers.

In 10 years Vanguard will . .

.

be 15 years old!

The most compelling reason to have Vanguard handle

the video sales of your film is . .

.

the know-how and the market access we have.

Other distributors you admire:

Home Vision Cinema for its classics restoration program

and Fox Lorber Video for its ability to find new investors.

Upcoming video releases to watch for:

Picnic at Hanging Rock is finally going to come out. Irma

Vep by Olivier Assayas will be coming out soon.

Famous last words to filmmakers:

Think about your audience.

Distributor F.A.Q. is a column conducted by fax question-

naire profiling a wide range of distributors of independent

film and video. If you are a distributor and want to be pro-

filed or are a maker and want to find out more about a

particular distributor, contact Lissa Gibbs c/o The

Independent, 304 Hudson St., 6th fl., NY NY 10013, or

drop an e-mail to: lissa@sirius.com

Lissa Gibbs is a contributing editor to The Independent and

former Film Arts Foundation Fest director.

MediaIOO® Suites
WITH OR WITHOUT EDITOR

= LOTS of media storage
= Custom graphics, FX,

3-D Animation with
AFTER EFFECTS

ELECTRIC IMAGE
PHOTOSHOP, ETC...

= CONVERSION FOR CD-ROM
AND INTERNET

= CAMERA PKGS. & CREWS
= VOICE-OVER BOOTH

GREAT NOHO LOCATION

Tape-to-Film Transfers...

Call Film Craft. Our Teledyne CTR-3 uses high-grade precision optics

and pin-registration for a rock-steady transfer and superior results.

1 A FEW OF OUR SATISFIED CLIENTS INCLUDE:

Lynn Hershman "Virtual Love"

Laurel Chiten "Twitch and Shout"

Jane Gillooly "Leona's Sister Gerri"

Heather MacDonald "Ballot Measure 9"

Outsider Productions "Sex Is"

We offer a two-minute MOS 16mm color demo at no charge from

your videotape.

ocee/loni,
Processing & Printing...

We've been processing and printing motion picture film for over

25 years, so we understand the challenges of the independent

filmmaker. We're a full-service film laboratory and one of the few

labs that still processes black & white film.

FOR PROFESSIONAL LAB SERVICES, CALL US FIRST.

Daily Processing

Black & White Processing and Printing- 16mm and 35mm
Color Processing and Printing- 16mm and 35mm
Camera Raw Stocks

Rank/da Vinci Film-to-Tape Transfer

We offer special student rates.

FIliMtv

23815 Industrial Park Drive* Farmington Hills,

Voice: 248.474.3900 Fax: 248.474.1577

Film Craft Lab, a division of Grace & Wild, Inc.

48335
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TALKING HEADS

I
STAN BRAKHUE
COMMINGLED
CONTAINERS
by Jeremy Lehrer

For proof that experimental filmmaker

Stan Brakhage remains a cultural potentate,

one need look no further than the latest rumi-

nations from a chorus of younger voices. On
the most recent Stereolab album, Dots and

achieved a groove in his artistic process. "At

the time this happened," he recalls, "I had

come to where I thought probably I'm only

going to paint on film tor the rest of my life."

Following surgery and chemotherapy,

Brakhage, now 65, has been told he has a clean

bill of health and has returned to photograph-

ing and scratching films, two techniques

among many the filmmaker has used through-

out his career. And he continues to teach at

the University of Colorado at Boulder, where

he has been on the faculty for a decade. His

filmmaking method typically involves complex

cvcles of painting, scratching away film emul-

sions, and printing. While it is possible to find

paints that do not have coal-tar dyes, Brakhage

is now wary of any kind of painting on film,

Loops, the title of the first track is "Brakhage,"

and painter Philip Taaffe's latest book,

Composite Nature, is actually a conversation

with Stan Brakhage.

While Brakhage is a light for artists of all

stripes, the Promethean task of realizing his

cinematic vision was not without burden. In

1996, Brakhage was diagnosed with a form of

bladder cancer caused specifically by coal-tar

dye, which the filmmaker used to paint on film.

The discovery came when Brakhage had

explaining that the cancer has "given me a

kind of aversion—understandably—and I

don't want that to get into my work process."

Brakhage's oeuvre comprises hundreds of

films, including Dog Star Man, Anticipation of

the Night, and The Text of Light. His projects

have ranged from 8mm work to Dante's

Quartet, a four-part IMAX film which

Brakhage painted at the behest of his inner

muse. In his work he has considered life's full

compass, circling from daily rituals to questions

of existence. His films have an unparalleled

richness that evoke the roots and myths of

human experience.

Brakhage has considered mortality

throughout his work, but the subject had a

blazing immediacy when his prognosis was

uncertain. Following exploratory surgery,

Brakhage shot four or five hours of footage,

which he edited into one piece before under-

going final surgery to remove his cancer. In

the film, called Commingled Containers,

Brakhage's lingering gaze savors his own skin

and the flesh of nature that surrounds him.

Another current project is Congenial

Meninges, a collaboration with Boulder col-

league Phil Solomon, in which the two

attempt to capture "the grace of dancing,

most specifically the kind of grace generated

by Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers."

Brakhage has confronted praise, adula-

tion, and "a lot of antagonism" throughout

his career. "There are many things that

occurred first in my work," he notes. "Not

only occurred, but occurred in a meaningful

context, or have a grammar. So, like my work

or not, people have to pass in tangent to it."

Brakhage likens the avant-garde and

experimental film movements to poetry,

especially in terms of their subtle but

inevitable influence on the mainstream.

"The poets' shifts of language have fed and

influenced the whole shift of language, which

is very crucial to prose writers," he explains.

"So independent films, which I take to be a

corollary of poetry, are always affecting the

narrative dramatic movies made by

Hollywood or anyone else."

Like much experimental work, however,

Brakhage's films are often difficult to find.

While not wanting to make their work inac-

cessible, he and other filmmakers worry that

"video reproductions" will not do their films

justice. Nonetheless, Dog Star Man has been

available on video from Mystic Fire Video for

some time, and recently Brakhage agreed to

release a number of other films through the

New York-based Arthouse Inc., a multimedia

production and distribution company now in

its second year. "I would have preferred them

in 8mm," Brakhage says about the release of

Songs I -14, though he admits that the

"reproduction" of Anticipation of the Night

"turned out beautifully."

Brakhage's ambivalence toward video car-

ries over to other technologies, and he wor-

ries that digital production and editing tech-

niques will distance artists from the essential

human touch in the process of creation.
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Regarding computers, Brakhage has said, "If

it can't face death, then nothing interesting

is going to come out of it." And while some

claim that film is dead, Brakhage vehement-

ly disagrees. "They're just not aware, appar-

ently, of the activity, which is greater among

those interested in the art of cinema than it

was in the sixties by far," he says. "We have

many more people passionately devoted to

film."

As an unwavering devotee of the art of

cinema, Brakhage will undoubtedly keep the

fire burning.

Brakhage's works are available through Canyon

Cinema (415-626-2255), Filmmaker's Coop (212-

889-3820), Mystic Fire Video (800-292-9001),

and Arthouse Inc. (212-979-5663).

Jeremy Lehrer (exodus(a ix.netcom.com) is a free-

lance writer lit'mg in New York.

ODETTE SPRINGER
SOME NUDITY REQUIRED

by Cara Mertes

Odette Springer had a problem. A few

years ago, she found herself in a career rut,

doing things she loved for projects she hated.

After five years, she wanted to leave the

company, but it seemed like she couldn't stay

away.

A familiar story, perhaps? Not entirely,

because Springer was working for B-movie pro-

ducer/director Roger Corman scoring low-bud-

get "erotic thrillers"—movies with titles like

Strip Tease 111, Slumber Party Massacre 111, and

Naked Obsession. A classically trained musi-

cian, her greatest successes were in writing and

performing hard-core erotic lyrics, and the

more she liked her job, the more disgusted she

became with herself.

Being in the movie business, Springer decid-

ed to make a documentary exploring the roots

of her conflicted relationship with her work.

She didn't know it at the time, but Springer had

just entered a five-year journey through movie-

making hell. The result is Some Nudity Required.

a fascinating chronicle of Springer's career in

B-movies and her attempts to reconcile a trou-

bled past with a better future. Part film history

and part video diary, the feature-length docu-

mentary successfully walks a fine line between

the maudlin and the remarkable, as we follow

Springer's exploration, as she says, "of the com-

plexity of people's relationship to sex and vio-

lence," using herself as the primary evidence.

Examining sex and violence is an ambitious

task for any filmmaker, but this is also

Springer's first film. Like many who start on the

road to telling ,i personal story on film, she had

no idea it would take her several years, much of

her money, and a dedication bordering on
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obsession to finish the piece. Driving her was a

central question, almost a mission. "Everybody

will tell you that exploitation is bad. It doesn't

take a genius. So why do we watch it?" Springer

asks. "This is not just an issue with B-movies. It

is an issue for A-movies and for society at

large."

Armed with a camera, a question, and on-

the-job access to one of the most successful

erotic thriller production companies in

America, Concorde Productions, Springer

descended into the surreal world of B-movies,

where all men are potential rapists and mur-

derers and all women are chesty, young, and

born to be killed. It is, as several interviewees

state in the film, a world that centers on the

ceaseless production of male fantasies about

domination, submission, humiliation, pleasure,

and fear.

"I went into the [B-movie] industry with

very strong opinions about the exploitation and

degradation of women, about paying people for

the work they do and not taking advantage of

them, things like that," Springer explains. "And

I watched myself become someone else. I com-

pletely sold out." As she became increasingly

confused about her work and her values,

Springer noticed that other people around her

were confused as well. Chief among these was

Maria Ford, the beautiful, introspective young

star of over 30 thrillers who sees B-movies as a

training ground for an acting career in main-

stream films. Ford speaks movingly about the

contradictions she feels playing some of the

roles, while at the same time acknowledging

that she is exploiting the B-movie system to

build a career. Her poignant, soul-searching

interviews with Springer ground the film firmly

in the emotional complexities of working in the

industry.

Springer realized early in the editing process

that this wasn't simply a "making of" piece, and

she began to think about ways of telling the

story differently. Interested in breaking the tra-

ditional documentary form, Springer and a new

team of collaborators, including filmmaker

Johanna Demetrakas (co- director), and Kate

Amend (editor) , decided Springer would be the

main character, making Springer's narration

and re-enactments of her evolving fantasy life

the film's most important narrative line.

The film unfolds as Springer invites viewers

into her own growing fascination and repulsion

with the B-movie clips she has to watch again

and again in her work, and viewers join her in

thinking about their own often ambivalent

reactions to the material. With such a personal
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approach, the film becomes much more than

an amusement park tour of erotic thrillers. It

succeeds in balancing Springer's own process of

discovery (including the devastating memory'

of long-forgotten sexual abuse as a young girl)

with surprisingly non-judgmental portraits of

the people she encounters.

As Springer's story develops, the film also

introduces viewers to the machinations of the

multibillion dollar B-movie industry. In inter-

view after interview, producers (including the

dissembling Roger Corman himself), directors,

actors, agents, and writers provide an unforget-

table, remarkably candid glimpse of the pas-

sions and prejudices behind the creation of

these financially successful, deeply perverse

films.

By now, you may have guessed that the end

of the story is a happy one. Springer left her job

at Concorde, finally found financing for the

film she wanted to make through private

investors, and she is currently juggling theatri-

cal distribution offers for Some Nudity Required,

as well as planning for a cable broadcast and

video and educational distribution. She is also

touring college campuses with the film, which

she says is great. "Students are much more

open about their reactions than older people,"

she reports, and for Springer, it is when viewers

tell her that they are turned on by the sexuali-

ty and violence in the documentary and think

about their own contradictory reactions that

she feels she has succeeded. In a country as

deeply hypocritical in its attitudes about sexu-

ality as America, Springer's smart attempt at

an honest approach is a tonic.

Some Nudity Required, c/o Springer, 12515 Pacific

Ave., Ste. 203, L.A., CA 90066; (310) 313-3418;

fax: 446-0664.

Cara Merles is an independent producer, teacher, and

writer. She is currently series producer of the documen-

tary series American Originals for Clio Inc., Visua-

izing History, a New York-based media company spe-

cializing in melding new media, history, and education.
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.

Want to know what it's like to win at one of the

most acclaimed film festivals in the country?

Well, first you'll have to enter. Deadline for the

Austin Film Fest's Heart of Film Screenplay

Competition: May 15. Film Competition: August 7.

Call 1-800-310-FEST for details.

AUSTIN
FILM FESTIVAL

WHO THE HELL IS JULIETTE?

by Michelle Chase

"IT'S A TRUE STORY," THE PROMOTIONAL MATER-

ial for Who the Hell Is Juliette? proclaims proud-

ly. But is it? The movie follows the lives of two

young women: the Mexican model Fabiola and

the Cuban teenager Juliette, for whom the film

is named. The characters are obviously "real,"

but some of the lines seem scripted, some of the

scenes seem staged. But that's what lends

charm to Mexican director Carlos Marcovich's

genre -bending first film.

"Real life is a better script than anything I

could write," says Marcovich, who met the

young Juliette while filming a music video in

Havana in 1993. "All the characters are real

people, and all the stories they tell are true. But

the film isn't really a documentary to my way of

thinking, because a lot of it exists in my imagi-

nation. On the one hand, the Juliette we see is

real, she already exists. But I also had to work

with her to make her into my Juliette, the one I

wanted to star in a movie about a girl who does-

n't have a father. In that sense it's something

fictional that I created.

"Also, I think a documentary in general is

informative," the former cameraman continues.

"This movie isn't informative at all, it's more

emotive. That's why I say it's 'fiction filmed

live'."

Although the film has a strong storyline

—

first fleshing out the lives of the two young

women, then following their respective

searches for their fathers—Marcovich did all

the shooting without a script. "The only

thing I did was take notes on certain subjects

so I wouldn't forget what had happened," he

said. "Sometimes people would tell me things

and later forget them, so I had to remind

them, ask them to retell them [on film].

Because that was my job, to compact things,

to help them sum up their own stories."

Condensing the footage into a coherent

90-minute movie was no easy task: after 18

weeks of shooting spread out over two years,

Marcovich was left with over 50 hours of

footage. The action takes place in four cities

(Havana, New York, Mexico City, and

Michoacan) in three countries. Unin-

tentionally (because it was originally

Marcovich's idea to capture a young girl on

the cusp of adolescence), the audience

watches Juliette grow from a bubbly child to

an assertive, almost fully-grown woman.

The background subject matter was no

easier to tackle: during filming ('95 through

'97) Cuba went through its most difficult

period in decades. To the director's credit, he

neither exaggerates Havana's poverty nor

shies away from uglier aspects of life on the

island, such as Juliette and her friends pick-

ing up Italian tourists out of necessity ("You

have to sleep with them, or they won't give

you food," Juliette says matter-of-factlv.).

In some instances, Marcovich went

beyond observation, as when he arranged a

surprise meeting with Juliette's long-absent

father in order to catch her reaction on film.
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"That was a risk I decided to take," Marcovich

admits. But he denies ever having worried that

the encounter might have been a shock for the

teenager. "Anyone who knows Juliette knows

that a thing like that could never hurt her," he

says firmly.

The director's gambles seem to be paying off.

The film has done well on the international cir-

cuit: it opened Los Angeles' first Latin

American film festival this past October, played

half a dozen European festivals, and won the

Latin America Cinema Prize at the Sundance

Film Festival. After screening at Telluride in

December, Kino International decided to dis-

tribute the film in the U.S. (It began its release

on April 3 in New York City.)

Marcovich hopes Juliette will do well upon

commercial release in Mexico, perhaps by

appealing to younger audiences. Working in the

film's favor is its distinct difference from

Mexican films made in recent years, which,

according to Marcovich, usually focus on the

picturesque small-town life that is no longer a

reality for many Latin Americans.

Aside from being thematically ambitious,

the making of Juliette is also turning heads in

Mexico. Faced with a troubled economy and a

film industry that has fallen on particularly

hard times, most Mexican directors today

depend on direct support from the government

film entity, Imcine. "Part of what the film is

about is a different way of producing," says the

35-year-old director, "a way to be independent

without negating the possibility of incorporat-

ing money from those sources that have it."

While Marcovich eventually received some

money from Imcine, the bulk of funding for

Juliette came from other sources: a university's

film studio, a European film fund, and individ-

ual donors. Filming cost about $150,000 and

postproduction another $400,000. "My dream

is to finance my next movie entirely with the

proceeds from Juliette, Marcovich says.

Although he may attempt something com-

pletely different for his next film—perhaps a

more conventional effort with a script

—

Marcovich intends to stay loyal to independent

production methods. "People always think film

is so strict, unlike other arts, because of the

amount of money involved," he says. "They

think you can't change anything, can't modify,

improvise. But as long as it's a low-budget pro-

ject, you have the right to experiment. That's

the point: to change your mind, to doubt

things, to play around a little."

Michelle Chase is a freelance journalist

based in Mexico City
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FIELD REPORTS

I

INSIDE ROTTERDAM'S CINEMART

by Howard
Fein stein

The Dutch are a strange lot. What they

lack in irony and fantasy, they more than make

up tor in decency and selflessness—they're lib-

erated Calvinists. That which most societies

repress is brought out into the open: their

approach to almost anything is practical.

Prostitutes, regularly examined, sit in picture

windows, "coffee shops" sell legalized drugs,

gays in the military is a non-issue.

So it's no accident that the International

Film Festival Rotterdam—the 27 th edition of

which was held this year from January 28 to

February 8—plays itself down as an entity and

tries to help directors not only for the length of

the festival, but for the rest of the year as well.

During the event, critics interview visiting

moviemakers for large public audiences. The

fest invests in Third World production through

its Hubert Bals Fund. And, for the past 15

years, it has hosted a five-day market for

selected projects in the middle of the festival

(this time, February 1 to 5), so that filmmakers,

producers, sales agents, production companies,

and television funders, among others, can meet

in a friendly, supportive atmosphere to shoot

the breeze about potential international collab-

orations. This is one festival that does not con-

clude with its closing night party.

Don't think that the organization of

CineMart is as casual as the in-the-flesh meet-

ings they set up. A committee of three reads

over proposals (the Independent Feature

Project collects the American ones and passes

them on to the Dutch for selection) and gives

the okay to ones that they find viable and that

have some funding in place. This year, they

chose 50, nine of them American, out of 230

applicants; the budget range was $158,000 to

$4-4 million. Representatives of the projects

are invited (with air ticket and hotel provided),

as are people in the biz. A few weeks before

opening night, a booklet of project synopses is

mailed out to potential money sources, and

those people send back a list of the ones that

interest them. Ditto for the filmmakers: They

provide names of funders with whom they

would like to meet.

With mathematical precision, the CineMart

staff plays a dating game, matching the inter-

ested parties for roughly 30-minute meetings in

the Rotterdam Hilton. This year, a record num-

ber of 435 professionals participated, and 1,889

meetings were booked in advance; more came

about during the course of the market.

(Business people from the U.S. included reps

from Miramax, Fine Line, Strand, Rialto/Jour

de Fete, Stratosphere, Turbulent Arts, and

Artistic License.) A daily lunch and a series of

parties contribute to the relaxed atmosphere of

encounters away from the participants' home

turf. Payoffs may or may not come later, but the

seeds of production financing are planted then

and there. For the first time this year, the festi-

val provided a Consultant's Office to comple-

ment the Industry Office implemented last

year; it provided additional advice not only to

CineMart filmmakers, but to directors whose

films were shown in the festival itself.

According to the fest's daily paper, the five

projects for which the money people request-

ed the most meetings were Rosa von

Praunheim's The Einstein of Sex: Life and Work

of Dr. Magnus HirshfelA (Germany); Alex

Cox's Into a Desert Place (Spain); Kieron J.

Walsche's Made of Jam (Ireland); Breda

Beban and Hrvoje Horvatic's Moneystains

(U.K.); and Charles Burnett's Rachel and

Gerard (U.S.). But, for this journalist anyway,

the two to follow, both American, are

Christopher Munch's Backward Looks, Far

Corners (working title) and John G. Young's

The Rivers Wash Over Me, based on the

strength of the directors' previous work

(Munch's The Hours and Times and Color of a

Brisk and Leaping Day, Young's Parallel Sons)

and their new scripts.

Munch's film, a bit of which was shot last

autumn, is based on an event in the life of his

late mother. She had given up a baby daugh-

ter for adoption and, once she was diagnosed

as terminally ill, tried to find the then-adult

woman. Jacqueline Bisset is set to play the

mother, Martha Plimpton the daughter. In

Munch's script, the daughter is simultaneous-
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ly trying to track down her birth mother.

Young's movie, not yet in production, is

about a black teen boy who leaves the ugliness

of a crack-ridden New York ghetto for a small

town in the South, where he has relatives.

Unfortunately, things are not so rosy down

there either. He is witness to, and victim of, the

racial tensions that exist there between whites

and blacks. Young does not glorify the black

community, which is itself rife with conflict.

Why did the festival choose these projects?

About Munch's film, deputy director Sandra

den Hamer says, "We very much liked Color of,

which we showed here, so we wanted to sup-

port his next project. We try to integrate the

market with the festival, so we sometimes invite

directors back. We try to create something of a

'Rotterdam stable.' " CineMart staffer Mieke

Verhees adds, "We liked the sensitivity and the

psychological relationships in Chris's script."

While Munch represented his own film,

Young arrived with producer Howard Bernstein

of Eureka Films. Says den Hamer, "We like to

invite teams. We like to see which producers

are attached to a project. Howard Bernstein is

also attached to Alexandre Rockwell's Louis

and Frank, which the festival is showing. And I

liked Parallel Sons very much. It struck me that

Young said that the relations between black

and white people in the American South had-

n't changed much in thirty years."

While neither project found concrete results

during the CineMart itself, Munch, Young, and

Bernstein found it productive in the long run.

Each project had about 15 meetings.

"Hopefully, I'll be able to make a presale in

one territory, although for less money than I

had hoped," says Munch, who is working with a

$750,000 budget. "There's the possibility that a

foreign sales company will be definitely in place

as a result of my having spoken to them here."

According to Young, whose budget is either

$750,000 or $1.3 million "depending on the

level of the cast," "It has been a learning expe-

rience. This has been the first market I've

brought a project to. It's allowed me to have to

talk about the project. The strength of a film-

maker isn't necessarily how to pitch their pro-

jects."

Both filmmakers agree that the CineMart is

about making social connections. "One of the

things that can happen is that when the film

does get made, a lot of the people here are

going to be involved in a very personal way

because they met the producer and the film-

maker," says Young. "They're going to be look-

ing for it, and they're going to attach faces to

the project. That makes a difference down the
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Vfebster
UNIVERSITY

Webster Unrversity is an EOE/AA Employer

Webster University in St Louis is seeking to

fill a tenure-track positon in Film Production

Candidate will teach undergraduate courses in

16mm filmmaking, advanced directing A
cinematography, including film studies or video

production Webster University has campuses
in London, Leiden Vienna & Geneva, where

teaching opportunities are available.

Send resume, sample tape of work, letters of

recommendation and evidence of teaching

effectiveness by June 15 to

Film Search Committee, Depl. ol Electronic

and Photographic Media

Webster University

470 East Lock wood Ave.

St. Louis, MO 63119.

or call Kathy Corley 314 968.6924

Bonjour! Monsieur Thomas Edison at your service.

Death has not slowed me down. I've recently discovered

that Hots Shots Cool Cuts has the most fantastique

International location footage. From Tokyo to Timbuktu

over 100 hrs. of landmarks, aerials, cityscapes, & culture.

Around zee world, they've got it all. I heartily recommend

Hot Shots Cool Cuts for all your International footage needs.

Vive la stock cinematize internationale!!!

-

111

*

TERNATIONAL

ORARY

ARCHIVAL

V
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PHONE: (212) 799-9100

FAX: (212) 799-9258

The stock footage company whose stock footage doesn't look like stock footage

road in getting the kind of sales that allow you

to make another film. I have a tendency to

want immediate results, but I've learned to look

at this as an investment in my future. Also, I've

had the opportunity to speak with other film-

makers whose work I know and respect, like

Chris. At home, we don't get the

chance to hang out or have a coffee

or a beer."

Bernstein, who attended the

CineMart two years before, says,

"There are programs that model

themselves on the CineMart—the

No Borders program at the Inde-

pendent Feature Film Market is

something we went through this year

as well—but you don't realize until

after CineMart that there are a ton of

sales companies and production com-

panies really interested in American

co-financing that just do not come

over. They do not know how to

access us any more than we know-

how to access them."

What kind of companies did they

meet up with? Munch met with a

German production and distribution

company, the British Film Institute

Production Board, a French produc-

tion and distribution company, a

Japanese pay cable company, an

American tracking company, and

British Screen for future co-productions,

among others. For Young and Bernstein, their

meetings were with German, British, Japanese,

Dutch, and American companies.

Munch differentiates between foreign and

American companies, especially regarding pre-

sales. "Germany was thought to be a good place

for American independent features, but in the

present climate, it isn't. Japan is a bit of a wild

card. It can either fetch a lot or very little,

depending on the project or the cast. Britain is

very difficult where the content is not U.K.

content and the participants are not English. I

wasn't even able to license my last film to

Channel 4; it was a content thing, even though

they had licensed my previous one.

"It's hard to get an answer from the big

American companies. They're not in the busi-

ness of pre-buying American independent

movies. They'd rather pay three times as much

when the movie's done. You can either sell your

film for nothing, or for a couple of million dol-

lars. The wisest thing is to leave it unsold until

later."

Young, who made Parallel Sons for $80,000

primarily on credit cards, admits to havin" less
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of a grasp of financial matters. "I'm lucky I

came with a producer, someone who can just

pick up the conversation when it gets to the

kind of icky matters of money and finance. I

don't pretend it's something 1 want to be

involved in. But I've learned a lot about the

Adds Young, "My big fear in coming here

was that I'm bringing a fairly idiosyncratic

American project that deals with race and a

sexual dynamic that is part ot a very specific

American place. Why would German or

Japanese TV, or a production company in Italy,

Stills from Young's and Munch's

previous work: Parallel Sons,

a look at race relations in the So

conversation of business. A
lot of [U.S. independent] filmmakers will

finance a film themselves, or from family

members, or from selling $100 shares, but

they aren't doing it the way 99 percent of

films are made, which is getting other people

to pay for it in a business setting."

What kinds of questions were they asked.7

Says Bernstein, "No one reads the script

before they've come here. They ask why this

film would stand out. They ask thematic or

character-driven questions about what

makes your film good. I don't remember any

questions about the material being difficult,

but maybe that's part of the weeding-out

process."

be interested? What I've found is

ili, i! the themes ot my film .ire a lot

more universal than I was aware of."

Munch says the questions he got

were more concrete. "They gener-

ally asked when I planned to shoot,

why I chose to shoot the material

that I shot already rather than a

make a more polished presenta-

tion that could be used as a sales tool tor rais-

ing more money. They asked how much I want

for it in a given territory. Sometimes we dis-

cussed the ways my past work has been distrib-

uted, or not distributed, as the case may be.

The subject of death in the film has not been

held up as a stumbling block."

According to Mieke Verhees, "Neither ot

these projects was among the ones that panned

out. If you look at the appointment requests,

neither was among the highest." But Munch,

Young, and Bernstein know that the bottom

line is what happens down the pike. Judging

from their talent and savvy, they should ulti-

mately pan out.

Howard Feinstein is a freelance writer

living in New York City.
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CUTTING EDGE NEW PCI AVIDS

ON-LINE // OFF-LINE

AVID COURSES // INDIE RATES

FABULOUS ROOMS

AVR 77

212 255 2564
34 w 17th Street

MAMMA, MIA!
ITALIAN HORROR FILMS

at Rotterdam

Ty he Rotterdam Film Festival is distinc-

tive not only in the way it supports filmmak-

ers beyond its official dates, but also for the,

shall we say, unusual sidebars it presents. A

few years ago, it offered a large selection of

Japanese "pink films," soft-core porno that

highlighted the talents of directors working

their way up the Japanese movie industry

hierarchy even as they titillated the audi-

ence. This go-round, one strand was The

Cruel Machine, a large group of films about

death and mutilation that seemed to be a

rather superficial expan-

sion of Austrian director

Michael Haneke's

themes in Benny's Video

and the more recent

Funny Games. More

exciting for me was the

sidebar called Italian

Exploitation Pictures, a

relatively small (10)

selection of horror films

from the '60s, 70s, and

'80s—called gialli, or

"yellow," referring to the

color of popular Italian

pulp novels in the

'30s—by fine craftsmen

like Dario Argento and

the late Lucio Fulci, and

less talented directors

like Joe d'Amato (ama-

teurish schlock) and

Riccardo Freda (over-

wrought Gothics clearly

derivative of the British
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Hammer studio films). That they were

shot quickly and cheaply was a given, but

the best of their creators relied on imagi-

nation to compensate—not unlike our

own best indies. The point of departure

for the section was a series of interviews

for Italian TV with these four filmmakers

by an admiring younger generation of

directors.

The discovery for me was Fulci's

1972 widescreen Don't Torture the

Duckling (the title sounds better in

Italian: Non Si Sevizia un Paperino). Its

gore level is minimal, but effective, even

if it does contain such props of the genre

as dolls and skeletons. What really stands

out here is a control of mise-en-scene

and editing that rivals a master like

Visconti, not to mention a non-didactic

critique of social problems. Three young

boys, who all attend the same Catholic

school where an altruistic priest takes

them under his wing, are brutally mur-

dered in a small southern Italian village.

A young, off-beam woman who practices

magic is thought to be the killer—a nat-

ural assumption for this genre, for which

the brutal impulse resides in the female.

"Where the romantic heroes Dracula and

Baron Frankenstein fight against Victorian

culture in the Hammer films, the Italian

directors in their imitations of films by

Terence Fisher situate the terror in femi-

ninity," writes

curator Stefano

della Casa. "That

horror is indeed

female is proved

by the fact that

the undisputed

heroine of Italian

horror is the terri-

fying Barbara

Steele and that

the murderer in

the thrillers of

Dario Argento is

almost always a

woman." Don't

Torture the Duck-

ling proves to be

the exception

that proves the

rule: After the

boys' fathers tor-

ture and kill the

young woman,

MtDOU D6IIIW1A0M

NON SI SEVIZIA

UN PAPERINO



another murder occurs. Once we find out

that the handsome young priest is the agent

of death, the role of the Church in the com-

munity is called into question. Even if

American and British horror films inspired

the genre, Fulci made his film purely Italian.

Argento, the best known of the bunch and

a terrific filmmaker to boot, firmly places ter-

ror in women. In both The Bird with the

Crystal Plumage (1970) and Deep Red

(1975), an innocent man is drawn into a

series of murders and is obliged to investi-

gate them until they are solved. (Both

movies use non-Italians in this leading role:

American Tony Musante for The Bird and

Brit David Hemmings for Deep Red.)

Paintings, pathology rooted in bad childhood

experiences, and heavy musical scores char-

acterize both films, but what is most inter-

esting is how the woman killer in each turns

out to have been protected in her crimes by

a close male relation. In The Bird, a mis-

guided husband actually commits some of

his disturbed wife's crimes—all handled

with sharp blades, a staple of the genre—in

order to help her conceal her identity. In

Deep Red, a flaming gay son indirectly helps

his mother (the aged Clara Calamai, of

Visconti's Ossessione fame, brought per-

versely out of retirement by Argento, a for-

mer film critic) to slash her multiple vic-

tims—an act she can not control on account

of her witnessing the stabbing of her father

by her insane mother as a young girl.

Needless to say, the male outsider investiga-

tors discover the truth and save the day.

Hardly politically correct, these films are

technically superb and imaginative. No mat-

ter what your bent, you can learn a lot from

watching them—if you don't avert your

eyes.

Howard Feinstein
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I
THE '98 BERLINALE

A Publicity Jaggernaut

BY Ryan D e u s s i n g

Thh Berlin International Film Festival

(Berlinale in Eurospeak), now in its 48th year,

has long been a standard-bearer among

European festivals and has come a long way

since its inception as an "American cultural-

political initiative" by occupying forces in

1951. In the eighties and early nineties, Berlin

was considered a prime opportunity to make

European sales, but in recent years the festival

has become more important as a large-scale

publicity tool, an arena where films from

around the world share the spotlight and con-

tribute to a dynamic program. The festival still

attracts the buyers every filmmaker hopes to

meet, it's just that these days they're much

more likely to be giving away business cards

than cash.

While deals are not going down at the Zoo

Palast (one of 16 theaters utilized by the festi-

val), the European Film Market, which takes

place just next door, continues to attract film-

makers who hope to impress European reps,

whether festival programmers, distributors, or

broadcasters. Inside the hot and smoke -filled
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la Milage of home

movies, letters, diaries v ^
and photographs, Lisa

Lewenz honors her

grandmother Ella, an

amateur filmmaker in I

Berlin during the Third

Reich.

Courtesy Lisa Lewenz

Cine-Center, the market accommodates over

100 companies on three floors and screens

some 300 films during the festival's 12-day

stretch. Most of the 70 industry booths are

occupied by national agencies promoting

home-grown product or European companies

looking to sell their latest productions. As

usual, acquisition types seem to keep a low pro-

file, rolling-vvith-the-pitches and ducking out of

screenings before producers get a chance to

study their reaction. But with 13 screening

rooms running all day, would-be buyers can

rarely afford the luxury of sitting through an

entire feature.

The 1998 market included a healthy dose

of American fare, with 35 films represented by

either the Independent Feature Project (IFP)

or producers' rep Sandy Mandelberger's Inter-

national Media Resources. Both rent booths

each year where filmmakers and producers can

pick up messages, arrange meetings, and dis-

tribute flyers to passersby. This year

Mandelberger's third-floor booth screened

tapes on a monitor throughout the day, but the

IFP's first-floor stand, which is set up like a bar

where filmmakers can fill up on coffee or sit

down at a table with (hopefully) interested for-

eign distributors, functions as the de-facto

hub of American indies in Berlin.

"The market organizers were fed up with

the glut of bad American independents over

the years," says IFP Director Michelle Byrd,

explaining her organization's Americans

Independents at the Market (AIM) program,

which this year awarded eight features a $500

travel stipend, one market screening, and rep-

resentation through the IFP's booth. The IFP

took over the booth in 1997 from the New

York Foundation for the Arts, which had

been bringing American films to Berlin for 10

years. In addition to AIM, IFP offers other

U.S. filmmakers use of its booth for a $175

fee.

"The booth gives filmmakers visibility,"

says Byrd, "but it also offers them contact

with the various companies working with the

IFR some of which are out of reach to them

otherwise." Over 20 U.S. companies signed

up with IFP this year, including Fox Lorber,

Next Wave Films, and Zeitgeist. IFP also held

a special dinner the first weekend of the festi-

val, seating AIM participants with festival

representatives, European financiers, distrib-

utors, and journalists.
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Of course, networking can pay off in the

end. Gary Rosen, who together with Greg

Pritikin wrote, directed, and starred in Totally

Confused (an AIM selection), explained that

even though technical problems cut their single

market screening short, their presence at the

market proved well worth it. "China wants us,

the Germans want us, and the British want us,"

he says, referring to offers the filmmakers

received after their screening. They're holding

out in the hope that an American distributor

will come calling, though, and are arranging to

screen the film in New York for U.S. buyers.

International Media Resources, meanwhile,

functions as a "cooperative marketing service,"

says Sandy Mandelberger, offering filmmakers

screenings, a booth, and publicity for a fee of

$750. Of 16 films at his booth this year, he was

attached to six as a producers' rep, which puts

him "in the position to make a deal or hook a

film up with a sales agent while at the market"

(as opposed to IFP, which doesn't represent the

films it promotes). "Berlin is an edgy, under-

ground sort of festival," he notes. "The irony i^

that every project in the market needs to be

television-friendly, or it won't attract European

buyers. Otherwise you might screen in the

Forum and that's as far as it goes."

Berlin buyers' tastes have changed in recent

years, in part because "indie" film is no longer a

U.S. phenomenon, but an international com-

modity. "Three years ago if you brought a film

in for under $250,000, you could expect to

make your money back at Berlin alone," says
|^

one U.S. filmmaker who invested several thou-

sand dollars in his film's market presence. "My

gut feeling already is that this market is a bust

for an off-beat American comedy with no

stars."

Though a market screening can put a film in

front of the right people, the market as a whole

is not set up to make things particularly easy for

filmmakers—in fact, it exists to attract and

cater to buyers. The color of your market

badge, for example, determines the way you'll

be treated or whether you are allowed to enter

restricted areas of the market, including a

swanky VIP cafeteria (which happens to over-

look the primate section of the Berlin Zoo, just

behind the Cine Center). Rather absurdly, even

the market screening rooms are off-limits to

filmmakers and producers without personal

invitations.

"I've been to Europe before, but there's a

tremendous difference between wandering

around with a Eurail pass and targeting

European buyers," says Julia Loktev, whose
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MomerU of Impact was selected to participate in

AIM. "In New York I know whom to approach

with my film, hut here it's like picking up the

white pages and picking companies at random.

For all I know, I just pitched my serious person-

al documentary to the Troma of Switzerland."

Producer Juan Amalbert, who sent a rough-

cut of Derek Cianfrance's Brother Tied to last

year's festival only to have it rejected, credits

the IFP with supporting the

film this year as part of

AIM. "They're the reason

the film is here, and they're

really behind it. After all, I

found the film at [the

Independent Feature Film

Market], and IFP is screen-

ing it at Lincoln Center in

March. The film is finally

getting the recognition it

deserves, and Berlin gives us

the opportunity to intro-
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Prodcutions at Resonable Rates

A V
9 & 4

Film & Video Production

Post-Production Specialists

Timecoded Duplication
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3 3 4-8283

duce it to the whole European market."

Even though Next Wave Film's Blood, Guts,

Bullets & Octane sold world rights after

Sundance, Next Wave Films' Peter Broderick

found the market very important. "We booked

a market screening before the film was sold, but

having been there it's obvious that a lot of dis-

tributors inhabit the market and never leave

it," he says. "The whole affair was useful for us,

though, because it was an opportunity not just

to have the film seen by buyers, but by festivals,

too." Recalling his experiences at other

European festivals, Broderick also comments

that "filmmakers will be pleasantly surprised at

the way Berlin is run—everyone we dealt with

was uniformly friendly and helpful."

Ryan Deussing is managing editor of The Independent.

At times Berlin seems carefully set up

just to keep you confused, with several sec-

tions running simultaneously in more the-

aters than you can count on both hands. To

clear things up, here's a rundown of the fes-

tival's organization and the films they fea-

tured this year:

THE COMPETITION

Though this is the high-

profile section that at

times resembles one long

press event, it featured

one of this year's

strongest films, Austral

ian Rowan Woods' out

back-trash thriller Tfie

oys, as well as Neil

.lan's wickedly hilari-

ous Tl\e Butcher Boy and

the Golden Bear-win-

ning Centra! Station,

from Brazilian director

Walter Salles.

PANORAMA

This section in-

cludes quirky fea-

tures, such as

Bruce Sweeney's

kinky indepen

dent Dirry, and

two documentary

programs, "doku

nente" and "art

and essai," which

are virtually in-

distinguishable

and included

w e 1 1 - r e c e i v e d

films like Noam
Gonick's Guy

Maddin: Waiting for Twilight and Mark

Soosar's Father, Son, and Holy Torum. This

year's Panorama Short Film program fea-

tured a number of greats, including

Elizabeth Schub's Cuba 15, photographer

Heike Ollertz's Tlie Dust of the City, and the

nostalgic (if socialist) Delivery of a Nation,

from Yugoslavian director Momir Matovic.

THE INTERNATIONAL FORUM

The Forum has been stealing the show since

1971, when it was set up as an independent,

but integral part of the Berlinale. It focuses

on non-conventional fare, such as this year's

Conceiving Ada, from veteran experimental-

ist Lynn Hersmann Leeson, Michael

Moore's hilarious The Big One, and Iara

Lee's synthetic sequel Modulations.
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PAYING THE PRICE FOR" d,„»,e bo„,

IN DEPENDENCE
Media Activism in South Korea
AlRBORN AND HEADED FOR SEOUL, I GAZED AT THE

clouds and settled back to consider how little 1 real-

ly knew about Korea—and why. I was a toddler dur-

ing the Korean war and grew up when Communism
was the biggest threat to freedom and democracy, a

message reinforced at school by "duck and cover"

air-raid drills and tales ot the "bamboo" tortures of

missionaries and prisoners-of-war. When I thought

about Communism, I envisioned grey, monotonous

landscapes and people bowed down, endlessly toil-

ing, without hope or joy, without freedom

or justice: the Cold War message was

vividly persuasive and long-lasting.

I can't recall ever studying Korea in

school, except to learn it was divided at

the 38th parallel, that North Korea was

Communist and South Korea was democ-

ratic and free. I learned Korean geography

by watching M*A*S*H, a '70s TV series

shot in Hollywood backlots that spoke

volumes about America and Vietnam, but

very little about Korea. In the '80s South

Korean emigres began to colonize every U.S. street corner

with fresh produce -and-flower markets, nail salons, and

restaurants, adding new color to our multicultural quilt.

As automobiles and video equipment bearing Korean

brand names began to compete in the global marketplace,

a once invisible and impoverished nation asserted eco-

nomic power, becoming one of the new Asian tigers. The

Koreans I got to know were mainly my students, who

came in droves to study in American schools, distin-

guishing themselves by being talented, polite, and excep-

tionally reticent to speak. Why were they so afraid to

speak up.7

Curious to understand them better, I jumped at the

opportunity to visit South Korea and meet its indepen-

dent media community. (In 1990 I had attended a film

seminar in the Soviet Union, determined to confront the

bogeyman of my childhood, an encounter which proved

so fascinating that I returned to teach in Moscow in 1992 when the

Soviet "monster" was no more. Here was my chance to confront

another Cold War demon from my past.

When I landed in Seoul last July, I was met by Kim Myoung-Joon,

a dynamic fellow who has his hand in just about every activity ot

Seoul's independent media world. His day job is database editor of

Kino, a large -format glossy film magazine, one of several progressive

Korean film publications. In addition, Kim is a member ot Labor News
Production, which organizes video production groups for the national

federation of labor unions and conducts video production workshops

at Han Kyoreh Cultural Center.

We went from the airport to the Labor News office, where I

watched their newest tape, The Struggle for Liberation (1997), about

RU.R.N. members Oh Jung-

hoon. Kim Tae-il, Yun Eun Jeon

the tour million workers who went on strike and

pushed the government to revise a recent harsh

labor law. The tape showed the influence of Third

World Revolutionary Film Theory: although it

lacked art, it made its points forcefully. I met a

number of the members, including Han Chang-

Sik, a former Hyundai worker who opted off the

corporate ladder to make activist videotapes. He
and his wife, Young-Ah, and their baby daughter,

Ye-Lim, made me a welcome guest in

their home.

The first question I was asked by near-

ly everyone was, "How old are you?" and

"Are you married?" I discovered quickly

that age in Korea determines the degree

of respect one receives and marriage is

expected of everyone. It seemed that

even- street corner sported a bridal salon

or photo shop displaying huge wedding portraits. To remain a single

woman past one's early twenties is nothing short of revolutionary, so

some of my most earnest conversations revolved around the difficulty

of pursuing a career as a woman videomaker/activist in Korea.

I learned quickly that the situation for independent mediamakers in

South Korea is perilous because the law prohibits the distribution of

any independent film or video made in Korea. Although the latest

Hollywood shoot-em-up is widely available in movie theaters and

video rental stores, locally-produced documentaries risk censorship

and their makers risk imprisonment if caught publicly screening their

work. Kim Dong-Won, unofficial leader of Korea's documentary move-

ment, has been repeatedly arrested and his tapes and equipment seized

by the police as a warning to anyone else who might try to make work
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critical of the government. He had produced Sang Key Dong Olympic,

a moving documentary about the government's brutal displacement of

poor people from their homes in order to build the Olympic stadium in

1988.

Kim founded RU.R.N. Productions in 1991 as a documentary video

collective intended "to participate in social movements with a camera,

to give voice to grassroots experiments, to develop the art of docu-

mentary (which has had a short history in Korea), and to serve as a

visual education center." When I arrived at RU.R.N. 's offices to give a

lecture on early U.S. video activism, it seemed I had stepped through

time—the cheerful clutter and contusion, the low-tech equipment,

and the evident enthusiasm of people waiting to hear me speak

reminded me of community video centers that flourished around the

United States in the 70s.

RU.R.N. supports itself through memberships: about 200 individu-

als pay a modest annual fee and receive copies of their latest tape-.

This membership structure circumvents the prohibition on public dis-

tribution imposed by law. RU.R.N. has attracted a number of dedicat-

ed and talented producers who have made a number of powerful tapes,

including Pyun Young-Ju's A Woman Being m Asia (1993), a panoram-

ic view of problems facing Asian women forced into prostitution, and

Oh Jung-Hoon's There Must Be One Promise (1997), a tape commem-

orating Kang Keung-Tae, a freshman college student killed by the

police during the 1991 student demonstrations. Oh Jung-Hoon and his

wife, Yun Eun Jeon, gave me their best room and hospitality tor sever-

al nights during my stay.

Perhaps the most moving work 1 viewed in Korea was h\

RU.R.N. member Kim Tae-Il, who bore a striking physical

resemblance to the young Nam June Paik. His tape A Purple

Handkerchief (1995) focuses on the plight of prisoner- oi con-

science. Much like the mothers ot the Plaza de Mayo in

Argentina, South Korean mothers, wives, and children ot

political prisoners demonstrate every Thursday, donning pur-

ple handkerchiefs to

symbolize their soli-

darity against the

injustice ot prolonged

detention under the

National Security

Law. enacted in 1948

and allowing the pres-

ident to eliminate all

political opponents

Kim Tae-Il explained to me how difficult it is to see documentaries

in Korea and caretully produced the tew books that have been trans-

lated on the subject, including a much-read copy of Erik Barnouw s

classic text, Documentary: A History of Non-Fiction Film. He explained

that no courses are taught in documentary film history in any of the

universities, so students interested in documentary must gather pri-

vately to screen copies of works that can not be found in theaters or

video rental stores. Our conversations helped to explain the influx of

Korean film students to U.S. shores.

My credibility \V1IH media ACTIVISTS CAME under serious question

when I asked Kim Tae-Il to take me to visit the Dong Soong Arts

Center. When I arrived at the beauti-

ful, well-appointed center with its

state-of-the-art theaters tor the pre-

sentation ot live theater, dance, music,

and film, I realized I had crossed the

parallel divide between the worlds of

outlaw Korean media activism and

establishment media art. A secretary

took me on a tour ot the splendid

facility, pointing out that a retrospec-

tive of films by Wong Kar Wai, a noted

Hong Koiv_! filmmaker, would open the

following week. Interestingly, the cen-

sors had vetoed the exhibition ot his

I learned quickly that

the situation for

independent media-

makers in South

Korea is perilous,

because the law pro-

hibits the distribu-

tion of any indepen-

dent film or video

made in Korea.

on, founder of the Ko

documentary movement and

RU.R.N. Production, was

arrested for

Unmaking.

f
and maintain established

power. South Korea's obses-

sion with preparedness in the

event of an attack from the

North has resembled the

1950s hunt in the United

States for Communist sym-

pathizers, with little regard

for civil liberties of those

accused. The tape follows

Koh Bong-hee, an 89-year-old member ot Minkahyop, a support group

tor families of prisoners, who is working for the release of her 67-year-

old son, Shin In-Young, who has been in Daejon prison for 28 years. We
also meet Kim Sang-man, jailed for 30 years after his death sentence

was commuted to lite imprisonment. The emotional climax of the tape

occurs when Kim is reunited with his 94-year-old mother who tells

him, "If only you had listened to your mother."

atest film, Happy Together, a prize-winner at Cannes.

Although films like Prisalla, Queen of the Desert and La

Cage aux Folles had been screened in Korea, one with

Asian gay lovers cut too close to the bone for local

censors to approve. Mrs. Och Rang Kim, director of

the center, graciously received me and spoke about her

plans to create an elite school to train the next gener-

ation ot Korean independent filmmakers. Her earnest

desire to cultivate the expression ot unique Korean art

forms prompted me to suggest that video art and doc-

umentary be included in the curriculum. After all, one of the founders

of video art, the internationally-acclaimed Nam June Paik, is Korean.

Wouldn't it make sense to enable a new generation to continue in a

tradition established by their famous countryman.' My idea was easily

dismissed by Mrs. Kim's associates, who proclaimed video art was bor-

ing and documentary was—well, no one was interested in them, I was

assured.
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A- it in answer, I went next to the offices of Sarangbang, the only

specialized human rights organization in Korea. Composed of activi^.

lawyers, and professors, Sarangbang publishes a daily newspaper, oper-

ate- .1 human rights documentation center, and provides education.

But what brought me there was Saranghang's Human Rights Film

Festival, then in its second year. The festival had boldy

decided not to submit its films to the censorship board

the previous year, which was considered a watershed in

the hL-torv of the human rights movement in Korea. In

1996, they offered free screenings of 32 films at Ewha

Women's University and attracted 30,000 viewers. (So

no one is interested in documentaries.') The second

festival was scheduled for late September, 1997.

The lively members of Sarangbang took me out for dinner, and as we

walked to a nearby restaurant I saw a squad of police outfitted in full

riot gear—helmets, shields, batons, gas masks, the works—drilling to

loud-speaker commands. We crossed to the other side of the street, and

I asked Yu Eun-Suk, education director of Sarangbang, what was hap-

pening. As we passed the university gate, she patiently explained

maneuvers like this are routinely conducted—even in summer—to

intimidate students and keep them from even thinking of demonstrat-

ing against the government.

I MET MANY GROUPS DURING MY BUSY WEEK IN SEOUL. THE OLDEST WAS

Seoul Visual Collective, which was founded in the early '80s as Seoul

Film Collective, created in response to the military regime's Kwangju

Massacre in May 1980 and a desire for freedom of expression for young

filmmakers-to-be. In 1986 the group changed its name to Seoul Visual

Collective to reflect growing video activism. With the advent of civil

government rule in 1990, the collective began to deal with new issues

in a more professional manner. They helped writh the production of The

Eve of Strike, by Jang San Got Mae, a dramatic 16mm film about the

organization of the confederation of democratic labor unions, a film

that was suppressed by the government but viewed clandestinely by

thousands. Seoul Visual Collective has w'ritten and published a book

on the history of Korean independent media and is currently at work

editing a videotape, On-Line: The History of Korean Independent Films,

which explores the 15-year history of Korean independent film and

video and its challenge to the mainstream film industry and the gov-

ernment.

Seoul Visual Collective is housed in a bright, well-equipped office

where a bevy of young, enthusiastic people work under the leadership

of Hong Hyo-Sook. Their tapes are among the most stylish and sophis-

ticated that I viewed. Typical was a documentary produced in 1995,

Doomealee, A New School Is Opening. Following the

Ministry of Education's decision in 1988 to close down
or merge small schools, mainly in rural and farming

areas, 1,300 schools were shut down nationwide. When
Doomealee Elementary School in Kyongi Province was

ordered to close in February 1994, residents started a

civil resistance to what they deemed undemocratic gov-

ernmental decision making. The tape follows a year of

struggle between the

residents and the gov-

ernment, culminating

in the High Court's rul-

ing in favor of the gov-

ernment. By focusing

on the parents and chil-

dren and their experi-

ence of democracy in

action, director Hong

Kyo-Sook raises impor-

tant questions about

who really cares about

the children and who

has a right to decide

what kind of education

is available.

The youngest group I

met was ATV (Alter-

native/Another TV).

composed of graduates

from Labor News Pro-

duction's video work-

shops. ATV began by

making documentaries

about daily life and became dedicated to addressing the problems of

minorities and youth in Korea, including the problems of gays and les-

bians and teenage subcultures. Lee Ju Young, chief of the group, has

produced a tape with Park Se Young on the plight of foreign workers

who come from Pakistan, Bangladesh, and China. Asked to do the

most dangerous factory work without adequate training, they fre-

quently suffer severe industrial accidents—such as severed fingers and

hands—and are often refused treatment in hospitals because they are

illegal. With no laws to protect them, they are dependent on the sup-

port of Christian churches and labor unions. To Be Unity, which was

sponsored by the Joint Commission on Migrant Workers in Korea,

lacks polish but offers a strong message.

Curious about Korean television, I learned there are two govern-

ment channels (Korean Broadcasting System 9 and 2) and two pri-

vately-owned channels (Munhwa Broadcasting Corporation—MBC
1, and Seoul Broadcasting System—SBS 6). Cable television is two

years old and offers 3 1 channels, but claims that there are already one

million cable subscribers are thought to be inflated. At present there is

no public access, but a group calling itself People's TV has an ambi-

tious plan to create a dedicated public channel. I met w-ith a delega-

tion composed of Professor Lee Huo Seong of Sung Kyun Kwan

University, spokesman for the group, and members of the three broad-

casting unions. People's TV hoped to elect candidates in the

December 1997 election who would pledge to create a people's TV
using the former U.S. Armed Forces channel, recently released for use

by the Korean government. They envisoned the channel independent
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from government and large corporations, an island of press freedom where there could be

access for minority voices as well as critical information for the formation of diverse public

opinion. The model Professor Lee cited came from European television and bore little

resemblance to public access cable in the United States, but he was very interested to learn

more about the history and accomplishments of American public access TV.

My last visit was to SING (Social Information Networking Group). There I met Lee

Hyeok, webmaster of videomove, a webpage I knew well, having used it to research

Videazimuth, an international organization of community media activists. I was surprised to

discover something so vital to my own information needs was coming from a place where

arrest and imprisonment were the obstacles people faced, making funding cutbacks and

technological obsolescence seem petty problems by comparison. I learned that just as inde-

pendent film- and videomakers were limited by laws prohibiting the exhibition of their work,

computer users risk having their passwords revoked if they are found trying to access files

deemed objectionable by the state. This lively group of computer activists were working

closely with their video counterparts to keep information alive and available not only for

South Koreans but for anyone concerned about freedom ot speech and the press.

Postscript: I returned from Asia in the fall and showed a selection of the tapes I

had brought back from Korea to my students at the New School. Many in the audience were

Korean, and they sadly informed me that the Second Human Rights Film Festival in Seoul

had been censored by the government. The festival, which screened 24 films from 13 coun-

tries, had been held at Hong Ik University but opposition by the school administration (clos-

ing screening halls, cutting electricity) forced organizers to show films outdoors or at rest

areas without chairs. Five police squadrons arrived

early on October 1st and staged a search- and-

seizure operation, resulting in the arrests of several

people.

Opposition was thought to be due to pressure from

government agencies such as the Ministry of Culture

and Sports, the Ministry of Education, the Agency

for National Security Planning, and the Seoul Police

Department. The university pressed charges against

the festival chairman, Suh Joon-sik, who was arrest-

ed the day before the festival was to begin a tour of

nine provincial cities. The reason given was hi- \ io-

lation of the National Security Law by showing Red

Hum, a documentary film about the 1948 police

massacre of Koreans on the southernmost island of

Cheju. Mr. Suh, who had been imprisoned in 1977

on charges of engaging in pro-North Korean activities, has been actively involved in human

rights movements in Korea since his release in 1988. In December, he was honored by the

Korean National Council of Churches with its annual human rights award. Suffering poor

health, Mr. Suh was scheduled to go to trial as this article went to press. Had I any doubts

about the serious risks independent mediamakers and programmers undertake in democra-

tic South Korea, this latest act ot repression was proof enough. The Cold War may be over,

but not in Korea.

According to Kim Myoung Joon, the recent election offers some hope that government

attitudes toward censorship may change. His optimism appears to be based on the fact that

in the '80s Korea's new President, Kim Dae Jung, and many legislators from his parry were

jailed under the same National Security laws. But to win the recent presidency, Kim forged

a political alliance with the founder of the Korean Central Intelligence Agency, prompting

most analysts to predict the law will remain unchanged. Only time will tell whether Human
Rights Film Festival director Suh will join the 890 prisoners of conscience currently serving

time in South Korean jails.

The good news is that there is some hope that a new ratings system, similar to the one

used in the United States, will be applied to commercial films and a non-ratings system

developed for educational and documentaries from nonprofit producers. Apparently the

new government has given indications it is willing to work with the independent media

community at restructuring the system that now exists. Whether Korea's current economic

problems will ultimately help or hinder this cooperation remains to be seen. Meanwhile,

People's TV has been "revitalized" and is now researching new ways to establish a public

access channel for South Korea. The future is uncertain but, well, tune in next week. . . .

Deirdre Boyle is author of Subject to Change: Guerrilla Television Revisited (Oxford, J 997). She is grateful

to five Jung Park and the Asian Cultural Council for their generous support of her research in Korea.
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Korean Media Organizations

Labor News Production

contact: Kim Myoung Joon

102, Jihoon Villa

482-2 Sangdo 1 Dong

Dongjak Gu, Seoul

fax:92-2-826-0151

[lnp89@chollian.dacom.co.kr]

Seoul Visual Collective

Hong Hyo-Sook, director

140-57 Kyedong

Chongno-Gu, Seoul 1 10-270

tel: 82-2-745-4641

fax. 82-2-3676-4970

[lookdocu(5 chollian.dacom.co.kr]

P.U.R.N. Productions

Kim Dong-Won, president

3F Chung Gang Building

343-5 Shindaebang 2 Dong

Dongjak-gu Seoul

tel: 82-2-823-9124

fax. 82-2-823-9125

[docupurn(« chollian.dacom.co.kr]

ATV (Alternative/Another TV)

Lee J u Young, Park Se Young, Joung Ho
Hyun, Kim Do Gyun.

tel: 82-2-233-0921

fax: 82-2-233-0922

Sarangbang, Center for Human Rights

Human Rights Film Festival

Suh Joon-sik, festival director

4th floor, 8-29 Myunglyun-2GA

JongRo-Gu, Seoul 110-522

tel: 82-2-741-5363

fax: 82-2-741-5364

[www.interpia.net/~rightsj

[rightsfe chollian.net]

SING
(Social Information Networking Group)

1578-3 5FShilliaml -Dong

Kwanak-Gu, Seoul

Oh Byong-il [antiropy(*member.sing-

kr.org]

Kim Tae-kwon [mirx(&-member.sing-kr.org]

Lee Hyeok [antinettomember.sing-kr.org]

[www.sing-kr.org]
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On Tour with the .

Super Super 8 Film Festival

by Kate H a u

g

November 11, 1997: Piru, California

I'm hitting the road. Today MelinJa Stone, director of

the Super Super 8 Festival, and her fhend Veva

Edelson captured and put me in a faded blue van.

We're heading out on the Southwest leg of the Super

Super 8 Festival tour, which will take us to

Albuquerque, San Antonio, Austin, Shreveport, and

New Orleans. In its entirety, the tour spans three

\ ;

Super 8 motel. In the van, we are close to self- sufficiency; it contains

a Super S sound projector, a 16mm projector, bingo cards, programs,

posters, prizes, concessions, and Super 8 cameras. If we had a video

projector, a strong battery, and a band, we could put on a show any-

where.

As we leave Piru on 26 East, Melinda notes that the opening cred-

its of M*A*S*H were shot in the surrounding browning hills. Alan

Alda looms large and I think of the fictitious veterans of real wars. We
are scheduled to be in Albuquerque in two days and have to cover 807

miles of asphalt.

November 13: Someplace in Arizona

I wake up refreshed at sunrise and step out of the van to a pink desert

morning. I never really enjoyed roadside camping before; my paranoia

of serial killers occasionally

\

months and 15 cities. There will be bingo, perfor-

mance, and live music at each stop. While the pro-

gram of 14 shorts is fixed (featuring work by British

filmmaker Matt Hulse, Baltimore's Martha Colburn,

and established Super 8 artist Anne Charlotte

Robinson, among others), the differences in venues,

audiences, and musicians will make the tour pure per-

formance. I've been recruited to assist Melinda with

live narration, projection, and concessions. In my

excitement, I think, "This is the closest I'll ever get to

being a rock star." Veva supports these delusions with

her roadie proverbs: "Being on the road is like working

construction. You can swear, tell bad jokes, and drink

beer at the end of the day."

The van door slams shut, and I hoist myself into a

folding chair situated between rwo thinly covered

Captain's chairs. This piece of lawn furniture is surely

illegal, but it allows me an elevated view of the

scenery. In the back of the van sits a wooden platform

with storage underneath and a futon on top—our

restricts my actions. But

sleeping with two other peo-

ple in a 1973 van gives me

the confidence to relax in

these unpopulated land-

scapes. We eat and drive

through town. In Ajo,

Arizona, there are no lawns,

just chain link fences and

the Belly Acres RV Park.

The day is beautiful and

quickly passes into night.

After midnight we stop at a

Denny's in Socorro, and I

completely fall in love with

the waitress. She looks like a

60-year-old transvestite with

dyed hair spun up into a thin

beehive, a narrow ass, and

black polyester pants. Her

hip bones move freely within

the pant's stable form.

Socorro is the town where Alice lived in Robert Altman's Alice Doesn't

Live Here Anymore. At this moment, I realize there's a movie in every

restaurant.

November 14: Albuquerque, New Mexico

We breakfast at the Frontier Restaurant, a cafeteria- style University of

New Mexico joint, and spot two listings for the Super Super 8 Film

Festival: one in a local weekly called the Alibi, the other in the

Albuquerque journal. We're listed with Warren Miller's new ski film,

Snownder 2, and fear that impending winter storms might suck our

audience into snowy adventure. Stone contemplates, "How do you

convince people to see something they will never see again?" But the

listing does mention that the Super Super 8 Festival is "cool."

At 6:30 p.m. we meet Keif Henley, a curator for Basement Films, at

the Harwood Art Center, the site of our first screening. "I have pneu-

monia, but I'm on antibiotics," he says optimistically. Tonight Veva is

our Bingo Lady. Her task is to stand at the door and hand out programs

and bingo cards. Inside the programs are ballots for the audience

choice award. After each show, people give us their Bingo cards and

their choice for the best flick. At the conclusion ot the tour, the bal-



lots are counted and the winner of the audience choice award receives

a cash prize of $ ICO.

We carry in the Super Super 8 T-shirts, Flicker Guides (a Super 8

information zine), Flicker rulers (a ruler that measures super 8 frames),

and extra bingo cards to sell. I arrange our wares on top of a folding

table. The Harwood Art Center, a converted school, is teeming with

Basement Film folks, but it's not set up for the show. I feel a bit of anx-

iety. It is snowing outside; who is going to come to this place.'

As I survey the room, I notice Melinda squatting next to the pro-

jector in a panic. It turns out her projector is broken, and we don't

know what's wrong with it. I can see this is a serious problem. Her

agreement with the filmmakers is to screen their prints only on her pro-

jector. If she uses anyone else's, she will be liable for damages. Harwood

is tilling up and she wants to go on with the show. In this moral dilem-

ma, she decides to not screen any original film prints. If the filmmaker

can make another one, she will show their piece.

We finish the set-up, and the band, Perihelion,

fills the room with raga-inspired

music. Two walls

of the class-

room flicker

with old indus-

trial films

Suddenly the

place is packed

with college stu-

dents, musicians,

and other film

enthusiasts. It's a

sold-out show with

standing room only.

That's nice, but there

are problems. The pro-

jection is jumpy. A table

full of people collap^o

during one of the films,

but the audience's excite-

ment keeps the show mov-

ing.

By the end of the night, 1

conclude Basement Films is

really tun. The audience, \*

committed to a good time and

underground film, generates a warm atmosphere for visiting artists. We
walk aw ay with over 200 bucks from the door, money for the filmmak-

ers' fund, and cash to pay the band. We make an additional $140 in

concessions.

November 15, 1997

The road drama begins. Melinda wakes up and tells Veva and me that

we're not going to San Antonio, our next site. Without a working

sound Super 8 projector, the show cannot go on. She starts making

calls about repairing or replacing the projector. The situation looks

grim.

About 45 minutes later, she receives a call from Austin. It's Bill

Daniel, a fantastic cinematographer and curator of the Sunday film

series in San Antonio that booked our tour. Bill says we can use his

*

1?**^

own projector. He vouches for his machine and we know that the

there will be a good one at the Austin venue. We're okay for Texas.

Moving south out of Albuquerque, we discuss the introduction and

closure of the show. How much information do people need? We
decide that it is most important for the audience to understand the

selection process. One-hundred-fifty international entries were

received and 14 selected by a panel of judges. Melinda says the selec-

tion committee was assembled because of their diverse relationship to

film and then describes the panel as "several filmmakers, my mom, a

scientist interested in the arts, a political activist with a sense of

humor, and a friend who likes everything I hate." The show is based

on form and not content, which is why Charles Rojo's Chris Marker-

inspired film, Le Pont, about civilian casualties in Bosnia, screens with

Jeff Rapport's claymation piece Boobs in Toyland, a film whose main

protagonist is Barnaby the Crack Dealer. Work is screened on video,

regular 8, Super 8, and 16mm. In terms of sound, thete is cassette,

Super 8 sound, and live music.

As we drift eastward into the night, I ask Stone about the festival:

Why the bingo? why the prizes? why the live music? "With Super 8

film," she explains, "there's the potential tor a lot of technical prob-

lems. I didn't want tension during the screening. That's how the idea

tor bingo came about. The live musical accompaniment came from the

desire to incorporate local artists into a traveling festival. I found

there are always connections between the local film community and

music community."

Another influence for the festival came from amateur film clubs.

For Melinda, their regular sharing of work, prizes, and audience

involvement creates a reciprocal relationship between filmmakers

and viewers. Bingo and live music help support these goals. Along

with these performative, interactive elements, Melinda also

wanted to incorporate the festive feeling of opening night par-

ties common to larger festivals into the one-time screenings.

November 16: Fort Stockton, Texas

I wake up from the coldest night in my life. Ice slowly melts

from the inside of the van windows. I don't like car camping

any more. Melinda drives us from our illegal rest spot

behind a used furniture store towards Ozona. We eat

breakfast among the deer hunters of West Texas. In the

one-pump town of Roosevelt, I learn that African animals

were imported to West Texas for hunting purposes. Apparently they've

adapted quite well and remain living targets for the sharp-eyed Texan.

Catering to the hunter, the gas station provides a large hook near the

pump for "deer storage."

We arrive in San Antonio on a Sunday afternoon, which means

that everything is closed. Driving around downtown we admire the

Southern-inspired architecture and eventually happen upon the Wong

Spot, tonight's venue. The Wong Spot recently relocated to a huge

warehouse by the railroad tracks. As we enter its cavernous halls, an

art exhibit is being taken down. It's 4 p.m., and we revitalize with the

first hot showers in two days.

Bill Daniel greets Melinda with his projector. After some hostile

dialogue with a cantankerous musician, three bands assemble for the

show: a boy-girl accordion-harmonica act, a synthesizer group, and a

rock band with an extraordinary number of cute young men in

sweaters. They provide radically different accompaniments to the

films, but are equally brilliant. Melinda and I perform our live narra-
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Super

Super 8

Film

Festival

Touring

Venues

Western Seaboard

University of California,

San Diego, Visual Arts

Dept., Mail Code 0327

La Jolla, CA 92093

619-534-2860

Contact: B.J. Barclay

LACE (Los Angeles

Contemporary Exhibitions)

6522 Hollywood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90028

213-957-1777

Artists' Television Access

992 Valencia

San Francisco, CA 941 10

415-64S-0654

Contact: Craig Baldwin

Northwest Film Center

1219 Southwest Park

Portland, OR 97205

503-221-1156

Contact: Bill Foster

Blackchair Productions

2318 Second Ave. #313-A

Seattle, WA 98121

206-282-3592

joel@speakeasy.org

Contact: Joel Bachar

Olympia Film Society

218 1/2 West 4th

Olympia, WA 98501

360-754-6670

off@olywa.net

Southwest

Basement Films. Box 7669,

Albuquerque, NM 87194

505-298-2403

Contact: Keif Henley

Wong Spot

1203 East Commerce

San Antonio, TX 78205

210-475-0771

Cinemaker Coop

906 East 5th St., Suite 106

Austin, TX 78702

512-469-0114

eepro((< pegalo.com

Contact: Barna Kantor

Mini-Cine

824 Texas Ave.

Shreveport, LA 71101

318-424-6399

nelson(« whyweb.com

Contact: David Nelson

Zeitgeist

2010 Magazine Street

New Orleans, LA 70130

504-524-0064

Contact: Rene Broussard

Northeast

Pleasure Dome
6 Alcina Ave.

Toronto, Ontario M6G2E8
416-656-5577

Contact: Tom Taylor

Knitting Factory

74 Leonard

New York, NY 10013

212-219-3006

Cornershop

82 Layfayette Street

Buffalo, NY 14213

716-884-8330

Contact: Anya Lewin

Orgone Cinema

2238 Murray Ave.

Pittsburgh, PA 15217

412-682-2338

Contact: Michael Johnson

For additional venues:

Alternative Exhibition Infor-

mation of t/ie Universe: The

AEIOU Guide

Film Arts Foundation

346 Ninth Street

San Francisco, CA 94103

.Also watch for the

upcoming AIVF Guide to

Exhibitors.

Tara Vamos as the Bingo Lady.

Photo: Kate Haug

tion to a surt film called Roxy and Daphne Get Wet. The

space does not have a video projector, which leaves

some of the more comical pieces out in the cold.

Bill is an excellent projectionist, and the perfor-

mance level is our best yet, but the audience is hard.

No one laughs at my hot tub jokes. People keep telling

us that San Antonio is a tough town, and they're

right. I drink some Texas Budweiser out of a can. A
Texas Budweiser is defined by its gargantuan mouth.

My suspicion that Texas really is its own country is

confirmed. We dance in the halls to yet another great

band while packing up the show. Stiff-lipped San

Antonionians must make for good musicians.

Afterwards, we follow the seductive sounds of myste-

rious Texas grackles as they circle the downtown trees

outside the Wong Spot and say good-bye to San

Antonio. In the dark, we split to Austin.

November 18: Austin, Texas

I walk down Austin's Sixth Street and see the neon marquee of

tonight's venue. The Rit: is a red cabaret with stacked booth seating

and an actual projection booth. It's the classiest venue yet. Melinda

introduces me to Barna Kantor, co-founder of the Cinemaker Coop.

He had spent the day with Melinda cleaning the films, discussing

equipment, and generously sharing his ample knowledge of Super 8.

Austin has an incredible film community, and the Cinemaker Coop is

just one of the city's 14 film groups.

Tonight I'm Bingo Lady, as Veva has flown back to San Francisco.

Official Bingo Lady #2, Tara Vamos, is one of tonight's musicians.

Unfortunately, the first show suffers from technical delays: films start-

ing without sound, video projector caps left on, projector problems. To

counteract the delays, I give away extra prizes. Our general offerings

include Super 8 projectors, Super 8 sound film, festival t-shirts, and

cameras. Three films in the Super Super 8 touring program are from

Austin (Mr. and Mrs. E Come Home, by Luke Savisky; Queen jor a Day,
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by Elisabeth Sykes and Kris DeForest, one of Cinemaker's co-founders;

and Secret Shame: Spanking the Wookie, by Todd Cobb and Pati

Shampton), so there is an unusual abundance of actors and filmmak-

ers in the audience. Luckily the second show runs like a dream and

redeems us. Austin's commitment to Super 8 is once again reiterated

during the local work section of the program which comes at the end

of the regular show. The work is incredible—funny, innovative, sur-

prising.

November 19: Austin

Inside the Highlife Cafe, I talk with Kantor at length about Super 8

and the evolution of the Cinemaker Coop. The Coop uses Super 8

because it's economical. "Without Super 8, the Coop wouldn't be pos-

sible," Kantor says. In the future, he sees the Coop reaching Super 8

self-sufficiency by owning 25 quality Super 8 cameras. By focusing on

one or two models, he believes, the Coop will acquire an equipment

expertise necessary for a sustainable relationship to Super 8.

For the first time I begin to analyze what attracted programmers to

the Super Super 8 festival. Most already had some relationship to

Super 8. And most shared an appreciation for its feasibility for low-

budget filmmakers and its low-tech character. As Kantor commented,

people will do things on Super 8 they might not otherwise do. Like

many people working with Super 8, he doesn't qualify it as a stepping

stone to 16mm or 35mm, but sees it as a gauge with its own technical

attributes and its own practice.

November 20: Shreveport, Louisiana

We're late for the show. We stayed too long in Houston working

on another project. If you have time and resources, one

advantage to touring is the chance to make a film. The

entire trip we've been stopping to photograph, walk, and

film, but Houston had too much to see. We visited severa

"Visionary Environments," homes entirely transformed bv

their owners that are now part of the city's folk history: the

Beer Can House, the Orange Show, and the Flower Man.

We're late, driving mad and crazy towards Louisiana in the

ever-dimming night. We wind around swamp roads and stop at

a gas station with two pumps on wooden platforms. While pay-

ing inside, I get the feeling that I'm in a barn and spot bales of

hay on the wooden floors. Awkward girlhood memories of

horses are re-kindled. I say goodnight to the two station ladies,

who sit before a black and white TV.

We zoom into Centenary College a few minutes before show-

time. All the necessary equipment is there. I run the cassette

recorder, video projector, and 16mm projector while Melinda

runs the Super 8. Tara Vamos, who joined us in Austin, is a

spectacular Bingo Lady #2 and keeps the audience enter-

tained while we run the sound check. The show goes off with-

out a single delay. Afterwards, David Nelson, the founder of

Mini-Cine (one of this stop's cosponsors) and co-founder of Basement

Films, takes us to his downtown loft for a reception.

November 21

In Shreveport we experience many of Louisiana's indigenous pleasures.

David's hosting activities extend into a swamp tour, and we indulge in

crawfish etoufee, a saucy Southern equivalent to mythical ambrosia. If

I'd known Shreveport was going to be this good, I would have made a

request to stay longer.

November 22: New Orleans, Louisiana

It's another sold-out show at Rene Broussard's Zeitgeist Theater

Experiments in New Orleans. Broussard, director of the Fatboy

Chronicles, operates the venue without any state or federal funding,

which means the doors are open to anything that sparks his interest.

Zeitgeist is packed with activity. There is an upstairs and downstairs

space that can accommodate film, performance, and music. Before our

show, we watch a crazy neo-noir sex flick called Singapore Slmg.

Though full of all kinds of beauty, the content (involving a mother-

daughter incest-murder team) was intended as some sort of exercise in

Brechtian horror. Experimental musician Eugene Chadbourne will

play afterwards in the downstairs theater. Upstairs is a performance,

then our screening. At Zeitgeist, there is plenty of pre- and post-show

entertainment.

The Super 8 audience is ready for action, flirting with the blond-

wigged Bingo Lady and laughing loudly with the films. I'm in the pro-

jection booth running the cassette machine and the 16mm projector.

Melinda runs the Super 8 from the middle of the room. There is no

video projector. I experience communication difficulties with Melinda,

as the projection booth proves to be an effective sound barrier. I can't

see the films and my fade-outs on the cassette player are hard. The

experience proves once more that

Jeff Rapport's no venue is alike, and the difficul-

ties of putting on a complicated

show often can't be foreseen.

Nonetheless the show is wel

Call me

Ishmaeh Matt

Hulse's Free

Willy Three

blows its pre-

decessor out

of the water.

received. I'm sti

excited by the

night's perfor-

mance, despite

the road fatigue.

Tonight the

musicians are

fantastic. The

Gas Tank Orchestra has

assembled homemade instruments from remnants of Louisiana's lost

industries: a finger piano, pipes, and percussion are constructed out of

discarded oil drums, rotted metal debris, and other steely detritus.

Their instruments emit a magical coo, like ambient music. You'd think

you're listening to some Bristol synthetics, but it's young bodies that

What's on, pussycat? Super 8 jailbait graces

Martha Colburn's What 's On?

Photos courtesy filmmakers
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are breathing, pounding, tweaking out the sound. One of the female

musicians sings; another stomps her teet. It is dark and they all look

gold.

November 23

We leave New Orleans under Louisiana's heated skv. I realize that my

journey is over, though we still have to navigate hack to California.

Alter 1 1 days on the road, we turn West tor the first time.

I stare out at a swamp. New Orleans is surrounded by water: Lake

Pontchartrain, Lake Borgne, the Mississippi. This swamp is a dense

maze of floating green botany and hanging gray Spanish moss. The

water's visual domination lies in its extraordinary reflective capacity.

California eating fruits and vegetables from Tucson. At the end of the

road, I ask Melinda what she thinks about the tour. She sums it up

rather nonchalantly: "I'm excited to get home for Thanksgiving. I feel

good. People liked the show. We saw beautiful places and met amazing

people."

I ask a more direct question: Was the tour a money maker? "No, but

that's not the point," Melinda responds, gazing over the van's littered

dashboard. "I don't think it's a money-loser either. The point is—and

there are really a hundred-thousand different points—to see films I

might not get to see, to put those films together in a show, to travel

around the country and make films along the way, to hear music I

might not hear, and to promote Super 8 filmmaking because it is one

Tins for T U ?1 G
Melinda Stone's most salient advice on touring is:

"You're not doing it for money or a job; you're doing it because

you want to, so it should be fun/' Here are a few tips that

will make your tour run more smoothly:

Start planning in advance. One year is not too early.

Talk to other people who have toured before.

Once you have a route, you might find additional f

screenings at galleries, museums, and universities

Know what equipment you will need and what each venue has available.

Get a written agreement about how much, when, and how you will be paid.

Send publicity materials at least six weeks before the screening date.

Give yourself enough time and enjoy it.

It's a mirrored bubble. You look up, you look down, and it is the same.

Nothing exists outside the swamp. This is the only time I've seen water

powerful enough to take the entire landscape hostage.

As a sign of our physical collapse, Melinda and I both have zits. We
head toward Texas, listening to Cajun rock. They are speaking French

on National Public Radio. The sun is setting, and we see men on either

side of the two-lane highway dressed as Jesus carrying large signs. It is

Sunday. We reenter Texas in darkness.

November 26

As we race back for Thanksgiving, a canopy of clouds hangs on the

mountains, but the way to Los Angeles looks blue. We cross into

affordable way to make films and there needs to be more emphasis on

that type of practice. Filmmakers are doing all types of things on Super

8; some films are beautiful, some are funny, and some are flat-out curi-

ous. Film audiences need the opportunity to see Super 8 in that way."

While most of the recent attention paid to independent filmmaking

has revolved around "low-budget" features, it's satisfying to know that

a national community exists for short, experimental work, even in its

most non-salable form. As we continue our drive to Piru, something

Melinda said at the beginning of the trip pops into mv mind: "I think

I have a skewed idea of making money. As long as I can keep the van

rolling and make Super 8 films, I think I'm rich."

Kate Haug is a filmmaker living m New York.
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WIRED BLUE YONDER

LI INDEPENDENTS
I

A User's Guide

by Kristine Malden

Search the Web for "independent film" and what do you

get? Try 15,063 matches—information overkill. If you

really want to work the Web, let this rundown of the most

useful film-related Web sites save you time and trouble.

PRODUCTION RESOURCES

FlLMUNDERGROUND

[www.filniundergmund.com]

A plain language resource and camera reseller dedicated to under-

ground and independent film, with information on production, post-

production, reviews, and festivals. Motto: "Never has so much been

done by so few for so few with so little."

MAX FilmPro

[www.maxfilmpro.coni
|

A production guide for film, television, commercial and video pro-

duction offering resource listings, location scouting information, and

film and television production activity. Resume and business listings

also available to members.

Mike Brantley's

Super-8 Filmmaking Site

[www.dibbs.net/~brantley/super8.htm]

"Guess what? Super-8 filmmaking is not dead!" Extensive Internet

resource lovingly dedicated to all things Super-8.

FlLMMAKER.COM

[www.filmmaker.com]

An online resource and community where film-

makers can exchange information about film

production and distribution through chat,

threaded discussion, and links to other film

resources on the Web.

Mandy's International Film

and TV Production Directory

[www.mandy.com]

Detailed information about technicians, facilities, producers and job

listings worldwide. Also features an industry homepage service,

where filmmakers can list their credentials and projects.
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Filmmakers Foundation

[Imp: tilnitound.org]

A nonprofit resource and career center that provides training and out-

reach programs, information and referral services, and hands-on pro-

duction experience. Founding organization ot the Los Angeles

Independent Film Festival.

Web Sites of Video and Film Professionals International

[www.io.coni/~dkaupp/vtprot.html]

Database dedicated to cataloguing the web sites of film and video

industry professionals around the world.

Global Film & Media Access

[www.global-film.com]

A searchable database of industry professionals and

companies with tree listings and downloadable produc-

tion forms.

DlRECTORSITE

[www.directorsite.com]

Straightforward site that provides free listings and infor-

mation about current working directors, production

companies, and agents.

Film and Television Careers

[http: '7filnitvcareers.com]

Site featuring weekly interviews with film and television professionals,

career counseling, and suggestions for creative ways to break into the

film industry.
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STUDENTS: CALL FOR ENTRIES

How is POPULATION GROWTH affecting

CONSUMPTION • ENVIRONMENT • SUSTAINABILITY

$10,000 IN PRIZES

ENTRIES DUE JUNE 15 • NO ENTRY FEE

TV EXPOSURE * NATIONAL TOUR

For more information, a resource guide and

a copy of the video Best of Festival , contact:

WPFVF • 46 Fox Hill Road, Bernardston, MA
01337 • TL: 800 638-9464 • FX: 413 648-9204

eM: info@wpfvf.com • www.wpfvf.com

Sponsored by Sopris Foundation, Searchlight

Films & Population Communications International

LOCAL RESOURCES

New England Film

[www.newenglandfilm.com]

An online resource and magazine for the local inde-

pendent film and video community in New England,

this site includes articles and interviews with local film-

makers, reviews of independent films, updated industry

news and a searchable database of jobs, film funding,

events, and organizations,

Boston Film & Video Foundation

[www.bfvf.org]

Boston nonprofit organization that offers workshops, equipment rental, fiscal services, access to

a research library, and a monthly newsletter with member news, job postings, and current festi-

val entry guidelines.

Framellne Online

[www.frameline.org]

A comprehensive nonprofit organization dedicated to the exhibition, distribution, promotion

and funding of lesbian and gay film and video, Frameline also presents the annual San Francisco

1
I International Lesbian & Gay Film Festival.

Wiggly World

[ www',wigglyworld.org]

Formed and supported by the Northwest Film Forum, Wiggly World is a Seattle -area film studio

dedicated to providing material, personal, and financial resources to local filmmakers.

Telefilm-South

[www.telefilm-south.com]

A listing of resources in the Southeast for film, video, and television production. Also features

resume and portfolio services and bulletin boards for specific topics.

IMAGE Film & Video Center

[www.imagefv.org]

Atlanta nonprofit organization that promotes the production and exhibition

of independent media arts in Atlanta and the Southeast. Site features a FAQ sheet and bulletin

board.

Charlotte Film and Video Onllne

[http: Vcfvonline.com]

An online production resource for indie filmmakers in the Charlotte, North Carolina area.

Philadelphla Independent Film Video Association

[www.libertynet.org/~pifva]

Workshops, screenings, production info, financial resources,

equipment rental, and local news for Philadelphia-area filmmak-

ers and producers.

ADVOCACY AND LEGAL RESOURCES

International Entertalnment, Multimedia &
Intellectual Property Law & Business Network

[www.medialawyer.com]

An online legal resource for the independent filmmaker, featur-

ing information about entertainment, multimedia, and intellec-
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tual property law as well as links to profession-

al, legal and business services around the

world.

American Arts Alliance

[www.artswire.org/~aaa]

Advocacy information, legislative updates, and

links to online resources for nonprofit arts

organizations.

Image (The Independent

Media Artists Group)

[www.MediaCiry.com/~image]

Publishers of the IMAGE newsletter and tal-

ent book, as well as organizers of ImageFest, a

yearly festival promoting the work of Bay Area

filmmakers.

Women in Film

[www.wif.org]

A professional organization that aims to "rec-

ognize, develop, and actively promote the

unique visions of women" in the industry. Web

site features articles, interviews, and an event

calendar.

AIVF

[www.aivt.org]

Better than a phone call! All you need to

know about AIVF membership, events, and

publications—including articles from The

Independent and Johnny McNair's complete

F.A.Q.

FILMOGRAPHIES, DATABASES,

AND REFERENCE MATERIALS

Internet Movie Database

[www.imdb.com]

The mother of all film databases, the IMDB is

regularly-updated, searchable, and features full

credits for films and detailed filmographies

—

beginning with early cinema and continuing

through films still in production.

FlLMEINDER

[www.filmfinder.com]

A reference tool and database of movie

reviews and recommendations, Filmfinder uses

personalization software that suggests films

based on your preferences.

The Film 100

[www.filmlOO.com]

A smart collection of biographical information

about the 100 most influential individuals in

Avid MCSOOO, MC1DOO

Film Composer, MCXpness

off/on-line AVR77 & 3D DVE

Digital Betacam, Betacam SP

DVCPRD, 3/4 SP, HIS & VHS VIDE
transfers & duplication Crush available]

Macintosh graphics & After Effects compositing

tape to disk CJazz, Zip, Syquest, CD-R]

web site design & ISDN

Betacam SP field package

,
,

a. + n pei - +
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212.529.8204
V 8 V I D E / 738 BRORDWRV / PENTHOUSE / N V C 1 3

Combine work in

screenwriting with fiction,

poetry, or playwriting in our

60-hour interdisciplinary

MFA in Writing.

James A. Michener Fellowships

of SI 2,000 awarded to candidates

admitted for study. Annual deadline for

fall admission is January 15.

For a brochure, call (512) 471-1601

or write to: Texas Center for Writers

J. Frank Dobie House

702 East 26th St.

Austin, Texas 78705

Art assemblage by Linda 5. Parker
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John Slater

VIDEO EDITOR

MY FACILITY OR YOURS

MIDTOWN EDIT SUITE
WITH MEDIA 100 XR,
REAL-TIME, 54 GB STORAGE,
BETA SP, DAT, CD, SCANNER

(800) 807-4142
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

WHEN IT COMES TO

ENTERTAINMENT &

MEDIA INSURANCE
WE ARE

THE EXPERTS!

DeWin STERN

GROUP, INC.
NEW YORK

420 LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10170-0199

TEL: (212) 867-3550 • FAX: (212) 983-6483

JOLYON F. STERN, President

CAROL A. BRESSI-CILONA, SR. Vice Pres.

AFFILIATES IN: LONDON • PARIS • MUNICH

film history. Have you heard of William Kennedy Laurie Dickson?

Reel

[www.reel.com]

Actually an online video store, Reel. corn's searchable database of new, used, and rare videos

may be the way we all find and rent movies in the near future. Site also offers movie "match-

makers," a simple but effective service that suggests new films based on your old favorites.

Sundance Database

[www.sundance.org/search.html]

A searchable database of every feature, documentary, and short shown at the Sundance Film

Festival since 1985.

MovieBytes

[www.moviebytes.com]

A comprehensive database of screenwriting contests,

this site also provides an email newsletter with deadline

reminders and contest news.
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INDUSTRY NEWS AND
ONLINE MAGAZINES

indieWIRE

[www.indiewire.com]

The source of the most comprehensive coverage of

independent film on the Internet, indieWIRE's Web

site features articles culled from indieWIRE Express,

their daily email news service, as well as bulletin boards and an online directory of filmmakers,

producers, and industry professionals.

Filmmaker Magazine

[www.filmmag.com]

Not just articles from the magazine, Filmmaker's Web site features resource listings, bulletin

boards, and late -breaking stories, plus an entire resource library of its own.

National Alliance for

Media Arts and Culture

[www.namac.org]

An online support center for independent media artists that includes a directory of organiza-

tions, publications, resources, and archives of the NAMAC newsletter.

Spectrocom "Global-Media-Links"

[www.spectrocom.com/globalmedia]

Publisher of the "Producer's Masterguide," Spectrocom's Web site features an Alphabetical list-

ing of production, entertainment and media

industry-related hyperlinks.

FINANCIAL, DEVELOPMENT
DISTRIBUTION RESOURCES

COPRODUCTIONS.COM

[www.coproductions.com]

A bilingual French Canadian Web site offering

resources for film production, job listings, and

international partnerships.

The Internet Movie Database (IMDb)

-ivirj
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Independent Feature Project

[www.ifp.org]

Nonprofit membership organization of film-

makers, festival programmers, and distributors

best known for the annual Independent

Feature Film Market in New York.

ITVS

[www.itvs.org]

Everything you ever wanted to know about

ITVS but were afraid to ask, including the full

text of the organization's Study of the Field of

Independent Distribution.

Business Strategies

[www.moviemoney.com]

An online financial resource offered by

Business Strategies, a consulting firm for inde-

pendent filmmakers, producers, and investors.

Site features extracts of articles relating to film

financing and business plans.

Film Finances, Inc.

[www.primenet.com/~ffi]

Company that supplies completion bonds to

film, television and CD-ROM productions and

provides sample online completion contracts

on its Web site.

Boilerplate Film / TV
Budgeting Software

[www.wenet.net/~bbp/]

Production budgeting software that produces

industry standard production budgets for inde-

pendent film and television producers.

Cyberpitch

[www.geocities.com/Broadway/8528]

A site that will display excerpts of your com-

pleted screenplays on the Internet. New

"cyberpitches" posted twice a month.

Krisdne Maiden is a freelance writer and multimedia consultant.

D.A. VALUEZ
LIGHTING & PHOTOGRAPHIC

GAFFER / BEST BOY / ELECTRICIAN
KEY / BEST BOY / LIFT - MOVE ANYTHING / GRIP

Photo Assistant / Photographer

Crew / Personnel Referrals

-.361-5074
Pager u«i 615-9851

l -800-527-57 15 Code 20 EMail davaldez@juno.com

24 Hours On Call
Seven Days a Week

Have Passport Will Travel

UPTOWN AVID
We've Expanded!
Six New Suites - All New Systems

AVR77OFFLINE/ONLINE

MC 7.0 PCI with 8 channel Input/Output

Large Beautiful Rooms - Low, Low Rates

Full Technical Support - Editors Available

Ohree Convenient locations

26th
and

Broadway

Bleecker

and
Broadway

91st
and

Broadway

S,V "^
.

{fflEm^Msmyto®
Call Code 16: (212) 496-1118

All In One Productions
Your Low Budget Production Paradise

M&di3 100 AIIYouCanPlay!Aslowas$200/Day

Nou cjith Effects Engine - Foster than Peal Tine/

Non-Linear Digital Editing System FOR RENT
Up to 54 GB AA/ Array, 300 MB of RAM, Insert/Assemble Editing...

After Effects, Boris Effects, Photoshop, Illustrator, ProTools...

Betacam SP, 3/4", DVCPRO, DVCAM, Mini DV, SVHS, Hi-8, DAT...

Check Out Our DV/DVCAM Production Packages for Rent!
M

iX!?.} 334 4778
No Job too Big

401 Broadway. Suite 2012. New York UiTyi

No BudgetToo Small
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FESTIVALS by Thomas Pallotta

[festivals@aivf.org]

listings do not constitute an endorsement.

j since some details may change after the

magazine goes to press. we recommend

that you contact the festival directly

before sending preview cassettes,

deadline for submitting a call for entries

in the festival column is the 15th of the month

two-and-a-half months prior to cover date

(e.g., april 15 for july issue). all blurbs

should include: festival dates, categories,

prizes, entry fees, deadlines, formats & con-

tact info. to improve our reliability and make

this column more beneficial, we encourage

all mediamakers to contact fivf with changes,

criticism, or praise for festivals profiled.

Domestic

BROOKLYN FILM FESTIVAL, Oct. NY.

Deadline: July 1, late deadline: July 14. 1st annual

test will celebrate Brooklyn's cultural diversity on its

100th birthday w week-long screenings 6k seminars.

Categories: Feature, Short, Work-in-Progress,

Screenplay. Genres: Narrative, Doc, Experimental,

Animation. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 8mm, Super 8,

VHS, SA'HS, 3 4", 3/4" SP. Entry fee: Student films

6k shorts: S15; videos: S25; features: $30; screen-

plays: S35; late deadline add S15. Contact: Michael

Carosone, Brooklyn Film Fest, c/o Brooklyn College

Film Dept., 2900 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn. NY
11210-2889; (718)891-4169

CENTRAL FLORIDA FTLM & VIDEO FESTI-

VAL, Sept 25 - Oct 31, FL. Deadline: June 1, late

deadline, w add'l S15 fee: June 25. Celebrating 16th

year, Florida's oldest film & video fest continues

commitment to encourage, support & foster indie

filmmaking; to recognize, promote & exhibit indie

films; 6k to honor 6s. reward independent filmmaker.

Entrants receive viewer response sheets; cash awards

6k prizes given to winning artists in each category in

addition to Audience 6k Best of Fest awards (over

S6xQ0 in cash, sen-ices 6k prizes awarded in 1997).

After 10 days in Orlando, fest will tour throughout

Central Florida 6k include such cities as Melbourne,

Gainesville 6k Tampa. Fest accepts shorts 6k features.

All formats, genres 6k categories welcome (incl. ani-

mation, doc, experimental, narrative, music videos

6k features). Fest receives entries from all over U.S 6k

int'lly (over 130 films/videos selected in 1997). Entry-

fees: $20 to $40, depending on length. Preview must

be on 1/2" cassette. Contact: Central Florida Film 6k

Video Festival, c/o Chuck Green, 1906 E. Robinson

St., Orlando, FL 32803; (407) 839-6045; fax: 898-

0504; jneff@ magicnet.net; www.cffvf.org

CINEMATEXAS SHORT FILM, VIDEO 6k

NEW MEDIA FESTIVAL, Sept. 16-20, TX.

Deadline: July 15. Third annual int'l fest celebrating

latest tendencies in short format in cinema 6k new

media. Encourage submission of films that are not

industry calling cards but explorations of genre of

short film. Goal is to establish forum for dialogue

between "film school" 6k "real world" projects" 6k to

investigate dissolving boundaries of traditional digi-

tal 6k interactive media. Cat's: (shorts only) narra-

tive, doc, animation, alternative new media. Max.

length: 55 min. SI 5,000 in cash, product 6k service

awards. Preview on video only (incl. new media).

Formats: 35mm, 16mm, super 8, video, CD-Rom,
www. Contact: Bryan Poyser, Cinematexas, Dep. of

Radio TV/Film, CMA 6.118, Univ. of TX, Austin,

TX 78712-1091; (512) 471-6497; fax: 471-6497;

cinematx(a uts.cc.utexas.edu; www.utexas.edu/coc/

rtf CINEMATEXAS/

COLUMBUS INTERNATIONAL FILM 6k

VIDEO FESTIVAL, Oct. 19-22, OH. Deadline:

July 1. One of older nontheatrical showcases in

country, competitive fest founded in 1952. Accepts

ind 6k corporate prod, in 10 major divisions w/ -about

10 cats, in each (97 cats, in all). Divisions: Arts (incl.

entertainment); Business 6k Industry; Education 6k

Information; Humanities; Health 6k Medicine;

Religion; Science; Technology 6k Travel; Social

Issues; TV; CD-Rom. Other divisions incl. Media of

Print; Screenwriting; Student Competition (anima-

tion/exp, doc, drama/comedy, screenwriting). Chris

Awards go to best of cat; 2nd place Bronze Plaques,

Certificates of Honorable Mention 6k President's

Award (best of fest) 6k Christopher Columbus Award

(most innovative) also awarded. Cat winners can

qualify for Academy Award in short doc. Expanded

public screenings of selected winners at the Drexel

Theatre, Oct 19-22. Awards presentation banquet

Oct. 22. Formats: 1/2" VHS, 16mm, CD-Rom. Entry

fee: S75 6k up for professionals; $35 6k up for stu-

dents. Contact: Joyce Dong, awards admin.,

Columbus Int'l Film 6k Video Fest, Film Council of

Greater Columbus, 5701 North High Street, Ste 200,

Worthington, OH 43085; (614) 841-1666; fax: 841-

1666; chrisawd@infinet.com; www.infinet.com/

—chrisawd

DENVER LNTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL,

Oct. 8-15, CO. Deadline: July 15. Invitational expo

of film presents approx. 150 films over 8 days 6k plays

host to more than 60 film artists. New int'l releases,

cutting-edge indie fiction films 6k docs, animation,

experimental works, children's programs 6k shorts

included. In addition, a number of tributes. Fest pre-

sents Lifetime Achievement Award for most popular

feature-length fiction 6k doc films. Entry fee: $30

(S20 for students). Denver Film Society also pro-

duces Aurora Asian Film Fest in May, Kidsfilmfest in

summer 6k Denver Jewish Film Fest in August.

Additional information available upon request.

Inquires to: Denver Film Society, 1430 Larimer

Square, Suite 201, Denver, CO 80202; (303) 595-

3456; (303) 595-0956; dfs@denverfilm.org

HOPE 6k DREAMS FILM FESTIVAL, Oct. 2-4,

NT. Deadline: June 15. Film 6k video competition.

All formats accepted in cats of Features, Shorts,

Docs 6k Animation. Films judged for general interest,

production values 6k creativity-. Submissions on

VHS. Entry fee: $40. (independents) $30 (full-time

students). For entry forms, contact: Curator, Hope 6k

Dreams Film Festival, Box 131, Hope, NJ 07844-

0131; fax: (908)459-4681.

INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY ASSO-

CIATION (IDA) DOC AWARDS COMPETI-
TION, Oct., CA. Deadline: June 12. Fest recognizes

distinguished achievment in nonfiction films 6k

videos. Any nonfiction work completed or having

primary release or telecast between Jan 1, 1997 6k

Apr. 30, 1998 eligible for Distinguished Doc

Achievment Awards cats (Features, Short, Limited

Series, or Strand Program) 6k add'l consideration

for ABCNews VideoSource Award for Best Use of

News Footage in Doc ($2,000 honorarium 6k

$2,000 worth of research time at the ABCNews
VideoSource facility in NYC) 6k/or Pare Lorentz

Award ($2,500 honorarium). Winners honored at

awards gala on Oct 30 6k screened at DocuFest

(TBA). Entry fee: $55 IDA members, $75 non-

members; Limited Series 6k Strand Program: $200

IDA members, $300 nonmembers; ABCNews
VideoSource 6k Pare Lorentz Awards: add'l $25 per

entry. Contact: IDA Awards, 1551 S. Robertson

Blvd., Suite 201, Los Angeles, CA 90035; (310)

284-8422; fax: 785-9334; ida@artnet.net

LOS ANGELES INTL SHORT FILM FESTI-

VAL, Sept. CA. Deadline: June 15. 2nd annual

L.A. Shorts Fest presented by Filmmakers United,

nonprofit org. First year included 67 films from 12

countries. All genres welcome. Formats: 35mm,

16mm 6k video. Requirements: films completed

after Jan. 1, 96; must not exceed 45 min; must be

submitted on 1/2". Entry fee: $25. Awards: $1,000.

Categories: animation, comedy, doc, drama, exper-

imental. Contact: Robert Arentz, Founder 6k

Festival Director, L.A. Shorts Fest, N. Alexandria

Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90029; (213) 427-8016;

www.lashortsfest.com

MANHATTAN SHORT FILM FESTIVAL,

September 27, NY. Deadline: July 31. Manhattan

Short Film Fest exists for filmmaker w/o backing or

resources to create a feature. Fest believes "that

there is someone in this world who can be so bril-

liant in 5 or 6 minutes (as is does not take a genius

to do it in 30) that we wish to provide that film-

maker the opportunity to elevate themselves in the

public eye." Award: 54,000 feet of 35mm film;

complete 35mm camera pkg; all processing/devel-

oping/prints; 6-8 weeks editing in professional

suite. Contact: Manhattan Short Film Fest, 630

9th Ave., 8th fl., NY, NY 10036; (212) 613-5878;

www.msff.com

MILL VALLEY FILM FESTIVAL 6k VIDEO
FEST, Oct. 1-11, CA. Deadline: May 31 (early);

June 30 (final); fee: $20 (early); $25 (final).

Invitational, noncompetitive fest screens

American ind., narrative, doc, animated, short 6k

expenmental films/videos in over 40 programs.

Fest has become premiere West Coast event, w/

commitment to bringing new 6k innovative works

to Northern CA audiences. Filmmakers, distribu-

tors, press 6k large local audience meet in "an

atmosphere where professional relationships

thrive." All genres encouraged. Fest incl. around

100 programs of ind. features, docs, shorts 6k video

works, as well as interactive exhibits, tributes, chil-

dren's filmfest, seminars 6k special events. Entries

must have been completed w/in previous 18 mo.;

industrial, promotional or instructional works not

appropriate; premieres 6k new works emphasized.

Annual audiences estimated at 35,000. Formats:

35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2", Beta, multimedia.

Contact: Mark Fishkin, executive dir., Film

Institute of Northern California, Mill Valley Film

Fest, Mill Creek Plaza, 38 Miller Avenue, Ste 6,

Mill Valley, CA 94941; (415) 383-5256; fax: 383-
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8606; fincfawell.com; www.finc.org

NEW ORLEANS FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL,

Oct. 9-15, LA. Deadline: June 15. Now in 9th yr, fest

features local premieres of major releases from around

world, world-class film industry guests & seminars.

Special emphasis on ind. film works of artistic, cul-

tural 6k educational value. The Big House screens

larger-budget features on 35mm. "Cinema 16" hosts

ind. film competition 6k shows works in all cats. All

genres, styles 6k lengths considered; entries must

have been completed w/in previous 2 yr. Awards:

engraved lucite trophies. Formats: 16mm, 3/4", 1/2",

SVHS, super 8; preview on VHS. Entry fee: $35 for

U.S. 6k Canadian entries 6k $45 for foreign. Contact:

Victoria Klyce, New Orleans Film 6k Video Fest, 225

Baronne St., Suite 1712; New Orleans, LA 70112;

(504) 523-3818; fax: 529-2430; http://nofilm.org

NEW YORK COMEDY FILM FESTIVAL, Oct.

21-25, 1998, NY. Deadline: June 15. Salutes the peo-

ple who make us laugh. Seeking submissions of funny

Short, Feature 6k Animated films. Fees: $25. Format:

35mm, 16mm. Initial entry must be 1/2". Contact:

NYCFF, 899 Lexington Ave., New York, NY 10021;

(212) 774-1842; www.nycff.com

NORTHAMPTON FILM FESTIVAL, Nov. 4-8,

MA. Deadline: June 30. Entry fees: $25 (up to 60

min.), $35 (longer than 60 min.) Now in its fourth

year, growing Northampton Film Festival showcases

independent film 6k video from throughout the US,

from the very short to full features. Narrative, Doc,

Experimental, Animation. Approximately 50-60

works screened. Features encouraged. Northampton

Film Festival is competitive, juried event. Pn:e cits

incl.: Fest of Fest; Most Creative Cinematography;

Best First Feature; Best Doc; Best Short. Add'l prizes

may be awarded in '98. Fest includes film 6k video

expo, workshops, tributes, special guests 6k programs,

artists' reception. All events w/in walking distance.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2". Preview tapes

must be on 1/2". All work must be completed no ear-

lier than Nov. '96. Produced by Northampton Film

Associates, Inc., 351 Pleasant St. #137, North-

ampton, MA 01060. Contact: Dee DeGeiso or

Howard Polonsky; (413) 586-3471: tax: (413) 584-

4432; tilmfest(« nohofilm.org.; www.nohofilm.org

PHILADELPHIA REJECT FILMFEST, Oct. PA.

Deadline: July 15. Founded in 1997, Reject FilmFest

established to give film 6k videomakers a second

chance. "If you've gotten the kibosh from other more

'elite' festivals, the Reject FilmFest is for you."

Entrants must show proof of rejection from another

fest (actual letter from fest or signed affidavit swear-

ing you're telling the truth; we'll check). Reject

Filmfest held in art galleries throughout Philadelphia

as well as more traditional film venues. No categories

(but not a home movie fest; "we showcase rejected

films, not bad ones.") Entrants must be technically

sound 6k have production quality. Entry fee: $15- $20

Contact: (215) 574-0911; www.rejectfilmfest.org

SEATTLE LESBIAN & GAY FILM FESTIVAL,

Oct. 23-29, WA. Deadline: July 1. Presented by

Seattle's Three Dollar Bill Cinema, fest invites sub-

missions of films 6k videos of every genre. TDB
Cinema founded in 1995 6k staffed year-round by vol-

unteers who produce fest. Cat's: fiction, experimen-

tal, doc. Preview on VHS only. Entry fee: $10 before
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Camera Rentals
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Courses

Affordable Rates

Now Introducing

the Digital Studies Program

Digital Video Editing; 3-D Design;

Animation; Web Design

212.673.9361
817 Broadway NYC

Revolutionary

SCHOOL
with Dov S-S Simens

...Ifyon haven't

Produced, Directed

or Distributed a
Feature Film...

...You haven't

taken this course!

LOS ANGELES
May 9-10 or Jun 20-21

WORLD TOUR
DENVER: May 2-3

CLEVELAND: May 16-17

WASHINGTON, DC: May 23-24

MONTEREY, CA: May 30-31

TORONTO: Jun 6-7

ATLANTA: Jun 27-28

Can't Attend? Can't Wait?

Audio Film School™ Available

only

$289

http://HollywoodU.com

HFI, Inc., PO Box 481252, LA, CA 90048

800-366-3456
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Media 100 Editing

Voice Overs

Quicktime to Tape

Digital File Transfers

Video Duplication

Transfers & Conversions

145 West 20th St.

New York, NY 10011

Fax: 212-242-4419

Film Festival Duplication Special

20 VHS Tapes

w/sleeves & labels

Independents

Only

DIGITAL AUDI

SPLOSH
STUDIOS
212 271 8747

Dialog and Sound FX editing

ADR and Foley recording

Music production and editing

Automated Sound FX retrieval

Multiple ProTools work stations

Hourly / Daily /Weekly rates available

I 68 5th Ave. ,5th floor N.W.
New York N.Y. I 00 I

Fax: (2 I 2) 27 1-8748

e-mail: bplprod@aol.com

POST PR

July 1; 515 through Aug 1. Include SASE tor return.

Once film is submitted, it may not he w drawn. All

submissions must include entry torm. Three Dollar

Bill Cinema, 1122 E. Pike St. #1313, Seattle, WA
98122-3934; (206) J23-4274; tax: 323-4275; film

drizzle.com; www.drizzle.com/~rilmfest

SENSORY PERCEPTIONS, Sept. 25-28, OR.

deadline: June 15. Leshian 6k Gay Film Festival in

Portland, Oregon. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, video.

Suhmit VHS screening copy. Entry tee: S3. Contact:

Sensorv Perceptions, 625 SW 10th Ave., Suite 224,

Portland. OR 972C5; (503) 242-0818; pdxlgffCft

aol.com

TACOMA TORTURED ARTISTS FILM FESTI-

VAL, Sept. 7-13, WA. Deadline: July 17. Now in 3rd

yr, fest is a "no(n) profit venture" produced hy Club

Seven Studios & Broadway Center for the Performing

Arts. Created to promote awareness of & support to

indep. community by screening every entry received.

All genres accepted, no limitations on length or for-

mat. New this year are series of educational lectures

& workshops featuring Stewart Stern (Rebel Without

a Cause). "Second Best" 6k "Honorable Mention"

selections receive special screenings as well as win-

ners. Each year Alan Smithee Award presented to

member of indep. film community. This year's win-

ner: Steve Buscemi. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 8mm,

video. Early submissions encouraged. Contact: James

Hume or Kristen Revis, Club Seven Studios, 728A

Pacific Ave., Tacoma WA 98402; (888) 20-CLUB7;

(206) 627-1525; TacomaFilm(a aol.com; www.club

seven.com

URBANWORLD. Aug. 19-23; NY. Deadline: July

17. Competitive festival showcases features, shorts 6k.

docs conceived by Blacks in prominent roles. If direc-

tor is Black, film may be any subject matter.

Otherwise, film must feature Blacks in prominent

roles or have a Black screenwriter. Films must have

been completed after Jan. 1, 1996. Non-English films

must be subtitled. Formats: 35mm, 16mm; preview

on 1/2". Entrv tee: 525. Contact: Film Submissions,

Urbanworld Film Festival, 1965 Braodway, Ste HE,

NY. NY 10023; Angelique Philips (212) 941-3845; or

fest hotline: (212) 501-9668; fax: 941-3849

VERMONT INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTI-

VAL, Oct. 22-25, VT. Deadline: July 15. Going into

13th year, VIFF devoted to presenting images 6k.

issues tor social change. Categories: War 6k Peace,

Justice 6k Human Rights 6k Environment; awards

given in each category. Fest is 4 days long 6k accom-

panied by other events. Formats: VHS, S-VHS, Beta,

Hi8, 3/4", 1", PAL, SECAM, digital video, 8mm,

16mm, 35mm. (Submissions on VHS or 3/4" NTSC.)

Entrv fee: $65. Contact: VIFF, One Main St., Union

Station, Burlington VT 05401; (802) 660-2600; fax:

860-9555; viffiu together.com; www.vtiff.org

VISIONS OF U.S. VIDEO CONTEST, Late

August, CA. Deadline: June 15. Competition encour-

ages original video production tor artists, activists, or

amateurs. Submissions invited in 5 cats: fiction (using

video to tell a story); nonfiction (creating your own

doc); experimental/music video (taking video medi-

um to creative limits or using original score or previ-

ously published music w written permission) ; come-

dy (creating video w comedic point of view or w/

comedic acting); young people (17 years 6k younger).

Grand Pn:e winner selected trom all entries,

which must be originally produced 6k submitted in

8mm, Hi8, VHS, S-VHS, DVD or Beta; interfor-

mat editing allowed 6k no more than 25% of entry

should include film transferred to video. Entries

should not exceed 20 min. 6k originality consid-

ered most important factor. Awards: Sony equip-

ment. Sponsored by Sony Corporation 6k adminis-

tered by American Film Institute. Formats: 1/2",

Beta (not Betacam), 8mm video, Hi8. Entry fee:

none. Contact: Contest Administrator, Visions of

U.S. Video Contest, Box 200, Hollywood, CA
90078; (213) 856-7771; visions(a afionline.org;

www.afionline.org

WORLD POPULATION FILM 6k VIDEO
FESTIVAL September, MA. Deadline: June 15.

Secondary 6k college students eligible to submit

works that address population growth, resource

consumption, environment 6k common global

future. Drama, animation, image-montage, docs of

any length accepted in film, video 6k multimedia.

Total of $10,000 in prizes awarded to best entries

in secondary 6k college cats. "Best of Fest" VHS
tapes made avail, to secondary schools 6k colleges

6k may be broadcast on MTV, Turner 6k PBS.

Preview on VHS. Contact: Rawn Fulton, exec,

din. World Population Film/Video Fest, 46 Fox Hill

Rd., Bernardston, MA 01337; (800) 638-9464;

fax: (413) 648-9204; info(a wpfvf.com; www.wpfvf

.com

Foreign

CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL ANNUAL
FILM FESTIVAL, Early October, Canada.

Deadline: July 15. Open to nonprofessional pro-

ductions, competitive fest, founded in 1969, holds

showings in several cities in Canada. Cats incl.

amateur filmmakers, ind filmmakers 6k preprofes-

sional students of film. About 30 prods showcased.

Awards include best overall entry, scenario, doc,

natural sciences, animation, experimental, editing,

humor, teen 16-19, teen under 16. Max running

time for entries: 30 min. except for features.

Entries must have been completed in previous 5 yr.

Formats: 16mm, 8mm, Super 8, 3/4", 1/2", Beta,

8mm. Entry- fee: $20-$40. Contact: Canadian Int'l

Annual Film Fest, 25 Eugenia Street, Barrie,

Ontario, Canada L4M 1P6; tel/fax: (705) 733-

8232; ciaffig iname.com

COPENHAGEN GAY 6k LESBIAN FILM 6k

VIDEO FESTIVAL, Sept. 13-19, Denmark.

Deadline: early July. Major purpose of fest, a sub-

division of Copenhagen Film Fest, is to show films

that never get to Danish distributors because of

gay/lesbian content. Fest began as very political

event 6k is now focused on film-as-art, looking for

films w high artistic 6k technical standards w/

interesting movie language. Noncompetitive fest

founded in '86 annually showcases 20-25 films.

Extensively covered in major newspapers, TV 6k

radio. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 1/2". Entry fee:

None. Contact: Jill Byruit, dir, Copenhagen Gay 6k

Lesbian Film Fest, c/o Reel Pictures,

Puggaardsgade 8, 1578 Copenhagen V Denmark;

tel/fax: Oil 45 3314 0317.

CORK INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL.
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Oct. 11-18, Ireland. Deadline: July 6. Founded in

1956, its aim is to "bring Irish audiences the best in

world cinema in all its variety, to champion art of

short film through its competitive sections & pro-

vide forum for creative interchange of ideas w/in

film community." Fest's program is eclectic, bring-

ing together new int'l films w/ other forms of film

art, incl. doc, short, animation 6k exp film. Program

also incl. retro sidebars, seminars 6k master classes.

Entry cats incl. features, docs, shorts. Entries must

have been completed w/in previous 2 yrs to be eli-

gible tor competition sections 6k must not have

screened previously in Ireland in theaters or on TV.

Competitive for films under 30 min. Awards for

best int'l, European 6k Irish shorts. Also for shorts

in black 6k white. Other sections incl. Irish

Showcase 6k Focus On section devoted to filmmak-

ers whose work excites fest committee. Screenings

take place at Cork Opera House, Kino Cinema 6k

Triskel Arts Centre, which has a gallery 6k cafe 6k is

fest meeting place/press center. Formats: 35mm,

16mm; preview on 1/2". Entry fee: None. Contact:

Michael Hannigan, festival dir, Cork Film Fest,

Hatfield House, Tobin Street, Cork, Ireland; tel:

Oil 353 21 27 17 11; fax: Oil 353 21 27 59 45,

cifftaindigo.ie

FIGUEIRA DA FOZ INTERNATIONAL FES-

TIVAL OF CINEMA, early Sept., Portugal.

Deadline: early July. Fest presents, in official selec-

tion, competition (fiction, doc, shorts, films for

children 6k videos) 6k in special programs (homages

to directors 6k nat'l cinematographies) films chosen

exclusively according to "criteria ot expressive 6*

aesthetic values 6k favors films w' social, pn

sive themes, subjects or approaches." Fest has inter-

est in discovery ot new directors 6k promotion ot

not so well-known cinematographies, providing

cultural framing w, open debates, meetings w/

directors 6k other specialists, debates on selected

films 6k publication ot extensive material on critical

issues of each film. Jury selected from audience at

fest (w/ 1/3 invited personalities). Sections: Official

selection (fiction films for competition or informa-

tion); Images 6k Documents (docs, preferably w

social themes); Shorts (15 min. max); Films tor

Children; Video. Awards (artistic trophies 6k some

cash prizes): Grand Prix tor both fiction 6k doc,

short film prize, three silver prizes (best directing,

script, image, acting, sound track, music); Prize ot

Regional Tourism Office to innovative film; City ot

Figueira da Foz prize (best 1st or 2nd film), Glauber

Rocha prize (best film from Third World), Figueira

da Foz Discovery Award ($4,500 to best 1st film).

Prize Dr. Joao dos Santos for film concerning edu-

cation for liberty; Figueira da Foz Prize for

Children's Film; Jury Prize. Entries must have been

completed w/in previous 1-1/2 yrs 6k be Portuguese

premieres. Held on Atlantic coast, 200 km from

Lisbon 6k near university city of Coimbra. Many
American ind. filmmakers have participated in fest

6k received major awards; fest considered a meeting

point of world ind prod. Fest programs 200-250

films each yr. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. Entry fee:

None. Contact: Jose Vieira Marques, fest direc-

tor/Maria Cecilia Marques, films

management/Joaquim Augusto Vasco, film market,

Figueira da Foz Int'l Fest of Cinema, Apartado dos

Correios 50407, 1709 Lisbon Codex, Portugal; tel:

AVID EDIT SUITES
Off Line

On Line avr 75

4 Channel Audio

3-D Effects

DLT Back-up

Voice Over Boo tri

AUDIO
PRO TOOLS

16-Track Digital Audio Suite

Full Sound Design & Mixing

Sound Effects Library

on track video (212)244-0744
104 West 29th Street, New York, NY 10001

I
1

FIREHOUSE STUDIOS, INC.
All YourAudio Needs ForVideo& Film Post!

I

Digital lock to Betacam SP and 3/4"

Protools m, ADAT, Timecode DAT + MIDI

ADR & voiceover to picture

Live recording & MIDI to picture

Sound design, editing, SFX & mixing

Original music & scoring, Library music selection.

1 50 W28th St. Suite 302 21 2-645-0666
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212-765-6600

Mini-DV and DVCAM dubs to BETA

...at prices independent

filmmakers can afford

Lichtenstein Creative Media

1600 Broadway Suite 601 New York, N.Y. 10019

16TH ANNUAL

Oil 351 1 812 62 31; fax: Oil 351 1 812 62 28;

jose.marques(a ficff.pt; www.ficff.pt

GALWAY FILM FLEADH, July 7-12, Iteland.

Deadline: June 13. Located on West coast of Ireland,

Galway is host to leading 2-week arts fest, of which

film fest is part. Presents latest in Irish cinema &. films

from around world. Industry-oriented Fleadh Fair

takes place July 10-12 ck enables directors ck distrib-

utors to interact & foster int'l coproduction. MEDIA-
supported fair has strict selection process &. requires

development finance & finished screenplay. Non-

competitive fest (except for audience awards) accepts

shorts & features in all cat. Only Irish shorts accept-

ed. Int'l Features welcome. Entry fee: $35. Preview on

1/2". North American contact for submissions:

Galway Film Fleadh, Rice Arts Management, 245

Eighth Ave., #848, NY, NY 10011; (212) 727-0249;

fax: 929-7412; Galfilm(a aol.com

MENIGOUTE INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
OF ORNITHOLOGICAL FILMS, Oct. 27-Nov. 1,

France. Deadline: May 15. Fest shows about 40 films

concerning ornithological subjects, as well as all

wildlife (wild mammals, reptiles or swimming crea-

tures), during this 6-day fest founded in '85.

Associations & orgs concerned w/ environmental

issues invited to present activities in various forums.

Regional tours organized each day specifically in bird

watching areas ck children's activities around

ornithological subjects are held. 15-20 artists present

photographs, paintings & sculpture. Cash prizes from

10.000FF to 30.000FF. Entries must be French pre-

mieres. Formats: 16mm, 1/2", Beta. Entry fee: None.

Contact: Marie Christine Brouard, Int'l Fest of

Ornithological Films, Fest Int'l du Film

Ornithologique, B.R 5, 79340 Menigoute, France; tel:

01133 5 49 69 90 09; fax: 01 1 33 5 49 69 97 25.

MONTREAL WORLD FILM FESTIVAL, Aug.

27-Sept. 7, Canada. Deadline: for shorts: June 15;

features: July 6. Only competitive film fest in N.

America recognized by FIAPF. Founded in '77, large

& int'ly known fest boasts audiences of over 300,000

& programs hundreds of films. 9 cats: Official

Competition (features & shorts); Hors Concours

(official selection, noncompetitive); Focus on One

Country's Cinema (TBA); Latin American Cinema;

Cinema of Today: Reflections of Our Time; Cinema

of Tomorrow: New Trends; Panorama Canada; TV
Films; Tributes. Jury' for official competition awards:

Grand Prix of Americas to best film; Special Grand

Prix of Jury, Best Director, Best Actress/Actor; Best

Screenplay & Best Artistic Contribution (awarded to

technician). Shorts compete for 1st & 2nd Prize.

Second jury awards Prix de Montreal to director of

t fiction feature; all 1st features presented in all cats

eligible; other awards are Air Canada Prize for most

popular feature film of fest, Prize for Best Canadian

Feature Film awarded by public, Oecumenical Prize

ck FIPRESCI Prize. Features in official competition

must be 70mm or 35mm, prod in 12 months preced-

ing fest, not released commercially outside of country

of origin & not entered in any competitive int'l film

fest (unreleased films given priority). Films prod by &.

for TV eligible for competition if theatrical exploita-

tion planned; industrial, advertising ck instructional

films ineligible. Shorts must be 70mm or 35mm &.

must not exceed 15 min. Fest held in 14 theaters, all

in downtown Montreal w/in walking distance of test

headquarters. Some 2,500 industry pros annually
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accredited. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4"- Entry fee:

None. Contact: Serge Losique, fest director,

Montreal World Film Fest, Fest des Films du Monde,

1432 Bleury St, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A

2J1; eel: (514) 848-3883/933-9699; fax: (514) 848-

3886; ffm(a Interlink.net; www.ffm-montreal. org

MOSTRA DE VIDEO INDEPENDENT, Jan. 26-

30, Barcelona, Spain. Deadline for 1999: June-July

1998. Curated by videomakers, fest takes place

every 18 months, showing nat'l &. int'l video works

& gradually incorporating new technologies. MVI
does not select works purely on basis of their

advanced formats, since theme of each fest is based

on work received. Fest's 5th edition will have the

usual program of video screenings, open video,

interactive works & digital formats (Quicklime,

Avid). In '97 fest included tribute to William

Burroughs &. material inspired by his writings or per-

sona. Formats: U-Matic (PAL-NTSC), Betacam

(PAL). Contact: Joan Leandre, Mostra De Video &
Fenomens Interactius, Maontaiegro, 5, 08001

Barcelona, Spain; 01 1 34 3 306 41 00; fax: 01 1 34 3

306 41 01 / 306 41 04; mvi(g cccb.org

PALERMO INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF
SPORTS FILMS, Nov. 11-15, Italy. Deadline: July

3 1 . Sports films 6k videos are focus of fest, founded

in 79; features, shorts ck videos prod w/in last 3 yr

eligible. Entries judged in 2 sections: film 6k video.

Top prize is Prix Paladino d'Oro; medal "Citta di

Palermo" 6k check worth 5,000,000 lire. Special sec-

tions incl. "Opere in concorso" 6k "Agonismo 6k

Spettacolo." Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2",

Beta. Entry fee: none. Contact: Vito Maggio, direc-

tor, Palermo Int'l Fest of Sports Films, Rassegna Citta

Di Palermo/Int'l Sportfilmfest, Via Emanuele

Notarbartolo 1/G, 90141 Palermo, Italy; tel: 011 39

91 611 4968; fax: 011 39 91 611 4968;

sporfife(5 tin.it; http://web.tin.it/sportfilm_festival

TORONTO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTI-

VAL, Sept.10-19, Canada. Deadline: mid-July. Now
in its 23rd yr, this is one of most important fests in N.

America. Fest celebrates best in recent Canadian 6k

int'l cinema w/ more than 250 films from over 40

countries. Among these is prestigious Perspective

Canada Programme 6k one of the largest annual

showcases of contemporary Canadian cinema. Other

programs incl. Galas (premieres of major new prods).

Special Presentations, First Cinema, Discovery,

Contemporary World Cinema, The Edge, Dialogue:

Talking w/ Pictures, Midnight Madness, Directors'

Spotlight, nat'l cinema program 6k section devoted to

films from Africa 6k diaspora. Awards incl. Most

Popular Film, Audience Award, Int'l Critics' Award

6k Media Award. Sales 6k Industry Office facilitates

meetings btwn buyers 6k sellers attending fest 6k 3-

day business of film symposium provides delegates

access to influential people in int'l film 6k TV indus-

try. Fest known for its innovative 6k discovery-orient-

ed programming 6k annually attracts thousands of

industry reps, media 6k film-goers. Entries must have

been completed w/in previous yr. Fest does not accept

unsolicited shorts (under 49 min.) from outside

Canada. Films must not have been released commer-

cially in Canada prior to fest. Formats: 70mm, 35mm,

16mm. Entry fee: None. Contact: Piers Handling, fes-

tival director, Toronto Int'l Film Festival, Toronto

Int'l Film Festival Group, 2 Carlton St., Ste 1600,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5B 1J3; (416) 967-7371;

fax: (416) 967-9477.

VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL FILM FES-

TIVAL, Sept. 25-Oct. 1 1, Canada. Deadline: July 12.

Founded in '82, fest presents approx. 300 films from

40 countries at 6 cinemas over 1 7 days. It has become

1 of N. America's larger int'l fests (after Montreal 6k

Toronto). Est. 130,000 people attend, incl. about 300

invited guests representing filmmakers, stars, buyers

6k sellers, critics 6k other industry pros from around

world. Special sections incl. Dragons 6k Tigers:

Cinemas of East Asia (one of largest annual selec-

tions of East Asian films anywhere outside East Asia)

;

Canadian Images; Nonfiction Features, 25 film pro-

gram devoted to current doc filmmaking; Walk on

the Wild Side, midnight series of films devoted to

"lovers of extreme cinema"; Archival Series;

Screenwriter's Art 6k annual film 6k TV trade torum.

Awards: Air Canada Award for Most Popular Film;

Federal Express Award for Most Popular Canadian

Film; Alcan Dragon 6k Tigers Award tor Young

Cinema ($5,000 cash prize); Rogers Award tor Best

Canadian Screenplay (computer hardware 6k soft-

ware prize); Nat'l Film Board of Canada Awards for

Best Doc Feature 6k Best Animated Film (cash prize).

Fest accepts Canadian shorts 6k features but only fea-

ture films from outside Canada that have not been

screened commercially or broadcast 'in British

Columbia. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. Entry' tee: None.

Contact: Alan Franey, test dir., Vancouver Int'l Film

Fest, 1008 Homer St, #410, Vancouver, B.C.,

Canada V6B 2X1; (604) 685-0260; fax: 688-8221;

vifftS vifF.org; http: vift.org

BETACAM SP WITH A 100%
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
BETACAM SP ON-LINE DUAL TBC EDITING

212.594.7530
OUR FANTASTIC SPECIAL FX'S ARE FREE
TASCAM 12 CHANNEL AUDIO MIX W/ FULL EQ.
GOOD FAST EDITORS W/ ATTENTION TO DETADL
IF YOU DON'T LHCE THE EDIT, YOU DON'T PAY

BETA SP IS THE FORMAT OF TODAY. WE GIVE SERVICE
24 HRS./DAY, 7 DAYS/WK. SERVICE MEANS 3 BETA DECKS,
TOP MONITORS, AMPS, CD, SPEAKERS, GREAT COFFEE

& A EASY MIDTOWN LOCATION. MORE FLASH, LESS CASH.

DUBBING, DUBBING, DUBBING
FROM VHS 3/4 HI8....AND BETACAM SP

PERFECT EVERY TIME

29TH STREET VIDEO. INC.
THE BETACAM EXPERTS

Finding Stock Footage

with the help of creatively

inspired researchers who

really know their library

takes Energy.

the Largest «W Most Unique

Collection j Original Cinematography

m the World.

FILM -LIBRARY

1.800.IMAGERY/or Your Most Valuable Resource

http://ww-w.digital-energy.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
[independent@aivf.org]

j deadlines are 1st of each month, two
" months prior to cover date. classifieds of

i
up to 240 characters (incl. spaces & punc-

tuation) cost s25/issue for aivf members,

$35 for nonmembers; classifieds of 240-

480 characters cost $45/issue for aivf

members, $65 for nonmembers. please include

valid member i0#. ads exceeding requested

length will be edited. type all copy and send

with check or money order to: five 304 hudson

st., ny. ny 10013. to pay by credit card, you must

include: card type (visa/mc); card number;

name on card: expiration date; billing address

& daytime phone. ads running five or more

times receive a $5 discount per issue.

Buy • Rent • Sell

ECLAIR NPR 16mm plcg: 12 x 120 Ang., 2-400'

mags, set of Titten filters, batten- w, charger, opera-

tor's manual, case 6k cine's manual. S6500 or best

otter. Scott (512)462-4657.

PANASONIC 3-chip digital camera for sale. AG-
EZ1U, 6 months old, prime condition, still under

warranty. Asking $2,200 or best offer. Call (313) 996-

0878; yauc@umich.edu

PRODUCE YOUR FIRST FEATURE FILM FOR
$20,000 (OR LESS): Producer of 21 indie features

shares rare knowledge in 200 pg book. No hype. No
nonsense approach. $44.45 to: MARS, Box 11844,

Ft. Worth. TX 76110 or call (817) 514-0308

VISA MC Guaranteed S.

VIDEO DECKS/EDIT SYSTEMS FOR RENT: I

deliver! All types at best prices: Beta SP deck (Sony

UVW-1800) $150/day, $450/week. D/Vision

5450 week. S-VHS offline, Beta SP online w/ auto-

conform. David (212) 362-1056.

Distribution

AQUARIUS PRODUCTIONS, leading distributor

of outstanding videos because of outstanding pro-

ducers. Join our collection of titles on disabilities,

mental health, aging, nursing, psychosocial issues,

children & teen issues. For educational/health mar-

kets. Leslie Kussmann, Aquarius Prod., 5

Powderhouse Lane, Sherborn, MA 01770; (508)

651-2963; fax: 650-4216; www.aquariusproduc-

tions.com

CLNEMA GUILD, leading film/video/multimedia

distrib, seeks new doc, fiction, educational 6k anima-

tion programs for distribution. Send videocassettes

or disc for evaluation to: The Cinema Guild, 1697

Broadway, Suite 506, NY, NY 10019; (212) 246-

5522; fax: 246-5525; TheCinemaG@aol.com.

FANLIGHT PRODUCTIONS, distributors of

award-winning films & videos on disabilities, health

care, mental health, family social issues, seeks new

work for educational markets. Karen McMillen,

Fanlight Productions, 47 Halifax St., Boston, MA
02130; (800)937-4113.

LOOKING FOR AN EDUCATIONAL DIS-

TRIBUTOR? Consider the University of California.

n put 80 years of successful marketing exper-

tise to work for sou. Kate Spohr: (510) 643-2788 or

http:,/www-cmil. unex.berkeley.edu/media/

NEW DAY FILMS, premiere distribution coopera-

tive tor social issue media, seeks energetic indepen-

dent films 6k videomakers w challenging social issue

docs tor distribution to nontheatrical markets. Now
accepting appls for new membership. Contact: New
Day Films (914) 485-8489; www.newday.com

PC PRODUCTIONS INC. focuses on marketing

ultra-low budget films (budgets below S100K) to

diverse distribution channels 6k provides finishing

funds to worthy projects. Send VHS, SASE, synop-

sis, budget 6k bios to: G. Ling, PC Productions, 286

Vreeland Ave., Midland Park, NJ 07432. Responses

within 2 weeks of receipt.

PSAs 6k VNRs: Public Interest Video Network can

help producers 6k nonprofits reach millions. Strong

track record, experience 6k station database get

results. Arlen Slobodow: (301) 656-7244.

SEEKING EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS on guid-

ance issues: violence, drug prevention 6k parenting

for exclusive distribution. Our marketing gives

unequaled results. Bureau for At-Risk Youth, Box

760, 135 DuPont St., Plainview, NY 11803; (800)

99-YOUTHx210.

Freelancers

35MMT6MM PROD PKG w cinematographer.

Complete studio truck w/ DP's own Arri 35BL,

16SR, HMI's, dolly, jib crane, lighting, grip, Nagra...

more. Ideal 1 -source for the low-budget 35mm fea-

ture. Call Tom today for booking. (201) 807-0155.

AATON CAMERA PKG: Absolutely perfect for

independent features. Top-of-the-line XTR Prod w/

S16, time-code video, the works. Exp DP w/ strong

lighting 6k production skills wants to collaborate in

telling your story. Andy (212) 501-7862;

circa@ interport.net

AVID INSTRUCTOR/EDITOR: Affordable Avid

training. Intensive 6k hands-on. Instructor editor

also available to work on your projects. Chris (212)

726-8589.

AWARD-WINNING editor w/ Avid 6k Beta SP

facility. Features, shorts, doc, music videos, educa-

tional, industrials, demos, triligual Spanish English/

Catalan. Low intro rates. Nuria Olive-Belles, (212)

691-3538.

AWARD-WINNING PHOTOGRAPHER in

NYC area. 10 years stills, 10 years video 6k now film

for your thesis, short film, or feature project.

http:/Vcameraman.home,mindspring.com

BETA SP VIDEOGRAPHER w new Sony

Betacam SR mics 6k lights. Very portable, light-

weight 6k I'm fast. Exp w/ docs, interviews, industri-

als, fashion shows 6k comedy clubs. John Kelleran

(212) 334-3851.

BRENDAN C. FLYNT: Director of Photography w
15 feature credits 6k dozen shorts. Owns 35 Arri,

Super 16/16 Aaton, HMIs, Tungsten, 6k dolly w
tracks. Call for quotes 6k reel at tel/fax: (212) 226-

8417; ela292@aol.com. Credits: Tromeo and]uhet.

The Offering, Fine Young Gentlemen, Brushfire.

CAMERAMAN w solid creative vision. Owner
Aaton S16 6k Sony Digital DSR-200 camera pack-

ages w/ shotgun 6k radio mic. Andy (718) 797-9051.

CAMERAPERSON: Visual storyteller loves to

collaborate, explore diverse styles 6k formats.

Brings passion 6k productivity to shoot. Award-

winner w/ latest Super/Std.16 Aaton XTR prod,

pkg. Todd (212) 686-9425; wacass@concentric.com

CAMERAPERSON: Collaborative 6k passionate-

ly committed, will work w/ you to find the right

style for your film. Narrative or doc welcome. Love

to travel. Eileen Schreiber (718) 349-3078.

CAMERAPERSON: Owner of Aaton reg/S16mm

pkg w video tap 6k more. Creative, efficient, good

listener. Features, shorts, docs, music videos.

Interesting reel. Kevin Skvorak (212) 229-8357;

kevskvk@ inx.net

CAMERAPERSON w/ Aaton 16/S16 camera

package, Sachtler tripod and small lighting pack-

age, looking for doc projects to shoot. Credits on

award-winning HBO docs 6k commercials. John

Thoma (908) 725-7412.

CAMERAPERSON w/ Aaton 6k lighting, looking

forward to working w/ collaborative directors on

narratives, exp, docs, PSAs, music videos. Steven

Gladstone (718) 625-0556 for new reel.

VEENOTPH@aol.com

CAMERAPERSON w/ Super 16 6k Beta SP pkg,

credits on films by award-winning doc 6k narrative

directors. Seeking opportunities on innovative fea-

tures, docs. Low rates avail, for exceptional projects.

COMPOSER: Experienced, versatile composer

avail, for scoring, sound design. Can meet all post-

production requirements. Video 6k audio reels avail.

Cam Millar (212) 781-7737; Ccmillar® aol.com

COMPOSER: Perfect music for your project.

Orchestral to techno-you name it! Credits incl.

NFL, PBS, Sundance, Absolut. Bach, of Music,

Eastman School. Quentin Chiappetta (718) 383-

6607; qchiap@el.net

COMPOSER 6k INSTRUMENTALIST who has

scored 9 award-winning films. All styles, all bud-

gets. Full recording/mixing facility. Nana Simo-

poulos, (212) 727-3705; nasimo@sprynet.com

COMPOSER FOR FILM/TV: Academy Award-

winning. Broadcast: PBS, NBC, ABC, CBS. Highly

expenenced 6k dedicated. Music in all styles w/ an

original touch. Complete digital studio. Rea-

sonable rates. Leonard Lionnet (212) 980-7689.

COMPOSER FOR FILMVIDEO, new media

projects. Innovative sounds that won't strain your

pocketbook. For a free demo 6k brochure, contact

Progressive Media Arts at: (415) 550-7172; pma@
progmedia.com; www.progmedia.com

CONSIDER IT DONE! Insurance, permits, logis-

tics, coordination. Film service bureau provides

protection 6k does the dirty work. Call (212) 726-

241 1. Reaching out to the busy producer.

CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRA-
PHY w Lighting Director background. Specialty
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films my specialty. Can give your film that unique

"look." 16mm &.35mm packages avail. Charles (212)

295-7878.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: 35mm,

S16mm/16mm. Creative, experienced, award win-

ning, w/ feature, ads, docs, music videos &. industrial

credits. Own Arri SR 1 S16/16mm pkg w/ Zeiss lens,

tungstens, sound pkg. LKB Prod: (718) 802-9874.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Award win-

ning, exp, looking for interesting projects. Credits

incl. features, docs & commercials in the US, Europe

&. Israel. Own complete Aaton Super 16 pkg &.

lights. Adam (212) 932-8255 or (917) 794-8226.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Breathtaking

images by Jeffery Lando, your partner in making your

vision real. Numerous feature credits. Arri Super 16

pkg & lights avail. Call for reel/conversation: (718)

349-2130.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY looking for

interesting features, shorts, ind. projects, etc. Credits

incl. features, commercials, industrials, short films,

music videos. Aaton 16/S-16 pkg avail. Abe (718)

263-0010.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ Arri SR w/

tap, Chroziel matte box w/ Panavision filters, Sony

Beta SP, HMIs, Kino Flos, Jib Arm & Media 100. I

make great pictures, work fast, have tons of exp,

assemble crews. Call Bret for Killer Reel (203) 254-

7370: Tsuyoshi (718) 243-9144.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ awards, tal-

ent & experience. Credits include features, commer-

cials, docs, shorts & music videos. Owner of Aaton

16mm/Super 16mm pkg, 35mm pkgs also available.

Call for reel. Bob (212) 741-2189.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ complete

Arri/Zeiss 16mm pkg. Lots of indie film experience.

Features, shorts & music videos. Save money &. get a

great looking film. Willing to travel. Rates are flexible

and I work quickly. Matthew (914) 439-5459 or

(617) 244-6730.

DOCU-JOURNALIST w/ 15 yrs experience (beast,

indie, exp, co-productions) seeks interesting chal-

lenges, esp social, investigative, tech & political sub-

jects needing data-crunching or computer-aided

reporting. Shirley Kisaichi, (718) 802-1329; ski

saichi@aol.com

EDITOR: Exp Avid editor avail, for freelance work

on independent docs, features, shorts. Strong doc &.

visual arts background. Very familiar w/ NYC post

scene, but willing to work elsewhere. Adjustable

rates. Therese (212) 802-7072; tcafa@earthlink.net

ENTERTAINMENT ATTORNEY: frequent con-

tributor to "Legal Briefs" columns in The Independent

and other magazines, offers legal services on projects

from development to distribution. Reasonable rates.

Robert L. Seigel, Esq.: (212) 307-7533.

GAFFER, experienced w/ short films, looking for fea-

ture. Kevin (800) 760-7033 or (816) 531-6215.

HOT NYC DP AVAIL w/ complete Aaton 16 516

prod. pkg. Cannon, Zeiss, Nikon, Video Tap, every-

thing. Feature, hot music video &. commercial reel

looking to expand, long, short form. Flexible rates

(212) 929-7682. Reel. Res. Conversation.

Bee Hive Productions, inc.

FILM AND VIDEO PRODUCTION SERVICES

FILM AND VIDEO EDITING
STUDIOS AND FACILITIES

Why work in windowless rooms

ten hours a day ?

Bee-Hive Productions

provides a pleasant

environmentfor you to create!

AVID MCXpress

SVHS AND VHS FORMATS
BETA SP FORMAT
3/4 INCH FORMAT

16MM AND35MM
PACKAGES AVAILABLE

• BROADCAST QUALITY COMMERCIALS
• TRAINING ASD INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO
• MUSIC VIDEOS
9 ACTOR/SINGER DEMO REELS
• VIDEO S FOR ALL OCCASIONS
• FILM AND VIDEO EDITING

PHONE: 1-800-811-2240

FAX : 1-800-988-3939
79 Putnam Street

Mt. Vernon, NY 10550

MIKE COHEN
PRODUCTIONS INCORPORATED
film & video production

RENTS

CAMERAS & CREWS
Sony-Beta SP's

Sony-DSR 200

Panasonic EZ-1 ':

Bolex's

ARRI S's

w

. Two man
camera crew

. Camera

. Monitor

. Waveform/

Vector scope

. Lights

. Audio

. Chevy 4-wheel

drive truck

telephone 212.229.1082
mikecpinc@aol.com

AVID PRICES

K11UWG YOU?

Our AVIDS are the same
Our PRICES aren't.

On Line/Off Line • All Systems MC 7.0 PCI

Media Composer/Film Composer

RADICAL AVID
Broadway at 26th Street

Tel: (917) 225-2430
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^Am ^Pictwf^
• Digital Beta On-Line wl DVE
• Component DV Transfers

(We nave the deck)

• Tape to Disk (Syquest I'Zip)

• AVID w AVR 75, Pro Tools, 36 Gigs

Arc Pictures 666 Broadway New York NY 10012

Phone: 212 982-1101 Fax: 212-982-1168

A CENTURY OF IMAGES
A CENTURY OF SOUNDS

Pathe News. Inc.

Americana • Contemporary News
Vintage Television

Nature • Beauty Shots

Rock & Roll • Jazz & Blues

Country & Western

Over 30,000 hours of historic

footage and musical

performance clips. Transferred,

databased, copyright-cleared,

instantly available footage from

the greatest sources known
on the planet!

Fox Movietone Outtakes

Ed Sullivan Show • Steve Allen Show
Pathe News, Inc. • Soundstage

Associated Press TV

Studio 54 Library

Metropolitan Entertainment

m i SB '4. mk
TopoGigio Ed Sullivan

• >*_
i«0^3

im/1l*
V/i >Qj

Elvis Presley - The Steve Allen Show

Howlin Wolf - Alan Lomax Collection

STOCK FOOTAGE LIBRARY

Call For Free Demo Reel • 1-800-249-1940 • 516-329-9200 • 516-329-9260 Fax

www.historicfilms.com • info@historicfilms.com

The Outpost
Edit on our Media lOO system for just $50
per hour. That ineludes an operator, various

tape formats including Beta SP, Mackintosh

and Arnica i^raphics, and the Video Toaster.

718 -"5 99 - 2 3 S 5
St . Brooklyn NY

INNOVATIVE EDITOR w Avid available for chal-

lenging projects. Exper. in fiction features, commer-

cials, music video 6k docs. Rodney (718) 246-8235.

LOCATION SOUND: Over 20 yrs sound exp. w/

time code Nagra & DAT, quality mics. Reduced rates

for low-budget projects. Harvey 6k Fred Edwards,

(518) 677-5720; beeper (800) 796-7363 (ext/ pin

1 02 1 996) ; edfilmsfS. worldnet.att.net

MUSIC BY EUROPEAN COMPOSER w/ new

multitrack recording studio. Will score film in any

srvle. Orchestral, electronic, electric, acoustic

—

whatever works best. Sound library 4,000 instru-

ments & digital 32 tracks. Free CD demo: (310) 657-

8686.

MUSIC COMPOSER & LOCATION SOUND:
Original music scores & sound design in project stu-

dio. Friendly, experienced 6k knowledgable. Also

location sound w/ Nagra 4.2. Call Andy at (914) 741-

2975 or (212) 243-4491. Andy Ryder (aaol.com

[MUSIC FOR FILM... Music... Music... Music...

Music... Music... Music... Music... Music... Music...

Music... Music... Music... Music #$%&.*?... Music...

Music... Music Todd Anderson (800) 925-4762 or

(801) 467-4379 for demo.

PICTURE SOUNDS: Musical soundscapes for film,

I
video 6k advertisements. Call (914) 736-1011 for

consultation 6k free rough sketch of your ideas.

STEADICAM: Dolly smooth moves w/ the flexibili-

ty of a hand-held camera. Sergei Franklin (212) 228-

4254.

Opportunities • Gigs

CAMERA PEOPLE & PRODUCTION ASS'TS

wanted for currently airing public access Manhattan

TV program. No pay, but program credit 6k tape.

Brini Maxwell Show, c/o Wells, 100 Manor Ave.,

|
Hempstead, NY 11550; ph/fax (516) 481-1201.

DPs 6k \TDEOGRAPHERS: We're looking for tal-

ented, exp camerapersons to shoot for high quality

nat'l 6k int'l clients. If you are LA-based or moving to

LA, send resume 6k tape to: Marshall/Stewart Prod.,

Box 762, Woodland Hills, CA 91345; (818) 348-8933.

FESTIVAL DIRECTOR: 32-yr festival of ind shorts

seeks exec director to work w/ board managing open

call, programming, production, volunteers, staff, pub-

licity, budgets. Part-time, honorarium. Requires

excellent writing 6k communication skills, attention

to detail 6k follow-through. Contact: Robert Withers,

New York Expo, 532 La Guardia Place, Ste. 330, New-

York, NY 10012; (212) 505-7742; fax: 873-1353;

WithersR(§ aol.com

MANAGLNG DIRECTOR: Nat'l media production

company seeks managing dir. for overall financial

mgmt, oversight of multiple projects. Must possess

strong mgmt, admin., financial, organizational 6k

operations skills. Three yrs experience preferred.

Matthew (510) 268-9675; fax: 268-3606.

Preproduction • Development

DOC DOCTORS: creative practical solutions for

ailing scripts, treatments 6k proposals from veteran

doc filmmakers w awards list long as vour arm. Great
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rates. Emergency room service avail. Chris: Doc

Doctors, (514) 482-2860.

GREAT SCRIPTS WANTED: Independent pro-

ducer seeks scripts for development/production.

Send scripts, treatments (incl. SASE if necessary)

to: Donnelly Film Productions, 263 West End Ave,

Ste. 12G, NY, NY 10023.

HOLLYWOOD STORY ANALYST for Phoenix

Pictures (U-Tum, People vs. Larry Flynt, Mirror Has

Two Faces) as well as award-winning writer/filmmak-

er, offers in-depth constructive analysis of your

screenplay. Get valuable feedback before making

important submissions. Contact: Ezmiar

Productions, 310 N. Lima St., Burbank, CA 91505;

(818) 841-3616; e:miar(S instanet.com

SU-CITY PICTURES EAST PRESENTS: The

Screenplay Doctor, The Movie Mechanic &. The

Film Strategists. Experienced story editors/ post-

prod, specialists provide insight &. analysis for

screenplays, treatment, synopses & films-in-

progress. Major credits incl.: Miramax, Warner

Bros., Fine Line, WGA, DGA, IFR Multimedia,

Advanced Tech., Interactive consultations.

Competitive rates. Brochure: (212) 219-9224-

POSTPRODUCTION

3/4" SONY SP OFFLINE SYSTEM W/ TIME-

CODE: 9850 deck w/ timecode generator/reader,

9800 deck w/ timecode reader, RM450 controller &
two 13" monitors. Single deck rentals avail, tor Avid

users. Negotiable, low rates. (718) 284-2645.

$10/hr VHS SUITE: $20: 3/4"-3/4". $15: VHS 3/4".

Open 7 days & eves. Free titles, Amiga & special FX.

Also: Hi8, A/B roll, S-8 film, dubs, photo, slides,

stills, audio, prod., editor/training. The Media Loft,

727 6th Ave. (23rd) (212) 924-4893.

16MM & 35MM OPTICAL SOUNDTRACKS: If

you want "High Quality" optical sound for your film,

you need a "High Quality" optical sound negative.

Mike Holloway, Optical Sound Chicago, Inc., 676 N.

LaSalle St., Chicago, IL 606101; (312) 943-1771 or

eves. (847) 541-8488.

16MM CUTTLNG ROOMS: 8-plate & 6-plate fully

equipped rooms, sound-transfer facilities, 24-hr

access. Downtown, near all subways & Canal St.

Reasonable rates. (212) 925-1500.

16MM SOUND MIX only $100 hr! Interlocked

16mm picture &. tracks mixed to 16 or 35mm full-

coat. 16mm/35mm post services: picture & sound

editorial, ADR, interlock screening, 16 mag xters

(.06/ft.), 16mm edgecomdmg (.015 ft.) Tom (201)

807-0155.

AVID 8000: Why rent an Avid Media Composer

400 when you can get an 8000 for less? Avid Media

Composer 8000; real-time fx; 4 channel pro-tools; 24

hr access. Seriously unbeatable prices. (212) 228-

2886; (718)638-0028.

AVID 8000 & 1000 SUITES: Pleasant, friendly,

comfortable Upper West Side location. On-line ck

off-line, AVR 77, Protools, reasonable ck affordable

rates. Tech support provided. (212) 595-5002 or

(718) 885-0955.

AVID MCXPRESS: Latest version, off-line/ on-line.

D2 quality. Neg. rates to suit budget. Fast editors

available. Beautiful, comfortable location; 25th 6k

Fifth Ave. (212) 633-9469.

BRODSKY & TREADWAY: Film-to-tape masters.

Reversal only. Regular 8mm, Super 8, or archival

16mm to 1" or Betacam SR We love early B&W 6k

Kodachrome. Scene-by-scene only. Correct frame

rates. For appt call (978) 948-7985.

COMPLETE PROTOOLS IV nonlinear digital

sound editing 6k mixing system tor rent w/ or w/o exp

operator. Produce final track tor picture-locked film

or video, from Avid files, mag film, DAT or other

media. Jacob Burckhardt (212) 533-9473.

DOWNTOWN PRODUCTION office for rent,

400 sq. tt., 4-line phone system w voicemail, separate

fax line, copier, TV/VCR, cable. We cater to inde-

pendent film/videomakers. Broadway/Houston area.

Weekly'monthly. High Voltage Productions at (212)

295-7878.

MEDIA 100 PCI, beast quality, real time suite: Beta-

SP, HiS. 3 4". VHS, AfterErfects, Elastic Reality,

PhotoShop, Illustrator, Hi Res Scanner. Short- 6k

long-term TV feature projects in comfortable Tribeca

setting. (212) 941-7720.

WASHINGTON DC: Media 100 editing W or with-

out skilled editor. Strong graphics capabilities.

Affordable. Broadcast camera pkg 6k crew avail. DC
stock footage. Arlen Slobodow: (301) 656-7244.

Tobin Cinema Systems

Crystal for Old and Affordable Cameras!
Film double-system cordless crystal sync sound under HMI lights, and even

shoot from video and computer monitors after adding our accessory Milliframe

Controller. New TCS multi-speed crystal motors for your: Arri 16-S, 16-M $1080;

Arri 16-BL $1345; Bolex H-16 (wind-up, old or new, above s/n 100401) $895;

Eclair NPR $1350; Krasnogorsk K-3 $450 up. Models coming for 2-C, CM3.

Milliframe Controller for 16-SR, 35-BL, Aaton
...and most of the TCS crystal motors above, has speeds to 159.999 and 1599.99

FPS, phase button; $695 with footage counter. $550 without, plus cable.

Other equipment: Crystal plug-in for your Bolex EBM, EL and ESM $330; 59.94

crystal box for resolving Nagra tapes to Avid, $240. Speed checker, $169. 12

volt 7 ampere-hour battery belt with 6' cable, XLR, AC charger, $169. Crystal

for Nagra, cassette, etc. $120-$135. Videoframe Controller, $165. For fast info:

www.nwus.com/tobin
Tobin Cinema Systems, Inc.

1 231 5 Vickery Avenue East, Tacoma WA 98446
Phone/fax (253) 538-0323

Betacam SP

DV & DVCAM
3/4 SP Hi-8 SVHS

Component Editing

Transfers, Window Dubs

45/hr 340/day 175/night

1123 Broadway, Suite 814

New York, New York 10010

212-228-4254
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NOTICES
[independent@aivf.org]

j notices of relevance to aivf members are
w

listed free of charge as space permits.

the independent reserves the right to

edit for length and makes no guarantees

about the number of placements for a

given notice. limit submissions to 60

words & indicate how long info will be cur-

rent, deadline: 1st of the month, two months

prior to cover date (e.g., may 1 for july issue),

complete contact info (name, address &

phone) must accompany all notices. send to:

independent notices, five 304 hudson st., 6th

fl., ny, ny 10013. we try to be as current as

possible. but double-check before submitting

tapes or applications.

Competitions

2nd ANNUAL FILM LN ARIZONA SCREEN-
WRITING COMPETITION introduces new

material that can be filmed regionally to entertain-

ment industry-. Winning screenwriter receives profes-

sional script notes, introductory meetings w/ agents

& development reps. Contact: Linda Peterson

Warren, Arizona Film Commission, 3800 North

Central Ave., Bldg. D, Phoenix, AZ 85012; (602)

280-1460 or (800) 523-6695.

AUSTIN HEART OF FILM FESTIVAL
SCREENPLAY COMPETITION: Writers can

compete for 53,500 grand prize in three categories:

mature, children/family, student short). S35 entry

tee. Deadline for screenplay entries: May 15, 1998.

Contact: Austin Heart of Film Festival, 1600

Nuesces, Austin, TX 78701; (800) 310-FEST.

LAUGHING HORSE PRODUCTIONS, a

Seattle -based company, holds a screenplay contest

w possibility of winning script being optioned, sent

to agents, producers & directors. Winner awarded

$500. Entry fee: $30. For info or appl:, send SASE to:

Laughing Horse Productions, Box 46926, Seattle,

WA 98146; (206) 762-5525; fax: (206) 768-9778;

lhfilm(5 aol.com

Films • Tapes Wanted

AMERICAN CINEMATHEQUE accepting

entries tor ongoing program, The Alternative

Screen: A Forum for Independent Film Exhibition 6k

Beyond. Ind. film, music video & new media projects

wanted. Contact: (213) 466-FILM.

ART IN GENERAL seeks short works for

Fall/Winter video series. All genres considered.

Submit VHS only, resume, brief statement 6k SASE
for return of materials to: Future Programs, Video

Series, Art in General, 79 Walker St., New York, NY
10013; (212) 219-0473.

ASHLAND CABLE ACCESS seeks video shows.

VHS, S-VHS & 3/4" okay, any length or genre. For

return, incl. SASE. Send w/ description & release to:

Suzi Autderheide, Southern Oregon State College,

RVTV, 1250 Siskiyou Blvd., Ashland, OR 97520;

(541) 552-6898.

AUSTIN, TX: ind. producer offering cable access

venue to showcase ind. films 6k videos, all genres &
Mibject>. Shorts ck music videos linked by discussions

on ind. films. Films/videos running longer than 40

min. may be aired in series of 2 consecutive shows.

Send release 6k info about film/filmmaker. 1/4" 6k 3/4"

preferable. No payment, but credit 6k exposure.

James Shelton, Tex-Cinema Productions, Box 3633,

Austin, TX 78764-3633; (512) 867-9901.

BALLYHOO!: Central Florida TV show featuring

independent films & filmmakers is accepting films &
videos under 30 min. Hour-long community access

show produced by Frameworks Alliance, a nonprofit

organization that also produces the Central Florida

Film 6k Video Festival. Each Ballyhoo! episode aired

twice weekly for one month to over 700,000 viewers.

Submit VHS tape 6k return postage to: Frameworks

Alliance, c/o Thor Neureiter, 1906 E. Robinson St.,

Orlando, FL 32803; (407) 839-6045; fax (407) 898-

0504.

BIG SHORT FILMS now accepting short films, any

genre, for worldwide distribution. (888) 464-4211;

www.bigfilmshorts.com

BLACK BOOT MEDIA PROJECT of Perry

County Ind. Media Arts Center seeks ind. film/video

works for regular series of roving screenings at various

industrial, commerical 6k residential venues in

Philadelphia 6k Harrisburg area. Submit S-8, 16mm,

VHS or S-VHS w/ SASE to: PCIMAC, Lower Bailey

Rd., RR2-Box 65, Newport, PA 17074- Contact: Jeff

Dardozzi(215) 545-7884.

CINELINGUA SOCIETY seeks short 6k feature-

length European films on video for language project,

preferably w/o subtitles. Seeking only limited rights.

Contact: Brian Nardone, Box 8892, Aspen, CO
81612; (970) 925-2805; fax: 925-9880; briannta

rof.net; www.rof.net/yp/cinelingua.html

DANCE ON VIDEO wanted for Spirit of Dance,

live 1-hr monthly program covering all types 6k

aspects of dance. Under 5 min. or excerpts from

longer works. S-VHS preferred. Call producers at

(508) 430-1321, 759-7005; fax: 398-4520. Contact:

Ken Glazebrook, 656 Depot St., Harwich, MA 02645.

DOBOY'S DOZENS seeks short films for monthly

showcases. Contact: Eugene Williams or Marceil

Wright, Doboy's Dozens, 1525 N. Cahuonga Blvd.

#39, Hollywood, CA 90028; (213) 293-6544.

DUTV-CABLE 54, a progressive, nonprofit access

channel in Philadelphia, seeks works by indie pro-

ducers. All genres 6k lengths considered. No pay-

ment. Will return tapes. VHS, S-VHS, 6k 3/4" accept-

ed. Contact: George McCollough or Maria Elena,

DUTV-Cable 54, Drexel University, 33rd 6k

Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215) 895-

2927; dutv(g post.drexel.edu.

EXHIBIT YOUR FILMS AT GRAND ILLU-

SION: Seattle's Northwest Film Forum seeks 16mm
6k 35mm shorts (60 min. or less) for on-going exhibi-

tion. Selected works shown before regular program-

ming at Seattle's only ind. arthouse theater. Send

video 6k SASE to NWFF c/o Grand Illusion, 1403 NE
50th St., Seattle, WA 98105.

EXPRESSO FILM FESTIVAL seeks SVHS/VHS
tapes for on-going weekly short film fest. Pref. new

student 6k ind films on any subject, 15 min. or less

in length. Will be seen by key industry people in

Hollywood. Send tape w/ one paragraph descrip-

tion: EFF, 1525 Aviation Blvd. #248, R.B., CA
90278.

FITNESS, SPORTS & BODY BUILDING: cre-

ative 6k training videos wanted for an upcoming

show at Videospace, Boston. Nonprofit/no pay-

ment. Deadline: Dec. 12. Send VHS, Hi-8, 8mm
or 3/4" w/ name, phone to: Videospace, Res

Extensions, 9 Myrtle St., Jamaica Plain, MA
02130.

FLOATING IMAGE seeks film/video animation

6k shorts for public/commercial TV program. Send

VHS/SVHS to: Floating Image Productions, Box

7017, Santa Monica, CA 90406 (incl. SASE for

return; (310) 313-6935; www.artnet.net/~-float-

ingimage

FUNNY SHORTS requests submissions of funny

short films for new syndicated TV show. Shorts

may be on film or video 6k must be no longer than

20 min. Students, amateurs 6k professionals wel-

come. Cash 6k prizes will be awarded for films cho-

sen for broadcast. Tapes not returnable. Send

entries on VHS to: Funny Shorts c/o Vitascope,

Box 24981, New Orleans, LA 70184-4981.

HANDI-CAPABLE IN THE MEDIA seeks

videos of any length about people w/ disabilities.

Programs will air on Atlanta's Cable 12. No fees,

however credit 6k exposure to large viewing audi-

ence. VHS preferred, s-VHS, 3/4" acceptable.

Sharon Douglas, Handi-Capable in the Media, Inc.

2625 Piedmont Rd. Suite 56-137 Atlanta, GA
30324.

IN THE MLX: nat'l PBS series, seeks short (2-8

min.) videos prod, by teens or young adults. Any

format. Send w/ description, name 6k phone to: In

the Mix, 102 E. 30th St., NY, NY 10016, attn: stu-

dent videos.

INDEPENDENT FILM & VIDEO SHOW-
CASE: weekly TV series 6k live monthly screening

seeks student 6k ind. films videos. Submit on 1/2"

or 3/4" video w/ paragraph about artist 6k work.

Send to: IFVS, 6755 Yucca St. #8, Hollywood, CA
90028, Attn: Jerry Salata; jsalata(§ Freemark.com

INNOVATIVE WORKS ABOUT RECY-
CLING tor June show in Boulder, CO. 1-minute

pieces for installation 6k short-length works for

screening series. Send VHS tapes w/ SASE to: Box

1220, Canal Street Station, NY, NY 10012.

KHOU CHANNEL 11, a CBS affiliate in

Houston, TX, is now accepting submissions for

upcoming variety program. All broadcast-quality

videos, docs, shorts, films, animation, performance,

art, sketches, Quicktimes, etc. are eligible. All for-

mats welcomed. Call (713) 268-1631.

KNITTING FACTORY VIDEO LOUNGE
seeks VHS tapes for on-going weekly series. Any

genre or subject. Send tape w/ brief bio to: Joanna

Spitzner, Box 1220 Canal St. Station, NY, NY,

10012. SASE for return.

LO BUDJIT FILMZ 6k VIDEOS seeks submis-

sions for VHS or Less, show focusing on camcorder

movies. Embarass old friends, showcase your dusty
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iverse, committed,

opinionated, and

fiercely indepen-

dent—these are the

video and filmmak-

ers who are mem-

bers of AIVF.

Documentary and

feature filmmakers, animators, experi-

mentalists, distributors, educators,

students, curators—all concerned

that their work make a difference

—

find the Association of Independent

Video and Filmmakers, the national

service organization for independent

producers, vital to their professional

lives. Whether it's our magazine, The

Independent Film & Video Monthly, or

the organization raising its collective

voice to advocate for important

issues, AIVF preserves your indepen-

dence while letting you know you're

not alone.

AIVF helps you save time and money

as well. You'll find you can spend

more of your time (and less of your

money) on what you do best—getting

your work made and seen. To succeed

as an independent today, you need a

wealth of resources, strong connec-

tions, and the best information avail-

able. So join with more than 5,000

other independents who rely on AIVF

to help them succeed.

JOIN AIVF TODAY!

Here's what membership offers:

THE INDEPENDENT FILM &
VIDEO MONTHLY
Membership provides von with a

year's subscription to The Independent.

Thought-provoking features, news,

and regular columns on business,

technical, and legal matters. Plus fes-

tival listings, funding deadlines, exhi-

bition venues, and announcements of

member activities and new programs

and services. Special issues highlight

regional activity and focus on subjects

including media education and the

new technol

INSURANCE
Members are eligible to purchase dis-

counted personal and production

insurance plans through AIVF suppli-

ers. A range of health insurance

options are available, as well as special

liability, EskO, and production plans

tailored tor the needs ot low-budget

mediamakers.

TRADE DISCOUNTS
A growing h-t i't businesses acn iss the

country otter AIVF members dis-

counts on equipment and auto

rentals, film processing, transfers,

editing, and other production necessi-

ties. Plus long-distance and overnight

courier services ire available ai

cial rates tor AIVF members from

national companies. In New York,

member'- receive discounted rate- .it

two hotels to make attendance at our

programs and other import.mi events

more convenient

CONFERENCE/SCREENING
ROOM
AIVF's new office has a low-cost

facility tor member-- to hold meetings

and small private screenings ot work

for friends, distributors, programmer-.

funders, and producers.

INFORMATION
We distribute a series of publications

on financing, funding, distribution,

and production; members receive dis-

counts on selected titles. AIVF's staff

also can provide information about

distributors, festivals, and general

information pertinent to your needs.

Our library houses information on

everything from distributors to sample

contracts to budgets.

WORKSHOPS, PANELS, AND
SEMINARS
Member- get discounts on events cov-

ering the whole spectrum ot current

issues and concerns affecting the

field, ranging from business and aes-

thetic to technical and political top-

ics. Pin-: members-only evenings with

festival director-, producers, distribu-

tor-, cable programmers, and funders.

ADVOCACY
Members receive periodic advocacy

alert-, with update- on important leg-

islative issues affecting the indepen-

dent field and mobilization tor collec-

tive action.

COMMUNITY
AIVF sponsors monthly member get-

together- in cine- across the country';

call the office tor the one nearest

Plus members ire carrying on active

dialogue online—creating a "virtual

community" tor independent- to

-hare information, resources, and

ideas. Another way to reach fellow

independent- to let them know about

your screenings, business services, and

other announcements is by renting

our mailing list, available at a dis-

count to members.



MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
Individual/Student Membership

Year's subscription to The Independent • Access to all plans and discounts • Festival/

Distribution/Library services • Information Services • Discounted admission to seminars •

Book discounts • Advocacy action alerts • Eligibility- to vote and run for board of directors

Supporting Membership

All the above for two individuals at one address, with 1 subscription to The Independent

Non-profit Organizational/Business & Industry Membership

All the above benefits, except access to health insurance plans • 2 copies of The Independent

• 1 free FIVF-published book per year • Complimentary bulk shipments of The Independent tc

conferences, festivals, and other special events • Special mention in The Independent •

Representative may vote and run for board o{ directors

Library Subscription

Year's subscription to The Independent only JOIN AIVF TODAY

<f Mailing Rates

Canada- Add $15

Mexico - Add $20

All Other - Add $45

USA - Magazines are mailed Second-class;

add $20 for First-class mailing

Membership Rates

^ $25/student (enclose copy of student ID)

TJ $45 /individual

rj $75 supporting

$75 library subscription

~J SlOO/non-profit organization

~

J

$150/business & industry

Name(s)

Organization

Address

City

State

Country

Weekday tel.

Fax

E-mail

ZIP

$ Membership cost

$ Mailing costs (if applicable)

$ Contribution tO FIVF (make separate tax-deductible check payable to FTVF)

Total amOUnt enclosed (check or money orde)

Or please bill my Visa MC

Acct #

Exp. date I 1 1 I

Signature_

AIVF/FIVF, 304 Hudson St., 6th FL, NY, NY 10013; (212) 807-1400 x 235; fax (212) 463-8519

www.aivf.org; info@ aivf.org



old tapes. Large hi-coastal audience. Send to: Lo

Budjit, 147 Ave A, BoxlRNY, NY 10009; (212) 533-

0866.

MEMORY, PLACE & MANIPULATION OF
TIME: short works wanted that explore these con-

cepts for three-part screening installation in NYC.

Send VHS tapes w/ SASE to: Laurie Brown, Box

1220 Canal Street Station, NY, NY 10012; vid-

lounge(y aol.com.

MIDNIGHT MATINEE seeks alternative videos for

monthly cable access show on Maui. Possible

Hawaiian distribution. Any topics, genres; the more

"out there," the better. Send SVHS or VHS copy &
release w/ SASE to: Paradise Productions, 326

Pukalani St., Pukalani, HI 96768.

MUSIC & COLLEGE VIDEOS WANTED: pro-

ducers of new nationally broadcast college-oriented

show seek music videos & performance clips ot indie

bands. Select entries will be broadcast nationally ck

bands may be invited to perform live for a studio

audience. Also seeking submissions relevant to col-

lege life ck/or student-produced. Contact: Danny

Ameri, Burly Bear Network, 201 Summer St.,

Stamford, CT 06901; (203) 551-1177.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TELEVISION seeks

story proposals from U.S. citizen or permanent resi-

dent minority filmmakers tor National Geographic

Explorer, award-winning doc series. To request appl.

forCDP (Cultural Diversity Project), call: (202) 862-

8637.

NEW BREED FESTIVAL seeks student ind.

shorts-narrative only-tor bi-monthly cite screenings

in Lambertville, NJ & on NJ &. PA public access.

Send 1/2" VHS & info w/ SASE to: New Breed, 217

N. Union St., Lambertville, NJ 08530.

NEW YORK FILM BUFFS: film society promoting

indie films seeks 16mm & 35mm features, shorts &
animation tor ongoing opinion-maker screenings dur-

ing tall & winter seasons. Send submission on VHS
tape w/ SASE to: New York Film Butts, 318 W. 15th

St., New York, NY 10011; (212)807-0126.

OCULARIS: New screening room seeks 16mm
shorts for regular screenings in bast

Village/Williamsburg area of NYC, esp. by local film-

makers. Call or send SASE for info: Ocularis, 91 N.

4thSt.,#3R, Brooklyn, NY 11211; (718) 388-8713.

PERIPHERAL PRODUCE, presented by Rodeo

FilmCo., is Portland-based roving showcase &. distr.

co-op for exp 6k underground film/video. Curated

shows exhibited bi-monthly. Formats: 16mm, VHS.

$5 entry fee. Contact: Peripheral Produce, Rodeo

FilmCo., Box 40835, Portland, OR 97240; mattmp-

produce(o msn.com

PINK PONY seeks video submissions for regular

screenings at Lower East Side alternative venue.

VHS accepted. Send directly w/ SASE to: Jane Gang,

Pink Pony, 176 Ludlow St., NY, NY 10002; (212)

254-5273.

SHOW YOUR SHORTS monthly NYC public

access program seeks short films for 1 hr special to air

this summer, first Sunday of each month at 4:30 pm.

For info 6k appl, write to: Catherine DelBuno, Box

987, New York, NY 10011.

June 16,

1998

6:30 - 9:30

New York,

NY
The Lighthouse

Benay Venuta

Hall

111 East 59th

Street

join us for an

exciting

program
and

networking
opportunity

• How can independent producers

use the public library to create,

exhibit, & distribute their work?
• How can you get work reviewed in

the library press?

• How is telecommunications policy

affecting independent producers and

libraries?

Sponsored by AIVF and Libraries for the Future, the

free program will bring together independent produc-

ers, exhibitors, curators, and librarians for a panel dis-

cussion, reception, and workshop. Light refreshments

will be served.

To RSVP, call 212-352-2330

NEW YORK
INTERNATIONAL

INDEPENDENT

FILM & VIDEO

FESTIVAL

Producers, Managers, Agents,

Distributors, and Financiers are invited,

plus Press, Critics,

and of course, NYC audiences.

CALL
212.617.8488
For ApplicATioNs.

Features, Shorts, Animation,

Documentaries, 35, 16, Video

Multi - Media

1998 Call For Entries

LONG ISLAND
FILM FESTIVAL

15tn Annual Film/Video Festival
Staller Center for the Arts

University at Stony Brook

July 18-August 1, 1998

Call or Write for Entry Forms (Due 5/1/98)

Long Island Film Festival

c/oPOBox 13243

Hauppauge, NY 11788

1-800-762-4769 • 516-853-4800

From 10-6, Mon-Fri

The Long Island Film Festival is co-produced by

the Staller Center for the Arts, University at Stony Brook

in association with

the Suffolk County Motion Picture and Television Commission.
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Call for entries
1 997 short film+video+new media festival

at the University of Texas at Austin

Deadline July 15, 1997

$15,000 in awards

Short narratives., documentaries,

animation, experimental, CD-
ROMs, WWW pages

: on and entry forms:

(512)471-6657

Fax (512)471-4077

E mm; kyleh@mail.utexas.edu

CINEMATEXAS

University of Texas

Dept. of Radio-TV-Film

CMA6.118
Austin TX 78712

278 Babcock St. Boston, MA 02215

61 7-254-7862 Phone - 617-254-7149 Fax

tf£s

5]

Media 100 Online & Rental

3 D Graphics / Digital FX

Standards Conversion

Tape Duplication

Mac to Video Transfer

Master Storage

Web Site Design / Hosting

New Media Design

Print Design

Esgor Productions, Inc. / Digital Ink 1 27 Roseland Ave NJ 07006 www.digit-ink.com

SUDDEN VIDEO call for entries. Ind. curators seek

short works. Looking for exp. works approximating

emotional tone of events that inspired their produc-

tion. Works should be under 10 min. &. avail, on

videotape for exhibition/distribution. Send submis-

sions on VHS 6* SASE to: Gort/Raad, 17 Edward

Ave., Southampton, MA 01073.

TREATMENTS FOR DOCUMENTARY FILMS
not more than 10 pgs sought by working ind. doc

filmmakers. Contact: Cinnabar Pictures, 62 White

St., New York, NY 10013; (212) 334-6838.

TV-1 PRODUCTIONS seeking footage on Cuba for

upcoming doc. Every aspect of life in the island wel-

come. Formats: Hi8, SVHS, 3/4", Beta, DVD, 8mm
& 16mm. Tapes returned. Payment negotiable. For

more info, contact: Marcos N. Suarez, 2102 Empire

Central, Dallas, TX 75235; (214) 357-2186.

UPLOAD YOUR VISIONS: Sync Internet Video

Gallery seeks short noncommercial ind. films to

showcase on Website. Filmmakers must own rights to

all content, incl. music. Send videos & written per-

mission to display film to: Carla Cole, The Sync, 4431

Lehigh Rd., #301, College Park, MD 20740; (301)

806-7812; www.thesync.com.

VIDEO IN PARTICULAR @ ART IN GENER-
AL: Four-part series for '97/98 season seeks videos

addressing formalism, cultural self-representation,

existentialism & political media. Contact: Laurie

Brown, Art in General, 79 Walker St., New York, NY
0013; (212) 219-0473.

VIDEOSPACE AT DECORDOVA MEDIA
ARTS ARCHIVE: DeCordova Museum &.

Sculpture Park seeks VHS copies of video art & doc-

umentation of performance, installation art & new

genres from New England artists for inclusion in new-

media arts archive. Contact: Videospace at

DeCordova, DeCordova Museum, 51 Sandy Pond

Rd., Lincoln, MA 01773-2600.

Publications

ART ON FILM DATABASE wants to know: Have

you produced film, video or video disc on visual arts?

Send info on prod, to Program for Art on Film

Database, computer index to over 19,000 prods.

Interested in prods on all visual arts topics. Welcome

info on prods about artists of color & multicultural

art projects. Art on Film at Columbia University,

2875 Broadway, 2nd fl., NY, NY 10025; (212) 854-

9570; fax: 854-9577.

DATABASE & DIRECTORY OF LATIN AMER-
ICAN FILM & VIDEO organized by Int'l Media

Resources Exchange seeks works by Latin American

&. US Latino ind. producers. To send work or for info:

Karen Ranucci, IMRE, 124 Washington Place, NY,

NY 10014; (212) 463-0108.

GUIDE TO TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR FILMS

SHOT IN NY STATE available for producers who

want clear instructions on how to claim numerous

tax exemptions avail, in NY state for film, TV &
commercial production. Put together by Empire State

Development Corp., the 51-pg reference guide can be

obtained by contacting: NY State Governor's Office

for Motion Picture & TV Development, 633 3rd

Ave., 33rd fl., New York, NY 10017-6706; (212) 803-
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2330; fax: 803-2369; www.empire.state.ny.us/

mptv.htm

MEDIAMAKER HANDBOOK: THE ULTI-

MATE GUIDE FOR THE INDEPENDENT PRO-

DUCER, annual guide published by Bay Area Video

Coalition. Includes: nat'l &. int'l film festival listings,

distributors, exhibition venues, media funding

sources, TV broadcast venues, film & video schools.

Contact: (415) 861-3282.

MEDIANET: Guide to the Internet for Video &
Filmmakers. Available free at www.infi.net/~rriddle/

medianet.htm, or e-mail rriddle(5,infi.net.

SUBMISSIONS WANTED: Nonfiction production

stories from behind the scenes. If you were a grip,

gaffer, director, actor, extra. ..etc., send in stories for

publication in upcoming book by industry reporter.

Will receive a byline. Send to: LeftCoast(fl juno.com,

or Stories, 4064 W. 2nd St., LA., CA 90004.

UFVA JOURNAL OF FILM & VIDEO seeking

written reviews of University Film &. Video Assoc,

member films for possible inclusion in journal.

Approx. 5 double-spaced pages. E-mail to: lenck-

son3@aol.com; or call or write: (978) 665-3545;

Fitchburg State College, Dept. of Communications

Media, 160 Pearl St., Fitchburg, MA 01420.

Resources • Funds

911 MEDIA ARTS CENTER gives away over

$4,500 in editing services as part of King County

Cultural Resource Program. Independent mediamak-

ers &. nonprofit orgs eligible to receive free acess to

91 1 's high-end editing facilities. Deadline: June 30.

Contact: Tim Coulter, 911 Media Arts Center, 117

Yale Ave. N, Seattle, WA 98109; (206) 682-6552.

ARTISTS FELLOWSHIPS PROGRAM, spon-

sored by Illinois Arts Council, offers non-matching

fellowships of $5,000 and $10,000 and finalist awards

of $5,000 to Illinois artists. Awards based on quality

of submitted work and evolving professional career.

Not a project-related grant. Fellowships awarded on a

2-year rotating basis. Deadline: Sept. 1. For further

info: Illinois Arts Council, 100 W. Randolph, Suite

10-500, Chicago, IL 60601; (312) 814-6750; toll-free

in Illinois (800) 237-6994; ilartsC" artswire.org

ARTS-IN-EDUCATION RESIDENCY PRO-
GRAM sponsored by Illinois Arts Council, provides

support to primary &. secondary educational institu-

tions, community colleges, 6k nonprofit local 6k com-

munity orgs for artist residencies lasting 1 week to 8

months. Deadline: Spring 1998. Contact: Illinois

Arts Council, 100 W. Randolph, Chicago, IL 60601;

(312) 814-4990; ilarts@ artswire.org

AVID FEATURE FILM CAMP: Camp offers non-

linear postproduction free of charge on feature films.

Under the supervision of an experienced feature edi-

tor, participants learn postproduction of multiple

Avid Media Composer systems. Principal photogra-

phy 6k transfer must be completed on feature length

film (70+ min). Can be either doc or narrative.

Camps offered throughout yr. Contact: Jaime Fowler,

AFFC Director, (503) 297-2324; www.dmec.

com/camp

BOSTON FILM/VIDEO FOUNDATION seeks

proposals for fiscal sponsorship from ind. producers.

NON LINEAR
EDITING

V o

REAL TIME TRANSITIONS

BROADCAST ONLINE

3:1 TO 200:1 OFFLINE

MULTI-LAYERING

BETACAM SP EDITING
HI 8 & 3/4SP — 3/4 AB
ANIMATION & GRAPHICS

DUPLICATION
TRANSFERS from HI8 to BETA

Phone (212) 219-9240
Fax (212) 966-5618

Avid Feature Film Camp™

Avid Feature Film Camp™ combines Avid

Authorized Media Composer education

with hands-on experience in the post

production of a feature film. Under the

tutelage of a feature editor and two

supervising assistants, students from

around the world work together as

assistant editors with credit on a

previously unreleased motion picture.

For six weeks, Avid Feature Film Camp™

participants become completely

immersed in learning the art and science

of digital film post production

.

digital media
^education center

503.29 7.2324
http://www.dmec.com

32nd Annual

NEW YORK EXPOSITION OF SHORT FILM AND VIDEO

(ALL FOR EYTRIES
ANIMATION • DOCUMENTARY • EXPERIMENTAL • NARRATIVE • NEW MEDIA

FESTIVAL: NOVEMBER 1998
PUBLIC SCREENINGS • PANELS • SIDEBAR EVENTS • AWARDS

at The New School, Greenwich Village, New York City

Accepting Student and International Entries

Sponsored by The New School, New York State

Council on the Arts, Barbizon Electric,

Eastman Kodak, and the New York

Film/Video Council.

ENTRY DEADLINE:
JULY 1,1998
For entry form and guidelines:

New York Expo
532 La Guardia Place, Ste.330
New York, NY 10012
©212/505 7742
email: nyexpo@aol.com
www.yrd.com/nyexpo

NEW YORK
|=®PQ|
SHORT FILM AND VIDEO

New York's Premiere Showcase
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cycle

We're a Full-Service Post-

Production facility for the
alternative filmmaker. We have
an ADR/Foley Studio, AVIDs,

AudioVisions, ProTools, and a

high-speed, 8-plate,

supercharged steenbeck. We
provide creative editors,

experienced technical support

and expert post supervision at

competitive rates. For more
information, contact Jeanette

King at (212) 679-2720. Or Fax at

(212 679-2730.

SPIN CYCLE POST, INC.

12 West 27th St., 6th Floor

New York, NY 10001

Non-linear

post-production for the

independent producer

AVID Media Composer 1000

Image compositing

Computer graphics

2D and 3D animations

Voice over booth

212.684.4086

www.fusionartists.com

Features
|
Shorts

|
Commercials

Music Videos
|
Logos

Incredible Rates !

[neXtframe
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No deadline or genre restrictions. Reviewed on on-

going basis. Contact BFVF for brochure: Cherie

Martin, 1 126 Boylston St., Boston, MA 02215; (617)

536-1540; fax: 536-3576; bfvfto aol.com.

CALIFORNIA ARTS COUNCIL offers various

grants & programs for film ck mediamakers. Contact:

California Arts Council, 13001 I St., Suite 930,

Sacramento, CA 95814; (916) 322-6555; (800) 201-

6201; fax: (916) 322-6575; cac@cwo.com;

www.cac.ca.gov

CREATIVE PROJECT GRANTS: Subsidized use

of VHS, interformat 6* 3/4" editing suite for ind. cre-

ative projects. Doc, political, propaganda, promotion-

al &. commercial projects not eligible. Editor/instruc-

tor avail. Video work may be done in combination w/

S-8, Hi8, audio, performance, photography, artists,

books, etc. Studio includes Amiga, special effects,

A&E roll, transfers, dubbing, etc. Send SASE for

guidelines to: The Media Loft, 727 6th Ave., NY NY
1 0010; (212) 924-4893.

I
LNDEPENDENT TELEVISION SERVICE consid-

ers proposals for new, innovative programs & limited

series for public TV on an ongoing basis. No finished

works or applications for development. Contact:

nVS, 51 Federal St., Suite 401, San Francisco, CA
94107; (415)356-8383.

LNTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY ASSOCI-

| ATTON OFFERS KODAK PRODUCT GRANT.
Deadline: June 1. Applicants must be IDA members

residing in U.S. Full-time students not eligible. Only

doc and nonaction projects may apply. Winners

awarded up to 50% of film stock budget. Project's

proposal must be accepted in IDA's Fiscal sponsorship

program w/ original video budget. Entry fee: $25.

I
Contact: Grace Ouchida at IDA: (310) 284-8422.

Matching grant for restoration
offered by VidiPax. VidiPax will match 20% of fund-

ing received from gov't, foundation or corporate

|

funding agency. Individual artists need nonprofit fis-

cal sponsorship to apply. Video & audiotape restora-

I tion must be performed at VidiPax. Contact: Dara

I

Mevers-Kingsley, (212) 563-1999, x 111.

MEDLA. ALLIANCE assists NYC artists &. nonprof-

it organizations in using state-of-art equipment, post-

prod. &. prod, facilities at reduced rates. Contact:

Media Alliance, c/o WNET, 356 W. 58th St., NY, NY
10019; (212) 560-2919.

OPPENHEIMER CAMERA: new filmmaker grant

program offers access to professional 16mm camera

system for first serious new productions in dramatic,

doc, or exp form. Purely commercial projects not con-

sidered. Provides camera on year-round basis. No
appl. deadline, but allow 10 week min. for processing.

Contact: Dana Meaux, Oppenheimer Camera, 666 S.

Plummer St., Seattle, WA 98134; (206) 467-8666;

fax: 467-9165; dana(g oppenheimercamera.com

PANAVISION'S NEW FILMMAKER PRO-

GRAM provides 16mm camera pkgs to short, non-

profit film projects of any genre, including student

thesis films. Contact: Kelly Simpson, New Filmmaker

Program, Panavision, 6219 DeSoto Ave., Woodland

Hills, CA 91367; (818) 316-1000 x 220.

PEN WRITERS FUND & FUND FOR WRIT-

ERS & EDITORS WITH AIDS. Emergency funds



in form of grants & interest-free loans of up to $ 1,000

given each year to over 200 professional literary1 writ-

ers, including screenwriters, facing financial crisis.

PEN's emergency funds not intended to subsidize

writing projects. Contact: PEN Amercian Center,

568 Broadway, NY, NY 10012-3225; (212) 334-1660.

ROY W. DEAN VIDEO GRANT, sponsored by

Studio Film & Tape, Ma:ell Tape &. Hollywood Film

Institute, awards $40,000 in goods & services to doc.

filmmaker for project that is "unique and makes a

contribution to society." Forms in FAF office or con-

tact: Roy W. Dean Video Grant, Studio Film 6k Tape,

1215 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood, CA 90038;

(213) 760-0900 ext. 864; fax: 463-2121;

www.sftweb.com

SOROS DOCUMENTARY FUND supports ind.

doc. film 6k video on human rights, freedom of

expression, social justice 6k civil liberties. 2 levels

considered: works-in-progress 6k preproduction seed

money. Grant awards for recommended works-in-

progress range up to $50,000, w/ average of $25,000.

Awards for seed funds range from $10,000 to

$15,000. Send proposals to: Diane Weyermann,

Director of Arts and Cultural Regional Program,

Open Society Institute, 888 7th Ave., #3100, NY,

NY 10106.

STANDBY PROGRAM provides artists 6k nonprof-

its access to broadcast quality video postprod. ser-

vices at reduced rates. Contact: Standby Program,

Box 184, NY, NY 10012-0004; (212) 219-0951; fax:

219-0563.

VISUAL STUDIES WORKSHOP MEDIA CEN-
TER in Rochester, NY, accepts proposals on on-going

basis for Media Access program. Artists, ind. produc-

ers 6k nonprofits awarded access at reduced rates,

prod. 6k postprod. equipment for work on noncom-

mercial projects. Call (716) 442-8676.

Workshops • Conferences

CONTENT '98 MEDIA MARKET, May 27-29,

invites submissions by film/video producers 6k CD-
ROM developers seeking distributors tor educational

tides. Distributors may register for 3 days of intensive

previewing. Dovetails w/ Apple Awards Film 6k Video

Festival (May 29-31) at Oakland Museum of CA.

Late entries accepted w/ fee after April 24. For

brochure 6k application contact: National

Educational Media Network, 655 13th St., Ste. 100,

Oakland, CA 94612; fax: 465-2835; content^'

nemn.org

UFVA ANNUAL CONFERENCE: University Film

6k Video Assoc, conference to be held Aug. 5-9 at the

Univ. ot Wisconsin, Oshkosh. Traditional academic

paper presentations 6k workshops in new media tech-

nologies, video art 6k WWW production, doc 6k

scnptwnting. Karla Berry (414) 424-3132; berryfa

vaxa.cis.uwosh.edu

ERRATA
The Indiana Film 6k Video Festival, listed in

"Midwest Fests" in the November 1997 issue,

can be reached at 820 East 67th Street,

Indianapolis, IN 46220, attn: Terry Black;

tmorris(5 uindy.edu

KITCHEN
CINEMA

MEDIA nonlinear on-line

editing suiteUlll
at affordable

rates

NTSC & PAL Beta SP

63 £ig MicroNet Data Dock

Jazz Drive • Mackie 1402 Mixer

After Effects

Editors available

149 5th AVE • NYC
212 253 9472

Tfjl AVID MCXpress PAL NTSC

--^« In-House Editing or Rentals

|^ • Real Time 3D Effect

(Genie Board)

• 4 Chamiel/8 Audio Channels

'3s,12s,7L75&77AVRs

l(]I[flilflIIOHfll * Pro Tools 'After Effects

• PhotoShop • Infini D (3D)

• 36 Gig Removable Storage

' Film to tape transfer

' Video Tape Transfers in all formats,

including DV Cam & DVC Pro.

' International Standards Conversion, PAL & SECAM

' High quality Duplication from any Source Master

' PAL/SECAM/NTSC Professional/Broadcast Equipment

' Sales & Rentals for all Major Brands ofNew, Used, 6~

Demo Equipment

• DV-CAM/DVC-PRO (PAL Products) available

' Service parts and video accessories

20 East 49th Street, 2nd Floor

New York, NY 10017

Tel: (212) 688-51 10 • Fax: (212) 688-5405

E-Mail adidigital@aol.com

§tl i Annual Gravity free I ilm & Vldec Competition
Saturday, October 10, 199§

Sponsored t»i The. UxM-Vtii MvtevfH >nd Time. VJivncr C*blc

CALL FCC SLCMISSICNS
* Entries must De comedy "shorts," 30 * Submission must be in NTSC 1/2" VHS
minutes in length - or less format lor evaluation

• Entries must have been completed since * Finalists must have 16mm or S-VHS

January 1 . 1992 print available for festival viewing

• Suitable for television broadcast

• Sound Sync or Silent

• Live Action or Animated

• B & W or Color

• Material may be shot in any format

vn uismcs deadline jLLy i, i99§

S20 Entry fee for each title submitted. Only one entry per tape. Send SASE if you would

like your tape returned

CASH 1 I I/IS $250 each for four finalists. $250 more for Juror's Award and Popular

Pick Award. Prizes awarded at Festival; travel will be provided.

JUCCPS Representatives from Comedy Central, HBO, and Bravo/The Independent

Film Channel

TC CSTEC Send video(s). Entry Fee(s) and Biographical Material to:

THE GRAVITY FREE FILM FESTIVAL •116 EAST THIRD STREET • JAMESTOWN. NY 14701

PHONE 716-664-2465 • FAX 716-661-3829
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k non-profit media arts

organization providing access

to broadcast quality video

post-production services for

artists & independent producers

at drastically discounted rates.

~~~ Standby also publishes

FELIX, A Journal of Media Arts

and Communication.~~

Betacam to D-2 Online Editing $85/br

• Audio Post-Production $75/hr

• Nonlinear Editing $60/hr

• CDR Burns $30/hr

• Mass Duplication Inquire

Standards Conversion Inquire

Contact us for other services & membership.

PO Box 184, New York, NY 10012

Email:standby@felixweb.org

Phone: (212)219-0951

Fax: (212)219-0563

www. felixweb .org

mm

D.R. REIFF
& ASSOCIATES

ENTERTAINMENT INSURANCE
BROKERS

320 WEST 57 ST
NEW YORK, NY 10019

(212)603-0231 FAX (212)247-0739

MANAGEMENT
Plan, produce and promote a film, TV,

ESH video or other media venture while you
.. AND earn your MBA and work in your field.tSS c?c
N
c.oUl

'Be Part of the dynamic New York media scene.
INrtlKIVlA I IUiN 9C99IUN _. ««r^« ,. /->

•Earn an MBA in a 1-year, 3-semester sequence.

Friday, May 29, 5:30pm To learn more, call 1-800-33-THINK
or 212-343-1234, ext. 5001.
www.audrey-cohen.edu

l_all 1-800-33-11-IINK.. Uutside NY metro area.

212-343-1234, ext. 5001. Fax: 212-343-8470 or mail to

AUDREY COHEN COLLEGE. 75 Varick St., NY, NY 10013

-iSend information on MBA in Media Management
IF5

-State _ -Z'P-

Purpose-Centered Education

Founded 1964. A non-profit, nationally and regionally accredited institution ol higher education.

The College also offers a Masters Degree m Administration and Undergraduate degrees

Millennium Campaign Fund

The Millennium Campagin Fund is a three-year

fundraising inititiative to develop a $150,000

cash reserve fund for the Foundation for

Independent Video and Film by the year 2000.

Since its inauguration in March 1997, we have

raised more than S55,000. We would like to

thank those who have so generously donated to

the Millennium Campaign Fund (donations

received as of 3/30/98).

Corporate/Government/Private
Donors

New York State Council on the Arts; Home Box

Office, Jewish Communal Fund

Honorary Committee Members
(donations of S50C or moree)

Ralph Arlyck, John Bard Manulis, Peter Buck C-

Hundred Film Corp., Hugo Cassirer, Martha

Coolidge, Nik Ives, Bill Jersey, Richard Kylberg, Tom

LeGoff, Helaine &. Sidney Lerner, Diane Markrow,

Leonard Merrill Kurz, David & Sandy Picker,

R.E.M./Athens, LLC, Barbara Roberts, James

Schamus, Robert L. Seigel, Michael Stipe, Liza Vann

Smith, Miranda Smith, Robert E. Wise

Friends
(donations of SI00 or more)

Anonymous, Barbara Abrash, Alan Berliner, Tessa

Blake, Doug Block, Susan Bodine, Esq., Bob

Brodsky, Barbara Brooks, Florence Burke, Jeff Bush,

Michelle Byrd, Pamela Calvert, David Carnochan,

Rick Carter, Christine Choy, Norman Cowie, Keith

Crofford, Jonathan Dayton, Helen De Michiel, Loni

Ding, Aaron Edison, Bill Einreinhofer, Cassian

Elwes, Fanlight Productions, Chris Farina, Valerie

Faris, Film Forum, Bonnie Finnegan, Kenneth

Fishel, Bill Flemming, Frank Frattaroli, Peter

Friedman, Archibald Gillies, Patricia Goudvis,

Barabara Hammer, Henry Hampton, Hal Hartley,

James Herbert, Kathy High, Deborah Hoffman, Ted

Hope, Zuzana Justman, Ticia Kane, Dai Sil Kim-

Gibson, Michael G. Kindle, Terry Lawler, Ruby

Lerner, Peter Lewnes, Mark Lipman, Lawrence

Loewinger, Jason Lyon, Charles MacFarland, Jodi

Magee, Jim McKay, Robb Moss, Michel Negroponte,

John O'Brien, October Films, Off Shore Pictures,

Eloise Payne, Anthony Peraticos, Mimi Pickering,

Robert Richter, Ross S. McElwee, John Schwartz,

Vivian Sobchack, Buddy Squires, James Stark,

George C.Stoney, Helen Stritzler, Toni Tfeadwav,

Mark Tusk, David Van Taylor, Barton Weiss, Susan

Wittenberg,; Lauren Zalaznick, Gei Zantzinger

NYSCA
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The Foundation for Independent Video and Film, the educational affiliate of the Association of Independent

Video and Filmmakers, supports a variety of programs and services for the independent media community,

including publication of The Independent, workshops, and an information clearinghouse. None of this work

would be possible without the generous support of the AIVF membership and the following organizations:

Academy Arts Foundation; Mary Duke Biddle Foundation, Center for Arts Criticism, Heathcote Art Foundation, DC
Commission on the Arts and Humanities, Libraires for the Future,Albert A. List Foundation, John D. and CatherineT Mac-

Arthur Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, New York City Department ot Cultural Affairs Cultural Challenge

Program, New York State Council on the Arts, Rockefeller Foundation, and Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts,

Inc.

We also wish to thank the following individuals and organizational members:

Benefactors: Patrons: Sponsors:

Forest Creatures Entertainment®Pamela Calvert, Man' D. Dorman, C &. S, Intl Insurance Brokers, Inc.; CDPI. Inc.;

Karen Freedman, Jeffrey Levy-Hinte, Lorn Ding David WHaas, Dr. V Hurnagel/

Robert L SeigeL Esq.; James Schamus, Woman's Cable Network; Jim McKay; Leonard

Roger E. Weisberg Merrill Kurz Co., Robb Moss; Jodi Piekorf Julio

Riberio,
J. R Sassljerting Go Foundation,

George C. Stoney, Debra Zimmerman

Business/Industry Members:

Antares Research, Santa Fe., NM; Archive Films, Inc., NYC; Aries Productions, Arlington, TX; BIZTV USA, NYC;

Blackside, Inc., Boston, MA; Bureau for At-Risk Youth, Plainview, NT; C & S International Insurance Brokers, NYC; CK
Productions, NYC; Clinica Esterico, NYC; Ericson Media Inc., NYC; EWE Productions, NYC; Exile Prod., LA, CA; H &
M Productions, NYC; Henninger Media Services, Arlington, VAj Hogan Films., Spring, TX; Jes ck Wxxicraft Video Prod.

Inc, Taylor, MI; Koch TV Productions, Cabin John, MD; Lauri Enterprises Inc., New Rochelle, NT; LD Media, NYC;

Letnom Prod., NYC; Lyrick Studios, Richardson, TX; Joseph McCarthy, BTdyn, NY; Heidi McLean, Evergreen, CO; Media

Pnncipia, NYC; Mark Morton, Atlanta, GA; New Image Productions, Las Vegas, XV; NTV Studio Productions, NYC;

Opposable Thumb Prod., Inc., NYC; Hennetta S. Parker, Last Orange, NJ; Andrew Stone, NYC; Sundance Channel LLC,

NYC; Surf &. Turf Films Inc., NYC; Thunder Head Prod., Palm Beach, FUTriune Pictures, NYC; Virtual Media, NYC;

White Night Prod., San Diego, CA «^^^^^^

Nonprofit Members

Andy Warhol Fndt., NYC; Ann Arbor Community Access TV Ann Arbor, MI; .Ann Ark>r Film Festival, Ann

Arbor; MI; Appalshop, Whitesburg, KY; John .Armstrong, Brooklyn, NY; An Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL; Athens

Center for Film & Video, Athens, OH; AUCHMUTVUniversity of New Castle, Callaghan, New South Wales; Austin

Film Society, Austin, TX; Baylor University, Waco, TX; Boston University, Bost< >n, N LA; Carnegie Museums, Pittsburgh, PA;

CCTV Cambridge, MA; Center, for New Amencan Media, NYC; Center tor the Arts, Tulsa, OK; Chicago Access Corp.,

Chicago, IL; Cincinatti Community Video, Cincinnati, OH; Cinema .Arts Center, Hunting >n,NT; Cleveland Filmmakers,

Cleveland, OH; Gimmunication Arts, MHCC, Gresham, OR; Cornmumtv Television Network, Chicago, ILCopiague

Memorial Library'. Copiague, NY; Cornell Cinema, Ithaca, NY; Covenenant House, NYC; Cultural Development Group,

Miami, FL; Dallas Morning News, Dallas, TX; Denver Film Society, Denver, CO; Dept. of Media Srudie&SUNY Buffalo,

Buffalo, NY; Dept. of Communication, The New School, NYC; Documentary Educational Resources, Watertown, MA;

Pamcia Dooley, NYC; Drexel University Library - Serials Dept,, PhiLidelphia, PA; Duke University - Program in Film 6k

Video, Durham, NC; DUTV-Cable 54, Philadelphia, PA; Educational Video Center, NYC; Film Fest New Haven, New

Haven, CT Films for Educators, NYC; Fine Arts Division Office, Scottsdale, AZ; Flick Clique, Youngstown, OH; Globe

Link Productions, Coral Gables, FL; Hogskulen I Volda, Norway, Hong Kong .Arts Center., Hong King, China; IFP West,

Los Angeles, CA; Image Film Video Center Atlanta, GA; Institute for Public Media Arts, Durham, NC; Intermedia Arts,

Minneapolis, MN; International Film Seminars, NYC; Jewish Film Fest., Berkeley. CA; John Jay High School. Cross River,

NY; Kroma Productions, Porvoo; Laurel Cable Network, Laurel, MD; Long Bow Group Inc., Brookline, MA; Manhattan

Neighborhood Netwotk, NYC; Massachusetts College ofArt, Boston, \ LA . Maunts Binget Film Institute, NL; Media Arts,

Palatine, IL; Media Resource Center, .Adelaide, Australia; Media Resource Center - University of California, Berkeley, CA;

Media Working Group, Covington, KY; Missoula Community Access, Missoula MT Museum of Fine Arts, Housnon, TX;

MoMA-Hlm Study Center, NYC; Nanonal Video Resources, NYC; New Liberty Prod., Philadelphia, PA; New Rican

Filmmakers, NYC; New York Women in Rim and Television, NYC; Ngee Ann Polytechnic Library, Singapore;

Northampton Film Festival, Northampton, MA; NRXDPH, NYC;Ohio Independent Film Festival, Cleveland, OH; Ohio

University - Film, Athens, OH; Dirk Olson, Denver, CO; Open Society Insntute.. NYC; Public Benefit Corp., Detroit, MI;

Rochester Film Office, Rochester, NY; Ross Film Theater; Lincoln, NE; Ross-Garhey, NYC; Scribe Video Center;

Philadelphia, PA; Singapote National Library, Singapore; Sinking Creek Celebration, Nashville, TN; South Carolina .Arts

Commission, Columbia, SO, Squeaky Wheel, Buffalo, NY; Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel; Texas Film Commission

Austin, TX; University of Arizona-Media Arts Room, Tucson, AZ; University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; University of

California Extension - CMIL, Berkeley, CA; University ofTexas - Dept. ofRadio, TV and Film, Austin, TX; Upstate, Films,

Rhinebeck, NY; Video Pool., Manitoba, Canada; Wexner Center, Columbus, OH; WKSG, Binghamton, NY; WNET/13,

NYC; Women in the Director's Chair, Chicago, IL; Women Make Movies, NYC; Worldfest, Houston, TX; WTVS Channel

56, Detroit, MI; York University Libraries, North York, Ontario, Canada

NYSCA

"The biggest and best of the subterranean screen events"

THE p fllM

F!U FESTIVAL
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Final Entry Deadline June 1, 1998
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Simple
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For 1998 submission or

sponsorship information call

773-866-8660
info@cuff.org

www.cuff.org
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AIVF HAPPENNINGSby Leslie A. Fields

/ A I V F MEMBER BENEFITUPDATES
Soho Audio

J 376 Broome Street. NYC 1001 V. (212)

225-2429; Fax: (212)966-7650;

email: sohaud(5 mciniail.com.

Contact: Larry Loetwnger. 10% dis-

count on all daiiy rentals o) sound

equipment. Deeper discounts on

longer term rentals-

Virtual Media

i: E. 44th St.. 2nd Fl. NYC, 10017; (212) 490-

9730; Fax: (212) 818-0529; Contact: Heather

Gibbons. Special discounts for AIVF members.

Products include the /i<(! line oj And editing systems.

Law Office of Miriam Stern

303 East 83rd St., NYC, 10028; (212) 794-1289;

Fax: (212) 794-2340. Contact: Miriam Stem.

Free consultation. Special rates for AIVF members.

AIVF ACTIVITIES

Millennium Campaign Fund Benefit:

Independent Filmmaking Inside & Outside

the Studio System

Interested in working with the studio system

while still maintaining your independent voice?

Then come to this exciting seminar hosted by

Ossie Davis. The panel will discuss the triumphs

and pitfalls of independent filmmaking and pro-

vide a unique perspective on making films inside

6k outside of Hollywood. All proceeds from this

event will go to support the FIVF's Millennium

Campaign Fund. For more information call the

AIYF-DC Hotline: (202) 554-3263 x4

When: Sunday, May 31,4 p.m. (date & time sub-

ject to cliange)

Where: American Film Institute Theater, JFK

Center tor the Performing Arts, New Hampshire

Ave., NW at Rock Creek Pkwy., Washington DC

Advocacy Forum

Distribution to 6k Exhibition in Public Libraries

Join AIVF and Libraries for the Future tor an

exciting dialogue between independent media-

makers, librarians, and library advocates. Panelists

will discuss how independent producers can use

the public library as a distribution resource. To

RSVP call the AIVF Event Hotline: (212) 807-

1400 x 30 1 . This event is jree 6k open to the public

.

When: Tuesday. June 16, 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Where: The Lighthouse, 1 1 1 W. 59th St. (between

Lexington & Park)

Film Bytes

Every 3rd Friday ol the month, 9 p.m. at pseu-

do.com, AIVF hosts FILM BYTES, a webcast

series about independent production. Produced

by Kinotek 6s. presented on the Pseudo Network.

Guest: Laura Cottingham, Director, Not for Sale.

Not Receiving Your
i hdepehdent?

It you have any problems receiving The

Independent or questions regarding your AIVF

membership, please call LaTrice Dixon or Marya

Wethers, (212) 807-1400 x 236.

ON LOCATION
MONTHLY MEMBER SALONS

AIVF Salons are an opportu-

nity to meet other indepen-

dents, share war stories, and connect

with the AIVF community across the coun-

try. Note: Since our copy deadline is two months

before the meetings listed below, be sure to call

the local organizers to confirm that there have

been no last-minute changes.

Albany, NY:

When: 1st Wednesday of each month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: F3orders Books 6k Music, Wolf Rd.

Contact: Mike Camoin, (518) 895-5269

Atlanta, GA:

When: Second Monday of the month, 6:30 p.m.

W'here: Red Light Cafe, Amsterdam Outlets off

Monroe Dr.

Contact: Genevieve McGillicuddy, IMAGE (404)

352-4225

Austin, TX:

When: Last Monday of the month, 8 p.m.

Where: Electric Lounge, 302 Bowie St.

Contact: Ben Davis, (512) 708-1962

Birmingham, AL

Call for dates 6k location.

Contact: Michelle Foreman (205) 298-0685

Boston, MA:

Call for dates and location.

Contact: Susan Walsh, (617) 965-8477

Brooklyn, NY:

When: 4th Tuesday of each month; call for time

Where: 0::ie's Cafe, 7th Ave. 6k Lincoln PI.

Contact: Glenn Francis Frontera, (718) 646-7533

Chicago, IL:

Call tor date 6k location.

Contact: Oscar Cervera, (773) 751-8000x2564

Cleveland, OH:

Call for date and location.

Contact: Annetta Marion, (216) 781-1755

Dallas, TX:

When: 3rd Wednesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for location.

Contact: Bart Weiss, (214) 823-8909

Denver/Boulder, CO:

When: Call for dates

Where: Kakes Studio, 2115 Pearl St.

Contact: Diane Markrow, (303) 449-7125 or

Jon Stout, (303) 442-8445.

Houston, TX:

When: Last Tuesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for location.

Contact: Houston Film Commission Hotline,

(713) 227-1407

Kansas City, MO:

Call for date and location

Contact: John Sjoblom, (816) 333-7574.

New Brunswick, NJ:

Call for date and location.

Contact: Allen Chou, (908) 756-9845

New Haven, CT:

Call for dates and location.

Contact: Jim Gherer, ACES Media Arts Center,

(203) 782-3675

San Diego, CA:

Call for dates and location.

Contact: Carroll Blue, (619) 594-6591

Seattle, WA:
Call for dates and location.

Contact: Joel Bachar, (206) 282-3592

Tucson, AZ:

Call tor dates and location.

Contact: Beverly Seckinger, (520) 621-1239

Washington, DC:

Call tor date and location.

Contact: DC Salon hotline, (202) 554-3263 x4.

Westchester, NY:

Call for date and location.

Contact: Bob Curtis, (914) 741-2538;

reel 1 1(5 aol.com

Youngstown, OH:

Call for dates and times.

Contact: Art Byrd, Flick Clique, www.cboss.

com/flickclique.
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You're /«GOOD
COMPANY

when you Dl^fKJW™U MT

YOUR FILM

35MM BLOW-UPS BY DU ART:
RELEASED THEATRICALLY FROM 1996-1997

"BREATHING ROOM"
BY JOHN SHERMAN

DISTRIBUTED BY ARROW RELEASING

* "CAUGHT"
BY ROBERT YOUNG

DISTRIBUTED BY SONY PICTURES CLASSICS

* "FAST, CHEAP,
& OUT OF CONTROL"
BY ERROL MORRIS

DISTRIBUTED BY SONY PICTURES CLASSICS

* "FOUR LITTLE GIRLS"
BY SPIKE LEE

DISTRIBUTED BY HBO

* "GET ON THE BUS"
BY SPIKE LEE

DISTRIBUTED BY SONY PICTURES

"GIRLSTOWN"
BY JIM MCKAY

DISTRIBUTED BY OCTOBER FILMS

"HABIT"
BY LARRY FESSENDEN

DISTRIBUTED BY GLASS EYE PICTURES

• "THE KEEPER"
BY JOE BREWSTER

DISTRIBUTED BY KINO PICTURES

"KISSED"
BY LYNNE STOPKEWICH

DISTRIBUTED BY SAMUEL GOLDWYN

LANDSCAPES OF MEMORY'
BY JOSE ARAUJO
DISTRIBUTED BY RIOFILME

* "LE SIEGE DE L'AME"
BY OLIVIER ASSELIN

DISTRIBUTED BY MALO FILMS

"A LIFE APART"
BY MENACHEM DAUM AND

OREN RUDAVSKY
DISTRIBUTED BY FIRST RUN FEATURES

DuArt Film and Video
245 West 55th Street New York, NY 10019

212 757 4580 OR 1 800 52 DUART salesfa duart.com

t "LOOKING FOR RICHARD"
BY AL PACINO

DISTRIBUTED BY FOX SEARCHLIGHT PICTURES

"MAN WITH A PLAN"
BY JOHN O'BRIEN

DISTRIBUTED BY THE FRED HERMAN COMPANY

"NIL BY MOUTH"
BY GARY OLDMAN

DISTRIBUTED BY SONY PICTURES CLASSICS

"RHYTHM THIEF"
BY MATTHEW HARRISON
DISTRIBUTED BY STRAND RELEASING

• "SIX O'CLOCK NEWS"
BY ROSS MCELWEE

DISTRIBUTED BY FIRST RUN FEATURES

* "A STARRY SKY"
BY TATA AMARAL
DISTRIBUTED BY RIOFILME

• "SUBWAY STORIES"
DISTRIBUTED BY HBO HOME VIDEO

"SYNTHETIC PLEASURES"
BY IARA LEE

DISTRIBUTED BY CAIPIRINHA PRODUCTIONS

"TIE-DYED"
BY ANDREW BEHAR

DISTRIBUTED BY ISA RELEASING

"TROUBLESOME CREEK:
A MIDWESTERN"

BY JEANNE JORDAN &
STEVEN ASHER

DISTRIBUTED BY ARTISTIC LICENSE FILMS

"ULEE'S GOLD"
BY VICTOR NUNEZ

DISTRIBUTED BY ORION PICTURES

"WILD MAN BLUES"
BY BARBARA KOPPLE
DISTRIBUTED BY FINE LINE

"WONDERLAND"
BY JOHN O'HAGAN
DISTRIBUTED BY FOX/LORBER

BLOWN-UP FROM S16MM NEGATIVE



your solution is clear

integrate your design
stations

Access shar
centralized

aster

Fibre Channel Solutions
spend time creating, not waiting

Fibre Channel Solutions allows you to tackle

day-to-day tasks quickly and effortlessly. This is

achieved by shared centralized storage which can

be accessed simultaneously by multiple graphic,

audio & editing workstations.

Technical Solutions for Creative People

As a Premier Avid Reseller, Virtual Media
offers the entire line of Avid products including:

the Media Composer®, the MCXpress™ system,

Avid storage devices & system upgrades.

Virtual /Media offers customized solutions for

independent film makers to help simplify &
manage the pressures of post production.

We have the resources & knowledge to configure

powerful solutions for demanding clients.

Avid

Fibre Channel Solutions

Graphics System Integration

Networking Solutions

Complete System Integration

System Installations

Maintenance Contracts

System Upgrades

Emergency Technical Support

& Parts Replacement

virtual Media

12 East 44th Street, New York, NY 10017

phone: 212.490.9730

fax: 212.818.0529
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plan to redefine the NewYork production scene
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Iffy

t
Archive makes if easy to get your daily

requirement of satisfying sfills and fempfing film clips. Wifh over 1 4,000 hours

of stack footage and 20,000,000 historical photos, we've gof all the ingredients for your next film,

multimedia, or print project. Cataloged, copyright-cleared and ready for you to use. Many images

are already available in digital format. So give us a call and lefs get cookin'! J

>.-
-;

Fax us on your letterhead for

a free brochure and sample reel.

And check ouf our on-line database:

www.archivefilms.com

5,

Archive
TW

Films
Archive Photos

Your One Call To History:

.800-876-5115

—*. .J*"*

53D W. 25th Street, Dept. IND, New York, NY 1DDD1 Tel. (212) 822-78DD Fax (212) 645-2137

V



****ATTENTION•kick*

Ell>4 & VIDEO PRODUCERS

ERRORS & OMISSIONS
INSURANCE

ONE TIME PREMIUM

COVERS YOUR PRODUCTION

ANNUAL RENEWAL NOT NECESSARY

1-800-638-8791

•JR] INSURANCE BROKERS

P.O. BOX 128, CLINTON, MD 20735

WWW.WALTERRY.COM
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FEATURES

30 Hot Shop: The Shooting Gallery

The Shooting Gallery, once a scrappy indie

production company, is now a Big Player with

Big Plans. It has five subsidiary companies

servicing filmmakers, plus a deal to build

the world's largest studio and backlot.

Larry Meistrich and Brandon Rosser

pell it all out.

y Mark J. Huisman
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Cover: Larry Meistrich, cofounder and CEO of the Shooting Gallery.

Cover photo & below: Tom LeGoff

5 LETTERS

MEDIA NEWS

And the Winner

Isn't... Documentaries

and the Oscars

The rules keep changing, and

it's not getting any easier. But

now the International

Documenary Association is

helping docs qualify.

BY Cara Mertes

NW Exhibition Grant No Grand Illusion

More than a standard arthouse, Seattle's Grand Illusion

shells out money and know-how to assist local independents

bow theatrically.

by Noelia Santos

DISTRIBUTOR F.A.Q

12 Frameline Distribution

Born of "hippie homos" in the seventies, Frameline is

now a leading distributor for lesbian and gay media,

and is running strong.

BY LlSSA GlBBS

49

52

56

IN & OUT OF PRODUCTION
by Cassandra Uretz

FESTIVALS

CLASSIFIEDS

TALKING HEADS

14 Lisa Cholodenko, Quentin Lee

& Justin Lin, and Joel Meyerowitz

by Lawrence Ferber, Holly
Willis, and Andrea Meyer

IN FOCUS

18 A Digital Video Primer

The first is a series of articles introducing readers to the world

ot digital video and tracking the journey from script to screen.

by Rob Rownd

J]£«21LfJJ

Q
A news grassroots movement.'

A burgeoning media infrastructure for

the millennium? At the very least, AIVF's 20 salons

are an expression of the tremendous vitality of the

indepedent media field and the need to connect.

In this section, the salons are profiled and

organizing lessons proffered.

by Ruby Lerner, Michele Forman,
Max Alvarez & Leslie Fields

60
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Experience Antioch's Summer Documentary Institute

Immerse yourself in an intensive program of film, video, and radio documentary. Visiting artists will meet with students to consider

contemporary issues and technologies and address production, funding, and distribution strategies. Explore documentary in all its forms!

Work with award-winning documentary makers Plus:

including:

• Dena Aronson

• Steven Bognar

• Anne Bohlen

• Dan Friedman

• Marlon Fuentes

• Jill Godmilow

• Chris Hill

• Art Jones

• Jim Klein

• Julia Reichert

• Marty Rosenbluth

• Brian Springer

9 Jon Stout

• J.T. Takagi

• Igor Vamos

• Yvonne Welbon

• and more to be

announced...

• The Margaret Mead Traveling

Film & Video Festival

• Sound Recording Workshop

• Interviewing Workshop

• Distribution Workshop

• Fundraising Workshop

°f
Detach this form and mail it to: Summer At Antioch, 795 Livermore St., Yellow Springs, OH 45387

ke to know more about Summer At Antioch. Please send me more

rmation on the following:

_l Documentary

3 Music

J Summer Courses

Name

Street Address

J Dance/Theater

Zl Peace Studies

3 Field Studv Programs

_l Entrepreneurship

J Language

State

Phone

E-mail

In what publication did you find this ad'/

Tell me more!

Contact Anne Bohlen at 937.767.6406

or visit our web site at http://antioch-

college.edu.

SUMMER
INSTITUTES

& PROGRAMS
AT ANTIOCH COLLEGE

795 LIVERMORE STREET YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO 45387



LETTERS

The Media Network Morass

To the editor:

As a filmmaker who entrusted $5,000 of my grant

money to Media Network and has so far gotten

none of it back, I appreciate The Independent mak-

ing an effort to cover the demise of this fiscal

sponsor ["Media Network Folds," March 1998).

Unfortunately, Maud Kersnowski's article really

missed the story.

By their own admission, Media Network's man-

agers have for years been dipping into restricted

funds that were supposed to be held in trust for

filmmakers' projects. At a meeting in December,

board member Larry Garvin shame-facedly told

filmmakers that this highly unethical practice

began in the 1980s when Media Network was

expanding. They would "borrow" from the

restricted accounts, knowing that they would soon

be able to cover their tracks with fresh funds from

a new crop of unsuspecting filmmakers. This Ponzi

scheme came crashing down in the 1990s when

the intake ot new projects slowed down.

While it is true that some fortunate filmmakers

got 80 percent of their money back during a

Nov ember "run on the bank," your article failed

to point out that many of us have gotten none of

our hard-won grants back. As Media Network's

board continues to spend our money on lawyers to

protect themselves from a recently launched

investigation by the New York State Attorney

General, it's looking less likely that we'll recover

any ot it.

What makes this a sad story is not, as

Kersnowski tells it, that independents are losing a

venerable fiscal sponsor. It is that Media

Network's unethical behavior is likely to have a

chilling effect on foundations, government agen-

cies, and private donors who rely on the integrity

ot such fiscal sponsors to pass on their donations

to the filmmakers for whom they are intended.

Bill Shebar

While Media Network says that efforts were made

to save the organization, these claims have never

been specific or verifiable. In fact, what seems to

have happened is that a deficit of over $190,000

accrued in a single year, and Media Network has

not come forth with a plausible explanation of

how this came to be.

Media Network should come forth with open

books. Thus far they have provided little more

than smoke screens and doublespeak. At this

point we don't know if their handling of filmmak-

ers' money was risky yet well-intentioned, or cav-

alier and irresponsible—or even worse.

To further complicate matters, during the

month between Media Network's announcement

of dissolution and a judge's freezing of their assets,

Media Network honored some of the invoices it

received and completely ignored others, with no

explanations provided.

Lastly, the 20 percent deficit is in itself a fiction.

In the most recent correspondence from Media

Network, the 80 percent rate of return was

reduced to 53 percent. This figure's calculation

included a $20,000 fee to Media Network's law7er,

who is being paid out of our funds, and entirely

blowing off a debt of over $90,000 to one film-

maker (understandably, the one who launched the

lawsuit).

Media Network's proposed dissolution plan

provides no real explanations ot what went wrong,

then arrogantly and cynically presumes that we

the filmmakers will simply accept and march along

with this proposal. In response, we are currently-

pressing the Charities Bureau of the State

Attorney General's office to launch a thorough

investigation. If there was any wrongdoing, there

is a chance the insurance carried by Media

Network's board members will kick in and cover

the deficit.

)oel Katz, Esther Cassidy, Kathleen Foster, Dean

Kalman Lermert, Michael S. Kaminsky

As one ot the filmmakers affected by the dissolu-

tion ot Media Network, 1 was heartened to see

coverage ot its unfortunate demise in The

Independent. However, Ms. Kersnowski could have

had created a more balanced and accurate

account had she spoken to several of the 98 film-

makers to whom Media Network still owes funds.

From the beginning, Media Network's handling

ot u^ dissolution plan has been plagued b\ poor

communication and unequal distribution ot funds

among filmmakers. Ms. Kersnowski's article cites a

letter sent out to producers stating that SO percent

of our balances "could be immediately returned."

In tact, many filmmaker-, never received their

allotted SO percent, despite repeated attempts to

retrieve the funds intended tor our individual pro-

jects. While an additional letter was sent to pro-

ducers, the one received did not reveal th.it "the

other 20 percent had been spent in an unsuccess-

ful attempt to save the organization," as suggested

in the article.

Media Network's behavior amounts to a

betrayal of its sponsored filmmakers, hard-working

staff, and the foundations, agencies, and individu-

als that entrusted funds toward these important

media projects. That the former executive director

points to the irony that "the dedication to service

that made Media Network so special was a key

factor in the organization's demise" belies that

more pungent truth behind this story. Perhaps the

greater irony is that an organization rooted in

social issue and activist media could now itself be

the subject of a searing documentary.

Claire Marie Panke

Editor's note: For a listing of media organizations that

are currently acting as fiscal sponsors, see

www.aivf.org.
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Nobody has the 20th Century covered with news footage like ABCNEWS VideoSource!
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From the turn of the century to its approaching

climax, the historical events that have shaped our

times are mere fingertips away.

Your Source for the 20th Century!

Nobody in the footage business has as much

news footage as ABCNews VideoSource! We've combined

three of the world's finest news and stock footage

collections - ABC News, Worldwide Television News,

*
and British Movietone News - at America's newest

and most modern footage resource. If it happened from

1900 right up to today, we've got it covered!

The great thing is, it's all so easy to access.

Just click us up on the Web or, even better, come visit

our fantastic facility in person. Our highly-skilled

and footage-sawy Customer Service Representatives

will simplify your search. It's footage searching the

wav it should be!

For thefastest, easiest way tofind

the exactfootageyou want, come to the Source!

©ABCNEWS

VideoSource
125 West End Avenue at 66th Street • New York, NY 10023

800 • 789 • 1250 • 212 • 456 • 5421 • FAX 212 • 456 • 5428

Visit http://www.abcnewsvsource.com 1998



MEDIA NEWS

AND THE WINNER ISN T
I

Documentaries Lose Big on Oscar Night

If it isn't one thing, it's another

Several years ago Crumb was

slighted. This year, the Academy

ignored Errol Morris' critically

acclaimed Fast, Cheap, and Out of

Control, just as they did The Thin

Blue Line a decade ago. Oscar

[www.oscars.org] is at it again,

ignoring the best in documentary

films—or so the critics say. With

films like Hoop Dreams, Roger & Me,

28 Up, Puns Is Burning, and Brother's

Keeper attracting mainstream audi'

ences, the documentary field has been

heating up in recent years. But despite

their successes, none of these films were

nominated, and the Academy never

seems to he able to catch up to its critics. A
central question resurfaces every year: why

does the Academy consistently overlook so

many important documentaries?

The particular history of the relationship

between the Oscars and documentary holds

some provocative clues to this mystery, as

does the current state of documentary in

America today, which is either vastly broad-

ening its audiences or losing its appeal to

Americans, depending on whom you talk to.

Finally, the complexities of the nomination

and selection process itself provides some

insight into Oscar's bad-boy reputation

regarding documentary.

The first thing to keep in mind is that,

while citing the recognition of excellence as a

mandate, the Academy is more accurately in

the business of promoting the motion picture

industry. Quality, it seems, can come and go,

as long as attention remains high. This being

so, the Academy has had a rather checkered

past in terms of its relationship to the docu-

mentary field as a whole. It concentrates on

the theatrical experience of documentary,

which may or may not have anything to do

with which films have the most artistic and

cultural merit.

Oscar's

ambivalence about documen-

tary was apparent even at the beginning. Best

Documentary (both short and feature) was

added as an award category in 1^41, 14 years

after the first Oscars, during the years when war

newsreels and documentaries joined features in

entertaining crowded movie theaters full of

families of soldiers away at war. On the surface,

the Best Documentary category seems to base

been initiated as part of publicizing the war

effort, though Patrick Stockstill, the Academy

Awards Coordinator and Academy Historian,

describes documentary's addition as primarily

"a recognition of the tact that documentary was

becoming a bigger part of the theatrical experi-

ence." Though Robert Flaherty's Nanook oj the

North was a box office smash in the twenties in

film theaters, and many other documentaries

played theaters in the twenties and thirties, it

took WWII to shine the spotlight on nonfiction

films.

To further emphasize Oscar's lack of interest

in documentary' as an art form, the first 10 years

of the award were dominated almost exclusive-

ly by war documentaries made by various

national military entities, including several

branches of the U.S. military and the British

Information Service. Though these films cer-

tainly showed in theaters, this skewed, war-

dominated vision of the actual landscape of

documentary production set the stage

H for what remains the most recurrent

question about Academy documen-

B tarv nominations: why don't the

nominations better reflect the cur-

rent state of the field.' To fully

understand this phenomenon, it's

important to remember the histo-

ry, but also to take a look at the

process by which awards are

nominated and decided.

Currently, in order to be eligible

tor nomination in the best fea-

ture (over 40 minutes) or best

short (40 minutes and under) documentary

category, a film needs to have played tor seven

consecutive days in a commercial theater in

Los Angeles County or the Borough of

Manhattan. Stockstill explained that when fes-

tivals were dropped a tew years ago as a way tor

documentaries to become eligible, Manhattan

was added because many documentaries open

in Manhattan, but never make it to L.A.

Because ot this, documentary is the only cate-

gory that allows tor

screenings outside ot

L.A. to count

towards eligibility,

but the addition of

Manhattan doesn't

come close to mak-

ing up tor the loss of

the festival venues

as eligibility vehi-

cles.

In addition to the

screening criteria, six months must pass

between the first day of the theatrical release

and any television release, foreign or domestic,

since the Academy is only interested in the the-

atrical documentary experience. This means

that a television broadcast in Japan within six

months of the theatrical release can stand

between a filmmaker and an Academy Award

nomination, creating a problem for filmmakers

In order to be eligible

for an Oscar, a documentary

needs to have played for

seven consecutive days in

a commercial theater in Los

Angeles County or Manhattan.

Festivals don't count.
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DCRVX1000 dniSJ'S/'
3CCD Mini ^v^-L^ a

DV Camcorder
The 0CRVX1 000 otters

over 500 lines of

resolution along

with excellent color

fidelity & S/N ratio

It features a 10x

Optical zoom which can

be extended digitally to 20X Sony's new Super

Steadyshot drastically reduces camera move-

ments like never before Its PCM stereo audio

delivers superb sound Some of its ease of use

features include: Color Viewfinder, Lithium-Ion

battery. & Extended data code Its editing capabili-

ties include DV interface for direct input to your

computer without quality loss, & Built in Time

Code Reader/Generator. It has many digital fea-

tures such as Digital Fader. Overlap Transition,

Still Frame, Interval and Frame Recording,

DHR-1000 Digital VCR Mini DVVCR
The DHR-1000 offers video insert editing

capability, & 2 PCM audio tracks It features a

built in edit controller that provides a 10 segment

edit window Drop frame time code is included

along with a jog shuttle, TBC. audio level meters.

slow motion, & a cable ready tuner The DHR-
1000 is also capable of playing back

DVCAM tape

Panasonic
AG-DP800H

3-CCD S-VHS

I

Camcorder
Also known as

the supercam, it

has 380,000 pixel FIT CCD's w/750 lines

of resolution for high performance & low

smear. Its advanced digital processing

takes flexibility & creativity to a new level.

It has Auto Gain control, & with Super

High Gain mode, shooting under illumina-

tion of as low as 1 .5 lux is possible while

still retaining a high quality picture. The

Supercam is a lightweight ergonomic

camcorder that rivals pricier cameras at a

fraction of the price.

AG-DS840H/AG-DS850H

S-VHS Player/Recorder

These Panasonic VTR's offer Digital S-VHS

Circuitry. Digital 3-D Time Base Correc-

tors, Digital Slow Motion, & DNR. They

also have VITC/LITC Time Code. & compo-

nent outputs for

connection

to other ^rf.,

equipment. i!*»v, •'

•j: ' « * * .

JVC
KY-D29 Digital

Camera
The KY-D29 is a

new & improved

Dockable camera,

with 760,000 pixels, 850

lines of res. & an incredible S/N ratio of

65dB. With JVC's new 3D digital noise

reduction, it produces incredibly clean

pictures, rivaling the best of cameras.

With a sensitivity of F11 at 2000 lux &
next generation super low lux technology

it provides superior performance under

any lighting conditions.

BR-DV10 Dockable

Recorder
Achieving maximum

DV performance

is both easy and

affordable. The

BR-DV10's 4:1:1 digital quality makes it a

sensible choice to get started in digital

video. LCD displays VTR status. Composite

& Y/C video out. and 2 XLR audio inputs.

BR-D40 Digital S Call

BR-S422U S-VHS Call

Z-2000A

13 Bit Digital Camera
The Z-2000 is a 2/3" CCD Dockable

camera. It has 13 bit digital processing

for high picture quality. With double sam-

pling aperture it captures a high resolu-

tion of 850 lines along with a S/N ratio of

63dB, & low flair makes it a great camera

for all applications. Its digital detail &

control functions such as: Flesh Tone

Detail, 6 Vector & Linear Matrix. High

Chroma Detail, allows enhancing of the

picture to a particular situation. With 4

Scene Files, recreation of a scene is as

easy as the touch of a button. Studio

configuration is also available.

Panasonic
WJ-MX20
Digital A/V Mixer
The WJ-MX20 is a 4-input

switcher/effects mixer. It delivers an

extremely clear picture with 460 lines of resolution and

a S/N ratio of 50dB Utilizing 23 basic patterns up to 298 fades and

wipes are possible It has 8 effect memory compression, color cor-

rection & 2-channel frame synchronization. It is capable of RS-422

serial control for optimum interaction with your controller

WJ-MX50 CALL!

WJ-AVE55 CALL!

MACKIE Video Tape Specials
MS1402-VLZ
The micro series is a

fantastic and afford-

able tool for all sorts of

mixing environments, whether its

video post production, live performance, or

multimedia. It has special circuitry to minimize noise and

crosstalk, studio grade discrete preamplifiers, low cut filter,

and accurate faders with complex resistive elements to

ensure true logarithmic taper.

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS

MONTHLY TAPE SPECIALS

Fuji VHS T-120 AV Master 4.6

Fuji VHS SG-120 4.4

Fuji S-VHS H471S-ST1 20 7.9

Fu|iHi8 M221 P6-120 8.6

_^m¥ Fuji Hi8 M221 E6-120 13.9

BQgH
Sony Hi8 E6 120 HMEAD 19.9

""5L^^. jVC Mini DV MDV60ME 13.2

pP^^k Sonv DVCAM PDV184ME In Stoc

y^^̂ Sor.: Betacam BS^V.'A 18 9

ACCESSORIES
TD-902

EARTEC

PROF.

WIRELESS

INTERCOM
SYSTEM
Need To

Communicate with

Your Partner or Lightman? The TD-902 is a

portable rugged beltpack transceiver which

delivers outstanding quality sound in the

900Mhz in full duplex. It features 2 user-

selectable channels for noise-free transmis-

sions. It's prof, headset mic is super direction-

al, canceling out everything but your voice.

This system rivals all the pricier systems.

Includes hard carrying case $849.95/pr

SENNHEISER K6/ME66
The K6 series is designed to deliver studio-

quality mmBHu^iwwBfSBHtif^BM
audio to If ''*'" ~ ww^^^
the video production market. It is capable of

being combined with a variety of capsules,

from omni to super directional patterns.The

K6 powering module is balanced with low

impedance (200 ohms), and terminates to a

3-pin XLR. with phantom power capability.

The ME66 is an Electret Short Shotgun mic,

is great for interviews within a crowd.

Superior perfomance. backed by the

Sennheiser name $429.95

CAPSULES ALSO AVAILABLE: ME62.

ME64. ME65 & 67

S0NYWRR810AUHF
SYNTHESIZED RECEIVER
The WRR810AisaUHFcamera
mountable receiver. It delivers

crystal-clear sound for long

ranges It features 6 pre-

programmed channels with up to 94 selec-

table frequencies, for optimum interference

free reception. It provides 6 hours of contin-

uous operation with 2 AA batteries ..$849.95

WRT810A Handheld Wireless Mic $699.95

fPortabrace
Hiker Case

Tired Of Lugging Those

Bulky Camera Cases?

I The Hiker BackPack is

I designed for videographers
*

in the field who are looking
{

a for an easy and efficient

r way to carry their camera.

I The Hiker has a hard plastic

shell & is extremely light-

weight. It includes extra pockets for tripod

plates, tapes, etc., and like all Portabrace

products is hand-crafted $389.95

NRG VaraLight Pro 56001/4 (100w DC)

The VaraLight is a

rugged, efficient, versa-

tile light which accepts

20-100 watt dc lamps.

There is a knob on the

side of the light to adjust the

intensity of light from 10-100%

making it perfect for a wide range

of applications. The VaraLight Pro is avail-

able terminated with a 4-pin XLR or a ciga-

rette lighter plug.

56001 $219.9

56004 $234.9

05009 Color Effects Grid Pack (9 grids in

different colors) $89.9

Our Customers Write...

"I Viove deolf wfln o lof of co<mponiei> out

fViere ond you yyb ore fine ty-eofes' I

know I con depend on you'
— J.G., Producer, Hollywood, CA.

icm constantly provide <fadt prices and

l<ave saved i*2 -fro» spending *oney on

fl.'/tji I really donf need, lhaiks'.

— O.M., Business Oamer, Milwaukee, Wl.

'U)e 're +hrtllC<L to haj/e JrOCL-KtL

SfV¥. Xtzp those. ZrtaJ' pr'CJ-S

C.On*iM.a. DithOu^t UOu^ t OLA-r Shoot

i^Ou-l<L've heu>. ,mpoSSible. Uou-'ll

£ooh he heaj-itta. /fO"4 >-^£ «.£«_/*

— AT., ExecutrceTroducer. Los Angaes

All merchandise shipped with manufacturer-supplied accessories and warranties. All merchandise is exchangeable or refundable within 7 days (with all packaging

material and in mint condition), please call for return authorization. All refunds are less shipping & handling. NY residents add 8.25% sales tax.



who want to get paid as well as win awards.

According to Stockstill, these stipulations

result in the eligibility of between 50 and 60

feature documentary films annually. Short

documentaries fare worse, with perhaps no

more than 25 in competition. (Theaters

rarely book short films, thus making it diffi-

cult to meet eligibility requirements.) Once

eligible documentaries are submitted to the

Academy, members ofAMPAS, who current-

ly number 6,128 (including 5,500 voting

members, of whom only 50 are actually affil-

iated with documentary- film), volunteer to

screen the documentaries and vote on the

awards. The volunteers are split into three

committees, which watch the films over a

period of several months in New York and

Los Angeles.

Stockstill estimates that between 175

members screen films for the feature award

and about 250 members screen the entrants

for the short documentary award. Of these,

Stockstill says there is no official tally of how

many people actually vote, or even see

enough of the films to have their votes count.

(It they see too tew, their votes are not tal-

lied.) Thus, the amount of deciding votes in

any one year could potentially be tew indeed.

Hard at work on making sure documen-

taries get a fair shake at the Oscars is the

L. A. -based International Documentary

Association, headed by doc-lover Bets\

McLane. Last year, in response to the

Academy's new eligibility requirement tor an

L.A. or Manhattan screening, the IDA insti-

tuted the Doctober Festival (returning in

October 1998 for another year), specifically

to increase the opportunity tor documen-

taries to become eligible for an Academy

nomination, particularly documentary mak-

ers who would not otherwise be able to afford

the cost of the theatrical run and the news-

paper advertisement announcing the run,

which is also required by the Academy.

The Doctober Festival invites documen-

taries that had been previously submitted to

the IDA Awards, and follows Academy rules

to make sure the documentaries are eligible

for nomination. In 1997, their first year,

McLane proudly says that three out of 10

nominees for the 1998 Awards came from

the IDA pool of eligible films.

McLane is convinced there is an audience

tor documentary that hasn't been effectively

tapped. When asked what the Academy

could do to heighten documentary's profile,

she notes that the documentary award cate-

gory receives less promotion than others and

suggests giving it more attention. "The public is

eager to know about documentaries," she says.

"There is a continual lack of recognition about

how much audiences would like to see docu-

mentary."

Seymour Wishman, President of First Run

Features, one of the better-known distributors

of feature documentaries, disagrees. "The audi-

ence tor serious documentary is shrinking," he

says. "The biggest launch tor a documentary,

like Ross McElwee's Sherman's March, tor

instance, might be 200 theaters nationwide,"

but a more likely scenario is 25-30 theaters.

Though most major cities have theaters that

will book a documentary, he notes there seem

to be fewer that deserve a large theatrical

release. "People expect to see documentary on

television. There has to be a really good reason

to go to a theater to see one."

The tact that financial support tor documen-

tary has largely moved to television is a fact

well-known to the Academy. Their stance,

however, is simple—they are in the business of

promoting and awarding theatrical films. Frieda

Mock, 1994 Oscar-winning director ot Maya

Lin: A Strong Clear Vision and one of the few

Academy members associated professionally

with documentary, notes that while documen-

tary awareness has expanded as more films have

been shown on cable television, she does not

fault AMPAS tor focusing on the big screen.

"The Academy is interested in the theatrical

experience," she says.

But the Academy's focus on the theatrical

experience still can't explain its members' fre-

quent inability to recognize the most interest-

ing, provocative documentary dims of the year.

For McLane, the Academy's habit ot omission

is just another opportunity tor creative think-

ing. Her tongue-in-cheek advice for attention-

hungry documentary makers.' "Don't get nomi-

nated for the Oscar", she says. "People that

don't get nominated do a much better job get-

ting publicity than people that actually do."

Cara Mertes

Cora Mertes is an independent producer/director, writer,

and teacher biised in New York City. She is the Senioi

Producer for American Originals: 100 Years of

Women and Popular Culture, produced fur Clio Inc.,

Visualizing History-

Northwest Exhibition Grant

No Grand Illusion

Over the past two years, Seattle's member-

ship-based Northwest Film Forum [www.wig-

glvworld.org] has emerged as a leading funding

and materi-

al resource

for indepen-

dent filmmak-

ers in the

Pacific North-

vest. Its focus

and primary mis-

sion has been to support the efforts ot local

filmmakers striving to create original and ambi-

tious work. With on-going seed funding from

the King County Arts Commission and other

state grants, NWFF has evolved into a multi-

faceted cinema collective that acts as produc-

tion house, consultant, exhibitor, distributor,

and general advocate of the artists and work it

serves.

Since purchasing the local Grand Illusion

Theater in January 1997 [see "Media News",

March 1997], the NWFF's vision has been

reflected in its theatrical programming. In addi-

tion to showcasing the latest films by Guy

Maddin and Werner Her:og and screening the

entire Tarkovsky canon, NWFF has premiered

locally-produced films. But unlike many art-

house exhibitors, it's going out ot its way to pro-

vide these local independents with an unprece-

dented level ot support and publicity.

What began ,is a limited exhibition grant

called the Little Theater Program has become

an ongoing exhibition package, available to

selected local filmmakers. It's a fantastic show-

casing opportunity- that includes a one- to two-

week run at the Grand Illusion (with a gala

opening party thrown in, courtesy NWFF), a

$200 promotion.il campaign, 50 posters, and a

$200 stipend plus a percentage of box-office

receipts.

Applicants to the program are reviewed by

NWFF's board and a programming committee

of active members. Completed films are select-

ed tor exhibition based on artistic merit and

technical realization. The purpose of the grant,

according to NWFF co-founder and spokesper-

son Jamie Hook, is to soften the financial blow

for filmmakers who want to get non-festival,

public exhibition for their film.

"We self-consciously view what we do as

raising the ceiling a little bit," explains Hook.

"Our theater helps a film get a critical review

on its theatrical/festival circuit so that by the

time it hits video, it can make a financial dent

in the original investment. This makes it a little

easier for [the filmmaker] to make his next

film."

A screening at the Grand Illusion Theater

can provide a film with a theatrical record,

thereby boosting its chances of being accepted
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BWt.2
or Entries

21st Denver
International
Film festival

October 8-15, 1998

Shorts • Features

Documentaries

35mm • 16mm • video

• John Cassavetes Award

• Encore People's

Choice Award

• Krzystof Kieslowski
Award for

Best European Film

Inquiries to:

Denver Film Society

1430 Larimer Square

Suite 201

Denver, CO 80202

303.595.3456

FAX 303.595.0956

dfs@denverfilm.org

www.denverfilm.org

DENVER

FILM

SOCIETY

Vancouver Film School

Full-time Programs
Film Production

Vancouver Film School's intensive, hands-on portfolio production

program is recognized throughout the world as "the filmmakers' boot

camp.'The emphasis of this program is to create well-rounded

filmmakers though the production of high quality students films. VFS

film students complete more production in one year than most 4

year programs offered in North America.

Acting for Film & Television

For people with a strong desire to perform before the camera,

Vancouver Film School offers novice, intermediate and professional

actors an opportunity to study with actors who are also trained,

experienced educators, committed to delivering the highest quality

on-camera training available anywhere.

Multimedia Production

Imagine... a fully-digital campus with millions of dollars of software,

where every computer is networked with high-speed, fibre optic

access to the Internet, where the doors are open 24 hours a day.

Learn... CD-ROM production, HTML high-end web page creation,

digital video / digital audio production, MIDI, computer animation,

graphics, text, and the business of multimedia.

VFS: Designated Avid Training Center/ Designated Protools Training

Center / Designated Digidesign Training Center / Certified

Macromedia Training Center / Certified Alias Training Center /

Certified Softimage Training Center.

Ifyou are serious about your education and a high-paying career, you

owe it to yourself to find out more about the one-year, full-time

portfolio production programs offered at Vancouver Film School: Film

Production, Acting for Film & Television, Multimedia Production, Classical

Animation, 3D Animation & Digital Effects, Advanced Digital Video

Production, Alias 3D Special Effects, Avid Training, DVD Training.

Call. Compare. Nothing does.

Call: 1-800-661-4101

\ftMX>UVER
FILM

SCHOOL

E-mail: query62@multimedia.edu

Web: http://www.multimedia.edu

Vancouver Film School

#400 - 11 68 Hamilton Street,

Vancouver, BC CANADA V6B 2S2



Grand Illusion s exhibition

into festivals that don't have a premiere -only

policy. It also exposes filmmakers to the neces-

sities of self-promotion and critical review.

Filmmaker Gregg Lachovv, whose second

feature, The Wright Brothers, premiered at the

Grand Illusion last June and whose third fea-

ture is currently in postproduction at Wiggly-

World Studios (NWFFs' production arm), says

his film benefited from the theatrical exposure

primarily by garnering positive reviews.

j] "Anything that helps, anything that tells peo-

ple 'This film should be looked at', is a good

thing," Lachow says. "Good reviews can be

added to the press kit, which you give to [fes-

tival programmers] so they'll take a closer

look."

Hook also points out that word-of-mouth

buzz from a week-long exhibition is often more

effective than that of any single festival

screening. "It's really important to have a film

come alive within the community," he says.

Seattle filmmaker Brion Rockwell, whose

first feature, Where the Air Is Cool and Dark,

came out of the Independent Feature Project

West, set his sights for exhibition on the

Grand Illusion rather than Sundance. "I

decided not to waste my time with Sundance,

taking matters into my own hands [to get] the

program includes a gala

opening party; a $200

promotional campaign.

50 posters, and a

$200 stipend, plus

a percentage of

box-office receipts.

film played," he

says, citing the

number of disap-

pointing films that

have come out of

Sundance laden

with awards and

hype.

He instead chose

to submit his film to WigglyWorld's board for

exhibition grant funds and, once accepted, it

played a week-long run last November, garner-

ing critical praise. A handful of regional screen-

ings followed as a direct result of the Seattle

screening, and now the film is poised to sell to

the Independent Film Channel, since it has

played in one of the nation's top six film mar-

kets.

An important element of the exhibition

package is the arrangement and coordination of

the press screenings, which Hook describe- as

the aspect of promotion tor which filmmakers

are often least prepared. "Filmmakers don't

often have a clue about marketing, so we're

very particular about how we do press screen-

ings," he says.

"The screening was more of completing the

circle," explains Alaska-based filmmaker

Matthew Shields. "We made a film and it had

an audience." Shield's feature Misty Isle Out

played its two-week run alongside The Wright

Brothers. "The press screening was helpful

because I was able to see how four different

people had four very different opinions (ranging

from 'pick of the week' to 'don't bother'), which

in turn reminded me to focus on the work at

hand rather than trying to figure out what is

going to make others happy."

After undergoing interior renovations early

this summer, the Grand Illusion is scheduled to

re-open in July to a summer festival of short

films. Though the grants administered by

NWFF are oriented toward feature films, post-

production and exhibition funds have also

helped over a dozen shorts to completion and

to the screen. David Russo's locally-produced

mixed-media short Eggs and Soup played with

the new Alexander Sokurov film Mother & Son

in May. The fourth feature film beneficiary of

the exhibition funds, Bill Schwartz's Emma and

Charles, is expected to screen later this year.

The Grand Illusion, 1403 50th Street NE, Seattle

W'A. 98105; (206) 523-3935

N< ielia Santos

Noelui Santos has written articles on film screening

series m the Seattle area for The Independent and the

Seattle Weekly

DARE TO COMPARE
Make a Movie - The Way

It's Really Done!

Use Professional Cast and
Crew instead of other

Students - at No Extra Cost
In Three Intensive Weeks:

ft Write your script

& Learn to budget and schedule your time and money
fr Cast professional actors in a real casting session

& Direct your film on our fully-equipped sound stage using

a professional cinematographer and crew
•> Edit and finish on our state-of-the-art digital equipment with

a professional editor

A- Walk out with a color, synch-sound broadcast quality short with

music and effects - no strings attached, no extra courses

to take and no more money to pay!!

Student director instructs professional

actors during filming of his project on

our fully equipped sound stage

Students work with professional editor on
state-of-the-art digital editing equipment

to take their film project to completion

SUMMER SPECIAL - A few spaces still available for courses in July

to the Long Island Film Festival. Accommodations can be arranged
on request. Classes are limited to ten people, so register now.

find what we're offering at the same price

or less, we will refund your tuition!

Course Tuition S3995 including all materials

Call: (800) 556-3556 or (212) 691-7791, Fax (212) 362-1318 or E-mail: mppc@pipeline.com

Visit us on the web at www.pipeline.com/-rrdirect
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Desi del Valle.

distribution manager,

and Michael Lumpkin,

executive director of

Franeline

Frameline Distribution

346 9th St., San Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 703-

8654; fax; 861-1404; frameline@aol.com; www.

frameline.org; contact: Desi del Valle, distribution

manager

What is Frameline?

Frameline is a nonprofit media arts organization that pro-

motes the visibility of lesbians and gays through the

medium of film and video. We produce the San Francisco

International Gay and Lesbian Film Festival, administer

our annual Film and Video Completion Fund, and distrib-

ute films and videos by and about lesbians, gays, bisex-

uals. and transgenders.

Who is Frameline?

Michael Lumpkin, Executive Director; Desi del Valle.

Distribution Manager; Jennifer Morris. Festival Co-

Director; and Alex MacLennan. Development Director.

How, when, and why did Frameline come into being?

In the 1970s some hippie Super 8 filmmaker homo guys

put their experimental films on a reel and showed them

in someone's garage in San Francisco. Because there

were no positive or realistic gay images in cinema at the

time, these screenings—which grew steadily in size and

eventually became the San Francisco International Gay

and Lesbian Film Festival—were one of the few places

to view this kind of film. And since the work of gathering

Photos: Holly Gold & Rink Foto

these films together for these screenings had already

been done—with many of the titles coming from all over

the country and the world— it was a logical and much

needed step to begin distributing/touring them to other

cities. Hence, the birth of Frameline's distribution activi-

ties. In 1983 Frameline officially incorporated as a formal

nonprofit organization.

Where does the money come from to fund Frameline's

activities?

Mainly from our members (27%) and from festival rev-

enues (52%). We get a little from grants—about 9%

—

and about 10% from our distribution activities. Despite

all of the past controversy with the NEA—particularly in

regards to our festival—Frameline Distribution has

received funding from the NEA for our educational distri-

bution work.

How many works are in your collection?

Approximately 200.

Unofficial motto or driving philosophy:

To distribute the undistnbutable.

The difference between Frameline and other distribu-

tors of independent work is . .

.

we're friendlier.

What types of works do you distribute?

We distribute titles by. for. and about lesbians, gays.

transgenders, and bisexuals with the only restriction

being that they are available in video. 16mm. or 35mm.

Best known titles and/or directors in the collection:

Tongues Untied, by Marlon Riggs; Out at Work, by Kelly

Anderson and Tami Gold; Gay Cuba, by Sonja de Vries;

the films of Barbara Hammer; and a curated package of

short narratives and docs entitled Boys' Shorts.

Range of production budgets of titles in your col-

lection:

From very low to very high.

How is the collection organized?

By subject matter and genre including: the gay and les-

bian movement (history, civil rights and human rights,

global perspectives); social issues (homophobia and

violence, religion, coming out. relationships, family);

health (AIDS, mental health, disability); gender and

sexuality (roles and transformations, sexuality, body

issues, s/m); race, culture, and identity (racism,

African American, Asian, Jewish, Latina/o, Native

American); women's studies (lesbians, older lesbians);

youth; and the arts (media, pop culture, biographies).

How do you define "lesbian and gay" film and

video?

With small exception the work must contain subject

matter relevant to gay and lesbian issues, which can

range from lifestyle and politics to health and world

perception.

Do you distribute the work of makers who are not

gay or lesbian self-identified?

Yes.

What would people be most surprised to learn

about Frameline Distribution?

That the head of its distribution department is a petite

Puerto Rican girl from the Bronx.

How do you decide what to add to your collection?

This is a business decision, an ideological decision, and

an issue of personal taste. Basically, we distribute

works that our staff thinks customers/viewers will

respond to. If we can't rent or sell a title, there's no

point in putting it in the collection.

Most unusual place a Frameline-distributed title

has shown:

Stop the Church screened at a church in Waco. Texas,

shortly after the infamous stand-off/bombing/siege of

the Branch Davidian compound.
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Where do you find your titles, and how should film-

makers approach you for consideration?

The majority of our titles come from submissions to our

festival. But our door is always open. We look at every-

thing sent to us at any time.

What's your basic approach to releasing a title?

It really varies from title to title. At the minimum, we

put the film in our catalog and on our Web site. At the

maximum, we devote hours on the phone persuading

programmers (broadcast and theatrical) to acquire it.

What's the general structure of a filmmaker's dis-

tribution deal with Frameline?

It's usually an exclusive 40/60 Frameline deal which

lasts five years and covers all markets in North

America. We pay our filmmakers twice a year. Our

rental rates per title range from $25 to $225. with

theatrical percentage cuts for specific deals.

Who rents and/or buys Frameline titles?

60% of our customers are colleges and universities.

The rest are libraries, museums, festivals, community

groups, and individuals. A small percentage of our rev-

enue is from theatrical and semi-theatrical, as well as

from television sales.

Cast members
from

rhocolate Babies and

ft
Stoops'

androgynous

Adam. Ml photos courtesy

Frameline

Where do Frameline titles show?

In classrooms, at festivals, on people's television sets,

in libraries. Occasionally they show theatrically in

places like the Castro and the Roxie in San Francisco,

the Dobie in Austin, and the Quad in New York.

How do people find out about your collection?

From our catalog, from festivals, from community

events, from our Web site, and through word-of-

mouth. Theatrical and semi-theatrical playdates are

usually a result of preview tapes sent out by our staff

followed up by a phone pitch.

Biggest challenge in reaching your audience:

Money.

Biggest change at Frameline in the last five years:

Leadership.

How has the AIDS epidemic affected Frameline and its

work?

We've lost people—colleagues, friends, and filmmak-

ers—which has been very sad and difficult. But AIDS has

also brought "gayness" into the mainstream and the gen-

eral public now comes to us as a source for material on

gay culture and health.

Most important issue facing Frameline today:

Cultural diversity.

If you weren't distributing films, you'd be . .

.

acting in films or unemployed.

A few words of distribution reality for filmmakers:

No matter how great your film is, people still might not

buy it.

Upcoming titles to watch for:

Chocolate Babies, an unusual dramatic feature-length

narrative by Stephen

Winter telling the fantas-

tical and chaotic story of

the lives of several

anti-heroic urban

queers of color living

with AIDS: Surviving

Friendly Fire, a

broadcast-length

documentary by Todd

Nelson focusing on

the lives of 10

homeless teenagers

as they grapple

with economic

hardship, racism.

cultural and sexu-

al identity, and

growing up on the

street; and a

new short docu-

mentary from

Daniel Baer titled Horse Dreams in Barbecue Country,

about an interracial gay couple living in rural Texas.

Distributor F.A.Q. is a column conducted by fax questionnaire

profiling a wide range of distributors of independent film and

video. If you are a distributor and want to be profiled or are a

maker and want to find out more about a particular distributor,

contact Lissa Gibbs c/o The Independent, 304 Hudson St., 6th

f I - . NY, NY 10013, or drop an e-mail to: lissa@sirius.com

Lissa Gibbs is a contributing editor to The Independent

and former Film Arts Foundation Fest director.

The art

of renting

avid rentals
MC 8000-1 000-400

pro -too I s

DVC pro-deck

excellent tech support

artone
9 2 9 -

Cutting edge
at cut rates

AVID On-line AVR-77
with 3-D Pinnacle Board

Interformat On-line

D-E n Digital Beta

Multi-format Duplication

Standards Conversion

Multimedia Production

Camera Rentals

R.G.VIDEO
72 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10016

(212)213-0426
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TALKING HEADS

I

LISA CHOLODENKO
HIGH ART

by Lawrence Ferber

Jeremiah Bosgang's

autobiographical Good Money cinematically

recounts the tale of a successful TV network

executive who ditched his comfortable L.A. life

for the dream: existence on the other side of

pitch meetings, creativity' and, God willing,

writing for Saturday Night Live. Bosgang's leg-

end was considered unusual enough to win him

an appearance on Oprah, but Lisa

Cholodenko's story isn't too far removed. The

raised-in-Encino daughter of a graphic design-

er and elementary school principal lucked into

a position at the American Film Institute,

which led to an interest in editing and eventu-

ally to assistant editor gigs on studio features,

including Boyz n the Hood and To Die For.

It's here that life #1 ends. Instead of settling

into a potentially comiortable and lucrative

career as studio editor, Cholodenko skipped

coasts for Columbia University, determined to

be an auteur herself.

"It was frightening to take on a bunch of

debt to go to film school and move to New York

and bag thi> thing," says the 33-year-old direc-

tor. And now? "I feel like, hey, I showed them."

Cholodenko laughs, then continues soberly.

"Even though, you know what? I'm still penni-

less. 1 was better off in 1992 working as an

assistant editor."

Then Cholodenko quickly volunteers, "I

actually just signed with an agent I feel good

about, Bart Walker at ICM. I think we're going

to end up setting up some sort of situation

where I can get paid to write the next-script."

She hardly regrets her decision to

go to film school. "For me it was a

great idea. It gave me a lot of confi-

dence. I hooked in with a [screen-

writing] professor there, Brendan

Ward—a great guy, really idiosyn-

cratic—who I worked with for three

years... About directing, that's the

sort of thing you learn by doing,

and that's what film school gives

you the opportunity to do. I proba-

bly worked on twenty projects." To

boot, Cholodenko found herself

under Milos Forman's wholly

encouraging mentorship. "I

respect him a lot, so I thought

that was a good sign. I don't

think he'd be telling me to waste

my money if he thought [High

Art's script] was schlock. It was

a good kick in the pants."

Though Cholodenko crafted

two shorts of merit, Souvenir

and dinner party. High Art marks her feature

debut. Snagged by October Films at Sundance,

High Art graces screens beginning this month.

The lesbian love story involves Syd (Radha

Mitchell), an assistant editor at Frames photog-

raphy magazine, who lives a settled life with

her boyfriend (Gabriel Mann) until meeting

upstairs neighbor Lucy (an astoundingly

grown-up Ally Sheedy). A prematurely retired

photographer of renowned brilliance, Lucy is

shacked up with her girlfriend Greta (the

priceless Patricia Clarkson), a former

Fassbinder crony and heroin addict. As the

neighbors' friendship deepens, Lucy opens

many doors for Syd—sexually, careerwise, and

escapist. Inspired in part by Cholodenko's own

introduction to New York's "heroin chic" scene

in 1992, the story initially revolved around

Syd's near-ruthless careerism, yet eventually

matured into a complex and compassionate

character study (which netted the 1998

Sundance Festival's screenwriting award).

Cholodenko's script is not High Art's sole

impressive element. There's also its lustrous,

pastel sheen—a polished look that belies low

budgets and suggests skilled hands all round.

Cholodenko praises director of photography

Tami Reiker, whose glowing, silky work calls

to mind DP Ellen Kuras. "A lot of the budget

went to getting her the equipment she want-

ed," recalls Cholodenko. "We did something

called flashing the film, which is to expose it

one or two percent prior to shooting, which

added a little bit of that blown-out

Cassavetes look. We let coverage go in lieu of

getting the right lighting conditions."

The film also boasts rising producer Dolly

Hall among its three producers. Hall's The

Incredibly True Adventure of Two Girls in Love

ranks as Fine Line's highest grossing film of

1995, and its director, Maria Maggenti, was

one of the links between Hall and

Cholodenko, whose neighbor, Alex Sichel,

directed Hall's All Over Me. Hall became

serious about making High Art circa 1996,

playing a heavy role in supervising the script's

drafts and in casting. Jeff Levy-Hinte and

Susan Stover also played not-to-be-underes-

timated roles as Cholodenko's producers.

Thanks to their combined efforts, a crack

crew (heavily female) was assembled. And

the rest is history.

With High Art falling under the category

of "lesbian film," sexuality comes up.

Cholodenko is openly gay, but has mixed feel-

ings about being considered part of the "New

Queer Cinema" movement.

"I think there are always going to be gay

characters and themes in my work. [But] I

don't want to be in a ghetto; it's time for us to

transcend those borders," she says. "This

New Queer Cinema thing was very specific

and very important in a moment, [but] I'm

not sure it's all that relevant now.

"I would really like to establish my own

voice. I feel pretty passionate about writing. I

guess the writer/director thing appeals to me,

and we'll see how it goes and how long it

takes me to crank these things out, since

that's part of it too. It took me three years to

get through High Art."

But some would say that time produces

the finest wines.

High Art opens in theaters this month, and kicks

off the tenth anniversary of the New York Lesbian

and Gay Film Festival on June 4.

Lawrence Ferber is the selection coordinator for

North Carolina's Gay and Lesbian Film Festival, and

a filmmaker in his own nght with a recent short.

Insipidly So.
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QUENTIN LEE & JUSTIN LIN

SHOPPING FOR FANGS
by Holly Willis

"One of the problems

with the nineties is that

we tend to see things in

black and white, or in

boxes, and I think a tun

thing to do is to really

put these ideas into

play," says 27-year-old

Quentin Lee, who

does put things—sex-

uality, identity, and

film genres, to name

three—into play in

his feature debut,

Shopping for Fangs,

which he co-wrote

and co-directed

with fellow UCLA
film student 26-year-

old Justin Lin. "A lot of previous Asian-

American stuff has been didactic," continues

Lee, "and what we wanted to do with this

project was something that would touch on

certain themes, but liberate them."

Lee and Lin's psychological thriller accom-

plishes this liberation, but in unexpected and

provocative ways. The project was ambitious

from the beginning—as film students, nei-

ther had made a Him longer than 30 minutes,

and their premise, which was to combine sep-

arate stories, written autonomously, into a

single, unified script, seems anathema to

every screenwriting rule pushing tor narrative

cohesion. "When we first started, there

weren't many parameters," explains Lin.

"When I did my first draft, it was a free-for-

all, and the tone was a lot more outrageous.

Then we revised to make the stories mesh."

The pair continued this back-and-forth revi-

sionism through production and into editing,

shuffling sequences until the film felt right.

Lin's story is about a young man who fears

he's becoming a werewolf. Lee's story

revolves around a quirky blonde waitress who

spends her off hours trying to arrange a

romantic meeting with a lonely housewife.

Initially, the stories seem utterly distinct, but

as the film bounces along from character to

character, larger themes emerge and, as Lee

says, they get put into play. Indeed, rather

than chronicling the dilemmas faced by young

Asian Americans in a didactic or heartfelt

story, Lin and Lee have opted for metaphors,

chaos, and a wacky pastiche of formal styles

which meld into a high-energy, cacophonous,

and, in the end, coherent film about identity,

but identity as fluid, playful,

+4?'

-"r/ters/directors
of Sh°PP»i for F3ngs courtes

y filmmakers

troubled, and, at tunes, take.

Part ot the success "t Shopping /or Fangs

stem- from the pair's complementary attributes.

"I'm a theory-head," says Lee, "and tor me,

because ot my background, I'm very aware ot

symbols and metaphors. I think Justin is much

more visceral and tends to write straight from

the heart." Lee and Lin's different filmmaking

interests also helped the film's production. Lee

likes editing. "You have almost total control,"

he explains, "and everything is there and you

can play around." Lee, Lin, and editor Sean Yen

cut the film in five weeks working together on

a low-end Avid. "We edited 24 hours a day to

maximize the rental," says Lin.

Lee also seems to have some business savvy,

and this helped him raise the S 100,000 needed

to get the film in the can; $35,000 ot this came

through a Canadian Council grant—Lee has

been a Canadian citizen since 1986, when his

family immigrated to Montreal from Hong

Kong—and the rest was raised by Lee from fam-

ily friends in Hong Kong.

Lee's business acumen has also contributed

to the formation of Margin Films, a distribution

company he founded when offers for Shopping

for Fangs didn't match his expectations. "If

Shopping for Fangs had been made with a

Caucasian cast, it might have been sold to a

distributor," explains Lee. "But we made a very

conscious decision to make it Asian-American.

This cultural specificity complicates things, like

distribution, but it also makes it more interest-

ing."

In addition to releasing his own film, Lee has

picked up tour other features which he

describes as "culturally challenging commercial

entertainment that celebrates the diversity and

differences in the world." These

include Hong Kong director

Yontan's Bugis Street, which Lee

says had some trouble due to

larger competing films when it

was released in November of

1997, and K.L. Kam, Jan Lamb,

and Eric Kot's Four Faces oj Eve,

which was produced by and stars

Hong Kong actress Sandra N'g and

which was shot by Wong Kar-Wai's

cinematographer, Chris Doyle. Four

Faces oj live opened to strong

reviews in early March.

While Lee is the wheeling and

dealing producer editor distributor,

Lin is much more ot a filmmaker's

filmmaker with a passion tor lenses,

set-ups, and complicated camera

moves. He spent a great deal ot time dur-

ing the shoot orchestrating shots with DP Lisa

Wiegand, and a couple ot the film's nicest

sequences are a result ot his attentive care.

Credit should also go to Wiegand, who was able

to mix and match disparate visual styles tor var-

ious characters, and who tackled a schedule of

more than 20 locations on the 18-day shoot.

"We were just nuts," she siv^ frankly. "We often

only had a location for a couple of hours, and

many times we didn't have permits. We'd get in

very quickly, throw up a couple ot lights and

work until people started freaking out, and

then we'd finish and run out." Wiegand, who

was using an Arri BL4, often with 1,000 foot

rolls ot stock and a mattebox which together

made the camera weigh more than 45 pounds,

shot many sequences handheld, and this gives

the film most ot its kinetic energy.

Lee and Lin are already working on new pro-

jects and with their talent and energy, promise

to reinvigorate the independent scene via

hvbndiry and play and an attention to charac-

ters and viewers neglected by more mainstream

indie tare.

Margin Films, 840 South Serrano Ave., #608,

L.A., CA 90005; (213) 382-8022; fax: 382-

5589; uww.margmfilms.com

Holly Willis is the West Coast editoi

oj Filmmaker magazine.
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We are a facility specializing in picture

and audio post for projects finished on

film. We offer full audio services; sound

design, foley, ADR and mixing. Film
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digital non linear systems and full
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information.
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JOEL MEYEROWITZ
POP

went driving with him, and he was chatter-

ing non-stop," Meyerowitz recalls. "In the

middle of one of these rambles, he says, 'The

trouble with me is, I never get to the point

where I get to the point.' It was such

by Andrea Meyer

Gorgeous slo-mo shots of the road Dis-

solve one into the next. Then two documentary

makers and their subject kiss a woman good-

bye— their mother, grandmother, and wife

respectively—before hitting the road. So begins

Pop, a film that fine art photographer Joel

Meyerowitz made with his cinematographer

son, Sasha, about Hy, his 87-year-old father

with Alzheimer's Disease. The film documents

their road trip from Hy's home in Florida to his

birthplace, New York City. Finally acknowledg-

ing his father's illness after years of joking about

Pop's increasing forgetfulness, Meyerowitz felt a

need to preserve his father's lite and gifts betore

the memories were gone. "You want to collect

some of their data, because it's going to be what

you hold onto when they're gone," he says.

Meyerowitz felt that still photography "would

show the pathos ot it, but I don't see my father

as a pathetic figure. I see him as a heroic figure,

and only film could show you that."

With over 120 exhibitions and 12 photo

books to his credit, Meyerowitz, 60, is a

renowned photographer. He's also a devoted

cinephile who often dreamt of making a film,

but never had the right occasion until a partic-

ular visit with his father three years ago. "We

an observation on his part of

his inability7 to manage his thoughts, that I

remember sitting in the car saying, 'I'm going

to make a film about him.'
"

Asking Sasha to share DP responsibilities

was completely natural. Sasha, 29, works as a

cameraman and recently started his own

production company, Mirror Films, in

Boulder, Colorado. They work well together,

as Sasha assisted his father for years on his

commercial photography shoots. Sasha

developed a good eye as well as the impulse

to shoot, though he once grappled with "this

huge grasping thing about needing to photo-

graph things." Whether it was a neurosis

arising from life with a photographer father

or just his genes, Sasha felt compelled to cap-

ture everything he appreciated visually.

"Then there was a point when I realized I

didn't actually have to, and that was a break-

through in terms of the received tradition. I

started to appreciate taking pictures much

more after I realized I didn't have to."

Joel, on the other hand, carries his camera

at all times. He feels the world offers gifts,

and a photographer should be prepared to

accept them. "It you don't have a camera

with you, and something does happen, you

say, 'It only I had my camera!'
"

This understanding of the unexpected

helped Meyerowitz when making a personal
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diary-cum-road-trip film. "Go on a trip, what

happens next? You're driving along, you stop,

you get out of the car, something happens. It's

just as unexpected and unpredictable as he is."

At times Hy is totally lucid, talking enthusiasti-

cally about his past—his Russian immigrant

father, his time as a Golden Gloves boxer, his

admiration for Charlie Chaplin. He speaks lyri-

cally about his suffering, the incoherently jug-

gled words coming out like poetry, and then his

mind wanders, the words lose meaning, their

track becomes impossible to follow. Meyerowitz

says, "It was important to let the film have its

own narrative structure, and if it's confusing at

times, that's okay. That's what it is like to be

with him."

Pop was shot on Beta SP instead of film to

preserve the intimacy of the project. Sasha

explains, "We would have needed a sound per-

son. We would have had to reload. We would-

n't have been able to squeeze by on some of the

lighting situations." Though initially biased

against video, viewing the most recent cut has

convinced Sasha that video can be visually

pleasing, if sometimes uneven or underexposed,

and its practicality can't be beat. "There's

something very rugged in just going tor it and

not worrying about technical or aesthetic con-

cerns."

The resulting film is a son's paean to the

father who taught him to pay attention to the

world around him. In one scene, Meyerowitz

says, "I know that's why I take pictures now,

because you pointed things out to me as a kid."

After editing tor six months with accomplished

editor Mona Davis (The Perfect {'undulate, The

Farm), he has begun to treasure the image of his

father on screen, while his father declines m
real lite. "In some ways it's replaced the actual

being with him. When I go [to his nursing

home], I can't get him to respond. I would

sometimes dread leaving the editing room

where he was so alive."

Making Pop has whetted Meyerowitz's

appetite to make movies. He appreciates not

only the collaborative aspect, which contrasts

with the solitary nature of his metier, but also

"the sheer richness of sound and movement

and time" in filmmaking. He confesses in

almost a whisper, "I tell you, if I was starting out

all over, I'd make films."

Joel Meyerowitz Photography, 817 West End

Ave., New York, NY 10025; (212) 666-6505;

fax: 666-7103.

Andrea Meyer is a freelance writer and producer in

New York City
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IN FOCUS

I

An Introduction to the Digital Video World

by Rob Rownd
Relax. No, really, relax. I know you're

afraid. I was, too, and this is my job. Take a

deep breath. Have an artificially flavored decaf.

Hell, take some personal time. But then come

back, make some real coffee, bite the bullet,

and read this article. Digital video is enough of

an improvement over analog that it's worth

putting in some time to understand its funda-

mental concepts and emerging standards.

This is the first in a series of articles tracking

the digital journey from script to screen. It is a

basic primer on how digital video works rather

than a review of any specific tools or methods.

The concepts and terms discussed below apply

to the various proprietary hardware and soft-

ware packages made by Adobe, Apple, Avid,

Intel, Cannon, Microsoft, Media IOC, Sony,

and others. While it's easy to tell different cars

apart by look and feel, Buicks, Mercedes, and

Yugos all use piston engines that run on gaso-

line. What follows is a description of the fuel

flowing through the engines found under the

hoods of various digital video systems. Of

course, you can always just sit in the back seat

and pay someone to drive. But you'll have

more control over the journey it you not only

learn how to drive, but also how to pop the

hood and check the fluids.

The Analog Global Village

and its Subdivisions

The main reason digital video formats are

already such a vast improvement over analog

tape systems is that they represent a chance to

throw out 60-year-old standards and start over

Our current NTSC system is based on and lim-

ited by technological breakthroughs made in

the 1930s. While much has changed since

FDR was tirst beamed into living rooms, the

differences between the signal displayed on a

fuzzy 9-inch black-and-white oval screen and a

crystal clear 27-inch color Trinitron have to do

with refine-

ments in re-

cording, trans-

mission, and

reception, not

the actual sig-

nal itself.

The two

major broad-

casts formats

are PAL and

NTSC. North

America,
Japan, and

most of South

America uses

electricity that

courses at 60

cycles per sec-

ond. NTSC
video gear uses

that pulse as a

reference to

time its signal

to roughly 30

frames per sec-

ond. Asia, Europe, and the Middle East use 50

cycles per second. PAL gear uses that pulse to

time video at 25fps. The French, being French,

have an alternative 25tps system called

SECAM. which is in use throughout their for-

mer colonial empire. All three are incompati-

ble. They process and present their images in

slightly different ways. It you look at them --ide

by side, whichever system you're used to looks

correct and the others look slightly odd. Still,

you can dub master tapes from one to another

without any more generational loss than in a

dub made within a given format.

Videosyncratic NTSC

Hard as it is to fathom during an evening of

channel surfing, there was a time when televi-

sion was seen as a vital tool in the democratic

process and a cornerstone to our way of lite.

Such a bulwark against godless Communism

had to be equally accessible to every man,

woman, and child in our great nation. Just as

the width of railway lines was standardized to

allow trains to move from one part of the

country to another, the signal carrying audio-

visual information was locked into a one-volt

peak-to-peak signal in the form of a sine wave

that could be understood by any television set

in North America.

When color broadcasting was introduced

in the 1950s, it had to be retrofitted to the

existing signal to avoid making black-and-

white sets obsolete. The solution of wrapping

the color information around the black-and-

white signal (which was then used tor con-

trast and brightness) was worthy of Rube

Goldberg. Commonly referred to as the

NTSC Corkscrew, the color information

twirls around the original black-and-white
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picture information like the hypnotist's spiral.

Because it was moving in two directions at

once, this shifting color information was not

stable. This and the degraded brightness and

contrast information it surrounds are the pri-

mary reasons that your television is nowhere

near as sharp as a basic computer monitor.

The last phase of tool innovation in the ana-

log era involved developing ways to keep the

elements of picture information separate as

long as possible in order to preserve the highest

quality image. Introduced in the late 1970s, the

current professional standard Betacam SP for-

mat records a three-part component signal that

is quite stable and consistent. However, only at

the tail end of the analog era were high- end

(and expensive) switchers able to process or

manipulate this information without recombin-

ing it into a composite signal. Even so, once the

signal is broadcast or dubbed down to a con-

sumer format, the rules and limitations of low-

est common denominator come back into play,

and picture quality degrades.

From Box to Box to Box

Digital imaging gear is replacing the analog and

mechanical production chain in discrete

chunks, rather than across-the-board. Piece by

piece, the imaging process is going fully digital.

The trick now is translating analog signals to

digital and then keeping that data in a form

readable by different machines and software

packages. This necessitates a new group of

common standards. People are just beginning to

follow Avid's lead and work within Open

Media Format Interchange (OMF) for digital

video, audio, special effects, and animation.

Media created or altered outside this standard

can be translated to and from OMF in the same

way an NTSC master can be dubbed to PAL

release copies. Now that the latest version of

Apple's Quicktime Codec (V 3.0) both adheres

to OMF standards and is compatible with

Wintel and Mac, it's a safe bet that OMF will

become a universal standard in the near future.

Digital imaging gear is

replacing the analog

and mechanical

production chain in

discrete chunks, rather

than across-the-board.
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Digital'Analog-Digital-Analog

(enough already)

Digital pre- and postproduction systems are

currently much more common than digital

acquisition systems (camera and decks). But

most projects begin digitally in word processors

(scripts and contracts) and spreadsheets (bud-

gets, schedules). They become analog during

production, with footage either captured on

analog tape, or on film and then transferred to

analog tape. Then they are posted in the digital

realm before being conformed and printed back

to analog tape or good old film for distribution.

Once picture and sound are digitized,

they're locked into a stable batch of ones and

zeros that will only change if you choose to

change them. However, because image quality

can be preserved but not

vastly improved, the choice

of capture and input system

is the first limitation on the

quality of the final image.

The second is the amount

of data or bandwidth you

use to digitize an image.

Bandwidth is the mea-

sure of the amount of infor-

mation being transmitted

or processed at a given

point in time. The larger

the slice of digital informa-

tion you can simultaneous-

ly process, the better the

picture quality. However,

larger slices require faster

processors, more internal

RAM, and larger hard dri-

ves for storage. Harry,

Henry, Flame, and other

high-end work stations

work in nearly real time

without compressing or

combining a split NTSC
signal. Someday, probably sooner than you

think, we'll all own something like that and not

give it any more thought than we do our cur-

rent PCs. This year saw the introduction of the

first PC-based system capable of swallowing

enough picture information to produce a half-

hour's worth of non-compressed broadcast

quality programming. Currently priced around

$100,000, a similar machine will cost 80 per-

cent less in five years. This year also saw the

first software packages designed to do the same

thing on the Mac. Their four-figure price tags

will also drop.

And . . . Squeeze

For now, however, the solution to making

digital image manipulation affordable lies in

working with variable rates of compression.

Compression means squeezing the slice of

information being processed into a manage-

able size. Keeping an image at broadcast

quality requires over 300kb of information

for each frame of video. At 30 frames per

second (actually 29.97, but I'm simplifying

the math), this means you can save about

three to three-and-a-half minutes' worth of

footage on each gigabite of storage. Dropping

the image quality to VHS level requires

about 80kbpf and allows you to store about

1 1 minutes of picture per gigabite. Needless

to say, you rough-cut at a high compression

rate in order to work

with a lot of footage.

Then you go back

and redigitize at a

low compression

rate to fine-cut the

piece. (Audio files

are already so small

that it is possible to

work with CD-qual-

ity audio all the

time.)

How you compress

an image is as impor-

tant at how much

pressure you apply.

Compression of

moving images is

accomplished
according to two

methods: MPEG
and JPEG. JPEG was

originally designed

as a standard file for-

mat for programs

that work with still

images, such as

Photoshop. It treats each and every frame in

a sequence as unique and compresses the

frames as a series of stills. All of the picture

information for each individual frame is

recorded.

MPEG is a more efficient form of com-

pression that treats multiple frames as a

related sequence and only records changes in

picture information that occur from frame to

frame. This is a very economical way to store

picture information, and it requires little

bandwidth to playback. The drawback to

this narrow signal is that you need to have

This year saw the

introduction of the first

PC-based system capable

of swallowing enough

picture information to

produce a half-hour's worth

of non-compressed

broadcast-quality

programming. Currently

priced around $100,000, a

similar machine will cost

80% less in five years.
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access to picture information recorded in the

first frame for the entire duration of the clip.

This means that you can't edit or excerpt a

part of the sequence without making it

unreadable.

A JPEG compression of the same scene

would create a much larger file. However,

because all of its frames can stand alone, it is

possible to slice and dice a JPEG compression

file anyway you like. All editing and composit-

ing software use JPEG compression to give

their users control over frames as individual

elements. The best video streaming soft-

ware—the stuff used to master CD-Roms or

prepare footage for the web—now use some

form of MPEG because in those situations size

does matter.

An excellent example of different compres-

sion rates and image qualities can be found on

Apple's new Quicktime page [www.apple.

com/quicktime]. In the example section, the

second downloadable file, the recently devel-

oped MPEG-2, looks pretty good until you

look at the noncompressed DV file that fol-

lows it. The difference in download times

between the two is due to the greater band-

width and file size of the noncompressed file.

Also remember that you're looking at footage

that originated on 16mm film and was trans-

ferred to tape on a noncompressing system. It

you originate your project in a video format

with lower resolution, the differences between

the final products will be less drastic.

Until digital broadcasting completely

replaces the current analog system some time

early next century, the end product of our pro-

duction chain will be constrained by the limi-

tations of NTSC delivery methods. Since this

is going to be the most expensive and compli-

cated link to replace, it will be the last thing to

go. All of that is beyond our control, so the

best place to focus your mediamaking dollars

is still in preproduction and acquisition.

Postproduction gear is just going to get better,

cheaper, easier, and faster. But this process will

be limited by the quality of the material

brought to it. Just as before, well lit, well

blocked, and well timed footage will give you

and your editor more to work with.

Rob Round is the president of On Set Digital, execu-

tive director of Filmbureau 606, and a principal in

Changing Black Maria.
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iiwM&wjmjKi
by James E. Ryan

On set with (I. to r.) James Ryan, Martin Linss, Maria

Caivaruso, Joelle Carter, and Peter Friedman.

Courtesy J. Ryan

The Oak Room. Plaza Hotel. A
prospective investor, a youthful

looking owner of a software company, sits

across from me with his gracious wife and

pretty 14-year-old daughter. With a $150

tab for lunch at the Gotham Bar and Grill,

a private screening of my five-minute test, four long cab

rides, and now eight-dollar drinks, I am over budget.

The investor and his wife, both raised on a farm, are sincere and

reserved. I've shared my passion for four hours and they've politely

avoided the subject of how much money they may put into my feature-

length film. I cannot ask the Big Question. I am a 39 year-old screen-

writer who wants to cross over into directing, not a salesman.

"By the way, before we go any further we'd like to let you know..." A
pause. His eyebrows lock into a V. "We want to do this."

"Really, that's wonderful!" I carefully ask, "How much are you in

for?"

"The whole thing. If that's okay with you," he looks even more seri-

What they told me was scary.

Many had taken the various

immersion courses offered in

New York and felt they had

merely a so-so experience;

some even felt ripped off.

ous.

"The whole thing?"

"Yeah."

"That's great! Wonderful!"

"Oh, good. So. This'll be fun."

He grins at his wife. She smiles

back. I order us another round.

TO TEST OR NOT TO TEST.7

I secured the entire financing for my film from one person the first

time we ever met. Divine intervention of the film gods aside, what

sealed this tale of one-stop-shopping? Without a doubt, the tive-

minute test I made of my feature.

My investor never read the screenplay. He reviewed my business

proposal, which included a synopsis of the story, my resume, and a New

York Times review of my play, produced last year Off Broadway, from

which I adapted the screenplay.

The budget I proposed was very modest; every nickel would be on
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the screen. This caught his eye. He could lose all his money; I could

lose two years of my time and seriously derail my career. It made for a

level playing field, and, as a successful businessman, he needed to see

that before considering a partnership.

The only other thing my investor ever reviewed before he made his

decision was mv five-minute test.

When my investor and his wife saw

it on a computer screen, number

coded and pixilated, digitized tor a

D-Vision edit, they laughed four

times. I counted. It was magic really,

a dark editing room, an advanced rough cut, mv editor, assistant direc-

tor, casting director present, and my investor, who wanted to be part of

it.

I was told, months before, by two highly regarded directors ot pho-

tography that making a test was the worst thing I could do to raise

money. According to them, the failure rate was extremely high.

I could see their point. A test concretizes the characters and story

and inevitably violates an investor's imagination. The leading man is

not as handsome as they had conceived from the synopsis or script, the

set not mauve enough. Also, especially it the investor is from outside

the industry, she will probably expect lots of production value. What is

going to be her response to a short where the color hasn't been bal-

anced or the sound cleaned up, and the set is courtesy of your local flea

market.'

The shoals are indeed perilous. But what other choice does one

have? Unless your investor is your rich uncle, they will want to see

something before writing a check. And it one can't make a presentable

test, isn't that a red flag that the feature probably won't hold up either.'

ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES

As I gave it more thought, I became aware that my priorities tor doing

a test were upside down. Which was of more value, more lasting:

attracting an investor or learning what I needed to know to be a com-

petent film director.' What good is all the money in the world if you

don't know how to properly use it.'

Things evolved. I decided my first goal was to get my sea legs as a

film director. I had knowledge of what it took to be a film director, but

little experience.

Second, I decided it would be a great way to test or establish a work-

ing relationship with other artists and production statt. You heard great

things about that DR but after a week of preproduction, a hellish day

on the set, and a screening of the dailies, will you still have the same

opinion?

Third, it's an excellent opportunity to test your choice of actors for

your feature. Is what you thought was there in the audition really there

after the final edit?

Fourth, it would be a way to experiment with the visual styles I envi-

sioned. Do the choices work? Can they be integrated organically into

the feature?

Fifth, it can be a calling card—something to submit to a producer

without embarrassment. And finally, it may attract an investor.

Now, how to accomplish these goals. There seemed to be only two

choices. I could make the test myself, which meant I would have to

build my own organization from scratch, a daunting task to say the

least. Or I could do what is most expedient: find an organization with

everything in place—an immersion course.

I've been in the film business as a screenwriter for many years. I

worked professionally as an actor in films, directed theater, wrote for

television. A tour-year film school would be costly, repetitive, and

humiliating. I went to friends and colleagues whose opinions I respect-

ed and asked for their advice: editors, soundmen, production man-

agers, actors, theater directors, and producers, who, like me, wanted to

cross over.

What they told me was scary. To be brief, many had taken the vari-

ous immersion courses offered in New York and felt they had merely a

so-so experience; some even felt ripped ott.

I examined many courses myself. At best, most ottered an opportu-

nity to produce a short with non-sync sound (no dialogue, only

voiceover or music). Not one was designed to give me what I wanted

and telt I deserved at this point in my career—a professional crew.

Jerry Sherlock, a representative at the New York Film Academy, told

me, "It's possible to provide a professional DP tor your shoot, but it'll

cost you anywhere from a $100 day to $10,000 a week." That was on

top ot a cost ot "about $10,000, depending on what you do," according

to Sherlock, who advised me to take the Advanced Course, the only

way to achieve my goal of a sync-sound color film of seven to 10 min-

utes. The cost of this course broke down to $5,000 tor tuition, $1,000

tor equipment rental, $5,500 tor film and processing, which Sherlock

said, "will probably be more than that." The crew would be my class-

mates, the course would last eight weeks. Half ot that time would be in

class, the other halt making mv short. The average day was 10 hours.

As I pushed tor more details, the design ot the course seemed more

vague, which Sherlock explained was because "we are very flexible

here". At the end I would have a "working print, not an answer print".

None ot the course- I reviewed ottered a secured location. Which

meant we would have to shoot on the street, in a rented space (extra

expense), or do it at my place and have a crew destroy my apartment.

Clearly, a test was going to be expensive—as much as the cost of

tuition tor a year at the average film school.

Enter Ralph Toporoff and his newly formed course called Motion

Picture Pro. Toporott, an energetic and loquacious fifty-something,

could pass as Peter MacNichol's older brother, a meaningful coinci-

dence, since he directed MacNichol in American Blue Note, an inde-

pendent feature that was a critical and financial success. Toporoff

began his career 30 years ago by having the nerve to interview the head

of the Mafia in Sicily as a reportage photographer tor Look magazine.

He moved into directing commercials, then features, and finally teach-

ing at Vassar and the School of Visual Arts.

"I genuinely began to feel that people going to film school were get-

ting the short end of the stick. I had so many students who, after tour

years ot study, could not go out and just make the movie. I was feeling

that I was not doing all that could be done. My education came from

working in the business. Three days on the set was worth a year in any

film school," Toporoff says.

Toporoff promised the following: a professional DP (you can choose

from a roster of six); a sound stage complete with modular sets that can

be redesigned and dressed; a professional crew (sound person, 1st assis-

tant camera person, electrician and grip); a professional editor; a D-
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Unless your investor is your

rich uncle, they will want

to see something before

writing a check.

Vision edit in a sep-

arate editing suite;

finally, he would

serve as your assis-

tant director and

be on the set for

the entire shoot. The result is a sync-sound

color film, seven minutes or less, on Beta SP

tape, as well as one copy on VHS. He sug-

gested a final film print should be made (at

extra cost) only if there were a demand for it

(i.e., a festival). All this for only $4,000, no

hidden costs; the commitment was two

weeks of 10-hour days.

TAKING THE DIVE

Toporoff's word-of-mouth and results (I

reviewed his students' films) were excellent,

so I bit. My class, including myself, totaled

three students.

Two resched-

uled at the last

minute, which

meant I was

Toporoff's only

student, which

was very lucky.

So how did it

go?

The anecdotal insanity of a film set has

been told many times, most recently (and

wonderfully) in Living in Oblivion. Let me

summarize the substantive lessons I learned.

The actors in my piece were excellent.

One, a leading Broadway actor with whom I

had a working relationship for over a decade,

was testing for the lead in my feature. What I

painfully came to realize is that I would have

to recast him. Why? The youthfulness I saw

on stage, the edge, was not there on film.

Why would such a brilliant stage actor lose so

much power on the screen? Very simply, he

was brought down by the demands of the

photograph and the genre I was exploring

—

situation/romantic comedy. Sergei Eisenstein

was right: film acting is more physiognomy

than psychology. The romantic comedy asks

that the leading actors be beautiful. I wanted

to see it I could break that rule. I learned I

could, but at the expense of romance. My

lead actor was extremely generous. "Look,

I've been in this business a long time. I know

what it's about," he

said, insisting that

our working rela-

tionship was the

most important

thing to preserve.

Second, I was warned that my script had

"a lot of verbiage." It seems I had a slight

"talking head" problem. As a playwright I

resisted all attempts by my instructors to cut

my dialogue. I had seen it work on stage and

hold an audience. Still, I was nervous. Would

it, like our brilliant stage actor, be diminished

by the demands of film?

What I discovered was, as Sidney Lumet

wrote in Making Movies, that "dialogue is not

uncinematic." Our success had also to do

with the genre. Situation/romantic comedy

generally has very talky characters.

Finally, the visual styles we experimented

with were, with some adjustments, excellent

and the absolute right direction to take with

the feature.

At the end, could it be said I was ready to

direct a feature because of two weeks of work

on a seven-minute film? No, clearly not. I

could, however, do it because of the years of

work as an actor, playwright, screenwriter,

and stage director. The immersion course

helped me to synthesize all that training and

professional experience, and, least impor-

tantly, to get the money.

FLASHBACK

My investor arrived to look at the final

product. We sit in the dark editing suite,

viewing the test. He says, "Tell me, what

should I really trust about all of this?"

"Trust your heart. If you feel passionate

about this, then do it," I said.

Poker faced, a math and science major in

college, he nodded, politely. I cringed. Was

my response too mushy and vague? No. It

was truthful. Why is it shameful to not be

ironic in these postmodern times?

The most important thing about a test is

this.: do it. There is nothing to lose except

your bad ideas.

James E. Ryan is a playwigjht, screenwriter, teacher.

and, now, director.
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Independent
Video
from
Hong Kong
and
Mainland
China

by Deirdre Boyle

July 1, 1997 marked the end of an epoch as Great Britain

relinquished its colonial outpost in Hong Kong to the People's

Republic of China. As I watched the ceremonies on television at

home and observed the mournful Prince of Wales officiating at the

demise of the British Empire, I never dreamed that the further

unraveling of imperial Britain would be splashed across TV tubes,

magazine covers, and newspaper front pages before the summer

ended. As new Special Autonomous Region (SAR) flags were

unfurled, people around the world wondered would Hong Kong be

transformed overnight into Beijing's fiefdom, or would it remain a

financial powerhouse and the West's entree to China?

My thoughts at the time were rather more personal: I was won-

dering what the future would hold for my Hong Kong students who

had opted to return home. Distinct among the many people I have

taught from 35 foreign countries, the Hong Kong students were a

breed apart: talented, ambitious, determined, and driven, they

devoured every opportunity in a high-speed quest to master tech-

nological tools and incorporate Western aesthetics and traditions.

Astounded by their fervor, I wondered if their urgent energy was

related to the approaching handover and, more importantly, wor-

ried what would happen to them once mainland China ruled.

When all but one returned to Hong Kong to help build an inde-

pendent media infrastructure, I decided to satisfy my curiosity by

seeing for myself what the future held for Jimmy Choi, Lo Wai Lik,

May Fung, and Chow Wing Keung.

Life in Hong Kong had returned to normal by the time I

arrived in mid-July, if a frantic state of money-making activity is

what is normal in Hong Kong. Jimmy Choi and Chow Wing Keung

met me at the airport and took me to Wai Lik's new apartment,

where I would stay during my two-month visit. Wai Lik and I had

become friends during his seven years in New York studying for an

M.A. in media studies and Ph.D. in theater. An actor, director,

playwright, poet, and teacher of film, Wai Lik had gotten engaged

on June 30th to a popular television actress who had been his lead-

ing lady in a Chekhov play. She was off shooting a TV series in

Malaysia while he remained in Hong Kong directing his adaptation

of Brecht's Mother Courage and reviewing page-proofs for his latest
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book of poetry. After some years of peripatetic teaching as an adjunct

at several local universities, he finally had been appointed Assistant

Professor at Hong Kong Baptist College and would -tart teaching film

and media studies courses in the fall. During those sweltering summer

months 1 staved in his apartment in Kowloon, we saw each other infre-

quently due to the relentless pressures ot his busy lite. I came to think

of Wai Lik's life with all its upheaval, stresses, creative activity, and

promising new beginnings as a mirror tor Hong Kong's own busy state

ot transition.

Thanks to an Asian Cultural Council grant, I

was in Hong Kong to study the local media scene,

lecture on video art and activism, and present a

series ot documentaries at the Hong Kong Arts

Centre. The HKAC would be my base of opera-

tions, thanks to Jimmy Choi, who, as its director of

film and video, is a lynchpin for all independent

video and film activity in Hong Kong. In addition to

programming the HKAC's outstanding regional

and international film series, he has created an

ambitious media center that fosters the work of

emerging documentarians, video artists, and inde-

pendent feature film directors.

Convinced that independent media could play a

critical role in shaping the public sphere, Jimmy

Choi came to New York in 1993 because New York,

like Hong Kong, was a hub of commerce and media

production and an ideal place to begin his search

for a way to democratize Hong Kong media. A com-

mitted video activist, Jimmy enrolled in an MA
program at the New School for Social Research and

went off looking for models of vibrant independent

media activity. Studying the experiences of New-

York organizations like the Educational Video

Center, FilnWideo Arts, Dowrntown Community

Television Center (DCTV), Manhattan Neighb-

orhood Network, and the Association of

Independent Video and Filmmakers, Choi adapted

these models on his return to create an impressive

system tailor-made to foster an independent film and video scene in

Hong Kong.

Although Hong Kong is known as one of the world's most prolific

commercial film production centers, only two local universities have

film departments, which has forced aspiring mediamakers to seek their

training overseas. Yu Lik Wai—born in Hong Kong, trained in Belgium,

and now working in Beijing—is a good case in point. A talented cine-

matographer and accomplished documentary producer, his indepen-

dent film portraits of a transvestite opera singer (Yuan Ping) and mar-

ginal women living in Beijing (Neon Goddesses) show the combined

influence of Western film training and a distinctly Chinese sensibility.

He does not fit into the commercial Hong Kong media scene and so

has gone to work in Beijing, periodically commuting home to work

with friends on independent productions.

In 1994 Choi set up a media center within the Hong Kong Arts

Centre to provide semi-professional production and postproduction

facilities so local artists would not have to relocate to learn their craft.

In 1993, before leaving tor the United States, he organized the first

Hong Kong Independent Video Awards, a companion to the Hong

Kong Independent Short Film Competition, which then constituted

the only support available for local indie work. On his return in 1994,

Choi worked to create a public access channel for cable TV petition-

ing the Broadcast Authority, lobbying the Urban Council members,

writing newspaper articles, and stirring up public interest in the

debate. Although the Urban Council was sympathetic to the propos-

al, the Broadcasting Authority claimed it was too

early to introduce the idea of public access, but hint-

ed sotto voce that the real reason had to do with

anticipated disapproval from China. Undaunted,

Choi continued his advocacy, sowing seeds for the

future by informing the general public about the his-

tory, principles, operations, and implications of pub-

lic access to cable TV.

Choi's next goal was creating a video production
^>-

Studying the experiences of New York

media organizations, Choi adapted these

models to create an impressive system

tailor-made to foster an independent film

and video scene in Hong Kong.

The Zeman Media Centatstaff and friends.

(I. to r.) : Deirdre Boyle, Manda Wai, Winnie

Fu, May Fung, Ivy Ho, Jocelyn Choi, and

Connie Lam. Courtesv D. Bovle

outreach program tor youth in 18 local districts.

His aim was to bring the means of video produc-

tion to the people and create clients for the

HKAC's media center. Combining elements of

New York's Educational Video Center, the youth-

oriented video production center, and Man-

hattan Neighborhood Network (MNN), a non-

profit facility for public access production, Choi

wanted to develop two pilot projects, then use the results to lobby the

government to create similar units all over Hong Kong during the next

four years. By showing tapes made by American teens, he demonstrat-

ed the potential of using video to help kids develop a sense of belong-

ing in their community. Atter 10 community centers endorsed the pro-

posal, Choi selected two of them for his pilot, making the decision on

the basis of their enthusiasm about video and a friendly atmosphere for

teaching, key criteria for the success of the U.S. models. One center

worked with Video Power, an established video advocacy group found-

ed by Choi in 1989, which emphasized the meaning behind making a

documentary. The other center worked with producers from TV sta-

tions who emphasized technique. Both teams showed the U.S. teen-

made videos so that local kids could see the many possibilities ot

videomaking. The workshops, which lasted two months, were success-

ful and together produced seven tapes; plans are afoot to run more

workshops at these venues.
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BACK AT THE HONG KONG ARTS CENTRE, CHOI DREW UP A FIVE-YEAR

plan to expand the Zeman Media Centre into a fully-fledged produc-

tion/postproduction center modeled on the structure of DCTV, MNN,

and the Alternate Media Center, which was founded at New York

University in the seventies by George Stoney and Red Burns. One of

the beneficiaries of this expanded facility was May Fung, a former film

criticism student of mine, who used the center to postproduce her

most recent video, Getting Personal, a documentary inspired by issues

surrounding the handover. She was in Germany exhibiting her work

and would not return until

September, just in time to help me

introduce my video workshops.

In addition to Zeman Media

Centre's production facility, Choi

added a database and archive to its

mission, equipping it to function as

an information and distribution

center for local independent work.

Zeman Media Centre has its own

staff, including a full-time manager,

Connie Lam, an assistant, and sev-

eral part-time technicians; in addi-

tion to administering the center's

facilities, they also run the Hong

Kong Independent Short Film and

Video Awards and produce a

newsletter which will eventually

develop into a monthly magazine

modeled on The Independent. The

Centre also provides a meeting

space for private screenings, audi-

tions, rehearsals, and other inde-

pendent events. Choi foresees the

day when the Zeman Media Centre

will leave the HKAC and become a

coalition or association for local

indies.

Choi has raised approximately

HK$1.8 million from the Arts Devel-

opment Council to expand the media

center, which has found a niche provid-

ing training courses and workshops for

NGOs and individual producers, earning substantial income in the

process. The newsletter now has a circulation of 3,000. And the events

space has fostered the formation of a hip production group called Ying

e Chi, founded by former awards manager Chow Wing Keung. Ying e

Chi's members—who include Kal Ng, Wai Lun Kwok, Vincent Chin,

and Mark Chan, among others—already have produced a number of

short fiction films and several features that have been invited to for-

eign film festivals. This winter Chow Keung began shooting his own

independent feature after working as co-producer on several of his col-

leagues' films. Yu Lik Wai, another member of the group, is his DR

According to Choi, the creation of the Film and Media Arts

Committee has been crucial to the development of a local indepen-

dent media scene. The committee's annual budget of HK$9 million is

divided between production grants to individuals, and support for

media groups such as Video Power, the Hong Kong Film Critics Society,

Videotage (the pioneering video arts organization founded in the mid-

eighties), Zuni Icosahedron (a leading experimental performance

group that frequently incorporates video into their productions), and

HKAC's Zeman Media Centre. Although 1997 was a thriving one tor

Hong Kong independents, Choi worries that more than one funding

body is needed if the community is to be secure, especially since, as a

government body, it is susceptible to political pressures. Choi has been

lobbying the film industry to create some foundations to support

Ellen Pau'S Song of the Goddess Courtesy filmmaker

emerging artists' work. A local independent like Andy Lau, a film star

and popular singer turned feature film producer (Made in Hong Kong,

directed by Fruit Chan), is a likely person to play the Robert Redford

of Hong Kong, according to Choi, who hopes Lau may start a founda-

tion to support independent work or, at least, help fundraise. Film

Director's Guild chairman Gordon Chan is sympathetic to the inde-

pendents' plight and has tackled the local telephone company for

foundation support. Meanwhile, Choi has been developing his own

version of Sundance in a sidebar showcase of Asian independents at

the Hong Kong International Film Festival.

L>HOI HAS ADAPTED HIS EXPERIENCES IN THE UNITED STATES, BORROW-

ing every available model for independent media support, but he is

quick to acknowledge that not every model applies, because Hong

Kong is not New York, after all. He admits there are good reasons why

the Hong Kong independent scene has not been developed—the fault

of past governmental indifference, a cultural reluctance to engage in

public art criticism, and fall-out from a highly commercial society.

"The pace of life here is among the fastest in the world. It is faster
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than New York," Choi rightly boasts.

"We are also one of the most effi-

cient and busy people alive, and we

arc proud of it. Our schedules are

always full, which explains why

we do not have the time to care

about people and achieve self-

to go abroad to study and escape for a time the pressures of Hong Kong.

Yet, despite the high probability of hum-out, Hong Kong's remarkable

independent media advocates continue working hard to make it possi-

ble tor new generations ot independent producers to dare to be ideal-

ists.

LTHOUGH I HAD THE

opportunity to visit mainland

China, I was reluctant to do

so, having scared myself silly

by reading too many books

about the Cultural Revolu-

tion. When I returned from

Hong Kong I discovered

actualization. Our aim in life was conditioned by a system that praised

efficiency, progress, productivity and material gains, an exploitative

svstem knowingly—and unknowingly—created by businessman for

profit. The situation is further worsened by poor welfare and housing

policies."

With housing costing a third ot a family's income, people save to put

a down-payment on a home and then worry about losing their jobs,

taking on additional work to help them cover their expenses. Is it any

wonder, Choi asks, that "we have very tew activists and very few inde-

pendents who will go all the way to pursue their ideals." Videotage's

co-founders, May Fung and Ellen Pau, today are both tethered to day-

time jobs that afford them little time to pursue their own video work.

Fung is no longer affiliated with Videotage hut is still making tapes. Pau

averages four-to-five hours sleep each night to be able to juggle her

hospital job as a radiologist, organize Videotage's various activities

—

publications, video distribution, workshops, exhibitions, etc.—and

continue her prolific output of videotapes and installations. She hopes

that mainland China

had come to me—in

an exhibition of rec-

ent Chinese documentary videos

curated by Berenice Reynaud for the Museum of Modern Art in New

York. Reynaud has earned her position as the leading Western author-

ity on Chinese and Chinese diaspora video. She assembled an impres-

sive -election of tapes, many ot which have not been seen before in the

United States. Barbara London, MoMA's video curator, was just back

from her own grand tour ot China; she hosted the exhibition and one

of the producers, Wu Wenguang, leader ot China's new documentary

movement. After experiencing the frenzy and underlying anxiety of

Hong Kong independents uncertain about their tuture, 1 was struck by

Wu's laid-back Beijing style, ironic wit, and decidedly different

approach to documentary. It pointed up tor me the chasm that exists

between Hong Kong and mainland China, which—though separated

by language, politics, economics, and access to Western influences

—

are now joined together.

I discovered Wu to be a highly sophisticated and worldly man, an
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actor, writer, and talented documentary maker who is the dynamo

hehind China's documentary movement. Unlike most Western coun-

tries, China has not had much history ot documentary production. Out

of his own need Wu more or less invented a direct, observational style

of documentary that has nothing in common with the government-

issued documentaries made for Chinese Central Television. When Wu,

who had never seen any verite films, was first invited to an interna-

tional documentary festival to screen his tape, Bumming in Beijing, he

saw his first Fred Wiseman films and found an alter ego; the two inno-

vators have since become good friends.

Unlike the quick-cutting MTV style and experimental graphics ot

videomakers steeped in Hong Kong's commercial, fashion-conscious

media world, Wu's approach to documentary allows the moment to

unfold, people to talk, and viewers to get to know the person before

them. Bumming m Beijing—The Last Dreamers (199C) documents the

lives of five friends who refused assigned jobs in distant provinces, to

become unattached, unemployed, marginalized

artists: an

experinient.il

theater dir-

ector (Mou

Sen), a writer

(Zhang Ci), a

photographer

(Gao Bo), and

two painters

(Zhang Pah

and Zhang Xi.i

Ping). All but

one ot the five

marrv foreigners

and emigrate.

After experiencing

the frenzy and under-

lying anxiety of Hong

Kong independents

uncertain about their

future, I was struck

by Wu's laid-back

Beijing style, ironic

wit, and decidedly

different approach

to documentarv

Five years later Wu followed

them to see how successful they

were in maintaining their cul-

tural identify- far from China

and produced At Home in the

World. We find Gao Bo is an

impoverished freelance artist in Paris; Zhang Dali a moody if success-

ful painter in Italy; Zhang Xia Ping a hausfrau in Austria; Zhang Ci a

struggling writer raising kids in California. Only Mou Sen remained in

China, but he is now free to travel abroad with his work.

Wu's documentary work is neither slow nor boring, but rather a

meditative study, offering Western viewers a respite from the pace of

recent postmodern documentaries with their multi-layered, overly-

determined voiceovers, texts, and selt-reflexive elements. His take on

documentary breathes new life into an old style. I can't help but com-

pare his fresh approach with the new wave of documentary that arose

in the Soviet Union during perestroika, with its distinctive Baltic spin

on cinema verite style, freedom, and spontaneity. Anyone expecting

Chinese verite to be a carbon copy ot the Western brand is in tor a

pleasant surprise.

Wu is not alone; he is joined by directors such as Duan Jinchuan

(No. 16, Barkhor South Street), Shi Jian and Chen Jue (I Graduated.'),

and Li Hong (Out of Phoenixbridge) , the only woman who is producing

independent documentaries in mainland China today. Eager to explore

the complex realities of a changing China through the documentary

form, Wu is publishing a newsletter on documentary and is trying to

organize his second conference on documentary in Beijing. His tapes

are too long—and too anti-establishment—tor Chinese television to

broadcast, but they are shown in private screenings tor Beijing's artists

and intellectuals is well as in festivals around the world.

Over dinner before Wu left tor Beijing 1 discovered to my delight

that he had met Lo Wai Lik at ,i conference last spring, and they had

gotten on, discovering how much they had in common. Wenguang and

Wai Lik are indeed alike, gifted cultural workers engaged in theater and

media production, powerhouses of energy who express themselves and

their times by acting, directing, writing, and producing. What is differ-

ent, though, is that the future tor Wu seems relatively secure; he knows

his political and cultural system and has found a way to work within it.

The future tor Wai Lik—and tor Jimmy, May, Wing Keung, and oth-

ers—seems tar less certain as their political system changes dramatical-

ly and unpredictably while their economic imperatives remain as

relentlessly demanding as ever 1 can't help but think ot the Chinese

proverb, "May you live in interesting times." My Chinese friends cer-

tainly do, and perhaps, on the verge ot this millennium, so do we all.

Deirdre ii<>>!e is author qj Subject to Change: Guerrilla Television Revisited

(( )xford, 1997), a history oj 70s video collectives, and senior faculty member in

the Graduate Media Studies Program .it the New School for Social Research. She

is grateful u> the Asian Cultural Council for their si</>|>ort and the invaluable help

i>) neti friends and former students in Hong Kong, New York, and Beijing.

The streets of Hong Kong. Photo: D. Boyle
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by Mark J. Huisman

"The Shooting Gallery was this loft on lower Broadway," says

Brandon Rosser, describing the indie production shop's humble begin-

ning in lower Manhattan seven years ago. Rosser was one of the orig-

inal employees and is now vice

president of the Shooting

Galley. "There was nothing. It

was this crazy film commune,

reallv, where independent

filmmakers could go and hang

out and meet other filmmak-

ers. No one was getting paid.

But everyone had the right

attitude and was willing to do

whatever it took. And we had

a little bit or luck." That was

"the Gallery" then, as its

employees affectionately call

it. This is the Gallery now.

Fueled by the success of

legendary' flicks like Laws of Gravity and

Slingblade, the Gallery has an entire floor of an

office building at 145 Avenue of the Americas,

another building on Leroy Street in the West

Village, which houses editing suites and produc-

tion offices for rent, and a foreign sales office in

L.A. It has 40 employees—a 20-fold increase

over its original two: chief executive officer Lam
Meistrich and creative executive Bob Gosse.

Within the first year, they yvere joined by chief

financial officer Steve Carliss, the vaunted money

man whose skill in attracting Wall Street invest-

ment capital has given rise to the Gallery's formi-

dable financing muscle. In addition to its in-

house production division, the Gallery has five

subsidiary companies: Gun for Hire is a top to

bottom-line services-oriented rental shop, hailed

in its oyvn press material as the "only fully loaded,

high caliber line production company in New

York." Its sister operations are a music for film

company (Clear Music), a postproduction facility

(East Coast Post), the self-explanatory Back East

Grip & Electric, and VA Studio Resources, a

vendor, product placement, and clearance com-

pany. See [yvyvw.shootinggallery.com] and

[yvyvyv.gun4hirefilms.com]

As if this weren't enough, in 1997 the Gallery launched into inter-

national distribution through its new sales office in L.A., inking output

deals for its oyvn films with foreign distributors including Japan's PONY
and Canada's MaloFilm. Domestic distribution arrived on the plate in

1998 when the company marketed and promoted Illtown and Niagara,

Niagara in association with LIVE Entertainment. Their first acquisi-

tion, by former Miramax buyer Eamonn Bowles, was the North

American rights to Irish gangster comedy I Went Down, a 1997 multi-

award winner at San Sebastian, due tor release domestically June 19.

And to top it off, this spring Meistrich & Co. gained a huge slew of

The Shooting

Gallery, once

a scrappy indie

production company,

is now a Big Player

with Big Plans. It

has five subsidiary

companies servicing

filmmakers, plus a

deal to build the

world's largest

studio and backloL

Larry Meistrich

and Brandon Rosser

spell it all out.

press, not all favorable, when they announced plans to build the

biggest studio and backlot facility—not just on the East Coast, or in

the U.S., but on the entire planet—in a an abandoned industrial park

in Harrison, New Jersey. Go ahead, laugh. At the Gallery, they've

heard that sound before. And time and time again, they've proven the

skeptics wrong, as their remarkable growth and financial stability

demonstrates. Depend-

ing on your phrase of

choice, these guys have

either lots of chutzpah or

just some downright big

cajones—some would say

both—but they've also

got the ability to put their

money where their

mouths are. And these

days, their mouths are in

a lot of places.

The Independent sat

down with Meistrich for

a tete-a-tete about how

their shop has grown,

how its power is being harnessed in the service

of indie filmmaking, and what its ever-multi-

plying divisions have to offer indies of all

stripes.

In a mere seven years, the Shooting Galley has

become a major indie player. How?

I think we wonder that, too.

Where did it all come from?

A tremendous amount of luck, being in the

right place at the right time, which you can't

quantify. But we have a business plan. Always

have and always will. We make movies at a

price where there's a reasonable expectation

you can recoup the cost and a small profit for

your investors. As you get successful, don't

start notching up costs and fees, but create an

atmosphere that's back-end driven.

But you're much bigger today.

Our business plan focuses on working with

filmmakers who aren't going to hit home runs.

There's only one Ang Lee, only one Billy Bob

Thornton in your lifetime. The home run

should be gravy. We've also created an infra-

structure that allows us to be in the right place at the right time. We

don't want to have to make movies to feed our overhead. That anchor

business is unglamorous and a lot of hard work, but we don't mind

owning the lights, the postproduction equipment, the real estate. We

can save you fifteen percent, just because we have stuff.

There has been some skepticism about this studio thing.

People say we just had an idea and did a press release. But this is the

sixth site that we've looked at and tried to make work. We couldn't get

it done at the first five. I'm not bothered by [the skepticism]. I'd say

the same thing if I were on the other side.
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What made you decide to build a back lot?

We know what the East Coast industry needs: infrastructure. The

numbers make sense, the concept makes sense, the place we found

makes sense. I know people won't believe it until it opens. And

that's okay.

Any particular

models for the idea?

Yeah, the studios in L.A. I want their business.

How will the studio operate?

As a separate company with it> own employees. It won't be called the

Shooting Gallery. But this place isn't for independent tilm^, because a

$500,000 film can't afford the lumber tor an interior build. The facili-

ty will be an affordable space tor $2 to $4 million productions, but it

isn't going to boost the smaller films. Hopefully the work will spill over.

You know, you'll get better crew and better talent because more films

will be made here.

My studio cup runneth over?

Right. It a $1 million film wants to do a build, we can go to the unions

and say, "These guys are being above board but they can't afford an

entire crew. Let's work something out." It will upgrade what you can

get for that million.

Will you move everything to New Jersey?

Somehow this thing got into a New York-New Jersey battle which is

just fucking idiotic. It's a New York/New Jersey battle against L.A. I'm

trying to bring movies here that don't come here. And capture the post

and the interior builds. Not just three weeks of exteriors.

So your offices will stay in Manhattan?

We have a production office facility and a postproduction facility here

in New York. Those will stay here. We're very committed to staying

here, which is another reason for the studio. And we're starting to add

our own marketing and publicity departments.

By the end of the summer we'll have a

screening room and Foley studio.

How many projects a year will the Shooting

Gallery do in-house?

Five on the low side and twelve on the

high side. It will probably end up being

an average of something like seven that

we actually finance.

What are you looking for?

We're all over the road. Bob [Gosse] just

directed Niagara, Niagara, a love story

about a woman with Tourette's

Syndrome. We did Nancy Savoca's The 24

Hour Woman, about a woman trying to

cope with having a career and a babv.

There's Minus Man, by Hampton Fancher,

who wrote Blade Runner, about a serial

killer who nicely kills people.

Nicely! How refreshing.

Ye, ih! And a horror film—not art horror, just

straight-out horror—by Dee Snider. And

we're going to do a concert tour with the

music. We did Hal Hartley's last film, Henry

Fool, and sold it to Sony. Laurence

Fishburne's directing a film based on a play he

it

What kinds of projects do you expect to add in the

next year or two?

We're talking with some cable companies about

delivering four or five films a year. Made for TV.

Or pay TV, where you can have the nudity and the violence. We're

even trying to negotiate a documentary deal.

Would the Shooting Gallery do a Laws of Gravity now?

Sure, I could make it. But I don't think I could sell Lau'S of Gravity

today. We didn't get into Sundance in a year where there were 200 sub-

missions. Now there's 970 submissions to Sundance and every- other

major festival. I'm at a disadvantage with my $40,000 16mm film with

no >tars. The fact we made it for forty grand was newsworthy then.

Now it's not.

Has the idea "anyone can make a movie" actually been harmful?

Completely. What aggravates me is that nobody does any homework.

Why send us a $2 million action flick? Name the last $2 million action

flick we or anybody else did! There are none! You want to be a doctor,

you have to go to medical school. You want to sell real estate, there's a

test. You want to be a filmmaker? Do the homework. Ted Hope [at

Good Machine] and I, all us guys, we physically worked on movies. Do

something where you have contacts with people at your level. Don't be

a waiter. Go fuckin' work.
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Would you do a first-time feature by someone who had not directed a short?

By a waiter? No. The only filmmaker we've ever financed who had not

directed a short was Billy Bob Thornton. We're not in publishing. You

need to be able to work m this medium. 1 don't care it it's on video. It

you shot something on .1 camcorder, you could probably slip it into your

computer, work on it on an Avid, <mc\ whip it out. And we'd provide

an opportunity tor you to cut something together. Come in at night, as

long a> you work around our clients. Just pay the electric bill and don't

luck anything up.

Nothing wrong with cheap and easy?

Totally. Get a Sony cam. Borrow a couple ot lights. Just show you can

tell a story. Guys like me know the difference between someone who

can get a performance out ot professional actors, cut it, and put it to

music. And I don't care it your lighting is bad. People are

spending way, way too much on

these films. $30,000 should be seed

money tor a feature.

Can the Shooting Galley still help first-

time filmmakers with $40,000 or so to get

it in the can?

We can't be helpful saying here's

$25C,cVC, we'll produce this with you.

Where we can be helpful is to cut deals

on equipment. If you want to come in

and cut on the weekends, great. We just

added ADR, Foley, and picture sound.

And by summer there will be a screening room. We might have

somebody, a line producer or UPM, to throw your way who's ready

to step up and do a $70,000 feature. The other place we can be

helpful is in finishing funds and distribution. We just can't be the

folks standing on set calling people to work.

You can't actively participate in no-budget, freebie-style productions?

That's the only thing we can't do any more, have people work for

free. Because it's illegal. We were sanctioned for it.

Fined?

All this attention the industry is getting is a double-edged sword. The

commercial potential tor these films has a residual effect. People are

making money, which brings in the Department of Labor looking for

wage violations, and the IRS looking for missing payroll taxes.

You were actually fined?

For violating federal labor minimum wage laws. I was shocked.

Filmmakers, especially small guys, should know the IRS is cracking

down on the way the film industry works.

This could be a disaster. What was the rationale?

People can't work tor free. I was like, "Why not' I worked for free." But

these agencies want the payroll taxes on these wages. You can't ask

people to work for free for three weeks any more. So it's made it diffi-

cult for Good Machine and the Shooting Gallery, who had a track

record doing really low budget films and doing them well.

But you'd consider providing money for post?

On the right project, yes.

Can the Shooting Gallery act as a sales rep?

Our L.A. office handle^ foreign sales for our own projects and is also

starting to represent other film-. We can help yet these films to mar-

ketplace. And we're infinitely more accessible than film festivals.

You've just distributed two films, New Jersey Drive and Niagara, Niagara, both

of which were in-house projects. Will you distribute others?

Probably one or two that we acquire. That's the goal right now, at

least.

What could the Shooting Gallery do for a $250,000-3500,000 project where the

creative team doesn't have friends at William Morris or Solomon Brothers?

If we really liked it, we would have to bump it up to $750,000. That

would be the floor we're working from. On the Gun for Hire side, if

you bumped up to one million, basically, all our resource stuff will take

50 to sixty grand right out of the budget. And that's

very- helpful.

Do filmmakers sell themselves short with budgets that are

too low?

Saying "I want $250,000" is a negative. Somebody

sends me a script with a budget tor 250, it goes to

the bottom of the pile. If you're a writer or a direc-

tor, the budget's not your issue. Send us the

script; it we like it, we'll figure out a budget.

So what should first-time directors do?

HBO has a big market-

ing cam-

paign :

"fifty-two

original

movies a

year." How-

many of

those can

they possibly

make.'

Director Nick Gomez (c.) and DP Jean de Segonzac (r.) filming;

the Shooting Gallery's breakthrough feature Laws of Gravity.

Photo: Catherine McGann, courtesy Shooting Gallery

Henry Tomas and Robin Tunney in

Bob Gosse's Niagara Niagara.

Photo: Lowell Handler, courtesy Shooting Gallery

Twenty? That's

thirty-two films

they're going to

buy. To break in,

that might be my

best shot. So I

don't make a the-

atrical film. So

what.' Four times as many people are going to see it. You'll have good

production value, and when you go to your next project, something

theatrical, you can say, "Here's a film I made." USA, TNT—all these

places are desperate tor programming.

You think the bias against TV is ridiculous?

Really ridiculous. I'll pay my overhead and make cool movies for USA
or the Sci-Fi Channel. All day long. I'm not ashamed of it. We have an

infrastructure that pays our bills. I don't have to make a movie tin-

year. Period. We can afford to wait to finance something we want to

do.

That's not really working all day long.

Wait! wait!

[Braiuioii Rosscr comes in to discuss Gun Kir Hire.]
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What is Gun for Hire? How does it fit into the picture?

Brandon Rosser: Gun tor Hire is the Gallery's production services divi-

sion. We decided since we were making all these movies ourselves, we

might as well offer production services. Which is how we keep over-

head down. If we keep a fee coming in, not necessarily a high tee, it's

very attractive to say, "For this fee, you get a line producer, accounting,

and the rest of the infrastructure here." We have everything from

music clearance to festival coordination.

Does Gun for Hire do anything in terms of financing?

Meistrich: Well, Gun for Hire [has] a lot to offer any film where the

hudget is an issue, which is 97 percent ot films. Even it it's $30 million,

you've probably got seventeen above the line. We can save you ten to

fifteen percent, around $1.2 million.

What if $1.2-1.5 million is your whole budget. And it's the director's first. Would

GFH finance it?

Meistrich: It clearly depends on the project. It there were tinanceable

actors or it we could attach Hnanceable actors, we might take a risk.

Do the Shooting Gallery and Gun for Hire work with investment partners?

Meistrich: We usually structure our projects as LLCs (limited liability

corporations). Partners go in as equity investors, which is a very prefer-

able return financially. We don't mind partners. Rut the Shooting

Gallery has to own the copyright and have total creative and business

control.

If I've got half the money, can you do bridge financing?

Meistrich: Say you have a million dollar film and you've raised

$600,000. Through Gun tor Hire we can use our foreign sale- arm and

our bank relationships to bridge that gap. Our foreign sales office

would do projections based on cast, subject matter, etc. tor sa>

$250,000 or $300,000. You'd have to make one sale based on that pro-

jection and the bank would come in with the balance. We would

become a bond sales agent, creating the gap at the hank, which would

put up the shortfall.

Who recoups when?

Meistrich: The only downside is vour $600,000 sits behind the bank's

gap: $400,000 would have to be recouped first and then your

$600,000.

Who owns what?

Meistrich: We would own foreign distribution rights in perpetuity, and

you'd own the film domestically. And you own anything you make over

the $1 million foreign. And you go make your movie.

And you'll really stay out of my face?

Meistrich: Completely true.

Rosser: It's your vision, your deal, as long as you stay on budget.

All your directors, essentially, get final cut?

Rosser: Only one project has ever gone over budget. So, in effect, yes.

What distinguishes Shooting Gallery in-house projects from Gun for Hire gigs?

Rosser: So far, Shooting Gallery-financed projects are ones we develop.

Our development department is small, two people [headed up by Jim

Powers], but supported by creative executives like Larry and Bob

Gosse. On Slingblade, for instance, an investor sent Larry a tape of Billy

Bob's short film Some Folks Call It a Slingblade. Larry met Billy Bob and

said, "Hey, I loved your project. If you write a full-length script, we'll

make the movie." Niagara, Niagara was just submitted to us and we

made it.

By a writer? Without a director attached?

Rosser: Yes. It was a cold submission. Without a director attached. So

Bob Gosse directed it, and we made it the second film on our distribu-

tion slate.

And Gun for Hire projects?

Rosser: These have come to us intact, essentially, from the attach-

ments through the financing, and we work with them on what services

they need to purchase from us.

Some bigger companies are already using Gun for Hire.

Meistrich: At Lerov Street right now, we've got Universal, New Line,

and Lakeshore. They're renting space and Avids. They're happy with

the price, we make money, and it's as simple as that. And it all keeps

people employed.

How will your new studio affect what Gun for Hire does?

Meistrich: Gun tor Hire will start doing films tor over $5 million with

a New Line or October. We want to work with the same filmmakers,

and they're not going to want to do a $3 million movie every time. We
want to provide our filmmakers with a chance to grow.

What's the budgetary minimum you need to work with Gun for Hire?

lv>sscr: There's no clear answer. We take each film as it comes. We
don't have a standard that savs "our [budgetary] minimum is $1 mil-

lion" because our fee isn't affordable to people who base 5500,000. It's

not cut and dry. Everything is on the table.

You'll look at anything as long as the filmmaker has a degree of flexibility?

It you come with money but no attachments, we have to look at it like

,i business: does it make sense tor us to try to make this happen.' Above

the getting money from vour relatives thing—which is always going to

happen—even in independent film you need a recognizable name.

How do you decide what Gun for Hire does for a project? Do I come to you with

a specific idea about what I need?

Rosser: Initially we read the script and talk about what budget range

you're shooting tor. It you have a prepared budget, we'll give you our

thoughts. It you don't, we'll talk about numbers. We can do projects for

any number you want. But there's a way you have to do things tor any

specific number.

What's the fee range?

Rosser: There really isn't any. It's a per-project kind of thing. We talk

about services and discuss a fee. That's tricky with Gun for Hire pro-

jects, because people think they have the money and then they don't.

There's a limit to what we'll do on spec or for comp.

So Gun for Hire would need something up front?

Rosser: Oh, yeah. We've worked for next to nothing. If it's enough to

cover the salary ot one person working on it, for instance, fine.

VA Resources arranges vendor deals, product placement, and copyright clear-

ance. Can it help really low-budget productions off the set?

Rosser: You can get a group of deals with vendors at really cheap rates

because we've agreed to give them our business exclusively: AT&T,

Mobil Oil, a walkie talkie company, or an office supply company. And

Gun for Hire line production can hook you up with our office space.

The support is there for crew hiring, finding people who want to move

up, all that stuff.
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B.A. Degree program.

Learn from successful independent

filmmakers in beautiful Burlington.

Vermont. Callfor more information.
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MIDTOWN EDIT SUITE
WITH MEDIA 100 XR,
REAL-TIME, 54 GB STORAGE,

BETA SP, DAT, CD, SCANNER

(800) 807-4142
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

Does a filmmaker have to use a Mobil gas station as a location

or have a character say "Thank you for using AT&T"?

Rosser: These deals are arranged strictly because of

financial necessity and value to our projects. There is

absolutely no agreement that they ever have to he

mentioned or appear on camera.

If I find a better deal, will you match it?

Rosser: It that does happen, our vendors will match the price. But that will not

happen across the board. You might find one ven-

dor willing to lose money because they want your

business. But a producer has to look at what

_ they're saving on every line.

™~ " The VA press kit instructs people to just send in their

scripts and you'll get back to them with a breakdown.

You'll really read any script?

Rosser: Well, that's somewhat after the process

has started. We're not just going to read any

script. There's got to be a level of attachments.

It can't be "I'm thinking of these actors." What money do you have

that's legit? Are these actors really attached?

How does Gun for Hire work with projects to minimize production expenses?

Rosser: We minimize costs that don't directly end up on screen. Trailers, for example. Because

then you're talking about generators and gas and a teamster. You need to eliminate chunks of

the budget. We try to help you reduce locations, extras, and the number of cast. Using day exte-

rior versus day interior. Night interior versus night exterior.

People can work with Gun for Hire on production, post, or both?

Rosser: Depending on the services you're hiring. If it's preproduction through post, we help with

the whole budget, from scheduling, crew hiring, equipment deals, and transitioning to post. If

you're only hiring production services and are posting elsewhere, we would only be concerned

with production. Or vice versa: you do production elsewhere and come to us for post. We can

guide you all the way to a correct answer print and delivery.

Let's say I hire Gun for Hire for line production and East Cost Post for post. But I've got a smaller budget

than another job you're doing. Do I sit behind that one?

Rosser: We treat every project equally. We give them the same personnel, the same connections.

For whatever fee we agree on, you can use everything. And we've got plenty of Avids and post

suites, so that's never a problem.

So you have more than one of all your various packages?

Rosser: In every area except Back East Grip & Electric. We have one tungsten and HMI light-

ing package. And we only have one grip truck. We'll make it suitable for your production, but

we don't have two trucks. But we're never going to say "We don't have an Avid." If all our decks

are busy, we'll get one for you.

Is Gun for Hire equipment sometimes unavailable because it's being used by an in-house job at the Shooting

Gallery?

Rosser: We've often had Shooting Gallery and Gun for Hire films going simultaneously. And

then it's an issue of timing and whether or not both productions need all the same stuff. We've

always worked it out. And we have enough office space for both. The bigger question is, "What

can this project afford?" But we're not going to pull back something from you for a Shooting

Gallery job.

Speaking of Avids, there's a lot of hardware available at East Coast Post. Avids and

Steenbecks, D-Vision packages. And we have sound editing machines from Audiovisions and

Protools. There's even an effects library.

Clear Music is your music supervision and clearance shop. You have various soundtrack deals here, right?

Rosser: Previously our deal was with Island, which did Slingblade and lUtown. We just signed a

new deal with V2, an offshoot of Richard Branson's Virgin label, the first album being the

Niagara, Niagara soundtrack.
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Upcoming films on the

Shooting Gallery's slate

include Nancy Savoca's

The 24 Hour Woman, with

Rosie Perez (top), and Hal

Hartley's Henry Fool, with

Parker Posey and Thomas Jay

Ryan

Photos: Adger W. Cowans

(top) and Richard Sylvarnes.

All photos courtesy Shooting

Gallery

Has Clear Music commissioned original scores or

songs?

Rosser: In film production, you have to be

very careful on your music budget, but we've

done both. The Drunks soundtrack was done

through BMG. And we had new music on

New Jersey Drive.

That was a soundtrack advance that covered music

rights?

Rosser: Yeah. That was a Gun tor Hire project

before Gun for Hire really existed, in a nega-

tive pick-up deal with Gramercy. The sound-

track was done with Tommy Boy. We covered

all the recording costs and the album went

gold.

And in the unlikely event that doesn't happen for

some project?

Rosser: Then we'll go to seeking out music

possibilities, obtaining clearance and paying

for it from the budget. Now it's a combination

of the two. We'll go out and clear songs the

old-fashioned way. And it there's new mater-

ial, we have an inside track through V2. We
can call them and say, "Hey, we've got this

potentially great soundtrack. Do you guys

want to look at it.'"

Gun for Hire's four adjuncts (Clear Music, East

Coast Post, Back East Grip & Electric, and VA Studio

Resources) are alternatively hardware rental shops

and services companies. Can somebody walk in off

the street and use one of those divisions?

Rosser: Absolutely. All these divisions can

operate independently and you can use them

independently. During our initial meeting, we

talk about what you need. It your editor is in

L.A. and you don't need our Avid, fine. If you

want to edit here and do your sound mix

somewhere else, fine.

Let's make Larry laugh. If I decide to move to New

Jersey, I can rent the truck and nothing else?

Rosser: You can rent the truck and nothing

else.

Murk ]. Hiusman [cinem2rk@mindspring.c0m], a con-

tributing editor at The Independent, is a freelance

journalist and independent producer.
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Channel Thirteen presents REEL NEW YORK, a showcase
of independent films and videos about life in the
city— everything from the noir to the bizarre.
Hosted by Rosie Perez.

8 SUNDAYS STARTING JUNE 14 AT 11:00 PM.

Funded by the Greenwall Foundation and
the New York State Council for the Arts.

IRiitin
www.wnet.org
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AIVF's SALONS CAN BE CONSIDERED A

II aff grassroots media movement. The

I :
* 3 ** entrepreneurial energy behind these

salons, now in about 20 cities, is

reflected in the following articles

which profile the varied activities of the salons. Most salons offer pro-

grams, some have their own newsletters and web sites, and some pub-

lish their own directories. Their dynamism is also reflected in the part-

nerships and collaborations that have evolved in many communities,

with salons taking place at community cafes, film commission offices, post-

production facilities, and on college campuses.

Here in the New York office, we have taken a "You're There, We're Not" approach,

which promotes local autonomy and eschews the more cumbersome apparatus and financial

resources required to operate formal chapters. We see our role as facilitator and catalyst.

Leslie Fields, AIVF membership director, and Max Alvarez of the Washington, D.C. salon

have done a great job producing a quarterly Salon newsletter, The Salonista, to help inform

salons about each other's work (see www.aivf.org). We plan to utilize interactive technology

to help the salons communicate on a more regular basis.

Our dream is a network of salons connected to each other, sharing work and infor-

mation. Perhaps we'll even see a new touring network or a touring workshop series emerge.

In any event, we feel we've created a fluid structure that works in this dynamic and

ever-changing environment. The emergence of the AIVF Salons has been one of the most

inspiring occurrences of my tenure as Executive Director. I've had the privilege of getting to

know some ot the salon leaders and seeing firsthand how much energy the salons have gen-

erated in their communities. It leads me to believe that we are seeding the media organiza-

tions of the next century. AIVF is proud to have served as a catalyst for this dynamic new

movement.

Ruby Lemer is executive director of the Association of Independent Video and Filmmakers (AIVF)

and publisher of The Independent.

• Pick a place, date & time.

• Send the information to

AIVF at least two weeks in

advance, so we can mail

announcements to AIVF

members in your area.

• Post flyers everywhere

there are mediamakers:

college campuses, editing

studios, local arts agencies,

cafes where mediamakers

congregate, etc. Try not to

leave anyone out.

*llte Bfouctute

We leave the meeting struc-

ture up to you. But here are

some helpful suggestions

for your first few meetings:

• Devise a specific agenda

for the first meeting and ask

others what their needs are.

• Plan specific events that

will draw people to the

salon.

• Find co-organizers to

help you plan and organize.

PoikteM

• lfyouchangevenues.be

prepared for a temporary

drop in attendance.

• Leadership is key, and

leadership teams work best.

This way, the burden of

organizing doesn't fall on

one person. Devise a way to

share tasks.

To start a salon, contact

Leslie Fields:

members@aivg.org;

(212)807-1400x222
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Let There Be Light(s)

Bmningham, Alabama

BY MlCHELE FORMAN
Hey, I just wanted to call you Otter People and

say that I think y'all are just real creative. I'm not

creative myself, hut I like creativity, so I

thought I'd call." BEEP

"Uh, yeah, I wrote this thing that's, like, a con-

spiracy, about the president and, uh, well,

willyoubuyit?" BEEP

"Hi! My step-mother read

this thing—well, her friend read it and gave it

to her to read since we don't get the morning

paper because my dad doesn't like it, and well,

anyway, she gave it to me because she knows

I want to make movies and everything. So,

um, what do I have to do to be an Otterboy?"

BEEP

In the hierarchy of answering machine

messages, these are not particularly threat-

ening: nil heavy breathing, no death

threats. But I was alarmed nonetheless.

You see, each silly message actually made

perfect sense to me and, more significant-

ly, required a call back.

When four friends and I started an

AIVF salon in Birmingham, Alabama,

we never expected to field queries from

every dirt farmer with a screenplay idea. Our goal was very

simple: find a community of peers who either are working profession-

ally or are seriously pursuing work in film and video.

While we were working on a friend's short film, we noticed that we

each knew of someone with a project underway whom the others did

not. We figured that it even our small circle ot acquaintances were not

able to draw on each others' experiences in production—let alone film

festivals and distribution—others couldn't either. We decided a good

meet-and-greet where filmmakers could share information would help

people become more efficient in attaining their goals. Why should any-

one have to reinvent the wheel.'

But all this lofty talk on our makeshift film set at a country store in

Leeds, Alabama, does not a salon make. First, we wanted to be affili-

ated with a larger, national organization, so that our local members

would have access to greater resources. AIVF had a track record with

fostering regional production groups like the one we envisioned. It was

a good match: they provided literature about their organizational ser-

vices and back issues of The Independent, but did not require that our

locals already be members to attend.

Next, we knew we would have to do some legwork to find the film-

makers in their lairs. This involved some old-fashioned gossiping. We
made a list of the people we knew and called them about the salon

idea. We asked for suggestions and called the people they knew. A
rudimentary mailing list was born.

Birmingham, like many medium-sized cities, has a healthy commer-

cial production community. A number of film and video companies

thrive making commercials and industrials. They have state-of-the-art

equipment operated by experienced technical crew people. We
assumed that some of them might have additional plans for their abil-

ities. We added every production company and post house to out mail-

ing list, using the Yellow Pages as our high-tech resource tool.

We also decided to post our flyer in public places. We made a list of

the likeliest places where our John Q. Filmmaker might go—the cool

record stores, bookstores, bars, restaurants, the university—and

postered there. With such a scattershot outreach, we had no idea how-

many people would show up to our first meeting.

We got over 30, a number that delighted us all. After everyone

introduced themselves and described their interests, the awkwardness

was over. We couldn't get them to leave the bouse.

We established a core

that night, but our outreach work

was by no means over. The press was next.

My tour friends had a big feature storv m the newspaper's arts sec-

tion about their production company, called Otterworks. They used

the opportunity to speak about the AIVF salon and the kind ot differ-

ence it can make in fostering a strong independent production com-

munity. Our home phone numbers were listed at the end ot the article,

and the calls poured in. Something told us that we would need a big-

ger venue.

The second meeting took place in the upstairs loft ot a local pro-

duction company. We had over 120 people show up. Since many ot the

messages (and conversations) suggested confusion over the mission of

the salon, we decided to state repeatedly that we want to be a central-

ized, clearinghouse ot information, not a production company or dis-

tributor or agent. In order to serve the needs of our group, we devised

a member profile for attendees. We wanted to find out what people

wanted from the salon and find out what experiences and skills we had

in-house.

From the profiles, we instantly acquired a great directory of local

crew people. Also, we tallyed up the questions and topics that people

cited as most important to their professional development. Issues sur-

rounding screenwriting by far outweighed others, giving us a clear

mandate for the upcoming meetings.

We brought in two local writer/directors who received the highly
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competitive [TVS grant to make a film this spring to lead our crash course on screenwriting

principles. We're also organizing a series of screenwriting workshops, so the local community

can help workshop each other's scripts. We also have started getting referral? from the Alabama

Film Commission to help out-of-state producers hire locally, using our member directory.

After four meetings and a party, we are grappling with how much of the salon will focus on

education and how much on socializing. What we do know is that the loose structure and open-

ness of the salon helps us become the center of information regarding local jobs and career tra-

jectories.

And the phone calls, yeah, they still roll in. However, they have begun to sound like this:

Hello, I was at the last meeting and you mentioned a summer internship. Could you call me
back with that phone number?

Mkhele Forman moved back to her hometown of Birmingham to make her first feature, after serving as the head

of development for Spike Lee.

High Octane Indies

Washington, D.C.

by Max Alverez

What It Can

Become!

When AIVF/DC held its first meeting four years ago, things went

a little too smoothly. It was Tuesday, September 13, 1994, when an eth-

ically diverse group of 28 people (22 of whom were AIVF members)

met at Ireland's Four Provinces Pub in Washington, DC. Co-founders

Simone Fary, Stephen O'Brien, and Sowande Tichawonna had every rea-

son to believe the salon was safely on its way to long-term

success.

Then things threatened to collapse.

Three months atter the salon's debut, O'Brien moved to Los Angeles. In short time, Fan's

newfound motherhood forced her to cut back her salon coordination efforts. Tichawonna man-

aged to save the day by taking over as chairperson and shepherding AIVF/DC over the next

three-plus years into one of the most resourceful and durable salons. (At press time, AIVF/DC

was busily coordinating a May 31 Washington, DC benefit tor AIVF's Millennium Campaign

Fund.)

"The secret of [AIVF/DC's] endurance is the commitment ot the AIVF members in the

area," says Tichawonna, who has managed to juggle his salon activities with a grueling work

schedule at the U.S. Chamber of Commerce's BizNet. "We've been prettv fortunate to be con-
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sistent with a core group of volunteers, which is amazing when you consider that all of us are

filmmakers, writers, or people in the business who are consumed with other projects. To get

some people who will set aside some time for the salon is no small task."

Like any successful salon, AIVF/DC is known for the diversity of its monthly programs. In

addition to sponsoring member screenings (usually held at American University) , the salon is

known for its impressive array of speakers: indie filmmakers Haile Gerima (Sankofa) and Jim

McKay (Girls Town); Baltimore television writer Darryl Wharton; Kim Skyrme of Capital

Casting; sessions on indie media technology and grant writing (the latter given by documentar-

ians A.C. Warden and Larry Klein).

A good turnout for the DC salons tends to be around 20 to 25. The number would certain-

ly be higher were it not for competing events. In the beginning, for example, it was discovered

that the salon meetings were falling on the same nights—Wednesdays—as meetings hosted by

Women in Film and Video. To eliminate this conflict, AIVF/DC switched to Tuesday nights

—

only to discover that the salon was now coinciding with the newly established and very popular

Film Biz Happy Hour.

The inconsistency in attendance for the DC salons (largely due to the hectic weeknight

schedules ot Beltway residents) and the fact that it is run strictly on a volunteer basis have con-

tributed to expected growing pains. Plans to establish a DC member database have vet to mate-

rialize, and an effort to provide free movie passes to AIVF member> was prematurely ended after

members failed to take advantage of the perk.

In spite of such setbacks, AIVF/DC has benefited from forming strong alliances with local

businesses and organizations. In the past, hotels have provided tree accommodations to guest

speakers visiting from out of town. The Washington DC Film Society has also allowed AIVT 1 '<

access to its hotline to provide members with news on upcoming events (the ongoing objective-

is to train members to check in with the hotline on a regular basis). In a similar vein, industry

professionals have shown unanimous goodwill toward the salon by never requesting honorari-

ums for speaking arrangements.

Tichawonna points to a successful presentation given by producer's rep and Spfo Screen exec-

utive producer John Pierson (held at Vertigo Books on October 25, 1996) as an example ofhow

salons can work together effectively. In this case, Pierson had given a presentation to a gather-

ing at the AIVF/Schenectady salon (now AIVF/Albany) the previous April, and Tichawonna

was able to get in touch with him through Schenectady coordinator Mike Camoin.

Tichawonna continues to see great potential tor AIVF/DC. "Outside of New York and

California, everyone comes to DC tor something. It it's tor a testimony, a performance, [or to]

shoot here, there's [always] something that brings people in the industry to Washington, DC,"

he says. "We're lucky to have a pretty talented pool of people in front ot and behind the cam-

era here."

Max J. Alvarez » a Washington, DC writer and former editor ofThe Salonista newslette\ He also sits on the

steering committee of the AIVF Washington, EX salon

A Catalyst for Change

Cleveland, Ohio

by Leslie Fields

The first principle of AIVF salons is networking. Most of the time, it's

something that takes place between individuals. But occasionally it goes way

k
beyond that. New alliances have been formed between filmmakers and

local media organizations. And sometimes a ripple effect builds to create

| a whole new institution.

Such yvas the case in Cleveland. Last June, Chris Carmody, a former

aide to Cleveland Mayor Michael White, began research on a proposal

for the development of a Cleveland film commission. It so happened that

the AIVF Cleveland salon had just started meeting two months earlier.

Organized by Annetta Marion and Bemadette Gillotta, co-directors of the

Ohio Independent Film Festival (OIFF), the Cleveland Salon began programming a series of

workshops, seminars, and small exhibitions designed to address the needs of mediamakers in the

area. "We planned workshops like 'How to Pitch a Story' and 'Writing a Documentary
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Treatment,' " says Marion. "We rounded up a

variety of seasoned mediamakers who had

received some kind of money for their pro-

jects, and we passed around their treatments

and proposals. It was a great meeting."

In general, continues Marion, "We pro-

gram things we think will keep people

involved." For instance, at another meeting

experimental filmmaker Robert Banks taught

a mini-production workshop called

"Experimental Filmmaking 101." After phi-

losophizing a bit, Banks helped salon partici-

pants produce an experimental short called

Isabel. This and two of Banks' films were

screened later that day.

Carmody, who had heard about the

Cleveland salon through the OIFF newslet-

ter, began attending meetings and discovered

a valuable resource for his research. The

salon "demonstrated [there is] a mass of film-

makers in Cleveland," Carmody says. "It

served as my tocus group." When asked about

the Cleveland Film Society, which runs the

massive Cleveland International Film

Festival, Carmody noted that the film society

and the salon serve two totally different

groups. The Cleveland Film Society serves a

much larger group because of the interna-

tional scope of its festival, while the salon

caters specifically to the needs of the local

mediamakers. The salon is "the closest thing

to a film school [in Cleveland], and there are

opportunities for training and showing work."

The Cleveland salon helped Carmody

evaluate the needs of local mediamakers,

assess the skills base of the work force, dis-

cover where and what type of production

facilities were available in the Cleveland area,

and how mediamakers access the capital

needed for their productions.

With that research, Carmody formed the

Cleveland Media Development Corporation

(CMDC) in January 1998, a nonprofit orga-

nization "dedicated to promoting increased

production of film, television, commercials,

music videos, radio programs, and other types

of media in the Greater Cleveland area."

Carmody hopes to maintain his connections

to the Cleveland salon to insure that the

CMDC is just as useful for local mediamakers

as for it is for outside productions. Likewise,

Marion believes the relationship will turn out

to be "quite fruitful" for salon members in the

future.

Leslie Fields is membership coordinator at A/VF
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Doing What?
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Howard

Garbarsky

Albany, NY: The Albany salon started out in March 1995 in Schenectady,

where it became known as "Upstate Independents". The base of activities

switched to Albany after a Borders Books and Music store made its sec-

ond floor video section available to the salon tor monthly meetings. Past

events include member screenings, screenplay readings, and visits from

local PBS representatives. The second anniversary meeting in early 1997

attracted 35 people-—enough tor Borders to become concerned about not

having enough space to hold them all. Currently this ambitious salon pro-

duces a quarterly newsletter called Independent Visions and also has its own

web site [www.crisny.org/not-for-profit/

upstindi]. Mike Camoin oversees this salon.

Atlanta, GA: AIVF/Atlanta held its first

event in July 1997 under the auspices of the

nonprofit media arts organization IMAGE

Film ck Video Center. Attendance at these

salons ran as high as 80 people. In

February, salon events were moved over to

the Red Light Cafe in midtown Atlanta.

Initial salon focus was on the technical

end ot film and video, with guest speakers

discussing and demonstrating sublet

ranging from nonlinear editing systems and Kodak

film stocks to how to enter works in film festivals. More recently, discussions

have focused on "Marketing Your Film, Marketing Yourself" and "Risk and the Individual Film"

(in which the participant was Los Angeles indie producer Liliana Olivares). Salon policy is tot-

guest speakers to give a halt-hour presentation and then open up the floor to members tor par-

ticipation and networking.

Austin, TX: This salon was created approximately two and a halt years ,w to host panel dis-

cussions on indie media. AIVF/Austin attracted as many as 150 fo] special events on screen-

writing and cinematography. The salon has been on hiatus since two ot the three original orga-

nizers left Austin. One of them, Tommy Pallotta, is now the AIVF's website consultant in New

York. Ben Davis, the only original member ot the trio lett, helped launch the digital film festi-

val event "Conduit" (a program co-sponsored by AIV'F and IFF) during the SXSW festival. He

happily reports that other Austin organizations (i.e., Women in Film, Reel Women) have been

taking up where AIVF/Austin lett oft by holding indie media events ot their own. But the Austin

salon will continue, doing larger events less frequently—an approach modeled on the success i if

Conduit.

Birmingham, AL: See article p. 37.

Boston, MA: The Boston salon is run by the Center for Independent Documentary (formerly

Newton Television Foundation) and holds monthly meetings/potluck suppers. It was initiated

in 1994 after The Independent published a special issue spotlighting Boston, and AIVF members

joined forces with the previously existing Independent Producer Group. The salon did not meet

the first three months of 1998, but resumed its programs in April. Salon activities have includ-

ed hardware dealers demonstrating digital cameras, arts organization representatives (e.g.,

Michelle Byrd trom the Independent Feature Project) providing creative feedback on members'

indie projects, and rough-cut screenings of members' work. The meetings have had attendance

figures of between 10 and 60.

Brooklyn, NY: The Brooklyn salon grew out of the ashes of the New York City salon, an infor-

mal schmooze held at various bars that lasted about one year. Organizer Glen Francis Frontera

has held bi-monthly meetings at a coffee shop in Brooklyn's Park Slope since 1996. The meet-

ings offer networking opportunities, screening of works-in-progress, and seminars on the media

industry and personal career goals. As of late, Frontera has been working on building the rela-

tionship between the salon and Brooklyn Cable Access Television (BCAT)

.

278 Babcock St. Boston, MA 02215
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Chicago, IL: The Chicago salon was one of

the first to appear, starting in 1994.

Unfortunately, it lasted only a few months.

Recently, Oscar Cervera, former AIVF staff

member, restarted the salon after moving

hack to Chicago in early 1997. Cervera

hopes to begin regular meetings this summer.

Cleveland, OH: See story p. 39.

Dallas, TX: Made up of mediamakers from

Ft. Worth and Dallas, the Dallas salon holds

quarterly meetings. Bart Weiss, AIVF board

member and salon facilitator, says it has been

very successful in addressing issues concern-

ing independents, but its greatest success has

been the partnerships and collaborations

between makers. At each meeting Weiss

invites all participants to discuss their pro-

jects. As they talk, Weiss asks questions that

help to identify their needs. When the for-

mal meeting ends, everyone is more com-

fortable talking to each other and that, says

Weiss, is when the collaborations are initiat-

ed. The Dallas salon is also supported by the

local business community. At one recent

meeting a representative from a postproduc-

tion facility announced its desire to work

with independents. Weiss reports that sever-

al participants have already taken advantage

of the otter.

FULL SERVICE MOTION PICTURE LAB
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Denver/Boulder, CO: This salon dates hack

unofficially to September 1994, but was ener-

gized the following year, after AIVF executive

director Ruby Lerner travelled through the

area to kick-off The Independent's regional

spotlight on the Rocky Mountain region.

Subsequently Jon Stout and AIVF board

member Diane Markrow organized local indie

media events in conjunction with various

state arts organizations. In June 1997, the

AIVF Denver/Boulder salon was officially

announced. Rather than hold monthly meet-

ings, it looks for convenient openings during

the year and plans events based on what sup-

port staff can handle, aiming for three to six

events per year. Previous programs have cen-

tered around local film festivals, previewing

clips from members' works, and discussing

how to pitch projects for cable. The salon has

been known to attract 130 people for large

events and 30 to 50 for smaller ones.

Houston, TX: Founded in January 1996 by

David Mendell, the Houston salon holds

monthly meetings attended by an average of

two dozen people. The Southwest Alternate

Media Project previously hosted AIVF salon

events, and other media organizations have

been similarly supportive of the gatherings in

the past. Meetings are now held at a different

production facility each month, in order both

to have screening equipment and to educate

members about facilities in the area. In addi-

tion to screenings of members' work, the

salons have explored the art of screenwriting,

the role of the Internet and web in distribu-

tion, lighting and editing, and the challenges

of freelancing in the Houston market. Almost

since its inception, the salon has had a web

site [www.neosoft.com/~aivfhou/]. It is cur-

rently in the process of assembling a mem-

bers' directory. This salon has successfully

formed a working relationship with the

Houston Film Commission, which refers pro-

ducers to the salon and offers it space on their

production hotline. In addition, the commis-

sion's locations coordinator attends virtually

all salon meetings. AIVF/Houston is now in

the talking stages of organizing and sponsor-

ing a festival of local indie films.

Kansas City, MO: The salon was founded in

1996 by John Sjoblom and Rossana Jeran.

Initial meetings, primarily geared to exchange

ideas and serve as a support system tor AIVF

members, had modest turnouts due to com-

peting meetings being held by the
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(IFC).

The IFC is a support group of

indies formed in 1993 that has since grown to 80 mem-

bers, most of whom are also members of AIVF. For that reason, the two merged

this spring. IFC has presented filmmaking seminars/screenings and also sponsors the annual

super-8 film program, the Bentley Film Festival. Jeran reports that those who hold dual mem-

berships in both AIVF and IFC tend to be the most prolific filmmakers in the region.

New Jersey: The New Jersey salon began in June 1997 out of New Brunswick, but is in the

process of relocating to a long-term space in Edison. Organized by Allen Chou, AIVF/NJ has

presented events in association with the Rutgers Film Co-op, the New Jersey Media Arts

Center, and Rutgers University Cinema Studies Program. Among the salon's ambitious projects

have been the establishment of a writer's group/workshop to read and develop feature screen-

plays and hold regular stage readings, and also a web site [www.omniarts.com/aivfnj]. Guest

speakers have included filmmakers, producers reps, attorneys for the arts, and members of the

state film commission. The salon also hosted a panel discussion on indie film preproduction,

postproduction, and financing. The salons usually attract 20 to 30 people. Recently AIVF/New

Jersey combined its monthly meetings with the staged readings to help boost salon attendance.

New Haven, CT: AIVF/New Haven held its first meeting at Aces Media Arts Center on

September 8, 1997. Initial monthly meetings were conceived as networking opportunities but

suffered from small turnouts, so salon organizer Jim Gherer developed added incentives for

members to attend. The salon began presenting workshops on nonlinear editing, presentations

by documentary filmmakers, and lighting design workshops, and these events boosted monthly

attendance to 12-15 people.

San Diego, CA: This monthly salon has been running since the fall of 1996 and co-sponsors

local independent media events. While the salon does not have a central meeting place, it has

had no difficulty finding venues (e.g., businesses where AIVF members work, KPBS-TV, the

San Diego Film Commission, coffee shops). Salon events such as member screenings have

brought in 15-20 attendees. A recent presentation by a representative from ITVS attracted a

crowd of 50. The salon also held a half-day grantwriting workshop, attended by 30 people (who

were even willing to pay a fee). Salon organizer Paul Espinosa notes that the social mixers held

to help members network often have up to 100 attendees.

Seattle, WA: Since starting out in early 1997 (once again, on the heels of an issue of The

Independent spotlighting the region), the Seattle salon has run its monthly meetings jointly with

the Seattle Independent Film and Video Consortium (SIFVC). This past January, the

AIVF/SIFVC salons merged with the Washington Motion Picture Council (WMPC) "Industry

Nights". Under the inexhaustible guidance of SIFVC's Joel Bachar and Scott Noegel, the

Seattle salons have been running at full steam ever since. Monthly events, which have hooked
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WWW.CLUBSEVEN.COM

3onjour! Monsieur Thomas Edison at your service.

Death has not slowed me down. I've recently discovered

that Hots Shots Cool Cuts has the most fantastique

International location footage. From Tokyo to Timbuktu

over 100 hrs. of landmarks, aerials, cityscapes, & culture.

Around zee world, they've got it all. I heartily recommend
Hot Shots Cool Cuts for all your international footage needs.

Vive la stock cinematic[ue internationale!!!

CALL FOR ENTRIES

[ GO WEST! ]

Fort Worth Film Festival

Oct. 22-25, 1998

call for entries:

features

documentaries

shorts

animation

all formats

entry deadline - July 4, 1998

For entry forms:

Fort Worth Film Festival

P.O. Box 17206

Fort Worth, TX 76102-0206

817.237.1008

www.fortworthfilmfest.com

e-mail: fwff@fortworthfilmfest.com

t



M
ISLAND MEDIA INTERNATIONAL

212*252*3522

AVID
Media Composers
• Film Negative Matchback

• AVR77
• 3D-DVE effects

• 92 GIGS storage

• Protools sound mix

Transfers / Duplication

Camera Pkgs / Animation

Graphics / AVID Classes

Avid

Classes offered monthly

Introduction to Media Composer,

Tips and Techniques, and Media
Composer Effects.

The Wexner Center for the Arts is an

Avid Authorized Education Center

serving Ohio, Indiana, Michigan,

Western Pennsylvania and Kentucky.

Call for more information

Maria Troy. 674 292-7617

Wexner Center for the Arts

The Ohio State University

1871 North High Street

Columbus, Ohio 43210

between 60 and 70, have ranged from tours of Seattle -based postproduction facilities, film labs,

and camera equipment rental centers to indie socializing events.

Tucson, AZ: Under the leadership of Beverly Seckinger, this salon joined other independent

media groups in coming to the support of Access Tucson, a vital public access TV facility that

has been in stressful contract renewal negotiations with the TCI cable monopoly and the City

of Tucson. Activist efforts involved phone calls and a letter-writing campaign to the city coun-

cil and mayor's office. AIVF/Tucson has also co-sponsored fundraisers, and its membership has

been invited to subsequent events organized by other groups in the city. It also has its own web

site: http://access.tucson.org/aivf/

Washington, DC: See accompanying article p. 38.

Westchester, NY: When this salon held its first meeting in July of 1997, five people (including

organizer Bob Curtis) showed up. By January 1998, there were nearly 60 attendees for a meet-

ing held in an Avid editing suite in Ossining. In the intervening months, Curtis and

AIVF/Westchester began building ties to local colleges and arts organiza-

tions. The salon even met with

Congresswoman Nita Lowey to express

concerns about the future of local film/video production and the fragile state of

government arts funding. What makes this salon unique is that meetings are often held at dif-

ferent locations for the sake of diversity. In April, the salon, whose gatherings had primarily

been tor members to network with one another, presented its first speaker, a video diarist.

Curtis, who has been doing most of the organizing work himself, welcomes the participation of

local AIVF members who can help plan and supervise future salon events.

Youngstown, OH: The newest member to the AIVF salon fold (JanuarY 1998), the

Youngstown salon, better known as The Flick Clique, has been holding monthly screenings

since March 1997. Co-founders Art Byrd and Eric Nashbar were inspired to start the group

because they were tired of having to drive to Cleveland or Akron to see lesser-known indepen-

dent films. The Youngstown salon has over 100 members and holds monthly screenings at the

Au^tintown Cinema. This new and unique salon is a significant addition to the family because

its primary' activity is exhibition. They support the work of independents by demanding that

exhibition not be limited to a few chosen cities around the country.

— Max Alvarez

See p. 64 for contact information oi\ all salons.
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The Foundation tor Independent Video and Film, the educational affiliate of the Association ot Independent

Video and Filmmakers, supports a variety of programs and sen-ices for die independent media community,

including publication of The lndepaident, workshops, and an lnfonnation clearinghouse. None of diis work

would be possible without die generous support of the AIVF membership and the following organizations:

Academy Arts Foundation; Mary Duke Biddle Foundation, Center tor Arts Criticism, Heathcote .An Foundation, DC
Gimmission on the Arts and Humanities, Libraries tor the Future, Albert A. List Foundation, John D. and Catherine T Mac-

Arthur Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, New York State Council on die Arts, Rockefeller Foundation, and

Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc.

We also wish to thank the following individuals and organizational members:

Benefactors: Patrons: Sponsors:

forest Creatures Entertainment®Pamela Calvert, Man' D. Dorman, C 6k S, Int'l Insurance Brokers, Inc.; CDPI. Inc.;

Karen Freedman, Jeffrey LewHinte, Ltu Ding, DavidW Haas, Dr. V Hutnagel

Robert L SeigeL Esq.; James Schamus, Woman's Cable Network; Jim McKay; Leonard

Roger E. Weisberg Merrill Kur: Co, Robb Moss;
J< vh Pieki >tt, Julio

Riberio,
J. B. Sass Letting Go Foundation,

George C. Stonev, Debra Zimmerman

Business/Industry Members:

Antares Research, Santa Fe., NM; Archive Films, Inc., NYC; Aries Pn Auctions, Arlington, TX; BIZTV USA, NYC;

Blackside, Inc., Boston, MA; Bureau for At-Risk Youth, Plam\iew, NY; C &. S Intemarion.il Insurance Broker-, NYC ; ( K

Productions, NYC; Clinica Estenco, NY'C; Ericson Media Inc., NYC; Exile Prod., LA, CA; H & M Producnons, NYC ';

Henmnger Media Services, Arlington, VA; Hogan Films., Spring IV; Jes 6k Woodcraft Video Prod. Inc. Taylor. Ml; Koch

TV Productions, Cabin John, MD; Lauri Enterprises Inc., New RocheDe, NY; LL"> Media, NYC; Letnom Prod., NYC; Lyrick

Studios, Richardson, TX; Joseph McCarthy, B'klyn, NY; Heidi McLean, Evergreen, ( X ); Media Pnncipia, NYC; Mark

Morton, Atlanta, GA; NTV Studio Productions, NY'C; Opposable Thumb Prod, Inc.. NYC; Henrietta S. Parki

Orange, NJ; Andrew Stone, NYC; Sundance Channel LLC, NYC; Surf 6k TurfFilms be, NYC ': Thunder Head Prod, Palm

Beach, FLTriune Pictures, NYC; Virtual Media, NYC; White Night Prod, San I Xeg t, CA

Nonprofit Members

Andy Warhol Fndt, NYC; Ann Arbor Community Access TV Ann Arbor, MI; Ann Arbor Film Festival, Ann

Arbor, MI; Appalshop, Whitesburg KY; John Armstrong Brooklyn, NY; An Institute d Chicago, Chicago, IL; Athens

Center for Film & Video, Athens, OH; AUCHMUTVUniversm i i New Castle, C aDaghan, New South Wales. Austin film

Society, Austin, TX; Baylor University, Waco, IX; Boston University, Boston, MA. Carnegie Museums, Pittsburgh. PA;

CCTV Cambridge, MA; Center, for New American Media, NYC '. C 'enter tor the Ans, Tulsa, c IK. C hkago Access Corp.,

Chicago, IL; Cincinatri Community Video, Cincinnati, OH, C menu Arts Center, Hunnngton.NY; Kelly Clement, Taos,

NM; Cleveland Filmmakers, Cleveland, OH; Communication Arts, MHCC, Gresham, OR; Community Television

Network, Chicago, IL;G>piaguc Memorial Library, Gopiague, NY. Cornel] Cinema. Ithaca, NY; C ovenenant House-, NYC
.

Cultural Development Group. Miami, FL; Dallas Morning News, Dallas, TX; Denver Film Society, I Vnver, CO; Dept of

Media Studies/SUNl' Buttalo, Buffalo, NY; Dept. ofCommunication, The New School, NYC'; Documentary Educanon.il

Resources, Witertown, MA; Patricia Dooley, NYC; Drexel University Library - Serials Dept, Philadelphia, PA; Duke

University - Program in Film 6k Video, Durham, NC; IX TV-Cable 54, Philadelphia, PA; Educational VldeoCentEC, NYC;

Film Fest New Haven, New Haven, CT; Films tor Educati us, NYC ', fine Arts Divisii >n t >ttice, Scottsdale, AZ; Flick Clique,

Youngstown, OH; Flickers Arts Collaborative, Newport, RI; Globe Link Productions, Coral Gables, FL; Hogskulen I Vblda,

Norway; Hong Kong Arts Center, Hong Kong, China; IFP West, Lis .Angeles, CA; Image Film Video Center, Atlanta, GA;

Institute tor Public Media .Arts, Durham, NC; Intermedia .Arts, Minneapolis, MN; Intemanon.il Film Seminars, NYC;

Jewish Film Fest., Berkeley, CA; John Jay High School, Cross River, NT; Kroma Productions, Porvoo; Laurel Cable Network,

Laurel, MD; Ling Bow Group Inc., Brookline, MA; Manhattan Neighborhood Network, NYC; Massachusetts College of

Art, Boston, MA; Media Arts, Palatine, IL; Media Resource Center, Adelaide, Australia; Media Resource Center -

University of California, Berkeley, CA; Media Working Group, Covington, KY; Missoula O immunity Access, Missoula MT
Museum of Fine Arts, Houstion, TX; MoMA-Film Study Center, NYC; National Video Resources, NYC; New Liberty

Prod., Philadelphia, PA; New Rican Filmmakers, NYC; New York Women in Film and Television, NY'C; Ngee Ann

Polytechnic Library, Singapore; Northampton Film Festival, Northampton, VIA; NRXDPH, NYC;Ohio Independent Film

Festival, Cleveland, OH; Ohio University - Film, Athens, OH; Dirk Olson, Denver, CO; Open Society Institute., NYC;

Public Benefit Qirp., Detroit, MI; Reach Foundation, Salt Spring BC; Rochester Film Office, Rochester, NY'; Ross Film

Theater, Lincoln, NE; Ross-Gafney, NYC; Scribe Video Center, Philadelphia, PA; Singapore National Library, Singap we;

Sinking Creek Celebration, Nashville, TN; South Carolina Arts Commission, Columbia, SC; Squeaky Wheel, Buffalo, NY';

Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY; Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel; Texas Film Gimmission, Austin, TX; University i it

Arizona-Media Arts Room, Tucson, AZ; University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; University- of California Extension -

CMIL Berkeley, CA; University ofTexas - Dept. ofRadio, TV and Film, Austin, TX; Upstate, Films, Rhinebeck, NY; Video

;, . . &££ Pool., Manitoba, Canada; Wexner Center., Columbus, OH; WKSG, Binghamton, NY; WNFT/13, NYC;

Women in the Director's Chair, Chicago, IL; Women Make Movies, NYC; Worldfest, Houston, TX; WTVS
Channel 56, Detroit, MI; York University Libraries, North York, Ontario, Canada

NYSCA

Millennium Campaign Fund

The Millennium Campagin Fund is a i yeai

fundraising inititiative to develop a $150,000

cash reserve fund for the Foundation tor

Independent Video and Film by the year 2000.

Since its inauguration in March 1997, we have

raised, at press time, more than $60,000. We
would like to thank those who have so gener-

ously donated to the Millennium Campaign

Fund, (donations received as of 4/27/98)

Corporate/Government/Private

Donors
New York State Council on the Arts; Home

Box Office, Jewish Communal Fund

Honorary Committee Members
(dorian

Ralph Arlyck, John Bard Manulis, Peter Buck

C-Hundred Film Corp., C6kS International

Insurance Brokers, Hugo Cassirer, Martha

Coolidge, Nik Ives, Bill Jersey, Richard Kylherg,

Tom LeGoft, Helaine 6k Sidney Lerner, Diane

Markrow, Leonard Merrill Kur:, David 6k Sandy-

Picker, R.E.M./Athens, LLC, Barbara Roberts,

James Schamus, Robert L. Seigel, Michael

Stipe, Liza Vann Smith, Miranda Smith, Ann

Tennenbaum, Walterry Insurance Company,

Robert E. Wise

Friends
{donaa man >

Anonymous, Barbara Abrash, The American

Domcumentary, Inc., Ted & Asya Berger, Alan

Berliner, Regina Berliner, Tessa Blake, Blackside

Inc., Doug Block, Susan Bodine, Esq., Bob

Brodsky, Barbara Brooks, Florence Burke, Jeff

Bush, Michelle Bvrd, Pamela Calvert, David

Carnochan, Rick Carter, Christine Choy, Ruth

Anne Cohen, Bob Coleman, Norman Cowie,

Keith Croftord, Jonathan Dayton, Helen De

Michiel, Loni Ding, Aaron Edison, Bill

Einreinhofer, Cassian Elwes, Fanlight

Productions, Chris Farina, Valerie Fans, Larry

Fessenden, Film Forum, Bonnie Finnegan,

Kenneth Fishel, William Flemming, Frank

Frattaroli, Peter Friedman, Archibald Gillies,

Patricia Goudvis, Barabara Hammer, Henry

Hampton, Hal Hartley, Richard 6k Elaine

Hawk, James Herbert, Kathy High, Deborah

Hoffman, Ted Hope, Zuzana Justman, Ticia

Kane, Dai Sil Kim-Gibson, Michael G. Kindle,

Valerie Kbntakos, Stephen Krai, Terry Lawler,

Ruby Lerner, Peter Lewnes, Mark Lipman,

Lawrence Loewinger, Jason Lyon, Charles

MacFarland, Jodi Magee, Jim McKay, Cara

Mertes, Robb Moss, N. Cheng 6k Company,

Michel Negroponte, Sheila Nevins, John

O'Brien, Jackie Ochs, October Films, Off Shore

Pictures, Eloise Payne, Anthony Peraticos,

Mimi Pickering, Robert Richter, Ross S.

McElwee, John Schwartz, Nat Segaloff,

Deborah Shaffer, Sloss Law Office, PC, Vivian

Sobchack, Kevin Smith, Valerie 6k Jim Smith,

Buddy Squires, James Stark, George C. Stoney,

Helen Stritder, Thunderhead Productions, Tom

Treadway, Mark Tusk, David Van Taylor, David

6k Susan Watson, Barton Weiss, Susan

Wittenberg; Lauren Zalaznick, Gei Zantzinger,

Debra Zimmerman



FILM VIDEO ARTS
The StomPing Ground for

Independent Giants!
since 1968

Camera Rentals

Postproduction

Courses

Affordable Rates

Now Introducing

the Digital Studies Program

Digital Video Editing; 3-D Design;

Animation; Web Design

212.673.9361
81 7 Broadway NYC

Context Studios
Film S Video Services

LOW COST
16mm

film-to-video

transfer
• double system

• single system optical

• time coded transfers

• mag track recording

• film and video screening

• rehearsal space

• theatre

• 10,000 sf of space for

shooting and set construction

CONTEXT • 28 Avenue A

NY, NY 10009 • 212-505-2702

WRITE • DIRECT • SHCCT • EDIT
your own short films in our hands-on eight week total immersion

workshops for individuals with little or no prior filmmaking

experience. Shoot your films with 16mm Arriflex cameras in

small classes designed and taught by award-winning instructors.

SU/V4/V4EC 1^98
tun. %i\ & right Week M it Ksin §>$ at

NEW YORK FILM ACADEMY
New York City

UCLA
Los Angeles, California

YALE UNIVERSITY
New Haven, Connecticut

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Princeton, New Jersey

UC BERKELEY
San Francisco, California

SORBONNE UNIVERSITY
Paris, France

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY
Cambridge, England

OXFORD UNIVERSITY
Oxford, England

HUMBOLDT UNIVERSITY
Berlin, Germany

All workshops are solely owned and operated by the New York Film Academy.

'My daughter wants to be a filmmaker. I can think of no better place for her to study-

Laura Esquivel, Author & Screenwriter, Like Water for Chocolate

".
. . an extraordinary program." Dr. Carlo Chiarenza

Former Director of Fulbright Commission, Rome, Italy

We have worked with students and We recommend this course only

faculty from film schools around the to individuals who are prepared to

world and have incorporated the best commit themselves to the rigorous and

elements of each program to create the creative process of transforming their

most effective curriculum. ideas into films.

EIGHTAND FOUR WEEK WORKSHOPS START THE
FIRST MONDAY OF EVERY MONTH IN NEW YORK CITY

new rccr riLM academy
100 EAST 17TH STREET NYC 10003 TEL: 212-674-4300 FAX: 212-477-1414

WEB PAGE: www.nyfa.com E-MAIL: film@nyfa.com



IN & OUT OF PRODUCTION
by Cassandra

U retz

"HOW FAR WOULD YOU GO FOR THE ULTIMATE

sexual experience?," asks director Madeline

Schwartzman. In Aphrodisiac, one of histo-

ry's most famous fetishes arrives in New York,

driving the city's

jaded hoards to hor-

rible heights of

hedonism in their

attempts to find and

possess it. History

informs us that in

15th century Eu-

rope, at least 12

churches claimed to

own the foreskin of

Jesus Christ. Al-

though the last cata-

logued foreskin was

declared stolen in

1983 ("parishioners

suspected an inside

job"), Schwartzman

examines the poten-

tial impact this fetish

might have on urban

life should it reap-

pear today with its

rumored stimulating

properties intact.

Aphrodisiac, As-

cending Pictures, 248

3rd Ave. #4, New

York, NY ICO 10;

(212) 477-1309; mksKccolumbia.edu

Meanwhile, down the block, another

drama of Biblical proportions is taking place.

In Art Jones' Going Nomad, El Cid Rivera

hears the call to achieve his life's grand mis-

sion. He's hungry for his life's work, but

crushed beneath the burden of everyday

banality, not to mention his portentous name.

Nevertheless, he's determined to find his des-

tiny and sets out to ride the range in search of

meaning (and a bigger apartment). Going

Nomad, Great Jones Productions, 245 W.

29th St., New York, NY 10001; (212) 967-

1106.

Ray (Mark Salocks), an Albany wiseguy

straight out of Ironweed, has an epiphany of

sorts after spending an evening in conversa-

tion with his own shadow. Len X. Clayton's

short but sweet noir Shadow of a Man,

recently screened in rough-cut for the

Upstate Independents in Albany, New York,

features music by Ornette Coleman, Big Rude

Jake, and Mr. Clean's Army. Shadow of a Man,

c/o Len X. Clayton, 1238 Union St.,

Schenectady, NY 12308; (518) 347-0665.

Produced in association with the Center for

Independent Documentary, Laurel Green-

berg's 94 Years and 1

Nursing Home Later

starts with home movies

and builds to a medita-

tion on women's care-

taker status in the fami-

ly and the turns their

lives take as a result.

When Greenberg

observed her grand-

mother in a Phila-

delphia nursing home,

fielding torpid though

well-meant queries from

her son during a video-

taped visit, she vowed

to disclose the real emo-

W

I

File under feline: Puss in

Books: Adventures of the

Library Cat Photo: Bea Craig,

courtesy Iron Frog Prod

From Madeline Schwartzman's

Aphrodisiac

Courtesy Ascending Pictures

tional dialogue animating the

conversation. Greenherg's grandmother Belle

brought old world values when she emigrated

to America, faithfully practicing a traditional

wife's role that ultimately drained her future

away, leaving her to a lonely and dependent

existence. In illustrating the motherhood mys-

tique from a such a personal perspective,

Greenberg hopes to explicate the changes tak-

ing place in family systems, finding that

moment in lite in which happiness is lost. 94

Years and I Nursing Home Later, c/o Laurel

Greenberg, 7 Halifax St., Jamaica Plain, MA
02130; (617) 983-1177.

Boys Seeking Girls and finding none to

speak of populate this short film by Alan

Horsager. Marcus, a sweet-hearted but jumpy

man on the make, finds himself so spooked by

the blind-dating life that his anxiety balloons to

gigantic proportions. Fear-induced surreality

follows, making space tor some racy

dates. Boys Seeking Girls, Simulations

Productions, 4 Florentia, #204, Seattle,

WA 98109; (206) 283-1058; seatownia

isomedia.com

Inside The Blue Line, Mike Camoin's

new feature documentary, is a rare look at life

lived in direct contact with nature. Sixty-seven

year-old Jack Leadley and his wife eke out a

spare but spiritually idyllic existence within the

Adirondack Mountain preserve, whose federal-

ly regulated status has been denoted on maps

by a proverbial Blue Line since 1892. Camoin

examines both the Leadleys' family history and

their increasingly complex encounters with the

state which, in its attempts to institute relevant

environmental protection policies, has inter-

fered with the preserve's delicate ecosystem.

Inside The Blue Line, c/o Mike Camoin, Videos

For Change Productions, 409 Cole Rd.,

Delanson, NY 1205 3; (518) 895-5269;

www.concentric.net/~videos4c.

Winner of two awards at the New Orleans

Urban Film &. Video Festival, Chris Stearns'

Advising Michael tells an enduring romantic

tale of tangles and misplaced

ideals. Sweet single guy

Michael (Lee Coleman) bends

to the encouragement of friends

to start dating, only to find him-

self smitten with a mysterious,

fascinating, and thoroughly trou-

blesome woman. A gentleman at

heart, our hero becomes increas-

ingly convinced that only gorilla

tactics will get him the girl of his

dreams. When his best friend

reveals she has been harboring a thang for him,

however, he rethinks his cynical stance.

Advising Michael, Talon Films, 206 Harvard Rd.,

Watervliet, NY 12189; (518) 271-6893; fax;

271-2542; www.talontiIms.com

Director Patricia Goudvis contends that the

demise of American activism has been greatly

exaggerated. Documenting an American

lawyer's search tor her missing husband, a

Mayan rebel leader arresting for practicing

human rights work, her film Dirty Secrets

reminds us that Central America's political

tumult is still very much an issue. As she fol-

lows Jennifer Harbury in her search for her

soulmate, Everardo, Goudvis encounters the

systematic oppression practiced throughout the

region by military death squads and witnesses

the torture perpetrated against Guatamalan cit-

izens. In presenting the harsh tacts of
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RUIDS 400-8000

PROTOOLS Lar
:tions

580 Broadway ,

(and Houston) I

925.1110

AVR 77

Film Composer
On-Line/Of f-Line
Pix/Sound Editors
Friendly Tech Staff
Transfers & Dubs
Low Rates

RECENT FILMS:

All Over Me
Follow Me Home

SURVIVAL
ENTERTAINMENT

MOTTO:

D.R. REIFF
& ASSOCIATES

ENTERTAINMENT INSURANCE
BROKERS

320 WEST 57 ST
NEW YORK, NY 10019

(212)603-0231 FAX (212)247-0739

2 1 2 • 9 6 6 • 3 1 4 1

59 FRANKLIN ST. NYC 10013

Northeast Negative Matchers, inc.

Your Avid Film Composer Matchback Specialists

Negative cutting & Conforming

y 35mm
> 16mm
> Super 16mm

.dustry*
service

•tffi.w*
-"

^413-736-2177 S413-734-1211 • 800-370-CUTS

25 Riverview Terrace
Springfield, MA 01 108-1603

www.nenm.com
e-mail: nenm@nenm.com

Everardo's story, she revitalizes the dialogue

surrounding American political involvement

beyond its borders. Dim- Secrets, Boston Center

for the Arts, 539 Tremont St., #411, Boston,

MA 02116; (617) 338-4969; pgoud

igc.apc.org

In 30 short minutes, Gary Roma's Puss in

Books: Adventures of the Library Cat does the

full tour of the meow movement sweeping the

library stacks from coast to coast. There are

15,000 public libraries in the United States

alone, and though many already have cats lurk-

ing about, one puss-promoting organization has

leaped to the vanguard of a nationwide plan to

put a kitty cat in every catalog. The Library

Cat Society, a group that promotes the place-

ment of cats in library settings, sets the stage in

this lighthearted look at the comforts cats bring

to public settings. Puss in Books: Adventures of

the Library Cat, Iron Frog Productions, 9

Townsend St., Waltham, MA 02154; (781)

891-4507; www.ironfrog.com

Luisa Quintavalle's Apocalypse Shou.' is a

science fiction documentary pitting high

talutin angels against fantasy devils. The film

explores humanity's expectations of the coming

millennium from a spooky psychodramatic per-

spective. Most notably, a chorus of animated

angels flutters back and forth through history,

tracing apocalyptic myths from their beginnings

to their Biblical breakthrough. And yes, it all

happens in New York. Apocalypse Show, 633 E.

6th St., New York, NY 10009; (212) 979-9343.

Airing on PBS last month was Lisa Leeman's

Fender Philosophies, which offers a guided tour

of America's soundbite consciousness via auto-

mobile bumper stickers. On the highways,

byways, and side roads of America, drivers

debate politics, drugs, religion, and other taboo

topics this way. While rather glib, bumper stick-

ers break through our isolation, keeping a

national conversation alive until we reach a

safe destination. Fender Philosophies, Public

Broadcasting, c/o Tamara Charnow, (619) 594-

1237; charnow@mail.sdsu.edu

Jacki Ochs' Letters Not About Love, which

recently walked off with top doc honors at

Austin's SXSW, follows a lovely correspon-

dence between American poet Lyn Hejinian

and her Russian colleague Arkadii Dragomo-

shchenko. Although their dialogue was initiat-

ed as a study project by the filmmaker, it blos-

somed into an intimate five-year friendship, in

which letters mediate the poets' meditations on

language, culture, and art. Lili Taylor narrates

Hejinian's letters to Russia; Victor Noid reads

Dragomoshchenko's impassioned responses.
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Letters Not About Love, Human Arts

Association, 54 Greene St., #4A, New York,

NY 10013; (212) 343-0078.

Joining in a worldwide celebration of

Herbert Marcuse (1898-1979) and his era,

Paul Alexander Juutilainen's documentary

Herbert's Hippopotamus: Marcuse and

Resolution in Paradise marks the social

philosopher's 100th birthday and analy:es his

impact on American political thought. Mentor

to influential activists Angela Davis, Abbie

Hoffman, and others during his professorial

tenure at the University of California,

Marcuse published best-selling critiques of

both capitalism and communism and earned

the Far Right's enduring enmity. Premiering at

the 1996 AFI Los Angeles Film Festival,

Herbert's Hippopotamus has gone on to win

awards at many of the country's most presti-

gious festivals. Herbert's Hippopotamus:

Marcuse and Revolution in Paradise, 117 W.

Walnut Ave. #C, San Diego, CA 92105;

(619) 497-0340.

Barry Gaines' first documentary is inspired

through family ties. My Cousin Lou i^ drawn

from his relative's wrenching 20-year battle

with Parkinson's Disease. An Academy Award

nominee tor his original work on TTie Deer

Hunter, Louis Gartinkle was an established

screenwriter and playwright when Parkinson's

affected him and took him on a worldwide

search for potential relief. Gaines follows his

cousin's journey into the larger drama the dis-

ease brings to public life, noting the experience

of renowned figures such as Pope John Paul II,

Mohammed Ali, and Janet Reno in coping

with Parkinson's. My Cousin Lou, 6121

Woodman Ave., #301, Van Nuys, CA 91401;

(818)908-3471.

The Unveiling, a documentary double-take

on exotic dancers within the gay and lesbian

community, explores the scene with an inti-

mate portrait of two performers. The film also

introduces Dixie Evans, a 70-year-old former

burlesque queen who offers an historical

overview of exotic dancing through rare

archival footage. Rodney Evans' latest work

plays June 3-14 at the New York's Anthology

Film Archives. The Unveiling, Miasma Films,

469 State St., Brooklyn, NY 11217; (718) 246-

8235.

In & Out of Production highlights works by AIVF members

THAT ARE CURRENTLY IN PRODUCTION OR RECENTLY COMPLETED. NON-

MEMBER PROJECTS WILL BE INCLUDED AS SPACE PERMITS. SEND

DESRIPTION, LABELLED BLACK & WHITE STILLS, LENGTH, FORMAT, AND

CONTACT INFORMATION TO: IN & OUT OF PRODUCTION, THE

Independent, 304 Hudson St., 6 fl„ New York, NY 10013

niPjTni AVID MCXpress PAL NTSC

-^h In-House Editing or Rentals

Bkl ' Real Time 3D Effect

(Genie Board)

• 4 Channel/8 Audio Channels

>3s, 12s, 71.75 & 77 AVRs

\mlW\W\\[ • Pro Tools 'After Effects

• PhotoShop ' Infini D (3D)

• 36 Gig Removable Storage

• Film to tape transfer

• Video Tape Transfers in all formats,

including DV Cam & DVC Pro.

• International Standards Conversion, PAL & SECAM

• High quality Duplication from any Source Master

• PAL/SECAM/NTSC Professional!Broadcast Equipment

•Sales & Rentalsfor all Major Brands ofNew, Used, C~

Demo Equipment

' DV-CAMIDVC-PRO (PAL Products) available

• Service parts and video accessories

20 East 49th Street, 2nd Floor

NewYodt, NY 10017

Tel: (212) 688-51 10 • Fax: (212) 688-5405

E-Mail adidigital(?aol.com

5t^ntT.
For more information, a resource guide and

a copy of the video Best of Festival '96, contact:

WPFVF • 46 Fox Hill Road, Bernardston, MA
01337 • TL: 800 638-9464 • FX: 413 648-9204

eM: info@wpfvf.com • www.wpfvf.com

Sponsored by Sopris Foundation, Searchlight

Films & Population Communications International

UPTOWN AVID
We've Expanded!
Six New Suites - All New Systems

OFFLINE/ONLINE AVR 77
MC 7.0 PCI with 8 channel Input/Output

Large Beautiful Rooms - Low, Low Rates

Full Technical Support - Editors Available

Ohree Convenient [locations

26th
and

Broadway

Bleecker
and

Broadway

91st
and

Broadway

M©(MB^CMBSm^
Call Code 16: (212) 496-1118
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FESTIVALS by Thomas Pallotta

[festivals@aivf.org]

;
LISTINGS DO NOT CONSTITUTE AN ENDORSE-

' MENT. SINCE SOME DETAILS MAY CHANGE AFTER

THE MAGAZINE GOES TO PRESS, WE RECOMMEND

THAT YOU CONTACT THE FESTIVAL DIRECTLY

BEFORE SENDING PREVIEW CASSETTES.

DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING A CALL FOR ENTRIES

IN THE FESTIVAL COLUMN IS THE 15TH OF THE MONTH

TWO-AND-A-HALF MONTHS PRIOR TO COVER DATE

(E.G., JULY 15 FOR OCT ISSUE). ALL BLURBS SHOULD

INCLUDE: FESTIVAL DATES, CATEGORIES, PRIZES,

ENTRY FEES, DEADLINES, FORMATS & CONTACT INFO.

TO IMPROVE OUR RELIABILITY AND MAKE THIS COL-

UMN MORE BENEFICIAL, WE ENCOURAGE ALL MEDIA-

MAKERS TO CONTACT FIVF WITH CHANGES, CRITI-

CISM, OR PRAISE FOR FESTIVALS PROFILED.

Domestic

AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE LOS ANGELES
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL, CA. Oct

22-31. Deadlines: June 15 (early), Aug 3 (final). Fee:

features $40, shorts $30 (early); features $50, shorts

$40 (final). AFI Fest combines its film programming

with special events, capturing the cultural diversity

of Los Angeles while providing new filmmakers with

an avenue of exposure to the film industry. Sections

include Official Competition, New Directions

(American Independents), World Cinema, Shorts,

Documentaries. Pri:es include: Studio Prize, Best

New Director, Best New Writer, Best Short Film,

Audience Awards in each category. Entries must he

LA premieres w/ no previous local TV or theatrical

exposure; no limitation on completion date. Fest

receives wide print coverage in trades, LA Times, etc.

Fest is open to public. Filmmakers not paid a fee.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm, video. Contact: AFI Fest,

2021 N. Western Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90027; 213-

856-7707; fax: 462-4049;

afifest(5 afionline.org; www.afionline.org

HAMPTONS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTI-

VAL, Oct. 14-18, NY. Deadline: July 31. Created in

1993 "to provide a forum for filmmakers around the

world who express an indie vision." Fest offers

diverse programming w/ premieres by established

filmmakers, breakthrough films by new directors &
panel discussions w/ guests from industry. Fest's top

prize for best US ind. feature, Golden Statfish

Award, includes pkg of in-kind services valued at

$125,000. prizes also for Best Director, Best Score,

Best Doc, Best Short & Audience Favourite. Fest

also awards cash prizes to student filmmakers.

(Please specify "student film " when req. entry form.)

60 films & 30 shorts shown each yr. Formats accept-

ed: 70mm, 35mm, 16mm. Entry fee: $50 feature, $25

short. Contact: Hamptons Int'l Film Festival, 3

Newtown Mews, East Hampton, NY 11937; (516)

324-4600; fax: 324-5116; www.peconic.net/

arts/hamptons/film-festival

HONOLULU UNDERGROUND FILM FESTI-

VAL, Nov 16-23, HI. Deadline: Aug 30. Hawaii's

alternative film fest, this annual int 1 competition

features the whole gamut of films and videos. All

genres and lengths accepted. Features and shorts in

ill l .it s: 2D animation, documentaries, comedy, hor-

ror, drama, action, adventure. Fest also includes the

HUFF Best of Fest awards. Format for selection:

VHS (NTSC). Entry fee: $20. Enclose SASE.

Contact: Christopher Kahunahana, director, Box

240-120, Honolulu, HI 96824-0120; (808) 735-

2242; fax: 737-3343.

NEW YORK EXPO OF SHORT FILM, VIDEO
& INTERACTIVE MULTI-MEDIA, Nov., NY.

Deadline: July 1. 32nd annual test is one of longest-

running U.S. festival of shorts, seeks narrative, ani-

mation, doc & experimental film & video under 60

mm. & digital multi-media works of any length.

Films/videos should be completed since 1996; CD-
Roms & Websites since 1994. Student and interna-

tional entries are welcome. Formats: 16mm 6k 3/4"

NTSC video only; 35mm and Super 8 films are

shown in video projection. Preview on VHS 1/2"

video, NTSC only; CD-ROMs in Mac or PC format,

Web sites by URL. Entry fee: $35; $5 for preview

return. Contact: Ann Borin, New York Expo of Short

Film 6k Video, 532 LaGuardia Place, Suite 330, New
York, NY 10012; (212) 505-7742; nyexPo(a aol.com;

www.yrd.com/nyexpo

PXL THIS VIDEO FESTIVAL, Nov. 20-Feh. 7,

CA. Deadline: Aug 22. Founded in '91, fest features

videos produced using Fisher Price PXL 2000 (but

not exclusively) 6k entered on VHS. PXL 2000 is toy

camera available from 1987-89 that records sound 6k

images directly onto audio cassettes w/ result being

very grainy quality. 2 public screenings in LA per fest,

in Nov 6k Feb. 2+ hr program spans many genres,

inch doc, poetry, exp, drama, comedy 6k music.

Formats: 1/2" (must use footage shot w/ PXL 2000).

No entry fee, but incl. 3 stamps. No return. Contact:

Gerry Fialka, organizer, PXL This Video Festival,

Clap Off The Glass Productions, 2427 1/2 Glyndon

Avenue, Venice, CA 90291; (310) 306-7330;

www.rowan.edu/~cassidy/pixel/index.html

REELING '98: CHICAGO LESBIAN AND GAY
INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL, Nov. 6-19.

Deadline: July 1. Fest in its 18th year seeks wide vari-

ety of lesbian and gay films 6k videos for the second

oldest fest of its kind in the world. All formats, gen-

res and lengths accepted. Cash prizes awarded in

category: doc, experimental/animation, narrative

short, narrative feature. Entry fee: $ 1 5 tor first entry,

$10 for each additional entry. Contact: REELING
'98, Chicago Filmmakers, 1543 West Division,

Chicago, IL 60622; (773) 384-5533; fax: 384-5542;

reeling(& chicagofilmmakers.org; www.chicago film-

makers.org

RHODE ISLAND INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL, Aug. 13-16. RI Deadline: June 5. Fest,

now in its second year, will take place in historic

Woonsocket, Rhode Island. Because of its unique

geographic location and connection to cultural her-

itage, one of the chief aims of fest is to encourage an

artistic exchange between filmmakets from the New
England region and the Canadian provinces. Fest

accepts shorts, features 6k videos produced after

1995. Cats include: dramatic, doc, experimental,

animation. Filmmakers may enter their films either

in or out of competition. All films will he eligible for

Fest Favorites awards. Formats: 16mm, 35mm,

Betacam SR 3/4", S-VHS or VHS. Preview: VHS
(1/2" NTSC only). Entry fee: $25: shorts, $45: fea-

tures. Contact: Rhode Island International Film

Festival, Box 162, Newport, Rhode Island 02840;

tel/fax:(401) 847-7590; flicksartCnaol.com

SHORT ATTENTION SPAN FILM AND
VIDEO FESTIVAL, November, San Francisco;

other dates/cities TBA. Deadline: Aug 15. Now in

its 7th yr, fest open showcase for shorts. Entries

must be noncommercial, 2 min. or less 6k complet-

ed w/in previous 2 yrs. Range of styles 6k genres,

incl. animation, music video, political commentary,

comedy, exp. and narrative, plus "totally banal and

truly grotesque." Best of Fest compilation made

available for screening galleries around U.S., as

well as on Viacom Channel 25 in San Francisco,

Weird TV 6k Artists Television Access. Formats:

35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2", Super 8. Preview on 1/2".

Entry fee: $5. Contact: Justin Graham, Short

Attention Span Film 6k Video Fest, Box 460316,

San Francisco, CA 94146; (415) 554-0964;

caseia sirius.com; www.creative.net/~weather

Foreign

BARCELONA INTERNATIONAL EXHIBI-

TION OF GAY 6k LESBIAN FILMS, Oct. 26-

Nov. 8, Spain. Deadline: late Aug. Noncompetitive

fest now in 4th yr. Sections: Pink 6k Purple (cur-

rent features), Homage, Special Screening 6k

Stonewall (new Queer Cinema). All lengths con-

sidered. Audience Award, Best Short Film 6k Best

Long Instructional. Screenings: Filmoteca de la

Generalitat de Catalunya (Catalan Government).

Formats: 35mm, 16mm; preview on VHS. No
entry fee. Contact: Xavier-Daniel, din, Barcelona

Int'l Exhibition of Gay 6k Lesbian Films, Mostra

Internacional de Cinema Gai i Lesbic, Casal

Lambda, Carrer Ample 5, 08002 Barcelona, Spain;

Oil 34 3 412 72 72, fax: Oil 34 3 412 74 76.

BREST FESTIVAL OF SHORT FILMS, Nov. 9-

15, France. Deadline: Sept. 5. Open to all short

films, provided entry is produced/co-prod. by EU
country. Awards: Grand Prix of Brest European

Short Film Festival; 1st Film Award; Audience

Award; Best Actress/Actor Award. Max running

time of 60 min., completed after 7/31/97. Approx

40 films accepted for competition 6k about 30 films

incl. in "fringe" screenings outside competition.

No entry fee. Formats: 35mm, 16mm; preview on

VHS. No entry fee. Contact: Gilbert

LeTraon/Mirabelle Freville, artistic directors, Brest

Festival of Short Films, Festival du Film Court de

Brest, Association Cote Ouest, 40 bis, rue de la

Republique, B.R 173, 29269 Brest Cedex; France,

Oil 33 2 98 44 03 94; fax: Oil 33 2 98 80 25 24.

fUm-festival@brest.com; www.film-festival.brest.com

CINANIMA INTERNATIONAL ANIMATED
FILM FESTIVAL, Nov. 10-15, Portugal.

Deadline: Aug. 1. Espinho, small seaside resort in

northern Portugal, hosts this animated film event,

now in 22nd yr. Program comprises int'l competi-

tion & int'l non-competitive program, which

includes retros. Eligible: all works directed "frame

by frame" or computet assisted tor cinema 6k TV, in

film or video, completed after January 1, L997.

Competition cats: up to 6 min.; 6-1 } min.; 13-26

min.; 26-52 min.; long-feature; publicity & insti-

tutional; 1st film; didactic 6k information; title
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sequences; series. Awards: Great prize CINANIMA
98 (trophy, certificate & PTE 500,000; about US
$2,850); Prize City of Espinho-Jury's Special Award

(trophy, certificate 6k PTE 250,000; about US 1,425);

Prize for Best Film in each Cat. (trophies & certifi-

cates); Honorable Mentions; Prize Alves Costa

(awarded by journalist at fest.); Prize Jose Abel (spe-

cial trophy 6k certificate); Audience Prize (special

trophy); RTP Prize (special Trophy & acquisition of

broadcast rights). Formats for competition: 35mm,

16mm, U-matic 3/4", VHS multisystem, Betacam SP

(PAL); Formats for selection: VHS multisystem;

Betacam SP (PAL). No entry fee. Contact: CINAN-
IMA: Int'l Animated Film Festival, Secretariado do

Festival, Apartado 743, Rua 62, 251 - 4501 Espinho

Codex, Portugal; tel: 011 351 2 734 4611/ 734 1621;

fax: 011 351 2 734 6015; cinanima ("cinanima.pt

www.cinanima.pt

LEEDS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL,

Oct. 3-18, UK. Deadline: July 20. Central theme runs

through this 15-day fest, now in 12th yr, which fea-

tures premieres, shorts, animations 6k docs. Each yi

about 95 features & 45-50 shorts exhibited. Fest also

features strong educ. content w/ seminars, workshop-,

6k lectures. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, broadcast-quali-

ty video. Entry fee: £5 (EU entries), £,10 (outside the

EU). Contact: Liz Rymer, Leeds Int'l Film best. Town

Hall, The Headrow, Leeds, LSI 3AD, United

Kingdom; tel: 01 1 44 1 1 3 247 8 389; fax: Oil 44 113

247 8397; www.leeds.gov.uk/liff

LES ECRANS DE L'AVENTURE, Int'l Fest. ot

Adventure Film, late Oct., France. Deadline: mid-

June. Held in Dijon, fest is a showcase tor recent

adventure-themed docs. Awards: Toison d'Or tor the

Best Adventure Film, Jean-Marc Boivin Prize for gen-

uineness 6k ethical dimension of adventure,

Children's Prize. Formats: BetaSP (Pal), 16 mm; pre-

view on 3/4 U-Matic (Pal, Secam, NTSC), VHS (Pal,

Secam). No submission tee. Contact: Geo Poussier,

"Les Ecrans de l'Aventure", Guilde Europeenne du

Raid, 11 rue de Vaugirard 75006 Pans, France. 011-

33-1-43-26-97-52; fax: 011-33-1-46-34-75-45;

guilde(« club-internet.fr

LONDON INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL,

Nov. 5-22, UK. Deadline: Aug 7. Festival, run con-

tinuously since 1957, is largest noncompetitive 6*

invitational film fest in Europe. For several yrs, it has

programmed one of Europe's largest forums of U.S.

ind prods. Overall, 180 int'l features 6k short film

showcase of 100 shorts. Sections incl. Shorts 6a

Animation, British Cinema Now, Panorama France,

Evening Standard "Film on the Square," European

Cinema, World Cinema. Screenings held at Nat'l

Film Theatre, Museum of the Moving Image, Odeon

West End 6k ICA Cinema. Nearly 1,000 filmmakers,

buyers 6k media attend 6k there is an Industry Office.

Extensive media coverage 2nd only to competitive

fests in Europe. Audiences over 100,000. Entries

must be UK premieres produced w/in preceding 2 yrs.

Fiction 6k doc works ot all lengths 6k genres accepted.

Send into (incl synopsis 6k press kit) only to fest; pre-

view cassettes will be requested. Formats: 35mm,

16mm, 3/4", Super 8, 8mm. No entry fee. Contact:

Jane Ivey, administrator, London Int'l Film Festival,

Nat'l Film Theatre, South Bank, Waterloo, London

SE1 8XT, United Kingdom; 011 44 171 815 1322;

fax: 011 44 171 633 0786; sarah.lutton(5 bfi.org.uk

F X R S T ANNUAL

SHORT
FllM FffTXVM
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CU1 FOR PNTRX^ (213) 121-S016
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NEW DAY FILMS is the premiere distrib-

ution cooperative for social issue media.

Owned and run by it's members, New
Day Films has successfully distributed

documentary film and video for twenty-

five years.

Seeking energetic

independent makers

of social issue

Call 914.485.8489 DOCUMENTARIES FOR

NEW MEMBERSHIP.

http://www.newday.com

Accepting shorts, features, and

documentaries.

Film Entry Deadline July 31, 1998

For submission information

visit our web site

www.marcoislandfilmfest.com

OrcaU

941-642-FEST (3378)

Marco Island Film Festival

P.O. Box 2002

Marco Island, FL 34146

J

SPONSORED rN PART BY THE
XLIER COUNTY TOLTUST r>E\ELOPMENT COUNQ

MANNHEIM-HEIDELBERG INTERNATION-
AL FILM FESTIVAL, Oct. 9-17, Germany.

Deadline: July 25. Founded in '52, this is one of old-

est German tests. In 1994, Heidelberg became the

new partner of Mannheim & fest films are screened

in both cities. Well-known forum for inds & spring-

board for newcomers. Approx 25 films in Int'l

Competition; features, docs & shorts compete for

Int'l Independent Award in cats of Best Feature Film

(DM 30,000: DM 15,000 for director. DM 15,000 dis-

tribution grant), Best Documentary (DM 10,000,

30+ min.), Best Short (DM 5,000, max length 30

min. Special Prize in Memoriam Rainer Werner

Fassbinder (DM 10,000 for film with most unique

narrative structure 6k length of 60 min.) 6k Special

Award of the Jury. Other awards incl. Audience Prize

of Mannheim-Heidelberg, Fipresci Award,

Ecumenical Jury Award. Entries must have been

completed within previous yr, not screened publicly

in German cinemas or broadcast on German TV
before fest & not participated in official program of

certain Euro fests. Other sections: International

Discoveries (outstanding prods of previous yr),

Special Screenings, Retros. Films in Official Program

will be presented to some 40 distributors & TV buy-

ers in well-established Independent Market Service.

The new "Mannheim Meetings", the Int'l

Coproduction Meetings Mannheim-Heidelberg, offer

the opportunity to find co-production partners for

film projects. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. No entry fee.

Contact: Dr. Michael Koetz, Mannheim-Heidelberg

Int'l Film Festival, Internationales Film Festival

Mannheim-Heidelberg, Collini-Center, Galerie, D-

68161 Mannheim, Germany; 011 49 621 10 29 43;

fax: 011 49 621 29 15 64; iftnh(a mannheim-filmfes-

tival.com; www.mannh eim-filmfestival.com

OTTAWA INTERNATIONAL ANIMATION
FESTIVAL, Sept. 29-Oct. 4, Canada. Deadline: July

1. Competitive biennial fest for film 6k video, found-

ed in 1976, is N. America's only animation fest sanc-

tioned by ASIFA, the Int'l Animated Film

Association. It features noncompetitive Int'l

Panorama, retros, tributes, children's program,

numerous workshops 6k. social events in addition to

competition. Entries must have been completed since

June 30 of preceding 2 yrs. Craft entry cats incl. ani-

mation, design, story, music 6k/or sound; animation

media: object, computer drawn, mixed media, exp or

unusual technique. Awards: Grand Prize of Fest, 2nd

6k 3rd Prizes, Cat Prizes, Special Jury Prize. Entrants

should specify 1 of following cats: prods under 10

mins; 10-30 mins; first films (student films welcome);

children's animated prods not made for TV; educa-

tional prods; promotional works (commercials,

PSAs); animated prods prod for TV (series 6k non-

series). Fest shows about 115 new works as well as

another 100 in retros. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4",

1/2". Entry fee: None. Contact: Ottawa Int'l

Animation Fest, Canadian Film Institute, 2 Daly

Ave., Suite 120, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIN 6E2;

(613) 232-8769; fax: 232-6315; oiaf(§ ottawa.com;

www..iwn.com Ottawa

TOKYO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL,

Oct. 31 -Nov. 8, Japan. Deadline: July 15. Founded in

1985 as major int'l competitive Asian showcase, the

annual FIAPF-accredited fest consists of Int'l

Competition 6k Young Competition sections 6k film

market. Int'l competition select> official entries from
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around world, vv7 finalists screened during test &
int'l jury panel selecting winners for awards incl.

Tokyo Grand Prix; Tokyo Special Jury Prize; Best

Director, Best Actress, Best Actor, Tokyo Gold 6k

Tokyo Silver. Entries tor this section must have been

produced in 35mm or 70mm w/in 15-month period

preceding test, must not have taken part in compet-

itive sections of other int'l tests &. have running

time of over 70 min. All films will have Japanese

subtitles (cost borne by fest). Young Cinema Comp.

aimed at encouraging young directors. Int'l jury

selects award winners from entries submitted by

directors 35 yrs or younger w no more than 5 fea-

tures commercially released, or by directors of any

age who have completed a tirst film. Films must

have been produced in 35mm during 18 mo. pit-

ceding test, must be no less than 60 min. CV must not

have competed in other int'l tests. Cash Prizes;

Tokyo Gold: ¥10 million, Tokyo Silver: ¥5 million.

Doc films not eligible. Formats accepted: 35mm.

Entry fee: none. Deadline: mid June. Contact:

Yasuyoshi Tokuma, Director General, Tokyo Int'l

Film Fest, 4F Landic Ginza Building II, 1-6-5 Ginza,

Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0061, Japan; 011 81 3 5563

6305; fax 011 81 3 3563 6310; www.tokyo-tilm-

test.or.jp

TURIN INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF
YOUNG CINEMA (CINEMA GIOVANI)
November, 20-28 1998 in Turin, Italy. Deadline:

Aug. 30 (shorts), Sept. 15 (features). Now celebrat-

ing 16th yr, test is excellent competitive showcase

tor new directors ex filmmaking trends. Field in

northern Italy's Piedmont region. Sections; int'l

Competition tor Feature Films (35mm & 16mm
Italian ptemieres completed attet Sept. 1 1997); int"l

Short Film competition (up to 30 min.);

Noncompetitive Section (features ex docs); impor-

tant premieres ex. works by iur\ members. Italian

Space Competition (35mm, 16mm & videos) accepts

works by Italian directors. Turin Space accepts tilms

6k video by directors born or living in Piedmont

region. Fest also features retros. Fest does not accept

in competition any films already shown in competi-

tion at Cannes, Berlin, Locarno, or any Italian tests.

Awards: int'l Feature Films Competition: 1st Prize 20

million lire; 2 special jury awards of 5 million lire

each; int'l Short Films Competition: 1st Prize, 4 mil-

lion lire; 2nd Prize 5 million lire; 5rd Prize 2 million

lire; Italian Space Competition: 1st Prize 10 million

lire in technical services ex film, 2nd Prize 2 million

lire; 3rd Prize 1 million lire; Turin Space

Competition: 1st Prize 2 million lire; 2nd Prize 1 mil-

lion lire; 3rd Prize 500,000 million lire. Local ex for-

ids approach 45,000, with 25 nations repre-

sented ex over 250 journalists accredited. About 300

tilms shown. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. For appl, call:

01 1-59-1 1-562-3509 or fax 011-59-11-562-97%;

info@torinofilmfest.org. U.S. contact: Cross

Productions, 247 Centre St., 2nd il., NY. NY
(212) 226-6474; tax: 220-6721; sparkle" inch.com;

www.torinolilintest.org

UPPSALA INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM
FESTIVAL, Oct 19-25, Sweden. Deadline: July 24.

Located north ot Stockholm in university town, test

estab in '82, programs int'l docs e* shorts (around

120) 6x children's tilms. Competition cats incl. short

fiction films (max 20 min.; 20-60 min.), animation,

doc, exp 6k children's films. Awards in children's film

cat. decided by special children's jury 6k an"audience

choice" award. Films on all subjects welcomed, ama-

teur as well as professional. Entries must be under 60

min., produced no more than 2 yrs prior to lest 6k not

broadcast or commercially screened in Sweden. 6

films awarded with Uppsala Filmkaja. Program also

incls retros, exhibits 6x seminars. Formats 35mm,

16mm. No entry fee. Contact: Anders Engstrom,

Uppsala Int. Short Film Festival, PO. Box 1746, S-

751 47 Uppsala, Sweden; 46-18-12 00 25, tax: 46-18-

12 15 50: iippsal.ii" shorttilmtestival.com; www.short-

tilmfestival.com

VIENNALE—VIENNA INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL, mid-Oct., Austria. Deadline:

mid-Aug. A "lest ot tests," FIAF-recognized noncom-

petitive Viennale introduces local auds to major tilms

ot' annual test circuit. It is test "in praise of indepen-

dent politics cx visions," emphasizing films oft beaten

track. Large retro every yr on overlooked subjects,

such as Before the Code: Hollywood 1929-1934

(l
lW5) or Roberto Rossellini (1997). Sections inc.

Pocs, Shorts, Lost 6s Found (recently discovered or

very rare films) 6x 2 or 5 tributes to directors, actors

ex prods. Entries must not have been shown theatri-

cally in Austria. Formats: 55mm, 16mm. No entry tee.

( out act: Hans Hurch, Internationale Filmtest-

wochen Wien, Stiftgasse 6, A- 1070 Vienna, Austria;

tel: Oil 45 I 52o 59 47, lax: Oil 45 1 525 41 72;

otiicc" viennale.or.at; www. viennale. or.at

1998 Call For Entries

LONG ISLAND
FILM FESTIVAL

15*h Annual Film/Video Festival
Staller Center for the Arts

University at Stony Brook
July 18-August 1, 1998

Call or Write for Entry Forms (Due 5/1/98)

Long Island Film Festival

c/oPOBox 13243

Hauppauge, NY 11788

1-800-^62-4769 • 516-853-4800
From 10-6, Mon-Fri

The Long Island Film Festival is co-produced by

the Staller Center for the Arts, University at Stony Brook

in association with

the Suffolk County Motion Picture and Television Commission.

Northampton Film Festival

November 4-8, 1998

Call for Entries

Open to

independent film

and video makers

throughout the US

Fiction, Documentaries, Animation & Experimental

Features & Shorts

Deadline for Submissions: June 30, 1998

For Information and Entry Form send a SASE to:

Northampton Rim Associates, Inc.

351 Pleasant St. No. 137

Northampton, MA 01060

or visit www.nohofilm.org

Questions? call 413-586-3471

fax 413-584-4432 email filmfest@nohofilm.org
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CLASSIFIEDS
[independent@aivf.org]

DEADLINES: 1ST OF EACH MONTH, TWO MONTHS

^ PRIOR TO COVER DATE (E.G. MAY 1 FOR JULY).

CLASSIFIEDS OF UP TO 240 CHARACTERS

(SPACES & PUNCTUATION) COST S25/ISSUE FOR

AIVF MEMBERS. $35 FOR NONMEMBERS; 240-

480 CHARACTERS COST S45/ISSUE FOR AIVF

MEMBERS. $65 FOR NONMEMBERS. ADS RUNNING

5+ TIMES RECEIVE $5 DISCOUNT PER ISSUE. ADS

EXCEEDING LENGTH WILL BE EDITED. ALL COPY

SHOULD BE TYPED AND ACCOMPANIED BY A CHECK

OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO: FIVE 304 HUDSON ST.,

NY, NY 10013. TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, YOU MUST

INCLUDE: CARD TYPE (VISA/MC); CARD NUMBER;

NAME ON CARD: EXPIRATION DATE; BILLING ADDRESS

& CARDHOLDER'S DAYTIME PHONE. INCLUDE VALID

MEMBER ID#.

Buy • Rent • Sell

SOHO AUDIO RENTALS: Time code dat>, RF

diversity mics, playback systems, pkgs. Great rates,

great equipment &. great service. Discounts for AIVF

members. Larry (212) 226-2429; sohoaud(5

mcmail.com

SONY BETACAM SP UVW-1800 deck for rent

51.5 day; Media 100 for rent $750/\vk, inch 36 gigs

of hard drive space. Discounts for long-term use.

Tracy (718) 596-4779.

VIDEO DECKS/ EDIT SYSTEMS FOR RENT: I

DELIVER! All types at best prices: Beta SP Deck

(Sony UVW-1800) SI 50 day, S450 week. D Vision

$450/week. S VHS offline, Beta SP online w auto-

conform. David (212) 362-1056.

Distribution

AQUARIUS PRODUCTIONS, leading distributor

of outstanding videos because of outstanding pro-

ducers. Join our collection of titles on disabilities,

mental health, aging, nursing, psychosocial issues,

children & teen issues. For educational health mar-

kets. Contact: Leslie Kussmann, Aquarius Prod., 5

Powderhouse Lane, Sherborn, MA 01770; (508)

651-2963; tax: 650-4216; www.aquariusproduc-

tions.com

CINEMA GUILD, leading film video multimedia

distnb, seeks new doc, fiction, educational & anima-

tion programs for distribution. Send videocassettes

or disc for evaluation to: The Cinema Guild, 1697

Broadway, Suite 506, NY, NY 10019; (212) 246-

5522; fax: 246-5525; TheCinemaG(« aol.com

FANLIGHT PRODUCTIONS, distributors of

award-winning films 6k videos on disabilities, health

care, mental health, family/social issues, seeks new

work for educational markets. Karen McMillen,

Fanlight Productions, 47 Halifax St., Boston, MA
02130; (80Q) 937-4113.

LOOKING FOR AN EDUCATIONAL DIS-

TRIBUTOR? Consider the University of California.

We can put 80 years ot successful marketing exper-

tise to work for you. Kate Spohr: (510) 643-2788 or

http:Www-cmil.unex.berkelev.edu media

PSA'S AND VNR'S: Public Interest Video Network

can help producers ex. nonprofit organizations reach

millions. Strong track record, experience 6k station

data base get results. Call Arlen Slobodow: (301)

656-7244.

SEEKLNG EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS on guid-

ance issue>: violence, drug prevention 6k parenting

tor exclusive distribution. Our marketing gives

unequaled results. Bureau for At-Risk Youth, Box

760, 135 DuPont St., Plainview, NY 11803; (800)

99-YOLTHx210.

Freelance

35MM/16MM PROD. PKG w cinematographer.

Complete studio truck w DP's own Am 35BL,

16SR, dolly, jib crane, lighting, grip, Nagra... more.

Ideal 1 -source tor the low-budget 35mm feature!

(201)807-0155.

AATON CAMERA PKG. Absolutely perfect for

independent features. Top of the line XTR Prod w
S16, time code video, the works! Exp DP w/ strong

lighting 6k prod skills wants to collaborate in telling

your story. Andy (212) 501-7862; circa(« inter

port.net

ACCLAIMED 6k UNUSUAL instrumental band

can provide music tor your next project. Contact

nia" for demo: (781) 932-4677; boygirl(a

mediaone.net

AWARD-WINNING PHOTOGRAPHER in

NYC area. 10 years stills. 10 vears video 6k now film

tor your thesis, short film or feature project.

http://cameraman.home.mindspring.com

BETA SP videographer w/ new Sony Betacam SP

mics 6k lights. Very portable, light-weight ek I'm fast.

Experience includes: docs, interviews, industrials,

fashion shows 6k comedy clubs. Please call John

Kelleran (212) 334-3851.

BRENDAN C. FLYNT: Director of Photographs w

15 feature credits 6k dozen shorts. Owns 35 Arri,

Super 16 16 Aaton, HMIs, Tungsten, 6k dolly w/

tracks. Call for quotes 6k reel at tel/fax: (212) 226-

8417/ ela292(S aol.com. Credits: Tromeo and Juliet,

The Offering, Fine Young Gentlemen, Brushfire.

CAMERAMAN w full postprod. support. Exp

film video DP w digital DVCAM, lighting/sound

gear 6k complete nonlinear editing services. Reliable,

flexible 6k personable. Call (212) 334-4778 for reel 6k

low prod 'post bundle rates.

CAMERAMAN w solid creative vision. Owner

Aaton S16 6k Sony Digital DSR-200 camera pack-

ages w shotgun 6k radio mic. Andy (718) 797-9051.

CAMERAPERSON: Visual storyteller loves to col-

laborate, explore diverse styles 6k formats. Brings

passion 6k productivity to your shoot. Award-winner

w/ latest Super/ Std.16 Aaton XTR Prod, package.

Todd (212) 686-9425; wacass@concentric.com

CINEMATOGRAPHER w/ 16mm prod. pkg.

Eclair NPR w 4 mags. Tripods, dolly, jib, light>. etc.

Ideal tor low budget feature 6k shorts. Rates n.

interesting projects. Curtis Campsall (613) 531-

6571; curtis.campsall"' svmpatico.ca

CINEMATOGRAPHER w Aaton & lighting,

looking forward to working w/ collaborative direc-

tors on: narratives, exp, docs, RS.A.'s, music

videos. Steven Gladstone (718) 625-0556 for new

reel. Email: \'EENOTPH(« aol.com

CLNEMATOGRAPHER w Aaton reg/S-16mm

pkg w/ video tap 6k more. Credits in features,

shorts 6k music video> ot diverse styles w/ special

interest in docs. Great rates for compelling visions.

Kevin Skvorak (212) 229-8357.

COMPOSER: Experienced, versatile composer

avail, tor scoring, sound design. Can meet all post-

production requirements. Video ek audio reels

avail. Cam Millar (212) 781-7737; Ccmillar

'a aol.com

COMPOSER FOR FILM/VIDEO, new media

projects. Innovative sounds that won't strain your

pocketbook. For a free demo 6k brochure, contact

Progressive Media Arts at: (415) 550-7172; e-mail:

pma(5 progmedia.com; www.progmedia.com

COMPOSER FOR FILM/TV: Academy Award

winning. Broadcast: PBS, NBC, ABC, CBS. Highly

experienced 6k dedicated. Music in all styles w an

original touch. Complete digital studio.

Reasonable rates. Leonard Lionnet (212) 980-

7689.

CONSIDER IT DONE! Insurance-Permits-

Logistics-Coordination. Film service bureau pro-

vides protection 6k does the dirty work. Call (212)

726-241 1. Reaching Out to the Busy Producer.

CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRA-
PHY" w lighting director background. Specialty

tilms my specialty. Can give your film that unique

"look." 16mm 6k 35mm packages avail. Call

Charles for reel: (212) 295-7878.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: 35mm,

S16mm/16mm. Creative, experienced, award win-

ning, w/ feature, ads, docs, music videos 6k indus-

trial credits. Own Arri SR 1 S16 16mm pkg w
Zeiss lens, tungstens, sound pkg. LKB Prod.: (718)

802-9874.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Award

winning, exp, looking for interesting projects.

Credits incl. features, docs 6k commercials in the

U.S., Europe 6k Israel. Own complete Aaton Super

16 pkg 6k lights. Call Adam for reel. (212) 932-

8255 or (917) 794-8226.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY': Awesome,

able-bodied DP camerawoman w/ DV camera

looking for features, interesting docs, adventure

programs. Lisa (212) 406-1297; pager (917) 874-

1021.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Breath-

taking images by Jeffery Lando, your partner in

making your vision real. Numerous feature credits.

Arri Super 16 pkg 6k lights avail. Call tor reel con-

versation: (718) 349-2130.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY' looking for

interesting features, shorts, ind. projects, etc.

Credits incl. features, commercials, industrials,

short tilm>. music videos. Aaton If S-16 pkg avail.

Abe (718) 263.0010.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY n Am SR

w tap, Chroziel matte box w Panavision titters.
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Sony Beta SR HMI's, Kino Flos, Jib Arm & Media

100. I make great pictures, work fast, have tons of

exp, assemble crews. Call Bret for Killer Reel (5

(203) 254-7370.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ awards, tal-

ent & experience. Credits include features, commer-

cials, docs, shorts &. music videos. Owner of Aaton

16mm/Super 16mm pkg., 35mm pkgs also available.

Call for reel. Bob (212) 741-2189.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w, complete

Arn-:eiss 16mm pkg. Lots of indie film experience.

Features, shorts and music videos. Save money and

get a great looking film. Willing to travel. Rates are

flexible and I work quickly. Matthew: (914) 439-5459

or (617) 244-6730.

DOCU-JOURNALIST w 15 yrs experience (beast,

indie, exp, co-productions) seeks interesting chal-

lenges, esp social, investigative, tech & political sub-

jects needing data-crunching or computer-aided

reporting. Shirley Kisaichi, (718) 802-1329; ski- I

saichi(a aol.com

EDITOR: award-winning, versatile collaborative

editor available. Exp w/ docs & features, music

videos, concert films & trailers. Avid, flatbed or off-

line systems. Robert Nassau (718) 858-2793.

ENTERTAINMENT ATTORNEY: frequent con-

tributor to "Legal Brief" columns in Independent &.

other magazines offers legal services on projects from

development to distribution. Reasonable rates.

Robert L. Seigel, Esq.: (212) 307-7533.

HOT NYC DP AVAILABLE w complete Aaton 16

516 prod. pkg. Cannon, Zeiss, Nikon, Video lip.

everything! Feature, hot music video & commercial

reel looking to expand, long, short form. Flexible

rates (212) 929-7682. Reel. Res. Conversation.

INNOVATIVE EDITOR w/ Avid available for

challenging projects. Experienced in fiction features,

commercials, music video & documentary. Reel

available. Rodney (718) 246-8235.

LOCATION SOUND: Over 20 yrs sound exp. w

time code Nagra & DAT, quality mics. Reduced rates

for low-budget projects. Harvey & Fred Edwards,

(518) 677-5720; beeper (800) 796-7363 (ext pin

1021996); edfilms(5 worldnet.att.net

MUSIC COMPOSER & LOCATION SOUND:
Otiginal music scores & sound design in project stu-

dio. Friendly, experienced & knowledgable. Also

location sound w/ Nagra 4.2. Andy (914) 741-2975

or (212) 243-4491. Andy Ryder (5 aol.com

MUSIC FOR FILM. ..Music ...Music ...Music

...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music

...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music #$%&.*? ...Music

...Music ...Music Todd Anderson (800) 925-4762 or

(801) 467-4379 for demo.

STEADICAM: Dolly smooth moves w/ the flexibili-

ty of a hand-held camera. Call Sergei Franklin (212)

228-4254.

PICTURE SOUNDS: Musical soundscapes for film,

video 6k ads. Call (914) 736-101 1 for consultation &
free rough sketch of ideas.

PRODUCTION DESIGNER available for ind fea-

ture films. Several yrs professional experience in NYC

Finding Stock Footage

with the help of creatively

inspired researchers who

reallv know their library

takes Energy.

V I

the Largest «„j Most Unique

Collection ./Original Cinematography

i„ ti,c World.

FILM -LIBRARY

1.800.IMAGERY/or Your Mosf Valuable Resource

htt|)://\Nw\*. <lijjital-cncrorv.com

Betacam SP

DV & DVCAM
3/4 SP Hi-8 SVHS

Component Editing

Transfers, Window Dubs

45/hr 340/day 175/night

1 123 Broadway, Suite 814

New York, New York 10010

www2.infohouse.com/earthvideo

212-228-4254

PICTURES

CUTTING EDGE NEW PCI AVIDS

ON-LINE // OFF-LINE

AVID COURSES // INDIE RATES

FABULOUS ROOMS

AVR 77

212 255 2564
34 W 17TH STREET
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• Digital Beta On-Line wl DVE
• Component DV Transfers

(We nave the deck)

• Tape to Disk (Syquest/Zip)

• AVID w AVR 75, Pro Tools, 36 Gigs

Arc Pictures

Phone: 212 982-1101

666 Broadway New York NY 10012

Fax: 212-982-1168

A CENTURY OF IMAGES
A CENTURY OF SOONDS

MQVIET

Fox Movietone News Outtakes

Pathe News. Inc.

Americana • Contemporary News
Vintage Television

Nature • Beauty Shots

Rock & Roll • Jazz & Blues

Country & Western

Over 30,0X10 hours of historic

footage and musical

performance clips. Transferred,

databased, copyright-cleared,

instantly available footage from

the greatest sources known
on the planet!

Fox Movietone Outtakes

Ed Sullivan Show • Steve Allen Show
Pathe News, Inc. • Soundstage

Associated Press TV

Studio 54 Library

Metropolitan Entertainment

Elvis Presley - Tlie Steve Allen Show

Howlin Wolf - Alan Lomax Collection

STOCK FOOTAGE LIBRARY

Call For Free Demo Reel • 1-800-249-1940 • 516-329-9200 • 516-329-9260 Fax

www.historicfilms.com • info@historicfilms.com

UiwiigH
Mini-DV and DVCAM dubs to BETA

...at prices independent

filmmakers can afford

212-765-6600 lichtenstein Creative Media

1600 Broadway Suite 601 New York, N.Y. 10019
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6k on location. Book available for review. Judy Becker

(212) 662-6983.

Opportunities • Gigs

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF THE MOVING
IMAGE, NYC seeks assistant curator of film video

by Aug. 1 for planning 6k implementation of retro-

spectives. Knowledge of indie, historical 6k int'l

film video 6k related degree w, min. 2 yrs prof experi-

ence required. Also need strong writing, communica-

tion 6k organizational skills. Salary commensurate w/

exp. Send resume 6k writing samples to: Chief

Curator of Film 6k Video, American Museum of the

Moving Image, 36-01 35th Ave., Astoria, NY 11106.

D.P.'S 6k VIDEOGRAPHERS! Were looking for

talented, experienced camerapersons to shoot for

high quality national 6k int'l clients. If you are LA-

based, or are moving to LA, send resume tape to:

Marshall/ Stewart Productions, Box 762, Woodland

Hills, CA 91345; (818) 348-8933.

Preproduction»Development

GREAT SCRIPTS WANTED: Independent pro-

ducer seeks scripts for development/prod. Send

scripts, treatments (incl. SASE if necessary) to:

Donnelly Film Productions, 263 West End Ave, Ste.

12G,NY,NY 10023.

HOLLYWOOD STORY ANALYST for Phoenix

Pictures (U-Tum, People vs. Larry Flynt, The Mirror

Has Tuo Faces) as well as award winning writer film-

maker, offers in-depth constructive analysis of your

screenplay. Get valuable feedback before making

important submissions. For info contact: Ezmiar

Productions, 310 N. Lima St., Burbank, CA 91505;

(818) 841-3616; e:miar(a instanet.com

LOW BUDGET INDEPENDENT FEATURE
seeks scriptwriter to develop topical, sensitive "from

the ghetto to success" story. Knowledge of lang 6k

background of this African-American experience is

essential as is familiarity w today's high tech jargon.

Small payment possible at final stage of script. Please

send appropriate work samples w / SASE to: D.

I

Mehta. 300 Rector Place, #7E, NY 10280.

SU-CITY PICTURES EAST PRESENTS: The

Screenplay Doctor, The Movie Mechanic 6k The

Film Strategists. Experienced story editors/ post-prod,

specialists provide insight 6k analysis for your screen-

plays, treatment, synopses 6k films-in-progress. Major

credits inch: Miramax, Warner Bros., Fine Line,

W'GA, DGA, IFR Multimedia, Advanced Tech.,

Interactive consultations. Competitive rates. Call for

brochure: (212) 219-9224.

POSTPRODUCTION

SlO/hr VHS SUITE: S20: 3 4"- 3 4". SI 5: VHS-3 4".

Open 7 days 6k eves. Free titles, Amiga 6k special FX.

Also: Hi8, A/B roll, S-8 film. dubs, phoio. slides,

stills, audio, prod., editor/training. The Media Lott,

727 6th Ave. (23rd) (212) 924-4893.

3 4" SONY' SP OFFLINE SYSTEM W/ TIME-

CODE: 9850 deck \\ timecode generator reader.

9800 deck w timecode reader, RM4iO controller 6k



two 13" monitors. Single deck rentals & sale available

for Avid users. Negotiable, low rates. (718) 284-2645.

16MM & 35MM OPTICAL SOUNDTRACKS: It

you want "High Quality" optical sound for your film,

you need a "High Quality" optical sound negative.

Mike Holloway, Optical Sound Chicago, Inc., 676 N.

LaSalle St., #404, Chicago, IL 60610; (312) 943-

1771, or eves: (847) 541-8488.

16MM CUTTING ROOMS: 8-plate & 6-plate fully

equipped rooms, sound-transfer facilities, 24-hr

access. Downtown, near all subways 6k Canal St.

Reasonable rates. (212) 925-1500.

16MM SOUND MLX only $100/hr! Interlocked

16mm picture 6k tracks mixed to 16 or 35mm full-

coat. 16mm, 35mm post services: picture 6k sound

editorial, ADR, interlock screening, 16 mag xters

(.06/ft.), 16mmedgecoding (.015/ft.) Tom (201) 807-

0155.

AVID 8000: Why rent an Avid Media Composer

400 when you can get an 8000 for less? Avid Media

Composer 8000; real-time fx; 4 channel pro-tools; 24

hr access. Seriously unbeatable prices!! (212) 228-

2886; (718) 638-0028.

AVID 8000 6k 1000 SUITES. Pleasant, friendly,

comfortable Upper West Side location. On-line 6k off-

line, AVR 77, Protools, reasonable & affordable rates.

Tech support provided. (212) 595-5002 or (718) 885-

0955.

AVID MCXPRESS: Latest version, off-line on-line.

D2 quality. Neg. rates to suit your budget. Fast editors

available. Beautiful, comfortable location; 25th 6a

Fifth Ave. (212) 633-9469.

BRODSKY & TREADWAY Film-to-tape masters.

Reversal only. Regular 8mm, Super 8, or archival

16mm to 1" or Betacam SP. We love early B6x\V ^
Kodachrome. Scene-by-scene only. Correct frame

rates. For aPP t. call (978) 948-7985.

COMPLETE PROTOOLS IV nonlinear digital

sound editing 6k mixing system for rent w or w b exp

operator Produce final track for picture-locked film

or video, from Avid files, mag film, DAT or other

media. Jacob Burckhardt (212) 533-9473.

DOWNTOWN PRODUCTION office for rent,

400 sq. tt., 4-line phone system w/ voicemail, separate

fax line, copier, TV/VCR, cable. We cater to inde-

pendent film/videomakers. Broadway/Houston area.

Weekly/monthly. High Voltage Productions at (212)

295-7878.

MEDIA 100 EDITING for budget-minded produc-

ers. Broadcast quality, newest software, V4-5-real

time audio FX. Huge storage 6k RAM. Betacam, 3/4",

DV formats, SVHS, Hi-8. Great location, friendly

environment 6k comfortable rates. (212) 431-9299.

MEDIA 100 PCI, beast quality, real time suite: Beta-

SP Hi8, 3/4", VHS, AfterEffects, Elastic Reality,

PhotoShop, Illustrator, Hi Res Scanner. Short- 6k

long-term TV or feature projects in comfortable

Tribeca setting. (212) 941-7720.

WASHINGTON DC: Media 100 editing w/ or with-

out skilled editor. Strong graphics capabilities.

Affordable. Broadcast camera pkg 6k crew avail. DC
stock footage. Aden Slobodow: (301) 656-7244-

I

^ non-profit media arts

organization providing access

to broadcast quality video

post-production services for

artists & independent producers

at drastically discounted rates.

~~ Standby also publishes

FELIX, A Journal of Media Arts

and Communication. ~"""

Betacam to D-2 Online Editing $85/hr

• Audio Post-Production $75/hr

• Nonlinear Editing $60/hr

• CDR Burns $30/hr

• Mass Duplication Inquire

Standards Conversion Inquire

Contact us for other services & membership.

LI PO Box 184, New York, NY 10012

A Email :standby@felixweb.org

1 Phone: (212)219-0951

- Fax: (212)219-0563

Si www.felixweb.org

m>
t'm ii^m

(//////fa

Original Audio Post

':»DHHi?v. -ladlWHlUlll'

• Films

• Features

• Shorts

• Animation

• Commercials

• Radio

• Corporate

• Voice Over

• Digital Editing

• Sound Design

• Sound Effects

• Inserts

2SKj Jljfl
50 W. 34th Street. Suite 9C9, New York. NY 10001

BETACAM SP WITH A 100%
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
BETACAM SP ON-LINE DUAL TBC EDITING

212.594.7530
OUR FANTASTIC SPECIAL FX'S ARE FREE
TASCAM 12 CHANNEL AUDIO MIX W/ FULL EQ.

GOOD FAST EDITORS W/ ATTENTION TO DETAIL
IF YOU DON'T LIKE THE EDIT, YOU DON'T PAY

BETA SP IS THE FORMAT OF TODAY. WE GIVE SERVICE
24 HRS./DAY, 7 DAYS/WK. SERVICE MEANS 3 BETA DECKS,
TOP MONITORS, AMPS, CD, SPEAKERS, GREAT COFFEE

& A EASY MIDTOWN LOCATION. MORE FLASH, LESS CASH.

DUBBING, DUBBING, DUBBING
FROM VHS 3/4 HI8....AND BETACAM SP

PERFECT EVERY TIME

29TTT STREET VIDEO, INC.
THE BETACAM EXPERTS
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NOTICES
[independent@aivf.org]

j NOTICES OF RELEVANCE TO AIVF MEMBERS ARE
' LISTED FREE OF CHARGE AS SPACE PERMITS.

THE INDEPENDENT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO

EDIT FOR LENGTH & MAKES NO GUARANTEES

ABOUT THE NUMBER OF PLACEMENTS FOR A

GIVEN NOTICE. LIMIT SUBMISSIONS TO 60WORDS &

INDICATE HOW LONG INFO WILL BE CURRENT.

DEADLINE: 1ST OF THE MONTH, TWO MONTHS PRIOR

TO COVER DATE (E.G., JUNE 1 FOR AUG./SEPT. ISSUE).

COMPLETE CONTACT INFO (NAME, ADDRESS &

PHONE) MUST ACCOMPANY ALL NOTICES. SEND TO:

INDEPENDENT NOTICES, FIVE 304 HUDSON ST., 6TH

FL, NY. NY 10013. WE TRY TO BE AS CURRENT AS POS-

SIBLE, BUT DOUBLE-CHECK BEFORE SUBMITTING

TAPES OR APPLS.

Competitions

2ND ANNUAL FILM L\ ARIZONA SCREEN-
WRITING COMPETITION seeks original fea-

ture-length screenplays, written in standard industry

format, w/ 85% of the script set in Arizona locations.

Winners will receive one round-trip ticket to Los

Angeles 6k a day of meetings w industry profession-

als. Deadline: June 22. For complete rules 6k appl.,

call Robert Detweiler at (602) 280-1380 or (800)

523-6695

AUSTIN FILM FESTIVAL FILM COMPETI-
TION: film categories in features, shorts & student

shorts. All winners receive: cash prizes; round-trip

air fare (up to S500) 6k hotel accommodations in

Austin during festival; VIP pass to '98 Festival 6k all

related events; 6k Austin Film Festival's Bronzed

Award. Feature film winner receives: S750 in cash 6k

film stock. Short film 6k Student Short film winners

receive: 5500. Emrv tee: S35. Deadline: August 7.

Call 1-800-310-FEST; austinfilm(g aol.com; www.

austinfilmfestival.org

JAMES D. PHELAN ART AWARDS IN FILM
seek entries from Calitornia-born filmmakers.

Deadline July 3 1 . All filmmakers horn in state are eli-

gible, regardless of current residency, for one $7,500

award. Winner's film to be screened at Film Arts

Festival. Send SASE to: Film Arts Foundation, 346

Ninth St., S.F., CA 94103; (415) 552-8760; www.fil-

marts.org

PLAYBOY FOUNDATION accepting nomina-

tions tor First Amendment Awards. Honors individ-

uals who have made significant contributions to pro-

tect 6k enhance 1st Amendment rights. Each winner

receives cash award of 55,000 6k plaque. Deadline for

nominations: June 27. Award ceremony in

November. For info 6k torms, contact: Playboy

Foundation, 680 N. Lakeshore Dr., Chicago, IL

60611; (312) 751-8000.

SCREEN CREDIT LNC. looking for television 6k

film scripts of all genres. Benefits include cash prizes,

industry exposure 6k script consultation. Deadline:

June 30. Call 888-919-8191; screencredit® earth-

link. net

Films • Tapes Wanted

AMERICAN CINEMATHEQUE accepting entries

tor it- ongoing program, The Alternative Screen: A
Forum for Independent Film Exhibition 6k Beyond.

Send submissions on 1
2" VHS tape. Feature-length

independent film, doc 6k new media projects wanted.

1800 N. Highland, Suite 717, LA., CA 90028. For

more info, call (213) 466-F1LM.

ART IN GENERAL seeks short works for

Fall/Winter video series. All genres considered.

Submit VHS only, resume, brief statement 6k SASE
for return of materials to: Future Programs, Video

Series, Art in General, 79 Walker St., New York, NY
10013; (212) 219-0473.

BALLYHOO!: CENTRAL FLORIDA TV SHOW 7

featuring independent film 6k filmmakers is accepting

films 6k videos under 30 min. Hour-long community

access show produced by Frameworks Alliance, a

nonprofit organization that also produces the Central

Florida Film 6k Video Festival. Each Ballyhoo!

episode aired twice weekly tor one month to over

700,000 viewers. Submit VHS tape 6k return postage

to Frameworks Alliance, c/o Thor Neureiter at 1906

E. Robinson St. Orlando, FL 32803. (407) 839-6045,

Fax (407) 898-0504.

BLACKCHAIR PRODUCTIONS accepting video,

film 6k computer-art submissions on an ongoing basis

for monthly screening program called "Independent

Exposure." Artists paid an Honorarium. Looking for

experimental, erotic, narrative, subversive, animation

6k doc works, but will screen anything. Submit a

VHS, clearly labeled w/ name, title, length, phone

number along w, a SASE if you wish the work(s) to

be returned. We will get back to you! Send submis-

sions to: Blackchair Productions, 2318 Second Ave.,

#313-A, Seattle, WA, 98121. Info/details: (206)977-

8281, joel(5 speakeasy.org; www.speakeasy.org/black

chair.

CLNEMATOGRAFIA PRODUCTIONS accept-

ing shorts 6k works-in-progress seeking distribution or

exposure to financial resources for CLIPS, a quarter-

ly showcase presented to invited audience of industry

professionals. Deadline: Ongoing. Contact: Lou

Flees, (212) 971-5846; lou(5 microedge.com.

DOMESTIC HOME VIDEO LABEL seeks films of

all genres for possible distribution. Send VHS screen-

ing tapes 6k press kits to: Screen Pix Home Video,

Attn: David Eddy, 172 Honeywell Corners Rd.,

Broadaldin, NY 12025

EXHIBIT YOUR FILMS AT GRAND ILLU-

SION! Seattle's Northwest Film Forum seeks 16mm
6k 35mm shorts (60 min. or less) for ongoing exhibi-

tion. Selected works shown before regular program-

ming at Seattle's only ind. art house theater. Send

video N SASE to NAX'FF c/o Grand Illusion, 1403 NE
50thSt.. Seattle, WA 98105.

FLOATING IMAGE seeks film video animation 6k

shorts for public commercial TV program. Send VHS
or SVHS to Floating Image Productions, Box 7017,

Santa Monica, CA 90406 (include SASE for return).

(310) 31 3-6935; www.artnet.net —floatingimage

"FUNNY SHORTS" requests submissions ot tunny

short films for new syndicated TV show. Shorts

may be on film or video 6k must be no longer than

20 min. Students, amateurs 6k professionals wel-

come. Cash 6k prizes will be awarded for films cho-

sen for broadcast. Tapes not returnable. Send

entries on VHS to: Funny Shorts c/o Vitascope,

Box 24981, New Orleans, LA 70184-4981.

KHOU CHANNEL 11, a CBS affiliate in

Houston, TX, is now accepting submissions for its

upcoming variety program. All broadcast-quality

videos, documentaries, shorts, films, animation,

performance, art, sketches, Quicktimes, etc. are

eligible. All formats welcomed. Call (713) 268-

1631.

KLNOFIST LMAGEWORKS seeks work of all

kinds for screenings 6k distribution within the

underground community. DIY, exp. 6k activist

work encouraged. Send VHS, SASE to Kinofist

Imageworks, Box 1102, Columbia, MO 65205;

dmwF92(u hamp.hampshire.edu

KNITTING FACTORY VIDEO LOUNGE
seeks VHS tapes for on-going weekly series of

theme -based screenings. Any genre or subject.

Send tape w/ brief bio to: Lisa DiLillo, Box 1220

Canal St. Station, NY, NY, 10012. If tape return

desired, include self-addressed envelope w/ suffi-

cient postage.

LAUREL CABLE NETWORK showcase seeks

productions. Send 1/2" or 3/4" tapes to: Bob

Neuman, Program Director, Laurel Cable

Network, 8103 Sandy Spring Road, Laurel,

Maryland 20707. Tapes cannot be returned.

MYRIAD ARTS FESTIVAL seeks films under 30

min. for Feb. '99 multimedia festival. Deadline:

June 30. VHS, 1/2" acceptable. Contact: Jonathan

Betzler, (212) 344-1727; jjb6772@is.nyu.edu

NATIONAL COLLEGE TELEVISION NET-
WORK: producers seek creative programming,

student films 6k videos, animation, music videos

6k/or clips of indie bands. Select entries will be

broadcast nationally 6k bands may be invited to

perform live for a studio audience. Contact: Burly

Bear Network, 254 West 54th St., New York, NY
10019; (212) 293-0770; fax 293-0771; burly-

bear(5 burlybear.com; www.burlybear.com

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TELEVISION
seeking story proposals from US citizen or perma-

nent resident minority filmmakers for National

Geographic Explorer, award-winning doc series. To

request appl. for CDP (Cultural Diversity Project),

call: (202) 862-8637

NEW YORK FILM BUFFS: film society promot-

ing indie films seeks 16mm 6k 35mm features,

shorts 6k animation for ongoing opinion-maker

screenings during fall 6k winter seasons. Send sub-

mission on VHS tape w/ SASE to: New York Film

Buffs, 318 W. 15th St., New York, NY 10011;

(212)807-0126.

NORTH CAROLINA VISIONS series calls for

entries. No entry tee. Contact: Anita Harris

Alexander, NC Vision-, Fayetteville Cumberland

Art- Council, Box 318, Fayetteville, N( 28302;

(910) 323-1776, t.,x: (910) $23-1727; artsa

toto.infi.net.
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PERIPHERAL PRODUCE, presented by Rodeo

FilmCo., is Portland-based roving showcase & distr.

co-op for exp & underground film/video. Curated

shows exhibited bi-monthly. Formats: 16mm, VHS.

$5 entry fee. Contact: Peripheral Produce, Rodeo

FilmCo., PO. Box 40835, Portland, OR 97240;

mattmpproduce(o msn.com

UNDERGROUND CINEMA seeks entertaining

short films for promotional video showcasing new

black talent. If your short is selected, UC will help

finance your next project. Call (212) 426-1723.

VIDEO/FILM SHORTS wanted for local television.

Directors interviewed, tape returned w/ audience

feedback. Accepting VHS/SVHS, 15 min. max.

SASE to: RO. Box 1042, Nantucket, MA 02554;

(508) 325-7935.

VIDEOSPACE BOSTON seeks creative video- for

tall & spring programming. Any genre & length.

Nonprofit/no payment. Send VHS, Hi-8, or 3/4" w/

description, name, phone, 6k SASE to: Videospace,

General Submissions, 9 Myrtle St., Jamaica Plain,

MA 02 130.

Resources • Funds

911 MEDIA ARTS CENTER gives away over

$4,500 in editing services as part of King County

Cultural Resource Program. Independent media

makers & nonprofit organizations eligible to receive

tree access to 911's high end editing facilities.

Deadline: June 30. Contact: Tim Coulter, 91 1 Media

Arts Center, 117 Yale Ave. N, Seattle, WA 98109;

(206) 682-6552.

CALIFORNIA ARTS COUNCIL otters various

grants & programs tor film & mediamakers. Contact:

California Arts Council, 13001 1 St., Suite 930,

Sacramento, CA 95814; (916) 322-6555; (800) 201-

6201; fax: (916) 322-6575; cacCcuo.com;

www.cac.ca.gov

CREATIVE PROJECT GRANTS: Subsidized use

of VHS, intertormat &. 3/4" editing suite tor ind. cre-

ative projects. Doc, political, propaganda, promotion-

al & commercial projects are not eligible.

Editor/instructor avail. Video work may be done in

combination w/ S-8, Hi8, audio, pertormance, pho-

tography, artists, books, etc. Studio includes Amiga,

special effects, A&B roll, transfers, dubbing, etc.

Send SASE for guidelines to: The Media Loft, 727

6th Ave., NY NY 10010; (212) 924-4893.

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION CENTER pro-

vides grants & presentation funds to electtonic

media/film artists 6k organizations. The program pro-

vides partial assistance; maximum amount varies.

Presentations must be open to the public; limited-

enrollment workshops 6k publicly supported educa-

tional institutions ineligible. Appls.s reviewed

monthly. Contact: Program Director, Experimental

Television Center, 109 Lower Fairfield Rd., Newark

Valley, NY 13811; (607) 687-4341.

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION SERVICE consid-

ers proposals for new, innovative programs 6k limited

series for public TV on an ongoing basis. No finished

works or appls.s for development. Contact: ITVS, 5

1

Federal St., Suite 401, San Francisco, CA 94107;

(415)356-8383.

!
1

1

FIREHOUSE STUDIOS, INC.
AM YourAudio Needs ForVideo& Film Post!

Digital lock to Betacam SP and 3/4"

Protools m, ADAT, Timecode DAT + MIDI

ADR & voiceover to picture

Live recording & MIDI to picture

Sound design, editing, SFX & mixing
Original music & scoring, Library music selection.

1 50 W28th St. Suite 302 2 1 2-645-0666

WHEN IT COMES TO

ENTERTAINMENT &

MEDIA INSURANCE
WE ARE

THE EXPERTS!

DeWIH STERN

GROUP, INC.
NEW YORK

420 LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10170-0199

TEL: (212) 867-3550 • FAX: (212) 983-6483

JOLYON F. STERN, President

CAROL A. BRESSI-CILONA, SR. Vice Pres.

AFFILIATES IN: LONDON • PARIS • MUNICH

VIDEO

PRODUCTION

I
production

Satellite

services

ANCHOR/
NEWSDESK

SETS

VIDEO-

CONFERENCING

SATELLITE

MEDIA TOURS

•
CORPORATE

VIDEOS

LOCATION

CREWS

EDIT SI

NTV

is a division of
NTV

International

Corporation

contact:

ElyseRabinowitz 212-489-8390

NTV STUDIO PRODUCTIONS
50 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NYC 10020

All In One Productions
Your Low Budget Production Paradise

Newest Software V4.5— Real Time Audio Effects!

ModIS 100 AIIYouCanPlay!Aslowas$200/Day

Non-Linear Digital Editing System FOR RENT
Up to 72 GB A/V Array, 300 MB of RAM, Insert/Assemble Editing...

After Effects, Boris Effects, Photoshop, Illustrator, ProTools, Mini Disk...

Betacam SP, 3/4", DVCPRO, DVCAM, Mini DV, SVHS, Hi-8, DAT...

Digital Cameras, Lighting & Sound Equipment for Rent

Cameraman & Crew Availablec^Tow rates^
(212) 334 4778 401 Broadway. Suite 2012. New YorkTTF^

No Job too Big No Budget Too Smal
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Production and Post

Non Linear Offline & Online

Beta to Beta From All Sources

A Professional Facility

Intelligent Solutions

(And, oh, in case you need to space out,

we've got a cool view of the city, too)

New York City (Union Square)

212.529.2875 www.pixbiz.com

TICME
BUSINESS
PRODUCTIONS INC

» AVTt? PWCES
KJUWG YOU?

Our AVIDS are the same
Our PRICES aren't.

On Line/Off Line • All Systems MC 7.0 PCI

Media Composer/Film Composer

RADICAL AVID
Broadway at 26th Street

Tel: (917) 225-2430 .

Digital Betacam, Avid

MC 8000s PCI AYRs ls-

77, Film Composers.

Betacam SP. 3/4 L'-Matic

SP. S-YHS, Hi-8, Magni

Wavelorm /Vector scope,

past

391
Avid 1 HIRE

Maclde mixers, Genek-c

Audio Monitors, etc...

212.843.0840
No. 200 Varick St. Room 501 NYC 10014

OnuneVOffune Suites

Post Production Support

Digital Betacam

Editorial

JOHN D. & CATHERINE T. MACARTHUR
FOUNDATION provides partial support of select

doc series & films intended for nat'l or int'l broadcast

6k focusing on an issue within one of the Foundation's

two major programs (Human 6k Community
Development; Global Security 6k Sustainability).

Send preliminary 2- to 3-page letter to: John D. 6k

Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, 140 S.

Dearborn St., Suite 1100, Chicago, IL 60603; (312)

726-8C00; 4ans\vers(6 macfdn.org; www.macfdn.org

MATCHING GRANT FOR RESTORATION
offered by VidiPax. VidiPax will match 20% of fund-

ing received from govt., foundation or corporate

funding agency. Individual artists need non-profit fis-

cal sponsorship to apply. Video 6k audiotape restora-

tion must be performed at VidiPax. Contact: Dara

Meyers-Kingsley, (212) 563-1999, xlll.

MEDIA ALLIANCE assists NYC artists 6k nonprof-

it organizations in using state-of-art equipment, post-

prod. 6k prod, facilities at reduced rates. Contact:

Media Alliance, c/o WNET, 356 W. 58th St., NY, NY
10019; (212) 560-2919.

NEW LIBERTY PRODUCTIONS' "IN ASSOCI-
ATION WITH" awards emerging 6k established

media artists 6k community producers up to 30 days

free access 6k training in the use of Immix VideoCube

to edit 6k master independent works that contribute

to cultural understanding 6k to the quality of life in

Philadelphia. Shooting must be completed 6k maker

must be ready to edit within one month of notifica-

tion. Call: 9215) 387-2296

NEXT WAVE FILMS, funded by Independent Film

Channel, offers finishing funds of up to 5100,000 for

up to four films/year. Budgets must be under

5200,000. Contact: Mark Stolarotf, Next Wave Films,

2510 7th St., Suite E, Santa Monica, CA 90405;

(310) 392-1720; paradigm(§ earthlink.net

OPEN DOOR COMPLETION FUND: Nat'l

Asian American Telecommunications Association

(NAATA) offers completion funding for projects in

final stages of postproduction, w/ awards averaging

SI 5,000. Works should present fresh 6k provocative

takes on contemporary Asian American 6k Asian

issues, have strong potential for public TV 6k be of

standard TV lengths (i.e., 30 mins., 1 hr., etc.).

Contact: Charles McCue, NAATA Media Fund. 346

Ninth St., 2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103; (415)

863-0814; Fax: 863-7428; charles@naatanet.org.;

www.naatanet.oig.

OPPENHEIMER CAMERA, a new filmmaker

grant program, offers access to professional 16mm

camera system for first serious new productions in

dramatic, doc, exp, or narrative form. Purely com-

mercial projects not considered. Provides camera on

vear-round basis. No appl. deadline, but allow 10

week min. for processing. Contact: Dana Meaux,

Oppenheimer Camera, 666 S. Plummer St., Seattle.

\\A 98134; (206) 467-8666; fax: 467-9165;

dana(« oppenheimercamera.com

PACIFIC ISLANDERS IN COMMUNICA-
TIONS provides grants for development ot nat'l pub-

lic TV broadcast programming bv 6k about indige-

nous Pacific Islanders. Appb available from: PIC,

1221 Kapiolani Blvd.. #6A-4, Honolulu, HI 96814;

(808) 591-0059; fax: 591-1114; piccom@e!ele.
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peacesat.hawaii.edu

PANAVISION'S NEW FILMMAKER PRO-
GRAM provides 16mm camera pkgs. to short, non-

profit film projects of any genre, including student

thesis films. Contact: Kelly Simpson, New Filmmaker

Program, Panavision, 6219 DeSoto Ave., Woodland

hills, CA 91367-2601; (818) 316-1000 x220; fax:

(818) 316-1111.

PEN WRITERS FUND & FUND FOR WRIT-
ERS & EDITORS WITH AIDS Emergency funds,

in form of grants &. interest-free loans of up to $1,000

given each year to over 200 professional literarv writ-

ers, including screenwriters, facing financial crisis.

PEN's emergency funds are not intended to subsidize

writing projects. Contact: PEN American Center,

568 Broadway, NY, NY 10012-3225; (212) 334-1660.

ROY W. DEAN VIDEO GRANT sponsored by

Studio Film & Tape, Ma:ell Tape & Hollywood Film

Institute awards $40,000 in goods & services to doc.

filmmaker tor project that is "unique & makes a con-

tribution to society." Deadline June 30. Form 1
- in FAF

office or contact: Roy W. Dean Video Grant, Studio

Film & Tape, 1215 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood,

CA 90038; (213) 760-0900 ext. 864; tax: 463-2121;

www.sftweb.coiD

SHORT-TERM ARTISTS RESIDENCY PRO-
GRAM sponsored by Illinois Arts Council, provides

funding for Illinois nonprofit organizations to work w/

professional artists from Illinois to develop ek imple-

ment residency programs that bring arts activities

into their community. Each residency lasts from 1 to

5 days or the hourly equivalent. The IAC will support

50% of the artist's fee (nun of $250 a day plus travel;

the local sponsor must provided remaining 50% plus

other expenses. Appls. must be received at least 8

weeks prior to residency starting date. IAC encour-

ages artists to seek sponsors ek initiate programs. Call

for availability of finds. IAC, 100 W. Randolph, Suite

10-500, Chicago, IL 60601; (312) 814-6750; fax;

814-1471; ilarts(« artswire.org.

SOROS DOCUMENTARY FUND supports int'l

doc. films & videos on current 6k significant issues in

human rights, freedom of expression, social justice 6k

civil liberties. Three project categories considered tor

funding: initial seed funds (grants up to $15,000),

projects in preproduction (grants up to $25,000), pro-

jects in production or postproduction (average grant

is $25,000, but max. is $50,000). Highly competitive.

Proposals reviewed quarterly. For more into., contact:

Soros Documentary Fund, Open Society Institute,

400 W. 59th St., NY, NY 10019; (212) 548-0600.

SPECIAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS offered by the

Illinois Arts Council. Matching funds of up to $1,500

to Illinois artists tor specific projects. Examples of

activities funded are registration fees 6k travel for

conferences, seminars, workshops; consultants fees

for the resolution of a specific artistic problem;

exhibits, performances, publications, screenings;

materials, supplies or services. Funds awarded based

on quality of work submitted 6k impact of proposed

project on artist's professional development.

Applications must be received at least 8 weeks prior

to project starting date. Call for availability of funds.

Illinois Arts Council, 100 W. Randolph, Suite 10-500,

Chicago, IL 60601; (312) 814-6570 toll-free in IL

(800) 237-6994; ilarts(5 artswire.org

Revolutionary

NEW YORK
INTERNATIONAL

INDEPENDENT

FILM & VIDEO

FESTIVAL

Producers, Managers, Agents,

Distributors, and Financiers are invited,

plus Press, Critics,

and of course, NYC audiences.

CALL
212.617.8488
For ApplicATioNs.

Features, Shorts, Animation,

Documentaries, 35, 16, Video

Multi - Media

SCHOOL
with Dov S-S Simens

...Ifyou haven't

Produced, Directed

or Distributed a

Feature Film...

...You haven't

taken this course!

LOS ANGELES
Jun 20-21 or Jul 25-26

WORLD TOUR
TORONTO: Jun 6-7

ATLANTA: Jun 27-28

NEW YORK: Aug 1-2

SAN FRANCISCO: Aug 15-16

Can't Attend? Can't Wait?

Audio Film School™ Available

only

$289

http://HollywoodU.com

HFI. Inc., PO Box 481252, LA, CA 90048
HOllWOOP

800-366-3456 aUst
INSTITUTE

MANAGEMENT
Plan, produce and promote a film, TV,

esh video or other media venture while you

.. AND earn your MBA and work in your field.

.^^L^V^l'™™ *Be part of the dynamic New York media scene.
INFORMATION SESSION .- hoa* o

•Earn an MBA in a 1-year, 3-semester sequence.

Friday, May 29, 5:30pm To learn more, call 1-800-33-THINK
or 212-343-1234, ext. 5001.
www.audrey-cohen.edu

Call 1-800-33-THINK. Outside NY metro area:

212-343-1234, ext. 5001. Fax: 212-343-8470 or mail to:

AUDREY COHEN COLLEGE, 75 Varick St., NY, NY 10013

jSend information on MBA in Media Management
IF5

-State _ Z,p_

Purpose-Centered Education"

Founded 1964 A non-profit, nationally and regionally accredited institution of higher education

The College also otters a Master's Degree in Administration and Undergraduate degrees
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AIVF //APPENINGSby Leslie A. Fields

Q&A

i
Welcome to QckA, where we answer the most

uiiuMi.il, .ind not so unusual, questions about

independent production.

How can I get the best deal on film stock?

To save money on film stock purchase it from a raw

Stock company. These companies buy unused stock

and >hort-ends from productions and sell them at a

discounted rate. You can purchase stock that is

Factor) Sealed (cans which have never been opened)

or Re-Cons (stock which has been opened, loaded,

but never used) or Short Ends (stock that has been

partially used and re-canned). Companies check the

stock to insure that it isn't damaged or fogged. For a

Ustini: of these companies, visit the FAQ section of

the AIVF website, [www.aivt.orgj

Johnnie McNah

Member Benefit Updates

Bell 6k Company, LLP

15 East 26th St.t, Ste. 1605, NY, NY 10010-1599;

(212) 683-6111; fax: 683-2911 Contact: Martin M.

Bell, CPA. Free consultation on tax preparation. Special

rates for AIVF members.

Image Design Studio

139 Fulton St., Ste. 508, NY, NY; (212) 571-0260;

fax: 346-9255; Lee(a imageds.com; contact: Michael

Lee. 25-30% discounts on video box design, graphic

design, websites, logos, ad design, and desktop publishing

The Post Office at Filmmaker's Collaborative

29 Greene St., NY, NY, 10013; (212) 966-3030 x244.

Contact: Jonathan Berman. 20-35% off rates for Avid

Media Composer off-line editing and digital camera

rental.

AIVF Activities

No Budget Film Workshop
Featuring noted speaker Peter Broderick, President

ot Next Wave Films. Next Wave supports emerging

filmmakers by providing finishing funds for excep-

tional ultra-low budget features. Broderick has been

an active board member of the Independent Feature

ProjectWest and Filmmaker Magazine for a number

of years, and is currently VP of IFP/West. This event

is sponsored by the AIVF Denver Salon and the

Denver Film Society. For more information or to

reserve a space, call Lisa Zenoff at (303) 595-3456.

When: Thursday, ]une 4, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Denver Center Media, 1245 Champa St., 4th

fl., Denver, CO

Video Dailies: How to Save Tlme, Money &
Aggravation & Affordable Titles - Digital to

Film

Demystify the digital process 6k learn how to use the

changes in technology to your advantage. Industry

veteran Kevin Harold will demonstrate video dailies

6k sound synching on the Ursa Diamond da Vinci

8:8:8 film to tape transfer 6k. color correction system.

Familiarize yourself with affordable high-end effects

editing on the Henry V8, integrating Avid AVR77
resolution for off-line 6k long-form editing. Solutions

to titling, him tx, and restoration will be demonstrat-

ed on the Quantel Domino system. This event is

sponsored by Moving Images(a The Color Wheel.

For more info or to RSVP: Dinah Davidson or Karen

Ambrose (3 The Color uneel (212) 697-2434; ddavid-

son " thecoloruheel.com

Free to AIVF members. Space is limited.

When: Thursday June 11, 6:30 - 10 p.m.

Where: Moving Images, 227 east 45th St., NYC

On the Road '98: A Workshop Series

Join the Alliance of \eu York State Am Organisations

a:> thev bring you two exciting workshops Arts

Management *201, the fundamental issues of arts

management; & Relaxing to Work, how to survive

burn-out 6k prevent it all together. Presented by:

Association of Hispanic Arts, Media Alliance, & the

Regional Council of Historic Agencies. For more info 6k

a registration brochure call (516) 298-1234, or email:

jkuemerfa uor!dnet.art.net.

Advocacy Forum:

Distribution 6k Exhibition to Public Libraries

Join AIVF and Libraries for the Future for an excit-

ing dialogue between independent media makers,

librarians, and library advocates. Panelists will dis-

cuss how independent producers can use the public

library as a distribution resource. For more info and

to RSVR call the AIVF Event Hotline: (212) 807-

1400 x301. This event is free and open to the public.

When: Tuesday, June 16, 6:30 - 9:30 p.m.

Where: The Lighthouse, 111 W 59th St. (between

Lexington & Park)

FILM BYTES
Even 3rd Friday of the month, 7 p.m. at pseudo.com

AIVF hosts FILM BYTES, a webcast series about

independent media production. Produced by Kinotek

and the Pseudo Network.

On Location
Monthly Member Salons

This is an opportunity tor members to discuss work,

meet other independents, share war stories, and con-

nect with the AIVF community across the country.

Note: Since our copy deadline is two months before

the meetings listed below, be sure to call the local

organizers to confirm that there have been no last-

minute changes.

Albany, NY
When: 1st Wednesday of each month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Borders Books 6k Music, Wolf Rd.

Contact: Mike Camoin, (518) 895-5269; video4c(g

concentric.com

Atlanta, GA
When: Second Tuesday of the month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Redlight Cafe, Amsterdam Oudets/Monroe Dr.

Contact: Genevieve McGillicuddy, IMAGE (404)

352-4225 x8

Austin, TX
Call tor date 6k location

Contact: Ben Davis, (512) 708-1962

Birmingham, AL
Where When: Call for date and location

Contact: Michele Foreman, (205) 298-0685

Boston, MA
Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Susan Walsh, (617) 965-8477

Brooklyn, NY
When: 4th Tuesday of each month; call for time

Where: Ozzie's Cafe, 7th Ave. 6k. Lincoln PI.

Contact: Glenn Francis Frontera, (718) 646-7533

Chicago, IL

Call tor date 6k location.

Contact: Oscar Cervera, (312) 751-8000x2564

Cleveland, OH
Call tor date and location.

Contact: Annetta Marion, (216) 781-1755

Dallas, TX
When: 3rd Wednesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Bart Weiss, (214) 499-8999

Denver Boulder, CO
When Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Diane Markrow, (303) 449-7125 or Jon

Stout (303) 442-8445.

Houston, TX
When: Last Tuesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Houston Film Commission Hotline.

(713) 227-1407

Kansas City, MO
Call tor date and location

Contact: John Sjlobom (816) 333-7574

New Brunswick, NJ

Call tor date and locations

Contact: Allen Chou (908) 756-9845

New Haven, CT
Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Jim Gherer, ACES Media Arts Center,

(203) 782-3675

San Diego, CA
Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Carroll Blue, (619) 594-6591

Seattle, WA
Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Joel Bachar, (206) 282-3592

Tucson, AZ
Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Beverly Seckinger, (520) 621-1239

Washington, DC
Call for date and location.

Contact: DC Salon hotline (202) 554-3263 x4.

Westchester, NY
Call for date and locations

Contact: Bob Curtis, (914) 741-2538; rec 1 1 1 («

aol.com

Youngstown, OH
Call tor dates and times.

Contact: Art Bvrd, The Flick Clique, www.cboss.

com flickclique.
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THE GENUINE ARTFROM JERSEY TO

with 70
coas

NEW YORK. PALO ALTO -CHICAGO- WASHINGTON
ANCHORAGE -WICHITA -ATLANTA -BOSTON .RICHMOND

I

TRENTON -SARATOGA • HARTFORD • PROVIDENCE
PITTSBURGH • LAFAYETTE, LOUISIANNA • SIOUX CI

the winners
JURORS AWARDS: THE DISAPPEARANCE HARRIET HIRSHHORN, NY, NY • LINEAR DREAMS RICHARD
REEVES, BC, CANADA • CREOSOTE ERIC SAKS, SAN FRANCISCO, CA • MEMORIES OF WATER
LEIGHTON PIERCE, IOWA CITY, IA • THE LAST GRADUATION... BARBARA ZAHM, DEE DEE HALLECK,
CATHY SCOTT, BENAY RUBENSTEIN, NY, NY • THE FILM OF HER BILL MORRISON, NY, NY • HEALTHY
BABY GIRL JUDITH HELFAND, NY, NY YOURS JEFF SCHER, NY, NY • REPETITION COMPULSION ELLIE

LEE, NEWTON, MA • EMILY DIED ANNE CHARLOTTE ROBERTSON, FRAMINGHAM, MA • LONELY PLANET
ROBERT FENZ, FOREST HILLS, NY • YOU DON'T KNOW DICK CANDACE SCHERMERHORN, BESTOR
CRAM, BOSTON, MA • WHERE DID FOREVER GO MICHAEL DWASS, NY, NY • PHONY TRILOGY EMILY

BREER, JOE GIBBONS, NY, NY • STILL REVOLUTIONARIES SIENNA MCLEAN, SAN FRANCISCO, C

DIRECTOR'S AWARDS: STARK FILM ERIC PATRICK, NY, NY • THE CLOCKMASTER DAVID FORD, NY,

MISSISSIPPI: POWER OF PLACE ROSEMARY MORITZ, IAN NEESON, SANTA MONICA, CA • FREE RIDE

DAVID MURPHY, NY, NY • FLIGHT GRETA SNIDER, SAN FRANCISCO, CA
BETHESDA, MD • GROUND ZERO SACRED GROUND KAREN AQUA, CAMBRIDGE, MA • IMAGO
HENRIQUE CIRNE LIMA, CHICAGO, IL • PHI BRITE JEFF KOONE, PHIL., PA • SURVIVORS SHEILA
SOFIAN, PHILADELPHIA, PA • DIVISION GEORGE M. NADEAU, FOOTHILL RANCH, CA • UTOPIA
PARKWAY JOANNA PRIESTLY, PORTLAND, OR • OBSESSIVE BECOMING DANIEL REEVES, GLASGOW,
SCOTLAND • SECURE THE SHADOW KERRY LAITALA, SAN FRANCISCO, CA • DOT ANDREW FEDERMi
BROOKLYN, NY • LOVE & OTHER DIFFICULTIES CHEL WHITE, PORTLAND, OR . 24 JENNIFER
HARDACKER, CARBONDALE, IL • EVERYONE MUST TIGHTEN THEIR BELTS ROHESIA METCALFE, NY, N

GOSSAMER PATRICK CADY, HOBOKEN, NJ • SEA SLUGS ADAM LANE, LOS ANGELES, CA • DOWAGERS
FEAST JOAN GRATZ, PORTLAND, OR • WHAT MORE COULD YOU ASK FOR JOAN NIDZYN, BRIGHTON
MA • DANCING WITH LIGHT J.C. EARLE, NORTHAMPTON, MA • BLINK ZACK STIGLICZ, CHICAGO,
• DREAM QUILT JOHN SERPENTELLI, PHILADELPHIA, PA • THEY SHOOT PIGEONS DON'T THEY DAVI
DENEEN, PHIL., PA • CLOSURES AMY JENKINS, BROOKLYN, NY • ZERO JOE KELLY, CALGARY, ALBERT.

CANADA • GIFTS FROM MY FATHER KIM McNABB, ARLINGTON, VA • TRIPTYCH ROBERT SCH
f\ |*>lTli|«
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members qualify for

' health insurance.
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if not for Al

jlcl have had to mi

their house to care for me.

$ht years later, I've made a film

about the experience and

I'm a lifetime member of AIVF.

aybe 'independent
1

means

you need AIVF."

*«-^

Judith Helfand

Documentary Filmmaker

"A Healthy Baby Girl"

Photo Tom LeGoff Design: Nik Ives

Contribute to the foundation for Independent Video and Film's three year Millennium Campaign Fund which ensures that AIVF/FIVF (publishers

of The Independent) not only survive, but thrive in their mission to serve the growing and diverse independent media community.

Name.

Address

.

City

Enclosed is my gift of independence

in the amount of:

State . Zip.

Home Phone. .Business Phone

.

J $35

J $50

I /We wish tD be listed in acknowledgements as: Dth er

_] $150

_| S2DD

| S500..4.P
Honorary

Committee

Member

Make your check payable to FIVF and return it with this form to FIVF, 304 Hudson St.. Gth Floor. NY. NY [0013. For more information call (212) 807-1400. ext. 223.

The Foundation lor Independent Video and Film is a not-for-profit organization, four contribution is tax-deductible
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Archive makes if easy fo get your daily

requirement of satisfying stills and fempfing film clips. Wifh over 14,000 hours

of sfock footage and 20,000,000 historical phofos, we've gof all fhe ingredienfs for your nexf

film, mulfimedia, or prinf projecf. Cafaloged, copyrighf-cleared and ready for you fo use. Many
images are already available in digifal formaf.

. So give us a call and let's gef cookin'!

»,,:

.%

Fax us on your letterhead far

a free brochure and sample reel.

And check our our on-line database:

www.archivefilms.com

Archive
TM

Films
Archive Photos

Your Ode Call To History:

800-876-5115

<&
53D W. 25th Street, Dept. IND, New York, NY 1DDD1 Tel. (212) 822-78DD Fax (212) 645-2137



For Great

Service...

Without

the Expense!

1-800-550-0687

1-800-5500-MVP
In NYC, Call (718) 234-7610

Fax: (718) 234-1923

EMAIL: mvpav@juno.com

BUSINESS
HOURS

Monday-Thursday

9:00-6:30

Friday

9:00-2:00

Canon Panasonic(L-1 3-CCD
MINI DV
CAMCORDER
in innovative and

lexible DV camera

hat allows for many
lifferent facets of cre-

tivity. Equipped with a

6x optical lens that is

iterchangeable with

ither zooms. It offers

lanon's exclusive Super Range Optical Image

Itab. which virtually eliminates all camera shake

s never before. Exclusive new Pixel Shift technol-

igy greatly enhances areas like light sensitivity,

ertical smear and dynamic range. The XL-1

iffers 3-shootmg modes: Normal/Digital Photo/

rame & Movie. It features a Super Slow Shutter

node with 3-speeds ranging from 1/8-1/30 sec.

mother exclusive feature is its 4-Channel Digital

wdio System, allowing recording on 4 different

hannels simultaneously. Includes the MA-100

/lie Adapter/ Shoulder Pad, allowing use of XLR
nics as well as shoulder mountability.

SONY
1HR-1000 Digital

/CRMim-DV VCR
t offers video insert editing capability, & 2

'CM audio tracks. It features a built

n edit controller that provides a 10-segment edit

window. Drop frame time code is included along

vith a jog shuttle, TBC, audio level meters, slow

notion, & a cable ready tuner The DHR-1000 is

ilso capable of playing back DVCAM tape.

AJ-D200 1/3"

3-CCD DVCPRO
Camcorder
Of all the moderate

priced digital cam-

corders out there, the
'

AJ-D200 is the only

one that operates like a

fully professional camcorder

a well balanced shoulder mountable

camera, with a Fujinon 14 1 bayonet lens It has

Digital Circuitry that optimizes picture quality, and

ensures that all characteristics remain stable. With

the One-Touch camera status report, the AJ-D200

displays a list of available functions within the

viewfinder for a moment. Also includes 1 23 mm
recording. Large 600 TVL viewfinder. 5 lux illumina-

tion with 18dB gain, Auto Tracing. White Balance.

Record Review, and Time Code. It includes 2-

Channel line/mic inputs w/48-VDC phantom power.

BNC and S-Video out

AJ-D230 DVCPRO Desktop VCR
Panasonics new recorder is a compact and afford-

ably priced DVCPRO VCR Built-in RS-232C interlace

enables it to be controlled with an editor It has a

reliable mechanism geared to stand up to the rigors

of studio use. It offers a variety of other useful fea-

tures which include T/C gen, & reader,

On-Screen Setup

Display, 1 0x ft/rev.

search, independent

audio levels adj., opt

RS-422 control, & S-

Video out.

SONY
DSR-130
2/3" Wide
Screen
DVCAM
Camcorder
The DSR-130
is comprised

of the DXCD-30
camera head and the

DSR-1 DVCAM recorder. Has

many creative and convienient functions such

as TrueEye Dynalatitude, that allow for shoot-

ing in difficult contrast situations. The new
Power Head sensor delivers 850 lines of reso-

lution, 63dB s/n ratio and a sensitivity of

f1 1/2000 lux. It has a convienient and compre-

hensive camera setup. The menu can be easily

switched between standard setup and file. File

presets include; film look, sparkle and floures-

cent. Skin detail & Skin tones can simply be

adjusted by placing a marker on the skin area.

The total level control system affords a very

variable auto exposure expanding from high

gam to high speed shutter. Other features

include: Auto Tracing White Balance. Clear

Scan, Dual Zebra Pattern, Freeze Mix, and Edit

Search. The recorder is docked by a Pro 76-pin

connector and can easily record the camera

setup on tape. It has full color playback,

S-Video out and a built-in TBC

HITACHI
ZV-1A DVCPRO 2/3" 1 -PIECE CAMCORDER
The Hitachi ZV-1A is a 2/3" CCD camcorder.

Utilizing Hitachi's single LSI design with up

to 18-bit digital signal processing, a 6

Vector Color Corrector for 'film-like' color

control, and Advanced Fleshtone Detail, the

ZV-1 is the best in its class. It offers 850

lines of resolution along with a s/n ratio of

63dB and a sensitivity of f1 1 at 2000 Lux. It

is a lightweight and comfortable camera to

shoulder, with a large viefinder that makes it

easy for operators to view from a distance.

Scene files can be easily changed at the

head of the camera and a built in setuup

card stores settings

in memory.

MONTHLY SPECIALS
Sennheiser MK-E300 Shotgun Mic 149.95

Telex ENG-1/WT-55/AT-831 Wireless System. .429.95

Sony UVW1800 Betacam SP Recorder 7495.00

Panasonic 2 AG-1980s & Future Video-3300TC .2800

Sony PVM14M1U-13" Color Monitor 439.95

Horita BSG-50-Blackburst/Sync Generator 269.95

Panasonic WJMX-20 Digital AV Mixer CALL!

Panasonic SV-380 DAT Recorder/Player CALL!

AUDIO MIXERS
MACKIE-MS1402-VLZ
The micro series is a fantastic and

affordable tool for all sorts of mixing

environments, whether its video, post

production, live performance, or multi-

media. Special circuitry minimizes noise

and crosstalk, studio grade discrete pre-

amplifiers, low cut filter, and accurate

faders with complex resistive elements

to provide excellent sound quality.

MS-1202VLZ 319.95 MS-1402VLZ 448.95 MS-1604VLZ 84995

VIDEO TAPE
Fuji VHS T-120 AV Master 4.69

Fuji VHS Double Coated SG-120 4.49

Fuji S-VHS H471S-ST120 7.95

Fuji Hi8 M221 P6-120 8.69

Sony Hi8 E6-120HMEX 14.99

Sony Betacam BCT-30MA 14.99

Panasonic Mini DV DVM60 13.29

Sony DVCAM PDV-184ME 44.95

Fuji DVCPRO DP121-64L 23.49

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS
Comtek MRC-82 Wireless System
The MRC-82 is a pro-quality, full fidelity mini receiver specially designed for cameras.

Advanced Micro-curcuit technology means the MRC-82 has all the features of larger

'eceivers while still maintaining its small size and rugged design, outstanding reliability,

and low power. A 4-pole RF preselector incorporates dual gate MOSFET semiconduc-

:ors to provide superior sensitivity and selectivity for unconditional performance

;ven in crowded RF enviornments. An ultra abrupt quieting detector circuit offers

ligh s/n performance of up to 100dB
MRC-82CL Lavaliere System $649.95 MRC-82CH Handheld System ,., $699.95

Sennheiser K6/ME66 (We Carry the full Sennheiser line)

The K6 series is designed to deliver studio quality audio

to the video production market. It is capable of being

combined with a variety of capsules, from omni to super

directional patterns. The K6 powering module is balanced with low impedance (200 ohms), and termi-

nates to a 3-pin XLR. It can be powered by an "AA" battery or phantom power. The ME66 is an Electret

Short Shotgun microphone and is geat for interviews within a crowd. It delivers superior perfomance,

backed by the Sennheiser name $399.95 ^

,

Sony WRR810A/WRT-805/ECM-122 UHF Synthesized System
C! f~\T^T'\r Sony's WRR-810A receiver offers up to 94 selectable frequencies inO V-JIN X the 800 mHz UHF band range. The WRR-81 0A is a small and light-

weight receiver that is camera mountable. It features a monitoring function with volume
control, a large LCD panel for easy viewing and operates on 2-AA batteries for 6 hours.

Sony's new WRT-805 beltpack transmitter, like their other transmitters, delivers superb

quality and noise-free transmitions. It features a low battery alarm indicator, a large LCD
panel and a small rubber ducky antenna.

STUDIO SOLUTIONS
Panasonic WE-150 Video Imager
This is a rugged and innovative video imager

copystand, useful for a variety of purposes. It has

a built-in swiveling CCD camera, and fluores-

cent lights, for recording or presenting pictures

and objects. Features include: Macro focus, 6x zoom, dual input

select switch and easy fold up for portability.

SPECIAL
$59995

!

BTS-1000N 10" Color

Portable Monitor with Handle
2 selectable input signals (line/VTR) Underscan Blue Gun

Internal/External Sync DC Operation with Automatic Deep-

Discharge Protector "Virtually no magnetic electrical interference

Rack Mountable
SPECIAL $49995

!

CT-2010Y Olympic Demo V"..'..'
1
'.

1

$449.95

C0MPUVIDE0 SVR-1100CB
Waveform Monitor/Vectorscope

Self Contained unit with 6" High Resolution & Bright CRT
8-Channel Composite/Y/C/Component. "Variable Gain & line

select for all inputs. "4 Channel Parade and Vector display

Overlaid up to 6 wafeforms/vectors Overlaid external

reference "Automatic Sync/Input selection "AC/DC Power
1 7.5 lbs Desk/rack mountable.

Ail merchandise shipped with manufacturer-supplied accessories and warranties. All merchandise is exchangeable or refundable within 7 days (with all

packaging material and in mint condition). Please call for return authorization. All refunds are less shipping & handling. NY residents add 8.25% sales tax.
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Experimental Media

24 From the Avant-Garde Archives

Love & Country:

An Interview with

Trinh T. Minh-ha

Why a noted experimental filmmaker

takes the plunge into 35mm fiction

film—and a love story (of sorts)

.

by Margaret Kelly

32 NoFX: The Rise of

Indie Sci Fi

Low-cost high-tech (along with

old-fashioned imagination) is

hringing the science fiction

genre within reach of

enterprising independents.

by Anthony Kaufman

Cover: Tilda Swinton as Ada Lovelace, inventor of the first computer program, in Lynn Hershman-Leeson's Conceiving

Ada, one of a new breed of low-budget indie sci-fi films. Photo courtesy filmmaker
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4 I Want My DTV

Will the Gore Commission let noncommercial independents get

their hands on digital television?

by Mark J. Huisman
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10 Video Data Bank

With over 5,000 titles, Video Data Bank is one of the largest

distributors of video art and one of the oldest.
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7 Lawrence Brose, j£,

Lewis Klahr,

Vicky Funari
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Cara Mertes,
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13 Artbytes: New Television

Moves into Cyberspace

Though broadcast aquisitions are on hold, NTV funds are

enabling filmmakers to experiment in online media.

BY WlLLAMAIN SOMMA
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16 Where Video Is King:

The Dallas Video Fest

The largest festival devoted exclusively

to video, the Dallas Video Festival deserves

a badge of honor.

by Chris Vognar

18 Invideo '98

A growing European showcase for
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happens in Milan, now every year.

BY Carola Spadoni

20 Go SXSW: Bigger and Better in Texas

Centered around a substantial conference, SXSW's film component is

gathering strength and followers.

by Richard Baimbridce

22 Chick Flicks: New York Women's Film Festival

Take a seventies idea, give it to

a nineties planning committee, and this is

what you've got. BY Kate HAUG

FIELD REPORTS

36 Canyon Cinema: A History Worth

Remembering

Founded in 1961, the experimental film distributor Canyon Cinema
has a resiliency that keeps it strong. It weathered the on-set of home
video, an assault from the flank by the NEA, and other hazards of

nonprofit life in the trenches. And it keeps going . . . and going ....

by Mark J. Huisman

42 The Saga of Super 8: How the Wheel

of Fortune Goes 'round

A major retrospective at the Museum of Modern Art finally gives

small-format film a mainstream showcase—and a chance to reflect on

the rise and potential demise of super 8.

by Donna Cameron
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I

DIGITAL TV & THE PUBLIC INTEREST

by Mark J

.

H U I SM AN

Last fall, after intense lobbying from the

broadcasting industry, the government lent all

licensed broadcasters new digital channels to

facilitate the transition from analog to digital

television (DTV). The transition will occur in

phases, beginning in the top 10 media markets

in May, 1999 and will be completed in May,

2003, by which time all commercial and non-

commercial stations are to have made the

switch. The second channel loan substantially

increases the value of the broadcasting indus-

try's holdings in the airwaves which, by law, are

owned by the public and lent to radio and tele-

vision stations free of charge. In return for that

loan, broadcasters have always been subject to

public interest obligations that return the ben-

efits of rent-free airwave space to the public

which owns it. Public interest obligations have

been specifically codified in various laws for

both direct broadcast satellite providers and

cable television operators, but have never been

formally defined for broadcasters. In 1997, the

Clinton Administration decided to use the

DTV transition as an opportunity to specify

broadcasters' obligations to the public.

The President appointed the Gore

Commission (officially titled the Public

Interest Advisory Committee [www.ntia.doc.

gov]) last fall, a group of public interest advo-

cates, broadcasters, scholars, and community

activists, to make recommendations about the

public interest obligations of broadcasters to

the Federal Communications Commission

(FCC) by this October. The committee has

met numerous times, with varying degrees of

focus and effectiveness. The April meeting saw

an intriguing proposal from commission mem-

ber Gigi Sohn, executive director of the public

interest firm Media Access Project. Her plan's

twin goals are: (1) compensate the public with

new service in exchange for the free loan of

additional broadcast spectrum and (2) provide

I

Netscape: Public Interest Obligations Advisory Committee Home Page :0@
; Location :^ [http //yyyj>tw doc tjov/puby •• i'.Mr

It \ u^^nrTfflftM u umi!n1
Advisory Committee on Public Interest

Obligations of Digital Television Broadcasters

INDEX

At. ci' Ihe f. j

A pril Methn a

March Meeting

January Meetin g

December Meetin g

October Meetin g

Public Comments

Future Meetin g Oatea

In Executive Order No 1 3038, President Clinton announced the establishment of the

Advisory Committee on Public Interest Obligations of Digital Television Broadcasters

The Committee will study and recommend what public interest responsibilities should
accompany the broadcasters' receipt of digtal television licenses The Committee will

be made up of up to 25 members appointed by the President Members will be
appointed for the duration of the Committee, which will terminate on or before July 1,

1 998, unless renewed by proper a uthorty and appropriate action Please see the
"
About the Committee" page for copies of the Executive Orders, a list of members,
member biographies, and other Committee information

The first meeting of the Advisory Committee was held at the US Department of

Commerce on October 22-23, 1997 [
.res]

The second meeting was held December 5 in Washington, DC
[
View summary

minutes| [Viewtranscrtiq

The turd meeting was held January 1 6
|
v >e n summary minutes[ rviewtranscrfoq

Hot off the wire from the Gore Commission

broadcasters with a degree of latitude in fulfill-

ing those obligations.

Essentially, the amount of public-interest,

noncommercial programming a broadcaster

would have to provide depends on how much

DTV they are actually transmitting. Those sta-

tions broadcasting 12 hours or less of DTV
daily would set aside one video channel for

noncommercial public interest programming.

Those stations broadcasting more than 12

hours of DTV daily would dedicate 20 percent

of their program time to public interest pro-

gramming. In both cases, a portion of such pro-

gramming would have to be "dedicated to local

issues or meet otherwise underserved commu-

nity needs."

As a bonus, broadcasters would be allowed

to keep both their new, digital channels and

their old, analog ones. (Currently, broadcasters

are supposed to give the analog channels back

to the government, which would auction off

most of them. The revenue from those auctions

has already been counted toward the 2002 bal-

anced bud-

get agree-

m e n t . )

One-third of

capacity on

the extra

channel
would be

dedicated to

noncom-
mercial pub-

lic interest

program-
ming which

originates

locally.

Broadcasters

would pro-

vide free air

rime to nat-

ional and

local political candidates, provided that the

message is at least one minute long and the

candidate appear in at least half the commer-

cial. The proposal also asks the FCC to

ensure the disabled community has appropri-

ate access to digital programming; ensure bal-

anced coverage of ballot initiatives and refer-

enda; and review and modify the public inter-

est obligations every three years to keep pace

with digital technology. There is also an "opt-

out" clause for broadcasters to avoid all new

public interest obligations except free time by

paying three percent of their gross revenues

to fund and produce local noncommercial

programming to appear on public broadcast-

ers' excess capacity.

Even though broadcasters traditionally

loathe regulation, Sohn says the notion of

being told what public-interest space is and

what to do with it is not a complete anathe-

ma. "It might actually be welcome to some of

them," she points out, "because they can sat-

isfy their children's TV requirement, their

other public interests requirements and they

4 THE INDEPENDENT July 1998



don't have to muck up the 'good space'

—

ER,

Seinfeld, and the revenues those commercial

programs generate." Public-interest program-

ming could actually run on its own channel.

Commission member Jim Yee of the

Independent Television Service (ITVS)

admires the thoroughness of Sohn's proposal:

"There's a lot of value in what she's proposed."

But he also notes it's simply a starting point for

a very long and very difficult conversation.

"Public interest language of some kind will be

adopted," Yee says. "To go down that path with

nothing will do more harm than good." The

path to that language is marred with potholes,

including the very nature of the technology at

issue.

Current analog television consists of 480

lines of vertical resolution, while DTV consists

of 1,080 lines. Therefore, it's possible to

squeeze up to five analog channels in current

use into one DTV channel, or split one DTV
channel into several new analog channels.

DTV converts images into strings of zeros and

ones for transmission. Because digital com-

pression technology is constantly improving,

the transition to DTV is, potentially, the

equivalent of each "single-screen" broadcast

station becoming its own multiplex. This, says

Yee, is uncharted territory. "The paradigm of

[DTV] is yet to be defined. Do we give it full

freedom, or do we keep it in check? Do we

adopt regulatory language of accountability

and adjustment, or do we take a hands-off

approach.'"

Yee also advises that it's too early for pro-

ducers to salivate over the proposed program-

ming fund. "Filmmakers cannot see this solely

as a means to production," he cautions, "but as

an entree to forming new partnerships with

broadcasters in your community. And forming

entirely new enterprises in both programming

and broadcasting."

Another result of the Gore Commission

could also be the arrival of competition in pub-

lic TV, which has for years been controlled

almost solely by the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting (CPB) and the national network

of local TV stations it finances, the Public

Broadcasting System (PBS). Frank Cruz, a

commission member who is the vice president

of CPB and a founder of the national Spanish

language network Telemundo, told The

Independent that CPB and PBS are best posi-

tioned to make effective use of additional

spectrum that becomes available.

"We can do it better than anyone else,"

Cruz asserts. "PBS is a system that's done well

Vancouver Film School
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Vancouver Film School's intensive, hands-on portfolio production

program is recognized throughout the world as "the filmmakers' boot
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filmmakers though the production of high quality students films. VFS
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actors an opportunity to study with actors who are also trained,

experienced educators, committed to delivering the highest quality

on-camera training available anywhere.
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access to the Internet, where the doors are open 24 hours a day.

Learn... CD-ROM production, HTML high-end web page creation,

digital video / digital audio production, MIDI, computer animation,
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Macromedia Training Center / Certified Alias Training Center /

Certified Softimage Training Center.

Ifyou are serious about your education and a high-paying career, you
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portfolio production programs offered at Vancouver Film School: Film

Production, Acting for Film & Television, Multimedia Production, Classical

Animation, 3D Animation & Digital Effects, Advanced Digital Video

Production, Alias 3D Special Effects, Avid Training, DVD Training.
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Web: http://www.multimedia.edu

Vancouver Film School
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'My daughter wants to be a filmmaker. I can think of no better place for her to study.'

Laura Esquivel, Author & Screenwriter, Like Water for Chocolate

"
. . . an extraordinary program." Dr. Carlo Chiarenza

Former Director of Fulbright Commission, Rome, Italy

We have worked with students and

faculty from film schools around the

world and have incorporated the best

elements of each program to create the

most effective curriculum.

We recommend this course only

to individuals who are prepared to

commit themselves to the rigorous and

creative process of transforming their

ideas into films.
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100 EAST 17TH STREET NYC 10003 TEL: 212-674-4300 FAX: 212-477-1414
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tor America but it could do even better with

this added spectrum." While Cruz understands

the nature of proposals like Sohn's is to broad-

en the public's access to airwave space by

branching beyond traditional outlets, he

believes PBS is the only entity suited to make it

work from top to bottom. "Would some of those

independent programmers have enough money

The transition to DTV is

potentially the equivalent

of each "single-screen"

broadcast station becom-

ing its own multiplex.

>r get enough funds to do production of public

broadcasting?" he asks. "If broadcasters are

asked to devote some of the channel space to

noncommercial broadcasting, will that lead to

the creation of another entity.'"

And here Cruz reveals one of CPB/PBS's

real concerns: He would like to see the process

result in a permanent revenue stream that

would replace the annual Congressional fund-

ing chase. "The thing I'm concerned about is

funding. If the commission wants to require

commercial broadcasters to devote program-

ming space, that's fine, but I would hate to see

Congress mandate things for public broadcast-

ing without any funding." But while CPB and

PBS see a potential threat in the commission,

Yee sees an opportunity.

"We should not think solely of PBS in terms

of paradigms for public programming," he says.

"Broadcasters exist in every community. And

filmmakers and producers are no less a part of

the community than anyone. Perhaps there are

alliances to be made between artists and broad-

casters in their home town. We have to gear up

for our part of this partnership, even form new-

relationships."

The commission is expected to issue its final

report in October, but is widely expected to act

sooner. According to Sohn and Yee, filmmakers

and producers need to let Commission mem-

bers know what kind and how much program-

ming already exists. As FCC chief of staff John

Xakahata told The Independent, "The difficulty

in developing a consensus about public interest

obligations is that the issue needs to resonate

outside the Beltway. The more that occurs, the

easier it becomes." Yee offers a succinct take on

just what is at stake here: "This is a free ticket

to television for a lot of unseen films."

Mark J. Huisman [cinemarkia mindspring.com) is a

Neu York-based writer and independent producer
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LAWRENCE BROSE

by Lawrence Ferber

Buffalo, New York. Several things spring

to mind: parrying college kids, heaps ot snow,

and quiet. Lesser known is its avant-garde

community, which includes 46-year-old

Lawrence Brose, a highly respected

and established name within the

world of queer experimental filmmak-

ing.

Brose is an unmistakable figure

—

large black-rimmed glasses, shaved

head, authoritative, deep voice. His

past is an absorbing, layered affair, not

unlike his cinematic output. He was

born to a working-class Catholic fam-

ily, with a fireman father, office man-

ager mother, and three siblings. The

quirky part was that all four children

are gay, a fact Brose admits his parents

"don't really acknowledge."

This formed one significant influ-

ence on his work. Another came

about indirectly through an incident

at age five, when Brose's elder broth-

er accidentally walloped him with a

golf club, resulting in six weeks of

complete blindness. Through a series

of painful surgeries and reconstruc-

tions, endured by a conscious Brose,

partial sight was restored (to this dav.

his left eye remains sightless). From

the moment sight returned, Brose

adopted a decidedly visual mindset.

Film entered the picture in 1980. "I

was doing experimental theater and

got tired of theater people—you

know, damaged egos and all that,"

Brose recalls. "I had a love of movies,

but didn't want to make big-budget

ones; I wanted to make my own hand-

made films. I wasn't even sure what

that meant, but having seen enough

work at the [now defunct media arts

center] Media Studies downtown, the

exposure was there."

Since then, Brose has birthed some 30-plus

works, ranging from a portrait of bassist Doty

Hall (Doty), to a harrowing look at his lover's

death from AIDS (An Individual Desires

Solution), to reflections on his older brother's

tragic death from a motorcycle accident

(Chamnan). "Nothing has struck me as pro-

foundly as the loss of my brother. I've never

felt that kind of emotional pain. I think my

brother had a strong influence on me—a strong

power. But everything influences."

His latest work, De Profundis, is an ambi-

tious, four-year production that particularly

concerns influences. It surpasses his earlier

films both in running time (65 minutes) and in

Brose's physical involvement in hand-process-

ing each frame. Composed of three segments,

De Profundis culls aphorisms from Oscar

TALKING HEADS

I

Wilde's prison correspondence, many dealing

with the question of influence, and combines

them with found footage of a family on a boat,

early gay porn, and Radical Faerie gatherings.

"This idea of using found footage, I've done

that before," Brose says. "Now the idea [was to]

look at the content and try to provide a differ-

ent space for that, to uproot it.

In De Profundis, a young boy is prominently

featured in the first segment, while the

audio track repeats Wilde's phrase, "There

is no such thing as a good influence—all

influence is immoral." Brose addresses this

dynamic: "You have the young boy and al

these questions of morality and influence in

society . . . There's no telling what sort of influ-

ence anyone is having on anything. There are

so many remarks on the whole idea that homo-

sexuals are always wanting to recruit,"

an assured Brose sums up, "when, if

anyone's responsible for recruiting, it's

the straight world!"

As manipulated by Brose, the found

footage literally bleeds burning, vibrant

color. "I'd never processed film before,

so it took a couple of years really work-

ing steadily," he says. "Once the high

contrast black-and-white film has been

processed, it's about a fourteen-step

process I take to etch color into it. It's

as though I'm painting at times. I'll

highlight certain sections of a frame,

etching the color into parts of the

emulsion. Some's done in little sec-

tions, using what's referred to as the

bucket method, although I use thick

water bottles."

A toner company contributed an

endless supply of product, but expenses

still mounted. "Maybe in the end, there

was about four-thousand dollars worth

of lab work," says Brose. "I'm using the

lab as another alternative image-mak-

ing mechanism. I'll shoot tungsten neg-

ative film outdoors without filters, then

I'll have it work-printed and put to

high contrast negative. I'll keep going

in these layers: giving things back [to

the lab] and have them pretend it's

regular negative. Because they're not

filtering to make it normal, I'm able to

make colors really shift."

With regard to his upcoming pro-

jects, Brose recently purchased a for-

mer porno theater's stock of 50-some

films for use in Crossing. "It's about the

erotic politics of sailor hazing rituals."

Brose offers up some final words to those

unfamiliar with experimental work. "The expe-

rience can be incredibly rewarding. People have

told me that they've never seen anything like

De Profundis, and once they stopped resisting,

foregoing narrative or trying to follow every

fragment of sound and image, they find it rivet-

ing and beautiful. You have to learn how to do
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that, but in the end it'- a tremendous journey."

Lawrence Brose, Box 819, Buffalo, NY
14205; (716) 849-2972; cepa<§ aol.com

Lawrence Ferber is a /ilmrruiker, selection coordinator

North Carolina's Gav and Lesbian Film Festival,

and co-jounder of the North Carolina film exhibition

series. Scarce Sightings.

LEWIS KLAHR
r*o*nr glass

by Cara Mertes

Film critic J.
Hoberman once described a

Lewis Klahr him as "a masterpiece of populuxe

surrealism." Film historian Tom Gunning notes

that "Klahr's submerged narratives breed both

paranoia and a zany euphoria." A Guggenheim

winner who has

been featured

three times at the

prestigious New
York Film

Festival, twice at

the Whitney

Biennial, and

once at New
Directors/New

Films, and with

numerous films

broadcast on

public television,

New York-based

Lewis Klahr is

probably one of

today's most

highly honored

yet least known

experimental

filmmakers.

Part of his rel-

ative anonymitv

may lie in the

extraordinary

idiosyncracy of

his work, which

straddles animation, the avant-garde, and even

MTV. Though he has artistic predecessors

—

animator Harry Smith and artist Joseph

Cornell, among them—Klahr has carved out a

completely unique niche over his 20-year

career using collage techniques, cut-out anima-

tion, and an obsessively low-tech aesthetic.

This includes hand-made effects, scenes com-

prised of laboriously cut-out images shot with-

out an animation stand, and self-reflexive film

moments that reveal the status of each film as

film.

"I am not making work from a theoretical

position; what I do comes out of my life," Klahr

says when I ask him what inspires his work.

Never precisely autobiographical, his filmic

playground is the pop world of the 1 940s, '50s,

and '60s, from film noir to the promise of space

exploration, from the abundance within subur-

bia to the emotional poverty of middle-class

life.

Seductive and often troubling, Klahr's films

are populated with anonymous but iconic faces

and everyday objects and sounds culled from

American pop culture. The images are gath-

ered from an extensive archive of print sources,

ranging from industrial publications to comic

books to Life magazine. But Klahr is just as

focused on the film traditions of the avant-

garde and Hollywood, which he often invokes

through stills of actors. "We all have film as a

heritage and a language in common," Klahr

says, and it is this mutual recognition that first

draws viewers into his bizarrely altered world

where the familiar is made unaccountably

strange.

Klahr often uses genres in his explorations of

memory and forgetting, which are recurring

themes in his work. Most recently, Pony Glass,

a work using comic-book images, is a melo-

drama in three acts, featuring the secret life

of Superman sidekick Jimmy Olsen in a pro-

found sexual-identity crisis. Akair (1994)

derives from film noir and, as Klahr notes, a

sense of the forties made visible through con-

temporaneous ads. Hi-Fi Cadets (1990) is like

a fairy-tale propelled by the early sixties and

images of JFK. Tales of the Forgotten Future

(1993) is actually 12 smaller films comprising

a cycle about illusion and disillusionment,

promises made and broken.

Exhibiting an endless fascination with

nostalgia, family drama, and psychosexual

development, the films evoke the pull of vio-

lence, desire, and imagination, imposed on

often inscrutable narratives unwilling to

reveal their secrets. With their complicated

miniature tableaux, mysterious messages, and

the lingering

presence of

magical trans-

formations, fan-

tasy, and mel-

ancholy, the

films both cele-

brate and cri-

tique American

culture, which

inevitably
promises more

than it can

deliver.

In his films,

Klahr repeated-

ly mines the

world of male

adolescent
longing, return-

ing to the influ-

ences of his

childhood.
"Every present

has a possible

future," he says,

"and part of my

project is en-

gaging with what those places are—the vari-

ous worlds I expected to live in." But for

Klahr, the worlds promised by American pop-

ular culture never materialize without a dark

side, and the atmosphere in his films is

charged with the mercurial energy of dreams

made into nightmares. It is a hermetically

sealed universe as filled with testosterone -

laden images of needles, knives, sex, and

blood as it is with thing teacups and fairy-tale
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endings.

Klahr is currently developing a film called

The Diptherians with Kate Valk of the

Wooster Group, concerning a group of

strange, semi-mythic beings who have magi-

cal powers. Whatever the final piece turns

out to be, as with all of his work, the psychic

drama taking place within Klahr's filmic

landscape will create an eerie echo of the

tensions of American life.

Lewis Klahr's films are available by con-

tacting the filmmaker at 340 E. 9th St., #7,

New York, NY 10003; (212) 353-5015;

engram66(« earthlink.net

Cara Mertes is a producer/director, writer and

teacher based in New York City.

by Patricia Thomson

Who says the Me Decade isn't

ALIVE AND well in the nineties'

That's certainly the case looking

at the documentary field, where

first-person films now rule. Some

might say with an iron fist.

Vicky Funari ran up against

this when she screened Paulina

as a work-in-progress to some

fellow filmmakers. Although her

film is about someone else—

a

Mexican woman named Paulina

Cruz Suarez and her devastating

childhood experience— their

first response was "Make it per-

sonal. Put yourself in." The rea-

son was the San Francisco -based

filmmaker's relationship to Paulina, who

served as a maid to the Funari family when

the filmmaker was a child, the daughter of a

diplomat who resigned over Vietnam and

went to work for the Ford Foundation in

Mexico.

And so Funari tried, with a variety of

intellectual justifications, to include herself.

"Since the film is so much constructed

around perspectives," Funari explains, "it was

important that the audience know the film-

maker's perspective is North American, and

her voice was the voice of someone who had

been a child in a family that Paulina worked

for. And that could not help but influence

Paulina's behaviour towards the filmmaker,

and the filmmaker's conception of Paulina."

But the story was Paulina's, plain and sim-

ple. It's about a spill she took as a young girl,

falling on the edge of a metal washtub and cut-

ting her genitals. It's about the parents' imme-

diate assumption that she was raped by the

town boss and the ostracism this uncompre-

hending eight-year-old faced as a "bad"

woman, her parents willingly handing her over

to the boss to be his sexual toy. It's about her

escape to Mexico City, her psychic scars, and

her slow healing. And it wasn't until Funari

removed herself as a character that the film felt

right. "I was like a splinter that the film was try-

ing to work out of itself," she admits. "It finally

pushed me out at the end, and the film was

done."

What remains is a harrowing and heroic

story told through a variety of means. There's

Paulina's first-person narration, shot in classic

talking-head style. There's her trip back to the

village, where she confronts her parents. There

are verite scenes with Paulina's daughter, a pro-

fessional nurse one generation removed from

the cycle of poverty and abuse. And woven

throughout the narrative are dramatic reenact-

ments of Paulina's accident, captivity, and

escape. These fictionalized scenes make Paulina

something other than a by-the-book documen-

tary.

This dramatic strand was something Funari

had in mind from the beginning. "The very first

example of why that mattered to me," she

recalls, "was when Paulina kept telling me how

she was perceived in the town because of being

white. I had never thought of her as a white

person; I'd always thought of her as a mixed-

blood Mexican . . . Since we left Mexico, I had

idealized Paulina's indigenous characteristics.

When I met her again, and she talked about

how she was white and how the color of her

skin had actually caused her problems, that was

the first germ of thinking this film needs to

address those issues, because those issues have

completely determined the shape of her, of

what people have done to her."

Funari placed people's conflicting percep-

tions of Paulina front and center in one memo-

rable dramatized scene, in which Paulina as a

young adult boards a bus to return to her village

to confront the town boss. When a man gropes

her, she bites his hand and a furor erupts. We
then see a series of shots of Paulina as others on

the bus see her: as a mad woman, a super-

woman, a harlot, an Aztec goddess, sacrificial

heart in hand.

While such fictionalized scenes add reso-

nance to the film's thematic concerns, this

hybrid approach didn't sit well with tunders

used to purer documentary. Particularly tor

social-issue foundations, "ours was a stretch,"

Funari admits. Nonetheless, during the 10-year

filmmaking process she and producer/collabo-

rator Jennifer Maytorena Taylor managed to

obtain grants from the Pacific Pioneer Fund,

the Threshhold Foundation, the U.S.-Mexico

Fund tor Culture, the Lucius and Eva Eastman

Fund, and the National Latino

Communications Center, among others, plus

in-kind support from KQED. But "the first tun-

ders were my parents," says Funari. "They lent

me the money to buy a Hi8 camera in 1991,

and they also lent me some money to

go to Mexico to do the first video

shoot." No less important was the final

hinder: the Banff Centre for the Arts,

which came aboard as coproducer.

"They provided us with lodging, tech-

nicians, an Avid, our on-line, our

ProTools suite for sound cutting and

sound mix, and a wonderful sound

cutter. Basically, without them, we'd be

sitting on our butts in San Francisco."

Instead, Funari, Taylor, and Paulina have

been travelling the festival circuit for the past

year. The experience has been particularly

cathartic for Paulina, who has met numerous

other women with stories of abuse. "When we

started this, I wanted to send everything to hell.

Everytime Vicky called me, my stomach got

upset," she says. Now "they're like my fairy god-

mothers. Someone sent them to me, and I'm

thankful. They took all the shit out of me that

I was carrying around inside. Verdad. Gracias."

Paulina is being distributed by Turbulent

Arts, 673 Oak St. #1, San Francisco, CA
94117; (415) 552-1952; fax: (415) 552-3620;

turbarts(§ sirius.com

Patricia T/iomsori is editor in chief of The Independent.
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Video Data Bank, School of the Art Institute of

Chicago, 37 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, IL 60603; (312)

345-3550; fax: 541-8073; info@vdb.org; Contacts:

Kate Horsfield, director; Mindy Faber, assoc. director

What is the Video Data Bank?

The Video Data Bank (VDB) is a nonprofit that has

assembled and distributes one of the largest collections

of videos on and about artists. This collection of over

5,000 titles is housed at the School of the Art Institute of

Chicago (SAIC). We handle the work of about 270 artists.

I [Kate Horsfield] keep an office in New York for business

and screenings, but VDB is based in Chicago.

What kind of work do you handle?

All kinds of interesting stuff from around the U.S. and

more recently from South America. Our oldest title is from

1965. We have lots of experimental

III IU||l '«l**'lj

Kate Horsfield

and collection.

mk '-—

works, some experimental documentaries, and a tiny

number of animation tapes. I would say that overall the

content of our tapes is challenging in comparison to

mainstream media. Artists always want to think differ-

ently and work with new subject matter and that's the

kind of work we want. We don't care too much about

length, but if someone is making one-minute tapes,

s/he'd better have at least 16 of them!

The difference between video art and film art . .

.

is getting smaller by the day.

How, when, and why did Video Data Bank come into

being?

In 1972 when my partner, Lyn Blumenthal, and I came

into the graduate program, we started making video

interviews with artists. The school used these tapes to

educate students about different types of work, inten-

tions, and attitudes in contemporary work. So when the

school was looking for someone to catalog the small

collection of tapes, we offered. We were hired for

$1,000 per year each and somehow parlayed that into

what the VDB is now. The first artists we handled were

from Chicago: John Manning, Barbara Latham, and

Edward Rankus. Then we expanded out to Dara

Birnbaum, Doug Hall, Chip Lord, Carole Ann Klonarides,

and Bruce Yonemoto.

So what's your relationship now to the school?

We have a great supportive

^
le?
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relationship. Basically they give us dollars, space, and

oversight in some financial and administrative ways, but

mostly they give us the freedom to design and implement

our own program.

Who is Video Data Bank?

Mindy Faber, the associate director, keeps everything very

organized and professional; Jennifer Reede was recently

featured in a photo in the New York Times Magazine for

an article on "whiteness," since that's her area of inves-

tigation - she is our "White Trash Girl"; Ken Vandermark,

a well-known jazz saxophonist, is our bookkeeper; Laura

Heit does animation and recently exhibited her work at the

Walker Arts Center in Minneapolis; and three fabulous

grad students; Pedro Paixaofrom Lisbon, Laurie Reynolds,

a video student from Iowa, and Kate Schaeffer, a cyber-

wizard from the Art and Technology Program. Then there's

me. My job is to infuse the organization with sixties ideals.

The VDB staff is fabulous and we are even nice to every-

one on the phone.

Unofficial motto or driving philosophy:

We all have different philosophies; whose do you want 7

We never had a motto; maybe we should get one.

Biggest change at Video Data Bank in the last five

years:

Analog to digital.

Where does the money come from to fund VDB's activ-

ities?

Three sources: earned income (60%), the School of the

Art Institute (30%), and government and foundation

grants (10%).

The most important issue facing Video Data Bank

today is . .

.

finding really good new work.

How is your collection organized?

We have five collections, four of which are distributed:

Americas With/Out Borders; On Art and Artists;

Independent Video and Alternative Media; and Early Video

Art. The fifth is the in-house VDB collection.

Range of production budgets in your collection:

from $10 to $250,000.

How do you decide what to add to your collection?

We look at about 300 tapes each year. Most are unsolicit-

ed, and others are recommended by other artists or cura-

tors. New tapes by artists already in our collection are

reviewed for distribution and/or addition to the VDB col-

lection. We choose about 12 tapes for distribution each

year. I would say that we distribute a work because we

love it and think our clients will be interested in the sub-

ject matter. We want the work to extend the ideological

In the VDB collection (clockwise from upper left): German

Song by Sadie Benning; Ximena Cuevas by Corazon

Sangrante; A Simple Case (or Torture by Martha Rosier;

and Weather Diary #3 by George Kuchar.

All photos courtesy Video Data Bank

dp with IKEGAMI HL-57/DVC PRO
post: AVID MEDIA COMPOSER. MEDIA 100

HM Rifken Productions, Inc
450 West 15th Street, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10011

(212)727-9689
Specializing in documentary & narrative production

uftefotGh
Tape-to-Film Transfers...

Call Film Craft. Our Teledyne CTR-3 uses high-grade precision optics

and pin-registration for a rock-steady transfer and superior results.

A FEW OF OUR SATISFIED CLIENTS INCLUDE:

Lynn Hershman "Virtual Love"

Laurel Chiten "Twitch and Shout"

Jane Gillooly "Leona's Sister Gem"

Heather MacDonald "Ballot Measure 9"

Outsider Productions "Sex Is"

We offer a two-minute MOS 1 6mm color demo at no charge from

your videotape.

oceellent
Processing & Printing...

We've been processing and printing motion picture film for over

25 years, so we understand the challenges of the independent

filmmaker. We're a full-service film laboratory and one of the few

labs that still processes black & white film.

FOR PROFESSIONAL LAB SERVICES. CALL US FIRST.

Daily Processing

Black & White Processing and Printing- 16mm and 35mm

Color Processing and Printing- 16mm and 35mm
Camera Raw Stocks

Rank/da Vinci Film-to-Tape Transfer

We offer special student rates.

Flippy.

23815 Industrial Park Drive Farmington Hills,

Voice: 248.474.3900 Fax: 248.474.1577

Film Craft Lab, a division of Grace & Wild, Inc.

11 48335
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ONE KILOHERTZ TM

Digital Post Production for Film

We are a facility specializing in picture

and audio post for projects finished on

film. We offer full audio services; sound

design, foley, ADR and mixing. Film

editing at 24 or 30 fps on high end

digital non linear systems and full

technical support at every stage of your

project Please contact us for more

information.

One Kilohertz Inc.

580 Broadway.no .712

New York, NY 10012

Tel (212) 625 0853

Fax (212) 625 0853

Villages
Projeci

by Vincent q

dialogue of videomak-

ing.

Best known

directors in your

collection:

I wouldn't say there

is a single "best

known director." We

do have several who

are very well-known in

different arenas. Sadie

Benning represents a

new, young sensibility

Bruce Nauman is a video

pioneer; and [there are]

artists like Stuart

Marshall, Chris Marker, and Jill Godmilow.

Do you distribute works that were shot on film, but

were edited and can only be exhibited on video?

I ] A very small number, and we have a few CD-Roms. But

most works were generated on video.

Where do you find your titles and how should makers

approach you for consideration?

Makers should send tapes to the VDB in Chicago. It takes

us about three months to review work, so they shouldn't

get concerned if they don't hear back from us right away.

What's your basic approach to releasing a title?

We try to set up a primary exhibition circuit of first-tier

sites for 12 months, with the artist making appearances

with the tape, then we go to a more general release that

includes everything else. After 18 months we have "spe-

cial discounts."

What's the basic structure of a distribution deal?

We don't have exclusive contracts and the contract can be

broken with 30 days notice by either party. We pay royal-

ties twice a year for general distribution and once a year

for special projects.

VDB's relationship with its artists is . .

.

synergistic!

Who rents and/or buys Video Data Bank titles?

Mostly cultural institutions in the U.S. and in Europe. We

also do business with libraries and educational institu-

tions in the U.S. Very few purchases are made directly by

individuals, video stores, or bookstores.

Where do Video Data Bank titles show?

Museums, galleries, alternative spaces, festivals, and in

curricular programming. At places and events like the

Pacific Film Archive, the Rotterdam Film Festival, the New

York Video Festival, the Consoling Passions and Visible

Evidence conferences. Cal Arts, UC Irvine, UC San Diego,

and Street Level Youth Media in Chicago.

Biggest challenge in reaching your audience:

Money.

How do people find out about

your collection?

Mainly from one-page flyers, catalogs, word-of-

mouth, advertisements, and the Web.

How have cuts in public monies affected Video

Data Bank and its work?

The whole video field was supported by NEA and other

government and foundation funds—producers,

exhibitors, and distributors. So the loss of federal and

foundation dollars has had a devastating effect. It's a

very holistic field, and we are all suffering now. Only

eight percent of our business is domestic exhibition.

Lots of business has shifted to Europe, where video is

still very popular.

Where will Video Data Bank be 10 years from now?

In cyberspace, hopefully, just pressing the "send" but-

ton to distribute tapes from our server.

The difference between Video Data Bank and other

distributors of independent work is . .

.

that our customers say we are very efficient and send

out great dubs!

Other distributors you admire:

Women Make Movies and California Newsreel. Both

Debbie [Zimmerman] and Larry [Daressa] run very

smart and effective organizations. They are leaders in

the field.

If you weren't distributing films, you'd be . .

.

living out in the Texas wilderness raising sheep.

Famous last words:

Choose another field besides nonprofit media!

Distributor FAQ. is a column conducted by fax questionnaire

profiling a wide range of distributors of independent film and

video. If you are a distributor and want to be profiled or are a

maker and want to find out more about a particular distribu-

tor, contact Lissa Gibbs c/o The Independent. 304 Hudson

St., 6th fl., NY, NY 10013, or drop an e-mail to: lissa@sir-

ius.com

Lissa Gibbs is a contributing editor to The Independent

and former Film Arts Foundation Fest director.
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WIRED BLUE YONDER

ARTBYTES
I

"New Television" Moves from Broadcast to the Web

"It's faster than FedEx. Your personal

artwork delivered to your home," boasts the

Weh site for New Television's Artbytes

[www.ntv-artbytes.org]. With artwork readi-

ly accessible via the Web, cybertechnology

has already altered definitions of art-making

and viewing. As technology becomes

increasingly sophisticated, the Web offers a

space for experimentation with sound,

image, and text. Many efforts invite the

viewer to participate and even create tbeir

experience, subverting notions of authorship

and challenging ideas of narrative.

What does this mean for filmmakers and

video artists and for the evolving relation-

ship between the new media and the old.' In

the dawn of a plugged-in aristocracy where

cybergeeks get the chicks, multimedia artiste

must be willing to play catch-up with devel-

oping technology. With Artbytes, New
Television producer Susan Dowling has creat-

ed the opportunity for artists to "re-config-

ure" themselves and employ the Web as an

alternative

tool for

their en-

deavors.

First
presented

in 1986 as

a local pilot

series of

four televi-

sion pro-

grams on

WNET in New York City, New Television

aimed "to nurture unusual approaches to

form and content." The next year WGBH's
New Television Workshop in Boston came

on as co-producer, and the series continued

with 10 more programs airing in New York

and Boston. Of the works aired, one third

were acquired, one third commissioned, and

one third given completion funds for post-

production. New Television's programming

ranges from narrative works like Pain

The challenge of transposing a

three-dimensional work to the Web
necessitated that "Audiofile" evolve

in a direction that Alan Berliner

thinks finally "liberated the work."

Pleasures, written by J.me Bowles and directed

by Swoon director and / Shot Andy Warhol co-

producer Tom Kalin, as well as video montages,

sound animations, documentaries, and video

dance pieces.

In 1990 New Television began its first nation-

w i d e

broad-
casts, and

PBS
attempted

to put the

series in a

prime-
time slot.

In keep-

ing with

Dowling's

commitment to the artists, when stations

wouldn't air it on primetime, she instead chose

to place the series with American Program

Services, outside PBS. The Wexner Center for

the Arts became co-producer in 1993, but

despite this financial support the series was los-

ing its funding. When foundations seemed

keenly interested in giving money to develop

New Television's Web site, Dowling concentrat-

ed her efforts on Artlrytes. With some NEA
funding for the project, she approached inde-

pendent media, visu-

al, and performing

artists to create origi-

nal artworks tailored

to the digital medi-

um. The lack of will-

ingness on the part

of foundations to

continue funding

New Television as a

TV series suggests

that television is no

longer the place for

experimental
visions— perhaps

that place is the

Web. The fact that

there is no 1998 broadcast season would seem

to bear this out.

If Artrrytes's premiere piece is any indica-

tion, Dowling's project, it not already redefin-

ing art on the Web, will pose important new

questions. With "Found Sound," filmmaker

Alan Berliner has created an interactive audio

piece that places us in an aural landscape

whose topographies are programmed to the

movement of the mouse. Forty-two sounds

embedded in a black and white image of an ear

are each assigned a square zone. As the mouse

glides over their invisible boundaries, the

squares are articulated by sound titles that

appear on screen. The computer screen func-

tions as an instrument, becoming vocal through

text and sound. Highlight various squares

simultaneously and different sounds woven

together create random cacophonies, the deli-

cacy of concrete music, or, by pairing interpre-

tive sounds together, a narrative raise en scene

takes shape.

"Found Sound" is based on one of Berliner's

earlier pieces, an interactive audio sculpture

entitled "Audiofile" that consisted of four metal

filing cabinets, each of whose 108 drawers,

when opened, activated a continuous loop of

recorded sound. By opening and closing them

at random, participants could compose their
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Wanted:
Editorial Assistant

thei

monthly*

Part-time position, 24-28 hr/wk, beginning July 27. $12/hr. Great office atmosphere,

great opportunity to learn about publishing and independent film in one stroke.

Looking tor motivated self-starter who is detail oriented, well organized, and has

demonstrable writing and reporting skills. Knowledge of FileMaker, Quark, and

HTML a plu>; comfort with computers a must. Send resume, cover letter, and clips, if

available, to: The Independent, 304 Hudson St., 6 fl., NY, NY 10013; attn: Paul Power

Bonjour! Monsieur Thomas Edison at your service.

Death has not slowed me down. I've recently discovered

that Hots Shots Cool Cuts has the most fantastique

International location footaqe. from Tokyo to Timbuktu

over 100 hrs. of landmarks, aerials, cityscapes, & culture.

Around zee world, they've got it all. I heartily recommend

Hot 5hots Cool Cuts for all your international footage needs.

Vive la stock cinematize Internationale^}).

—

'

^Qg- —

INTERNATIONAL

CONTEMPORARY

ARCHIVAL

M6tiu&n
PHONE: (212) 799-9100

FAX: (212) 799-9258

The stock footage company whose stock footage doesn't look like stock footage

own unique sound collage. The challenge of

transposing a three-dimensional work to the

Web necessitated that "Audiofile" evolve in a

different direction, which Berliner thinks final-

ly "liberated the work."

"Found Sound" isn't just another online

game. The aim is for the piece to be down-

loaded and left on the user's desktop, inviting

an ongoing exploration and playful interaction.

Berliner's intention was to "create an interac-

tivity in which the participant is free to explore

and invent a virtual infinity of serendipitous

connections and improvisatory dynamics

through a real time audio collage." "Found

Sound" accomplishes this, creating acoustic

narratives and abstract musical compositions by

building layers of sound. Berliner discovered

that the sounds not only effectively conjure

emotional states encoded in textual images, but

that the word titles themselves evoke new

meanings through which poetic leaps are

inspired.

Marshall McLuhan foresaw the effect the

computer would have on us 30 years ago when

he said, "The important thing to realize is that

electric information systems are live environ-

ments in the full organic sense. They alter our

feelings and sensibilities." We're affected daily

by the architecture of technology which orders

our world—and electronic media continues to

transmute and rearrange itself in our lives.

Despite the mania of Web devotees, the medi-

um is still in flux and not all of its possibilities

are yet viable, like Berliner's unrealized aspira-

tions for "Found Sound," such as having people

record their own sounds and create titles for

them as well as new titles for his sounds. He

had also hoped to allow users to upload their

work onto the site, incorporating their input

into the piece and encouraging an abstract dia-

logue. Though unrealized, these possibilities

suggest the potential for interactive participa-

tion and represents an interesting develop-

ment—tor artistic expression to become a com-

munal project.

The discussions "Found Sound" initiates

point to directions interactive art may take on

the Web in the future. The online gallery

Dowling envisions for Artrrytes will certainly

play a role in steering multimedia artists

towards the medium and attracting a growing

audience interested in the continually evolving

relationship between technology and art.

WlLLAMAIN SOMMA

Wilhirwin Sommu [wsommaC" aol.com) is a former

Web producer [www.chaiged.com] and a freelance

writer and photographer living in New Vbti
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F E S T CIRCUIT

I

The Dallas Video Festival

by Chris Vognar

For such an iconoclastic affair,

the Dallas Video Festival

[www.videofest.org] has an

interesting way of landing in the

city's toniest art institutions.

Since its inception in 1987, it's

been held in the Dallas Museum

of Art, Dallas's premiere visual

arts venue. But most marriages

come to an end, and this one

was no exception. The 1998 fest,

held March 5-8, introduced vid-

iots to a new locale: the Dallas

Theater Center, the city's pre-

miere theatrical venue.

It was a good run at the museum, hut festi-

val founder and director (and AIVF hoard

member) Bart Weiss could tell the end was in

sight. In recent years the museum had shown

an increased interest in curatorial and financial

control. First, museum officials asked to pre-

view each work. Next, they sought a bigger

slice of the ticket revenue pie, a major source

of income for the independently financed festi-

val. This time around, the museum proposed

scaling down the four-day event to two, limit-

ing the content to video art and bumping doc-

umentary and narratives out of the picture.

That's where Weiss drew the line. The

Dallas Video Festival is one of the only major

video -exclusive festivals in the country, and its

founding father had no interest in compromis-

ing that status.

"The relationship with the museum was

great at the beginning," says Weiss. "They were

really helpful and supportive. But all the peo-

ple who have worked

with us there have

left over the years,

and the people there

now saw us as a pain.

They weren't inter-

ested in bringing our

audience into the

museum anymore."

The festival found

a new home at the

Theater Center, a

sprawling but bucolic

arts complex whose

artistic director,

Richard Hamburger,

was happy to partner

up with another local

arts organization. It

would be hard to

argue with the

results. For all its size,

the Theater Center

feels cozier and more

welcoming than the

museum. Four

screening rooms of

varying scale and feel

showcased works

throughout the event. Upstairs, Bart's Bistro

offered food, drink, and performance art. It was

a buffet atmosphere, with samples of shorts and

features, narratives and documentaries.

Even amid the variety, certain themes

emerged. Works about racial issues were preva-

lent this year. Blacks and Jews, Deborah

Kaufman and Bari Scott's documentary about

the tensions and loyalties between one-time

civil rights allies, was followed by a discussion

between community leaders. Lee Lew-Lee's All

Power to the People traces the development of

the Black Panther Parts', while Valerie Soe's

Be\ond Asiaphilia looks at miscegenation, lust,

Asian masculinity and Hong Kong Cinema.

Gay and lesbian projects were also well-rep-

resented. Perhaps the most captivating was The

asssass-"—""

-aBBsaawssat
Commercial

Closet, a collection of television commercials

with overt or subtle homosexual overtones.

Hosted by compiler Michael Wilke, an

Advertising Age reporter, this event demon-

strated another strength of the festival: the

opportunity to see makers explain and intro-

duce their works in a relaxed, informal set-

ting.

"I'm impressed with the wide range of

work," says filmmaker Mark Gasper, who flew

in from New York to host the first public

screening of his East 182nd Street. A series

loosely structured around a junior high and

high school in urban New York, 182nd was

created through the Bronx Creative .Arts tor

Youth Teen and Pre -Teen Writing Workshops
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and features nonprofessional teen actors

working from scripts they wrote themselves.

Gasper is shopping it as a TV series, and a

buyer in Dallas expressed interest.

"I thought the festival was going to be

mostly social documentaries," Gasper said

outside the TV lounge on a drizzly Saturday

afternoon. "It's great in that they're really

open to a lot of different things. Frankly it's

more commercial than I thought it would be,

and I think that's fabulous. It's really treating

video as an art form and a form of communi-

cation separate from film."

If you haven't asked yet, now's the time:

What does and doesn't qualify as a video'

Weiss' definition is fairly liberal, and he

knows it.

"To me, a video is anything that's shot on

tape or in some electronic form, edited on

tape or through a computer—which is pretty

much anything these days—or meant to be

exhibited or distributed through video. I see

theatrical features as just a slice of the over-

all pie. It's a delicious piece, but it's still just

a piece."

Some of the works overlap with Austin's

South by Southwest festival. Louis Alvarez,

Andrew Kolker, and Paul Stekler's Peabody-

winning political documentary Vote For Me
showed at the video fest last year and SXSW
this year; Greg Carter's Houston narrative The

Fifth Ward played in Dallas this year and at

SXSW the following week. But despite the

occasional cross-over, the Dallas Video Festival

is without question a unique gathering of tribes.

Its emphasis is on making and viewing, rather

than wheeling and dealing. It's idealistic with-

out being pretentious, daring but generally not

avant garde.

And still, it draws some pretty big

names. Last year the festival presented

it* first Ernie Kovacs award, named tor

the ground-breaking titties TV comic,

to Mastery Science Theater 3000 cre-

ator Joel Hodgson. This year, two

winners were honored: surrealist

director Terry Gilliam, who hosted

an evening of his vintage Monty

Python cartoons, and Robert

Smigel, the animation wizard

behind Saturday Nigfit Lav's

"Ambiguously Gay Duo" and

"Fun with Real Audio." Both

sounded humbled to receive an

award named tor Mr.

Kovacs—and pleased to

be honored at a "small-

er," less frenetic gath-

ering ot Blmgoers.

Downstairs in the

basement-like Cyber

Cellar, Weiss held

court over the festi-

val's high-tech fair.

The room was

stocked with Macs

and a large -screen

HDTV offering.

Among the CD-Roms

and laser discs, Weiss pointed out his favorite

option: video on demand, which lets you call

up a video from a Mac menu and watch it on

the small screen.

"We spell 'interActive' with a small 'i' and a

large A', because we emphasize the activity, not

the passivity," says Weiss. "Everybody gets to

make their choice, sit down, and enjoy."

Weiss says it looks like the festival will return

to the Theater Center in 1999. With any luck,

this coupling should live up to the festivals '98

trademark: "Welcome to the video festival of

the next millennium."

Chris Vognar writes about film, music, and television for

the Dallas Morning News.
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I NVIDEO '98

Milan Steps Up the Action
for Experimental Media Artists

BY CAROLA
S PADON I

Held in the prestigious Triennale di Milano

hall in Sempione Park, Invideo: The

International Exhibition of Video Art and

Research is still one of the few Italian festivals

dedicated to experimental filmmaking and

video art. This year, its fifth edition, held

February 26 to March 1, the festival received a

major boost: financing was made available

from the Lombardy region, the province, and

the city council of Milan, plus increased sup-

port was given by the European Commission.

For the first time Invideo, traditionally a bien-

nial festival, has become an annual event.

Beginning this year, Invideo has promoted

the coordination of a European-wide network

of festivals dealing with new technologies.

Invideo's program, which is entirely noncom-

petitive, presented an international panorama

of recent and past works, focusing particularly

on the nonnarrative approach, with some

experimental narrative and a few documen-

taries. This year 80 videos and five installations

were selected from a dozen countries, mostly

from the Western hemisphere. From the U.S.,

works by Robert Wilson, Nam June Paik, Bill

Viola, and Jem Cohen were on show.

In addition, there was a retrospective of

Italian TV's edgy but scattered experimental

programming and an overview of European

video centers and festivals. Attendance was

pleasantly steady throughout the four days,

although not many international videomakers

were present, since the festival does not pro-

vide travel or accommodation.

A predominantly young audience wandered

around the exhibition space, which was divid-

ed into four sections: "Video Projection,"

"Monitor Base," "The Invideo Archive," and

"The Original TV Monitor." At the entrance,

festivalgoers left their ID to get a headset with

commentary to the installations. Alongside the

general program were two supplementary sec-

tions, entitled "Portraits" and "Voices of

Places." "Portraits" featured profiles of cutting-

edge artists, from Italy's "poetronic" video

artist Gianni Toti, to the U.S.'s Steina and
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Woody Vasulka, who were the subject of

Bynary Lives by Peter Kirby (U.S., 1996). The

Vasulkas, video pioneers from Iceland and

Czechoslovakia who have been based in the

U.S. since the sixties, spoke of their approach

to technology and their research on

machines that led them to create their own,

like the Digital Image Articulator and

Steina's own electronic violin by which she

plays and edits her images together. Binary

Lives presents a comprehensive and amusing

insight into the Vasulkas' collaborations and

differences. In addition, the festival included

a recent work, Orka by Steina Vasulka

(1997). This is a landscape for the mind,

where flights of seagulls are reversed, ocean

waves break upsidedown, and lichens twirl.

The viewer is hypnotized by nature, as it is

seldom experienced in the media, opening

one up to placid contemplation.

Other intriguing work included De la

vitesse des eventaib: Ma Quai, by N 6k N
Corsino (France, 1996), which lyrically por-

trays Vietnam through gestures, movements,

and human traces. Ambient noise and music

are the only score to this choreographic view,

which is sometimes bizarre, as the videomak-

ers often placed a "Paluche" (French for

"featherlight"] videocamera in unusual

places, like on a hat or on the underside of a

bicycle.

At the other end of the emotional spec-

trum was The Flickering Flame (1996), an

hour-long documentary by British director

Ken Loach. The film witnesses the two-and-

a-half year struggle of 329 Liverpool dock

workers who were sacked because they

refused to stop a strike over poor labor con-

ditions, and unfair work practices by their

employers, the Mersey Docks & Harbour

Company. Ignored by the media and given

no firm backing by their trade unions, the

dockers and their families survived on mutu-

al support and the solidarity of international

dockers, while the company kept its business

going through underpaid day workers. The

Flickering Flame is an important and poignant

view of the results of globalization and the

strength of active resistance. Another British

film, Domestic Frenzy 1-1V (1997) by

Jonathan Blud, shows that you can't stop

domestic hysteria once it gets creative. In an

hilariously funny 10 minutes, we witness a

young man's many ways of masturbating

—

while doing the dishes, cleaning with a

broom, using the staircase—all at double

speed. This, the most provocative video on

the entire program, was included in a selection

of the New Images European Network, an ini-

tiative which links experimental film and video

festivals such as German Transmediale and

European Media Art Fest, French Bandits-

Mages, and Italian Invideo, which were created

to promote the research and marketing of

European audiovisual products.

Invideo also includes presentations of rele-

vance to experimental media. This year, for

instance, Rudolph Frieling, video curator at

Germany's ZKM (Center for Art & Media),

presented his well-researched, comprehensive

book and CD-Rom Media Art Action: The

1960s and 1970s in Germany, written with

Professor Dieter Daniels. The work includes

out-of-print texts by filmmakers such as Nam

June Paik, John Cage, and Joseph Beuys and, as

a word-searchable CD-Rom, is a great tool for

research and documentation.

In an effort to incorporate various forms of

video expression, Filmmaker, a cooperative

based in Milan, presented three video installa-

tions, including the innovative and interactive

Film from Michelangelo Frammartino.

In this context, it was interesting to see some

programs from the heyday of RAI, Italy's public

TV network. "Original TV: Traces of

Experimental TV in Italy" showed the produc-

ing efforts from farsighted RAI in the years

1967 to 1975. Screenwriting projects were pro-

duced that adapted journalistic and cinema

documentary styles as well as experimental

ones in both drama and non-fictional works.

Key contributions in the making of these pro-

grams came from noted filmmakers "on loan" to

television, such as Mario Soldati, Roberto

Rosselini, Bernardo Bertolucci, and Pier Paolo

Pasolini.

Among the notable programs in this section

was the seminal documentary Processo per

Stupro (Trial for Rape, 1979) by a feminist col-

lective which recorded the power mechanisms

within a rape trial. Others included Riccardo 111

(Ricltard III), by avant-garde theater auteur

Carmelo Bene, and Blob by Enrico Ghezzi and

Marco Giusti, a satrical assembly of "pathologi-

cal" daily TV programming.

Although there are not many traces of

underground videoworks or risk-taking pro-

gramming in this festival by European or U.S.

standards, Invideo still remains an important

annual event to show experimental works in

Italy.

Carola Spadoni [Opencine(a aol.com] is a filmmaker

and freelance writer living in New York.
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F E S T C I R C U

I

Getting Bigger and Better in Texas

by Richard Baimbridge

With over 1,100 registrants, nearly

80 feature films, and panelists

ranging from Atom Egoyan to

Mike Judge, it's definitely time

to 'fess up to the fact that the

little film fest that began as an

afterthought to Austin's music

biz mega-ho-down, South by

Southwest [www.sxsw.com], has

now fully taken on a life of its

own.
And though the number of designer-eye-

wearing, promo-bag-toting film enthusiasts

qualified as hardly a ripple compared to the

tidal wave of rock'n'roll that would sweep

through town a few days later, this year's

SXSW film festival and conference (March 13-

21) was the biggest, and in some ways the best,

in its five-year history.

Competitions included separate categories

for narrative features, first films, and documen-

taries, as well as a battle for best of the shorts.

Added to that was a good list of special screen-

ings, such as Cannibal: The Musical from South

Park's Matt Stone and Trey Parker, John Sayles'

powerful new film Men with Guns, and comedi-

an-cum-filmmaker Julia Sweeney, who got the

last laugh with her outstanding personal docu-

mentary God Said "Ha!"

Overall, the quality of films, both competi-

tion and otherwise, was hit and miss, with a

few bright points. As a film festival, SXSW still

remains in the shadows of its older siblings,

namely Sundance, Toronto, Berlin, and

Cannes—and it arguably takes a second seat

even to MoMA's New Directors and L.A.

Independent Film Festival in terms of its rela-

tive place of importance. Though that may

change in the future, SXSW's strongest asset at

From the all-digital $900 feature The Last Broadcast

Photos courtesy filmmakers

Tessa Blake (left), director of Five Wives. Three

Secretaries, and Me with producer Jason Lyon

outside Austin's Dobie Theater.

this point is not the festival per se, but its role as

a meeting place between those who have made

it and those on the road there.

Austin's bucolic charm, warm weather, and

outdoor beer patios seem to have a neutralizing

effect on the typical industry mentality, allow-

ing for an unparalleled level of discourse among

people of all backgrounds and talents. SXSW
has more the feel of a giant backyard barbeque

than a film fest, so it's easy to strike up a con-

versation—which, for an aspiring filmmaker,

can quite often be a helpful experience.

It's important to remember that SXSW bills

itself as a "conference" and is set up as such,

with four days of discussions on topics ranging

from the ultra- specific "Forms & Contracts" to

the utterly open-ended "Making it in the Film

Business." Enlisted for the latter was Atom

Egoyan, still glowing from his recent Oscar

nomination for The Street Hereafter. If anyone

could adequately address a topic like making it

in the film business, it would certainly be

Egoyan, who has just crossed the bridge from

obscurity to celebrity, with

his indie values still firmly

intact.

The panel fielded ques-

tions on every subject from

working with first-time

actors to where to go after

you've received major inter-

est but are still suffering

from anonymity and lack of

experience—a quandary

Mike Judge said he experi-

enced when MTV first con-

tracted with him to do

Beavis & Butthead, yet he

couldn't get an entertain-

ment lawyer to return his

phone calls.

In addition, the festival

continued its well-received

SXSW FEELS MORE LIKE A GIANT

BACKYARD BARBEQUE THAN A FILM

FEST, SO IT'S EASY TO STRIKE UP A

CONVERSATION.

series of "Mentor Sessions," which are small

group meetings with a single moderator.

These intimate sessions can be excellent for-

mats for filmmakers to address relevant issues

in a direct, interactive discussion. That was

certainly the case, for instance, when Peter

Broderick, president of Next Wave Films, sat

down with a group of 10 neophyte producers

and directors.

Broderick's company provides finishing

funds for ultra-low budget features, and he

had some solid words of wisdom for the

group, who were inspired by microbudget suc-

cess stories like El Mariachi, Clerks, and Blood,

Guts, Bullets, and Octane. One of those in

attendance was Paul Devlin, producer/direc-

tor of SlamNation, a documentary that pre-

miered at SXSW. Devlin's glimpse into spo-

ken word competitions created a good bu:: at
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SXSW, hut he said he's in the dark about issues

such as distribution. So for someone like

Devlin, SXSW is just as important as a source

for networking and information as it is a film

competition.

Another interesting element of SXSW is

the spin-offs it has created, such as Conduit, a

one-day "celebration of digital media." A dis-

cussion following the premiere showing of The

Last Broadcast, a feature made digitally for

$900, addressed what is likely the most impor-

tant new development in low-budget filmmak-

ing: films shot and projected digitally.

Directors Stefan Avalos and Lance Weiler

were written up in the November issue of

Wired magazine as stars of the re -invention of

the film industry for creating a film on desktop

PC. (Ironically, The Last Broadcast was actual-

ly rejected by SXSW, only to become among

the first films during the festival to receive an

acquisition offer.) Conduit also featured curat-

ed shorts, all shot digitally at costs that look

more like a week's worth of groceries than a

film budget. All were shown on a state-of-the-

art AmPro digital projector which utilizes

Digital Light Processing (DLP) technology,

developed by Texas Instruments.

Of course, SXSW is a special opportunity

for Texas' independent filmmakers to shine.

And on that note, it was not a disappoint-

ment. Particular stand-outs were Bury Me m
Kem County, a "white trash black comedy"

that melds Dazed and Confused with a hilarious

latter-day Romeo and Juliet tragic love story, set

in the mid-1980s suburbs of Texas.

Bury Me was one-upped only by Barbecue ...

A Love Story, set in a trailer park in rural

Texas, directed by native Texan Stacy Kirk.

And Tessa Blake stood out as a documentarian

with Five Wives, Three Secretaries, and Me, a

daughter's look at her millionaire father, an

old school Texan who made his fortune in the

oil fields and has only reluctantly acknowl-

edged the latter 20th century. Five Wives

defied the odds as a rich Southern belle's trib-

ute to her daddy, instead offering an insightful

view into the ironies of Texas aristocracy.

And last but not least was Ruth Leitman's

Alma. Though the documentary doesn't exact-

ly take place in Texas, it did provide the oblig-

atory, yet delightfully unsettling tale of incest

and eccentricity that one would expect from a

small Southern town, and a good film fest held

deep in the heart of Texas.

See y'all next year.

Richard Baimbndge is a proud native Texan and a

frequent contributor to The Independent.

He lives in New York.
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F E S T CIRCUIT

I

The Second Annual New York Women9

s Film Festival

by Kate Haug
During opening night of the sec-

ond annual New York Women's

Film Festival (April 22-26), the

primary question in my head

was, "Why do a women's film

festival in the nineties?" There

were no signs of a political

agenda, nor a trace of the ten-

sion that I imagined existed

during such festivals in the sev-

enties.

Nor, after the opening night screening of

Dorothy Arzner's Wild Party (Paramount's first

talkie), was there mention of the director's

cross dressing and lesbian lifestyle. Instead we

sauntered into the Screening Room's elegant

restaurant, ate from a pasta buffet, drank free

Absolut martinis, and watched an awards pre-

sentation. The evening had a uniquely nineties

feel in its amalgam of grassroots gestures and

New York glam.

This was epitomized during the awards cer-

emony, when actress Winona Ryder was pho-

tographed with the two teen recipients of the

festival's Young Filmmaker Scholarship. In

1998, savvy organizers know that good deeds

become even better with a star attached.

I left feeling a certain disdain for this parlor-

room pleasant event. In the words of my dinner

guest, the whole evening had been "palatable."

As a feminist, I wanted to know why I was

there. But when Sara Goodman, executive

director of the festival, informed me that the

Director's Guild of America has less than five

percent of women on its roster, I began to

rethink my question.

The festival doesn't claim to be political.

One finds a music video program at a bar

instead of panel discussions with psychoanalyt-

Teen dream:

a filmmak-

ing scholar-

ship and

your photo

taken with

Winona

Ryder.

Courtesy

New York

Women's

festival

From Etang Inyang's Badass Supermama (left) and Valerie Soe's Beyond Asiaphilia

Courtesy New York Women's Film Festival & Frameline

ically influenced academics. What it does

attempt, according to Goodman, are two goals:

to showcase women directors, and to dispel

preconceived notions about the type of films

women make. In total, the festival screened 15

features (including four documentaries) and

over 3Q shorts. There were tributes honoring

New York animators Faith and Emily Hubley,

director Nancy Savoca, and underground icon

Beth B, and two programs dedicated to shorts.

Aside from the documentary entries, I found

the most self-consciously political work in the

experimental section. It could have easily been

renamed, "The Political Program, or What is

Wrong with My Body?" Six out of the nine

shorts overtly examined some aspect of identi-

ty—some more dynamically than others.

Valerie Soe's Beyond Asiaphilia, Sherry Millner's

Unruly Fan, Unruly Star, and Etang Inyang's

Badass Supermama engage with the expecta-

tions and fantasies mass media create. These

works aren't typical critiques of popular cul-

ture, focusing on the ways mass media pro-

duce negative stereotypes. Instead, they

indulge in imaginary connections to Big

Screen or TV stars. Fantasy identifications

with the heroes of Hong Kong action films,

television's working-class mom Roseanne, and

blaxploitation femme tour de force Pam Grier

offer escape from the protagonists' lived expe-

rience.

Also relying on first-person narrative,

Jenni Olson's Blue Diary is one of the more

poignant and poetic works in the program.

The still, beautifully composed shots of San

Francisco and isolated longings oi Blue Diary

reveal the story of a lesbian's one-night stand

with a terminally straight girl and the unat-

tended desires such situations provoke. Greta

Snider's Flight and Julie Murray':- 1/ You Stand
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with Your Back to the Slowing of the Speed of

Light in Water avoided identity politics alto-

gether, and address the film form itself through

different printing processes and disjunctive

editing. In contrast to everything, Martha

Colbum's wacky collage film Evil of Dracula

combines supermodels and super monsters,

transforming the evils of both into one.

A completely innovative film, Sharon

Lockhart's Goshogaoka focuses on Goshogaoka

Junior High's girl's basketball team and offers a

mesmerizing experience. The Japanese adoles-

cents move through a series of highly choreo-

graphed drills in the film's 10-minute sections,

each shot with a static camera. The cumula-

tive effect is a serious meditation on individu-

ality and conformity. Wearing similar Comme

des Garcons gym outfits with their own tennis

shoes, the girls make a chorus line of slight

contrast. Your eyes move up and down: "They

are the same. But they're not. Look at those

shoes. Look at the patterns they make on that

diagonal line. And what about that one's

knees?" Subtle differences become immense

while the silence of their gestures becomes

operatic: Busby Berkeley meets Sartre.

Beth B showed clips from her narrative fea-

ture Two Small Bodies (1993), but the majority

of her tribute was devoted to her recent work

on juvenile criminals. She screened Out of

Sight/Out of Mind (1995), an experimental

short about a 13-year-old boy who sodomized

and murdered a child and was tried as an adult,

and premiered her documentary Voices Unheard

(1998). Surprisingly, the documentary—about

juvenile sex offenders and the various modes of

"treatment"—was very straight, very tradition-

al in form, with a lot of testimonials and talking

heads. I begin to realize why it needed to be so

during the Q&A. Even after each teen had

recounted the rapes, molestations, and other

physical abuses they had endured during child-

hood, a man in the audience asked Beth B,

"Where do you think all the rage comes from?"

Beth B is known as an innovator and experi-

menter, and while the form ot this particular

piece isn't inherently radical, making it was cer-

tainly a political act, driven by complicated

questions of justice and morality.

By the end ot the festival, I felt I'd covered a

lot of terrain—which was the festival organiz-

ers' original intent. After the midnight screen-

ing of Goshogaoka, I was enjoying a beer in the

Screening Room bar. My friend had told this

rather innocent-looking man that I was writing

an article about the festival. He looked at me

and asked the question the festival did not: "Do

you really think women make different films

than men?" I rolled through the subject matter

that I encountered during the last five days: the

postmodern perils of fertility clinics, women

artists, female adolescence, child prostitution in

Burma. These topics were chosen by women

directors, but are they unique to women? Do

women make different films than men? We
don't know unless we see their work, which

gives women's film festivals a contemporary

imperative. While the events surrounding the

work mimic a hip cocktail party rather than a

consciousness-raising session, the D.G.A. stats

show it's still necessary to showcase women's

work.

I never answered this man's question.

Instead I mentally flashed to a scene from

Dorothy Arzner's Wild Party. Arzner's witty dis-

cussion of power seemed the perfect response.

A rambunctious Clara Bow playing a saucy co-

ed is told by her professor to "Go sit in the right

corner." She moves off to his left. He berates

her for not knowing right from left. She swiftly

replies, "Oh, you mean your right."

Kale Haug is a filmmaker living in New York.
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A, sat unseen on shelves and in closets for years, f.merica has never
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been a nation of
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'
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s our hlstory- Have a

is a disposable society: old °° '

products are discarded, old news

(also known as history) is forgotten, old people

OUT OF
are shunted aside. • What chance in this cli-

mate do old films and videos have at being

protected and preserved? Institutions like the

American Film Institute and individuals like

Martin Scorsese have tried valiantly to raise

public awareness of our disappearing film his-

tory, which is turning to vinegar and dust with

each passing day, but many of these efforts are

directed towards studio productions. Who's

looking after that obscure, neglected cousin

—

experimental media? As Jonas Mekas wrote,

protesting the celebrations of the centenary of

film, "There is no mention of the avant-garde,

of the independents, of our cinema." • This

being indicative of the broader state of affairs,

it's clearly up to the field to preserve our own.

Fortunately, a number of mediamakers are

doing just that. In this section, we feature

three projects that incorporate footage from

the early days of underground cinema and

feminist video. Precious images, which have

Laura Cottingham

Not for Sale

by Cara Mertes

If there is a Zeitgeist in the media arts

world recently, it might he the urge to excavate the art and politics of

the 1970s. In just this year, Deirdre Boyle's Subject to Change: Guemlla

Television Revisited has been published; Video Data Bank's extensive

video compilation Surveying the First Decade has been released. And

now comes Laura Cottingham's Not for Sale: Feminism and Art in the
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USA during the 1970s. Cottingham's efforts to track down and present

vintage video and film of women artists working in the vanguard of the

second-wave feminist movement has resulted in a resource that no

self-respecting educational resource, cultural center, or art museum

should be without.

"I made the tape to honor early artwork that had been so influen-

tial, but whose influence had been denied," Cottingham says. Six years

and over 100 visual artists later, Not for Sale (edited by Sally

Sasso and AIVF's Leslie Singer) provides an indispensable

guide to long-ignored artworks which can still surprise in

their ingenuity, simplicity, and passion. Cottingham's analysis

emphasizes women's artistic experimentation with autobiog-

raphy, ritual, personas, and politics, contextualized by con-

temporaneous footage of interviews. Early works by video

artists, performance artists, installation artists, painters,

sculptors, and dancers are shown in tantalizing clips and

slides, creating a composite portrait of creative outpouring

tied to political awareness which remains unmatched in the

art world to this day.

Cottingham marks the official beginning of the second-

wave feminist movement with the nationally broadcast 1968

Miss America protest on Atlantic City's boardwalk. Not for

Sale opens with a clip, complete with the now legendary

Freedom Trash Can in which women dumped 'female items'

like high heels, bras, girdles, and make-up. (Despite the sto-

ries, there was no bra-burning on the Boardwalk that day).

With the times thus contextualized, Not for Sale features

vintage footage of an incredible range of artists, including

Eleanor Antin, Nancy Spero, Judy Chicago, Adrian Piper,

Martha Rosier, Ana Mendieta, and Hannah Wilke, all per-

forming, lecturing, debating, and creating. This is the way it

really was, or so it seems to a generation hungry for images of

the 'lost' artwork of the 1970s, in which politics and art were

inextricably bound, assuring its 'not-for-sale' status outside

the conventional art market.

Cottingham began with the idea of organizing an exhibi-

tion designed to present seventies women's art as an histori-

cal corrective to help explain why the art of the nineties looks

the way it does. After conversations with two major muse-

ums, Cottingham was eventually told that "no one wants to

do a feminist art show and no one wants to do an all-women show."

Armed with her new experience producing segments for the public

access program Dyke TV, Cottingham decided to turn her considerable

research into a video essay instead.

Linked by a common time and, as Cottingham states in the video,

the shared belief that "the history of art production, distribution, and

critical reception [is] embedded in sexism," the artists of Not for Sale

run the gamut, sometimes frustratingly so. For those with little back-

ground in the arts, some of the material could prove confusing, and

there is no way to do justice to the complexity of the relationship

between the work and its times in 90 minutes. Condensing so much

material into a feature-length tape demands the sacrifice of detail and

nuance, but Cottingham wisely decides to let the archival footage and

artwork speak for itself. Her minimal narration links themes and con-

textualizes transitions, but the experience of seeing the work itself

remains foremost.

Cottingham gathered the extensive archives from a number of

sources, particularly the artists themselves, who were very conscious of

the importance of documentating their work at the time. Artists who

were almost totally shut out of the gallery world used slides to share

their work with each other, and the surprising number of clips used

speaks to the

continuing

importance of

the work

done by femi-

nist media-

makers dur-

ing this period.

Not for Sale is very consciously a video essay, making no claims to be

an in-depth documentary or all-inclusive history. Though there will be

the inevitable arguments over critical interpretation, inclusivity, and

emphasis, as an historical corrective, the importance of Not for Sale

cannot be over-estimated. Despite its name, it will be for sale through

Hawkeye Productions for the first year.

Hawkeye Productions, 168 2nd Ave., Suite 154, New York, NY
10003, (212) 420-1542; fax: 533-6760.

Cara Menes is a producer/director, writer and teacher currently based in NYC.

DE ARCHIVES

Jonas Mekas

Birth of a Nation by Jeremy Lehrer

In the film ExcaUbur, King Arthur dreams

that he is intrinsically connected to his land: if he suffers, the land suf-

fers, and when Arthur thrives, the land thrives. In New York's inde-

pendent film world, Jonas Mekas is the Arthurian equivalent, intrinsi-

cally connected both to avant-garde filmmaking and to the institutions

created to distribute and preserve that legacy.

Mekas, a Lithuanian native who was imprisoned in a German labor

camp during World War II, began many of New York's essential estab-

lishments. He started the Village Voice's film section and Film Culture

magazine; later, he founded Anthology Film Archives and the Film-

Makers' Cooperative.

Now 75, Mekas not only catalyzed New York's experimental film

community, but tirelessly recorded images of his own. "I'm obsessed

with filming," Mekas says in a staccato burst. He explains his diaristic

style by observing that "real life has neither beginning, nor middle, nor

end. It just continues. That's my cinema." Mekas' films include Diaries,

Notes, and Sketches (1969) and Reminiscences of a journey to Lithuania

(1971).

His latest effort is Birth of a Nation, an 85-minute tapestry that, as

Mekas describes it, "consists of about 160 portraits or sketches of inde-
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pendent and avant-garde filmmakers." We see Stan Brakhage, Chantel

Akerman, Shirley Clarke, Andy Warhol, and Kenneth Anger, among

others—all Mekas' friends—as well as footage of such seminal events

as the first International Women's Film Festival. In this cinema journal,

Mekas preserves larger-than-life figures and essential moments in a

mythologized era of avant-garde filmmaking. Birth of a Nation is

undoubtedly personal, but it has a larger historical resonance.

In Birth of a Nation, Mekas seems to ask, "Who will preserve the

legacy of the current generation of filmmakers?" Mekas and his con-

temporaries confronted this question and took on the responsibility in

1970 when they created Anthology Film Archives, an attempt to

assemble their "Essential Cinema" collection. When selecting over 300

films they deemed historic achievements in cinema's evolution,

Anthology's founders discovered that many of them were lost or decay-

ing.

"We had no choice but to immediately go into preservation," Mekas

recalls, noting the situation remains dire today, since at every moment

"films are falling to dust." Anthology has preserved films by artists

including Maya Deren and Joseph Cornell and has a collection of over

12,000 films, but the nonprofit organization can only do so much.

"My responsibility within the human limits is at least to do some-

thing for the people, the filmmakers that I admire and knew and [who]

gave me pleasure and ecstatic moments," he says, noting this covers a

period spanning the fifties to the seventies. "But there must be others

who should really concentrate on other decades."

Raising money and paying off Anthology's debts are constant strug-

gles for Mekas, who, as its artistic director, has not had a salary for the

last 10 years. He bemoans the fact that Anthology does not have a full-

time archivist or a librarian because of financial constraints.

Despite this, Anthology recently unveiled plans to construct a

library and a temperature- and humidity-controlled storage area.

Robert Haller, Anthology's director of collections and special projects,

estimates the project will cost between $800,000 and $1 million, but

will not be undertaken until at least 50 percent of the required capital

is raised. (Patti Smith is heading up fundraising efforts.)

As Mekas yearns for the time to complete his own films, he

continues his crusade for film preservation. And he does so with

passion, stamina, and great eloquence. As he wrote in an "Anti-100

Years of Cinema Manifesto," "The movie industries and museums

talk about the millions of dollars their cinemas have made . . . but

there is no mention of the avant-garde, of the independents, of

our cinema ... In the times of bigness, I want to celebrate the

small forms of cinema, the lyrical forms, the poem, the water-

color, etude, sketch postcard, arabesque, triolet, and

bagatelle, and little 8mm songs. In the times when everybody

wants to succeed and sell, I want to celebrate those who

embrace social and daily failure to pursue the invisible, the

personal, things that bring no money and no bread and make

no contemporary history . . . The real history of cinema is the

invisible history—history of friends getting together doing the

thing they love."

Anthology Film Archives, 32 Second Ave., New York,

NY; (212) 505-5181; fax: 477-2714; www.arthouseinc.

com/anthology

]eremy Lehrer (exodus(aix.netcom.cam) is a freelance writer living in

New York.

Steve Yeager

Undergrounders by Max J . Alvarez

Steve Yeager was working for Maryland

Public Television in 1972 when he pitched the station the idea of a six-

part series about Baltimore artists. One was an unknown filmmaker

named John Waters who was begining production on his third feature,

Pink Flamingos.

"Nobody 'd ever heard of John then," the Baltimore -born and -bred

Yeager recalls. Realizing time was of the essence, Yeager made a deal

with the station. "I said, 'I'll go out on my day off, I'll borrow a cam-

era, I'll get a buddy of mine to run sound—we'll borrow a Nagra. I'll

buy my own film stock, and we'll just shoot. If the series ever goes,

then we'll have the footage.'
"

The series never went, and Yeager's five hours of 16mm footage lan-

guished unprocessed in his refrigerator. Among the unseen sights were

on-set interviews with Divine, shots of Waters winding his 16mm cam-

era while puffing on a joint, and the meticulous rehearsal for the leg-

endary poodle poop-eating scene. But Yeager carefully preserved the

footage over the ensuing years and was determined to find a suitable

use for it, in between his work as a theater director and maker of cor-

porate/industrial films.

"I tried to get the project off the ground 10 years ago because it

would have been the 15th anniversary [of Pink Flamingos], so I got

everything work-printed, synched up, and transcribed. But paying jobs

came in, and I had to push it to the back burner, and nothing ever

came of it."

Nothing, that is, until he embarked on a three-year journey with
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partner/co-producer Cindy Miller to make Divine Trash, a documen-

tary about John Waters, Divine, and Pink Flamingos. The journey

ended in January when the film won the Filmmakers' Trophy for Best

Documentary at the 1998 Sundance Film Festival. Stratosphere

Entertainment will be releasing it in late summer.

The project, made with Waters' blessing, was financed with Yeager's

own money, from money bequeathed to him by his late brother, from

the benevolence of Baltimore's Big Shot Productions (a local produc-

tion house), and, after the cash was expired, with finishing funds from

the Independent Film Channel (IFC).

"I had two agendas," says Yeager. "I wanted to document the early

career ofJohn and utilize that footage, and at the same time place John

historically in the underground film movement. But also, 1 wanted the

film to be an homage to Divine, which I think it is."

Yeager's fascination with the American underground film move-

ment intensified during the making of Divine Trash. Among the 65 to

70 interviewees were several veteran avant-garde filmmakers whose

work had influenced Waters. These interviews gave Yeager the inspi-

ration for what he hopes will be his next documentary: The

Undergrounders.

Borrowing a phrase coined

by author Parker Tyler, The

Undergrounders is a proposed

series of 13 half-hour segments

on the vibrant American

undergound film scene of the

forties, fifties, and sixties. "I'd

be spending some of the seg-

ments on Shirley Clarke,

Maya Deren, Stan

Brakhage, Stan Van Der

Beek, and, of course,

John Cassavetes," says

Yeager.

Yeager has an advan-

tage because his Divine

Trash out-takes include

lengthy interviews with

Jonas Mekas, Ken

Jacobs, and Village Voice

critic J. Hoberman. If the

series comes to fruition,

Yeager would shoot new

interviews with surviv-

ing filmmakers from the

post-World War II era

and those who worked

with or knew the

deceased greats.

"There's not much on

this. Ken Jacobs said to me,

'I'm glad somebody's finally

interviewing us, because we're

dying off.'
"

Yeager is optimistic about

raising the $500,000 budget. "I

could cut together some won-

derful comments about that era from interviews already conducted.

But I would think that Divine Trash alone is all the calling card I need.

Maybe not. I don't expect it to be easy . . . but I think PBS, American

Masters, and even IFC might be interested."

Unfortunately, the participation of one of the most influential

American underground filmmakers—Kenneth Anger—is not likely.

Anger, despite being singled out for praise and inspiration by John

Waters, refused to be interviewed for Divine Trash. According to

Yeager, Anger was still angry about a negative review Waters wrote

about Anger's book Hollywood Babylon 11 on the pages of American

Film magazine 15 years ago.

Steve Yeager Films, 2804 Maryland Ave., Baltimore MD 21218;

(410) 467-9565; steve(« divinetrash.com

Max J. Alvarez wrote about the AIV'F salon movement in the June issue and is a

regular contributor to The Independent.

Harris Glenn Milstead, aka Divine,

interviewed by Steve Yeager (inset,

below) on the set of Pink

Flamingos. George and Mike Kuchar

(inset, above) are among the avant-

garde interviewees for Yeager's

upcoming series, The

Undergrounders.

Photos courtesy Petite Trasho

Pictures
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a rsi Interview W I X " Trinh T. Minh-ha

LOVE&
POP
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A Tale of Love is the first fiction film from one of the most prominent names

in the avant garde today, filmmaker Trinh T Minh-ha. With celebrated films

such as Reassemblage and Surname Viet, Given Name Nam, there was

much anticipation of and curiosity about her move into fiction. 1 caught up

with Minh-ha during a rare free moment to ask her about the making of this

film, the fiction genre, and broader issues of categorization.

A Tale of Love is a tale of many things. It centers on a tale of a modern

Vietnamese woman named Kieu who is researching the continuing impact in the

diaspora of the national poem of Vietnam, "The Tale of Kieu." The poem can in

many ways be seen as foreshadowing the destiny of Vietnamese people. In the

poem, the main character, also named Kieu, is a martyr for love, characterized

by her endurance and oppression, but in the film, today's Kieu says only through

resistance can there be change. How is this true for Vietnam's future,

Vietnamese people, and women in particular?

Fot me, it's exceptional that the national poem of Vietnam is a love

poem rather than an epic poem, and that the figure her people persis-

tently choose to represent their collective self is that of a woman. To

understand "The Tale of Kieu" is to understand Vietnamese culture in

all its subtleties. The ethical, political, and aesthetic values upheld by

the poem are part of the Vietnamese psyche and identity. What people

see in the character of Kieu is a model of loyalty, sacrifice, and victim-

ization; one they fully apply to their personal situation and to that of

their country, which has been geographically and historically a much

coveted prey to foreign dominators. As stated in my previous film

Surname Viet, Given Name Nam, each government, each political com-

munity, each social group remembers and reappropriates Kieu accord-

ingly. But the tendency, in both popular memory and official narra-

tives, is to lay emphasis primarily on her endurance and sacrifice;

hence, to preserve the image of Kieu as a woman constantly in tears,

torn between circumstantial betrayal and eternal loyalty.

Vietnam would not, however, be where it is today it it were not for

its persistent spirit of resistance. Surname Viet contributed to reviving

this by focusing on the historical deeds of women of resistance and

their stories today. This is taken up again, albeit very differently, by A
Tale of Love, for what the film refuses through the performance of Kieu,

among others, is either to dwell on her victimization or to advocate her

liberation. What it works with is the difficult interval in between, using

commonplaces and letting them use you to go elsewhere. The point is

not simply to correct the disempowering image of the sacrificial woman

in tears. It is to fare

precariously in this

rarefied zone of love

and resistance.

For example, Kieu's

interaction with

Alikan is not the

usual one-way

interaction
between a photog-

rapher and his

model. In other

words, she is not

just a victim; she

questions aloud,

she talks back, she "looks without

being looked at," and she speaks up about her conditions. As for

Alikan, he never touches his models while he photographs them. He

only looks. (Some viewers have seen him as gay.) Everything is dis-

placed. Every bubble can threaten to disrupt the surface of calm water,

and nothing, in this intimate struggle for change, is functioning as

smoothly as it may appear to the undiscerning ear and eye. The

"Orient" may be feminine and veiled, but not only does it resist and

play with its veiling while being circumstantially bound to it; it also

looks back and "loves improperly."

In the film you can still see that Kieu is a victim of many forces, and

that the role she plays is problematic as it carries with it many of the

attitudes feminists have questioned, such as behaving "femininely,"

resorting to seduction, exposing herself to the male gaze, and serving

male pleasure. Similar points may be made concerning the way the film

deals problematically with gender and the "Orient" in its obvious use

of the veil and of perfume. But all of these constitute the so-called

explicit text of the film. What is so essential to the success of the con-

ventional screenplay and its predatory concept of cinema—character,

action, conflict, plot—is here of marginal importance. The margins,

the nuances, the multiplicity of threads and centers are precisely what

makes all the difference. There is nothing that is entirely "natural" or

that conforms to the tradition of realist psychologism in A Tale of Love.

Why did you decide to take on a narrative love story?

There are many ways to deal with what appears too typical or cliched

to one's eye. Exclusion and censorship are not the solution, because

one always gets rid of too little or too much. The purge can never be

thorough enough, especially when one deals with the biggest cliche,

the most stereotypical subject: the love story. Sometimes you just can't

jump over the water to get to the other side; you have to get your feet

wet. The love story being all-present in narrative films, you can't move

forward without wading across familiar ground even while shifting it.

So you are bound to develop endless nuances and to work with "small

differences." But if subtleties are necessary to avoid reductive moves,

they are also easily missed. Much of the hostility toward the film has

been coming from viewers for whom these small operational differ-

ences are invisible, and some even took the film literally as a love story,

albeit one, of course, that would have to fail by their standards.

I remember the trepidation of a few crew members at the initial

stage of production, not so much in relation to the film itself as to their

own hidden desire for a blockbuster-type of film. By the time the film

reached its final editing phase, such expectations subsided to leave

room to frustrated remarks such as: "Oh come on, come on . . . give

the audience what they want!" [Laughs] Yes, it would have made my

life much easier to abide by common habits. The fact that the film used

fictional material and was shot in 35mm was never due to any com-

mercial consideration or to a desire to "make it" into the film industry.

Shooting in 35mm (which was mainly prompted by Panavision's dona-

tion of the camera equipment for the entire shoot) means above all

working with a different set of constraints, a different aesthetics, and a

different politics of filmmaking.

A Tale of Love is quite vibrant. You use a lot of primary and secondary colors in

the lighting, clothing, and props. One of the first qualities one appreciates is that

this is a sensual as well as an intellectual film. The list of characters could

almost be a list of sensory representatives: Java as the voice of love; Juliet and

her perfumes are how the sense of smell are explored; Minn is also associated

with the smell of rain, but more with the sense of nostalgia that rain can evoke;

and Alikan, as the photographer, is visually dependent. Your film rides between
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the boundaries of experimental and narrative by allowing time for the explo-

ration of sound, smell, and touch.

It's like hearing someone in love. I'm not really giving the viewer a love

story with a beginning, a climax, and an ending, but I do offer a fabric

of the senses as they manifest themselves in the state of being in love.

When you are in this state, you walk around talking to yourself, you

cry, laugh, and sing for no reason, you smell things that you don't usu-

ally smell, you hear them with oversensitive ears. In brief, you see

everything in such a different light that people around you who are in

their right mind cannot believe they are dealing with the same person.

The film certainly plays on these moments of veiled and clear percep-

tion, of daylight and nightlight, and of the heart's and the mind's intel-

ligence.

The protagonist Kieu states, "Isn't a writer someone who loves for a living?" In

what ways are you as a writer implied?

It's true there's nothing in my work that is not strongly

and intimately part of my life. But at the same time, I

never identify myself personally with any of them. So I

am no more to be found in Kieu's statements than in

Alikan's, Juliet's, the Aunt's, Minh's, or Java's. As well,

I am in the cricket, the dog, the mosquito net, the rain,

the rhythm, the music, the look, the framing, the move-

ment, and the colors of the film.

This is why writing requires a lot of love; just as mak-

ing films as an independent requires a lot of passion and

active endurance. I don't know how many indepen-

dents have asked me about the "secrets" that keep me

going, while many others are falling out of their love for

film in these trying times. Depending on where you are,

you may think of Kieu's question about a writer being

someone who loves for a living as partaking in the mar-

keting mind mentioned (a form of prostitution which

links her to the monumental Kieu of the poem) or pre-

cisely as resisting it by

making of writing a

question of living and

dying.

Statements and

events in A Tale of

Love are always both

what they are to your

senses and more.

Again, in the relation

between Kieu the

model and Alikan the

photographer, the

politics ot veiling applies to women, to photography, and to the many

mediated spaces indirectly offered by the film. To work with moments

of veiling and unveiling, the film is bound to have a part that is all

exposed and all too visible. This is the part that makes a number of

viewers hate Alikan: he veils her and forbids her to look back (that is,

to reflect); he secretly follows her to the dressing room and even out-

side in the streets; and he doesn't hesitate when it comes to pho-

tographing nudity at its most exposed. In brief, he has no qualms about

being a voyeur.

But everything is so linked. We are all in the film, not safely outside

it, when we watch Alikan and Kieu. Their relation is the relation

between filmmaker and actor, actor and spectator—in brief, between

voyeur and voyeur. If we find Alikan offensive, then we should find

ourselves all the more offensive. For what he does is no more, no less

to be criticized than what we do all the time in making or consuming

images of love. We follow actors on screen to their most private places,

to their closet, their bed, their bath, their toilet. And we demand that

the gestures of love be exposed down to their most intimate details, for

the more "natural" they are, the more we revel in watching them and

the better consumers we prove to be. Voyeurism unveiled and

barefaced repels us, but we are in total complicity with it. As you prob-

ably noticed, there is no lovemaking scene in my film. [Laughs]

Despite all, I could not get myself to reproduce this kind of requisite

commonplace in love stories. It's hardly surprising that the most inti-

mate event of sexual love is also the most poorly represented in com-

mercial cinema. As a love-imagemaker, I can only fare with difficulty

On the set with Trinh (behind camera).

Sometimes you just can't jump over the

water to get to the other side; you have to

get your feet wet. The love story being all-

present in narrative films, you can't move

forward without wading across familiar

ground even while shifting it.

and discomfort, exposing critically our complic-

ity in this all-inclusive context of voyeurism, so

that neither makers, nor spectators, nor actors

find it "natural."

The idea that cinema is founded on voyeurism

is nothing new; many screenplays have featured

the voyeur as the hero of the film. But the fact

that Alikan is not the usual character whose

visual pleasure one can unconsciously identify

with, and the fact that the instance of consumption is embedded in

the exposure of voyeurism put viewers to great discomfort.

There's a statement in the film.- "People always find fault in women with many

talents and loves. No matter what they do, they can never escape criticism." You

are a woman with an abundance of talents and loves—writing, composing, and

teaching, in addition to making films. What criticisms have you encountered

that personally affected you, or that you consciously fear or anticipate when

making a film?

The famous Chinese story that Kieu tells us in the film about how

women were trained to the art of war is most relevant here. [Liug/is]

Remember how General Sun Tse had to behead two ot the king's hun-
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dred wives because, instead of following orders to become soldiers,

these women kept on falling about laughing? You either lose your head

on your own by conforming, or you will be decapitated.

Society widely rejects films that think aloud, especially when they

are made by women who hold on to their heads. So the practice of veil-

ing one's head when one wants to operate in a male economy does not

belong only to certain parts of the world, such as the Middle East. It's

very common for intellectually gifted women to downplay their ability

and to appear less sharp than they really are so as not to be a threat to

their peers.

With the work of feminists all around the world, the new forms of

sexism that circulate are much more difficult to pin down. It takes con-

stant alertness and a lot of careful ^

work to articulate them.

You can't go too fast without appearing reductive. You have to resist

through slowness and work subtly with "small differences," since those

who put you down use the same language as the one you use to free

yourself. And this profoundly internalized prejudicial attitude may

come from the very people who strongly affirm they have nothing

against feminism. When it hurts the most is when it comes from peo-

ple of your own political attachment, your own ethnic community,

your own gender, and worst, from your closest friends, men and

women. Every effort is made to find arguments that would deter you

from thinking their assessment of you and of your work has anything

to do with the politics of gender.

This is why it's very difficult to name exactly the kind of criticisms

I've gotten. They are not solely to be found in the manifest but also in

the latent meanings of what people say. Since I refuse to let the role of

victim dominate my thoughts and activities, discrimination is not

something I readily acknowledge even when I am confronting it. But

no matter how much you try to get away from it, there will be instances

where you'll be facing it squarely. You'll then be bound to recognize the

extent to which your being a member of the second sex, the minorities,

the marginalized or the Third World is ingrained in the way people sit-

uate, criticize, or praise your work.

Just look at the way national and geographical categories function

in most international film festivals. There is Arab cinema, Iranian cin-

ema, Chinese cinema, Hungarian cinema, and what have you. And

then, there is contemporary cinema or world cinema. Films from mar-

ginalized cultures are presented for their ability to show spectators a

different slice of life or a story with an unfamiliar cultural backdrop. Or

else, they offer a particular angle—a "feminist perspective," for exam-

ple. As such they fit well into the notion of "alternative cinema" that

prevails. Films from the diverse diasporas or the "alternative geogra-

phies" are even worse off

when it comes to fitting into

one of these categories. For

example, what a represen-

tative of Cannes looks for

when he selects films from

American independents

often has to do with what

he—the European eye

—

sees as most representa-

tive of "America." So the

chances are slim that he

will choose here some

"ethnic" films or films

that deal radically with

difference. Why did

Tran Anh Hung's prize-

winning The Scent of

Green Papaya enter

international film com-

petitions in the

Vietnamese rather

than the French cate-

gory (when it was

entirely shot in French

studios).7 You don't need an explicit answer to see what

these divisions truly imply and how thoroughly political they are. A
"minor" can hardly measure against a "major"; he or she can only com-

pete with other minors. Films from national, gender, and sexual cate-

gories are almost never discussed in terms of cinema, that is, present-

ed for their contribution to the art and language of cinema. The dom-

inant continues to own culture while the marginal remains marginal

even when visibility is granted. For me, it is aberrant to think of femi-

nism as a perspective. Similarly, it is vain to divide my films into those

that deal with film politically and those that are concerned with its for-

malistic aspects.

What do you see as your next project?

I don't come into a project with a desire to address something specific.

It is always in exploration and encounter—with a place, a group of

people, a thought process, a force, an energy, for example—that ideas

and images take shape. What I can certainly say is that I am constant-

ly developing new dimensions in my work.

Margaret Kelly is currently working on a feature-length film after several

years working with Pacific Film Archive in Berkeley. She is a graduate of

U.C. Berkeley and resides in the area.
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THE RISE OF INDIE SCI-FI
by Anthony Kaufman
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IF
YOU THOUGHT SCIENCE FICTION WAS RESERVED FOR

overblown Hollywood extravangazas, think again. The

sci-fi genre is now available to just about any filmmaker

with a talent for innovation or a friend at an effects house.

With fewer spaceships and more philosophy, a low-budget

sci-fi movement is on the rise.

As a genre, "science fiction" is an expanding term,

including everything from Lost in Space to Canadian direc-

tor Atom Egoyan's earlier films like Family Viewing and

Speaking Parts to the video installations of Bill Viola that

investigate man's relationship to technology. With a computer in

almost every household and virtual worlds at our fingertips, science fic-

tion doesn't need to take place in the stars anymore; it's in our living

rooms.

"How do you define sci-fi?," asks director Lynn Hershman-Leeson.

"It's anything that pushes the edge of reality." Pushing the envelope is

a shared vision among many of these budding filmmakers, whether it

be Hershman-Leeson's feminist cyber-fantasy Conceiving Ada, 71 's para-

noid mindscapes, Vincenzo Natali's techno-nightmare Cube, the time-

traveling The Sticky Fingers of Time, or the memory-erasing future of

Bleach. By expanding our everyday, often technological realities into

subtle sci-fi fantasies, these works ask us to reevaluate our postmodern

lives. Home computers become apartment-sized mega-machines, cafes

and street corners turn into time warps, while our love lives are at the

mercy of new media and new medicine.

AS FAR BACK AS

1979, Hersh-

man-Leeson was

already intro-

ducing science

fiction elements

into her work.

That year she

created Lorna,

which she says is

the first interac-

tive videodisc.

The interactive

story depicts a

woman afraid to

leave her home

because her

television keeps

her in a height-

ened state of

anxiety. Since

then, Hersh-

man-Leeson has

dealt with sci-fi related material in such videos as Virtual Love,

Seduction of Cyborg and Twists in the Chord, which she describes as

being about "the relational implications of the telephone, computer, or

television." (Appropriately, this description was published on a confer-

ence on the Web.) As far as classifying her work as science fiction, she

says, "I just never think in categories. I never think of it that way. But,"

she admits, "it makes perfect sense."

If Hershman-Leeson is the mother of lo-tech sci-fi, her feature

Conceiving Ada tells the story of its great-great-grandmother, Ada

Lovelace. The daughter of British Romantic poet Lord Byron,

Lovelace is credited as being the author of the first computer program,

designed for a 19th century calculating machine. Conceiving Ada,

which is Hershman-Leeson's first dramatic feature (and is slated for an

October '98 theatrical release by Fox/Lorber), follows the character of

Emmy, a pregnant computer programmer who is obsessively research-

ing the life of the legendary math genius. Through a program of her

own invention, Emmy devises a way to see the life of Lovelace (played

by a haunting Tilda Swinton) unfold on her computer screen, and the

two characters communicate in a real-time collapse of past, present,

and future. Through this virtual-reality history lesson, Emmy comes to

her own self-realizations about her future family, career, and female

identity. And just as Emmy's development is empowered by the new

technology she invents, so too is Hershman-Leeson's production aided

by a computer program of her own making.

Called "LHL for Virtual Sets"—and patented by the filmmaker

—

this program enabled Hershman-Leeson to create completely digital

locations for her film. The sets were made from photos of Victorian

homes, then manipulated in PhotoShop. "Quicktime movies of fire

and rain [were added] to animate the different scenes," she explains.

"We shot the characters against blue [screens] and put these files

behind them as we shot." Actors were then able to place themselves by

looking into monitors that combined the two images. With 50 of the

film's 85 minutes done with digital technology, Conceiving Ada rivals

the most expen-

sive Hollywood

blockbusters in its

amount of digital

screen- time.

Inhabiting these

virtual sets were

not only the char-

acter of Lovelace,

but a couple of

digital animals

which helped

Emmy in her pur-

suit of knowledge.

Hershman-Leeson

managed to gather

the help of

CHAOS, a com-

puter animation

firm, to create a

digitized dog,

while another

company, Digital

Phenomenon, vol-

unteered a virtual bird and some mats for the digital sets. "If we had

paid for everything, it would have been well over a million dollars,"

says Leeson, "but the fact was, we didn't have a lot of cash, so we had

to work with a lot of donations and people's good will." Many people

in the industry were willing to dedicate their time to a project such as

Leeson's because "it was something that hadn't been done," she says.

"It was research for everybody, including me, because nobody was sure
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Andrew Lauren goes looking for his memories in Bill Piatt's Bleach. Courtesy filmmaker

it was going to work."

Hershman-Leeson's

experience demonstrates

the most typical answer to

the question, "How does an

independent artist get their

hands on such expensive

technologies.
1 " The answer

is "favors." Or else, the film-

maker already works or

studies within facilities that

offers access to such equip-

ment.

A number of shorts

directors with even more

microscopic budgets have

managed to make their own

mini-sci-fi tales because of a few favors, friends, and an enthusiasm for

the subject matter. Bill Piatt was a film student at New York University

when he made his 30-minute Bleach. Able "to utilize a lot of the

resources at the school"—both equipment and personnel—the film,

which played at Sundance, offers the following scenario: If you could

take a pill that would erase your memory of the last 12 hours, would

you? When a cop swallows the magic capsule after a violent bust-gone-

bad on the same day he gets the courage to propose to his girlfriend,

the film delivers a provocative reply to this very real, ethical question.

Piatt received endorsements from several scientific institutions claim-

ing the plausibility of his scenario, so Bleach's debate is grounded in the

present just as much as the near-future in which it is set.

Bleach employs a heavily layered sound design, which came courtesy

of a digital sound-design teacher who "was a huge science fiction fan

and agreed to work on the film," explains Piatt. "So that's how we were

able to spend six months custom designing the sound." Piatt also man-

aged to convince a Los Angeles company called Four Media to do some

video-to-film transfers "for a very cheap price." The result is a pol-

ished, professional piece of moviemaking with production values as

high as any feature.

While Piatt ascribes much of his success to "good phone manners"

and his starving student status, other shorts filmmakers already work in

the close-knit film and television industries, creating their projects

with a little help from their friends. Such was the case with Kevin

Rubio's TROOPS, a hilarious parodying of Star Wars' stormtroopers

mixed in with TV's COPS, which resulted from a

joke told in passing one day. "It was funny

enough to where I said I know enough people

do this, get noticed, and get some jobs," said

Rubio during a phone conversation from his

office at the Fox Children's Network, where he

is in charge of their cell animation art depart-

ment. Rubio enlisted a couple of friends who

are special effects supervisors for TV's Babylon

5. Between them and a computer program

called LightWave, Rubio said, "I knew they

could make anything I needed digitally." And

they did. TROOPS includes landspeeders, laser

guns, exploding jawas, and a whole slew of visu-

al effects that would make even Lucas's folks at

t

Industrial Light & Magic

envious. By borrowing a

friend's Steadicam Jr.,

some Hi8 cameras, lighting

equipment, and editing on

a friend's Avid, Rubio was

able to make his sci-fi par-

ody for a budget of roughly

$1,200. People's time came

gratis "because of the sub-

ject matter, because it was

Star Wars, because the cos-

tumes looked really cool,"

says Rubio. "People would

see the dailies, the tests for

the effects shots, and

everybody wanted to vol-

unteer their time."

Likewise, Joshua Moss was able to wTangle free equipment from fel-

low techies. His Lucia's Dream, an eight-minute short about a com-

puter that enters and records its subject's dreams, was made during off

hours at Moss's workplace, R/Greenberg Associates, a posthouse in

New York that did special effects for List Action Hero and the trailer

for Seven. With Moss's animators also acting in the film, they were able

to finish the project on weekends and nights over a seven-month peri-

od for the ridiculously low cost of $250. Says Moss, "While everyone

is working on big-budget crap, they're all doing their own little projects

on the side."

IRECTOR VlNCENZO NATALI IS AN AVID SCI-FI FAN WHO
said seeing Star Wars at age eight was "about as close

to a religious experience as I've ever had." For his

first feature, Cube (being released this August

through Trimark), Natali convinced Toronto-

based Caligari Studios and C.O.R.E. Digital

Pictures to donate their rime. However, the movie

relies more on an inventive use of setting than on

astounding effects. Cube is about six characters trapped

inside a futuristic maze that's filled with deadly booby traps and built

out of a number of interlocking, distinctly-colored cubes. Natali shot

his film in less than a month and entirely in a single 14x14' room. "We

took something really small and, by shooting it cleverly, made it

immense," explains director of photography Derek

Rogers. "It was like working in a puzzle, because

the actors could only enter and leave the room

through one door." With one removable wall to

facilitate shooting and different colored gels

to change room colors quickly, Natali and his

crew created the ultimate low-budget loca-

tion.

Cube is the most obviously sci-fi film of the

bunch, with its surreal, futurist environment,

but its nihilistic story about technological entrap-

ment is less like Star Wars and more like

Rubik's cube meets Jean-Paul Sartre. Oi this

trend towards a more philosophical dimension in

the indie subgenre of sci-fi, Natali says, "They
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all have a certain intellec-

tual content, as well as

being very visceral. I think

that follows a great tradi-

tion [that's] more in litera-

ture than in cinema." So

even as newly accessible

technologies have helped a

number of low-budget sci-

ence fiction projects get off

the ground, effects don't

solely make the genre;

ideas do. "And ideas," Bill

Piatt reminds us, "can be

done on $25,000 or $500,000, or one million."

Both Darren Aronofsky's n and Hilary Brougher's The

Sticky Fingers of Time, for example, are just as indebted to

classical fifties paranoid thrillers as to futuristic space-age

fantasies. Called a "mind-tripping sci-fi thriller for the

new millennium" by the New Directors/New Films festi-

val, Aronofsky's $60,000 film (being released this month

by Live Entertainment) is really something more person-

al. Owing more to Kafka and David Lynch than to the X-

Files, 71 "is not a science-fiction film in an effects-heavy, blow-up-the-

deathstar kind of way," says Aronofsky. "I'm not interested in outer

space exploration. K is about inner space exploration."

rt follows the search of young mathematician Maximillian

Cohen for order in chaos—particularly in the numeric world

of the stock market. Working tirelessly on his supercomput-

er, Cohen, like Conceiving Ada's Emmy, is fixated. But

Cohen is possibly outdone in his fixation by two groups

who pursue him and his imminent discovery: a Wall Street

firm hoping to coopt his talents, and a cabbalistic sect

desiring his methods to decipher the Word of God. An
allegory for a younger generation's struggle tor meaning

in a world devoid of viable vocational and spiritual

choices, K taps into a very contemporary confusion.

The world Aronofsky created—set "slightly in the

future" and made hyperreal in style—was made pos-

sible using only black-and-white reversal film stock,

clever cinematography, and creative set design.

"Black-and-white lets you instantly stylize your movie," he says. "It

totally limits your palette and creates a cohesive world." Aronofsky

and his crew of mostly film students also decided to stylize the sets

using old IBM and Macintosh computers from the seventies to create

Cohen's supercomputer-apartment. Citing the retro-future of Terry

Gilliam's Brazil, Aronofsky explains, "We used a lot of old technology

to hint at something futuristic instead of trying to create some cheesy

space age stuff."

The Sticky Fingers of Time director Hillary Brougher used different

film stocks and a little bit of jelly to evoke a world where characters

live in nonlinear time. "I wanted—and for budgetary reasons needed

—

to make this film with virtually no special effects, relying upon the

audience's imagination to suspend disbelief," she says of this murder

mystery, love -triangle, time-travel movie, produced for the extremely

low budget of $250,000. The ability to be in the 1950s one moment

and the '90s in the next was achieved through a simple change from

*>VE USED A LOT OF OLD
TECHNOLOGY TO HINT AT
SOMETHING FUTURISTIC
INSTEAD OF TRYING TO
CREATE SOME CHEESY
SPACE AGE STUFF/'

— Darren Aronoksky

black-and-white to color

stock, while a few time

"out-of-time sequences"

were shot on Super 8. And

the jelly? That's the sticky

residue found on time trav-

elers after any recent trips.

Other than these simple

effects, the film remains

devoted to the intricate

web of relationships it

establishes between a

1950s woman

writer, her male

and female lovers,

and her 1990s

equivalent, a

struggling young

author out to save

her from impend-

ing doom.

"Good science

fiction," Brougher

explains, "brings you into an alternative world in order to give you per-

spective on your own local reality." While Max Cohen's paranoid

head-trip in Jt is analogous to our own futile bouts to find meaning,

Sticky Fingers creates a metaphor for the "time travel" one takes in the

creative process. Brougher's story is ultimately about overcoming

writer's block, though transplanted to a world both

original and unique. For Brougher, as for her peers,

the science-fiction genre provides for a world in

which to explore her own personal themes, in this

case creativity and the imagination.

"Somebody who is a science -fiction fan doesn't have

to sit back and wait for that $50-million budget any-

more," says Bleach director Piatt. True, they really

never did. Different film stocks have always been

around, just as have creative sets or cinematography.

Cube's set designer evokes the 1919 German

Expressionist film The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari. Aronofsky

recently watched Frankenheimer's Seconds to see camera

angles that reappear over 30 years later in his own low-bud-

get sci-fi. And there is always Rod Serling.

The difference is, digital technologies have made special effects

more accessible and affordable, "allowing you to do more things on a

larger scale for less money," as Natali notes. And as directors become

more computer-savvy, they can invent their own film production pro-

grams, as did Lynn Hershman-Leeson. Armed with this technological

know-how—along with a lot of connections and just as much creativ-

ity—indie filmmakers are liberated: no genre is too extreme, no loca-

tion too remote. Science fiction is becoming ripe territory for today's

millennial filmmakers, offering them a unique and fertile place to

explore the miracles and fears of modern science and technology and

to address the universal concerns of love, isolation—and the need for

a cheap Avid.

Anthony Kaufman is a u'nter of journalism, fiction, theater, film, and is the features

editor of www.indieWlRE.com
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FIELD REPORTS

I
Canyon Cinema

A History Worth Remembering

by Mark J. Huisman

"We were this

Sherwoodian band of

stout hearts just try-

ing to make and

show films," says Bruce Baillie, the near-acci-

dental founder of Canyon Cinema, the San

Francisco co-operative and caretaker of one of

the largest avant-garde/experimental film col-

lections in the world. His words are literal:

Canyon's first screening was in a forest and, for

all its fantastical elements, the story is no work

of fiction.

After leaving the London Film School in

1959 because he hated the fog, Baillie, a native

of Aberdeen, S.D., returned to Canyon, a small

community nestled in a valley of giant red-

woods an hour north of San Francisco that, in

the 1920s and '30s, was a brass-button-blazer,

croquet-on-the-lawn weekend escape for

northern California blue bloods. Driving into

San Francisco each morning in a Chevy so bat-

tered he never left home without a bottle of

brake fluid, Baillie worked as an unpaid

apprentice at Marvin Becker Films, a now-

defunct production company where he

"learned how to shoot film on outdated, dis-

carded stock by fumbling through all the

processes and technologies."

In 1960 Baillie finished his first film, On
Sunday, but couldn't find any place to show it.

Since he was meeting other people making

films and was aware of Jonas Mekas and the

Film-makers' Cooperative in New York, Baillie

became determined to find a screening venue.

In 1961 Baillie fell into possession of an old

movie screen. Thanks to a "hateful" new job at

a local Safeway supermarket, he could afford

the small monthly payments to buy a Bell &
Howell projector; an Ampex tape recorder

with an external speaker shortly followed.

Baillie rounded up the filmmakers he knew

—

James Broughton, Sidney Peterson, and

Robert Nelson among them—and decided to

Canyon Cinema's David Sherman

(standing) and Dominic Angerame.

_
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go for it. Baillie told people around his neigh-

borhood that the next night he'd be showing

films in his back yard. The filmmakers hauled

their prints into the forest. What happened

amazed them: some people arrived lugging

abandoned park benches for seats, kids climbed

into the trees. The weeks and screenings passed

and the audience kept growing. Some months

later, a viewer gave Baillie a small lighted, let-

tered sign he promptly hung over the garage

door. It read Canyon Cinema.

"We realized we were doing something like

traditional tale-telling," Baillie says, the wonder

of it all still resonating in his deep, gentle voice.

"Like the Mongols or the Celts, telling stories

on the plain or in the forest. We were assem-

bling outside, seeing stories." Several years of

backyard movie-going passed until Baillie met a

Berkeley anthropology student named Chick

Strand (later a celebrated filmmaker in her own

right) who thought it was "a neat idea." They

held screenings in friends' houses or on their

decks, but mostly used Strand's front room.

"We'd pass around my sewing basket, asking

everyone for one dollar," Strand says.

"Sometimes we'd even get IOUs. And some-

how, we got to be an 'official' U.C. Berkeley

club, although the university had no say in

what we were doing." To get the word out

better, Baillie and Strand started mimeo-

graphing a broadsheet, Canyon Cinema

News, which later became a full-fledged

newsletter, and plastered Telegraph Avenue

with it. "We were trying to get people to come

see these experimental movies, so we'd do

these double -bills," Strand recalls. Spiderman,

¥u Manchu, some serial thing, just to get peo-

ple to come. Then we'd hit them with the real

stuff."

In San Francisco, the makers showed in

places ranging from restaurants to cafes, plas-

tering Green Street with their fliers and

posters. Paradoxically, the self-advertising

alerted less desirable elements to the screen-

ings. "The health department and the police

would show up. They'd said 'You can't do

this. You don't have a license, you don't have

a permit' or, 'This is a restaurant, it's not san-

itary,' " Strand recalls. "We'd just keep hop-

ping around. It was really fly-by-night. 1

remember showing at the Coffee Gallery and

I had to bring my sons' bureau tor a place to
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put the projector. We thought, 'This is gonna

last six months,' " Strand laughs. "Suddenly,

we realized this was going to last forever."

IN 1966, EMBOLDENED BY THE AD-HOC SUCCESS,

the filmmakers decided to get more formal.

Earl Bodine volunteered his apartment for

office space; Edith Kramer volunteered to

establish procedures for film rental, screening

co-ordination, and bookkeeping. On August

14, 1966, Canyon Cinema incorporated as "an

organization of independent filmmakers,

formed to facilitate the distribution of their

works and to advance the art of the cinema in

all its aspects ... a federation of willing devo-

tees of the magic lantern muse, consisting of

artists engaged in the creation of 16mm film,

8mm film, and other related light and image

projection media."

Judging by early documents, the co-op was

typical of organizations of its time. One of the

earliest catalogs, dated 1969, read in part:

"The Cooperative distributes both 8 and

16mm films, with no restrictions as to form,

content, length, etc. . . . No contracts are

signed between the Cooperative and member

filmmakers. You are encouraged to seek other

non-exclusive outlets for your work . . . No
film is considered 'not acceptable' and no

judgment is attempted as to whether a film is

worthy of distribution. The Cooperative is

open to all."

"Jonas Mekas' cooperative in New York was

a big model," recalls Kramer, now the director

of the Pacific Film Archive at the Berkeley Art

Museum. "Filmmakers controlled distribution

and were not giving away an enormous per-

centage of any earned income to a distributor.

It was, in a sense, a self-help group." Quickly,

the co-op realized addressing distribution

problems led straight to exhibition problems

and it established the San Francisco

Cinematheque, a venue for local screenings.

"We received a lot of visiting filmmakers

—

have film, will travel—and it just grew and

grew," says Kramer.

Originally, Canyon had three functions:

distribution of members' films, publishing

Canyon Cinema News, and holding screenings

through Cinematheque. But in 1976, after a

years-old dispute with the IRS about tax-

exemption status, Canyon split in two. (It

would not be the last time the organization did

battle in Washington.) The Foundation for

Arts & Cinema was spun off as an exhibition

organization, and Canyon retained the origi-

nal name and returned exclusively to distribu-
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lion.

In 1980, Dominic

Angerame became Can-

yon's executive director, a

position he still holds.

Under his tenure, the orga-

nization has changed

markedly but has managed

to retain much of its origi-

nal structure and operating

ethic. "Despite our growth,

we still wanted to be a grass-

roots organization," says

Angerame. Amazingly,

Canyon survived economi-

cally almost entirely on

rental income. "Almost 95

percent of our budget is

earned income, primarily rentals to cinema

studies departments, museum programs, and

the like," Angerame says, "It's been remarkably

steady, with fairly solid growth. In fact, last year

[1997], we had over $110,000 in rental sales. It

was our biggest year ever. We keep bracing our-

selves for the electronic media takeover, and it

just hasn't happened."

After video burst onto the horizon, Canyon

started selling videos as a service to members,

who retain a whopping 60 percent. But that

decision was not made without challenge. A
group of film purists, led by Bruce Conner, felt

that selling or promoting video in any way

diluted the organization's mission as a propo-

nent of cinema. But others argued video had

become the most democratic art form available,

as film itself once was. To eschew video meant

abandoning Canyon's grassroots identity in

favor of a medium that has become more

expensive and less accessible over time. In the

end, a compromise was reached: makers can

sell videos through Canyon only if they have at

least one film on deposit. (There are no video-

tape rentals.) In addition, Canyon does not

take new members who work solely in video.

The year 1982 saw publication of Catalog

Number Five, the first major overview of the

films in Canyon's vault in years. Rental business

increased almost immediately, and Angerame

realized they had been underutilizing their most

prized sales asset—the collection itself. "In

addition to tracking the growth in experimental

film, which had been the reason to publish up

until that point, we realized the catalogs were

important to our very survival." Angerame

went to work and secured grants from the State

of California and the National Endowment for

the Arts (NEA). Although those funds

amounted to an average of $10,000 annually, a

Bruce Baillie in 1973 accepting a trophy from Film

Quarterly for setting up Canyon, and (below) in his film

Quick Billy, an experimental riff on cowboy love, death,

and rebirth. Courtesy Canyon Cinema

Sherman says, "But I don't think we've each

taken a sick day in ten years."

The pain of running Canyon this way

reached its apex between 1995 and 1996.

Angerame decided it was time to re-evaluate

small percentage of Canyon's total bud-

get, they became the cornerstone of cat-

alog publication. Rather than expend

efforts and money on an entire catalog

every year, Angerame decided to pub-

lish annual supplements, which listed

only the films added to the collection in the

past year. Canyon published its 25th

Anniversary Catalog in 1992, boasting over

3,000 titles. The film index, a mere three pages

in two columns in 1969, had swelled to 21 sin-

gle-spaced pages in three columns.

How Canyon has survived where so many

other similar organizations have come and gone

is no mystery whatsoever: blood, sweat, and

more blood and sweat.

"Some of it is attrition," says Angerame.

"Some organizations grow too quickly, or go

into too many areas of distribu-

tion." He sighs heavily. "It's been

very hard. David [Sherman,

Canyon's administrative manag-

er] and I can't even work full

time-the company can't afford

it-even though we do the work of

full-time employees. But we work

with what we have, and we're

willing to do that to keep avant-

garde filmmaking alive."

Sherman, who joined Canyon

in 1989, concurs, making the

novel observation, "There's very

little bureaucracy." Sherman and

Angerame alternate days, work-

ing alone in the office with the

help of three or four interns, in

essence each doing the work of

two people by themselves. "We

have a strong commitment to the

organization and to this work,"

the co-op's ethic of operating as a nonprofit,

a proposal which was heresy to some film-

makers. "We were getting California tax-

exempt status, but not federal tax-exempt

status," he explains. "We'd always been a for-

profit institution operating as a nonprofit,

and that was no longer feasible." Canyon

formed a committee of filmmakers and staff

to look into the advantages and disadvan-

tages of the change. The opinion came back

that for-profit was the way to go. According

to Angerame, the decision almost destroyed

Filmmaker Robert Nelson, one of the early

participants in the Canyon collective.

Photo: Robert Haller, courtesy Anthology

Film Archives
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the corporation.

"People were very concerned over whether

filmmakers would retain an active say in how

the institution was run. Would we still be

democratic/ Would filmmakers lose their

voice? Would Canyon grow away from its

organizational roots?" After a difficult, ran-

corous debate, the membership approved the

change. And Canyon changed in fundamen-

tal ways, in marked contrast to the opera-

tional language of that first catalog in 1969.

Filmmakers now sign three-year contracts

by which they agree to abide by the

Filmmakers' Agreement, a one-page docu-

ment reprinted in major catalogs and on

Canyon's website. In addition, there is a

review committee that screens all films sub-

mitted. Angerame is hostile to even the sug-

gestion that this is just the kind of censorship

Canyon's first charter eschewed. "We realized

we would have to accept snuff films, child

pornography, even things that could be illegal

and for which we could be sued. The review

committee makes sure the work falls under

the genre of experimental film and meets the

standards of what we consider to be artistic."

The change, however, came too late to fore-

stall another difficult moment.

In 1997, under intense scrutiny from a

Congressional oversight committee chaired by

Rep. Peter Hoekstra (R-MI), the NEA
rescinded a $15,000 gTant which had been

earmarked specifically to underwrite publica-

tion of another major catalog, the first since

1992 [see The Independent, June 1997]. After

an angry exchange of letters between
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Filmmaker Larry Jordan (1974)"

in the early days of Canyon.

Photo: Robert Haller, courtesy!

Anthology Film Archives.

Canyon's attorney and the NEA's legal depart-

ment, the NEA declined to reverse its decision.

"The immediate effect was to indefinitely

postpone publication of the catalog," says

Angerame, the anger in his voice palpable. "It

was such a horrific experience, being called a

'vanity press' after all these years. They've

known what we are all along. And they object-

ed to the tact that our films didn't have any

entry criteria even though we had set that very

J criteria up a year before."

Undaunted, however, Baillie's modern-day

Sherwoodian band of two kept on and, as this

issue ot The Independent went to press, Canyon

had received an $ 1

1

,000 grant from the San

Francisco Arts Commission. Angerame reports

that funding will enable the publication of their

next major catalog, to be undertaken later this

year. Although Angerame says the loss of NEA
funding continues to hamper their ability sim-

ply to maintain an office, he looks with typical

optimism toward the future.

"We are now dedicated primarily to the dis-

tribution, promotion, and preservation of

16mm film," Angerame says. "We've also decid-

ed to distribute electronic media it a member

works in that field, but we will not accept mem-

bers who work exclusively in that field." And

Sherman says that come crazy politics or eco-

nomic hardship, Canyon will always be square-

ly in the filmmakers' corner.

"We're a lot less fickle than distribution

companies or broadcasters who pick up .i cer-

tain kind of work and five years later there's no

desire to (support) the work any more. Canyon
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evolved as a do-it-yourself aesthetic.

Filmmakers need to be familiar with how their

work operates in all kinds of contexts. They

need to be proactive in the marketplace. But

we back up all their efforts, whatever they are.

That's where we tunction best." Angerame

cannot contain his excitement over the cur-

rent climate for avant-garde/experimental

film.

"There's a renaissance in this genre," he

says, his voice at its most joyous yet. "People

are moving here to create new work. San

Francisco has become the experimental film

capital of the world. And as these films con-

tinue to be made, people will continue to real-

ize that this experience, viewing films, is so dif-

ferent than any other. Watching light shine

through celluloid is an irreplaceable experi-

ence."

Baillie, Strand, Angerame, and Sherman all

express varying degrees ot astonishment that a

back-yard group of inexperienced innocents

could pull something like this off and prosper,

no less. Kramer, however, firmly dissents. "It

was the sixties-we thought everything would

last," she says. "The people who started

Canyon had vision and passion. They believed

they had a vital organization. And that's

exactly what we've got."

Canyon Gnema, 2325 3rd St, Ste. 338, San Francisco

CA 94107; (415) 626-2255; canyon(S sj.bigger.net;

http://rore.eartriIink.net/^

Contributing editor Mark ]. Huisman
[cinemark(a mindspring.com] is a New York-based

U'nter and independent producer
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FIELD REPORTS

I The Saga of Super 8

How the Wheel of Fortune Goes 'Round

by Donna Cameron
Super 8 film was developed in the 1960s by

the Eastman Kodak Company's research divi-

sion. Hailed as a superlative communications

tool when it was launched in 1965, Super 8 was

expected to do for the film industry what the

paperback had done for publishing.

Regular 8mm had been introduced in 1932.

The brainchild of George Eastman, 8mm was

made by splitting 16mm, the home -movie for-

mat of the 1930s, in half. By the early 1960s,

consumer demands for improvements in sound

and picture quality gave rise to the develop-

ment of the professional grade, more flexible

Super 8 format. With perforations smaller and

closer to the edge, Super 8 film had 50 percent

more frame space, allowing for the placement

of a soundtrack.

The economical Super 8 prints were ubiqui-

tous. Where 8mm had been targeted only at

nontheatrical filmmakers, Super 8 was promot-

ed for industrial, educational, and home use.

Super 8 films were shown on most commercial

jet flights. Plus, independent filmmakers got

into the act.

Today, 23 years later, everything from art

films to ad campaigns continue to rely on

Super 8 film as an image acquisition format.

The small gauge has a unique, inimitable

palette and texture. Even so, Kodak moved to

discontinue production of Super 8 sound car-

tridges and many print stocks a few years ago.

This has put 8mm filmmaking on the endan-

gered species list.

"How can you take this away from people?"

says Jytte Jensen, curator of film and video at

the Museum of Modem Art (MoMA) in New

York. Jensen, along with San Francisco

Cinematheque director Steve Anker, has co-

curated "Big as Life: An American History of

8mm Films," perhaps the most comprehensive

8mm retrospective to date. It's a sad irony that

major arts institutions like MoMA and the

Whitney Museum of American Art are recog-

Top to bottom: Cezannescape #1 &2 by Gary Adlestein; Notes After Long

Silence by Saul Levine; and Mantilla by Julie Murray— all included in

MoMA's two-year exhibition of small-format film. Courtesy MoMA

itor. VP-1 was used

as an educational

tool, both in class-

rooms and in sales

demonstrations.

As major manufac-

turers' sales forces

shifted over to the

Super 8 format,

portable Super 8

sound projectors

were developed. A
compact process-

ing machine, the

Kodak Supermatic

8 processor, enabled

reporters and others

on the road to shoot

and access newly

processed film in a

matter of minutes.

SUPER 8 WAS EXPECTED

TO DO FOR THE FILM

INDUSTRY WHAT THE

PAPERBACK HAD DONE

FOR PUBLISHING

nizing the small-gauge formats like Super 8 just

as Kodak is phasing them out.

In the 1960s and 1970s, Super 8 production

equipment flooded the market. The first Super

8 cameras, like the 8mm cameras before them,

were silent, but the technology grew by leaps

and bounds. In 1973, one year after the first

crystal sync Super 8 system was developed by

MIT professor and documentary filmmaker

Richard Leacock, Kodak introduced its first

line of single -system Super 8 sound cameras:

the Kodamatic. Around the same time, the

world's first VCR arrived. The VP-1, a compact

device for the time, gave video output from a

reel-to-reel Super 8 player to a television mon-

At the time,

video equipment was not a viable means of

communication: electronic equipment was

still bulky in size and clumsy in design.

"Low cost Super 8 sound cameras are so

much less expensive and more flexible than

portable color video cameras, that it seems

likely film will retain a competitive edge over

videotape facilities for the indefinite future,"

wrote Rodger J. Ross, in his article "The

Development of Professional Super-8," pub-

lished in the November 1975 issue of

American Cinematographer.

Although sixties' visionaries had predicted

that Super 8 movies would sell like hot LPs

and be circulated widely by public libraries,
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the infant "paperback film" industry choked

on manufacturers' cupidity. Companies here

and abroad rushed to make competing—and

incompatible—cartridge projection systems.

No care was taken to address the not-so-

mechanically-inclined public, nor was any

effort made to educate them about the inter-

changahility in cartridge projection systems.

People were baffled and sales dropped. As a

result, the resources and incentive to further

develop them also dropped, which crippled the

growth of Super 8 as a viable commercial com-

munications medium.

But meanwhile, Super 8 was meeting its

more celebrated destiny, becoming a tool tor

artists, home-movie buffs, and the countercul-

ture. In the sixties and seventies, virtually

everyone made Super 8 films. Marcel

Duchamp, then living in New York, tried his

hand. The late poet Allen Ginsberg kept a

Super 8 diary. Steven Spielberg, then in high

school, first worked in Super 8. Screenwriter

Jeremiah Newton, a major player in the Andy

Warhol Factory scene, vividly recalls those

times. "Nobody had any money, so of course

they had to work with the simple things, [like]

8mm. In those days, every middle -class family

had an 8mm camera. It was a kind of status

symbol.

"In the 1950s, a gay director named Avery

Willard emerged," Newton continues. "His

8mm films had a budget of maybe $10. A lot of

people—usually drag queens with a flair tor

drama—ended up in them. Mario Monte:,

who went on to star in Andy Warhol's Banana,

was in many of them." But "Willard's films

probably no longer exist," Newton believes.

"He was very paranoid and often, after he

screened them tor us, they'd wind up in the

garbage.

"Andy Warhol did see many of these films.

And he bought some of them," he continues.

"These 8mm films went on to shape the aes-

thetic of a generation and paved the way for

the likes of Jack Smith, the Kuchar brothers,

and Warhol, among others."

Mike Kuchar claims that his initial experi-

ence with 8mm filmmaking "disembodied"

him. "8mm was home-movie stuff. It was

cheap. It was impressionistic. Our mother gave

us an 8mm camera for our twelfth birthday.

My brother George and I told stories with it,"

he says.

The Kuchars, who influenced a generation

of underground filmmakers, say they related to

Hollywood movies of that time and considered

it their job to make their own "stars". The
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brothers agree that working in

8mm brought them a special

freedom in directing.

"In regular 8 Him, the frame

is so small that you drop all pre-

tensions oi pictorial formalities;

you know they won't even be recorded," says

Mike Kuchar. "You focus on the action, on your

story, and your stars as they move directly

through the camera lens, onto the film."

"You are forced to shoot from your guts,"

adds George Kuchar. Perhaps this is one reason

Super 8 has been a presence in introductory

film production courses for so many years (in

addition to its low cost). But that's all changing.

Nick Tanis, associate professor of film and tele-

vision at New York University, says their Super

8 freshman production course, initiated in

1971, was phased out about 10 years ago. Super

8 cameras, once available for $150, now cost

$400 and up. "We can't ask students to buy

them. And they are too fragile for us to provide

and maintain," he explains.

Gary Adlestein, professor of English and film

at Albright College in Reading, Pennsylvania,

says he still uses Super 8 in his first- and sec-

ond-year production courses. But Adlestein,

also a filmmaker, is currently trying to make the

switch from small-gauge film to small-gauge

video. However, "I always go back to film," he

admits. "Maybe it's because I can't work with

the frame in the same way in video."

1 It was in 1996 that Kodak first announced

its decision to eliminate all 200-foot cartridges

and pre-striped sound stock. In his announce-

ment, however, James MacKay, Kodak's manag-

er of marketing programs in its Professional

Motion Imaging Division, added that Kodak

did plan to continue production of 50-foot

silent cartridges of Kodachrome Type A, B&W
Tri-X, and Plus-X—all silent, reversal camera

stocks
—

"as long as there is reasonable market

demand."

Fledgling lobbies calling for Kodak to re-

instate manufacture of pre-striped Super 8

sound film are consistently headed off by Kodak

officials, maintains Toni Treadway, a Boston-

based 8mm film-to -video transfer specialist.

"They insist that Kodak no longer has the capa-

bility to stripe Super 8 film," she says. "The

mystery remains of who made the decision,

when, where, why and exactly what happened

to the equipment for producing pre-striped

Super 8 film."

Bob Fisher, a writer specializing in film and

video technology, has a more sanguine outlook

on Kodak's decision. "What everyone wants

TODAY, NASA

IS PROBABLY KODAK'S

BIGGEST SUPER 8

CUSTOMER.

now is fast films," he says.

"I think the main reason

Kodak continues to offer

this is for amateurs and for

schools. And the govern-

ment uses a lot of reversal

film for missile tracking. NASA is probably

Kodak's biggest Super 8 customer. When they

shoot missiles in the air, they apparently have

twenty or thirty cameras on them, and they can

read the smoke trails and do other forms of

analysis."

In addition, he notes, "Digital video cameras

have arrived, and the vast majority of commer-

cial feature films are posted digitally. Today, film

of any gauge is a mere acquisition format on

one end and presentation vehicle on the other."

Even so, 8mm lovers are fighting back. John

Schwind of Dixon, California, manufactures his

own regular 8mm and double Super 8 film

stocks. Allegedly the only source of regular

8mm film in the world, he has advocated that

we "not forget our roots in 8mm film." Super 8

Sound Film Lab in L.A. is now taking 35mm
stocks and slicing them down into three reels of

Super 8 cartridges, so filmmakers now have the

option of using black-and-white negative 7248,

7293, 200 ASA, and 100 ASA tungsten film.

What's more, 8mm aficionados can be found

in the younger generation. Jeff Tiu and Chris

Lytwyn, film undergraduates at NYU, think

there are many in their generation who would

prefer to work in 8mm rather than video.

"I shot Super 8 film in high school," Tiu says.

"At the time it was my only option for film. I felt

like it was a level up from video. Super 8 is a

link to 16mm for me, and I associate it more

with the pleasure of filmmaking and the sheer

fun of shooting film."

Chris Lytwyn agrees. "Basically, I shot—and

still shoot—Super 8 film by choice. I felt Super

8 was more antiquated and had an ethereal,

old-time look. I especially love Kodachrome

—

the rich, beautiful palette. The grain structure

is almost pointillist, very painterly. It's some-

thing you couldn't get with video, which has a

pixilization of the image rather than a "raini-

ness to it. Also, with film you get variations on

the emulsion from batch to batch. That's some-

thing I love. With video, on the other hand,

every cassette looks the same."

There is no doubt that filmmakers like these

will make a serious commitment to the survival

of 8mm film. Whether that will be enough

remains to be seen.

Donna Cameron is a New York-based artist, educator,

and writer.

Small format film hits

"This is a rich

field. It's

almost like

being an

archaeologist.

The more we

dug, the more

information

turned up," observes Jytte Jensen, co-

curator of "Big as Life: An American

History of 8mm Films." This major

exhibition, held at the Museum of

Modern Art, will continue for over two

years—from February 1998 to

December 1999—making it the

longest-running exhibition in the

museum's history.

In assembling this exhibition, which

features the work of more than 110

American experimental filmmakers,

the curators intended to investigate

the fragile, ephemeral nature of 8mm
film, an aesthetic that has intrigued

artists for the past four decades. Ken

Jacobs, Carolee Schneemann, Stan

Brakhage, Joyce Wieland, Willie

Varela, Paul Sharits, Mike and George

Kuchar, Vito Acconci, Gary Adlestein,

Pelle Lowe, and Saul Levine are

among the earlier generations repre-

sented. Newer work by a younger

generation is also being shown,

including Owen 0'Toole, Luther Price,

Tom Rhoads, the Philadelphia collec-

tive called silt, Jacalyn White, and

Anne Robertson, among others.

Jensen and co-curator Steve

Anker spent seven years combing the

U.S. for 8mm prints and artifacts.

Anker says they narrowed this exhibi-

tion down to American films

("although there certainly is a strong

8mm following in Germany, Japan,

and England") because the U.S. is

where the majority of 8mm films were

made.

MoMA has assigned the

Warner Brothers Communications
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the big time at MoMA

screening room to the event. The

room, rarely open to the public, is on

the fifth floor of the museum near the

MoMA Circulating Film Library and

the Film Study Center. It seats 50

people and has the short house mea-

surement necessary to give 8mm film

its correct "throw" from projector to

screen. Altogether there will be more

than 50 programs: some 10 solo

shows and 40 group exhibits. 8mm
videos will be screened, but only in

conjunction with the 8mm films.

"The group shows are the-

matically designed, but more often

the schemes are facilitated by like

and dissimilar treatments of the film

[emulsion] itself," says Jensen.

"There's something about the small

format that creates an intimacy,

makes the artist work in a more per-

sonal way."

Because Kodak has discon-

tinued so many of its 8mm stocks, it

is increasingly difficult to find a lab

with the machinery and chemistry to

make prints. As a result, many of the

films in "Big as Life..." are first-gen-

eration prints or camera original.

"There is a problem preserving these

films," says Anker, " and a problem

finding enough good equipment for

the projection."

The continuing love affair

with 8mm is evident in the sold-out

weekly screenings, as is the fact that

the exhibition catalog is already in its

second edition. "The reaction to these

films has been one of overwhelming

support," says Jensen. "It's been a

real event. After the show, audiences

are hanging out, discussing the films.

And it's a complete mix of genera-

tions. But Steven and I are very

pleased. It's progressing beyond our

wildest dreams." — Donna Cameron
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FESTIVALS by Thomas PaUotta

[festivals@aivf.org]

listings do not constitute an endorse-

ment. since some details may change after

the magazine goes to press, we recommend

that you contact the festival directly

before sending cassettes. deadline for

call for entries: 15th of the month two-and-

a-half months prior to cover date (e.g.. july 15

for oct issue). all blurbs should include:

festival dates. categories, prizes, entry fees,

deadlines. formats & contact info.

Domestic

CHARLESTON INTERNATIONAL FILM &
VIDEO FESTIVAL WORLDFEST CHARLES-
TON, Nov 1 5-22. SC. DeaJline: Late Sept. Founded

in 1993, this sister test to WorldFest-Houston incls

about 40 premieres of new American ind 6k foreign

films 6k expanded juried competition in numerous

cats, incl. features, shorts, docs, interactive media,

student films, exp, TV production, TV commercials.

music videos, screenplavs 6k the MUSC medical him

& video awards. Awards: Remi Gold Grand Award

tor Best Entry in each of major cats; Gold Special

Jury Award 6k Gold, Silver, Bronze 6k Finalist Awards

tor Best Entry in Suh-cat. Student films compete tor

$2,500 cash award tor best entrv &. $500 award in

each sub-cat. Screenplay 6k film script entries com-

pete tor Gold, Silver, Bronze &. Finalist awards, incl.

$2 500 cash option tor winner 6k $100,000 writer's

fee on production. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. Preview:

VHS 1 2", Umaric 3 4". XTSC and PAL. Note:

Independent features only. Entry tee: $50-$ 175.

Contact: Hunter Todd. Charleston Int'l Film6kVideo

Fest WorldFest Charleston, 2700 Post Oak Blvd..

Suite 1798, Houston, TX 70056; (713) 965-9955;

fax: 965-9960; worldfest(5 aol.com;

www.vannevar.com/worldfest

CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN DIASPORA
FILM FESTIVAL. Nov. 27-Dec. 13. NY. Deadline:

Aug. 31. Founded in 1993, noncompetitive fest pre-

sents films that depict human experience ot people of

color all over the world. Over 40 features, shorts,

docs screened from Africa, the Caribbean, North &
South America 6k Europe. Filmmakers in residence

participate in panel discussions. Preview; VHS.

Format: 16mm or 35mm only. Categories: features,

shorts & docs. Contact: Contemporary .African

Diaspora Film Fest. 535 Cathedral Park Way, Ste.

14B,NY,NY 10025; (212) 749-6020; fax: J16-6020;

ArtMattan"/ africanhlm.com; www.afncantilm.com

FORT LAUDERDALE INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL & MARKET. Oct. 26-Nov. 15,

FL. Deadline: Sept. 1. 13th annual 10-day competi-

tive fest (beginning w/ 9-day minitest in Bxa Raton)

showcasing ind-produced films, dedicated to

"emphasizing film as a means of cultural awareness as

well as tor entertainment." Comp cats incl. profes-

sional tull-length features, docs 6k short subjects (up

to 10 min.)- Ot 60-75 features in fest. approx. 15

invited into competition. All docs 6k shorts eligible

for awards in respective cats. Features considered for

Director, Actor, Actre^-. Golden Palm Award &.

Audience Award. Special Jurv prizes awarded. Since

1989, test has honored outstanding student films in

Natl Student Competition in cats of student narra-

tive (25-50 mm.). >hort narrative (under 25 min.),

doc, animation 6k music video; all winners receive

cash prizes, plaque & product grant from Eastman

Kodak. Fest also has Art on Film doc series.

Competition teatures receive own page in fest pro-

gram, which i> inserted into 150,000 Ft. Lauderdale

Sun- Sentinel Friday editions, as well as mailed to

other tests, distributors & producers. Program also

incls galas & parries, award ceremonies, tributes

(incl. Lifetime Achievement Awards) & seminars.

Formats accepted: 16mm, 35mm. Entry fee: $40 fea-

tures; $30 shorts; $25 student. Contact: Bonnie

Adams, education coordinator, Fort Lauderdale Int'l

Film Fest, 1402 Las Olas Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, FL

33301; (954) 563-0500; fax: 564-1206;

Brofilm(« aol.com; www.itlaudfilmfest.com

HAWAII LNTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL,

Nov. 6-19, HI. Deadline: July 3. Now accepting film

&. video entries for 18th annual fest: Nov. 6-13

(Honolulu) 6k Nov. 13-19 (neighboring islands). All

lengths and genres invited, dedicated to promoting

crosscultural understanding among peoples of Asia,

North America and the Pacific region through the

presentation ot teatures, docs 6k shorts dealing with

relevant subject matter. Last year fest presented over

100 films across five islands to over 65,000 peo-

ple—the US's only statewide film test. Awards: First

Hawaiian Bank Golden Mile Award (decided by an

int'l jurv) tor teatures and docs that best promote

cultural understanding. Other awards incl. the

PrimeCo Hawaii Audience Award, Eastman Kodak

Cinematography Award and the Aloha Airlines

Hawaii Film 6k Videomaker Award. Formats: 3/4",

16mm, 35mm. Preview tape must be 1/2" VHS
(NTSC, PAL, SECAM). Entry fee: S35. Contact:

Bruce Fletcher, Film Coordinator, 1001 Bishop St..

Pacific Tower, Ste. 745, Honolulu, HI 96813; 1-800-

752-8193 (within U.S.), (808) 528-3456 (int'l); fax:

(808) 528-1410; www.hifforg

LMAGEOUT: THE ROCHESTER LESBIAN &
GAY FILM 6k VIDEO FESTIVAL, Oct., NY.

Deadline: July 10. Fest, now in 6th year, is "an excit-

ing and important venue for lesbian, gay 6k queer

film 6k videomakers." Last year fest screened 31 pro-

grams, incl. more than 75 films 6k videos in exhibit

spaces such as Univ. ot Rochester. Short 6k feature-

length films 6k videos, incl. narrative, docs 6k exper-

imental from across the U.S. and around the world.

Also features "Third Coast" call, highlighting film-

makers from the U.S. and Canada who live within a

200-mile radius of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence

Seaway. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", and 1/2".

Preview 1
2" VHS. Entry fee: $5. Contact:

ImageOut, Attn: Call For Work, 713 Monoroe Ave.,

Rochester, NY 14607; (716) 271-2640; fax: 271-3798.

IOWA INDEPENDENT FILM AND VIDEO
FESTIVAL, Oct. 9-10, IA. Deadline: Aug. 20. Third

annual regional fest seeks videos 6k films under 30

min. in narrative, doc, exp 6k animation cats. Eligible

entrants must be ind. film/videomakers from 12-state

midwestern region. Awards: 1st (Golden Corn), 2nd

(Gilden Sow) awards, and Honorable Mentions. Cash

prizes. Formats: \HS, Hi8. Entry tee: $20 one entrv; 5 JO r. (

two from same artist. Q>ntact: Chnstophet Martin,

Electronic Media Division, Univ. ot Northern Iowa. Cedar

Falls, IA 50614; (319) 273-2788; martinet

uni.edu; www.uni.edu —martin, iilv.html

MICRO-BUDGET FILM FESTIVAL, Dec,

NY CA. Deadline: Sept. 11. Promotes work of

filmmakers operating within the micro-budget

arena. All genres welcome, but entries must be

produced on video for budgets under $10,000.

Winners announced Dec. 11, 1998. First Prize:

video distribution contract through Brimstone

Productions; publicity/media coverage for entry;

screening for industry people in NY and LA.

Second Prize: media coverage for entry; industry

screening. Third Prize: autographed copy of "How-

to Make Movies on Your Own," by Kevin

Lindenmuth. Entry fee: $50. Contact (West of

Mississippi): Ron Ford, Box 4848, Ventura, CA
93007; (East of Mississippi): Kevin

J. Lindenmuth,

3 W. 102nd St., Ste. 4B, New York, NY 10025.

MLX: NEW YORK LESBIAN 6k GAY EXPERI-

MENTAL FILM VIDEO FESTIVAL. Nov., NY.

Deadline: July 18. Longest running lesbian 6k gay

film fest in NY, and premiere int'l venue for exper-

imental media. In conjunction with PlanetOut,

MIX will present Second Online Digital Queer

Film Fest. Request all genres, as well as audio/visu-

al installations, cyber submissions of interactive 6k

digital media plus media-based performance.

Preferred formats: NTSC VHS (no 3/4" PAL or

SECAM). Entry fee: S10. Website appl. 6k rules:

www.echonyc.com/~mix. Contact: MIX, 341

Lafayette St. #169, New York, NY 10012; (212)

501-2309; mix(g echonyc.com

NEW YORK FESTIVALS INTERNATIONAL
FILM 6k VIDEO AWARDS, Jan. '99, NY.

Deadline: Aug. 2. Founded in '57, int'l competition

for wide range of media, from "low budget produc-

tions to multimedia extravaganza." Receives 1,300

entries from 36 countries; awards presented at cer-

emony attended by 900. Competition cats: indus-

trials, docs, educational, crafts, intros 6k lead-in

titles, multi-image and slide prods., multi-

image/film or video hybrid, business/industrial the-

ater. Awards (in each competition cat): Grand

Award "Best of Fest" Trophy; Gold, Silver 6k

Bronze World Medals, Finalist Certificates of

Recognition. Prods must have been produced 6k/or

released after Aug. 3, '97. Entry fees: $110-250.

Formats: 3/4", 1/2". Multi-image/business theater

productions must be submitted with presentation

book. Contact: New York Fests, 186 Fifth Ave., 7th

fl„ NY, NY 10010; (914) 238-4481; fax: 238-5040;

www.nvtests.com

NORTHWEST FILM AND VIDEO FESTI-

VAL, Nov. 1-10, OR. Deadline: Aug. 1. Now in

25th year, test is juried survey ot indie Northwest

film 6k videomakers. Draws over 250 entries each

yr; single juror (filmmaker, critic or programmer; in

1996 it was John Cooper, Sundance programmer).

30-35 shorts, features 6k docs screened; 10-15

shorts selected for Best of the Northwest Tour

Program. Total auds estimated at 5.000. Awards:

$10,000 in prod., service 6k cash awards. Open to

all perm, residents oi OR, WA, MT, ID, AK ,N

British Columbia 6k students therein. Entries must

have been completed after Aug. 1. "96. All genres.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2", S-8. No entry

fee (return shipping costs $10. $15 Canada).

Contact: Lisa Peterson, Coord., NW Film Center,

1219 S.W Park Ave.. Portland. OR 97205; (503)

221-1 156; lax: 22o-4>42: www.nwfilm.oru
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LIQUIDATION SALE

GETAIVF'S3

BEST-SELLERS

FOR A SPECIAL

PRICE OF $30,

OR 50% OFF

EACH.

AIVF GUIDE TO FILM & VIDEO

DISTRIBUTORS

Edited by Kathryn Bowser
*
S21,95 now $12

THE NEXT STEP: DISTRIBUTING

INDEPENDENT FILMS AND VIDEOS
Edited by Morrie Warshawski *$24,95 now SI 2

AIVF GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL FILM &

VIDEO FESTIVALS

By Kathryn Bowser $MM now $17
plus shipping and handling.

Call (212) 807-1400 x 235; fax: (212) 463-8519

Or write: FIVF, 304 Hudson Street, 6th fl, New York, NY 10013

Shipping and handling: Domestic-S3.50 for the first, SI. 00 for each additional book.

Foriegn-S5.00 for the first book, SI. 50 for each additional book.

VISA and MC Accepted.

STUDENTS: CALL FOR ENTRIES

How is POPULATION GROWTH affecting

CONSUMPTION • ENVIRONMENT • SUSTAINABILITY

$10,000 IN PRIZES

NO ENTRY FEE

TV EXPOSURE* NATIONAL TOUR

For more information, a resource guide and

a copy of the video Best of Festival , contact:

WPFVF • 46 Fox Hill Road, Bernordston, MA
01337 • TL: 800 638-9464 • FX: 413 648-9204

eM: info@wpfvf.com • www.wpfvf.com

Sponsored by Sopris Foundation, Searchlight

Films & Population Communications International

NEW YORK
INTERNATIONAL

INDEPENDENT

FILM & VIDEO

FESTIVAL

Producers, Managers, Agents,

Distributors, and Financiers are invited,

plus Press, Critics,

and of course, NYC audiences.

CALL
212.617.8488
For ApplicATioNS.

Features, Shorts, Animation,

Documentaries, 35, 16, Video

Multi - Media



IHC 6E5J SET OF ELECTRIC TRAIMS A KID EVER HAD" —O WELLES

CAUL FOR
ENTRIES
DEADLINE JULY 17

CinEITlflTEK
3rr> inTemcrrionaLSHorT Fum^viDeo+new meDia FesTivaL

AUSTIN TEXAS SEPT 1B20 http. UTS CC UTEXAS EDU ~eiNEMATX
ENTRY FORMS PtEASE CONTACT US 512/471-6497 FAX 512/471-4077 EMAIL CINEMATX@UTS.CC.UTEXA^ EPL"

scriptserve, inc

KEEP YOUR ENTIRE
SCRIPT ON THE
INTERNET FOR
ONE YEAR.

FOR DETAILS SEE:

www . scriptserve . com

M
ISLAND MEDIA INTERNATIONAL

212*252*3522

AVID
Media Composers
• Film Negative Matchback

• AVR77
• 3D-DVE effects

• 92 GIGS storage

• Protools sound mix

Transfers / Duplication

Camera Pkgs / Animation

Graphics / AVID Classes

-I
•

Media 100 Online & Rental

3 D Graphics / Digital FX

Standards Conversion

Tape Duplication

Mac to Video Transfer

Master Storage

Web Site Design / Hosting

New Media Design

Print Design

Esgar Productions, Inc. / Digital Ink 127 Roseland Ave., Caldwell NJ 07006 vww.digit-ink.com

PAN AFRICAN FILM FESTIVAL, Jan. 29-Feh. 1

5

99, CA. Deadline: Oct. 15. Founded in 1992, fest

presents features, shorts & docs from Africa,

Caribbean, Latin America, Europe, South Pacific,

Canada 6k US. Films must be by or about people of

African descent. Films cover several themes (love,

politics, adventure, mystery, comedy 6k drama) show-

casing complexity 6k diversity of African peoples.

About 70 productions showcased, for audiences esti-

mated at 20,000. Special programs incl. children's fest

6*. student fest. Fest held at Magic Johnson Theater

(Magic is co-chair). Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4",

1/2", S-8. No entry fee. Contact: Ayuko Babu, exec,

director, Pan African Film Fest, Box 2418, Beverly

Hills, CA 90213; (213) 295-1706; fax: 295-1952.

PEACHTREE INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTI-

VAL, Oct./Nov., GA. Deadline: Aug. 1. Founded in

1994, fest is dedicated "to films for film lovers." Incls

tribute to film personality, panel discussions, parties

6k family/children's program, along with at least a

dozen Atlanta premieres of domestic 6k foreign fea-

ture films. Audience Award is given; other special

awards may also be created. Each yr, a special pro-

gram is devoted to films of selected country. To sub-

mit feature or short, send preview cassette w/ public-

ity info. Formats: 70mm, 35mm, 16mm. Entry fee:

S25. Contact: Michelle Forren, exec, director,

Peachtree Int'l Film Fest, 2180 Pleasant Hill Road,

Box A-5221, Duluth, GA 30136; (770) 729-8487;

fax: 263-0652; film@peachtreefilm.org;

www. peachtreefilm.org

[REHOBOTH BEACH INDEPENDENT FILM
FESTIVAL, Nov. 12-15, DE. Deadline: Sept. 12.

RBlFF's inaugural year celebrates ind. film with

|

receptions, multiple screenings (up to 100) 6k work-

shops for filmmakers in resort town's picturesque

coastal setting. Accepting short 6k feature narratives,

doc, exp. 6k anim. works in 35mm, 16mm, 3/4" 6k

V'HS formats; preview in VHS/NTSC onlv. Entry tee:

$15, students $10. Contact: Rehoboth Beach Film

|
Society, Box 1132, Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971;

(302) 226-3744; fax: 227-9469; beachrun(a

|
dmv.com; www.rehobothfilm.com

REPRESENT THE REEL: SOUTH BRONX
FILM 6k VIDEO FESTIVAL, Oct. 15-17. NY.

Deadline: Aug. 15. 2nd Annual South Bronx Film 6k

Video Fest will be held at The Point, new South

Bronx neighborhood-based cultural institution.

Prizes awarded in the following categories: Narrative,

Doc, Exp., Anim., Films for Children 6k Films about

the Bronx. Preview: 1/2" VHS (NTSC) Formats:

16mm, Beta, 3/4" U-Matic, 1/2" VHS. Entry tees:

$10-535. Contact: The Point CDC, 940 Garrison

Ave, Bronx, NY 10474; (718) 542-4139; tax 542-

4988; www.thepoint.org

Foreign

AMIENS LNTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL,

Nov. 6-15, France. Deadline: Sept. 6. Competitive

showcase focuses on films exploring cultural identity,

minority groups 6k ethnic issues w emphasis on little-

known cinema 6k multicultural film from throughout

the world. Features, shorts, fiction or doc films that

address identity of a people or ethnic minority,

racism, or issues of representation ck differences eligi-

ble. In competition, entries must have been complet-

ed btwn Sept. ot previous yi ck Oct. ol vr of edition 6k
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be unshown in France. Awards: Grand Prix to best

feature (fiction; 50,000 FF to promote French distri-

bution of the Grand Prix). Jury award, First Feature

Award; Grand Prix to best short. In past yrs, fest has

presented retros, panoramas &. tributes to the cinema

ol Africa, Caribbean, Latin America, Native

America, African America &. Asia. Each yr fest pays

tribute to a director &. a country. Programs this yr:

tribute to director Leo McCarey (USA), Rebirth of

Brazilian cinema, Migrants in European Cinema, TV
work of Robert Altman. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, Beta

(tor docs). Entry fee: None. Contact: Jean-Pierre

Garcia, managing din, Festival International du Film

d'Amiens, MCA, Place Leon Gonticr, 80000 Amiens,

France; tel: 011 33 3 22 71 35 70; fax: 011 33 3 22 92

53 04; amiensfilmtestivaU" burotec.fr

BANGKOK FILM FESTIVAL, Thailand, Sept. 18-

26, Deadline: July 15. This premiere discovery film

fest of Asia accepts int'l features, docs, shorts 6k

underground films. Competition tor best feature, doc,

short & Audience Awards tor feature & underground

films. 98 fest will host opening and closing galas,

pane! discussions & underground film program. Low-

budget, cutting edge films are encouraged tor submis-

sion. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, video. No entry fee.

Preview on 1/2" VHS, NTSC & PAL 6k enclose

director's filmography, synopsis 6k stills. Contact:

Brian Bennett, Director, Bangkok Film Fest, 4

Sukhumvit Soi 43, Bangkok 10110, Thailand; tel:

011 66 2 258 7376; fax: 011 66 2 661 4415;

bkkfilnK" yahoo.com

BARCELONA FESTIVAL OF INDEPENDENT
VIDEO, Jan. 99, Spain. Deadline: late Sept. Now in

5th yr, test shows int'l selection of video art, docs,

alternative TV channels, video combat 6k video per-

formance. Fest organized by OVNI (Observatori de

Video No Identificat). Rental fee of approx. $100 will

be paid for works selected for showing. Formats

accepted: 3/4", 1/2", Beta (preferably in PAL). No
entry tee. Contact: Nuria Canal/Joan Leandre/Toni

Serra, Barcelona Fest of Ind. Video, Mostra de Video

bid., Centre de Cultura Contemporania de Bar-

celona, Casa de Caritat Montalegre, 5, Barcelona,

Spain; tel: 01 1 34 93 41 20781; fax: 01 1 34 93 41 20520.

BRNO SIXTEEN, Oct., Czech Republic. Deadline:

early Sept. Founded in 1959, fest, sponsored by

Center of Culture 6k Into in Brno, is annual int'l com-

petition for noncommercial features 6k videos.

Entries must not have been produced commercially

6k for commercial use; amateurs, freelance artists 6k

film school students eligible for competition.

Advettising, political 6k animated films not eligible.

Awards: Golden, Silver 6k Bronze Medals; special

awards for individual creative components; financial

or material prizes, incl. award of 10,000 CAK for

"well conceived and well-filmed story." Entries must

have been completed in previous 3 yrs 6k not submit-

ted to previous editions. Fest will pay for 3 days of

accommodation for 1 person from each film. Format:

35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2", S-8. Entry fee: $20, payable

only after notification of acceptance. Contact: Sarka

Tryhukova, Brno 16, Brnenska Sestnactka, Kultumi a

intormacni centrum mesta Brno, Radnicka 4, 658 78

Brno, Czech Republic; tel: 011 42 05 4221 6139 42;

fax:01142 05 42214625-

INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTARY FILM
FESTIVAL AMSTERDAM (IDFA), Nov. 25-Dec.

3, Netherlands. Deadline: Aug. 25. Now one of most

[www.aivf.org]

[Independent articles]

[trade discounts]

[advocacy updates]

[discussion forums]

[book order forms]

all Independent articles (from 1/97) available online @ www.elibrary.com

MIKE COHEN
PRODUCTIONS I N C O R I' O R AT 1 I

)

film & video production

RENTS

CAMERAS & CREWS
• Sony-Beta SP's • Two man

- Sony-DSR 200 camera crew

. Panasonic EZ-l's
' iomo

• Bob's 'Mo^
• ARRIS'S

• Waveform/

Vector scope

\/ • Lights

TaaT
' Audio

\£Lj . Chevy 4-wheel

rl drive truck

telephone 212.229.1082
mikecpinc@aol.com

NON LINEAR
EDITING

Bamrn
VI D E O

|

REAL TIME TRANSITIONS

BROADCAST ONLINE

3:1 TO 200:1 OFFLINE

MULTI-LAYERING

BETACAM SP EDITING
HI 8 & 3/4SP — 3/4 AB
ANIMATION & GRAPHICS

DUPLICATION
TRANSFERS from HI8 to BETA

Phone (212) 219-9240
Fax (212) 966-5618

^Am'1P
>
iitwM

• Digital Beta On-Line wl DVE
• Component DV Transfers

(We nave the deck)

• Tape to Disk (Syquest/Zip)

• AVID w AVR 75, Pro Tools, 36 Gigs

Arc Pictures 666 Broadway New York NY 10012

Phone: 212 982-1101 Fax: 212-982-1168
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important te?t> on int'l doc circuit, a location for

meeting colleagues, tnJ producers, tilm buyers ck pos-

sible financiers. W5 test featured about 150 docs in

programs: Competition Program (shows approx. 25

films in comp tor Jons Kens Award of 25,000

guilders). Reflecting Images (into program designed

to stimulate discussion on new doc trends); Top 10

(selection of 10 favorite docs of well-known filmmak-

er) ; Highlights of the Lowlands; retros; thematic pro-

grams; video program; workshops, seminars, debates

& forum on int'l co-financing of docs also held. Films

in comp may be any length, in 35mm or 16mm
(entries shot on video must be transferred to film),

completed after Aug. 1 of preceding yr & not

screened or broadcast in Netherlands prior to fest.

Video Program accepts docs ot any length which are

shot on film or video, but finished on video &. com-

pleted after Aug. 1 ot preceding yr. Formats accepted:

35mm, 16mm, 3/4". No entry fee. Contact: Jake

Witteveen, office mgr, Int'l Documentary Filmfest

Amsterdam, Fest Office, Kleine-Gartmanplantsoen

10, 1017RR Amsterdam, Netherlands; tel: 011 31 20

627 3329; fax: 011 31 20 638 5388; www.idfa.nl

SAO PAOLO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTI-

VAL, Oct. 16-30, Brazil. Deadline: Mid-Aug.

Recognized by FIAPF, competitive fest, now celebrat-

ing 22nd yr, presents 2 major sections: Int'l

Perspective & New Filmmakers Competition (up to

3rd film ot director). Audience makes pre-selection

for jury, selecting 10 films for final judging. Fest also

awards Critics Prize & Audience Prize. Features,

shorts & docs of all cats &. themes accepted. Entries

must have been produced in preceding 2 yrs & be

Brazilian premietes. Winning entries receive

Bandeira Paulista, trophy made by plastics artist

Tomie Ohtake. Fest offers Brazilian audiences unique

opportunity to experience new developments in int'l

cinema & view works that might not otherwise be

seen in Brazil. About 150 films showcased each yr.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm. No entry fee. Contact:

Festival Director, Sao Paolo Int'l Film Festival,

Mostra Internacional de Cinema em Sao Paulo,

Alameda Lorena, 937-Cj. 303, 01424 001 Sao "Paolo

- SP, Brazil; tel: 011 55 11 883 5137; fax: 011 55 11

853 7936; infotg mostra.org; www.mostra.org.

THESSALONIK1 INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL, Nov. 13-22, Greece. Deadline: Oct. 1.

Now in 39th year, fest of new trends in world cinema

is also Balkans' primary showcase for work of young

& emerging filmmakers, as well as top film fest in

region. Fest keen to target new generation of film-

makers as well as showcasing innovative ind. films

from around world. Sections incl. Int'l Competition

for 1st or 2nd features; Panorama of Greek Films;

Retros (Claude Chabrol, Arturo Ripstein & Manoel

de Oliveira honored in 1997); New Horizons, orga-

nized by veteran fest programmer Dimitri Eipides, is

int'l showcase of new trends in independent film. Info

section & number of special events, galas, etc. Top

awards incl. Golden Alexander (approx. $40,000) &
Silver Alexander (approx. 525,000). All participating

films should be nat'l premieres. Films in competition

should have been previously shown in as few as pos-

sible int'l fests. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. No entry fee.

US contact: Valerie Kontakos, One Art Prod., 140

Fifth Ave, NY, NY 10011; (212) 929 4230; fax: 675

5061 or contact: Michel Demopoulos, dir.,

Thessaloniki Int'l Film Fest, Secretariat of

Thessaloniki Int'l Film Fest, 36, Sina St., Athens,

Greece 106 72; tel: Oil 30 1 3610418; fax: 011 30 1

3621023;filmfestivall@magnet.gr;
www.magnet.gr/filmfestival

TORELLO MOUNTAIN & ADVENTURE
FILM FESTIVAL, Nov., Spain. Deadline: Late

Sept. Torello's fest themes incl. all aspects of moun-

tains: mountaineering (alpinism, climbing, expedi-

tions, excursions), mountain sports (speleology, ski,

sports climbing, parachuting, canoeing-rafting,

adventure), mountain environment (nature protec-

tion, flora, fauna, ethnology)- Entries must have

been produced in previous 3 yrs. Awards: Grand

Prize "Vila de Torello" (Edelweiss of gold & 500,000

ptas) for best film; Prize Fundacio "la Caixa"

(Edelweiss of silver & 200,000 ptas) for best moun-

taineering film; Edelweiss of silver & 200,000 ptas

each for best mountain sports film, best film of

mountain environment; Jury Prize. Special prizes

given for best photography, script &. editing. Formats

accepted: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", Beta. No entry fee.

Contact: Joan Salarich, Festival Director, Festival

Internacional de Cinema de Muntanya, Anselm

Clave 5, Box 19, 08570 Torello, Spain; tel: 01 1 34 93

859 28 99; fax: 01 1 34 93 859 30 00.

Update

URBANWORLD FILM FESTIVAL has changed

its dates. It will be held Aug. 5-9, in New York; (212)

501-9668; www.uwff.com. See May '98 Independent

for complete listing.

John Slater

VIDEO EDITOR

MY FACILITY OR YOURS

MIDTOWN EDIT SUITE
WITH MEDIA 100 XR,
REAL-TIME, 54 GB STORAGE,
BETA SP, DAT, CD, SCANNER

(800) 807-4142
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

A not-for-profit media arts

organization providing access

to broadcast quality video

post-production services for artists

& independent producers at

drastically discounted rates.

— Standby also publishes FELIX,

A Journal of Media Arts and

Communication. —
• Interformat Online Edit

• Digital Audio Post

• Digi Beta to D2 Edit

• Duplication & Conversions

Contact us for other services

prices and access information.

S 85/hr

$ 85/hr

S120/hr

Inquire

POB 184, New York, NY 10012

Email: maria@standby.org

Phone: (212) 219-0951 ,_

Fax: (212) 219-0563

www.standby.org

ISAUWAYSmm

D.R. REIFF
& ASSOCIATES

ENTERTAINMENT INSURANCE
BROKERS

320 WEST 57 ST
NEW YORK, NY 10019

(212)603-0231 FAX (212)247-0739
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nifiiTHi
AVID McxPress pal ntsc

-^h In-House Editing or Rentals

ikl 'Real Time 3D Effect

(Genie Board)

• 4 ChanneU8 Audio Channels

• is, 12s, 71, 75 & 77AVRs

Ifllf HunllDlllll • Pre Tools ' After Effects

• PhotoShop • Infim D (3D)

• 36 Gig Removable Storage

• Film to tape transfer

• Video Tape Transfers in all formats,

including DV Cam & DVC Pro.

• International Standards Conversion, PAL & SECAM

• High quality Duplication from any Source Master

• PALISECAMINTSC Professional!Broadcast Equipment

• Sales & Rentalsfor all Major Brands ofNew, Used, &

Demo Equipment

• DV-CAMIDVC-PRO (PAL Products) available

• Service parts and video accessories

20 East 49th Street, 2nd Floor

New York, NY 10017

Tel: (212) 688-51 10 • Fax: (212) 688-5405

E-Mail adidigital@aol.com

WHEN IT COMES TO

ENTERTAINMENT &

MEDIA INSURANCE
^^^ WE ARE

m m.A the

^^^^^ INSURANCE BROKERS ^^

IS® II
^L_ SINCE 1839 ^^B

DeWITT STERN

GROUP, INC,

NEW YORK
420 LEXINGTON AVENUE

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10170-0199

TEL: (212) 867-3550 • FAX: (212) 983-6483

JOLYON F. STERN, President

CAROL A. BRESSI-CILONA, SR. Vice Pres.

AFFILIATES IN: LONDON • PARIS • MUNICH

Jndie >Since 1988

Low*

Over 30,000 hours ofhistoricfootage and musical

performance clips. Transferred, databased,

copyright-cleared, instantly availablefootage.

From the greatest sources on the planet!

A Century of Images
A Century of Sounds

Americana • Contemporary News

Nature • Vintage Television

Beauty Shots • Rock & Roll

Jazz & Blues • Country & Western

STOCK FOOTAGE LIBRARY

Call For Free Demo Reel

_ 1 -800-249-1 940 • 51 6-329-9200 • 51 6-329-9260 Fax

www.historictllms.com • info@historictllms.com

FOX MOVIETONE OUTTAKES • ED SULLIVAN SHOW • STEVE ALLEN SHOW • PATHE NEWS, INC.

SOUNDSTAGE • ASSOCIATED PRESS TV • STUDIO 54 LIBRARY • METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT

SOUND DESIGN

OI

212.691.1038

WWW.GLC.COM
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CLASSIFIEDS
[independent@aivf.org]

deadlines are 1st of each month, two

months prior to cover date (e.g. aug 1 for

october issue). classifieds of up to 240

characters (incl. spaces & punctuation)

cost $25/issue for aivf members, $35 for

nonmembers; classifieds of 240-480 char-

acters cost $45/issue for aivf members, $65

for nonmembers. please include valid member

id#. ads exceeding requested length will be

edited. type all copy and send with check or

money to: five 304 hudson st., ny, ny 10013. to

pay by credit card, you must include: card type

(visa mo: card number; name on card; expira-

tion date; billing address & daytime phone. ads

running five or more times receive a $5 dis-

count per issue.

Buy • Rent • Sell

FOR SALE: 3/4" SONY SP OFF-LINE SYSTEM
W/ T1MECODE. Sony 9850 & 9800 editing decks,

RM450 controller, two 13" monitors & misc. cables.

Available as a single unit or separate components.

Well-maintained. (718) 284-2645.

NYC OFFICE SPACE: Charming corner office in

large Chelsea loft. Bright, high ceilings, exposed

brick, hardwood floors. Share kitchen 6k common
space w/ indie doc film co. $l,000/mo. (212) 594-

2127.

SOHO AUDIO RENTALS: Timecode DATs, RF

diversity mics, playback systems, pkgs. Great rates,

great equipment & great service. Discounts for AIVF

members. Larry (212) 226-2429; sohoaud@
mcimail.com

VIDEO DECKS/EDIT SYSTEMS FOR RENT: I

DELIVER! All types at best prices: Beta SP deck

(Sony UVW-1800) $150/ day, $450/week. D/Vision

$450/week. S-VHS off-line, Beta SP on-line w/ auto-

conform. David: (212) 362-1056.

Distribution

AQUARIUS PRODUCTIONS, leading distributor

of outstanding videos because of outstanding pro-

ducers. Join our collection of titles on disabilities,

mental health, aging, nursing, psychosocial issues,

children & teen issues. For educational/health

markets. Contact: Leslie Kussmann, Aquarius

Prod., 5 Powderhouse Lane, Sherborn, MA
01770; (508) 651-2963; fax: 650-4216;
www.aquariusproductions.com

ATA TRADING CORP., actively & successfully

distributing independent products for over 50 yrs,

seeks new programming of all types for worldwide

distribution into all markets. Contact: (212) 594-

6460; fax 594-6461.

CINEMA GUILD, leading film/video/multimedia

distrib, seeks new doc, fiction, educational 6k anima-

tion programs for distribution. Send videocassettes

or disc for evaluation to: The Cinema Guild, 1697

Broadway, Suite 506, NY, NY 10019; (212) 246-

5522; fax: 246-5525; TheCinemaGC" aol.com

FANLIGHT PRODUCTIONS, distributors of

award-winning films & videos on disabilities, health

care, mental health, family/social issues, seeks new

work for educational markets. Karen McMillen,

Fanlight Productions, 47 Halifax St., Boston, MA
02130; (800) 937-4113.

LOOKING FOR AN EDUCATIONAL DIS-

TRIBUTOR? Consider the University of California.

We can put 80 years of successful marketing exper-

tise to work for you. Kate Spohr: (510) 643-2788 or

http://www-cmil.unex.berkeley.edu/media/

PSAs & VNRs: Public Interest Video Network can

help producers St nonprofit organizations reach mil-

lions. Strong track record, experience & station

database get results. Arlen Slobodow: (301) 656-

7244.

SEEKING EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS on guid-

ance issues: violence, drug prevention 6k patenting

for exclusive distribution. Our marketing gives

unequaled results. Bureau for At-Risk Youth, Box

760, 135 DuPont St., Plainview, NY 11803; (800)

99-YOUTHx210.

Freelancers

35MM/16MM PROD. PKG w/ cinematographer.

Complete studio truck w/ DP's own Arri 35BL,

16SR, HMIs, dolly, jib crane, lighting, grip,

Nagra...more. Ideal 1-source for the low-budget fea-

ture. Call Tom today for booking. (201) 807-0155.

AATON CAMERA PKG. Absolutely perfect for

independent features. Top-of-the-line XTR Prod w/

SI 6, timecode video, the works! Exp DP w/ strong

lighting 6k production skills wants to collaborate in

telling your story. Andy (212) 501-7862;

circa@interport.net

ACCLAIMED & UNUSUAL instrumental band

can provide music for your next project. Contact

"Magonia" for demo: (781) 932-4677; boygirl(§

mediaone.net

BETA SP VIDEOGRAPHER w/ new Sony

Betacam SP, mics & lights. Very portable, lightweight

& I'm fast. Experience w/ docs, interviews, industri-

als, fashion shows & comedy clubs. John Kelleran:

(212) 334-3851.

BETA SP VIDEOGRAPHER skilled in everything

from exterior hand held to Rembrandt interior light-

ing styles, seeking interesting projects to shoot. Has

attractive Sony Betacam SP, cool sets of lights & sen-

sitive microphones. Willing to travel. Yitzhak Gol

(718) 591-2760.

BRENDAN C. FLYNT: Director of Photography w/

15 feature ctedits 6k dozen shorts. Owns 35 Arri,

Super 16/16 Aaton, HMIs, Tungsten 6k dolly w/

tracks. Call for quotes 6k reel at tel/fax: (212) 226-

8417; ela292@ aol.com. Credits: Tromeo and Julie:,

The Offering, Fine Young Gentlemen, Brushfire.

CAMERAMAN w/ full postprod. support.

Experienced film/video DP w/ digital DVCAM,
lighting/sound gear 6k complete nonlinear editing

services. Reliable, flexible 6k personable. (212) 334-

4778 for reel 6k low prod/post bundle rates.

CAMERAMAN w, solid creative vision. Owner
Aaton S16 6k Sony Digital DSR-200 camera pkgs

w/ shotgun 6k radio mic. Andy: (718) 797-9051.

CAMERAPERSON: Visual storyteller loves to

collaborate, explore diverse styles 6k formats.

Brings passion 6k productivity to shoot. Award-

winner w/ latest Super/Std.16 Aaton XTR prod,

pkg. Todd; (212) 686-9425;

wacass@concentric.com

CFNEMATOGRAPHER w/ Aaton 6k lighting,

looking forward to working w/ collaborative direc-

tors on: narratives, exp, docs, PSAs, music videos.

Steven Gladstone: (718) 625-0556 for new reel;

VEENOTPH@aol.com

CINEMATOGRAPHER: Owner 16mm Aaton,

plus 35mm non-sync 6k hand crank cameras.

Experimental background; creative look. Shooting

ctedits: features, shorts, commercials, interstitials,

music videos. New York-based, will travel. Carolyn:

(888) 602-1774.

CINEMATOGRAPHER: Professional, collabora-

tive 6k passionately committed, will work w/ you to

find the right style for your film (narrative or doc).

Unique credits. Love to travel. Eileen Schreiber:

(718) 349-3078.

COMPOSER: Experienced, versatile composer

available for scoring, sound design. Can meet all

post-production requirements. Video 6k audio reels

available. Cam Millar (212) 781-7737;

Ccmillar(a aol.com

COMPOSER FOR FILM/TV: Academy Award-

winning. Broadcast: PBS, NBC, ABC, CBS. Highly

experienced 6k dedicated. Music in all styles w/ an

original touch. Complete digital studio.

Reasonable rates. Leonard Lionnet (212) 980-

7689.

COMPOSER FOR FILM/VIDEO, new media

projects. Innovative sounds that won't strain your

pocketbook. For a free demo 6k brochure, contact

Progressive Media Arts at: (415) 550-7172;

pma@progmedia.com; www.progmedia.com

CONSIDER IT DONE! Insurance, permits, logis-

tics, coordination. Film service bureau provides

protection 6k does the dirty work. Call (212) 726-

241 1. Reaching out to the busy producer.

CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRA-
PHY w/ Lighting Director background. Specialty

films my specialty. Can give your film that unique

"look." 16mm 6k 35mm packages avail. Charles

(212) 295-7878 for reel.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: 35mm,

S16mm/16mm. Creative, experienced, award win-

ning, w/ feature, ads, docs, music videos 6k indus-

trial credits. Own Arri SR 1 SI 6/16mm pkg w/

Zeiss lens, tungstens, sound pkg. LKB Prod.: (718)

802-9874.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Award-

winning, exp, looking tor interesting projects

Credits incl. features, docs 6k commercials in the

US, Europe 6k Israel. Own complete Aaton Supei

16 pkg 6* lights. Adam (212) 932-,s:ss or (917)

794-8226.
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DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Breathtaking

images by Jeffery Lando, your partner in making your

vision real. Numerous feature credits. Arri Super 16

pkg &. lights avail. Call for reel/conversation: (718)

349-2130.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY looking for

interesting features, shorts, ind. projects, etc. Credits

incl. features, commercials, industrials, short films,

music videos. Aaton 16/Super 16 pkg avail. Abe

(718) 263-0010.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ Am SR w/

tap, Chroziel matte box w/ Panavision filters, Sony

Beta SP, HMIs, Kino Flos, Jib Arm & Media 100. I

make great pictures, work fast, have tons of exp,

assemble crews. Call Bret for Killer Reel (203) 254-

7370.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ awards, tal-

ent &. experience. Credits include features, commer-

cials, docs, shorts 6k music videos. Owner ot Aaton

16mm/Super 16mm pkg, 35mm pkgs also available.

Call for reel. Bob (212) 741-2189.

DOCU-JOURNALIST w/ 15 yrs experience (beast,

indie, exp, co-productions) seeks interesting chal-

lenges, esp social, investigative, tech 6k political sub-

jects needing data-crunching or computer-aided

reporting. Shirley Kisaichi, (718) 802-1329;

skisaichk" aol.com

EDITOR: award-winning, versatile collaborative

editor available. Exp w/ docs 6k features, music

videos, concert films 6k trailers. Avid, flatbed or off-

line systems. Robert Nassau (718) 858-2793.

ENTERTAINMENT ATTORNEY: frequent con-

tributor to "Legal Brief" columns in The Independent

6k other magazines, offers legal services on projects

from development to distribution. Reasonable rates.

Robert L. Seigel, Esq.: (212) 307-7533.

HOT NYC DP AVAILABLE w/ complete Aaton 16

516 prod. pkg. Cannon, Zeiss, Nikon, Video Tap,

everything! Feature, hot music video 6k commercial

reel looking to expand, long, short form. Flexible

rates (212) 929-7682. Reel. Res. Conversation.

INNOVATIVE EDITOR w/ Avid available for

challenging projects. Exper. in fiction features, com-

mercials, music video 6k docs. Call Rodney (718)

246-8235.

LINE PRODUCER/PM/AD/ CONSULTANT will

prepare script breakdown, prod boards, shooting

schedule, budget. Full investor pkg avail. Also avail,

for production. Low budget indie rates avail. Call

(212) 340-1243.

LOCATION SOUND: Over 20 yrs sound exp. w/

time code Nagra 6k DAT, quality mics. Reduced rates

tor low-budget projects. Harvey 6k Fred Edwards,

(518) 677-5720; beeper (800) 796-7363 (ext/ pin

1021996); edfilms(« worldnet.att.net

MUSIC FOR FILM... Music... Music... Music ...

Music... Music... Music... Music... Music... Music ...

Music... Music... Music... Music #$%&.*?... Music ...

Music... Music Todd Anderson (800) 925-4762 or

(801) 467-4379 for demo.

PICTURE SOUNDS: Musical soundscapes for film,

video 6k advertisements. Call (914) 736-1011 for

consultation 6k free rough sketch of ideas.

Pro Tools • Sound Editing

• Surround Sound • ADR •

Automated Mix to Picture •

Foley • SFX • Sound Design

• Custom Music

Media 100 XR • HDR Real

Time FX • Adobe After

Effects • Photoshop • D3
|

Digital • Betacam SP •

Off-Line • On-Line <» Ani-

mation • Full On-Location
j

Services

601 Gates Road • Vestal, NY 13850

SERVING INDEPENDENTS SINCE 1971

1-800-464-9754

278 Bobcock St. Boston, MA 02215
61 7-254-7882 Phon* - 617-254-7149 Fax

rr p i ni

cycle

We're a Full-Service Post-

Production facility for the
alternative filmmaker. We have
an ADR/Foley Studio, AVIDs,
AudioVisions, ProTools, and a

high-speed, 8-plate,

supercharged steenbeck. We
provide creative editors,

experienced technical support
and expert post supervision at

competitive rates. For more
information, contact Jeanette

King at (212) 679-2720. Or Fax at

(212 679-2730.

SPIN CYCLE POST, INC.
12 West 27th St., 6th Floor

New York, NY 10001

mmate's
M ED I A. 1 NC.

R • U • 1 • D

• Award-Winning Editor
• Avid training

m i r a g enyc.com
212.685.3787

160 K,i»l ;$.">lli .*« WF, WTlOOK.
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^&&*\ All In One Productions
Your Low Budget Production Paradise

Mod/3 100 All You Can Play!As low as $200Day

Nocj uitn Effects Enqine - Faster than Real Tine?!

Non-Linear Digital Editing System FOR RENT
Up to 54 GB A/V Array. 300 MB of RAM. Insert/Assemble Editing

After Effects. Boris Effects, Photoshop, Illustrator. ProTools...

Betacam SP, 3/4", DVCPRO. DVCAM. Mini DV, SVHS. Hi-8. DAT...

Check Out Our DV/DVCAM Production Packages for Rent! m
(212) 334 4778 401 Broadway. Suite 201 2. New YorkTV^

No Job too Big ISJo BudgetToo Small

Revolutionary

Dl PLICATIO\

SCHOOL
with Dov S-S Simens

POST PRODICTIOV

Media 100 Editing

Voice Overs

Quicktime to Tape
Digital File Transfers

Video Duplication

Transfers & Conversions

145 West 20th St.

New York, NY 10011

Fax: 212-242-4419

Film Festival Duplication Special

20 VHS Tapes
w/sleeves & labels

Independents

Only

...If you haven't

Produced, Directed

or Distributed a

Feature Film...

...You haven't

taken this course!

LOS ANGELES
Jul 25-26 or Sep 12-13

WORLD TOUR
NEW YORK: Aug 1-2

SAN FRANCISCO: Aug 8-9

TOKYO: Sep 19-20

DENVER: Sep 26-27

Cant Attend? Cant Wait?
1

Audio Film School™ Available

only

$289

http://HollywoodU.com Hollywood
HFI. Inc.. P0 Box 481252. LA. CA 90048 rrr

800-366-3456 »INSTITUTE
Production and Post

Non Linear Offline & Online

Beta to Beta From All Sources

A Professional Facility

Intelligent Solutions

(And, oh, in case you need to space out,

we've got a cool view of the city, too)

New York City (Union Square)

212.529.2875 www.pixbiz.com

TICME
BUSINESS
PRODUCTIONS INC

SHEILA M. FRAM: Writing, editing & consulting

services. Expertise w/ scripts, storyboards &. business

writing. Call for quotes: (703) 730-8310; fax: 730-

9063; femfUmCg womancinema.com

SONY VX1000 DIGITAL CAMERA w camera-

man. Kenko wide angle lens, Sennheiser ME 66 shot-

gun mic, boom, XLR adapter, pro tripod, 3 Bescor 4

hour batteries. $150/day; weekly rates. (212) 677-

6652.

STEADICAM: Dolly smooth moves w/ the flexibili-

ty of a hand-held camera. Sergei Franklin (212) 228-

4254.

Opportunities • Gigs

DPs & YTDEOGRAPHERS: We're looking for tal-

ented, experienced camerapersons to shoot for high

quality nat'l & int'l clients. If you are LA-based, or

are moving to LA, send resume/tape to: Marshall/

Stewart Productions, Box 762, Woodland Hills, CA
91345; (818) 348-8933.

Preproduction • Development

HOLLYWOOD STORY ANALYST for Phoenix

Pictures (L'-Tum, People vs. Larry Flynt, The Mirror

Has Two Faces) as well as award-winning writer film-

maker, offers in-depth constructive analysis of your

screenplay. Get valuable feedback before making

important submissions. For info contact: Ezmiar

|
Productions, 310 N. Lima St., Burbank, CA 91505;

18) 841-3616; ezmiarlginstanet.com

[SU-CITY PICTURES EAST PRESENTS: The

Screenplay Doctor, The Movie Mechanic <St The

Film Strategists. Experienced story edirors/postprod.

specialists provide insight & analysis for your screen-

I plays, treatment, synopses & films-in-progress. Major

credits inch: Miramax, Warner Bros., Fine Line,

WGA, DGA, IFR Multimedia, Advanced Tech.,

Interactive consultations. Competitive rates. Call for

|
brochure: (212) 219-9224.

POSTPRODUCTION

Sl0/hr VHS SUITE. $20: 3/4"-3/4". $15: VHS-3 4".

Open 7 days &. eves. Free titles, Amiga & special FX.

Also: Hi8, A/B roll, S-8 film, dubs, photo, slides,

stills, audio, prod., editor/training. The Media Loft,

727 6th Ave. (23rd) (212) 924-4893.

16MM & 35MM OPTICAL SOUNDTRACKS: If

you want "High Quality" optical sound for your film,

you need a "High Quality" optical sound negative.

Mike Holloway, Optical Sound Chicago, Inc., 676 N.

LaSalle St., #404, Chicago, IL 60610; (312) 943-

1771. or eves: (847) 541-8488.

16MM CUTTING ROOMS: 8-plate & 6-plate fully-

equipped rooms, sound-transfer facilities, 24-hr

access. Downtown, near all subways &. Canal St.

Reasonable rates. (212) 925-1500.

16MM SOUND MIX only $100/hr! Interlocked

16mm picture &. tracks mixed to 16 or 35mm full-

coat. 16mm/35mni post services: picture &. sound

editorial, ADR, interlock screening, 16 mag \ter>

(.06 ft.). 16mmedgecodine (.015 ft.) Tom (201) B07

0155.
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AVID 8000: Why rent an Avid Media Composer

400 when you can get an 8000 for less? Avid Media

Composer 8000; real-time fx; 4 channel pro-tools; 24

hr access. Seriously unbeatable prices!! (212) 228-

2886; (718) 638-0028.

AVID 8000 & 1000 SUITES: Pleasant, friendly,

comfortable Upper West Side location. Online &
offline, AVR 77, Protools, reasonable 6k affordable

rates. Tech support provided. (212) 595-5002 or

(718) 885-0955.

AVID AVR77 online/offline system for rent. Beta

SP 6k 3/4" decks. Low rates. Convenient midtown

location in secure building. Aliza or Craig (212) 354-

0339.

AVID EDITOR w/ or without Avid. Exp w/ features,

docs, trailers, episodic TV. Low budget indie rates

available. Drina (212) 561-0829.

AVID MCXPRESS: Latest version, off-line/on-line.

D2 quality. Neg. rates to suit your budget. Fast editors

available. Beautiful, comfortable location; 25th &
Fifth Ave. (212) 633-9469.

COMPLETE PROTOOLS IV nonlinear digital

sound editing 6k mixing system for rent w/ or w/o exp

operator. Produce final track for picture-locked film

or video, from Avid files, mag film, DAT or other

media. Jacob Burckhardt (212) 533-9473.

DOWNTOWN PRODUCTION office for rent,

400 sq. ft., 4-line phone system w/ voicemail, separate

fax line, copier, TV/VCR, cable. We cater to inde-

pendent film/videomakers. Broadway/Houston area.

Weekly/monthly. High Voltage Productions at (212)

295-7878.

MEDIA 100 PCI, broadcast quality, real time suite:

Beta-SR Hi8, 3/4", VHS, AfterEffects, Elastic Reality,

PhotoShop, Illustrator, Hi Res Scanner. Short- 6k

long-term TV or feature projects in comfortable

Tribeca setting. (212) 941-7720.

MEDIA 100 EDITING for budget-minded produc-

ers. Broadcast quality, newest software, V4.5-real

time audio FX. Huge storage 6k RAM. Betacam,

3/4", DV formats, SVHS, Hi-8. Great location,

friendly environment 6k comfortable rates. (212)

431-9299.

MEDIA 100 EDITOR: Can edit on your equipment

or in my well-equipped project studio. Credits: From

A High Place (feature), major ad agencies (Young 6k

Rubicam, Warwick Baker 6k O'Neill, Seiden Group),

accounts (Johnson 6k Johnson, Weight Watchers,

Arm 6k Hammer), and corp. projects (The Equitable,

USA Today, BMW, Coopers 6k Lybrand). Midtown

studio w/ Media lOOxr (300KB), 54GB storage, Beta,

Scanner, DAT, Photoshop, Illustrator, After Effects.

John Slater (800) 807-4142.

PRODUCTION SERVICES: Sony 300A Beta SP

6k JVC X2 cameras, lighting/sound, component non-

linear editing. Seeking involvement in doc, educa-

tional 6k performing arts projects. Charlie (203) 834-

5059; CClemmons@compuserve.com

WASHINGTON DC: Media 100 editing w/ or

without skilled editor. Strong graphics capabilities.

Affordable. Broadcast camera pkg 6k crew avail. DC
stock footage. Arlen Slobodow: (301) 656-7244.

KITCHEN
CINEMA

MEDIA nonlinear on-line

editing suite1(111
at affordable

rates

NTSC & PAL Beta SP

63 2i£ MicroNet Data Dock

Jazz Drive - Mackie 1402 Mixer

AfterEffects

Editors available

149 5™ AVE NYC
212 253 9472

Bee Hive Productions, Inc.

FILM AND VIDEO PRODUCTION SERVICES

FILM AND VIDEO EDITING
STUDIOS AND FACILITIES

Why work in windowless rooms

ten hours a day ?

Bee-Hive Productions

provides a pleasant

environmentfor you to create!

AVID MCXpress

S\ US AND VHS FORMATS
BETASP FORMAT
3/4 INCH FORMAT

16MM AND 35MM
PACKAGES AVAILABLE

• BROADCAST QUALITY COMMERCIALS
• TRAINING AND INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO
• tlVSJC VIDEOS
9 ACTORJSINCtR DEMO REELS
• VIDEOS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
• FILM AND VIDEO EDITING

PHONE: 1-800-811-2240

FAX : 1-800-988-3939
79 Putnam Street

Mt. Vernon, NY 10550

MANAGEMENT
Plan, produce and promote a film, TV,

IESH video or other media venture while you

YOUR CAREER AND earn your MBA and work in your field.

..Ti^JL^Vf^I'°it
:

.il! 'Be part of the dynamic New York media scene.
INFORMATION SESSION ._

K .._. . ' „
•Earn an MBA in a 1-year, 3-semester sequence.

Friday, May 29, 5:30pm To |eam more, call 1-800-33-THINK
or 212-343-1234, ext. 5001.
www.audrey-cohen.edu

Call 1-800-3 3-THINK. Outside NY metro area:

212-343-1234, ext. 5001. Fax. 212-343-8470 or mail to:

AUDREY COHEN COLLEGE, 75 Varick St., NY, NY 10013

JSend information on MBA in Media Management
IF5

College! -State . -Z.P_

Founded 1 964 A non-profit, nationally and regionally accredited institution ot higher education

The College also offers a Master's Oegree in Administration and Undergraduate degrees
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NOTICES

J NOTICES OF RELEVANCE TO AIVF MEMBERS ARE

I,

LISTED FREE OF CHARGE AS SPACE PERMITS.

THE INDEPENDENT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO

EDIT FOR LENGTH & MAKES NO GUARANTEES

ABOUT THE NUMBER OF PLACEMENTS FOR A

GIVEN NOTICE. LIMIT SUBMISSIONS TO 60WORDS &

INDICATE HOW LONG INFO WILL BE CURRENT.

DEADLINE: 1ST OF THE MONTH, TWO MONTHS PRIOR

TO COVER DATE (E.G., JUNE 1 FOR AUG./SEPT. ISSUE).

COMPLETE CONTACT INFO (NAME, ADDRESS &

PHONE) MUST ACCOMPANY ALL NOTICES. SEND TO:

INDEPENDENT NOTICES, FIVE 304 HUDSON ST., 6TH

FL, NY, NY 10013. WE TRY TO BE AS CURRENT AS POS-

SIBLE, BUT DOUBLE-CHECK BEFORE SUBMITTING

TAPES OR APPLS.

Competitions

AUSTIN FILM FESTIVAL FILM COMPETI-
TION. Film categories: feature length, short 6k stu-

dent short. All winners receive: cash prizes; round-

trip air tare (up to $500) to 6k hotel accommodations

in Austin during Festival; VIP pass to '98 Festival &
all related events; 6k Austin Film Festival's Bronzed

Award. Feature film winner receives: S750 in cash 6k

film stock. Short film & student short film winners

receive: $500. Entry fee: $35. Deadline: August 7.

More info: 1-800-310-FEST or austinftlm(5 aol.com;

www.austinfilmfestival.oig

LATINO ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA LNSTT-

TUTE (LEMI), a nonprofit organization dedicated

to providing enhanced opportunities for Latino and

increasing Latino presence in entertainment industry

in U.S. and int'l marketplace, seeking original works-

in-progress or screenplays to compete in first LEMI

contest for $7,500 grant plus $25,000 in-kind film-

making services. Deadline: August 15. Entry fee:

$15. For appl. & info, contact: LEMI, (818) 846-

1384; fax: 846-1489.

THE JAMES D. PHELAN ART AWARDS IN

FILM seek entries from California-born filmmakers.

Deadline July 31. All filmmakers horn in state are eli-

gible, regardless ot current residency, for one $7,500

award. Winner's film to be screened at Film Arts

Festival. Send SASE to: Film Arts Foundation, 346

Ninth St., 2nd fl., San Francisco, CA 94103; (415)

552-8760; www.filmarts.org

SLAMDANCE SCREENPLAY COMPETITION:
Deadline: July 17 (postmark). Fest's 3rd annual com-

petition. Six finalists (incl. 3 grand prize winners)

submitted by fest to major studio 6k literary agency.

Also, cash prizes, with grand prize $2,000. Top prize-

winning script will be read by actors to a fest audi-

ence at Slamdance '99. Entry fee $60; entries must

be 70-140 pgs, conform to standard U.S. screenplay

format and bound with brass fasteners. For info and

entry forms, send s.a.s.e to: Slamdance Screenplay

Competition, 6381 Hollywood Blvd., #520, Los

Angeles, CA 90028; www.slamdance.com

Conferences • Workshops

ANIMATED LMAGES: AN EXPLORATION OF
MULTICULTURAL TALENTS presents children's

animator Tee Collins giving a brief history of African

Americans working in animation since the 1970s

while introducing the work of up-and-coming artists.

August 6-7 at Sony Music, New York City. $25 regis-

tration fee. Contact: Michelle Materre, Int'l Film

Seminar, 462 Broadway, Ste. 510, NY, NY 10013;

(212) 925-3191; fax: 925-3482, ifsnyc@aol.com

EXPLORATION IN MEMORY AND MODER-
NITY focuses on independent media production and

criticism of New York State and Northeast regions.

Held Oct. 4-5 at Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY. $25 reg-

istration fee. Contact: Michelle Materre, Int'l Film

Seminar, 462 Broadway, Ste. 510, NY, NY 10013.

(212) 925-3191; fax: 925-3482, ifsnyc@aol.com

Films • Tapes Wanted

AIR YOUR SHORTS: new public access cable

show seeks short films to run 6k filmmakers to inter-

view. No pay, just satisfaction 6k publicity of

having films aired. Sean (714) 723-6740;

http://members .aol.com/ShortFilmz

AMERICAN CINEMATHEQUE accepting entries

for its ongoing program, The Alternative Screen: A
Forum for Independent Film Exhibition and Beyond.

Send submissions on 1/2" VHS tape. Feature-length

independent film, doc 6k new media projects wanted.

1800 N. Highland, Ste. 7 1 7, LA, CA 90028. For more

into, call (213) 466-FILM.

ART IN GENERAL seeks short works for

Fall/Winter video series. All genres considered.

Submit VHS only, resume, brief statement ck SASE
for return of materials to: Future Programs, Video

Series, Art in General, 79 Walker St., NY, NY 10013;

(212) 219-0473.

BALLYHOO.': Central Florida TV show featuring

independent film 6k filmmakers, accepting films 6k

videos under 30 min. Hour-long community access

show produced by Frameworks Alliance, nonprofit

org that also produces the Central Florida Film 6k

Video Festival. Each Ballyhoo! episode airs twice

weekly for one month to over 700,000 viewers.

Submit VHS tape 6k return postage to: Frameworks

Alliance, c/o Thor Neureiter, 1906 E. Robinson St.

Orlando, FL 32803; (407) 839-6045; fax: 898-0504.

BLACKCHAIR PRODUCTIONS accepting video,

film and computer-art submissions on an ongoing

basis for monthly screening program called

"Independent Exposure." Artists will be paid hono-

rarium. Looking for experimental, erotic, narrative,

subversive, animation 6k doc works, but will screen

anything. Submit a VHS, clearly labeled with name,

title, length, phone along with a SASE if you wish the

work(s) to be returned. We will get back to you! Send

submissions to: Blackchair Productions, 2318 Second

Ave., #313-A, Seattle, WA, 98121; (206) 977-8281,

joealfo speakeasy.org; www.speakeasy. org/black chair

CABLE SHOWCASE seeks productions. Send 1/2"

or 3/4" tapes to: Bob Neuman, Program Director,

Laurel Cable Network, 8103 Sandy Spring Road,

Laurel, MD 20707. Tapes cannot be returned.

CLIPS accepting shorts and works-in-progress

seeking distribution or exposure to financial

resources for quarterly showcase presented to

invited audience of industry professionals.

Deadline: Ongoing. Contact: Lou Flees (212) 971-

5846; lou(a microedge.com

DOBOY'S DOZENS seeks short films for month-

ly showcases highlighting works by up-and-coming

filmmakers. Contact: Eugene Williams or Marceil

Wright, Doboy's Dozens, 1525 N. Cahuonga Blvd.

#39, Hollywood, CA 90028; (213) 293-6544.

EXHIBIT YOUR FILMS AT GRAND ILLU-

SION! Seattle's Northwest Film Forum seeks

16mm 6k 35mm shorts (60 min. or less) for ongo-

ing exhibition. Selected works shown before regu-

lar programming at Seattle's only indie arthouse

theater. Send video 6k SASE to: NWFF c/o Grand

Illusion, 1403 NE 50th St., Seattle, WA 98105.

"FUNNY SHORTS" requests submissions of

tunny short films for new syndicated TV show.

Shorts may be on film or video 6k must be no

longer than 20 min. Students, amateurs 6k profes-

sionals welcome. Cash 6k prizes awarded to films

chosen for broadcast. Tapes not returnable. Send

entries on VHS to: Funny Shorts, c/o Vitascope,

Box 24981, New Orleans, LA 70184-4981.

KNITTING FACTORY VIDEO LOUNGE
seeks VHS tapes for ongoing weekly series of

theme-based screenings. Any genre or subject.

Send tape w/ brief bio to: Lisa DiLillo, Box 1220

Canal St. Station, NY, NY, 10012. If tape return

desired, include SASE w/ sufficient postage.

NEW YORK FILM BUFFS: Film society promot-

ing indie films seeks 16mm 6k 35mm features,

shorts 6k animation for ongoing screenings during

fall 6k winter seasons. Send submission on VHS
tape w/ s.a.s.e. to: New York Film Buffs, 318 W
15th St., New York, NY 10011; (212)

807-0126.

PERIPHERAL PRODUCE, presented by Rodeo

FilmCo., is Portland-based roving showcase 6k

distr. co-op for exp 6k underground film/video.

Curated shows exhibited bi-monthly. Formats:

16mm, VHS. $5 entry fee. Contact: Peripheral

Produce, Rodeo FilmCo., Box 40835, Portland, OR
97240; mattmpproduce(§ msn.com

PBS's showcase of independent, nonfiction films

seeks submissions for the 1999 season. All styles

and lengths of independent, nonfiction films are

eligible. Films at the fine cut stage may be eligible

for completion funds. Deadline is July 31. Call

immediately for details: (212) 989-2041, ext. 318

or visit the website at www.pbs.org/pov

REAL TV looking for dynamic videos: news,

weather, sports, bloopers, busts, "caught in the

act." Real TV, syndicated, daily video magazine,

will showcase compelling videos from around the

world—from professionals as well as amateur:- who

capture video snapshots of life in the 90s. Tapes

will not be returned. Contact: Real TV, Hollywood

Center Studios, Stage 2, 1040 N. Las Palmas, Los

Angeles, CA 90038; (213) 860-0100.
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THE ASSOCIATION OF
INDEPENDENT

VIDEO & FILMMAKERS
Lverse, committed,

opinionated, and

fiercely indepen-

dent—these are the

video and filmmak-

ers who are mem-

bers of AIVF.

Documentary and

feature filmmakers, animators, experi-

mentalists, distributors, educators,

students, curators—all concerned

that their work make a difference

—

find the Association of Independent

Video and Filmmakers, the national

service organisation for independent

producers, vital to their professional

lives. Whether it's our magazine, The

Independent Film & Video Monthly, or

the organization raising its collective

voice to advocate for important

issues, ATVF preserves your indepen-

dence while letting you know you're

not alone.

AIVF helps you save time and money

as well. You'll find you can spend

more of your time (and less of your

money) on what you do best—getting

your work made and seen. To succeed

as an independent today, you need a

wealth of resources, strong connec-

tions, and the best information avail-

able. So join with more than 5,000

other independents who rely on AIVF

to help them succeed.

JOIN AIVF TODAY!

Here's what membership offers:

THE INDEPENDENT FILM &
MDEO MONTHLY
Membership provides you with a

year's subscription to The Independent

Thought-provoking features, news,

and regular columns on business,

technical, and legal matters. Plus fes-

tival listings, funding deadlines, exhi-

bition venues, and announcements of

member activities and new programs

and services. Special issues highlight

regional activity and focus on subjects

including media education and the

new technologies.

INSURANCE
Members are eligible to purchase dis-

counted personal and production

insurance plans through AIVF suppli-

ers. A range of health insurance

options are available, as well as special

liability, EcxO, and production plans

tailored tor the needs ot low-budget

mediamakers.

TRADE DISCOUNTS
A growing list of businesses acros- the

countrv otter AIVF members dis-

counts on equipment and

rentals, tilm processing, transfers,

editing, and other production necessi-

ties. Plus long-distance and overnight

courier services are available at spe-

cial rates tor AIVF members from

national Companies. In New York,

members receive discounted rates it

two hotels to make attendance at our

programs and other important events

more convenient.

CONFERENCE/SCREENING
ROOM
AIVF's new ottice has ., low

facility tor members to hold meetings

and small private screenings ot work

tor friends, distributors, programmers,

hinders, and producers.

INFORMATION
We distribute a series ot publications

on financing, funding, distribution,

and production; members receive dis-

counts on selected titles. AIVF's staff

also can provide information about

distributors, festivals, and general

information pertinent to your needs.

Our library houses information on

everything from distributors to sample

contracts to budgets.

WORKSHOPS, PANELS, AND
SEMINARS
Members ijet discounts on events lov -

ering the whole spectrum of current

issues and concerns affecting the

field, ranging from business and aes-

thetic to technical and political top-

ics. Plus: members-only evenings with

festival directors, producers, distribu-

tors, cable programmers, and hinders.

ADVOCACY
Members receive periodic advocacy

alerts, with updates on important leg-

islative issues affecting the indepen-

dent field and mobilization tor collec-

tive action.

COMMUNITY
AIVF sponsors monthly member get-

togethers in cities across the country;

call the office for the one nearest you.

Plus members are carrying on active

dialogue online—creating a "virtual

community" for independents to

share information, resources, and

ideas. Another way to reach fellow

independents to let them know about

vour screenings, business services, and

other announcements is bv renting

our mailing list, available at a dis-

count to members.



MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
Individual/Student Membership

Year's subscription to The Independent • Access to all plans and discounts • Festival/

Distribution/Library services • Information Services • Discounted admission to seminars •

Book discounts • Advocacy action alerts • Eligibility to vote and run for board of directors

Supporting Membership

All the above for two individuals at one address, with 1 subscription to The Independent

Non-profit Organizational/Business &. Industry Membership

All the above benefits, except access to health insurance plans • 2 copies of The Independent

• 1 free FIVF-published book per year • Complimentary bulk shipments of The Independent tc

conferences, festivals, and other special events • Special mention in The Independent •

Representative may vote and run for board of directors

Library Subscription

Year's subscription to The Independent only JOIN AIVF TODAY

I
• •

'

i

Membership Rates

$25/student (enclose copy of student ID)

$45/individual

$75, supporting

$75Aibrary subscription

Q $100/non-profit organization

Q $150/business 6k industry

Name(s)

Organization

Address

City

State

<3 Mailing Rates

Canada- Add $15

Mexico - Add $20

All Other - Add $45

Q USA - Magazines are mailed Second-class;

add $20 for First-class mailing

$ Membership cost

$ Mailing costs (if applicable)

$ Contribution tO FIVF (make separate tax-deductible check payable to FIVF)

$

ZIP

Country Acct #

Total amount enclosed (check or money orde)

Or please bill my Visa MC

Weekday tel.
Exp. date I II I

hi

E-mail
Signature

AIVF/FIVF, 304 Hudson St., 6th Fl., NY, NY 10013; (212) 807-1400 x 235; fax (212) 463-8519

www.aivf.org; info(5 aivf.org



SAN FRANCISCO POETRY FILM WORK-
SHOP/LITERARY TELEVISION accepting short

poetry or literary films, videos, docs & multimedia tor

catalog, upcoming poetry video film fest. Request

entry form: SOMAR, 934 Brannan St., 2nd fl., San

Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 552-9261; fax: (415)

552-9261; www.slip.net/~gamuse

UNQUOTE TV: 1/2 hr nonprofit program dedicat-

ed to exposing innovative film 6k video artists, seeks

indie, doc, narrative, exp, performance works. Seen

on over 50 cable systems nationwide. No payment.

Send submissions to: Unquote TV, c/o DUTV, 33rd

6k Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215) 895-

2927; fax 895-1054.

VIDEO/FILM SHORTS wanted for local television.

Directors interviewed, tape returned with audience

feedback. Accepting VHS/SVHS, 15 min. max.

SASE to: Box 1042, Nantucket, MA 02554; (508)

325-7935.

VIDEOSPACE BOSTON seeks creative videos fbi

fall 6k spring programming. Any genre 6k length.

Nonprofit/no payment. Send VHS, Hi-8, or 3/4" with

description, name, phone, and SASE to: Videospace,

General Submissions, 9 Myrtle St., Jamaica Plain,

MA 02 130.

WXXI PUBLIC TELEVISION'S "Independent

Film Series" wants short films/videos, animation, art

films and longer-length documentaries tor possible

screenings on weekly pnmetime series. Topics are
|j]

your choice, but should be suitable for viewing by a

general television audience. Submit entries on VHS.

If chosen, a broadcast quality version will be required.

For more info or entry forms call: (716) 258-0244.

Opportunities • Gigs

INDEPENDENT TV SERVICE considers propos-

als for new, innovative programs 6k limited series tor

public TV on an ongoing basis. No finished works or

applications for development. Contact: ITVS, 51

Federal St., Suite 401, San Francisco, CA 94107;

(415) 356-8383.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TV seeking story-

proposals from U.S. citizens or permanent resident

minority filmmakers tor National Geographic Explorer,

award-winning doc series. To request appl. tor CDP
(Cultural Diversity Project), call: (202) 862-8637.

WALT DISNEY NETWORK TELEVISION
DIRECTORS TRAINING PROGRAM offers 8-

week paid workshop for aspiring minority 6k temale

directors with min. 3 years experience. Deadline:

July 10. Contact: Directors Training Program

Administrator, Walt Disney Network TV, 500 South

Buena Vista St., Burbank, CA 91521; voice mail:

(818) 560-4000.

Publications

FILMMAKER'S RESOURCE: A Watson-Guptill

publication by Julie Mackaman. A veritable "super-

market of great opportunities—more than 150 of

them—for a wide variety of filmmakers. ..from feature

to documentary to educational to animated films."

Contact: Watson-Guptill, Amphoto, Whitney

Northeast Negative Matchers, Inc.

Your Avid Film Composer Matchback Specialists

Negative cutting & Conforming

y 35mm
> 16mm
y Super 16mm

the i»
**&%%*&***

_. in
service

131'
.c^ledge

jjience-

^413-736-2177 1,413-734-1211 • 800-370-CUTS

25 Riverview Terrace
Springfield, MA 01 108-1603

www.nenm.com
e-mail: nenm@nenm.com

P'f'l Learn
Film

Making
in Vermont

J / a e/ i &

non-linear video editing

B.A. Degree program.

Learn from successful independent

filmmakers in beautiful Burlington,

\ ermont. Callfor more information.

jJTfJft Burlington

gjjjg College
Dept MM, 95 North Ave. Burlington VT 05401

1-800-862-9616 www. burkol.edu

Create, in the comfort

of a private edit suite

component interformat studio:

betacam-sp,3/4",hi-8,s-vhs

3d animation/graphics/cg

Video for Art's Sake
Independent Post Production

in the East Village

Meg Hanley, Editor

212.254.1106

NEW PCI

flUIDS 400-8000

PROTOOLS

580 Broadway

Lar
:tions

(and Houston) I

925.1110

AVR 77

Film Composer
On-Line/Off-Line
Pix/Sound Editors

Friendly Tech Staff
Transfers & Dubs

Low Rates

RECENT FILMS:

All Over Me
Follow Me Home
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Betacam SP

DV & DVCAM
3/4 SP Hi-8 SVHS

Component Editing

Transfers, Window Dubs

45/hr 340/day 175/night

1123 Broadway, Suite 814

New York, New York 10010

www2.infohouse.com/earthvideo

212-228-4254

Finding Stock Footage

that will inspire your

concepting and jump start

your imagination

takes Energy.

the Largest a„J Most Unique

Collection ^Original Cinematography

h, the World.

FILM -LIBRARY

1.800.IMAGERY/or Your Most Valuable Resource

http://www.digital-energy.com

BETACAM SP WITH A 100%
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
BETACAM SP ON-LINE DUAL TBC EDITING

212.594.7530
OUR FANTASTIC SPECIAL FX'S ARE FREE
TASCAM 12 CHANNEL AUDIO MIX W/ FULL EQ.
GOOD FAST EDITORS W/ ATTENTION TO DETAIL
D7 YOU DON'T LIKE THE EDIT, YOU DON'T PAY

BETA SP IS THE FORMAT OF TODAY. WE GIVE SERVICE
24 HRS./DAY, 7 DAYS/WK SERVICE MEANS 3 BETA DECKS,
TOP MONITORS, AMPS, CD, SPEAKERS, GREAT COFFEE

& A EASY MIDTOWN LOCATION. MORE FLASH, LESS CASH.

DUBBING, DUBBING, DUBBING
FROM VHS 3/4 HT8....AND BETACAM SP

PERFECT EVERY TIME

29m STREET video, INC
THE BETACAM EXPERTS

Library of Design, Billboard Books, 1515 Broadway,

New York, NY 10036.

GUIDE TO TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR FILMS

SHOT IN NY7 STATE avail, for producers who want

clear instructions on how to claim the numerous tax

exemptions available in NY state for film, TV 6k com-

mercial production. Put together by the Empire State

Development Corp., 51-page reference guide can be

obtained by contacting NY State Governor's Office

or the Tax Office. NY State Governor's Office for

Motion Picture and Television Development, 633 3rd

Ave., 33rd fl„ NY, NY 10017; (212) 803-2330; fax:

803-2369; www.empire. state.ny.us/mptv.htm

INTERNATIONAL FILM FINANCING CON-
FERENCE transcripts avail. Topics discussed by int'l

financiers, commissioning editors 6k producers

include: Foreign TV as a Source for Funding, Int'l

Distributors, Finding US Dollars, How to Pitch Your

Idea. Send $40 + $5 for sckh to: 1FFCON, 360 Ritch

St., San Francisco, CA 94107; (415) 281-9777;

www.iffcon.com

IMEDIAMAKER HANDBOOK: THE ULTI-

MATE GUIDE FOR THE INDEPENDENT PRO-
DUCER: annual guide published by Bay Area Video

Coalition. Includes: nat'l 6k int'l film festival listings,

distributors, exhibition venues, media funding

sources, TV broadcast venues, film 6k video schools.

I

For more info, call: (415) 861-3282.

Resources • Funds

I

APERTURE INC., a new 501 (c) (3) nonprofit corp.,

I offers grant of $10,000 to first-time filmmaker shoot-

|

ing a 5-30 min. film. Deadline: Sept. 30. For info on

1997 Aperture Grant, send SASE to: Aperture,

12335 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 174, Los Angeles,

|

CA 90025, or call (310) 772-8294.

ARTISTS FELLOWSHIPS PROGRAM, spon-

sored by Illinois Arts Council, offers non-matching

fellowships of $5,000 and $10,000 and finalist awards

of $5,000 to IL artists. Awards based on quality of

submitted work and evolving professional career. Not

a project-related grant. Fellowships currently award-

ed on a 2-year rotating basis. Degree students not eli-

gible. Media Arts, Playwriting/Screenwriting, and

Visual Arts reviewed in even-numbered years.

Deadline: Sept. 1. For further info: Illinois Arts

Council, 100 W. Randolph, Ste. 10-500, Chicago, IL

60601; (312) 814-6750; toll-free in Illinois (800)

237-6994; ilarts(5 artswire.org

CALIFORNIA ARTS COUNCIL offers various

grants 6k programs for film 6k mediamakers. Contact:

California Arts Council, 13001 I St., Suite 930,

Sacramento, CA 95814; (916) 322-6555, (800) 201-

6201; fax: (916) 322-6575; cac(gcwo.com;

www.cac.ca.gov

CREATIVE PROJECT GRANTS: Subsidized use

of VHS, interformat 6k 3/4" editing suite for indie cre-

ative projects. Doc, political, propaganda, promotion-

al 6k commercial projects ineligible. Editor/instructor

avail. Video work may be done in combination w/ S-

8, Hi8, audio, performance, photography, artists,

books, etc. Studio includes Amiga, special effects

A6kB roll, transfers, dubbing, etc. Send s.a.s.e. for

guidelines to: The Media Loft, 727 6th Ave., NY NY

10010; (212) 924-4893.
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EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION CENTER pro-

vides grants and presentation funds to electronic

media/film artists and organizations. Program pro-

vides partial assistance; maximum amount varies.

Presentations must be open to the public; limited-

enrollment workshops &. publicly supported educa-

tional institutions ineligible. Appls reviewed month-

ly. Contact: Program Director, Experimental

Television Center, 109 Lower Fairfield Rd., Newark

Valley, NY 13811; (607) 687-4341.

JOHN D. & CATHERINE T. MACARTHUR
FOUNDATION provides partial support to select-

ed doc series & films intended for national or int'l

broadcast & focusing on an issue within one of the

Foundation's two major programs (Human and

Community Development; Global Security 6k

Sustainabiliry). Send preliminary 2- to 3-page letter

to the foundation at: 140 S. Dearborn St., Ste. 1 100,

Chicago, IL 60603-5285; (312) 726-8000;

4answers(S macfdn.org; www.macfdn.org

MATCHING GRANT FOR RESTORATION
offered by VidiPax. VidiPax will match 20% of fund-

ing received from govt., foundation or corporate

funding agency. Individual artists need nonprofit fis-

cal sponsorship to apply. Video & audiotape restora-

tion must be performed at VidiPax. Contact: Dara

Meyers-Kingsley, (212) 563-1999, xlll.

MEDIA ALLIANCE assists NYC artists 6k non-

profit organizations in using state-of-art equipment,

postprod. 6k prod, facilities at reduced rates.

Contact: Media Alliance, c/o WNET, 356 W.58th

St., NY, NY 10019; (212) 560-2919.

NATIONAL ASIAN AMERICAN TELECOM-
MUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION provides fund-

ing for independent productions of new Asian

American programs for public television. NAATA
will give awards ranging from $10,000 to $50,000 for

production only. Completion funding for projects in

final stages of postproduction averages $15,000. Must

have strong potential for public TV 6k be of standard

TV lengths (i.e., 30, 60 mins etc.). Deadline July 24

(receipt, not postmark). NAATA Media Fund, 346

9th St. 2nd fl., San Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 863-

0814; fax: 863-7428; mediafundC naatanet.org

NEXT WAVE FILMS, funded by Independent Film

Channel, offers finishing funds of up to $100,000 for

up to four films per year. Budgets must be under

$200,000. Contact: Mark Stolaroff, Next Wave Films,

2510 7th St., Ste. E, Santa Monica, CA 90405; (310)

392-1720; paradigm(c earthlink.net

OPPENHEIMER CAMERA: New filmmaker grant

program offers access to professional 16mm camera

system for first serious new productions in dramatic,

doc, experimental, or narrative form. Purely commer-

cial projects not considered. Provides camera on year-

round basis. No appl. deadline, but allow 10 week

minimum tor processing. Contact: Dana Meaux,

Oppenheimer Camera, 666 S. Plummer St., Seattle,

WA 98134; (206) 467-8666; fax: 467-9165;

dana(('oppenheimercamera.com

PANAVISION'S NEW FILMMAKER PRO-
GRAM provides 16mm camera pkgs to short, non-

profit film projects of any genre, including student

thesis films. Contact: Kelly Simpson, New Filmmaker

Program, Panavision, 6219 DeSoto Ave., Woodland

Hills, CA 91367; (818) 316-1000 x220; fax: 316-1111.

PEN WRITERS FUND 6k FUND FOR WRIT-
ERS 6k EDITORS WITH AIDS. Emergency funds,

in form of grants 6k interest-free loans of up to $ 1 ,000

given each year to over 200 professional literary writ-

ers, including screenwriters, facing financial crisis.

PEN's emergency funds are not intended to subsidize

writing projects. Contact: PEN American Center, 568

Broadway, New York, NY 10012; (212) 334-1660.

SHORT-TERM ARTISTS RESIDENCY PRO-
GRAM sponsored by Illinois Arts Council, provides

funds tor Illinois nonprofit organizations to work w/

professional artists from IL to develop 6k implement

residency programs that bring arts activities into their

community. Each residency lasts from 1-5 days or

hourly equivalent. IAC supports 50% of the artist's

tee (mm. of $250/day plus travel; local sponsor must

provide remaining 50% plus othet expenses.) Appl.

must be received at least 8 weeks prior to residency

start date. IAC encourages artists to seek sponsors 6k

initiate programs. Call tor availability of funds. IAC,

100 W Randolph, Ste. 10-500, Chicago, IL 60601;

(312) 814-6750; fax: 814-1471, ilartsiaartswire.org

SOROS DOCUMENTARY FUND supports int'l

l1.il films and videos on current 6k significant issues in

human rights, freedom of expression, social justice 6k

civil liberties. 3 project categories considered for

funding: initial seed funds (grants up to $15,000),

projects in preprod (grants up to $25,000), projects in

production or postprod (average grant $25,000, but

max. is $50,000). Highly competitive. Proposals

reviewed quarterly. Contact: Sotos Documentary

Fund, Open Society Institute, 400 W .59th St., New
York, NY 10019; (212) 548-0600.

Context Studios
Film S, Video Services

LOW COST
16mm

film-to-uideo

transfer
• double system

• single system optical

• time coded transfers

• mag track recording

• film and video screening

• rehearsal space

• theatre

• 10,000 sf of space for

shooting and set construction

CONTEXT • 28 Avenue A

NY, IMY 10009 • 212-505-2702

HARMONIC
RANCH

ANCHOR/
NEWS DESK

SETS

VIDEO-

CONFERENCING

SATELLITE

MEDIA TOURS

CORPORATE

VIDEOS

i

LOCATION

CREWS

EDIT SUITE

NTV

is a division of
NTV

International

Corporation

CONTACT:

ElpeRabinowitz 212-489-8390

NTV STUDIO PRODUCTIONS
50 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NYC 10020

VIDEO

production

Satellite
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TRADE DISCOUNTS FOR AIVF MEMBERS
• •••••

ARIZONA
FX Factory

Tucson. AZ; (520)623-3175;

emailJXFactory@aol.com
Special effects production studio, specializing in film

effects, prosthetics, and makeup effects. 15% -30%

discount an labor for AIVF members

CALIFORNIA
Aries Post

1680 Vine St., Suite 216, Hollywood, CA
90028; (213)463-6296/Contact: Kevin Glover.

J0% off rate card for all video post production ser-

vices; including Beta SP, Hi8, 3/4", and SVHS and

DVC to Beta SP awlog A/B editing and Avid non-

linear suite.

Rick Caine Productions

856 1/2 N. Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90026; (213) 413-3222/ Contact: Rick Caine or

Debbie Melnyk. 15% discount on Sony Betacam

SP equipment, crew rentals, dups & offline editing.

Mill Valley Film Group
104 Eucalyptus Knoll, Mill Valley, CA 94941;

(415) 461-8334/ Contact: Will Parrinelb. 40%
35% discounts on Media 100SX, Media

lOONubus, Avid 400s, VHS cuts only system, and

Beta SP Production package.

Studio Film and Tape
6674 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, CA
90038; (213) 466-8101/ Contact: Richard

Kaufman. 10% discount on new FUGI 16mm
film, llford 16mm b/w film, Maxell video tape in all

formats, all editorial supplies including leader, mag
stocke, splicing tape, and computer storage media.

Virgin Moon Post

56 E. Main St., Ste. 207, Ventura, CA 93001;

Telephone: (805) 652-6890/Contact: Ken
Finning. 10% off on all post-produtcion servies:

Media lOOxs, Beta SP, Adobe After FX, Adobe

Photoshop, Boris FX, Online/Offline, Frosh Music

Library, DLT Back-up; & Quick Time.

COLORADO
MovieMaker
4730 Table Mesa Dr., Ste B-100, Boulder, CO
80303; (303) 499-6300 / Contact: Susan Lyle

Kinney. 15% discount on video production services

including sliooting, editing, script consultation.

FLORIDA
Film Friends

729 NE 71 St., Miami, FL, 33138; (305) 757-

9038. Contact: Mik Cribben. 20% discount on

extensive range of equipment rentals - camera, light-

ing, sound, grip, editing.

ILLINOIS
Brella Productions

1840 Oak Ave., Evanston 60201; (708) 866-

1884/ Contact: Bernadette Burke. 35% off non-

linear editing & 3D animation work.

EditMasters

17 W. 755 Butterfield Rd., Oakbrook Terrace,

IL 60181; (708) 5 1 5-4340/ Contact: Michael

Sorenson. 30-50% discount on digital nonlinear

post-production services.

Picture Start Productions

1727 W. Catalpa Ave., Chicago, IL 60640;

(312) 769-2489/ Contact: JeffHelyer. 40-60%
discount on Avid editings; Beta-SP, Hi8, 3/4",

Studio Film and Tape
1 10 W. Kinzie St., Chicago, IL 60610; (800)

497-0700, Contact: Max Good. 10% discount on

new FUGl film & llford b/w film.

MASSACHUSETTS
Northeast Negative Matchers
25 Riverview Terrace, Springfield, MA 01 108-1603;

(413) 736-2177; Contact: Iris Girard. 10% off on

negative cutting services on any format. FREE use

of 16mm or 35mm 8-plate steenbeck editing.

NEW JERSEY
Ren Media
2011 St. George Ave., Rahway, NJ 07065;

(908) 382-5329/ Contact: Ruth Kennedy.

Discounts on music scoring for film/video.

NEW YORK
BCS Broadcast Store, Inc.

460 West 34th St., 4th fl., NY 10001; (212) 268-

8800/ Contact: Michael Rose. 10-15% discount

on all used video equipment.

Best Shot Video
81 Pondfield Rd., Bronxville, NY 10708; (914)

664- 1943/ Contact: Adam Shanker. 10% discount

on video editing, duplication & production services.

Diva Edit

330 West 42nd Street, Suite 1510, 15th Floor,

NYC 10036; (212)947-8433/ Contact: Robert

Richter. 10% off on all editing services and facilities:

AVID 1000 and AVID 800 with Film Composer.

Downtown Community TV Center

87 Lafayette St., NYC 10013-4435; (212) 966-

4510, (800) VIDEO-NY, (212) 219-0248 fax/

Contact: Paul Pittman. 10-20% discount on video

workshops & seminars; low-fee Avid & DVC
Camera rental for non-profit projects.

DuArt Film and Video

245 West 55th Street, NYC 10019; (212) 757-

4580/ Contact: David Fisher. Negotiable discounts

on color negative developing, workprinting, blow-ups

from 16mm & SI6mm to 35mm, & titles.

Film Friends

16 East 17th St., NY 10003; (212) 620-0084/

Contact: Jay Whang. 20% off on extensive range of

equipment rentals, camera, video, lighting, sound,

grip and Steadicam.

Harmonic Ranch
59 Franklin St., NYC 10013; (212) 966-3141/

Contact: Brooks Williams. Discounts on sound

editing, music, mixing and sound design.

Image Design Studio

139 Fulton Street, Suite 508, NYC, 10038; (212)

571-0260; Contact: Michael Lee. 25-30% off

video box design, graphic design, websites, logos, ad

design, & desktop publishing.

Island Media International

22 Prince Street, #110, NYC, NY 10012;

Telephone (212)252-3522. 50% off all corp. rates

on: Avid editing services; Avid Beta SP; DVCAM -

Digital; Film-to-tape and tape to film transfers; cam-

era packages.

Lichtenstein Creative Media

1600 Broadway, Ste. 601C, NYC, 10019; (212)

765-6600;Contact: June Peoples. 15% offmini-

DV and DVcam dubs to beta & equipment rental.

Media Loft

727 Ave. of the Americas (23rd St.), NYC
10010; (212) 924-4893/ Contact: Barbara

Rosenthal. 5% discount on 3/4" VHS & interfor-

mat editing, titling, dubbing, special effects, Hi8,

Amiga computer, slides & photos to tape, S-8.

Mercer Street Sound
133 Mercer St., NYC 10012; (212) 966-6794/

Contact: Bill Seery. 50% discount off corporate

book rate for audio postproduction

Metrovision Production Services

138 East 26th St., NYC 10010; (212) 689-7900/

Contact: John Brown. Discount on video and film

equipment packages

L. Matthew Miller Associates, Ltd.

48 West 25th Street, 1 1th Fl., NYC 10010; (212)

741-801 1 x 229/ Contact: Steve Cohen.

Discounted videotape aiid Imrdware.

Moondance Productions

630 Ninth Ave., Ste. 1212, NYC 10036; (212)

315-2000. Contact: Bob Schapiro or Eileen

Conlon 10% to 30% off, depending on hours, on all

editing services: AVID, AVR-77, Media Log for all

formats—Beta SP, DVC PRO, DV-CAM, 3/4",

VHS, D-7, Hi8.

NTV Studios

50 Rockefeller Plaza, NYC 10020; (212) 489-

8390/ Contact: Elyse Rabinowitz. 10% off on edit-

ing services: Sony BVE 2000, DVS 2000C Switclier,

DME 3000 Multi fx, MXP 2016 Mixing Conxole,

& Chyron Max. Switclier allows fro digital editing

with Beta or Beta SP.

One Art

132 W 21 St., NYC 10011; (212)741-9155/

contact: Valerie Kantakos. 10% discount on Avid

rentals.

Open Studios

5-1 Gates Rd., Vestal, NY 13850; (607) 729-

0100 x356; Contact: Peter Bombar. 10%-40% off

digital audio/video editing, production/field shooting;

Audio post, music, SFX, sound design, surround

sound automated mixing, full video services with

betacam & D3 etc.

Pharoah Editorial, Inc.

35 W 44th St., 2nd Fl., NYC, 10036; (212) 398-

7676/ Contact: Peter or Richard. 10-15% off on

audo services & mixing, editing, sound design, cus-

tom music & labor on ADR & Foley. (Exchules

stock, website downloads & audo-pus-picture pack-

ages).

Post Office at Filmmaker's Collaborative

29 Greene St., NYC, 10013; (212) 966-3030

x244. Contact: Jonthan Berman. 20-35% off of

Avid Media Composer Off-line Editing & Digital

Camera Rental rates.

Picture This Music
50 West 34th Street, Suite 9C9, NYC 10001;

(212) 947-6107/ Contact: Paul D. Goldman.

10-30% off digital audio postproduction: music,

voice-over, sound design, SFX, audio mixing

(ProTbols work statkms).

PrimaLux Video

30 West 26th St., NYC 10010; (212) 206-1402/

Contact: Matt Clarke. 10%+ discounts (nonprofits

encouraged) on studio production facilities, remote

production packages, (xistproduction & more.
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Rafik

814 Broadway, NYC 10003; (212) 475-7884/

Contact: Charles Kephart. 25% discounts on used

assettes over $100, 10% off on single invoices over

$100 for video services, editing, duplication, waving

film-to-tape transfers.

Soho Audio
376 Broome St., NYC, 10013; (212) 226-2429.

Contact: Larry Loewinger. 10% off on all daily

sound equipment rentals. Deeper discounts on longer

term rentals.

Sound Dimensions Editorial

321 West 44th Street, #602, NYC 10036; (212)

757-5147/ Contact: Jason or Bernie. 15% discount

on transfers, FX, & sound studio services, Foley,

ADR, narration, mixing.

Splash Studios

168 5th Ave., 5th Fl. NW, NYC 10010; (212)

271-8747/Contact: Peter Levin. 35% off on hourly

editing fees, Services incldue: dialog & SFX, ADR,
Foley editing & recording, music editing & transfers.

Does not apply to media.

Star Tech
152 West 72nd Street, #2R, NYC 10023; (212)

362-5338/ Contact: John Hampton. Discounts on

paging equipment & service's. All sound equipment

modification & repair.

Studio Film and Tape
630 9th Avenue, NYC 10036; (212) 977-9330/

Contact: Rudy Benda. 10% discount on new

FUGI 1 6mm film, llford 16mm b/w film, Maxell

video tape in all formats, all editorial supplies includ-

ing leader, mag stock, splicing tape, & computer stor-

age media.

Technicolor Inc., East Coast Division

321 West 44th St., NYC 10036; (212) 582-7310/

Contact: Ray Chung. Discounts on processing

deeper discounts available to students & feature-

length projects.

Terra Firma Media
309 E. 4th St., #2A, NYC 10001; (212) 477-

0688/Contact: Ileana Montalvo. 10% discount on

transitions, voiceovers, & on location inter\neters.

QuarkVideo
109 W 27th St., NYC 10001; (212) 807-

771 1 /Contact: Michael Levin.

10% discount for all postproduction services, includ-

ing 3/4", 3/4" SP, SVUS, VHS, Beta, Beta SP A/B
Roll editing to 3/4 SP, Betacam SP or 1

". 10% dis-

count for all duplication orders over $25.00

Video Decks to Go
45 W 85th St., #4D, NYC, 10024; (212) 362-

1056/ Contact: David Fuhrer. J0% discount on

first time Beta SP deck rentals of one week or more.

Virtual Media
12 East 44th Street, NYC, 10017; (212) 490-

9730; (212) 818-0529. Contact: Heather

Gibbons. Ask about special discounts for AIVF
members. Products include the full liite of AVID
editing systems.

NORTH CAROLINA
The Empowerment Project

3403 Highway 54 West, Chapel Hill, NC 27516;

(919) 967-1863/ Contact: David Kasper. 20% dis-

count on video editing; up to 35% discount for select-

ed projects.

TEXAS
R.W. Productions

(713) 522-4701/ Contact: Ken Herbert. 10%-

25% discounts on production & post production

equipment & rentals.

Texcam
3263 Brenard Ave, Houston, 77098; (713) 524-

2774; (800) 735-2774

Up to 15% discounts on film camera packages.

VERMONT
Edgewood Motion Picture & Video

162 N. Main St., Rutland, VT 05701; Contact:

David Giancola.25% off production-Beta SP 3/4",

Arri 16mm, 35mm; post services -Arid, Beta SP 3/4'

on-line; audio mix services.

WASHINGTON, DC
Yellow Cat Productions

505 1 1th St., SE, Washington, DC 20003; (202)

543-2221/ Contact: Mary Flannery. 15% off a

full-day video shoot with a 2 person crew; 15% off

any Avid editing.

PRODUCTION-RELATED
INSURANCE PLANS

Alliance Brokerage Corp.

990 Westhury Rd., Westbury, NY 1 1590; (516)

333-7300; tax: (516) 333-5698/Contact: Jay

Levy. Exc/usi've AIVF insurance prgram for owned

equipment - can include renalts. Worldteide, all-rsik,

replacement cost basis, Annual rate $55.00 per

$1,000 of insured value.

C&S International Insurance Brokers, Inc.

20 Vesey Street, Suite 500, New York, NY
10007;(212) 406-4499; Fax: (212) 406-7588/

Contact: Jennifer Del Percio. Offers special dis-

counted ratestm commercial Genera/ Liability

Insuranceto AIVF members.

Marvin S. Kaplan Insurance Agency, Inc.

68 Fargo Street, Boston, MA 02210; Tel: (617)

345-0666; Fax: (617) 26 1-0666/ Contact: Marvin

Kaplan. A one of a kind program for film/video pro-

duction insurance. Offers coverage of equipment

owned or rented. Polio' cowers all states.

INTERNET
Echo Communications, Inc.

179 Franklin St., 4th Fl., NYC, 10013. (212)

292-0900/Contact: Josh Chu, jchu(o echonyc.com

25% off on conference & SLIP/PPP accounts. Up
to 25%> on commercial & non-profit web hosting

packages. www.echonyc.com

Sync Online Network
4431 Lehigh Road #301, College Park, MD
20740; (301) 806-78 12/Contact: Catla Cole 5%
off services. The Sync is an Internet Audio/Video

Cybercasting company.

LEGAL CONSULTLNG
The following law firms offer special rates to

AIVF members.

Cinema Film Consulting

333 W 52nd St., NYC 10008; (212) 307-

7533/Contact: Robert Seigel.

Cowan, Gold, DeBaets, Abrahams & Sheppard

40W 57th St., NYC 10019; (212) 974-7474/

Contact: Timothy DeBaets.

Law Office of Miriam Stern

303 East 83 St, NYC, 10028; (212) 794-1289.

Contact: Miriam Stern.

Stephen Mark Goldstein

186 Riverside Dr., NYC, 10024; (212) 878-

4078/Contact: Stephen Goldstein.

OVERNIGHT MAILING SERVICES
Airborne Express

1-800- 642-4292. Discount Code: 1340130100.

Save up to 40"/o on overnight air express services.

Member rate is $9.75 for an 8 at. overnight letter

express. Further discounts jor volumes over 10 pack-

ages a month.

HEALTH INSURANCE
Comparing health insurance plans is very confus-

ing, and we at AIVF are not specialists in the

field. Please contact the following agents who
will be happy to talk things through with you..

Meyer Briterman (718) 965-3505

Diamond Insurance Group Trust

(212) 758-5656; (800) 886-7504/Contact: Teiget

JeffBader (718) 291-5433

DENTAL INSURANCE
CIGNA
Contact Burt Diamond listed above.

Community Dental Program, Inc. (888) 9504-

2259.

Northeast Dental Plan (212) 688-5555; (800)

828-2222.

COUNSELING SERVICES
Creative and Career Development
19 W. 34th Street, Penthouse Suite, NY, 10001;

(212) 957-9376/ Contact: Michelle Frank, CSW
Licensed psychotherapist with film and TV experi-

ence assists indie filmmakers with creative and career

development. 10% discount on individual sessions.

AIVF members only.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
Working Capital Mangement Account

(WCMA) with Merril Lynch

Contact Sally Ann Weger, (212) 415-7967 or

(800) 999-6371 for more information.

Guardian Life Insurance

Contact Deborah Baum or Lisa Glass, (212) 261-

1859. Offering term, whole, universal, & variable

life insurance; Disability for individuals & corpora-

tions; Retirement planning.

Bell & Company, LLP

15 E. 26th St., Ste. 1605, NYC 10010;; (212)

683-6111. Contact: Martin Bell. Free consultation

on tax issues. Special rates for AIVF members, c

We are constantly expanding this list and are particularly interested in developing discounts for members outside NYC. If you have a business or service

you can offer, contact Leslie Fields, (212) 807-1400.
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AJVF Happenings.- continued from p. 64

Chicago, IL:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Oscar Cervera, (773) 751-8000 x 2564

Cleveland, OH:
When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Annetta Marion, (216) 781-1755

Dallas, TX:

When: Third Wednesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Bart Weiss, (214) 999-8999

Denver/Boulder, CO:
When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Diane Markrow, (303) 449-7125 or Jon

Stout, (303) 442-8445.

Houston, TX:

When: Last Tuesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Houston Film Commission Hotline, (713)

227-1407

Kansas City, MO:
When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: John Sjlobom, (816) 333-7574

New Brunswick, NJ:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Allen Chou, (908) 756-9845

New Haven, CT:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Jim Gherer, ACES Media Arts Center,

(203) 782-3675

San Diego, CA:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Carroll Blue, (619) 594-6591

Seattle, WA:
When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Joel Bachar, (206) 282-3592

Tucson, AZ:

WheaWhere: Call for date and location.

Contact: Beverly Seckinger, (520) 621-1239

Washington, DC:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: DC Salon hotline (202) 554-3263 x 4.

Westchester, NY:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Bob Curtis, (914) 741-2538; reclll<§

aol.com

Youngstown, OH:
WhenAVhere: Call for date and location.

Contact: Art Byrd, The Flick Clique, www.cboss.

com/flickclique

Contact Marya Wethers wl updates or changes to this

listing: (212)807-1400x236.

Minutes of the April 1998

AIVF/FIVF Board of Directors

Meeting

The Board of Directors of the Association of

Independent Video and Filmmakers (AIVF) and the

Foundation for Independent Video and Film

(FIVF) met in New York City on April 4-5, 1998.

Attending were Robb Moss (Chair), Loni Ding

(Co-President), Bart Weiss (Co-President),

Robert Richter (Treas-urer), Diane Markrow

(Secretary), Jim McKay, Graham Leggat, Peter

Lewnes, Laala Matias (Student Rep.), Ruby

Lerner (ex officio). Absent were Todd Cohen

(Student Rep.), Barbara Hammer, Richard

Linklatet, Cynthia Lopez, James Schamus, Susan

Wittenberg.

Accountant Kirk Wong from N. Cheng &.

Company reviewed the audited financial state-

ments for the 1997 financial year.

The Independent editor Pat Thomson

announced that managing editor Ryan Deussing

will be leaving AIVF at the end of May and will

head to South Carolina where he will produce a

film about the Confederate flag. Thomson has

hired Paul Power, former editor of Irish indepen-

dent film magazine Film Ireland, to replace

Deussing.

Deussing has established an index of The

Independent's back issue content at the E! Library

Web site. A fee will be charged for each request

and AIVF will receive a percentage from those

requests.

Director of administration Leslie Singer is

working with magazine distributors to help

increase distribution of The Independent. She is

also researching distribution to college and uni-

versity bookstores. Singer also noted that she has

found a pension plan for employees which will be

available to both pan- and full-time employees.

Lerner gave an income/expense report for the

organization. She congratulated the board for its

fundraising efforts and announced that the

NYSCA Challenge Grant goal had been reached.

Webmaster Tommy Pallotta announced the

URL for the Beta site of AIVF's film festival data-

base. He also noted that we will need more staff

for maintenance as we roll out the databases and

proposed giving members free Web pages that

would be searchable on the AIVF server. The

board will consider his suggestion.

Membership director Leslie Fields noted that

the membership staff is working hard to finish

reorganizing the membership office, out-sourcing

specific projects, and implementing systems to

streamline the process. She reminded the board

about the Student Salon Meeting taking place at

CCNY on April 7.

Lewnes and Moss gave their report to the board

on how better to streamline the election process.

Suggested changes will take place for the 1998

election. The board also discussed and established

specific guidelines for use of the Millennium

Campaign funds. They approved a transfer of

moneys from this fund to cover campaign expen-

ditures.

Richter, Leggat, McKay, and Weiss gave their

report on an AIVF membership dues increase.

The board approved the modest increase, with

amendments. The increase will take place as soon

as possible after July 1.

The board discussed Leggat and McKay's AIVF

25th Anniversary preliminary event report.

The next board meeting was set tor June 27-

28th, 1998.
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The Foundation for Independent Video and Film, the educational affiliate of the Association of

Independent Video and Filmmakers, supports a variety of programs and services for the independent

media community, including publication of The Independent, workshops, and an information clearing-

house. None of this work would be possible without the generous support of the ATVF membership and

the following organizations:

Academy Arts Foundation; Mary Duke Biddle Foundation, Center for Arts Criticism, Heathcote Art Foundation,

DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities, Librares for the Future, Albert A. List Foundation, John D. and Catherine

T MacArthur Foundation, National Endowment tor the Arts, New York State Council on the Arts, Rockefeller

Foundation, and Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc.

We also wish to thank the following individuals and organizational members:

Benefactors: Patrons: Sponsors:

Forest Creatures Entertainment®Pamela Calvert, Mary D Dorman, C 6k S, Int'l Insurance Brokers, Inc.;

Karen Freedman, Jeffrey Levy-Hinte, CDPI. Inc.; LoniDing; DavidWHaas, Dr. V
Psobert L Seigel, Esq.; James Schamus, Hufnagel Woman's Cable Network; Jim

Roger E. Weisberg McKay; Leonard Memll Kun Co., Robb

Moss; Jodi Piekott, Julio Riheno,
J. B

Sass/Letting Go foundation, George C.

Stoney, Debra Zimmerman

Business/Industry Members:

Antares Research, Santa Fe., NM; Anes Productions, Arlington, TX; Bee Hive Producaons, Mt. Vernon, NY;

BIZ TV USA NYC; Blackside, Inc., Boston, MA; Bureau for At-Pusk Youth, Plainview, NY; C 6k S International

Insurance Brokers, NYC; CK Productions, NYC; Clinica Estetico, NYC; Ericson Media Inc., NYC; Galarza &
Associates, Inc., Oakland, CA; H 6kM Pnducrions, NYC; Henrunger Media Services, Arlington, VA; Hogan Films,

Spring, TX; Jes 6k Woodcraft Video Prod, lnc, Taylor; MI; Koch TV Productions, Cabin John, MD; Lauri Enterprises

Inc., New Rochelle, NY; ID Media, NYC; Letnom Prod, NYC; Lyrick Studios, Richardson. TX; Joseph McCarthy,

BTdyn, NY'; Heidi McLean, Evergreen, CO; Media Prindpu, NYC; Mark Morton, Atlanta, GA; NTY Studio

Productions, NYC; Opposable Thumb Prod., Inc., NYC; Henrietta S. Parker; East Orange, NJ; Pertunktorv

Productions, LLC, NYC; Andrew Stone, NYC; Surf& Turf Films Inc., NYC; Thunder Head Ptod, Palm Beach,

FLTriune Pictures, NYC; United Pictures, Las Vegas, NV; Virtual Media, NYC; Wild Pictures, LLC, St. Lewis, MO;

White Night Prod., San Diego, CA.

Nonprofit Members

Andy Warhol Fndt., NYC; Ann Arbor Gimmunity Access TV Ann Arbor, MI; Ann Arbor Film Festival,

Ann Arbor, MI; Appalshop, Whitesburg, KY; John Armstront;. Brooklyn, NY; Art Institute ot Chicago, Chicago, IL;

ASCAR NYC; Athens Center for Film 6x \ Ida », Athens, OH; AUCHMUTV-Uruvvrsirv ( 4New Casde, Qdlaghan,

New South Wales; Austin Film Societv. Austin, TX; Baylor University, Waco, TX; Boston University, Boston, MA;

Carnegie Museums, Pittsburgh, PA; CCTV Cambridge, MA; Center tor New American Media, NYC; Center i t

the Arts, Tulsa, OK; Chicago Access Girp., Chicago, IL; Cincinaro Gimmunity Video, Cincinnati, OH; Cinema

Arts Gnter, Huntington.NY; Kelly Clement, Taos, NM; Cleveland Filmmakers, Cleveland, OH; Gimmunication

Arts, MHCC, Gresham, OR; Community Television Network, Chicago, IL;G>piague Memorial Library, Gipiague,

NY; G>mell Cinema, Ithaca, NY; Givenenant House, NYC; Cultural Development Group, Miami, FL; Dallas

Morning New^s, Dallas, TX; Denver Film Society, Denver, CO; Dept. of Media Studies/5UNY Buffalo, Buffalo, NY;

Dept. of Gimmunication, The New School, NYC; Patricia D»le\, NYC; Dtexel University Library - Serials Dept.,

Philadelphia, PA; Duke University - Program in Film 6k Video, Durham, NC; DUTV-Gible 54, Philadelphia, PA;

Educational Video Gnter, NYC; Film Fest New Haven, New Haven, CT Films for Educators, NYC; Fine Arts

Division Office, Scottsdale, AZ; Flick Clique, Youngstown, OH; Flickers Arts GiUaborative, New port, RI; Globe

Link Productions, Garal Gables, FL; Hogskulen I Volda, Norway; Hong Kong Arts Gtntet, Hong Kong, China;

IFP/West, Los Angeles, CA; Image Film Video Center, Atlanta, GA; Institute fot Public Media Arts, Durham, NC;

Intermedia Arts, Minneapolis, MN; International Film Seminars, NYC; Jewish Film Fest., Berkeley, CA; John Jay

High School, Cross River, NY; Kroma Productions, Porvoo; Long Bow Group Inc., Brookline, MA; Madison Film

Forum, Madison, WI; Manhattan Neighborhood Network, NYC; Massachusetts College ot Art, Boston, MA; Media

Arts, Palatine, IL; Media Resource Gnter - University of California, Berkeley, CA; Media Working Goup,

Covington, KY; Missoula Community Access, Missoula MT Museum of Fine Arts, Houstion, TX; MoMA-Film

Study Gnter, NYC; National Video Resources, NYC; New Liberty Prod., Philadelphia, PA; New Rican Filmmakers,

NYC; New York Women in Film and Television, NYC; Ngee Ann Polytechnic Library, Singapore; Northampton Film

Festival, Northampton, MA; Ohio Independent Film Festival, Cleveland, OH; Ohio University - Film, Athens, OH;

Dirk Olson, Denver, GO; Open Society Institute., NYC; Public Benefit G>rp., Detroit, MI; Reach Foundation, Salt

Spring, 13C; Ross Film Theater, Lincoln, NE; Ross-Gainey, NYC; Scribe Video Center, Philadelphia, PA; Singapore

National Library, Singapore; Sinking Creek Celebration, Nashville, TN; South Carolina Arts Commission, Columbia,

SC; Squeaky Wheel, Buflalo, NY; Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY; Tel-Aviv University Tel-Aviv,

Israel; Texas Film Commission, Austin, TX; University of Arizona-Media Arts Room, Tucson, AZ;

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; University of California Extension - CMIL, Berkeley, CA;

University ofTexas - Dept. ot Radio, TV and Film, Austin, TX; Upstate, Films, Rhinebeck, NY; Video

Pool., Manitoba, Canada; Wexner Center, Columbus, OH; WKSG, Binghamton, NY; WNET/13,

NYC; Women in the Director's Chair, Chicago, IL; Women Make Movies, NYC; Worldfest, Houston,

TX; WTVS Channel 56, Detroit, MI; York University Libranes, North York, Ontano, Canada

Millennium Campaign Fund

The Millennium Campagin Fund is a 3 year

fundraising inititiative to develop a $150,000

cash reserve fund for the Foundation for

Independent Video and Film by the year 2000.

Since its inauguration in March 1997, we have

raised, at press time, more than $60,000. We
would like to thank those who have so gener-

ously donated to the Millennium Campaigi\

Fund, (donations received as of 5/20/98)

Corporate/Government/Private

Donors
New York State Council on the Arts; Home Box

Office, Jewish Communal Fund

Honorary Committee Members

Ralph Arlyck, John Bard Manulis, Petet Buck C-

Hundred Film Corp., C6kS International

Insurance Brokers, Hugo Cassirer, Martha

Coolidge, Nik Ives, Bill Jersey, Richard Kylberg,

Tom LeGoff, Helaine 6k Sidney Lerner, Diane

Markrow, Leonard Merrill Kur:, David 6k Sandy

Picker, R.E.M. /Athens, LLC, Barbara Roberts,

James Schamus, Robert L. Seigel, Michael Stipe,

Li:a Vann Smith, Miranda Smith, Ann
Tennenbaum, Walterry Insurance Company,

Robert E. Wise

Friends
(donations <>! $100 m n

Anonymous, Barbara Abrash, The American

Domcumentary, Inc., Ted 6k Asya Berger, Alan

Berliner, Regina Berliner, Tessa Blake, Blackside

Inc., Doug Block, Susan Bodine, Esq., Bob

Brodsky, Barbara Brooks, Florence Burke, Jeff

Bush, Michelle Byrd, Pamela Calvert, David

Carnochan, Rick Carter, Christine Choy, Ruth

Anne Cohen, Bob Coleman, Norman Cowie,

Keith Crofford, Jonathan Dayton, Helen De

Michiel, Loni Ding, Aaron Edison, Bill

Einreinhofer, Cassian Elwes, Fanlight Ptoductions,

Chns Farina, Valerie Faris, Larry Fessenden, Film

Forum, Bonnie Fmnegan, Kenneth Fishel, William

Flemming, Frank Frattaroli, Peter Friedman,

Archibald Gillies, Patricia Goudvis, Barabara

Hammer, Henry Hampton, Hal Hartley, Richard

& Elaine Hawk, James Herbert, Kathy High,

Deborah Hoffman, Ted Hope, Zuzana Justman,

Ticia Kane, Dai Sil Kim-Gibson, Michael G.

Kindle, Valerie Kontakos, Stephen Krai, Terry

Lawler, Ruby Lerner, Peter Lewnes, Mark Lipman,

Lawrence Loewinger, Jason Lyon, Charles

MacFarland, Jodi Magee, Jim McKay, Cara

Mertes, Robb Moss, N. Cheng 6k Company,

Michel Negroponte, Sheila Nevins, John O'Brien,

Jackie Ochs, October Films, Off Shore Pictures,

Eloise Payne, Anthony Peraticos, Mimi Picketing,

Robert Richtet, Ross S. McElwee, John Schwartz,

Nat Segaloff, Deborah Shaffer, Sloss Law Office,

PC, Vivian Sobchack, Kevin Smith, Valerie 6k Jim

Smith, Buddy Squires, James Stark, George C.

Stoney, Helen Stritzlet, Karle Trappe,

Thunderhead Productions, Toni Treadway, Mark

Tusk, David Van Taylor, David 6k Susan Watson,

Barton Weiss, Susan Wittenberg,; Lauren

Zalaznick, Gei Zantzinger, Debra Zimmerman
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Staff Updates

I
AIVF bids a fond farewell to Ryan Deussing,

i

managing editor of The Independent. This

J summer Ryan is in the deep South producing

.1 documentary project about living Confederates.

Rumor has it he's also applied to a European film

production school a> well. Keep in touch!

Filling his shoes is Paul Power, a former editor

of the Irish rilm mag Film Ireland and a stringer for

Variety. Welcome Paul! AIVF would also like to

welcome Eva Mira to the staff as our new recep-

Call for Nominations

It's rime to think about nominations for the AIVF

Board of Directors. Board members are elected to

a three-year term; the board gathers four times

per year in NYC for weekend meetings (AIVF

pays travel costs). We have an active board and

members must be prepared to set aside time to

fulfill board responsibilities which include:

• Attendance at all board meetings and partici-

pation in conference calls when necessary;

• Preparation for meetings by reading advance

materials;

• Active participation in one or more committees

as determined by the organization's needs and as

requested by Board Chair or Executive Director;

• Fulfillment of commitments within agreed-

upon guidelines;

• General support of executive board and staff;

• Commitment to the organization's efforts

towards financial stability.

Board nominations must be made by current

AIVF members in good standing; you may nomi-

nate yourself. Board members must be at least 19

years old. To make a nomination, mail, email, or

fax the name, address, and telephone number of

the nominee and nominator to the attention of

Leslie Fields, AIVF 304 Hudson St., 6th fL, New

York, NY 10013; fax: (212) 463-9519; members(a

aivf.org We cannot accept nominations over the

phone. The nomination period ends Sept. 19, 1998.

AIVF Needs HELP!!

AIVF is looking for volunteers to help with

events, mailings, and more. If you're in between

productions or just want to spend time helping

AIVF's really cool staff, call (212) 807-1400 x 236

or email us: membersfa aivf.org

Member Benefit Updates

NTV Studio Productions

50 Rockefeller Plaza, NYC, 10020; (212)489-

8390; fax:603-4820; entv@aol.com Contact:

Elyse Rahinowitz. 10% off all editing services. Edit

suite includes: Sony BVE 2000 Editor, DVS 2000C

Switcher, DME 3000 Multi FX umts, MXP 2016

Mixing Console & Chyron Max. Switcher allows for

digital editing with Beta or Beta SP source tapes.

Pharoah Editorial, Inc.

35 W 44th St., 2nd tl., NY, NY 10036; (212) 398-

7676; fax: (212) 398-1314. Contact: Peter or

Richard. 10-15% off audio services, editing, sound

design, custom music & labor on ADR & Foley.

(Excludes stock, website, downloads & audio-plus-

picture packages.)

AIVF Activities

Meet & Greet Series

Robert Byrd, Program Director

Jerome Foundation

Robert Byrd will discuss the Jerome Foundation's

grants to artists and how to apply. This event is free

toART members & IFFM attendees. All others $10.

To RSVP (212) 807-1400 x 301

Date: Wednesday, Sept. 23, 6:30 p.m.

Where: AIVF office, 304 Hudson St., 6th fl.

Date & time subject to change.

FILM BYTES

Every 3rd Friday of the month, 7p.m. at

pseudo.com AIVF hosts FILM BYTES, a webcast

series about independent media production.

Produced by Kinotek and the Pseudo Network.

Topic this month: Sci-Fi on a Budget.

Not Receiving Your

Independent?

If you have any problems receiving The

Independent or questions regarding your AIVF

membership, please call LaTrice Dixon or Marya

Wethers, (212) 807-1400 x 236.

ON LOCATION

MONTHLY MEMBER SALONS

This is an opportunity tor members to discuss

work, meet other independents, share war stories,

and connect with the AIVF community across

the country. Note: Since our copy deadline is two

months before the meetings listed below, be sure

to call the local organizers to confirm that there

have been no last-minute changes.

Albany, NY:

When: First Wednesday of each month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Borders Books &. Music, Wolf Rd.

Contact: Mike Camoin, (518) 895-5269; video

4c(5 concentric.com

The guests of honor at "The Party of the Decades": AIVF's

Ruby Lerner, turning 50; PO.V.'s Ellen Schneider, turning

40; and independent consultant Bob Hawk,

hitting 60. The triple birthday bash in April helped raise

funds for FIVF's Millennium Campaign.

Photos: Patricia Thomson

Atlanta, GA:

When: Second Monday of the month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Redlight Cafe, Amsterdam Outlets

Contact: Genevieve McGillicuddy, IMAGE

(404) 352-4225 x8

Austin, TX:

When: Last Monday of the month, 8 p.m.

Where: Electric Lounge, 302 Bowie Street

Contact: Ben Davis, (512) 708-1962

Birmingham, AL:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Michele Foreman, (205) 298-0685

Boston, MA:
When/Where: Call fol date and location.

Contact: Susan Walsh, (508) 528-7279

Brooklyn, NY:

When: Fourth Tuesday ot each month.

Where: Ozzie's Cafe, 7th Ave. & Lincoln PI.

Contact: Glenn Francis Frontera, (718) 646-7533

nued on
J>.
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Contribute to the foundation for Independent Video and Film's three year Millennium Campaign Fund which ensures that AIVF/FIVF (publishers '-

of The Independent) not only survive, but thrive in their mission to serve the growing and diverse independent media community.

Name. Enclosed is my gift of independence

in the amount of:

Address

.

City State. Zip.

Home Phone. Business Phone

I /We wish to be listed in acknowledgements as:

J $35

J $50
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_| $150
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I th jUU and up

Honorary

Committee
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Make your check payable to FIVF and return it with this form to FIVF. 304 Hudson St.. Eth Floor. NY. NV 10013. For more information call (212) 807-1400. ext. 223.

Ihe foundation for Independent Video and film is a not-for-profit organization. Your contribution is tax-deductible.
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Fax us on your letterhead for

a free brochure and sample reel.

And check ouf our on-line database:

www.archivefilms.com

Archive Films
Archive 1

DHDTDS

Your One Call To History:

800-876-5115

53D W. 25th Street, Dept. IND, New York, NY 1DDD1 Tel. (212) 822-78DD Fax (212) 645-2137
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Non-Linear Uncompressed Dl Quality On-Line Editing

Capabilities Include Four Hour Storage, DVE, Layering Effects,

Motion Tracking and Re-touching

Fast and Cost Effective Flexibility Once Viable Only for Commercials

is Now Available for Your Feature Length Production

Film and
Video

245 West 55th Street New York, NY 10019

Tel: 212 757 4580 or 1 800 52 DUART
Fax: 212 757 5774 E-Mail: Sales(5 DuArt. com
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Great Adaptations:

How to Nab that Novel
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Numbers: W\
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Planning a screen adaptation

of your favorite Great American

Novel? Check out the basics

you'll need to know when optioning

a book—and the pitfalls to avoid.

by Joanna Sabal

Director Matthew Harrison dusts off the

accountant's ledger for Rhythm Thief, shot

in 1 1 days for 1 1 grand (or a bit over).

Now out on video, the film offers a case

study in how a low-budget feature can

actually remain low budget.

by Aaron Krach

39 A Fulfilling Opportunity: Transit Media's Bernie Ampel

Self-distributing filmmakers take note: You needn't toil alone. There's someone out there

to store and ship tapes, invoice buyers, collect money, and take care of the nitty-gritty of

business. In this interview, Bernie Ampel explains how his fulfillment service works.

BY lOANNIS MOOKAS
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7 LETTERS

MEDIA NEWS

8 Color Television: The PBS

Television Race Initiative

20

FIELD REPORTS

Danger: High Clearance

Student Films on the Commercial Market

We take a look at a new initiative on public TV that uses independent j ust because 01' Blue Eyes is in the grave doesn't mean you can plun-

film as a catalyst to provoke dialogue on the issue of race in America, jer n„ musical treasure trove for your student film. Find out how to go
leading off with Macky Alston's provocative documentary Family Name. anout clearing musical rights the right way, not My Way.

by Richard Baimbridue by Lynn M. Ermann

9 circuits@nys: The Governor's

Arts and Technology Conference

Whether there's room for new media/technology and art to

co-exist harmoniously was one ot the issues discussed at the NYSCA
and NYFA-sponsored conference on arts and technology.

by Gary O. Larson

DISTRIBUTOR F.A.Q

12 The Sync &
Like to see Internet films.' Ever been part of a global viewing

experience? Check out The Sync—the U.S.'s primary online

distributor—and their other audio and video services.

BY LlSSA GlBBS

FESTIVAL CIRCUIT

15 Indies on Parade:

The Los Angeles Independent Film Festival

Only four years old, the LAIFF has attained phenomenal success and

stature very quickly. But where's the edge?

by Thomas Pallotta

16 Heating Up: Taos

Talking Picture Festival

Taos competition winners receive plots

of land in New Mexico—one reason

why this is among the hottest, fastest-

growing festivals around.

BY Cara Mertes

18 Turning 20:

The Women's Film Fest at Creteil

Although the late night discussions and debates have diminished some-

what over the past 20 years, this French festival still has a commitment
to the best of womens' world cinema. BY BARBARA HAMMER

24

JU

WIRED BLUE YONDER

Virtual Theater:

A New Venue for New Media

D. Vision's New Venue is a newly established online viewing site for a

variety ot Him and video work, featuring a new piece each week.

BY WlLLAMAIN SOMMA

N FOCUS mmK&m ^n

tLta

26 Dollars & Sense:

A Budgeting Software Roundup

Four of the top budgeting packages for independent filmmakers are

compared, contrasted, and assessed on the basis of cost, efficiency,

ease of use and suitability for the task in hand.

by Robert M. Goodman

LEGAL BRIEFS

43 Chain of Title: How Not to Get Shackled

Clearance isn't just a hurdle for music rights—the paper chain of title

holds a project together, but is only as strong as its weakest link.

by Robert L. Seigel

44 FRESH PRODUCE
45 FESTIVALS

52 CLASSIFIEDS

56 NOTICES

64 AIVF HAPPENINGS

Cover: Evan Adams (I) with Adam Beach in a scene from Smoke Signals directed by Chris

Eyre. Photo: Courtnay Duchin, courtesy Miramax. See articles on pages 16 & 32.
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Be an Indie Insider!
Attend the pre-eminent independent film market as an observer

with a Market Pass. Discover new talent, or catch up on new

work by veteran filmmakers, and get the inside scoop on the inde-

pendent film industry. Reserve your place now at the

20th Independent Feature Film Market
September 18-25, 1998, Angelika Film Center, NYC

• See more than 300 films

before they hit the festival and

distribution circuit. Past entries

include The Big One, Welcome to

the Dollhouse, Blood Guts Bullets

A Octane, Star Maps, Shopping

for Fangs, Clerks, and The

Brothers McMullen.

• Meet representatives from

companies like BRAVO/The

Independent Film Channel, Fine

Line Features/New Line Cinema,

Fox Searchlight, HBO, Miramax,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, October

Films, PBS, Sony Pictures

Classics, Sundance Film Festival,

and more, at over 45 seminars

and workshops such as "Meet

the Buyer," "Distributing Inde-

pendent Films," "International

Finance for Independents," and

the popular "Spotlight on Docs,"

two days of panels on non-fiction

filmmakers.

• Mingle with 2,500

filmmakers, screenwriters, and

film industry professionals.

20th IFFM Market Pass*
Order Form

• Full Week Pass - S225

• One-Day Pass - S75/day

Please circle the desired dates:

September 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

• Weekend Pass -SI 25
(Sept 1 9- 20 only)

You must be an IFP member to

attend the IFFM

1998 Membership Rates:

Individual - SI 00

Student - $65 (Photo ID Required!

Associate - S75

IUS residents outside NY. NJ , PA & CT)

Household -SI 50

(Two individuals at the same address)

Foreign - SI 75

(Including Canada and Mexico)

Bi-Coastal - SI 50

(Membership to IFP and IFP/West)

Charter S200

(Must hove completed a feature which received

theatrical distribution)

Total Enclosed For Pass: For IFP Membership:

Payment by: ) Check ) American Express ) Visa ) Mastercard

• Checks payable to the Independent Feature Project

• Please use separate checks for membership and Market Pass fees

Name as it appears on card:

Card # Expiration Date:

Signature:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

Day Phone: Evening Phone: Fax: e-mail:

Clip and send this form along with 2 passport photos (please identify photos on the back) to:

1 04 West 29th Street / 1 2th Floor / New York, NY 1 0001 -53 1

telephone: 212.465.8200 / fax: 212.465.8525 / e-mail: ifpny@ifp org / website: www.ifp.org

* Please note Market Passes grant entry to daytime screenings only, and do not include admission to any social events, networking

meetings, the Sony Videotape and Script Library, or the Company Lounge Market Posses are not valid on and cannot be obtained

for Friday, September 1 8 Market Passes are sold on a first come, first served basis To secure a pass, submit this form by

September 4 Check out the IFP's website for advance information on screenings and seminars after September I
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Jxji>c^e: Us By theCollections
SMTEHSONIAN
Institution

The film collection

horn the great cultural

institution's Office of

Telecommunications.

Panthera
Prodixtioxs

400 hours of film

from this Emmy

award winning

production company.
Aviation

Hearst
Historical

One of the premier

historical collections

dating back to the

turn of the century.

Pax Am
COLLECTION'

^J Travelogues, industrials,

*'''
commercials, and

aviation history from

1928-1980.

New York • Paris • Tokyo
Barcelona • Tit Aviv
Hong Kong • Stockholm
Seoul • Stuttgart • Osaka C 1 UT S

oOO
Nations

Incredible scenic

beauty from the epic

CBS miseries hosted

by Kevin Costner.

WESCAM

Incredible perspectives

from the manufacturer

of the wodd's most

advanced camera mount.

coll hi Fiee Demo:

tel: (2 1 2) 799-13lOO
fax: (212)799-9258

THE WORLD'S GREATEST LIBRARY FOR CONTEMPORARY & ARCHIVAL STOCK FOOTAGE

• Dialog Editing

(conformed from your Nagra or Datj

• FX Recording/ Editing

(our library has over 80,000 effects)

• ADR / Foley Recording
(fully-filled M&E dub available)

• 5. 1 Channel Dubbing Stage
(Dolby Digital, DTS, SDDS)

• Music Clearance / Licensing

ULTPflSOIlIC

Larry Blake, Supervising Sound Editor

and Re-Recording Mixer for such films

as sex, lies and videotape, love Jones, and

King of the Hill, has teamed up with

Ultrasonic to create the South's finest

editorial department and re-recording

stage. We facilitate all aspects

of sound post to guarantee

your project comes in on time

and on budget. Let us bid your

next film and take the mystery

out of the sound post process.

504.522.2232
400 Lafayette Street, New Orleans, LA 70130



LETTERS

To the editor:

In the last year, the content of The Independent has

gotten steadily more scrumptious, from the infor-

mative Distributor F.A.Q. and the revived Talking

Heads, to great in-depth Media News coverage

and inspiring articles on films and filmmakers who

have challenged the system and are winning. In

short, your magazine rocks.

Which is why it's especially disappointing that

twice now in the last three issues the Media News

section has run stories on screenplay competitions

that have amounted to little more than press

releases. This is an understandable occurrence for

a magazine short on funds and staff, but a trou-

bling one, nonetheless.

First, in "LAIFF Lines Up Funds for Lucky

Few" [March 1998], you trumpeted the LA Film

Collaborative (LAFC) Production Grant Program,

a program that, in tact, does not give grants at all,

but, after collecting $65 or $85 entry tees from its

wide-eyed entrants, gives . . . well, they're not tixi

sure. I got their application and called LAFC to

follow-up, and when I asked them it they could be

specific about what winning scripts would receive,

they couldn't. What was clear, however, from the

rules on the application was that, in addition to a

number ot other specious benefits (LAFC issuing

press releases throughout the life of your film,

something that would seriously benefit . . . guess

who.7 LAFC), LAFC would receive 1% ot your

production budget. Not your profits, not your back

end, but your production budget. Isn't this some-

thing that should be looked into and questioned?

Your article did neither.

Then your May cover announced a story on

"Million Dollar Scripts." Inside, the article spot-

lighted the King Arthur Screenwriters Award

(KASA) competition, a program that promises up

to $1 million in prize money, but whose applica-

tion's fine print reserves the right to actually only

give away $300,000. That figure doesn't look so

good in a headline, however. And though the

company (a commercial production company)

says they're looking for stories "unaffected by

Hollywood formulas," can one seriously imagine

them paying $100,000 each for stories that won't

be Hollywood-friendly? Please.

The recent wave of "independent" film fever is

bringing with it a tsunami of schemers and dream-

ers who want to make big money, not unique,

challenging, mdependent films. I depend on The

Independent not only to keep me abreast of promis-

ing opportunities, but to scrutinize and challenge

these opportunities as well, and not just give them

free advertising. I hope that in future issues you'll

inject the healthy dose of skepticism that goes into

your advocacy reporting on government and

industry news into your feature film reporting.

jim McKay, AIVF board member, NYC

The editor responds:

Sometimes the Media News column is investiga-

tive and hard-hitting. Other times its purpose is to

pass along information about new grants, organi-

zations, and opportunities, and to do so in a time-

ly fashion. In the case of the LAFC grant program,

we thought it advisable to run a story in March

since it had a deadline of April 17, thereby giving

filmmakers time to prepare their applications.

Given the magazine's lead time, this meant that

the reporter was gathering information in early

January—long before an application form was

written, let alone the fine print established, and

even before LAFC had finalized a list of donors

and awards. But rather than wait until the details

were set in stone and then run the article after the

deadline (thereby getting even more hostile let-

ters), we published it when it would do the most

good. Certainly here, as in other news stones, we

will continue to track the grant program and

assign follow-up stories, it warranted. But the first

step seemed clear: let our readers know about a

new source ot money ,is soon as possible. That was

also our thinking behind the KASA screenwriting

competition story. As to their definition ot "inde-

pendent"— we'll judge thai based on actual

results, not presuppositions.

To the editor

In the article on Vanguard International Cinema

(May 1998|, our first film Loser was incorrectly

marked as both being four-walled and being essen-

tially a straight-to-video title. Loser premiered at

the upstart Slamdance Film Festival and was

thereafter picked up tor theatrical distribution.

Shot for a paltry $38,000, the film has gone on to

50 theatrical playdates, including key dates with

the AMC, Edwards, Act III, Laemmle, General

Cinema, Pacific, and Cinemastar Theatre chains.

(We the filmmakers could have never afforded

this!) The film was four-walled twice out of 50

dates. In addition, Vanguard is not the principal

home video distributor for Loser. That is our com-

pany Film Kitchen. Vanguard has done a very

good job as a rep and sub-distributor, but there are

several other sub -distributors.

Jack Rubio, co-producer, Loser

Errata

"Online Independents: A Web Guide" [May

1998] incorrectly stated that the Los Angeles

Independent Film Festival (LAIFF) was founded

by Filmmakers Foundation. LAIFF is a program of

the L.A. Film Collaborative, a nonprofit 501 (c)3

organization dedicated to supporting emerging

filmmaking talent by creating opportunities for

exhibition and production assistance.

ASSOCIATION

OF INDEPENDENT

VIDEO UNO
Catch us online:

In REALAUDIO and REALVIDEO:

The AIVF Show

@ www.aivf.org
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www.pseudo.com

4

FILM BYTES features weekly

special guests that shape the

indie film scene worldwide. The

online series invites

screenwriters, filmmakers,

producers, distributors, sales

agents, film exhibitors, talent

agents, and many more to

explore the changing climate and

evolving state of film media.

Watch LIVE Fridays
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7:00 PM ET

or tune in anytime to the

FILM BYTES Archives

www.filmmag.com
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Public TV Race Initiative haunches

with Independent Documentaries

by Richard
b a i m bridge

Macky Alston's Sundance award-winning

tilm Family Name, which explores the sensitive

history of blood relations between blacks and

whites bearing the same last name, is set to air

on September 1 5 as part of the documentary

series P.O.V. (Point of View). Though the film is

the final installment of the summer PO.V.'

schedule, it also marks the launch of a major

initiative to use independent film on public TV
as a catalyst to provoke dialogue on the issue of

race in America.

"It's been two years since I had the opportu-

nity to hear about American Love Story and

Family Name, which were both already in pro-

duction at the time" says Ellen Schneider,

executive director of P.O.V.'s parent company,

American Documentary, Inc. "Later, when I

saw those films, I was amazed by the kind of

dialogue that they inspired in audiences. But

there's a real shortcoming in having just one

showing. So the question was, 'Could you build

something with larger implications to link pro-

grams like these together and generate a sus-

tained dialogue on solving racial problems in

this country?'
"

Schneider has spent two years working on

the development and funding of just such a

program, which is now a reality called the

"Television Race Initiative." Plans for the ini-

tiative are quite ambitious and include a three-

year vision that incorporates independent film,

outreach programs, and various media outlets

such as public radio, all under the Television

Race Initiative umbrella.

Five U.S. communities have been asked to

participate as pilot cities for the program,

including San Francisco, Baltimore, Raleigh/

Durham, Boston, and Minneapolis/St. Paul.

Schneider says they were selected on the basis

of their unique racial dynamics, and that each

city will have a Race Initiative program tai-

lored specifically to meet its needs.

Funding for the first year ot the program was

secured by a grant from the Ford Foundation,

which also put up the finishing funds for

Alston's Family Name. Besides Family Name,

the schedule of films for the Television Race

Initiative currently includes Jennifer Fox's An

American Love Story, with additional programs

such as Anna Deveare Smith's Twilight: Los

Angeles 1992, and the WGBH series Africans in

America.

The following two years of the program are

far less organized at this point, yet they are

among the most promising for independent

filmmakers because, as Schneider notes, there

may potentially be funding for original pro-

grams or finishing funds, both for fictional and

documentary work relevant to the Television

Race Initiative.

"For the first year, we are only looking at

existing work that is already slated for broad-

cast on PBS," Schneider says. "It's a broad mix

that is mostly nonfiction. But in the future, I

think having [original programming] and even

some fictional material would be great."

It the race initiative has a familiar ring to it,

it may be because President Clinton recently

announced his own President's Initiative on

Race Relations, which indicates that race is

still very much a hot topic in the minds of

Americans, Schneider says.

Calling race "possibly the most urgent

issue facing Americans today," Schneider

believes that independent film has a special

ability to address racial topics. "Independent

film can be a great way to break the ice," she

says. "Like at [the screening of] Family Name,

I heard conversations occur that haven't ever

happened before."

What's got people talking is Macky

Alston's attempts to engage people through a

personal documentary in discussion over a

painful past, including slavery, interracial

blood ties, and, in the end, a virtual re -defin-

ition of race in America. The son of a

Southern minister and descendant of one of

North Carolina's largest slave-owning fami-

lies, Alston furthermore reveals himself as gay

in the film. "1 was raised with the idea that

you don't talk about these things," he says.

"But 1 think it's important that we do discuss
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them, because it's part ot our past, and part of

who we are."

Teaming up with an organization called

Facing History and Ourselves, which special-

izes in racial education within schools and

communities, Schneider hopes to bring the

power of racially- charged independent film to

groups that may be new to the experience,

including schoolchildren.

Alston has already been showing his film to

school audiences—from middle schools to uni-

versities—and he says he's had astounding

results. "People think that there's not an audi-

ence for documentaries, but when I go into the

schools, these kids love it. I always ask them,

'Do you know someone from a different race

with the same last name as you.7 ,' and they

raise their hands and shout 'Yes! Yes!'
"

The Television Race Initiative plans to work

in much the same way, according to Schneider,

by first engaging viewers in discussion about

the films, then eventually working toward

solutions on the community level.

"1 think Family Name is the perfect way to

launch the Television Race Initiative,"

Schneider says, "because it inspires that kind

of soul-searching that this program i:> all

about."

Richard Baimbridge is a frequent contributor (.* The
Independent.

circuits@nys:

The Governor's Conference on

Arts and Technology

Ernest Hemingway told only part of the

story when he suggested to F. Scott Fitzgerald

that the main difference between the rich and

the poor is that the rich have more money.

They also have more food and bigger dining

rooms, too. That, at least, was one ot the con-

clusions to be drawn from "circuitsfa nys: The

Governor's Conference on Arts and

Technology," held in late March at the posh

Palisades Executive Conference Center, a halt-

hour north of Manhattan. If not the most pro-

found lesson to be learned at the three-day

event, it was surely the most conspicuous, with

three savory reminders daily. But for all of the

sumptuous dining and swanky decor, cir-

cuits(5nys was also a remarkably democratic

affair, with heavily subsidized room-and-board

rates that amounted to only a fraction of what

commercial technology conferences normally

command.

Inspired by similar governors' conferences

If your film lab

makes you feelKy

it may be time

for a move.
But don't go packing your things just yet — we've done the

moving for you. Coiorlab, the Washington, DC area's leading

independent film lab is opening an office in Chelsea and we

have a different approach for the small independent film maker.

We combine all the services of the large labs with a smaller lab

approach to customer service. Whether you're working with

400' or 4000' at a time, you'll never be just a number at Coiorlab.

a>LORLABQg)nyc

;

27 west 20th st suite 307 ph 212.633.8172 fax 212.633.8241

film/video dailies 16mm. super-1 6, 35mm b&w color processing super-1 6 screening

film-to-tape transfers color corrected prints blow ups blow downs answer prints
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sponsored K i he California Arts Council since

1995, circuits@nys (a coproduction of the

New York State Council on the Arts and the

New York Foundation for the Arts) had some-

thing tor everyone: panel presentations offer-

ing broad overviews of the impact of technolo-

gy on culture (from arts education to museum

outreach to online performance), roundtable

discussions of more philosophical concerns

(such as intellectual property rights and copy-

right, access to technology, and new-media

aesthetics), and more practical case studies of

specific experiments in art and technology

(including community networks, artists' Web

sites, and CD-ROM production).

If technology was the overriding theme of

the conference, the underlying architecture

was, appropriately, multitasking. At any given

moment, several different events took place,

ranging from free, one-on-one sessions with

technical and legal experts, to displays of CD-

ROM workstations and other interactive

installations, to a blessedly low-key trade show.

All of which made those moments when the

several hundred attendees gathered togeth-

er—at opening and closing plenary sessions,

during evening performances, and, most

assuredly, at meal times—all the more memo-

rable. These sessions helped set the overall

tone of the conference and provided some of

the more lasting impressions.

The Rockefeller Foundation's Joan

Shigekawa helped launch the proceedings by

posing a series of questions concerning the

nature and direction of the new media.

Recalling her own experience with video art in

the early 1970s, Shigekawa counseled patience

in our efforts to come to terms with the off-

spring of more recent marriages of art and

technology, new forms of expression that may

initially seem foreign to us. It will take some

time, she suggested, to learn the language of

the new media.

Shigekawa was followed by a native speaker

of that language, Steven Johnson, the 29-year-

old founder and editor of the online journal

feed (www.feedmag.com). The real challenge,

Johnson believes, is to discover the truly

indigenous art from our era, not the cobbled-

together hybrids of old and new, but a new "art

of information," as expressive as it is informa-

tive, as entertaining as it is enlightening. While

the engineers and the entrepreneurs have

dominated the Information Age thus far,

artists have a potentially significant contribu-

tion to make to the new era, according to

Johnson.

Also on hand at that initial plenary session,
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providing an effective bridge between the "old"

new media and their latest digital incarnations,

was Steina Vasulka. In fact, with a MIDI violin

controlling a laserdisc video that included

footage of her days as a student violinist in the

early 1960s, Vasulka's work spanned genera-

tions. It proved to be one of those "effortless,"

easier-said-than-done performances that are all

too rare amidst the digital trickery of our time.

circuits@nys featured several other examples

of digital art over the course of the weekend,

including delightful Saturday performances by

composers Nick Didkovsky and Joshua Fried

that helped restore the faith of those who had

been disappointed by Friday's song-and-digital-

video effort by Mikel Rouse and Cliff Baldwin.

But the emphasis of the weekend was on talk

(some of which is available in RealAudio and

text formats at www.artswire.org/circuits/con-

ference.reports.html, including cogent summa-

ry reports by Colgate University's Carol Kinne,

the Getty Information Institute's James Bower,

and photographer Charlie Rivera, executive

director of En Foco) . Among the most impor-

tant of these words, certainly, were those of

Nolan Bowie, Temple University communica-

tions professor and media activist. Although he

had to contend with the excesses of a noontime

feast and the deficiencies of a portable sound

system, Bowie's basic message sounded through

loud and clear: Where Big Government once

roamed, Big Business now maneuvers, and our

society and culture will be the poorer for it.

Nowhere is that observation more pertinent

than in the new media landscape, which threat-

ens to become an electronic mall bereft of the

"public spaces" that have traditionally played

host to the nonprofit arts. Art won't cease to

exist on the digital frontier, certainly. But if an

artist creates a work and no one sees it, Bowie

wondered, is it still art? In the absence of regu-

latory policies that foster and support noncom-

mercial expression, Bowie warned, the climate

for culture in our country will only get worse.

Thus artists and arts organizations should

bring their vision to the telecommunications

policy debate, Bowie insisted. In return, they

may one day have an opportunity to realize the

vast potential of the digital era that was all but

assumed elsewhere at circuits(a>nys. That con-

ference was a good start in bringing the per-

spective of artists to bear on the new technolo-

gies, but it's clear that much more work remains

to be done in this area.

Gary O. Larson

Gary O. Larson is a freelance writer based in

Washington, D.C.
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Tape-to-Film Transfers...

Call Film Craft. Our Teledyne CTR-3 uses high-grade precision optics

and pin-registration for a rock-steady transfer and superior results.

A FEW OF OUR SATISFIED CLIENTS INCLUDE:

Lynn Hershman "Virtual Love"

Laurel Chiten "Twitch and Shout"

Jane Gillooly "Leona's Sister Gerri"

Heather MacDonald "Ballot Measure 9"

Outsider Productions "Sex Is"

We offer a two-minute MOS 16mm color demo at no charge from

your videotape.

ooeeilent
Processing & Printing...

We've been processing and printing motion picture film for over

25 years, so we understand the challenges of the independent

filmmaker. We're a full-service film laboratory and one of the few

labs that still processes black & white film.

FOR PROFESSIONAL LAB SERVICES, CALL US FIRST.

Daily Processing

Black & White Processing and Pri nting--! 6mm and 35mm
Color Processing and Printing-

1

6mm and 35mm
Camera Raw Stocks

Rank/da Vinci Film-to-Tape Transfer

We offer special student rates.

LAB

23815 Industrial Park Drive Farmington Hills, Ml 48335

Voice: 248.474.3900 Fax: 248.474.1577

Film Craft Lab, a division of Grace & Wild, Inc.
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What is The Sync?

The Sync is an Internet broadcasting company. We pro-

vide streaming audio and video services to businesses

and have original content on our site for Internet users.

Why do you consider yourselves distributors?

We consider ourselves distributors because we make it

possible for viewers all over the world to watch films,

videos, and shows on our site.

On the Web, what's the difference between distribu-

tion and exhibition?

We're not sure what the difference really is. The Web is a

new medi-

um, and old

concepts of

physical

filmmaking,

distribution.

and exhibition cannot be applied in

a situation where one person with a

video camera can make a film and

put it on the Net for global viewing

that same day.

How many "hits" are recorded

daily on The Sync?

We have over 15.000 video viewings and 25,000 visitors

to our Web pages each day.

Who do you think those people are?

Some are independent film fans, others are just ordinary

Web surfers who find our site interesting. They come from

all over the world, including Europe, Asia, and Africa.

Unofficial motto behind The Sync:

Your television is already dead.

Who is The Sync?

The Sync was founded by me [Thomas Edwards] and

Carla Cole. I'm an electrical engineer by education,

turned Internet technical guru. While working at an

Internet service provider, I saw the potential of Internet

video and wanted to have a part in its evolution. Carla is

a former architect who grew weary of the emptiness of

corporate life. Together we meshed our technical and cre-

ative skills to form The Sync and intend on making

Internet video everything it could be.

How, when, and why did The Sync come into being?

The Sync was founded in July of 1997. We knew that the

new medium of Internet

video had incredible poten-

tial—but no one was

exploiting it to its fullest. We

wanted to be the people to

do that and knew that we

had the skills, creativity,

and guts to pull it off. We

started The Sync because

we believe that Internet

broadcasting will become the dominant medium of the

future. It frees us from spatial and temporal limitations of

traditional broadcast video, and Internet content is

poised to be highly unregulated, unlike television.

So where does the money come from to fund The

Sync's activities?

The Sync receives revenue from business clients for live

event broadcast production and sells advertising on its

Web content. Clients have included Ziff-Davis, the

Catholic University of America, Columbus School of Law.

and the American Association for the

Advancement of Science. Advertisers

have included AtCall Long Distance and

Love@lst Site online dating service.

If I went to The Sync's site, describe

what I'd find:

The Sync Web site is a smorgasbord of

original made-for-lnternet shows, politi-

cal events, and independent films. The

Sync Online Film Festival is an ongoing,

popularly judged festival where viewers

can watch independent films in several

categories, then vote for the ones they like

the best. "Independent Exposure" is a monthly microcin-

ema screening of a group of short independent films. We

also have a selection of classic silent horror films such as

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari and Nosferatu, as well as a

group of modern cult films from Moore Video including

Lemora, Lady Dracula. The Sync original shows include

CyberLove, a candid and truthful look at love and life by

four Gen-Xers. The JenniShow, about the life of Web

mega-star JenniCam, and CyberSermon, a made-for-the-

Net sermon from the uniquely honest viewpoint of Rev.

James Cole.

What's appealing to a filmmaker about having his/her

work on The Sync?

Filmmakers get exposure to thousands of viewers daily.

There is also the less direct benefit of being able to say

that your work was on the Net way before most other film-

makers had even known it was possible. Some of the

films (such as Walls of Sand) have received extensive

media coverage due to being on our site.
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Do filmmakers whose work you handle ever see any

income from their Web release?

Currently filmmakers are not seeing any income from Web

releases. We are hoping that the exposure on our site will

help some of the filmmakers receive traditional distribu-

tion deals, and that eventually the viewing audience will

rise to the point where filmmakers can earn revenue from

direct Web viewing. It has taken a long time for Web sites

in general to turn into moneymakers, and we expect a

similar evolution for Internet video sites.

Why would a traditional distribution deal be a result

of a venue as ubiquitous as a Web broadcast?

To tell the truth, we're not sure how this

will evolve. Right now the most we can

do is put films on the Net and give

them exposure. In the future this might

be the best way for distributors to find

out (and screen) new films.

email info@thesync.com (no phone calls please).

What sort of licensing and copyright issues do mak-

ers need to make sure they've cleared prior to a Web

release on The Sync?

Filmmakers must own the rights to everything in their

films before we can put them up. We require filmmakers

to sign a statement that they own all rights to a work and

can assign to us the Web broadcasting rights.

How do people find out about The Sync?

The Sync is included on several online lists of Internet

broadcasters, and has been featured in the New York

Times, the Washington Post, and Yahoo! Internet Life.

Biggest challenge in reach-

ing your audience:

Technological issues, such as

ISPs who oversell their band-

width and can't provide their

Do you have exclusive Webcast/Web distribution

deals with the makers on The Sync?

We currently have no exclusive deals with filmmakers.

This technology is so new that we can't expect them to

lock up all of their rights with us. Again, we expect in the

future that we will be making such deals once this part of

the business becomes more profitable.

How do you decide what titles to add to the site?

Certain films play better on the Internet than others, and

we have a selection committee that decides which films

would appeal the most to Internet users and are appro-

priate for the technology. Internet users crave interactiv-

ity. That is why The Sync Online Film Festival is popular-

ly judged by the viewers. Internet users also like to be

able to find things on the Net they can't find anywhere

else. So we seek out small independent filmmakers to

contribute to the festival and encourage filmmakers to

approach us directly about putting their films on the site.

Filmmakers can send a VHS or SVHS copy of their film or

Scenes from Jacob Pander's

Operation (top), Boobs in Toyland

directed by Jeff Rappaport (above),

and (left) Pier Paolo Pasolini's The

Gospel According to St Matthew.

users with a continuous 28.8 kbps con- 1

1

nection to the Internet, and users who

can't figure out how to download the

video player. Windows 98 should solve

the latter problem with its integrated

Media Player.

The most important issue facing The Sync today is. .

.

the advancement of technology to make Internet video at H

least equal to the quality of broadcast television video.

A year from now The Sync will . .

.

be a leader in Internet broadcast content, surprising the

television networks that think they can just put televi-

sion on the Net and expect people to watch.

Upcoming Sync projects to keep an eye out for:

Our biggest project is working on a way to distribute pro-

gramming to hundreds of thousands of simultaneous

viewers. And yes. it is a secret.

Famous last words:

The world of filmmaking is going to be rocked by digital

technology. Filmmakers can either embrace the technol-

ogy, or be overrun by it. It will be like the transition

between silents and the talkies, or even more dramatic.

Lissa Gibbs is a contributing editor of The Independent and

the former Director of the Film Arts Festival in San Francisco.

She can be reached at lissag@earthlmk.net

NATIONAL
EDUCATIONALMEDIA
NETWORK

supporting excellence in

educational media

CALL FOR
ENTRIES
29th Annual
Apple Awards

The largest awards competition for

nontheatrical media in the US is seeking:

television programs and documentaries

film, video or CD-ROM titles for the home

market, for classroom or

corporate use

social & cultural issues

youth & family issues

health & medicine

science & technology

art & humanities

sport & travel

business & careers

NEW ENTRY DEADLINES!
Film, Video & CD-ROM

Early Bird (Save $$)-. October 16, 1998

Regular: November 2, 1998

Late: November 30, 1998

All deadlines are postmark deadlines

For entry forms:

e-mail your name and address to:

comp@nemn.org

or contact:

NEMN
655 Thirteenth Street • Oakland. CA 94612-1220

Ph: 510.465.6885 • Fx: 510.465.2835

www.nemn.org
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We are a facility specializing in

picture and audio post for projects

finished on film. We offer full audio

services; sound design, foley, ADR

and mixing. Film editing at 24 or 30

fps on high end digital non linear

systems and full technical support at

every stage of your project Please

contact us for more information.

WDITE • DIRECT • SHCCT • EDIT
your own short films in our hands-on eight week total immersion
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The Los Angeles Independent Film Festival

by Thomas
Pallotta

The Los Angeles Independent Film Fes-

tival (LAIFF) has the suspicious distinction

of being an "independent" festival in the

heart of the commercial film industry. Now in

its fourth year, LAIFF has become one of the

leading independent film festivals in

America. With 26 features (16 of which were

world premieres) and 31 shorts, this five-day

festival held April 16-20 proved to be a mixed

bag. Films played to enthusiastic audiences

totalling 20,000 in venues along Sunset

Boulevard. This year the festival handled an

increased audience of several thousand by

adding new venues, including the intimate

Directors Guild of America theater. The fes-

tival was well organized and all venues were

within walking distance from one another.

As can be expected in Hollywood, films

with name actors had the loudest buzz going

in, but few of the hyped films left the audi-

ence satiated. One film that ran against the

grain of the festival, Bennett Miller's first fea-

ture, The Cruise, left the crowd enthralled.

One of only two documentaries in competi-

tion, this gem sold out its only screening early

Saturday morning. Some disappointed festi-

val-goers wished there had been a second

screening. (This year for the first time, second

screenings had been added to some of the

films, again to accommodate the festival's

increased attendance.) The documentary,

shot with a digital camera in black and white

and transferred to 35mm, is a one-man show,

its subject being Timothy (Speed) Levitch, a

foppish Manhattan tour-bus guide who

spouts his philosophy during humorous and

profound trips across New York City.

Broken Vessels, Scott Ziehl's story of two

ambulance drivers in L.A. who are seduced

into the subculture of drugs and crime,

depicts a downward spiral that is both har-

rowing and hilarious. This freshly directed pic

with stand-out perfor-

mances deservedly won the

Audience Award, the festi-

val's top prize. The film per-

fectly transcends the subject

matter of drug abuse,

becoming a film about the

synergy between two friends

(Todd Field and Jason

London) who find their

relationship a catalyst for

self-destructive behavior

Other films that stood

out were Jon Rei-s'

Cleopatra's Second Husband,

a psvchoscxu.il drama that

displayed a strong indepen-

dent and dark vision, and Antonio Tibaldi's

Claudine's Return, which was notable tor its per-

formance by Christina Applegate and its cine-

matography.

The now predictable and self-reflexive

examination of the independent film scene was

depicted in one of the most hyped films, John

Enbom's Star*fucker, only to be upstaged by the

crowd-pleasing short that preceded it, Adam

Collin's Mad Bay, I'll Blow Your Blues Away . . .

Be Wine.

The festival also presented several sidebars,

seminars, and shorts programs. Music Videos

were given the appropriate L.A. spotlight with

three programs examining the contribution of

the music video industry to the visual arts.

Cutting- edge videos, many from feature film-

makers, illustrated the potential of a burgeon-

ing art form. Also explored were seminars on

New Media, Special FX for Low Budget

Filmmaking, Filmmaking for the Internet, as

well as numerous legal seminars and

"Intensives" on the crafts of filmmaking.

One of the highlights of the festival was Abel

Ferrara's post screening Q&A after the

American premiere of his film The Blackout.

Resembling a circus ringmaster more than a

film director, Ferrara perfectly continued the

mood of the film starring Matthew Modine as a

alcohol-fueled coke addict. Commenting on

the studios' recent buyouts of what were once

independent distributors, Ferrara was skeptical

of The Blackout finding U.S. distribution and

decided to buy it himself as an alternative.

After two months of fundraising, he was able to

come up with "about 1 1 and a halt dollars" and

then soberly reflected that the film will proba-

bly not be distributed in the United States.

This year's LAIFF seemed to act perfectly as

a microcosm of the current "indie" film world.

With independents looking more like studios

and studios acting more like independents, the

festival's eclectic lineup produced a varied

result. The festival's location in L.A. has a dis-

tinct advantage over most other festivals, with

many filmmakers and films staying afterwards

for additional industry screenings. Strong

industry presence and tremendous crowd sup-

port places LAIFF firmly as a leader in the inde-

pendent arena. Hopefully, however, next year

there will be more films like the personal and

low-budget The Cruise than glitzy, star-driven

premieres.

Thomas Pallotta is a filmmaker currently shooting a digi-

tally animated film in Texas.
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The Taos Talking Picture Festival

by Cara Mertes

It's opening night at the Taos Talking

Picture Festival, and over seven inches of

unforecast snow is tailing, greeting thousands

of festival attendees with a mid-April New

Mexico-style blizzard. Unfazed, the festival

begins with a screening of Chris Eyre's

acclaimed Smoke Signals, playing to a packed,

highly appreciative house.

The film is a well-told story of a young

Couer d'Alene man's search for his father,

and the audience, Native American and

Anglo, loves it. After the screening, Eyre

and Gary Farmer, one of the film's stars,

take the stage. In the middle of their

question and answer, a cell phone rings

—

a faux pas in this festival setting, where

professional etiquette dictates that peo-

ple turn off their phones, at least while

they are in the theater. Three hundred people

look around to see who the guilty party is,

while onstage, Gary Farmer sheepishly pulls a

phone from his coat pocket and answers:

"Hello . . . yeah, well, I'm in front of about 300

people right now" . . . audience laughter . . .

"Taos . . . yeah, the film just premiered and I'm

onstage. I can't talk long

By the time Farmer finishes his conversation

and the laughter dies down, it is clear that this

is a Taos moment, where spontaneity, humor

and a go-with-the-flow attitude prevail. It is a

place where eccentricity is tolerated and even

encouraged, where indigenous, Hispanic, and

Anglo cultures co-exist (though not always

harmoniously) in a landscape that never fails

to inspire.

In this context, the Taos Talking Picture

Festival is a festival 'on the verge.' Times have

changed from its first year, 1995, when 1,000

people attended. Only three years later festival

attendees numbered over 8,000, most of whom

were from the Southwest. Next year could

push 10,000, putting it in league with some of

the country's largest film festivals. Submissions

Picture Fesuv
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have

likewise exceeded expecta-

tions every year. For 1998, out of about 1,000

entries and invited works, approximately 150

films and videos were screened over the four

days.

Despite its fast growth and the possibilities

of expanding the L.A./New York industry audi-

ence, Taos remains doggedly community-based.

Northern New Mexico has a thriving creative

community, as well as three diverse cultures

whose needs and interests are often quite dif-

ferent, and it is also one of the lowest income

areas in the country. The festival caters to these

realities, designing its programming around

local and regional interests rather than indus-

try-driven hype. Their strategy has been suc-

cessful, and most of the attendees are

Southwestern film buffs, festival devotees,

regional people in the media field, and viewers

interested in specific topics, with a healthy

smattering of filmmakers, scholars, writers, and

industry folks.

The Taos festival is the creation of a relative

newcomer to Taos, Joshua Bryant, a TV and

film actor who moved to New Mexico

from Los Angeles 10 years ago. Bryant

says the idea for a festival just popped

out one day about five years ago when

he was talking about fundraising for a

nonprofit. "I had no idea what I was get-

ting into, or how it would change my

life," he says. The support from Taos' var-

ious communities was so swift and eager

that he now jokes that people seemed to

be waiting for a festival to show up in Taos.

"Taos has a deep history as a rendezvous

point, a gathering place, and it made sense

to start a festival here," Bryant says. Despite

pressures to become another industry festival

where deals are made and competition is the

organizing principle, the festival continues to

bank on the unique history and character of

the Taos community to make it successful.

This year it seemed that every restaurant,

gallery, bed and breakfast, and business was

brought into the sponsorship circle.

Beyond the attractions of the location

itself and the people involved, a large part of

the uniqueness of the festival lies in its man-

date. It is one of the only general audience

festivals with a media literacy-based approach

to filmmaking. Bryant uses this catch-phrase

to describe the goals of the festival: "to

encourage the informed consumption and

thoughtful production of the moving image."

Though more familiar to the general pub-

lic now than in the past, media literacy is cer-

tainly not the most popular film festival

theme. But in Taos, it has inspired some of

the most creative programming on the festi-

val circuit, with an eclectic mix of issue-based

screenings, panels, and workshops appearing

under the Media Forum umbrella, an annual

Native-American focus, presentations by

international directors, a surprisingly lively

mix of North American short films, as well as

a strong sampling of features and documen-

taries.

Working with Bryant are programming
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director Kelly Clement, and programmers

Jason Silverman and Dan Marano. Like

many who work at the Taos Festival, these

three have ties to other southwestern festi-

vals like Telluride, South hy Southwest,

Sundance, and the Denver International

Film Festival. The loose affiliations create a

sense of regional exchange that adds to the

feeling of cameraderie that is pervasive with

hoth staff and participants alike.

Between the programmers, plans for

themes, workshops, and other festival tracks,

like the Salon Cinema and the Scholar-in-

Residence, are hatched. For this and other

programming initiatives, information ex-

change and coordination is key, and each

section of the festival is designed to comple-

ment every other section. Often guest cura-

tors are invited to do specific programs,

which serves to broaden the pool of work, as

well as the curatorial pool.

The meat and potatoes of non-specialty

film festivals are high-profile films, their

directors, and stars, and Taos is no exception.

This year, writer and director Paul Schxadei

(writer for Taxi Driver and American Gigolo)

was honored with the Howard Hawks

Storyteller Award, and he screened his latest

film, Affliction. Long-time producer

Moctesuma Esparza (The Ballad of Grcgorio

Cortez, Selena, The Disappearance of Garcia

Lorca) was cited for his activism and his work

in creating meaningful depictions of Latinos

in mainstream media.

For documentary afficionados, Loretta

Todd (Cree-Metis), one of Canada's most

prolific documentarians, was honored with a

retrospective. She presented her latest work,

Today Is a Good Day, about the Hollywood

acting career of Chief Dan George (1899-

1981). And experimental video was repre-

sented by Sadie Benning, the second genera-

tion in a family of ground-breaking media-

makers (her father is filmmaker James

Benning). Her most recent piece, Fiat Is

Beautiful, was screened, a feature that explores

the development of an 1 1 year-old girl as she

adapts to the challenges of living with her gay

mother and live-in lover.

In addition to these programs, the Taos

Talking Picture Festival has, from the begin-

ning, been committed to exploring the social

and cultural implications of media through its

annual Media Forum section. A direct out-

growth of the media literacy mandate, the

Media Forum this year presented a keynote

speech by renowned media theorist George

Gerbner plus panels on the future of television

and diversity in TV representations. Screenings

around issues of media, democracy, con-

sumerism, and advertising were also organized.

It is this section of the festival that boasts tree

screenings, issue'Oriented discussions, and

activist-based approaches to media.

However, the festival does have its slight

drawbacks. There is no central meeting place

tor participants, and with the increased atten-

dance, the current sire of the venues makes it

difficult to see more popular programs (most

were sold out well in advance). Plus, some of

the venues do not provide satisfactory screen-

ing experiences by a long shot. For next year,

these issues are being addressed.

For those filmmakers still not enticed, Taos

does boast one of the most original awards

around: five acres of local land, sponsored by-

Jeff Jackson and his Taos Land and Film

Company. Jackson is a local filmmaker, and the

prize his company sponsors has been given to

three filmmakers so far, with the stated intent

of encouraging a community of working film-

makers to use Taos as a base. With no water,

roads, or buildings on the land, no one has

moved in yet, but Taosenos know that once you

visit Taos, you may just want to stay. It's an

approach that has been working for a long, long

time.

Cam Merles is a producer/director, icnter and teacher

based in New York City. She curated "First Come, First

Served," a history of public access, for the Taos festival

this year and has attended it for the last three years.
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The Festival International de Films de Femmes de Creteil

by Barbara Hammer
IN 1978 I ATTENDED THE FIRST FESTIVAL

International de Films de Femmes de Seaux,

France with Double Strength, my short film

about lesbian relationships. On April 3-12, I

returned to the same festival with my new

video feature, The Female Closet, in the docu-

mentary competition section, and my 1994 doc

Out in South Africa in the sidebar on African

Women Directors. What a change in 2C years!

Where once a feisty and argumentative audi-

ence met with directors following their screen-

ings, demanding well-thought out answers (I

remember the shock of nudity that made the

screening of my early film controversial) , the

debates are now more orderly and less well-

attended, while the festival has grown up and

moved to larger headquarters at the Maison

des Arts in Creteil on the outer edge of Paris.

I suppose it is a reflection of the times. Back

in 1978 we feminists were a heady lot—full of

spark and short on compromise—and we'd

argue all night if the questions were hot. In

fact, I always preferred a French audience, as

their arguments were well-founded and ratio-

nally developed (like the language, I have been

told). Just the right mixture for debating. Now
there is little time as over 100 films are

screened in 10 full days, with the competition

section containing 13 narrative features, 13

feature documentaries, and 30 shorts. This

year there was a special competition for women

directors of childrens' films with a large group

of teenage cineastes as judges. These earnest

film lovers were full of enthusiasm for their

choices and other films they saw in the festival.

It was great to see about 1 3 young women and

men judges walk across the stage on closing

night to each receive a red tropical flower, and

to watch their spokesperson assertively

announce the winning selection. The festival

was promoting and contributing to its own

growth and future success through this wise

inclusion of youthful judges. In addition, each

year the festival devotes a special section to a

woman actor, and this year Hannah Schygulla,

well-known from Fassbinder films, was on hand

for a retrospective of her work as well as an

enchanting evening with the actor herself in

heels with silk tails and pants singing cabaret.

Even more films than ever filled the four

screens of Maison des Arts as well as two neigh-

borhood commercial cinemas. This year the

programming included a special twentieth

anniversary retrospective with directors in

attendance from each year of Creteil (with

screenings of Lizzie Borden's Bom in Flames,

Ula Stockl's The Sleep of Reason, and Helma

Sanders-Brahms' Germany, Pale Mother, to

name a few). An .African Women Director's

sidebar featured a retrospective of Senegalese

director Safi Faye and a panorama of 50 films.

This special section brought an audience from

all over Europe eager to see films that are too-

seldom screened. The Senegalese actor Isseu

Niang and "Mama" Moussognouma Kouyate

from Burkina Faso performed traditional song

and dance with great aplomb and style.

Jacki Buet, festival director since the begin-

ning, describes the fest as not a marketplace,

but as a festival

that draws a

large audience

from the local

surrounding

communities as

well as devoted

Parisians who

make the 30-45

minute Metro

trip. The festi-

val is a place to

meet-and-greet

other directors,

the press, film

festival organiz-

ers from Europe

and Asia, dis-

tributors, movie

"stars," and an enthusiastic international

audience. I met women and men from

Croatia, the Ukraine, Russia, Sweden, Spain,

Italy, Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands,

Denmark, Switzerland, China, and Japan.

There are multiple press rooms where simul-

taneous interviews are conducted throughout

the day by European journalists. Each invited

director is provided with tour nights' accom-

modation in a hotel, or a room in community

housing for the duration of the festival.

Another festival plus: the center of Paris is

only a short 30-40 minute Metro ride away.

(Transportation to and from the festival is not

provided.) This is the largest and oldest on-

going womens' film festival in Europe

—

and probably the world—and has a guaran-

teed committed audience as well as state,

city, and commercial support.

Personally, I was very moved by the open-

ing night film that won both the Grand Jury

Prize and the Audience Prize: In the Coumn

(1997) is a feature narrative that chronicles

the "new Russia" through the lite ot one vil-

lage. The mayor struggles for change against

alcoholism, brutality, and lack of culture.
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Director Lidia Bobrova told me this was her

second feature and that she used primarily local

people who were not actors. The double prizes

she received were accompanied by 45,000

francs, and will definitely help her make her

next film. Sexing the Label, by Australian direc-

tor Anna Broinowski, won the Jury Prize from

the Association of Women Journalists, and I

was surprised and delighted with a "Heartthrob

Award" for The Female Closet by the same

group. Although it did not receive a prize, the

short film Room Without a View, by Bosnian

director Rada Sesic, moved me the most. Sesic

fled Sarajevo in 1992 and left her family and

home to live in the Netherlands, where she

made this personal, poetic film about isolation

and memory. As I spoke with her I could see

and feel how sheltered my life has been com-

pared to this young woman who had war

behind her eyes.

To me, the festival tails short on screening

experimental

film. There are

no formal aes-

thetic consider-

ations that a

more challeng-

ing film genre

would provide.

If anything, die

festival Leans

toward a tamer

selection pro-

cess. Yet on the

other hand, the festival continually seek-- to

improve and implement changes. 1 was happy

to see the main festival events and films in

competition interpreted in French sign lan-

guage. The talented French actress,

Emmanuelle Laboirit (Beyond Silence) is deaf

and was one of the judges. She and her inter-

preter joined us in informal film discussions

that took place in the nightly "cocktails" where

drinks and hors d'oeuvres were served. This year

"The Cinema Lessons" was a new addition

where directors met with a small public and

gave personal presentations on filmmaking.

The yearly festival will undoubtedly bring us a

new sidebar, extended lessons, and an interna-

tional selection of films directed by women. I

hope tor more risk-taking programming in 1999

in Creteil!

Barbara Hammer is completing her five -year term as an

AIVF Board Member, and leaves for Tokyo in

September on a Japan Fellowship to make a documen-

tary on the role of women m the collective process of

Ogawa Productions.
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Student Films on the Commercial Market

by Lynn M. Erm ann

Kurt Voelker's Decade of Love should

have made its television debut in 1996.

Stations all over Europe were clamoring to air

the University of Southern California (USC)

student film that year, especially after it

snagged the audience award at the tup

European shorts festival, Clermont-Ferrand.

Instead, two more years—an eternity in show-

biz time—would pass before the lively 'disco

boy meets girl/love triangle' comedy could be

televised, by which point the buzz had faded.

The problem.' "Car Wash," "YMCA," and

five other disco songs. Voelker, who had

already spent an entire year clearing the festi-

val rights for the songs, knew that he couldn't

afford commercial distribution. USC, which

owns all rights to its student films, also didn't

want to foot the bill. Harold Warren, president

of Forefront Films, agreed to pick up Decade

and untangle the rights late in 1996, but only

got started in 1997, just in time for a disco

revival that made the soundtrack unaffordable

in the U.S. After a year-long, painstaking clear-

ance process ("never again," says Warren),

involving dozens of phone calls and letters, one

publisher still refused to allow a song to be

used, and after the aggravating task of redoing

the soundtrack, Decade of Love could only be

shown in a few European venues.

Voelker was in fact a lot luckier than most.

More typical is the story of Columbia film

school student Mark Millhone,

whose short film Christmas in

New York was also widely sought

after by distributors, including

Forefront, but had a soundtrack

of seasonal ditties that made it

prohibitively expensive.

Uncleared story rights, logos,

clips, and Screen Actors Guild

(SAG) fees have been the main

obstacles to getting films aired

for other students. "At least fifty

percent of the students [we deal

with] have clearance issues,"

says Megan O'Neill, vice-presi-

dent of Forefront, a problem she

attributes to the fact that many

students weren't aware of the

commercial market in shorts when they made

their films.

While student films used to spend at most a

few months on the festival circuit before being

retired to the vaults, now they can find a home

on television, video, or, occasionally, even in a

theater. The past few years have seen a surge in

commercial interest in shorts, which has been

tapped into by entities like New York City's

Forefront, and Europe's Jane Balfour and

Canal + . Europe, always more interested in

shorts, has countless cable programs, like

Kinorama on the Arte station, that show shorts.

In the United States, the Sundance Channel,

the Independent Film Channel, and many PBS

programs like WNET-New York's Reel New

York and Los Angeles' Fine Cut air shorts,

often as filler between movies. There is also a

growing, if still tiny, market in video compila-

tions of shorts, like Gil Holland's CmeBLAST.1

The tricky part is that these commercial

venues, while offering great visibility, pay very

little—far less, in fact, than the clearance tees

required to air the films. "(Music publishers]

don't understand that they are dealing with

three-minute films," explains Sandrine

Cassidy, who handles festivals and distribu-

tion at USC. Because television pays per

minute, most shorts don't bring in more than

$2,000; PBS stations may pay as little as

$500. Popular songs on the soundtrack can

cost 10 times that amount ($20,000 in

Millhone's case). SAG also often applies the

same rules to short films as to features. "Some

short films we see have three or four major

actors in them," says Gary Garfinkel, vice

president of acquisitions at Showtime, which

owns the Sundance Channel. "Of course,

they're free only until somebody makes an

offer." Then SAG wants the money back for

every day worked—at scale. Thus one stu-

dent filmmaker recently found that she would

have to pay $15,000 to SAG if she wanted to

air her short.

All this raises the question: do students

need to pay closer attention to clearance

issues while still in school? "No one is ever

going to see this film, so don't worry about it,"

a professor patronizingly told one student

(who prefers to remain anonymous) two years

ago when the 1997 UCLA graduate asked

about a clearance issue (that is still unre-

solved). But this "it's only a student film" atti-

tude is changing. Beginning last year, partly

due to the Decade of Love fiasco, USC began

requiring all current students to get world-

wide commercial clearance on all songs. Of

course, USC was also partly motivated by the

fact that they own many student films with

clearance problems, like the Robert Zemeckis

student short with a Beatles soundtrack (only

footage of past presidents could have made it

any pricier). And other schools are following

USC's lead with less Draconian measures. At

New York University, lawyer Marilyn G. Haft,

an attorney and adjunct professor, teaches a

class on entertainment law and business in

which she often advises students on the

specifics of clearing sborts tor cable and video
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and dealing with distributors.

"Get rights upfront," schools are all saying.

Doing so makes it a whole lot easier for stu-

dents to bargain before they have commercial

offers. There is also the chance that a song or

clip will be unavailable—even for the festival

circuit. One Columbia University student used

clips from the NBA and a popular sci-fi TV
show and then found that the studio owning

the sci-fi program wouldn't allow him to use

the clips at any price, while the NBA was very

flexible. At UCLA, another student used an

Irving Berlin song in his student film, only to

find out shortly before a festival that the estate

refused to give him rights to the song because

they didn't approve of the drinking in the

movie. "It really is their whim if they say yes or

no, and they can make you or break you," says

54 director Mark Christopher, whose 1992

Columbia student film, The Dead Boys Club,

was an early lesson in clearing disco rights.

Like Voelker, Christopher couldn't afford U.S.

rights. After whittling the soundtrack down to

one essential disco tune, he spent years clear-

ing the film for each new level ot European dis-

tribution.

Prices also vary widely, according to Mark

Ragone, a lawyer who specializes in clearing

music for films at New York law firm Rudolph

&. Beer: "Various factors affect the price, one

being who you are dealing with—a named

artist or unnamed artist— [the] second being

the publisher: a major publisher such as

Polygram or EMI affects the price." Yet there-

One way around the cost of music rights is to commission

a score. Here Paul Chihara, of UCLA's department of

music, teaches a new film scoring workshop.

Photo: Carolyn Campbell, courtesy UCLA

isn't always a correlation between the difficul-

ty of clearing the music and the popularity of a

song. Additionally, each song involves two

kinds of fees, according to Ragone: "There's

the publishing fee, which is the use of the writ-

ten word" [also called a sync license] and "the

use of the actual recording, which is called the

master side" [or master use license]. Prices also

vary depending on the venue in which the film

is shown: festivals versus pay cable, video
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A Glossary

Publishing License: permission to use

the lyrics or the composition of a song;

granted by the music publisher.

Master Use: permission to use a par-

ticular recording of a song; granted by

the record label.

Biography Rights: permission to use a

person's biographical story on film;

granted by that person or an estate

(unless in the public domain)

.

Public Domain: the status of works

that are not protected by copyrights

(or patents) and are therefore available

for free public use.

Music Library: a collection of music

that has been cleared at both ends

—

publishing and master—and is avail-

able for a set fee.

SAG Experimental Film Agreement:

also known as the Student Film

Contract, this agreement is intended

to be "used in workshop/training ses-

sions" for anyone "shooting a very low-

budget film [under $75,000] for the

experience of doing so." Salaries for

actors are deferred so long as the film

is shown only at film festivals and in

"limited distribution for Academy

Award consideration and other very

limited markets."

( Resources )

American Association of Composers,

Authors ^Publishers: (ASCAP)

(212)621 -6CCC; www.acsap.com

Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI) website:

http://www.bmLcom

Volunteer Lawyers for the Arts:

(212) 319-2787: for free, over-the-

phone tips on any kind of arts-related

legal issues

Film Contracts Digest (Screen Actors

Guild): a listing of every7 type of SAG
film contract; available through your

local SAG office

(Don't Touch These)

Unless you're planning to debut your

student short in your living room,

don't even bother trying to use one of

these budget busters :The song "Happy

Birthday", any Frank Sinatra song, any

Beatles song or any Elvis song.

versus theater, the

United States versus Europe. One

option for students who don't want to pay

money upfront is to mention the possibility

that a film might get picked up for television

when getting the festival rights. Christopher

suggests that students be candid: "Just plead

your case as a starving filmmaker and tell

them how you won't make any money on the

him, but it will be good for your career."

Using original music is one way to skirt

the issue altogether. Millhone, the student

who used prohibitively expensive Christmas

songs on his last short, had a friend compose

the music on It's Not About You, a short

which aired on American Playhouse in early

May of this year. "Composers are working on

careers just as film students are," says

Doreen Ringer-Ross, assistant vice president,

film/TV relations with broadcast music

industry body BMI in Los Angeles. To this

end, UCLA and USC are also forging part-

nerships between music and film depart-

ments.

Music libraries are also a great resource

—

for a certain kind of music. Student film-

makers can find a generic 'jazz sound' as filler

or even 'circus music' for those Felliniesque

moments. USC last year made arrangements

with several music libraries whereby "they

make available several sections—sometimes

the entire library—to students," according to

Larry Auerbach, executive director of stu-

dent industry relations at USC. Although

Auerbach admits that "some films cry for

recognizable music," he says that the advan-

tage of music libraries is that he always

"knows what rights the students have

upfront."

Students also have the option of changing

the music after a festival debut, which is a

hassle, but may be worthwhile. When USC
student David Birdsell won an award tor Blue

Cirv at the 1997 Independent Feature Film
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After its initial soundtrack rights proved too costly,

the entire soundtrack for Spin the Bottle was

redone with lesser known bands like Los

Straightjackets. Courtesy CineBLAST

Market in New York City, and the

prize was a screening on the

Ev Independent Film Channel, he

V Li|M^ quickly realized that his s< iundtrack

^^»>> A would be too expensive. Birdsell

H replaced two the with

B tracks from the USC music

^^^^^^ library and kept the most indis-

pensable song, "The Thrill is Gone," for a

screening of the film on IFC and Fine Cut, only

paying clearance on those individual venues.

Another student filmmaker, NYU's Jamie

Yerkes, is replacing the entire soundtrack—for-

merly filled with Nina Simone and Squirrel Nut

Zippers—on his feature Spin the Bottle with

music from smaller hands at the suggestion of

his executive producer Gil Holland.

There are also ways to cut hack on the

expense of using SAG actors. Filmmakers often

get themselves into the most trouble by not dis-

cussing terms with SAG. "If we find out that a

student has sold a film without contacting us,

we will file a claim for everything as a breach of

contract," says Ron Bennett, executive admin-

istrator of theatrical/television contracts at

SAG. When students are honest, "SAG is flex-

ible," says Bennett. While a student is legally

obligated to pay actors back at low budget

scale—$466 a day plus a 13.5 percent pension

and health payment—when a film makes any «

money, the involved actors can waive the full

obligation requirements (most do) and allow

the filmmaker to pay it back over time. Legally,

the full amount made on the sale must still go

to the actors first, before the producer, before

even the music publisher.

Economy—that is one of the most essential

parts of filmmaking. Is this song indispensable.'

Should I send the actors home who aren't need-

ed? As commercial options open up for stu-

dents, they may not be making much money,

but they are getting unprecedented opportuni-

ties to learn about all these issues. "As frustrat-

ing as [getting clearances] is for students," says

Cynthia Bechet, distribution manager at the

American Film Institute, which also owns its

student films, "it can be a good way of forcing

them to understand that this process is the real

world." Better to make the mistakes in school

than on a feature-length independent produc-

tion, right?

Lynn M. Ermann is a freelance writer based in New
York who has written for the New York Daily News and

the Wall Street Journal.
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A New Venue for New Media

BY WlLLAMAIN SOMMA
Though it lacks the sensationalism and

psychological weight of theater-going, watch-

ing a tiny pixelated square on a computer

screen is like television, but more intimate, and

offers the viewer the possibility of programming

content personally. With New Venue

[www.newvenue.com], created by Jason

Wishnow and newly launched on June 1, the

Web becomes a virtual theater for films not

merely scaled down, but customized for the

medium.

As a student at Stanford, Wishnow won the

Art and Technology Initiative Grant with a

proposal to build a Website to screen film and

video shorts. He hooked up with Bart Cheever

(former co-director of the Low Res Festival

and founder of D.Film Festival, which screens

films created with digital technology) when his

documentary was chosen for the D.Film

Festival. Wishnow had been working on the

site's design when he and Cheever decided to

make it a joint project and link it to the D.Film

site [www.dfilm.com]. Originally Cheever used

the Web to promote the D.Film Festival, but

the site, first created in 1994, gained momen-

tum when submissions came from all over the

world, and he realized the potential of the Web

to widen the community of his traveling festival.

Wishnow's project is a fitting extension of

the D.Film site, but New Venue is also a festi-

val in its own right, entirely online. On-site

experiments with film and video works manu-

factured from digital tools can live and find an

audience. New Venue encourages the discov-

ery of a new filmic language for the medium,

what Cheever sees as "a paradigm shift" in the

nature of filmmaking itself.

The work being screened in the virtual the-

ater of New Venue is notable for the way these

filmmakers are resolving the constraints of the

medium. Like Cheever's D.Film Festival, the

work itself represents a wide range—anima-

tion, documentary, narrative, and experimen-

tal work using digital tools like Adobe

Photoshop, Premiere, and Flash Animation, as

well as traditional 3D animation, 16mm, and

Super 8.

New Venue's opening piece, directed by

Rodney Ascher, is a multi-layered and choppy

piece created entirely from 35mm still photos,

animated using the technological muscle ot

After Affects. When creating a work to be

viewed on the Web, the file size must be small

so the download time is less. The lower the

frame rate, the

smaller the file mm*

size and the W
choppier the

result. Instead of

seeing this as a

drawback,
Ascher allows

the choppy

frame rate to

guide his aes-

thetic. By super-

imposing images of people over those of

cityscapes, he accomplishes a detached regard

for landscape.

Persona: A Packaged Person, written and

directed by Kristie Stout, centers around a

woman's mouth. The entire piece is one close-

up shot of her face, but your eye goes to her

mouth, which, when not forming words, puffs

on a cigarette. This visual engagement with

her mouth draws us into her monologue. The

jaded character of an insider rock chick

emerges, bitching to us confidentially about

dudes in acid-washed jeans (we all know it's

so eighties) and by listening, we become co-

conspirators. Stout addresses the difficulties

: Pouting in Persona: A Packaged Person by

Kristie Stout (above) and Shenly Glenn's I'm

Home, which have been screened on the New

Venue website.

ot the medium literally head-on

by structuring the piece around a

close-up head shot. The small

size and immediacy of the image

work to her advantage, and an intimacy is

created with the viewer which other medi-

ums can't match.

These artists don't allow the tools them-

selves to govern the structure of their work,

but rather they enable them to invent new

parameters for their artistic intentions. For

Jason Spingarn-Koff, whose experimental

narrative Abducted was included in last year's

D.Film Festival, (as well as in the Rotterdam

Film Festival, the Berlin Video Festival, and

in a recent video exhibition at David Zwirner
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Gallery in New York), the technology of After

Affects allowed him to place his character in

turn-of-the-century Berlin. Shot on film but

postproduced in digital video, he was able to

render the aesthetic he wanted on his Mac with

a lower cost than if he'd sent it out to be edit-

ed. Spingarn-Koff has used desktop tools since

he first discovered them in 1992 and says that

"seeing the tools alone gave me confidence in

realizing my ideas." He also claims not to feel

bound by the technology but says that it's "so

powerful, once you free yourself creatively,

there is no turning back."

Spingarn-Koff also sees these tools as level-

ing the playing field, so a short made on a fully-

equipped Mac can compete with a highly pol-

ished studio production. This allows aspiring

commercial and noncommercial film and video

artists to produce top-quality work out of their

homes and present the most effective rebellion

to big budget productions.

With the radical change in bandwidth and

the technology improving rapidly, the medium

offers fertile ground for experimentation. The

work being made for New Venue and D.Film

exists and proliferates outside the TV and film

industries, but has allowed makers with good

ideas to penetrate those inner circles. Many of

the pieces in last year's D.Film Festival were

given recognition: one was picked up by MTV,

two are in negotiation with Showtime and

Saturday Night Live, and another won an award

at this year's Sundance Festival. But Cheever

has always been more interested in the artist

and the work itself rather than commercial

aspects. On his tours he presents screenings as

well as organized lectures and special presenta-

tions to offer audiences an education in digital

filmmaking and the information necessary to

benefit from the technology themselves.

The audience is certainly growing, but it is

still a privileged one which has access to fast

connections and understands something about

the technology. The New Venue and D.Film

sites offer detailed instruction and trou-

bleshooting techniques for desktop production,

and these efforts to widen the community and

educate the audience have given the medium

an impetus of its own. With the prevalence of

the Internet, Web video continues to become

an expanding genre. The proliferation of pro-

jects of this kind lend credence to Wishnovv's

insight that, "In a lot of ways, the New Venue is

the Internet itself."

Willamain Somma [wsomma(5 aol.com] is a former

Web producer [www.charged.com] arui a freelance

writer and photographer living in New York
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FOCUS

I

A Budgeting Software Round-up

by Robert M. Goodman
The process of estimating the cost of pro-

ducing a film—or "budgeting"—was devel-

oped in Hollywood. Since most independents

would be thrilled to produce two films for a

fraction of what a studio spends on one, does

this process have value for independents? It

should, because budgeting is not about how

much money you have to spend. Budgeting is

about determining the resources you'll need to

put your vision on the screen. In addition,

accurate budgets are crucial for investors and

hinders evaluating your project.

The standard form for preparing cost esti-

mates for long-form fiction or nonfiction pro-

jects is the feature tilm budget. This budget

torm has three levels of detail stacked one on

top of the other. The topsheet shows the subto-

tals for all the major categories or accounts and

a budget total. It's arranged in traditional

"above the line" (talent and director's fees)

and "below the line" (crew and production

expenses) categories. Producers and produc-

tion managers can work up a quick budget

guesstimate (for later substantiation) by enter-

ing rough numbers into the category subtotals.

The topsheet is an executive summary (a one-

page outline) of the budget. The bottom sheet

or detail level is where rates, days, and costs

associated with the production are entered.

These details are grouped and totaled into

accounts on the middle sheet. The figures at

the account level are totaled into the cate-

gories listed on the topsheet.

Though it sounds confusing, it's actually

pretty simple. On the topsheet, for example,

there's usually a category called "electrical

operations." If you drop down one level in this

category, you'll see accounts for gaffer, best boy,

generator rentals, etc. To enter rates and days

for the gaffer, drop down another level to see

the gaffer's detail lines. The total of the gaffer's

detail lines appear on the account level. The

total of all the accounts, which sum the detail

lines, appears on the topsheet.
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The form itself is a handy reminder of

the resources you'll need to produce a program.

Examining pages of detail makes it harder to

forget critical items that could slip your mind if

you start from scratch. Blank budget forms are

available from Enterprise of Hollywood,

Printers & Stationers (1-800-896-4444), and

examples abound in books. There are no

absolute standards; studios and production

companies modify the categories and accounts

to suit their needs.

Budgeting can be done with pencil and

paper, a spreadsheet program, or specialized

budgeting software. Budgeting software is

designed to reduce the time it takes to prepare

a budget and make it easier to play "what if"

games so you can figure out the most cost effec-

tive shooting strategy. A computerized budget

beats using a pencil and paper when you're try-

ing to determine whether it's cheaper to go into

overtime or add more days to the schedule.

Accuracy is another advantage of computer

software when you're estimating the cost of

fringe benefits for your cast and crew. Fringes

include payroll taxes, worker's comp, service

fees, agent fees, and pension and welfare costs.

Calculating them can be time-consuming and

insurance costs when production begins.

However, the IRS rules are clear: most of the

crew and the actors are employees. The pro-

ducer/production company is responsible for

paving the employer's portion of FICA and

providing worker's compensation insurance.

You should consider these expenses because it

adds 10-15% to your labor costs.

The principal advantage of budgeting soft-

ware is its ability to create globals, subgroups,

and libraries of information for reuse in future

budgets. A "global" is a name that represents

a value. You define this variable and applv it

to lines in your budget. For instance, instead

of entering the number of planned shoot days

for every crew member, you could enter the

word "shoot." If "shoot" is defined as six days,

everyone's day rate is multiplied by six.

Change the definition of shoot to five days,

and all the day rates are multiplied by five.

The benefit should be readily apparent.

Subgroups are groups of detail lines that

you can decide to include or exclude with the

click of a mouse. You can build subgroups tor

shooting in different cities or tor film versus

video. For example, you could create a series
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of detail lines with New York, Chicago, and

Vancouver crew rates. Each city's detail lines

are connected to its respective subgroup.

Then, when you need to calculate the cost of

shooting in New York, you can include the

"New York" subgroup and exclude the

"Chicago" and "Vancouver" subgroups.

Budgeting software should also make it

easy to save parts of a budget for reuse in

another budget. If you build libraries of infor-

mation, then you don't have to retype the

items and costs associated with "camera

rental" every time you do a budget. A library

file allows you to enter those details once,

save them, and then paste that block of

information into all of your subsequent bud-

gets. It's another way of reducing the amount

of time it takes you to prepare a budget.

Here are some of the choices available for

budgeting your next project:

BoilerPIate's Template

BBP Software's BoilerPlate Film/TV

Budgeting Template V2.0 ($149) is available

for Microsoft Excel or Lotus 1-2-3 (Mac or

Windows). This can be an inexpensive

option if you already own one of these

spreadsheets. BoilerPlate is a set of spread-

sheets and macros designed to mimic the

functionality of a dedicated budgeting pro-

gram like Movie Magic Budgeting.

However, a BoilerPlate budget is usually

just two layers deep. There is a topsheet and

a combination account/detail worksheet for

most accounts. This compromise makes it

more difficult to give your department heads

a simple summary sheet and for you to

review departmental budgets at a glance. You

access the worksheets for each account by

clicking on buttons on the topsheet or

through Excel or Lotus' navigation tools. A
help file is included in the template.

BoilerPlate has a "global" feature tor

shooting days, fringes, and sales taxes. It's

not a true global as described earlier. This

feature only works with preset accounts and

it's limited to two values per account.

However, it's a helpful feature rarely found in

spreadsheet templates. BoilerPlate also auto-

mates printing and reporting functions. Press

a button to print the topsheet, the entire

budget or individual pages. You can also

print cast, extras, props, and locations lists.

BoilerPlate is the only program to include a

cash flow report so you can tell when and

how much money you'll need during each of

BoilerPlate Film/TV Budgeting Template

V2.0

BBP Software, 1818 Gilbreth Rd, Ste 200,

Burlingame, CA 94010; (650) 692-

5793; fax: 697-4177;bb-prods(tt world-

net, a tt.net; www.wenet.net/~bbp

Cinergy V3.0

Mindstar Productions, 10821 Monticello

Drive, Great Falls, VA 22066; (703) 803-

7808; www.MindstarProds.com

Turbo Budget for Windows V4.0

Quantum Films Software, 8230 Beverly

Boulevard. Ste. 16, Los Angeles, CA 90048;

(213)852-9661

Movie Magic Budgeting V5.2

Screenpla\ Systems, Inc., 150 East Olive

Ave., Ste 203, Burbank, CA 91 502; (818)

843-6557; www.screenpLiv.com

Feature film budgets have dozens of

categories and hundreds of lines. If you

don't understand the purpose of all the

lines, you'll find these books extremely

helpful:

Ralph Singleton's Film Budgeting ($22.95), a

companion to his earlier Film Sclxeduhng, is a

thorough guide to budgeting from the per-

spective of a Hollywood veteran. Available

from Lone Eagle Publishing, 2337

Roscomare Rd, Ste. 9, Los Angeles, CA
90077-1851; (800) FILMBKS; www.loneea-

gle.com

The On Production Budget Book ($32.95) by

Bob Koster is a line-by-line glossary of a

budget with an annotated CD-Rom demo of

Movie Magic Budgeting (Mac and

Windows). Available from Focal Press, 313

Washington St., Newton, MA 02158-1626;

(617) 928-2500; www.bh.com/bh/fp

Gaines and Rhodes' Micro-budget Hollywood

($17.95) combines budget strategies and

interviews with filmmakers in an irreverent

guide to making features tor under

$500,000. This Silman-James Press title is

available from Samuel French Trade, 7623

Sunset Blvd., Hollywood. CA 90046.

The second edition of Michael Wiese's Film

& Video Budgeting ($26.95) includes sample

budgets for everything from docs to feature

films. The sample budgets are available on

diskette if you don't want to recreate them

in Excel (Mac or Windows). Available from

Michael Wiese Productions, 11288 Ventura

Blvd., Ste.821, Studio City, CA 91604;

(800) 833-5738; www.mwp.com

the fout phases of your project.

The size of a saved budget is one of

BoilerPIate's disadvantages. Budget files require

about a megabyte of space because you're sav-

digital film

Your image
is everything

We just make it look good.

Film Resolution

Scanning &
Recording

35mm Academy
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VistaVision

Cinemascope

16mm 16 • Super 16

Computer Titles

Titles and credits to any

35mm • 16mm • S16mm gate

Digital-to-Film

D-l to Film Link™ transforms

video and digital media to any

35mm • 16mm • S16mm gate

Digital Blow-Up

35mm original negative

from 16mm • S16mm

Stills

4x5 transparencies and negatives

slides • C&R prints -from video

computer • cine scans
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Create industry standard

production budgets and reports

for feature films, television,

commercials and videos using

BoilerPlate's powerful templates

running on Excel and Lotus 1-2-3

for Windows and Macintosh!

"I have used the BoilerPlate Film/TV Budgeting
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complete, comprehensive and easy to use piece of

software I would not hesitate for even a micro

second in highly recommending your product to

others in this industry " - Robert Guertin.

Communication Concepts LTD

BBP SOFTWARE 1818 Gilbreth Road,

Suite 200, Burlingame, CA 94010

(650) 692-5793 Fax (650) 697-4177

e-mail: bb-prods@worldnet.att.net
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pal transfers

duplications
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•Music Videos * Corporate Videos

79 Putnam Street

Mount Vernon, NY 10550

1-800-811-2240

fax 1-800-988-3939
20 minutes from N.Y.C.

ing the program and the data. Saving multiple

versions of a budget can quickly fill up a lot of

space. (In comparison, a Movie Magic Budget

file uses only 28K of space, so 40 saved budgets

will fit on a single floppy diskette.) The other

disadvantage is a characteristic of spreadsheet

| ^*'Xdtf"|

templates. If you delete or modify the wrong

row or column, the macros will stop working

and render the template useless. BoilerPlate

won't make a Hollywood production manager

happy, but it's better than the simple spread-

sheets most people create on their own.

Cinergy

Mindstar Production's Cinergy V3.1

(Windows) is an innovative product designed

to take a project from preproduction through to

post. You can purchase individual modules:

preproduction $799; script supervision $799;

and postproduction $2,500; or the entire sys-

tem for $3,500. Cinergy 's preproduction mod-

ule includes scheduling and budgeting. The

script supervision module is designed for log-

ging on set. The postproduction module con-

trols recorders and outputs an Avid, Media

100, or Lightrworks list. Our focus is on budget-

ing so I won't discuss the other features except

to say Cinergy should be a big hit with script

supervisors. Cinergy's budgeting features are

limited compared to a dedicated budgeting pro-

gram. It follows the three-layer feature film

budgeting format, but there are no global or

subgroup functions. The program creates a

database of cast, crew, locations, and equip-

ment that is shared by all the modules.

Online help should be available when the

product begins shipping; I tested a Beta version.

Cinergy's budgeting features are adequate if

your needs are modest. This module is not as

feature-rich as a dedicated budgeting program,

but there are advantages to Cinergy's soup-to-

nuts approach. If you need a budgeting and

scheduling program, take a look at the demo.

Turbo Budget

Quantum Films Software's Turbo Budget for

Windows V4.0 ($199 Professional Edition,

$399 Studio Edition) uses copy protection with

a two install limit though you can uninstall and

install the program as often as needed. The pro-

gram can be upgraded from Professional to

the Studio Edition over the telephone by

technical support.

Turbo Budget ships with three budget

forms: a generic independent feature form,

an AICP form (a budgeting form for com-

mercial production from the Association of

Independent Commercial Producers), and a

Columbia Pictures form. All are modifiable,

and the screen design and toolbar icons are

big, bright, and bold. It's an inviting look,

and a welcome relief from the standard

approach taken by many accounting pro-

grams.

Entering and editing data on the Account

or Subaccount (detail) level is straightfor-

ward. You can build libraries of subaccount

lines by highlighting the ones you want and

saving them in a file for reuse in your next

budget. Budget recalculations are extremely

fast. Turbo Budget saves budget files quickly

because the information is stored as a series

of ASCII text files, one for each account.

However, the name of your budget is limited

to four characters, which is odd.

Quantum Films also takes an unusual

approach to correcting mistakes: there is no

undo command (Control + the Z key) . To be

able to undo changes, you must backup your

budget first so you can restore it later, which

is cumbersome. Some data entry operations,

such as entering the contigency fee percent-

age on the topsheet, won't allow you to

change the figure you've just entered until

after you've gone to another line.

The quirky aspects of Turbo Budget may

frustrate some people. When you want to

move from the topsheet to the account view,

you can click the "hand left" icon or press

Control and the N key. To move from the

topsheet to the Sub Account View, you click

on the "hand down" button or press Control

and S. When you're in the Account View,

the hand icons point up and down, and

move you up and down. In the Sub Account

view, the icons work the same way they do in

the topsheet. It's consistent, but not intu-

itive.

Turbo Budget can automate the estimat-

ing process using special codes. These codes

can calculate everything from costs to

fringes. It sounds complex to set up, and it is.

A "wizard" feature can walk you step-by-step

through the more complicated features.

There's extensive online help which is ea-ier

to use than the printed manual. Overall,

Turbo Budget has speed, power, and a logic

all its own. A demo version—a working copy
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of the program with printing disabled—is

available, and it shouldn't take long to sense

whether Turbo Budget will meet your needs.

Movie Magic Budgeting

Screenplay Systems' Movie Magic Budgeting

(MMB) V5.2 ($699) is available for Mac or

Windows, and budget files are interchange-

able. MMB uses copy protection with a three

install limit though you can uninstall and

install the program as often as you wish.

Screenplay Systems provides technical sup-

port via telephone and the Internet. Movie

Magic comes with 33 budget forms covering

all the major film studios, television, and cable

networks. All are modifiable.

The navigational interface, the way you

move around, is highly intuitive. On the menu

toolbar, there is a clickable compass that

moves you up or down and left or right in the

budget. Three horizontal bars labeled "top-

sheet," "account," and "detail" indicate your

present level and you can click on these bars

to change your level. The keystrokes are

equally well thought-out. Press the Control

key in Windows or the # key on the Mac and

the letter D to go down. Control plus the let-

ter U will move you up a level. The keystrokes

are identical in the Windows and Mac versions.

Entering data is extremely easy. The Enter,

Tab, or Arrow keys are used to move from field

to field. Typing a single letter "w" for week, "d"

for day, "h" for hours, and "f" for flat, in the

unit field, automatically enters the complete

word. It's smart, too: if the quantity field is

greater than one, the unit becomes plural—day

becomes days. You can set MMB's preferences

so when you press return at the end of a detail

line, the program will automatically create a

new detail line, place the cursor in the descrip-

tion field, and automatically copy the quantity,

unit, and rate from the line you have just com-

pleted.

Saving detail lines or any other information

in a library for future use is also very simple.

Open a library from the menu. Highlight the

lines or accounts you want to save. Press the

"Store" button in the library window—the win-

dow remains open until you hide it or close it

—

to complete the task. Highlighting a library

item and pressing the "Get" button will paste

the information into your budget.

Most operations are very straightforward. I

didn't even glance at the manual until I wanted

to learn how to use the fringe and subgroup fea-

tures. Then, my inclination was to use the

"Help" function: unfortunately there is none.

Screenplay Systems felt it was unnecessary,

which is an annoying oversight since one of the

better trends in software design is having a

searchable manual at your fingertips.

Movie Magic Budgeting is a rock-solid pro-

gram with a consistent, intuitive user interface.

It works flawlessly and remains the most popu-

lar program in the industry. Movie Magic comes

with two freebies: "SuperBudget" a template

that uses the global and subgroup features to

automate feature film budgeting and a demo of

the Movie Magic Labor Guide. The full version

is available for $39.95 or for $29.95 if you

download it from the Web. The labor rates are

updated quarterly. There is no MMB demo but

the company does offer a 30-day money-back

guarantee.

My advice is pick an affordable solution that

works for you. Whatever you choose, remember

that the most common mistake independents

make is not budgeting through to completion.

Unless your project is pre-sold, you'll need a

print and money to take your film to the festi-

vals and markets.

Robert M. Goodman (goodman(o histones.com), an

award-winning irnter and Emmy-nominated director

based in Philadelphia, is currently producing the feature

Gifts in the Mail, about the American Picture Postcard,

and developing a project called Dungeon Goddesses.
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Composer Effects.

The Wexner Center for the Arts is an
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Maria Troy, 674 292-7617

Wexner Center for the Arts

The Ohio State University

1871 North High Street
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and now a word with...

r>OHN

by Anthony Kaufm a

n

Anyone who'd get married in a movie theater has got to be pas-

sionate about films. Former programmer, uber-producers' rep, indie film

chronicler (Spike, Mike. Slackers, and Dykes), and TV producer John

Pierson is just that. From the moment in 1986 when he put a $10,000

check in Spike Lee's hands for She's Gotta Have It to the creation of" the

cable series Split Screen 1 1 years later, this lanky, bespectacled, at times

comical, and cynical cineaste has always been an ardent supporter of

independent film.

In 1992 Pierson began his annual Cold Spring Film Workshop, a by-

invitation gathering of filmmakers and industry buffs that happens in

the Hudson River Valley town of Cold Spring, about 50 miles north oi

New York, where he maintains his headquarters. The espnt of this "gag-

gle of filmmakers" is what "set the stage for some of the spirit that

would wind up going into the show," says Pierson.

With the 50 to 60 filmmakers from around the country contributing

stories to Split Screen—ranging from cheeky interviews with Crispin

Glover and Mike Judge to tragic stories of theater closings and film-

making mishaps—this weekly one-hour program continues Pierson's

commitment to emerging filmmakers. Through the series, Pierson pro-

vides mini-grants to filmmakers, fosters new talent like PJ. O'Brien

(Asylum), Chris Smith (American job), and Guinevere Turner (Go

Fish), and gets the word out about a very real, grassroots kind of inde-

pendent film.

The fall halt of its second season debuts on Monday, August 24, and

airs weekly on the Independent Film Channel, with shows repeating

Fridays on Bravo. This year Pierson and his crew take to the road in

their Split Screen RV, gathering stories and publicity along the way as

they continue their "wild ride through independent film."

This spring I met with Pierson at his Soho office where, in between

phone calls from the likes of October Films president Bingham Ray, we

spoke about Split Screen, the glut of independent films, and Pierson's

role in the indie sphere.

You've said only a small fraction of the independent films made

each year get seen. What exactly is the situation?

The mythology is that all of these distributors have fold-

ed and there's nobody left—only the big guys. The

mythology is that films don't have time to find their audi-

ences anymore. Number one: I think there are more

"specialized" non-studio distributors right now than ever.

What's really good is that instead of having [only] the

deep-pocketed Miramaxes and their imitators in the

world and the teeny-tiny garage, living-room type com-

panies, we now have actually quite a few in-between,

which is important for the health of the culture. Who
knows what they're really all doing, how^ they're going to

do it, and whether they'll stick around or not, but right

now, the spectrum is pretty well covered.

When you do the math, that range of companies, plus

filmmaker self-openings, still handles less than 10 per-

cent of the total output. It sounds like a factory, doesn't

it? Sort of what it's come to. For the sake of the argu-

ment, let's say there are 1,000 films; let's even say that

three-quarters of them you can dismiss. You still have

250, and [that's specifically] New York . . . and a 100 of

these films aren't being seen anywhere outside of New

York, so that's 150 films that may have something going

for them. Even- single, solitary, ingenious idea that people come up

with—from the Fuel Tour to the spate of underground film festivals all

over the country to cable channels to this 24-hour public access "inde-

pendents day" they did last summer—all these ideas are exactly what

people should be thinking about, but personally, I still wish there were

way, wav fewer films. But you can't turn the clock back. People are

going to do it. Again, part of the good new^s is that even if they're tak-

ing a financial beating doing it, nobody seems to mind. [Laughs] There

is something about the empowerment of the process of making a fea-

ture film that is like a drug that eliminates the pain of earning debt for

years afterwards.

Split Screen is one of those ideas to get the work out, right?

The trick is that material will come to me: I'll come to know a film-

maker, I'll see their feature, some shorter work, and decide this is

somebody who'd be really great, for their skill or sensibility or sense of

humor or all of the above, to do something on the show. When it

works out, it's the greatest feeling in the world. When it goes pretn

well, that's a really good feeling. The rare occasions when it doesn't

quite come together, that's not so bad, because it still feels like a good

cause.

But then you can take it to the next step. Yvonne Welbon, for

instance, started with a segment for the show which then became a

documentan feature on black women filmmakers. We've been able to

guarantee her a certain number of segments this year, so she can fig-

ure out what she can take out of those segments towards the longer

documentan. And that's a really great thing. Or with Steve Yeager, to
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have collaborated with him on Divine Trash by doing the John

Waters/Hetshell Gordon Lewis segment last year, which became part of

his film.

When you think about all these people—the 50 to 60 filmmakers

who wound up contributing to the 20 shows this year alone—if you

start to think which of them we hope will go on and do their own fea-

tures, that gets really tricky. I know particular cases where we helped

seed the work, but in terms of 'Is Split Screen a way to work out, prac-

tice, get more noticed, then turn around and make a feature film.',' I

don't really know. I'm trying to head up the club that says, 'There's too

many feature films anyway,' so it's really weird.

So is Split Screen an answer to the problem or contributing to it?

It's designed to be an answer, but I don't know what happens after-

wards.

In the show's promo, you're shown saving a young filmmaker's script from a

swimming pool.

It's funny, but it completely misrepresents what my whole life has been.

But it was a chance to jump out of a swimming pool [in reverse

motion]

!

Why does it completely misrepresent it?

Because scripts have never been my start ... It should be somebody

hurling a reel of film, but that would have been harder to catch.

[Laughs] If I'd missed, it would have sunk really fast.

But still you're saving the filmmakers—providing for them.

Providing a forum, yes. Providing an opportunity that can be taken and

fulfilled quickly. Instead of kicking [an idea] around for years, it's like,

'Hey, here's a good segment idea, what would the budget be? Okay,

here you go; here's the money, now do it. And by the way, it's going to

be on a show in three weeks, so can you get it cut really fast?'

Theoretically, when it works, it benefits the show as a whole and the

individual filmmaker. That's the beauty of it when things click.

Is the "road trip" aspect of the show about getting to those independent film-

makers in hard-to-reach areas?

It works on multiple levels. We're reaching out for really good local sto-

ries, and we're reaching out to local filmmakers to do those stories

wherever possible. Obviously that's very helpful on the publicity front.

It's been quiet this time around in New York, but we've gotten huge

coverage everywhere we've gone: in Dallas, Austin, Oklahoma City,

Tulsa, Washington, Charleston, South Carolina, and places like that.

We like both honestly, because a lot of the people involved in the show

are here in New York, and it's nice to catch a break in the New York

media. But it's been very gratifying to see the kind of excitement that's

been generated in other places. That was the plan and that part seems

to be working.

It reminds me of tours like the Fuel Tour, because they were very much on the

road. Are you fulfilling a similar role—not necessarily the same thing, because

they were about exhibition—but you're still "bringing independent film to the

people."

But that's what a cable channel does. Here's the thing that might not

have been clear to me when this all started a year ago. I would think,

okay, this is a television show. IFC is whatever it is, 14 million and

climbing, but that's still a lot of homes and potential people, so why do

you have to do all the local press and grassroots work? You still do.

That's the irony of it. For the Fuel Tour, it's a real one-to-one thing.

You can literally count and see who's there. With us, it's a lot more

mysterious. There's clearly way more people watching the show then

would ever see the Fuel Tour. There's way more people watching the

show then would see virtually any of the American independent

films that were released last year, to put it bluntly. But we don't know

who they are.

That's as far as audiences go. But you're also reaching out to filmmakers.

I would be doing that anyway. Ever since Slacker, I got a lot more

interested in what was happening outside of New York and L.A.

There's nothing better than Neil LaBute making In the Company of

Men in Fort Wayne, Indiana—a town we hope we get to in the next

trip. [Laugfis] I want to know if anything else is likely to happen in

Fort Wayne.

This is a unique position to have—empowering filmmakers wherever they

are.

Somebody just sent a proposal about a longer film on the demise of

the National Endowment for the Arts [NEA], wondering if we'd be

interested in doing something on the show with their material. Of

course we would. Because that's one of the reasons the show exists.

Long before the NEA ended its individual filmmaker grants, they cut

out the regional sub-granting program. And those are the kinds of

amounts we're often dealing with for our segments: those were gen-

erally $2,000 to $5,000 grants. Greg Araki got one. Richard Linklater

got one. They'll go to their graves swearing these were the first

empowering things that ever happened to them, that it made them

feel legitimate, and that it helped let other people know they were

worth backing. And the rest is history. They're not the only two exam-

ples. I think Gus van Sant got one as well. When you look at some-

thing like that disappearing off the map, as well as the various and

sundry state arts councils, it's pathetic. That's one of the ideas [of Split

Screen]: to dole out $2,000 here and $4,000 there, making a point of

spreading it all over the map; that's what those regional grants were. I

hope it's the same thing.

Anthony Kaufman is a New York-based wnler and features editor of IndieWire.
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Deborah Unger and Eric Lloyd star in Bette

Gordon's film adaptation of Scott Bradfield's

novel The History of Luminous Motion.

Below: Director Bette Gordon on set.

Photo: Nan Golden, courtesy Good
Machine

C^~~^^

HE KNEW IT BEFORE SHE EVEN FINISHED THE BOOK.

/ ^K[ Halfway through Scott Bradfield's The History of

^^^ Luminous Motion, Bette Gordon knew it would nuke

^^^^ a great film. "I was completely haunted h what it

^B had to say about American culture," she recalls. "I

tUP* ' was attracted by the outlaw character of the moth-

er, who was living this Bonnie and Clyde existence

with her son." By the end of the novel, Gordon decided she

had to get her hands on the film rights.

Most of us have experienced it: reading something so powerful, so

breathtaking, and so insightful that you never fully recover. Long after

turning the last page your heart and mind are still completely capti-

vated by the world contained between those two covers. The question

then is, how does an independent filmmaker acquire the film rights?

The journey begins by finding out if the rights are available. Call the

publisher and find out who the author's literary agent is. Never ask the

publisher directly about the rights; they'll probably ask you to fax a

written request, which will then be pushed aside. Instead, ask the pub-

lisher for the name of the author's literary agent. Call the agent and

ask if the film rights are available, and ask for a meeting with the

author to be arranged.

Gordon called Vintage Books and got the name of Bradfield's agent,

who set up a meeting for her. "We met, talked, and connected,"

Gordon says of her meeting with Bradfield. That connection was vital

to securing the rights to his novel. "Authors have to connect to the

filmmaker," says Gordon. "They're about to hand over their baby.
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They need to know you're going to take care of it." Bradtield had

received other offers for The History of Luminous Motion, but was wait-

ing for a filmmaker who would agree to let him write the first draft.

As Gordon discovered, convincing an author to hand over his work

is no easy trick. Film agent Bill Contardi, from the William Morris

Agency, points out that "authors want the best deal possible. But they

also want their book to be adapted with intelligence and integrity."

Anthony Bregman, VP of Production at Good Machine and co-pro-

ducer of Gordon's Luminous Motion, says the best strategy for dealing

with authors is to convey clearly your vision of the story as a film. "It

you're passionate about a story, convince the author that you can adapt

the story well. As a director, you can probably see the whole thing run-

ning as a movie inside your head. Let the author know what the film

would be like," says Bregman. Besides possessing excellent skills of per-

suasion, though, you'll need cold hard cash to pay tor the option agree-

ment.

An option agreement gives you the exclusive opportunity to pur-

chase the film rights to the property tor a specific period of time.

Buying the option means buying

time—time to develop the screen-

play and to pull together financ-

ing. An option agreement general-

ly lasts between one and three

years, but can usually be extended

for a year or two at additional cost.

The option agreement will speatx

the cost of the option as well as

the purchase price of the film

rights. The price of the option is

leveraged against the price of the

rights. For example, a $5,000

option against a $100,000 pur-

chase price means that after pay-

ing $5,000 for the option, when

and if the rights are purchased, an

additional $95,000 will be paid.

The price of an option can

range drastically, depending on

the situation. Gordon's option was

for two and a half years at $5,000.

Two one-year extensions cost an

additional $2,500 in total. As it

turns out, that price was very rea-

sonable. "For a feature film," says

Bill Contardi, "it's much more

likely to have a mid-five to six-fig-

ures option cost." Purchase prices

for film rights also vary drastically.

Short stories may have a small

price, $10,000 to $15,000.

by Joanna Sabal
Current novels, though, will most likely go tor $100,000 and more.

Gordon had her agent negotiate the option agreement with

Bradfield's agent, but an independent producer could also deal with

the author and literary agent directly. As with any legal agreement, it's

advisable to have a lawyer read oxer the contract.

After successfully capturing the rights to her beloved story, Gordon

set about finding production funds. Having worked previously with

Good Machine on a project tor HBO, Gordon went to producer Ted

Hope and showed him the book. He also loved it. "I connected per-

sonally and intellectually with Ted over the material," Gordon says.

Good Machine was eager to do .mother project with Gordon, and so

agreed to produce the film.

After Bradfield finished the first draft, Gordon spent the next two

and a half years collaborating with screenwriter Robert Roth. "Ted
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kept pushing us further to get away from the hook. The question is,

how do you get away from it, yet beneath it, to discover the true nature

of the material?" She and Roth had plenty of time to figure it out "It

took several years to pull [the project] together," explains Bregman.

"One of the joys and heartbreaks of trying to get financing is having

tune to keep revising until it gets better and better. You don't just fin-

ish a script and then sit on it. You keep thinking about it and finding

ways to improve it."

Usually, Him rights are purchased on the day

principal photography starts, or when financing

i- secured. For Gordon and Good Machine,

however, time was running out. Gordon's

extended option period was almost over and

financing still wasn't finalized. "There was a lot

of emotion and resolve and work invested in this

project," Bregman says. Despite the fact that

Good Machine had not yet found production

financing, the years of hard work and commit-

ment to the project prompted Good Machine to

secure the funds needed to purchase the rights

from Bradfield. Although Bregman declines to

give out the specific purchase price, he did agree

to offer an example of what Good Machine

might pay an author for film rights: "Very often

we make deals at about two per cent [of the bud-

get]." Eventually, with a script completed and

film rights secured, Good Machine was able to

find financing through Eric Rudin, executive

producer of Luminous Motion.

Gordon's experience of adapting a book into a

film was fairly typical of the process. But in the

world of independent filmmaking, Gordon's adap-

tation is far from typical. "Hollywood likes to do adaptations based on

big novels because they're almost guaranteed a big return," says Gabe

Wardell, director of the Atlanta Film Festival. "Independents are less

inclined to make adaptations, unless they encounter a story they real-

ly like."

M\^^^^^ HRI " EyRE - DIRECTOR OF THE AWARD-WINNING

J Smoke Signals, encountered a story he really liked.

•jf After reading just one selection from the anthol-

^L ^-—-^\ ogy The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven,

^^^^^^^ b\ Sherman Alexie, Eyre was head-over-heels. "I

absolutely loved the material," he says. "I was

confident I could make this like no one else

could." Like Gordon, Eyre's adaptation of an existing work is an excep-

tion in the independent world. But his passion for the material took

him down a very different road than Gordon's.

Eyre was a graduate student at New York University when he read

the story "What it means to say Phoenix, Arizona" in Alexie's book. "I

was attracted to it because it spoke generationally of Indians, in a way

I'd never seen before. I also have an affinity for road movies," he says.

Eyre decided to get in touch with Alexie, and found him rather eas-

ily, but not through the usual route of contacting publisher and agent.

Alexie is a Spokane/Coeur d'Alene Indian, and Eyre is a Cheyenne/

Arapaho from Oregon. "You know there are only six degrees of sepa-

Penguin IA) Classics

FLAUBERT

THREE TALES

While the work of Flaubert and other 19th

century authors may be in the public domain,

their translations might not be.

ration.' Well, in the Indian world there are only two," Eyre explains.

After discovering a mutual friend, Eyre secured Alexie's phone num-

ber and immediately called to tell him how much he liked the book.

As a graduate student, Eyre had nothing to offer Alexie in the way

of monetary incentive, but told him anyway that he wanted to make

the story into a movie. "We just talked and discovered we had a simi-

lar sensibility," says Eyre. They decided to work together to try to make

the project. "I wanted Sherman to be a producer. He wrote the stories

and he wanted to learn about filmmaking,"

^^^^^^^^^^^ Eyre says. He found a lawyer who, together

with Alexie's lawyer, helped them form a joint

venture.

After a couple of false starts, Eyre and Alexie

were finally able to get ShadowCatcher

Entertainment in Seattle to come on board as

producer. As well as being the first feature for

both Eyre and Alexie, Smoke Signals was also

the first production for ShadowCatcher. The

collaboration has been tremendously success-

ful. Released in June by Miramax, Smoke Signals

was also honored at Sundance with both the

Filmmaker's Trophy and the Audience Award.

Eyre's experience of adapting an existing work

into a film sounds almost too easy. "People

think it's a Cinderella story, but things don't

just fall out of the sky. People are out there

working. You have to be creative and make it

happen, it's not impossible," he says. "If

Sherman hadn't responded and I really liked

the material, I might've gone the traditional

route and called the literary agent and kept

calling back."

Eyre credits Alexie's screenplay as the key to finding a producer.

"The bottom line is the material," he declares. "It was a good script,

[ShadowCatcher] believed in me, they wanted to do a film set in the

Northwest, and they were interested in doing a film about Native

Americans." For Eyre, a first-time feature director, the decision to col-

laborate on an adaptation turned out to be the yellow brick road to

Emerald City. As Eyre puts it, "Who's gonna trust you to put your

ideas on celluloid?" Collaborating with a celebrated author allowed

Eyre to showcase his talent, a chance few aspiring filmmakers get.

"Adaptations are definitely something people are interested in," says

Bregman, whose company, Good Machine, also produced Ang Lee's

The Ice Storm (based on the novel by Rick Moody) and Sense and

Sensibility (from the Jane Austen novel). "But," he warns, "it's a catch-

22. For the low-budget independent filmmaker, being the writer/direc-

tor is the cheapest way to work. When you adapt something there's

always a trade-off. Purchasing film rights means you have to deal with

the consequences to the rest of the budget. When a film is under $1.5

million, it's very difficult to pay a writer for material."

Gordon agrees that small budgets prevent more independent adap-

tations from being made. "Most independents don't do adaptations

because it's an extra, added cost." For Luminous Motion, the screenplay

was a double expense. Besides paying for the material, the production

also had to pay the screenwriter. Like everything else in this process,

rates for screenwriters of adaptations vary. "It always depends on the

type of project it is," says Bregman. "You figure out what you can get
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the writer for. With first-time writers you can lay down your own rules."

Adapting a property into a screenplay is, for an independent film-

maker, an expensive way to work. But as Eyre proved with his serendip-

itous phone call, there is more than one way to make it happen.

Besides convincing an author to come along for the ride as a co-pro-

ducer, another route is to offer the author the role of associate pro-

ducer, with a stake in profits. This deal offers no guarantee, hut does

offer the author the advantage of having continuous input along the

way. Bill Contardi offers another possibility. "You might be able to

make a deal where the purchase price is a percentage of the budget,"

he says. The budget doesn't even have to be set at the time the option

agreement is negotiated. Promising an untold amount of money may

sound a bit risky, but if you can negotiate an affordable option price

with a purchase price based on a percentage, then you're ready to start

working: finding financing and developing the screenplay.

ESPITE THE POSSIBLE ALTERNATE ROUTES, MOST INPh-

pendents work without the advantage of having a

company like Good Machine or ShadowCatchei

backing them up, and buying the rights to a prop-

erty may still seem like an impossible hurdle. The

simple truth is, though, that most independent

filmmakers won't be able to get anything new anyway,

due to the Hollywood Machine. Studios know what manuscripts are

coming to publishers and often negotiate the film deal before the book

is even published. For smaller books, studios may not snap them up

before they're hot off the press, but those books do have agents, like

Bill Contardi, who are out there shopping them around. Independents

are much more likely to work with short stones, smaller books that are

a few years old, or something classic from the public domain.

Public domain means that a work is no longer under copyright pro-

tection, and is therefore available for appropriation. The 1976

Copyright Act (which went into effect in 1978) grants an individual

author copyright protection of life plus 50 years, which means anything

copyrighted in 1978 or after won't be available until at least the year

2028. But works copyrighted before 1978 were only granted 28 years,

and a renewal period of 28 years. When the revised law took effect,

previously copyrighted works were granted an extension of an addi-

tional 19 years. So, essentially, work copyrighted 75 years ago is prob-

ably in the public domain, which means any work created before 1922

is wide open to a filmmaker.

Before diving right in, though, it's prudent to verify that a work is

indeed in the public domain. "A copyright search will have to be done

eventually," warns Robert L. Seigel, a New York-based entertainment

lawyer. "It's going to cost money, but at the end of the day when all the

work's done, you don't want to encounter any obstacles. A distributor

will need to know that rights aren't a problem." Copyright searches can

be done by contacting the Library of Congress (see sidebar) or through

some law firms.

Just because a work is in the public domain, however, doesn't mean

it's clear sailing. "A work may be in the public domain, but any deriva-

tives, particularly translations, may still be under copyright protec-

tion," says Seigel. He points to an example of a production for which

he serves as counsel. The producer wants to adapt a work from a well-

known, early nineteenth-century European writer. Unfortunately, the

English translation, which the film would be based on, is still under

copyright protection.

There are three possible solutions to this problem, Siegel says. The

first is to acquire the rights to the translation, which, when dealing

with foreign countries and languages, can be an arduous task. The sec-

ond is to find a different translation that's in the public domain and,

therefore, no longer under copyright protection. And the third solu-

tion is to pay for a new translation.

The ground has shifted somewhat since the U.S.'s recent signing of

the Berne Convention. Now, where a work originates in a foreign juris-

diction that has a longer copyright period than the U.S. for original

material, anyone planning to adapt that work in the U.S. must observe

that longer period. Yet another problem is that tor produced works,

there may be connected elements such as music and story that are still

under copyright protection.

Despite the issues that may arise with foreign material and previ-

ously produced works, however, adapting material from the public

domain otters a filmmaker an expansive list of ideas and stories with

very little associated cost.

One benefit oi adapting existing material, according to Gordon, is

that the material already has a following. "The drawback," she says, "is

that it already has restrictions, a heart and a soul you have to follow."

This is what can make writing the adapted screenplay a real challenge.

Gordon is quick to point out, though, that "the sctipt is only one stage

of the writing. The director is rewriting with the camera and again in

editing. An actual script is only a blueprint."

Producing an adaptation is an ambitious avenue to set foot upon.

But as The History <>j Luminous Motion and Smoke Signals demonstrate,

creatively there are no boundaries in the world of independent film-

making. "Ideas come from all over," savs Eyre of his decision to do an

adaptation. Gordon agrees. "If something really attracts me, I don't

care where it came from. When something crosses into your vision and

connects, you can't let it go. If your intuition tells you this is the right

material, it's worth the effort to figure out how [to make it] work."

]ocama Sabai is a freelance writer based in \X'atertou.n\, Massachusetts.

Search Me
The Library of Congress Copyright Office

will perform a copyright search for

$20/hour. Reports usually take 8 to 12

weeks. After filing a written request, a

copyright specialist will give you an esti-

mated search time. A search will be per-

formed after you send a check for the

estimated cost. Search request forms can

be found on the Web at

www.lcweb.loc.gov/copyright/circs/circ22

Or you can contact the Copyright Office,

8:30-5:00 Monday-Friday, at the Library

of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20559;

(202) 707-6850.
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A Budget
Breakdown of

Matthew
Harri son '

s

$12,481
Rhythm Thief

by Aaron K r ach

After completing over 60 shorts and three features, Matthew

Harrison might be tempted to kick hack in the East Village and let the

projects come to him. But no. Harrison continues to work at being the

kind of filmmaker he can be proud of. He is constantly making shorts

(two more in the last several months) and has several projects in vari-

ous stages of development. Like the lead character in his ultra-low

budget breakthrough film, Rhythm Thief, Harrison pounds the pave-

ment and hustles his product, all with a disarmingly genuine demeanor

that betrays his years in the cut-throat independent film industry.

Rhythm Thief is a post-neorealist tale about a music bootlegger who

hawks his wares on Delancey Street in Manhattan's Lower East Side.

Although the film has an improvisational teel, it was carefully scripted.

Shot documentary style with a tiny crew, the film illustrates a "rhythm

thief's" dramatic life on the fly. Lovingly called the "11 movie" because

of its estimated $11,000 budget and 11 day shoot, Rhythm Thief gar-

nered Harrison popular and critical success.

Harrison recently sat down with The Independent and generously

opened the books to reveal the tricks of his ttade. Now that it's avail-

able on video, filmmakers can study the production, scene -by-scene,

with budget in hand. Even more impressive than the miniscule cos-

tume budget ($200) is that Harrison knew his limits and used them to

his advantage. He wrote the script with the budget in mind and used

his experience growing up in Manhattan to get the actors and locations

that he wanted for free.

Rhythm Thief was shot in the summer of 1993 on a micro-budget,

none of which was based on credit cards. "I did that on my first film,

Spare Me, and swore I wouldn't do it again," says Harrison. Rhythm

Thief went on to win several awards, including a directing prize at

Sundance in 1995. After tracking the film at several festivals, Strand

Releasing picked it up for theatrical release. Now four years later,

Rhythm Thief is available on videocassette (if you can't find it, scold

your local videostore for not supporting independent film), which is

the perfect opportunity for seeing how much can be done

with so little money.

Your first film

Spare Me was

still playing in

festivals when

you started work

on Rhythm Thief.

How did you jump

back into filmmak-

ing with an even

lower budget than

your first?

Spare Me was done

for $80,000. The film

did really well on the

festival circuit, but we

weren't able to make

any sales. I wanted to

make another film right

away. So I had to design a

film that could be made for

a really small amount of

money. Too many times I hear

first-time filmmakers ask how to make their first movie, and they

haven't designed their production at all. 'The film opens with a

squadron of F-16s,' they say. 'Oh I would never compromise.' Well,

you're never going to get your movie made. Designing the production

is key to low-budget moviemaking.

What would you say was most important element in keeping the budget so low?

I used people I knew. I wrote the script for them. The crew we put

together was people we knew. That was key. We had to do the film

non-SAG. No one was paid anything, ever. We knew the chances of us

selling this film were tiny. I had read the actor, Jason Andrews, for

Spare Me, so my writing partner, Christopher Grimm, and I said, "Let's

write a story around Jason."

Insurance can be one of the most expensive items on an independent film. How

did you get your insurance costs so low?

The way insurance works is very misleading. When producer Jonathan

Starch first got numbers on insurance, they were very high. So he went

back and talked to the companies and broke it down piece by piece,

because they don't tell you what they are charging you for. So when

they itemized it, we said, 'Okay, we don't need that and we don't need

that.' We got the package way down until it was $600 or $700. Luckily

we never had to use it. We didn't have any problems—except the day

before shooting, our art director got arrested bv a sanitation worker tor

dumping bags of trash from the set in an incorrect spot. I had to go to

court, but that all worked out fine.

Manhattan's Lower East Side is a significant character in the film. How did you

find the locations, and did you have any trouble getting permission to use them?
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The Numbers Never Lie
Location Expenses

Food 1,666

Total Above-the-Line Office Supplies 41

Telephone & payphone 182
Set Operations 1,153 Location Site Rentals 1,175

Set Dressing 404 Misc: Tetanus shot 110
Wardrobe 175

Total 3,174
Makeup &. Hairdressing 89

Production Sound 1,496
Film & Lab

Transportation 483 Negative Raw Stock 1,625

Location Expenses 3,174
Laboratory Processing-Neg 2,408

Film & Lab 4,074
Misc.: Polaroid for continuity 41

Insurance 1,178
Total 4,074

Optical Printing 255 Insurance

Fringes Production Package

Production Period Total* 12,481 (including Workers Comp) 1,178

Film Editing 5,999 Optical Printing

Music 200 Optical* Labor 150

Post Production Sound 10,491 Lab 105

Post Prod. Film & Lib 4,180 Total 255

Titles 105
Fringes

Fringes PRODUCTION TOTAL 12.481
Total Post Production** 20.975

Publicity 1,747

Festivals 695 Film Editing

General Expenses 320 Neg Cutting 1,200

Fringe^ Picture Cut 4,115

Total Other 2,762 Coding to date 299

Video Transfers 385
Total Below-the-Line $6,218

Total 5,999
Above & Below-The-Line 36,218

Total Fringes Music

Grand Total 36,218 Misc. expenses

POSTPRODUCTION SOUND

200

•Production totals indicate actual. Misc effects transfer 36
** Post figures are working estimates All figures Flatbed tor Sound Cut 3,055
are quoted from budget dated May 1, 1994 Mix at Sound One 6,400

Mag for Mix 1,000

Total 10,491

THE BREAKDOWN POSTPRODUCTION FILM & LAB

First Answer Print (AckB) 2,880
Set Operations

Effects 100
Production Supplies 700

Strike Optical 1,200
Lighting/Grip Rentals 158

Total 4,180
Lighting Grip Loss & Damages 295

Total 1.153
Titles

Lab Costs 105
Set Dressing

Set Dtessing/Props 404 Fringes

Wardrobe POST TOTAL 20,975

Purchases &. Cleaning 175

Makeup &. Hair Publicity
Makeup Supplies 89

Stills to date 330

Production Sound Fundraisers, previews 1,417

Sound Stock purchases 59 Total 1,747

Sound Packages 570 Festivals
Dailies &. Aquarius 792 IFFM 325
Sound Equip. Loss & Damages 75 Raindance 50
Total 1,496 Others to date 260

Transportation Total 635

Van rental 126 Promotional Materials 60
Gas &. Tolls 78

Taxis. Subway tokens 279
General Expenses

Total 483 Banking Fees (as of 5/94) 320

Total Other 2,762

I had shot around the neighborhood

before, so I knew what I wanted. All the

street stuff was shot within a four block

radius. I didn't want any vehicles,

because vehicles are a big pain in the

ass. You've got to worry about insurance,

and invariably someone who is working

for free on your film does something stu-

pid with a vehicle. I swore on Rhythm

Thicj that I didn't want any travel time;

everyone walks. This film was going to

be done within the range of the New

York City subway system. A lot of low-

budget filmmakers don't understand the

traveling. They have a free location

here, and another tree location way over

there. They end up traveling around a

lot. It's a real pitfall, because that travel

time does not show up on the screen.

I knew the owner ot the building [where

all the apartment scenes were shot], and

I knew I could get an apartment to use.

Webster Hall [for the nightclub

scenes)—they were totally cool. That

was all grabbed. We set up a couple of

simple lights, but it was mostly just

grabbed. Kat:'s Deli gave us permission.

Thete was no way we were going to get

permission tor the subway; we just did it.

The verite feel of the film is dependent on very

long takes. How did you work in rehearsals on

an 11-day shoot?

A lot of those things were like, 'Okay, we

have no time. Full coverage. One shot.'

Which is really risky, because then

you're stuck with the pacing. We didn't

reshoot a single thing. We would

rehearse really long takes a few times

until everyone got a groove. We really

shot it documentary style. The good part

was that we were working with people

who were used to grabbing sound and

images in that way. DPs like that are

really used to listening to what is going

on and reacting to the emotions of what

is going on.

I have gradually eliminated rehearsal as

I've grown as a filmmaker. There's a cer-

tain amount you need, and certain

actors require different amounts. I don't

so much like to rehearse as I like to get

together with my actors and answer

questions. I prefer not to have two opin-

ions on set. I prefer that discussion [hap-

pen] before you're standing in front of a

crew.
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What kind of crew did you use on Rhythm ThieP.

The number changed depending on the day. We had a constant

turn over of RA.S because some could only work Monday or

Wednesday. They would he there, then they would disappear,

and then they would show up again. But usually we'd be head'

; down the street and I'd turn around and realize we had

this huge crew. 1 would stop and say, 'You, you, you, and you go

back.' I just wanted the DR his assistant, the sound recordist,

and her boom person. Starch, the producer, was also the script

supervisor, the production manager, and the assistant director,

all in one. He had the script and a walkie talkie.

Who worried about continuity when everyone was doing multiple tasks?

We really did the script supervising in our heads. That is why you will

notice there is only one set of clothes tor everybody. There are no

wardrobe changes. I didn't want any. No one notices that stuff anyway.

A costume drama, that's one kind of movie; people go to see an actress

change 40 times and that's great. People who are masochistic enough

to see Rhythm Thief, they ain't going for the costumes.

The costume designer, Nina Canter, is really smart. She went to RS.

41 with me. I knew she would really nail the vibe, and she did. We had

a $200 costume budget. It was enough. She went to the actors and saw

what they had. She went to each actors' apartment and went through

their wardrobe.

The budget controlled certain aesthetic choices, like keeping the costumes as

simple as possible, but what about deciding to shoot in black and white?

Black and white is considered suicide in the marketplace. So I knew

that I was immediately destroying all chances of selling the movie. No
one in New York developed 16mm black-and-white dailies. They

develop 16mm black-and-white weeklies, if you're lucky. Sometimes

they were monthlies. Black-and-white footage is actually cheaper, but

once you figure in the time factor, it ends up being more expensive. On
the price list, black-and-white printing is cheaper than color. But you

can always go in and make all these deals and discount the color. But

they can't discount the black-and-white. That is like the lowest price

they can do.

There were so many reasons emotionally and practically [for shoot-

ing in black-and-white]. If you have real money on a movie, you can

afford to art direct your shots. Everything in the frame can be con-

trolled, because you can afford to paint things in the street and move

things. You can work out a color scheme and take down everything

that doesn't fit. But in this neighborhood, forget it. Shooting black and

white immediately eliminated the art direction.

The real problem we had with black-and-white was selling the rights

overseas. There's more acceptance and audience here tor black and

white than there.

On many low-budget films, the numbers are deceiving because so much more

money was spent on postproduction than producers let on. How did you manage

to keep the cost of postproduction from skyrocketing?

We had to do it bit by bit. This whole movie was done the old fash-

ioned way: Steenbeck; all cut on film. Even the sound work was all

done on 16mm. It was cheap because, at the time, companies were giv-

ing that stuff away. I cut it on a Steen-beck in my apartment. Then

Adam Goldstein, the editor, kept a Steenbeck under his futon bed. He

had a job that went from six at night to three in the morning. He would

come home, go to sleep, wake up, and roll out of bed, and cut the

sound on Rhythm Thief. We weren't paying him anything either.

Kimberly Flynn

Jpl Jason

"indrewsin We spent about
RI ' y!il "' TI""

another $17,000

through postpro-

duction. That's

everything to get

an answer print.

We made a deal

with [New York

arthouse] Film

Forum to blow it

up to 35mm.

They blew it up,

and we kept the negative. It cost around $60,000. It's not a cost sav-

ings to shoot on 16mm. I don't regret it, because we were able to shoot

with such a small crew and so quickly. It was fun to shoot 16, and it

was cheap to edit.

Festival exposure was crucial to Rhythm Thief s success. What did you spend

traveling to festivals and getting distributors to see the film?

We yvent on to spend another $6,000 to $7,000 on the festival circuit.

Toronto was a good place to premiere. That is where Trevor Groth

from Sundance saw it. Sundance ended up awarding it a Special Jury

Prize for Best Director. Strand Releasing tracked the film for a while,

but they started tracking it at Sundance.

If you hadn't been able to pull so many people together to work on Rhythm Thief

for free, the film would never have been made. Where did you learn to talk peo-

ple into doing stuff for you for free?

Making movies when I was young. I made my first films yvhen I was in

the fourth grade at RS. 41-1 had a gang of kids in the neighborhood

that I used to work with. The parents used to call me the camp coun-

selor, because I was really good at getting all the kids motivated.

Looking back, I learned how to synergize a groups of kids. And that's

really hard to do when you're working with people five -years-old and

up. You never know when one of them's going to wander off. It's like,

'Wait a second, where's so and so?' 'Oh it was lunch and he had to go

home.' or 'He skinned his knee and left.' 'Okay, yve're going to rewrite.'

I was always writing parts for people as they shoyved up.

But really it was the script [for Rhythm Thief]. I'd say, 'Here's what

yve are going to do. This is how long it's going to take. Here's the script,

take a look. We can't pay you guys anything. You've got to get yourself

to the set in the morning and home at night. We'll give you one meal.'

As a director, you've made micro-budget films like Rhythm Thief and moved

onto medium-size independent films like Kicked in the Head, yet you are still

interested in low-budget moviemaking.

I am at a point now where I can do whatever I want. Yet there are so

many parts of this business to learn. Making Kicked in the Head for $3.6

million—it's pretty fun to have $3.6 million to play around yvith. But

you knoyv, yvhen you're out there shooting, I really had the same tools,

except that everyone is getting paid, and it's union.

There are two ways to make a movie. Make a movie like all the

other movies, and they can sell it, because all the machinery is in

place. Everybody knows what it is. Or you can make a movie that is

unusual, but that is so much more yvork. I am not a marketplace-dri-

ven filmmaker. A lot oi people make a plan for a company or a mar-

ketplace. That's great, but I knew I had to get certain things down tor

my self 1 had to keep stuff out of the picture. It meant I had to make

two features that didn't make any money, but that's the price I paid.

Aaron Krach is a freelance writer m New York who u-rites for IndicW'm and LGNY.
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Transit Media's Bernie Ampel

discusses his company's

fulfillment services:

the secret of success

for many

self-distributors.

BY IO ANN IS

MOOKAS

How did you get into the business of fulfillment services? o

selves? Why would they pay someone else to take care of their films?"

She explained how difficult film is to handle, that it has to he inspect-

ed and cleaned, and that independent filmmakers have historically

used fulfillment services for bookings, rentals, and sales. It slowly made

sense to me. Elsa told us about the people she dealt with and some of

the names, like Women Make Movies—these things just sort of grab

you. We developed a very strong interest in it. My wife liked it very

much. We felt it would be a business that we could turn around and

run.

Are there accounts still with you from before you took over the business?

Direct Cinema is our oldest account. Merrimack Films, a man named

Henry Bass, makes a series of videos that have to do with labor issues;

they have been with us since the beginning. Alan and Susan Raymond,

the folks who made / Am a Promise, which won the Academy Award,

have been with us since the beginning. Ellen Bruno has been with us a

very long time, and so has Clarity Productions; that's Connie Field, the

woman who made Rosie the Riveter and Freedom on My Mind. Kino's

been with us a long time. And ot course, Women Make Movies has

been here from the beginning.

What percentage of Transit Media's accounts

are self-distributors?

//

(/

Well, it's not a very romantic story. I'm a trained psy-

chiatric social worker, and for 21 ye, its I worked with

a large nursing home company in New England. I knew

it was time to leave. 1 just didn't find it creative or pleasant. I

went to a business program and said, "Find me a business that's inter-

esting. As long as it's not in health care, I'll consider it." So I looked

around at a number of businesses, my wife and I saved a little money, and

we bought Transit Media. Honestly, I had no big interest in independent film-

making or anything like that.

Transit Media has existed for 25 years. We've had it tor the past nine. The woman

who owned it before us, Elsa Logan, was burned out. Everything was done by hand. Just

imagine booking hundreds of films and videos by hand—and she did it! She had extensive

filing systems, but it was almost scary to look at.

When we first bought Transit Media, it was a losing proposition. But it had a lot ot poten-

tial. My son Allan was working here at the time. He's a computer person, and he realized

right away that we could computerize the operations, save an awful lot of time, effort, and

energy, and turn it around. And it worked.

Of the nine years we've had it, the first five or six were very' diffi-

cult. But in the last two or three years, as we've added some of our larg-

er accounts like the Anti-Defamation League, First Run/Icarus, and

ITVS, it's turned around. It's very gratifying. It's a family busi-

ness—myself, my wife, my daughter Karen, my son-in-law

Jimmy. Everybody here loves it.

*

*

I'd say it's probably fifty-titty between the

distributors and the independent film-

makers. Sometimes they're hard to

separate out. New Day Films, one

^^. of our larger accounts, is a

l^i r cooperative ot individual film-

makers rather than a distribu-

tion company per se. Of course, the

distributors always have an edge,

because they have so many titles.

Some distributors might only

have two or three titles, but

would still tall more into the dis-

tribution category than into

A self-distribution.

How do the services you

provide to self-distributing

filmmakers differ from those you

provide distributors?

How did you come to understand the

work that independents do?

Elsa Logan explained that to

us. When we first met, I had to

ask her over and over, "What

does 'fulfillment' mean? What

exactly do you do?" My main

question was, "Why don't

people just do this them-

Transit Media's owners and

fufillment managers:

Bernie and Sophie Ampel

For the independent filmmaker, more often than not, we do every-

thing. We keep their supply of tapes or film prints here and fulfill the

orders. We also invoice clients, collect payments, and remit

them. We also invoice and collect for a number of the large dis-

tributors, so there's an overlap.

There's only one thing we really don't do—marketing. Marketing

and promotion are the distributors' and filmmakers' business.

Otherwise, you're a filmmaker, you have an office, and

it happens to be in Ho-Ho-Kus, New Jersey, but it

\ does everything that an office does: it takes your

calls, handles faxes. We're open from 9:30 to

5:30 every day, we're on a 24-hour phone sys-

tem, so people can call at night, place cred-

it card orders. We take all major credit
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videos and films to get their

point across. These are pretty

conservative times in which

we're living, and part of bucking

that trend is to put out informa-

tion, whether you're a distribu-

tor like Women Make Movies or

Third World Newsreel, or a

politically-minded filmmaker

who self-distributes. Getting

your viewpoint across and

reaching young people at col-

leges and universities requires

putting information out. And

obviously, one of the best ways

cards here, so that now, slowly but surely, we're moving into the home

video market, which, fortunately or unfortunately, seems to be taking

up a good percentage of the business now.

There are some fulfillment houses that charge their clients for pro-

cessing credit card orders. I could never stand to do that. When we

quote somebody a rate, that rate is ail-inclusive.

Can your clients customize the services that you provide?

Oh, absolutely. Let's say they want to collect their own money. We
ship the video out, but when the customer pays the invoice, they'll

send payment directly, and we don't even see the money. Or we can

receive checks made out to individual filmmakers or distribution com-

panies and forward those checks on as part of our service. We don't mix

money. We bill for our services separately, and any money that comes

to us in the filmmaker's or distributor's name is sent on to them.

Do your services differ from those offered by other fulfillment houses?

I'm aware of two other fulfillment houses: West Glen Communications

in New York City, and Karol Media in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania. We
are much smaller than either of them. I believe we are the only ones

who do fulfillment exclusively. We don't do dubbing; they do. We don't

get into distribution, dubbing, marketing, and things like that. We've

carved out a pretty good niche for ourselves. Slowly but surely, we've

come to be known as the folks who do fulfillment tor independent film

and videomakers. And even though the independent world can be a

bit stressful, it has really blossomed in the last several years, and we've

grown along with the field.

Is it a coincidence that so many of your titles are progressively oriented?

You know, I've thought about that very often. I don't know what it is.

I don't think the right wing makes videos—or if they do, they're prob-

ably just so dull. I think progressive people tend to be much more cre-

ative in their thinking. I'm unaware of any videos made by conserva-

tives. I'd fulfill them it they wanted me to, but nobody's ever asked.

The only ones I'd never get involved with are the kooks, like the Ku

Klux Klan. I know that they make videos, but they've never

approached me. And it they did, that's where I draw the line. I would

never do business with people I detest.

But folks on the progressive end of the political spectrum make

of doing that is through film and video. The AIDS epidemic has been

a big part of it, because there have been so many films and videos

made to educate people about AIDS. Direct Cinema distributed

Common Threads, about the AIDS Quilt; that was years ago. At the

time, hardly anyone knew what it was about. And these videos edu-

cated the American public on something they had to be educated

about. Now almost all the distributors out there have some terrific

videos on AIDS.

So it's not that you have a personal history in progressive politics?

Me? Oh, no. For most of my life, I've been pretty conservative. I'm

what you would call a Goldwater Republican. I actually ran for office

as a Republican in Mt. Vernon, Westchester—for alderman—40 years

ago. But honestly, I've moved away from it a little bit. I voted for

Clinton because of the Pat Buchanan-type stuff; that really turns me

off. One of the reasons I've been a conservative is that I have sort of a

bias against the government. I don't like the government telling peo-

ple what to do and what not to do. And over the years, that has pulled

me toward the right-wing end of the spectrum. Not, of course, with the

Religious Right—that pushes you away from it! Nowadays I consider

myself pretty moderate, but still more to the conservative end. If

Libertarians were a viable political party instead of this tiny group, I'd

probably vote for them, because they say: "Everybody do what you

want to do." Live and let live.

What other kinds of material do you handle?

We handle a lot of print materials like books and posters, especially tor

the Anti-Defamation League. We also have some posters coming in tor
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the Bicycle Helmet Safety Council. A tew of our clients also have t-

shirts. There's a nice t-shirt that goes with the video All God's Children.

Direct Cinema also has t-shirts for a number of their titles.

How do self-distributors deal with supplementary items such as posters or one-

sheets?

The majority of videos and films aimed at the educational market have

a brochure or a teacher's guide, or supplementary material. With every

New Day Films shipment, for example, we include the entire New Day

catalogue, plus a number of promotional brochures or one-sheets

about the new titles that have just been released. That's one of the

ways more business is generated.

What about CD-ROMs or other digital materials?

Yes, especially for the National Film Board of Canada and a couple of

other clients, we do handle CD-ROMs. Not a huge quantity, but we're

slowly moving into that area. The package keeps getting smaller:

videocassettes as opposed to film prints, CDs .is opposed to videos.

And the smaller the package, the easier it is to handle. So there may

be a tendency tor distributors or individual filmmakers to handle those

themselves. Nonetheless, we are getting into it more.

What happens when you encounter problems with collections?

There are two kinds ot collections. It we send out a preview tape or a

rental, we have to get it back, and then we have to collect the money.

Sometimes a rental unit gets

returned along with the pay-

ment, but we view those two

hings separately.

We send out notices tor films

and videos that are late or

haven't been returned, and tor

money that hasn't been paid

within a 30 to 45 day period.

We will send out up to three

late notices, each a little more

stern in tone. We deal primari-

ly with the same clients 99 per-

cent ot the time, and what usu-

ally happens is that someone

misplaces our invoice; we'l

send them a duplicate copy it

needed, and they remit to us

by the second or third notice.

But it we still haven't received

payment after three attempts

and a couple of phone calls,

we turn it back over to the filmmaker.

Very rarely, maybe twice in the nine years I've been here, has a

client tried to stiff us. It's so rare, that the one time sticks in my mind

—

I won't say the name of the school, but they caused themselves

irreparable harm. I tried to explain to the people at the school that

they're not only losing the filmmaker, but sixty other people who'll not

ship to them. But 99 percent of the time, payments are made by insti-

tutions.

Now, on personal sales—home video sales—it's more difficult. But

they're always pre-paid. More often than not, the order comes over the

phone with a credit card number. I've been a little worried about that,

because theoretically, these people can say they never got the video

and take the charge off their credit card, and it would get charged back

to my account. But it hasn't happened yet. I believe the public is fairly

honest.

How do new accounts come to you?

We've sent some letters out to distributors. But honestly, it hasn't been

very effective. The vast majority ot our new accounts come to us

through word-of-mouth. We have certain clients who I've never per-

sonally met, who talk about us everywhere they go. It's funny, because

1 want to thank them, but I've never spoken to them in my life. I

wouldn't recognize them it I saw them.

Are you interested in expanding your base of self-distributors?

Oh, absolutely. Self-distributors are the lifeblood of Transit Media.

We're really proud to be the fulfillment center tor independents, espe-

cially small independents. There are other fulfillment centers for large

distributors, who can buy whatever they want. But tor the small-to-

medium-sized distributor, and tor independents, I think Transit Media

is the place to be. We do a really good job tor them, and the tittv or

sixty clients we deal with are wonderful people.

So the filmmaker or distributor can negotiate what services you provide, and

this determines the materials you fulfill. With Noon Pictures, for example, you

handle some of the rentals, but not home video.

It really depends on which rights the distributor controls. For Noon

Pictures we do institutional video sales tor Carmen Miranda: Bananas

h M\ Business and several other titles. So it we're not fulfilling home

video orders tor one ot their titles, then I don't think they have the

rights. We do the video sales on Carmen Miranda, all the 35mm and

16mm print rentals, and we have all their 3/4 inch and 1/2 inch videos.

Our actual rates vary. It we're just going to ship a video, that's a fairly

ow rate. Are we going to ship and bill and collect money? That's a

slightly higher rate. Are we involved with

35mm films, cleaning them? Well, that's a very

high rate, because it's very difficult. I have a

guy who comes in just to inspect and clean

16mm and 35mm film prints.

What words of advice would you offer to indepen-

dents who are thinking about self-distributing their

work?

I hope this doesn't get me in trouble with any

distribution companies, but I would suggest

that if you've made a film, then try self-distrib-

ution. In the end, this is a business. This has to

do with money. It you give your film to a distributor, you're only going

to get x-percent of everything your film earns. The distributor gets the

rest—which they should, for all the work they do. They'll do the mar-

keting, they'll print the brochures, they'll do a lot. Marketing can be

the most difficult part for independents, and I guess that's one of the
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main reasons why they turn to distributors.

But if you have a fulfillment house to do most

of the "dirty work"—taking the orders, pack-

ing them up, making sure they go out, col-

lecting the money—then you can do self-dis-

tribution.

There's a man I know who made a three

-

part series called The Human Language Series.

He had no prior experience with marketing,

but he did the research, he bought the prop-

er mailing lists, he made a beautiful brochure.

And I can't tell you how many units he's sold,

at nearly $600 a set! For language professors

and students, it's a fantastic series. Now this

man has kept 100 percent of what's come in,

less the cost of his mailings and my charge to

him. But 1 guarantee you, that's a tremen-

dously greater percentage than if he'd given it

to a distributor, who might not have sold the

same volume.

My advice would be to learn how to do

self-distribution. The mind-set of an indepen-

dent filmmaker—somebody who makes a

movie about birds, or AIDS, or the African-

American experience, all these subjects—it's

not really a marketing mentality. But that's

okay, it's your product. You put the sweat into

it, you've gotten the funding, you've gone into

the field, you've done the filmmaking, you've

dedicated years of your life. You should make

the film's money. And you can do that by self-

distributing. With a good fulfillment service

behind you, it's a completely practical option.

You can go to a distributor later. But initially,

try self-distribution. Why not?

No one's going to care more about a film than the

filmmakers themselves.

Exactly. This is your film, not one of 50, or

100, or 200. And it should get special atten-

tion, because you've given it special atten-

tion. You should be able to make some money

back, not just to live on, but also so you can

go on and make your next film. At the end of

the day, that's what this is all about—to get

some money to make another film. And one

of the best ways to do that is to self-distribute.

Transit Media, 22D Hollywood Ave., Ho-Ho-

Kus, NJ 07423; (201) 652-/989; fax: 652-

1973; J -800-343-5540; tmcndy@aol.com;

www.newday.com/tmc/

loannis Mookas is an independent producer,

writer, and media activist who lives in

Brooklyn. This interview is excerpted from

FIYF's forthcoming Self-Distribution Tool Kit,

due for publication in the fall of 1998.
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IN BRIEF

Chain of Title
How Not to Get Shackled

i

by Robert L. Seigel

Like most mediamakers, you can imagine

the day when a buyer wants to acquire your

project. Such joy can turn to confusion when

this acquisitions executive inquires about the

"chain of title," a term which seems more

appropriate for selling a house than licensing

the rights in your project. In fact, the concept

of "chain of title" is used in both types of

transactions: when you buy a house, you want

to be sure that the seller actually owns the

house, and that his or her ownership is free of

any encumbrances; and when someone

acquires rights to your project, they'll want an

assurance that you actually own them.

A producer can prove chain of title by

delivering the documentation that proves

ownership in the project (including any

scripts used in the project). For most inde-

pendent productions, the chain of title is

quite straightforward since the mediamaker

often is the person who wrote the script. The

mediamaker generally will submit tor that

project a certificate of copyright which can be

tiled and registered with the United States

Copyright Office either in the mediamaker's

name or in the name of the entity which is

producing the project. In addition, the author

or a creator of a script that serves as the basis

of a project should complete a Certificate of

Authorship which is a written and signed

declaration which acknowledges that a

mediamaker wrote the script, that the script

is an original work, and that no rights have

been granted in the script. This is known as

having "good title" to the project. In response

to a request for good title from a distributor or

sales agent, the director/writer would submit

documents such as a Certificate of Author-

ship signed by the mediamaker as the

scriptwriter, a copyright certificate for the

script registered in the mediamaker's name,

and a copyright certificate for the project in

the name of the mediamaker. These docu-

ments are relatively straightforward, but they

should be either prepared or reviewed by an

attorney.

But when a project has been produced by an

entity other than an individual mediamaker

(such as a corporation, "partnership," or a lim-

ited liability company), another document

would be required, acknowledging the assign-

ment, sale, or other transfer of rights to the pro-

duction entity to make a project based on the

script. The buyer would also require a "Transfer

of Copyright" form from the U.S. Copyright

Office to acknowledge the assignment, sale, or

transfer.

Chain of title and the required paperwork

become even more complex when a project is

based on pre-existing material or if there is

more than one writer involved. These situa-

tions entail both copyright registration forms

and other agreements that acknowledge any

change in ownership of a project's script or in a

project itself, from the time ot development on.

It a script is adapted trom a novel, play, or

short story-, then the documentation should

include a contract proving the mediamaker

acquired the required audiovisual rights to the

script, as well as a short-torm copyright assign-

ment signed by the pre-existing material's

author or duly authorized representative, who

may be an author's attorney, agent, literary

executor (if the author is deceased), or publish-

er.

Chain ot title issues include not only the

source material tor a project, but also those who

have participated in its development. If a

mediamaker has collaborated with any other

person, then the necessary documentation

should also include a collaboration agreement.

If a mediamaker engages the services of a

writer(s) for a project, there should be an agree-

ment stating that the rights to the writer's work

belong to the mediamaker on a "work-tor-hire"

basis.

As an entertainment attorney, I have repre-

sented both producers and writers and, in one

case, a producer did not acquire the rights to a

writer's script during the course of production.

It was one of those rare occasions when the

writer had leverage over the producer in a set-

tlement that turned into a "re-negotiation,"

since the producer had to resolve this issue

before a sales agent/distributor would represent

or acquire the rights to that project.

For fiction projects that utilize Screen

Actors Guild (SAG) talent, SAG will require

that a signatory producer provide such verifica-

tion ot ownership since the union takes a secu-

rity interest in the project and its script to

ensure that its members will be paid. For pro-

jects that require third party financing or loans,

such third party financiers and lenders also may

require proof of chain of title as a condition for

financing.

A mediamaker may want to provide public

notice ot his or her rights in a script or a project

by recording the chain of title with the U.S.

Copyright Office by completing a Document

Cover Sheet which can be obtained from the

Copyright Office. However, a mediamaker

should remember that the Copyright Office

only records what a mediamaker submits and

does not vouch for the accuracy of a media-

maker's chain of title documents. If a project

involves a person's life story, there may be a

need tor an agreement between the mediamak-

er and the subject. (There are exceptions for

this issue, such as "fictionalization" and the

First Amendment, which go beyond the scope

of this article.)

These chain of title documents serve as the

foundation when a mediamaker applies for

"Errors & Omissions" ("E6kO") insurance,

which protects a mediamaker from claims and

actions in such areas as defamation, copyright

infringement, and invasion of privacy. (For

nonfiction mediamakers, written personal

releases have become a key element in clearing

the rights to a project.)

By taking these measures, mediamakers can

ensure good title for their projects, which can

make the difference between a project that can

be seen by an audience and one that may be

unreleasable.

Robert L. Seigel is a New York entertainment attorney

and a principal in the Cinema Film Consulting Co.

To obtain information on copyright, write:

Register of Copyright, Library of Congress,

Washington, DC 20559-6000; (202) 707-9100.

There is no email address or tax number for queries
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FRESH PRODUCE

J y Paul Power

I Is today's independent film distribution

market, there's no time tor slow builds. It

exhibitors don't see audiences for independent

films in the first two weeks, they figure they're not

coming at all. Likewise, it an independent pro-

duction finds a home on television, the station

looks to audience feedback to help determine if

they'll keep the niche tor future productions.

With that in mind, this section offers shameless

plugs for soon-to-be-seen films and videos in the

hope that you'll support them. Who knows

—

maybe they'll do the same for you someday.

FEATURES

First hove. Last Rites (opens August 7). Jesse

Peret:'s feature debut, based on a short story by

acclaimed Scottish author Ian McEwan, tells the

story of a pair of young lovers in the throes of a

first real relationship. Starring Natasha Gregson

Wagner and Giovanni Ribisi as the ill-fated duo,

the film captures the insecurities and limitless

bliss that are the hallmarks of the First Big Love.

The Chambermaid on the Titanic (opens

August 14). Before you switch off, hang on a

minute! This isn't more naval overload, but the

twelfth feature from noted Spanish independent

director Bigas Lunas (Jamon, Jamon). The

Chambermaid tells the "what might have been"

tale of a French foundry worker who wins a trip to

England to see the eponymous vessel set sail and

dreams of a night of passion with a beautiful

chambermaid that he has met from the ship...

who sets sail the next day. Stars Olivier Martinez

(The Horseman on the Roof), Romane Bohringer

(Savage Nights) and Aitana Sanchez Gijon (A

Walk in the Clouds).

Your Friends & Neighbors (opens August 28)

.

Neil LaBute's second feature after In the Company

of Men is a brilliantly excoriating examination of

the sexual mores and practices of six Indiana indi-

viduals (Amy Brenneman, Aaron Eckhart,

Catherine Keener, Nastassja Kinski, Jason Patric,

Ben Stiller). Like Company, the film is so damning

of the sheer ugliness of contemporary relation-

ships that scenes and lines from the film will

recur—at the most inopportune moments—to

haunt your love life.

Pecker (opens mid-September). The first—and

keenlv awaited—John Waters film since 1994's

Serial Mom, Pecker is a rags-to-riches comedy of

America's most unlikely art star. Stats Eddie

Furlong as Pecker, with Christina Ricci, Martha

Plimpton, and Mary Kay Place.

Permanent Midnight (opens September 18).

David Valez (writer. Natural Bom Killers) directs

from his script, based on the memoirs of '80s TV
writer Jerry Stahl (Twin Peaks, Moonlighting, thirty-

si nneihing) who followed a similar drug- strewn

DiFeliciantonio and Jane C. Wagner charts the

life of author Dorothy Allison.

Family Name (September 15, PBS—PQV)
Maclcy Alston's engrossing voyage of discovery

Juanita Buschkoetler is the subject of David Sutherland's

The Farmer's Wife, a 9-hour special presented by Frontline.

Photo: John Schaefer © WGBH

path as that of John Belushi. Elizabeth Hurley and

Janeane Garofalo star in the biopic with Ben

Stiller playing the part of Stahl.

Somewhere in the City (opens September 18).

Ramin Niami's noir screwball comedy, set in an

NYC tenement, charts the overlapping lives of six

of its inhabitants. Starring Sandra Bernhard, Bai

Ling (The Crou), Ornella Muti (Siwmn in Love),

and Peter Stormare (Fargo), the film is also a

paean to the myth and mystique of NY itself.

Six-String Samurai (opens Septembet 25). One

of the hits at Slamdance this year, Samurai features

Jeffrey Falcon as Buddy, a mysterious guitar-and-

sword-wielding warrior who fights his way through

wave after wave of foes to get to the post-apoca-

lyptic Lost Vegas. Great fun, in the manner of

early Peter Jackson films and the Mad Max series,

plus a great R'n'R soundtrack by the Red Elvises.

TV/BROADCAST

A Life Apart—Hasidim in America (August 25,

PBS). Producer/directors Menachem Daum and

Oren Rudavsky's 90-min. documentary on

Brooklyn's Hasidic community is a rare glance

into the lives of these enigmatic and rigidly spiri-

tual people. Narrated by Sarah Jessica Parker and

Leonard Nimoy, A Life Apart chronicles the

arrivals of the first Hasidim in the US, their resis-

tance to assimilation and the intense feelings they

arouse in outsiders, particularly fellow Jews.

Addressing allegations of racism, sexism, and even

fundamentalism, the film offers a number of voic-

es from within and outside the community to

voice their opinions.

She Shorts (August 4, PBS—PO.V). These

three films by and about women "delve into the

elation, the passion and the pain of contemporary

female experience." Ellie Lee's Repetition Com-

pulsion deals with domestic trauma, Elizabeth

Schub's Cuha 15, alteady a test citcuit fave, is a

joyous coming-of-age piece, while Two or Three

Things But Nothing For Sure by Tina

from New York through his ancestral homeland

of North Carolina and Alabama turns up some

challenging questions about the legacy of slavery

and race. Winner of the 1997 Sundance Film

Festival Freedom of Expression Award, the film

closes RO.V.'s summer schedule and kicks off

the Television Race Initiative series [see article

in this issue's Media News section, p. 8]

The U.S.-Mexican War (1846-1848) (Sept.

13 &. 14, PBS). Marking the 150th anniversary

of a conflict that changed the boundaries of the

two countries, director Ginny Martin tells the

story of the war from multiple perspectives. The

KERA (Dallas/Fort Worth) production includes

interviews with historians and academics, narra-

tion by Ricardo Montalban, Frederick Forrest,

and Shelley Duvall. The centerpiece of a bi-

national education project, the 2x2 hout film

will be broadcast in Mexico, and will be avail-

able in the U.S. in a Spanish version on a sec-

ondary audio channel.

The Farmer's Wife (September 21, 22, 23,

Frontline, on PBS). David Sutherland (Out of

Sight) spent three years filming Juanita and

Darrel Buschkoetter on their Nebraska farm.

The result is an bravely open and honest piece,

the scope of which is unlike anything seen by

American audiences since PBS's revolutionary

1970 documentary, An American Family, and

will be aired in three parts ovet three consecu-

tive nights. The Farmer's Wife traces the

Buschkoetters' travails—personal, marital, eco-

nomic—and paints a engrossing porttait of a

family and an even more impressive one of a for-

midable woman who is determined to keep her

family together [The Farmer's Wife will be the

subject of a feature piece in the October issue of

The Independent]

If you have a production that is getting a nation-

al theatrical or video release or a broadcast slot on

national television, send your details to "Fresh

Produce" at The Independent 10 weeks prior to

the relevant date
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listings do not constitute an endorsement,

since some details may change after the mag-

azine goes to press, we recommend that you

contact the festival directly before sending

cassettes. deadline for call for entries:

15th of the month two-and-a-half months

prior to cover date (e.g., july 15 for oct

issue). all blurbs should include: festival

dates, categories, prizes, entry fees, dead-

lines, formats & contact info.

Domestic

CINEQUEST: THE ANNUAL SAN JOSE
FILM FESTIVAL, Jan 28-Feb 3, '99. CA.

Deadline: Oct 2. Founded 1990, "Maverick

Filmmaking" is annual theme of Cinequest which

showcases "an eclectic mix of ind films demon-

strating the qualities of the maverick: individuality,

innovation, intelligence." Fest otters "personal 6k

intimate environment" for filmmakers, buyers 6k

tans. Competitive for features, Joes & shorts.

Special sections mcl. Digital 6k High-Tech, Latino.

After Hours, Gay 6k Lesbian, Local Showcase. Ind.

features 6k shorts of artistic, social or stylistic merit

eligible. Formats: 35mm, 16mm; preview: VHS.

Entry fee: $25. Contact: Cinequest, Mike Rahehl,

Programming, Box 720040, San Jose, CA 95172;

(408) 995-6305; fax: 995-5713, sjfilmfest(5

aol.com; www.cinequest.org

HAMPTONS INTERNATIONAL FILM FES-

TIVAL, Oct 14-18, NY. Deadline: Aug 7; student

films: Sept 4. 6th annual test tor features, shorts 6*.

docs. Juried awards include Golden Starfish

($180,000 value ot in-kind services awarded in

1997). Student film showcase winners (5 under-

grade 6k 5 grad) receive grants of $2,500 each.

Other prizes awarded tor Best Doc Feature, Best

Score, Best Short Film, Audience Favorites. Entries

on VHS (NTSC, PAL or SECAM). Entry tees:

shorts $25; features 6k docs $50. Contact:

Consuelo Baehr, Hamptons IFF, 3 Newtown Mews,

East Hampton, NY 11937; (516) $24-4600; tax:

(516) 324-5116.

LOUISVILLE FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL,

Nov., KY. Deadline: Aug 1. Est. 1990, test features

various types ot film 6k video, exp or non-exp. Cash

awards given tor best entries. Entries must have

been completed w in preceding 3 yrs. Formats:

35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2." Entry fee: $10-535.

Contact: Andy Perry, Executive Director, 2337

Frankfort Ave., Louisville, KY 40206; tel fax: (502)

893-9661; lfvf(fi artswatch.org; www.artswatch.org

LFVF.html

MIAMI INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL,

February 19-28, FL.. Deadline: Nov. 1. Important

regional cultural event bringing new int'l cinema to

S. Florida; helps develop audiences for new film tal-

ents 6k highlights "often unrecognized countries for

their contribution to film." Fest is known as gate-

way for Spanish language films into US. All types oi

films considered: features, docs, shorts, experimen-

tal 6k animation. Seminar Program offers work-

shops on producing, directing, cinematography,

writing, editing. Special events held during fest.

Entries should not be in theatrical release in US or

Europe. All films must be completed since 1986.

All short films must be btw 2-10 min; features must

be over 80 min. No entry fee. Formats accepted:

35mm. Preview: VHS. A written request for appl.

must be mailed or faxed. Film Society of Miami, Film

Entries 444 Brickell Ave., Ste. 229, Miami, FL 33131;

fax: (305) 577-9768 (no phone calls).

MOBIUS ADVERTISING AWARDS, Early Feb.,

IL. Deadline: Oct 1. Open to TV, cinema, in-flight,

cable 6k radio commercials, print 6k package design

produced, screened or aired nationally/ regionally

locally after Oct 1 of preceding yr. Newly produced

ads .is well as previously produced, still appearing or

reintroduced also eligible. Cats: automotive, chil-

dren's products, clothing, commercial products, food

6k beverages, home care 6k maintenance products,

home furnishings, personal products, personal articles

& gitt items, pet products, pharmaceutical, recre-

ation, sen-ices, misc. Technique/specialty cats: ani-

mation (computer, non-computer), copywriting,

direction, art direction, editing, humor, illustration,

music (adaptation, original), overall production,

photo, product demo, set design, special effects, tal-

ent. Mobius Statuettes awarded. Formats accepted;

3/4". Entry fee: 5135; $200 (campaign ot 3). J.W.

Anderson, chair, U.S. Festivals Association, 841 N.

Addison Ave., Elmhurst, IL 60126; mobius

into'" mobuisawards.com; www.mohius awards.com

NEW YORK INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S
FILM FESTIVAL, Feb 4-7. NY. Deadline: Oct 1. 50

new works, shorts est features, screen to an est. audi-

ence of 6.000 children aues 5-16, parents, filmmakers

6k media execs. Plus workshops, panels ex presenta-

tions. Non-COmpet. Accepting passionate, creative

work that doesn't speak down to children: shorts.

docs, animation ex more. Formats: 35mm, 16mm,

video. Foreign lang films must be subtitled in English.

Works must be completed no earlier than July 1,

1996. Submissions on VHS (NTSC or PAL),

('out. ict: Eric Bechman, NYICFF, 532 LaGuardia ri.

#329, NY, NY, 10012; (212) 674-4165, Lx: 674-

5692; ehcmci" inch.com

NOMAD VIDEO FESTIVAL, Oct., WA.
Deadline: Early Sept. Founded in 1992, fest is West

Coast touring venue of about 15 shorts, w stops in

Port Townsend, Seattle, Portland 6k San Francisco.

Dedicated to showing video 6s. film "no-budget" work

that is noncommercial 6k alternative to mainstream

values, works of highly personal or original vision that

use video or film in unexpected ways. Selected works

sent written audience responses from 4 cities, plus

media reviews ck publicity materials. No fees, prizes

or themes. Sponsored in part bv ParaTheatrical

ReSearch, a WA nonprofit intermedia arts group

"devoted to the dynamic interaction of multiple-

media. " Formats accepted: 1/2", Hi8. No entry fee.

Contact: Camille Hildebrandt, curator, Nomad Video

Festival, RO. Box 161, Pt. Townsend, WA 98368.

OHIO INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL, Nov 4-

8, OH. Deadline: Sept. 1. Founded in 1994, Ohio

Independent Film Festival (formerly known as The

Off-Hollywood Flick Fest) is Cleveland's twice-a-year

film and video fest that provides a unique networking

and exhibition space for ind filmmakers. "Committed

to providing a consistent and reputable public forum

for independent filmmakers who may not otherwise

have the opportunity to show their feature-length

and short films and videos." Fest is a professional arts

FESTIVALS by Thomas Pallotta

[festivals@aivf.org]

I

organization dedicated to supporting, growing,

and legitimizing ind filmmaking by providing

networking opportunities, media access 6k liter-

acy, advocacy, education 6k exposure to an audi-

ence. Welcomes many film/videomakers, on- 6k

off-screen talent 6k musicians for networking and

future project possibilities. In addition, fest exhibits

works-in-progress, mixed format work (e.g., 16mm
with accompanying soundtrack on a cassette), and

work in non-trad mediums (i.e., video and Super 8).

Accepts feature films and videos, pert art, visual art

6k installations, tho' is primarily a short film and video

fest. All genres. Formats: 16mm, Super 8, 1/2". Entry

fee: $15 (short film/video), $20 (anything over 20

min.). Cash award tor Best of the Fest as rated by

audience. Contact: Annetta Marion 6k Bernadette

Gillota, Executive Directors, 2258 West 10th Street,

#5. Cleveland, OH 44113; (216) 781-1755;

ohioindietilmtesti" juno.com

PORTLAND INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTI-

VAL, February 11-28, OR. Deadline: Oct. 30.

Noncompetitive test focuses primarily On new work

from outside the US, but American features, docs 6k

shorts included. Fest attracts audiences ot oxer

25,000. Best ot Fest and Audience Award. Formats:

35mm, 16mm, 3/4". Entry tee: None. Contact: Bill

Foster, Northwest Film Center, 1219 S.W Park Ave.,

Portland, OR 97205; (503) 221-1 156; fax: 294-0874;

nuntoi" nutilm.org; http: www.nwfilm. org

PRIZED PIECES INTERNATIONAL FILM AND
VIDEO COMPETITION, Oct 24., OH. Deadline:

Aug. 14. Major annual media event, estab in 1981,

which recognizes, honors 6k showcases most recent

positive, non- stereotypical black film/video produc-

tions that address issues 6k concerns ot people ot

African descent universally. Awards in following cats:

Youth Teens, Drama, Music Video, Exp, Content

Shorts, Public Affairs, MultiMedia, Instructional,

Documentary. Special cats: Lifetime Achievement

Award, Young Black Scholar Award, Best in the

Competition, Best Student Film/Videomaker,

Emerging Artist, 6k Oscar Micheaux Award (which

honors African American media professionals "whose

works ck spirit most closely embody those of

Micheaux: dedication, creativity, competence, persis-

tence 6k strength ot character"). Awards: cash awards

for 1st place winners; plaques of recognition for 1st

through 3rd; certificates tor special merit 6k commu-

nity choice awards. Entries must have been produced

in preceding 2 yrs. Formats accepted: 16mm, 3/4",

1/2", 8mm. Entry fee: $35 (students) $60 (ind. pro-

ducers). Contact: Jacqueline Tshaka, coordinator,

Prized Pieces Int'l Film 6k Video Competition,

National Black Programming Consortium, 761 Oak

St, Suite A, Columbus, OH 43205; (614) 229-4399;

fax: 299-4398.

SARASOTA FRENCH FILM FESTIVAL, Nov.,

FL. Deadline: early Sept. Founded in 1989, fest

"offers film lovers 6k film industry professionals the

opportunity to experience the finest contemporary

French films in one of Florida's finest beach resorts."

All films must be French language (only N. American

fest devoted completely to French films) 6k either

U.S. or world premieres 6k accompanied by directors

6k stars. Films chosen by artistic director Molly
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Haskell; about 25 showcased each yr. Formats

accepted: 55mm, 16mm. No entry fee. Contact:

Patricia Richmond, managing director, Sarasota

French Film Festival, Asolo Center for the

Performing Arts, 5555 North Tamiami Trail,

Sarasota, FL H243; (813) 351-9010 ext 4300, fax:

351-5796.

SHORTS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL,

Nov. 9-12, NY. Deadline: Sept. 15. Fest held in

Manhattan at Sony Theaters Lincoln Square; win-

ning films will tour Loews theaters nationwide. Now

in 2nd yr, fest aims "to put shorts back on the map"

and boasts advisory board incl. the Coen bros., Susan

Seidelman, Taylor Hackford, Ang Lee 6k Annette

Insdorf. Cats: animation, comedy, doc, drama, exper-

imental 6k student. Formats: 16mm, 35mm; preview

on VHS. Length: 40 min. or less. Films must have

been completed after June 1997. Grand Prize of

52,000 to winning director in each cat. Entry fee:

$25. Contact: Lisa Walborsky, 101 E. 2nd St., New

York, NY 10019; (212) 686-8189; http://www.

shorts.org

SKYLINE LATINO FILM/VIDEO FESTIVAL,

Oct., NY. Deadline: Sept 25. Skyline is a nat'l non-

profit org devoted to urban minority youth through

doc. making. 2nd yr for major NYC Latino Fest that

is partners with National Association of Minorites in

Communications & Young Professional Latinos for

Community Empowerment to expose the "best-kept

secrets" by Latin Americans living or born in U.S.

who celebrate the cultural diaspora. Cats: Youth (up

to 12th grade); College Projects; Shorts 6k Docs;

Under 30 Mins; Features; Over 30 Mins. Screening

at MTV Networks Corp 6k potential local 6k nat'l

TV. All formats 6k genres welcome. Spanish language

works must be subtitled. Previews VHS (NTSC);

SASE for returns. No entry fee. Contact: Louis E.

Perego Moreno, Skyline Community, 325 W. 45th St,

#212, NY, NY 10036; (212) 974-7771; fax: 956-

3115.

SLAMDANCE INTERNATIONAL FILM FES-

TIVAL, Jan. 23-30, UT. Deadlines: Oct 14 (early);

Nov 1 1 (final). Primary objective of fest is to present

new independent films made by new filmmakers.

Started by 3 filmmakers in 1995, fest has developed

quickly 6k is valuable outlet for independent film.

Most important component is American Feature

Film Competition. Slamdance also shows shorts,

docs, foreign features 6k animated works. Entry fee:

$25-$55. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2". Any

style or genre. Preview: VHS. Entry fees: $25-$55.

Peter Baxter, Director, 6381 Hollywood Blvd., #520,

Los Angeles, CA. 90028; (213) 466-1786; fax: 466-

1784; slamdance(y earthlink.net; www.slamdance.

com

SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL, January, UT. Early

submissions deadline (features): Aug 7 (notification

in late Sept.); deadline (shorts): Oct 2; deadline

(features): Oct 9. Founded in 1985 to "recognize

independent filmmaking in all of its diversity,"

Sundance is premiere U.S. competitive showcase for

new ind. films; many important works have pre-

miered at fest 6k launched theatrical lives. Showcase

for domestic 6k int'l films, incl. competition of new

American ind. feature films, non-competitive pro-

gram of both new American ind. and foreign feature

films 6k shorts. Dramatic 6k doc entries must have

significant U.S. financing 6k be completed no earlier

than Oct. of preceding 2 yrs. Running time no less

than 70 mm. (drama); 50 min. for doc. For competi-

tion, entries may not open theatrically before Feb. 1

ot yr of test in more than 3 N. American markets or

be broadcast nationally. Competition entries may not

play in any domestic film fest prior to Sundance.

Films may play in up to 2 foreign fests. Films pro-

duced, financed or initiated by major motion picture

studio not eligible for comp.; however, any film con-

forming to above guidelines 6k produced, financed or

initiated by independent division of studio, or pur-

chased by studio after completion is eligible. Foreign

feature films (less than 51% U.S. financed) not eligi-

ble for comp., but may be submitted for consideration

for fest screening 6k must be subtitled in English. One

rep of each comp. film will be invited to attend as

fest's guest. Ind Feature Film Competition awards

Grand Prize, Cinematography Award and Audience

Award (popular ballot.) Other awards: in dramatic

cat, Screenwriters Award; in doc cat Freedom of

Expression Award. Films selected for comp. become

eligible for inclusion in Sundance International

Show. American films selected in short film cat eligi-

ble for special award. Other special programs have

incl. Latin American section 6k World Cinema.

About 200 works selected for each fest 6k large audi-

ence of 75,000 incls major distributors, programmers,

journalists, critics 6k agents. Int'l press coverage quite

extensive. Fest's administrative address: Sundance

Institute, Box 16450, Salt Lake City, UT 84116.

Format accepted: VHS. Entry fee: $20-$50 Geoffrey

Gilmore, Director of Programming/John Cooper

Assoc. Dir Programming 225 Santa Monica Blvd.,

8th Floor, Santa Monica, CA 90401; sundance(g

xmission.com; www.sundance.com

TELLURIDE INDIEFEST! Dec. 4-6, CO. Deadline

extended for Independent readers to Aug 20. Formerly

the Telluride Ind Film 6k Screenwriters Fest, this non-

competitive fest has screenings, screenplay readings

6k workshops (incl financing, distrib 6k future of ind

film/video, "how to" workshops such as getting an

agent and getting your script thru the 'Hollywood

Maze') screens 35mm, 16mm 6k 3/4" tape. Preview

cassettes VHS only. Scripts must be less than 120

pages. Accepted entrants get 4-day 'luxury' accomm,

4-day ski passes (plus equipment), romantic evening

dinner sleigh ride 6k snowmobile/ horseback ride!

Entry fee: $35 for short films/videos, $40 for scripts,

$45 for feature films/videos. Contact: Box 860,

Telluride, CO 81435; (970) 728-2629; fax: 728-6254;

indiefest(?J montrose.net; http://telluridemm.com/

indifest.html

WOMEN IN THE DIRECTOR'S CHAIR FILM

AND VIDEO FESTIVAL, March 1999, IL.

Deadline: Sept 15. Now in 19th year, WIDC hosts

largest 6k longest running women's film/video fest in

US. Last year's 6-day fest included over 100 works

from 16 countries, international guest artists, media

installations 6k panels, representing broad range ot

ideas, forms and representations. Films and videos of

all genres directed by women (collaboration okay)

since 1995 eligible. Formats accepted: 35mm, 16mm,

3/4", 1/2", preview on VHS or 3/4". Non-competitive.

Entry fee: $30 ($20 for WIDC members). Contact:

Women in the Director's Chair, 3435 N. Sheffield

Ave., Chicago, IL 60657; (773) 281-4988; fax: 281-

4999; sabcra(« aol.com; www.widc.org

Foreign

$100 FILM FESTIVAL, Nov 12-14, Alberta.

Deadline: Sept 30. 7th annual fest encourages new

6k experienced filmmakers to make "shoot from

the hip" exp shorts. Cash awards: C$500-$1000.

Super 8 6kl6mm accepted; send entries on VHS.

Entries outside Canada should label packages:

"Cultural Purposes. No Commercial Value."

Contact: Calgary Society of Ind. Filmmakers, Box

23177 Connaught RO., Calgary, Alberta, T2S

3B1, Canada; (403) 205-4747; fax: 237-5838;

csifta cadvision.com

ABITIBI-TEMISCAMINGUE FESTIVAL OF
INTERNATIONAL CINEMA, Oct., Canada.

Deadline: Sept. 1. All types of films, incl fiction,

doc, 6k animation, accepted. Fest, now in 17th yr,

programs over 80 short, medium 6k feature-length

films during run in Rouyn-Noranda in Quebec.

Past editions have programmed films from more

than 20 countries. All entries must have been

completed after Jan 1 of preceding yr 6k not shown

commercially in Canada. Awards: Grand Prix

Hydro-Quebec, awarded by public to most appre-

ciated feature in competition; Prix Telebec, pre-

sented to best short or medium length feature by

regional jury selected by the fest organizer ($1,000

prize); Prix Anime, awarded by public to most

appreciated animation film in competition.

Special presentations for students held during 3

fest days. Formats accepted: 35mm, 16mm; pre-

view on VHS. No entry fee. Contact: Jacques

Matte, director, Abitibi-Temiscamingue Festival of

Int'l Cinema, Festival du Cinema Int'l en Abitibi-

Temiscamingue, 215 Avenue Mercier, Rouyn-

Noranda, Quebec, Canada J9X 5W8; (819) 762-

6212; fax: 762-6762.

AUTRANS INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN
AND ADVENTURE FILM FESTIVAL, Dec,

France. Deadline: Sept 30. Now in 15th edition,

compet fest, open to professional 6k non-profes-

sional filmmakers, looks for films that "contribute

positively to knowledge on the one hand of the

snow 6k ice world 6k the other to developing 6k

exalting human resources in adventure 6k eva-

sion." Entries may incl snow 6k ice films, sporting

6k sports teaching films, social life 6k ethnology

films, adventure 6k exploration films 6k expedition

doc films. Entries should have been completed in

previous 4 yrs. Awards: Grand Prix d'Autrans

(50.000FF for fiction, 10.000FF for doc) and to

best sporting or sports teaching film, social life 6k

technology film, adventure 6k exploration film,

expedition doc, snow 6k ice film, 6k young director.

Formats accepted: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", Beta/Beta-

SP (not NTSC). No entry fee. Contact: Chiocca

Mirreille, gen'l sec, Autrans Int'l Mountain 6k

Adventure Film Festival, Festival Int'l du Film

d'Autrans-Neige et Glace, Aventure, Evasion,

Centre Sportif Nordique, 38880 Autrans

(Vercors), France; tel: 01133 4 76 95 30 70; fax:

Oil 33 4 76 95 38 63.

BANFF MOUNTAIN FILM FESTIVAL, Nov.

6-8, Alberta. Deadline: Sept 1 1 (entry confirma-

tion); Sept 18 (receipt of film). Now in 23rd yr, test

is juried int'l film competition which seeks out best

films 6k videos on mountains 6k their spirit ot
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adventure. Entries compete in 6 cats: Grand Prize

($4,000), Best Film on Climbing ($2,000), Best Film

on Mountain Sports ($2,000), Best Film on

Mountain Environment ($2,000), People's Choice

Award ($2,000), Best Film on Mountain Culture

($2,000) (all $ amounts Canadian). Winning films

become part of int'l tour, for which producers are

paid fee. Entries can be any duration, either narra-

tive or story form, animated or exp art form. Fest sit-

uated in heart of the Canadian Rockies & has

become one of largest of its kind in world, attracting

audiences of over 6,000. Also features int'l guest

speakers, adventure trade fair, mountain craft sale,

climbing wall & seminars on mountain subjects.

Formats accepted: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4". Entry fee:

C$50. Contact: Shannon O'Donahue, Banff FMF,

The Banff Center, Box 1020, Stn. 38, Banff,

Alberta, Canada T0L 0C0; (403) 762-6441; fax:

762-6277; CMC(a BanffCentre.AB.CA; www.banf-

fcentre. ab.ca/CMC/

BARCELONA FESTIVAL OF INDEPENDENT
VIDEO, Jan. 26-30, 1999, Spain. Deadline: hue

Sept. Now in its 5th yr, fest shows int'l selection of

video art, ind docs, alternative TV channels, video

combat & video performance, w/ about 300 tapes

under its selection. Held in Centre de Cultura

Contemporania de Barcelona, which is a co-sponsor

of fest & accommodated 2,500 people at the last

round in 1995. Rental fee of approx. $100 paid for

works selected for showing. Formats accepted: 3/4",

1/2", Beta (preferably in PAL). No entry fee.

Contact: Nuria Canal/Joan Leandre/Toni Serra,

Barcelona Festival of Ind Video, Mostra de Video

Ind, Centre de Cultura Contemporania de

Barcelona, Casa de Caritat Montalegre, 5,

Barcelona, Spain; tel: 01 1 34 93 306 41 00; fax: 01

1

34 93 306 41 04; mvi(a cccb.org: www.cccb.org/mvi

BELFORT INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF
NEW DIRECTORS, Nov, France. Deadline: Sept

30. Competitive fest is open to 1st, 2nd or 3rd films.

Entries may be feature length or short, fiction or

doc, film or TV production, recently produced &.

not shown in more than 2 fests of similar nature or

commercially distributed in France. Jury & audience

of fest award authors cash prizes. Fest also incls info

section "Vivre la memoire du cinema." Aim of fest

"is to propose new films, to give them an audience,

sometimes to allow the discovery of a new talent, to

defend a certain idea of the cinema." Formats

accepted: 35mm, 16mm; preview on cassette. No
enrry fee. Contact: Richard Gorrieri, coordination,

Belfort Int'l Festival of New Directors, "Entrevues"

Festival du Film Beltort, Cinemas d'Aujourd'hui,

Direction des Affaires Culturelles, Hotel de Ville,

90020 Belfort Cedex, France; tel: 01 1 33 3 84 54 24

43; fax: 011 33 3 84 54 25 26.

BRUSSELS INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF
SUPER 8 FILM AND VIDEO, Nov., Belgium.

Deadline: Late Sept. Founded in 1978, compet fest

began as one of the world's major showcases for

Super 8 film &. now programs all genres of Super 8

& video. 60+ countries participate. Fest welcomes

many different disciplines, incl painting, photos,

sculpture & performance by artists, & workshops on

new technologies. Entries must not have been

broadcast in world premiere. Cash awards go to Best

Director, Best Production, Best Doc, Best Scenario,

Best Photo; Jury Special Award. Each yr a new

&&>

THE NEW YORK UNDERGROUND FILM FESTIVAL PRESENTS

THE 2ND ANNUAL FULMCOflE
POST PRODUCTION FUND
$500-$2000 IN CASH & SERVICES AWARDED TO

FILMMAKERS WHO SHARE OUR SUBTEIffiANEAN VISION

NOW ACCEPTING ENTRIES DEADLINE: OCT 20, 1998
FOR FESTIVAL ENTRY FORMS AND FlLMCORE FUND APPLICATIONS:

212 252-EVIL
FESTIVAL@NYUFF.COM HTTP://WWW.NYUFF.C0M

Avid Non-Linear Editing, available in

both PAL & NTSC for:

Short Films/Documentaries/

Music Videos & Commercials

• Demo Reels

Post Production

• Video Tape Transfers in all formats ,

including: DV Cam & DVC Pro

• International Standards Conversion,

PAL & SECAM

• High Quality Duplication from any

Source Master

• Film to tape Transfer

STUDENTS: CALL FOR ENTRIES

How is POPULATION GROWTH affecting

CONSUMPTION • ENVIRONMENT • SUSTAINABILITY

$10,000 IN PRIZES

NO ENTRY FEE

TV EXPOSURE ; NATIONAL TOUR

For more information, a resource guide and

a copy of the video Best of Festival , contact:

WPFVF • 46 Fox Hill Road, Bernardston, MA
01337 • TL: 800 638-9464 • FX: 413 648-9204

eM: info@wpfvf.com • vvww.wpfvf.com

Sponsored by Sopris Foundation, Searchlight

Films & Population Communications International

ANALOG DIGITAL INTERNATIONAL

20 East 49th Street, 2nd floor

New York, NY 1001 7

Tel: (212) 688-51 1 Fax (21 2) 688-5405

E-MAIL address: adidigital@aol.com

--= Detroit s St ?nth Annual
ii
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We're a Full-Service Post-

Production facility for the

alternative filmmaker. We have
an ADR/Foley Studio, AVIDs,

AudioVisions, ProTools, and a

high-speed, 8-plate,

supercharged steenbeck. We
provide creative editors,

experienced technical support

and expert post supervision at

competitive rates. For more
information, contact Jeanette

King at (212) 679-2720. Or Fax at

(212 679-2730.

SPIN CYCLE POST, INC.

12 West 27th St., 6th Floor

New York, NY 10001

Revolutionary
FILM
SCHOOL

with Dov S-S Simens

...If yon haven't

Produced, Directed

or Distributed a

Feature Film...

...You haven't

taken this course!

LOS ANGELES
Sep 12-13 or Oct 24-25

WORLD TOUR
NEW YORK: Aug 1-2

SAN FRANCISCO: Aug 8-9

TOKYO: Sep 19-20

DENVER: Sep 26-27

MINNEAPOLIS: Oct 3-4

Can't Attend? Can't Wait?

Audio Film School™ Available

only

$289

http://HollywoodU.com Hollywood
HFI. Inc.. PO Box 481 252. LA, CA 90048 rrr—HFI. Inc.. PO Box 481252. LA. CA 90048 r"W f

800-366-3456 USB

country spotlighted & special programs have been

sec up by different countries. Program also incls ret-

ros, computer animation, video dance & short

films. Formats accepted: Super 8, 3/4", 1/2". Entry

fee: None. Contact: Robert Malengreau, test direc-

tor, Brussels Int'l Festival of Super 8 Film & Video,

Mondial de la Video, Rue Paul Emile Janson, 12,

1050 Brussels, Belgium; ph/fax: 011 322 649 3340.

CAIRO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL,

Nov 25-Dec 8, Egypt. Deadline: Sept 15. Now cel-

ebrating 22th anniv. as competitive FIAPF-recog-

nized test w objective "to spread artistic taste, to

promote better understanding among the various

nations of the world community 6k to be a progress

report on development in the art 6k. in the world

film industry." Fest sections incl Competition &
Out of Competition, which incls fest of fests, info

section, retro, tributes, special sections, 6k film mar-

ket. Entries must have been completed w/in previ-

ous yr 6k not participated in competition in other

int'l competitive fests. Int'l jury awards following:

Prize for Best Film (Golden Pyramid); Special Jury

Prize (Silver Pyramid); Best Actress/Actor; Best

Direction; Best Script; also prize for best artistic

contribution (presented to director) and prize for

best script and for best first or second work by a

director. Nearly 200 films shown yrly (about 20 in

competition), w' large line-up of American films.

Parallel market for features 6k to productions on

film 6k video 6k is attended by about 70 companies.

Formats accepted: 35mm. No entry fee. Contact:

Hussein Fahmy, President, Cairo Int'l Film Festival,

17 Kasr El-Nil Street, Cairo, Egypt; tel: 011 202 392

3562; fax: 011 202 393 8979.

CHATEAUROUX LNDEPENDENT CINEMA
ENCOUNTERS, Dec. 12-15, France. Deadline:

Early Sept. Ind films of all genres focus of fest.

Competition awards Cad d'Or, Cad d'Argent, Prix

du Public. Cash prizes total 20.000FF. Special out of

competition sections incl several programs such as

retro; Programme Light Cone (exp cinema), Nuit

du Cinema, cinematographic 6k music perfor-

mances. About 50 films showcased each yr. Formats

accepted: 35mm, 16mm, Super 8. No entry tee.

Contact: Pierre Laudijois, president, Chateauroux

Independent Encounters, Rencontres du Cinema

Independant de Chateauroux, Bande A Parte, 16

rue de Metz, 36000 Chateauroux, France; tel/fax:

011 33 54 34 80 04.

CLERMONT-FERRAND INTERNATIONAL
SHORT FILM FESTIVAL, Jan. 29 to Feb 6, 1999.

Deadline: October 17. Clermont-Ferrand, impor-

tant stop in int'l short film fest circuit, presents

major int'l competition. Over 50 countries repre-

sented. Int'l competition provides spectacular view

of worldwide cinematographic creation, screening

over 70 films, many discoveries of filmmakers who

go on to win major awards throughout world. Fest

also boasts huge audiences of over 1 15,000, making

it one of France's largest fests. Awards: Grand Prix

(20,000FF to director 6k Vercingtorix award); addi-

tional donations 6k prizes may be awarded. Entries

must be under 40 min. 6k completed after Jan. 1 of

preceding yr. French subtitling strongly advised for

selected prods. Directors invited to fest for at least

8 days; hotel accomm 6k food allowance paid, plus

450F toward travel. Fest also hosts short film mar-

ket, which has large catalog listing over 2,000 prods

6k providing good overview of int'l short film prodn.

Theater equipped for 35mm, 16mm & video. Several

buyers have participated over the yrs, incl. Channel

4, Canal + , ZDF, BBC, YLE, La Sept-Arte, France 2;

1,300 professionals view works in market 6k utilize

catalog. 18 video units available to buyers for viewing

approx 2,000 tapes of shorts. Formats: 35mm, 16mm.

No entry fee. Roger Gonin, Festival Director 26, Rue

des Jacobins 63000 Clermont Ferrand, France; testi-

val(3 gdebussac.fr; http://shortfilm.gdebussac.fr

FESTIVAL DEI POPOLI INTERNATIONAL
REVIEW OF SOCIAL DOCUMENTARY FILM,

Nov 29-Dec 7, Italy. Deadline: mid-Sept. One of

longer running int'l fests completely devoted to doc.

This yr, in addition to usual comp section (open to

docs completed after Sept 1, 1995), fest will be dedi-

cated to theme "The Human 6k the Divine Man 6k

the Supernatural: Past 6k Present," considering the

search of modified states of consciousness, w/ special

focus on use of psychotropic drugs (in both tradition-

al context 6k industrialized societies); doc. 6k fiction

films plus workshops presented on that subject.

Comp entries must be Italian premieres; participation

restricted to films invited by fest itself. Int'l jury

awards prizes to Best Doc (20 million lira) 6k Best

Research Film (5 million lira); Giampaolo Paoli silver

plaque to best ethnoanthropological film (rights

acquired for broadcast). Formats accepted: 35mm,

16mm, 3/4", Beta; VHS for preselection only. No

entry fee. Contact: Mario Simondi, Festival dei Popoli

Int'l Review of Social Documentary Film, Via dei

Castellani 8, 50122 Florence, Italy; tel: 01 1 39 55 244

778; fax: 011 39 55 213 698.

GIJON INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

FOR YOUNG PEOPLE, Nov, Spain. Deadline:

mid-Sept. Member of FIAPF and European

Coordination of Film Festivals. Celebrates 36th

anniv. in 1998. Festival aims to present the newest

tendencies of young cinema worldwide. Films shown

are daring, innovative 6k young in every sense.

Sections: Official is competitive for long and short

films produced after Jan. 1st of preceding year 6k has

non-comp element too; Information section incls

cycles, retrospectives 6k tributes. Also special screen-

ings 6k other film-related events of interest for auds.

Awards: International Jury Prizes incls Best Film (2

million pesetas, cash) and Best Short Film (half mil-

lion pesetas, cash) awarded by young jury of 50 peo-

ple age 17-26; also Best Actress, Actor, Art Direction

6k Script as well as "Special Prize of the Jury."

Contact: Jose Luis Cienfuegos, Director, Festival

International de Cine de Gijon, Paseo de Begona, 24-

ent, Box 76, 33205 Gijon - Asturias, Spain; tel: 011

34 98 534 37 39; fax: 011 34 98 535 41 52;

festcine(S airastur.es

GOLDEN KNIGHT LNTERNATIONAL AMA-
TEUR FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL, Nov.,

Malta. Deadline: mid-Sept. Founded in 1962, fest is

open to all productions made on film or video on any

subject 6k is divided into 3 classes: A (Amateur), B

(Student) 6k C (Open Class). "A" is for amateur pro-

ductions by individuals, groups or clubs made tor

pleasure w/ no commercial purpose in mind; "B" is

open to productions made by film school students

while in school; "C" covers all other prodns. Awards:

Class A: Golden, Silver 6k Bronze Knights 6s. certs of

merit; Trophy 6v. cert of merit tor best doc cs. anima-

tion; Malta Amateur Cine Circle Trophy tor best
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entry from Malta resident; Class B: Golden, Silver &
Bronze Knights & certs of merit; Class C: Golden

Knight &. cert of merit. All classes eligible for

Sultana Cup, retainable for 1 yr, for entry best

extolling merits of Malta. Certs also awarded in all

entry cats. Formats accepted: 16mm, 1/2", Super 8,

8mm. Entry fee: $15-60. Contact: Alfred Stagno

Navarra, fest secretary, Golden Knight Int'l

Amateur Film & Video Festival, Malta Amateur

Cine Circle, RO. Box 450, Valletta CMR01, Malta;

eel: 01 1 356 222 345; fax: 01 1 356 225 047.

HUY WORLD FESTIVAL OF SHORT FILMS,

Oct, Belgium. Deadline: early Sept. Founded in

1961, fest is open to ind, short films completed since

April of preceding yr. Int'l jury awards 3 Grand Prix

to 35mm, 16mm & Super 8 productions; Gold,

Silver & Bronze Medals in each cat &. 10 special

prizes. Entries must be under 30 min. About 50-60

films are selected for exhib; special program for stu-

dents. Formats accepted: 35mm, 16mm, Super 8.

Entry fee: $15. Contact: Roger Closset, president,

Huy World Festival of Short Films, Festival Mondial

du Cinema de Courts Metrages de Huy, 5 rue Nokin,

4520 Antheit (Huy), Belgium; tel: 01 1 32 85 21 78

29; fax: 011 32 85 21 78 29.

LEIPZIG INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL FOR
DOCUMENTARY AND ANIMATED FILMS,

Oct, Germany. Deadline: early Sept. Under theme

"Films of the World-For Human Dignity," this fest,

funded in 1956, is one ot older int'l compel events

focusing on doc form. Fest program consists ot Int'l

Competition, special programs & retros. Compel

incls cinema or TV doc films ot all genres, produc-

tions on videocassette (doc & animation films) &
animation films. Also film &. video market. Int'l jury

awards prizes inci Golden &. Silver Doves,

Ecumenical Jury Prize. FIPRESCI Jury Prize,

Mercedes Benz Prize. Entries tor competition or into

programs must not have been shown in public prior

to June 1 of preceding yr. About 230 productions

showcased each yr. Formats accepted: 35mm,

16mm, Beta. No entry tee. Contact: Fred Gehler,

director, Leipzig Int'l Festival tot Documentary &
Animated Films Internationales, Leipziget Festival

fur Dokumentot-und Anunationastilm, Box 940,

04009 Leipzig, Germany; tel: 01 1 34 7 980 3927; fax:

011 34 7 980 4878.

MAX OPHULS FILM FESTIVAL, Jan 99,

Germany. Deadline: mid-Sept. Estab in 1980, corn-

pet fest is particularly for young dirs from German

speaking countries (Switzerland, Austria,

Luxembourg &. Germany) who may enter up 3 films.

Features accepted for competition; test also accepts

shorts, docs, & exp works. Awards: Max Ophuls

Preis (DM50,000), Filmpreis des Saalandishen

Ministerprasidenten (DM20,000), Fordepreis

(DM5,000), Kurzfilmpreis (DM5,000), Publicums-

preis; 2 Darstellerpreise. Formats accepted: 35mm,

16mm. No entry fee. Contact: Christel Drawer,

director, Filmfest Max Ophuls Preis, Mainzerstrasse

8, D-6611 Saarbruecken, Germany; tel: 011 49 681

39 452; fax: 011 49 681 905-1963

MIPCOM INTERNATIONAL FILM AND
PROGRAMME MARKET FOR TV, VIDEO,

CABLE AND SATELLITE, Oct 7-11, France.

Deadline: Early Sept. Over 10,500 professionals

from more than 80 countries (incl. about 800

VIDEO

PRODUCTION

r

production

Satellite

ANCHOR/
NEWSDESK

SETS

VIDEO-

CONFERENCING

SATELLITE

MEDIA TOURS

•
CORPORATE

VIDEOS

4

LOCATION

CREWS

EDIT SUITE

NTV

is a division of
NTV

International

Corporation

contact:

WHEN IT COMES TO

ENTERTAINMENT &

MEDIA INSURANCE
WE ARE

THE EXPERTS!

ElyseRabinoii'itz 212-489-8390

NTV STUDIO PRODUCTIONS
50 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NYC 10020

DeWITT STERN

GROUP, INC.
NEW YORK

420 LEXINGTON AVENUE

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10170-0199

TEL: (212) 867-3550 • FAX: (212) 983-6483

JOLYON F. STERN, President

CAROL A. BRESSI-CILONA, SR. Vice Pres.

AFFIUATES IN: LONDON • PARIS • MUNICH

BETACAM SP WITH A 100%
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
BETACAM SP ON-LINE DUAL TBC EDITING

212.594.7530
OUR FANTASTIC SPECIAL FX'S ARE FREE
TASCAM 12 CHANNEL AUDIO MIX W/ FULL EQ.

GOOD FAST EDITORS W/ ATTENTION TO DETAIL
D7 YOU DON'T LIKE THE EDIT, YOU DON'T PAY

BETA SP IS THE FORMAT OF TODAY. WE GIVE SERVICE
24 HRS./DAY, 7 DAYS/WK. SERVICE MEANS 3 BETA DECKS,
TOP MONITORS, AMPS, CD, SPEAKERS, GREAT COFFEE

& A EASY MIDTOWN LOCATION. MORE FLASH, LESS CASH.

DUBBING, DUBBING, DUBBING
FROM VHS 3/4 HI8....AND BETACAM SP

PERFECT EVERY TIME

29TH STREET VIDEO, INC.
THE BETACAM EXPERTS
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A not-for-profit media arts

organization providing access

to broadcast quality video

post-production services for artists

& independent producers at

drastically discounted rates.

«— Standby also publishes FELIX,

A Journal of Media Arts and

Communication. —
• Interformat Online Edit $ 85/hr

• Digital Audio Post $ 85/hr

• Digi Beta to D2 Edit $120/hr

• Duplication & Conversions Inquire

Contact us for other services,

prices and access information.

POB 184, New York, NY 10012

Email: maria@standby.org

Phone: (212) 219-0951

Fax: (212) 219-0563

www.standby.org

DlPUCATIO\

212-242-0444
post prodixtiox'

Media 100 Editing

Voice Overs
Quicktime to Tape

Digital File Transfers

Video Duplication

Transfers & Conversions

145 West 20th St.

New York, NY 10011

Fax: 212-242-4419

Film Festival Duplication Special

20 VHS Tapes
w/sleeves & labels

Independents

Only

exhibitors 6k 2,000 companies) participate in mar-

ket, held in Cannes. Is one of world's major markets

for programming industry Producers, distributors,

journalists, broadcasters, buyers & co-producers

conduct business annually here; market is meeting

place for buying 6k selling program rights 6k setting

up co-production agreements 6k joint ventures.

MIPCOM provides hotel reservations, welcome &
transport services, parties, club for participants w/

stands, int'l press services, law center, seminars &
special events planning. Also publishes guide to par-

ticipants (cross referenced by country, branch of

industry & key executives), pre-news detailing

major market events, a daily newspaper 6k bill-

boards. It is possible to participate w/out stand

—

covers entrance for 3 employees, use of participants

club 6k listing in MIPCOM guide. US contact: Reed

Midem Organization, 475 Park Avenue S., 2nd fl.,

New York, NY 10016; (212) 689-4220; fax: (212)

689-4348. Formats accepted: 35mm, 16mm, 3 4".

Beta. Entry fee: varies. Contact: Jacques Gibout,

int'l sales director, MIPCOM Int'l Film 6k

Programme Market for TV, Video, Cable &
Satellite, Marche Int'l des Films et des Programmes

pour la TV, la Video, le Cable et le Satellite, Reed

Midem Organisation, 179 avenue Victor Hugo,

75116 Paris, France; tel: Oil 33 1 44 34 44 44; fax:

Oil 33 1 44 34 44 00.

NAMUR INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM
FESTIVAL, Nov, Belgium. Deadline: mid-Sept.

All- short film fest accepts films whose running times

do not exceed 45 min. 4 competitive cats: anima-

tion, fiction, doc & exp. Entries must have been

completed w/in previous 2 yrs. Fest will provide hos-

pitality (2 overnight stays 6k daily allowance) for

filmmakers whose work is accepted. Formats accept-

ed: 35mm, 16mm; preview on 3/4", 1/2", Video 8.

No entry fee. Contact: Jean-Luc Francois Namur

Int'l Short Film Festival, Festival Int'l du Court

Metrage de Namur, Media 10/10, Avenue

Golenvaux, 14, 5000 Namur, Belgium; tel: Oil 32

81 22 90 14; fax: Oil 32 81 22 17 79.

NANTES FESTIVAL OF THREE CONTI-
NENTS, Nov 19-26. Deadline: Early Oct. Founded

in 1979, Nantes is a major European competitive

forum/showcase for feature-length fiction films

from Asia, Africa, Latin America & African

America. Features 70 films (12 in compet), offering

awards Montgolfiere d'Or 6k Montgolfiere d'Argent.

This was one of the original fests focusing on cine-

ma of Third World. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. No
entry fee. Contact: Philippe Jalladeau 6k Alain

Jalladeau, Directors, 19A Passage Pommeraye, B.R

43302 44003 Nantes Cedex 1, France.

NATURE, MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT
FILM FESTIVAL, Nov., Italy. Deadline: Sept 10

(Italian filmmakers); Sept 3C (int'l). Now in 26th yr,

noncompetitive int'l film fest has stated purpose to

"promote 6k give credit to films which make a sig-

nificant contribution to the work of the conserva-

tion of nature, to the protection of the human envi-

ronment 6k of the historic architecture of cities, to

the preservation of a civilization of human dimen-

sions." Fest open to recent short, medium length 6k

feature films, narrative 6k doc. Entries must refer to

one of these subjects: basic ecological info; the prob-

lems of making people aware of nature 6k natural

resources with the aim of preserving them; chemi-

cal, physical 6k noise pollution of soil, water 6k air;

preservation of flora 6k natural landscape; preserva-

tion of fauna; nat'l parks 6k reserves; problems of

parks 6k green belts; manmade landscapes; defense

of historic character of towns 6k of their ancient

buildings; organization 6k use of territory; safeguard

6k restoration of works of art 6k cultural heritage;

public health, environmental hygiene; environmen-

tal education. 3 "Targhe d'Oro per l'Ecologia" (Gold

Awards) awarded to organization or individuals

responsible for significant contributions to safe-

guarding of environment. Formats accepted: 35mm,

16mm, 3/4", 1/2". No entry fee. Contact: Liborio

Rao, fest director, Nature, Man 6k His Environment

Film Festival, Ente Mostra Cinematografica

Internazionale "La Natura, LUomo e il suo

Ambiente", Via di Villi Patrizi #10, 00161 Rome,

Italy; tel: Oil 39 6 88 47 32 18

OULU INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S FILM
FESTIVAL, Nov, Finland. Deadline: mid-Sept.

Founded in 1982, fest organized for children 6k

adults has as its main goals introduction of new

trends in children's films 6k locating distributors for

children's films in Finland. Main program comprises

screenings of new children's film from throughout

world 6k is limited to 15 films. Special programs:

world of children to adult audience; retros; Finnish

children's films. Since 1992, jury of children has

awarded prize of ECU 3,000 6k Kaleva newspaper's

Starboy figurine to director of the best film in main

program. In addition to screenings, fest program

incls meetings w/ directors, exhibitions 6k seminars.

Entries should not be shorter than 45 mins. Formats

accepted: 35mm, 16mm; preview on 1/2". No entry

fee. Contact: Eszter Vuojala, fest secretary, Oulu Int'l

Children's Film Festival, Oulun kansainvalinen las-

tenelokuvien festivaali, Torikatu 8, 90100 Oulu,

Finland; tel: Oil 358 81 314 1735; fax: 011 358 81

314 1730.

TOKYO VIDEO FESTIVAL, Nov, Japan.

Deadline: late Sept. Fest for professional 6k non-prof

video prods, founded in 1978, accepts compositions

on any theme or in any style; purpose is to promote

interest in video culture. Works may have been pre-

viously shown to public or not yet screened. Video

Grand Prize (S4.000, 10-day round trip to Japan for

2 people, trophy 6k citation); Works of Excellence (5

awards of 52,000 6k 52,000 equivalent in JVC video

equipment, trophy 6k citation). Awards will be pre-

sented to compositions which "set new standards of

excellence in video expression; stand out in describ-

ing the lives of individuals through medium of video,

uniquely utilize techniques of video photography,

maximize the advantage of video as a communica-

tion medium; excel in the excitement 6k entertain-

ment of video games; or are other compositions that

cannot be adequately rendered without employing

video as a medium." Other awards: JVC Presidents

Award (54,000, 10-day round trip to Japan for 2 peo-

ple, trophy 6k citation) for work which "most effec-

tively expresses the enjoyment 6k excitement unique

to a 'handmade' video composition 6k will stimulate

others to create video works;" Works of Special

Distinction; Home Video Award, for work "that best

depicts the humor 6k pathos of daily lite or a moment

ot personal drama." Max length ot entries must not

exceed 20 mins; compositions w duration ot only

few mins or second?, acceptable. Formats accepted:

1 2", 3 4". No entry fee. Contact: Tokyo Video
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Festival Tape, Tokyo Video Festival, c/o JVC
Company of America, 41 Slater Drive, Elmwood

Park, NJ 07407.

TOULON INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF
MARITIME AND SEA EXPLORATION FILMS,

Nov 18-24, France. Deadline: Sept 7. Now in 30th yr,

competitive test held at Neptune Palace in Toulon is

annual meeting place for sailors, underwater divers,

explorers & adventure filmmakers. Entries must he

about the sea or exploration (oceanology, archaeolo-

gy, history, underwater exploration, ethnography,

sport, environment, fiction). Entries may be feature

or short & produced w/in previous 3 yrs. Awards:

Golden Anchor, Silver Anchor, Bronze Anchor,

French Navy Prize, ROLEX Prize for Protection of

Underwater World, World Confederation of

Underwater Activities Prize, Young Film Maker's

Prize sponsored by French Federation of Underwater

Studies 6k Sports, Francois de Roubaix Prize for

Music, Press Prize, Audience Award. Formats accept-

ed: 35mm, 16mm, Beta SP, 3/4". Entry fee: 500FF.

Contact: Baudouin Varennes, Chief Communication

Officer, Toulon Int'l Festival of Maritime &. Sea

Exploration Films, Festival Int'l du Film Maritime et

D'Exploration, Secretariat du Festival du Film

Maritime et D'Exploration, 14, rue Peiresc, 83000

Toulon, France; tel: 01 1 33 494 92 99 22; fax: 01133

494 91 35 65.

YAMAGATA INTERNATIONAL DOCUMEN-
TARY FILM FESTIVAL, Oct. 1999, Japan. 6th bi-

ennial festival will make entry forms available start-

ing Sept. 1998 from U.S. assistant Gordon Hitchens,

Apt. 3W, 214 West 85th St., New York, NY 10024;

Tel/fax: (212) 877-6856. No fees. 60 min. minimum.

16mm &. 35mm only accepted. Previews on VHS.

Docs must be produced within two years of festival

date. 15 titles in Int'l Competition, plus 5 or 6 sidebar

events emphsizing Asian docs 6a Asian concerns.

Total prize money: $45,000. For forms 6k/or more

info, contact: Hitchens or Kazuyuki Yano, YIDFF,

Kitagawa Building, 4th fir, 6-42 Kagurazaka,

Shinjukuku, Tokyo 162, Japan; Tel: 01 1 81 3 32 66 97

04; fax: 011 81 3 32 66 97 00; hhg02034C« nifry-

serve.or.j.p

THE FOLLOWING FESTIVALS DID NOT RESPOND TO

FACT-CHECKING INQUIRIES FROM THIS MAGAZINE.

CONTACT DIRECTLY FOR DETAILS:

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT MEDIA FESTI-

VAL, MD Deadline: Oct 1. Contact: Mike

Maszczenski, A.A.C.RS., 2644 Riva Road, Annapolis

21401
; (410) 222-5250; fax: 222-5601.

LOS ANGELES INTERNATIONAL DISCOV-
ERY FILM FESTIVAL, Deadline: early Sept.

Contact: Tod Ryan, Magic Lantern Film Foundation,

5552 Lincoln Ave., Ste 126, Cypress, CA 90630.

Can't get through?!?!

Foreign country & area codes—especially in Europe

—

have been changing. We do our best to run the most

current information, but check with an international

operator if you encounter problems.

Coir

VON PEARL ST.

minutes from
Tribeca

East Village

Washington Square

DOCUMENTARY
. COMMERCIAL
ADVERTISING

BROADCAST QUALITY bvu900 system
2 slow-motion sources w/frame accurate matchbacks
digital audio record and layback
CMX style editing 21 2.952.0848
edls saved to ascii files filmtape@aol.com

Cinema Systems

Crystal for Old and Affordable Cameras!
New TCS multi-speed crystal motors for your: Arri 16-S, 16-M $1080; Arri 16-BL
$1345; Bolex H-16 (wind-up, old or new, above s/n 100401) $895; Eclair NPR
$1350; NEW! Arri 35mm 2A-B-C $1440; Krasnogorsk K-3 $450 up.

Coming: Variable speed motor for Arri 16-S. 16-M & Crystal motor for Eclair CM3

Milliframe Controller for 16-SR, 35-BL, Aaton
...and most of the TCS crystal motors above, has speeds to 159.999 and 1599.99

FPS, phase button; $695 with footage counter, $550 without, plus cable.

Other equipment: Crystal plug-in for your Bolex EBM, EL and ESM $330; 59.94

crystal box for resolving Nagra tapes to Avid, $240. Speed checker, $179. 12

volt 7 ampere-hour battery belt with 6' cable, XLR, AC charger, $169. Crystal

for Nagra, cassette, etc. $120-$135. Videoframe Controller, $165.

For instant information check out our World Wide Web site at http://

www.nwus.com/tobin
Tobin Cinema Systems, Inc.

12315 Vickery Avenue East, Tacoma WA 98446
Phone/fax (253) 538-0323 E-mail: tobin@blarg.net

Need legal representation?

Call Ken Feldman or Abe Michael Shainberg at the

Feldman Law Firm for

INDEPENDENT FILM PACKAGING TO FINANCIERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

AGREEMENTS .CONTRACT REVIEW, LITIGATION , COLLECTION, OR DEFENSE IF SLED.

w Free Consultation © Fair Rates "&*

FELDMAN LAW FIRM , 12 East 41
st

Street, #1302, 212-532-8585, fax: 212-532-8598

www. feldman-law.com or e-mail us at abems@coocentric.net
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CLASSIFIEDS
[independent@aivf.org]

deadlines: 1st of each month, two months

j prior to cover date (e.g. aug 1 for oct

issue). classifieds of up to 240 characters

(incl. spaces & punctuation): $25/issue for

aivf members, $35 for nonmembers; 240-

480 characters: $45/issue for members,

$65 for nonmembers. ads running 5+ times

receive $5 discount per issue. include valid

member id#. ads exceeding requested length

will be edited. send typed copy with check or

money to: fivf, 304 hudson st., ny, ny 10013. to

pay by credit card, you must include: card type

(visa/mc); card number; name on card; expira-

tion date; billing address & daytime phone.

Buy • Rent • Sell

16/SUPER 16 TO RENT: Aaton XTR Plus, 2 mags,

2 batts, charger, handgrip, Canon 7-63 Zoom lens &
cases, Abel Cinetech maintained to rent daily, week-

ly, monthly. Indie-friendly rates. Inquiries (718) 643-

1367.

POST OFFICE EDIT SUITES: Avids at low subsi-

dized rates tor indies from $500/wk (night rate). Cut

in a creative film community in Tribeca/Soho. Also

complete VX-IOOO digital cam/audio pkg $150/day.

(212) 966-3030 x244 or (917) 956-2048.

DOWNTOWN PRODUCTION office for rent,

400 sq. ft., 4-line phone system w/ voicemail, sepa-

rate fax line, copier, TV/VCR, cable. We cater to

independent film/videomakers. Broadway/Houston

area. Weekly/monthly. High Voltage Productions at

(212) 295-7878.

SOHO AUDIO RENTALS: Time code dats, RF

diversity mics, playback systems, pkgs. Great rates,

great equipment & great service. Discounts for AIVF
members. Larry (212) 226-2429; <sohoaud@mci-

mail.com>

Distribution

AQUARIUS PRODUCTIONS, leading distributor

of outstanding videos because of outstanding pro-

ducers. Join our collection of titles on disabilities,

mental health, aging, nursing, psychosocial issues,

children 6k teen issues. For educational/health mar-

kets. Leslie Kussmann, Aquarius Prod., 5

Powderhouse Lane, Sherborn, MA 01770; (508)

651-2963; fax: 650-4216; www.aquariusproduc-

tions.com

ATA TRADING CORP., actively & successfully

distributing independent products for over 50 yrs.,

seeks new programming of all types for worldwide

distribution into all markets. Contact: (212) 594-

6460; fax 594-6461.

DESERT ISLAND FILMS, INC. seeks completed

features & docs for worldwide TV/cable/satellite/

home video distribution. Send full non-returnable

VHS to: DIF, 1 1 Coggeshall Circle, Middletown, RI

02842; (401) 846-3453; www.desertislandfilms.com

ENDLESS FILMS: We want your shorts!

International distribution company seeks short films

& videos under 30 min. Royalties paid. (212) 330-

6598; www.endlessfilmb.com

LOOKING FOR AN EDUCATIONAL DIS-

TRIBUTOR? Consider the University of California.

We can put 80 years of successful marketing exper-

tise to work for you. Kate Spohr: (510) 643-2788 or

http://www-cmil.unex.berkeley.edu/media/

PSA'S AND VNR'S: Public Interest Video Network

can help producers & nonprofit organizations reach

millions. Strong track record, experience & station

data base get results. Call Arlen Slobodow: (301)

656-7244.

SEEKING EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS on guid-

ance issues: violence, drug prevention & parenting

for exclusive distribution. Our marketing gives

unequaled results. Bureau for At-Risk Youth, Box

760, 135 DuPont St., Plainview, NY 11803; (800)

99-YOUTHx210.

Freelancers

35MM/16MM PROD. PKG w/ cinematographer.

Complete studio truck w/ DP's own Arri 35BL,

16SR, dolly, jib crane, lighting, grip, Nagra... more.

Ideal 1-source for the low-budget 35mm feature!

Call Tom today for booking. (201) 807-0155

AATON CAMERA PKG. Absolutely perfect for

independent features. Top of the line XTR Prod w/

S16, time code video, the works! Exp DP w/ strong

lighting & prod skills wants to collaborate in telling

your story. Andy (212) 501-7862; circa(a interport.

net

ACCLAIMED & UNUSUAL instrumental band

can provide music for your next project. Contact

"Magonia" for demo: (781) 932-4677; boygirl(&

mediaone.net

ACCOUNTANT/BOOKKEEPER/CONTROL-
LER: Experience in both corporate 6k nonprofit sec-

tors. Hold MBA in marketing 6k accounting.

Freelance work sought. Sam Sagenkahn (212) 481-

3576.

AVID EDITOR w/ or without Avid. Exp w/ fea-

tures, docs, trailers, episodic TV. Low budget indie

rates available. Dnna (212) 561-0829.

BETA SP VIDEOGRAPHER w/ new Sony

Betacam SP mics 6k lights. Very portable, light-

weight 6k I'm fast. Experience includes: docs, inter-

views, industrials, fashion shows 6k comedy clubs.

Please call John Kelleran (212) 334-3851.

BETA SP VIDEOGRAPHER, skilled in everything

from exterior handheld to Rembrandt interior light-

ing styles, seeking interesting projects to shoot. Has

attractive Sony Betacam SP cool sets of lights 6k sen-

sitive microphones. Willing to travel. Yitzhak Gol

(718) 591-2760.

BRENDAN C. FLYNT: Director of Photography w/

15 feature credits 6k dozen shorts. Owns 35 Arri,

Super 16/16 Aaton, HMIs, Tungsten, 6k dolly w/

tracks. Call for quotes 6k reel at tel/fax: (212) 226-

8417; ela292(& aol.com. Credits: Tromeo and Juliet,

The Offering, Fine Young Gentlemen, Brushfire.

CAMERAMAN: Available for your project w,

Betacam SP Package: Lights, Sennheiser mics, 5-pas-

senger van. Call Tom: (212) 929-2439; (973) 667-

9894; pager (917) 919-7095

CAMERAMAN w/ full postprod. support. Exp

film/video DP w/ digital DVCAM, lighting/sound

gear 6k complete nonlinear editing services.

Reliable, flexible 6k personable. Call (212) 334-

4778 for reel 6k low prod/post bundle rates.

CAMERAPERSON: Visual storyteller loves to

collaborate, explore diverse styles 6k formats.

Brings passion 6k productivity to your shoot.

Award-winner w/ latest Super/ Std. 16 Aaton XTR
Prod, package. Todd (212) 686-9425; wacass(3

concentric.com

CINEMATOGRAPHER: Professional, collabora-

tive 6k passionately committed, will work w/ you to

find the right style for your film (narrative or doc).

Unique credits. Love to travel. Eileen Schreiber

(718) 349-3078.

CINEMATOGRAPHER w/ Aaton 6k lighting,

looking forward to working w/ collaborative direc-

tors on: narratives, exp, docs, RS.A.s, music videos.

Steven Gladstone (718) 625-0556 for new reel.

VEENOTPH(aaol.com

COMPOSER FOR FILMATV: Academy Award

winning. Broadcast: PBS, NBC, ABC, CBS. Highly

experienced 6k dedicated. Music in all styles w/ an

original touch. Complete digital studio.

Reasonable rates. Leonard Lionnet (212) 980-

7689.

COMPOSER for film/video, new media projects.

Innovative sounds that won't strain your pocket-

book. For a free demo 6k brochure, contact

Progressive Media Arts at: (415) 550-7172;

pma(« progmedia.com; www.progmedia.com

COMPOSER: Experienced, versatile composer

avail, for scoring, sound design. Can meet all post-

production requirements. Video & audio reels

avail. Cam Millar (212) 781-7737; Ccmillar

(a aol.com

COMPOSER: Perfect music for your project.

Orchestral to techno-you name it! Credits incl.

NFL, PBS, Sundance, Absolut. Bach, of Music,

Eastman School. Quentin Chiappetta (718) 383-

6607; qchiap(<i el.net

CONSIDER IT DONE! Insurance-Permits-

Logistics-Coordination. Film service bureau pro-

vides protection 6k does the dirty work. Call (212)

726-241 1. Reaching Out to the Busy Producer.

CREATIVE DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRA-
PHY w/ lighting director background. Specialty

films my specialty. Can give your film that unique

"look." 16mm 6k 35mm packages avail. Call

Charles for reel: (212) 295-7878.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY looking for

interesting features, shorts, ind. projects, etc.

Credits incl. features, commercials, industrials,

short films, music videos. Aaton 16/S-16 pkg avail.

Abe (718) 263-0010.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w Arri SR

w tap, Chroziel matte box w. Panavision filters,

Sony Beta SP HMI's, Kino Flos, Jib Aim & Media

100. I make great pictures, work fest, have tons of

exp, assemble crews. Call Bret tor Killer Reel

(201) 254-7370.
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DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ awards,

talent & experience. Credits include features, com-

mercials, docs, shorts &. music videos. Owner of

Aaron 16mm/Super 16mm pkg., 35mm pkgs also

available. Call for reel. Bob (212) 741-2189.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ complete

Arri-Zeiss 16mm pkg. Lots of indie film experience.

Features, shorts and music videos. Save money and

get a great looking film. Willing to travel. Rates are

flexible and I work quickly. Matthew: (914) 439-

5459 or (617) 244-6730.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ own

35mm sync sound Arriflex BLII avail. Beautiful reel,

affordable rates. Crew on standby. Work incl. sever-

al features, shorts, music videos. Travel no problem.

Dave (718) 230-1207; page (917) 953-1117.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: 35mm,

S16mm/16mm. Creative, experienced, award win-

ning, w/ feature, ads, docs, music videos 6k industri-

al credits. Own Arri SR 1 S16/16mm pkg w/ Zeiss

lens, tungstens, sound pkg. LKB Prod.: (718) 802-

9874.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: High-end

film look w/out high-end film cost. Commercial

director/producer w/ Cannon XL-1 digital video

camera ck editing facility. Solid creative lighting

background. Tom Lialios (203) 849-8958;

TomLialiosfS aol.com

DOCUCREW WEST: Award winning writer, pro-

ducer, director w/ new Betacam (D-30) pkg.

Trilingual in English, Spanish & German. Let us

help shape your project. Reasonable rates. Near San

Diego. Mark (760) 630-7201.

DOCU-JOURNALIST w/ 15 yrs experience

(beast, indie, exp, co-productions) seeks interesting

challenges, esp social, investigative, tech &. political

subjects needing data-crunching or computer-aided

reporting. Shirley Kisaichi, (718) 802-1329; ski-

saichiC" aol.com

EDITOR: award-winning, versatile collaborative

editor available. Exp w/ docs &. features, music

videos, concert films &. trailers. Avid, flatbed, or off-

line systems. Robert Nassau (718) 858-2793.

EDITOR W/ EQUIPMENT: Producer/director w/

18 years experience in advertising & industrial work

available for projects. Just completed NEH histori-

cal doc for NYU. (212) 952-0848; Ruvn<§ aol.com

ENTERTAINMENT ATTORNEY: frequent con-

tributor to "Legal Brief" columns in Independent &
other magazines offers legal services on projects

from development to distribution. Reasonable rates.

Robert L. Seigel, Esq.: (212) 307-7533.

HOT NYC DP AVAILABLE w/ complete Aaton

16 516 prod. pkg. Cannon, Zeiss, Nikon, Video Tap,

everything! Feature, hot music video 6k commercial

reel looking to expand, long, short form. Flexible

rates (212) 929-7682. Reel. Res. Conversation.

INNOVATIVE EDITOR w/ Avid available for

challenging projects. Experienced in fiction fea-

tures, commercials, music video 6k documentary.

Reel available. Rodney (718) 246-8235.

LINE PRODUCER/PM/AD/CONSULTANT
will prepare script breakdown, prod boards, shooting

NEW DAY FILMS is the premiere distrib-

ution cooperative for social issue media.

Owned and run by its members, New

Day Films has successfully distributed

documentary film and video for twenty-

five years.

Call 914.485.8489

http://www.newday.com

Seeking energetic

independent makers

of social issue

documentaries for

""w membership.

KITCHEN
CINEMA

MKDIA nonlinear on-line

editing suiteUIII
at affordable

rates

NTSC & PAL Beta SP

63 gig MicroNet Data Dock

Jazz Drive • Mackie 1402 Mixer

After Effects

Editors available

149 5th AVE • NYC
212 253 9472

Mini-DV and DVCAM dubs to BETA

...at prices independent

filmmakers can afford

212-765-6600 Lichtenstein Creative Media

1600 Broadway Suite 601 New York, N.Y. 10019
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AVID EDIT SUITES
Off Line

On Line avr 75

4 Channel Audio

3-D Effects

DLT Back-up

Voice Over Boo tfr

AUDIO
PRO TOOLS

16-Track Digital Audio Suite

Full Sound Design & Mixing

Sound Effects Library

on track video (212)244-0744
104 West 29th Street, New York, NY 10001

Finding Stock Footage

with the help of creatively

inspired researchers who

reallv know their library

takes Energy.

the Largest anj Most Unique

Collection ^/Original Cinematography

w /A,? World.

FILM -LIBRARY

1.800.IMAGERY/or Your Most Valuable Resource

http://wM-w.dij2itaJ-energy.com

Context Studios
Film S. Video Services

LOW COST
16mm

film-to-uideo

transfer
• double system

• single system optical

• time coded transfers

• mag track recording

• film and video screening

• rehearsal space

• theatre

• 10,000 sf of space for

shooting and set construction

CONTEXT • 28 Avenue A

NY, NY 10009 • 212-505-2702

Digital Betacam, Avid

MC 8000s PCI AVRs Is-

77, Film Composers,

Betacam SP, 3/4 U-Matic

SP. S-VHS, Hi-8, Magni

Wavelorm /Vector scope,

post

391
Avid 1 HIRE

Mackie mixers, Genelec

Audio Monitors, etc...

212.843.0840
No. 200 Varick St. Room 501 NYC 1 001

4

OnuneXOffune Suites

Post Production Support

Digital Betacam

Editorial

schedule, budget. Full investor pkg avail. Also avail,

for production. Low budget indie rates avail. Call

(212) 34C-1243.

LOCATION SOUND: Over 20 yrs sound exp. w
time code Nagra 6k DAT, quality mics. Reduced rates

for low-budget projects. Harvey 6k Fred Edwards,

(518) 677-5720; beeper (800) 796-7363 (ext/ pin

1 02 1 996) ; edfilms(a worldnet.att.net

MUSIC FOR FILM.. .Music ...Music ...Music

...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music

...Music ...Music ...Music ...Music #$%&*? ...Music

...Music ...Music Todd Anderson (800) 925-4762 or

(801) 467-4379 for demo.

PICTURE SOUNDS: Musical soundscapes for film,

video & ads. Call (914) 736-1011 for consultation &
free rough sketch of ideas.

STEADICAM: Dolly smooth moves w/ the flexibili-

ty of a hand-held camera. Call Sergei Franklin (212)

228-4254.

Opportunities • Gigs

D.P.s & VTDEOGRAPHERS! We are looking for

talented, experienced camerapersons to shoot for

high-quality national 6k int'l clients. If you are LA-

based or are moving to LA, send resume/tape to:

Marshall/Stewart Productions, Box 762, Woodland

Hills, CA 91345; (818)348-8933

Preproduction • Development

HOLLYWOOD STORY ANALYST for Phoenix

Pictures (L'-Tum, People vs. Larry Flynt, The Mirror

Has Two Faces) and award-winning writer/filmmaker

offers in-depth constructive analysis of your screen-

play. Get valuable feedback before making important

submissions. Ezmiar Productions, 310 N. Lima St.,

Burbank, CA 91505; (818) 841-3616; ezmiar®

instanet.com

MAKE YOUR INDEPENDENT FILM! XY-based

Brisun Prod, offers 16mm film shooting, Avid editing,

equip rentals 6k prod support that fits your budget, to

help you take your film from script to screen. We are

exp, award-winning professionals. Check out our

website for more details 6k networking opportunities.

If you're an ind filmmaker, you can't afford not to!

Brisun Prods (973) 335-5886; www.brisun.com

Postproduction

$10/hr VHS SUITE: $20: 3/4"-3/4". $15: VHS-3/4".

Open 7 days 6k eves. Free titles, Amiga 6k special FX.

Also: Hi8, A/B roll, S-8 film, dubs, photo, slides,

stills, audio, prod., editor/training. The Media Loft,

7:7 6th Ave. (23rd) (212) 924-4893.

16MV1 6k 35MM OPTICAL SOUNDTRACKS: If

you want "High Quality" optical sound for your film,

you need a "High Quality" optical sound negative.

Mike Holloway, Optical Sound Chicago, Inc., 676 N.

LaSalle St., #404, Chicago, IL 60610; (312) 943-

1771, or eves: (847) 541-8488.

16MM SOUND MIX only $100/hr! Interlocked

16mm picture 6k tracks mixed to 16 or 35mm rull-

coat. 16mm, 35mm post services: picture 6k sound

editorial, ADR, interlock screening, 16 mag \ter>

(.06 ft.), 16mmedgecoding (.015 ft.) Tom (201) 807-
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0155.

16MM CUTTING ROOMS: 8-plate & 6-plate fully

equipped rooms, sound-transfer facilities, 24-hr

access. Downtown, near all subways & Canal St.

Reasonable rates. (212) 925-1500.

3/4" SONY OFFLINE SYSTEM, delivered to you

and installed. 5850, 5800, RM 440, 2 monitors-

$500/wk, $1600/mo. Delivery & installation includ-

ed. Equipment clean & professionally maintained.

Call Tom (212) 929-2439; (973) 667-9894; pager

(917) 919-7095

AVID 8000 & 1000 SUITES: Pleasant, friendly,

comfortable Upper West Side location. On-line &
off-line, AVR 77, Protools, reasonable & affordable

rates. Tech support provided. (212) 595-5002 or

(718) 885-0955.

AVID 8000: Why rent an Avid Media Compose!

400 when you can get an 8000 for less? Avid Media

Composer 8000; real-time fx; 4 channel pro-tools; 24

hr access. Seriously unbeatable prices!! (212) 228-

2886; (718) 638-0028.

AVID MCXPRESS: Latest version, off-line/on-line.

D2 quality. Neg. rates to suit your budget. Fast editors

available. Beautiful, comfortable location; 25th ck

Fifth Ave. (212) 633-9469.

COMPLETE PROTOOLS IV nonlinear digital

sound editing & mixing system for rent w/ or w/o exp

operator. Produce final track tor picture-locked film

or video, from Avid files, mag film, DAT, or other

media. Jacob Burckhardt (212) 533-9473.

MEDIA 100 EDITING for budget-minded produc-

ers. Broadcast quality, newest software, V4.5-real

time audio FX. Huge storage & RAM. Betacam, )
4

".

DV formats, SVHS, Hi-8. Great location, friendly

environment & comfortable rates. (212) 431-9299.

MEDIA 100 EDITOR: Accomplished visual story-

teller will edit on your equipment or in my fully-

equipped project studio. Credits: several narrative

projects, major ad agencies (Young &. Rubicam,

Warwick Baker &. O'Neill, Seiden Group), accounts

(Johnson 6k Johnson, Arm 6k Hammer, PSEckG), and

corp. projects (The Equitable, USA Today, CUNY,

SUNY). Studio w/ Media 100XS (300KB), 54GB
storage. Beta, Scanner, DAT, PhotoShop, Illustrator,

AfterEffects. John Slater (800) 807-4142.

MEDIA 100 PCI, broadcast quality, real time suite;

Beta-SR Hi8, 3/4", VHS, AfterEffects, Elastic Reality,

PhotoShop, Illustrator, Hi Res Scanner. Short- 6k

long-term TV or feature projects in comfortable

Tribeca setting. (212) 941-7720.

OUTPOST Digital Postproduction: 3 rooms, all

Media 100 broadcast quality. Beta, DV, Hi8, VHS;

AfterEffects, Deck 2. Lots of drive space; great edi-

tors or self-operate. Low rates, free coffee. (718) 599-

2385. Williamsburg; outpostvideo.com

PRODUCTION SERVICES: Sony 300A Beta SP

6k JVC X2 cameras, lighting/sound, component non-

linear editing. Seeking involvement in doc, educa-

tional 6k performing arts projects. Charlie (203) 834-

5059; CClemmons(5 compuserve.com

WASHINGTON DC: Media 100 editing w/ or

without skilled editor. Strong graphics capabilities.

Affordable. Broadcast camera pkg 6k crew avail. DC
stock footage. Arlen Slobodow: (301) 656-7244.

-.1.^-. -

ff " ^.^

W/////////M m
Original Audio Post

Music Production

• Films • Voice Over

• Features • Digital Editing

• Shorts • Sound Design

• Animation • Sound Effects

• Commercials • Inserts

• Radio

• Corporate

212*947-6107
50 W. 34th Street. SuHe 9C9, New York. NY 10001

MIKE COHEN
PRODUCTIONS INCORPORATED
film & video production

RENTS

CAMERAS & CREWS
Sony-Beta SP's

Sony-DSR 200

Panosonic EZ-1 's

Bolex's

ARRI S's

Two man
camera crew

Camera

Monitor

Waveform/

Vector scope

Lights

Audio

Chevy 4-wheel

drive truck

telephone 212.229.1082
mikecpinc@aol.com

Combine work in

screenwriting with fiction,

poetry, or playwriting in our

60-hour interdisciplinary

MFA in Writing.

James A. Michener Fellowships

of $1 2,000 awarded to candidates

admitted for study. Annual deadline for

fall admission is January 1 5.

For a brochure, call (512) 471-1601

or write to: Texas Center for Writers

J. Frank Dobie House

702 East 26th St.

Austin, Texos 78705

Art assemblage by Undo S. Parker
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NOTICES
notices of relevance to aivf members are

' listed free of charge as space permits.

the independent reserves the right to

edit for length and makes no guarantees

about the number of placements for a

given notice. limit submissions to 60

words and indicate how long info will be cur-

rent, deadline: 1st of the month, two months

prior to cover date (e.g., sept. 1 for november

issue). complete contact info (name, mailing

address & telephone numbers) must accompa-

ny all notices. send to: independent notices,

fivf, 304 hudson st., 6th fl, ny, ny 10013. we try

to be as current as possible w/ information,

but please double-check before submitting

tapes or applications.

Competitions

CINESTORY SCREENWRITING AWARDS
welcome teature-length scripts of any genre for its

annual competition. Screenplays are judged for

writer's authentic voice and creative approach to

storytelling. Three winners receive $2,000 w/ prizes

designed by Egg Pictures, Redeemable Feaures 6k

The Shooting Gallery to develop & promote the

winner's work. Deadlines & entry fees: Nov. 1 ($45).

Contact: Cinestorv (312) 322-9060.

LATINO ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA INSTI-

TUTE (LEMI). a nonprofit organization dedicated

to providing enhanced opportunities for Latino and

increasing Latino presence in the entertainment

industry in the U.S. and international marketplace, is

seeking original works-in-progress or screenplays to

compete in first LEMI contest for $7,500 grant plus

$25,000 in-kind filmmaking services. Deadline:

August 15. Entry fee: $15. For appl 6k info, contact:

LEMI, (818) 846-1384; fax: 846-1489.

Conferences • Workshops

"EXPLORATION IN MEMORY AND MODER-
NITY" focuses on independent media production

and criticism of the New York State and Northeast

regions. Held Oct. 4-5 at Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY.

>25 registration fee. Contact: Michelle Materre,

International Film Seminar, 462 Broadway, Ste. 510,

NY, NY 10013; (212) 925-3191; fax: (212) 925-

3482, ifsnyc(o aol.com

MEDIA GENERATION: WHAT WORKS AND
WHAT'S NEXT: Nat'l Alliance for Media Arts and

Culture conference focusing on strengthening of

nat'l media arts infrastructure. Held Oct. 22-25 in

Pittsburgh, PA. For info, contact: NAMAC, 346

Ninth St., San Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 431-

1391; fax: 431-1392; namacfa igc.apc.org;

www.igc.org/namac/

Films • Tapes Wanted

AIR YOUR SHORTS: new public access cable

show seeks short films to run & filmmakers to inter-

view. No pay, just satisfaction & publicity of having

films aired. Sean (714) 723-6740; http://members.

aol.com/ShortFilm:

AMERICAN CINEMATHEQUE is accepting

entries tor its ongoing program, The Alternative

Screen: A Forum tor Independent Film Exhibition

and Beyond. Send submissions on 1/2" VHS tape.

Feature film, doc & new media projects wanted. 1800

N. Highland, Suite 717, L.A., CA 90028. For more

info, call (213)466-FILM.

ARC Gallery reviewing for solo 6k group exhibitions.

All media including video, performance 6k film. Send

SASE for prospectus to: ARC Gallery, 1040 W.

Huron, Chicago, IL 60622 or call (312) 733-2787.

ART IN GENERAL seeks short works for

Fall/Winter video series. All genres considered.

Submit VHS only, resume, brief statement 6k SASE
for return of materials to: Future Programs, Video

Series, Art in General, 79 Walker St., NY, NY 10013;

(212) 219-0473.

BALLYHOO!: Central Florida TV show featuring

independent film and filmmakers is accepting films &
videos under 30 min. Hour-long community access

show produced by Frameworks Alliance, a non-profit

organization that also produces the Central Florida

Film 6k Video Festival. Each Ballyhoo! episode aired

twice weekly for one month to over 700,000 viewers.

Submit VHS tape and return postage to Frameworks

Alliance, c/o Thor Neureiter at 1906 E. Robinson St.

Orlando, FL 32803. (407) 839-6045; fax: 898-0504.

BIG FILM SHORTS is now accepting short films,

any genre, for worldwide distribution. Details at

www.biufilmshorts.com/orforinfo: (818) 563-2633.

BLACKCHAIR PRODUCTIONS accepting video,

film and computer-art submissions on an ongoing

basis for monthly screening program called

"Independent Exposure." Artists will be paid an hon-

orarium. Looking for experimental, erotic, narrative,

subversive, animation and documentary works, but

will screen anything. Submit a VHS, clearly labeled

with name, title, length, phone number along with a

SASE it you wish the work(s) to be returned. We will

get back to you! Send submissions to: Blackchair

Productions, 2318 Second Ave., #313-A, Seattle,

WA, 98121. Info/details: (206) 977-8281,

joeal(§ speakeasy.org; www.speakeasy.org/blackchair

CABLE SHOWCASE seeks productions. Send 1
2"

or 3/4" tapes to: Bob Neuman, Program Director,

Laurel Cable Network, 8103 Sandy Spring Road,

Laurel, MD 20707. Tapes cannot be returned.

CLIPS accepting shorts and works-in-progress seek-

ing distribution or exposure to financial resources for

quarterly showcase presented to invited audience of

industry professionals. Deadline: Ongoing. Contact:

Lou Flees (212) 971-5846; lou(« microedge.com

DOBOY'S DOZENS seeks short films for monthly

showcases highlighting works by up-and-coming film-

makers. Contact: Eugene Williams or Marceil

Wright, Doboy's Dozens, 1525 N. Cahuonga Blvd.

#39, Hollywood, CA 90028; (213) 293-6544.

EXHIBIT YOUR FILMS AT GRAND ILLU-

SION! Seattle's Northwest Film Forum seeks 16mm
6k 35mm shorts (60 min. or less) for ongoing exhibi-

tion. Selected works shown before regular program-

ming at Seattle's only indie arthouse theater. Send

video 6k SASE to NWFF c/o Grand Illusion, 1403 NE
50th St., Seattle, WA 98105.

"FUNNY SHORTS" requests submissions of

tunny short films for new syndicated TV show.

Shorts may be on film or video 6k must be no

longer than 20 min. Students, amateurs 6k profes-

sionals welcome. Cash 6k prizes awarded to films

chosen tor broadcast. Tapes not returnable. Send

entries on VHS to: Funny Shorts, c/o Vitascope,

Box 24981, New Orleans, LA 70184-4981.

IFP/NORTH annouces call for entries for

"Independents in Flight," the first on-board film

channel devoted to indie film. Each month, four

hours of programming will be presented on all

international Northwest Airlines flights. For more

info contact: IFP/North at (612) 338-0871.

KLNOFIST IMAGEWORKS seeks work of all

likds for screenings 6k distribution within the

underground community. DIY, exp 6k activist work

encouraged. Send VHS, SASE to Kinofist

Imageworks, BOX 1102, Columbia, MO 65205;

dmwF92(« hamp.hampshire.edu

KNITTING FACTORY VIDEO LOUNGE
seeks VHS tapes for ongoing weekly series of

theme-based screenings. Any genre or subject.

Send tape w/brief bio to: Lisa DiLillo, Box 1220

Canal St. Station, NY, NY, 10012. If tape return

desired, include SASE. w/sufficient postage.

MIDNIGHT MATINEE seeks alternative videos

for monthly cable access show on Maui. Possible

Hawaiian distribution. Any topics, genres; the

more "out there," the better. Send SVHS or VHS
copy 6k release w/ SASE. Paradise Productions,

326 Pukalani St., Pukalani, HI 96768..

PERIPHERAL PRODUCE, presented by Rodeo

FilmCo., is Portland-based roving showcase 6k

distr. co-op for exp 6k underground film/video.

Curated shows exhibited bi-monthly. Formats:

16mm, VHS. $5 entry fee. Contact: Peripheral

Produce, Rodeo FilmCo., Box 40835, Portland, OR
97240; mattmProduce(« msn.com

REAL TV looking for dynamic videos: news,

weather, sports, bloopers, busts, "caught in the

act." Real TV, syndicated, daily video magazine,

will showcase compelling videos from around the

world—from professionals as well as amateurs who

capture video snapshots of life in the '90s. Tapes

will not be returned. Contact: Real TV, Hollywood

Center Studios, Stage 2, 1040 N. Las Palmas, Los

Angeles, CA 90038; (213) 860-0100.

SAN FRANCISCO POETRY FILM WORK-
SHOP/LITERARY TELEVISION accepting

short poetry or literary films, videos, documen-

taries and multimedia pieces for catalog, upcoming

poetry video film festival. Request entry form:

SOMAR, 934 Brannan St., 2nd Floor, San

Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 552-9261; fax (415)

552-9261 ; www.slip.net/~gamuse

SUDDEN VIDEO call for entries. Ind. curators

seek short works. Looking for experimental works

that approximate emotional tone of events that

inspired their production. Works should be under

10 min. long and be available on VHS tor exibi-

tion distribution. Send submissions W SASE to:

Curt Raad, 17 Edward Ave.. Southhampton. MA
0107V
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iverse, committed,

opinionated, and

fiercely indepen-

dent—these are the

video and filmmak-

ers who are mem-

bers of AIVF.

Documentary and

feature filmmakers, animators, experi-

mentalists, distributors, educators,

students, curators—all concerned

that their work make a difference

—

find the Association of Independent

Video and Filmmakers, the national

service organization tot independent

producers, vital to their professional

lives. Whether it's our magazine, The

Independent Film & Video Monthly, or

the organization raising its collective

voice to advocate tor important

issues, AIVF preserves your indepen-

dence while letting you know you're

not alone.

AIVF helps you save time and money

as well. You'll find you can spend

more ot your time (and less of your

money) on what you do best—getting

your work made and seen. To succeed

as an independent today, you need a

wealth ot resources, -trong connec-

tions, and the best information avail-

able. So join with more than 5,000

other independents who rely on AIVF

to help them succeed.

JOIN AIVF TODAY!

Here's what membership offers:

THE INDEPENDENT FILM &
VIDEO MONTHLY
Membership provides you with a

year's subscription to The Independent.

Thought-provoking features, news,

and regular columns on business,

technical, and legal matters. Plus fes-

tival listings, funding deadlines, exhi-

bition venues, and announcements ot

member activities and new program--

and services. Special issues highlight

regional activity and focus on subjects

including media education and the

new technologies.

INSURANCE
Member'- arc eligible to purchase dis-

counted personal and prodmti.ni

insurance plans through AIVF suppli-

ers. A range of health insurance

options are available, a-- well as spec lal

liability, FoxO. and production plans

tailored tor the need- <>t low-budget

mediamakers.

TRADE DISCOUNTS
A growing list ot businesses across the

country otter AIVF members dis-

counts on equipment and auto

rentals, film processing, transfers,

editing, and other production necessi-

ties. Plus long-distance and overnight

courier services are available at spe-

cial rates tor AIVF members from

national companies. In New York.

members receive discounted rat)

two hotels to make attendance at our

programs and other important events

more convenient

CONFERENCE/SCREENING
ROOM
AIVF'- new office ha- a low-COSt

facility tor members to hold meetings

and sin. ill private screenings ot work

tor friends, distributors, programmer-.

funders, and producers.

INFORMATION
We distribute a series ot publications

on financing, funding, distribution,

and production; members receive dis-

counts on selected titles. AIVF'-. staff

also can provide information about

distributors, festivals, and general

information pertinent to your needs.

Our library houses information on

even thing from distributors t>> -ample

contracts to budgets.

WORKSHOPS, PANELS, AND
SEMINARS
Member- gel discounts on events cov-

ering the whole spectrum ot current

i— ue- and concern- affecting the

field, ranging from business and aes-

thetic to technical and political top-

ics Plus: members-only evenings with

festival director-, producer-, distribu-

tors, cable programmers, and funders.

ADVOCACY
Member- receive periodic advocacy

alerts, with updates on important leg-

islative i— ue- affecting the indepen-

dent field .mA mobilization fbi sollec-

tive action.

COMMUNITY
AIVF sponsors monthly member get-

together- in cities aero— the country;

call the office tor the one nearest you.

Plus members are carrying on active

dialogue online—creating a "virtual

community'' tor independents to

share information, resources, and

ideas. Another way to reach fellow

independents to let them know about

your screenings, business services, and

other announcements is by renting

our mailing list, available at a dis-

count to menibet-.

« .it
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MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
Individual/Student Membership

Year's subscription to The Independent • Access to all plans and discounts • Festival/

Distribution/Library sen-ices • Information Services • Discounted admission to seminars •

Book discounts • Advocacy action alerts • Eligibility to vote and run for board of directors

Supporting Membership

All the above tor two individuals at one address, with 1 subscription to The Independent

Non-profit Organizational/Business & Industry Membership

All the above benefits, except access to health insurance plans • 2 copies oi The Independent

• 1 free FIVF-published book per year • Complimentary bulk shipments of The Independent to

conferences, festivals, and other special events • Special mention in The Independent •

Representative may vote and run for board of directors

Library Subscription

Year's subscription to The Independent only JOIN AIVF TODAY

Membership Rates

~

J

525 student (enclose copy of student ID)

3 545/individual

^) 575 supporting

~J 575 library subscription

^ SI 00 non-profit organization

^ 5150/business 6k industry

Name(s)

'tr

Organization

Address

City

Mailing Rates

Canada - Add $15

Mexico - Add $20

"J All Other - Add $45

USA - Magazines are mailed Second-class;

add $20 for First-class mailing

5 Membership cost

5 Mailing costs (if applicable)

5 Contribution tO FIVF (make separate lax-deJuciiHe check payable to FIVF)

$

State ZIP

Country Acct #

Total amount enclosed (check or money orJe)

Or please bill my i^) Visa MC

Weekday tel.

Fax

Exp. date I II I

E-mail
Signature_

AIYF FIVF, 304 Hudson St., 6th FL, NY, NY 10013; (212) 807-1400 x 235; fax (212) 463-8519

www.aivf.org; info(5 aiyt.org
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UNDERGROUND CINEMA seeks entertaining

short films for promotional video showcasing black

talent. If your short is selected, UC will help you

finance your next project. Call (212) 426-1723.

UNQUOTE TV: 1/2 hr nonprofit program dedicat-

ed to exposing innovative film &. video artists, seeks

indie, doc, narrative, exp, performance works. Seen

on over 50 cable systems nationwide. No payment.

Send submissions to: Unquote TV, c/o DUTV, 33rd

6k Chestnut Sts„ Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215) 895-

2927; fax 895-1054.

VIDEO/FILM SHORTS wanted for local television.

Directors interviewed, tape returned with audience

feedback. Accepting VHS/SVHS, 15 min. max.

SASE to: Box 1042, Nantucket, MA 02554; (508)

325-7935.

V1DEOSPACE BOSTON seeks creative videos for

fall & spring programming. Any genre 6k length.

Nonprofit/no payment. Send VHS, Hi-8, or 3/4" with

description, name, phone, and SASE to: Videospace,

General Submissions, 9 Myrtle St., Jamaica Plain,

MA 021 30.

WXX1 Public Television's "Independent Film Series"

wants short films/videos, animation, art films and

longer length documentaries for possible screenings

on weekly pnmetime series. Topics are your choice,

but should be suitable tor viewing by a general televi-

sion audience. Submit entries on VHS. If chose, a

broadcast quality version will be required. For more

info or entry forms call: (716) 258-0244

Publications

CANYON CINEMA'S 25th Anniversary Catalog

(including 1993-95 supplements) with over 3500 film

6k video titles is available for $20. Call of fax (415)

626-2255; canyon(« sj.bigger.net

FILMMAKER'S RESOURCE: A Watson-Guptill

publication by Julie Mackaman. A veritable "super-

market of great opportunities—more than 150 of

them—for a wide variety of filmmakers ... from fea-

ture to documentary to educational to animated

films." Contact: Watson-Guptill, Amphoto, Whitney

Library of Design, Billboard Books, 1515 Broadway,

New York, NY 10036.

GUIDE TO TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR FILMS

SHOT IN NY STATE is available for producers who

want clear instructions on how to claim the numer-

ous tax exemptions available in NY state tor film, TV
6k commercial production. Put together by the

Empire State Development Corp., the 51 -page refer-

ence guide can be obtained by contacting NY State

Governor's Office or the Tax Office. NY State

Governor's Office for Motion Picture and Television

Development, 633 3rd Ave., 33rd Floor, New York,

NY 10017; (212) 803-2330; fax: 803-2369;

www.empire.state.ny.us/mptv.htm

INTERNATIONAL FILM FINANCING CON-
FERENCE transcripts avail. Topics discussed by int'l

financiers, commissioning editors 6k producers

include: Foreign TV as a Source for Funding, Int'l

Distributors, Finding US Dollars, How to Pitch Your

Idea. Send $45 to: IFFCON, 360 Ritch St., San

Francisco, CA 94107; (415) 281-9777.

Pro Tools • Sound Editing

• Surround Sound • ADR •

Automated Mix to Picture •

Foley • SFX • Sound Design

• Custom Music

Media 100 XR • HDR Real

Time FX • Adobe After

Effects • Photoshop • D3

Digital • Betacam SP •

Off-Line • On-Line • Ani-

mation • Full On-Location

Services

601 Gates Road • Vestal, NY 13850

SERVING IHDEPENDEHTS SIHCE 1971

1-800-464-9754

«l / n ez t &

non-linear video editing

Create in the comfort

of a private edit suite

component interformat studio:

betacam-sp,3/4",hi-8,s-vhs

3d animation/graphics/cg

Video for Art's Sake
Independent Post Production

in the East Village

Meg Hanley, Editor

212.254.1106

Learn
Film

Making
in Vermont

ML
' Syr^^^^^^^^jL

B.A. Degree program.

Learn from successful independent

filmmakers in beautiful Burlington,

Vermont. Callfor more information.

inSlfi Burlington

Dept MM. 95 North Ave. Burlington VT 05401

1-800-862-9616 www. burlcol.edu

Northeast Negative Matchers, Inc.

Your Avid Film Composer Matchback Specialists

Negative cutting & Conforming

y 35mm
> 16mm
^ Super 16mm

idusttV
ins'

iervice

ygaSF***'

413-736-2177 S413-734-1211 • 800-370-CUTS

25 Riverview Terrace
Springfield, MA 01 108-1603

www.nenm.com
e-mail: nenm@nenm.com
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278 Babcock St. Boston, MA 02215
61 7-254-7882 Phor* - 61 7-254-7 149 Fax

fPJZS

FILM VIDEO ARTS
The StomPing Ground for

Independent Giants!
since 1968

Camera Rentals

Postproduction

Courses

Affordable Rates

Now Introducing

the Digital Studies Program

Digital Video Editing; 3-D Design;

Animation; Web Design

212.673.9361
817 Broadway NYC

Resources • Funds

APERTURE INC., a new 501(c)(3) nonprofit corp.,

offers grant of $10,000 to first-time filmmaker shoot-

ing a 5-30 min. film. Deadline: Sept. 30. For info on

1998 Aperture Grant, send SASE to: Aperture,

12335 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 174, Los Angeles,

CA 90025, or call (310) 772-8294.

ARTISTS FELLOWSHIPS PROGRAM, spon-

sored by Illinois Arts Council, offers non-matching

fellowships of $5,000 and $10,000 and finalist awards

of $5,000 to Illinois artists of exceptional talent in

recognition of outstanding work and commitment to

the arts. Awards based on quality of submitted work

and evolving professional career. Not a project-relat-

ed grant. Fellowships are currently awarded on a 2-

year rotating basis. Degree students not eligible to

aPly. Following categories reviewed in even-num-

bered years: Choreography, Crafts, Media Arts,

Playwriting/Screenwriting, and Visual Arts. Deadline:

Sept. 1, 1998. For further info: Illinois Arts Council,

100 W. Randolph, Suite 10-500, Chicago, IL 60601;

(312) 814-6750; toll-free in Illinois (800) 237-6994;

ilarts(a artswire.org

CALIFORNIA ARTS COUNCIL offers various

grants & programs for film 6k mediamakers. Contact:

California Arts Council, 13001 I St., Suite 930,

Sacramento, CA 95814; (916) 322-6555, (800) 201-

6201; fax: (916) 322-6575; cacfgcwo.com;

www.cac.ca.gov

CREATIVE PROJECT GRANTS: Subsidized use

ofVHS, interformat 6k 3/4" editing suite for indie cre-

ative projects. Doc, political, propaganda, promotion-

al 6k commercial projects are not eligible.

Editor/instructor avail. Video work may be done in

combination w/S-8, Hi8, audio, performance, pho-

tography, artists, books, etc. Studio includes Amiga,

special effects, A6kB roll, transfers, dubbing, etc.

Send SASE for guidelines to: The Media Loft, 111

6th Ave., NY, NY 10010; (212) 924-4893.

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION CENTER pro-

vides grants and presentation funds to electronic

media/film artists and organizations. The program

provides partial assistance; maximum amount varies.

Presentations must be open to the public; limited-

enrollment workshops and publicly suPorted educa-

tional institutions ineligible. Appls reviewed monthly.

Contact: Program Director, Experimental Television

Center, 109 Lower Fairfield Rd., Newark Valley, NY
13811; (607)687-4341.

FILMCORE POSTPRODUCTION FUND:
FilmCore, org behind NY Underground Film Fest,

now accepting entries for its 1999 Postproduction

Fund. Grants of $500-$2,000 in cash 6k services

awarded to independent filmmakers seeking to com-

plete projects of any length 6k genre on video, 16mm,

or 35mm. Priority given to works that share NY
Underground Fest's subversive 6k cutting-edge spirit.

Deadline: Oct. 20. For appl.: FilmCore Postpro-

duction Fund, 255 Lafayette St., Ste. 401, NY, NY
10012; (212) 252-3845; fax: 925-3430;

festival@nyuff.com; www.nyuff.com

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION SERVICE consid-

ers proposals for new, innovative programs 6k limited

series for public TV on an ongoing basis. No finished

works or applications for development. Contact:

ITVS, 51 Federal St., Suite 401, San Francisco,

CA 94107; (415)356-8383.

THE JOHN D. & CATHERINE T. MAC-
ARTHUR FOUNDATION provides partial sup-

port to selected doc series 6k films intended for

national or international broadcast 6k focusing on

an issue within one of the Foundation's two major

programs (Human and Community Development;

Global Security 6k Sustainability). Send prelimi-

nary 2- to 3-page letter to: John D. 6k Catherine T.

MacArthur Foundation, 140 S. Dearborn St.,

Suite 1100, Chicago, IL 60603-5285; (312) 726-

8000; 4answers(g<macfdn.org; www.macfdn.org

MATCHING GRANT FOR RESTORATION
offered by VidiPax. Will match 20% of funding

received from govt., foundation or corporate fund-

ing agency. Individual artists need nonprofit fiscal

sponsorship to apply. Video 6k audiotape restora-

tion must be performed at VidiPax. Contact: Dara

Meyers-Kingsley, (212) 563-1999, xlll.

MEDIA ALLIANCE assists NYC artists 6k non-

profit organizations in using state-of-art equip-

ment, postprod. 6k prod, facilities at reduced rates.

Contact: Media Alliance, c/o WNET, 356 W.58th

St., NY, NY 10019; (212) 560-2919.

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE
HUMANITIES Division of Public Programs is

offering grants to U.S. nonprofit organizations.

Deadline: January 12. 12 copies of application

must be received by NEH on or before deadline.

Applicants encouraged to submit preliminary

drafts of proposals by December 1, for consultation

w/ program staff. Contact: NEH, Division of

Public Programs, 1 100 Pennslyvania Ave. NW, Rm
426, Washington, DC 20506; (202) 606-8267;

publicpgms(« neh.fed.us

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TELEVISION
seeking story proposals from U.S. citizens or per-

manent resident minority filmmakers for National

Geographic Explorer, award-winning doc series. To

request appl. for CDP (Cultural Diversity Project),

call: (202) 862-8637.

NEXT WAVE FILMS, funded by Independent

Film Channel, offers finishing funds of up to

$100,000 for up to four films/year. Budgets must be

under $200,000. Contact: Mark Stolaroff, Next

Wave Films, 2510 7th St., Suite E, Santa Monica,

CA 90405; (310) 392-1720; paradigm^: earth-

link. net

OPEN DOOR COMPLETION FUND: Nat'l

Asian American Telecommunications Association

(NAATA) offers completion funding for projects

in final stages of postproduction, w/ awards aver-

aging $15,000. Works should present fresh 6k

provocative takes on contemporary Asian

American 6k Asian issues, have strong potential

for public TV 6k be of standard TV lengths (i.e.,

30, 60 min etc.). Contact: Charles McCue,

NAATA Media Fund, 346 Ninth St., 2nd fir, San

Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 863-0814; fax: (415)

863-7428; charles(« naatanet.org; www.naat.inet.

org

OPENHEIMER CAMERA: new filmmaker

grant program offers access to professional 16mm

camera system tor first serious new productions m
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dramatic, Joe, experimental, or narrative form.

Purely commercial projects not considered. Provides

camera on year-round basis. No application deadline,

but allow 10 week minimum for processing. Contact:

Dana Meaux, Oppenheimer Camera, 666 S.

Hummer St., Seattle, WA 98134; (206) 467-8666;

fax: 467-9165; danaCoppenbeimercamera.com

PANAVISION'S NEW FILMMAKER PRO-
GRAM provider 16mm camera pkgs to short, non-

profit film projects of any genre, including student

thesis films. Contact: Kelly Simpson, New Filmmaker

Program, Panavision, 6219 DeSoto Ave., Woodland

Hills, CA 91367; (818) 316-1000 x220; tax: 316-

1111.

PEN WRITERS FUND & FUND FOR WRIT-
ERS & EDITORS WITH AIDS. Emergency funds,

in form of grants ck interest-free loans of up to $1,000

given each year to over 200 professional literary writ-

ers, including screenwriters, facing financial crisis.

PEN's emergency funds are not intended to subsidize

writing projects. Contact: PEN American Center,

568 Broadway, NY NY 10012; (212) 334-1660.

SOROS DOCUMENTARY FUND supports mt I

doc lilms and videos on current ek significant issues in

human rights, freedom of expression, social justice cm

civil liberties. Three project categories considered tor

funding: initial seed funds (grants up to SIS. 000),

projects in preproduction (grants up to $25,000), pro-

jects m production or postproduction (average grant

is $25,000, but max. is $50,000). Highly competitive.

Ptoposals reviewed quarterly. Contact: Soros

Documentary Fund, Open Society Institute, 400 W
59th St., NY NY 10019; (212) 548-0600.

-(SPECIAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS offered by the

Illinois Arts Council. Matching funds of up to $1,500

to Illinois artists tor specific projects. Examples of

activities funded are registration tees & trawl for

conferences, seminars, workshops; consultants tees

for the resolution of a specific artistic problem;

exhibits, performances, publications, screenings;

materials, supplies or services, bunds awarded based

on quality of work submitted ck impact of proposed

project on artist's professional development.

Applications must be received at least 8 weeks prior

to project starting date. Call tor availability of funds.

Illinois Arts Council, 100 W. Randolph, Suite 10-500,

Chicago, IL 60601; (512) 814-6570; toll-tree in IL

(800) 237-6994; ilartsC/ artswire.org

WOMEN'S FILM PRESERVATION FUND of

New York Women in Film &. Television is seeking

proposals for the funding & preservation or restora-

tion of American films in which women have had sig-

nificant creative positions. Application deadline:

March 15. Contact: NYWIFT, 6 E. 39th St., New
York, NY 10016; (212) 679-0870; fax: 679-0899.

Your Chance for the Limelight

Soon The Independent listings section will feature

a monthly blurb spotlighting an exhibitor, broad-

caster, or other outlet for independent work. For

possible inclusion, send black-and-white photos,

background information on your organization, and

upcoming events/programs to: Listings Spotlight,

The Independent, 304 Hudson, NY, NY 10013.

scriptserve, inc

KEEP YOUR ENTIRE
SCRIPT ON THE
INTERNET FOR
ONE YEAR.

FOR DETAILS SEE:

www .scriptserve. com

*
W' Co-Dir actions , Inc ^
I 135 W. 20th Str eet
1 4th Flexor, NYC
1 212-206-1244
^L cdir@mindspring . corny

3D Animation

Digital Editing

13
Kl

lol

Compositing

Shooting

Internet

kJ
Kl heat

heart &
.low overhead

A Good Shoot
Means Great Prep

Learn the nuts & bolts of moviemaking

from the best in the business.

KOdEKT
BORDIGA'S

Nuts
& Bolts
PRODUCTION SEMINARS

Hew York:

Sept. 12-13

Los Angeles:

Oct. 3-4

San Francisco:

Oct. 10-11

can 1-300-755-7763
Or visit our website: www.onbudget.com
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bductions
11 WEEHAWKEN ST.
NEW YORK, NY 10014
212.691.1038

•6 SGI Impact Workstations
- Indigo2 R10000
- 3D Modeling and Animation
- PowerAnimator and Composer
- Ascension Motion Capture

•3 Protools PCI Audio Suites
- Sound Design
- ADR, Foley

•Avid 1000 PCI
- Resolutions up to AVR 77
- 3D Effects Module
- Beta, 3/4", 1/2", DAT, CD

•Avid 800 (off-line)

- Resolutions up to AVR 3
- Beta, 3/4", 1/2", DAT, CD

• Photoshop, Illustrator and

After Effects Workstations

www.glc .com

The Foundation for Independent Video and Film, the educational affiliate of the Association of

Independent Video and Filmmakers, supports a variety ofprograms and services for the independent media

community including publication ofThe' h\ik\xt\diau, workshops, and an information clearinghouse. None
of this work would he possible without the generous support of the ATVF membership and the following

organizations:

Academy Arts Foundation; Mary Duke Biddle Foundation, Center for Arts Criticism, Heathcote Art Foundation, DC
Commission on the Arts and Humanities, Lihraires ix the Future, Albert A. List Foundation, John D. and Catherine T
MacArthur Foundation, National Endowment tor the Arts, New York State Council on the Arts, Rockefeller

Foundation, and Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc.

We also wish to diank die following individuals and organizational members:

F3enefactors: Patrons: Sponsors:

Forest Creamres Entertainment®Pamela Calvert, Mary D. Dorman, C & S, Int'l Insurance Brokers, Inc.;

Karen Freedman, Jeffrey Levy-Hinte, CDPI. Inc.; Loni Ding David W. Haas, Dr. V
Robert L Seigef Esq.; James Schamus, Hufnagel/ Woman's Cable Network; Jim

Roger E. Weisberg McKay; Leonard Merrill Kun: Co., Robb

Moss; Jodi Piekoff Julio Riberio,
J. B.

Sass/LetrJng Go Foundation, George C.

Stoney, Debra Zimmerman

Business/Industry Members:

Antares Research, Santa Fe., NM; Anes Productions, Arlington, TX; Bee Hive Productions, Mt. Vernon, NY; BIZ

TV USA, NYC; Blackside, Inc., Boston, MA; Bureau for At-Risk Youth, Plainvievv; NY; C & S International Insurance

Brokers, NYC; Cando Entertainment, NYC; CK Productions, NYC; Clinica Estetico, NYC; Ericson Media Inc., NYC;

Galana 6k Associates, Inc., Oakland, CA; H &M Productions, NYC; Henninger Media Services, Arlington, VA; Hogan

Films., Spring, TX; Jes & Woodcraft Video Prod. Inc, Taylor, MI; Kxh TV Productions, Cabin John, MD; Lauri

Enterprises Inc., New Rochelle, NY; LD Media, NYC; Letnom Prod., NYC; Lyrick Studios, Richardson, TX; Joseph

McCarthy, B'klyn, NY; Heidi McLean, Evergreen, CO; Media Principia, NYC; Mark Morton, Atlanta, GA; New Rican

Filmmaker, Bronx, NY; NTV Studio Productions, NYC; One Such Films, NYC; Opposable Thumb Prod., Inc., NYC;

Henrietta S. Parker, East Orange, NJ; Periunktory Productions, LLC, NYC; Sogecable, Madrid, Spain; Andrew Stone,

NYC; Surf 6k Turf Films Inc., NYC; Thunder Head Prod., Palm Beach, FLTriune Pictures, NYC; United Pictures, Las

Vegas, NV; Virtual Media, NYC; Wild Pictures, LLC, St. Louis, MO; White Night Prod., San Diego, CA.

Nonprofit Members

Andy Warhol Fndt., NYC; Ann Arbor Gimmunity Access TV Ann Arbor, MI; Ann Arbor Film Festival, Ann

Arbor, MI; Appalshop, Whitesburg, KY; John Annstrong, Brooklyn, NY; Art Institute ofChicago, Chicago, IL; ASCAP
NYC; AUCHMUTV-University ofNew Gisde, Callaghan, New South Wales; Austin Film Society, Austin, TX; Baylor

University, Waco, TX; Boston University, Boston, MA; Carnegie Museums, Pittsburgh, PA; CCTV Cambridge, MA;

Center, for New American Media, NYC; Center for the Arts, Tulsa, OK; Chicago Access Qirp., Chicago, IL; Cincinatti

O immunity Video, Cincinnati, OH; Cinema Arts Center, Hunrington.NY; Kelly Clement, Taos, NM; Cleveland

Filmmakers, Cleveland, OH; Gimmunication Arts, MHCC, Gresham, OR; Communications Society, Poughkeepsie,

NY; Gimmunity Television Network, Chicago, IL;Gipiague Memonal Library, Copiague, NY; Gimell Cinema, Ithaca,

NY; Givenenant House, NYC; Cultural Development Group, Miami, FL; Dallas Morning News, Dallas, TX; Denver

Film Society, Denver, CO; Dept. of Media Studies/SUNY Buffalo, Buffalo, NY; Dept. of Gimmunicarion, The New

School, NYC; Patricia Dxiley, NYC; Drexel University Library - Serials Dept., Philadelphia, PA; Duke University -

Program in Film 6k Video, Durham, NC; DUTV-Cable 54, Philadelphia, PA; Educational Video Center., NYC; Film

Fest New Haven, New Haven, CT Films for Educators, NYC; Fine Arts Division Office, Scottsdale, AZ; Hick Clique,

Youngstown, OH; Hickers Arts Gillaborative, New port, RI; Globe Link Productions, Coral Gables, FL; Harvard

Medical Schixil, Boston, MA; Hogskulen I Volda, Norway; Hong King Arts Center., Hong Kong, China; IFR'North,

Minneapolis, MN; IFP/West, Los Angeles, CA; Image Film Video Center, Adanta, GA; Institute for Public Media Arts,

Durham, NC; Intemiedia Arts, Minneapolis, MN; International Film Seminars, NYC; Jewish Film Fest., Berkeley, CA;

John Jay High School, Cross River, NY; Kroma Pnxluctions, Porvoo; Ling Bow Group Inc., Brookline, MA; Madison

Film Fonim, Madison, WI; Manhattan Neighborhixxl Network, NYC; Massachusetts Gillege of Art, Boston, MA;

Media Arts, Palatine, IL; Media Resource Center - University of California, Berkeley, CA; Media Working Group,

Givington, KY; Missoula Gimmunity Access, Missoula MT Museum of Fine Arts, Housrion, TX; MoMA-Film Study

Center, NYC; National Video Resources, NYC; New Liberty Prod., Philadelphia, PA; New York Women in Film and

Television, NYC; Ngee Ann Polytechnic Library, Singapore; Northampton Film Festival, Northampton, MA;

Northwestern, Film Center, Portland, OR; Ohio Independent Film Festival, Cleveland, OH; Ohio University - Film,

Athens, OH; Dirk Olson, Denver, CO; Open Society Institute., NYC; Public Benefit Girp., Detroit, MI; Reach

Foundation, Salt Spring, BC; Rixrhester Film Office, Rochester, NY; Ross Film Theater, Lincoln, NE; Ross-Gafhey

NYC; Scribe Video Center, Philadelphia, PA; Singapore National Library, Singapore; Sinking Creek Celebration,

Nashville, TN; South Carolina Arts Gimmission, Gilumbia, SC; Squeaky Wheel, Buffalo, NY'; Svracuse University

Syracuse, NY; Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel; Texas Film Gimmission, Austin, TX; University of Arizona-Media

Arts Rcxim, Tucson, AZ; Univeisiry of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI; University of California Extension - CMIL, Berkeley

CA; University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE; University ofTexas - Dept of Radio, TV and Film, Austin, a^j(

TX; Upstate, Films, Rhinebeck, NY; Video Pool., Manitoba, Canada; Wexner Center., Columbus, OH;

WKSG, Binghamton, NY; WNET/13, NYC; Women in the Director's Chun, Chicago, IL; Women

Make Movies, NYC; Worldfest, Houston, TX; WTVS Channel 56, Detroit, MI; York University

Libraries, North York, Ontario, Canada N YSC A



Millennium Campaign Fund

The Millennium Campagin Fund is a three-year

fundraising inititiative to develop a $150,000

cash reserve fund for the Foundation for

Independent Video and Film hy the year 2000.

Since its inauguration in March 1997, we have

raised more than $85,000. We would like to

thank those who have so generously donated to

the Millennium Campaign Fund. (Donations

received as of 6/2 3/98)

Corporate/Government/Private

Donors
American Film Institute Theater, John F Kennedy

Center tor the Performing Arts; BFJT/Encore; District

( ablevision; DC Commission on the Arts and

Humanities; Home Box Office; Jewish Communal
Fund; New York State Council on the Arts; TCI,

lower Records/Video/Books; [ IS Airways; Washington

LXJ Film Society

Honorary Committee Members
(donations 0} $500 oi m m 1 I

AIVF DC Salon, Ralph Arlyck, John Bard

Manulis, Peter Buck C-Hundred Film Corp.,

CckS International Insurance Brokers, Hugo
Cassirer, Martha Coolidge, Nik Ives, Bill Jersey,

Richard Kylberg, Tom LeGoff, Helaine ex Sidney

Lerner, Diane Markxow, Leonard Merrill Kur:,

David & Sandy Picker, R.E.M. Athens, LLC,

Barbara Roberts, James Schamus, Robert L.

Seigel, Michael Stipe, Liza Vann Smith,

Miranda Smith, Ann Tennenbaum, Walterry

Insurance Company, Robert F. \X'ise

Friends
(donations W 1 100 01 mare)

Anonymous, Barbara Abrash, The American

Domcumentary, Inc., John C. Anderson, led cs.

Asya Berger, Alan Berliner, Regma Berliner,

Tess.i Blake, Blackside Inc., Doug Block, Susan

Bodine, Esq., Bob Brodsky, Barbara Brooks,

Florence Burke, Jeff Bush, Michelle Bvrd,

Pamela Calvert, David Carnochan, Rick Carter,

Christine Choy, Ruth Anne Cohen, Jem Cohen,

Bob Coleman, Norman Cowie, Keith Crofford,

Linda & Bob Curtis, Jonathan Dayton, Helen

De Michiel, Loni L~)ing, Eileen Douglas, Aaron

Edison, Bill Einreinhofer, Cassian Elwes,

Fanlight Productions, Chris Farina, Valerie

Fans, Larry Fessenden, Film Forum, Bonnie

Finnegan, Kenneth Fishel, Paul Fitzmaurice,

William Flemming, Frank Frattaroli, Petet

Friedman, Archibald Gillies, Patricia Goudvis,

Barabara Hammer, Henry Hampton, Hal

Hartley, Richard & Elaine Hawk, James

Herbert, Kathy High, Deborah Hoffman, Ted

Hope, Miljan Ilich, Zuzana Justman, Ticia Kane,

Dai Sil Kim-Gibson, Michael G. Kindle, Valerie

Kontakos, Stephen Krai, Terry Lawler, Ruby

Lerner, Peter Lewnes, Mark Lipman, Lawrence

Loevvinger, Jason Lyon, Charles MacFarland,

Jodi Magee, Jim McKay, Cara Mertes, Robb
Moss, N. Cheng &. Company, Michel Negro-

ponte, Sheila Nevins, John O'Brien, Jackie

Ochs, October Films, Ott Shore Pictures, Eloise

Payne, Anthony Peraticos, Mimi Pickering,

Robert Richter, Ross S. McEIwee, John
Schwartz, Nat Segaloff, Deborah Shaffer,

Lisabeth Shean, Sloss Law Office, PC, Vivian

Sobchack, Kevin Smith, Valerie & Jim Smith,

Buddy Squires, James Stark, George C. Stoney,

Helen Stritzler, Karle Tfappe, Thunderhead
Productions, Toni Treadway, Mark Tusk, David

Van Taylor, Martha Wallner, David 6k Susan

Watson, Barton Weiss, Susan Wittenberg,

Lauren Zalaznick, Gei Zantzinger, Debra
Zimmerman

Production and Post

Non Linear Offline & Online

Beta to Beta From All Sources

A Professional Facility

Intelligent Solutions

(And, oh, in case you need to space out,

we've got a cool view of the city, too)

New York City (Union Square)

212.529.2875 www.pixbiz.com

TKME
BUSINESS
PRODUCTIONS INC

NON LINEAR
EDITING

L&alMt
VI D E O I

REAL TIME TRANSITIONS

BROADCAST ONLINE

3:1 TO 200:1 OFFLINE

MULTI-LAYERING

BETACAM SP EDITING
HI 8 & 3/4SP — 3/4 AB
ANIMATION & GRAPHICS

DUPLICATION
TRANSFERS from HI8 to BETA

Phone (212) 219-9240
Fax (212) 966-5618

M
212*252*3522

Media Composers
• Film Negative Matchback

• AVR77
• 3D-DVE effects

• 92 GIGS storage

• Protools sound mix

Transfers / Duplication

Camera Pkgs / Animation

Graphics / AVID Classes

R

*///na^
M ED I A. I NC.

U • I • D

• Award-Winning Editor

f* Avid training
i

' • m

m iragenyc.com
212.685.3787

!()(. Earn 35th • V !<>(>!<>
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PICTURES

CUTTING EDGE NEW PCI AVIDS

ON-LINE // OFF-LINE

AVID COURSES // INDIE RATES

FABULOUS ROOMS

AVR 77

212 255 2564
34 W 17TH STREET

V I

video

D

on-line/off-line
beta-3/4-svhs

t 212.254.4361
f 212.460.5987
dmoore@acmevideo.com

AUDlOA'IDIiO

POST PRODUCTION

VoiceWorks®

Sound Studios

212-541-6592

Media 100 XS System

After Effects /Boris Effects

Scanner/Photoshop

Sonic Solutions

Digital Audio Editing

Voice Over Casting

Voice Over Recording

Reasonable Rates!!!

353 West 48th Street 2nd Hour

New York, New York 10036

FAX: 212-541-8139

I
'.- \ liiil : vworks(" uol.com

AM In One Productions
Your Low Budget Production Paradise

Newest Software V4.5— Real Time Audio Effects!

ModI3 100 All You Can Play!As lowas $200 Day

Non-Linear Digital Editing System FOR RENT
Up to 72 GB A/V Array. 300 MB of RAM. Insert/Assemble Editing...

After Effects, Boris Effects, Photoshop, Illustrator, ProTools. Mini Disk...

Betacam SP, 3/4", DVCPRO, DVCAM, Mini DV SVHS. Hi-8. DAT .

Digital Cameras, Lighting & Sound Equipment for Rent
Cameraman & Crew Available <[Tow rates^2

(212) 334 4778 401 Broadway. Suite 2012. New YorkT 4

No Job too Big ISIo Budget Too Small



AlVF: continued from p. 64

When: 4th Tuesday of each month; call for time

Where: Ozzie's Cafe, 7th Ave. &. Lincoln PI.

Contact: Glenn Francis Frontera, (718) 646-7533

Chicago, IL:

Call tor date & location.

Contact: Oscar Cervera, (773) 751-8000x2564

Cleveland, OH:

Call for date and location.

Contact: Annetta Marion, (216) 781-1755

Dallas, TX:

When: 3rd Wednesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Bart Weiss, (214) 999-8999

Denver/Boulder, CO:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Diane Markrow, (303) 449-7125 or Jon

stout (303) 442-8445.

Houston, TX:

When: Last Tuesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call tor locations.

Contact: Houston Film Commission Hotline.

(713) 227-1407

Kansas City, MO:
Call tor date and location.

Contact: John Sjlohom (816) 333-7574

Mew Brunswick, NJ:

Call for date and location.

Contact: Allen Chou (908) 756-9845

Mew Haven, CT:

Jail tor date and location.

Contact: Jim Gherer, ACES Media Arts Center,

;203) 782-3675

San Diego, CA:

Jail for date and location.

Jontact: Carroll Blue, (619) 594-6591

Seattle, WA:
Jail for dates and locations.

Jontact: Joel Bachar, (206) 282-3592

[iicson, AZ:

Jail tor date and location.

Jontact: Beverly Seckinger, (520) 621-1239

Washington, DC:

Jail for date and location.

Jontact: DC Salon hotline (202) 554-3263 x4-

Westchester, NY:

Jail for date and location.

Jontact: Bob Curtis, (914) 741-2538; email:

eclll@aol.com

foungstown, OH
Jail for dates and times.

Jontact: Art Byrd, The Flick Clique,

vww.cboss.com/flickclique.

or updates or changes to this list, contact Marya

X/ethers x 236.

WE HAVE MOVED
632 broadway 473-3040

New facilities include

MORE AVIDS: 400S-8000S 0n-/0ff-Line

DUPLICATION: Dubs and Transfers

SOUND BOOTH: Voice Over, ADR, Foley

AUDIO POST: ProTools 24 Digital Edit/Mix

Still at B'way & Houston.

PRODUCTIONS

Experienced, & Helpful.

Betacam SP

DV & DVCAM
3/4 SP Hi-8 SVHS

Component Editing

Transfers, Window Dubs

45/hr 340/day 175/night

1123 Broadway, Suite 814

New York, New York 10010

www2.infohouse.com/earthvideo

212-228-4254

The /WVF/FIVF Board & Staff

would like to thanfe all those u'ho

contributed to the Millennium

Campaign Fund at

the PARTY of the DECADES:

John Allen, American Documentary, Inc., Ted

& Asya Berger, Alan Berliner, Regina Berliner,

Benjamin Carney, Bob Coleman, Jonathan

Berman, Garrison Botts, Michelle Byrd,

George C Stoney, Jem Cohen, Ruth Anne

Cohen, Eric d'Arbeloff, Laura Davis, Paul

Devlin, Arthur Dong, Larry' Fessenden, Molly

Fitzmaurice, Lil Friedlander, Archibald Gillies,

Elizabeth Hawk, Stephan & Terianne Hawk,

Richard & Elaine Hawk, Jessica Hawk-
Ippolito, Richard Hickman, Trade Holder,

Lynn Hoist, Immy Humes, Asset Pictures Inc.,

Mona Jimenez, Anisa Keith, Lynne Kirby, Neil

Sieling, Robert L. Seigel, George La Voo, Cara

Mertes, Dara Meyers-Kingsley & Evan

Kingsley, Sheila Nevins, Elizabeth Newman,

Christine Nochese, Open City Rims, HyeJung
Park, George & Karen Roche, Alicia Sams,

Roy Sander, Jason Schaetfer, Deborah Shaffer,

Pete Sillen, Gail Silva , John Sloss, Kevin Smith,

Valerie & Jim Smith, Jane Smulyan, Ann
Tenenbaum, George Thorn, Karen Thorsen,

Douglas K. Dempsey, Douglas Tumbaugh,

Andrea Umlas , David & Susan Watson,

Martha Wilson, Pamela Yates, Debra

Zimmerman.

• Digital Beta On-Line wl DVE
Component DV Transfers

ha(We have the deck)

• Tape to Disk (Syquest/Zip)

• AVID w AVR 75, Pro Tools, 36 Gigs

Arc Pictures 666 Broadway New York NY 10012

Phone: 212 982-1101 Fax: 212-982-1168
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AIVF HAPPEN I NGSby Leslie A. Fields

J Staff Updates

After almost mx years, AIVF's Johnny

McNair is moving on to pursue his aspira-

tion-- as .1 full-time director. Johnny served a?

the information services coordinator, doling

out that much-needed informa-

tion members just had to

have. He lias a wealth of

knowledge about this

industry that even the

pros would admire. A
filmmaker in his own

right, Johnny completed

two films, a short (Trouble Shooter, 1995) and a

feature (The Dark Light, 1996) while working full-

time at AIVF . . . and that's no easy task'. He will

be sorely missed by the staff as well as the mem-

bership . We thank him tor his many years of ded-

icated service and wish him well throughout his

career.

We would also like to say goodbye to our high

school intern Ben Sutor, who has worked at

AIVF since his sophomore year. Ben will attend

the University of Southern California and plans

to study, well, you guessed it, film! Thanks for all

of the stuffing and folding over the years. Make us

proud!

Finally AIVF bids a fond farewell to Tommy
Pallotta, Webmaster for AIVF and festival col-

umn writer tor The Independent. Tommy

redesigned AIVF's website in 1997 and has been

instrumental in helping the organization develop

its information systems. Tommy will be returning

to the Lone Star state to work on his numerous

film projects. Good Luck Tommy and stay cool!

Call for Nominations

It's time to think about nominations tor the AIVF

board of directors. Board members are elected to

a three-year term; the board gathers tour times

per year in NYC for weekend meetings (AIVF

pays travel costs). We have an active board; mem-

bers must be prepared to set aside time to fulfill

board responsibilities which include:

• Attendance at all board meetings and partici-

pation in conference calls when necessary;

• Preparation for meetings by reading advance

materials;

• Active participation in one or more committees

as determined by the organization's needs and as

requested by board chair or executive director;

fulfillment of commitments within agreed-upon

guidelines;

• General support of executive board and staff;

• Commitment to the organization's efforts

towards financial stability.

Board nominations must be made by current

AIVF members in good standing; you may nomi-

nate yourself. Board members must be at least 19

years old. To make a nomination mail, email or

tax the name, address, and telephone number of

the nominee and nominator to the attention of

Leslie Fields. We cannot accept nominations over the

phone. The nomination period ends Sept. 19,

1998. AIVF 304 Hudson St., 6th fl., New York, NY
10013; fax: (212) 463-8519; members® aivf.org

REMINDER! AIVF VOTING ELIGIBILITY

Only paid membership categories (individual, stu-

dent, supporting, organization, and business) are

eligible to vote in the AIVF board elections. If

your AIVF membership expires on or before Oct. 15

and you luive not renewed by Friday, Oct. 16, you

will not be eligible to vote. To verify or renew your

membership contact LaTrice Dixon or Marya

Wethers, (212) 807-1400 x 236.

Member Benefit Updates

Bee Harris, 79 Putnam Street, Mt. Vernon, NY
10550; Phone: (800) 811-2240; Fax: (800) 988-

3939; Email: BeeHarrisl (3 aol.com. Contact:

Robert Bruzio. 10% discount on all editing services

arid facilities: Avid, Beta SP, 3/4", 16mm, 35mm,

transfers, dupes.

AIVF ACTIVITIES

Meet & Greets

These are opportunities for members to meet pro-

ducers, distributors, hinders, programmers, and

others to exchange information in an informal

atmosphere at the AIVF

office. Free to AIVF

members, $10 for others

(unless otherwise

noted). Space is limited.

RSVP required: (212)

807-1400 x301. Please specify event and leave

your name, phone number, and membership num-

ber, it applicable.

Financing Your Lndependent Production

John LiMotte, Attorney-at-Lau

Join John LiMotte, Attorney-at-Law with Bodine

ek Herzog, as he discusses how to finance an inde-

pendent production. This event is free to ATI F

members. AH others $10.

When: Tuesday, Sept. 22, 6:30 p.m.

Where: AIVF office, 304 Hudson St., 6th fl.

Date & time subject to change.

Jerome Foundation

Robert Byrd, Program Associate

The Jerome Foundation operates a grant tor indi-

vidual media artists living and working in New

York City. It awards production grants to

emerging artists who make creative use of their

respective media. Tfiis event is free to AIVF mem-

bers & IFFM attendees. All others $10.

When: Wednesday, Sept. 23, 6:30 p.m.

Where: AIVF Office

Date & time subject to cliange

Film Bytes

Every 3rd* Friday of the month, 7:00 p.m. at

pseudo.com AIVF hosts FILM BYTES, a web-

cast series about independent media produc-

tion. Produced by Kinotek and the Pseudo

Network.

*ln September Film Bytes will air on Friday, Sept.

4 at 7:00 pm.

Not Receiving Your Independent?

If you have any problems receiving The

Independent or questions regarding your AIVF

membership, please call LaTrice Dixon or

Marya Wethers, (212) 807-1400 x 236.

ON LOCATION

Monthly Member Salons

This is an opportunity for members to discuss

work, meet other independents, share war sto-

ries, and connect with the AIVF community.

Note: Since our copy deadline is

two months before the meet- yA
ings listed below, be sure to

call the local organizers to *

confirm that there have been no

last-minute changes.

Albany, NY:

When: 1st Wednesday of each month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Borders Books 6k Music, Wolf Rd.

Contact: Mike Camoin, (518) 895-5269;

video4c(g concentric.com

Atlanta, GA:

When: Second Monday ot the month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Redlight Cafe, Amsterdam Outletss off

of Monroe Dr.

Contact: Genevieve McGillicuddv. IMAGE

(404) 352-4225 x8

Austin, TX:

When: Last Monday of the month, 8 p.m.

Where: Electric Lounge, 302 Bowie Street

Contact: Ben Davis, (512) 708-1962

Birmingham, AL:

Where When: Call for date and location

Contact: Michele Foreman, (205) 298-0685

Boston, MA:
Call tor dates and locations.

Contact: Susan Walsh, (508) 528-7279

Brooklyn, NY:

Continued on /' 63
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For Great . ft„ l-M«1

if2iiS
Service

1 -800-5500-MVP
,M,Ai. \ In NYC> Cal1 <718> 234-7610
WlthOUt fax: (718) 234-1923Without

ffjg Expense! EMAIL: mvpav@juno.com

BUSINESS
HOURS

Monday-TJiursday

9:00-6:30

Friday

9:00-2:00

Canon PanasonicXL-1 3-CCD

IMINIDV
CAMCORDER
An innovative and

flexible DV camera

that allows for many
different facets of cre-

ativity. Equipped with a

16x optical lens that is

interchangeable with

other zooms. It offers

Canon's exclusive Super Range Optical Image

Stab, which virtually eliminates all camera shake

as never before. Exclusive new Pixel Shift technol-

ogy greatly enhances areas like light sensitivity,

vertical smear and dynamic range. The XL-1

offers 3-shooting modes: Normal/Digital Photo/

Frame & Movie. It features a Super Slow Shutter

mode with 3-speeds ranging from 1/8-1/30 sec.

Another exclusive feature is its 4-Channel Digital

Audio System, allowing recording on 4 different

channels simultaneously. Includes the MA-100
Mic Adapter/ Shoulder Pad, allowing use of XLR
mics as well as shoulder mountability

SONY
OHR-1 000 Digital

VCR Mini -0V VCR
It offers video insert editing capability, & 2

PCM audio tracks. It features a built

in edit controller that provides a 10-segment edit

window. Drop frame time code is included along

with a |og shuttle, T8C, audio level meters, slow

motion, & a cable ready tuner. The DHR-1000 is

also capable of playing back DVCAM tape.

AJ-D200 1/3"

3-CCD DVCPRO
Camcorder
Of all the moderate

priced digital cam-

corders out there, the

'

AJ-D200 is the only

one that operates like a
"^^"

fully professional camcorder It's

a well balanced shoulder mountable

camera, with a Fuiinon 14:1 bayonet lens It has

Digital Circuitry that optimizes picture quality, and

ensures that all characteristics remain stable With

the One-Touch camera status report, the AJ-D200

displays a list of available functions within the

viewfinder lor a moment Also includes 123 mm
recording. Large 600 TVL viewfinder 5 lux illumina-

tion with 18dB gain. Auto Tracing. White Balance,

Record Review, and Time Code It includes 2-

Channel line/mic inputs w/48-VDC phantom power,

BNC and S-Video out

AJ-D230 DVCPRO Desktop VCR
Panasonics new recorder is a compact and afford-

ably priced DVCPRO VCR Built-in RS-232C interface

enables it to be controlled with an editor It has a

reliable mechanism geared to stand up to the rigors

of studio use It offers a variety of other useful fea-

tures which include: T/C gen & reader.

On-Screen Setup

Display. 10x ff/rev

search, independent

audio levels ad| . opt

RS-422 control. 4 S-

Video out

SONY
DSR-130
2/3" Wide
Screen
DVCAM
Camcorder
The DSR-130
is comprised

of the DXCD-30
camera head and the

DSR-1 DVCAM recorder Has

many creative and convenient functions such

as TrueEye Dynalatitude, that allow for shoot-

ing in difficult contrast situations. The new
Power Head sensor delivers 850 lines of reso-

lution, 63dB s/n ratio and a sensitivity of

d 1/2000 lux It has a convlenient and compre-

hensive camera setup. The menu can be easily

switched between standard setup and file. File

presets include; film look, sparkle and floures-

cent. Skin detail & Skin tones can simply be

adjusted by placing a marker on the skin area.

The total level control system affords a very

variable auto exposure expanding from high

gain to high speed shutter Other features

include: Auto Tracing White Balance, Clear

Scan, Dual Zebra Pattern, Freeze Mix, and Edit

Search. The recorder is docked by a Pro 76-pin

connector and can easily record the camera

setup on tape. It has full color playback.

S-Video out and a built-in TBC.

HITACHI
ZV-1A DVCPRO 2/3" 1 -PIECE CAMCORDER
The Hitachi ZV-1A is a 2/3" CCD camcorder.

Utilizing Hitachi's single LSI design with up

to 1 8-bit digital signal processing, a 6

Vector Color Corrector for 'film-like' color

control, and Advanced Fleshtone Detail, the

ZV-1 is the best in its class. It offers 850
lines of resolution along with a s/n ratio of

63dB and a sensitivity of f 1 1 at 2000 Lux. It

is a lightweight and comfortable camera to

shoulder, with a large viefinder that makes it

easy for operators to view from a distance.

Scene files can be easily changed at the

head of the camera and a built in setuup

card stores settings

in memory.

MONTHLY SPECIALS
Sennheiser MK-E300 Shotgun Mic 149.95

Telex ENG-1/WT-55/AT-831 Wireless System. .429.95

Sony UVW1800 Betacam SP Recorder 7495.00

Panasonic 2 AG-1980s & Future Video-3300TC .2800

Sony PVM14N1U-13" Color Monitor 439.95

Horita BSG-50-Blackburst/Sync Generator 269.95

Panasonic WJMX-20 Digital AV Mixer CALL!

Panasonic SV-380 DAT Recorder/Player CALL!

AUDIO MIXERS
MACKIE-MS1402-VLZ
The micro series is a fantastic and

affordable tool for all sorts of mixing

environments, whether its video, post

production, live performance, or multi-

media. Special circuitry minimizes noise

and crosstalk, studio grade discrete pre-

amplifiers, low cut filter, and accurate

faders with complex resistive elements m
to provide excellent sound quality.

MS-1202VLZ 319.95 MS-1402VL2 448.95 MS-1604VLZ 849.95

i,.
••:

VIDEO TAPE
Fuji VHS T-120 AV Master 4.69

Fuji VHS Double Coated SG-120 4.49

Fuji S-VHS H471S-ST120 7.95

Fuji Hi8 M221 P6-120 8.69

Sony Hi8 E6-120HMEX 14.99

Sony Betacam BCT-30MA 14.99

Panasonic Mini DV DVM60 13.29

Sony DVCAM PDV-184ME 44.95

Fuji DVCPRO DP121-64L 23.49

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS
Comtek MRC-82 Wireless System
The MRC-82 is a pro-quality, full fidelity mini receiver specially designed for cameras.

Advanced Micro-curcuit technology means the MRC-82 has all the features of larger

receivers while still maintaining its small size and rugged design, outstanding reliability,

and low power A 4-pole RF preselector incorporates dual gate MOSFET semiconduc-

tors to provide superior sensitivity and selectivity for unconditional performance

even in crowded RF enviornments An ultra abrupt quieting detector circuit offers

high s/n performance of up to 100dB

MRC-82CL Lavaliere System $649.95 MRC-82CH Handheld System

SPECIAL
S5999S

!

$699.95

Sennheiser K6/ME66 (We Carry the full Sennheiser line)

The K6 series is designed to deliver studio quality audio

I to the video production market. It is capable of being

combined with a variety of capsules, from omni to super

directional patterns. The K6 powering module is balanced with low impedance (200 ohms), and termi-

nates to a 3-pin XLR. It can be powered by an "AA" battery or phantom power. The ME66 is an Electret

Short Shotgun microphone and is geat for interviews within a crowd. It delivers superior perfomance.

backed by the Sennheiser name $399.95 m

Sony WRR810A/WRT-805/ECM-122 UHF Synthesized System

^J< /""VTVT'X^" Sony's WRR-810A receiver offers up to 94 selectable frequencies inOv-/lN X the 800 mHz UHF band range. The WRR-810A is a small and light-

weight receiver that is camera mountable. It features a monitoring function with volume
control, a large LCD panel for easy viewing and operates on 2-AA batteries for 6 hours.

Sony's new WRT-805 beltpack transmitter, like their other transmitters, delivers superb

quality and noise-free transmitions It features a low battery alarm indicator, a large LCD
panel and a small rubber ducky antenna

STUDIO SOLUTIONS
Panasonic WE- 150 Video Imager
This is a rugged and innovative video imager

copystand. useful for a variety of purposes. It has

a built-in swiveling CCD camera, and fluores-

cent lights, for recording or presenting pictures

and objects. Features include: Macro focus, 6x zoom, dual input

select switch and easy fold up for portability.

BTS-1000N 10" Color

Portable Monitor with Handle
2 selectable input signals (line/VTR) Underscan Blue Gun

Internal/External Sync DC Operation with Automatic Deep-

Discharge Protector "Virtually no magnetic electrical interference

Rack Mountable N W J FTWTTTT 1
'

J I

CT-2010Y Olympic Demo "*~~™~*"""™~"..$449.95

C0MPUVIDE0SVR-1100CB
Waveform Monitor/Vectorscope

Self Contained unit with 6" High Resolution & Bright CRT
8-Channel Composite/Y/C/Component. "Variable Gain & line

select for all inputs. 4 Channel Parade and Vector display

Overlaid up to 6 wafeforms/vectors Overlaid external

reference "Automatic Sync/Input selection "AC/DC Power
17.5 lbs Desk/rack mountable.

All merchandise shipped with manufacturer-supplied accessories and warranties. All merchandise is exchangeable or refundable within 7 days (with all

packaging material and in mint condition). Please call for return authorization. All refunds are less shipping & handling. NY residents add 8.25% sales tax.
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Selectfrom the greatest sources on the planet.

Over 30,000 hours ofhistoricfootage

and musical performance clips.

Transferred, databased, copyright-cleared,

and instantly availablefootage!

A Century of Images

A Century of Sounds

AMERICANA • COMMERCIALS
CONTEMPORARY NEWS • NEWSREELS
VINTAGE TELEVISION • BEAUTY SHOTS
WILDLIFE • NATURE • COMMERCIALS

ROCK & ROLL • SLAPSTICK
JAZZ & BLUES • COUNTRY & WESTERN

HOLLYWOOD FEATURES

STOCK FOOTAGE LIBRARY

Call For Free Demo Reel • 1-800-249-1940 • 516-329-9200 • 516-329-9260 fax

www.historicfilms.com • info@historicfilms.com

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS OLTTAKES • ASSOCIATED PRESS TV • ED SULLIVAN SHOW
STEVE ALLEN SHOW • ALAN LOMAX COLLECTION • SOUNDSTAGE • BEAT CLUB/MUSICLADEN

GRAND OLE OPRY STARS OF THE FIFTIES • UNIVERSAL NEWS • METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT
LAST OF THE WILD • STUDIO 54 LIBRARY • THE BIG PICTURE • PATHE NEWS, INC.

AND NUMEROUS OTHER EXCLUSIVE COLLECTIONS
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DuART PROUDLY INTRODUCES ITS COMPLETELY RENOVATED + REENGINEERED DIGITAL AUDIO MIXING

EDITING SUITES FEATURING THE EUPHONIX CS3000 FULLY-AUTOMATED CONSOLE, DISCRETE 6-CHANNEL

MONITORING, AND NON-LINEAR PLAYBACK AND RECORD. THESE ROOMS ARE SPECIFICALLY TAILORED

TOWARD TODAYS FILM AND TV AUDIO REQUIREMENTS WHILE REMAINNG ABSOLUTELY COST-EFFECTIVE.

• EUPHONIX CS300 AUTOMATED MIXER

• 5.1 SURROUND SOUND MONITORING

• 32 TRACKS AKAI DD8 DIGITAL DUBBERS

• DA-88 DIGITAL AUDIO DECKS

• 16-CHANNEL PROTOOLS

• 35MM/16MM FILM + VIDEO PROJECTION

• SOUND DESIGN/EDITORIAL SUITE
WITH DEDICATED PROTOOLS

• FULLY-NETWORKED AUDIO INTERCHANGE

DUART FILM AND VIDEO | THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY FOR MAXIMUM CREATIVITY

245 WEST 55TII ST. NY, NY 10019 T: 800 52DUART V: 212 757 5774 E: SALES (« DUART.COM
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Milton Avery Graduate School of the Arts

BARD
COLLEGE
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Our unusual approach has changed the nature of fine arts graduate education:

• One-to-one student-faculty tutorials are the basic means of instruction.

• Students meet with faculty from all disciplines.

• Eight-week summer sessions.

• Three years of summer residencies and independent winter work fulfill the

requirements for the MFA degree.
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a free brochure and sample reel.

And check our our on-line database:

www.archivefilms.com

Archive Films
Archive Photos

Your One Call To History:

.800-876-5115
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LETTERS

Obituary Premature for 8mm

To the editor:

It's great to see advocacy of Super 8 and 8mm
film and the many artists and producers inter-

ested m it. The July Independent brought the

>ong of Mekas, the profile of Lewis Klahr, and

the sidebar on the Museum of Modern Art

(MoMA) show. But in the big article on histo-

ry ["The Saga of Super 8"|, lots of tech details

got jumbled. Because too many people think

the MoMA show might be a requiem, let me

share these recent proofs that 8mm tilm lives!

Kodak's Professional Motion Imaging divi-

sion is now strongly supporting Super 8 film-

makers. The division is doing student outreach

and making small strategic guilts to activities

like B&T\ Little Film Notebook and 8mm film

festivals. They have packaged Ektachrome

7240 tor Super 8, introducing it in August

1997. Kodak also moved the venerable Koda-

chrome movie tilm into the Professional

Motion Picture area alongside the other three

Super 8 stocks, making them available directly

through the orderlme (800-62 1-FILM). In

response to the volume of calls coining into the

division as the 8mm tilm action heats up,

Kodak plans to launch a Super 8 corner on its

website (wwu.kodak.com) in the last quarter ot

1998.

8mm tilm is being taken seriously at other

places too:

• The Library of Congress chose its second

8mm tilm (an amazing document by David

Tatsuno of the WWII Topaz Camp) tor the

National Film Registry (the first was the

Zapruder JFK assassination tilm).

• All sorts ot institutions are showcasing

experimental 8mm filmmakers and

Stipe rochistas- turned -te.it ure -filmmakers, from

the retrospectives at MoMA, the Whitney,

Anthology Film Archives, and Millennium to

the big names hanging out at Sundance, to the

new bloods jumping ott the wall at Flicker

actions, from Olympia to Austin to Athens.

• More documentary producers are discov-

ering that home movies really can supplement

the cultural record, from large scale series at

WGBH to personal docs made by indies that

get help from ITVS. The stock footage compa-

nies are scouring the nation to license unique

8mm images.

• The profusion of 8mm film web sites helps

youngsters find Super 8 or regular 8mm hard-

ware and even regular 8mm film.

This renewal represents the fruit ot years of

dialogue, lobbying, and creative push from

artists who just won't give up. 8mm film still

suffers from lack of publicity, and there are

many video store web sites, :ines, ads, new-tech

hustlers, and tired teachers who say Super 8 is

dead.

But underground and around the margins,

8mm filmmakers are used to working with no

money, no strings, and tew expectations.

There's a significant number ot young people-

falling in love with the old mechanical tilm

technology at flea markets, and there are many

senior Superochistas still alive and creative

who remember how to project their works to

audiences of 5 or 500 with great effect. They

are sharing the knowledge and creating sound

and light shows that will energize the next 100

years of cinema. No longer do I counsel film-

makers, "Don't tell them you made it in Super

8." as I had to 20 years ago; now it's more "hand

out cameras, show your film, and have some

tun while you're here."

Here's to seeing more indie filmmakers.

Toni Treadway

editor, B&T's Little Film Notebook

Rowley, MA

King Arthur's Indie Credentials

To the editor.

As a fellow tan ot The Independent, I was dis-

mayed to read Jim McKay's comments in his

letter concerning the magazine's coverage ot

the King Arthur Screenwriters Award (KASA)

[Aug./Sept. 1998]. He called the storv "little

more than a press release." A press release is

precisely what the KASA office at Kingman

Films International sent out, hoping that publi-

cations like The Independent would pick up the

story and spread the word to the independent

film communitv. We have little control over the

release once it goes out and can only hope that

editors will contact us tor further details (quo-

tations, etc.) that would make the information

read more like a news story.

The information we disseminated clearly

stated that there is $1 million available in prize

money (10 prizes of $100,000). Kingman is

looking for material to produce as well as the

chance to reward excellence in writing, so it is

to our advantage to award all 10 prizes. It is our

great hope that we will find 10 scripts that wre

feel are good enough—no, great enough—to

make into films. We are not simply looking for

the 10 best scripts among the submissions; we

are looking for excellence and will only award a

prize if it is warranted ($100,000 for a spec

script from a possibly unproduced writer is well

above WGA figures, so the script should war-

rant the payment). We have committed to give

a minimum ot three $100,000 prizes as a show

of good faith to the writing community, to

prove that we are willing to put money on the

fact that we will find at least three projects (if

not 10) worthy of the prize.

Speaking of worthy, one ot the submissions

from last year's KASA, Frontline, has already

been produced by Kingman and, in true "inde-

pendent" Style, was produced solely with an eve

towards making a great tilm. We did not cast it

with "name" actors simply to make sales in cer-

tain territories, nor did we attach a director

with a siring ot formulaic studio films to his

credit. Every cent ot the budget appears on the

screen, as there were no top-heavy actors' or

producers' tees; I should know, as I was co-pro-

ducer and waived my tee so that we could apply

the money elsewhere in the budget. Showcase

Entertainment is taking the tilm to the foreign

markets and, after going the festival route, we

hope to secure a domestic distribution deal.

Variety, The Hollywood Reporter, The Los

Angeles Times, Script Magazine, The Writers Aid

C'oniest Guide, and Written By are among the

many publications that have featured KASA.

1 he Los Angeles Times ranked KASA with the

Nicholl Fellowship in Screenwnting and states

that "Kingman is able to deliver the goods."

Jim, clearly we are all working towards the

same goal and it our message is occasionally

muddled, our intentions are pure. As the fruits

of KASA begin to see the light of day, I feel that

our mission will be understood; in the mean-

time, we need all the understanding and co-

operation we can get from our fellow filmmak-

ers.

Eric Miller

Vice President, Kingman Films Int'l

Glendale, CA

Errata

In the profile ot filmmaker Lawrence Brose in

the July issue ["Talking Heads"], two digits in

Brose's telephone number were transposed. His

correct number is: (716) 849-2792.

The August/September issue's feature article

on John Pierson and Split Screen contained sev-

eral errors. The show is a half-hour program,

not an hour, as stated; and PH. O'Brien's name

was incorrectly spelled in the text. In addition,

the Cold Spring workshop has not run for the

past two summers, although the article infers

that it is still on-going. The Independent regrets

these errors.
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MEDIA NEWS

I

EDITED BY TAIL PiMVt

OCTOBER DROPSWMS
Will the Real Independent Distributors Please Stand Up?

Last July, October Film< announced they

were dropping Todd Solondz's new film.

Happiness, from their tall release schedule

because of content that October's parent com-

panies. Universal and Seagram Co., deemed

too controversial. The news sent shock waves

through the independent film world and forced

many in the industry to question the

"autonomous" status of the mini-major distrib-

utors. Fortunately, Good Machine, one of the

film's producers, quickly got the picture back

and will be distributing it here and abroad,

opening it as scheduled this October 16 under

the auspices of a new domestic distribution

arm, Good Machine Releasing. But the

Happiness drop still carries with it important

repercussions about distributing cutting-edge

films in a marketplace where both powerful

conglomerates and the Motion Picture

Association of America's (MPAA) rating sys-

tem continue to censor what gets seen.

Widely acclaimed at Cannes, where it

received an International Critic's Prize for Best

Film, Solondi's darkly comic follow-up to his

1997 Sundance winner, Welcome to the

Dollhouse, seemed a sure-

fire hit for October Films

and its producers, Ted

Hope of Good Machine

and Christine Vachon of

Killer Films. Although

the him includes a collec-

tion of sexually dysfunctional characters and

some provocative scenes that involve talk ot

masturbation, pedophilia, and body dismem-

berment, there is little in Happiness that is

explicitly offensive. Having full knowledge of

the script and its material, October Films fully

financed the picture with an initial budget of

approximately S2 million, according to a

source close to the film.

"October was very supportive of the film

from the get go," says Vachon. "They basicallv

financed the film [and] were supportive in

allowing Todd to make it the way he wanted to.

As you can imagine, it was not the easiest script

to get financed. But they [October] were ICC

percent behind it."

Writer director Todd Solondz also made

note of October's welcomed participation in

the production of the film. "They were never a

nuisance to me. They were always supportive."

He continues, "Everybody has been so good to

"You can only get angry at the studios if you have illusions about what their

priorities are. And I don't think I've ever been confused about what

Seagram's and Universal's priorities are."— Todd Solondz

me and respectful towards me throughout the

production of this film, from beginning to end."

Solondz went on to offer some condolences to

October. "I'm just sad that October is not going

to be able to be a part of it, because I'm very

fond of them there. We had a good relationship.

They were great champions of the movie. But

such is the way of the world," he sums up.

"They have learned that they are not quite as

autonomous as they once were."

October as now beholden to Universal and

to Seagram Co., the Canadian liquor conglom-

erate which owns Universal, among other

extensive
financial hold-

ings. At some

point between

the film's criti-

cal and con-

troversial

attention at

Cannes and

July 2 when

the decision

w a s

announced,

October was

given a direc-

tive from its

corporate
owners to give up Happiness. According to the

Variety article that broke the story, October

partner John Schmidt was quoted as saying,

"The reality is that there are some elements in

the film that thematically are inappropriate for

our parent company." (Repeated attempts to

get more comment from Schmidt were denied,

pointing to the YaiTery article as the party line.)

The Variety arti-

cle went on to

claim that sev-

eral meetings

took place

between
October part-

ners and Universal Studio executives, but could

not confirm the role oi the office ot Edgar

Bronfman Jr., chairman of Seagram Co.

However, industry insiders claim Seagram

Co. is where the corporate mandate originated.

Vachon, who was presented with the decision

as a fait accompli, noted the influence of

Seagram. "We got an indication," she

"that the parent company wasn't thrilled with

the film's subject matter . . . Seagram was not

thrilled at the idea ot one of their subsidiaries

distributing a film that they felt could be per-

ceived as pushing the envelope."
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David Linde, head of Good Machine

International (the company's new internation-

al sales company), claimed that October had

found themselves "put in" a position where

"there was little they could do about it."

Cutting the film to make it somehow more

palatable to the corporate parents "was the first

question we asked," says Linde, but ultimately,

as Solondz explained, "We had such discus-

sions, but . . . never was it believed that any one

cut would make the film acceptable, de facto,

to Universal and Seagram."

After the announcement, Solondz said,

"People put their hand on my shoulder, and

said, 'Are you okay.7 '," but the writer/director is

much more realistic. "There are so many other

things to be depressed about . . . You can only

get angry at the studios if you have illusions

about what their priorities are. And I don't

think I've ever been contused about what

Seagram's and Universal's priorities, are." On a

more optimistic note, Solondz says, "A pan of

me loves the idea that 1 got to make a movie

dealing with such subject matter, that anyone

gave me the money, and that, in fact, it came

from Universal. They paid for it. It gets won-

derful attention at Cannes and so forth, and

then they give it back to me. Realty, I can't

complain. I think things might work out for the

best."

One of the more important outcomes of the

incident was Good Machine's creation of a

domestic distribution division, Good Machine

Releasing. The company will be headed up by

the three principals of Good Machine: Ted

Hope, James Schamus, and David Linde. Linde

outlined some of the financial capacities of the

new division, as of late July: "We've raised $3

million to spend up to the release of the movie

on P&A only. And we will have the ability to

spend as much as $5.5 million on the ultimate

release of the movie." Linde says that domestic

distribution was "not something that we would

or are going to shy away from . . . We see this as

an opportunity."

Dispelling doubts that the film will get less

exhibition under the auspices of their new divi-

sion, Linde maintains, "This film will get just as

much presentation as it would if it was distrib-

uted by October or Miramax or anybody." To

make his case, Linde explains, "The first thing

we did when we got into this was call the

exhibitors; and the exhibitors are being unbe-

lievably supportive of the movie." He cites

interest from houses in Houston to Chicago to

Minneapolis and all over the Northeast.

Good Machine will release Happiness unrat-
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cd. The film was never submitted to the MPAA
tor a rating, so there is no way to determine it it

would have gotten the MPAA's dreaded N'C-17

curse. Linde did not want to even take that

chance, stating, "We want the Him to be mar-

keted and presented tor what it is, which is a

great movie, and there's no need to go through

the [rating] process." Whether releas-

ing the film unrated hurts its potential box

office remains to be seen, but Linde noted the

roughly $8 million gross of the Vachon-pro-

duced Kids as a successful example of a film

released unrated. Kids similarly suffered from

parental abuse when Miramax's parent compa-

ny, Disnev, refused to release the NC-17 movie.

Miramax's response was to create a new com-

pany, Shining Excalibur to distribute it unrated.

(Shining Excalibur has never been heard from

since.)

It is not clear whether Good Machine's new

company will continue to release films domes-

tically after Happiness, but the successful cre-

ation of Good Machine International is a good

indication of the budding indie-company's

continued growth. "We're going to wait until

after the release of Happiness until we make fur-

ther decisions," Linde says. But for the future,

Linde sees the situation as a new way to look at

indie-distribution. "Maybe, the answer is not

more distribution companies, but producers

with more savvy, more contacts, and more of a

facility to be involved in the way their films are

released."

Vachon points to the greater problem of lost

independence which has many alternative film-

makers wary of the future. "The real bigger pic-

ture issue is what's happening with all these so-

called independent companies getting bought

up. Everybody wants to be able to grow and

sometimes that's the only way. . . But this is a

good example of what the repercussions can

be."

Worried about those repercussions as well,

Solondz notes that "The concern is that if the

movie doesn't fare well at the box office, it will

make it more difficult for other filmmakers to

find financing for films with disturbing subject

matter." Still, a committed Solondz maintains,

"As long as we live in this repressive culture,

there will always be filmmakers like myself

responding to it in this way."

Anthony Kaufman

Anthony Kaufman is features editor of

www.indieWlRE.com.

NEA/NEH Funding Game
Continues

Filling voids left by the resignations of

Jane Alexander and Sheldon Hackney (former

chairpersons of the National Endowment for

the Arts (NEA) and the National Endowment

for the Humanities (NEH), respectively), last

tall President Clinton nominated two

Southerners to head the endowments, a gesture

widely seen as a nod to Senate

Majority Leader Trent Lott

(R-MS). They may have been

the President's most deft polit-

ical appointments ever.

William Ferris, the former

director of the Center for

Southern Culture at the

University of Mississippi, was

tapped for the NEH last

October. He received quick

Senate confirmation, being

voted into office by unani-

mous acclaim on November 9

with no opposition in sight

and has been running the agency quietly ever

since.

Then, in mid-December, Clinton announced

his intent to nominate William Ivey, a noted

folklorist who headed Nashville's Country

Music Foundation for 25 years, to chair the

NEA. Due to the Congressional holiday recess,

however, Ivey w'as not formally nominated until

February 12, 1998. The very next day, Ivey's

nomination was approved by the Senate com-

mittee with NEA jurisdiction but then lan-

guished, the victim of an incredibly unproduc-

tive Congress mired in conflicts about every bill

and issue before it.

hey missed two significant events during

this period: the NEA announced its 1998

grants on April 29 and, on March 31, the

Supreme Court heard oral arguments in Finley

v. NEA. Performance artists Karen Finley, Holly

Hughes, Tim Miller, and John Fleck sued the

NEA after former chairman John Frohnmeyer

(a Bush administration official) blocked their

grants in response to a 1990 Jesse Helms-

authored law requiring the agency to consider

"decency" in its grantmaking. Although two

District Courts subsequently found the statute

unconstitutional, the Clinton Administration

appealed to the Supreme Court.

Ivey was at last confirmed (also unanimous-

ly) on May 21 and past events caught up with

him quickly. On June 18, a bizarre incident

occurred in the House Interior Appropriations

Two of the "NEA Four," Karen Finley and

Tim Miller, talk to reporters on the

steps of the Supreme Court.

Photo: Mark J. Huisman

Subcommittee, which oversees the NEAs bud-

get. Chairman Ralph Regula (R-OH), who last

year recommended zero funding, reached an

agreement with the ranking minority member,

Rep. Sidney Yates (D-IL), that the subcommit-

tee would recommend zero funding but that

Regula would press the leadership for an up or

down vote on the agency's budget. In past

years, voting had been confined to a procedur-

al block on debate about the agency's budget;

this agreement was intended to secure an actu-

al debate and vote on that

budget. (This was seen by

many as a going-away ges-

ture of gratitude from

Regula to Yates, who is retir-

ing this year. He is one of

the only current members

who was in Congress when

the agency was created in

1965.) But exactly one week

later, during a meeting of

the full House Interior

Appropriations Committee,

Rep. David Obey (D-WI)

ignored the deal and proposed $98 million for

the agency, instead of $0.

To the shock of all present, the amendment

passed with the help of five Republicans: Jim

Kolbe (AZ), John Edward Porter (IL), Michael

Forbes (NY), James Walsh (NY), and Rodney

Frelinghuysen (NJ). An immensely angry

Speaker Gingrich (R-GA) pressured the five all

day to reverse their votes, to no avail. House

leaders vowed the agreement with Regula was

dead.

Ironically, June 25 was also the day the

Supreme Court ruled in Finley v. NEA. In a

lopsided 8 to 1 vote that stunned most arts

advocates (save those present who witnessed

the disastrous arguments), the Court upheld

the decency clause. In her majority opinion,

Justice Sandra Day O'Connor (who had asked

Finley 's lawyer during argument, "Isn't all good

art decent?") wrote that Congress did not vio-

late the First Amendment by requiring the

NEA to "take into consideration general stan-

dards of decency and respect for the diverse

values of the American people." As many of

the justices had observed at trial, the opinion

pointedly noted that "decency" was no more

vague a term than "artistic merit and excel-

lence," the NEAs other primary grant-making

criteria. While a Senate committee approved

$100 million for the agency during all the

House ruckus, the action again shifted to the

House Rules Committee, where Chairman

10 THE INDEPENDENT October 1 998



Gerald Solomon (R-NY) last year refused to

give the agency's line item a clear path to floor

debate. Earlier this spring, Solomon surprised

colleagues by announcing his retirement,

telling the New York Times, "I hope the person

who takes my place will be the same kind of

doctrinaire conservative that I am and will be

able to comport not only with the Republican

leadership but the Republican conference

itself."

On July 21, Solomon got his chance to flex

his procedural muscle one last time as the

NEA's budget came to his committee. Once

again, he refused to allow the bill to come to

the floor protected against points of order,

which any member can use to kill a program

that is not officially authorized. (The NEA has

not been formally authorized tor years and,

although the Senate routinely passes reautho-

rization legislation in committee, the House

routinely ignores it, preventing the issue from

ever reaching debate.) However, due to an

agreement between Yates and Regula, mem-

bers ot both parties were encouraged to vote

no on the procedural rule that would have

protected the bill, with the understanding that

the very next amendment offered would rec-

ommend $98 million in funding for the NEA.

After protracted, hours-long debate, the rule

was defeated by a wide margin along party

lines. With the NEA budget vulnerable, Rep.

Robert Aderholt (AR-L) raised a point ot

order and the funding was stricken.

Immediately thereafter, the funding amend-

ment was introduced by Nancy Johnson (R-

CT), one of several moderate Republicans

who, inexplicably, voted against the NEA
tunding last year. The Republicans were thus

able to appear to save the agency, even though

Yates had been promised the chance to offer

the measure himself as a triumphant cap on

his decades-long career as an NEA booster. In

a telling display of Congressional hypocrisy,

Republicans ignored Yates' angry pleas, pre-

sented the amendment (which passed 253 to

173), and then took to the microphone one by

one to congratulate their colleague on his

years of distinguished service.

The NEA staff was ecstatic, finally having

received the up or down vote for which

Alexander had long called. The former

Chairperson laid the groundwork for the

agency's victory, but never had the chance to

make the statement her successor Ivey issued:

"The House vote is both a real and symbolic

victory for the Arts Endowment and its bipar-

tisan supporters. The old debate over the exis-
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tence of the NEA has given way to a more

thoughtful dialogue about the appropriate

level of arts funding in America."

As The Independent went to press, the full

Senate was expected to take up debate on the

same $98 million NEA budget. Although that

figure is widely expected to be approved, it was

unclear what other action the Senate' might

take. Last year the chamber required the

agency to increase the percentage of monies

given out to states in block grants (now 4C per-

cent), placed a cap on the total monies indi-

vidual states may receive—a move that nega-

tively targeted New York—and established a

six-member Congressional panel to monitor

the granting process. NEA supporters are wor-

ried that the Senate could well try to increase

the block grants again, leaving the agency

even less freedom despite its legislative victory.

Mark J. Huisman

Mark]. Huisman [cinemark(amindspring.com} is a

New York-based writer and independent producer.

The X-Ray Files:

Frequent Flyers Beware

Filmmakers have a new concern when Fil-

ing the airways to location shoots: global ter-

rorism. But it's not the terrorists that cause the

most immediate threat; rather, it's the tech-

nology being implemented to stop them.

A new type of X-ray scanner currently in

use at over 50 U.S. airports can damage

A new type of X-ray scan-

ner currently in use at over

50 U.S. airports can
damage unprocessed film

to varying degrees.

unprocessed film to varying degrees. The

CTX-5000SP is the newest weapon against air-

line terrorism, and him could be an uninten-

tional casualty if steps are not taken to prevent

damage. It's impossible to know which airports

are using the machine, because the Federal

Aviation Association isn't disclosing that

information for security reasons.

The CTX5000SP system is the first to use

computed topography, technology similar to

that used in medical CAT scans. Checked bags

are initially X-rayed with a low intensity scan.

If anything inside is deemed suspicious, the

bag is subjected to the CTX. The silver halide

content in film and the metal containers film

may be packaged in are sufficient to warrant a

further scan. Lead-lined containers designed

to protect film will also trigger use. The high

intensity CTX beams can penetrate the lining

and damage the film.

In extensive tests performed by the

Photographic 6k Imaging Manufacturers

Association (PIMA), results showed that the

CTX will cause significant fogging in all color

negative films of an ISO speed of 100 or high-

er when the film is hit directly with an X-ray

beam. The faster the film, the more dense the

striping. The severity of the fogging is also con-

tingent upon the angle at which the ray hits

the film. The ray will not harm processed film.

So here are some tips to help prevent your

film from being damaged:

• Don't put unprocessed film in checked

baggage. Your film should be placed in your

carry-on luggage;

• Accumulated exposure to carry-on X-rays

can also be detrimental, especially to high

speed film. So contact the airline security

office in advance to schedule a hand search.

FAA regulations in the U.S. provide for a hand

search if requested, so bring a light-tight

changing bag in case it is needed;

• It you can't carry your film, use a cargo

handler to ship film. Be certain they'll certify

that your films will not be subjected to X-rays;

• Be wary of short-ends and other film pur-

chased from re-sellers. Ask about the film's

source and consider shooting a test before

using it in production;

• For more details, call the InVision hot-

line: (510) 739-2430; Kodak: (800) 621-3456;

or for PIMA's technical report: www.pima.net

Scott Castle

Scott Castle is The Independent's editorial assistant.

Fab Films Says "Konnichiwa"

At a Cannes breakfast for independents

hosted by Variety on May 20, Michelle Byrd,

executive director of the Independent Feature

Project (IFP), announced the launch of the

New York Independent Feature Film Market

Showcase in Tokyo. This collaboration with

Tokvo-based Fab Films, a spin-off of the event-

promotion company Fab Universe, will pro-

vide significant exposure tor six yet-to-be-

selected American independent features in

Japan in February 1999. The announcement

was another indication of the international

networking efforts the IFP has sought to create
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and make visible in conjunction with services

and indie-oriented events offered annually at

the Cannes International Film Festival.

In an interview later that day, Fab Films co-

president Mathew Jacobs enthusiastically out-

lined the details of the project, which he ini-

tially brought to the IFP with two additional

major corporate sponsors—trendy Tokyo radio

station J-Wave 91.3 FM, and the performing

and visual arts venue Spiral Hall—already in

place. All finished features in the 1998

Independent Feature Film Market (IFFM) are

in the running for the Tokyo Showcase, which

Jacobs calculates will lead to distribution for

the American films in Japan. Confident that

the showcase will become annual, based on

considerable appeal to a cosmopolitan teen-

to-forties audience in Japan, he says, "The

whole purpose is really to help promote both

American independent film and the nascent

independent filmmaking community that is

just coming about in Japan. We hope this will

grow into a mechanism for supporting inde-

pendent film in general, whether it be

American, European, or homegrown Japan-

ese."

Jacobs and his partners have committed to

viewing the 100-plus features in the IFFM

with an eye to "challenging" low-budget films

that will provide the Japanese public with a

glimpse of work previously unavailable to

them. "The reporting on independent

American films is quite good in Japan, but

there's been a lack of strong distribution and

marketing of truly independent films," he says.

Filmmakers participating in the IFFM will be

clued in to their contending status after the

market, and a final selection will be made in

Japan.

Directors or producers of the six films ulti-

mately selected will be flown to Tokyo for the
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premiere and participation in seminars.

Subtitling and print shipment will be under-

written by Fab Films, whose marketing efforts

will include industry screenings for distribu-

ti its. "There are a number of distribution

companies in Japan that would be interested

in this kind of film," Jacobs says, "That's one

of the reasons we're doing this—to bring the

films to them."

Contact Fab Films at: New York (212) 551-1756;

Tokyo 011 81 3 5722-5323; fabfilms@prodigy.net

Barbara Scharres

Barbara Scharres is director of the Film Center at die

School of the Art Institute of Chicago.

Obituary: Joshua Hanig

Documentary filmmaker Joshua Hanig died

of pancreatic cancer in Los Angeles on June

1st, aged 46. Hanig, winner of a student

Academy Award with Men's lives, is best

remembered for his award-winning films Song

of the Canary and Coming of Age as well as

many TV specials. A lecturer at USC, Hanig

was also one of the early members of both the

Independent Feature Project and distribution

co-operative New Day Films.

MEDIA GENERATION: WHAT W01KS 10 WHAT'S NEXT

THE NATIONAL ALLIANCE FOR MEol ARTS AND CULTURE

1998 NATIONAL CONFERENCE. PITTSBURGH. OCTOBER 22-25.

Hosted by Pittsburgh Filmmakers. Topics: Non-Profit Management, Artists and Producers, Community Part-

nerships. Special Event: First NAMAC Awards dinner. Registration now available. To register or to receive

more information, contact conference coordinator at Pittsburgh Filmmakers: Karen Khan 412.681.5449 ext.

221, OR karnamac@andrew.cmu.edu, or visit the NAMAC website : WWW.NAMAC.ORG
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SPLASHSTUDIOS

DIGITAL AUDIO POST
2 12*271 • 8 747

DIALOG, FX EDITING ADR & FOLEY RECORDING
168 5th Ave. ,5th floor N.W. New York N.Y. 10010
Fax: (212) 271- 8748 e-mail: bplprod@aol.com

Avid MC9DQO, MC1000

Film Composer, Xpness Plus

off/on-line AVR77 & 3D DVE

Digital Betacam, Digital I/O

DVCPRD, 3/A SP, HIB & VHS V I D
transfers Si duplication Crush available]

Macintosh graphics & After Effects compositing

tape to disk CJazz, Zip, Syquest, CD-R]

web site design & maintenance

Betacam SP & DV field packages

offering specia fa.\e& fcr a.MJS'lys ir>d independents since ' '-!

212.529.8204
V 8 V I D E / 738 BROADWAY / PENTHOUSE / NYC 1 3



DISTRIBUTOR F.A.Q

I

BY LlSSA GlBBS

&
Third World Newsreel, 545

8th Ave., 10th fl., NY, NY

10018; (212) 947-9277; fax:

594-6417; twn@twn.org;

www.twn.org; contacts:

Dorothy Thigpen, executive

director; David Kalal (left),

distribution director.

What is Third World Newsreel?

Third World Newsreel is a nonprofit, multicultural media

arts organization that fosters the creation, appreciation,

and dissemination of independent film and video made

by and about people of diverse racial, ethnic, and cultur-

al backgrounds, and social justice media. This includes

distribution, production, training, programming, and exhi-

bition services which reach local, national, and interna-

tional communities. The media we promote has the abil-

ity to effect social change, encourages people to think

critically about their lives and the lives of others, and

often propels people into action.

The driving philosophy behind Third World Newsreel:

Media has the power to change minds and move people

to change society.

Who is Third World Newsreel?

We are made up of volunteers, film/video

rkshop students, and a core staff:

I Dorothy Thigpen, executive director;

David Kalal, distribution director: Nataki

Garrett, office manager; J.T. Takagi.

business manager/production coordina-

tor; Herman Lew. workshop coordinator.

How, when, and why did Third

World Newsreel come into

being?

Third World Newsreel began as the

Newsreel Collective in 1967,

becoming the New York chapter of

a national network of activist

'
filmmakers which had been estab-

lished to counter the disinformation in

d World executive

ctor Dorothy Thigpen

ahotos courtesy

d World Newsreel

mainstream media about the Vietnam War and the social

movements of the sixties. Newsreel produced and distrib-

uted dozens of short, low budget, political documentaries

covering the anti-Vietnam War movement, the student

movement, the women's movement, the civil rights

movement, and the national liberation movements both in

and outside the United States, including the Black

Panthers and the Puerto Rican Young Lords. Shooting pri-

marily on black-and-white reversal film, Newsreel was

able to document and present images that were not oth-

erwise seen in the U.S. which included what the Black

Panthers were saying, what disillusioned returning

Vietnam veterans were revealing, how the Vietnamese

people were suffering from the U.S. bombings and their

determination to win their liberation, and much more.

In the early seventies. Third World Newsreel emerged

when the founding NY chapter focused its efforts on

empowering people of color and added media training and

audience development to its work.

How did distribution fit into this?

While film production continued to be the

principal focus of TWN throughout the seven-

ties, distribution activity began to emerge as a

distinct programmatic division of the organi-

zation. In 1983. as more productions became

completed, including works by makers outside

the TWN network, its collection of films in dis-

tribution began to grow.

Your goal as a nonprofit

distributor of independent media is to . .

.

challenge the field—both the viewers and

makers—and to remain an aggressive advo-

cate and facilitator for progressive work by

and about people of color.

The difference between TWN and other dis-

tributors of independent work is . .

.

that we help make the work and we'll take chances, since

we're dedicated to getting voices heard that are otherwise

marginalized, as well as developing new audiences.

Where does the money come from to fund TWN's

activities?

About 45% is earned income and 55% is contributed

income from government and private foundations.

What would people be most surprised to learn about

TWN and/or its staff?

TWN still has a progressive criminal attorney on retainer,

an FBI file, and some of our titles are actually made by

white folks.

Biggest change in the last five years:

Surviving and growing from the NEA Advancement

process; changing leadership and relocating to a new

space; getting two major Newsreel productions complet-

ed and aired [A Litany for Survival: The Life and Work of

Audre Lorde by Ada Gay Griffin and Michelle Parkerson.

and The Women Outside by J.T. Takagi and Hye Jung

Park); and going on-line.

Biggest change in the last 30 years:

Changing from a mostly white male organization of the

sixties to an organization that has been primarily people

of color and female from the mid-seventies to the pre-

sent; from short black-and-white reversal films to fea-

ture-length, in-depth documentaries shot on film and

tape.

* It

/•
•

Da c<-M[ i.-. ' (« caw

Still from Up to the South (Taleen A Junuub), by filmmakers

Jayce Salloum and Walid Ra'ad.

How many works are in your collection?

300.

What types of works do you distribute?

16 and 35mm film and video titles of all lengths, genres,

and styles that represent the lives, concerns, and per-

spectives of people of color throughout the world as well

as dealing with social justice issues.
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How is the collection organized?

By ethnicity and subject—for example, Anthropology;

Chicano experience; Folkways and Spirituality; Gay and

Lesbian experience; Hip Hop & Counterculture; Poverty

& Economic issues; Titulos en Espahol.

Does TWN still produce original works?

Yes! Recent productions included Litany for Survival

and The Women Outside. In post right now: Black

Russians , #7 Train, and El Puente. Our Film/Video

Production Workshop also produces several pieces

each year that enter the collection.

How do you decide what to add to your collection?

A film/video must be representative of TWN's mission

and relevant to topical social issues that impact our

constituency.

Best known titles and/or directors in your collec-

tion:

A Litany for Survival: The Life and Work of Audre

Lorde-, Killer of Sheep by Charles Burnett; Finding

Chnsta by Camille Billops/James Hatch; Tenacity by

Chris Eyre; Illusions by Julie Dash; The Women Outside

by J.T. Orinne Takagi/Hye Jung Park; Black Panther and

El Pueblo Se Levanta (The People Are Rising) by

Newsreel; Passion of Remembrance by Maureen

Blackwood, Issac Julien, and Sankofa Film & Video;

Looking for Langston and Territories by Isaac

Julien/Sankofa; and Mississippi Triangle by Christine

Choy, Allan Siegel, and Worth Long, to name a few.

Range of production budgets of titles in your collec-

tion:

$500-$500.000.

Where do you find your titles and how should makers

approach you for consideration?

We find titles in a couple of ways: through the network of

makers that both distribution and the Production

Workshops have developed for TWN, and through an on-

going process of combing festivals, conferences, and their

catalogs for titles of interest. We welcome submissions

for consideration.

What's the basic structure of a filmmaker's distribu-

tion deal with Third World Newsreel?

We do both exclusive and nonexclusive contracts with

makers usually for all markets. Makers are responsible for

supplying us with masters. Royalties are paid bi-annual-

ly along with a report of sales and rentals.

Who rents and/or buys TWN titles?

Universities, museums, libraries, festivals, and commu-

nity groups.

Most unusual place a TWN title has shown:

ThunderGulch, a video wall in the middle of Silicon Alley

in the Wall Street area of Manhattan.

Biggest challenge in reaching our audience is . .

.

continuing to make affordable rental and sales copies to

the community-based groups and grassroots organiza-

tions that need to access TWN's collection. We have a

commitment to the audiences that these types of organi-

zations represent and reach.

The most important issue facing TWN today is . .

.

funding and access to new technologies.

Where will TWN be 10 years from now?

Still reaching out and speaking to the masses—probably

from this same office, since we just signed a 10-year

lease.

Other distributors you admire:

Mypheduh, Women Make Movies, and KJM3.

Keep an eye out for .

.

Third World Newsreel's 30-year retrospective at the

Museum of Modern Art throughout October, along with

panels at the Donnell Media Center, receptions, parties,

and the whole nine yards!

Famous last words:

The revolution must be televised!

Distributor F.A.Q. is a column conducted by fax questionnaire

profiling a wide range of distributors of independent film and

video. If you are a distributor and want to be profiled or are a

maker and want to find out more about a particular distributor,

contact Lissa Gibbs c/o The Independent, 304 Hudson St., 6th

ft. NY, NY 10013, or drop an e-mail to: lissa@sirius.com

Lissa Gibbs is a contributing editor to The Independent

and former Film Arts Foundation Fest director.
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TALKING HEADS

I
BENNETT MILLER
THE CRUISE

by Richard Baimbridge

AS FATE, OR AS BENNETT MlLLER MIGHT PREFER,

"cruise" would have it, we chose to meet at

Fanelli's, a landmark SoHo bar that I've passed

a thousand times without ever entering, let

alone stopped to consider for its "architectural,

spiritual, and vibrational" contributions to the

neighborhood, just as his film inspires. Miller is

the 31-year-old director of The Cruise, a black-

and-white documentary that attempts to follow

the stream-of-consciousness polysyllabic ranti-

ngs of Timothy "Speed" Levitch, a homeless

playwright and Gray Line tour-bus guide who

seeks to enlighten his passengers to "the appre-

ciation of beauty in all things" through his idio-

syncratic tours of downtown Manhattan.

Most importantly, however, The Cruise is a

living poem about a living poet. Levitch is sad,

hysterical, introspective, raving mad, and

sharp as a seasoned drag queen's snap! Nearly

every line he utters is as quotable as Oscar

Wilde or Groucho Marx, while every shot is, in

itself, a small homage to the city that Levitch

describes as "a living organism that evolves,

devolves, and fluctuates . . . and is as vitriolic

as the relationship I have with myself and with

other human beings, which means that it

changes every millisecond."

Miller is a native New Yorker

who attended New York

University's film school and first

worked as an assistant to direc-

tor Jonathan Demme and pro-

ducer Ed Saxon before becom-

ing a director of music videos

and corporate industrials. Yet it

was the experience of making a

short documentary for the

American Foundation for AIDS

Research that changed his per-

spective on film entirely.

"Documentary is what moves

me," Miller says. "I'm much

more interested in distilling

meaning from the real world

than somehow contriving it and

creating it. I believe that the

potential of documentary film,

for me as an audience member,

exceeds that of narrative film."

After his work with the AIDS

foundation, Miller became

determined to make his own

documentary, but didn't settle

on a subject until he took some

out-of-town visitors on a walk-

ing tour of New York with

Levitch and ended up spending

the first 40 minutes of the tour standing in

Grand Central Station, as Levitch expounded

on the influence of Beaux Arts on architecture

and that of robber barons on culture.

"I knew that there was something special

about Timothy right away," Miller says. "As the

process evolved, what I found interesting was

not only his intelligence and humor, but his

passion, specifically for New York City, for life

and living, and for his philosophy, which is 'the

cruise,' coupled with his struggle, which is that

you have this very deep-thinking, passionate

individual who is pretty much severed from

society."

Miller says his decision to shoot in black-

and-white was an easy one, even though it can

be, commercially, the kiss of death. "I think the

subject matter asks you to see things slightly

differently," he says. "Something about color

activates your prejudices or your pre-con-

structed feelings, but the moment you put it

in black-and-white, it gives it a sense of other

and asks you to look at it from a fresh per-

pective. And it's the same with the subject

matter, with Timothy's attitude towards life."

Miller took a completely zen approach to

the film's commercial prospects. In the end, it

worked out better than he ever imagined.

The Cruise was picked up by Artisan Enter-

tainment shortly after premiering at the Los

Angeles Independent Film Festival, and it

opens in New York City on October 23 and

in about 10 cities shortly thereafter.

"I know this is really stupid, but I never

strategized about the details," he says. "I just

thought 'This movie speaks to people, it has

its audience, and somebody out there who

has the position will get it and see that it gets

to its place in the universe.' I almost get chills

thinking about it, but that's exactly what

happened."

Miller has been beseiged by journalists

heralding him as an example of the new age

of filmmaking, where all you need is a hand-

held camera and a few thousand dollars, but

he insists this is a misleading notion. While

it's true that these days a him can be put in

the can for next to nothing, as certainly was

the case with The Cruise (which was shot on

a Sony VX-1000 digital camcorder), the cost

of blowing up to 35mm and making prints is

still far beyond the reach of the average person.

"It there is a breakthrough, it's that these

cameras give the capacity to an individual to

go out and shoot something by himself,"

Miller says. "I didn't have a sound person or

a production asistant. It was me and a knap-

sack and Timothy, and that's it. This is prob-

ably the fitst film to be shot by one person

that's going to get national distribution and

achieve this level of industry success. I think

that should be eye-opening to people."

As for the audience reaction to his sub-

ject, Miller says, "Some people come out of

the theater thinking he's the Messiah. Others

come out thinking he needs medication. But

I think that has more to say about the person

watching the film than it does about

Timothy."

The Cruise, Artisan Entertainment, 2700

Colorado Ave., 2 fl., Santa Monica, CA
90404; (310) 449-9200.

Richard Baimbridge, a regular contributor to The

Independent, once took the rock hand Gwor on a

bus tour <>! Manhattan
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SPUDWRENCH :

KAHNAWAKE IXA/VIM

by Jerry White

For mixing political commitment with a

radical economy of style, there's no filmmak-

er quite like Alanis Obomsavvin. A 30-year

veteran of the film industry, she's now at the

peak of her form, as her newest documentary,

paintings about their lives in a small town),

Alberta (Poundmaker 's Lodge, on an alcoholic

recovery center using traditional native cul-

ture, and Richard Cardinei: Cry From the Diary

of a Metis Child, which led to the reform of

Alberta's child welfare laws), and the high

Arctic (her Northern Vignettes series, a group of

one-minute films about quotidian lite there).

Obomsawin's most famous film is

Kahnasatake: 270 Years of Resistance (1993), a

chronicle of a standoff between armed natives

and the Canadian army over a planned golf

Spudwrench: Kahnawake Man, illustrates. A
portrait of a native ironworker in southern

Quebec, this hour-long film is rendered in a

style that makes Obomsawin clearly part of

the story but still allows the film's subjects to

speak for themselves. On the surface it's a

very modest piece, but like all of her work, it's

also part of a history of quiet, steady activism.

Obomsawin came to filmmaking through

her work as an activist in the native commu-

nities in Quebec, initially being hired by the

National Film Board of Canada (NFB) in

1967 as a consultant. This would be the

beginning of a long relationship with the

NFB. "It's really the only place where you can

make the type of films that I do," she says. "It

would be pretty hard in the private sector."

Through her films, Obomsawin has chron-

icled native life all over this very large coun-

try—in Montreal (Le Patro, he Provost, about

a day care center, and No Address, about

homeless youth), rural Ontario (Christmas at

Moose Factory, which documents children's

course in Oka, Quebec, on land held sacred to

the Mohawk Nation. The siege lasted many

weeks, and Obomsawin was able to film it from

beginning to end, when the Native rebels

emerged from the barricades and were brutally

beaten and arrested by the Army. "There had

to be a document that came from us,"

Obomsawin says, remarking on the one-sided

coverage of the standoff in the Canadian

media. "A lot of people who watch TV all day-

long didn't have a sense of what really was hap-

pening there." This insistence that there must

be a document "from us" is central to

Obomsawin's work. Kahriasatake was not a film

made by a dispassionate outsider, but by a com-

mitted participant, someone with a stake in

what happened and the way it's told to future

generations.

Obomsawin shot several hundred hours of

footage during the crisis, and she has since

made several more films that tell some of the

stories of those fateful weeks in more depth. My
Name is Kahentiiosta (1996) chronicled what

happened after the rebels were arrested, focus-

ing on one woman named Kahentiiosta. Her

failure to provide the court with a "Canadian

name" led to her being detained an extra four

days. Obomsawin wanted to make this film in

the hope of fleshing out various cultural issues

that are relevant. "I wanted to show another

aspect of people's life—their names." Such

basic aspects of identity are very much at stake

in Canadian native communities, and the

chronicling of these everyday struggles is a cen-

tral part of Obomsawin's ongoing project.

Spudwrench: Kahnawake Man was the second

film that grew out of the Kahnasatake footage.

But rather than focusing again on the Oka cri-

sis, this film looks at ironworking, a profession

practiced by Randy Home (aka Spudwrench,

his code name during the uprising) and many

other native men in the area. "I wanted to show

more people from the community," she

explains, "but also I wanted to show the contri-

bution those people have made for so many

generations—in terms of building bridges and

buildings all around the world. It really is an

important thing, since they've been at it since

1867." Obomsavvin was also impressed with the

extent of community activism in Kahnawake,

and the film features not only Home talking

about his life, but also many locals (some of

whom were prominently featured in

Kahnasatake) talking about the kinds of orga-

nizing they do to keep Native culture alive.

Only towards the end of the hour-long film

does Obomsawin unobtrusively bring in

Home's involvement in the uprising. Home
talks almost nostalgically about that summer,

when he was almost beaten to death by

Canadian soldiers, giving the impression that it

was more or less second nature to him, some-

thing he would certainly do again.

Obomsawin's films will be featured at the

Margaret Mead Film Festival next month in

New York City. Like most NFB films,

Spudwrench will also be distributed through

Canada's network of festivals, media arts cen-

ters, and the educational market. Obomsawin

is committed to making the film accessible to a

wide variety of people. "I make films for the

world," she says, but "first of all I think of the

people who I am documenting."

Contact: National Film Board of Canada,

3155 Cote de Liesse, St. Laurent, Quebec H4N
2N4, Canada; (514) 283-9000. Their U.S.

office is 1251 Avenue of the Americas, 16th fl.,

New York, NY 10020; (212) 596-1770/5731.

jerry White is a graduate student in Comparative

Literature at the University of Alberta, where he also

teaches Film Studies.
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We're Brinaina Out Our BIG GUNS...

witness: the peacemaker
BY M.J. Neuberger

Witness: The Peacemaker follows inter-

nationally renowned negotiator Dudley Weeks

as he questions, cajoles, and finally convinces

the two sides in a Sikh-Muslim conflict in the

London suburb of Slough to begin talking with

each other rather than fighting about their dif-

ferences.

It takes several weeks, repeat visits, mid-

night meetings, and hours waiting for the

phone to ring. But this incredibly involved and

delicate process, fascinating to watch, pales in

comparison with the effort it took director

David Shulman to get the film made.

Being an American attempting to produce

for an increasingly tight British market was

Shulman's first major challenge, one he solved

in part by being associated with two top British

production companies. "My connections got

me in the front door," says Shulman, who first

moved to England because of a U.S./U.K.

Fulbright production fellowship. His strong

idea also helped: shoot a documentary focus-

ing on whether strategies used in some of the

most violent and thorny international conflicts

could be used effectively on a micro level. In

the end Channel 4 commissioned him to do an

hour-long program. And they didn't scrimp,

offering a $200,000 budget.

Finding an international negotiator up to

the task was step two. Shulman went straight

to the A-list, talking several times with then-

U.S. envoy to Bosnia, Richard Holbrooke. He

succeeded in piquing Holbrooke's interest, but

the top peace broker could only offer a day or

two to the project. And only if nothing more

pressing came up.

So Shulman kept looking. Dudley Weeks,

whose conflict resolution resume included

stints in Bosnia as well as South Africa,

became a candidate. But both filmmaker and

peace expert had their own complex round of

negotiations before the deal was sealed. "We

had tour to six hours of phone conversations,

"

says Shulman. "I'd ask him, 'What would you

do if . . .
' " And while Shulman was assured

that Weeks was up to the job, the expert

remained wan ol tbe project, explaining that

he'd been involved with similar projects, but

had invariably been disappointed because they

had always focused more on the conflict than
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on the resolution. Shulman talked to him

about the other films he had made

—

Race

Against Prime Time (about racism in network

news coverage), Turn It On, Tune It In (about

public access TV)—and his goals for this pro-

ject and finally succeeded in getting him on

board.

But most of his work still lay ahead of him.

While Weeks had more flexibility than

Holbrooke, he was still a very busy man. "We

knew there would never be enough time for

him to complete the entire conflict resolution

process." So Shulman had to become Weeks'

proxy. "I spent three months on the ground

before he got there," says Shulman. He had

already done extensive research and knew he

wanted to focus on the gangs of Sikh and

Muslim youth in the lower middle-class sub-

urb outside London. Getting close enough to

make the film was another matter.

"Access. Access. Access. These were the

three most difficult things," says Shulman.

"Almost all the parties involved did not trust

the media, believing the media was there to

exploit the situation."

Shulman identified a contact he thought

could be crucial to the project's success—

a

community worker who knew most of the kids

involved in the gangs. "I spent months trying

to develop a rapport, but he didn't want to be

personally responsible. He was saying, 'Good

luck. I won't tell these kinds not to talk to

you.'"

Shulman sums it up in a word: "Trust. I

tried to be very up-front about who we were

—

that we were not a hit-and-run operation that

would leave the next day." Luckily, the kids

—

mainly working class and with little love lost

towards Brits, who they often experienced as

racist—really liked Americans, says Shulman.

The rest was a matter of persistence. "Some of

the kids had seen me all over the place. I was

going to the mosque, festivals, cafes." He knew

that one of the key players knew who he was.

"He was checking me out. Finally, I just went

over and just started chatting with him."

The final question was whether Weeks

would have any success bringing together two

sides in a conflict that reaches all the way back

to the native lands of the Sikhs and Muslims,

and that, up until that time, had appeared

intractable.

Shulman deftly captured Weeks' patient

persistence and the dramatic arc of the peace-

making
process. In

the end,

Weeks con-

vinced at

least one

gang member

on each side

to meet and

start talking.

Also, other

south of both

Sikh and

Muslim back-

g r o u n d ,

intrigued by

Weeks' nego-

tiating pro-

cess, together

with him ap-

proached the local council and succeeded get-

ting the body to fund an ongoing program to

train themselves and other young people in the

community in conflict-resolution techniques.

In the film, Weeks prevails. But in light of

Shulman's Herculean efforts, it's hard not to

credit him and his filmmaking process as the

true Peacekeeper in Slough.

Witness: The Peacemaker aired on Channel 4

this past season. Shulman, who is now working

for BBC1 as a producer on a new magazine

series, has been back and forth to the U.S. in

hopes that he can get it aired here as well.

Witness: The Peacemaker is available through

The Cinema Guild, 1697 Broadway, Suite 506,

New York, NY 10019; (212) 246-5522, or

through David Shulman, 01 1-44-171-923-4827.

MJ. Neuberger is a New York-based freelance writer

and producer.
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Bonjour! Monsieur Thomas Edison at your service.

Death has not slowed me down, I've recently discovered

that Hots Shots Cool Cuts has the most fantastique

International location footage, from Tokyo to Timbuktu

over 100 hrs. of landmarks, aerials, cityscapes, & culture.

Around zee world, they've got it all. I heartily recommend

Hot Shots Cool Cuts for all your International footage needs.

Vive la stock cinematique internationale!!!

R.S. BINDLER
HAIMDS ON A HARDBODY
by Amy Goodman

One night in Longview, Texas, documen-

tary filmmaker Rob Bindler walked out of a bar

and noticed something weird going on in the

Nissan dealership across the street. It was 1992,

he was still an undergraduate film student at

New York University, and he was spending his

summer vacation in his hometown working on

a screenplay about East Texas. His curiosity

piqued, he walked across the street and found

the annual Hands on a Hardbody contest. The

prize is a Nissan truck, and the winner is the

person who keeps his or her hand on the truck

longest. Bindler's original idea was to use this

endurance contest as research for his screen-

play. Five years later, he ended up with an

award-winning documentary called Hands on a

Hardbody.

"Hands on a Hardbody is a celebration of the

ridiculousness of human beings," says Bindler.

"But the ridiculous, the mundane, becomes

profound if you look at it under a microscope

long enough."

Preproduction for those three days in 1995

took one month. First came the decision to use

Hi8, a choice necessitated by limited means.

Much to Bindler's chagrin, this has been the

source of the only consistent criticism of the

film. "After working with video, I came to

embrace its aesthetic and I put a lot of thought

into the framing of the film," he explains.

"Reviewers miss it, though; rhcv get hung up on
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the look of Hi8."

Next, Bindler gathered up his equipment:

two Hi8 cameras, two mics, a steadicam

junior, tripods, and floodlights. He composed

a breakdown of the film's structure, which

consists of pre-interviews, a profile of

Longview, the contest itself, and supporting

footage of contestants at home and at work.

Although he was adamant about being "as

truthful as possible by staying out of the

way," Bindler opted to use a subtle interview

style with contestants before, during, and

after the event. Rather than objectify them,

the interviews transform the contest into a

highly dynamic sports event, replete with

athlete profiles,

reports from

the sidelines,

and emotional

narration.

After 1

5

hours of shoot-

ing, Bindler and

his three cam-

eramen became

so invoked

that they gave

up on their

carefully chart-

ed sleeping

schedule. "We

started feeling

like we missed

too much by

sleeping," he recalls, "so we loaded up on cig-

arettes, coffee, and sugar and stayed up the

whole time. We were the only ones there

around the clock; the contestants had more

continuity with us than they did with the

contest officials." Bindler attributes this

bond and the honest portrayal of his subjects

to what he calls the "local energy" he shared

with people from his hometown.

The desire to portray his birthplace and its

people is the result of the specter of alien-

ation he felt growing up in East Texas. "I was

ready to leave Longview when I was thir-

teen," he says, half-laughing. "My family was

heavy into the arts, I had traveled, and I

always preferred to wear black and sit in mul-

tiplexes all day long. I rode motorcycles and

horses and knew guns and the whole thing,

but I had a concept of the world past what I

call The Pine Curtain."

Craving cosmopolitan culture, Bindler

Courtesy filmmaker

went to NYU and wrote fiction to learn how to

tell stories. When he started shooting short

films, he leaned towards documentaries, creat-

ing 10 shorts which he calls "too green, too

revealing, too honest" to show nowadays. For

his first feature, he says, "I wanted to go back

down and look at my birthplace through a

lens" with the perspective granted by time, dis-

tance, and a camera. He stumbled upon the

contest around that time.

While he planned his screenplay to be a

satire of East Texas, the documentary is more

loving portrait than caricature. "I grew up

thinking there was no heavy thinking going on

in East Texas aside from mine and then two

weeks into the shoot, Benny Perkins came in to

interview." Perkins, a sort of Hands on a

Hardbody guru, took the prize after 83 hours in

1994, and Nissan officials drew his name again

to compete in 1995. He provides the film's

main narrative voice and eloquently articu-

lates the significance of the contest.

"This blue collar man's man, a specialized

mechanic, was an autodidactic hyper-intellec-

tual, a sort of cowboy Buddha," Bindler raves.

"We had ideas about themes going into the

process, but Benny gave the film a thematic

thru-line. Gift, gift, gift. We were so lucky to

find him."

When finishing funds failed to grow on

trees, Bindler edited on paper, then, with the

help of associate producer Julia Wall, story-

boarded and transcribed the entire film to cre-

ate an edit book. It took over two years for

Bindler to find enough money to finish the cut,

blow it up to 16mm, and then to 35mm. But

the result is a fluid and well-paced cut that has

picked up prizes at numerous festivals and

found a distributor in Legacy Releasing, in

association with Wessex Entertainment and

Idea Entertainment Group. (In October, the

film has bookings in a Los Angeles theater.)

Making what Perkins aptly calls "human

drama" out of a truck contest proved to be a

grueling game of survival of the fittest for all

involved. Like the characters he documented

for three days, Bindler has learned the value of

patience and endurance. And he has practiced

what he learned. Now, with Hands on a Hard

Body, Bindler has emerged among the fittest.

Hands on a Hard Body, Legacy Releasing;

1800 N. Highland Ave, Suite 311, Hollywood,

CA 90028; (213)461-3936.

Amy Goodman is a freelance writer and filmmaker

who is moving Back East from Out West this fall
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FIELD REPORTS

I The Judgement of Peers
DocuClub provides the right atmosphere for
workshopping documentaries4ri'progress.

by Paul Power

It's a well-worn truism to state that the

life of the documentary filmmaker can he a

solitary one. Having functioned as fundraiser,

director, boomswinger (with the muscles to

prove it), and co-editor on his or her produc-

tion, the filmmaker's moment of truth arrives

when the completed film is shown at a festival

or to buyers. But, apart from screenings for

friends, there can be little or no opportunity up

to then for a filmmaker to get an independent

opinion on their piece.

That's where New York-based DocuClub

has emerged to fill the void. The brainchild of

documentarian Susan Kaplan, founder and

executive director of DocuClub, who three

years ago set up the club along the lines of the

cineclubs of the 1920s, the organization has

monthly screenings allowing filmmakers to

show their work to a receptive—and often

opinionated—group of peers.

The set-up is simple and praised universally

by those who have taken part. Each month a

filmmaker screens his or her work-in-progress

to an audience composed mainly of other doc-

umentary filmmakers. The second half of the

evening takes the form of a Q&A session,

where the filmmaker inquires whether certain

elements worked or not and can often find

him- or herself as the observer of intense dia-

logue between audience members on the finer

points of the film. The entire session is audio-

taped for the filmmaker's benefit (reports of

each session, with filmmakers' anecdotes and

profiles, appear in a newsletter, The

DocuMent), and discussions can continue long

after the screening room has emptied.

"The original idea," says Kaplan, "was to

screen different documentaries, including

works-in-progress, at New City [Kaplan's pro-

duction company offices] and let other film-

makers know this was happening." The month-

ly screenings were an instant success, with up

to 30 attendees, mainly filmmakers, fulfilling

What makes DocuClub work is

that it's just for filmmakers-
it's just about the work and
about how the work can be

made better."

Stephen Ives, director, Cornerstone-. An Interstate Adventure

the original wishes of the organizers: watching

the films, exchanging information, and meeting

other filmmakers. Kaplan soon discovered that

works-in-progress benefited most from the

informal workshopping that occurred at the

sessions.
Director
Stephen Ives,

who took his

film Corner-

stone: An Inter-

state Adventure

to DocuClub,

notes that

"what makes DocuClub work is that it's just for

filmmakers, it's just about the work and about

how the work can be made better."

However, venue size became a problem

before long: with over 50 people in attendance,

Kaplan had to find another space. The current

venue is the Museum of Modern Art's intimate

and luxuriant Time Warner screening room,

which seats 55. But demand for seats is high

(DocuClub has a membership of 300, with over

1,000 on its mailing list), and it's now necessary

to RSVP for each screening. Nonetheless,

Kaplan insists on keeping the scale of the event

at its present level. "I won't move it to a larger

venue. If you do, nobody's going to get up and

talk, and it could be more intimidating for the

filmmaker." Ives agrees: "The key to it is inti-

macy—a big enough group to get diversity of

opinion, but not so large that it becomes an

exercise in grandstanding or political commen-

tary." What Kaplan is looking into however, is

two screenings per evening, a solution that Ives

and his producer Michael Kantor also recom-

mend.

DocuClub, now a membership organization

charging a reasonable annual fee of $25, has

attracted sponsors on board, too, with Eastman

Kodak, HBO (whose Nancy Abraham has

attended many screenings), Four Oaks, and

Cherry Lane Music publishers among its cur-

rent backers. A steering committee of 10 "very

active" filmmakers meant that Kaplan was

"now able to get more of the vision that I'd

had an inkling of at the beginning: an educa-

tion wing, a yearly five-day workshop with

the DoubleTake film festival in August, and

coordinating special

events," she says. "Our

idea was never to

invent the wheel, but to

incorporate the com-

munity in what we're

doing." This communi-

ty includes AIVF (plus

its salons) , FilnWideo

Arts, Third World Newsreel, and the

Independent Feature Project.

"The DocuClub audience isn't a hugely

selective group," claims Ives, who has been to

a number of screenings there. "You can bring

friends; there are producers, writers, and

there are sometimes people who are part of

the exhibition/distribution side." Ives and

Kantor's own screening audience was varied,

and they just left it up to the organization to

attract as objective a group as possible.

Every filmmaker interviewed for this piece

was unanimously positive about the club and

the important elements it brought not just to

their films, but to themselves as filmmakers.

Trisha Regan, who screened her Northern

Irish schools film A Leap of Faith at

DocuClub, found the experience was a good

trial run before showing the film at Sundance.

She notes, "Although the Q&lA can be quite

confusing, it made me clear about my vision

ot [the film]." Paul Dokuchitz, who showed

his post-war Bosnian children film, Memories

Do Not Bum, agrees: "It clarities your mes-

sage, rather than what others want. Although

what I love are the retorts—the dialogue in

the audience." Regan, who has also often

attended as an audience member, says,

"We're really generous with each other. You

shut up if you've nothing constructive to say.

It's not competitive, so the feedback is very
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honest." And Kaplan has sonic words of

advice tor filmmakers who may be entering

the QckA process for the first time. "When

you're listening to critiques, you've got to

learn how to siphon. There are a chorus ot

comments that are the same and then there's

one that resonates— it may he a filmmaker

making a similar film hut in a different way."

Another unique element ot the cluh is

that films may he screened on

more than one occasion in var-

ious stages of completion. On
my visit to DocuCluh in

May—the final session ot the

1997/98 season—John C.

Anderson's Secret People had its

second screening ot the sea-

son. On the basis of what he

had heard and learned from his

screening ot a less finished cut,

Anderson had modified the

structure of his poignant and

finely-wrought story about the

inmates of the last leprosarium

in the U.S. And this October 12 at the

Screening Room, DocuCluh will hold the

first in a trial series of screenings of finished

documentaries that went through the

DocuCluh process: Doug Block's Home Page,

which was initially shown as a first rough-cut

in October 1997. "That screening was prob-

ably responsible for my spending three or

four more months on

it," says Block. "I

revamped the tone of

the ending based on

the response. They

wanted more ot me

in it—and they got

me," he laughs.

(Ricki Stern and

Anne Sundberg's Bronx

boxing documentary,

In My Comer, will

screen at the same

venue Nov. 16.)

Other DocuCluh

initiatives include a

web site and an inno-

vative home screen-

ing program. "The

hope [with the web

site] is that what

we're doing is repli-

cated around the

country and that we

can send completed

DocuCluh films

around the country like the cineclubs did," says

Kaplan. And the home screening program is tor

filmmakers who aren't vet prepared to show

their film on a big screen or bare their work

before a large crowd, and allows them the

opportunity to screen it in the more personal

environment of a member's home. DocuClub's

other wing, an education program, commenced

m September with screenings at a selection ot

The travelling theater group Cornerstone gets down in their version of The

Winter's Tale, documented by Steven Ives in Cornerstone: An Interstate

Adventure. Courtesy filmmaker

New York schools. The goal here, says educa-

tion and outreach co-ordinator Beth

Dembitier, is "to cultivate new audiences for

documentary, teach them how to watch docu-

mentaries critically, and open new worlds."

DocuClub can be contacted at (212) 753-

1326; newcityC" bway.net; www.docuclub.com

Paul Power is managing editor of The Independent.
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F E S T CIRCUIT

docfest Debuts
New York jest bows with new
and classic documentaries.

by Mark J

.

Hu I SM AN

Small, smart, and strong. Alliterative

adjectives aren't normally used when critiquing

film fests, particularly those in their first out-

ing. But those are precisely the words that

come to mind when writing about docfest, the

New York International Documentary Film

Festival, which unleashed itself with cinematic

vengeance with its first screenings last May.

Gary Pollard, the documentary wunderkind of

the moment from whose head the idea sprang,

told The Independent the experience wasn't all

wine and roses. But the fruits of his labors

brought audiences a supremely intelligent col-

lection of tilms, from Jean Rouch's verite

granddaddy Chronicle of a Summer to stunning

new flicks like Greta Olafsdottir and Susan

Meeks' The Brandon Teena Story. Packed the-

aters were the norm over the fest's four days,

plus its eye-popping opening night, with the

towering, haunting IMAX film The Fires of

Kuwait. The 13 films that followed seemed to

put everybody in the mood for only more. But

in recounting his long journey to filmic ground

zero, Pollard says the fest's current size is just

fine tor him.

"For a while I was daydreaming about next

year, about how to be bigger," Pollard says. "We

unspooled fourteen films. What's that com-

pared to most other festivals? I guess I felt inad-

equate. But when it was all over I felt very

good. We don't need to be bigger because that's

not better. We don't need multiple screens and

one hundred films. The more you have, the

more it dilutes the program. It's more impor-

tant to keep the event focused. We want to

grow the event very slowly."

Docfest is an event literally years in the

making. Several years ago, Pollard had an idea

to conduct a retreat for documentary filmmak-

ers and producers on Block Island, off the coast

oi Rhode Island. Pollard summers there every

year and runs a theater that shows a mix of

meant to cover a broader terrain, ranging

"from low-budget Hi8 and super 16 to IMAX
and network reportage," says Pollard.

Pollard says his primary goal in starting

docfest was to grow the audience for docu-

mentary films. "As a filmmaker, I'd rather be

making films," he says. "But I've had some

difficulties and some successes, as have many

of my peers, in making my films. We need to

grow the demand so we can continue doing

Hollywood first-runs and classics. (Working is

his idea of a vacation, which gives you an

inkling of why docfest was such a success.) He

originally envisioned the gathering as a smaller

version of the vaunted Flaherty Seminars,

which Pollard attended in 1989. He envisioned

setting up a nonprofit foundation that would

not only organize a retreat, but also an annual

film festival, a regular screening venue solely

for documentary films, and an educational/pro-

duction center. But he quickly ran into a typi-

cal roadblock: funding. He knew he'd never get

corporate support for a small gathering when

such decisions are based on widening the visi-

bility of a brand name or logo before thousands

of attendees. He put the idea in storage and

then, one fine sunny day, it came to him.

"Why not do a festival for the public? Here

in New York?" Pollard recalls asking himself

and others. "People would scratch their heads

and say, 'Isn't there one already? And if not,

why isn't there?' " The annual documentary fes-

tival organized by the now-defunct media arts

center Global Village closed its doors in the

early 1990s. And compared to the 21 -year-old

Margaret Mead Film Festival, held at New

York's Museum of Natural Historv, docfest is

what we want to do." For Pollard this means

showing past and current work. "There are so

many great documentaries that never got

strong exposure but are two years old. As

more documentaries get made, films like

Chronicle of a Summer and Morley Safer's

Vietnam movies become even more relevant

and even more important educationally. The

IMAX film was from 1992. What do you call

that? It's not a classic, it's an older work. But

who has seen it?"

One of the only controversies was docfest's

selection procedure. Pollard thought he and

his small staff would be overwhelmed by an

open call, and the process of turning down

hundreds of makers sent a shudder through

him. "It just seemed unfair. How do you assess

the work?" he asks. "We'd have people

—

interns probably—screening tapes and mark-

ing a checklist. That's happened to all of us

too many times." Pollard and his core staff

—

filmmaker David Leitner and curator Alia

Verlotsky—looked at the films together,

including suggestions from people outside the

fest, and made their selections collectively.

Pollard plans to keep the procedure intact

until a time when the growth of the institu-
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tion necessitates change.

Pollard is "still in awe" about the fest's

actual five days. "The audience responses!"

he says, the astonishment and pride equally

weighted in a whisper. "To hear the words

'Congratulations! I hope this happens again,'

that goes a long way. And nothing went

wrong. Absolutely nothing." Pollard had

anxious moments, however, mostly about

money. "It was big roll of the dice in January,

when we only had HRO in the bag. I have Co

give them a lot of credit because they signed

on first without waiting tor anyone. The pru-

dent thing would have been to wait a year

and have more time. But the momentum,

the excitement, the energy, it was all there. I

just decided to go tor it and make it happen."

Pollard says that, eventually, alter intense

lobbying, organizations like the New York

Times, ABC, and CBS finally came on board.

un-

%

things: "First, is it a real obvious ad, or some-

thing creative, or has some artistic value?

Second, you cannot do anything we did with-

out corporate sponsors. [IFC's ad] was a spoof

on a seven-year-old making an independent

film. It's not jeans they're selling."

Pollard might still be thinking small tor

docfest 2, but he's still dreaming big tor its non-

profit sponsor that he founded, the New York

Documentary Center, in which he plans to one

day include regular New York screenings, a

docfest tour, and educational/production-ori-

ented seminars. What's his documentary fanta-

sy tor Manhattan island.' "Oh, wow," he gasps.

"One dedicated documentary theater in

Manhattan. Meeting rooms, offices, and a facil-

ity. And a big chunk of money to tour this fes-

tival. And there would be docfest Detroit,

docfest San Francisco, a dedicated documen-

tary cable network,

and the art form

would be on every-

body's radar screen."

Having indulged,

Pollard quickly

reminds himsell

again that small does

not mean inade-

quate. "That said,

though, I still think

it's important that

docfest concentrate

on refining itself. We

had a great first year,

A screening of Jean Rouch's 1961

verite classic Chronicle of a

Summer helped provide a historical

perspective at the test.

Courtesy festival

"We broke even," he says

gleefully. "Amazing."

Pollard says that, tor all

his difficulty in raising

funds, he's going to try to

prevent the product-laden

environment of other fests,

striving to avoid particu-

larly the kind ot brouhaha

that arose over the infa-

mous Guess Jeans/Gotham Film Tour.

"Nobody really made those kind of demands.

The only thing we got asked to do was the

Independent Film Channel has a $2,000

award that they pick from among the films.

One of their executives came and made the

award before the screening. They requested

we screen this ad for the IFC before the

film." Pollard boils his decision down to two

"There are so many great documentaries

that never got strong exposure but are two

years old. The IMAX film The Fires of

Kuwait was from 1992. What do you call

that? It's not a classic, it's an older work.

But who has seen it?"

—docfest director and founder Gary Pollard

but that's not a track record. I'm apprehensive

about running with that ball. I don't want to

dilute our strength or disappoint our audiences."

Contact docfest at (212) 668-1575; fax: 943-

6396; docfestC" aol.com; www.docfest.org

Mark J. Huisman [cinemaik@mindspring.com], a con-

tributing editor at The Independent, is a freelance

journalist and independent producer.
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F E S T R C U I T

Southern Hospitality

Duke's Center for Documentary Launches the DoubleTake Film Festival

by Bill Sasser

Documentary filmmakers enjoyed a rare

chance for a festival spotlight, Faye Dunaway

and South African general counsel Sheila

Sisulu lent their voices to a special program on

"tolerance," and Michael Apted and Alhert

Maysles engaged in a charged debate on

"What is Truth?"

Such was the scene last April at the inaugu-

ration of the DoubleTake Documentary Film

Festival, a new annual festival in Durham,

North Carolina. Sponsored by Duke

University's Center for Documentary Studies

and DoubleTake magazine—a quarterly of pho-

tography, prose, and poetry published at the

center—the festival won advance notice for a

high profile board of directors including Martin

Scorsese, Robert Redford, Ken Burns,

Jonathan Demme, and John Sayles.

"There was a real need for a festival like

this, and it was a wonderful experience," says

producer Alicia Sams, who praised the event

for its focus on substance rather than selling.

"In some ways it was more like a film confer-

ence than a festival—a very interesting

exchange of ideas and celebration of the art

form, rather than selling- selling- selling."

Sams' Off the Menu: The Last Days of

Chasen's was one of more than 40 tilms

screened at the festival, including work by

young, unknown filmmakers, new films by Ken

Burns and Melvin Van Peebles, and classics

such as Rainer Fassbinder's Alt: Fear Eats the

Soul. Screenings were separated into two cate-

gories—general submission and the theme

-

based program on "tolerance"—and shown

concurrently in three auditoriums at the

Carolina Theater, a recently renovated venue

in downtown Durham with a main screen seat-

ing over a thousand. The festival opened with

a tribute to Albert Maysles and a showing of

his rarely seen 1964 film WTun's Happening! The

Beatles in the U.S.A., followed the next evening

by a tribute to Apted and a showing of his lat-

est film, Inspirations, a look at seven artists

working in different mediums. Festival atten-

dance exceeded expectations, with over 5,000

tickets sold.

Inspired in part by the Sundance and

Telluride festivals, founder Nancy Buirski says

the program's unusual mix of new work and

decades-old classics reflected the festival's goal

of celebrating the documentary form while

hosting a critical dialogue among filmmakers.

"Our interest was in the ideas and content of

documentary film, and we also took an oppor-

tunity to look at how tilms treated a particular

subject," says Buirski, a former foreign picture

editor at the New York Times who now works as

a documentary photographer in Durham.

"Festivals so often get lost in the mechanics of

filmmaking and lose focus on the reason the

films are made. We wanted to do something dif-

ferent."

Jan Krawitz's In Harm's Way, a meditation on

violence in American culture, and Richard

Kotuk's Travis, which chronicles a seven-year-

old's fight against AIDS, received the festival's

Jury Award, selected by a four-member com-

mittee. The Farm, which follows the lives of

several inmates at the Louisiana State

Penitentiary in Angola, was named Best Film

by the audience.

"I met more interesting people who I hope to

continue relationships with than I ever imag-

ined, and I go to a lot of festivals," says Stack,

who co-directed The Farm with Liz Garbus,

adding that the weekend offered a rare oppor-

tunity for documentarians to share ideas and

critiques. "We're often working in an intellec-

tual vacuum and for some reason this was the

right time at the right place to step out of that.

People were really open and honest—maybe

because it wasn't a market tor the industry."

Stack and others praised the festival's two

panel discussion series, one on the general sub-

ject of documentary film, another on the "tol-

erance" theme. Subjects addressed included

"Race and Representation" and "What Is

Truth.'" a panel where honorees Apted and

Maysles had what Sams called an "explosive"

exchange on objectivitv and the role of the

filmmaker.

While offering a rich schedule, some partic-

ipants said the festival was perhaps too broad

for three days ol screenings. "It was definitely
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worthwhile and I met a lot of folks, hut it some-

times felt a bit fragmented," says Johnny

Symons, director of Beauty Before Age. "With

so many screenings going on at once, some

were under attended."

To address the problem, Buirski said next

year's festival will include a full day of screen-

ings on its opening day, and efforts will be made

to schedule two screenings for the most popu-

lar films.

While officially sponsored by DoubleTake

magazine, organizers raised halt ot the festival's

$300,000 budget through "in kind" gifts from a

wide range ot corporate sponsors, including

Midway Airlines, local media, and other

Durham area businesses. Buirski credits the

festival's success to the dearth ot similai events

chiatrist and the editor of DoubleTake .

A best-selling author and documentarian,

Coles founded the critically acclaimed

DoubleTake in 1995 with the vision of contin-

uing the tradition ot James Agee and Walker

Evans, the Depression-era writer and photog-

rapher who together pioneered a moralist

approach to documentary work. Coles is also

an adept nonprofit fundraiser. In 1996, he

secured a $10 million grant for the financially

struggling DoubleTake from the Lyndhurst

Foundation, a philanthropic organization

founded by the Lupton family of Chattanooga,

Tennessee, heirs to a fortune made in Coca-

Cola bottling. This grant is the largest ever

bestowed on a magazine.

Buirski says that with the success of the

inaugural event, next year's

festival will again take a sub-

stantive approach to examin-

ing the documentary form.

Scheduled for April 8-11,

the tentative theme tor the

second DoubleTake festival

is the history ot documentary

film through the 20th centu-

ry. "It's a fitting theme for the

last year of the century that

gave birth to film," says

Buirski. "We're developing a

retrospective that will exam-

ine how the documentary

has shaped contemporary

views of historic periods, as

well as being records tit histo-

ry-"

Bill Sasser is a Chapel Hill-based

freelance writer currently working

on a nonaction book about

Outsider artists in New Orleans.

for documentary filmmakers

and the cachet of the festi-

val's luminous board ot

directors. Recruiting the

likes of Redford and Burns

was aided by the early and

enthusiastic support ot

Scorsese, who she says is an

old friend, and Robert Coles,

a noted Harvard child psy-
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by H e x r y Lewes

For those who think that 'small is reauti-

fiiF and want to meet up with other documen-

tary filmmakers, the location of the 20th

Cinema du Reel, the International Festival of

Ethnographic and Sociological Films, was

ideal. Usually this annual festival takes place in

the huge steel and glass Pompidou Centre, but

this year the venue is being refurbished, so the

event took place from March 1 3-29 at the

Cinema des Cineastes in the bustling Clichy

district, crammed with tempting bars and

restaurants. Attendance was lower than previ-

ous years, since the Cineastes cinema has only

two screens, unlike the Pompidou's four.

Nonetheless, the festival welcome was reas-

suringly professional from the moment one

stepped inside the building. Near the entrance

there was a desk constantly staffed by three

friendly bilingual women, who seemed to know

not only exactly where, but also just when any-

one listed could be found. On the floor above

was a cafe where the French displayed their

genius for designing an attractive meeting

place: Apart from the usual small tables for pri-

vate conversations there was a high bench that

ran almost the length of the room, with tall

stools on either side—just right for chatting up

one's neighbors.

On the next floor was the Press Office,

again with three women ready and waiting to

provide information or contacts. It was also an

oasis of calm, with comfortable cane chairs and

a coffee machine that made a black liquid of

extraordinary potency.

To get into this festival, films have to be

'ethnographic' or 'sociological' in character,

which sounds discouragingly didactic.

However, the jury, which included filmmakers

from Tunisia, Taiwan, and Poland, were provid-

ed a wide choice by the festival programmers.

For instance, there was a look at the ups and

downs of musicians playing in the Paris metro

(Heddy Honigmann's Underground Orchestra);

a group of women recount-

ing their experiences as

armed revolutionaries (Lo-

redana Bianconi's Do You

Remember Revolution?); a

filmmaker recording the

last months of her mother's

lite (Yasha and Carrie

Aginsky's Full Circle); and

the story of an Italian com-

munity that built their own

cinema (Daniele Segre's

Pareven Furmighi).

A significant number of

films were by independents,

and Suzette Glenadel, the Deleguee Generate

(and the festival's driving force) said she

believes that "getting isolated filmmakers into

contact with the public is what makes this fes-

tival so necessary."

Entries were divided into four categories:

Seances Speciales, Competition Internationale,

Competition Francaise, and a Japanese retro-

spective. In total, there were about 80 titles

from 20 countries, including Iran, Israel,

Kirghizistan, and Romania. From the U.S.,

there were just tour entries: Frederick

Wiseman's 195-minute epic Public Housing;

Julia Loktev's Moment of Impact, about the film-

maker's father's near-comatose immobilization

after a car accident and its impact on the fami-

ly; Michael Dwass's VCliere Did Forever Go.7

,

concerning regrets of old age; and Leonard

Makerling's Heart of the Country, a loving

observation of life in a Japanese elementary

school.

As a guide to what the Cinema du Reel

looks for, it seems useful to mention three cate-

gories that most frequently appeared, which

could be described as "traditions observed,"

"old age and loss," and "social issue documen-

tary."

Nearly all the films about tradition focused

on the threat that modern life poses to age-old

customs. Thus in Bletzi Bletzi (Belgium) by Lut

Yandekeyhus, sheep are sacrificed in a

Moroccan village to ensure the efficient work-

ing of a new well. The efficacy of the ritual may

still be believed in by the old folk, but some of

the young men have returned after working

abroad, and they have an altogether different

view. For them, magic lies not in ancient ritu-

als, but in obtaining the visas that allow them

to get jobs in Europe.

In The Spirit Doesn't Come Any More (Nepal)

by Tsering Rhitar, we meet Pao Wangchuk,

aged 78, who is 13th in an unbroken line of

shaman healers. He practices his art in Nepal,

having been ousted from Tibet by the Chinese,

an uprooting which has allowed his communi-

ty to be affected by Western influences. Now

his son, Karma, has doubts about inheriting his

father's mantle. He dreams of earning his living

in one of the ordinary ways that he sees going

on around him, like driving a truck.

"Old age and loss" featured no less than five

films that were personal statements by film-

makers observing their much older relatives.

Common to all was a sense of lite nearing its

end, without goals having been achieved, well

summed up in the title Where Did Forever Go.',

an independent film from New York. The oth-

ers, all by women, were from Israel, Cyprus,

Japan, and France. Characteristic of this group,

in being a labor ot love, was Fidl Circle
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(U.S./France) by Yasha and Carrie Aginsky, a

French-based American couple. It records with

pluck and sensitivity the last months of

Carrie's 90-year-old mother, whom she brought

back into her own home "so that she could die

with dignity." It movingly catches moments of

clarity, previously denied the old lady, since she-

was sedated in her nursing home.

I asked Carrie what had motivated her to

tackle such a difficult subject. She explained

that it began by chance when Yasha videoed

her with her mother, simply as a family memo-

ry. Then she realized it could be a way of deal-

ing with her grief and anger. "In many of my

films I have sought through the process of tilm-

ing to solve my personal problems."

The social issue documentary group was

noticeable for its fairness in dealing with con-

tentious situations, even such a tricks one as

the relationship between an Israeli and a

Palestinian. Makom, Avoda, (Israel/France), by

Nurith Aviv, tells of a Jewish agricultural set-

tlement that employed Palestinians up until

the Intifada. Thereafter they were excluded,

but a close relationship had grown up between

an Israeli farmer and a Palestinian worker.

What we follow and share are their parallel

lives, now linked only by phone conversations,

The understanding between the two men, both

with young families, is deep, and the sense of

waste, caused by their separation, almost tangi-

ble.

Equally unbiased, but challenging the view-

er to take sides, was Working with the Enemy

(UK) by Sean McAllister, about unemployed

Kevin, who is determined to continue receiv-

ing his weekly government handout, as he has

for the last 18 years. When he is forced into

training for work, he endlessly confronts the

group leader, stubbornly and skillfully arguing

his right to remain idle.

Since the film was neutral to the point of

moral ambiguity, I asked McAllister what he

felt about Kevin's attitude and learned that he-

shared something of it. "I was brought up in a

small town and went straight from school into

a vegetable canning factory, where I earned

peanuts," the filmmaker said. "After that I

quite enjoyed being on the dole for eight years.

But then I got into film school, which was mar-

velous. Working with the Enemy is my first long

film, which I shot and sound-recorded entirely

on my own, using a camcorder. I visited Kevin

two or three days a month for nearly a year,

before starting to record his life, by which time

we had become real friends."

The Japanese retrospective consisted of 28

films made over a period of 40 years. It con-

vincingly demonstrated how similar their day-

to-day problems are to ours. The lives of train

drivers, prostitutes, marathon runners, school-

children, political protesters, old people, and

young Tokyo bikers were all portrayed with

intelligence and depth. Outstanding for

revealing a little-publicized aspect of the lives

of some young Japanese was Blaek Emperor,

Gods Speed You (1976) by Mitsuo Yanagimachi.

In it, huge gangs of bikers with emblematic

swastikas on their jackets hurtle through the

Tokyo streets to encounter seemingly endless

confrontations with the police. A whole world

of untamed Japanese youngsters, the very

opposite of the disciplined image officially

exported, comes alive. The human side is illus-

trated when the leader, at home with his par-

ents before a court appearance, reveals the

anxieties and sensibilities common to 17-year-

olds throughout the world.

Surprisingly, few recent Japanese produc-

tions were included, si) I asked Hiroko

Govaers, who presented the program, to

explain win. She said that recent work in

Japan had become largely experimental and

that this, along with a drying up of official

sponsorship, accounted tor a lack of good con-

temporary Japanese documentaries.

So is the Cinema du Reel worth a trip.' For

independents searching tor sales or European

partners, particularly French ones, there are

particular advantages. In spite ot its small

scale, there were representatives from many

European TV stations, plus all the main

French channels, such as Arte, Canal + , and

La Sept, plus Belgium's state-run network,

RTBF. And unlike those vast festivals, where

one can search endlessly for a buyer or partner

through crowded bars and noisy restaurants,

finding people is easy. Far easier, for example,

than the equally friendly, but ever-expanding,

International Documentary Filmfestival

Amsterdam. Even the most dedicated festival-

goer needs to step outside just occasionally

and rejoin daily reality. For that the Clichy

area is ideal. It provides innumerable cafes,

some a bit on the noisy side, for serious con-

versation. For quietness and comfort there is

the nearby Cyrano, a genuine bar du quartier.

Just the place for discussing a deal or getting to

know a prospective partner.

Henry Lewes is a documentary writer/director who has

worked both commercially arid for BBC-TV' CBC
Toronto, Film Australia, and the United Nations.
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F E S T CIRCUIT

Dockers Zips Up Indies

The Dockers

Khakis

Classically

Independent

Film Festival

by Michael Fox

Dockers Khakis' high-profile infatuation

with the world of independent film—begin-

ning last fall with partial sponsorship of the

Fuel tour and provocative photo spreads of

indie actresses in Vogue and Vanity Fair—
exploded into full-fledged love in San

Francisco in June. The Levi Strauss brand

four-walled the Castro Theatre (the city's

reigning movie palace) for five days for the

first-ever Dockers Khakis Classically Inde-

pendent Film Festival. Backed by a deep-pock-

eted publicity campaign, the fest coughed up

the bucks for 150,000 copies of its program

brochure, and more to fly in nearly 30 film-

makers and actors, including Tim Hunter,

Crispin Glover, Kevin Smith, Joe Morton,

James Le Gros, Max Perlich, Steve Gutten-

berg, lone Skye, James Urbaniak, Bill

Plympton, Kathleen Quinlan, and Chris Eyre,

plus a significant other for most of these peo-

ple). The slate of 15 new and vintage films

drew more than 10,000 people.

Dockers Khakis' unambiguous goal was to

reach a younger generation and expand its siz-

able market beyond the baby boomers who

have made it the official brand of Casual

Friday. "The people we're trying to reach don't

like to be marketed to in a big way," Dockers

senior marketing specialist Amy Rosenthal

says. So the Levi's offshoot opted for a sublim-

inal strategy involving the acquisition of

cachet by association. Demographics aside,

company execs professed a genuine rapport

with alternative filmmaking. Before the festi-

val began, Rosenthal said, "We're trying to

weave ourselves into the fabric of the commu-

nity—the Bay Area and the film community

—

in a meaningful way." And from the beginning,

Rosenthal counseled her associates that any

movie-related commitment could not be flip

or fleeting: "When you're in, you have to stay

in for the long haul."

Dockers didn't lose sight of the filmmakers:

The Film Arts Foundation (FAF) was designat-

ed as the festival beneficiary, receiving two

$10,000 checks plus $9,000 to fund three 45-

second shorts which screened as trailers at the

Castro. (Honorary chair Francis Ford Coppola,

however, reportedly performed his minimal

duties in exchange for a $25,000 Dockers

donation to his nonprofit literary magazine,

Zoetrope. The Zoetrope sum has yet to be paid;

it will go into a fund or grant program, which

Zoetrope has not yet initiated.) After it divided

its windfall into four completion grants, FAF

director Gail Silva declared, "It's important to

get money to makers, absolutely, and it's impor-

tant to do it in a way that's respectful of their

work." As it turned out, Silva's biggest concern

in dealing with Dockers involved language, not

integrity. "The definition of 'independent film'

is still somewhat of a mystery to the public,"

she said.

But semantics were rendered irrelevant by a

lineup that ranged from breakthrough work

such as River's Edge and She's Gotta Have It to

new releases like Smoke Signals and Under

Heaven. Sam Rockwell (Lawn Dogs) received

the Dockers Khakis Independent Honor (as

did Parker Posey, although her sched-

uled appearance before Henry Fool was

canceled). In another savvy nod to the

artists, almost every feature was pre-

ceded by a short by a Bay Area maker.

The post- screening Q&As were con-

sistently lively, with highlights includ-

ing Gus Van Sant regaling the crowd

with Drugstore Cowboy anecdotes and

Rosanna Arquette confiding that

she'd never seen Desperately Seeking Susan on

the big screen before. Dockers was thrilled with

the festival, with Rosenthal asserting, "It creat-

ed a buzz on the street for independent film and

Dockers."

The temptation certainly exists to sneer at

Dockers' infiltration of the anti-establishment

world of independent film. After all, in a soci-

ety that puts a price tag on everything, the

Dockers fest represents yet another assault by

the agents oi commerce on the portals of art.

(When Posey was invited to the Dockers test,

her agent quickly replied, "She doesn't do

endorsements. Are you expecting one.'") At

the same time, one can hardly be sho( ked in .in

era when television advertisers rename college
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bowl games and breweries adopt alternative

rock bands. And let's not forget that the much-

vaunted rebel spirit of independent filmmaking

is itself as much hype as reality; it's a little

absurd to ignore the fact that movies are the

most expensive art form and are dominated by

middle- and upper-class white people. Finally,

it indie film has become corrupted by the sud-

den appearance of Dockers' corporate thou-

sands, then what are we to make of the feeding

frenzy that is Sundance?

The Dockers strategy is best suited to only a

handful of consumer products companies with

lots of money, aggressive marketing philoso-

phies, and clearly defined and targeted mar-

kets. But it's doubtful that another company

would have as benign an approach as Dockers

did—the pants execs took a mostly hands-ofl

approach to the programming, with former

Landmark Theatres founder Gary Meyer (now

a consultant) given a free hand to mold the

schedule.

In May, Dockers was talking about expand-

ing the Classically Independent Film Festival to

five cities in L999 and ten in 2000. Rut that

was before the company realized just how much

t i m e

a n d

1 a b o r

was re-

qu i red

t o

mount

t h e

e v e n t

(the
lavish

open-

i n g

night

party on Treasure Island, with a fleet of ferries

carrying guests across the bay to hear the

Smithereens, was itself a massive logistical job).

Although Dockers' ardor hasn't wavered, the

company has scaled back its ambitions. The

second Classically Independent Film Festival

will return to San Francisco next spring or early

summer, but only a few other locations will

likely be added. Dockers promises that a media

arts organization in each city will benefit from

the festival, and perhaps that's the real bottom

line. With government and foundation support

tor the arts continuing to decline, FAF's Silva

points out, "It's a rare nonprofit that can oper-

ate without any outside help."

Michael Fox is a San Francisco freelance writer and

longtime contributor to The Independent.
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Using satellite hook-up, The Last Broadcast makes its theatrical premiere*

by Eugene Hernandez

WIDESPREAD community awareness of the

potential tor movies shot on digital video could

be said to have begun with Robert Miller's Mail

Bonding, a short showcased along with new dig-

ital tools and Internet sites in a New
Technology sidebar at the 1995 Independent

Feature Film Market. In 1997, Frank Crow's

digitally shot feature, Love God, premiered at

Sundance. And in 1998, the field is widening.

Bennett Miller is wowing movie-going audi-

ences with his black-and-white, digitally-shot

documentary' The Cruise, while Ulrike Koch's

documentary The Saltmen of Tibet, shot using a

digital video (DV) camera, is also circulating in

theaters.

Meanwhile in Rushland, Pennsylvania,

Stefan Avalos and Lance Weiler have not only

created a digital feature narrative, The Last

Broadcast, but have organized the first theatri-

cal run tor a movie using satellite-broadcast

technology.

Completed over a year ago, The Last

Broadcast made its theatrical debut—the tra-

ditional video projection way—at the Art

Deco County Theater in Doylestown,

Pennsylvania, where it grossed over $5,600 in

one week, a staggering haul for a movie that

was produced on video (mostly digital) for just

$900. The Last Broadcast then screened at

Austin's Conduit, which runs in conjunction

with SXSW, before continuing on the festival

circuit. (This month The Last Broadcast is

screening October 16-17 at RESFest during

the digital film festival's final tour stop in New
York.)

The Last Broadcast is a pseudo-documentary

investigation into the murder of two popular

public television personalities (played by

Avalos and Weiler) in the New Jersey Pine

Barrens. The idea for a movie project came

from the digital technology and tools that

Avalos and Weiler had readily available to

them. It began as a horror movie that would

use a great deal of video footage and evolved

into a reality television style murder investiga-

Out with the old, in with the new: Stefan Avalos (I) and

Lance Weiler point to their camera of choice, a miniDV

model which they used to shoot The Last Broadast.

Courtesy filmmakers

tion. Using video clips and digitally manufac-

tured source material, including stills, The Last

Broadcast's on-screen documentary filmmaker

presents the audience with a harrowing explo-

ration of a vicious killing which winds towards

a shocking conclusion that catches audiences

off-guard. "The response has been very posi-

tive; it's one of shock, sometimes it's anger,"

Weiler explains. Avalos adds. "Audiences

watching it really do think they are watching a

documentary."

For these two filmmakers, the opportunity

to tell a compelling story in a hybrid style and

with digital tools has become a valuable calling

card. Avalos and Weiler have been singled out

as leaders in the new wave of digital cinema. In

a special report last fall dedicated to "the peo-

ple who are reinventing entertainment," Wired

magazine profiled the duo and their project.

Even Time magazine mentioned the pair in a

special digital-themed issue. The two have

become advocates for broader opportunities

afforded by new technology. "They're beauti-

ful additions to the tools and palette of film,"

says Avalos. "I don't think that just because

you don't need to use them in a financial

sense, you need to ignore them." Last fall, the

pair even traveled to Ghent, Belgium, to lec-

ture on the subject at the Digiforum at the

Flanders International Film Festival.

A peek into the team's spare-room studio

offers a comprehensive look at the equip-

ment and technology they used to create The

Last Broadcast. Pictured in RES magazine a

few months ago, Avalos and Weiler showcase

their primary desktop computer, a basic TV
monitor and VCR, a DAT recorder, two dig-

ital video cameras, and even a Fisher Price

Pixelvision camera, although higher-end

tools fill up the rest of the room.

A look at the movie's $900 budget, as pro-

vided by the filmmakers, shows that the duo

spent $680 during production (with the

largest line item being the $240 in digital
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video stock: 20 hours of tape at $12 each).

The next largest expense was food ($155).

Avalos and Weiler then spent $220 on post

($120 on Beta mastering tapes and about

$100 for PR materials). Editing was done for

free on their own desktop computers. (In

fairness, the budget does not

include the cost of the hard-

ware or software because this

was something that the two

already owned.)

Now with the project in the

can, so to speak, the filmmak-

ers are teaming up with for-

mer FUEL Tour co-producer

Esther Robinson to embark

on their unique theatrical dis-

tribution plan. This month

The Last Broadcast will be

released theatrically by satel-

lite, fulfilling a goal that

Robinson and Conduit

founder Tommy Pallotta first

conceived. Teaming up with

Digital Projection, the company that project-

ed The Last Broadcast during its Pennsylvania

run, the team is organizing a satellite broad-

cast that will beam the video directly to par-

ticipating theaters, kicking off a one-week

run October 23-29 in Austin, TX, Minnea-

polis, MN, Philadelphia, PA, Portland, OR,

and Providence, RI.

To encourage a discussion about the

movie and its origins, Avalos, Weiler, and

Robinson are planning a live post- screening

QekA session over the Internet.

"This is the way the movie is meant to be

seen," admits Avalos, half-joking: "On the

big screen digitally. We didn't have to com-

promise the integrity of it in any way, we did-

n't have to go to film for it, and we also don't

have to show it on a regular television

screen. This is the proper setting."

Eugene Hernandez is the co-founder and editor in

chief of indieWIRE and is working with AIVF on its

new website.

1

A KING

WRITE . SHOOT . DIRECT . EDIT
YOUR OWN SHORT FILMS IN OUR HANDS-ON EIGHT WEEK

INTENSIVE TOTAL IMMERSION PROGRAMS FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH

LITTLE OR NO PRIOR FILMMAKING EXPERIENCE.

WORK WITH 16MM ARRIFLEX CAMERAS IN SMALL CLASS DESIGNED

AND TAUGHT BY AWARD - WINNING INSTRUCTORS. Tuition $4,000.

NEW WORKSHOPS START THE FIRST MONDAY
OF EVERY MONTH IN NEW YORK CITY ALL YEAR ROUND.

NEW YORK PRINCETON UNIVERSITY* YALE UNIVERSITY * UCLA*
PARIS, FRANCE * CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY, ENGLAND * VENICE, ITALY *

* SUMMER WORKSHOPS LOCATION - FOUR, SIX AND EIGHT WEEK.

All workshops are solely owned and operated by the New York Film Academy

NEW YCEK EIEM ACADEMY
100 EAST 17TH STREET NEW YORK CITY 10003 TEL: 212-674-4300 FAX: 212-477-1414

WEB PAGE: www.nyfa.com E-MAIL: film@nyfa.com
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Reflections on

The Farmer's Wife and

an American Love Story by Cara Mertes

AS A YOUNG CHILD IN A

family living through

the after-effects of a

traumatic divorce, I

remember an inordi-

nate fascination with a

column in Ladies Home

Journal called "Can This Marriage Be

Saved?" Every month a new set of

seemingly incompatible points of view

or husband and wife were magically

drawn together by the artful magazine psychologist,

who suggested various ways ot coming to terms with

the issues. Reconciliation is a dream every child

hopes for in that situation, and, if PBS's two new-

series on family are any measure, adults may be

longing for it as

well.

One hundred

years ago, Freud

was one of the first

to map the terrain

of well-established

familial relations

looking for clues to

individual and soci-

etal patterns which

reveal much about

who we are and

how we live. One

hundred years later,

two American film-

makers, David

Sutherland and

Jennifer Fox, have

been busy with a

similar task of map-

ping and weighing,

deciphering and

interpreting information. Eventually these filmmakers find that a fam-

ily that stays together, despite all odds, is still the key to the American

Dream. Theirs is a decidedly optimistic view, and PBS viewers are able

to join Sutherland and Fox in their journey, as the two epics, The

Farmer's Wife and An American Love Story, take up a total of 16-1/2

hours of programming. The Farmer's Wife was broadcast on September

21, 22, and 23, and An American Love Story will air early next year.

Between them, these two documentaries have generated an extra-

ordinary array of support from different parts of the public television

system, including WGBH, WNET, Frontline, American Playhouse,

ITVS, CPB, PBS, and PO.V./The American Documentary, for

)
everything from production money to outreach.

Though family has long been a topic of documentary,

these series represent an enormous commitment to a

type of cinema verite family portraiture that hasn't been

seen on PBS since 1973, when the 12-part series An

J American Family quite literally changed

how people understood the power of

television. The two new series make

one curious about why, 25 years later,

PBS is supporting

long-form docu-

mentary about

'family' again.

An American

Family was the first

and one of the

most memorable

instances where a

PBS program has

galvanized Amer-

ican popular cul-

ture. Press releases

for both of the

new series hark

back to An

American Family,

as if to borrow

from the auda-

ciousness of the

series that invent-

ed the term 'real-

lite soap opera,'

broke all previous

public television

viewing records to

date, and cata-

pulted an average

American family,

the Louds, to instant fame in talk shows, magazines, and newspapers.

Eventhing about An American Family now has the aura of legend,

from production to broadcast and aftermath. The 12-hour saga began

at the end, with the divorce that occurred between Bill and Pat Loud

during the seven-month filming process, then flashed back to the lite

that led to the collapse of the family.

Three years in the making, the series garnered an audience of over

1C million with each episode and put the fledgling public television

entity on the cultural map. Critics called the brilliantly indulgent por-

trayal of the Loud family's insular, American dream-like Santa Barbara
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lifestyle a condemnation of modern society, and were vicious in their

disparaging opinions of the Louds themselves. Viewers watched the

series like it was a soap opera, and the show where Pat Loud finally

announces to Bill, on camera, that she wants him to move out, was a

television moment that defined a generation.

Creator and producer Craig Gilbert designed the series as an exam-

ination of the state of the family in the early 1970s, and purposefully

looked for an 'average' American family—one that everyone could

relate to. Frighteningly predictable in their routines, the Louds did

seem familiar, but as in real life, appearances were deceiving. Between

Bill Loud's extra-marital affairs, a gay son, and the mindlessly affluent

Rarely does American television

place such an emphasis on

finding some truth about the American

experience through observing the minutiae

of daily life, as in these two series.

narrator; the words of the subjects link scenes to create reflective

monologues and introduce past events that clarify the present. Each of

the families is from the Midwest: the Suns, now based in the New York

City area, return to Marion, Ohio, in several programs, and the

Buschkoetters have never left Lawrence, Nebraska. Each series high-

lights the wife and mother in the family, though by the end, it is the

man who has been transformed in some way. And each presents a fam-

ily in ctisis; the future of the Buschkoetter's marriage is deeply

entwined with the success of their farm, which is teetering on the btink

of bankruptcy, and tor the Suns', Bill's long-standing alcoholism,

Katen's illness, and their first child leaving home signal profound

Stresses on an already delicately balanced marriage. For these couples,

simple acts of coping spell out a larger drama of commitment, expec-

tation, betrayal, and forgiveness.

The projects dittet on other levels. The Buschkoetters are a rural

family, the Sims are urban; the Buschkoetters are a white, Catholic

couple in their twenties with three young daughters; the Sims an inter-

racial couple with two daughters; the Buschkoetters are in the throes

of early disillusionment with their relationship, and the Sims are long

settled into the contours of their mutual understandings.

lifestyle, the truth seemed like an insult to many America, and it hit a

little too close to home. White middle-class Americans looked in the

mirror and didn't like what they saw.

What they saw was the complete opposite of the dream—ordinary

people doing mundane things in often unhappy circumstances.

Designed to riff off of television's pathologically happy portrayals of

family in concurrent series like The Cartridge Family, The Brady Bunch,

and Tlic Wabons, An American Family introduced a unique documen-

tary form to television.

It is 1998 now, and we live in a time of cultural conservatism. Public

television, like many other culturally-based, publicly-funded institu-

tions, is on the defensive. Never able to function separately from an

annual Congressional appropriation, even action PBS takes, every

project it suppotts, can become political fodder.

PBS still survives, but the battles continue. All oi this leaves PBS

searching tor projects that answer a question crucial to their continued

survival: what contemporary stories can we tell that are engaging and

important to Americans, are different from cable and the networks,

and are not too controversial for a majority of our viewers or flinders.'

An inelegant, opaque set of needs, no doubt, but one current answer

seems to be long-form family stories.

A production of FrontlineAVGBH and ITVS, The Farmer's Wife

is a six-and-a-half hour portrait of the Buschkoetters, a small-town

Nebraska farm family. An American Love Story, presented next year by

American Playhouse and ITVS, is a 10-hour visit with Bill Sims and

Karen Wilson, an interracial couple, and their two teenage daughters.

Both shot between 1993 and 1996, the projects use the close observa-

tion of a single family and their relations over the course of about three

years to spin out a tale of private hopes, debilitating struggles, and

finally, reflection and renewed commitment to their futures.

The projects are similar in several important ways. Both are primar-

ily verite documentaries, focusing almost entirely on the daily domes-

tic dramas that unfold throughout the shooting. Neither uses a formal

It is the idea that raESE stories win resonate, that we will in

tact recognize ourselves in the experiences of others, that originally

impelled the projects. David Sutherland, a Boston-based filmmaker

known tor his iconoclastic documentary portraits, set out to make an

epic tale about a disappearing American way of lite. He knew he want-

ed it to be ,i young farm family and described to me spending a year and

a halt staying with several different families, looking tor the perfect

subjects. Farm families are in distress, and Sutherland wanted to cap-

ture their predicaments and pressures, "with social issues as a back-

drop, but the characters up trout," he says. "I was looking for a com-

monality between subject and filmmaker," he explains, and when he

was introduced tojuanita Buschkoetter, from Lawrence, Nebraska, he

knew he had found his family.

"Juanita reminded me of myself and Nancy [Sutherland's wife and

long-time collaborator! in her independence. She tried to do what she

wanted the way she wanted to. She and [husband] Parrel also have

very firm ideas about what is right and what is wrong," Sutherland says

about his first impressions. In the series, the young wife wants to stay

at home with het kids, but their dire circumstances push her into the

role of worker and problem solver. "We watch a reluctant heroine

emerge," says Sutherland. "She outgrows her husband," but, "there's a

happy ending," the director notes. "He goes into counselling."

Sutherland was also struck by the purity of the setting retained by

this tiny tatming community. Almost entirely white and Catholic, it

seemed caught in the 195Cs, and tor Sutherland it was the perfect

backdrop to his tale of an America that is no longer.

Sutherland is no ordinary documentarist. He trained in feature film-

making at USC and has gone on to apply fiction techniques to docu-

mentary portraits, on subjects ranging from artists Jack Levine and

Paul Cadmus to Out nf Sight, a compelling documentary about a blind

cowgirl. The Farmer's Wife, he believes, is his most important film by-

far. It's the most verite of any of his projects, and one that required him

to unlearn everything he knew about filmmaking.

"I made this film in the field, not the editing room," Sutherland

explains, "and I had to think about it in terms of continuity and spe-

cific stories." At a certain point he started to build the film around
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audio, attempting "to capture their breathing, every sound, even-

movement, through the radio mics." This kind of specificity has a

remarkable effect. In certain sections when Juanita and Darrel are

farming at night and working day jobs to keep the operation alive, you

feel exhausted just watching them work and hearing their incessant

movement.

In making the piece, Sutherland was always concerned with con-

veying the dignity of the Buschkoetter's struggle. "I knew if I went for

the expose, I would have [faced] closed doors. The film I was making

was where they let me into their hearts and [let me] go through their

pain with them." Sutherland's ability to be present during the

Buschkoetter's crises, yet maintain a distance that did not interfere

with their actions, was the product of trust.

It was also the result of the rules he had set out for himself and his

crew early on: "Never talk and, with all of their suffering, never make

a judgment. The only advice we ever gave them was after filming,

about the movie rights to their story," Sutherland says. "I didn't have a

strong point of view about the characters," he adds. "I just care about

them and want to show them in as developed a way as possible." He

notes that he and Nancy have a continuing relationship with everyone

they have ever done a film on.

The Buschkoetters "went into it with their eyes open," the film-

maker says, adding, "we became more of an intrusion as time went on."

Sutherland began the process by showing the Buschkoetters his film

Out of Sight, "which they liked. I informed them of what I wanted to

shoot. Their reason for saying yes was that they thought they were the

only ones; family farming doesn't exist anymore. They thought their

example could help people through readjustment." In the end, he

notes, "They probably changed me more than I changed them. Their

faith is so strong."

Ward Chamberlin, vice president at WNET/13, was an early sup-

porter of Jennifer Fox's series An American Love Story and coinciden-

tally was also involved

with the production of An
American Family in the

1970s. For Chamberlin,

An American Love Story,

with its intimacy, immedi-

acy, and especially its focus

on race "is exactly what

PBS ought to be doing.

There is so little on televi-

sion that is real—this

develops situations that

we can all recognize."

The ability to project

one's own experience onto

the lives of both the

Buschkoetter and the Sims

families is key to their

appeal. With An American

Love Story, that is partially

achieved through the inti-

macy and familiarity

between filmmaker and

subject that runs through-

out the footage. Unlike

Sutherland, who describes being very clear about the professional

boundaries of his relationship to the Buschkoetter's, Fox outlines a

process fairly unique to documentary, doing something filmmakers

rarely do. She gave the Sims approval over the final cut.

"I was always very clear that I wanted to make a project where the

needs of the subjects came before the film," Fox explains. This is one

of the lessons she has brought from her experience with her earlier film

Beirut: The Last Home Movie, a portrait of a wealthly family in war-torn

Lebanon. The family in that film was not always well-received and, for

An American Love Story, she also felt she wanted a far more collabora-

tive relationship.

The idea for the series initially sprang out of Fox's own life. "I was

in an interracial relationship, and I was naive—shocked at the racism

we were facing," she says. "I wanted to do a film about love and race

that was one hour, [about] three couples plus myself and my partner."

Like Sutherland, Fox spent some months finding the appropriate cou-

ples. When she met the Sims, she had an instant rapport, and the

access they gave her far exceeded that of the others interviewed.

Gradually the project transformed into one about their family life

through almost 30 years of marriage.

Of their relationship, she says, "We are more than friends; we are

partners in a process. It is deeper than a friendship because there is a

project we are all working on. We are somewhere in the space between

friends and family. I know more than a friend would, but less than fam-

ily would know."

But Fox's understanding with the family was a gradual one. With 15

rejections and an NEA grant for $45,000, she set about the 18-month

shooting process, but it wasn't until 1994, when American Playhouse

became interested, that the project became 'real' and the Sims asked

for a formal contract. At this point, Fox says, "It emotionally dawned

on Karen. She said, 'I always thought you were making home movies.'

Bill was much more savvy." The contract was built on their relation'
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I think ifs impossible to be a 'fly on
the wall/ We are in a relationship/'

says Jennifer Fox.

ship ot trust and an

understanding that the

Sims could veto any-

thing in the programs.

Fox is philosophical about this choice. For her, the limitations this

presents are worth the extra effort, because the relationship with the

Sims remains intact. It also explains much about the shape and feel of

the video portrait, which has a curious sense of decorum in an age

where aggressive, confrontational tactics often hold sway in documen-

tary. Fox is the kindest of chroniclers—never pushing and never intru-

sive. And her subjects are never as naive about the presence of a cam-

era as the Louds had been in the 70s. "[The Sims] were always con-

scious of the filming," Fox says. "Their behavior was adjusted. Real

fights didn't happen in front ot the camera." As she sees it, "1 think it's

impossible to be a 'fly on the wall.' We are in a relationship. I want to

create the greatest comfort possible with the camera."

Fox wound up with 1,000 hours ot footage. In organizing this over-

whelming mass of material, she says, "1 was committed to story-

telling—to taking reality and eking out small dramas, giving them

form and emotional content. In that form, we can understand

something about ourselves and others. The rules come out ot the

footage; I am not following any hard-core documentary style."

And the tootage led to the series' episodic structure. "The whole

family would gather and face a particular issue. Their lives had the

episodic quality that made me teel like this was a serial Story."

Fox made a decision to have the primary action untold chrono-

logically. We learn what she learned, roughly in the order th.it she

taped it. Thus it is not until the second halt ot the series that we

see a serious acknowledgment ot Bill's alcoholism, which has been

implied but never discussed up to that point, or we learn about the

family he lett behind in Marion, Ohio, or we really gam insight

into the reasons why Bill and Karen lett the Midwest, which are

related to the tremendous racism and even physical threats they

encountered.

One of the strongest aspects ot An American Luc Story is the

children of Bill and Karen, Kith their daughters and Bill's son

from a previous marriage. Fox fleshes out their characters in sev-

eral ot the shows, including where viewers travel to Nigeria on a uni-

versity exchange program with Cicily, the oldest daughter. This show is

one of the most powerful, explicitly dealing with racism through

Cicily's experience as a bridge between the world of white students,

many of whom are her friends, and the black students, some of whom

resent her affiliation with both worlds.

Public television officials are hopeful that each of these series

will engender important discussions about themes vital to the nation's

well-being. In describing these programs as part ot PBS's unique role in

America's broadcast landscape, Donald Thorns, PBS's enthusiastic

liaison with independent producers, asks me, "Who else is going to air

this kind ot programming?" Who else, indeed? Rarely does American

television place such an emphasis on finding some truth about the

American experience through observing the minutiae of daily life.

Though their proximity was not planned, the new series respond to

the conservatism of the Clintonian '90s just as surely as An American

Family responded to the social turmoil of the late '60s and early 70s.

At that time, divorce rates were doubling, and the family structure was

under heavy attack from many quarters. An American Family tells that

story, in the cruel detailing of the flaws and inconsisten-

cies of the Louds. It lingered on the malaise and discon-

tent that permeated the family, and its message was radi-

cal in its pessimism.

The Farmer's Wife and An American Love Story, by contrast, ulti-

mately offer a portrait ot hope around such issues as race, poverty and

government subsidy, and gender equality—three prominent themes in

both new series. These issues form the drama, but both series finally

offer a story- ot individual triumph, where healing and reconciliation

are the overriding message. Society itself, which increasingly allows tor

intolerance on the part of its citizens, goes unscathed. In An American

Family, problems are laid bare, and society itself stands indicted, a

markedly different outcome.

Now, in a time when Southern Baptists, 16 million strong, have

decreed that the family should be headed by a benevolent father lead-

ing supportive wife and obedient children into the future, when close

to 50 percent ot American children live below the poverty line, and

H hen married, heterosexual couples with children comprise a minority

David

Sutherland

spent three

Buschkoetters

while shooting

his intimate

seven-hour

verite portrait.

Photo: John

Schaefer

ot households today, these tales from the heartland otter the comfort of

everyday heroes and heroines. They are a fervent appeal to the possi-

bility ot hope in the face ot the growing inequities in American society,

where meaningful public conversation and debate about the issues has

been stifled, and solutions seem far away.

It is into this increasingly polarized social context that PBS offers

the new family stories, a cross between entertainment and documen-

tary, and, they hope, a way for Americans to start talking about diffi-

cult but critical issues. Whether they become panaceas—another way

tor viewers to teel sympathetic but separate—depends on how they are

positioned and the discussions that happen around their broadcasts.

And in case you think you have seen the last of the long-form fam-

ily documentary, you haven't. Veteran filmmakers Mary Brown and

Sam Pollard's upcoming project, Family Stories, promises to combine

cultural history and daily life in the first extended portrait of contem-

porary African-American life. Spanning generations and geography,

their project is also a prime candidate for PBS. As Donald Thorns him-

self says, "There can never be too many family stories."

Cara Mertes is a producer, teacher, arid frequent contnhutar to The Independent.
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dent filmmaker, knew nothing about. For me, it was not economic

incentive, hut sheer necessity.

by Ruth L. Ozeki

df-referential

world, where the New Yorker's Tina Brown

is finding "synergy" with Miramax's Harvey

Weinstein, where content is king and movie

studios are publishing hooks and starting up

magazines to serve as conduits for feature

film ideas, what can an independent do to

keep up? We asked one filmmaker to describe

her successful leap into the world of print.

I AM A STRUGGLING INDEPENDENT FILMMAKER, OR AT LEAST THAT'S

what I thought. But now I find myself in the middle of a worldwide

hook tour, promoting M\ Year of Meats, a novel about a struggling inde-

pendent filmmaker, instead. What happened.7

This is the question I get asked most frequently during interviews

and readings: Why did you switch from filmmaking to novel writing?

What happened?

Why did Tina Brown, editor of the New Yorker, leave the most pres-

tigious job in magazine publishing to start a "new media venture" with

Harvey Weinstein, chairman of Miramax? Why did Disney executive

Michael Lynton quit to chair the international publishing company the

Penguin-Putnam Group? While it is absurd to preface my story with

this pantheon of media mavens, I have noticed, since making my own

lateral paradigm shift, that 1 seem to be part of a national trend. And I

ask myself, why?

The practical, albeit somewhat cynical, answer to the question is

economic incentive. But perhaps there is more. Perhaps there is some-

thing to be said for flexibility when it comes to branching out into new

markets and media. In the best of circumstances, it keeps things fresh.

And there is the potential for profit, something that I, as an indepen-

H i WHAT HAPPENED. 1 GOT MY FIRST TRAINING IN FILM AND TELE-

vision on the job, first as an art director for low budget horror movies

with titles like Mutant Hunt, Breeders, Necropolis, and Robot Holocaust.

Then, trading blood and prosthetics for the more subtle horrors of

Japanese network TV, I worked as a coordinator and later a director.

After several years of this, I was impatient with the limitations of com-

mercial TV, and I decided I knew enough to try making movies of my

own.

By 1996, I had completed two independent films and I was broke.

Worse than broke. I was deep in credit card debt, having used the

cards to finance postproduction. When your monthly interest pay-

ments outstrip the rent on a New York apartment—when youYe using

cash advances to pay your rent—you know youYe in trouble.

I was also depressed. I loved making the films, and they had done

reasonably well from a critical perspective, but both had flopped finan-

cially. Body of Correspondence, a fictional hour-length love story about

two dead women and an archivist, was completed in 1995 in collabo-

ration with filmmaker Marina Zurkow, my partner in low-budget hor-

ror. We called it "a post-mortem menage a trois." Okay, maybe it wasn't

exactly upbeat, but it was a good film. It was funded by ITVS and won

a few awards and toured a few festivals, but it failed to find significant

distribution on PBS. Halving the Bones, a film about my 80-year-old

mom, played at Sundance in 1996 in the documentary competition, up

against really big films, like Academy Award winner When We Were

Kings. Imagine! Mom vs. Muhammad Ali! Sure, I was proud. We were

contenders, and this was Sundance, the pinnacle of my budding film-

maker dreams. But in that cash-crazed blizzard that is Park City in

January, with multi-million-dollar distribution deals being struck all

around, I felt increasingly out of place. Battling the freezing, wind-

whipped snow with my soggy homemade posters and a roll of tape, I

suffered a paralyzing moment of doubt: Maybe Mom and I didn't

belong here after all? When the festival was over, I returned to New

York, still broke ... I wasn't able make the sale to the only U.S. tele-

vision venue, PO.V., that could conceivably broadcast this type of per-

sonal documentary. I was dismayed. Call me naive, hut it had never

occurred to me that a film could make it to Sundance and not earn

enough to pay off its music copyright clearances, never mind my debts.

Clearly the climate was less than friendly to the types of films I

wanted to make. Federal funding for the arts was being decimated, the

National Endowment for the Arts was being dismantled, distribution

venues on television were limited. And I was turning 40. I was reach-

ing an age when economically sustainable art seemed a matter of sur-

vival. I remember trudging through waist deep, piss-stained snow (it

snowed a lot that winter), clutching my latest rejection letter and a

handful of bills, tears freezing in the corners of my eves, thinking No

more! All I u'ant is to tell stories. Is that so bad?

And then I got a letter from what remained of the NEA. It was an

award notification for a small fellowship that I'd applied for a year ear-

lier and then promptly forgotten about—the Tri-National Artists fel-

lowship given to cultural producers from Canada, Mexico, and the

U.S. to spend a year abroad, working on a project and promoting artis-

tic exchange. (My Canadian partner and "sponsoring organization" in

this venture, visual artist Oliver Kellhammer, called it the NAFTA
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grant and pointed out that it was

probably the only instance in

which individuals, never mind

artists, actually derived concrete

benefit from an international free

trade agreement.) It was an his-

torical moment. The only hitch,

which 1 discovered when I dug

through my file of old grant appli-

cations and located this one, was

that I had proposed to live in

Vancouver and write a screenplay.

The Vancouver part suited me

just fine. Exchange on the

Canadian dollar would stretch the

award money, and setting up shop

across the border would put me just

that much further away from my

creditors—like any major corpora-

tion, I saw these as benefits to pro-

duction. It was the product itself,

the screenplay part, that bothered

me. Spend an entire year writing

another screenplay, only to then

have to raise a production budget? 1

couldn't Stomach the idea.

And then it dawned on me. Why not do what politicians, corpora-

tions, and savvy independent filmmakers have been doing since the

inception of federal subsidies . . . why not misappropriate government

funds? Sure, I said I'd write a screenplay, but why not write a novel

instead? A quick cost/benefit analysis sold me on the idea. Think

about it. A year spent laying the groundwork for a film that then has

to be made, or a year spent completing a novel. Thousands of dollars

in stock costs and lab fees, or a $3.99 ream of paper from Staples. A
cast and crew to feed and shelter, or . . . me.

I sublet my apartment and bought a used pick-up truck with the first

installment of the fellowship. My "sponsoring organization" and I

drove across the country and rented a tiny apartment in the skiwiest

section of Vancouver's Chinatown, a.k.a. The Stroll. I wrote from

morning to night, treating the novel like a low-budget film production.

with long days and meal breaks every six hours . . . sort of. Spring

turned to summer. Outside, in front of the house, the Chinese landlord

grew rotation crops of bok choy in the tiny garden that, in kinder eco-

nomic times, had once been lawn. In back, in the alley right outside

my office window, teenage prostitutes from the prairie provinces gave

blow-jobs to out-of-work loggers and shot needles of heroin, fresh off

the boats from Asia, into the veins on their necks. From time to time

a truck loaded with cages of chickens bound for the processing plant

down the alley would clatter by, filling the narrow street with white

feathers that drifted like snow onto the dazed girls. The sweet scent oi

the slaughterhouse thickened the air. At the end of the year, I finished

writing. The result was A/h Year of Meats.

e I

Oieki

I WRITE THIS NOW, LUSHLY, TO INVOKE THE PLEASURE OF THAT YEAR

and to offer another answer to why novels? Because, after the con-

straints of low-budget filmmaking, creating worlds out of words seemed

like pure freedom. I felt as though I'd

jumped out of a tall building and realized I

could fly. There were no dollar signs

attached to my nouns and verbs and adjec-

tives, and in the blink of an eye I could

move from a suburb in Tokyo to a strip mall

in Bald Knob, Arkansas. I could work BIG.

I could tackle global issues. And talk about

production values! Hell, I could blow up

the World Trade Center without pyrotech-

nics experts, special effects crews, police,

extras. Better yet, if months passed and, in

the middle of editing, I suddenly realized

that I'd forgotten to blow up the World

Trade Center, I simply could go back and

Jo it. Instant reshoots. Suddenly I was

unbound, cut loose from the weight of

the real world. Entirely virtual. And lov-

ing it.

But my enjoyment didn't come just

from the convenience of the written

word. There was also the satisfaction of

realizing that filmmaking had trained

me for the task at hand. The years I'd

spent learning to juxtapose visual images, cut dialogue, build sound-

tracks and develop a documentary structure in the time-based media

of film and video had taught me essential narrative skills that I lacked

when I was a college student enrolled in creative writing classes. I

remember those early frustrations: How do you put an action sequence

through its chronological paces? How do you make a character cross a

room? How do you move a story through time? Through filmmaking,

I'd learned how to construct scenes in terms of shots, and I felt, while

writing the novel, like a camera and an Avid all rolled into one. In my

mind, I would move into a location and pan around, choose a frame,

an angle, tighten or widen depending on the scene I was cutting from,

and start writing. If something didn't work, I'd rewind and start again.

There's a boldness you need when cutting picture, especially on a

linear video system like the one I learned on. You make an edit, you

move on. This, too, was helpful. Write a scene, write another. Then,

once the material is roughly in place, you start the digital dance—the

nipping and tucking, the to-ing and fro-ing—that comes later, during

the fine cut.

But perhaps the greatest excitement, from a creative perspective,

came from the nature ofmy new medium. Film is visceral, engaging the

senses, and when the ear and the eye are simultaneously employed

watching moving images that disappear in time, the brain's ability to

process ideas seems to flag. The written word is primarily intellectual

and, while the success of a novel depends on sparking the emotions

and evoking a sensual world, a book can handle complex layers and

levels of abstraction that I found thrilling.

My Year of Meats is the story of Jane Takagi-Little, an impoverished,

wanna-be documentary filmmaker living in the East Village of New

York, who (in the middle of a snowstorm) gets a phone call from Japan,

offering her a job. Thus begins Jane's Year of Meats. She is hired to help

produce a "documentary-style" cooking show for Japanese network

television about rural American housewives and their delicious meat

recipes. The show is called My American Wife', and is sponsored by
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ng the Bones (pictured) left Ozeki critically

iimed...but broke. Courtesy Women Make Movies

Beef-Ex, a lobby

group tor the

meat in-

dustry whose

hi.iikI.Hl- is to

sell more Amer-

ican beef to

Japanese house-

wives. On the

other side of the

world, Akiko

Ueno, a bulimic

housewife living

in a bleak Tokyo

suburb, watches

My American

Wife! and duti-

fully cooks the

recipes intro-

duced on each

show. Akiko,

whose eating

disorder has disrupted her menstrual cycles, is married to Joichi

Ueno (a.k.a. 'John Wayno'), the ad agency rep handling the

Beet-Ex campaign. John requires Akiko to fill out a question-

naire evaluating the programs as to their wholesomeness,

authenticity, and deliciousness of meat. He also hopes to fatten her up

so that she can eventually produce his heir. When Jane and Akiko's

lives converge, the two women discover truths about this "blessed,

ever- shrinking world" and find their places in it changed, irrevocably.

M} Year of Meats is about media, specifically the obfuscating and

bizarre world of commercially-sponsored television and the cross-cul-

tural misunderstanding that such media engenders. It is about the

ethics ofTV production and the relationship between mediamaker and

audience. It is also about love, sex, fertility, food safety, and pharma-

ceuticals (specifically DES) . . . Herein lies the complexity I was talk-

ing about. Jane Smiley, in the Chicago Tribune, called it a "comical-

satirical-farcical-epical-tragical-romantical novel." If, as a filmmaker, I

had trouble staying in the medium, obviously, as a novelist, I have trou-

ble staying within a genre. But I like that.

I printed out a copy of My Year of Meats on the eve of my forty-first

birthday, just so that I could honestly say that I'd written a novel by the

age of forty. I came back to New York (in the spring, after the snow had

melted) with the manuscript under my arm and within a week got an

agent who sold it to Viking Penguin for enough to pay off my all my

credit cards. And also pay back the NEA, should they come knocking.

So far, so good.

And that's when I realized something else about the world of books.

After struggling to be a contender in the gonzo, paramilitary, male

world ot filmmaking, suddenly everyone I was dealing with—my agent,

my editor, my publisher, and the other executives—were all women! I

knew (because I read it in the New Yorker) that somewhere at the

Penguin-Putnam Group, in an office decorated with blond-wood furni-

ture and an off-white rug, sat Michael Lynton, formerly of Disney. But

he was dealing with turning Penguin into a brand name for classical

music recordings and cable TV adaptations of the Penguin Classics.

Brilliant. On a practical level, I was dealing with the chicks. This was

cool. I had found my context.

Of course, in the film world, too, I had found a feminist context.

Halving the Bones is distributed by Women Make Movies, and they

have done a splendid job with the marketing. But in order to break

out, to promote a film or a book into some sort of mainstream, you

need capital, and it is convenient to have major corporate muscle

behind you. Having said that, the experience I've had, finding a grass-

roots market for my film with Women Make Movies, has taught me

more about the actual nuts and bolts of outreach than I could ever

have learned from a more mainstream distributor. Selling books is

much like marketing an independent film. Book by book. Screening by

screening. City by city. Touring bookstores, arthouse theaters, libraries,

schools. Assembling mailing lists and sending out announcements.

This requires time, patience, vigilance, and an attention to detail that

seems almost antiquated in a blockbuster Hollywood world (which

book publishing has begun to emulate) where a multi-million-dollar

movie can fail if the box office doesn't break records the first weekend

after release.

There are lessons to be learned, in whatever

media one chooses, that have valuable

crossover potential. Nothing is wasted.

Content is king.

s,O WHERE DOES THIS

end? What's the wrap-up?

In my experience it is sim-

ply this. If you want to tell

a story and the means of

production are out of

reach, tell it differently, but tell it well. There are lessons to be learned,

in whatever medium one chooses, that have valuable crossover poten-

tial. Nothing is wasted. Content is king. If the big guys can do it, so can

we. Julie Dash has done it, writing a novel, after making the film, of

Daughters of the Dust. Pratibha Parmar did the same with Warrior

Marks, the book. John Sayles is rumored to have said that he would

never have sold a screenplay to Hollywood it he hadn't written novels

first.

Oh, one more thing. My Year of Meats has been optioned, and now

I'm writing the screenplay . . . finally fulfilling my promise to the NEA.

After all that indulgent rhapsody about the pleasures of the written

word, I am now trying to translate the book's damned layered com-

plexities into concrete image again, and sometimes I feel like I've shot

myself in the foot. But the bottom line is, I'm delighted to have the

chance to go back into the story and create, quite literally, its re-

vision. Working tor commercial television trains you in an almost Zen-

like approach to the creative process: you learn that output is mutable

and happiness lies in transcending one's attachment to form. Now,

with the help of my producer, Bill Teitler, (and a long-coveted script-

writing software program, Final Draft, which I can finally afford) I find

it oddly emancipating to skip through the book, taking liberties with

the characters (creating new ones, cutting and combining existing

ones), compressing the action in places and expanding it in others,

and inventing new scenes and locations. As I imagine this world ot

words becoming fleshed out and corporeal, I realize what a joy it is to

be making movies. Things come full circle. You go there and back

again.

Ruth (heki has just visited 15 cities in the U.S. and Canada on d bonk lour pro-

moting My Year of Meats, In the upcoming months she will be going to Holland.

Germany, Italy. Finland, Australia, New Zealand. South Africa, and Japan She is

exhausted and wants her life back SO she can finish the screenplay and woiU on her

next novel, Kaboom!, m which she wiU indulge her fondness fm pyrotechnics.
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Media Activism

How much

can a

filmmaker

with an

activist

agenda

accomplish?

Lynn
Love
looks at the

case of

Judith

Helfand

and A
Healthy

Baby Girl.

4f CO MIM \KY III MMAKER Jl I'l I H Hill VND MAK1 S GOOD ( ONNECTIONS. SOMETIMES THEY OCCUR RY

accident. Last December, while on her way to a meeting with the Physicians tor Social Responsibility

at Cooley-Dickinson Hospital in Western Massachusetts, Helfand got lost in the hospital corridors.

She asked a custodial worker named Jim tor directions. As Jim conscientiously escorted Helfand to her

destination, they chatted about the hospital's methods of disposing hazardous waste, the topic of the meet-

in" Heltand was about to attend. As it turned out, Jim was in charge ot gathering the hazardous waste bags from

throughout the hospital and supervising their weekly pick-up by an independent waste management company. Heltand

quickly realized that Jim could tell the physicians something they didn't know: what exactly happened to the hazardous

material produced at Cooley-Dickinson Hospital. Jim came to the meeting at Helfand's request, carrying a purchase order

from his custodial tiles with the address ot the company that incinerates the hospital's hazardous waste. Heltand intro-

duced him to the doctors, with whom he had never met before, and he explained where their waste went.

And so a connection was made, a good connection. Now, almost a year later, Cooley-Dickinson has reevaluated its

policies on medical waste disposal, significantly reduced its waste stream, and is considering alternatives to waste incin-

eration. These include autoclaving, a process that destroys the human pathogens in medical waste without creating a new

environmental toxin in the form ot the chemical dioxin. A potent carcinogen, dioxin is created when the polyvinylchlo-

ride (PVC) plastics used in medical supplies are burned. Helfand has been using her film A Healthy Baby Girl for the past

three years to promote awareness ot cancers caused by the ingestion of diethylstilbestrol (DES) and, increasingly, to mobi-

lize people to work to reduce environmental toxins. By using her film to this end, Helfand's activities address an ongoing

question: how effective is film as an activist tool? Helfand and her work make a great case study because she is personal-

ly committed to these issues due to her own experience with DES-related cancer, and she maintains ongoing involvement

with other activists. She is also talented, high-energy, and focused. If any filmmaker can make an activist agenda work, it

seems that Helfand can.

However, understanding toxic exposure is relatively abstract; the cause and effect take place over an extended period

of time and with a range of physiological effects that range from subtle to severe. In addition, scientific studies about envi-

ronmental toxins have been the source of much recent contention in scientific and socially concerned publications. These

factors make the campaign difficult at times.

The story that follows shows the possibilities and limits of media activism by looking at what works and what doesn't

in Helfand's example and how such a campaign evolves.

Though always activist on some level, Helfand and A Healthy Baby Girl did not always have an explicit agenda.

In 1990 when recovering from the radical hysterectomy which was the treatment for her DES-related clear-cell cancer of

the cervix, Helfand had two goals. One was simply to document the fallout of her cancer experience in her family. The

second was to recover quickly enough from surgery to co-produce the film The Uprising of 34 with mentor and veteran

activist filmmaker George Stoney. Ironically it was during this project, a film about the nationwide textile workers strike
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Helfand's self-imposed task was to

mobilize students to "adopt" local

hospitals that still incinerate their

hazardous waste and encourage them

to work with the institution to phase

out incineration.

in 1934, that Heltand laid out the conceptual groundwork for the out-

reach and distribution tor A Healthy Baby Girl. To understand this

groundwork, we must return to the task of identifying connections.

One of the curious aspects of making The Uprising of 34 was the

reluctance of retired textile workers to speak about the event. But it

was precisely this barrier which ultimately connected Uprising and A
Healthy Baby Girl in Helfand's mind. When she conducted interviews,

the gracious retirees would invariably turn the tables and ask Heltand

why she was running around mill towns in the south rather than set-

tling down someplace with a nice man and some kids. At three months

post-op, Heltand would gently explain that even if she wanted to do

these things she wouldn't be able to have her own biological children,

as she had lost her ability to do so because of the drug DES and the

cancer it caused in her. She told them that, like many other children

of mothers who took DES in the '50s, '60s, and early '70s, she had been

damaged in utero. Helfand's interview subjects, often in between drags

on the oxygen inhalers they depended on because of their chronic

"brown lung" condition, would sympathetically ask, "How could a drug

company do this.
1 "

Due to the bad air quality at the cotton mills, these workers had

themselves suffered damage to their bodies while in the employ of large

companies. So Heltand was battled by their surprise that she could

have been negatively affected by a corporate policy of promoting a drug

with known health risks. She eventually understood this response as

more of a question of "How could a drug company do this to you!" In

a class-based interpretation, Heltand says she imagined they thought

she was "safe" from getting hurt by "them," because she was supposed-

ly one of "them."

After this, Helfand started listening differently. She had broken

down some of the reticence ot the textile workers by sharing her story

with them. In addition, "It became clear to me that worker health and

safety and consumer health and satety are connected," she says. "I

knew I would be able to make A Healthy Baby Girl and use it to build

alliances between workers and consumers, and maybe the environ-

mental community. From that point, A Healthy Baby Girl was an

activist project in a different way than I had initially thought of it,

which was as a public health story."

By the time The Uprising of 34 was completed two years later,

Helfand was fully immersed in a world ot labor issues and activism.

This continued as she toured with the film and simultaneously began

producing A Healthy Baby Girl. When showing rough cuts of her per-

sonal documentary, her focus groups consisted of people she had met

primarily through her work on Uprising. These included hazardous

materials trainers from the Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workers union,

DES daughters and sons whom she had met through the Service

Employees International Union, and activists from the Citizens

Clearinghouse tor Hazardous Waste, which also has ties to the labor

community. Helfand had also joined the National Organizer's Alliance

and was making connections with activists of all kinds at that organi-

zation's national forums.

One person she met was Charlotte Brody, a nurse and labor orga-

nizer who also worked at Planned Parenthood. Brody was a pivotal

person tor Heltand because her work occupied a wide spectrum of

activism. Perhaps more influential than anything else, Brody intro-

duced Heltand to environmental justice and toxics organizers. Brody

and her colleagues were the first people Helfand met who were work-

ing on dioxin issues. In this loose coalition of activists, Helfand met Dr.

Ted Schettler, a Boston-based physician and organizer, who explained

the concept of a hormone endocrine-disrupting chemical. Though dif-

ferent substances, DES and dioxin can be thought of as "cousins" in

that both disrupt the body's hormone reception and are known car-

cinogens. This similarity of toxic effects is the basis of Helfand's cur-

rent activism. Another connection.

By 1996, A Healthy Baby Girl was ready for distribution. The pieces

were in place tor Helfand and her outreach coordinator, Pamela

Calvert, to work with women's health groups, DES action groups, can-

cer survivor groups, and toxic exposure activists to coordinate com-

munity action and education. The goal at that time was to find the

local DES story and use the screening ofA Healthy Baby Girl to bring

added attention to local people's health struggles. If there was no DES

story, other activists would be sought out, specifically those working on

containing and eradicating toxic chemicals in local environments.

Heltand and Calvert would help make the link between DES and

these other chemicals as part of an overall environmental picture.

With this strategy, they had some victories as well as some failures.

The study guide Heltand produced was a huge success. For some, such

as Pat Cody from the national lobbying group DES Action, the guide

is considered a "gold standard" of resources and organizing guides.

Screening A Healthy Baby Girl was another matter. These screen-

ings were the true test ot whether the film could be used as a tool for

activism. The film premiered at the Margaret Mead Film Festival in

New York City in 1996, then showed at the Northampton Film

Festival and, in early 1997, at the Sundance Film Festival. In all

venues, it received an overwhelmingly positive response from the

press, which praised it as a moving, personal story of coping with DES-

related cancer. However, good press was not Helfand's sole objective.

Ot those initial screenings, Sundance was the most successful in terms

ot activism and outreach. According to Calvert, it was not only a high

visibility screening, but she and Heltand were able to do their home-

work in advance and identify local activists involved in monitoring

nuclear waste incineration. They could then make the link between

DES and other kinds of carcinogenic toxins and sell the press on the

idea that this was an important story to cover during the festival.

"Sundance can be somewhat 'placeless,' and our program really

changed that feeling," says Calvert. "We made the audience aware

that Sundance, in Utah, is a place with issues ot toxic exposure, like

many other places . . . and the audience was into it. They wanted

resources and information to take home with them."

The most difficult aspect of their outreach, ironically, turned out to

be the national broadcast on P.O.V in the summer ot 1997. Why?

Again according to Calvert, "You need time to organize when you're

attempting any kind ot activism. With PBS, there are no guarantees;

an airdate is not an airdate." Local stations can ignore or postpone ,in\
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program scheduled by PBS—and many do. "In some instances the air-

date is anathema, virtually a guarantee that you won't be aired,

because PO.V is perceived as just too hot in some locales," Calvert

explains. "Even stations that do cam- P.O.V. might carry it later, by a

month or several months. And there's no centralized reporting service

with public television; it's really scattershot. Knowing what we could

do, like at Sundance, made us crazy not to be able to do it [with] our

national broadcast." The extreme democratic nature of public televi-

sion scheduling undermined Helfand's ability to make the kind of local

links she and Calvert had become so adept at. An ironic twist.

A,lFTER eight years, Helfand has come to UNDERSTAND her ill-

ness as part of a larger "nexus" of environmental concerns. Her film

has incited DES cancer survivors to articulate their experience in larg-

er forums. Helfand herselt, accompanying the film, motivates others to

get involved in environmental justice activities or to bring existing

activities into a bigger spotlight. With these things in mind, it seems

that A Healthy Baby Girl has been used effectively as an activist tool,

and the results have been won with tremendous effort.

One additional result of Helfand's commitment and indefatigable

motivation to articulate connections between DES and other kinds ot

toxic exposure is her involvement in a recent activist coalition, Health

Care Without Harm. HCWH is a national coalition involving doctors,

nurses, scientists, labor union members, health-impacted groups, envi-

ronmental justice organizers, and Judith Helfand. Though she met

some current HCWH leaders betore the coalition existed, it was at an

activists' strategy meeting in Bolinas, California, in the tall ot 1996 th.it

Heltand, along with 28 other people, defined the goal ot eliminating

the pollution in health care ptactices without compromising safety or

care. So tar, Dioxin and mercury have been identified by HCWH as

potentially toxic substances that have been linked to endometriosis,

learning disabilities, birth detects, infertility, nervous system disorders.

and cancer. In 1996, HCWH adopted seven goals, one ot which is to

eliminate the nonessential incineration of medical waste and promote

safe materials use and treatment practices.

It was in connection with this ad hoc group that Helfand com-

menced a new round of screenings of A Healthy Baby Girl on college

and university campuses. Helfand's self-imposed task, based on

HCWH's stated goal, was to mobilize students to "adopt" local hospi-

tals that still incinerate their hazardous waste and encourage them to

work with the institution to phase out incineration. Western

Massachusetts was her first testing ground tor this endeavor, undertak-

en in collaboration with some Smith College students and the local

members of Physicians for Social Responsibility.

This new leg of Helfand's campaign, called Divest from Dioxin, has

its ups and downs. The methods tor organizing and outreach are no

longer an issue, although they require stamina and tireless commit-

ment to phone calling, letter writing, and follow up with local students

and organizers. Though Calvert now works at ITVS, Heltand main-

tains a small staff of interns at her underfunded New York office.

Highly skilled through her past experiences at engaging local audi-

ences, Helfand spends most of her time on the road with the film.

Still early in this round ot the campaign, Divest from Dioxin looks

promising. Heltand has been well-received by activists, educators, and

students on visits to Washington, DC, Ann Arbor, Detroit, and

Eugene, Oregon. A "toxic tour" ot Baltimore resulted in local activists

inviting Heltand to return several more times to help with organizing.

In addition, Heltand has been bringing the Jewish community' into the

Health Care Without Harm coalition. At a recent press conference,

Cloria Fischel of the Temple Beth Shalom Sisterhood in Roslyn, Long

Island, invited Beth Israel Hospital administrators to join the

Sisterhood in a mission to secure environmental safety. Fischel's group,

after seeing A Healthy Balry Girl and learning about Health Care

Without Harm's goals, is "adopting" the South Nassau, King's Highway

hospitals in Long Island.

The HCWH involvement changes things tor Heltand. It provides a

connection with an organized group ot collaborators who are working

on the same issue. Helfand's contribution is to use her film as an incen-

tive to discuss toxic exposure and then link it to the health-care set-

ting. As Charlotte Brody puts it, "The extraordinary thing about Judith

is that she gives everyone who sees A Healthy Baby Girl something they

can actually do to help make a difference—a gift that she has certain-

ly given to the Health Care Without Harm campaign." How-ever, as

articulate and informed as Heltand is, it is difficult to educate people

about the intricacies of toxic exposure. Brody cautions, "When DES is

used as the model tor endocrine-disrupting chemicals, some of the sub-

tlety can get lost. Judith is very careful about not equating DES and

dioxin, but A Healthy Baby Girl alone doesn't give a perfect analogy . . .

Cancer can't be the only marker we use for danger, and not every com-

parison does an adequate job ot describing that we can't do this work

waiting tor people to fall over from dioxin exposure."

In order to address some of this difficulty, Heltand has decided it's

time to add new work to her activist repertoire. She is now in the early

stages of a film called Blue Vinyl, about the toxic effects of the

polyvinylchlonde industry in Lake Charles, Louisiana. The title, in

Helfand's black humor style, cites yet another connection. During

Helfand's recovery at her parents' home in 1990, they installed new

blue vinyl siding on their house. In A Healthy Baby Girl, the filmmak-

er records the event, lamenting the replacement of red siding with blue

and noting the irony of PVC plastic siding bought and admired by her

loving parents. Now, with some time away from her busy touring

schedule and with another film on toxic exposure in production,

Helfand can rethink and reorganize her activist strategies yet again.

She is likely to come up with even more good connections.

Lynn Love, a former editor oj the media arts journal Afterimage, is a freelance

writing living in New York.
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Jonathan Stack's documentary on the largest lifer prison in the

U.S., The Farm, can't stop collecting awards: Grand Jury Prize at

Sundance, Golden Spire Award at the San Francisco International

Film Festival, Best Documentary at the Santa Barhara Film Festival,

"Best Documentary" according to the London Times for its British ver-

sion, and on and on.

The adulation is in response to the film's approach to crime and

punishment. The Farm takes viewers behind bars and into the souls of

people for whom the Louisiana State Penitentiary- at Angola is now

home forever. Focusing on six inmates and their warden over the

course of a year, it tells a story of men searching for meaning and peace,

asking the most basic questions about punishment, forgiveness,

redemption. It does not hold up its subjects—whichever side of the

bars they are on—to viewer judgment. Rather, we're asked to take the

film's subjects seriously, as do the people who live most intimately with

them.

Expressing and promoting that unfashionable but welcome generos-

ity of spirit is the larger project ofJonathan Stack, who named his pro-

duction company, Gabriel Films, for an angel. He backed into docu-

mentary filmmaking, having started out as a school teacher. After a

sojourn in Peru, he took up programming at the Margaret Mead Film

Festival, in the process getting a crash

course in documentary film. His first docu-

mentary was the 1990 One Generation

More, a production for European TV about

Estonian Jews.

Notoriety came in 1992, when the

Reverend Donald Wildmon launched a

lawsuit against Damned in the U.S.A., a pub-

lic TV special that Stack co-produced,

about federal funding for controversial art.

(Damned ended up getting shown on the

Playboy Channel, along with a roundtable

on First Amendment issues produced by

Stack.)

Through that process, Stack met The Farm

co-producer Liz Garbus, whose father had

defended him during Damned litigation.

Garbus had contacts at Angola (also fea-

tured in Dead Man Walking) , and the two of

them worked closely with The Farm co-

director Wilbert Rideau, an Angola inmate

who is the editor of the prison newspaper,

The Angolite.

Stack has taken on a continuing set of obligations with The Farm.

He interrupted this interview, for instance, to take a call from Rideau

and spent part of his summer traveling back and forth from New York

to Louisiana in order to show the film to families of Angola prisoners

and set up a more extensive tour. At the same time, he's building his

career as a producer to whom television programmers with serious

budgets turn when they want serious work done.

In this interview, begun during the 12th Annual Filmfest DC in

April, Stack talks about the challenge of fostering dialogue across dif-

ference, whether it's victims and criminals in small Southern towns or

programmers and producers across a negotiating table.

How did you finance the film?

The production funds came from A&E and from Channel 4 in Britain.

The total budget was $270,000 cash. I can't tell you accurately how

much Gabriel Films spent from other productions, though—maybe

another $100,000.

How did Channel 4 and A&E split up responsibility and control?

It's almost an entirely different show for Channel 4- Channel 4 was

Jonathan Stack talks about his prison documentary The Farm.

his success at finding production funding in the cable

world, and a filmmaker's social commitment.
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doing a series on the African Diaspora, and they were interested in the

slave roots of the prison and its modern-day manifestations. So that

film dealt much more with race than the A&E version, where we

spoke more about freedom and redemption, about the story of what

makes these guys tick from day to day.

What kind of autonomy did you have?

They were very hands-off in the final decisions. Neither one really

exercised editorial control, although they had it contractually. In each

case the relationship was a collaborative one.

Wherever I've worked—PBS, Discovery, HBO, Channel 4, BBC,

A&E—it's about the relationship you develop with the commissioning

editor or the executive in question. For this project it was Gayle

Oilman at A&E and Yasmin Anwar at Channel 4. We had great con-

versations as we made the film. You need to let them know what you're

doing, as things change. Life and reality changes—you're making a

documentary after all—but if you're communicating with them, that

builds trust.

And they don't want to be telling you what to do. They know their

audience, but in the end they're hiring you because of what you have

to say.

1 think that there are always people in these places who do really

care. I understand that their bottom line is not necessarily social issue

filmmaking, but that's not to say that in the course ot the year there

isn't room for that kind of work. I give them the opportunity to say yes

to it.

How is it different working with commercial cable than with public TV?

There isn't a clear difference for me in working with public service or

commercial, other than the obvious facts about where their funding

comes from. For me it always comes down to the people themselves.

I'm meeting one person at a time, and I'm making one film at a rime.

You meet one person who helps you get your work done.

And don't forget, the right person is looking tor you, as well.

Television is a public medium by definition. It's a collaboration.

You've been able to persuade cable programmers to back social-issue docu-

mentary that's not high profile.

For Discovery, I made Harlem Diary, a one-and-a-half hour documen-

tary. It wasn't a ratings success story, but a film that gives you a chance

to hear about growing up black in America, not paralyzed by rage or

drugs or oppression, but people who are finding ways to make it. It

Hoop Dreams works as a narrative documentary film because the suc-

cess or failure comes down to the shot, Harlem Diary says there's much

more resourcefulness in the community than that. It's not as dramatic

or maybe as good, but it speaks about resilience and not just oppres-

sion.

I don't worry about ratings, I let them worry about that. These kinds

of shows have a value for them that's not strictly about the ratings. It

affects the whole channel. Look at HBO, which does get high ratings

for some documentaries, but they also show documentaries that don't

get high ratings. Sheila Nevins has to be credited for that, for nurtur-

ing documentary creativity.

Several of your earlier films were on criminals and criminality. This topic could

easily become shockumentary. How do you deal with the sensational side of

these stories?

Of course that sensationalism does help to sell the idea. But we're all

attracted to dramatic stories, with good guys and bad guys. If I say, "I

can either tell you about the day I went fishing, or about the day some-

body tried to kill me," you'll be more interested in that second story.

How you tell the story is what distinguishes one kind of work from

another. What I'm trying to do is to create a dialogue, instead of shock-

ing the audience.

What are the advantages and disadvantages of developing an idea with a cable

programmer, rather than bringing a finished project to them?

If I go to a cable channel with an idea, they could give me, in a happy

scenario, $300,000 for the idea. But if I get the idea, raise the money,

morrgage my house, and go to the same place with the completed film,

maybe I get $30,000 to $50,000. Somehow in this business the value

goes down with more added labor. You make your money in produc-

tion; you can't finance your work through the back end.

We're in a funny business. [Film Forum programmer] Karen Cooper

called after The Farm ran at the Film Forum, to say the film did really

well, but she couldn't hold it over. I said, "Great, by the time I'm done

"Documentary is not the toughjob. Compared

with conimiuiity oi^aiiiziiig. nlnimaking is

superficial. At a directors roundtable, we all

were asked who was our film inspiration.

Everybody said Bergman. Truffaut. Satyajit

Rav. like that. In mv case, it would be more like

Cesar Chavez.

"

I'll only lose $4,000 to $5,000 from the theatrical run." She said, "Wow,

only $5,000.' That's great!" And I don't think there are any other the-

atrical venues tor the film.

You get a higher price if you sell the idea to a cable company, but then they want

to take all the rights.

It's real basic. You have an idea and they have all the money, and they

want to exchange that. They give you all the money, they want all the

rights. One way of changing that is to develop coproduction deals,

whereby you're coming to them with added value—yourself plus a

partner. I say, "I'm not asking for the full amount of money. I'm asking

tor partial money, and in exchange I'll give you, say, broadcast rights."

They're often open to this. They have a lot of hours to fill, and they

can't manage all that product themselves anyway. It's also true that as

filmmakers, we're one at a time, and they're a big corporation. But the

partnership gives you a way to play the balancing act.

For The Farm, A&E bought broadcast rights for several years and

nonexclusive video rights. Now, to help me with the theatrical and

educational distribution program I want to do, they've taken out exclu-

sive video rights.

Is it ever frustrating to have your work on cable, where ratings are low and the

audience may be more upscale than your subjects?

That's a little frustrating, but I'm not going to cable TV to start a rev-

olution. Which is not to say that I think it's fine to give up on TV and

media as tools for social change. But you need to think about contexts

and connections. There is great power in grassroots and educational

distribution. I'm trying to develop a grassroots educational program,

with people who are reaching into their community.
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How do you fund that?

This is where I think foundations have a real

role. Foundations are very good at helping

individual organizations, hut in addition what

a toundation can do is to connect the dots,

and that's what media can do. A film like The

Farm can connect a lot of organizations and

find a common voice for them, so they can

achieve greater goals.

1 went to the Puffin Foundation, and they

gave me an organizer. That's terrific.

Now we're trying to get The Farm into

schools in New York, into grassroots distribu-

tion in Louisiana, wherever people can use it.

We're doing most of the work now in

Louisiana, contacting organizations and

working out screenings with them. We're

finding liaisons. I'm calling the Department

o{ Education in Louisiana and letting them

know about it. There's going to be a screen-

ing within Angola. Through the Department

of Corrections, I think it'll be shown at other

prisons in the country. The Southern Circuit

tour—it organizes a humanities-oriented tour

of eight or nine films, to 12 to 15 cities—will

use it in January.

What is it that you hope happens as a result of all

this?

I'd like to let people see inmates as human

beings who have done the wrong things, but

are people nonetheless. There are 1.5 million

people behind bars in America, and for the

most part these people are coming back out of

prison. They are a reflection of what has gone

wrong in this society, and we've got to hear

what they have to say and figure out how to

do things better. There are so many places in

this country where media can't even go in

and have a conversation with inmates. But

they have a lot to offer. They're the strongest

advocates for "crime doesn't pay."

I've always wanted to make films that

reflect back the best in people. It's about pos-

itive energy, it's about leaving people with a

sense of affirmation rather than conflict. I

don't want to create films that are antagonis-

tic, like the more traditional agitprop films,

with good guys and bad guys. I like to see

them, but they tend to play to the converted.

I think the most important theme of The

Fanr. is forgiveness. After all, it the warden of

the biggest prison in America believes that,

there's got to be something in it. I believe

there's a need to have some place in society

where we can suspend surface judgment, to

cultivate forgiveness. That's not a radical
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idea, that's straight out of the Bible. It can

cross ideological grounds; there's a strong

Christian movement in this country. We need

to harness that energy'.

Will there be a sequel?

The Farm ends at the cemetery, and there's

music from a gospel choir made up of recov-

ered drug addicts. We're going to go on a

gospel tour with them. We'll follow the route

of the Underground Railroad, and we'll end

up in Harlem at the church where Harriet

Tubman preached. So the message will be

that drug addiction is a modern day manifes-

tation of slavery, rooted in economics and in

despair. It's gonna be a really great journey,

and an uplifting one. I don't know who's

gonna fund that yet.

You sound less like a filmmaker than a social

activist.

Documentary is not the tough job. Compared

with community organizing, filmmaking i^

superficial. At a director's roundtable, we .ill

were asked who was our film inspiration.

Everybody said Bergman, Truftaut, Satyajit

Ray, like that. In my case, it would be more

like Cesar Chavez or somebody who was a

great activist.

But I'm not an activist, and I'm not an

organizer, although I came from deep com-

mitment—my father and mother were a

teacher and a social worker. I got into film-

making because it paid tor me to do things, it

empowered me, it gave me the right to .ivk

questions. I believe that media can generate

positive energy,

All I'm doing is providing a tool and ener-

gy. I can put it in the hands of people who do

that work. The film works to let people who

are ideologically opposed to come together. I

think groups can use it to start people talking

in their community.

Will you stick with social issue documentaries?

A while ago, I was down, and I thought, "It's

time to sell out—this is too hard." I moped

around for a few days, and then I realized,

there's nowhere to sell out to. At a certain

point in your lite, you've built up momentum.

Having gotten on a progressive-cause path

early in life, I do have momentum. The doc-

umentary field for me is the perfect umbrella

for my curiosity about life. It's great. I pinch

myself about how lucky I am. It's like getting

the opportunity to live multiple lives.

Pat Aufderheide is a professor in the School of

Communication at American University, and an edi-

tor of In These Times newspaper.
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IN FOCUS

I A Sound Idea
The rationale behind the position of "sound designer"— and why it never took hold.

by La w rence
loewinger

"There is no separation of

state between the production

microphone and the loudspeaker

in the theater. It is all one act.

"

— Richard Portman, 1 998 recipient of the Cinema

Audio Society's Lifetime Achievement Award

Portman's WORDS POINT TO AN IDEAL UNITY IN

him sound. In reality, however, a soundtrack is

created by a team—a production mixer, post-

production sound supervisor, sound effects edi-

tor, composer, and re -recording mixer, to name

just a few—that often resembles a patchwork

rather than a unified chain of command.

Unlike cinematography, there is no one person

who sits at the top. But what if there were'

There was a time, in fact, when the making

of a movie soundtrack appeared to be heading

in this direction. This was back in the 1970s

when one solitary, but powerful, figure in the

postproduction world tried and failed to intro-

duce the position of "sound designer." By the

late nineties, sound design has come to mean

something smaller, a little less reputable, and

even a tad controversial.

Today there are a variety of interpretations

of what "sound designer" means. In many

cases, the term makes professionals queasy. "It

is a controversial term," admits Gary Rydstrom,

one of the reigning gurus at George Lucas'

Skywalker ranch and someone who can wear

this title more comfortably than most. "Some

people started using it and then stopped. It's a

cross between someone who makes sound

effects but also supervises the soundtrack. It is

someone who the director turns to as being in

charge of the soundtrack. It sounds damn pre-

tentious." Skip Lievsay, co-founder of C5, one

of the larger postproduction sound facilities in

New York, narrowly defines the term: "If you

are making sounds that you can't record and

have to create, you are a sound designer." For

veteran production sound mixer Chris

Newman (The Eriglish Patient), sound design

connotes something different. "It is the way the

space of the movie will sound to the audience,"

he says.

This idea
—

"the way the space of the movie

will sound"—was the notion that animated the

pioneer of sound design, Walter Murch, some

25 years ago. Murch occupies a singular place

in feature film postproduction, having acted as

both picture and sound editor, as well as re-

recording mixer. He has been the director's eyes

and ears for a small but seminal batch of films,

starting with Francis Ford Coppola's The Rain

People (1969) and running through the

Godfather films and on to Anthony Minghella's

The English Patient (1997). In each of these

films, sound has been used subtly and evoca-

tively to create texture and meaning. "I am

unique," Murch proclaimed in an interview

with The Independent, "in that I am the only

film editor who is also a feature film mixer. I

both edit the picture and come up with a con-

cept for the sound and then mix the final result.

I have been doing this since Francis Ford

Coppola's The Conversation in 1 974" At the

mix, he explains, "I balance the original

dreams of the director, the needs of the stu-

dio, my own hunches about things, and the

voices of everyone else working on the film.

"From the late sixties at Zoetrope, we were

trying to create the sound equivalent of a

director of photography—somebody whose

responsibility it was for the total sound of the

film." Murch had hoped that his work on The

Conversation would lead to the creation of a

sound designer credit on future films. And at

the time it appeared that Murch, with his

already impressive track-record of Coppola

films, would blaze a path that others would

follow. But he remains an anomaly in the film

business. No one else at his level cuts picture

and mixes sound. No one else has his orches-

trating abilities. Quite likely, no one else

inspires the same kind of confidence among

world-class directors. He remains a solitary

figure, a veritable cottage industry- on the out-

skirts of the film world. (Murch lives and

works in northern California, not too far from

his friend George Lucas, whose Industrial

Light & Magic typifies the kind of high-

tech, action filmmaking that Murch

eschews.)
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Sadly, the concept of sound designer—
someone who takes responsibility tor the sound

from beginning to end, just as a director of pho-

tography does for the image—never took hold.

Why? Was it the drag of powerful work habits,

the introduction of digital technology, the long-

established hierarchy of film production, the

refusal of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts

and Sciences to recognize the term, or was it

just not necessary?

One part of the answer can be traced to a

transforming technology. In the early eighties a

company called New England Digital created a

machine that could sample sounds for the pop

musician. Called a Synclavier, this was the

foundation upon which contemporary audio

facilities have been built. So powerful was it as

a tool for editing sound that the manufacturer,

who went bankrupt twice, was resuscitated

twice. Synclaviers can still be found in active

use in audio post facilities especially on the

East Coast. One of those facilities, C5, "evolved

almost exclusively from the benefit of having

Synclaviers. The Synclavier defined what we

do," says C5's Lievsay. We now take for granted

the extraordinary capabilities of digital media,

but 15 years ago the Synclavier was a truly rev-

olutionary device.

The Synclavier is the progenitor ot what we

now know as the audio work station. Lievsay

describes a Synclavier as "an analog-to-di'jital

converter. It stores the data in random access

memory." Using time code and a sequencer, he

continues, "you can replay the data to picture.

You can also manipulate the data by varying the

rate at which you play it back and convert it to

analog. In a Synclavier you have a recorder and

a sequencer which tells the Synclavier when to

play back the sounds. You get digital signal pro-

cessing. You use digital media to manipulate the

sound, to play things backwards, to speed

things up, and to layer." With its keyboard, the

Synclavier is operated like a musical instrument

rather than a computer, which may explain the

affection people still lavish on it. "I still use a

Synclavier," says Paul Soucek, one of the imag-

inative younger members of the sound postpro-

duction community and a partner in the New
York-based audio post facility Planet 10. He

touchingly admits his love of the Synclavier.

"It's my friend in a way a lot of systems are not."

The Synclavier was like a Macintosh computer;

it was user-friendly before anyone knew what

that term meant.

The Synclavier embodied the technology

that transformed the audio landscape, marking

the transition from analog to digital sound.
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Even at the onset of the digital era, Bernard

Hayden of Sound Dimension, a boutique facili-

ty in New York catering to independents, fore-

saw the implications. "With analog sound," he

said, "you laid down

one brick at a time. You

had to visualize the

entire building. With

digital sound, you have

full sight of the build-

ing all of the time."

That ability to visualize

a multiplicity of audio

possibilities and keep all the elements perpetu-

ally at hand would seem to enhance the viabil-

ity of a sound designer, but in a curious way, it

did the opposite. Why create this all-powerful

job when digital audio workstations could

replace so much human labor? Why pay for a

sound designer when you already had a

machine and a skilled technician? The

Synclavier and succeeding generations of audio

work stations have produced a level of techni-

cal schematization that tended to obviate the

need for a sound designer.

On a film set, sound is the step-child to pic-

ture making. Likewise in post, sound remains

secondary to picture editing. This can be partly

explained by the nature of the filmmaking

7\ process. Postproduction sound work comes at

the end, when money is short and the pressure

to release the film is greatest. With money run-

ning out, according to Planet 10's Soucek, "the

insecurities set in. If you make an analogy

between filmmaking and medicine, sound is in

the proctology area. It is the last step in the

chain."

Then there is the prominent place the com-

poser occupies. "If I could change one thing in

the way films are made," Walter Murch has rue-

fully confessed, "I would change the way music

is done. I believe a composer should be on the

film from at least the end of shooting, and

should be working continuously with the film-

makers during the whole postproduction

phase." But that is not a normal composer/film

relationship. Usually the composer arrives late

and leaves early. His work often plays a promi-

nent role in shaping the final film, yet he

remains within his own domain, commonly

with only a passing connection to the other

sound workers. In the best of situations, the

composer works in a collegial manner with the

postproduction sound team. In the worst of sit-

uations, his work becomes one more competing

element that must be resolved at the mix.

If neither technology nor work habits nor

"From the late sixties at

Zoetrope, we were trying to

create the sound equivalent

of a director of photography.

- Walter Murch

tradition have encouraged the role of the

sound designer, the rise of the action fantasy

film has. These films often crave unusual

sounds from creatures or situations that

don't exist in our

ordinary world.

These sounds

must be com-

posed. So instead

of a sound design-

er being responsi-

ble for the cre-

ation of a film's

sound space, as Murch originally envisioned,

we have a model more in line with Lievsay's

definition of someone "making sounds you

can't record" in the real world. That individ-

ual is only another technician, albeit a very

important and creative one. (Significantly,

Lievsay did the sound design for Men in

Black.)

Full-fledged sound design also does still

occur, sometimes in unexpected ways and

places. Every once in a while a film emerges,

often at the margins of the business, with a

"sound designer" credit attached, and one

that actually describes significant work.

Atom Egoyan's The Sweet Hereafter is an

example of low-budget commercial filmmak-

ing in which an audio team was led by a

sound designer (Steve Munro) working in

tandem with a composer (Mychael Danna).

Together they created a soundtrack that is

not only striking in and of itself, but drives

the film to deeper meaning.

The film's style is illustrated by its opening

sequence, a montage of scenes that crisscross

time and place. As we move from past to pre-

sent to future and back, sound and music are

often the means by which we comprehend

the temporal shifts, and constitute essential

components of Egoyan's complex story-

telling technique. That he achieved work of

such quality is not only a sign of the talent

pool in Toronto, it also illustrates how the

camaraderie of Egoyan's tight-knit group

manages to raise the level of each individ-

ual's effort. As Munro says, "We [went]

through the film, screening it many times

and talking about it. I also like to work very

closely with the composer, Mychael Danna,

who happens to live near my studio." That

physical proximity, Munro argues, height-

ened the creative intimacy between sound

and music in the film. The Sweet Hereafter is

a unique hybrid of dialogue and fantasy film.
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"There are naturalistic, dialogue films," Munro

argues, "where the sound designer title isn't

warranted. But at the other extreme, with The

Sweet Hereafter, where the sound gets pretty

funky in a lot of scenes, there is an overall con-

cept of design and flow. If you have the oppor-

tunity to work on the overall concept as we did

in The Sweet Hereafter, then the term is justi-

fied."

Munro's work provides a model of creativity

at the periphery of commercial filmmaking. It

suggests a sound design that is very forward-

looking in utilizing creative and cost-savings

techniques, and at the same time harkens back

to the groundbreaking work of Murch in the

70s in its fullness and complexity. Costing no

more than $5 million, The Sweet Hereafter is a

powerful statement about community—both

the one within the film, which is being torn

apart by greed and sexual conflict, and the film

production community centered around

Egoyan. Its technical accomplishments are con-

siderable, as great as anything to be found in

big-budget films, and within those accomplish-

ments reside a very important lesson.

Cost-wise, computers and digital technolo-

gy—the tools that created The Sweet Hereafter's

soundtrack—are available to all of us. These

tools have democratized postproduction, so

now anyone with talent or knowledge can do

sound design. But that brings us back to where

we started. Why, then, aren't there more thor-

oughly sound-designed films like Egoyan's? Why
aren't there more people who can legitimately

call themselves sound designers and be recog-

nized by the industry? Maybe the answer lies in

an accretion of small reasons: inertia, the reluc-

tance of technicians to sit under the control of

a supervisor, money, the importance of MPAA-
recognized credits, the absence of a powerful

advocate. Or maybe a sound designer just isn't

necessary. Evidently it isn't in Hollywood. But

that doesn't mean it's not a good idea. Because

audio work stations and sophisticated audio

editing applications are available to anyone

making films, the idea of a controlling audio

sensibility shaping a project remains a good one.

That individual, who can wear many audio hats

from postproduction sound supervisor and

sound editor to sound designer, can play a very

important and cost-effective role in the making

of a low-budget film or video. As we saw in the

making of The Sweet Hereafter, where comity

rather than conflict exists, creativity can stretch

a low budget a long way.

Larry Loewinger is a sound mixer and audio producer.

ONTRAi

AVID EDIT SUITES
DFFLINE/DN LINE/3DFX

Grafix Suite/After Effects

Audio Design/Mixing/Protools

V.O. Booth /Read To Picture

VOICE 212.244.0744

NY1DDD1 FAX 212.244.0690

KITCHEN
CINEMA

MEDIA nonlinear on-line

;
ri^i lAIHIib^mcci

at affordable
rates

NTSC & PAL Beta SP

63 gig MicroNet Data Dock

Jazz Drive -Mackie 1402 Mixer

After Effects

Editors available

149 5™ AVE NYC
212 253 9472

STUDENTS: CALL FOR ENTRIES

How is POPULATION GROWTH affecting

CONSUMPTION • ENVIRONMENT • SUSTAINABIUTY

$10,000 IN PRIZES

NO ENTRY FEE

TV EXPOSURE* NATIONAL TOUR

For more information, a resource guide and

a copy of the video Best of Festival , contact:

WPFVF • 46 Fox Hill Road, Bernardston, MA
01337 • TL: 800 638-9464 • FX: 413 648-9204

eM: info@wpfvf.com • www.wpfvf.com

Sponsored by Sopris Foundation, Searchlight

Films & Population Communications International

, , , rfnttitntp outfk Uofa

Daniel S. Noga
Director of Photography

Phone/fax (248)542-2216
* full low-budget production package availlable
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FRESH PRODUCE

by Paul Power

I;
l\ today's independent film distribution

market, there's no time tor slow builds. If

exhibitors Jon't see audiences tor independent

films in the first two weeks, they figure they're not

coming at all. Likewise, it an independent produc-

tion finds a home on television, the station looks to

audience feedback to help determine if they'll keep

the niche for future productions. With that in

mind, this section offers shameless plugs for soon-

to-be-seen films and videos in the hope that you'll

support them. Who knows—maybe they'll do the

same tor you someday.

THEATRICAL
The Impostors (Fox Searchlight) Release date:

Oct. 9th (102 min). Stanley Tucci writes and

directs this comedy starring himself and Oliver

Piatt as two down-and-out Depression-era

actors. As stowaways on a luxury cruise, they get

the chance to play the roles of their lives, liter-

ally. Isabella

R o s s e 1 1 i n i
,

Campbell Scott,

Tony Shalhoub,

Billy Connolly,

Steve Buscemi,

and Lili Taylor

also feature in

this delightful

farce.

The Cruise

(Artisan)
Release date:

Stanley Tucci (I) writer/director/star of The Imposters,

with Oliver Piatt. Courtesy Fox Searchlight

Oct. 23rd (76 min). Director Bennett Miller's

brilliant documentary is a one-man-show cen-

tered on Timothy "Speed" Levitch, New York

tour-bus guide and compendium of the city's

most intimate minutiae. The B&.W digitally-

shot feature is a paean to the splendor of New

York, while Levitch pours forth an endless

stream of touching and hilarious insights on

life, love, and his city. A real treasure. (See

"Talking Heads, "
p. 18.)

The Brandon Teena Story (Zeitgeist)

Release date: early October (90 min). Susan

Muska and Greta Olafsdottir's chilling docu-

mentary focuses on the last weeks of the all-

too-brief life and death of Brandon Teena—

a

woman born Teena Brandon who in late 1993,

at the age of 20, changed her name and sexual

identity, moved to Falls City, Nebraska, and

began dating local girls. But on Christmas Eve,

Brandon was brutally raped and beaten by two

(male) friends, enraged when they discovered

he was a she, and subsequently murdered

Brandon plus a young mother and another man

he'd been staying with. This film deals with

hatred, homophobia, and misogyny plus

Brandon's identity struggle and the long-term

consequences of his murder on the community.

My Name Is Joe (Artisan) Release date:

Oct. 16th (93 min). A powerful performance

here from Peter Mullan (Trainspotting) as Joe,

an unemployed recovering alcoholic, earned

him a well- deserved Best Actor award at

Cannes. Ken Loach's grim but heroic drama

centers on Joe's relationship with Sarah (an

impressive Louise Goodall

—

Carla's Song) and

his paternal relationship with nephew Liam

(Davie McKay) who's trying to extricate him-

self from the grip of a local drug dealer and

moneylender. The sense of claustrophobia in

the life of Joe and those around him is palpable,

and while some of the Clydeside accents may

be impenetrable to audiences here (the film is

subtitled on the instructions of Loach), the

sheer desperation and passion of Joe as he tries

to do the right thing is stirring stuff.

Gods and

Monsters (Lion's

Gate) Release

date: Oct 23

(105 min.) Ian

M c K e 1 1 e n

{Richard III)

plays legendary

horror director

James Whale

(Frankenstein,

Bride of Frank-

enstein, The In-

visible Man), who was openly gay during the

post-Hayes Code Hollywood era. In this

poignant film by Bill Condon (Sister, Sister), it is

1957, and Whale is in the autumn of his years

at his Pacific Palisades home, painting by the

poolside and tended to by his housekeeper

Hanna. But the entry into his life of gardener

Clayton Boone (Brendan Fraser) opens up a

relationship not predicated on sexuality, but a

rather more curious one that parallels Dr.

Frankenstein and his monster. (The November

issue of The Independent will feature profiles of

the film and director Condon, who won Best

Director prize at Seattle this year.)

Happiness (Good Machine Releasing)

Release date: Oct. 9 (140 min.) Todd Solonz's

unsettling and controversial film (more because

of its distribution furor than its content—see

Media News p. 8) is a peek behind the curtains

and well-manicured lawns of a suburban New

Jersey family to reveal its rotten core: the sis-

ters Jordan (Lara Flynn Boyle, Jane Adams,

Cynthia Stevenson), who are in various

stages of dissatisfaction with life, and their

parents (Ben Gazzara, Louise Lasser) who are

discovering that the Golden Years can often

be tainted with fool's gold.

Life Is Beautiful (Miramax) Release date:

Oct. 23 (114 min.) Roberto Benigni's feature

took the Grand Jury Prize at this year's

Cannes Film Festival, plus eight Donatellos

(Italian Oscars), for the story of Guido

(Benigni), who moves to a Tuscan town to

open a bookshop. It's 1939 and the irrever-

ance of Guido and his friend Ferrucio (Sergio

Bustric) fly in the face of the Fascist and anti-

semitic establishment. Guido marries Dora,

having wooed her away from the local Fascist

official to whom she was engaged, and finally

runs afoul of the wartime racial laws. In the

hands of Benigni, the sombre premise ot the

film is more a testament to the life -affirming

power of love over the spectre of death than

a grim reminder of our recent past.

The Sticky Fingers of Time (Strand)

Release date: Oct (81 min.) This time-travel-

ing thriller stars Terumi Matthews as Tucker

who, with her cohort Isaac (James Urbaniak),

has been transported from 1953 to NYC
1997. Hilary Brougher's impressive feature

debut is a musing on history, politics, sex, cre-

ativity, and what might have been.

TELEVISION
A Paralyzing Fear: The Story of Polio in

America (PBS) Broadcast date: Oct. 5, 9-11

p.m. Nina Gilden Seavey's documentary

examines the history of poliomyelitis in the

U.S. from the epidemic of 1914 through to

the national inoculation programs of the '50s

and '60s. The huge contributions of Franklin

D. Roosevelt (himself stricken with the crip-

pling disease in 1921) and his public health

crusader Basil O'Connor are chronicled, as

well as their March of Dimes initiative.

Besides the great stock footage (superbly

edited by Catherine Shields) are talking-head

interviews with those who overcame—and

some still suffering from—polio. This fine,

well-paced documentary is narrated with

appropriate gravitas by Olympia Dukakis.

(Broadcast will be followed by a panel discus-

sion on modern immunization issues.)

// you have a production that is getting a national

theatrical or video release or a broadcast slot on

national television, send details to "Fresh Produce"

at The Independent 10 weeks prior to relevant dote
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LISTINGS DO NOT CONSTITUTE AN ENDORSEMENT.

SINCE SOME DETAILS MAY CHANGE AFTER THE MAG-

AZINE GOES TO PRESS, WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU

CONTACT THE FESTIVAL DIRECTLY BEFORE SENDING

PREVIEW CASSETTES. DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING A

CALL FOR ENTRIES IN THE FESTIVAL COLUMN IS THE

15TH OF THE MONTH TWO-AND-A-HALF MONTHS

PRIOR TO COVER DATE (E.G., OCT 15 FOR JAN/FEB

ISSUE). ALL BLURBS SHOULD INCLUDE: FESTIVAL

DATES, CATEGORIES, PRIZES, ENTRY FEES, DEAD-

LINES, FORMATS & CONTACT INFO. TO IMPROVE OUR

RELIABILITY AND MAKE THIS COLUMN MORE BENE-

FICIAL, WE ENCOURAGE ALL MEDIAMAKERS TO

CONTACT FIVF WITH CHANGES, CRITICISM, OR

PRAISE FOR FESTIVALS PROFILED. SEND TO: festi-

vals@aivf.org

Domestic

BLACK MARIA FILM AND VIDEO FESTI-

VAL, Jan. through May, nat'I tour. Deadline: mid-

Nov. Fest seeks to "identify, exhibit 6k reward com-

pelling new ind. media, reach audiences in a wide

variety of settings nationwide 6k advocate excep-

tional achievement that expands the expressive

terrain of film 6k video." Fest founded in 1980 in

honor of Thomas A. Edison, who developed

motion picture medium & whose film studio, the

Black Maria in West Orange, NJ, was the world's

first. No cat-related restrictions. Fest looking for

any combination of inventive, incisive, responsive

6k provocative work of any style or genre. Featured

works screened at over 50 venues throughout US
6k Canada. Program also cablecast to 250,000 sub-

scribers. Awards: Jurors' Choice Works (share

$2,500); Jurors' Citation Works (share $2,000);

Directors Choice Works (share $1,000); plus

$5,000+ in exhibition honoraria. Entries must

have been completed w/in previous 3-1/2 yrs &
may be up to 90 min. Entry fee: $35-$45, depend-

ing on length. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2", S-

8. Contact: John Columbus, fest dir., Black Maria

Film 6k Video Festival, Dept. of Media Arts, New
Jersey City Univ., 203 West Side Ave., Jersey City,

NJ 07305; (201) 200-2043; fax: 200-3490;

http://ellserverl.njcu.edu/taebmff/index.htm

CLEVELAND INTERNATIONAL FILM FES-

TIVAL, March 19-29, OH. Deadline: Nov. 30.

CIFF is Ohio's premiere film event. Presents

approx. 80 new features from around world in var-

ious cats & more than 100 shorts presented in col-

lected programs. Film forums follow selected films,

giving audiences opportunity to discuss films w/

filmmakers, critics & other guest panelists.

Audiences estimated at 32,000. Entries submitted

(VHS preview) must have been completed within

previous 2 yrs & not previously submitted. In

recent yrs, cash awards of $500 have been present-

ed for Best Short, Student Short, Ohio Short,

African-American Short, Women's Short & Doc

Short. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. Preview on VHS.

Entry fee: $35 shorts, $60 features. Cash awards of

$500. Contact: Entry Coordinator, 1621 Euclid

Ave., Ste. 428, Cleveland, OH 44115; (216) 623-

0400; fax: 623-0103; cfs@clevelandfilm.org;

www.clevelandfilm.org

IMAGEFEST '99 FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL,

March 26-27, CA. Deadlines: Oct. 10 6k Jan. 1. Now
in fifth year, this film 6k video fest is designed to

showcase San Francisco Bay-area film/videomakers.

Bay-area residents (living in 408, 415, 510, 650, 925

area codes) can submit films and videos of any length.

Industrial, promotional, instructional works not

appropriate. Formats: 16mm, S-VHS, VHS. Preview

on VHS. Entry fee: $30 for Oct 10, $35 for Jan. 1

(discount for members of Independent Media Artists

Group). Formats: 16mm, S-VHS, 1/2". Contact:

Imagefest, Box 60803, Palo Alto, CA 94306; (415)

562-3485;image(g'imagesite.org; www. imagesite.org

INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC TELEVISION
SCREENING CONFERENCE (INPUT), May 10-

16, TX. Deadline: Mid-Nov. Prestigious int'l screen-

ing venue which alternates between Europe and the

Americas. Next year's event is in Ft. Worth, TX.

Extremely open to innovative work and indepen-

dents, since conference is focused less on what public

television is than on what it might eventually

become. Independents, station producers, program-

mers, buyers, commissioning editors, etc. get togeth-

er for a week to screen & discuss provocative pro-

grams from around the world. Submitted US entries

go through a two-stage selection process; first in the

US and then in Turin, Italy. CPB provides transporta-

tion grants to the conference for selected American

producers who may not have films. No entry fee.

Contact: US Input Secretariat, South Carolina ETV,

1101 George Rogers Blvd., Columbia, SC, 29201;

(803) 737-3434; fax: 737- 3505;

schmakeri" scetv.org; www.scetv.org/input

NORTEL PALM SPRINGS INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL Jan. 7-18, CA. Deadline: Nov. 1.

10th anniversary of 1 1-day fest, founded in 1990, pre-

sents Opening and Closing major films, a black-tie

gala w/ awards to film industry legends, retros, foreign

language films submitted for Oscar consideration,

audience awards, industry and foreign consulate

receptions, seminars, panels, a industry showcase,

and, for '99, a special conference tor int'l and

American cinematographers offering master classes

and discussions on state of the art in the field.

Approx. 100 films from 35+ countries; 10-15 world

premieres; 40 average North American premieres.

Appl. fee: $45. Previews on VHS. Submissions must

be able to be shown in 35mm or 16mm, regardless of

original format; must be completed within 18 mo. of

festival; must be in original language with Eng. subti-

tles if applicable. Films must be 60 min. or longer;

shorts not accepted for 1999; prints must be avail, for

delivery by Dec. 24; deadline for industry accredita-

tion is Dec. 15; line-up announced on Dec. 1. Craig

Prater, Exec. Director, NPSIFF, 1700 East Tahquit:

Canyon Way, Ste #3, Palm Springs, CA 92262; (760)

322-2930; fax: 322-4087; filmfest(5ix.netcom; www.

psfilmfest.org

PORTLAND JEWISH FILM FESTIVAL, Jan, OR.

Deadline: mid-Nov. Now in 5 th edition, fest pro-

grams int'l selection of film exploring Jewish history,

culture & identity as expressed in dramatic features

& challenging docs that celebrate diversity of Jewish

life. Most films followed by discussion; screenings

held at Portland Art Museum. Formats: 35mm,

16mm, Beta SP and 3/4". No entry fee. Contact:

Howard Aaron, Portland Jewish Film Festival,

FESTIVALS by Scott Castle

Northwest Film Center, 1219 S.W. Park Ave.,

Portland, OR, 97205; (503) 221-1156; fax: 294-
. J

0874; howard@nwfilm.org

IPORTLAND REEL MUSIC FESTIVAL, Jan.,

OR. Deadline: Nov. 1. Reel Music celebrates

intersection of film/video 6k music. Each yr's

program is eclectic blend of new & vintage works

that document, interpret 6k celebrate great artists in

jazz, rock, blues, country, reggae, third world, classi-

cal, opera 6k new music. Docs, shorts, animation,

musicals, bio-pics, concerts, etc. welcomed. Special

programs incl. live film/music performances 6k con-

certs. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2", 8mm. No
entry fee. Contact: Bill Foster, Dir., Portland Reel

Music Festival, Northwest Film Center, 1219 S.W.

Park Ave., Portland, OR 97205; (503) 221-1156; fax:

294-0874; www.nwfilm.org

SAN DIEGO LATINO FILM FESTIVAL, March

9-13, CA, Deadline: Nov. 30. In the last 5 years, some

250 Latino student films and videos have been

screened at venues across San Diego and Baja

California to some 7,000 people. Largest annual

Latino/Chicano film and video festival in Southern

CA. Award-winning student films/videos from

throughout the US, Mexico, Latin America have

been screened. As in previous years, fest will include

screenings throughout San Diego 6k Tijuana commu-

nity, discussions w/ filmmakers 6k catalog of all work

screened. Looking for works by Latinos 6k/or about

Latino experience produced between 1995-1998.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2". Fee: $10, payable

by check or money order to: Centro Cultural de la

Raza. Preview on VHS. Contact: Ethan van Thillo,

Centro Cultural de la Raza, 2125 Park Blvd., San

Diego, CA 92101; (619) 230-1938; LatinoFilm®

aol.com; http://members.aol.com/LatinoFilm/index.

htm

SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL ASIAN
AMERICAN FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL,

March 11-18, CA. Deadline: Oct. 2. Founded in

1982, fest has grown to be one of largest 6k most

prominent showcases for works from Asian America

6k Asia, offering unique mix of features, for total of

100-120 works. Fest is "lively venue for filmmakers,

industry 6k Asian communities" worldwide 6k is also

ideal for launching West Coast theatrical run.

Extensive local coverage by media, industry press.

Also special events, panels, installations, galas. Fest

sponsored by Nat'I Asian American Tele-communi-

cations Assoc. (NAATA), a resource center for exhi-

bition, funding, production, distribution 6k broadcast

of Asian American, Asian-Pacific, American 6k

Asian works. Cats: Feature, Experimental, Short,

Doc, Mixed genre. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, NTSC
video formats Beta, 3/4." Preview on VHS. Entry fee:

$20. Contact: Brian Lau, Exhibition Dir., NAATA/
SAIAAFF, 346 9th St., 2nd fl„ San Francisco, CA
94103; (415) 863-0814; fax: 863-7428; festival®

naatanet.org

SANTA BARBARA INTERNATIONAL FILM

FESTIVAL, March 4-14, CA. Deadline: Dec. 1. 4th

annual SBIFF, also known as "The Gateway to

Hollywood" (located 90 min. north of LA), is com-

mitted to diverse programming 6k highlighting inde-

pendent films. Fest comprises over 125 films, semi-
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IT'S NOT
JUST ABOUT
COMEDY...
IT'S ABOUT
SAVING THE
HUMORLESS

Come to the

NEW YORK COMEDY FILM FESTIVAL

and see the very best in comedic film

October 21st thru 25th

The Director's Guild Theater ."'

1 10 W. 57th St. (6th & 7th Ave.)

New York, NY
for ticket info call

212.803.5183

Film

FeslWaf

HBO Kfl!

DtPLICATIO\

212-242-0444
POiT PRODICTIO.V

Media 100 Editing

Voice Overs

Quicktime to Tape

Digital File Transfers

Video Duplication

Transfers & Conversions

145 West 20th St.

New York, NY 10011

Fax: 212-242-4419

Film Festival Duplication Special

20 VHS Tapes

w/sleeves & labels

Independents

Only

Media 100 Suites
(with or without editor)

beta sp - 3/4" - Hi8 - VHS - SVHS

2d/3d Graphics Design
photoshop, illustrator,

after effects, electricimage

Voice-over Booth

Internet and CD-ROM
integration of your video projects

into web pages and cd-rom.

Medial una
Productions
636 broadway, suite 214

tel. 212.228.1133
fax 212.228.1101

www.medialuna.com

*££S*\ All In One Productions
"*" Your Low Budget Production Paradise

Newest Software V4.5— Real Time Audio Effects!

MOClI3 10O All You Can Play!As lowas $200Day

Non-Linear Digital Editing System FOR RENT
Up to 72 GB A/V Array. 300 MB of RAM. Insert/Assemble Editing...

After Effects, Boris Effects. Photoshop. Illustrator, ProTools. Mini Disk. .

Betacam SP, 3/4", DVCPRO. DVCAM, Mini DV SVHS, Hi-8. DAT.
Digital Cameras, Lighting & Sound Equipment for Rent

Cameraman & Crew Available <^Tow rates ]^>

(212) 334 4:773 401 Broadway. Suite 2012. New YorkTTtf,

INlo .Job too Big ISIo Budget Too Sma

nars, workshops, tributes, retros, galas & special

events. Attended by industry professionals, press,

celebrity guests 6k over 32,000 film fans. SBIFF is a

competitive festival \v jurv ot industry professionals

who >elect winners in 9 categories. Formats: 35mm,

16mm, 3 4". 1 2". Preview on VHS (preferred) &
PAL. Entry fees: $40 U.S. 545 int'l. Contact:

Colleen McNichoIs, programmer, SBIFF, 1216 State

St., Ste 710, Santa Barbara, CA 93101-2623; (805)

963-0023; fax: 962-2524; info(« sbfilmfestival.com;

u^vw.shfilmtestival.com.

SLAMDANCE INTERNATIONAL FILM FES-

TIVAL, January, UT. Deadline: Oct 14 (early),

Nov 1 1 (final). Primary objective is to present new

ind. films by new filmmakers. Started by 3 filmmak-

ers in 1995, fest has developed quickly & is valuable

outlet for indie film. The festival runs concurrent

with the Sundance Film Festival, and takes place in

the heart of Park City, Utah, just a snowball's throw

from Sundance. Most important component is

American Feature Film Competition. Slamdance

also shows shorts, docs, foreign features & anima-

tion. Films showcased attract industry interest ek

several have received agency rep 6k. distrib offers.

The 1999 festival will also have a music component

featuring parties, bands and a soundtrack workshop.

Compre-hensive FAQ guide for entries and Park

City Survival Guide available on website. Any style

or genre; Short, Documentary, Feature, Animation,

Experimental. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2".

Preview on VHS. Entry fee: 525-555. Contact:

Peter Baxter, director, 6381 Hollywood Blvd. #520,

Los Angeles, CA 90028; (323) 466-1786; fax: 466-

1 784; slamdance(« earthlink.net; www.slamdance.

Foreign

BERLLN INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

Feb. 12-24, Germany. Deadline: Late Nov. Now in

49th edition, this is one of world's top fests, w/ 9,000

guests attending fest and European Film Market.

Fest offers participating filmmakers hospitable envi-

ronment. Fest divided into 7 sections, each w/ own

character 6k organization. Int'l Competition: newlv

released 6k unreleased 70mm 6k 35mm features pro-

grammed by invitation ot test director. 2 sections

known for strong programming of US ind. films are:

Int'l Forum ofNew Cinema 6k Panorama (noncom-

petitive section of official program). Both screen

narrative, doc 6k expenmental works. Forum spe-

cializes in avant-garde intellectual 6k political films

(60 mm. 6k up, 16mm 6k 35mm) 6k also shows more

commercial films. Panorama presents wide range of

work from low-budget to more commercial ven-

tures, incl. studio films (features 6k shorts under 15

min., 70mm, 35mm, 16mm). The main criterion tor

Panorama is the film's second lite in Germanv, either

on TV' or commercial distribution. Other sections:

Kinderfilmfest; Retros; Lifetime Achievement trib-

ute-; New German Films. European Film Market is

important meeting place tor screenings ex -ales, w

reps from over 40 countries. All entries must be pro-

duced in 12 mo. preceding test 6k not released the-

atrically or on video in Germanv. Formats: 35mm,

16mm; preview on VHS. In 1999, Independent

Feature Project will be supporting "American
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Independents at Berlin" program, inch market

booth, message center tor U.S. filmmakers &. com-

panies, orientation tor newcomers, and "Showcase

of American Independent Films" at market. Cats:

Feature, Shorts, Documentary, Experimental,

Children, Retros. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. Notes:

All films must have been completed during 1998-99.

Shorts on 35mm must he under 10 min. Preview on

VHS. New entry tee for films over one hour: $120.

For info 6k entry forms, contact: Gordon Hitchens,

Apt. 3W, 214 W. 85th St., NY, NY 10024; tel fax:

(212) 877-6856; or contact: Ulrich Gregor, BIFF,

Budapester Str. 50 D-10787, Berlin, Germany; tel:

011 49 30 261-8016; fax: 011 49 30 261-5025;

forum(5 forum-ifb.b.shuttle.de;100024.327@com-

puserve.com

BRUSSELS INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTI-

VAL, Jan 20- 3 i, Belgium. Deadline: Oct. 31.

Founded in 1974, test's main section is European

Competition, in which features (longer than 60

min.) and shorts (less than 20 min.) shot m 35mm
compete tor Crystal Stat Awards (support tot

European promotion & distribution worth over

$125,000). Other sections: Kaleidoscope oi the

World Cinema (out of competition), open to all fea-

tures or shorts shot in 35mm; National Short Film

Competition; Belgian Focus; hoc us on Polish

Cinema; Special programs include Night of the

Short Film, tributes to film personalities, etc.

Contact: Christian Thomas, general delegate,

Chaussee de Louvain 30, 1210 Brussels, Belgium;

tel: 011 32 2 227-3980; fax: 011 32 2 218-1860;

intottbi" netcity.be; http://tfb.cinebel.com

BRUSSELS INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF
CARTOONS & ANIMATED FILMS, Feb. 8 20.

Belgium. Deadline: Oct 15. Since 1982, lest has

been showcase tor new, interesting works in anima-

tion, providing opp. to be seen by Belgian film ckTY
disttibs. While noncompetitive, it is one oi top 8

European animation tests involved in nominating

films that compete tor Cartoon d'Or. Close to 34,000

spectators attend hundreds of film premieres, retros

6k exhibits. Computer animation (incl. Pixel Ina

prize-winners from Imagina), children's programs 6k

short ind. animation are some test highlights.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm, Beta SP Categories:

Animation, Short, Children, 35mm, 16mm. Preview

on VHS. No entry tee. Contact: Philippe Moms -

Dons Cleven, Directors Folioscope, a.s.b.l., Rue de

la Rhetorique 19, 1060 Brussels, Belgium; tel: 011

322 534-4125; fax: 011 322 534-2279; folioscoped

skvnet.be; www.awn.com/folioscope/festival

CINEMA DU REEL, March 5-14, France.

Deadline: Nov. 1. As one of major int'l tests devoted

to ethnological 6k sociological doc, Cinema du Reel,

founded in 1979, is prestigious showcase, held at the

George Pompidou Centre in Paris. It is followed by

Overview ot Ethnographic Films, held at the Musee

de I'Homme. Films 6k videos produced between Jan.

1 6k Dec. 31, 1997, not released theatrically in

France or aired on French TV channel 6k unaware!-

ed at other French int'l tests eligible. Works w/ cine-

matographic qualities 6k emphasizing filmmaker's

point of view likely for selection; informative docs or

news reports not considered. Fest sections: Int'l

Competition, French Panorama, Noncompetitive

Program 6k Special Screenings. 1998 program was

INDEPENDENT
FILM FESTIVAL
March 19 & 20, 1999 • West Point, MS

Our 2nd annual festival welcomes any length

film in any genre. Cash awards and "MAGS" will

be given. Entries will be screened in 16mm, Beta

and 3/4". Last Year's winners: Mark Edgington's

"Anna in the Sky"; Laurence Gumbo's "Anna &

Eddie"; Ron Brown's "Bedtime Story".

For entry form write to:

Ron Tibbett, Festival Director

Magnolia Independent Film Festival

2269 Waverly Dr.

West Point, MS 39773

Phone (601) 494-5836

Fax (601) 494-9900

Entry deadline Feb. 15, 1999

CALL FOR ENTRIES

1999 NASHVILLE
INDEPENDENT FILM

FESTIVAL

30TH YEAR
Sponsored by The Sinking
Creek Film Celebration

Early Deadline: Dec. 4, 1998

Save on entry fees, first 100
entries receive a free pass
to the festival

Final Deadline: Jan. 15, 1999

Box 24330, Nashville, TN 37202
615*742-2500 ph 615«742-8010 fax

www.nashvillefilmfesrival.org

Northampton Film Festival

Premier Sponsor

Adwcate

Presenting Sponsor

Supporting Sponsors

AMC Theatres
Kodak
Spoleto

November 4-8, 1998

Northampton, MA

New England's

Finest Showcase

of Independent

Films & Videos

413-586-3471

filmfest@nohofilm.opg

www.nohofilm.org

fl\cvyi<<6k<A<ie&6u~
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Creative editorial
services for film
and television.

Documentary and feature

credits, as well as national

TV commercials and award-

winning corporate video.

Available at your site, or in our

comfortable, well-equipped,

edit suite in NYC:

MEDIA lOOxr, 54GB storage,

BetaSP, SHVS, DAT, CD,

Scanner, After Effects,

Photoshop, Illustrator...

(800) 807-4142
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

1999 CALL ¥QR

"... some of the most creative programming on the

festival circuit... " the independent 8/9/98

For Information and entry form send SASE to:

Taos Talking Pictures - Entries

216M North Pueblo Rd. #216

Taos, NM 87571
' 1

TAOS
TALKIN

DEADLINE:
JANUARY 15, 1999

G
PICTURE
FESTIVAL

APRIL 15 - 18, 1999

505) *J|n|(HlMfft|*l 751-7385

••.

OF TAOS

email: ttpix@toosnet.com

http://www, taosnet.com/ttpix/

dedicated to Iranian doc. Awards, decided by int'l

jury, incl. Grand Prix (50.000FF), short film prize

(15.000FF), Joris Ivens Prize to young filmmaker

(15.000FF) &. Multimedia Author's Society

(SCAM) Prize (30.000FF). Jury of librarians & pro-

fessionals award the Libraries Prize (30,000FF for

films w/ French version or French subtitles) w/in

int'l competitive section or French Competition &
Foreign Affairs Ministry awards Louis Marcorelles

Prize. Detailed info (synopsis, technical details, etc.)

must be sent to fest by deadline; no cassettes should

be sent until requested; entry forms are only for-

warded on receipt of preliminary instructions.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm, Beta SR No entry fee.

Previews on VHS. No entry- fee. Contact: Suzette

Glenadel, Deleguee Generale, Festival Int'l de Films

Ethnographiques et Sociologiques, Bibliotheque

Publique d'Information, Centre Georges Pompidou,

19, rue Beaubourg, 75197 Paris, Cedex 04, France;

011 33 1 44 78 44 21; fax: Oil 33 1 44 78 12 24-

CRETEIL INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S
FILM FESTIVAL, March 12-21, France, Deadline:

Nov. 6. One of world's oldest fests of films by

women & one of most important showcases, now

celebrating 21st yr. In Paris suburb of Creteil, fest

annually attracts audiences of over 40,000, incl.

filmmakers, journalists, distributors & buyers.

Controversial & critical discussions traditionally

part of proceedings. Sections: competition, retro of

modem woman director, self-portrait of an actress,

tribute to pioneer of women's film, young cinema,

int'l program. Special event for '99: Female

Filmmakers from Australia, New Zealand & the

Pacific Islands. Competitive section selects 10 nar-

rative features, 10 feature docs &. 30 shorts. All

films shown 3 times. Cats: Feature, Documentary,

Short. Cash &. equipment prizes: FF25,000 Prix du

Public in each cat. FF25.000 Grand Jury prize, 7

other prizes (total 50.000FF incl. "Canal -I- " prize for

shorts; broadcast on TV). US preselection made by

fest's US rep. Films must be directed or co-directed

by women; completed since Mar. 1, 1997; not the-

atrically released in France, broadcast on French

TV or shown at other French fests. Student produc-

tions will not be considered. All subjects, genres &.

styles considered. Fest pays for filmmakers' accom-

modation (3 days) & round-trip shipping for films

selected. Films need transcript of dialogues, synop-

sis, publicity &. bio material. Formats: 35mm,

16mm. Preview on 1/2" NTSC only. Entry fee: $15;

payable to Berenice Reynaud. For appl. send SASE

to: B. Reynaud, Cal. Arts-School of Film Video,

24700 McBean Pkwy, Valencia, CA 91355; fax:

(213) 665-3440

GoTEBORG FILM FESTIVAL Jan. 29-Feb. 7,

Sweden. Deadline: Nov. 1. Goteborg is FIAPF-rec-

ognized, non-competitive 10-day festival arranged

since 1979. Scandinavia's most important fest &.

biggest in northern Europe. Official nat'l festival in

collaboration w/ Swedish Film Institute. In 1998,

352 films from 46 different countries screened; 164

features, 163 shorts &. 22 docs. More than 100,000

tickets sold each year. Fest's aim is to give the audi-

ence opp. to see films reflecting current state of

world cinema outside conventional distribution

forms & widen cinema repertoire. Festival is the big

meeting place for Scandinavian film industry. All
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entries should he Swedish premieres. Formats: 8mm,

16mm, 35mm & 70mm. No entry fee. Cats: Feature,

Documentary, Short. Preview on VHS. Contact:

Gunnar Bergdahl, festival dir., Box 7079, S-402 32

Goteborg, Sweden; tel: 01 1 46 3 1 41 05 46; fax: 01

1

46 31 41 00 63; goteborg(afilmfestival.org; www.

goteborg.filmfestival.org

HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL FILM FES-

TLVAL, March 31- April 15, Hong Kong. Deadline:

Early Dec. Fest now in 23nd yr. Noncompetitive

event organized by Provisional Urban Council of

Hong Kong aims to serve as platform for int'l film

exchange & window to world for Hong Kong

Cinema. Program incl. Int'l Cinema (70-80 new fea-

tures); Asian Cinema (40-50 new features); Hong

Kong Panorama (8-12 films) ck Hong Kong

Retrospective Cinema (30 films). Films must not

have been shown in Hong Kong prior to fest screen-

ings. Program incls features, shorts, docs 6k animat-

ed films. Formats: 35mm, 16mm; preview on cas-

sette. Entry fee: None. Contact: Senior Manager,

Hong Kong Int'l Film Festival, Hong Kong Cultural

Centre, Level 7 Administration Bldg., 10 Salisbury

Rd., Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong, China;

tel: Oil 852 2734 2903; fax: Oil 852 2366 5206;

www.hkiff.com.hk

LONDON LESBIAN & GAY FILM FESTIVAL,

April, 8-18, England. Deadline: Dec. 18. 13th annu-

al int'l noncompetitive fest addressing lesbian 6k gay

identity and experience. Submissions must not have

been previously screened in UK 6k must have been

produced in last 2 years. Cats include features, docs

& shorts. Format: 8mm, 16mm, 35mm, 70mm,

video. Preview: VHS (PAL, Secam or NTSC) or U-

matic (PAL, NTSC). Contact: Carol Coombes, fes-

tival ass't, LL6kGFF, National Film Theatre, South

Bank, Waterloo, London SE1 8XT, England; tel: 01

1

44 171 815 1323; fax: Oil 44 171 633 0786;

carol.coombes(« bfi.org.uk

MONTREAL INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
OF FILMS AND VIDEOS ON ART, March 9-14.

Canada. Deadline: Oct. 10. In its 17th yr., fest i^

competitive for productions related to arts: painting,

sculpture, architecture, design, crafts, fashion, deco-

rative arts, museology, restoration, photography, cin-

ema (profiles of directors 6k actors, film shoots, spe-

cial effects), literature, dance, music, theater. Fest

not designed tor exp film or video but for produc-

tions on art-related subjects. Features 6k shorts

accepted. Sections: Creative Crossroads (competi-

tion); Trajectories (panorama of recent films 6k

videos); Focus (tribute to noted producer, filmmaker

or distributor); Reflections (films 6k videos by

artists) ; Artificial Paradise (films 6k videos related to

cinema as art form, i.e. profiles of producers, direc-

tors, actors, scriptwriters, musicians, etc.); Time

Recaptured (archival films, late artists, anniver-

saries). Entries in comp. must have been completed

in 3 yrs preceding fest; no date restrictions on other

sections. Awards: Grand, Jury, Creativity, Best

Portrait, Best Essay, Best Film for TV, Best Media

Work, Best Educational Film. In 1997, fest show-

cased 164 works from 25 countries. Formats: 35mm,

16mm, 3/4"; pre-selecrion on VHS. Entry fee: U.S.:

$25US; Canada 6k other countries: $35Cdn.

Contact: Rene Rozon, 640 St. Paul St. West, Ste.

406, Montreal, Canada, H3C 1L9; tel: (514) 874-

Ki^JiJHH
Mini-DV and DVCAM dubs to BETA

...at prices independent

filmmakers can afford

212-765-6600 Lichtenstein Creative Media

1600 Broadway Suite 601 New York. N.Y. 10019

Digital Media Arts Center

audio & video
post-production

protools 4 / media 100 /after effects

1 6 - track lock to betacam sp & 3/4

voice over & adr/sound effects

video capture & compression

original music/sound design

special rates for independents

Harvestworks Digital Media Arts Center

2 12.431.1130 x I

596 Broadway, Suite 602, NYC 10012

http://www.harvestworks.org

T '

Learn
Film

Making
in Vermont

B.A. Degree program.

learnfrom successful independent

filmmakers in beautiful Burlington,

Vermont. Callfor more information.

JjTyft Burlington

3^1 Colleg!
Dcpt. MM. 95 North Ave. Burlington VT05401

1-800-862-9616 www. burlcot.edu

Production and Post

Non Linear Offline & Online

Beta to Beta From All Sources

A Professional Facility

Intelligent Solutions

(And, oh, in case you need to space out,

we've got a cool view of the city, too)

New York City (Union Square)

212.529.2875 www.pixbiz.com

TKME
TOIISJ
PRODUCTIONS INC
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Northeast Negative Matchers, Inc.

Your Avid Film Composer Matchback Specialists

Negative cutting & Conforming

y 35mm
> 16mm
y Super 16mm

413-736-2177 S413-734-1211 • 800-370-CUTS

25 Riverview Terrace
Springfield, MA 01 108-1603

www.nenm.com
e-mail: nenm@nenm.com

[spin
cycle

We're a Full-Service Post-

Production facility for the
alternative filmmaker. We have
an ADR/Foley Studio, AVIDs,
AudioVisions, ProTools, and a

high-speed, 8-plate,

supercharged steenbeck. We
provide creative editors,

experienced technical support
and expert post supervision at

competitive rates. For more
information, contact Jeanette

King at (212) 679-2720. Or Fax at

(212 679-2730.

SPIN CYCLE POST, INC.

12 West 27th St., 6th Floor
New York, NY 10001

announces

19 9 9

a . i . r .

artist-m-residence

program

.»5^o.

Digital Media Arts Center

new works residencies

composers.choreographers, film,

video, installation, and multimedia

artists are invited to submit pro-

jects to produce a new work in

our audio, video and multimedia

production studios.

Call for an application.

deadline november 15, 1998

Harvestworks Digital Media Arts Center

2 I 2 . 4 3 I . I I 3 x I

596 Broadway, Suite 602, NYC 1 00 1

2

http://www.harvestworks.org

1637; fax: 874-9929; fifa(S maniacom.com; www.

maniacom.com/fifa.html

OPORTO INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTI-

VAL-FANTASPORTO, Feb., Portugal. Deadline:

late Nov. Now in 19th edition, Fantasporto debuted

in 1981 as noncompetitive fest founded by editors

of film magazine Cinema Novo & has evolved into

competitive fest for features that focus on mystery,

fantasy & sci-fi. Official Section, competition for

fantasy films; Directors' Week, competition for 1st

& 2nd films (no thematic strings); Out of

Competition for Films of the World, information

section 6k retro section. Awards: Best Film, Best

Direction, Best Actor/Actress, Best Screenplay,

Best Special Effects, Best Short Film, Special Award

of the Jury. Fest runs in 12 theaters w/ 4,000 seats

altogether 6k screens nearly 300 features. Press cov-

erage extensive from major newspapers, radio sta-

tions 6k TV networks. Entries must have been com-

pleted in previous 2 years. Formats: 16mm &
35mm. No entry fee. Contact: Mario Dorminsky,

dir., Fantasporto-Festival Internacional de Cinema

do Porto, Cinema Novo Multimedia Centre, Rua da

Constitui^ao, 311, 4200 Porto, Portugal; tel: Oil

351 2 507 3880; fax: 550 8210; fantasfacaleida.pt;

www. caleida.pt/fantasporto

ROTTERDAM INTERNATIONAL FILM FES-

TIVAL Jan. 27-Feb. 7, Netherlands. Deadline:

Nov. 1. Largest fest in Benelux w/ reputation for

programming innovative, experimental new works

alongside more commercial prods. 100+ features

have world, int'l or European premieres; more than

60,000 visitors put in over 275,000 attendances.

Fest on par w/ Berlin & Sundance; describes itself

as having eye for uncompromising individualism 6k

political 6k social aspects of film. More than a show-

case, it supports prod. & distnb of work. Main pro-

gram consists of world 6k int'l premieres, selection

from previous yr's int'l fests, sidebars, retros, Dutch

Perspective, new Dutch films. Noncompetitive fest

offers a few awards. Tiger Award, for new filmmak-

ers 1st or 2nd works, 3 winners receive $10,000;

Fipresci Award, presented by int'l organization of

film journalists; Netpac Award, awarded by

Network for Promotion of Asian Cinema; & Dutch

Critics' Award; Citro'n Audience Award of

NL1 5,000 for audience favorite. Fest also hosts

Cinemart (deadline Sept. 1), important co-prod,

market & meeting place for producers, distributors

6k financiers; about 40 film projects represented.

Additionally, Hubert Bals Foundation offers finan-

cial support (deadlines: Sept. 1 & Mar. 1) in cats ot

script & project development, prod. 6k postprod.

funding 6k distribution 6k sales. Formats: 35mm,

16mm, 3/4", 1/2". Preview on VHS. No entry fee.

Cats: Documentary, Experimental, Feature.

Contact: Programme Dept., Box 21696, 3001 AR
Rotterdam, Netherlands; Oil 31 10 411 8080; fax:

Oil 31 10 413 5132 iffr@luna.nl; www.iffrottei

dam.nl

Can't get through?!?!

Foreign country & area codes—especially in Europe-

have been changing. We do our best to run the most

current information, but check with an international

operator if you encounter problems.
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DEADLINES: 1ST OF EACH MONTH, TWO MONTHS

PRIOR TO COVER DATE (E.G. OCT 1 FOR DEC ISSUE).

CLASSIFIEDS OF UP TO 240 CHARACTERS (INCL.

SPACES & PUNCTUATION) COST $25/ISSUE FOR AIVF

MEMBERS, $35 FOR NONMEMBERS; 240-480 CHAR-

ACTERS COST $45/ISSUE FOR MEMBERS, $65 FOR

NONMEMBERS. ADS RUNNING FIVE OR MORE TIMES

RECEIVE A $5 DISCOUNT PER ISSUE. INCLUDE VALID

MEMBER ID#. ADS EXCEEDING REQUESTED LENGTH

WILL BE EDITED. SEND TYPED COPY WITH CHECK OR

MONEY TO: FIVF, 304 HUDSON ST., NY, NY 10013. TO

PAY BY CREDIT CARD, YOU MUST INCLUDE: CARD

TYPE (VISA/MC); CARD NUMBER; NAME ON CARD;

EXPIRATION DATE; BILLING ADDRESS & DAYTIME

PHONE.

Buy • Rent • Sell

FOR SALE: Two 16mm Processing Labs, One Film

Line B6kW, One B6kH / Color Tanks, Tubing, Vent

Hood, Racks. Call James Wallace, Jersey City State

College at (201) 200-3494 to inspect items.

FOR SALE: Complete off-line eJit package: Avid

400 (AVR 2 + 3). Mac 8100, 96mg RAM, four 9-gig

drives, pro-tools audio with 8-track editing, Makie

includes: 1604VLZ mixer, 20" Mitsubishi monitors,

Roland MA-12C speakers. Pkg includes: Sony

1800 Beta deck, videodisk, VHS, 4x4 video switch-

er, A-V switcher, black generator, production mon-

itor, dual cassette deck, surge protectors ck. battery

back-up ck equipment rack. Steve (914) 478-1900

or pactilmC" idt.net

FOR SALE: AVID MC OFFLINE: complete sys-

tern incl 3 9GB hard drives 6k. mixer. Bought 9/96

mint condition. Includes latest upgrades. Also:

Sony UVW-1800 Beta deck. Call Damian Williams

(212) 501-7878

NYC OFFICE SPACE: Flatiron district, big win-

dow, bright view, Il'xl5' private room w/ confer-

ence room & kitchenette access. Ideal for editing

room. Flexible lease, 3-18 months. $750 + util.

(212) 665-6708.

POST OFFICE EDIT SUITES: Avids at low sub-

sidized rates for indies from $500/wk (night rate).

Cut in a creative film community in Tribeca/Soho.

Also complete VX-1000 digital cam/audio pkg

$150/day. (212) 966-3030 x 244 or (917) 956-

2048.

SOHO AUDIO RENTALS: Time code DATs, RF

diversity mics, playback systems, pkgs. Great rates,

great equipment & great service. Discounts for

AIVF members. Larry (212) 226-2429;

sohoaud@ mcimail.com

VIDEO DECKS/EDIT SYSTEMS FOR RENT: I

deliver! All types/best prices: Beta-SP Deck (Sony

UVW-1800) $150/day, $450/week. D/Vision non-

linear offline $450/week. S-VHS offline

$350/week. Canon digital 3-chip camera $200/day.

Call David (212) 362-1056

Distribution

ATA TRADING CORP., actively 6k successfully

distributing independent products for over 50 yrs,

seeks new programming of all types for worldwide dis-

tribution into all markets. Contact: (212) 594-6460;

fax 594-6461.

AQUARIUS PRODUCTIONS, leading distributor

of outstanding videos because of outstanding produc-

ers. Join our collection of titles on disabilities, mental

health, aging, nursing, psychosocial issues, children ck

teen issues. For educational/health markets. Leslie

Kussmann, Aquarius Prod., 5 Powderhouse Lane,

Sherborn, MA 01770; (508) 651-2963; fax: 650-

42 16; www.aquariusproductions.com

LOOKING FOR AN EDUCATIONAL DIS-

TRIBUTOR? Consider the University of California.

We can put 80 years of successful marketing expertise

to work for you. Kate Spohr: (510) 643-2788 or

http://www-cmil.unex.berkeley.edu/media/

SEEKING EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS on guidance

ismicv violence, drug prevention 6k parenting for

exclusive distribution. Our marketing gives

unequaled results. Bureau for At-Risk Youth, Box

760, 1 35 DuPont St., Plainview, NY 11803; (800) 99-

YOUTHx2l0.

Freelancers

35MM/16MM PROD. PKG w/ cinematographer.

Complete studio truck w DP's own Arn 35BL, 16SR,

dolly, jib crane, lighting, grip, Nagra... more. Ideal 1-

source for the low-budget 35mm feature! Call Tom

today for booking. (201) 807-0155.

ACCLAIMED & UNUSUAL instrumental band

can provide music tor your next project. Contact

"Magonia" for demo: (781) 932-4677; boygirl

c mediaone.net

ACCOUNTANT/BOOKKEEPER/CON-
TROLLER: Experience in both corporate ck non-

profit sectors. Holds MBA in Marketing ck

Accounting. Freelance work sought. Sam Sagenkahn

(212)481-3576.

AVID EDITOR w/ or without Avid. Exp w/ features,

docs, trailers, episodic TV. Low budget indie rates

available. Drina (212) 561-0829.

BETA SP videographer w/ new Sony Betacam SR

mics ck lights. Very portable, light-weight & I'm fast.

Experience includes: docs, interviews, industrials,

fashion shows & comedy clubs. Please call John

Kelleran (212) 334-3851.

BRENDAN C. FLYNT: Director of Photography w/

15 feature credits & dozen shorts. Owns 35 Arri,

Super 16/16 Aaton, HMIs, Tungsten, & dolly w/

tracks. Call for quotes & reel at tel/fax: (212) 226-

8417; ela292@aol.com. Credits: Tromeo and Juliet,

The Offering, Fine Young Gentlemen, Brushfire;

www.dp-brendanflynt.com

CAMERAPERSON: Visual storyteller loves to col-

laborate, explore diverse styles & formats. Brings pas-

sion 6k. productivity to your shoot. Award-winner w/

latest Super/Std. 16 Aaton XTR prod. pkg. Todd

(212) 686-9425; wacass@concentric.com

CLASSIFIEDS
[independent@aivf.org]

CAMERAMAN w/ full postprod. support. Exp

film/video DP w/ digital DVCAM, '

lighting'sound gear 6k, complete nonlinear edit-

ing services. Reliable, flexible 6k personable.

Call (212) 334-4778 for reel & low prod post

bundle rates.

I
CINEMATOGRAPHER: Professional, collabora-

tive 6k. passionately committed, will work w you to

find the right style lor your film (narrative or doc).

Unique credits. Love to travel. Eileen Schreiber

(718) 349-3078.

CINEMATOGRAPHER w/ Aaton reg/S-16mm Pkg

w video tap 6k more. Credits in features, shorts 6k.

music videos of diverse styles w' special interest in

docs. Great rates tor compelling visions. Kevin

Skvorak (212) 229-8357.

CINEMATOGRAPHER w Aaton 6k lighting, look-

ing forward to working w/ collaborative directors on:

narratives, exp, docs, PSAs, music videos. Steven

Gladstone (718) 625-0556 for new reel.

VEENOTPH@ aol.com

COMPOSER: Experienced, versatile composer

avail, tor scoring, sound design. Can meet all post-

production requirements. Video 6k audio reels avail.

Cam Millar (212) 781-7737; cmillai@aol.com.

COMPOSER tor film video, new media projects.

Innovative sounds that won't strain your pocketbook.

For a free demo 6k brochure, contact Progressive

Media Arts at: (415) 550-7172; pma(5 progmedia.

com; www.progmedia.com

COMPOSER: Perfect music for your project.

Orchestral to techno; you name it! Credits incl. NFL,

PBS, Sundance, Absolut. Bach, of Music, Eastman

School. Quentin Chiappetta (718) 383-6607;qchi-

ap " el.net

DIGITAL VIDEO Videographer/DP w/ Canon 3-

CCD digital videocam; prefer documentaries; video-

assist for films; documentation for dance 6k perfor-

mace; misc. projects. Reasonable. Alan Roth (718)

218-8065; 365892@newschool.edu

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w complete

Arri^eiss 16mm pkg. Lots of indie film experience.

Features, shorts 6k music videos. Save money 6k get a

great looking film. Willing to travel. Rates are flexible

and I work quickly. Matthew: (914) 439-5459 or

(617) 244-6730.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY looking for

interesting features, shorts, ind. projects, etc. Credits

incl. features, commercials, industrials, short films,

music videos. Aaton 16S-16 pkg avail. Abe (718)

263-0010.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Award win-

ning, exp, looking for interesting projects. Credits

incl. features, docs 6k commercials in the U.S.,

Europe 6k Israel. Own complete Aaton Super 16 pkg

6k lights. Call Adam for reel. (212) 932-8255 or (917)

794-8226.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w awards, tal-

ent 6k experience. Credits include features, commer-

cials, docs, shorts 6k music videos. Owner of Aaton

16mm/Super 16mm pkg, 35mm pkgs also available.
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EDIT

vON PEARL ST.

minutes from
Tribeca

East Village

Washington Square

DOCUMENTARY
. COMMERCIAL
ADVERTISING

BROADCAST QUALITY bvu900 system
2 slow-motion sources w/frame accurate matchbacks
digital audio record and layback
CMX style editing 21 2.952.0848
edls saved to ascii files filmtape@aol.com

NON LINEAR
EDITING

V o

REAL TIME TRANSITIONS

BROADCAST ONLINE

3:1 TO 200:1 OFFLINE

MULTI-LAYERING

BETACAM SP EDITING
HI 8 & 3/4SP — 3/4 AB
ANIMATION & GRAPHICS

DUPLICATION
TRANSFERS from HI8 to BETA

Phone (212) 219-9240
Fax (212) 966-5618

4 / n e/ 1 a

non-linear video editing

f Y&>Cl¥&> in the comfort

of a private edit suite

component interformat studio:

betacam-sp,3/4",hi-8,s-vhs

3d animation/graphics/cg

Video for Art's Sake
Independent Post Production

in the East Village

Meg Hanley, Editor

212.254.1106

Pro Tools • Sound Editing

• Surround Sound • ADR •

Automated Mix to Picture •

Foley • SFX • Sound Design

• Custom Music

Media 100 XR • HDR Real

Time FX • Adobe After

Effects • Photoshop • D3
Digital • Betacam SP •

Off-Line • On-Line • Ani-

mation • Full On-location

Services

601 Gates Road * Vestal, NY 13850

SERVING INDEPENDENTS SINCE 1971

1-800-464-9754

Call for reel. Bob (212) 741-2189.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ Arri SR w/

tap, Chronel matte box w/ Panavision filters, Sony

Beta SP, HMTs, Kino Flos, Jib Arm 6k Media 100. I

make great pictures, work fast, have tons of exp,

a^emble crews. Call Bret for Killer Reel (a (203)

254-7370.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: 35mm,
SI 6mm/ 16mm. Creative, experienced, award win-

ning, w/ feature, ads, docs, music videos & industrial

credits. Own Arri SR 1 S16/16mm pkg w/ Zeiss lens,

tungstens, sound pkg. LKB Prod.: (718) 802-9874.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ own 35mm
sync sound Arnflex BLII avail. Beautiful reel, afford-

able rates. Crew on standby. Work incl. several fea-

tures, shorts, music videos. Travel no problem. Dave

(718) 230-1207; page (917) 953-1 1 17.

EDITOR: award-winning, versatile collaborative

editor available. Exp w/ docs 6k. features, music

videos, concert films 6k trailers. Avid, flatbed or off-

line svstems. Robert Nassau (718) 858-2793.

EDITOR W/ EQUIPMENT: Producer/director w

18 years experience in advertising 6k industrial work

available for projects. Just completed NEH historical

doc for NYU. (212) 952-0848; Ruvn(a aol.com

ENTERTAINMENT ATTORNEY: frequent con-

tributor to "Legal Brief columns in The Independent

6k other magazines offers legal services on projects

from development to distribution. Reasonable rates.

Robert L. Seigel, Esq.: (212) 307-7533.

I WRITE TANGO 6k NOSTALGIA MUSIC for

independent films. Michael Sahl (Scent of a Woman,

Roy Cohn/]ack Smith, Bloodsucking Freaks) combines

live instruments and Midi for beauty 6k economy.

Tape on request. (212) 673-5017.

INNOVATIVE EDITOR w Avid available for chal-

lenging projects. Experienced in fiction features,

commercials, music video 6k documentary. Reel

available. Rodney (718) 246-8235.

LOCATION SOUND: Over 20 yrs sound exp. w,

time-code Nagra 6k DAT, quality mics. Reduced rates

for low-budget projects. Harvey 6k Fred Edwards,

(518) 677-5720; beeper (800) 796-7363 (ext/pin

1021996); edfilmsCu worldnet.att.net

PICTURE SOUNDS: Musical soundscapes for film,

video 6k ads. Call (914) 736-1011 for consultation 6k

tree rough sketch of ideas.

STEADICAM: Dolly smooth moves w/ the flexibili-

ty of a hand-held camera. Call Sergei Franklin (2\2)

228-4254.

Opportunities • Gigs

DPs 6k VIDEOGRAPHERS! We're looking for tal-

ented, experienced camerapersons to shoot tor high-

quality nat'l 6k int'l clients. If you are LA-based or

moving to LA, send resume/tape to: Marshall

Stewart Productions, Box 762, Woodland Hills, CA
91345; (818) 348-8933.
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Preproduction • Development

HOLLYWOOD STORY ANALYST for Phoenix

Pictures (U-Tum, The People vs. Larry Flynt) as well

as award-winning writer/filmmaker, offers in-depth

constructive analysis of your screenplay. Get valu-

able feedback before making important submissions.

Ezmiar Productions, 310 N. Lima St., Burbank, CA
91505; (818) 841-3616; ezmiar Cainstanet.com

LINE PRODUCER/PM/AD/CONSULTANT
will prepare script breakdown, prod boards, shooting

schedule, budget. Full investor pkg avail. Also avail.

for production. Low budget indie rates avail. Call

(212) 340-1243.

POSTPRODUCTION

16MM CUTTING ROOMS: 8-plate & 6-plate

fully equipped rooms, sound-transter facilities, 24-hr

access. Downtown, near all subways 6k Canal St.

Reasonable rates. (212) 925-1500.

16MM SOUND MLX only $100/hr! Interlocked

16mm picture & tracks mixed to 16 or 35mm tull-

coat. 16mm,35mm post sen-ices: picture & sound

editorial, ADR, interlock screening, 16 mag rfers

(.067ft.), 16mm edgecoding (.015 ft.). Tom (201)

807-0155.

16MM & 35MM OPTICAL SOUNDTRACKS:
It you want "High Quality" optical sound tor your

film, you need a "High Quality" optical sound nega-

tive. Mike Holloway, Optical Sound Chicago, Inc.,

676 N. LaSalle St., #404, Chicago, IL 60610; (312)

943-1771, or eves: (847) 541-6

AUDIO POST AT NEW YORK SOUND: Cannes

and Berlin FF credits, national TV ck radio spots.

ADR, Foley, sound design, music scoring 6k editing.

SFX & Music Libraries. (212) 929-5719.

AVID MCXPRESS & 35MM 8-PLATE STEEN-
BECK: Latest version MCX, 60 gigs, Beta SP deck w
time code. Steenbeck 35mm 8-plate, state of the art,

rewind plate, digital readouts. Editors avail, w fea-

ture film experience. Comfortable NYC or CT loca-

tion w/ 24 hr access. George Baluzy (203) 775-4124.

BRODSKY & TREADWAY Film-to-tape masters.

Reversal only. Regular 8mm, Super 8, or archival

16mm to 1" or Betacam SP We love early B6k\V 6k

Kodachrome. Scene -by- scene only. Correct frame

rates. For aPP t. call (978) 948-7985.

COMPLETE PROTOOLS IV nonlinear digital

sound editing 6a mixing system tor rent w or w/o exp

operator. Produce final track tor picture-locked film

or video, from Avid files, mag Film, DAT or other

media. Jacob Burckhardt (212) 533-9473.

MEDIA 100 PCI. broadcast quality, real time suite;

Reta-SR Hi8, 3 4", VH5. AfterEffects, Elastic Reality,

Coming Soon!

Classifieds on-line

on the AIVF web site

[www.aivf.org]

PhotoShop, Illusttator, Hi Res Scanner. Short- 6k

long-term TV or feature projects in comfortable

Tnbeca setting. (212) 941-7720.

MEDIA 100 EDITING for budget-minded produc-

ers. Broadcast quality, newest software, V4.5-real

time audio FX. Huge storage 6k RAM. Betacam, 3/4",

DV formats, SVHS, Hi-8. Great location, friendly

environment 6k comfortable rates. (212) 431-9299.

MEDIA 100 EDITOR: Accomplished visual story-

teller will edit on your equipment or in my fully-

equipped project studio. Credits: several narrative

projects, major ad agencies (Young 6k Rubicam,

Warwick Baker 6k O'Neill, Seiden Group), accounts

(Johnson 6k Johnson, Arm 6k Hammer, PSE6kG), and

corp. projects (The Equitable, USA Today, CUNY,

SUNY). Studio w. Media 100XS (300KB), 54GB

Storage, Beta, Scanner, DAT, PhotoShop, Illustrator,

AfterEffects. John Slatet (800) 807-4142.

THE MEDIA LOFT, "High-End Look at Low-End

Prices!" VHS 6k 3/4" Editing Suites. The Media Loft

(212) 924-4893.

POST OFFICE EDIT SUITES: Avids at low subsi-

dized rate^ for indies from $500/wk (night rate). Cut

in a creative film community in Tribeca/Soho. Also

complete VX-1000 digital cam/audio pkg $150/day.

(212) 966-3030 x 244 or (917) 956-2048.

PRODUCTION SERVICES: Sonv 300A Beta SP

6k JVC X2 cameras, lighting/sound, component non-

line. ir editing. Seeking involvement in doc, educa-

tional 6k performing arts projects. Charlie (203) 834-

5059; CClemmonsfa compuserve.com

JAMES A MICHENER CENTER FOR WRITERS

^Master(ff;^0neArts in'Writing

Combine work in SCREEN-

WRITING with fiction,

poetry or playwriting in our

unique interdisciplinary MFA
degree program. j ^^k

*****
$12,000 James A.

Michener Fellowships granted

yearly to all candidates enrolled

in the three-year program.

For more information, contact:

MICHENER CENTER FOR WRITERS

]. Frank Dobie House

702 E. Dean Keeton St. • Austin, TX 78705

512-471-1601 • bsmder@mail.utexas.edu

http://uts.cc.utexas.edu/-unters/

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUST

FILM & TV PRODUCTION
BUDGETING SOFTWARE

POWERFUL & AFFORDABLE! Only $149

feitefflofe
FILM/TV BUDGETING TEMPLATES

Running on Excel and Lotus 1-2-3

for Windows and Macintosh

Create industry standard

production budgets and reports

for feature films, television,

commercials and videos using

Boilerplate's powerful templates

running on Excel and Lotus 1-2-3

for Windows and Macintosh!

"I have used the Boilerplate Film/TV Budgeting

Template with great success It is certainly a very

complete, comprehensive and easy to use piece of

software I would not hesitate for even a micro

second in highly recommending your product to

others in this industry " - Robert Guertin,

Communication Concepts LTD

BBP SOFTWARE 1818 Gilbreth Road,

Suite 200, Burlingame, CA 94010

(650) 692-5793 Fax (650) 697-4177

e-mail: bb-prods@worldnet.att.net

BUY ON-LINE AND DOWNLOAD
BOILERPLATE INSTANTLY!

www.wenet.net/~bbp
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NOTICES
. NOTICES OF RELEVANCE TO AIVF MEMBERS ARE

>7 LISTED FREE OF CHARGE AS SPACE PERMITS.

THE INDEPENDENT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO

EDIT FOR LENGTH & MAKES NO GUARANTEES

ABOUT THE NUMBER OF PLACEMENTS FOR A

GIVEN NOTICE. LIMIT SUBMISSIONS TO 60

WORDS & INDICATE HOW LONG INFO WILL BE CUR-

RENT. DEADLINE: 1ST OF THE MONTH, TWO MONTHS

PRIOR TO COVER DATE (E.G.. OCT 1 FOR DEC. ISSUE).

COMPLETE CONTACT INFO (NAME, ADDRESS &

PHONE) MUST ACCOMPANY ALL NOTICES. SEND TO:

INDEPENDENT NOTICES, FIVF, 304 HUDSON ST., 6TH

FL, NY, NY 10013. WE TRY TO BE AS CURRENT AS POS-

SIBLE, BUT PLEASE DOUBLE-CHECK BEFORE SUBMIT-

TING TAPES OR APPLICATIONS.

Competitions

APPLE AWARDS seek film/videos & CD-ROMs
for largest educational media competition in US. TV
programs, docs, home market titles for classroom or

corp. use. Subjects incl. social cultural issues, youth

6k family concerns, health & medicine, science &
technology-

, arts 6k humanities, sports, travel, busi-

ness & careers. CD-ROM deadline: Nov. 1.

Film video deadline: Dec. 1. Contact: Nat'l

Educational Media Network, 655 13th St., Oakland.

CA 94612-1222; (510) 465-6885; fax: 465-2835;

comp (u nemn.org; www.nemn.oig

BUCK HENRY SCREENWR1TING SCHOLAR-
SHIP: a 5500 scholarship to support work of stu-

dents enrolled in Screenwriting Course of Study.

Sold or optioned scripts ineligible. Contact:

American Film Institute (213) 856-7690:

wwu.ationline.org

CINESTORY SCREENWRITING AWARDS
welcome feature-length scripts of any genre for its

annual competition. Screenplays are judged for

writer's authentic voice and creative approach to

Storytelling. Three winners receive S2,000 w prizes

designed by Egg Pictures, Redeemable Features 6k

The Shooting Gallery to develop 6k promote the

winners' work. Deadline Correction: Oct. 1. Entry

fee: 545. Contact: CineStory, (312) 322-9060.

LONE STAR SCREENPLAY COMPETITION
reviews feature-length screenplays of anv genre.

Categs: Texas writer; non-Texas writer; gay lesbian

themed-script; best script suitable for filming in

Texas; student writer. Winners receive 5150-500

cash 6k chance to sign development option. All

entrants receive written feedback. Entry fee/dead-

lines early, S40 Nov. 15; late, 545 Dec. 31. Contact:

Lone Star Screenplay Competition, 1920 Abrams

Pkwv.,Suite419,Dallas,TX75214-3915; (972) 606-

3041; pbpfa ix.netcom.com

SET IN PHILADELPHIA: Screenwritirig

Competition recognizes exceptional screenplays that

involve Philadelphia 6k encourages the production ot

feature films in the Philadelphia area. Deadline: Jan.

12. Contact: Philadelphia Festival of World Cinema,

3701 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215)

895-6593, fax: 895-6562; pfwc<§ lihertvnet.org

SHORT SCREENPLAY COMPETITION spon-

sored bv Grand Valley State University, seeks low-

budget story, 50-min. or below, anv genre. Winning

script will be produced on 16mm by GVSU Summer
Film Workshop. Winner receives S300 and video

cop\ of film. Deadline: Dec I. Contact: John Harper

Philbin, Screenplay Competition, School of

Communications, Grand Valley State University,

Allendale. MI 49401; (616) 895-3668; fax: 895-

2700; philbinj@gvsu.edu

Conferences • Workshops

"EXPLORATION IN MEMORY AND MODER-
NITY" focuses on independent media production

and criticism of the NY state and Northeast regions.

Held Oct. 4-5 at Ithaca College, Ithaca, NY. 525

reg'n fee. Contact: Michelle Materre, Int'l Film

Seminar, 462 Broadway, Ste. 510, NY, NY 10013;

(212) 925-3191; tax 925-3482, ifsnycta aol.com

IFFCON 99: INTERNATIONAL FILM
FINANCING CONFERENCE. 3-day intensive

event in San Francisco from Jan. 15-17, links indep.

filmmakers searching for financing w international

financiers, buyers 6k co-producers. Incls roundtables,

private meetings 6k receptions. Limited to 60 partici-

pants, chosen through a selection process. Deadline:

Oct. 23. For info 6k applications, call (415) 281-9777;

http: www.iffcon.com

MEDIA GENERATION: WHAT WORKS AND
WHAT'S NEXT? Nat'l Alliance for Media Arts and

Culture conference focusing on strengthening of nat'l

media arts infrastructure: Oct. 22-25, Pittsburgh, PA.

For info, contact: NAMAC, 346 9th St., San

Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 431-1391; fax: 431-

1392; namac(a igc.apc.org; www.igc.org/riamac

THIRD WORLD NEWSREEL PRODUCTION
WORKSHOP is an intensive, 8-month unique

"hands-on" program that provides practical skills 6k

resources tor emerging film 6k video makers, empha-

sizing the training 6k support of people of color who

have limited resources 6k access to mainstream educ.

institutions 6k trad, training programs. Instructors 6k

guest speakers are experienced professionals current-

ly working in film 6k video. Curriculum focuses on

pre-prod., prod., 6k post prod. Participants must be

able to attend regular class mtgs as well as meet out-

ot-class demands of the filmmaking process. Prior

film, video or related experience strongly recom-

mended but not required; self-initiative, time 6k col-

laboration is. Selection is highly competitive and

limted to 8 participants. Initial written app. is

required and 2nd round of apps. are selected for

interviews. Workshop begins Jan. 15. Cost: 5475.

Deadline: Oct. 31. For application, send SASE to:

Third World Newsreel, Production Workshop, 335

W. 38th St. 5th fir., NY, NY 10018; (212) 947-9277

ext. 301; www.twn.org

VIDEO HISTORY: MAKING CONNECTIONS
is a conference concerning the development ot early

video art 6k community- TV throughout NY state,

and its relationship to contemporary electronic arts

practice. Held on Oct. 16-18 at Syracuse Univ., con-

currently with Common Ground, the annual confer-

ence of the NYS Alliance tor Arts Education.

Activities will incl. perts, continuous screenings, pan-

els, workshops, resource room 6k media art> market-

place. Contact: Sherry Miller Hocking,

Experimental TV Center, 109 Lower Fairfield

Road, Newark Valley, NY 13811; tel/fax: (607)

687-4341; http://VideoHistory.alfred.edu

Films • Tapes Wanted

AIR YOUR SHORTS: new public access cable

show seeks short films to run 6k filmmakers to

interview. No pay, just satisfaction 6k publicity ot

having films aired. Sean (714) 723-6740;

http://members.aol.com/ShortFilmz

THE AMERICAN CINEMATHEQUE is

accepting entries for its ongoing program, The

Alternative Screen: A Forum for Independent

Film Exhibition and Beyond. Send submissions on

1 2" VHS tape. Feature-length indep. film, docu.

and new media projects wanted. 1800 N.

Highland, Ste. 717. LA. CA 90028. For more info,

call (213) 466-FILM.

BALLYHOO!; Central Florida TV show featur-

ing independent film and filmmakers is accepting

films 6k videos under 30 min. Hour-long commu-

nity access show produced by Frameworks

Alliance, a nonprofit organization that also pro-

duces the Central Florida Film 6k Video Festival.

Each Ballyhoo! episode aired twice weekly for one

month to over 700,000 viewers. Submit VHS tape

and return postage to: Frameworks Alliance, c/o

Thor Neureiter, 1906 E. Robinson St., Orlando, FL

32803; (407) 839-6045; fax: 898-0504.

BIG FILM SHORTS is now accepting short films,

any genre, for worldwide distribution. Details from

(818) 563-2633 or at www.bigfilmshorts.com

BLACKCHAIR PRODUCTIONS accepting

video, film and computer-art submissions on an

ongoing basis for monthly screening program

called "Independent Exposure." Artists will be paid

an honorarium. Looking for exper., erotic, narra-

tive, subversive, anim., and docu. works, but will

screen anything. Submit a VHS, clearly labeled

with name, title, length, phone no. along with a

SASE if you wish the work(s) to be returned. We
will get back to you! Blackchair Productions,

2318 2nd Ave., #313-A, Seattle, WA 98121.

Info/details: (206) 977-8281; joeal(« speakeasy.org;

wyvw.speakeasy-.org/blackchair

DOBOY'S DOZENS seeks short films for month-

ly showcases highlighting works by up-and-coming

filmmakers. Contact: Eugene Williams or Marceil

Wright, Doboy's Dozens, 1525 N. Cahuonga Blvd.

#39, Hollywood, CA 90028; (2 1 3) 293-6544.

EXHIBIT YOUR FILMS AT GRAND ILLU-

SION! Seattle's Northwest Film Forum seeks

16mm 6k 35mm shorts (60 min. or less) tor ongo-

ing exhibition. Selected works shown before regu-

lar programming at Seattle's only md. art house

theater. Send video 6k SASE to NWFF c/o Grand

Illusion, 1403 NE 50th St., Seattle. WA 95105.

EXPRESSO FILM FESTIVAL seeks SVHS/VHS

tapes tor on-going weekly short film test. Pret. new

student 6k ind. films on any subject, 15 min. or less

in length. Will be seen by key industry people in

Hollywood. Send tape w one-para, description:
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THE ASSOCIATI
VIDEO AN FIL>

PENDENT
ERS

IS'werse, committed, opinionated, and

fiercely independent—these are the

video and filmmakers who make up

the national membership of ATVT.

Documentary and feature filmmakers,

animators, experimentalists, distribu-

tors, educators, students, curators—all

concerned that their work make a dif-

ference—find the Association of

Independent Video and Filmmakers, the

national service organization for inde-

pendent media producers, vital to their

professional lives. Whether it's our

magazine, The Independent Film 8r

Video Monthly, or the organization

raising its collective voice to advocate

for important issues, AIVF preserves

your independence while letting you

know you're not alone.

To succeed as an independent today,

you need a wealth of resources, strong

connections, and the best information

available. So join with more than

4,500 other independents who rely on

AIVF to help them succeed. JOIN AIVF

TODAY!

Here's what ATVT membership

offers:

the*

T
L

—
fr\orxfFify

"We Love This Magazine!!'

-UTNE Reader-

Membership provides you with a

year's subscription to The Independent

Thought-provoking features, news, and

regular columns on business, technical,

and legal matters. Plus festival list-

ings, distributor profiles, funding dead-

lines, exhibition venues, and announce-

ments of member activities and new

programs and services. Special issues

highlight regional activity and focus

on subjects including experimental

media, new technologies, and media

education

WORKSHOPS, PANELS, AND
SEMINARS
Members get discounts on events cov-

ering the whole spectrum of current

issues and concerns affecting the field,

ranging from business and aesthetic to

technical and political topics.

INSURANCE
Members are eligible to purchase dis-

counted personal and production

insurance plans through ATVF suppli-

ers. A wide range of health insurance

options is available, as well as E&O
and production plans tailored to the

needs of low-budget mediamakers.

TRADE DISCOUNTS
More than BO businesses across the

country offer AIVF members discounts

on equipment and auto rentals, film

processing, transfers, editing, and

other production necessities. Plus

long-distance and overnight courier

services are available at special rates

for AIVF members from national com-

panies. Members also receive discounts

on hotels and car rentals.

INFORMATION
We distribute a series of informational

resources on financing, funding, distri-

bution, and production; members

receive discounts on selected titles.

AIVFs staff can also provide informa-

tion about distributors, festivals, and

general information pertinent to your

needs. With over 600 volumes, our

library houses information on every-

thing from distributors to sample con-

tracts to budgets. We're working on a

comprehensive information system

that will be available on-line only to

members.

COMMUNITY
Monthly member get-togethers called

AIVF Salons, occur in cities across the

country. These member-run member-

organized salons are a unique opportu-

nity for members and non-members

alike to network exhibit, and advocate

for independent media in their local

area. To find the salon nearest you

check the back pages of The

Independent the AIVF website

[www.aivf.orgl, or call the office for

the one nearest you. If you can't find

one in your area then start one!

CONFERENCE/SCREENING
ROOM
Members can have access to our low-

cost facility to hold meetings and

small private screenings of work for

friends, distributors, programmers, fun-

ders, and producers.

ADVOCACY
AIVF continues its efforts to advocate

for the field, holding forums around

the country to keep independent

mediamakers abreast of the latest

issues concerning our community.



wBmm^1 MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES

IM5IVTDUAL/STUDENT MEMBERSHIP

Includes: One year's subscription to The Independent Access to all insurance plans and discounts _

On-line or Over-the-Phone Information Services _ Discounted admission to seminars _ Book discount

_ Advocacy action alerts _ Eligibility to vote and run for board of directors.

SUPPORTING MEMBERSHIP
All of the above benefits extended to two members of the same household except for the year's sub-

scription to The Independent which is shared by both

NON-PROFIT ORSAMZATIONAL/BUSINESS &• INDUSTRY MEMBERSHIP
All the above benefits (except access to insurance plans) and 3 one-year subscriptions to The

Independent _ Representative may vote and run for board of directors _ Special mention in The

Independent

LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION

Year's subscription to The Independent only JOIN AJVF TODAY!

H <

.* .
,

MEMBERSHIP RATES

$3S/Student (enclose copy of student ID)

$SS/Individual

$9S/Supporting

$100/Non-profit Organization

$1S0/Business 8c Industry

LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION

$75 domestic

$90 foreign

Name

Organization

Address

City

State

MAILING RATES

_ U.S. - magazines are mailed second-class;

add $20 for first-class mailing.

Canada - add $15

Mexico - add $20

All Others - Add $45

Membership cost

Mailing Costs (if applicable)

Contribution to FTVF ink* «p^« tu deductible check peu&fele to

ZIP

nvn

$

Country

Weekday teL

Fax

Total amount enclosed «*«* » »o«y order)

Or please bill my Visa MC

Acct#

Exp. date

Email: URL:
Signature

Mail to AIVF, 304 Hudson St, 6th Floor, NY, NY 10013; Or charge by phone (212) S07-14O0 x236, by fax (212)

463-&S19, or download from our website wwwaivf.org



EFF, 1525 Aviation Blvd. #248, R.B., CA 90278.

FILM CENTER (5 SOHA Bar & Lounge seeks orig-

inal feature-length and short submissions from ind.,

underground 6k student filmmakers desiring exposure

and press tor ongoing weekly screenings. All

genres/subjects welcome. Submissions should be in

8mm, Super 8, 16mm or VHS-NTSC. No entry

fee/deadline. Send entry Co Matt Stafford at Film

Center (a SOHA, 988 Amsterdam Ave., NY NY
10025; (212) 678-0078.

FINISHING PICTURES, accepting shorts and

works-in-progress, seeking distribution or exposure to

financial resources tor CLIPS, a quarterly showcase

presented to invited audience ot industry profession-

als. Deadline: ongoing Contact: Lou Flees, (212)

971-5846; lou(" microedge.com

"FUNNY SHORTS" requests submissions of funny

short films tor new syndicated ["V show. Shorts may-

be on film or video & must be no longer than 20 min.

Students, amateurs 6* professionals welcome. Cash 6*

prizes will be awarded for films chosen tor broadcast.

Tapes not returnable. Send entries on VHS to: Funny

Shorts l .' Vitascope, Box 24981. New Orleans! LA
70184-4981.

KNITTING FACTORY VIDEO LOUNGE seeks

VHS tapes tor ongoing weekly scries ot theme-based

screenings. Any genre or subject. Send tape w bnet

bio to: Lisa DiLillo, Box 1220 Canal St. Station, NY,

NY, 10012. If tape return desired, include SASE w'

sufficient postage.

LESBIAN LOOKS FIFTH ANNUAL FILM &
VIDEO SERIES, AZ. Deadline: Dec. 15. Lesbian

Looks seeks innovative works by and about lesbians

for 1999 season. Fee paid tor all works screened.

Formats: 16mm, V4" and VHS NTSC only. Send

VHS preview tape, bnet synopsis, artist bio 6* SASE
tor return to: Beverly Seckinger, Media Arts, Harvill

226. U. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, 85721; (520) 621-

1239; fax: 621-9662; bsecking(« u.ari:ona.edu

MCKINNEY AVENUE CONTEMPORARY is

now accepting film 6k video work that explores issues

ot gender es. sexual identity tor a series screening at

the Cinemac this winter. Please send VHS copy oi

work along w, bnet resume or biography ck SASE (if

you want work returned) by Nov. 21. Contact:

McKinney Avenue Contemporary, 3120 McKinney

Ave., Dallas, TX 75204; (214) 953-1212; themac

"' cvberramp.net; www.atypical.conv' THEMAC

MYRIAD ARTS FESTIVAL is accepting entries tor

its multimedia showcase of short films and one -act

plays. Films to be no longer than 30 min. Send sub-

missions in 1/2" VHS format. No entry fee. Info:

(212) 431-4930; jjh6772.<' is.nyu.edu

NEW YORK FILM BUFFS: Film society promoting

indie films seeks 16mm 6k 35mm features, shorts 6k

animation tor ongoing opinion-maker screenings dur-

ing tall 6k winter seasons. Send submission on VHS
w/ SASE to: New York Film Buffs, 318 W. 15th St.,

NY, NY 10011; (212) 807-0126.

PERIPHERAL PRODUCE, presented by Rodeo

Film Co., is a Portland-based roving showcase 6k distr.

co-op for exp 6k underground film/video. Curated

shows exhibited bi-monthly. Formats: 16mm, VHS.

$5 entry fee. Contact: Peripheral Produce, Rodeo

Betacam SP

DV & DVCAM
3/4 SP Hi-8 SVHS

Component Editing

Transfers, Window Dubs

45/hr 340/day 175/night

1 123 Broadway, Suite 814

New York, New York 10010

www2.infohouse.com/earthvideo

212-228-4254

video

mbf

D

on-line/off-line
beta-3/4-svhs

t 212.254.4361
f 212.460.5987
dmoore@acmevideo.com
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Film Co., Box 40835, Portland, OR 97240; mattmp-

prodim•'" msn.com

QUEER PUBLIC ACCESS TV PRODUCERS:
Author seeks public access show tapes by tor about

gay, lesbian, bi, drag and trans subjects, tor inclusion

in .in academic press book on queer community pro-

gramming. All progTam genres welcome. Send VHS
tapes to: Eric Freedman, Assistant Professor,

Communication Dcpt., Florida Atlantic University,

777 Glades Rd., Boca Raton, FL 33431; (561) 297-

$850; erreedma@fau.edu; Please incl. into, about

your program's history and distribution.

REAL TV looking tor dynamic videos: news, weath-

er, sports, bloopers, busts, "caught in the act." Real

TV syndicated, daily video mag, will showcase com-

pelling videos from around the world—professionals

as well as amateurs who capture video snapshots of

life in the '90s. Tapes not returned. Contact: Real TV,

Hollywood Center Studios, Stage 2, 1040 N. Las

Palmas, L.A., CA 90038; (213) 860-0100.

SOUTHERN CIRCUIT tours indie film & video-

makers throughout the Southeast; six artists travel

with prints present individual shows at designated

Mtes. Artists receive round trip air tare, advance

check of S 100 per diem during tour, $275 honorarium

per screening. To be considered for the 1998-99

Southern Circuit, submit VHS, Beta or 16mm film

(approx. 1 hr. in length; can be cued for a 30 min. sec-

tion tor judging purposes), application, printed promo

[JJ
materials 6k resume (7 pgs max, w/ last name at top

right of each sheet). Works in progress not accepted.

Appl. fee: $20. Deadline: Jan. 15. Contact: Felicia

Smith, South Carolina Arts Commission, Media Arts

Center, 1800 Gervais St., Columbia, SC 29201; (803)

734-8696; fax: 734-8526; fsmith(« scsn.net

SUDDEN VIDEO. Call for entries. Ind. curators

seek short works. Looking for exper. works that

approximate emotional tone of events that inspired

their production. Works should be under 10 nun. &
he available on videotape for exhibition distribution.

Send submissions on VHS w/ SASE to: Gort/Raad,

17 Edward Ave., Southampton, MA 01073.

UNQUOTE TV: 1/2 hr nonprofit program dedicat-

ed to exposing innovative film 6k video artists, seeks

ind. doc, narrative, exp, performance works. Seen on

over 50 cable systems nationwide. No payment. Send

submissions to: Unquote TV, c/o DUTV, 33rd 6k

Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215) 895-

2927; fax: 895-1054.

URBAN INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY
ARTS: A nonprofit organization which invites pro-

posals tor future exhibs. We seek innovative work

that deals with contemp. issues and concerns for solo

6k curated shows, which may not fall within conven-

tional bounds of the visual arts. All proposals should

incl: one-page statement (artistic or curatorial), max

two-page resume, max 10 slides (well-labelled w/ top

indication), SASE 6k $15 entry fee (check or money

order made out to UICA). Send proposals to: UICA
PROPS, 41 Sheldon Blvd. SE, Grand Rapids, MI

49503; (616) 454-7000. Postmark deadline: Dec. 31.

VIDEOSPACE BOSTON seeks creative videos for

tall 6k spring programming. Any genre 6k length.

Nonprofit no payment. Send VHS, Hi-8, or 3/4" with

description, name, phone 6k SASE to: Videospace,

General Submissions, 9 Myrtle St., Jamaica Plain,

MA 02 130.

WOMEN OF THE SUN PRODUCTIONS seeks

screenplays by and/or about women of color (Asian,

Black, Latina, Native) for special showcase in Feb.

1999. Send scripts (shorts ok), resume to: WSFF c/o

Karen Lam, 305 Van Brunt St., #2, Brooklyn, NY
11231. Deadline: Dec 10. For more info contact:

Leslie Fields (718) 884-7695 or Cecile Simon (212)

541-0957; laffstopia hotmail.com

WXXI public television's Independent Film Series

wants short films/videos, animation, art films and

longer-length docs for possible screenings on weekly

primetime series. Topics are your choice, but should

be suitable for viewing by a general TV audience.

Submit entries on VHS. If chosen, a broadcast quali-

ty version will be required. For more info or entry

forms, call: (716) 258-0244.

YEAR 2525 PRODUCTIONS is seeking indepen-

dent shorts in any and all genres for upcoming video

series. Tapes submitted must be in VHS and less than

45 mins. in length. Please include resume 6k press kit.

All responses will be notified of status by Dec. '98.

Year 2525 Productions, Box 90322, San Antonio, TX
78209-9998.

Publications

ART ON FILM DATABASE offers free listings.

Have you produced films, videos or CD-ROMs on art

or architecture? Send info for inclusion in database of

over 25,000 prods on visual arts topics. Prods about

artists of color 6k multicultural arts projects are wel-

comed. Send info to: Program for Art on Film, Inc.,

c/o Pratt SILS, 200 Willoughby Ave., Brooklyn, NY
11205; (718) 399-4206; fax: 399-4207; artfilm<5

sils.pratt.edu; www.artfilm.org

CANYON CINEMA's 25 th Anniversary Catalog

(including 1993-5 supplements) with over 3,500 film

and video titles is available for $20. Call or fax (415)

626-2255; canyon(a sj.bigger.net

FILMMAKER'S RESOURCE: A Watson-GuptiU

publication by Julie Mackaman. A veritable "super-

market of great opportunities—more than 150 of

them—for a wide variety of filmmakers . . . from fea-

ture to documentary to educational to animated

films." Contact: Watson-Guptill, Amphoto, Whitney

Library of Design, Billboard Books, 1515 Broadway,

NY NY 10036.

GUIDE TO TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR FILMS

SHOT IN NY STATE is available for producers who

want clear instructions on how to claim the numer-

ous tax exemptions available in NY state for film, tv

6k commercial production. Compiled by Empire State

Devpt Corp., the 51-page reference guide can be

obtained by contacting NY State Governor's Office

or the Tax Office. NY State Governor's Office tor

Motion Picture and Television Development, 633 3rd

Ave., 33rd Floor, NY, NY 10017-6706; (212) 803-

2330; fax: 803-2369; www.empire.state.ny.us/

mptv.htm

INDEPENDENT PRESS ASSOCIATION. Save

the Ideas! Without independent sources of ideas and

discussion, democracy and dissent cannot thrive. The

IPA works to nurture and encourage indie publica-

tions committed to justice for all. To find out more,

write to: IPA, Box 191785, San Francisco, CA
941 19; or call: (415) 896-2456; indypress(ft igc.org;

www. indypress.org

INTERNATIONAL FILM FINANCING
CONFERENCE transcripts available. Topics dis-

cussed by int'l financiers, commissioning editors

and producers include: Foreign TV as a Source for

Funding, Int'l Distributors, Finding US Dollars 6k

How to Pitch Your Idea. Send $41 to IFFCON,

360 Ritch St., San Francisco, CA 94107. (415)

281-9777.

MEDIAMAKER HANDBOOK: THE ULTI-

MATE GUIDE FOR THE INDEPENDENT
PRODUCER: annual guide published by Bay

Area Video Coalition. Includes: nat'l 6k int'l film

fest. listings, distributors, exhib. venues, media

funding sources, TV broadcast venues, film 6k

video schools. For more info, call: (415) 861-3282.

MEDIA MATTERS, Media Alliance's newsletter,

provides comprehensive listings of New York area

events 6k opportunities for media artists. For free

copy, call Media Alliance at (212) 560-2919 or

visit their web site at www.mediaalliance.org

Resources • Funds

APERTURE, a nonprofit corp., awards the 3rd

Annual $10,000 Aperture Short Film Grant to one

first-time filmmaker for 1999. Deadline for AIVF

members and readers of The Independent: Oct. 31.

For applications print from www.shortfilmgrant.org

or send SASE to: Aperture, 12335 Santa Monica

Blvd., Ste. 174, LA, CA 90025; (310) 772-8294.

ASIAN AMERICAN ARTS ALLIANCE offers

two grant programs: Technical Assistance 6k

Regrant Initiative (TARI) 6k Chase Manhattan

SMARTS Regrants Program.Total of $75,000 in

awards available to NYC Asian American arts

organizations with annual budgets of $100,000 or

less. Contact: Marli Higa (212) 941-9208 for appl.

details 6k deadlines.

ASTRAEA provides grants up to $10,000 for film

and video projects that reflect depth, complexity 6k

diversity of lesbian community. Special attention

to projects geared towards diverse audiences.

Nonprofit fiscal sponsorship req'd. Deadline: Nov.

1. Contact: Astraea, 116 E. 16th St., 7th Fl„ NY,

NY 10003; (212) 529-8021, fax: 982-3321.

CALIFORNIA ARTS COUNCIL offers various

grants 6k programs for film 6k mediamakers.

Contact: California Arts Council, 13001 I St., Ste

930, Sacramento, CA 95814; (916) 322-6555;

(800) 201-6201; fax: 322-6575; cac(o cwo.com;

www.cac.ca.gov

CITIZEN CAMERA INC., 501(c) 3 nonprofit

arts educ. organization dedicated to promoting the

art of filmmaking, is planning to establish filmmak-

ing workshops in high schools and is looking for

donated used 16mm cameras, sound, lighting and

editing equipment in good working order.

Donations of equipment gratefully accepted and

are tax deductible. Contact: Dan Blanchfield,

Executive, at (201) 444-9875.
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CREATIVE PROJECT GRANTS: Subsidized use

of VHS, interformat &. 3/4" editing suite for ind. cre-

ative projects. Doc, political, propaganda, promotion-

al &. commercial projects not eligible. Editor/instruc-

tor avail. Video work may he done in combination w/

S-8, Hi8, audio, performance, photography, artists,

books, etc. Studio includes Amiga, special effects,

A&B roll, transfers, dubbing, etc. Send SASE for

guidelines to: The Media Loft, 727 6th Ave., NY, NY
10010; (212) 924-4893.

DISTRIBUTION GRANTS FOR NY ARTISTS
The New York State Council on the Arts is accepting

entries through Oct. 15 for grants of up to $5,000 to

covet Jistrib. -related expenses for audio/radio, film,

video, computer &. installation work completed since

Jan. 1996. Decisions announced Jan. 1998. Contact

the Council at (212) 387-7057 for appls.

ESTABLISHED NON-PROFIT GALLERY
reviewing membership applies. Benefits: local, nat'l,

int'l exhib opportunities curating & arts mgmt expe-

rience, participation in a dynamic professional net-

work. Categs: local, nat'l, video performance. Submit

16-20 slides, video, vitae, SASE: Membership Chair,

ARC Gallery, 1040 W. Huron. Chicago, IL 60622.

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION CENTER pro-

vides grants and presentation funds to electronic

media/film artists and organizations. The program

provides partial assistance; maximum amount varies.

Presentations must be open to the public; limited'

entollment workshops &. publicly supported educa-

tional institutions ineligible. Appls reviewed monthly.

Deadline: Mar. 15. Contact: Program Director,

Experimental Television Center, 109 Lower Fairfield

Rd., Newark Valley, NY 1 5811; (607) 687-4341.

FRAMELINE FILM/VIDEO COMPLETION
FUND provides grants from $500-2,000 for comple-

tion of doc, educ, nattative, anim. &. experimental

projecrs about or of interest to leshians/gay men and

theit communities. Deadline: Dec. 1 3. Contact:

Frameline Film/Video Completion Fund, 346 Ninth

St., San Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 703-8650.

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION SERVICE consid-

ers proposals tor new, innovative programs &. limited

seties for public TV on an ongoing basis. No finished

works or applications tor development. Contact:

ITVS, 51 Federal St., Suite 401, San Francisco, CA
94107; (415) 356-8383.

JOHN D. & CATHERINE T MACARTHUR
FOUNDATION provides partial support to selected

doc. seties & films intended tor nat'l or internat'l

broadcast & focusing on an issue within one of the

Foundation's two major programs (Human and

Community Development; Global Security &
Sustainability). Send ptelim. 2- to 3-page letter to:

John D. & Catherine T MacArthur Foundation, 140

S. Dearborn St., Suite 1 100, Chicago, IL 60603-5285;

(312) 726-8000; 4ansvvers(5 macfdn.org; www.
macfdn.org

MATCHING GRANT FOR RESTORATION
offered by VidiPax. VidiPax will match 20% of fund-

ing received from govt., foundation or corporate

funding agency. Individual artists need non-profit fis-

cal sponsorship to apply. Video 6k audiotape restora-

tion must be performed at VidiPax. Contact: Dara

Meyers-Kingsley, (212) 563-1999x111.
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THE

A not-for-profit media arts

organization providing access

to broadcast quality video

post-production services for artists

& independent producers at

drastically discounted rates.

— Standby also publishes FELIX,

A Journal of Media Arts and

Communication. —
• Interformat Online Edit $ 85/hr

• Digital Audio Post $ 85/hr

• Digi Beta to D2 Edit $1 20/hr

• Duplication & Conversions Inquire

Contact us for other services,

prices and access information.

POB 184, New York, NY 10012

Email: maria@standby.org

Phone: (212) 219-0951

Fax: (212) 219-0563 FT
www.standby.org

1 Avid Non-Linear Editing, available in

both PAL & NTSC for:

Short Films/Documentaries/

Music Videos & Commercials

Demo Reels

Post Production

Video Tape Transfers in all formats ,

including: DV Cam & DVC Pro

International Standards Conversion,

PAL & SECAM

High Quality Duplication from any

Source Master

Film to tape Transfer

ANALOG DIGITAL INTERNATIONAL

20 East 49th Street, 2nd floor

New York, NY 10017

Tel: (212) 688-51 10 Fax (21 2) 688-5405

E-MAIL address: adidigital@aol.com

In loving memory
Of a valued member, whose warmth
And light will be greatly missed.

Josh Hanig
1952 ~ 1998

Men s Lives . Song of the Canary , Coming of Age

Directed by Josh Hanig ~ New Day Films
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Underground Adventure
The Field Museum • Chicago

For info and entry forms (877) 363-1010

4
Visit us at www.fmnh.org/filmfestival

tf^i Deadline December 31, 1998

Film and Video Festival

The 5 th Annual

Austin Film Festival

October 1- 8, 1998

with special guests

Joel and Ethan Coen

For more information on the Festival or

the 1999 Script and Film Competitions,

contact:

1-800-310-FEST

austinfilmfa aol.com

www.austinfilmfestival.orE

WHEN IT COMES TO

ENTERTAINMENT &

MEDIA INSURANCE
^m^ WE ARE

m \j THE

_^^^^ INSURANCE BROKERS ^__i

ISBl
^L^ SINCE 1839 ^^H

TEL (21

2

|

CAROL A.

DeWITT STERN

GROUP, INC.

NEW YORK
420 LEXINGTON AVENUE

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10170-0199

) 867-3550 • FAX: (212) 983-6483

J0LY0N F. STERN, President

BRESSI-CILONA, SR. Vice Pres.

AFFIUATES IN: LONDON • PARIS • MUNICH

WE HAVE MOVED
632 broadway 473-3040

New facilities include:

Solar
PRODUCTIONS

MORE AVIDS: 4O0S-80O0S On-/Off-Line

DUPLICATION: Dubs and Transfers

SOUND BOOTH: Voice Over, ADR, Foley

AUDIO POST: ProTools 24 Digital Edit/Mix

Still at B'way & Houston. Sti ll Friend ly, Experienced, & Helpful.

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE
HUMANITIES announces new deadline for media

grants. The Division of Public Programs will have a

second annual deadline, just for planning grant appli-

cations—Nov. 2, 1998. Planning grants support the

design and development of film, television &. interac-

tive multimedia projects that address humanities

themes. The Endowment offers grants of up to

$20,000 tor planning. Preliminary draft proposals for

the Feb. deadline should be submitted as soon as pos-

sible but no later than six weeks prior to the deadline.

Application guidelines may be downloaded from

www.neh.ted.us/html/guidelin/pub_prog.html; or by

calling the Endowment at (202) 606-8267;

publicpgms(5 neh.fed.us

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TELEVISION seek-

ing story proposals from US. citizens or permanent

resident minority filmmakers for National

Geographic Explorer, award-winning doc series. To

request appl. for CDP (Cultural Diversity Project),

call: (202) 862-8637.

NEW DAY HLMS: premiere distribution coopera-

tive for social issue media, seeks energetic indepen-

dent film &. videomakers w/ challenging social issue

documentaries for distr. to nontheatrical markets.

Now accepting applies for new membership. Contact:

New Day Films 22D Hollywood Ave., Ho-Ho-Kus NJ

07423; (914) 485-8489; www.newday.com

J
NEXT WAVE FILMS, funded by Independent Film

[J]
Channel, offers finishing funds of up to $100,000 for

up to four films/year. Budgets must be under

$200,000. Contact: Mark Stolaroff, Next Wave Films,

2510 7th St., Suite E, Santa Monica, CA 90405;

(310) 392-1720; paradigm(a earthlink.net

|
OPEN DOOR COMPLETION FUND: Natl

.Asian American Telecommunications Association

(X.AATA) offers completion funding for projects in

final stages of postproduction, w/ awards averaging

$15,000. Works should present fresh &. provocative

takes on contemporary Asian American & Asian

issues, have strong potential for public TV 6k be of

standard TV lengths (i.e., 30 mins., 1 hr., etc.).

I Contact: Charles McCue, NAATA Media Fund, 346

9th St., 2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103; (415)

863-0814; fax: 863-7428; charles@naatanet.org;

|
www.naatanet.org

OPPENHELMER CAMERA new filmmaker grant

program offers access to professional 16mm camera

system for first serious new productions in dramatic,

doc, exp, or narrative form. Purely commercial pro-

jects not considered. Provides camera on year-round

basis. No application deadline, but allow 10 week

min. for processing. Contact: Dana Meaux,

Oppenheimer Camera, 666 S. Plummer St., Seattle,

WA 98134; (206) 467-8666; fax: 467-9165;

dana(S oppenheimercamera.com

PANAVISION'S NEW FILMMAKER PRO-
GRAM provides 16mm camera pkgs to short, non-

profit film projects of any genre, incl. student thesis

films. Contact: Kelly Simpson, New Filmmaker

Program, Panavision, 6219 DeSoto Ave., Woodland

Hills, CA 91367-2601; (818) $16-1000 x220; fax:

316-1111.

PAUL ROBESON FUND FOR INDEPENDENT
MEDIA "supports media artists whose work reflects
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and comments on the ills of our society while empha-

sizing the struggles to overcome them." Eligible: radio

projects in all prod, stages, film & video projects in

pre-prod. or distribution jtages only. Max. grant:

$15,000. Deadline: Dec. 1. Contact: Funding

Exchange, 666 Broadway, #500, NY, NY 10012;

(212) 529-5300; fax: 982-9272.

PEN WRITERS FUND & FUND FOR WRIT-
ERS & EDITORS WITH AIDS. Emergency funds,

in form of grants & interest-tree loans of up to $1,000

given each year to over 200 professional literary writ-

ers, including screenwriters, facing financial crisis.

PEN"'- emergency funds are not intended to subsidize

writing projects. Contact: PEN American Center,

568 Broadway, NY, NY 10012-3225; (212) 334-1660.

ROY W DEAN GRANT available to ind. doc. film-

makers. Winner will receive up to $35,000+ in sup-

plies & equipment. Must submit sample tape.

Deadline: Dec. 24. For appl, contact: Drew (5 Studio

Film iSi. Tape, attn.: Roy W Dean Grant, 630 9th

Ave., 8th fl., NY, NY 10036.

SHORT-TERM ARTISTS RESIDENCY PRO-
GRAM sponsored by Illinois Arts Council, provides

funding tor 1L nonprofit orgs to work n professional

artists from IL to develop & implement residency

programs that bring arts into their community. Each

residency lasts from 1 to 5 days or hourly equivalent.

The LAC will support 50% of the artist's fee (nun. of

$250 a day plus travel; local sponsor must provide

remaining 50% plus other expenses. AppK must be

received at least 8 weeks prior to residency starting

date. [AC encourages artists to seek sponsors & initi-

ate programs. Call for avail of funds. IAC, 100 W.

Randolph, Suite 10-500, Chicago, IL 60601; (312)

814-6750; fax: 814-1471; ilarts@artswire.org

SOROS DOCUMENTARY FUND supports mt'l

doc. films and videos on current & significant issues

in human rights, freedom of expression, social justice

ek civil liberties. Three project categories considered

tor funding: initial seed funds (grants up to $15,000),

projects in preproduction (grants up to $25,000), pro-

jects in production or postproduction (avg. grant is

$25,000; max. is $50,000). Highly competitive.

Proposals reviewed quarterly. More info., contact:

Soros Documentary Fund, Open Society Institute,

400 W 59th St., NY, NY 10019; (212) 548-0600.

SPECIAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS offered by the

Illinois Arts Council. Matching funds oi up to > 1 AY
to IL artists tor specific projects. Examples of activi-

ties funded: reg'n fees ek travel tor conferences, sem-

inars, workshops; consultants fees for resolution of a

specific artistic problem (e.g. exhibits, performances,

screenings). Funds awarded based on quality of work

submitted &. impact of proposed project on artist's

professional development. Applies must be received

at least 8 weeks prior to project starting date. Call for

availability oi funds. Illinois Arts Council, 100 W.

Randolph, Suite 10-500, Chicago, IL 60601; (312)

814-6570; (800) 237-6994; ilarts(a artswire.org

WOMEN'S FILM PRESERVATION FUND of

New York Women in Film & Television is seeking

proposals for the funding 6k preservation or restora-

tion of American films in which women have had sig-

nificant creative positions. Application deadline:

March 15. Contact: NYWIFT, 6 E. 39th St., New
York, NY 10016; (212) 679-0870; fax: 679-0899.

Finding Stock Footage

that breaks stereotypes

and releases emotions

takes Energy.

film

the Largest <mJ Most Unique

Collection ./Original Cinematography

in the World.

FILM -LIBRARY

1.800.IMA(,KRY/,*r V>iir Most Valuable Resource

http://www.digital-energy.com

Context Studios
Film Si Video Services

rLOW COST1
16mm

film-to-uideo

transfer
• double system

• single system optical

• time coded transfers

• mag track recording

• film and video screening

• rehearsal space

• theatre

• 10,000 sf of space for

shooting and set construction

CONTEXT • 28 Avenue A

NY, NY 10009 • 212-505-2702

writes

Reality

Transformed
Film as Meaning
and Technique

Irving Singer

"I was quickly won over by the

grace of the text and the wisdom of

the author. Singer's argument is

extremely well structured, elegantly

written, and compelling."

— Richard Allen, Department of

Cinema Studies, Tisch School of

the Arts, New York University

For the last thirty years film theory

has been dominated by "grand

theories" that examine motion

pictures from a psychoanalytic,

semiotic, or Marxist point of view.

Few American philosophers have

written about the nature and

aesthetics of cinema. Reality

Transformed offers a new approach

to the philosophy of film.

Returning to the classical debate

between realists and formalists,

Singer shows how the opposing

positions may be harmonized and

united. He accepts the realist claim

that films somehow "capture"

reality, but agrees with the

formalist belief that they transform

it. Extending his earlier work on

meaning in art and life, he

suggests that the meaningfulness

of movies derives from techniques

that re-create reality in the process

of presenting it to viewers who

have learned how to appreciate

the aesthetics of cinematic

transformation.

180 pp. $25

http://mitpress.mit.edu

The MIT Press
To order call 800-356-0343 (US & Canada)

or (617) 625-8569. Prices higher outside the

U.S. and subject to change without notice.
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scriptserve, inc

KEEP YOUR ENTIRE
SCRIPT ON THE
INTERNET FOR
ONE YEAR.

FOR DETAILS SEE:

www . scriptserve . com

M
ISLAND MEDIA INTERNATIONAL

212*252*3522

AVID
Media Composers
• Film Negative Matchback

• AVR77
• 3D-DVE effects

• 92 GIGS storage

• Protools sound mix

Transfers / Duplication

Camera Pkgs / Animation

Graphics / AVID Classes
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The Foundation tor Independent Video and Film, die educational affiliate of the Association of

Independent Video and Filmmakers, supports a variety of programs and services for the independent

media community, including publication of The Independent, workshops, and an information clearing-

house. None ot tlus work would he possible without the generous support of die ATVF membership and

the following organizations:

Academy .Arts Foundation, Man- Duke Biddle Foundation, Center for Arts Criticism, Heathcote An Foundation,

DCGirniriission on the Arts and Humanities, Libraries tor the Future, Albert A. List Foundation, John D. and Catherine

T. MacAnhur Foundation, National Endowment tor the Arts, New York State Council on the Arts, Rockefeller

foundation, and Andy Warhol Foundation tor the Visual Arts, Inc.

We also wish to thank the following individuals and organizational members:

Benefactors: Patrons: Sponsors:

Forest Creatures Entertainmenr®Pamela Calvert, Mary D. Dorman, C & S Int'l Insurance Brokers, Inc.;

Karen Freedman, Jeffrey Levy-Hinte, CDPI. Inc.; LoniDing DavidWHaas; Dt V
Robert L Seigel, Esq.. James Schamus, Hufnagely Woman's Cable Network; Jim

Roger E. Weisberg McKay; Leonard Memll Kur- Co.; Robb

Moss; Jodi Piekoff; Julio Riberio; J. B.

Sass/Letnrig Go Foundation; GeorgeC
Stoney; Debra Zimmerman

Business/Industry Members:

Antares Research, Santa Fe., NM; Aries Productions, Arlington, TX; .Austin Cinemaker Coop., Austin, TX;

Bee Hive Productions, Mt. Vernon, NY; BET Movies/5tarz! 3; Englewood, CO; BIZIVUSA NYC; Blackside, Inc.,

Boston, MA; Bureau for At-Risk Youth, Plaimiew, NY; C ck S International Insurance Brokers, NYC; Cando

Entertainment, NYC; CK Productions, NYC; Clinica Estetico, NYC; Engel Production, NYC; Ericson Media Inc.,

NYC; Galara & Asxriates, Inc., Oakland, CA; H &M Productions, NYC; Henninger Media Senices, Arlington,

VA; Hogan Films, Spring, TX; Jes &. Woodcraft Video Prod. Inc, Taylor MI; Koch TV Productions, Cabin John, MD;
Laun Enterprises Inc.. New Rixdielle, NY; LD Media, NYC; Lemom Prod, NYC; Lyrick Studios, Richardson, TX;

Joseph McCarthy, BTdvn, NY; Heidi McLean, Evergreen, CO; Media Principia, NYC; Mark Morton, .Atlanta, GA;

New Rican Filmmaket Bronx, NY; NTV Studio Productions, NYC; One Such Films, NYC; Opposable Thumb Prod.,

Inc., NYC; Henrietta S. Parker East Orange, NJ; Perfunktory Productions, LLC, NYC; Respectable St., Inc., West Palm

Beach, FL; Sogecable, Madrid, Spain; Andrew Stone, NYC; Surf& Turt Films Inc., NYC; Thunder Head Prod., Palm

Beach, FL; Treasure Chest Tele\ision, North Pro\idence, RI; Triune Pictures, NYC; United Pictures, Las Vegas, NV;

Virtual Media, NYC; Wild Pictures, LLC St. Louis, MO; White Night Prod, San Diego, CA

Nonprofit Members
.Andy Warhol Fndt., NYC; Ann .Arbor Community Access TV Ann .Arbor, MI; Ann Arbor Film Festival,

Ann Arbor, MI; Appalshop, Whitesburg, KY; John Armstrong, Brooklyn, NT; .Art Institute ot Chicago, Chicago, IL;

ASCAPNYC; Athens Center tor Film& Video, Athens, OH; AUCHMUTVUniversity ofNew Casde, Callaghan,

New South Wales; Austin Film Society, Austin, TX; Baylor Univ., Waco, TX; Boston Univ., Boston, MA; Brooklyn

Film Institute, Brooklyn, NY; Carnegie Museums, Pittsburgh, PA; CCTV, Cambridge, MA; Center, for New

American Media, NYC; Center for the Arts, Tulsa, OK; Chicago Access Corp., Chicago, IL; Cincinnati Community

Video, Cincinnati, OH; Cinema Arts Center, Huntington,NY; Kelly Clement, Taos, NM; Cleveland Filmmakers,

Cleveland, OH; Oimmunication Arts, MHCC, Gresham, OR; Communications Society, Poughkeepsie, NY;

Community Television Network, Chicago, IL;Copiague Memorial Library, Copiague, NT; Qimell Cinema, Ithaca,

NY; Qwenant House, NYC; Cultural Development Group, Miami, FL; Dallas Morning News, Dallas, TX; Denver

Film Society, Denver CO; Dept. of Media Studies/SUNY Buffalo, Buffalo, NT; Dept. ofCommunication, The New-

School, NYC; Patricia Dooley, NYC; Drexel University Library - Serials Dept., Philadelphia, PA; Duke University -

Program in Film & Video, Durham, NC; DUTVCable 54, Philadelphia, PA; EVC, NYC; Rim Fest New Haven,

New Haven, CF, Films for Educators, NYC; Fine Arts Division Office, Scottsdale, AZ; Flick Clique, Youngstown,

OH; Flickers Arts Collaborative, Newport, RI; Globe Link Productions, Coral Gables, FL; Han-ard Medical School,

Boston, MA; Hogskulen I Volda, Norway; Hong Kong Arts Center Hong Kong, China; IFP, North, Minneapolis,

MN; IFP West, Los Angeles, CA; Image Film Video Center Adanta, GA; Institute tor Public Media .Arts, Durham,

NC; Intermedia Arts, Minneapolis, MN; IFS, NYC; Jewish Film Fest., Berkeley, CA; John Jay High School, Cross

FUver, NY; Kroma Productions, Porvoo; Laurel Cable Nenvork, Laurel, MD; Long Bow Group Inc., Brookline, MA;

Madison Film Forum, Madison, WI; MNN, NYC; Massachusetts College ofArt, Boston, MA; Media Arts, Palatine,

IL; Media Resource Center - University of Ca., Berkeley, CA; Media Working Group, Covington, KY; Merci

Entertainment, New York, NT; Missoula Community Access, Missoula MT Museum ot Fine .Arts, Houston, TX;

MoMA-Rlm Study Center, NYC; NAMAC, San Fransisco, CA; NVR, NYC; New Liberty' Prod., Philadelphia, PA;

New York Women in Film &. Television, NYC; Ngee Ann Polytechnic Library, Singapore; Northampton Film Festival,

Northampton, MA; Northwestern, Film Center, Portland, OR; Ohio Independent Film Festival, Cleveland, OH;

Ohio Univ. - Film, Athens, OH; Dirk Olson, Denver, CO; Open Society Institute, NYC; George Preston, Unveil,

MA; Public Benefit Corp., Detroit, MI; Reach Foundation, Salt Spring, BO Rtichester Film Office, Rochester. NT;

Ross Film Theater Lincoln, NE; Ross-Gatney, NYC; Scribe Video Center Philadelphia, PA; Singapore National

Library, Singapore; Sinking Creek Celebration, Nashville, TN; South Carolina Arts Commission, Columbia, SO
Squeaky Wheel, Buffalo, NY; Syracuse Univ., Syracuse, NY; Tel-Aviv Univ., Tel-Aviv, Israel; Tex.i> Film Gommivion,

Austin, TX; Third World Newsreel, NYC; University of Az,-Media Arts Room, Tucson, AZ; University of Mi., .Ann

Arbor. MI; University ofCa Ext. - CMIL, Berkeley, CA; University of Ne., Lincoln, NE; University ot Tx. - Dept. ot

Radio, TV and Film, Austin, TX; Upstate, Films, Rhinebeck, NT; Video Pool, Manitoba, Ginada; Wexner Cento;

Columbus, OH; WKSG. Binghamton, NY; WNET/13, NYC; Women in the Director's Chair, Chicago, IL; Women

Make Movies, NYC; Worldtest, Houston, TX; WTVS Channel 56, Detroit, Ml; York Linwrsnv Libraries, North

York, Ontano, Canada.
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Chicago, IL:

Call for date 6k location.

Contact: Oscar Cervera, (773) 751-8000 x2564

Cleveland, OH:

Call tor date and location.

Contact: Annetta Marion, (216) 781-1755

Dallas, TX:

When: 3rd Wednesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Bart Weiss, (214) 999-8999

Denver/Boulder, CO:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Diane Markrow, (303) 449-7125 or Jon

Stout (303) 442-8445

Houston, TX:

When: Last Tuesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call tor locations. Contact: Houston Film

Commission Hotline, (713) 227-1407

Kansas City, MO:
Call for date and location.

Contact: John Sjlobom, (816) 333-7574

New Brunswick, NJ:

When: Last Wed. of each month; call for time

Where: Cappuccino's Cate, Colonial Village Rte.

27 & Parsonage Rd., Edison, NJ. Contact: Allen

Chou, (908) 756-9845 or www.passionriver.com

New Haven, CT:

Call tor date and location.

Contact: Jim Gherer, ACES Media Arts Center,

(203) 782-3675

Palm Beach, FL:

When/Where: Call for date 6k location

Contact: Dominic Giannetti, (561) 326-6628

San Diego, CA:

Call tor date and location.

Contact: Paul Espinosa, (619) 594-1515;

cvpmosaCaelectriciti.com

Seattle, WA:
Call tor dates and locations.

Contact: Joel Bachar, (206) 282-3592

Tucson, AZ:

Call for date and location.

Contact: Beverly Seckinger, (520) 621-1239

Washington, DC:

Call for date and location.

Contact: DC Salon hotline (202) 554-3263 x4

Westchester, NY:

Call for date and location.

Contact: Bob Curtis, (914) 741-2538;

rec 1 1 1 (a aol.com or Jonathan Kaplan, (914) 948-

3447; JKAP(ttjuno.com

Youngstown, OH:

Call for dates and times.

Contact: Art Byrd, The Flick

www.choss.com/tlickclique

Fur updates, contact Marya Wethers x236.

^^

Clique,

Millennium Campaign Fund

The Millennium Campagin Fund is a 3-year

tundraising inititiative to develop a $150,000

cash reserve fund tor the Foundation for

Independent Video and Film by the year 2000.

Since its inauguration in March 1997, we have

raised, at press time, more than $75,000. We
would like to thank those who have so gener-

ously donated to the Millennium Campaign Fund.

(Gifts received as of 6/23/98.)

Corporate/Government/

Foundation Gifts
American Film Institute Theater; John F. Kennedy

Center tor die Performing .Arts; BET/Encore; District

Cablevision; CXI! Commission on the Arts and

Humanities; Home Box Office; Jewish Communal
Fund; New York State Giuncil on the Arts; TCI,

Tower Records/Video/Books; US Airways; Washington

DC Film Society

Honorary Committee Members
(Gift! „/$500ur m

AIVF DC Salon, Ralph Arlyck. John Bard

Manulis, Peter Buck, C-Hundred Film Corp.,

C6kS International Insurance Brokers, Hugo
Cassirer, Martha Coolidge, Nik Ives, Bill Jersey,

Richard Kvlberg, Tom LeGoff, Helaine 4k Sidney

Lerner, Diane Markrow, Leonard Merrill Kur:,

David 4* Sandy Picker, R.E.M./Athens, LLC,

Barbara Roberts, James Schamus, Robert L.

Seigel, Michael Stipe, Liza Vann Smith,

Miranda Smith, Ann Tennenbaum, Walterry

Insurance Company, Robert E. Wise

Friends
Kii/r, oj $100 or in

Anonymous, Barbara Abrash, The American

Documentary, Inc., John C. Anderson, Ted 6k

Asya Berger, Alan Berliner, Regina Berliner,

Tessa Blake, Blackside Inc., Doug Block, Susan

Bodme, Esq., Bob Brodsky, Barbara Brooks,

Florence Burke, Jeff Bush, Michelle Byrd,

Pamela Calvert, David Carnochan, Rick Carter,

Christine Choy, Ruth Anne Cohen, Jem Cohen,

Bob Coleman, Norman Cowie, Keith Crofford,

Linda 6k Bob Curtis, Jonathan Dayton, Helen

De Michiel, Loni Ding, Eileen Douglas, Aaron

Edison, Bill Einreinhoter, Cassian Elwes,

Fanlight Productions, Chris Farina, Valerie

Faris, Larry Fessenden, Film Forum, Bonnie

Finnegan, Kenneth Fishel, Paul Fitzmaunce,

William Flemming, Frank Frattaroli, Peter

Friedman, Archibald Gillies, Patricia Goudvis,

Barbara Hammer, Henry Hampton, Hal Hartley,

Richard 6k Elaine Hawk, James Herbert, Kathy

High, Deborah Hoffman, Ted Hope, Miljan

Rich, Zuzana Justman, Ticia Kane, Dai Sil Kim-

Gibson, Michael G Kindle, Valerie Kontakos,

Stephen Krai, Terry Lawler, Ruby Lerner, Peter

Lewnes, Mark Lipman, Lawrence Loewinger,

Jason Lyon, Charles MacFarland, Jodi Magee,

Jim McKay, Cara Mertes, Robb Moss, N. Cheng
6s. Company, Michel Negroponte, Sheila

Nevins, John O'Bnen, Jackie Ochs, October

Films, Off Shore Pictures, Eloise Payne,

Anthony Peraticos, Mimi Pickering, Robert

Richter, Ross S. McElwee, John Schwartz, Nat
Segaloff, Deborah Shaffer, Lisabeth Shean,

Sloss Law Office, PC, Vivian Sobchack, Kevin

Smith, Valerie & Jim Smith, Buddy Squires,

James Stark, Geotge C. Stoney, Helen Stritzler,

Karle Trappe, Thunderhead Productions, Toni

Treadway, Mark Tusk, David Van Taylor,

Martha Wallner, David 6k Susan Watson,

Barton Weiss, Susan Wittenberg, Lauren

Zalaznick, Gei Zantzinger, Debra Zimmerman

This Winter, plan on attending

Telluride IndieFest

December 4-6, 1998

A unique festival/seminar

dedicated to the spirit and

advancement of independent

filmmaking and screenwriting!

To order Festival Passes and

Lodging Reservations call (toll

free): Telluride Visitor Services

at 1-88-TELLURIDE

Ski Free during the festival!

http://telluridemm.com/indifest.html

indiefest@usa.net
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AIVF HAPPEN I NGSby Leslie A Fields

STAFF UPDATES

IATVF bids a fond farewell to Leslie Fields,

i membership director since 1996. Leslie will

be the new artistic director at Citv Lights

Youth Theater, where she has been teaching

and directing children since 1995. Replacing

Leslie 1* Nailery Moore, former director of Black

Filmmaker Foundation and candidate tor an M.A.

in Art- Administration at NYU. AIVF also wel-

comes Michelle Coe as information services

director. Michelle was formerly membership

director of IFP North. We wish Leslie, Vallery,

and Michelle much luck in their new positions.

REMINDER!
AIVF VOTING ELIGIBILITY

Only paid membership categories (individual, stu-

dent, supporting, organization, and business) are

eligible to vote in the AIVF board elections. If

your membership expires on or before October 15

and you have not renewed by Friday, October 16,

you will not be eligible to vote. To verity your mem-

bership status and/or renew, contact: LaTrice

Dixon or Marya Wethers, (212) 807-1400 x 236.

MEMBER BENEFIT UPDATES

CIGNA Health Plan Geographic Area

Expanded.' AIVF members who are residents of

Sew jersey and Connecticut may now enroll in the

CIGNA Health Plans. Also, California members

may now enroll any month, all year long. For more

info, contact: TEIGIT, 845 3rd Ave., NY, NY
10022; (212) 758-5675; fax: 888-4916.

Trade Discounts
DV8 Video, Inc.

738 Broadway, New York, NY 10003; (212) 529-

9204; fax: 982-5593; Inbox(& DV8designs.com;

contact: Morgan Reese. 10% discount on all Avid

editing services & duplication; Betacam SP, digital

betacam, DVC Pro, 3/4", Hi8 & VHS.

GLC Productions

11 Weehawken St., New York, NY 10014; (212)

691-1038; 242-4911; stacy@glc.com. Contact:

Stacy Davidoff. 1 0-30% off book rate for audio post-

production services. ADR, sound design, SFX/foley,

mix, ISDN phone patch.

Tiny Lights, Inc.

286 Spring St. #404, New York, NY 10013; (212)

691-3358; 691-3548; dance@tinylights.com;

www.tinylights.com; contact: Michael Momm.

Music & sounddesign studio offering 15% discount

on all services. Digidesign protools, sony lynx video

I ick complete music & audio post packages; will work

with your budget.

AIVF ACTIVITIES

Meet & Greets

These are opportunities tor members to meet pro-

ducers, distributors, hinders, and programmer- to

exchange information in an informal atmosphere

at the AIVF office. Free to AIVF members, $10

for others. Space is limited. RSV'P required: (212)

807-1400 x301. Please specify event and leave your

name, phone no., and membership no., if applicable.

Breakthrough Ultra-Low-Budget

Feature Filmmaking

Microbudget techniques and new digital tools are

making feature filmmaking more accessible than

ever. Peter Broderick, president of Next Wave

Films (a finishing fund for ultra-low-budget fea-

tures), will provide an overview of ultra-low-bud-

get production. He will describe the break-

throughs being made here and abroad and share

lessons learned on the micro-budget frontier. He

will also discuss the pros and cons of going digital.

Veterans such as Lars von Trier (Breaking the

Waves) and first-time filmmakers have begun to

shoot features on digital video, post them digital-

ly, and transfer them to 35mm for theatrical

release. Broderick will discuss the support that

Next Wave Films can furnish (each filmmaker

who receives finishing funds also gets assistance

with film festivals and the press, and help finding

distribution). This erent is free to AIVF members.

All others S 10.

Date: Thursday, Oct. 22, 6:30 p.m. at AIVF.

Workshops/Seminars

Trench Warfare: Surviving Lndependent Film

Join producer/director Mark Archer as he covers

his experiences in independent filmmaking and

presents a case study of In the Company of Men,

which he produced. Topics to be discussed

include: Financing: where 6k how; Budgeting:

line-item by line-item; Preproduction details:

choosing film stock, casting, crewing, publicity;

Postproduction: do you have the money; and

Distribution: selling the film, doing the festival

circuit, and who are your buyers. Attendees will

receive a comprehensive binder with valuable ref-

erence materials. Fee: $95 AIVF members, SI 15

all others. 50% deposit required to reserve space.

Space is limited.

When: Saturday, October 10, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Where: AIVF (subject to change).

The Art of FilmA^ideo Fundraising

Join Morrie Warshawski, writer of Sliaking the

Money Tree: How to Get Grants and Donations for

Film and Video and editor of The Sext Step:

Distributing Films and Videos. Learn how to design

your film video project to attract hinders through

telephone inquiries, letters, and personal con-

tacts. Topics to be discussed will include: direct

mail campaigns, proper foundation research,

and fundraising events. The last time we held

this popular workshop was in June 1996, so

don't miss this opportunity to get fundraising

tips from the best. Fee: $65 AIVF memhers, $80

others. Space is hmiied. 50% deposit required to

reserve space.

Date: Sat., Nov. 7, 9 a.m. -4 p.m. at AIVF

Please make check or money order payable to

FIVF and send to: AIVF, 304 Hudson St., 6th

fl., New York, NY 10013. Or phone/fax credit

card order to: (212) 807-1400 x. 235; fax: 463-

85 19. Be sure to include credit card number and

expiration date with all faxes. Please indicate

name of workshop on all correspondence. Info:

Michelle Coe x 235.

Film Bytes

Even- 3rd Friday of the month, at 7 p.m. AIVF

hosts FILM BYTES [www.pseudo.com], a webcast

series about independent media production.

Produced by Kinotek and the Pseudo Network.

ON LOCATION

Monthly Member Salons

This is an opportunity for members to discuss

work, meet other independents, share war sto-

ries, and connect with the AIVF community.

Note: Call the local organizers to confirm that

there have been no last-minute changes.

Albany, NY:

When: 1st Wednesday of each month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Borders Books 6k Music, Wolf Rd.

Contact: Mike Camoin, (518) 895-5269; email:

video4c(a concentric.com

Atlanta, GA:

When: 2nd Tuesday of the month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Redlight Cafe, Amsterdam Outlet off

Monroe Dr.; Contact: Mark Wynns, IMAGE

(404) 352-4225 x 8

Austin, TX:

When: Last Monday of the month, 8 p.m.

Where: Electric Lounge, 302 Bowie Street

Contact: Ben Davis, (512) 708-1962

Birmingham, AL:

Call for dates 6k location.

Contact: Michelle Foreman, (205) 298-0685

Boston, MA:

Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Susan Walsh, (508) 528-7279

Brooklyn, NY:

When: 4th Tuesday of each month; call tor rime

Where: Ozzie's Cafe, 7th Ave. 6s. Lincoln PI.

Contact: Glenn Francis Frontera, (TIM 646-753 ;
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Thank You CAIVF DC-SALON)
—

FOR YOUR VERY SPECIAL EVENT TO BENEFIT

the FIVF Millennium Campaign Fund

Ossie Davis

Cheryl Dunye

Jennifer Fox

Darryl Wharton

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS:

DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities • American Film Institute

• John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts • Tower Records

The Washington DC Film Society

AIVF DC-SALON

COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Sowande Tichawonna Program Coordinators

Max Alvarez • Charming Houston • Ollie Jefferson-Allahz & Pzaz

Vincent LeClair • Fran Wright • Colin Chapman • Elma Shaw

BET/Starz! 3 District Cablevision

\ c
DISTRICT
CABLEVISION

US Airways

US AIRWAYS



ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT VIDEO AND FILMMAKERS

Design Nik Ives

TOTALLY INDEPENDENT

- Contribute to the Foundation far Independent Video and Film's three year Millennium Campaign Fund which ensures that AIVF/FIVF (publishers LI

of Ihe Independent) not only survive, but thrive in their mission tD serve the growing and diverse independent media community.

Name

Address.

City

Enclosed is my gift of independence

in the amount of:

State. Zip.

Home Phone.
. Business Phone.

| $500 ud up

HonorarY

Committee

Member

Make your check payable to FIVF and return it with this form to FIVF. 304 Hudson St.. Gth Floor. NY. NY 10013. For more information call (2121 807-1400. ext. 223.

The Foundation tor Independent Video and Film is a not-for-profit organization. Your contribution is tax-deductible

I /We wish to be listed in acknowledgements as:

J $35

J $50

J $100

J Other

J
J
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Selectfrom the greatest sources on the planet.

Over 30,000 hours ofhistoricfootage

and musical performance clips.

Transferred, databased, copyright-cleared,

and instantly availablefootage!

A Century of Images

A Century of Sounds

AMERICANA • COMMERCIALS
CONTEMPORARY NEWS • NEWSREELS
VINTAGE TELEVISION • BEAUTY SHOTS
WILDLIFE • NATURE • COMMERCIALS

ROCK & ROLL • SLAPSTICK
JAZZ & BLUES • COUNTRY & WESTERN

HOLLYWOOD FEATURES

STOCK FOOTAGE LIBRARY

Call For Free Demo Reel • 1-800-249-1940 • 516-329-9200 • 516-329-9260 fax

www.historicfilms.com • info@historicfilms.com

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS OUTTAKES • ASSOCIATED PRESS TV • ED SULLIVAN SHOW
STEW ALLEN SHOW • ALAN LOMAX COLLECTION • SOUNDSTAGE • BEAT CLUB/MUSICLADEX

GRAND OLE OPRY STARS OF THE FIFTIES • UNIVERSAL NEWS • METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT
LAST OF THE WILD • STUDIO 54 LIBRARY • THE BIG PICTURE • PATHE NEWS, INC.

AND NUMEROUS OTHER EXCLUSIVE COLLECTIONS



jakickATTENTION JCJCJCJC

fIEU SL VIDEO PRODUCERS

ERRORS & OMISSIONS
INSURANCE

ONE TIME PREMIUM

COVERS YOUR PRODUCTION

ANNUAL RENEWAL NOT NECESSARY

1-800-638-8791

•ira INSURANCE BROKERS

P.O. BOX 128, CLINTON, MD 20735

WWW.WALTERRY.COM
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Features

32 The CineStory Story

Will winning a screenplay competition

change your life? Our writer finds out.

by Billy Shebar

36 I've Created a Monster:

Bill Condon on Gods & Monsters

Director Bill Condon traces the path from page

to screen of his film on the twilight years of

James Whale, director of Frankenstein and The

Bride of Franketistem

by Tom Cunya

39 Let's Play Monopoly

Have you got a phone, a fax, or an Internet

account? If so, then count yourself in as some-

one who is affected by the latest media merg-

ers.

by Mark J . Huisman



Departments

5 Media News

Windy Films

A new Chicago initiative provides support

and an outlet for the city's indies.

by Nadine Ekret

William Morris Goes Independent

Agencies William Morris and Endeavor set up

new independent operations: a boost for inde-

pendents or cynical bandwaggoning?

by Anthony Kaufman

Dial "M" for MovieFone

Think you're already paying enough tor movie

tickets? Check out reserved seat cinemas.

by Scott Castle

National Geographic Expands

Horizons

Expansion of National Geographic into toreign
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to the theatrical market.
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by Liz Mermin
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by Allen Chou
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by Robert Goodman
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Pointers from fundraising guru Morrie

Warshawski, who suggests new and interesting

places to look for funding on your film.

by Leslie S. Osborne
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aspiring producers, designed to keep both of

you sane.

by Deborah Dennison
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dramatic feature based on the later years of Frankenstein

director James Whale. Courtesy Lions Gate Releasing
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More Bang for Your Buck in Chicago

MEDIA NEWS
Edited by Paul Power

Chicago filmmakers now have a regular

shot at getting their work screening beyond

the rec rooms of family and friends through a

neat new package entitled 6film$/6buck$.

Billed as a quarterly screening series fea-

turing locally produced talent in a fun, low-

key environment, 6film$/6buck$ is in part a

response to what organizers see as the overly

hyped world of independent filmmaking.

"If anything, indie film is taking itself a wee

bit too seriously. It's getting too trendy," says

filmmaker Rob Rownd, an Independent con-

tributing editor and one of the founding

members of FilmBureau 606**, a new organi-

zation (named for the first three digits in

Chicago's zip code) that is sponsoring the

screenings. "6film$/6buck$ is about talented

people just tooling around and trying out new

ideas and working in a different style than

normal without the formality of festival com-

petition."

In addition to showcasing six longer shorts

(hence the title) from local filmmakers,

FilmBureau 606** also selects four area

directors to make one-minute "microfilms"

on a predetermined theme agreed upon by

FilmBureau 606** board members, making a

total of 10 films screened in an evening.

Everything from film stock and equipment to

crew and film transfer is donated (the June

films were shot on 16mm and the September

ones on digital video) so the filmmaker can

make the short without any out-of-pocket

expenses. For the first 6film$/6buck$ last

June, FilmBureau 606** selected four direc-

tors approximately three weeks before the

screening to shoot with an SR-2 on the

theme of humility. Filmmakers were selected

based on the quality of reels they had submit-

ted to other FilmBureau 606** events.

"It was definitely challenging to get a good

concept to work in such a short period of

time," says director Tom Fennessey, who was

selected to shoot a microfilm on the theme of

gluttony for the September screenings. "I

think [6film$/6buck$] is a good focal point

for everyone to gather [around], so you can

meet people you don't even know are out

there. Since I work a lot in commer-

cials," he adds, "it gives me a chance to

meet more independents, which is

nice."

Chicago filmmaker Rich LaPorta's

Man and Wife in Bed (16 mm, 16 min.)

was one of the longer shorts selected

for the June lineup. The film, which

LaPorta sold his car to make and was

shot in one day, is actually a scene from

a feature LaPorta is currently working

on. "Instead of giving people scripts to

read, I thought it would be more effec-

tive to make this one scene from the

film into a short," said LaPorta, 31, a

graduate of the School of the Art Institute.

"I think it's great to be able to show off your

stuff at something like 6film$," LaPorta added.

"If nothing else, you get to hang out and drink

some beer, watch some films and meet other

people." Chicago's Subterranean Club in

trendy Bucktown is the regular screening venue

for 6film/$6buck$, as well as for other

FilmBureau 606** events.

Organizers first got together last winter to

form FilmBureau 606** in an effort to unite

Chicago's somewhat insular filmmaking com-

munity. All of its founding members, such as

Rownd and Nicole Bernardi-Reis, were frus-

trated by the lack of a centrally organized core

in a film community which is otherwise so rich

in resources. By forging connections through

sponsored events, they hoped that their organi-

zation would bring people together as well as

support the development, financing, and pro-

duction of local film projects.

6film$/6buck$ has been made possible by an

Wheels of Fury, by Dan & Tom Dinello

and Mitch Rouse, one of the shorts

showcased at 6film$/6buck$.

impressive list of additional sponsors, including

the Independent Film Channel and Kodak,

which donated the 16mm stock tor the micro-

films. Rental house Fletcher Chicago con-

tributed the sound, camera, and lighting equip-

ment, and Astro Color Labs donated the trans-

fers. In addition, Chicago film and theater

trades Screen and

Jf, I
Performlnk published

^jfltffl lree 'K ' s to spread the

' word. Despite some ini-

tial technical difficul-

ties (e.g., projector

problems), the summer

Sunday screening drew

more than 150 audi-

ence members at $6 a

shot. Proceeds from the

j door were split three

ways between the film-

t makers, FilmBureau
' 606**, and

Subterranean.

So, for six bucks, local

filmmakers not only

have an opportunity to

screen their own films but to check out the

works of their peers. "We're taking films from

all different genres and types of filmmakers and

giving them all one place to come together and

show the diversity of the talent that is here,"

board member Bernardi-Reis explains.

September's screening included a diverse mix

of animated shorts, as well as microfilms based

on the theme of gluttony. LaPorta, this time

selected as one of the microfilmmakers, pro-

duced a tongue -in- cheeky take on the assigned

theme. His film, entitled The jogger and the

Vagrant, juxtaposed the story of disheveled

vagrant indulging himself on a park bench with

that of an exercise -obsessed jogger.

In addition to organizing 6film$/6buck$,

FilmBureau 606** also holds an annual

schmoozefest called Circus that features the

work of local people involved in every aspect of

filmmaking and a monthly roundtable compris-

ing potential film investors and filmmakers

called "Talking With." The organization also
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provides a comprehensive database free to the

public with information on every aspect of the

film industry—from grips and equipment to

composers and cameramen.

For more information on FilmBureau 606**,

contact (773) 477-4978; FB606(« aol.com or

info(« FB606.com; www.FB606.com

Nadine Ekret

Nadine Ekret is a freelance writer in Chicago who is

currently riding a Playboy Playmate 2000 tour bus

across the U.S. in search of the millennial Playmate.

AGENCIES MUSCLE IN ON
INDEPENDENT SCENE

The high-powered William Morris talent

agency, which has clients ranging from director

Morgan J. Freeman to actor Bruce Willis,

announced late August the formation of a divi-

sion that will focus strictly on independent him.

Although the section will still operate under

the auspices of agency president Arnold Rifkin

and work with movie department chiefs John

Burnham and Mike Simpson, it will be named

WMA Independent, have its own logo, and be

headed up separately by agent Cassian Elwes.

"It's pretty much something that's actually

been in place for a while," Elwes told The

Independent. "We decided to change the name

and essentially formalize what was already

established, that William Morris loves indepen-

dent film."

In addition to being involved with such

breakthrough

specialized
product as Pulp

Fiction, Sling

Blade, and The

English Patient,

William Morris

holds a roster of

newly discov-

ered talent such

as Chris Eyre

{Smoke Signals),

Canadian
writer-director

Lynne Stopkewich (Kissed), and Lance Mungia

who directed Slamdance winner Six String

Samurai with co -writer and WMA client Jeffrey

Falcon.

Although the new division marks little

change at the largest and oldest talent agency

in the world, the "independent" banner is an

effort to focus certain agents within the compa-

ny on a wide range of independent projects and

clients.

Explaining the parameters of the new divi-

sion, Elwes says, "We wanted to have an inter-

"There's a lot more that can be done in

independent film beyond the traditional

agency's role. We want to be much more

integrally involved—and not just in the

packaging of motion pictures, but also the

financing of those films."

nal group that would work on independent

films, but still be part of the agency, still be a

part of the exact same corporate set-up.

Essentially, to have an identifiable group that

would be specifically helping independent

films get made."

A former producer of 30 independent

films, Elwes joined William Morris in 1994

on the eve of the American indie boon "lit-

erally three months before Pulp Fiction came

out," he says. At last year's Toronto fest,

Elwes attained reknown in the industry for

selling worldwide rights to Robert Duvall's

The Apostle to October Films for more than

$5 million.

In addition to Elwes, the WMA Inde-

pendent group includes Rena Ronson, for-

merly of Lakeshore International, who has

extensive experience as a distributor of

American indies overseas. Other members of

the core team include former producer Luc

Roeg, who works in WMAs London office

and will help package European indepen-

dents, and Hans Schieff, who will be on

board in Los Angeles to track completed

independent films available for distribution.

Days after the William Morris announce-

ment, smaller agency Endeavor announced a

similar new division to be dedicated to inde-

pendent film. Sergio Aguero, who formerly

handled foreign sales and distribution at

Trimark Pictures (where he was involved

with acquisitions such as Slam and Billy's

Hollywood Screen Kiss), will run the new divi-

sion. Endeavor is only three years old, with

a strong client

base in televi-

sion (e.g.,

Seinfeld co-

creator Larry

David and X-

Files director

R.W. Good-

WMA Independent agent Cassian Elwes

win) as well as

a growing list

of filmmaking

clients, such

as directors

Phillip Noyce,

Bruce Beresford, David Lynch, Canadian

newcomer Vincenzo Natali, and writers

Shane Black and Aaron Sorkin.

Aguero has said that he would find

financing and distribution tor specialized

Endeavor pics from both North American

and European sources. In a prepared state-

ment, Endeavor said, "With the increasing

globalization of entertainment, and the

explosion ot the indie film market, we teel

that our clients will benefit greatly ttom



[Aguero's] long-held relationships."

Commenting on the Endeavor announce-

ment, WMA's Elwes notes a general trend in

agencies towards getting more involved with

film financing and distribution. "I felt very

strongly that bringing somebody with Rena's

capability would be where the agency business

would be going." At Lakeshore International,

Ronson was effective in gathering internation-

al presales on the $30 million Arlington Road

and selling a number of indies abroad, such as

The Real Blonde and Polish Wedding. As an

experienced international sales agent, Ronso's

appointment, like Aguero's, signals the

agency's greater interest in gathering foreign

pre-sales and in addition, states Elwes, "being

able to be involved in the selling and distribu-

tion rights on certain films that we work on.

"There's a lot more that can be done in

independent film beyond the traditional

agency's role. We want to be much more inte-

grally involved—and not just in the packaging

of motion pictures, but also the financing of

those films," says Elwes. "1 just think it's hap-

pening faster than I even thought, because the

moment we did it, people started to see what

the possibilities are."

According to Elwes, WMA Independent

will be in full force this fall, looking to do busi-

ness at major festivals like Toronto and

Sundance. Elwes maintains that the type of

talent the division will seek remains consistent

with their past standards. "We're interested in

artists. We'll continue to choose who we repre-

sent in the same fashion that we always have,

which is to identify brilliant filmmakers and get

involved with them." Elwes also added their

interest in "what new actors are coming along

that we can pinpoint to our agents that repre-

sent actors."

In addition to Morgan J. Freeman's latest,

Desert Blue, with Brendan Sexton III and

Christina Ricci, other indies the agency has

packaged include Sebastian Gutierrez's Judas

Kiss, starring Carla Gugino, Emma Thompson

and Alan Rickman, Hurly Burly, starring Sean

Penn, Robin Wright Penn, and Kevin Spacey,

directed by Tony Drazan (Zebraliead) , and

Alan Rudolph's new project, Breakfast of

Champions, produced and starring the hardly

indie Bruce Willis.

Although the announcement is an impor-

tant sign of the continually rising potential and

marketability of independent film, Elwes did

say, "When it comes down to it, all we did was

change the name."

Anthony Kaufman

Antliony Kaufman is features editor of

wu/w.indieWlRE.com
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DIAL "M" FOR
MOVIEFONE

A New York City institution, MovieFone

has become a necessity that is making last

minute, walk-up tickets increasingly difficult to

procure. The seven-year-old telephone service

tells you the when and where of the movie you

want to see, then lets you purchase advance

tickets with a credit card for an additional per

ticket fee of $1.50. Now it's possible to pick

your seat as well—by section and even row.

As the idea of purchasing advance tickets is

slowly catching on in other cities, MovieFone is

testing reserved seating in New York City at a

handful of theaters. Not everyone, however, is

excitedly lining up for what may or may not be

the next step in the evolution of American

moviegoing.

A collective of activists under the moniker

MovieScam has launched a campaign against

the new assigned seating policies. "The regular

MovieFone service is enough to satisfy people

who are worried about getting tickets," asserts

one of MovieScam' s organizers, Jason Fontenot.

"I don't think anyone really wants [reserved

seating]. They're doing it to make themselves

more attractive to theater companies rather

than providing a service to the people," says

Fontenot.

"A small price paid for that type of conve-

nience is a great thing," says MovieFone's

Brendan Gow. "Reserved seating is definitely a

more civilized experience and is already the

standard in the UK."

To MovieFone's credit, they haven't raised

the cost of the service charge from the current

$1.50 after introducing reserved seating and

report no intention of doing so in the near

future. MovieFone used focus groups to test the

necessity and popularity of the new reserved

seating plan. "The response has been extreme-

ly positive, 80 percent of all patrons rated it

brilliant to good," says Gow. "The fuller the

show, the better the response."

MovieFone has plans for full-service auto-

mated box offices in theater lobbies, which

won't charge an additional fee. Ticket purchas-

es plus seating layouts will soon be available on

the web.

A major incentive for theaters to use the

MovieFone reserved seating service comes in

the form of longer lines at the concessions

stand, because the need to hurriedly find seats

has been removed. An increase in concessions

revenue has been a noticeable result for the-

aters with reserved seating. Additionally, the

sponsors of MovieFone, and the distributors

whose previews run before any movie listings

An increase

in concessions

revenue has been

a noticeable result

for theaters with

reserved seating.

are given, can

expect higher

phone traffic as

reserved seat-

ing makes the

automated ser-

vice more nec-

essary for

moviegoers.

"People who

normally wouldn't use MovieFone are forced

to use it out of fear of getting a terrible seat,

or not getting a seat at all," says Fontenot.

"MovieFone's relying on people's fear, they

know that once people become used to it

they won't complain about it. We get people

saying they hate it on a 20 to 1 basis, but if

you talk to MovieFone they say everyone

loves it."

MovieScam's protests seem to be having

an effect. Initially theaters with the reserved

seating arrangement had the service for all

shows at all times. Now some have switched

the service to weekend and night shows only.

"As long as they feel like there's not going to

be any complaints, they're going to do it. So

we're targeting them with phone calls and

physical presence at the theaters^' concludes

Fontenot.

Contact MovieScam at MovieScam(a aol.

com. MovieFone is at (212) 777-FILM.

Scott Castle

Scott Castle is editorial assistant

at The Independent.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
EXPANDS HORIZONS

National Geographic Television's recent

growth in a number of key world markets has

opened up a wider range of outlets for docu-

mentary makers. The Washington D.C.-

based cable channel has moved quite

emphatically into European and Asian mar-

kets through its partnership with General

Electric's NBC unit in several territories on

those continents. (In the space of a year, the

channel has increased its European subscrip-

tion base from one million viewers to 27 mil-

lion.) As a result it is seeking additional pro-

gramming to fill broadcast slots on those stations.

"We are very interested in working with

people in the independent community," says

Michael Rosenfeld, executive producer ot

National Geographic's Explorer series.

"Within Explorer, which is traditionally a mix

of acquisitions, co-productions, and original

productions, we've steadily increased com-
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missions and, as a result, there's an opportunity

for producers to do much more work for us."

Keen to dispel the myopic viewpoint of those

whose perception of National Geographic

Television may be shot after breathtaking shot

of glaciers or of lions ripping the guts out of

wildebeeste on the veldt, Rosenfeld notes that

National Geographic, and particularly the

Explorer series, also concentrates on programs

about archaeology, history, anthropology, biog-

raphy, and investigation. One interesting initia-

tive has been the commissioning of one-person

video journals. Filmmakers armed with a DVC
have captured everything from skydivers to

Washington, D.C. bike messengers in action.

"It's a golden time tor documentary filmmak-

ers; every time a new channel is launched,

there's a demand tor new documentary pro-

gramming." However, Rosenfeld does concede

that much of the work for the new channels

will be on "extra-tight budgets."

For further info call NGT at (202) 857-7680.

Paul Power

Paul Power is managing editor of The
Independent.

SEQUELS

Readers of Lynn Erman's "Danger: High

Clearance" article on copyright clearance for

student films [Aug./Sept. 1998] should know

that the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC)

has announced a new student initiative.

The CCC, in conjunction with the

Association of American Publishers (AAP),

recently instituted a Campus Education

Program whose aim is "to encourage and sup-

port copyright compliance across college and

university campuses." Over the next academic

year, CCC and AAP will visit campuses across

the nation to discuss copyright issues with stu-

dents and academic staff in a three -pronged

approach: the development of policy, where

applicable; addressing copyright questions and

issues; promoting compliance through educa-

tion.

Further details are available from the CCC's

Edward Colleran at (978) 750-8400 ext. 2262.

ERRATUM
In "Heating Up: The Taos Talking Picture

Festival" [Aug./Sept. '98], Sadie Benning's Fiat

Is Beautiful was incorrectly said to deal with the

filmmaker's "gay mother and live -in lover." The

text should have read "her mother and their

gay roommate." The Independent apologizes for

this error.

M
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Fox Lorber
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Fox Lorber Associates, Inc., 419 Park Avenue South,

20th fl., New York, NY 10016; (212) 686-6777; fax.

685-2625. Contacts; Krysanne Katsoolis (Sr. VR

Acquisitions) & Wendy Lidell (VR Theatrical &

Educational Distribution).

What is Fox Lorber?

A leading distributor of specialty programming to the

worldwide home video, theatrical, and television market-

places. Fox Lorber Associates' products include foreign

and arthouse films, as well as documentaries and other

entertainment programs.

Who is Fox Lorber?

Richard Lorber, Pres & CEO; Krysanne Katsoolis, Sr. VR

Acquisitions; Sheri Levine, Exec VR International; Wendy

Lidell. VR Theatrical; Michael Olivieri, Pres. Home Video.

Total number of employees:

More than 40.

What would people be most surprised to learn about

Fox Lorber or its founders?

That Richard Lorber was on the cover of Life magazine in

1968 in connection with the publication of his best sell-

ing book. The Gap, which dealt with the generation gap.

How, when, and why did Fox Lorber come into being?

It was founded by Richard Lorber and David Fox in 1981

to fill an existing vacuum in the sale of quality documen-

taries and American independent film to foreign and

domestic television. The first title it handled was The

Compleat Beatles, a documentary series cofinanced by

Fox Lorber dealing with the Fab Four.

Biggest change at Fox Lorber in recent years:

Being purchased in 1996 by WinStar Communications, a

diversified public telecommunications company with

over a billion-dollar market capitalization. This has given

Fox Lorber the enhanced resources it needed to strength-

en its market position and expand into additional distrib-

ution niches. Most notably, this has included launching a

new theatrical division, a new video label dedicated to

documentary programming, and a commitment to inter-

national coproduction.

Unofficial motto or driving philosophy behind Fox

Lorber;

On the cutting edge, but behind the blade. Which means

that by being the best in our niche, we're able to make

money while also remaining committed to quality films

and television programs.

What best describes a "Fox Lorber" film?

Cutting edge, festival award-winning, critically

acclaimed.

The difference between Fox Lorber and other distrib-

utors of independent films is . .

.

its diversification as a sales company in all markets,

while owning and operating the leading domestic home

video label.

How many works are in your collection?

Over 1,000 hours for international; over 300 feature film

titles on the Fox Lorber Home Video label; over 100 spe-

cial interest titles on the Winstar Home Entertainment

label; over 80 titles on DVD; hundreds of titles in the

Wellsprmg and Mystic Fire catalogs, now handled by Fox

Lorber; and roughly 50 titles for theatrical and nontheatri-

cal. including the newly acquired International Film

Circuit library. [Filmmakers may be familiar with Wendy

Udell's work heading up the IFC for the past 12 years.

Lidell packaged foreign and independent feature films to

circulate in the semi-theatrical market here and abroad.]

Best known title in the Fox Lorber's collection:

Maybe John Woo's The Killer, Jean-Jacques Beineix's

Diva, or Nagisa Oshima's In the Realm of the Senses. But

also maybe Claire of the Moon or Joseph Campbell's The

Power of Myth. It just depends on which niche you're ask-

ing.

Films and filmmakers you distribute:

Francois Truffaut, Eric Rohmer, Wim Wenders. Lina

Wertmuller. Juzo Itami, John Woo. U.S. independent titles

include Todd Haynes' Poison, John Cassavetes' Faces

Fox Lorber s

Wendy Lidell (I) and

Krysanne Katsoolis

and Shadows. Lodge Kerrigan's Clean, Shaven, and

Greg Araki's The Living End. And documentaries

include Brother's Keeper and Pans Is Burning.

Range of production budgets of titles in your col-

lection:

$100,000 to $20 million.

What drives acquisition decisions at Fox Lorber?

Our goal is to find an audience for a film, rather than a

film for an audience, and to make a profit at the same

time.

What's your basic approach to releasing a title?

Identify its target market and reach them by whatever

means possible.

Where do Fox Lorber titles generally show/sell?

Typically at arthouse theaters. Virgin Megastores.

Borders Books and Blockbuster, and enlightened televi-

sion networks.

Where do you find your titles, and how should film-

makers approach you for consideration?

We attend all major international film festivals and tele-

vision markets. We would love to discover new work,

but we need to be contacted first in writing, by mail or

fax, with information about the film and filmmaker.

Works-in-progress are always welcome.

Is Fox Lorber also involved in co-production or co-

financing of works?

Historically we have provided some completion monies

in the form of pre-buys. and more recently we have

become involved with true co-financing and co-produc-

tion on some documentaries, including On the Ropes, a

co-production with The Learning Channel, and Search

for Kurtz, a co-production with Channel 4 (UK). We will

be doing considerably more co-financing and co-pro-

duction in the future.

Most important issue facing Fox Lorber today:

Keeping pace with the accelerating technological

changes in distribution platforms.
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Best distribution experience you've had lately:

When we rescued Theo Angelopoulos's Ulysses' Gaze,

a grand-prize-winner at Cannes, from potential obscu-

rity. When no other distributor would step up to the

plate, we took on the challenge, launching our theatri-

cal division in the process and made it into a great

success. And we got to meet Harvey Keitel!

If you weren't distributing films, what would you be

doing?

Wendy has always wanted to run a movie theater in the

country so she could live in the woods and still see all

the new films. Krysanne can't remember a time when

she wasn't distributing films.

Other distributors you admire:

Nancy Gerstman and Emily Russo of Zeitgeist Films for

their ability to succeed in a very difficult marketplace

with films of the highest artistic integrity, and

Hengemeh Panahi of Celluloid Dreams for bringing to

the world market some of the best and most challeng-

ing films being made today.

If you could only give independent filmmakers one bit

of advice it would be to . .

.

follow your heart and not the formula.

Upcoming titles to watch for:

The Francois Truffaut retrospective with new 35mm prints; American Masters' Leonard

Bernstein documentary on video and DVD; and Conceiving Ada, by Lynn Hershman Leeson

and Melvin Van Peebles' Classified X worldwide.

The future of independent film distribution in this country is one which . .

.

is under attack from the ever-increasing corporate mergers in the entertainment industry. The

best solution may be independent visionaries working within those new corporate structures.

Famous last words:

We need to do whatever we can to educate a new generation of film viewers who understand

and appreciate intellectually challenging, quality cinema.

Distributor F.A.Q. is a column conducted by fax questionnaire profiling a wide range of distributors of

independent film and video. If you are a distributor and want to be profiled or are a maker and want to

find out more about a particular distributor, contact Lissa Gibbs c/o The Independent, 304 Hudson St.,

6th fl., NY NY 10013, or drop an e-mail to: lissa@sirius.com

Lissa Gibbs is a contributing editor to The Independent and former

Film Arts Foundation Fest director.
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TALKING HEADS

SLAMNATION
by Richard Baimbridge

Pall Devlin is a man engaged in a battle

against stigmas. Sitting in an East Village coffee

house where people are nursing cappuccinos by

the dim light of their PowerBooks, most of

which doubtlessly contain a hidden file or two

of verse, he lowers his voice and winces when-

ever the "P" word comes up. "I've now

expunged the word 'poetry' from all the pro-

motional material [for the film SlamNation],

because as soon as people see that, they switch

off," he says.

Indeed, there is something rather suspect

about two grown men sitting in a cafe dis-

cussing poetry, and I am starting to get that

strange feeling of self-consciousness that one

senses while debating lofty subjects like art or

religion in a crowded room. It's a feeling that

Devlin is familiar with by now, having fought

the slings and arrows of trying to bring a docu-

mentary about spoken word competitions, or

"poetry slams," to the big screen, and more

importantly, trying to get audiences to over-

come their prejudice and actually fill seats.

At the film's debut at Austin's South by

Southwest festival last March, I was one of

those who reluctantly filed into the theater on

a sunny afternoon to see a film about (yawn)

poetry—only to be sucked into a drama, the

likes of which have not been seen since

Sylvester Stallone stepped into the ring with

Apollo Creed.

The sports analogy

makes perfect

sense when one

considers that

Devlin is a video

editor for ESPN

and has worked on

sporting competi-

tions such as the

Olympics and

World Cup. Cover-

ing three teams in

the 1996 national

poetry slam finals

in Portland, Ore-

gon, Devlin em-

ploys techniques

borrowed from

sports television,

such as building

suspense, rivalry,

and allowing view-

ers to get to know

the competitors.

He also brings an

MTV/ESPN feel by using multiple camera

angles with quick cuts, which serves perfectly

to keep the momentum rolling.

SlamNation was all accomplished haphaz-

ardly, often by dumb luck, according to Devlin,

who recalls whizzing around between poetry

venues on his motorcycle with a camcorder

and deputizing any civilian he could find with

a video camera in the audience.

"If I weren't an on-line editor, I don't know

if this project would have been possible," he

says. "It would have taken so much time to

match the different angles and formats. I

worked hard to make the poor-quality video

look good, using a lot of tricks with the switch-

er, fixing imperfections. It's amazing, but the

shots we needed we always got."

After the screening at South by Southwest,

Devlin self-distributed the film, targeting cities

with strong poetry venues, where a network of

poets would assist with promotion by having

live readings in conjunction with the film. Yet

he was startled to receive a call last June from

New York's Film Forum just as he was pack-

ing his bags to work on the World Cup in

Paris, asking if the theater could run

SlamNation as soon as possible.

The opening night, Devlin says, was "one

of the biggest events of the year" at Film

Forum, with a packed house and live readings

from some of the poets featured in the film.

Nonetheless, SlamNation's premiere run ulti-

mately fizzled. "We even finished behind The

Salt Men of Tibet," Devlin says with a bit of

sarcasm.

"You walk down this road, and it's strewn

with fallen filmmakers, and you may be the

one who's gonna go down next," he says, not-

ing that he's also been disappointed by some

of the reviews, including a piece in the Village

Voice questioning slam competitions as poet-

ry. Yet Devlin isn't so much a crusader for the

cause of poetry as much as he is a documen-

tarian reluctantly caught in a battle to justify

his subject matter.

By 1995, when Devlin was introduced to

slams through a friend, resulting in his first

attempt at mixing spoken word with televi-

sion in a short-lived series called Slammin,

the poetry renaissance that began in the early

'90s had already evolved into poetry7 slams. If

anything, SlamNation has actually given live

poetry a second wind. For example, Devlin

was instrumental in the casting of Saul

Williams as the lead in Slam'., whose produc-

ers saw an early rough cut of SlamNation and

were inspired by Williams' performance in

the final competitions. Devlin also helped

film the trailer for Slam! in a Washington

D.C. prison, which was used to sell the con-

cept.

SlamNation is going into nationwide

release this November, and Devlin is hoping

that it will be a word-of-mouth film (no pun

intended) . He cites Boston as an example of

creative marketing, where the showings will

be staggered over a few months, and local

poets will play a strong role in publicizing the

film.

At first Devlin says he was willing to tack-

le distribution by himself, but after the expe-

rience he's had so far and with his network

sports work ever more in demand, he ulti-

mately signed on with a distributor, Cinema

Guild.

"The independent film world is very

impressed with network television, and net-

work television is actually very impressed

with the independent film world," he says.
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"When I'm in my television mode and tell

everyone I'm doing independent film, they're

like "Wow! I always wanted to do that!" And

then when 1 go to Paris to work with ABC, peo-

ple are saving "That's really cool." John Pierson

even left a message on my machine saying, "I

can't do anything with your film, but, hey, it's

great that you're in Paris."

SlamNation, c/o Paul Devlin, 272 1st Ave.

#12H, New York, NY 10CC9; tel/fax: (212)

677-8581; pdevlin(" compuserve.com

Richard Baimhndge, former emcee of poetry slam com-

petitions and open-mic poetry nights at Chumley's in

Dallas, is a regular contributor to The Independent.

JEFF DUPRE
OUT OF THE PAST
by Aaron Krach

After winning a Best Documentary prize at

Sundance '98, Out of the Past went on to screen

at over 35 festivals, enjoyed a limited theatrical

release, and was nationally broadcast on PBS.

But for director Jeff Dupre, that was only the

beginning. His long-term priority is to get a

copy of his film into every high school in Ame-

rica.

"It's not about Sundance. It is about reach-

ing kids who need to know that gays and les-

bians have always been a part of the American

story," says the 29-year-old director. Out of the

Past weaves the lives of five historical gay and

lesbian activists with a contemporary high

school student who tries to start a gay, lesbian,

and straight alliance at her Utah high school.

To accomplish this goal, Dupre has coordi-

nated an original distribution agreement

between the Out of the Past Film Project and

Unapix Films. A traditional video release will

occur through Unapix, while distribution to the

educational market will be spearheaded

through the Gay, Lesbian, and Straight

Education Network (GLSEN), the nation's

largest organization dedicated to improving the

situation of gay and lesbian students in schools.

The educational distribution really kicks off

following the film's broadcast on PBS. "October

is Gay and Lesbian History Month,

which is why we chose October for the

broadcast," Dupre explains. PBS allows

teachers to record programming off-air

for classroom use—something Dupre

hopes they will take advantage of. For

those without VCPvS, a toll-free number

will be posted after the broadcast for

people to order a film print from Unapix.

In addition, PBS has sponsored a special

Out of the Past website where visitors can

order the tape and learn more about gay

history.

"Remember when Ellen aired and

GLAAD sponsored 'house parties'?,"

says Dupre, referring to the infamous

"coming-out episode." The Gay and

Lesbian Association Against

Defamation (GLAAD) encouraged indi-

viduals to gather in groups to watch the

episode and discuss it. "We're going to

have house parties where people will

record the program and give it to their

local high school with the list of endorse-

ments the film has received," explains

Eliza Byard, co -producer of Out of the

Past.

"We're also doing a teacher's guide,"

Dupre continues. "So teachers can not

only show it in class, but have a lesson plan to

make the most of it."

The teacher's guide is being coordinated by

Eliza Byard, and the package will be available

through GLSEN's direct-mail catalog, The

Bookstore. According to Byard, GLSEN will

promote the tape through the 80 local GLSEN

chapters throughout the country. "The purpose

of all of this is to let people know about a

resource and to change the way they talk about

history in the classroom," says Byard.

With such a wide promotional web, Dupre

is guaranteed to spread his message far and

wide: that gays and lesbians have been left

out of the history books.

"They did a survey of some 8,000 pages of

history textbooks, and the words 'gay' and

'lesbian' don't appear once. That sort of invis-

ibility in the curriculum has profound conse-

quences for kids questioning their sexuality,"

says Dupre. "We're just asking American

History teachers to take one day out of the

year to talk about gay and lesbian history."

Out of the Past fills in the historic gaps

through the experiences of a contemporary

high school student, Kelli Peterson. In 1995,

Peterson tried to start what she called a Gay,

Straight Student Alliance in Salt Lake City.

Her efforts at providing a place for students

to come together was met with a conserva-

tive backlash. The Utah state legislature

eventually got involved and banned all clubs

in order to stop her. Student protests and

walk- outs were so vehement that the legisla-

ture eventually overturned itself and the club

now exists.

Dupre edits Peterson's story with historical

gay and lesbian activists, including Michael

Wigglesworth, a Puritan pastor who wrote

about same-sex attraction; Sarah Orne

Jewett, a 19th century7 novelist whose rela-

tionship with her lover was recognized by the

community; and Barbara Gittings, who was

responsible for the American Psychiatric

Association removing homosexuality from its

list of disorders in 1973. The result is an

inspiring film that places Peterson in a proud

lineage of activists. The film is a reminder

that history is more often a series of individ-

uals than big events.

Gay history and Out of the Past will get a

boost from the special website initiated by

PBS. According to Dupre, the site will "trace

the evolution of gay identity in America,

from pre -colonial times to the present." The

site will combine storylines from the tilm with

an interactive timeline. Dupre adds that vis-

itors will interact on-line by adding their own

stories to the site [www.pbs.org/outofthepast].

The bottom line for Dupre has very little

to do with business. "The most exciting thing

is showing it to people who love it. That's the

greatest thrill in the world," he says.

Out of the Past, GLSEN, 121 W 27 St., Ste

804, New York, NY 10001; (212) 727-0135;

www.glsen.org; Unapix Films, 200 Madron

Ave., New York, NY 10016; (212) 252-7600.

Aaron Krach Iwes and u-ntes m Neu \ork Qtt
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by Liz Mermin

The 44th Robert Flaherty Film Seminar, a

week-long independent film retreat and memo-

rial to the father of Nanook of the North,

returned this year to Wells College in Aurora,

New York, where it has been held on and off

since 1979. For six days and nights in August,

93 film- and videomakers, curators, academics,

students, and archivists participated in an

intense program of screenings and group dis-

cussions, punctuated by less formal but often

more intense conversations in the dining hall,

in the lake (it was very hot), and over drinks

from a makeshift bar in the student center. The

synthesis that takes place in this summer-camp

setting is what the seminar's directors like to

call the "Flaherty experience." Since there is

absolutely nothing to do in Aurora and (for the

earless majority) no way to escape, the experi-

ence is necessarily intense. Most

participants this year stayed for

the full week, gamely tolerating a

stiflingly hot auditorium and bad

coffee to see good work, meet

inspiring people, and achieve a

sense of community that festivals

and conferences rarely provide.

"Flaherty is a theoretical and

emotional battery recharger,"

says Phred Churchill, treasurer of

International Film Seminars Inc.

(IFS), the organization that runs

the Flaherty, and the seminar's

videographer.

Although the theme of this

year's seminar was "Investigating

the Real," the Flaherty's power

lies in the refuge it offers from

reality. "It brings together a com-

munity of practitioners to think

in a way that we never have time

to think because we're always

raising money," says Barbara

Abrash, Director of New York

University's Center for Media, Culture, and

History, who curated the program along with

Linda Blackaby, a program consultant to vari-

ous festivals and co-program director for the

San Francisco International Asian American

Film Festival. "It's the one place where people

aren't talking about Hollywood contracts." The

event is guided by the spirit of Frances Flaherty,

Robert's widow, who started the seminar in

1954 to create a place where independent film-

makers could share ideas and show their works

without distraction. While the Flaherty is not a

documentary seminar (just as, strictly speaking,

Robert Flaherty was not a documentary

filmmaker), it is driven by a political com-

mitment that leads to intense discussions

and strong disagreements. As Abrash puts

it, Flaherty participants strive "to under-

stand human life and implicitly contribute

to making it better."

Cooling off after Flaherty's heated debates.

Photos courtesy festival

In recent years, however, the Flaherty has

been known for notorious episodes of "bad

behavior" in the form of confrontations

between featured filmmakers and audiences.

Juan Mandelbaum, president of the IFS

Board of Trustees, refers to such episodes gin-

gerly: "There was a time when there were

people who were, how can I say it, very unfor-

giving and outspoken." But this year, the

much-anticipated blow-up never came. Some

IFS board members hinted that the seminar's

broad theme this year was a strategy to steer

people away from confrontation. "A certain

"Although the theme of this

year's seminar was Investigating

the Real/ the Flaherty's power

lies in the refuge it offers from

reality. "It brings together a

community of practitioners to

think in a way that we never

have time to think because we're

always raising money."

programmer Barbara Abrash
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amount of heated discussion is good," says

Blackaby, "but we weren't trying to push peo-

ple's buttons." Though rumblings of discon-

tent persisted beneath the surface and out-

side the seminar room, the final consensus

was that 1998 had been one of the most

pacific Flahertys in recent memory.

The seminar has a few strict rules. First,

no work is screened without its maker in

attendance. If you can't come, neither can

your film. Second, the schedule is kept top

secret. Even filmmakers screening work are

rarely told in advance when their pieces will

show. The logic behind this is that it prevents

people from skipping screenings of films

they've seen or don't think they're interested

in, and it allows the programmers to impro-

vise according to audience reactions. These

are basic Flaherty principles that are unlike-

ly to change. When one featured filmmaker

suggested that secrecy as guarantee of atten-

dance was not only insulting but also pre-

vented filmmakers from preparing the audi-

ence for their work, and asked the directors

it they might consider publishing a schedule

in the future, a long-time attendee turned to

her neighbor and silently mouthed

"Never!!!"

Since no one knows what they're in tor, it

the program isn't compelling and consistent

people may vanish altogether. Abrash and

Blackaby rose to the challenge posed by their

broad theme by choosing strong works that

raised questions about how to use the medi-

um to say something real about a world in

which everyone acknowledges that there is

no clear division between fiction and reality.

There was some concern when the program

opened with a pair ot "take" documen-

taries—Jay Rosenblatt's Human Remains,

which combines archival footage ot the

world's great dictators at leisure with well-

researched but invented first-person narra-

tives describing their intimate personal

habits, and Dani Wachsman's Song of Galilee,

a fake documentary in which the filmmaker

discovers an extremist Galilee independence

movement. After the screening everyone

traipsed up to a large conference room with

very loud air-conditioning (provoking a run-

ning battle between those who wanted to be

cool and those who wanted to hear) . Though

both works were complex, the discussion

started out with comparisons of how long it

took people to figure out that the stories

weren't real, and whether anyone felt duped.

"Which documentaries don't dupe us?"

someone finally asked, and someone else quick-

ly responded, "Ones that don't work." It looked

for a moment as if the basic insight of the sem-

inar's theme had been reached, and it was only

the first night. Fortunately, the program moved

on to more subtle approaches to understanding

how filmmakers use history, memory, and

archival materials to play with the effect of the

real.

The centerpiece of this year's seminar—on

the screen, in the lake, and on the dance

floor— was Hungarian director Peter Forgacs.

Four ot Forgacs' seductively poetic composi-

tions were screened this year, all composed

from early 1940s European home movies and

accompanied by original soundtracks that cm
only be described as haunting. The films follow

basic principles ot juxtaposition and montage,

but the cutting is slow and images are savored.

His works about World War II, the gradual rise

ot legislated anti-Semitism, and the decline ot

the Jewish aristocracy (Meanwhile Somewhere,

Free Fall, and Maelstrom) went over better than

his collection ot philosophical shorts,

Wittgenstein Tractatus. By the fourth film people

had learned his style and were able to begin

questioning some ot his choices, particularly

the sense ot inevitability that infuses his work,

but overall there was a tremendous respect tor

the works and their creator. For his part,

Forgacs seemed pleased with his Flaherty expe-

rience. "The aura ot the event was very open,"

he said. "Normally I live my life in silence."

What all of this year's works shared was an

intensity ot content that pushed them to the

edges ot their genres. Walid Raad successfully

mixed politics, psychoanalysis, and aesthetic

experiment in The Dead Weight of a

Conversation Hangs, an impressive video medi-

tation on the Lebanese Civil War structured on

the model of the hysterical symptom. Su

Friednch blended interviews and fictional nar-

rative surprisingly effectively in Hide and Seek,

an exploration of lesbian childhood. Loni Ding

raised questions about how to make creative

and politically significant work tor national

public television, something many Flaherty-

attendees have to think about, with her Chinese

in the Frontier West. Sienna McClean's Still

Revolutionaries placed an unusually candid

reconsideration of history by two women who

resigned from the Black Panther Party in a con-

ventional interview/archival footage documen-

tary style. And Ilan Ziv and Daoud Kuttab

brought the tools of indigenous media into the

Israeli/Palestinian crisis with On the Edge of

Peace and Video Nation, handing video cameras
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Su Friedrich's Hide and Seek (above)

and Walid Raad's The Dead Weight of a Quarrel Hangs

out to ordinary people in an attempt to show

the diversity of views on both sides of the

Israeli/Palestinian conflict and the pain the

conflict is causing on the ground.

The films that evoked the strongest response

this year were narratives with documentary

influences. Ning Ying's films

—

On the Beat,

about a Beijing police academy, and For Fun,

about a retired-mens' opera club—use non-

actors and on-location shoots to offer a view of

a China that foreigners rarely see. Refusing to

engage the "orientalist aesthetics" and violent

action for which Chinese films are best known,

Ning Ying describes her films as attempts to

show China's "real collective memory."

Hirokazu Kore-eda's Afterlife, a lovely and

somewhat surreal meditation with a particular-

ly engaging premise about a bureaucratic limbo

where disturbed souls construct films for the

dead to inhabit for eternity, received a standing

ovation. Shot by a documentary DR the film

has a beautifully understated feel, and Kore-

eda's use of non-actors playing the parts of the

newly dead was innovative. The narratives

offered a reprieve from more demanding gen-

res, and the possibility of approaching uncon-

ventional subjects through a melding of fiction

and documentary techniques (a strategy Robert

Flaherty understood) emerged as one of the

seminar's main themes.

As is generally the case with documentary or

realist narratives, questions tended to veer

toward the subjects being depicted and away

from issues of form and approach. This had a

particularly restraining effect on the discussions

ot films with biographical or autobiographical

elements. For example, Phil Bertelsen's nar-

rative short Around the Time, a recreation of

the love affair that led to his conception and

adoption, uses a '60s black-and-white aes-

thetic cut in with archival footage to create

an impressively stylized meditation on per-

sonal and public histories. But the discussion

rarely got away from questions about the

emotional content of the film and his real-

life relations to his parents. "Inevitably the

discussion and the dialogue go to the per-

sonal instead of the art form," Bertelsen says,

adding that he hadn't anticipated that kind

of reaction at the seminar.

Ironically, the most common complaint

circulating down at the lake and around the

bar had to do with the lack of criticism in the

post-film discussions. Perhaps in reaction to

the reputation of feistiness, or perhaps

because the works often dealt with intense

subjects, the discussions seemed governed by

an unspoken pact to avoid questioning the

filmmakers' choices in a manner that might

be construed as critical. On occasion, good

feeling threatened to drown the possibility of

discussion altogether. "There was one time,"

Su Friedrich announced to the group on the

final day, "when I had to leave because it

became like a revival meeting."

Of course the Flaherty experience is dif-

ferent for different filmmakers. Carlos

Marcovitch, whose playful and inventive

documentary feature Who the Hell h Juliet'

set off alarms among many feminists in the

group, was ambivalent about the audience ot

filmmakers and professionals. "Festival audi-
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ences are more normal audiences,"

he said. "If I begin talking to a film-

maker as a filmmaker . . . it's a

mess." But most Flaherty partici-

pants would disagree. For Bill

Morrison—whose richly dense

found-footage meditation on fame

and obscurity, The Film of Her,

Abrash describes as "too delicious

not to have"—the situation was

quite the opposite. "I get some

bewildered looks from normal peo-

ple," Morrison says. Most people

appreciate the Flaherty as a chance

to talk seriously about films, to have

informal discussions about new

ideas and works-in-progress, and

make connections with people you

might not otherwise meet. It's also a

chance to work through disagree-

ments: with nowhere else to go,

Marcovitch had a chance to win

some critics over in private conversations at

the dock and the bar.

Next year the seminar moves to Duke

University, where some fear the proximity to a

real city will destroy the intense dynamic that

evolves from isolation. But the move, which

involves a collaboration with Duke's Program

in Film and Video, makes business sense. The

greatest threat to the seminar is, of course, the

drying up of funding for the arts: in 1997, tight

finances led IFS to replace the week-long sem-

inar with a series of weekend programs called

"Flaherty on the Road." Collaboration is the

IFS strategy to keeping the Flaherty afloat,

particularly international ones. Screening

selections from this year's program showed at

the Museum of Modern Art in New York in

late August, with several filmmakers in atten-

dance. The festival will also travel to Israel in

November, where it will be presented in col-

laboration with the New Foundation for

Cinema and Television in Tel Aviv, and there

are plans to take the seminar to Sweden in

2000. The directors are also considering the

seminar's relation to new media. "There's a

third media generation coming of age," says

Somi Roy, executive director of IFS, and the

Flaherty wants to engage with it. Despite

tough financial odds, the seminar shows no

signs of disappearing. But as Phred Churchill

put it, "It's tough being the little seminar that

could."

Liz Mermin is a freelance writer and producer/director

based m New York City.
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Good VIBErations
The Urbanworld Film Festival

by Leslie A. Fields

A HIP HOP SONG'S BASS LINE RESOUNDS ON THE

second floor of the New York Hilton as the

Urbanworld Film Festival (UWFF) registers its

attendees. The beat pounds through the walls

and into the festival's conference room for the

next five days. It reminds us that Urbanworld,

now in its second year, is still the offspring of

the concurrent Vibe Music Seminar (VMS)

and has yet to establish its own identity.

Urbanworld was created to provide a viable

marketing venue for independent films by or

about African Americans. In just one year it

has doubled its slate of films, broadened its

panel topics, and added a Latin sidebar.

Screenings were held at the Cineplex Odeon

Encore Worldwide Theaters on three screens.

That's a jump from last year's one. It also insti-

tuted a screenwriting competition. The down-

side.7 Registration fees almost tripled ($200 to

$500) and its promotion needs more work. Not

all filmmakers read Vibe magazine.

After I received my press materials and

looked through my official bag of goodies

—

which included a vial of Absolute Vodka—

I

went to the first panel discussion. As I

observed the crowd, it was hard to distinguish

the UWFF from VMS attendees. Musicians,

filmmakers, actors . . . did it matter? I don't

know, but one thing is sure, everyone was here

to figure out how the Hollywood film industry

relates to black cinema.

There were the usual panels on film financ-

ing, alternative exhibition, and the "Hey, we've

had a hit or two" panel of producers/directors,

but there were also sessions on screenwriting,

Latin cinema, and two for actors. The film-

maker panels covered enough general informa-

tion to provide a basic understanding of the

industry. But for makers who have a couple of

shorts under their belts, they were too gener-

al—or off the mark. For example, the alterna-

tive exhibition panel focused mainly on televi-

sion, cable, and home video distribution.

Donald Thorns of PBS, Liz Manne of the

Sundance Channel, and Frank Mercado of the

Black Heritage Network briefly discussed how

they acquire independent film. Joe Brewster,

director of The Keeper, and Damon Dash of

Rock-A- Fella Records, touched upon their

forays into self-distribution. Michelle Byrd of

the IFP provided the reality check when she

noted that the majority of films will never

receive mainstream distribution. Dash object-

ed to her negativity and encouraged makers to

do it all on their own—produce, direct, and dis-

tribute. But by the end of the panel, I wanted to

hear more details about Brewster and Dash's

distribution plans and the topic of alternative

exhibition than the general information given

by the station heads.

As I sat through a couple more panels, I

began to feel that this year's Urbanworld was

trying too hard to be a "black" Sundance or

Cannes and not create an identity of its own.

One young filmmaker, Shawn Baker, said,

"They're talking a lot about the Hollywood fla-

vor. I still think the information is valuable,

but I've heard it before. I wish they would talk

more about guerrilla filmmaking, like bringing

in the guy who made a $10,000 film, let him

tell his story." Independent producer and

AIVF salon leader Sowande Tichawonna,

who attended last year's Urbanworld, said,

"Well, I'm here basically for the networking

opportunities."

I was about to give up on the rest of the

panels when my curiosity made me sit in on

"The Studio Pitch." I couldn't fathom a
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whole two hours being devoted to the topic,

much of which could be summed up in 10

minutes. Well, that's exactly what happened.

Within the first 10 minutes Matt Alvarez

from New Line said he liked a pitch that's

short and sweet followed by a great script.

Tina Andrews in turn, writer of Why Do

Fools Fall in Love?, said that she sat with a

studio head for more than 15 minutes making

her pitch. Paul Hall, producer of

Why Do Fools Fall in Love?, said a

pitch is like telling a good story. I

looked at my watch. It was 2:50;

what else could be said?

Suddenly the discussion took a

different turn. Eugene Haynes of

October Films, asked how many-

people in the audience were work-

ing on their first feature. Fewer than

10 people raised their hands.

Haynes tactfully stated that it they

were at this panel, then they were

probably quite far from being able to

make a studio pitch. He added that

they should better spend their time

honing their skills. Hall agreed,

telling the audience to make media

anywhere and anyway they could:

shorts, music videos, public access TV. He

noted that he spent 20 years in television

before moving into film. If he had not met John

Singleton, who asked him to produce Boyz N
the Hood, then he would probably still be work-

ing in television. Andrews then went into detail

on how it took her 15 years to get Why Do Fools

Fall in Love to the screen. Her first pitch was the

worst. Yet when she made the pitch she was

already an accomplished actress and had access

to a few studio heads. Finally T.C. Rice of

Stratosphere noted that rarely will major stu-

dios produce or distribute films with themes

that fall outside of the Hollywood mainstream.

I breathed a sigh of relief. Finally someone

was getting to the reality of the independent

filmmaker's struggle. This panel dispelled all

notions of glamour in the industry and by doing

so was truly inspirational.

In between the panels I managed to see a few

films. Mixing Nia by Alison Swan, was a fresh

take on a young woman of mixed racial her-

itage's search for identity. Detention by Darryl

Wharton was an urban-themed Breakfast Club.

Notable shorts include Tree Shade by Lisa

Collins and The Lunchbox by Michelle Y. Davis.

As in many festivals, few are picked up by dis-

tributors. Many of last year's festival winners

did not receive distribu-

tion. I hope this year's slate

has a little more success.

As a market, Urbanworld

does not have the cut-

throat selling atmosphere

of the Independent Feature

Film Market or Sundance.

I found none of the antics

or costumes one sees out-

side the Angelika Film

Center every September.

Yet, even without the crazed

melee one would expect to

see at a market, distrib-

utors were in attendance, watching films, talk-

ing to makers, and hopefully making deals.

In terms of its too wide-ranging panels, its

unfortunate lack of support for documentary,

and its attempt to reach a cross-section of

filmmakers, UWFF is obviously still in its

infancy. But as it further defines its mission,

and if it can stand apart from VMS, it could

become a place where black and latino inde-

pendents can comfortably and effectively mar-

ket their work.

Leslie Fields is the artistic director at City Lights Youth

Theater and a former AIVF membership director.
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FEST CIRCUIT

by Steve Schneider

HE INDEPENDENT FILM

community can be excused if

it remains skeptical of the virtues of

the Florida Film Festival. Even in

the wake of its recent, seventh edi-

tion, the event isn't about to be con-

fused with Sundance in terms of

profitability or prestige. But if some directors

and distributors continue to view the festival as

an unnecessary side trip to the "backwards"

land of Disney, those who did choose to make

the trip this year were able to find their own

reasons to chalk it up as a valuable profession-

al experience.

"I haven't been to every festival I've exhibit-

ed in," says director Heather Korb, who arrived

for the Orlando showing of her short, Third

Ward Blues, and remained for the duration of

the event. "Short

filmmakers some-

times don't feel

they get equal

treatment. But it

was a relaxed, gra-

cious atmosphere,

and the audiences

were really appre-

ciative. They go out

of their way to treat

all of the filmmak-

ers well. I think the veterans appreciated it

even more."

"There's a whole different attitude of people

down here," agrees Richard J. Grula, director of

marketing for the Enzian Theater, the festival's

host site. "It's a film festival that's geared

towards filmmakers, not towards high- end pro-

ducers. The best comment I kept hearing was

from producers and directors who said, 'We felt

we got a really honest reaction. These were like

regular people buying tickets to go see a

movie.' And as a result, they felt they had a

better knowledge of how to sell, market, or

In the end, the Enzian Theater's

slogan "Film is Art" remains

the blueprint for the continuing

philosophical thrust of the

Florida Film Festival.

deal with their

movies."

Korb notes that

the accessibility of

her peers was a

much of a virtue as

the chance to con-

nect with the "real

people" who made

up the majority of

the audience. "You

can meet everyone

else at the festival,"

she reports, "and it helps if people know

you, not just your work. I met L.A.

Independent Film Festival programmer

Thomas Ethan Harris, and I made some

European marketing contacts through the

jurors. I made some contacts that may lead to

distribution, but those were less obvious. I can't

give it as high a

score there."

Michael Shaw,

co-producer of

featured docu-

m e n t a r y

SlamN at ion,

assesses that his

film's Florida

showing was "a

nice opportuni-

ty
-," adding that

the festival is "a little bit outside the loop in a

good way." The presence of a supportive staff,

he says, made it compare favorably to other

events he's attended. "South by Southwest, for

example, is just a zoo, and you're left to fend for

yourself."

But Shaw too recognizes that the translation

into an immediate distribution payday is a neg-

ligible one at best. "I did meet some people in

Florida who either have been or could be con-

tacts for the future," he recounts, "including a

woman I met who ended up being our publicist.

But that was a total coincidence."

"We're not a marketplace," Grula honestly

admits. "That's not our primary function.

We're much more of an exhibition.

Eventually, it probably will become a market-

place, but I don't see that in the immediate

future. [Though] there are three films I can

think of off the top of my head that, as they

were playing our festival or right after, had

either gotten deals or were going to do self-

release."

One of those, SlamNation, began a run at

New York's Film Forum on July 17, with

Boston and Los Angeles engagements follow-

ing in October [see profile pg. 12]. When

questioned, Shaw freely offers that those

bookings had nothing to do with the docu-

mentary's visibility at the Florida Film

Festival. A pull quote from the Orlando press,

however, was utilized in SlamNations New

York advertising campaign, reflecting an

attentiveness on the part of the local media

that Shaw and many other participants agree

was a highlight of their week in the Sunshine

State.

"I think the biggest plus is that TV and

newspaper reporters were there, complete

with cameras, doing interviews," echoes

Mandy Wildman, president of Clearwater,

Florida's Wild Heart Studios, one of the up-

and-coming production houses whose staffers

scouted the 1998 festival in anticipation >'t

exhibiting their works next year. "[The] level
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of interest

shown by the

press alone

would be enough

to make me

want to enter a

film, even if the

other aspects

had not been as

impressive."

In the end, the

En:ian Thea-

ter's slogan

"Film is Art"

remains the

blueprint for the

continuing phil-

osophical thrust

ot the Florida

Film Festival.

While no one involved would say no to a little

more action on the business side, it's clear that

no one's hurrying things, either.

"There's an interesting sort of networking

thing that's going on that's not about, 'I have a

checkbook,' " Grula testifies. "It's about, 'Let's

make movies.'
"

Stei'e Schneider is assistant arts editor and primary film

correspondent for the Orlando Weekly.
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Galway is known as "The Athens of the

West of Ireland." That's when the sun is shin-

ing. Like every other part of Ireland, which this

year suffered from the worst summer rainfall in

recent memory, Galway felt more like Venice

than Athens due to the amount of water run-

ning down the streets, and I still have the sod-

den footwear to prove it. In fact the Galway

Film Fleadh, held every July, must be the only

film festival where they pack a rain jacket in

the press and delegate kits. For anyone new to

the six- day festival, all you had to do was fol-

low the scurrying na\-y jackets through the rain

to the test's main venue: the Town Hall.

Since its inception in 1989, the Fleadh (pro-

nounced "flah," which is the Irish word for fes-

tival) has muscled its way to the forefront of

the Irish festival scene. From seat-of-its-pants

beginnings, the festival is now a well-respected

European festival, while remaining true to its

co-operative and community roots and its spir-

it of "Hey, you over there. Feel like helping out

for the next week?" Programming has a pri-

marily—though by no means exclusive—Irish

focus, and there has always been a balanced

and truly international flavor to films screened.

(This year there were nine U.S features and

five docs among the 100-plus films screened.)

The festival is heavily skewed towards inde-

pendent work and accepts features, docs,

shorts, and animation (there's a negligible

amount of experimental work), with prizes in

all four categories.

Since 1995, a festival market called the

Galway Film Fair has run in conjunction with

the Fleadh over its final three days and has

contributed to the success and heightened

international profile of the overall event. The

fair has grown into a heavy-hitting market, and

this year filmmakers had the opportunity to

meet with execs from October, the Shooting

Gallery, Good Machine, Fine Line,

Stratosphere, Miramax, and Alliance as well as

European produc-

ers, broadcasters,

and buyers such as

ZDF, Arte, Chan-

nel 4, Pathe, Jane

Balfour, and the

BBC. Galway's

informality and

intimacy make it possible to engage in lengthy

discussions over pints late into the night with

individuals who would otherwise be mobbed at

other festivals. Even Aidan Quinn, who was

there for the directing debut of his brother

Paul, was relatively unmolested for the dura-

tion of the Fleadh and could be seen most days,

hands in pockets, happily ambling about town.

This being the tenth Fleadh, there was enor-

mous cause for celebration and for coming so

far on such slender resources. The second in a

series of occasional "Fleadh Papers" (the first

was the transcript of 1997's revealing public

interview with Neil Jordan) was published for

the event. (This compendium of quotes from

the past 10 years included Rutger Hauer's "The

thing I remember the most is driving away

[from the Fleadh] and thinking I had just met

the last true wildmen in the world.") Pat

Collins, in his inaugural year as the Fleadh's

program director, showcased a hugely wide-

ranging body of work this year, from 16 coun-

tries. "This is a filmmakers' festival," he says.

"Nearly half the films had somebody—usually

the director—representing it." But although

Galway is also famous for having one of the

most vibrant arts scenes in Europe, it is, he says,

"starved for the want of an alternative to mul-

tiplex films, so the Fleadh offers a great oppor-

tunity to the public to see films they wouldn't

otherwise see. And you can't underestimate the

fact that it's in the West of Ireland, it's in July,

and the social side to the festival is so lively."

As one of the two primary competitive festi-

vals in Ireland (the other is the Cork

International Film Festival), Galway gets its fair

share of world premieres. This year had inter-

Michael

Moore

at the

Fleadh

national features One Tough Cop from Bruno

Barreto and Peter Mullan's Orphans, plus sev-

eral Irish features and documentaries such as

Midge McKenzie's John Huston: War Stories, a

touching piece which sheds light on the

director and his early work. Liam McGrath's

taut and stirring boxing documentary Francis

Barrett: Southpaw, whose subject managed to

get to the 1996 Olympics with the aid of an

avuncular coach, was picked up by

Downtown Pictures following its enthusiastic

reception at Galway, while Paddy O'Connor's

touching documentary

The Gamble was

another audience

favorite. There was

interest on a number

of fronts tor Pau

Quinn's fine film

This Is M>'

Father, which

won the Best

Debut Fea-

ture award.

A very re-

cent pheno-

menon has

been the sig-

n l f i c a n t

number ot
'•

features, like

Roger Michell's

Titanic Town and

Colm Villa's Sunset

Heights from an until-

recently moribund

Northern Ireland film

industry.
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Besides the recently-refur-

bished Victorian Town Hall

(which screened 35mm,

16mm, and video), two other

screens in a nearby multiplex

made up the venues for the

festival. Less than 50 yards

from the Town Hall is the fes-

tival club: a university

boathouse known as the

J Rowing Club, perched precar-

iously on the banks of the

River Corrib. As the surge

from the Friday and Saturday

night films emptied into the

already-packed Rowing Club,

it took Blondini-like balanc-

ing on the boat slip to keep

from being tipped into the

river. Late night screenings projected from

the bar onto a screen perched atop a raff

moored in the river kept outdoor revelers

happy until well atter closing time.

This year's program had mini-tributes to

Walter Salles {Central Station), who delivered

this year's festival master class, and

Aleksandr Sokurov (Mother arid Son). A fea-

ture of even- Fleadh has been its retrospec-

tive sidebar. Previous honorees have included

Irish directors Neil Jordan and Bob Quinn

and international directors the Taviani

brothers, Arthur Penn, and Ken Loach, but

this year's retrospective focused on the film

work of actor Donal McCann. Better-known

for his spellbinding stage work over the past

30 years, McCann has turned in some mem-

orable film performances over the years,

including the sublime Gabriel Conrov in

Huston's The Dead and provided some wry,

playful moments in a public interview. The

Fleadh also had a number of seminars, none

of which was as riveting as its title might have

initially led one to believe. The centerpiece

Fleadh Debate this year was "The Role of the

Critic" and that gray area between criticism

and "soft" pieces—getting murkier all the

time. Irish films have traditionally had an

easy ride in the press, and Irish Times critic

Hugh Linehan noted that when it comes to

arts criticism generally in the country, there's

a pulling of punches. Added to that is the

incestuous nature of the Irish—or any—film

industry where, said Linehan, "It's difficult to

give a crap review of a bad film by someone

you know." Apart from an incomprehensible

bit of babble from an audience member about

how the release of Lolita would increase the

number of pedophiles in the community, the

session concluded rather amicably but without

any bold new resolutions.

The Dublin-based Film Institute of Ireland

(FII), a state-supported organization whose

brief includes the raising of the profile of Irish

and international cinema generally, hosted a

debate on the Friday entitled "Funny Games.'"

The focus of the sparsely attended hour-long

session was Funny Games from Austrian direc-

tor Michael Haneke (Benin's Video) and the

moral onus on a director to be responsible

about the depiction of violence. Taking the dis-

quieting Benin's Video themes a step further,

Haneke's new film is a nihilistic view of random

violence on a sedate, middle-class, vacationing

family. The panel discussing the theme was

moderated by the FII's Sheila Pratschke and

included photographer Karl Grimes, actress

Michele Read, who had performed in a season

of Artaudin "Theatre of Cruelty" plays, and Six

Wins to Sunday director Adam Bernstein. Most

discussion centered on the threat of the vio-

lence and the "it could happen to any one of

us" scenario, although there were a

number of commentators who were

visibly upset at Haneke's treatment

of the child in the film.

The celebratory atmosphere

spilled over from the Fleadh itself

when the Galway Film Centre—an

information, resource, and advoca-

cy organization almost identical to

AIV'F—had its tenth anniversary

party. The GFC like its Dublin equivalent Film

Base, has also been an important resource for

tirst-time filmmakers who have won short film

production awards. The two or three annual

16mm shorts that each organization outputs

annually are sponsored by national broadcaster

RTE and screened at the Fleadh. The GFC also

organized a noteworthy workshop, restricted to

a maximum of 10 participants, and entitled

"Meet TV Broadcasters" where selected Irish

producers met reps from BBC (Northern

Ireland and Scotland), Channel 4, ZDF, Irish-

language station Teilifis na Gaeilge, and recent-

ly launched Irish commercial station TV 3 with

a view to establishing funding contacts. And in

fact making contacts is what the Fleadh is best

for. Both Irish and international filmmakers

alike claimed that at any other festival they'd

never have got near most of the people with

whom they actually had fruitful meetings. "For

American filmmakers, there's a better chance

of making an impact on American financiers

and distributors in Ireland rather than being

any of a number of filmmakers who approach

them in their office at home," says Collins. "It's

close to a certainty that the industry will see

your film in Galway." Mary Jane Skalski, VP of

Creative Affairs at Good Machine, noted how

"There are more execs there than would nor-

mally be at a festival of this size. It's great for

filmmakers, too; they get to meet and make

relationships that are fulfilling as well as use-

ful." "It was my first international festival," said

Brooklyn-based Pegi Vail who took the docu-

mentary runner-up prize tor her Dodgers Sym-

phony. "I found it relaxed and intimate and a

really worthwhile trip."

The EU's MEDIA program hosted a seminar

on "Financing the Creative European

Documentary,'' with panelists from the

European MEDIA Development Association,

Jane Balfour Films, and German broadcaster

ZDF, which I didn't attend, as I was in the mid-

dle of four-and-a-half hours of new Irish shorts.

These proved to be disappointing compared to

previous year's, although Enda Hughes' hilari-

ous sci-fi teen angst spoof Flying Saucer Rock 'n

Roll proved once again that some of the most

interesting and

offbeat Irish work

is coming from

north of the

Border. I also

missed the Fleadh

Auction, and so

never got to see it

there was any-

thing that came

close to that fabled

1994 auction item: Daniel Day-Lewis' leopard-

skin underpants from In the Name of the Father.

Like many international festivals, Galway

has a U.S. contact. T.C. Rice, the Fleadh's

North American coordinator, ascribes his exis-

tence "solely to time zones; I don't decide what

gets into the Fleadh, and getting in is tough."

(Rice also attended the Fleadh as VP

Distribution and Marketing for Stratosphere

Entertainment, with colleague Paul Cohen.) As

Galway is in the same submission time -frame as

Cannes, Rice recommends that filmmakers

who don't make the French festival, particular-

ly tirst-timers, try Galway instead: "There are

very responsive audiences there and serious

decision-making professionals in attendance."

The Galway Film Fleadh can be contacted at:

Oil 353 91 751-655 or gafleadh@iol.ie; T.C.

Rice is at (212) 727-0249.

Paul Power is managing editor of The Independent and

spent a fraught week as a Fleadh projectionist in 1994-

Galway's Town Hall Theatre
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GETAWAY
The Nantucket Film Festival

by Allen Chou

Beautiful beaches, rolling countrysides,

quaint villages, and wonderful New England

hospitality are just some of the reasons to visit

Nantucket Island, off the coast of Cape Cod,

Ma^achusetts. Another is the annual Nan-

tucket Film Festival, held June 16-21 this year.

Now three years old, this festival is like few oth-

ers, because it honors screenwriters and their

craft against such a picturesque island back-

drop.

According to co-founders and siblings

Jonathan Burkhart and Jill Goode, over 6,000

people attended the festival this year, doubling

last year's figure. They had approximately 400

film submissions for 20 slots and over 600

scripts for the screenplay competition. These

fierce numbers in the competition and high

attendance figures have created a festival filled

with quality work.

Ifyou're a screenwriter or filmmaker looking

to meet people, this is the place. Here you'll

find a relaxed and informal atmosphere at all

the events. "Everyone is approachable and

accessible on this island," says actor/director

Ben Stiller. You'll have many opportunities to

meet and greet the festival's guest speakers and

attendees (many of whom have projects ready

to go) at film screenings, staged readings, panel

discussions, and morning coffee conversations

with artists. Most of the events happen within

several square blocks, so you'll literally be

walking alongside screenwriters, filmmakers,

producers, and distributors all day long. And
most importantly, "Screenwriters are being

sought out," says executive director Burkhart.

People have even been known to sell their

screenplays to distributors/producers at the

local bar.

The festival day begins with "Morning cof-

fee with...", a daily event that takes place at the

Cambridge Street Restaurant. It's a place to lis-

ten and casually discuss all aspects of filmmak-

ing with accomplished screenwriters and film-

makers while having a cup of coffee and a

bagel. One morning, for instance, LA
Confidential producer Madeline Warren, Losing

Chase writer Ann Meredith, and Buffalo

Soldiers writer Frank Military shared their expe-

riences of screenplay "turnaround" and offered

helpful business and artistic advice during the

informal QekA. The cozy restaurant was filled

to capacity every morning and people even

stood outside to listen in on the conversations.

After "Morning coffee," you can check out

some great films. "Films were chosen based on

character-driven scripts that tell a great story,"

says artistic director Jill Goode. The festival

presented 20 features (including documen-

taries) and 21 shorts from Australia, Great

Britain, France/Romania, India, Russia, and the

United States. Chris Eyre's Smoke Signals, John

Shea's Southie, Brad Anderson's Next Stop

Wonderland, and Jez Butterworth's Mojo were

just some of the films shown. There were also

special screenings of David Helpern, Jr.'s

Hollywood on Trial (1976), Robert Altman's

M*A*S*H (1970), and George Stevens'

Woman of the Year (1942). Many films had an

informal Q&A session with the writer, director,

and/or producer after the screening. Some

guest appearances included Smoke Signals

writer Sherman Alexie and Southie writers John

Shea, Jimmy Cummings, and Dave

MacLaughlin.

In between the screenings were five panel

discussions, spread throughout the week, with

each focusing on a different angle of screen-

writing/filmmaking. These offered the chance

to learn about various artists' experiences while

making their projects. One panel was led by

Next Stop Wonderland's Brad Anderson

(writer/director) and Lyn Vaus (writer/actor),

who presented a case study of their film, fol-

lowing the idea from screenplay through its

steps to becoming a completed film.

Another discussion featured Dave Phillips

from Innovative Artists Agency, who illustrat-

ed techniques and examples of selling screen-

plays, obtaining agents, and making deals hap-

pen. Phillips

even gave out

his office num-

ber and

address. It

quickly became

a potential hot

opportunity for writers with completed

screenplays.

Truly some of the most special events were

the staged readings. Four screenplays were

showcased live in their original raw form. If

you're lucky enough to get a seat at these

sold-out events, you'll certainly enjoy the per-

formances that take place in Nantucket's old

historical buildings. Ed Sherin (executive pro-

ducer/director of Law & Order) cast and

directed an ensemble of distinguished actors,

including Ben Stiller, Anne Meara, John

Shea, and Jerry Stiller.

The Nantucket Film Festival is noncom-

petitive with the exception of the Tony Cox

Award for Screenwriting, sponsored by

Showtime Networks, Inc. The winner was

Susan DeMasi's Dysfunction Junction, a story

that follows three troubled teens who escape

their violent drug-filled Midwestern town by

heading on a cross-country trek to New York

City in 1976. The award includes possible

consideration as a Showtime Original Picture

as well as meetings with agents and produc-

ers. DeMasi also received $1,000 from the

festival, $1,000 worth of Kodak film stock,

and her screenplay was also featured in a sold-

out reading.

New this year was an annual Writer's

Tribute, which honored Ring Lardner, Jr., one

of the Hollywood Ten who were blacklisted

for their refusal to answer questions put forth

by the House Un-American Activities

Committee (HUAC). Lardner had been

nominated six times for an Academy Award

and won twice, for Woman of the Year and

M*A*S*H. "Good screenplays depend on the

originality and power of the basic idea," he

said when accepting his tribute. "They don't
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require special effects, production values,

ghosts, or people from other galaxies."

Also new were the audience awards for

favorite feature and short. Best Feature went to

Blind Faith, written by Frank Military and

directed by Ernest Dickerson, and Best Short

went to Oscar-nominated Dance, Lade, Dance,

written and directed by Tim Loane.

Though definitely not a raging buyer/seller

marketplace, Nantucket has its subtle moments

where deals are made. According to Burkhart,

distributors and producers are attending the

festival and some are looking for new projects

to acquire. Sony Classics and Miramax were

just some of the distributors attending the festi-

val. With an event that attracts so many-

screenwriters and scripts, it's inevitable that

buyers are going to show up in greater force in

the future. So if you're looking to get your pro-

ject made, don't overlook this growing festival.

The right people are definitely here.

Important advice: Make your hotel reserva-

tions and travel arrangements several months

ahead. If not, you may not get a room or flight.

Screenwriting is often a lonely art. But here

you'll find lots of motivation and guidance

towards getting your screenplay written and

produced. After enjoying all the all the person-

al and intimate venues the island and festival

had to offer, I felt my writer's block disappear

and all the inhibitions I had when writing my

own screenplay gone. Now, along with my new

and valuable contacts, I am finally ready to

complete and sell my screenplay.

Info on this festival is available from:

www.nantucketnlmfestival.otg

Allen Chou is an executive producer for Passion River

Productions in New York City and is organizer of the

AIV'F New Jersey Salon.

call for entries
NEW YORK ANIMATION FESTIVAL

film video digital
new york city april I 999

entry deadline february I I 999

tel: 2 1 2.982.778

1

fax: 2 1 2.260.09 1

2

e-mail: nyafest@yahoo.com

web: http://members.tripod.com/~nyafest

NON LINEAR
EDITING

V o

REAL TIME TRANSITIONS

BROADCAST ONLINE

3:1 TO 200:1 OFFLINE

MULTI-LAYERING

BETACAM SP EDITING
HI 8 & 3/4SP — 3/4 AB

ANIMATION & GRAPHICS
DUPLICATION

TRANSFERS from HI8 to BETA

Phone (212) 219-9240
Fax (212) 966-5618

Avid

Classes offered monthly

Introduction to Media Composer,

Tips and Techniques, and Media
Composer Effects.

The Wexner Center for the Arts is an

Avid Authorized Education Center

serving Ohio, Indiana, Michigan,

Western Pennsylvania and Kentucky.

Call for more information

Maria Troy, 674 292-7617

Wexner Center for the Arts

The Ohio State University

1871 North High Street

Columbus, Ohio 43210

A V D
Pro Tools
Unbeatable rates and all the gigs you need

NY or CT location w/24 hour access

Editors for pix, sound fx & design

(212) 310-3491 • (203) 775-4124
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A word to the screenwriter
Programs to Whip Your Script into Format

by Robert
Goodman

The writer's ritual of putting that first

sheet of paper into the typewriter and staring

at its vast, empty whiteness has been replaced

by a blank stare at a computer screen. Yet the

challenge of how to fill that space hasn't

changed. To help meet that challenge, there's

been a boom in scriptwriting software programs

on the market.

Film and video scripts impose stringent for-

matting demands on writers. A properly for-

matted screenplay indicates the program's run-

ning time and allows all of the production

requirements—talent, locations, props, and

special effects—to be identified quickly. Each

element in a screenplay—scene headings,

action, dialog, parentheticals—has as many

formatting rules as there are in the building

codes.

Scriptwriting programs (more properly

labeled "script formatters," since not a single

one writes dialog or action on its own) let you

forget about those details and concentrate on

the story. Plus, these programs have additional

benefits tor producers and production man-

agers.

It you decide to save money and use your

favorite word processor instead of a specialized

program, you'll need to learn the formatting

rules. The best explanation appears in Cole &
Haag's The Complete Guide' to Standard Script

Formats, Part I: The Screenplay.

With a few simple macros that you can cre-

ate yourself, most word processing programs

will handle the routine formatting chores. The

challenge is pagination. There are rules for

breaking scenes across two pages. A different

set of rules applies if you break a character's

dialog across two pages. It gets even more com-

plex when the script goes into production. All

the scenes must be numbered and the script

"locked," so everyone has the identical version.

It there are revisions, a third set of rules deter-

Above: Cinovation's Scriptware

Rigfit:Screenplay System's Movie Magic

Screenwriter

mines how these script changes

are handled. The value of a spe-

cialized program becomes self-

evident.

Add-on Programs

Add-on programs can transform Microsoft

Word into an approximation of a dedicated

script formatting program. The benefit of this

solution is the ability to share files with nearly

anyone. Many programs can open Word files

(except the latest version) with little trouble. If

you're already familiar with Word, there isn't

much to learn. Two add-ons are reviewed here,

but others are available on the Internet.

ScriptWerx

Parnassus Software's ScriptWerx V6. 1 ($99

Mac/Windows) consists of 1 1 add-on templates

for Microsoft Word 6.0 and above. Feature film,

live TV, three camera, two column, four col-

umn, corporate video, storyboard, and a treat-

ment format are the principal templates. Each

has its own set of toolbar buttons and com-

mands that appear under a Script Werx tab on

the Word menu. There is a manual but no con-

text-sensitive help.

Most screenplay formatting chores are han-

dled by pressing the Enter key. Press ShiftTab to

move through all the elements (action, dia-

log, slugline, etc.). There is a button on the

tool bar that will insert all the elements

except dialog. The keyboard shortcuts will

slow down touch typists because each short-

cut requires two-handed execution. This pro-

gram does do side -by- side dialog in screenplay

format, although the margins, which are

modifiable
,

were incorrect.

ScriptWerx

handles scene

numbering and

basic revisions,

and automati-

cally generates

prompter copy

and shot lists.

A transition

inserted in the

wrong place using the dual column template

crashed the program and forced me to reboot.

ScriptWright

Indelible Ink's ScriptWright ($99

Mac/Windows, $40 for students) for

Microsoft Word 6.0 and higher was created by

Guy Gallo, a Columbia University professor

and screenwriter. ScriptWright uses its own

menus and help files and can completely

transform Word. You can choose from three

different command arrangements. The clean

menu setting clears out any Word functions

irrelevant to writing scripts and distributes

ScriptWnght's commands to the appropriate

menus. The combined option adds

ScriptWright's commands without removing

Word's commands. The segregated option

places all of ScriptWright's commands on one

menu tab. There are optional toolbars for

styles, revisions, and major features that can

be turned on or off.

ScriptWright's primary formatting tools are

the Enter and Tab keys. Taking ease of use

one step further, ScriptWnght has a "Smatt
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Enter" feature. To use it, you must first cre-

ate a list of abbreviations. For example,

define "C" as a substitute for the name

Catherine. Whenever you type "C" and press

Enter, "Catherine" will appear. Type a period

on a blank line and press Enter. The list

appears so you can add anything you'd care

to define. ScriptWright can't match the level

of automation in a dedicated scriptwriting

program, though it comes close.

To change one element to another, e.g.,

from action to character to dialog, simply

press Tab. You can also use tool bar buttons,

menus, or shortcut keys to perform this func-

tion. ScriptWright uses the Alt key plus a let-

ter (A for Action, D for Dialog, etc.) as

shortcuts. It's easy to remember and fast

because your fingers stay on the keyboard.

ScriptWright's other strong features

include its ability to "cheat". Writers cheat

(modify) the margins to reduce page count,

hence shortening the running time.

ScriptWright can cheat one element, a group

of elements, or the entire script. The format

command checks to insure that the script is

properly formatted prior to printing.

Anything that doesn't belong—blank ele-

ments, orphaned continueds, etc.—is delet-

ed. The outliner is also well thought out.

33

Indelible Ink's ScriptWright

There are two levels above the scene -head-

ing level. Gallo suggests using them to create

Act and Sequence groupings to help organize

the script's structure.

ScriptWright's limitations are that it only

handles the screenplay format and produces

just three production reports.

Scriptwriting Programs

A friendly war has raged in this tiny market

for the past few years—to the benefit of

users. All of the dedicated scriptwriting pro-

grams are excellent products and are around

the same price (about $200 on sale). All can

produce scripts in screenplay, teleplay, sitcom,

and stage play formats. All are capable of dis-

playing a screenplay in an index card view. All

are available for Windows and Mac and claim

cross-platform compatibility. And all can print

a variety of production reports and export a

script breakdown file for use in Movie Magic's

Scheduling program. However, there are differ-

ences that you should be aware of before mak-

ing your purchase decision.

Scriptware

Cinovation's Scriptware V3.04 ($299.95 list)

supplies formats for feature films submission

and shooting; television shows; sitcoms; two-

column A/V scripts; and stage plays. All are

easily modifiable. Writing is simple using

Cinovation's Scriptype® Tab and Enter system.

Type "int." or "ext." on any action line to pop

up the scene heading list. Select an existing

location or create a new one. If you want to add

the Time of Day, press Tab to bring up the Time

of Day list. There is one quirk in Cinovation\

excellent approach. If you press Tab after typing

dialog, the program incorrectly inserts a paren-

thetical below the dialog. To create a conversa-

tion between two characters, you must press

Enter, putting the cursor in an action element,

and then press Tab to switch to Character

Name.

Scriptware 's menu structure makes it easy to

access its features. The thesaurus is based on a

Proximity/Merriam Webster product also used

by Final Draft (see below). Cinovation has cre-

ated an elegant user interface, but Final Draft's

version will find other grammatical forms of the

same word to look up. The word lists are iden-

tical in both programs and both suggest more

alternatives than either ScriptThing or

Screenwriter's thesaurus.

You can import ASCII, Final Draft, and any

of the storytelling software program files into

Scriptware, and export to ASCII, Final Draft,

and Movie Magic Scheduling, however, the

program does have a major import flaw. If

Scriptware doesn't recognize the "character

name" element, it converts it to an "action" ele-

ment. To fix this problem, you must delete it,

because there is no way to convert "action" to

"character name."

ScriptThing

ScriptPerfection developed ScriptThing V3.38

($285 list). Screenplay Systems markets

ScriptThing under its brand, Movie Magic, and

100%
money back
guarantee

TURNS
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Word™ 6
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steps or separate printing files.

•Windows & Macintosh versions.
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Who to Call

FINAL DRAFT
B.C. Software, Inc.

1 1965 Venice Blvd. Ste 405
Los Angeles, CA 90066

(310)636-4711

www.finaldraft.com

www.bcsoftwaFe.com

MOVIE MAGIC
SCREENWRITER
Screenplay Systems

150 E. Olive Ave*. Ste 203
Bin-bank, CA 91502

(800) 847-8679 sales

(818) 843-6557 office

www.screenplay.com

SCRIPTTHING
Script Perfection Enterprises Inc

4901 Morena Blvd (Ste 105)

San Diego. CA 92117

(800) 450-9450

www.scriptthing.com

SCRIPTWARE
Cinovation. Inc.

1750 30th St.. Ste. 360
Boulder, CO 80301-1005

(800) 788-7090

www.scriptware.com

SCRIPTWERX
Oak Tree Press

256 Guinea Hill Rd
Slate Hill. NY 10973

(914) 355-1400
www.OriginaiY ision.com

SCRIPTWRIGHT
Indelible Ink.

156 Fifth Ave., Ste 1208

New York. NY 10010

(212) 255-1956

www.kois.com/ink

Scriptwriting Software Info

THE ONLINE COMMUNICATOR
www.comnnmicator.com

CHARLES DEEMER
www.teIeport.com/~cdeemer

calls it Movie Magic Screenwriter. It is the

identical program except for the elements

explained below.

ScriptThing supplies modifiable formats for

feature films, taped sitcoms, filmed sitcoms,

and stage plays. It will not do A/V format, but

it does have exceptional capabilities for writ-

ing interactive or multimedia scripts.

ScriptThing actually allows you to playback

multimedia scripts with full branching in real

time.

There is a Configuration Wizard to help

you set up the program. When you first install

ScriptThing, the Wizard (a cartoon charac-

ter) explains the available options for editing,

the desktop, spell checking, revisions, print-

ing, and drop and drag editing. All of these

options can be changed at any time from

within the program. The Wizard has a gentle

sense of humor that permeates ScriptThing

and gives it a special character.

ScriptThing's Tab and Enter system doesn't

have Scriptware's quirk. Press Tab at the end

of a line of dialog, and the cursor moves to a

new Character Name. Ifyou are on the first or

a blank line of dialogue, ScriptThing inserts a

parenthetical. There are fewer keystrokes, so

it's faster. When you type a scene heading,

ScriptThing automatically brings up the Time

of Day list. If you don't want to add it, you

must press the Escape key. There isn't an

option to turn off Time of Day—a minor

quirk.

This program gives users the most flexibili-

ty and control over the way it works and

allows users to access its features in a variety

of ways. There's a drop-down menu bar, a

windows speed bar, and keyboard commands.

The menu structure is logical, though the

keyboard commands, even at this late date,

still tend to emulate Word Perfect 5.1. There's

a vertical speed bar inside the right scroll bar,

with a button for each script element.

ScriptThing makes better use of the mouse

than Scriptware or Final Draft. The right

mouse button brings up ScriptThing's

PowerPanel™, a nine -button rectangle, to

speed up editing chores. The button layout is

designed to make it easier to move through

the nested menus.

ScriptThing's index card feature is unsur-

passed. It's the easiest one to write and edit in,

and offers the most control. There's a trick to

writing dialog here, but this view is designed

for structuring the script and shuffling scenes.

There isn't enough space to cover all of the

production breakdown and reporting features

in the latest version of ScriptThing. Not only

can you do a primary sort by character, loca-

tion, interiors vs. exteriors, time of day or script

order, you can also do a secondary sort.

Breakdown reports can be printed or exported

to Movie Magic Scheduling.

ScriptThing can import ASCII, Dramatica,

Movie Master, RTF, Scriptware, Word, Word

Perfect, and Wordstar files. It saves files in

ASCII, Final Draft, RTF, Scriptware, and Word

Perfect. The worst feature of ScriptThing is the

manual, which is in dire need of redesign.

Movie Magic Screenwriter

Screenplay Systems' Movie Magic Screenwriter

V3.02 ($299 list) differs from ScriptThing in

several minor but important ways. Ken Schafer,

ScriptThing's author, constantly improves the

program. If you noticed, the current version of

ScriptThing is V3.38 and Screenwriter is only

V3.02. This was a conscious decision by

Screenplay Systems to test thoroughly and

debug every new version before releasing it.

Their strategy is to remain a version or two

behind ScriptThing to prevent you from

encountering any problems a new version may-

have unintentionally introduced.

Movie Magic Screenwriter has by far the

best manual of any of the scriptwriting pro-

grams. Screenplay Systems is the largest of the

four companies and offers the longest hours of

telephone support. I didn't need technical sup-

port for any of these programs and I doubt you

will. However, should that unlikely event occur,

you're more likely to reach someone at

Screenplay Systems.

Other differences include the design of the

speed buttons for Spell Check, Thesaurus, and

auto-correction pause, which are more colorful

in Screenwriter (although the price is a few dol-

lars higher), and templates are supplied for cur-

rently airing television shows. New features

added to the latest version of ScriptThing

(mostly production breakdown improvements)

won't appear in Screenwriter until Screenplay

Systems releases its next update.

Final Draft

B.C. Software's Final Draft V4.1.8a ($299

Mac/Windows) arrives with three formats

—

screenplay, sitcom, or stage play—which B.C.

Software calls "element files." You have control

over the formatting, so it's relatively easy to cre-

ate the two standard sitcom formats from the

single template supplied. An add-on product

with element files for currently airing television
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shows is available for $30.

The look and feel of Final Draft is unclut-

tered. Enter and Tab handle most of the for-

matting chores. The Tab key quirk I described

in Scriptware also occurs with Final Draft.

There is no Time of Day pop up list in Final

Draft. It handles this element as part of the

scene heading. You can create macros to make

entering this or any other information less

repetitive. However, Final Draft uses combina-

tions of three keys: Control and Alt plus a third

letter or number to access the macros.

There are function key or keyboard short-

cuts for most operations. Final Draft has a good

manual and a help wizard that's activated

whenever you use a feature for the first time. In

keeping with Final Draft's sparseness, script

notes are attached as flags in your script. There

are three priority levels. Notes are displayed in

a separate window and do not print within the

script; Final Draft prints them on a separate

sheet, keyed to slugline and page number. Final

Draft has a good outline and an index card

view. To add a scene, press F7. This brings up

an edit screen with space for a slugline and

action description. You can place the new scene

after the current one or at the end of the script.

Breakdown reporting is poor. There's only one

report. It must be printed and there's no pre-

view.

Final Draft imports or exports in ASCII or

RTF, and also exports to Movie Magic

Scheduling.

Recommendations

Each program has its advantages. Scriptware

handles more formats. ScriptThing has the best

multimedia, production, and index card fea-

tures. Screenwriter has the best manual and

support. Final Draft has the most experience

with the Mac platform. The goal of all these

programs is identical: to make it easy for writers

to type in the proper format. In this regard, they

all succeed admirably. Your choice will rely on

other factors. There are demos available for all

of the dedicated scriptwriting programs on the

web.

Next month: Goodman reviews storytelling soft-

ware. Can a computer program help you write bet-

ter screenplays?

Robert M. Goodman [goodmania histones.com] , an

award-winning writer and Emmy-nommated director,

based in Philadelphia, is currently producing a feature

entitled Gifts in the Mail, and developing a project

called Dungeon Goddesses.

Need legal representation?

Call Ken Feldman or Abe Michael Shainberg at the

Feldman Law Firm for

INDEPENDENT FILM PACKAGING TO FINANCIERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

AGREEMENTS .CONTRACT REVIEW, LITIGATION , COLLECTION, OR DEFENSE IF SUED.

«" Free Consultation © Fair Rates "»

FELDMAN LAW FIRM , 12 East 41
s1

Street, #1302, 212-532-8585, fax: 212-532-8598

www. feldman-law.com or e-mail us at abems a concentric.net
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Digital Sound
Film & Video Post
Sound Design
Music Scoring

ROCK SOLID
SYNCHRONIZATION
- Pro-Tools 4*2 -

Time Code DA-88/DAT
Complete SFX Library

Digital Video Lock
Serving Independent

Film & V ideo Producers
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Double Take
documentary
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The 2nd Annual

DoubleTake

Documentary Film Festival

April 8-1 I, 1999

in Durham, NC

For ticket and

submission information:

919-660-3699

Deadline for submissions:

January 8, 1999

www.doubletakemagazine.org/fllmfestival

NEW DAY FILMS is the premiere distrib-

ution cooperative for social issue media.

Owned and run by its members, New

Day Films has successfully distributed

documentary film and video for twenty-

five years.

Call 415.332.7172

Seeking energetic

independent makers

of social issue

'"umentaries for

' membership.

http:// www.newday.com
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Avvii Day, March 27, 10:30 a.m. On the El from

O'Hare airport to downtown Chicago. My heart is thumping louder

than the train on the tracks. I am one of eight finalists chosen from

1,400 submissions to the CineStory Screenwriting Awards. There will

be three Grand Prize winners, each of whom will receive, according

to the entry materials, $2,000 in cash; travel expenses and free regis-

tration for CineStory's two days of workshops; a trip to L.A. for meet-

ings with producers; a mentorship and possible development work

with Jodie Foster's Egg Pictures; production guidance from the

Shooting Gallery; script notes and career advice from Redeemable

Features and New Crime Productions; free software and subscrip-

tions; and a possible reading at Nuyorican Poets Cafe's legendary

Fifth Night series. #u
\

The CINESTORY Story
nplay Competition (jpmge Your Life?
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My script, about an aging Florida millionaire's involvement with a

French Canadian con artist, had already been rejected by Fox

Searchlight ("The idea of turning geriatric exploitation into a bitter-

sweet comedy is ambitious and your efforts deserve to be applaud-

ed..."), Scott Rudin Productions ("How do you show the grayness of

characters while still making them compelling?" Is that grayness as in

oldness, I wonder, or grayness as in ambiguity?), and three screenwrit-

ing competitions, when I read a favorable review of CineStory in The

Independent and decided to give it a shot. Hoping to turn my luck

around, I changed the title of the script from Seeing Green (too

Hollywood) to 50 Ways to a Better Memory, which is the title of an

infomercial my senile hero watches. I also changed my name on the

title page from Bill to Billy, hoping the judges would think they were

discovering fresh young talent (I'm over 30). So far it seems to have

worked.

1 1:30 a.m. Check-in at the Union League Club. The lobby, with its oil

paintings, cigar counter, and wooden Indian, is redolent of the old boy

network. Two men in suits look askance at my Doc Martens as a uni-

formed clerk hands me a sheet of paper titled "Dress Code."

2 p.m. The Fine Arts Theater. I take my seat among the other writets

for a screening of The Baby Dance, written and directed by Jane

Anderson and produced by Meg Lefauve, both of whom are leading

workshops this weekend. I overhear a young woman behind me com-

plaining about the morning film business seminar she paid extra to

attend. "I'm sick of listening to chubby white men making inside jokes

with each other, like they're God and we're nothing. For this I paid

$100? Then they want to charge you $10 for the booklet of Chicago

producers! I just took one."

4:30 p.m. The Union League Club. In a wood-paneled function room,

the finalists meet CineStory organizer Mike Hartigan. We go around

the table and introduce ourselves. First up is Steve Bagatourian, a 20-

year-old comic book artist with thick btown hair and intense brown

eyes. Something tells me he is going to win. Then there's Shel Wagner,

smartly dressed and vulnerable-looking, from Burbank; Eli Despres

and Kim Roberts, partners in life as well as film, from Colma,

California, who plan to shoot their film themselves next year, whatev-

er happens with this competition; Bob Tremblay, an editor and movie

critic for a small-town newspaper in Massachusetts who has the sleep-

less, over-cafteinated look of a big city newsman; Tony Urgo, a web site

designer from New Jersey; Michael Zungolo of Philadelphia, who tells

the group, haltingly, that screenwriting helps him cope with a severe

stutter; and Dylan Dow from Los Angeles, who was also a finalist last

year.

We're all as friendly and chatty as Miss America contestants.

Tremblay, the newspaper editor, tells everyone that his staff back home

has prepared two versions of the front page for tomorrow's paper—one

if he wins, and one if he doesn't.

6 p.m. The James R. Thompson State of Illinois Center. Hartigan leads

the finalists and semi-finalists down to the front row of the enormous

auditorium. I avoid sitting with the male finalists—too much testos-

terone—and sit between Shel Wagner and K.J. Kiernan, a semi-final-

ist from Texas. Pam Pierce, the executive director of CineStory and a

former Nicholls Fellow, walks along the front row, shaking each of our

hands.

As we wait for the festivities to begin, I break out pictures of my

seven month-old son, even though nobody has asked to see them. I'm

saying to myself as much as them: See, I have a life, and it doesn't matter

whether I win. I'd be happy to get Miss Congeniality. One of the guys

brings up the issue of acceptance speeches. I realize I've prepared noth-

ing and immediately begin writing an Oscars-style acceptance speech

in my head: After slaving away at your computer, it's great to get some

recognition. Boring, f want to thank my wife arid our baby Miles for puttmg

up with me through this very emotional process. Yuck. Unlike other compe-

titions (the ones I didn't win), this one was obviously judged very carefully.

Heh, heh. Barf.

There's an incredibly long build-up to the announcement of the

Grand Prize winners. The 16 professional writers and producers at the

conference introduce themselves one by one, each showing a clip of his

or her favorite opening scene from a movie. The most unusual choice

is by writer Jay Stapleton, who shows the opening of The Naked Kiss,

in which a prostitute beats on a drunken pimp with her pocketbook. In

her exertions her wig falls off, revealing a completely bald head.

Finally it's time for the Grand Prize Awards. I breathe deeply, telling

myself I am already a winner. Pam Pierce tells the audience that three

of the finals judges (Melissa Chesman of Redeemable Features, Meg

LeFauve of Egg Pictures, and Jim Powers of the Shooting Gallery) will

each announce one of the three Grand Prize Winners by reading a

short synopsis of the script. Melissa Chesman is first. Her mouth opens.

I hear the words "Wealthy old tightwad . . .

."

I won!! Deep inside me, a testosterone-crazed little man is jumping

up and down, spiking the ball in the end zone, and pumping his fist in

the air to celebrate the crushing of his competitors. I ignore that man

and remain in my seat, breathing and listening serenely as Chesman

finishes reading my synopsis. I look to Pam Pierce. Do I go up onto the

stage? Do 1 give an Oscars-style acceptance speech? In very efficient sign

language, Pam conveys: Yes, go up; no, don't give a speech. I walk up

with a large stupid grin on my face. Chesman hands me an envelope

and a little box. "You really deserve this," she says, and I melt inside.

They like me, they really like me!

As I sit back

down, K.J. looks at

me like I'm a crea-

ture from another

planet. "You were

completely poker-

faced during the syn-

opsis!" Later other

finalists accuse me of

being jaded for not

jumping up and

down. I explain in

my best Jaded Writer voice that it's a reaction to years of caring too

much. I peek inside my envelope at the $2,000 check and inside the

box at a glass paperweight with my name and the award etched on it,

and for the moment all is well with the world.

The next winner is Kim and Eli, the team from Colma, for their

script Wishful Thinking, a comedy about a telepathic brother and sister.

Finally, the 20-year-old Bagatourian wins

—

I knew it—for his script

Weasel, about a 12-year-old murderer. As soon as he hears the first sen-

tence of his synopsis, Bagatourian leaps up from his seat and punches

the air. He is the testosterone-crazed little man.

Afterwards, there is that post-Miss America feeling in the air, with

Writer Joe Tropiano [Big Night) jazzes up the actors

fp//r//l-- !taiia
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the runners-up biting their lips as they congratulate the winners. Our

heads hugely swollen, Kim, Eli, Steve and I walk in the balmy evening

air down Clark Street and back to the Union League Club.

10 p.m. The "CineSoiree," an alcohol and dessert affair. Having had

no dinner, I start wolfing down little cubes of plain cake meant for dip-

ping in a chocolate fondue. I meet one of last year's winners, who's

oddly subdued. Nothing has happened with her script. She's a prema-

ture dose of reality, like the drunken soldier in the bar scene at the

beginning of The Deer Hunter, who keeps repeating "fuck it" to every

question Walken and DeNiro ask about the glories of combat in 'Nam.

The morning after

7:30 a.m. The Wigwam Room, breakfast buffet. A bright-eyed

Bagatourian is spearing melon slices. "Have you gotten any phone calls

yet'" he asks. I know exactly what he means. The phone is supposed to

start ringing off the hook with Hollywood agents and producers who've

heard we won the competition. "Not yet," I respond. "You?" "Not yet."

Well, it's still only 5:30 a.m. in Hollywood. As the day wears on, my tem-

ples begin to pound. It's winner's hangover, the realization that despite

the award, the odds are still stacked against my script ever getting

made into a movie, and way against my getting to direct it—unless I do

it myself on a shoestring.

A month later

May 7. New York. I'm back home after a trip to China for work on a

new project with director Chen Shi-Zheng. The software and magazine

subscriptions are flooding in, but I'm still waiting for the okay from the

CineStory people to start contacting the sponsors about the main

prizes.

May 12. Nuyorican Poets Cafe, East Village. Marcia Sinclair, one of last

year's winners, is having a reading of her script Lemon Tea. I arrive with

two friends, Molly Thompson, who produced my short film Guts, and

Beth Harrison, who has been helping me with 50 Ways to a Better

Memory. I grandly offer to pay the $8 admission for both of them, then

open my wallet and realize I'm $2 short. Smooth.

The place is packed. We make our way to a table of CineStory peo-

ple, including co-founders Dona Cooper and Pam Pierce. Molly and

Beth think it's funny that everyone is calling me Billy. Nuyorican's

readings are well-attended by industry7 scouts; of the 140 scripts that

have been read here since the series began five years ago, 30 have been

produced. Artistic director Roland Legiardi-Laura takes the mic to talk

about Nuyorican's new partnership with CineStory and announces

that later this year there will be a reading of 1998 winner Billy Shebar's

script, 50 Ways to Improve Your . . . (and here he pretends to forget the

rest of the title)
—

"Billy, stand up." Once again I feel like some kind of

celebrity for a day.

Afterwards I meet Andrea Kail, a CineStory semi-finalist whose day

job is script coordinator for Conan O'Brien. Her screenplay Goodbye

Frances, about a young girl who lies about having sold a screenplay,

won an internal competition at NBC. The award included lunch in

L.A. with Warren Littlefield, President of NBC Entertainment. Kail

says Littlefield gushed about the script, and kept saying stuff like,

"We're gonna get you an agent." "One year later, here I am doing the

same job," reports Kail. "I haven't moved forward one inch. Awards

may boost your ego, but the reality is you just have to keep working and

working and working."

Andrea and I walk finalist Tony Urgo to the PATH train to New
Jersey. Urgo believes there is also a PATH to Hollywood, and he's frus-

trated that the entertainment press never makes it explicit. "I read an

article about Robert Rodriguez's struggle to make El Mariachi, which

ended, 'then he moved to L.A. and got an agent.' " Urgo stops on the

sidewalk to underscore his point: "How did he get an agent? They

don't tell you the steps to follow." Andrea says there are no steps: "It's

different every time. Every successful first-time filmmaker has his own

story, his own unique way of navigating through all the bullshit and

getting his movie made."

May 15. Mike Hartigan from CineStory calls on a Friday afternoon

and gives me the "green light" to contact three of the four sponsors:

Melissa Chesman (Redeemable Features), Jim Powers (Shooting

Gallery), and Meg Lefauve (Egg Pictures). The fourth, Steve Pink,

John Cusack's partner in New Crime Productions, is too busy to talk

right now.

May 18. I dive in and call all three. Chesman is on the phone and will

call back. At the Shooting Gallery, I get Powers' assistant. I explain

about the award. He puts me on hold, then comes back: "Tell me again

what the connection is here?" I explain again that I won the CineStory

Screenwriting Awards Grand Prize, which includes production guid-

ance from the Shooting Gallery. "Do we have your script?" I assumed

they did, since Powers was a finals judge, but offer to send a copy.

"Yes," he says, "and please include a cover letter explaining what you

think the prize entails." I report this to Pam Pierce at CineStory, and

she promises to set the assistant straight and see what's up with

Powers.

The only sponsor I actually speak to that day (and she's still the

only one I've spoken to three months later) is Meg Lefauve of Egg

Pictures. "When are you coming to L.A.?" she asks. After a helpful

talk with her, I decide to take my trip in the fall after my reading at

Nuyorican. This will give me enough time to polish 50 Ways and fin-

ish the new script I'm working on. Having two scripts under my arm,

I'm told, will give me more credibility with producers and agents.

May 22. Lunch with Julie Talen, a successful Hollywood screenwriter

I'd previously met at a New York seminar, who gave me a stick-to-the-

ribs critique of my first draft of 50 Ways. I'm asking her tor advice

about how to capitalize on the award and make the best use of my trip

to L.A. She asks what every good writer asks repeatedly of her char-

acters: "What do you want? . . . Do you really want the life ol a
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Hollywood screenwriter, 95 percent of which is lived in development

hell, grinding stuff out on deadline, and responding to stupid notes?"

Talen, who after a decade in the business is finally seeing her first orig-

inal screenplay produced, has taken up low-budget filmmaking, using

the pile of money she's made to shoot her own experimental videos.

That's wliat I'm already doing, I say to myself, minus the pile of money. In

a funny reversal, she starts asking me for production advice. And I

start thinking maybe where I am isn't so bad and I should just stop

chasing this elusive Hollywood dream.

June 4- I'm thinking hard about producing 50 Ways myself, which

makes me even more determined to get the Shooting Gallery's invalu-

able help with a breakdown and budget. I send a new script and a let-

ter to Powers, proposing large swaths of time in which I'm available to

meet with him this summer. I also send letters and

scripts to LeFauve and Chesman.

June 8. The CineStory Screenwnting Awards Digest

is out, a nicely produced booklet, with one-para-

graph synopses of the semi-finalists', finalist', and

winners' screenplays. CineStory sends this booklet

to producers and agents.

June 10. I get my first phone call from a produc-

tion company, Dee Gee Entertainment, asking for

a copy of my script, having read about it in the

Digest. A refreshing change—people asking me to

send it to them. In the coming weeks, two more

such calls from Adam Kline (producer of Shadow

of Doubt) and a company called Go Girl

Entertainment.

June 15. I check in with the CineStory people to tell them about the

calls I've received, ask for extra copies of the Digest, and discuss the Jim

Powers situation. Pierce says he's been very busy. She also says the

Shooting Gallery probably won't help me with a breakdown or budget.

I re-read the CineStory brochure:

"Winners will work with Jim Powers, following a path from option

to production through the Shooting Gallery's alternative movie -mak-

ing process. Jim will deal with each script and writer on an individual

basis, emphasizing the writer as a developing producer of his or her

own work."

If that doesn't mean help with a breakdown and budget, then what

does it mean? I'm disappointed.

June 16. 1 compare notes with the two other Grand Prize Winners. Kim

and Eli are on their way to L.A. for meetings with Meg LeFauve, Steve

Pink, and a slew of other producers and development execs they con-

tacted on their own. Bagatourian had a four-hour basketball game with

Pink on the indoor court in New Crimes' Venice Beach office building,

after which Pink offered to option his script, Weasel. On the other

hand, he feels that Lefauve, Powers, and Chesman have been "apa-

thetic" toward him from the get-go.

June 24- Kim and Eli are back from L.A. They email me the "five rules

of the film business" they gleaned on their trip:

1. Never move to L.A.

2. Never take too seriously script suggestions from people who have

never made a film.

3. Too Dark = Noncommercial = Different from the last 10 films I've

4- Never talk to a Development Person if you can possibly talk to a

Producer.

5. Thank god for Producers.

They're excited about their meetings with two small production

companies and with LeFauve, who gave them useful rewrite ideas and

agreed to get their script to other producers.

Four months later . . . and counting

August 5. Back from a month out of town making two short films to be

projected on stage in Magic Frequencies, Meredith Monk's new theater

piece. Nothing like some actual shooting and editing as an antidote to

the fantasy world of feature film development. When I return, my

mailbox is not full of option agreements, and my answering machine

has no more producers asking me for scripts or meetings. It's been over

two months since I wrote to Powers at The Shooting Gallery, and I still

haven't heard back. I don't believe in hounding people. Am I too old-

fashioned? Maybe my call and missive never got past his henchman.

August 10. I throw dignity to the wind and leave another message for

Powers. I also check in with Kim and Eli, who have no illusions about

how hard it is to finance a first feature, award or no award: "If some

producer decides to take on our film and raise the budget level, great.

But we aren't counting on it."

September 1. I call Pam Pierce. She gives me a date for the Nuyorican

reading. I'm revved. When I tell her I still haven't heard from either

Powers or Chesman, she's sympathetic and promises to call them both.

My impression is that Pierce, Hartigan, and the CineStory staffers

work incredibly hard on behalf of the winning writers, but there's no

way that they can force the sponsors to live up to those enticing prize

descriptions. A few minutes later, Pierce calls back to say that

Chesman will re-read my script this weekend and I should call her next

week to schedule a meeting.

It's too early, and too easy, to say that CineStory or its sponsors

promised more than they can deliver. At worst, the prize descriptions

promote the fantasy shared by those of us who enter screenwriting

competitions by pledging "a path from option to production" when

they really mean lunch. Of course, lunch could lead to a four-hour bas-

ketball game, which could lead to an option, which could lead to pro-

duction. At best, the reading at Nuyorican and trip to L.A. will open

some doors for me and for my film.

Winning is the scariest thing because it means you have to let go of

your illusions about what winning means. It doesn't change your life. It

creates some opportunities and some disappointments. An award is an

award, but business is business. If the sponsors aren't interested in your

script, they're probably not going to deliver on their promises without

some prodding.

As Christopher McQuarrie (writer of The Usual Suspects) attested

during that weekend in Chicago, not even an Academy Award means

you're set for life. There will always be the fickle marketplace and one's

own self-destructive urges to contend with. So I'm trying to be as Zen

as Kim and Eli, preparing to shoot 50 Ways to a Better Memory on a

shoestring. If nothing else, the award has boosted my confidence that

it's a film worth making, and that may be the best prize of all.

Bill Shebar's new screenplay is about a Chinese exchange studerit whose unrealized

American dream leads him to murder.
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• Mi INSTERS IS A MODESTLY PRODUCED, FICTION VI ACCOl M
of famed 1930s director James Whale, who was found dead under mys-

terious circumstances in his pool in Pacific Palis, ides in 1957. Based on

the Christopher Bram novel Father <>j Frankenstein, this $3.5 million

film centers around the final days ot the openly gay filmmaker's lite,

focusing specifically on his relationship with a fictional working class

character named Clayton Boone (played by Brendan Fraser). The film

premiered at this year's Sundance Film Festival, where it was met with

strong critical response particularly aimed at Ian McKellen's remark-

able turn as the tortured and ailing Whale, whose career ground to a

halt in the early forties after such landmark macabre pics as

Frankenstein, The Bride of Frankenstein, and T/ie Invisible Man.

Writer/director Bill Condon began working on this project nearly

ties horror classics, including The Bride of Frankenstein, Frankeristein,

The Invisible Man—all those Whale movies. Suddenly there's a chance

tor people to look at these movies again. He's an amazing filmmaker.

So, in answer to your question, it was first my love of Whale's

movies that drew me to read the novel Father of Frankenstem. Then

seeing how rich it was thematically made me want to adapt and make

a movie of the book. What seemed so exciting was the idea that you

could make a movie in the Whale style about Whale.

What sort of involvement did Father of Frankenstein author Christopher Bram

have? Did you work with him in adapting it?

No. We had a mutual friend who introduced us, and he saw some of

my movies and said he felt comfortable. I optioned it with my partner

Gregg Fienberg and went off to find my own version of this. When I

^In inteiview with Bill Condon, director of Gods atndMonsters

by Tom Cunya
three years ago. After finishing college, Condon wrote freelance for a

number ot film publications which led to co-writing stints on such films

as Strange Behavior and Strange hwaders. He made his directorial debut

with the ill-received 1987 psychodrama Sister, Sister, which starred

Jennifer Jason Leigh and Eric Stoltz. From there he went on to make a

handful of cable movies before making a return to features in 1995

with the horror sequel Candyrrum: Farewell to the Flesh. The latter

marked his first collaboration with both Clive Barker and Gregg

Fienberg, both of whom would become intricate hands in the making

of Gods and Monsters. Condon regards the small-scale Gods, which was

shot in 24 days with 14- to 16-hour days, as his finest film yet, having

been on-board the project since its inception.

I spoke with Condon at the bar in the Four Seasons Hotel in Los

Angeles right across the room from where, he tells me, he first met with

Ian McKellen to discuss doing the film. Now, three years later, we talk

about the completed labor of love which hits theaters this month.

One of the things I'm hoping is that Gods and Monsters will introduce Whale's

work to people who aren't familiar with this era of Hollywood. What attracted you

to the subject of James Whale?

Well, I'd love it if it did that. Both The Bride of Frankensteiri and The

Old Dark House invented cliches that were then parodied. The whole

movie is kind of a gloss on the scene between the blind man and the

monster in The Bride of Frankenstein, which was famously parodied by

Mel Brooks in Young Frankenstein. Gene Hackman played the blind

man, and it almost devalued the original movie.

One of the things I thought was exciting here is, you go through the

whole movie and then we show that scene [in Frankenstein's laborato-

ry] and I hope to bring back the kind of emotional power that Whale

had put into it. It's also exciting that Gods and Monsters is being

released at the same time as Universal is touring new prints ot its thir-

was finished, I showed it to him and he seemed very pleased. It never

changed much from that first draft. It's a very faithful adaptation,

because Chris used to write film criticism in New York, he's a lover of

movies, and it's dramatically sound, the structure that he builds in the

book. It has to all be brought to the surface a bit, obviously, because

novels tend to be so interior. But he's that rare novelist who can write

really good dialogue that works in dramatic form. So a lot of the adap-

tation was finding the core of the story, bringing the relationship

between these two men to the surface, because in the novel most of it

remains in their heads. The other big part was just being able to do

things you're not able to do in the novel. For example, the scene that's

done in the style of Bride where he imagines this gardener giving him

a new brain. Stuff that's done in the style of the laboratory scene from

the original Bride.

Did you pitch this project to the studios?

Never.

Why not?

First of all, it's complicated. It's thematically dense and I don't think

studio movies are that anymore. Eighty percent of it was three people

sitting in a room talking. It's about a man who's losing his powers, not

gaining powers. It's about loss, it's about regret and melancholy. It has

a gay man in the lead and it's not a perky gay lifestyle movie, obvious-

ly. It's about some of the darker, more complicated sides ot being gav. I

would never even for a second have pitched it to any studio.

What was interesting was that I did pitch to all of the independent

places and none of them would make it. Including some that you think

would be gay-friendly. That's where I faced another obstacle, which

was kind ot the PC police. It's like, "Let's make them positive depic-

tions." Which is great, but that's a phase that each film culture goes

through. It's like the difference between Sidney Poitier movies where

he had to be a Nobel prize winner before he could date the white or\
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and then Spike Lee movies

that show a more compli-

cated, fuller Black experi-

ence from the inside, in-

cluding some pretty nasty

stuff.

Weren't they originally going to

make a documentary about

Whale?

A BBC documentary film-

maker named Brian Skeet

actually contacted Clive

Barker to narrate a docu-

mentary on Whale, then

they went to Chris Brain to

help him write it. Brian

started to research it and

found there was absolutely

no footage on Whale. I

finally found one shot. He

put himself in One More

River. You can just see the

back of his head, but we did

hear his voice tor one line.

Because there's just so

little visually to work with,

the documentary tell apart.

Chris then said, "Do you

mind if I take this stuff and

fictionalize it.'" and Brian

said fine. So we went and

made our movie and while

we're making the movie,

David Skull, the horror

writer, made a documen-

tary about the making of

the film combined with a

documentary about Whale.

They had enough visual stuff because we had Ian playing Whale. So

it's come full circle and wound up as a documentary again.

Did you ever anticipate getting more than $3 million to make the film?

No. There were a tew scenes I had to cut, because even $3 million

doesn't go very far. But no, I knew right from the start. Another film-

maker who's better known might have been able to get more money.

But I knew with me directing it the way I wanted, I was never going to

get more money.

It's impressive to watch the film, knowing that was the budget. In what ways

were you able to cut back?

It was basically working with this core group of people I've made a lot

of movies with. The costume designer, production designer, and editor

all worked for ridiculously low fees. Take someone like Bruce

Finlayson, the great Australian costume designer. He won an

Australian Academy Award over there. He's the kind of guy who's just

a genius at pulling stuff out of the hat, who, the morning you're shoot-

ing, has been up all night sewing beads onto a fake Armani dress.

They're just such first-rate people involved, starting with the actors.

There's no way to pull a film

like this off unless you have

actors who get through

these long scenes and long

speeches in two and three

takes, and then we have

them. It was everybody real-

ly working at the top of

their torm—and consistent-

ly for four weeks. That's

why I envy people like

Woody Allen who gets to

look at his film and then

reshoot what he doesn't

like. But it you're really

working on a budget, which

I've always done, you can't

have one bad day where it's

like, "I kind of wasn't inter-

ested that day." Then one

scene sticks out and ruins

the whole movie. It was

very intense, incredibly long

hours, but everyone felt like

we just had to keep at it.

How did you go about recreat-

ing the scenes from Franken-

stein and The Bride of

Frankenstein?

Its not a perky gay
e movie.

It's about some of
the darker, more

complicated sides of
beinggay."

There
were all

these ru-

mors that

props exist here and there. "Maybe the makeup guy has some."

"There's a studio in Texas that has some." But we could never find any.

We had to rebuild all of them on our puny little budget, which [pro-

duction designer] Richard Sherman was able to pull off so well. That

was a fiscal and physical challenge. Creatively it was not challenging

—

it was pure joy to be able to go there and then play around with the

style and shots in that movie, recreate and then skew them a little,

make them relevant to our story. It was the most fun part.

How did you bring Ian McKellen on board?

I sent the script to him. The book had been sent to him a year earlier,

but he hadn't read it. My agent kept pestering his agent in London, and

finally he read it and was immediately interested. So when he came

here to do press on Richard III, we finally met.

How about Brendan Fraser? I was surprised that you got him for the role after
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and turn him into chat final monster. The way

he's going to do it is to use the character's fear

and ignorance of homosexuality, to figure out

how to touch those buttons, and get that char-

acter to do something monstrous to him.

It's complicated, but it definitely does take

off. There's no question the Brendan character

is based on what Whale created with his mon-

ster, which was a monster with a soul, a brute

with poetry. The irony is that, when he sees it

in real life, it takes him until the end of the

movie to see that that's what's facing him

again. He's not just a brute; he's got this yearn-

ing in his soul that Whale finally sees. And

seeing that reminds him of some purity that

lets him go off and do what he finally has to do.

George of the Jungle was a huge hit.

Well, not quite.

Did you get him before it was released?

George of the jungle opened at the third week of shooting. I think the

magnet for him was working with Ian. But yeah, we got lucky.

Did you get the financing before the actors were on board?

No, Ian was there first. The financing was pieced together in an incred-

ibly laborious way, with little bits from here and there. So then it was

about adding Lynn [Redgrave], Brendan, and Lolita [Davidovich] that

finally made it all congeal.

The relationship between Boone and Whale in the film definitely parallels that of

the original Frankenstein.

It's hard to put into words, because it's pretty complicated. Whale is

from a working class background in England, which can be pretty grim.

The lower class background, the war, the horror images, his being gay,

his being an outsider—it all goes right into those movies he makes.

Those movies we grew up with.

You come out the other side of it in this story. He's long past his

prime. He's not doing anything anymore; he's had a stroke. Then he

comes across this guy who is a brute in his own way, who has some kind

of military background. All those things that were swirling around get

dredged up by this character. To put it in the simplest terms, he

becomes his last work of art, his last act of creation. Whale's going to

take this character, who has a certain kind of monstrous aspect to him,

It's weird to put into words. I think these are just things you feel.

What was a common response you heard when seeking distribution?

That was a long, frustrating period. We showed at Sundance and got a

very good response. Major critics covering the major cultural bases in

New York and Los Angeles really liked the movie. So we knew we had

those supporters, enthusiasts really. We knew we had Ian McKellen,

and Brendan Fraser coming off of George of the Jungle, and this movie

about the guy who made Frankenstein. We had these really separate,

interesting audiences to appeal to—and no one would pick us up. I telt

like I was living in the Twilight Zone. It was always the same: the sec-

ond-in-command, the vice president, younger, often gay, would be a

great promoter of the movie, then the top people would say no.

The code word was that it seemed like "difficult" material. I don't

want to throw homophobia around, because obviously companies are

buying Billy's Hollywood Screen Kiss and things like that. My only

explanation is that the companies that wound up bidding for us are all

companies that didn't exist a year ago. In the last year, when so many

distributors have aligned themselves with major studios, they've taken

on a different agenda. They're not truly independent anymore. [They

like] a certain kind of middle -ground drama that the studio would've

been making four years ago. But now you have Lion's Gate (who

picked up Gods and Monsters), Stratosphere, the new Paramount

Classics, and Artisan, and they are truly the independents now. They

were all interested. It's been an interesting process.

Tom Cunya is an assistant research editor at Movieline magazine and contributing

editor to IndicWIRE
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LET'S PLAY MONOPOLY
Have you got a phone, a fax. or an Internet account? If so, then count yourself in as someone

who is affected by the latest media mergers. MARK J. HuiSMAN asks two public interest

advocates to explain the impact on consumers.

Although telephone giant AT&T wa| carved up a decade ago

because of antitrust concerns, recent years have seen an increasing

consolidation among the "Baby Bells" and subsequent long-distance

competitors like MCI whose creation was meant to replace the AT&T
monopoly. Mergers begin at the local level, between companies like

Bell Atlantic and NYNEX, but quickly go national, as" evidenced by

Bell Atlantic's desire to merge again, this time with Connecticut-based

long-distance giant GTE.

In addition, there have long been business partnerships between

cable television operators. For instance, Telecommunications Inc.

(TCI), the largest cable sub-

scriber service, and Time

Warner, the dominant player

in New York, the nation's

largest media market, are not

just competi-

tors but partners in

at least a half dozen joint

ventures.

But now, the recently announced

merger plans of AT&T and TCI

demonstrate the same concentration

i happening between industries.

Telephone companies, cable opera-

tors, and computer manufacturers

"^ have all long wanted to control

everything from Internet access to the much

vaunted video-on-demand (touted by many as the

future of digital TV). While the initial race was

seen as one of individual corporate supremacy, the strategy has shifted

to creating large, national entities from smaller companies, each of

which already controls a certain sector of the telecommunications

economy in its primary market.

During two days of Senate hearings on the future of digital TV
(DTV) and various communications mergers, The Independent spoke to

two public interest advocates about these issues. Debbie Goldman, a

research analyst for the Communications Workers of America, answers

questions about the Worldcom/MCI merger. And James Love of the

Consumer Project on Technology (a Washington, D.C. watchdog

group headed in part by consumer advocate Ralph Nader,

www.cptech.org) argues against the mergers between local and long

distance carriers and between phone and cable companies.

Debbie Goldman on Worldcom/MCI
What is the current regulatory standard used to approve communications-ori-

ented mergers?

During the Bell Atlaruic/NYNEX merger, the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC) decided that the companies

requesting merger approval have the burden of proof to establish their

merger is in the public interest.

The phrase "public interest" has traditionally been vague. But your organization

successfully articulated four public interest concerns about the merger of

Worldcom/MCI, the first being that the merged company would dangerously

control the Internet backbone. How did you know this and why does it matter?

The European Union, which has a more stringent oversight process for

mergers than the U.S., concluded that the merged entity would own

over 50 percent of the Internet backbone. This was based on the exist-

ing hardware and cable owned by each. The merged company would

be a literal Frankenstein, in that it could set prices above competitive

levels and, potentially, limit access in any market or neighborhood it

chose to.

Could the effect of having such a massive player on the scene spill over to

smaller, independent companies?

Absolutely. Other backbone providers, which purchase space whole-

sale from MCI or Worldcom now, could see significant price increases

or access limits. Internet services providers (ISPs) could really be hit,

which ultimately plays out in the end charge to the individual con-

sumer or business.

"The I uiopcan I nion conclude,

the merged Worldcom/MCI entity

would own over 50 percent of

(he Interne! backbone. It would he a

mild set

s and.prices above competitive levels and.

potentially, limit access in any market

or neighborhood it chose to."

What was the argu-

ment you made to

regulators?

That merger

approval should be

contingent on one

company selling its

Internet business.

This would be the

only way, in our

view, to prevent an Internet monopoly.

And the regulators agreed?

Yes. On July 8th, the Europeans approved the merger because MCI

committed to sell off its entire Internet business.

Couldn't the merged company go right back after those MCI customers, though?

That's a concern. And we will reserve judgment on how this is going

to be enforced. The Department of Justice isn't going to sign off on this

merger until the sale happens, which is an important safeguard. But

we're waiting to see if the proposed purchaser is capable of being a truly

viable competitor to this merged company. [After this interview, MCI

sold its Internet business to Cable and Wireless pic, a small independent

British company. The deal resulted in the approval of MCl's acquisition by

Worldcom by the U.S. justice Department. Advocates remain hopeful that
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selling to a foreign company that is eager to enter the U.S. market more

directly will indeed result m competition.]

MCI and Worldcom told the FCC that the public interest benefit of the merger

would be that they would be a strong local competitor. Is that accurate?

This merger would reduce competition across the hoard, particularly in

local exchanges. When the 1996 Telecommunications Act (TCA) was

passed, MCI pledged to spend $2 billion building local networks. But

after the merger, MCI announced it would no longer huild those local

networks and it pulled the $2 billion.

Was that a cost-saving measure, as part of the merger?

One of their tilings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the

SEC, which oversees mergers and acquisitions) listed capital expendi-

ture savings of $2 billion, in four years from 1999 to 2002. That's not

just cost savings; that indicates the company would not be building any

local networks.

What about other savings, in personnel costs, for example?

Loss of jobs was another large concern for us. Again,

going to SEC filings, those documents list antici-

pated annual savings of

over $3 billion in that same

four-year period.

Therefore, the total these

companies would not be

spending on building and

maintaining local net-

works—including basic

construction, customer

service, billing opera-

tions and the like—is

over $5 billion. 4,500

jobs have already been cut. And without those bil-

lions, job creation will plummet.

The two companies do not have a terribly good history of labor relations either,

do they?

They are both very anti-union. MCI trains every manager in union

avoidance. In the late 1980s, Worldcom actually shut down one of

their facilities in Southfield, Michigan, rather than allow employees to

even vote on union representation. Worldcom in particular has a very

poor record on minority employment.

If the merged company is going to turn away from residential consumers, who

will it serve?

On the day the merger was announced, John Sidgmore, Chief

Operating Officer of Worldcom, told the Washington Post that it was

not in the consumer business, that it would sell off MCI's customers.

The very next day, also in the Post, he retracted that statement and said

they would focus on business customers.

Do the wire maps that show the geographic area in which these companies'

hardware is concentrated bear that out?

In New York City, for example, Worldcom's network map is just in

lower Manhattan, around the financial district, from which it

strings out to the airports. Even where their network

does go past a residential area or apartment build-

ing, they do not market to those consumers. Any

company can certainly do this, but it's not in
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the public interest to allow a huge merged company [to do so], partic-

ularly if one of those companies is known to be a scrappy competitor

that fosters competition, as MCI has done, and one that does the

opposite and turns its nose on consumers, as Worldcom has done.

How could the merger impact the sheer existence of local telephone compa-

nies?

Prior to the merger, Worldcom bought up two very competitive com-

panies, MFF and Brooks Fiber. The two owned networks in a total of

100 downtown urban markets. Worldcom and MCI want to take large

business customers, such as these, pull them off the public network

and put them on the MCI/Worldcom private network for both busi-

ness and residential calls.

What happens when so much business goes off the public network?

Long distance carriers charge local companies a fee for passing traffic

onto the local phone company to complete the call. Some of the fee

goes to pay the cost of completing the call, some is a subsidy used to

keep residential, suburban, and rural rates low. Some is also paid to the

Universal Service Fund, which is intended to insure affordable access

to communications services, particularly for rural schools and libraries

and schools in underserved areas.

Are there ramifications even for competition between businesses?

Absolutely. If you're not contributing access charges to the subsidy

funds, you can offer lower prices to companies for contracts. This pro-

vides an unfair advantage, again at the expense of the public interest.

For further info visit www.cwa-union.org

James Love on Merger Mania

Generally speaking, are mergers like Bell Atlantic NYNEX GTE and

SBC/PacBell/Ameritech examples of the competition intended under the

Telecommunications Act?

It you have several local monopoly companies, you see some innova-

tion and you have the benefits of benchmarks. You can look at what

the other guy is doing, which fosters competition. Rates are generally

lower. But with a couple of big players, you have little or nothing to

compare. The disappearance of innovation, choices in technology, and

pricing options are all harmful to consumers.

Can you give me an example?

In the absence of a merger, Bell Atlantic and GTE have been com-

petitors in Internet access. They probably would have eventually com-

peted in long distance service.

This merger will eliminate both

current and future competition.

"The disappearance of

innovation, choices in

(echnolojrv. and pricing

options are all harmful

to consumers."

Are you concerned about the

increased political power of these

merged companies?

Greater concentration of econom-

ic power leads to influence on the regulatory process. At one point Bell

Atlantic had offices in six states and Washington, D.C. After the

NYNEX merger, Bell Atlantic had a presence in 13 states and

Washington, D.C. If GTE is added, it will have a presence in most

states across the country. This will enhance Bell Atlantic/GTE's power

with Congress and the FCC in any major regulatory dispute that aris-

es.

In other words, it's Ma Bell all over again?

One of the very reasons AT&T was broken up in the tirst place was to



"At one point Bell Atlantic has offices

in six states and Washington. D.C.

After the NYNEX merger. Bell Atlantic has

a presence in 13 states and Washington,

D.C. IfGJE is added, it will have a

presence in most states across the country.

This will enhance Bell Atlantic/GTE's

power with Congress and the FCC."

avoid just this kind of situation.

Competitive companies sometimes also have

opposing views in matters of law and regula-

tion. How is that going to be affected?

Concentration deters other profit-making

companies from appearing in and funding

opposition in regulatory motions. It will

become more and more difficult to find

firms who will jump in and promote posi-

tions aligned with consumer interests.

There is a potential loss of vigor in this very area with GTE and the Bell Atlantic

merger.

Yes. GTE intervened very aggressively in the Worldcom/MCI Internet

backbone issue. GTE has also been helpful in attempting to secure

favorable FCC rulings on high-speed data services. But these are posi-

tions Bell Atlantic opposes in a major way. Whose view will win out in

a merger.7 Not the public's.

You recently criticized FCC Chairman William Kennard for making a statement

about the proposed AT&T/TCI merger, which he called "eminently thinkable" the

day of its announcement. Why did this strike you as problematic?

The FCC has not yet officially stopped any of the recent giant telecom

mergers: Bell Atlantic/NYNEX, which greatly reduced

m prospects for competition in New York and New Jersey, or the

Mm - pending Worldcom /MCI merger, which will signif-

J ^LY icantly reduce competition in long distance mar-

Mt ^^P kct^. As we wrote to Chairman Kennard, "We are con-

W ^B ^-^-j0t cerned that in a rush to join the army of

^^ m^^Mh industry 'experts' who have applauded this

action as pro-competitive, [the FCC] may have over-

looked some key issues.
"

Is the much-ballyhooed one-stop shopping for everything from cable TV and

phone service to Internet access and cellular communications promised by

these companies really pro-consumer?

That's exactly one thing we've asked the FCC. If for example, AT&T
sells a number of services for which it has market power, such as cable

service, the pricing can be as high as they want it, even way above the

price they need to make their target profit.

What is "bundling" and how does it affect this issue?

Bundling is the practice of grouping a number of services for which

there is intense competition—for example, Internet access or PCS

wireless service—into a heavily discounted package. The alternative is

to buy the individual services at a price much higher than the per- ser-

vice price as set for the bundle.

How has this occurred in the past with local phone companies?

In 1996, PacBell (now owned by SBC, which is trying to buy

Ameritech) offered residential consumers seven months of free

Internet service if they bought a second PacBell telephone line. There

were no ISPs that offered a similar promotion.

Long distance carriers?

AT&T and MCI both offer significant discounts on Internet services

when consumers purchase their long distance plans. AT&T and MCI

control a huge share of the residential long distance market and price

services to those customers far above business customers.

I understand you recently had a billing experi-

ence that demonstrates this point.

Yes. I was traveling outside the country

on extended business. I had contracted

for MCI's best calling plans for domestic

and international calls. I made calls to

Switzerland and France that, under the

plan should have been billed at $0.29 per

minute. But the bill came in at $1.78 per

minute for a 15-minute call and $5.04 per minute for four one-minute

calls to Switzerland and $4-96 for a one-minute call to France.

Naturally, you complained.

MCI said Bell Atlantic would "resource" the calls at the correct rate.

But Bell Atlantic simply offered a credit of $79.80. While this amounts

to only 67 percent of what I should have received, I accepted this

rather than spend several more hours talking with billing staffers and

listening to voice mail.

AT&T didn't do you much better.

I was billed $3.40 per minute tor a three-minute call to Australia

($10.19) and $4.70 per minute for a 20-minute call to New Zealand

($42.52). AT&T has agreed to re-rate the calls and credit my next bill.

Let's go back to bundling issues for a minute. How do cable operators do it?

Most cable operators who sell cable modems price the service so that

consumers are required to buy their standard cable TV ottering. This

basically removes Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS) providers (like

DirecTV and Primc-i art .^ viable competitors.

What about computer manufacturers?

Microsoft has employed considerable bundling strategies, from

browsers and personal information managers to tax programs and pre-

sentation graphics. It's said hv many that the bundling of Microsoft

Office is far more important than product integration in explaining

Microsoft's 90 percent market shate in office productivity applications.

["Product integration" refers to the forced inclusion of Microsoft prod-

ucts within computer systems that also contain its operating system.

These practices form the core of the Justice Department's current

antitrust lawsuits against Microsoft.]

What's the outlook on bundling practices: should AT&T and TCI be allowed to

merge?

Given AT&T's history- in anti-competitive actions, and

TCI's enormous reputation for anti-competitive actions

in the cable television market, we can expect bundling

strategies to be used in anti-competitive ways against rival:

Finally, what pressures will result on the regulatory process from mergers of

this kind?

Size equals power. For example, Compaq Computer could not partici-

pate in a recent Bell Atlantic rate proceeding because a Bell Atlantic

official served on Compaq's Board of Directors. Generally speaking, at

a certain point of inbreeding, the genetic stock begins to suffer, along

with the vigor of competition and innovation. At a certain point, a

giant company or oligopoly has so much power that it is unduly risky

fot firms or even government officials to risk challenges to their core.

For more info visit www.cptech.org

Mark J. Huisman [cinemark(a mmdspring.com], a contributing editor at The

Independent, is a freelance journalist and independent producer.
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THE BOTTOM LINE by Leslie S. Osborne

Pointers on creative fundraising from Morrie Warshawski

Some filmmakers form corporations with

the intent of financing specific films. Others

have sold T-shirts or held bake sales. Still oth-

ers have maxed-out credit cards, started "1-

900" numbers, or shopped film "packages" to

prospective investors.

Financing a film is, hands-off, the most try-

ing and difficult part of filmmaking. Which is

one reason why Morrie Warshawski has such a

following. The author of Staking the Money

Tree: How to Get Grants and Donations for Film

and Video and The Next Step: Distributing

Independent Films and Videos (published by the

Foundation for Independent Video and Film,

which also publishes The Independent),

Warshawski has conducted numerous work-

shops around the country for independent

makers, offering them advice on how to

fundraise. His website [www.warshawski.com]

contains an extensive list of books that can aid

in this effort.

This interview first appeared in the Auteur

newsletter and is reprinted with permission

from T.K. Productions.

Warshawski will be conducting his popular

fundraising workshop at AIVF's offices in New

York on Saturday, November 14 (see p. 64).

What is the most common mistake that filmmakers

make when trying to raise funds?

There are two areas I would highlight as blind

spots for beginning fundraisers, and I would bill

them broadly as "unprepared" and "unimagina-

tive." By "unprepared" I mean that the film-

maker quite often has not addressed his/her

own strengths and deficiencies vis-a-vis the

business end of filmmaking/fundraising before

embarking on the process. These deficiencies

can include: a hatred of doing business activi-

ties, a fear of being rejected, a lack of focus,

inexperience with budgets, etc. It's these blind

spots that will hold them back. The other

aspect of unpreparedness is that filmmakers

often start shopping their projects before they

have figured out some of the key elements:

proving a need for the program, identifying the

specific audience (s), talking to a distributor,

locking in key talent, or getting proprietary

Courtesy Morrie

Warshawski

Film is a funny business

—

part art and part com-

merce. Neither fish nor

fowl. Also, remember that

film is a big world; it

encompasses many differ-

ent genres, from expensive

commercial theatrical fea-

tures to quirky low- or no-

budget independent fea-

tures to documentaries

geared for nontheatrical

educational markets to

short personal works. The

full answer would take too

much room, but briefly,

nonprofit business and

artistic endeavors are not

really financed, rather they

are funded by people and

places who give "dona-

tions" freely of their wealth

with no expectation of a

rights to elements.

By "unimaginative" I mean

that it is easy for a filmmaker to

think there is only one way to fund the film,

and only one proposal to be shopped around

everywhere. For documentarians, that often

means relying too heavily on applying for grants

from foundations. For narrative features, the

route might be limited partnerships. Where I

see filmmakers being most successful is when

they pursue a variety of avenues for finding the

money: grants from foundations, sponsorships

from corporations, coproduction with foreign

and/or domestic entities, pre-sales, fundraising

parties, direct mail campaigns, individual dona-

tions, etc.

How is financing a film different from financing a for-

profit business, a nonprofit, or an artistic endeavor?

"The beginning begins

before the first dollar, with
the notion that makes a
filmmaker say, 'This is a
story that must be told/

"

financial return. For-profit businesses are

financed by people and entities who, usually,

expect a healthy return on their "invest-

ment." That is why, early in the process, a

filmmaker has to assess the project and decide

which path will take precedence—donations

or investments—and then plot accordingly.

How does a filmmaker find a resource pool to tap

into for film financing? What resources for financ-

ing does a filmmaker have?

The filmmaker is literally swimming in a rich

resource pool and just has to start flapping

around to bump into money! Start with your

brain (which is full ot manv more ideas and

links than you may be aware ot). Who have
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"The filmmaker is

literally swimming in

a rich resource pool

and just has to start

flapping around
to oump into money!*

you met or talked to in the past year that

likes you and/or your work? Who have you

wanted to ask for money hut avoided for one

reason or another? Who has someone sug-

gested that you completely forgot about.'

What organizations should you be talking to?

Next, I recommend a page-by-page exam-

ination of your Rolodex, which usually is a

goldmine of ideas. Then check out your bul-

letin board and everything surrounding your

desk. Open up the morning newspaper and

turn to the business section and the society

column. Call up your mother and your rich

uncle and any other relative with possible

leads. Get the name and number ot your

family bookkeeper/accountant/lawyer. Pro-

fessional organizations. Neighborhood busi-

nesses. Rotary, Lions, and Kiwanis Clubs.

The library. The Internet. Your credit card. If

a filmmaker is still stuck, then I recommend

throwing a brainstorming party with people

who can help generate ideas.

On your website you talk about throwing a

fundraising party. What kind of guest list should a

filmmaker focus on when planning such an event?

The guest list should match the amount of

funds needed and the house being used. If it's

a party where you want to get modest dona-

tions, then lower- and middle -income guests

are invited to a lower- or middle -income

home. If you want large donations, then

wealthy people are invited to the posh home

of another wealthy individual.

What kind of homework should a filmmaker do

before starting a financing campaign?

Every kind imaginable! Homework is one of

the major keys to all successful fundraising

ventures. First, homework has to do with the

project itself—making sure the filmmaker

knows everything there is to know about the

film, its potential markets, its competition,

etc. Second is detailed homework about both

the avenue of fundraising being pursued

(investment, grants, direct mail campaign,

etc.) and about each and every person/orga-

nization that will be approached.

What makes your website helpful to filmmakers who

are looking to finance their films?

The bibliography on my website is the result of

a dozen years of working in the field. It's

updated regularly and includes books on

fundraising in general and on film/video in

particular, key magazines and periodicals,

Internet fundraising links, and software sug-

gestions. It's a place to start doing some

research and help a filmmaker address any

blind spots. I've designed it to help empower a

filmmaker to do this process effectively and

intelligently.

What marks the beginning, middle, and end to a

financing effort?

The beginning begins before the first dollar,

with the notion that makes a filmmaker say,

"This is a story that must be told." The middle

is marked by the filmmaker's realization that

he/she now needs to prove that "This is a story

that must be heard." The end is reached when

the audience tells its friends, "This is a story

that must be seen."

How can filmmakers maintain long-term flexibility

and strength in their effort to raise money?

Precisely by staying focused on the long term.

This is hard to do when you are in the middle

of a project that seems to be the beginning,

middle, and end of your life. But the truth is

that one film will only be a small part of a larg-

er puzzle. I have all my clients stay focused on

their mission as a filmmaker and on their long-

term vision of success. These two elements put

the short term in perspective.

What is the etiquette for approaching a person or

group for financing?

There is no one standard etiquette that will suf-

fice for all approaches. That's what makes

fundraising part art and part science.

Approaching your uncle is different from

approaching the CEO of a corporation, which

is different from approaching the program offi-

cer at a foundation, which is different from

approaching the manager of your local Burger

King, which is different from approaching a

venture capitalist, etc. Preparation and

research will be different and important for

every task.

What type of filmmaking do you feel your expertise is

most geared toward?

Filmmaking from the heart!

T.K. Productions"' is an independent film production

company based in Chicago. It produces Auteur'", a free

filmmakers newsletter distributed via email. For info or

to subscribe, go to: www.tk-productions.com

BEE HARRIS PRODUCTIONS

Film & Video Production
and Editing Center

Beta SP Jto^
314 inch JZZ0^
16mm ^^BsSBll EW.
35mm

pat transfers

duplications AVID
SVHS/VHS
On-line SUITES
Editing AVAILABLE
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•Broadcast Commercials * Demo Reels

•Music Videos • Corporate Videos

79 Putnam Street

Mount Vernon, NY 10550

1-800-811-2240

fax 1-800-988-3939
20 minutes from N.Y.C.

e* / il f/ 6 &

non-linear video editing

Cremate, in the comfort

of a private edit suite

component interformat studio:

betacam-sp,3/4",hi-8,s-vhs

3d animation/graphics/cg

Video for Art's Sake
Independent Post Production

in the East Village

Meg Hanley, Editor

212.254.1106
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THE BOTTOM LINE

by Deborah Dennison

A Few Do's and Don'ts for
Screenwriters & Aspiring Producers

As THOSE

who have

labored in the film

industry know, once

the script is written, the

first question out of the start-

ing gate is: "How much is it

going to cost?" And so, sooner or

later in the wild and woolly world of

independent teature film development,

those who cannot draft budgets themselves go

to those who can.

Being one of those who can and have for

some years, I usually get the same request: "I

don't need a full budget, just a top sheet. And

since it's not a lot of work, couldn't you do this

for free?" Or, "I'll promise you the job of line

producer on the picture when it gets made."

Alas, those proffering such carrots have no

idea what a sensationally unattractive offer this

is. First of all, you should hire a line producer

Budgeting before a director is in

place always leaves huge unanswered
questions. If there is a moving shot

in a car, there could be a big differ-

ence in equipment rental depending
on whether the director intends to

use a hand-held camera in the back
seat or a camera car rig.

because he or she is the best woman/man for

the job and has experience with your kind of

production, not because she or he did a budget

on spec for you. Second, line producing most

independent films is an act of passionate com-

mitment, produces permanent ulcers, and is

chronically underpaid. For anyone who is any

good at it, this is not the kind of carrot that

would induce them to spend a couple weeks

doing a breakdown and budget for free. And

last and most important, anyone who attempts

to do a budget summary top sheet without com-

pleting a full detailed budget is taking big

chances with your funding and their reputa-

tion. If you do a lot of budgets, you can read a

script and get a "feel" for what the budget

might be, but that does not give you the infor-

mation you need to list departments and slap

estimated numbers beside them.

With the proliferation of film industry soft-

ware of late, I am now frequently asked: "Isn't

there a program I can buy that will do my bud-

get for me?" (Read: "I don't want to pay you,

but I am willing to pay a lot of money for a soft-

ware program.") Answer: there are programs

that will streamline and simplify* scheduling and

budgeting, but these programs cannot tell you

how many grips you will need to shoot a certain

scene, how much travel time you should allow-

to get the crew to a remote location, or if an

I.A.T.S.E. Local has been shutting down pro-

ductions lately in a certain right-to-work state.

I was deeply disturbed to see the

IFP/West promoting a weekend

seminar recently on Movie

Magic with copy asking: "Why

pay someone to do your budget?"

Only years of experience and

detailed conversations with the

director and DP will tell you

what you need for a process shot,

it you need expensive HMIs, a

crystal sync genny, or what to

schedule as a cover set. No soft-

ware that I know of supplies

these sort of answers.

The process of breaking down a screenplay

and coming up with what it will cost involves

variable factors such as knowing the director's

style as well as his/her shooting ratio. Is he/she

a slow decision-maker who takes an enormous

amount of time to set up shots, or someone who

likes to work with actors' performances long

after the lights are set and the camera depart-

ment has the lenses and filters? Or does the

director come from the realm of low-budget

independents or made-for-TV movies and

sometimes gallop through eight or more script

pages every shooting day? The director of

photography can be a substantial variable

here, too. If he/she is used to shooting com-

mercials in which several days can be taken to

create 1 5 seconds on film, you may find your-

self seriously behind schedule on a low-bud-

get feature. The location and the problems

which might be unique to it, the number of

animals and children, and the temperament

of a star actor are just some of the factors that

vary hugely from production to production

—

and affect the budget.

Budgeting before a director is in place

always leaves huge unanswered questions. If

there is a moving shot in a car, there could be

a big difference in equipment rental, depend-

ing on whether the director intends to use a

hand-held camera in the back seat or a cam-

era car rig. If the rain described in the scene

is not integral to the story, but merely atmos-

pheric, the director may not want to keep it

in the film and you may have saved serious

bucks on a water truck, etc. Or the reverse:

the scene the screenwriter envisioned in the

parched desert, the director sees in the midst

of a hurricane. Suddenly we've got the water

truck, wind machines, an effects crew, and

probably extra clean-up time. Budgets are by

nature moveable feasts, and they are never

finished until they become a production

expense report.

What can be readily controlled however, is

the screenplay. Before tapping the first key on

your computer, neophyte screenwriters

should find out a little bit about how a movie

is shot. Try to watch something being filmed,

even if it is a commercial. At the very least,

get a book from the library on directing film

or on cinematography. I have been handed

many scripts identified by the screenwriters as

"low-budget" that contain enormously expen-

sive shots. One "low budget" script included

dialogue scenes in a burning building and
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ended in a huge fist fight on a high bridge over

a river gorge, with, you guessed it, the villain

tailing off the bridge.

When beginning a breakdown, I first read

the script for story. It is surprising how many

budget factors change depending on the con-

text of the story. After that, I read the script

again and break it down. I usually don't use a

pre-packed software program because I have

created my own basic little program which is set

up exactly as I want it, especially for low- and

micro-budget films. However, knowing how to

Anyone who attempts to do a

budget summary top sheet

without completing a full

detailed budget is taking big

chances with your funding

and their reputation.

schedule and budget without the software has

proved invaluable when the computer crashes

on a remote location.

The non-cybernetic process begins with

marking the script in uniform page lengths.

Here is where standard script format is useful,

but not critical. Even in standard format, I may

mark one page more than 8/8s, either because

the action described will take longer to shoot

than the physical page length would indicate,

or because there is something particularly com-

plicated about the set-up and shooting. I then

cover the page with a scramble of marks in

bright colors that would make Jackson Pollock

proud. The colors are coded, of course, and

indicate cast and what's needed for props, set

dressing, special effects, equipment, etc., in that

scene. This information will eventually gener-

ate a preliminary shooting schedule and budget

details for Effects, Art Department, Camera,

etc. Those working with software programs that

go straight from on-screen script to data entry

will miss out on the joy of scribbling on script

pages with colored pens. And I find a marked

script is very reassuring when the dialogue box

in Windows pops up with "This program has

performed an illegal act and will shut down."

The first draft of the shooting schedule is

largely based on location and actor availability,

and it will begin to give you an idea of both

above- and below-the-line costs. (Of course, as

soon as your leading actor informs you that he

is available only on Sundays from four 'til eight,

the schedule becomes a nightmare of company
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moves and turn-arounds.)

In this process, m\ work is much faster and

more accurate it I can zip through the screen-

play without constantly having to recheck the

story tor information. I find myself repeatedly

stalled over the Name screenwriring mistakes.

Here are a few:

Don't write "EXT" in your scene heading if

the character is going to mine inside in the

same scene. When you get to shooting, the

EXT location may he in an entirely different

country than the INT location. Write it as two

different scenes. Or, it you really don't want a

cut and intend the camera to follow the char-

acter through the door, then write: "EXT/INT"

in your scene heading. That will tell me, and

the location scout, that you need a set that

accommodates that shot. Along the same lines,

it you have someone looking out through a win-

dow to an exterior and seeing some action

going on outside, please mark it "INT/EXT,"

unless you want to use blue screen or digital

effects in post.

"INT CAR. DAY" This constantly drives

me cra:y. Where is the frickin' car? Cars have

glass windows, most of which you can see

through. So tell me where you've put the car,

because that is the location. Is the car moving?

There could be a big budget difference betw een

a scene inside a car parked on

the street and a scene in a car

moving down a busy interstate,

where I have to think not only

about equipment rental and

extra crew, but also about traffic

control, continuity problems,

and the time it takes to get

everything back in place for

another take.

Continuity on

time of day: Some

screenwriters, even

established ones,

don't bother to note

time of day in the

scene heading

unless it changes. But it really is a good idea to

write time of day in every scene heading so we

all know what you're thinking. Also, time of day

will sometimes get confused in rewrites. I

recently budgeted a script in which the writer

kept jumping back and forth from "MORN-
ING" to "DAY". I had to stop and carefully-

reread the story to figure out if he had simply

made a mistake or whether he really wanted a

series of morning shots intercut with shots later

Before tapping the first key

on your computer, neophyte
screenwriters should find

out a little bit about how a

movie is shot.

in the day. It's a judgment call, and I might be

wrong. To be absolutely sure, I

have to stop and call the

screenwriter or the director,

and wait for them to get back

to me. If I'm working on a daily

or weekly rate, you lose money.

If I'm working on a flat fee, I

get pissed off. You say you don't

care if I'm pissed off? Yes, you

do. Believe me, you do.

A well-crafted sched-

ule and budget is more

important to your film

than just finishing on

time without cost over-

runs. If you schedule

and budget well, you

will not have to push the crew into hours of

overtime and cheat them on turn-arounds.

When you are really in a pinch, a loyal crew

that believes that you value their skills, can get

you the shot that makes the critics rave and

attracts the attention of the Members of the

Academy.

Deborah Denmson has worked m the film and

television industry for 15 years as a UPM/line produc-

er and is also an international award-winning writer,

director, and producer.
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WIRED BLUE YONDER

L
Go to film school without having to leave

your home? Sounds too good to be true*

by Adam Pincus

(l-r): Art director Tom

Erlewine, director and

producer Rajko Grlic, and

executive producer Dan

Krivicich

of discovery and a reference guide, the disk

takes the user through the entire process of

making a film, from script to screening room;

How to Make Your Movie: An Interactive

Film School (3 CD-ROM set, Electronic

Vision, 1998)

Some filmmakers would argue that the

best education is to be had on set, in the

process of making a short film, or as a mem-

ber of a production crew, and that film

school is a big waste of time and money. Just

about nobody would tell the would-be

writer/director to boot up and spin a CD-

ROM. Yet the makers of "How To Make Your

Movie: An Interactive Film School" intend

their multimedia product to serve as a kind

of virtual how-to, one that presents a thor-

ough overview of all elements of filmmaking

for the novice, combining basic theory with

practical examples and the simulation of

hands-on experience. At once a playful tour

whether anyone could actually go from PC to

Park City is yet to be seen.

The notion of a desktop tutorial is not in

itself misbegotten. Indeed, much of the film-

making process is in current migration to the

digital realm—from now-standard nonlinear

editing systems like Avid to sound design to

project management and work flow. And many

complex software programs now arrive with

CD-ROM instructional, something infinitely

more humane than the line of commercial

helpware pitched "For Idiots."

"How To Make Your Movie" employs two

main devices to lead the user through the

process. The first—and most cloyingly literal-

minded—is the program's visual interface, con-

ceived as a virtual environment, a School of

Film, consisting of four "floors" with "class-

rooms" devoted to the various components of

film education. The user walks the halls of the

school (closed, as the narrative would have it,

for renovation), accompanied by the voice of

the security guard. Tacked to the walls are

memos from professors, included handwritten

Post-it notes that are read aloud in the

voices of the absent educators. Coffee

stains, scratched-out pencil marks, and

annotations: the program is rife with

such verisimilitude. It's an unfortunate

choice.

Topics range from the relatively acad-

emic (film grammar and history) to the

more technical concerns of production,

lighting, editing, et al. There is a room

dedicated to sceenwriting, one to festi-

vals. In all, the three CDs of "How To

Make Your Movie" might strive to take

the place of four days at the New York

Film Academy, several panels at the

IFFM, and a long weekend with Robert

McKee.

The second tutorial device is the

through-line of "last year's" project, Pasta

Paolo, a short film produced at the school

by first year students and faculty. The

program uses this as its chief case study.

At each point, whether explaining the use of

videotape in auditioning actors or the function

and methods of a production designer, the pro-

gram refers to Pasta Paolo with specific exam-

ples. The technique is both helpful and mad-

dening. For the most part, these specific imple-

mentations make the abstract concrete; but

close scrutiny of Pasta Paolo is not advised, and

the distinct lameness of the project can't help

but undermine one's confidence in the curricu-

lum.

To its credit, "How To Make Your Movie"

makes good use of its platform, and filmmak-

ing—itself fundamentally multimedia in nature

—is served well by the CD-ROM experience.

There's a good balance of text with audio and

video examples, and various aspects of the film-

making process are made comprehensible by

the CD-ROM's ability to display—in more or

less real time—visual examples of the tech-
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niques and technologies under discussion.

Particularly lucid in this setting is the explana-

tion of aspect ratios and film formats. The pro-

gram allows the user to frame the same scene as

16mm, Super 16, several 35mm ratios, and as a

TV frame. The same is true of the section

devoted to the light meter, where one can

experiment with exposures and see immediate

results by clicking on various f-stops.

Less successful is the CD-ROM's value as a

reference. Intended as a narrative experience,

yet containing a good deal of raw data (camera

and lighting rental houses, festival contacts)

that can't possibly be absorbed in one or even

several sessions, the program nonetheless

requires disks to be loaded in order, making

quick reference to something hidden on a

remote "floor" a fair sight less easy than flipping

through a book—or going on-line. What's

more, a CD-ROM is by nature somewhat stat-

ic. Fluid data (contact names, URLs, even

phone numbers) go out of date quickly, render-

ing this product somewhat less valuable.

There is certainly much to recommend

"How To Make Your Movie" to the beginning

film student. The rudiments are well laid-out,

reasonably organized, and clearly defined, if the

approach is occasionally questionable in tone.

To be sure, the experience is a cursory one,

more an interactive Continuing Ed class than

anything else. Graduate film programs tend to

take two years; this CD-ROM is easily tra-

versed in a couple hours.

"How to Make Your Movie: An Interactive

Film School" is available for $89.95 from Electronic

Vision at (800) 516-9361; fax: (740) 592-2650;

and also through www.interactiverilinschool.com

Adam Pawns is ,i writer producer (or t'i«.' Sundance

i 'hcaxnel and a writer on film, media, and new technolag)
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LISTINGS DO NOT CONSTITUTE AN ENDORSEMENT.

SINCE SOME DETAILS MAY CHANGE AFTER THE MAG-

AZINE GOES TO PRESS, WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU

CONTACT THE FESTIVAL DIRECTLY BEFORE SENDING

PREVIEW CASSETTES. DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING A

CALL FOR ENTRIES IN THE FESTIVAL COLUMN IS THE

15TH OF THE MONTH TWO-AND-A-HALF MONTHS

PRIOR TO COVER DATE (E.G., DEC 15 FOR MARCH

ISSUE). ALL BLURBS SHOULD INCLUDE: FESTIVAL

DATES, CATEGORIES, PRIZES, ENTRY FEES, DEAD-

LINES, FORMATS & CONTACT INFO. TO IMPROVE OUR

RELIABILITY AND MAKE THIS COLUMN MORE BENE-

FICIAL, WE ENCOURAGE ALL MEDIAMAKERS TO

CONTACT FIVF WITH CHANGES, CRITICISM, OR

PRAISE FOR FESTIVALS PROFILED.

Domestic

ASPEN SHORTSFEST, April 7-11, CO,

Deadline: Dec. 1 (early), Jan. 15 (final). Aspen

Shortsfest is a premier international competitive

showcase for short films (40 mins ek less). Fest

seeks entries of originality, integrity and artistic

merit in following categories: Animation, Comedy,

Doc, Drama, and Children's films. Student and

international entries welcome. A juried competi-

tion with awards and cash prizes totaling over

$15,000. Formats: 70mm, 35mm, 16mm. Preview

on VHS. Any style or genre. Entry fees: $ 30 (early).

$40 (final), $50 (late). Contact: George Eldred,

110 East Hallam, Suite 102, Aspen, CO 81611;

(970) 925-6882; fax: 925-1967; shortsfest" ^pen-

film,org; www.aspentilm.org

CANYONLANDS FILM & VIDEO FESTIVAL,

April 15-17, UT, Deadline: Dec. 15. Special con-

sideration given to works presenting thought-pro-

voking material, in cats: Dramatic Features ex

Shorts, Doc Feature, Doc Short, Westerns, and

Southwestern Regional Issues (or work filmed in

the region). Other cats. incl. Avant-Garde/Exp.,

Comedy, Outdoor Adventure (mountain biking &
river running). Student Produced, and Animation.

Any genre which otters solutions, ideas and or

hopeful futures based on positive change given spe-

cial consideration. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 1
2",

3/4". Preview on 1
2" VHS. Entry fee: S30 (35mm);

$25 (16mm, 1/2", 3/4") 6k $20 (Student). Contact:

Canyonlands Film Society, 435 River Sands Road,

Moab, UT 84532; tel/foc (435) 259-9135; ci\t(« usa.net;

www.moab-utah.com/fuWvideo/festival.html

CHICAGO SILVER IMAGES FILM FESTI-

VAL, April, IL. Deadlines: Nov. 15. (early) for

Independent readers; Dec. 31 (final). 6th annual fes-

tival screens selected American and international

films and videos—narrative, doc, animation and

experimental—that honor and celebrate the lives

of older adults and address issues of aging. The

CSIFF is a project of Terra Nova Films Inc., a

Chicago-based non-profit organization that pro-

duces and distributes films and videos that promote

positive images of older adults. Awards (non-cash)

given to best feature, doc, and short (any genre).

All entries must have English language audio track

or subtitles. Preview on VHS (NTSC, PAL).

Formats: 1/2", 3/4", 35mm, 16mm. Entry fees:

(early) $35, $20 student; (final) $45, $25 student.

For entry form or more info contact: Martha Foster,

Festival Director (847) 795-0390. Or write to: Terra

Nova Films, 9848 S. Winchester Ave., Chicago, IL

60643; siff(a terranova.org; www.terranova.org

DALLAS VIDEO FESTIVAL, March 25-28, TX,

Deadline: November 25. 12th annual fest is one of

the largest and most diversified video festivals in the

U.S., which provides a showcase for new works by

national, mt'l, and regional independent video artists.

Over 250 screenings, plus installations, computer-

based applications, exhibits, panel discussions, and

workshops tor adults and children are presented

simultaneously in multiple areas. No thematic or con-

tent restrictions. Entries nu\ be narrative, exp., doc,

animation, music video, performance, etc. $1,200

award to best emerging video artist. Fest also accepts

multimedia entries tor the interActive Zone (CD-

ROM, CD-I, 3DO, hypertext, etc) and short digital

videos to runs on its website. Entry tee is 525 tor

members of the Video Assoc, oi Dallas, $30 tor non-

members. Contact (for entry form and membership

into): Video Assoc, of Dallas, 1405 Woodlawn,

P..lL,s, TX 75208; (214) 999-8999; fax: 999-8998;

barf" onramp.net; www.videofest.org

DOUBLETAKE DOCUMENTARY FILM FESTI-

VAL, April 8-11, N'C. Deadline: January 8. 2nd

annual international event highlighting the power

and artistry of documentary cinema. Festival suc-

ceeds in "creating an environment where documen-

tary filmmakers [can] appreciate the work ot others

and also meet other filmmakers." Showcases the

finest recent documentary work, as well as a c united

thematic segment, international sidebars, and career

awards tributes. Films selected tor General

Submissions category eligible tor Audience and Jury

Awards. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, Beta. Preview on

1
2" NTSC-VHS. Entry fee: $35. Contact: Karen

Cirillo, 1317 W. Pettigrew St. Durham, NC 27705;

(919) 660-3699; tax: 681-7600; ddfF@acpub.duke.

edu; www.doubletakemagazine.org tilm festival

FAULT LINE FILM FESTIVAL, January 9-17, CA,

Deadline: December 15. Designed as a showcase for

filmmakers to expand their tan base. Considers any

length and category/genre, incl: animation, due,

experimental, narrative, music videos, sitcom pilots

and features. No entry tee. Include short "blurb"

about submission (e.g. synopsis 6* anv interesting

trivia about the project) tor inclusion into the audi-

ence programs. Formats: VHS only. Contact: Fault

Line Film Festival, 3152 Fifth Ave, San Diego, CA
92103; (619) 692-3382.

GEN ART FILM FESTIVAL, Late Apnl, NY,

Deadlines: Dec. 14 (early); Feb 15 (final). Now in its

4th year, Gen Art is New York City's foremost curat-

ed, non-competitive fest championing American

independent film and its audiences. Fest offers gala

New York premiere attended by enthusiastic filmgo-

ers, critics, and industry professionals followed by a

spectacular parry at one of Manhattan's hippest

nightspots. Fest's unique format of screening only one

feature and one short film per night for seven nights

allows Gen Art to truly highlight the work of all par-

ticipating filmmakers. Submitted work should be

completed after Jan 1996. NYC theatrical premiere

required. All genres of films, including narrative, doc,

experimental 6k animated works are accepted. No
videos or works in progress will be shown. Formats:

FESTIVALS by scon CASTLE

[festivals@aivf.org]

35mm, 16mm; preview on 1/2". Entry fees: (early)

$15 shorts (up to 59 min), $25 features (60+ min);

$25 6k $35 (final). Make checks payable to Gen Art.

Entries must include: plot synopsis, cast, crew, cred-

its, prod, notes, and one b6kw still. Cassettes returned

w/ SASE only. For entries and more info, contact:

GAFF, 145W 28th St., Ste. 1 1C, New York, NY 10001;

(212) 290-0312; info(M genart. org; www.genart.org

HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL, June, NY. Deadline: January 12.

The festival takes place at the Walter Reade Theatre

at Lincoln Center and was created to advance public

education on human rights issues and concerns using

the unique medium ot tilm. Highlights of the festival

are now presented in a growing number ot cities

around the world. There are no specific categories,

but please refer to the following materials for the gen-

eral angle of the festival. Awards: Nestor Almendros

Award for $5,000 given to a one filmmaker in the fes-

tival tor courage in filmmaking. We also honor one

established filmmaker each year with the Irene

Diamond Lifetime Achievement Award tor their

body of work that has highlighted Human Rights

concerns. Formats: 35mm, 16mm and 3/4" Umatic

video (NTSC or PAL). Preview on VHS (PAL,

NTSC, Secam) There are no entry tees, but we do

not return VHS preview tapes submitted (they are

recycled). Contact : Heather Harding, HRWIFF; 350

Fifth Avenue. 34th Floor, New York, NY 10118;

(212) 216-1235; fax: 736-1300; hardinh(« hrw.org;

www.hrw.org itt

LOS ANGELES INDEPENDENT FILM FESTI-

VAL, April 15-20, CA. Deadline: January 16. 5th

annual festival showcases "best m independent film

from throughout the country." Open to full-length

feature films, shorts 6k docs, completed after Jan. 1,

1997. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. Preview on VHS. For

application or more into contact: LAIFF at (213)

937-9155; www.laift.com

NASHVILLE INDEPENDENT FILM FESTIVAL,

June 9-13, TN. Deadlines: December 4 (early);

January 15 (final). Formerly the Sinking Creek Film

6* Video Festival, now in its 30th year, it is the

longest- running film fest in the South. The fest has

an mt'l reputation for its support and encouragement

of independent media. Many well-known, award-

winning filmmakers have had their work premiered at

the festival. Fest includes workshops, panels 6k Artist

Coffees. Independent features, student films, docs,

experimental, animation, short films 6k young film-

maker (high school and below) films 6k videos of all

lengths accepted. About 75 films are shown. Fest is

competitive with cash prizes awarded for all cats plus

two special cats: The Mary Jane Coleman Film

Award and the Sinking Creek Award for Film

Excellence. First prize in the Short Narrative and

Animation categories will qualify your film for

Academy Award consideration. Fest held at the

Watkins Belcourt Theater in Nashville, TN. Cats:

Animation, Doc, Experimental, Short Narrative,

Indie Feature, Music Video, and Young Filmmaker.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", Beta. Entry fee: $30-

$50, depending on length. For more info or entry

form, contact: NIFF, Box 24330, Nashville, TN
37202; (615) 742-2500; niffilm(5 bellsouth.net;
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video

D

on-line/off-line
beta-3/4-svhs

t 212.254.4361
f 212.460.5987
dmoore@acmevideo.com

Revolutionary
FILM
SCHOOL

with Dov S-S Simens

...If i/ou haven't

Produced, Directed

or Distributed a

Feature Film...

...You haven't

taken this course!

LOS ANGELES
Dec 12-13 or Feb 6-7

WORLD TOUR
HOUSTON: Oct 31-Nov 1

SAN" FRANCISCO: Nov 7-8

SEATTLE: Nov 21-22

LONDON: Nov 28-29

NEW YORK: Dec 5-6

Cant Attend? Can't Wait?

Audio Film School™ Available

only

$289
http://HollywoodU.com HOLLYWOOD
HFI. Inc.. PO Box 481252. LA. CA 90048

800-366-3456 HEINSTITUTE

1

Harvard University
Faculty ofArts and Sciences

CURATOR
Of The Harvard Film Archive

Harvard University seeks candidates for the position of Curator of the Harvard Film

Archive. The curator is responsible for the direction and development of the Archive

which is comprised of a cinemateque and a film collectioa Besides maintaining and

expanding the collection and supervising the cinemateque offerings, the curator

coordinates with academic programs in Visual and Fmvironmental Studies and other

Harvard University departments as well as organizes conferences, events and the

visits of film makers. The Curator is also expected to teach one course in film history

within the Department.

Candidates should have strong curatorial experience with film and a thorough

knowledge of film history. A strong interest in undergraduate education and teach-

ing experience at the college level is desirable.

Interested persons are asked to submit a curriculum vitae, along with at least two

or three samples of scholarly publications and a SASE to the Administrator,

Department of Visual and Environmental Studies, The Carpenter Center,

24 Quincy Street, Cambridge, MA 02138 before October 31, 1998.

Harvard University is an Affirmative Action/Equal OpporhmityEmplcyer.

Women and minority group members are especially encouraged to apply.

www.nashvillefilmfestival.org

NEW ENGLAND FILM AND VIDEO FESTI-

VAL, April 26-May 1, MA. Deadline: December 16.

New England's 24th annual primary competitive

regional festival devoted to new works by profession-

als and students in the seven New England states

(residency required for eligibility). Showcases narra-

tive, doc, experimental and animated award winning

films and videos, offering selected works cash and ser-

vice prizes. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4". Preview on

YHS. Entry fees: $35 first entry/$25 (students) first

entry; $10 for any additional entries. Contact:

NEFVF, Boston Film & Video Foundation, 1126

Boylston St. #201, Boston, MA 02215; (617) 536-

1540; fax: 536-3576; devon(a bfvf.org; www.bfvf.org

PHILADELPHIA FESTIVAL OF WORLD CINE-

MA, April 29-May 9, PA, Deadline: December 1. 8th

annual noncompetitive fest offers "an enriching view

of world culture & a diversity of filmmaking culmi-

nating in a region-wide celebration of cinema." Fest

includes premieres of int'l & US independents, clas-

sic cinema, tributes, guest filmmakers, seminars,

panel discussions, Cine Cafes, extensive local press

coverage, parties & more. Last yr's fest included 135

features, docs & shorts from 34 countries, w/ audi-

ences estimated at 20,000. Entries must be

Philadelphia premieres produced after May 1996.

Formats: 35mm & 16mm. Preview on VHS (NTSC

or PAL) preferred. Cats: Feature, Doc., Short. Entry

fee: $15 (US), $20 (int'l). Contact: Cindi Rowell,

Open Call Coordinator, 3701 Chestnut St.,

Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215) 895-6593; fax: 895-

6562; pfwc(5 libertynet.org; www.libertynet.org/pfwc

SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL, April 22-May 6, CA, Deadlines: January

8 for narrative features; December 4 for Golden Gate

Awards entries. Founded in 1957, presented each

spring by the San Francisco Film Society showcasing

approximately 200 features, docs and shorts; fest is

dedicated to highlighting current trends in int'l film

and video, with an emphasis on work without US dis-

trib. Fest comprises two sections: the invitational,

noncompetitive section for recent features, archival

presentations and retrospectives; and the Golden

Gate Awards competition for docs, TV production,

animation, shorts &. experimental work. There are 28

categories in the GGA's four divisions: Film/Video,

TV, New Visions, Bay Area Film &. Video. Golden

Gate Awards include Golden Spire award and $500

cash. Silver Spires & Certificates of Merit may also be

awarded at discretion of juries. All Golden Spire win-

ners in the Film & Video, New Visions and Bay Area

Divisions will compete during the fest for Grand Pn:e

awards for Best Doc, Best Bay Area Doc, Best Short

and Best Bay Area Short. Grand Prize awards include

$1,000 in cash. The Festival's SKYY Prize, judged

during the fest, honors an emerging int'l feature film-

maker whose film is in the noncompetitive section

and does not have a U.S. distrib. Prize includes a tro-

phy and $10,000. Noncompetitive awards include

Akira Kurosawa Award to filmmaker tor lifetime

achievement and the Peter Owens Award to film

actor for outstanding achievement. Also audience

awards for Best Feature Film and Best Doc. Grand

Prize awards for Best Doc, Best Bay Area Doc, Best

Short and Best Bay Area Short. Grand Prize ,iw.ird>

include 51.COO in cash. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, Beta,
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3/4". Preview on 1/2" VHS. Entry fees: $35-175

(depending on length of film or video). Contact:

S1FF, 1521 Eddy St., San Francisco, CA 941 15; (415)

929-5014; fax: 921-5032; ggawards@siff.org;

www.sfiff.oig

SEDONA INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL,

March 5-7, AZ. Deadlines: Dec. 1 (early); Jan. 8

(final). 5th annual festival features the finest in cur-

rent American and international independent cine-

ma, docs and shorts, tributes, "brown bag" panel dis-

cussions, and a pre-festival workshop entitled "Sound

Thinking: Sounds for the Motion Picture." Cats: dra-

matic and doc (features and shorts) and animation.

Awards: Audience choice—Best of Festival for full-

length and short. Formats: 16mm, 35mm. Entry fees:

$35 (shorts, 30 min. and under), $50 (features). $10

discount for entries postmarked before Dec. 1. Send

VHS preview tape, synopsis, and complete produc-

tion credit list to: (by mail) SIFF, Box 2515, Sedona,

AZ 86339; (by delivery service) SIFF, 1725 W. Hwy

89A, Suite #2, Sedona, AZ 86336; for more info call

(800) 780-2787 or (520) 282-0747; fax: 282-5358;

5Cp(§ H\lona.net; www.sedona.net/scp/testival.htm

SOUTH BY SOUTHWEST FILM CONFER-
ENCE & FESTIVAL (SXSW), March 12-20, TX.

Deadlines: Nov. 16 (early); Dec. 14 (final). Regional

& independent film &. video showcases approximate-

ly 150 works including shorts, for audiences estimat-

ed at 25,000 over 9 days. Entries must be completed

in 1998, or works that will be completed in early 1999

are eligible for consideration. Awards: Best Narrative

Feature, Best Documentary Feature, Best Narrative

Short, Best Doc Short, Best Animated Short. Best

Experimental Short, Best Music Video. SXSW Film

Conference kicks off festival, featuring 4 days of

panel discussions geared toward working film ek

videomakers as well as screenwriters, aspiring profes-

sionals and aficionados. 3-day trade show includes

equipment &. service providers, digit. il editing suite,

and the latest in film & video technology. Formats:

35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2". Entry fees: $20 shorts $30

features (early); $25/$35 (final). Categories:

Narrative Feature, Documentary Feature, Narrative

Short, Documentary Short, Animated Short,

Experimental Short, Music Video. Contact: SXSW
FF, Box 4999, Austin, TX 78765; (512) 467-7979,

fax: 451-0754; sxsw@sxsw.com; www.sxsw.com

U.S. COMEDY ARTS FESTIVAL, March 3-7, CO.

Deadline: December 1. The goal of the USCAF Film

Program is to create a venue for comedic film talent

to showcase their material to an industry heavy audi-

ence. Films will be selected by Film Program staff in

conjunction with the Executive Directors and

Producers of the USCAF. Two categories for domestic

and foreign films: non-competitive indie feature films

and short films. For more information and official

entry form: (213) 463-6646 x2203; www.uscaf.com

WOMEN IN CINEMA FESTIVAL, Jan 29-Feb 4,

WA. Deadline: Nov. 16. 4th annual festival devoted

to the "Female Gaze." Festival open to female direc-

tors only. Cats: Features, Docs, Shorts. Formats:

16mm, 35mm, 70mm. Preview on VHS. Entry fee:

$15 shorts, $30 features/docs. Contact: WICF; (206)

324-9996; fax 324-9998; mail@seattlefilm.com;

www.seattlefilm.com

® fefell

hut\jUu wilt

Is your production shoot edited or meant to

be seen or distributed electronically?

Then submit it to the 12th Annual Dallas Video Festival.

Accepting all genres (narrative, video art, documentary, animation, etc..)

on tape, plus accepting installations, CD Roms, DVD, web,

HDTV, pixelvision, and works by kids. Special juried entry for

works made by Texans.

Get your entry forms from our website at www.videofest.org.

email at bart(5)onramp.net or call 2 14.999.8999

scriptserve, inc

KEEP YOUR ENTIRE
SCRIPT ON THE
INTERNET FOR
ONE YEAR.

FOR DETAILS SEE:

www .scriptserve. com

The Sixth Annual

Silver Images Film Festival

presented by Terra Nova Films

April 19th - 30th, 1999

Call for Entries

Calling for American and International

films and videos, narrative, documentary,

experimental and animation, that honor
and celebrate the lives of older adults and

address the issues of aging.

Awards for:

Best Feature

Best Documentary
Best Short (any genre)

For information or entryform, contact

Terra Nova Films
9848 South Winchester Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60643

Voice 847-795-0390

Fax "73-881-3368

e-mail siff@terranova.otg

Entry Fees: $35, $20 for students, for entries

postmarked by November 1; $45 and $25 after

November 1. Final deadline is December 31, 1998.

Entry forms are also available at our website

www.terranova.org

long & short form nonlinear editing affordable

rates for

online/offline, motion graphics, film independents!

65 st. marks place, suite 16, nyc 10003 David Chmura, editor

n^i.--, -^ FILM & VIDEOI/CtOUr 212-228-1914
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Foreign

BERGAMO FILM MEETING, March 13-21, Italy.

Deadline: January 2C. 17th edition ot the festival

includes the following sections: Retrospectives, Cult

Movies, Cinema History, Competition. To enter the

festival it is necessarv to send a VHS ot the film with

a brochure in order to he selcted by the selection

committee. The VHS won't be returned. The com-

petition is only tor full-length feature films: no videos,

docs or shorts. Awards: Golden, Silver and Bronre

"Rosa Camuna" (the symbol of the Lombardia

region) awarded bv the audience of the festival (jour-

nalists, critics, producers, distributors, and cinema

fans). Formats: 35mm ck 16mm. No entry tees.

Contact: Fiammetta Girola, General Secretary, BFM,

Via G Reich, 49, 24020 Torre Boldone (Bg), Italy;

Oil 39035 363087; fax: Oil 39035 341255;

btm " alasca.it; www.alasca.it bfm

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S FILM FESTI-

VAL DORTMUND, March 1-14, Germany.

Deadline: November 30. The 7th biennial festival

highlights those films that came into largely as a

result of women's efforts—either as director, screen-

writer, sound technician, camera operator or editor.

The festival is a non- competitive framework, and

showcase for films focusing on a central theme. The

motto of femme totale's last festival was "Uncanny

Pleasures," which focused on the enigmatic and

ambivalent aspects of the suspense genre; featuring

51 screening in five days. All categories accepted.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm, Beta, and VHS (PAL, U-

Matic, SECAM, NTSC). Contact: femme totale e.V,

c o Kulturburo Stadt Dortmund, Kleppingstr 21-23.

D-44122, Dortmund, Germany; 011 49 231 50 25

162; fax: 011 49 231 50 22 497; femmetotale(g

compuserve.com; www.femmetotale.de

MALMO CHILDREN & YOUTH FILM FESTI-

VAL (BUFF), April, Sweden, Deadline: Earlv

December. Fest is competitive. About 120-150 titles

are shown to audiences estimated at 13,000 over 5

days. Main feature is latest films from Nordic coun-

tries plus Int'l Panorama. Program ind. seminar for

teachers &. others who use film; different theme each

year. Co-produced w; Swedish Film Inst. Formats:

35mm, 16mm. No entry fee. Cats: Feature, Doc.,

Experimental, Short, Animation. Preview on VHS.

Contact: Ola Tedin, Festival Director, Box 179, S-201,

21 Maimo, Sweden; 011 46 40 30 78 22; fax : 011 46

40 30 53 22; buff(5 kajen.com; www.kajen.com/buff

NATFTLM FESTIVAL, February 26-March 14,

Denmark. Deadline: December 1. The 10th annual

festival is the biggest film event in Denmark and the

official Danish partner of Equinoxe (under the presi-

dency of Jeanne Moreau). Almost 40,000 people

attend each year and see more than 140 feature-

length films as well as short films and video programs.

Again this year a number of foreign films secured the-

atrical release or TV-sale in Denmark as a direct

result of succesful festival screenings. Please note that

only feature-length films are screened. No entry fees

or prizes (except a national Danish prize). Only prints

with English dialogue or subtitles accepted. Unless

agreed otherwise the festival must recieve the print

before February 20. Formats: 35mm, 16mm. Please

send prints (and prints only!) to: National Film Board

ot Denmark, "NatFilm Festival", Landemaerket 26,

DK 1119 Copenhagen, Denmark (via ScanCargo,

Copenhagen Airport). Contact: Natfilm Festival, St.

Kannikestr. 6, DK-1169, Copenhagen, Denmark;

011 45 3312 0005; fax Oil 45 3312 7505; nat-

film(& centrum.dk

TAMPERE LNTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM
FESTIVAL, March 10-14. Finland. Deadline:

January 5. 29th annual festival features latest in

Finnish 6k int'l productions 6k selected films from

earlier yrs for audiences of over 40,000, w/ over 200

int'l guests 6k large group from Finnish film industry

6k press. Over 400 films from 40 countries show-

cased. 3 cats in int'l competition (100 films): ani-

mated films, docs 6k fiction. Running time may not

exceed 30 min. 6k films must have been completed

after Jan. 1, 1997. Educational, industrial, advertis-

ing 6k tourist films not accepted. Awards: Grand

Prix: 25,000 FIM (about $4,550); Cat Prizes: 5,000

FIM (about S910) for best film in each cat; Special

Prize of Jury: 5,000 FIM (5910); Diplomas of Merit.

About 20 thematic programs. There is also a film

market (w/ over 2,000 shorts) 6k seminars. Formats:

35mm, 16mm; preview on VHS. No entry7 fee.

Entries must contain: entry form, dialogue list and

photo. Remember to mark packages "No commer-

cial value." Contact: Tampere FF, Box 305. FIN-

33101, Tampere, Finland; 011 358 33146 6149; fax

Oil 358 3223 0121; film.festival@tt.tampere.fi;

www.tampere.fi festival film

Everything
included.

Avid Media

Composer Off-line

at rates the artist

can afford.

Manhattan suite.

kitchen
Y N C

Tel: (516) 810-7238 • Fax (516) 421-6923

BETACAM SP WITH A 100%
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
BETACAM SP ON-LINE DUAL TBC EDITING

212.594.7530
OUR FANTASTIC SPECIAL FX'S ARE FREE
TASCAM 12 CHANNEL AUDIO MIX W/ FULL EQ.

GOOD FAST EDITORS W/ ATTENTION TO DETAIL
IF YOU DON'T LIKE THE EDIT, YOU DON'T PAY

BETA SP IS THE FORMAT OF TODAY. WE GrVE SERVICE
24 HRS./DAY, 7 DAYS/WK. SERVICE MEANS 3 BETA DECKS,
TOP MONITORS, AMPS, CD, SPEAKERS, GREAT COFFEE

& A EASY MDDTOWN LOCATION. MORE FLASH, LESS CASH.

DUBBING, DUBBING, DUBBING
FROM.....VHS 3/4 HI8....AND BETACAM SP

PERFECT EVERY TIME

29 IH STREET VIDE O, INC.
THE BETACAM EXPERTS
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deadlines: 1st of month, 2 months prior to

cover date (mar 1 for may issue). clsfds of

up to 240 characters (incl. spaces & punctu-

ation) cost $25/issue for aivf members,

$35/nonmembers; 240-480 char: $45/members,

s65/nonmembers. include valid member id#

send check or money order to: fivf, 304

hudson st., ny, ny 10013. to pay by credit card,

include: card type (visa/mc); card #; name on

card; exp date; billing address & phone. ads

running 5+ times receive $5 disc. per issue.

Buy • Rent • Sell

FOR RENT: OFF-LINE AVID. In a spacious air-

conditioned suite, located at 180 Varick. Avid

lOOO; AVR 3-77; 69 GB Storage; Beta Deck;

Media Composer 6.5.3.; Power Mac 9600. Now
available. Please call Moxie Films, Inc. (212) 620-

7727.

POST OFFICE EDIT SUITES: Avids at low sub-

sidized rates for indies from $500/wk (night rate).

Cut in a creative film community in Tribeca/Soho.

Also complete VX-1000 digital cam/audio pkg

$150/day. (212) 966-3030 x244 or (917) 956-2048.

SOHO AUDIO RENTALS: Time code DATs, RF

diversity mics, playback systems, pkgs. Great rates,

great equip 6k service. Discounts for AIVF mem-

bers. Larry (212) 226-2429; sohoaud(« mcimail.com

VIDEO DECKS/EDIT SYSTEMS FOR RENT: I

deliver! All types/best prices: Beta-SP Deck (Sony

UVW-1800) $150/day, $450/week. D/Vision non-

linear offline $450/week. S-VHS offline $350 wk.

Canon digital 3-chip camera $200/day. Call David

(212) 362-1056.

VIDEO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: Sony: 3/4

9800/9850, Hi-8 Player, MPX210 audio mixer,

monitors. Amiga Toaster 4000/40/3.1 with monitor,

DPS VM-200 waveftn-vectorscope 6k audio cards.

Sundance CMX Log/Edit System for Mac. TBC.

(718) 622-3309.

Distribution

AQUARIUS PROD, leading distributor of out-

standing videos because of outstanding producers.

Join our collection of titles on disabilities, mental

health, ageing, nursing, psychosocial issues, chil-

dren 6k teen issues. For ed/health markets. Leslie

Kussmann, Aquarius Prod., 5 Powderhouse Lane,

Sherborn, MA 01770; (508) 651-2963; fax: 650-

4216; www.aquariusproductions.com

ATA TRADING CORP., actively 6k successfully

distributing independent products for over 50 yrs.,

seeks new programming of all types for worldwide

distribution into all markets. Contact: (212) 594-

6460; fax 594-6461.

FEATURE FILMS AND DOCS WANTED for

worldwide distnb. Spectrum Films which has three

nat'lly distributed home video labels, overseas and

domestic satellite/cableATV divisions are now

acquiring for our 1999/2000 release sched. Com-

pletion funds available for the right projects.

Budgets from micro to millions welcome. Please

send screening cassettes to: Spectrum Films, 111

W. Main St., Mesa, AZ 85201; (602) 649-

fax: 649-3242; www.spectrumfilms.com

LOOKING FOR AN EDUCATIONAL DIS-

TRIBUTOR? Consider the Univ. of California. We
can put 80 years of successful marketing expertise to

work for you. Kate Spohr: (510) 643-2788;

www.cmil.unex.berkeley.edu/media/

SEEKING EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS on guidance

issues: violence, drug prevention 6k parenting for

exclusive distribution. Our marketing gives

unequaled results. Bureau for At-Risk Youth, Box

760, 135 DuPont St., Plainview, NY 11803; (800) 99-

YOUTHx210.

Freelance

35MM/16MM PROD. PKG w cinematographer.

Complete studio truck w/DP's own Arri 35BL, 16SR,

HMIs, dolly, jib crane, lighting, grip, Nagra . . . more.

Ideal 1-source for the low budget feature! Call Tom

today for booking. (201) 807-0155.

ACCLAIMED & UNUSUAL instrumental band

can provide music for your next project. Contact

"Magonia" for demo: (781) 932-4677; boygirl(a

mediaone.net

ACCOUNTANT/BOOKKEEPER/CONTROL-
LER: Experience in both corporate 6k nonprofit sec-

tors. Holds MBA in Marketing 6k Acc'ting. Freelance

work sought. Sam Sagenkahn (212) 481-3576.

ARRIFLEX 16MM CAMERA RENTAL: Crystal

sync 16BL sound camera owner/DP for your indie

film. Best price and quality! Also available, mobile

location office/wardrobe/makeup vehicle, NYC
Filming Permits and insurance. Call 1-888-444-0632.

AVID EDITOR w or without Avid. Exp w/ features,

docs, trailers, episodic TV. Low budget indie rates

available. Dnna (212) 561-0829.

BETA SP VIDEOGRAPHER, skilled in everything

from exterior hand -held to Rembrandt interior light-

ing styles, seeking interesting projects to shoot. Has

attractive Sony Betacam SR cool sets of lights 6k sen-

sitive microphones. Willing to travel. Yitzhak Gol

(718) 591-2760.

BRENDAN C. FLYNT: Director of Photography w/

15 feature credits 6k dozen shorts. Owns 35 Arri,

Super 16/16 Aaton, HMIs, Tungsten, 6k dolly w/

tracks. Call for quotes 6k reel at tel/fax: (212) 226-

8417; ela292(g aol.com. Credits: Tmmeo and Juliet,

The Offering, Fine Young Gentlemen, Brushfire;

www.dp-brendanflynt.com

CAMERAMAN w/ full postprod. support. Exp

film/video DP w/ digital DVCAM, lighting/sound

gear 6k complete nonlinear editing services. Reliable,

flexible 6k personable. Call (212) 334-4778 for reel 6k

low prod/post bundle rates.

CAMERAMAN: Available for your project w/

Betacam SP Package: Lights, Sennheiser mics, 5-pas-

senger van. Call Tom: (212) 929-2439; (973) 667-

9894; pager (917) 919-7095

CAMERAPERSON: Visual storyteller loves to col-

laborate, explore diverse styles 6k formats. Brings pas-

sion 6k productivity to your shoot. Award-winner w/

latest Super/Std. 16 Aaton XTR prod. pkg. Todd

(212) 686-9425; wacass(g concentric.com

CINEMATOGRAPHER: Professional, collaborative,

6k passionately committed, will work w/ you to find the

right style for your film (narrative or doc) . Unique cred-

CLASSIFIEDS
[independent@aivf.org]

its. Love to travel. Eileen Schreiber (718) 349-3078.

CINEMATOGRAPHER w/ Aaton reg/S-16mm pkg

w/ video tap 6k more. Credits in features, shorts 6k

music videos of diverse styles w/ special interest in

docs. Great rates for compelling visions. Kevin

Skvorak (212) 229-8357.

CINEMATOGRAPHER w/ Aaton 6k lighting, look-

ing forward to collaborating w/ directors on: narra-

tives, exp, docs, PSAs, music videos. Steven Gladstone

(718) 625-0556 for new reel; VEENOTPH(a aol.com

CINEMATOGRAPHER: Owner 16mm Aaton,

plus 35mm non-sync 6k hand-crank cameras.

Experimental background; creative look. Shooting

credits include: features, shorts, commercials, mter-

sticials, music videos. New York-based, will travel.

Carolyn (888) 602-1774.

COMPOSER for film/video, new media projects.

Innovative sounds that won't strain your pocketbook.

For a free demo 6k brochure, contact Progressive

Media Arts at: (415) 550-7172; pma(a progmedia.

com; www.progmedia.com

COMPOSER: Experienced, versatile composer

avail, for scoring, sound design. Can meet all post-

production requirements. Video 6k audio reels avail.

Cam Millar (212) 781-7737; Ccmillar(a aol.com

COMPOSER: Perfect music for your project.

Orchestral to techno—you name it! Credits incl.

NFL, PBS, Sundance, Absolut. Bach, of Music,

Eastman School. Quentin Chiappetta (718) 383-

6607; qchiap(g el.net

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ own 35mm

sync sound Arnflex BLII avail. Beautiful reel, afford-

able rates. Crew on standby. Work incl. several fea-

tures, shorts, music videos. Travel no problem. Dave

(718) 230-1207; page (917) 953-1117.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY looking for

interesting features, shorts, ind. projects, etc. Credits

incl. features, commercials, industrials, short films,

music videos. Aaton 16/S-16 pkg avail. Abe (718)

263-0010.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ complete

Arri-Zeiss 16mm pkg. Lots of indie film experience.

Features, shorts and music videos. Save money and

get a great looking film. Willing to travel. Rates are

flexible and I work quickly. Matthew: (914) 439-5459

or (617) 244-6730.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ awards, tal-

ent 6k experience. Credits include features, commer-

cials, docs, shorts 6k music videos. Owner of Aaton

16mm/Super 16mm pkg.; 35mm pkgs also available.

Call for reel. Bob (212) 741-2189.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: 35mm,

S16mm/16mm. Creative, experienced, award win-

ning, w/ feature, ads, docs, music videos 6k industrial

credits. Own Arri SR 1 S16mm/16mm pkg w/ Zeiss

lens, tungstens, sound pkg. LKB Prod.: (718) 802-9874.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Award win-

ning, exp, looking for interesting projects. Credits

incl. features, docs 6k commercials in the U.S.,

Europe 6k Israel. Own complete Aaton Super 16 pkg

6k lights. Call Adam for reel. (212) 932-8255 or (917)

794-8226.
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DOCL'CREW WEST: Award winning writer, pro-

ducer, director w new Betacam (D-50) pkg.

Trilingual in English, Spanish ex. German. Let us help

shape your project. Reasonable rates. Near San

Diego. Mark (760) 630-7201.

EDITOR: award-winning, versatile collaborative

editor available. Exp \v docs Ox features, music

videos, concert tiluis ex trailers. Avid, flatbed or off-

line systems. Robert Nassau (718) 858-2793.

EDITOR W/ EQUIPMENT: Producer director w/

18 vrs experience in advertising & industrial work

available tor projects. Just completed NEH historical

doc tor NYU. (212) 952-0848; Ruvn(5 aol.com

ENTERTAINMENT ATTORNEY: frequent con-

tributor to "Legal Brief" columns in Independent &
other magazines otters legal sen-ices on projects from

development to distribution. Reasonable rates.

Robert L. Seigel, Esq.: (212) 307-7533.

INNOVATIVE EDITOR w/ Avid available for

challenging projects. Experienced in fiction features,

commercials, music video & documentary. Reel

available. Rodney (718) 246-8235.

LINE PRODUCER/PM/AD/ CONSULTANT will

prepare script breakdown, prod boards, shooting

schedule, budget. Full investor pkg avail. Also avail.

tor production. Low budget indie rates avail. Call

(212) 340-1243.

LOCATION SOUND: Over 20 yrs sound exp. vv

time code N'agra 6k DAT, quality mics. Reduced rates

for low-budget projects. Harvey & Fred Edwards,

(518) 677-5720; beeper (800) 796-7363 (ext/pin

1021996); edfilms(S worldnet.att.net

STEAD1CAM: Dolly smooth moves w/ the flexibili-

ty of a hand-held camera. Call Sergei Franklin (212)

228-4254.

POSTPRODUCTION

16MM & 35MM OPTICAL SOUNDTRACKS: If

you want "High Quality" optical sound for your tilm,

you need a "High Qualify" optical sound negative.

Mike Holloway, Optical Sound Chicago, Inc., 676 N.

LaSalle St., #404, Chicago, IL 60610; (312) 943-

1771, or eves: (847) 541-c

16MM CUTTING ROOMS: 8-plate 6k 6-plate fully

equipped rooms, sound-transfer facilities, 24-hr

access. Downtown, near all subways 6k Canal St.

Reasonable rates. (212) 925-1500.

16MM SOUND MIX only SlOO/hr. Interlocked

16mm picture 6k tracks mixed to 16 or 35mm full-

coat. 16mm/35mm post services: picture 6k sound

editorial, ADR, interlock screening, 16mm mag xfers

(.06/ft) 16mm edgecoding (.015/ft) Call Tom (201)

807-0155.

3/4" SONY OFFLINE SYSTEM, delivered to you

and installed. 5850, 5800, RM 440, 2 monitors-

$500/wk, $1600/mo. Delivery 6k installation includ-

ed. Equipment clean 6k professionally maintained.

Call Tom (212) 929-2439; (973) 667-9894; pager

(917) 919-7095

BRODSKY 6k TREADWAY Film-to-tape masters.

Reversal only. Regular 8mm, Super 8, or archival

16mm to 1" or Betacam SE We love early B&.W 6k

Kodachrome. Scene-by-scene only. Correct frame

rates. For appt. call (978) 948-7985.

CHICAGO BASED Emmy award winning editor

with 17 years of experience in documentaries wants

to help you complete your vision. Clients have

included the Discovery Channel, The Learning

Channel 6k PBS. Two Avid suites, a graphics suite

and negotiable rates. For information call Oral at

Media Monster, (312) 587-0338.

MEDIA 100 EDITING for budget-minded produc-

ers. Broadcast quality, newest software, V4.5-real

time audio FX. Huge storage 6k RAM. Betacam, 3/4,

DV formats, SVHS, Hi-8. Great location, friendly

environment 6k comfortable rates. (212) 431-9299.

MEDIA 100 EDITOR: Accomplished visual story-

teller will edit on your equipment or in my fully-

equipped project studio. Credits: several narrative

projects, major ad agencies (Young 6k Rubicam,

Warwick Baker & O'Neill, Seiden Group), accounts

(Johnson 6k Johnson, Arm & Hammer, PSEtkG),

and corp. projects (Equitable, USA Today, CUNY,

SUNY). Studio w/ Media 100XS (300KB), 54GB

storage, Beta, Scanner, DAT, Photoshop, Illustrator,

After Effects. John Slater (800) 807-4142.

POST OFFICE EDIT SUITES: Avids at low sub-

sidized rates for indies from $500/wk (night rate).

Cut in a creative film community in Tribeca/Soho.

Also complete VX-1000 digital cam/audio pkg

$150/day. (212) 966-3030 x244 or (917) 956-2048.

PRODUCTION SERVICES: Sony 300A Beta SP

6k JVC X2 cameras, lighting/sound, component

nonlinear editing. Seeking involvement in doc, edu-

cational 6k performing arts projects. Charlie (203)

834-5059; CClemmons(S compuserve.com

Creative editorial
services for film
and television.

Documentary and feature

credits, as well as national

TV commercials and award-

winning corporate video.

•

Available at your site, or in our

comfortable, well-equipped,

edit suite in NYC:

MEDIA lOOxr 54GB storage,

BetaSP, SHVS, DAT, CD,

Scanner, After Effects,

UjweMaMiiMiiMi

John Slater

(800) 80 7 - 4 1 42
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

KITCHEN
CINEMA

MEDIA nonlinear on-line

editing suiteVIII
at affordable

rates

NTSC & PAL Beta SP

63 2i2 MicroNef Data Dock

Jazz Drive -Mackie 1402 Mixer

After Effects

Editors available

149 5th AVE • NYC
212 253 9472

Media 100 Suites
(with or without editor)

beta sp - 3/4" - Hi8 - VHS - SVHS

2d /3d Graphics Design
photoshop, illustrator,

after effects, electricimage

Voice-over Booth

Internet and CD-ROM
integration of your video projects

into web pages and cd-rom.

Medial una
Productions
636 broadway, suite 214

tel. 212.228.1133
fax 212.228.1101

www.medialuna.com
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NOTICES OF RELEVANCE TO AIVF MEMBERS ARE

LISTED FREE OF CHARGE AS SPACE PERMITS. THE

INDEPENDENT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO EDIT FOR

LENGTH AND MAKES NO GUARANTEES ABOUT THE

NUMBER OF PLACEMENTS FOR A GIVEN NOTICE.

LIMIT SUBMISSIONS TO 60 WORDS & INDICATE HOW

LONG INFO WILL BE CURRENT. DEADLINE: 1ST OF

THE MONTH, TWO MONTHS PRIOR TO COVER DATE

(E.G., MAY 1 FOR JULY ISSUE). COMPLETE CONTACT

INFO (NAME, ADDRESS & PHONE) MUST ACCOMPA-

NY ALL NOTICES. SEND TO: INDEPENDENT NOTICES,

FIVF, 304 HUDSON ST., 6TH FL, NY, NY 10013. WE TRY

TO BE AS CURRENT AS POSSIBLE, BUT DOUBLE-

CHECK BEFORE SUBMITTING TAPES OR APPLICA-

TIONS.

Competitions

ANNUAL FILM IN ARIZONA SCREEN-
WRITING COMPETITION introduces new

material that can be filmed regionally to entertain-

ment industry. Winning screenwriter receives pro-

fessional script notes, introductory meetings w

agents &. development reps. Contact tor deadlines

and more info: Linda Peterson Warren, Arizona

Film Commission, 3800 North Central Ave., Bldg.

D, Phoenix, AZ 85012; (602) 280-1460 or (800)

523-6695.

BUCK HENRY SCREENWRITING SCHOL-
ARSHIP: two $500 scholarships to support work

of students enrolled in Screenwriting Course of

Study. Sold or optioned scripts ineligible. Contact:

American Film Institute (213) 856-7690;

wwu.ationline.org

ERIK BARNOUW AWARD recognizes out-

standing reporting on network or cable TV, or in

documentray tilm, about American history. Only

works released in '98 are eligible. $500 pn:e.

Deadline: Dec. 1. Contact: Erik Barbouw Award,

Organization ot American Historians, 112 N.

Bryan St., Bloomington, IN 47408-4199; (812)

855-7311; fax: 855-9852.

DIRECTORS GUILD OF AMERICA
AWARDS honor outstanding documentary

achievement. Open to DGA &. non-DGA directors

of works shown on broadcast or cable TV or exhib-

ited theatrically in '97. Local programs not eligible.

Cannot contain more than 50% archival material.

Send 1/2 or 3/4 tape for preview. Deadline: Jan 5.

Contact: Laraine Savelle, DGA Awards, 7920

Sunset Blvd., 6th fl„ LA, CA 90046; (310) 289-

2038; fax: 289-5398; laraine(« dga.org.; www.dga.org

THE FIELD MUSEUM invites amateur film- and

videomakers to participate in the museum's first

ever national film competition by creating works

that explore how people feel about any of the

countless connections between people and soil.

Winning entries will be screened at a special

"Underground Adventure Film and Video Festival"

in March. The three cats for entrants are: junior

high 6k under, high school, and college/adult.

Entrants must be in approx age group at time of

deadline: Dec 31. Entries limited to 20 min. in

length. Prizes will be awarded to top in each cat.

For more info contact: Fortune Fish Films at (877)

363-1010; www.fmnh.org/filmfestival

LONE STAR SCREENPLAY COMPETITION
reviews feature-lenght screenplays of any genre.

Categories: Texas writer, non-Texas writer, gay/lesbian

themed-senpt, best script suitable for filming in

Texas, student writer. Winners receive $150-500 cash

& chance to sign development option. All entrants

receive written feedback. Entry fee: early, $40; late,

$45. Deadlines: early, Nov. 15; late, Dec. 31.

Contact: Lone Star Screenplay Competition, 1920

Abrams Pkwy., Suite 419, Dallas, TX 75214-3915;

(972) 606-3041; pbp(« ix.netcom.com

SET IN PHILADELPHIA: Screenwriting Com-

petition recognizes exceptional screenplays that

involve Philadelphia ex encourages the production of

feature films in the Philadelphia area. Deadline: Jan.

12. Contact: Philadelphia Festival ot World Cinema,

3701 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. PA 19104; (215)

895-6593, fax: 895-6562; pfwc<§ hbertvnet.org

SHORT SCREENPLAY COMPETITION spon-

sored by Grand Valley State University, seeks low-

budget stop,, 30-minute or below, any genre. Winning

script will be produced on 16mm by GVSU Summer

Film Workshop. Winner receives 5300 and video

copy ot film. Deadline: Dec 1. Contact: John Harper

Philbin, Screenplay Competition, School ot Comm.,

t irand Valley State University, Allendale, MI 49401;

(616)895-3668; fax: 895-2700; philhmi<« gvsu.edu

SOUTHERN CIRCUIT, a tour ot six artists who

travel on an 1 1-day, 9-citJ route, is now accepting

applications from film/video artists. Artists are asked

to submit an application form and a VHS, 3/4, Beta

or 16mm film program ot 45 nuns to 2 hours in length

(can be cued for a 30 mm section tor nidging purpos-

es) in addition to resume, am press packet materials

and a $20 entry' tee. Performance and installation art

and works in progress will not be accepted. Atter a

pre-screening process, 40 finalists will be judged hv a

selection panel in April 1999. Deadline tor submis-

sion is Jan. 15. For application ex more into contact:

South Carolina Arts Corn-mission, Attn: Brian

Newman or Susan Leonard, Media Arts Center, 1800

Gervais St., Columbia, SC 29201; (803) 734-8696;

tax 734-8526; newmanhr(« arts. state.se. us OR
leonarsu(a arts, state.se. us

Conferences • Workshops

AVID FEATURE FILM CAMP and Avid Short

Film Camp: Digital Media accepting submissions tor

its 1998 and 1999 Filmcamps. Filmcamp offers free

nonlinear postproduction on feature films and shorts.

Editors-in-training, under the supervision of an expe-

rienced feature editor, learn postproduction on multi-

ple Avid Media Composers while editing your tilm.

Thirteen features and four shorts will be accepted

before the end of 1999. Principle photography and

transfer must be completed on feature length film

(70+ min) or short (70- min). Can be doc, narrative,

or experimental. Contact: Jaime Fowler, AFFC direc-

tor, (503) 297-2324; www.filmcamp.com

RESIDENCY PROGRAM at the Experimental

Television Center offers artists opportunity to study

video image processing techniques in 5-day intensive

workshop. Open to U.S. residents w/ prior exp in

NOTICES
video prod. Send resume, project description detail-

ing use of image processing. Deadline: Dec. 15.

Contact: Exp. Television Center, 109 Lower Fairfield

Rd., Newark Valley, NY 13811; (607) 687-4341.

Films • Tapes Wanted

THE AMERICAN CINEMATHEQUE is accept-

ing entries for its ongoing program, The Alternative

Screen: A Forum for Independent Film Exhibition

and Beyond. Send submissions on 1/2" VHS tape.

Feature-length independent film, doc and new media

projects wanted. 1800 N. Highland, Suite 717, L.A.,

CA 90028. For more info, call (213) 466-FILM.

ARC GALLERY reviewing for the following exhibi-

tion opportunities: Solo and Space Exhibitions — all

media including video, performance and film; Raw

Space: a gallery dedicated site-specific installations;

Special Events: a small gallery dedicated to non-prof-

it organizations or small groups who use art tor heal-

ng OR to increase cultural or political awareness.

Individual prospectuses available, send SASE to

ARC Gallery, 1040 W. Huron, Chicago, IL 60622; or

call (312) 733-2787.

BLACKCHAIR PRODUCTIONS accepting video,

film and computer-art submissions on an ongoing basis

for monthly screening program called "Independent

Exposure.'' Artists will be paid an Honorarium!

Looking tor subversive, narrative, animation and doc

works, but will screen anything. Submit a VHS,

clearly labeled with name, title, length, phone num-

ber, plus SASE ifyou wish the work(s) to be returned.

We will get back to you! Send submissions to:

Blackchair Productions, 2318 Second Ave., #313-A,

Seatle, WA, 98121. Info/details: (206)977-8281,

speakeasy.org; www.speakeasy.org/blackchair.

CHICAGO ADULT AMATEUR VIDEO FESTI-

VAL: Elb's Entertainment Inc., a video/ film prod,

company 6k publishing firm, is accepting all genres,

under 40 min. 1/2" NTSC or PAL version. Request

info: CAAVF, Elb's Entertainment, 2501 N. Lincoln

Ave., #198, Chicago, IL 60614; (312) 910-5224;

info elbsentertainment.com; www.elbsentertain-

ment.com/xxx.

EXPRESSO FILM FESTIVAL seeks SVHS/VHS

tapes for on-going weekly short film fest. Pref. new

student &. ind films on any subject, 15 min. or less in

length. Will be seen by key industry people in

Hollywood. Send tape w/ one paragraph description:

EFF, 1525 Aviation Blvd. #248, R.B., CA 90278.

THE FILM CENTER @ SOHA seeks original fea-

ture-length and short submissions from independent,

underground and student filmmakers desiring expo-

sure and press for ongoing weekly screenings. All gen-

res/subjects welcome. Submissions should be in 8mm,

Super 8, 16mm or VHS-NTSC. No entry fee or dead-

line. Send entry to Matt Stafford at The Film Center

(3 SOHA, 988 Amsterdam Ave., New York, NY
10025; for more info call (212) 678-0078.

FINISHING PICTURES accepting shorts and

works-in-progress seeking distribution or exposure to

financial resources for CLIPS, a quarterly showcase

presented to invited audience of industry profession-

als. Deadline: Ongoing. Contact: Lou Flees, (212)
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212-765-6600

Mini-DV and DVCAM dubs to BETA

...at prices independent

filmmakers can afford

Lichtenstein Creative Media

1600 Broadway Suite 601 New York, N.Y. 10019

THE

x, non-profit media arts

organization providing access

to broadcast quality video

post-production services for

artists & independent producers

at drastically discounted rates.~~ Standby also publishes

FELIX, A Journal of Media Arts

and Communication.~

~

• Betacam to D-2 Online Editing $85/hr

• Audio Post-Production $75/hr

• Nonlinear Editing $60/hr

• CDR Burns $30/hr

• Mass Duplication Inquire

Standards Conversion Inquire

Contact us for other services & membership.

PO Box 184, New York, NY 10012

Email :standby@felixweb.org

Phone: (212)219-0951

Fax: (212)219-0563

www.felixweb.org

FILM & TV PRODUCTION

BUDGETING SOFTWARE
POWERFUL & AFFORDABLE! Only S 149

Boilefflote
FILM/TV BUDGETING TEMPLATES

Running on Excel and Lotus 1-2*3

tor Windows and Macintosh

Create industry standard

production budgets and reports

for feature films, television,

commercials and videos using

Boilerplate's powerful templates

running on Excel and Lotus 1-2-3

for Windows and Macintosh!

I have used the BoilerPlale Film/TV Budgeting

Template with great success It is certainly a very

complete, comprehensive and easy to use piece of

software I would not hesitate for even a micro

second in highly recommending your product to

others in this industry " - Robert Guertin,

Communication Concepts LTD

BBP SOFTWARE 1818 Gilbreth Road,

Suite 200, Burlingame, CA 94010

(650) 692-5793 Fax (650) 697-4177

e-mail: bb-prods@worldnet.att.net

BUY ON-LINE AND DOWNLOAD
BOILERPLATE INSTANTLY!

www.wenet.net/~bbp

EDIT

v
minutes from

Tribeca

East Village

Washington Square

ON PEARL ST. DOCUMENTARY
.COMMERCIAL
ADVERTISING

BROADCAST QUALITY bvumo system
2 slow-motion sources w/frame accurate matchbacks
digital audio record and layback

CMX style editing 21 2.952.0848
edls saved to ascii files filmtape@aol.com

971-5846; lou(S microedge.com.

"FUNNY SHORTS" requests submissions of funny

short films for new synd. TV show. Shorts may be on

film or video, but no longer than 20 min. Students,

amateurs 6k professionals welcome. Cash 6k prizes will

be awarded for films chosen for broadcast. Tapes not

returned. Send entries on VHS to: Funny Shorts c/o

Vitascope, Box 24981, New Orleans, LA 70184.

KLNOFIST IMAGEWORKS seeks work of all kinds

for screenings 6k distrib. within the underground

community. DIY, exp. 6k activist work encouraged.

Send VHS, SASE to Kinofist Imageworks, Box 1102,

Columbia, MO 65205; dmwF92(S hamp.ham shire,

edu

KNITTING FACTORY VIDEO LOUNGE seeks

VHS tapes for on-going bi-monthly series. Any genre

or subject. Send tape w/ brief bio to: Knitting Factory

Video Lounge, Box 1220 Canal St. Station, NY, NY,

10013. If tape return desired, include SASE.

I MCKINNEY AVENUE CONTEMPORARY is

now accepting film 6k video work that explores issues

if gender 6k sexual identity for a series screening at

the Cinemac this winter. Please send VHS copy of

work along w/ brief resume or biography 6k SASE (if

you want work returned) by Nov. 21. Contact:

McKinney Avenue Contemporary, 3120 McKinney

Ave., Dallas, TX 75204; (214) 953-1212; themac

(ScybeiTamp.net; www.atypical.com/ THEMAC.

M NATIONAL COLLEGE TV NETWORK: produc-

ers seek creative programming, student film and

video, animation, music videos 6k clips of indie bands.

Select entries will be broadcast nationally 6k bands

may be invited to perform live for a studio audience.

Contact: Burly Bear Network, 254 West 54th St.,

New York, NY 10019; (212) 293-0770; fax 293-0771;

burlybeartg. burlybear.com; www.burlybear.com

NEW YORK FILM BUFFS: film society promoting

indie films seeks 16mm 6k 35mm features, shorts 6k

animation for ongoing opinion-maker screenings dur-

ing fall 6k winter seasons. Send VHS submissions w/

SASE to: NY Film Buffs, 318 W. 15th St., New York,

|
NY 10011; (212)807-0126.

PERIPHERAL PRODUCE, presented by Rodeo

FilmCo., is Portland-based roving showcase 6k distr.

co-op for exp 6k underground film/video. Curated

shows exhibited bi-monthly. Formats: 16mm, VHS.

S5 entry fee. Contact: Peripheral Produce, Rodeo

FilmCo., Box 40835, Portland, OR 97240; mattmp-

produce(g msn.com

SUDDEN VIDEO call for entries. Ind. curators seek

short works. Looking for experimental works that

approximate emotional tone of events that inspired

their production. Works should be under 10 min.

long 6k be available on videotape for exhibition/dis-

tribution. Send submissions on VHS ck SASE to:

Gort/Raad, 17 Edward Ave., Southampton, MA
01073.

UNQUOTE TV: 1/2 hr nonprofit program dedicat-

ed to exposing innovative film 6k video artists, seeks

ind. doc, narrative, exp, performance works. Seen on

over 50 cable systems nationwide. No payment. Send

submissions to: Unquote TV, c/o DUTV, 33rd ck

Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215) 895-

2927; fax 895-1054.
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THE ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT
VIDEO AND FILMMAKERS

Inverse, committed, opinionated, and

fiercely independent—these are the

video and filmmakers who make up

the national membership of AIVF.

Documentary and feature filmmakers,

animators, experimentalists, distribu-

tors, educators, students, curators—all

concerned that their work make a dif-

ference—find the Association of

Independent Video and Filmmakers, the

national service organization for inde-

pendent media producers, vital to their

professional lives. Whether it's our

magazine, The Independent Film <§-

Video Monthly, or the organization

raising its collective voice to advocate

for important issues, AIVF preserves

your independence while letting you

know you're not alone.

To succeed as an independent today,

you need a wealth of resources, strong

connections, and the best information

available. So join with more than

4,500 other independents who rely on

AIVF to help them succeed. JOIN AIVF

TODAY!

Here's what AIVF membership

offers

^fndep;

L ~ ' rrSor-rtt-ily

"We Love This Magazine!!'

-UTNE Reader-

Membership provides you with a

(year's subscription to The Independent

Thought-provoking features, news, and

regular columns on business, technical,

and legal matters. Plus festival list-

ings, distributor profiles, funding dead-

lines, exhibition venues, and announce-

ments of member activities and new

programs and services. Special issues

highlight regional activity and focus

on subjects including experimental

media new technologies, and media

education

WORKSHOPS, PANELS, AND
SEMINARS
Members get discounts on events cov-

ering the whole spectrum of current

issues and concerns affecting the field,

ranging from business and aesthetic to

technical and political topics.

INSURANCE
Members are eligible to purchase dis-

counted personal and production

insurance plans through AIVF suppli-

ers. A wide range of health insurance

options is available, as well as E&O
and production plans tailored to the

needs of low-budget mediamakers.

TRADE DISCOUNTS
More than 50 businesses across the

country offer AIVF members discounts

on equipment and auto rentals, film

processing, transfers, editing, and

other production necessities. Plus

long-distance and overnight courier

services are available at special rates

for AIVF members from national com-

panies. Members also receive discounts

on hotels and car rentals.

INFORMATION
We distribute a series of informational

resources on financing funding, distri-

bution, and production; members

receive discounts on selected titles.

ATVF's staff can also provide informa-

tion about distributors, festivals, and

general information pertinent to your

needs. With over 600 volumes, our

library houses information on every-

thing from distributors to sample con-

tracts to budgets. We're working on a

comprehensive information system

that will be available on-line only to

members.

COMMUNITY
Monthly member get-togethers called

AIVF Salons, occur in cities across the

country. These member-run member-

organized salons are a unique opportu-

nity for members and non-members

alike to network exhibit, and advocate

for independent media in their local

area. To find the salon nearest you

check the back pages of The

Independent the AIVF website

[www.aivf.orgl, or call the office for

the one nearest you. If you can't find

one in your area then start one!

CONFERENCE/SCREENING
ROOM
Members can have access to our low-

cost facility to hold meetings and

small private screenings of work for

friends, distributors, programmers, fun-

ders, and producers.

ADVOCACY
AIVF continues its efforts to advocate

for the field, holding forums around

the country to keep independent

mediamakers abreast of the latest

issues concerning our community.

H



MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES

1

INDIVIDUAL/STUDENT MEMBERSHIP

Includes: One year's subscription to The Independent Access to all insurance plans and discounts _
I

On-line or Over-the-Phone Information Services _ Discounted admission to seminars _ Book discounts

Advocacy action alerts _ Eligibility to vote and run for board of directors.

SUPPORTING MEMBERSHIP
All of the above benefits extended to two members of the same household except for the year's sub-

scription to The Independent, which is shared by both.

NON-PROFTT ORGANIZATIONAL/BUSINESS &• INDUSTRY MEMBERSHIP
All the above benefits (except access to insurance plans) and 3 one-year subscriptions to The

Independent _ Representative may vote and run for board of directors _ Special mention in The

Independent

LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION

Year's subscription to The Independent only JOIN AJVF TODAY!

I

lSm*w MEMBERSHIP RATES

v * i **if^
$35/Student (enclose copy of student ID)

MJujF $SS/Individual

$9S/Supporting

$100/Non-profit Organization

mW '-'*
f "^Ml $150/Business & Industry -

• &&$ LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION

$75 domestic

1 1
$90 foreign

Name

1 Organization

1 v '. Wv
Address

City

Jm 1 State ZIP

Country

Weekday teL

Fax

Email: URL:

MAILING RATES

U.S. - magazines are mailed second-class;

add $20 for first-class mailing.

Canada - add $15

Mexico - add $20

• All Others - Add $45

Membership cost

Mailing Costs (if applicable)

Contribution to FIVF m» separate tax deductible check payable to

FIVF)

$ Total amount enclosed (check or money order)

Or please bill my Visa MC

Acct #

Exp. date I

Signature

Mail to AIVF, 304 Hudson St, 6th Floor, NY, NY 10013; Or charge by phone (212) 507-1400 x236, by fax (212)

463-5519, or download from our website wwwAivf.org

*
, 1 t

•

1
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THE URBAN INSTITUTE FOR CONTEM-
PORARY ARTS: A nonprofit organization which

invites proposals for future exibitions. We seek

innovative work that deals with contemporary

issues and concerns for solo and curated shows,

which may not fall within the conventional

bounds of the visual arts. All proposals should

include: one page statement (artistic or curatori-

al), max two page resume, max 10 slides (well

labelled w/ top indication), SASE, and a $15 entry

fee (check on money order made out to UICA).

Send proposals to: UICA PROPS, 41 Sheldon

Blvd. SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49503; (616) 454-

7000. Postmark deadline is December 31, 1998.

UNDERGROUND CINEMA seeks entertaining

short films for promotional video showcasing new

black talent. If your short is selected, UC will help

finance your next project. Call (212) 426-1723.

VIDEO/FILM SHORTS wanted for local televi-

sion. Directors interviewed, tape returned with

audience feedback. Accepting VHS/SVHS, 15

min. max. SASE to: RO. Box 1042, Nantucket,

MA 02554; (508) 325-7935.

VIDEOSPACE BOSTON seeks creative videos

for tall 6k spring programming. Any genre 6k

length. Nonprofit/no payment. Send VHS, Hi-8,

or 3/4" with description, name, phone, and SASE

to: Videospace, General Submissions, 9 Myrtle

St., Jamaica Plain, MA 02 130.

WXXI Public Television's Independent Film

Series, wants short films/videos, animation, art

films and longer-length documentaries for possible

screenings on weekly pnmetime series. Topics are

your choice, but should be suitable for viewing by

a general television audience. Submit entries on

VHS. If chosen, a broadcast quality version will be

required. For more info or entry forms call: (716)

258-0244.

YEAR 2525 Productions is seeking independent

shorts in any and all genres for upcoming video

series. Tapes submitted must be in VHS and less

than 45 minutes in length. Please include resume

and press kit. All responses will be notified of staus

by December '98. Year 2525 Productions, Box

90322, San Antonio, Texas 78209-9998.

Publications

ART ON FILM DATABASE offers free listings.

Have you produced films, videos or CD-ROMs on

art or architecture? Send info for inclusion in data-

base of over 25,000 prods on visual arts topics.

Prods about artists of color 6k multicultural arts

projects are welcomed. Send info to: Program for

Art on Film, Inc., c/o Pratt SILS, 200 Willoughby

Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11205; (718) 399-4206; fax

(718) 399-4207; artfilm@sils.pratt.edu; www.art-

film.org

CANYON CINEMA's 25th Anniversary Catalog

(including 1993-5 supplements) with over 3500

film and video titles is available for $20. Call or fax

(415) 626-2255; canyon(g sj.bigger.net

FILM QUARTERLY: Special 40th Anniversary

Issue. Special section gives readers an opportunity

to reflect on the nature of cinema and what it

means both to those who practice the art of filmmak-

ing and to those who watch the films, think about

them, write about them, and, ultimately, see them as

an integral part of their lives. Film Quarterly,

University of California Press, 2120 Berkeley Way

#5812, Berkeley, CA 94720; journals@ucop.edu;

www.uc press.edu/journals/fq/

FILMMAKER'S RESOURCE: A new Watson-

Guptill publication by Julie Mackaman. A veritable

"supermarket of great opportunities—more than 150

of them—for a wide variety of filmmakers. ..from fea-

ture to doc to educational films." Conact: Watson-

Guptill, Amphoto, Whitney Library of Design,

Billboard Books, 1515 Broadway, NY, NY 10036.

GUIDE TO TAX EXEMPTIONS FOR FILMS
SHOT IN NY STATE is available for producers who

want clear instructions on how to claim the numer-

ous tax exemptions available in NY state for film,

television 6k commercial production. Put together by

the Empire State Development Corp., the 51 -page

reference guide can be obtained by contacting NY
State Governor's Office or the Tax Office. NY State

Governor's Office for Motion Picture and Television

Development, 633 3rd Ave., 33rd Floor, New York,

NY 10017-6706; (212) 803-2330; fax: 803-2369;

www.empire.state.ny.us/ mptv.htm

IFFCON '98 transcripts are available. Topics dis-

cussed by financiers, producers and editors include:

Foreign TV as a Source for Funding, How to Pitch

Your Idea, 6k Finding US Dollars. Send $45 to IFF- [J
CON; 360 Ritch St.; San Francisco, CA 94107. For

more info call 415-281-9777.

INDEPENDENT PRESS ASSOCIATION Save

the Ideas! Without independent sources of ideas and

discussion, democracy and dissent cannot thrive. The

IPA works to nurture and encourage indie publica-

tions committed to justice for all. To find out more,

write to IPA, PO Box 191785, San Francisco, CA
94119; or call (415) 896-2456; indypress@igc.

org;www.indypress.org

MEDIAMAKER HANDBOOK: THE ULTI-

MATE GUIDE FOR THE INDEPENDENT PRO-

DUCER: annual guide published by Bay Area Video

Coalition. Includes: nat'l 6k int'l film festival listings,

distributors, exhibition venues, media funding

sources, TV broadcast venues, film 6k video schools.

For more info, call: (415) 861-3282

MEDIA MATTERS, Media Alliance's newsletter,

provides comprehensive listings of New York area

events 6k opportunities for media artists. For a free

copy, call Media Alliance at (212) 560-2919 or visit

their web site at http://www.mediaalliance.org.

QUEER PUBLIC ACCESS TV PRODUCERS:
Author seeks public access show tapes by/for/ about

gay, lesbian, bi, drag and trans subjects, for inclusion

in an academic press book on queer community pro-

gramming. All program genres are welcome. Send

VHS tapes to: Eric Freedman, Assistant Professor,

Coram. Dept., Florida State University, 777 Glades Rd.,

Boca Raton, FL 33431; (561) 297-3850; efreedma@

fau.edu; Please include info, about your program's his-

tory and distrib.

FILM VIDEO ARTS
The Stomping Ground for

Independent Giants!

since 1968

Courses

Camera Rentals

Avid 1000

Digital Studio

Video Edit Suites

Flatbeds

Dubs & Transfers

Affordable Rates

212.673.9361
817 Broadway NYC

INDEPENDENT
FILM FESTIVAL
March 19 & 20, 1999 • West Point, MS

Our 2nd annual festival welcomes any length

film in any genre. Cash awards and "MAGS" will

be given. Entries will be screened in 16mm, Beta

and 3/4". Last Year's winners: Mark Edgington's

"Anna in the Sky"; Laurence Cumbo's "Anna &

Eddie"; Ron Brown's "Bedtime Story".

For entry form write to:

Ron Tibbett, Festival Director

Magnolia Independent Film Festival

2269 Waverly Dr.

West Point, MS 39773

Phone (601) 494-5836

Fax (601) 494-9900

Entry deadline Feb. 15, 1999
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AVIO EDIT SUITES
OFFLINE/ON LINE/3DFX

Grafix Suite/After Effects

Audio Design/Mixing/Protools

V.O. Booth /Read To Picture

Betacam SP

DV & DVCAM
3/4 SP Hi-8 SVHS

Component Editing

Transfers, Window Dubs

45/hr 340/day 175/night

1 123 Broadway, Suite 814

New York, New York 10010

www2.infohouse.com/earthvideo

212-228-4254

1 Avid Non-Linear Editing, available in

both PAL & NTSC for:

Short Films/Documentaries/

Music Videos & Commercials

1 Demo Reels

Post Production

Video Tape Transfers in all formats ,

including: DV Cam & DVC Pro

International Standards Conversion,

PAL & SECAM

High Quality Duplication from any

Source Master

Film to tape Transfer

ANALOG DIGITAL INTERNATIONAL

20 East 49th Street, 2nd floor

New York, NY 1001

7

Tel: (212) 688-51 1 Fax (212) 688-5405

E-MAIL address: adidigital@aol.com

Northeast Negative Matchers, Inc.

Your Avid Film Composer Matchback Specialists

Negative cutting & Conforming

y 35mm
> 16mm
y Super 16mm

.^in service

©413-736-2177 1,413-734-1211 • 800-370-CUTS

25 Riverview Terrace
Springfield, MA 1 1 08- 1603

www.nenm.com
e-mail: nenm@nenm.com

Resources • Funds

ABOVE THE LINE: fellowship program from the

Bay Area Video Coalition offers women &. minority

candidates 6 months of free, comprehensive instruc-

tion on all aspects of video 6k website production.

Deadline: Jan. 15. Contact: BAVC, 2727 Mariposa

St., 2nd Fl„ San Francisco, CA 94110; (415) 861-

3282; www.bavc/org

ARTIST FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM offered by

Calif. Arts Council to individual California artists

involved in Media Arts 6k New Genre. Artists must

show 10 years of previous professional experience to

be eligible. Must be primary creators of their work.

Matching funds not required 6k no specific project

must be carried out with CAC funds. Deadline:

January 9, 1999. Contact: Carol Shiftman or Wayne

Cook, Calif. Arts Council, 1300 I St., Suite 930,

Sacremento, CA 95814; (916) 322-6555;

www.cac.ca.gov

I ASIAN AMERICAN ARTS ALLIANCE offers

two grant programs: Technical Assistance 6k Regrant

Initiative (TARI) 6k Chase Manhattan SMARTS
Regrants Program. Total of $75,000 in awards avail-

able to NYC Asian American arts organizations with

annual budgets of $100,000 or less. Contact: Marli

Higa, (212) 941-9208 for application details and

I
deadlines.

(CALIFORNIA ARTS COUNCIL ARTIST IN

RESIDENCY PROGRAM provides funding for

long-term, in-depth, hands-on interaction between

I

artists and particpants through workshops 6k classes

sponsored by schools, non-profits, govt, units 6k trib-

al councils. Matching funds must be provided by

sponsoring org.. Artists receive $1,600 in fees for 80

hrs./month of project time. Projects run from 3-11

months. Dealine: Feb. 6. Contact: CAC Artist

(Residency Grant Program, (800) 201-6201;

zac(g cwo.com; apps. may be downloaded from:

j

www.cac.ca.gov

CITIZEN CINEMA, Inc., 501 [c] 3 nonprofit arts

education organization dedicated to the art of film-

making, is planning to establish filmmaking work-

shops in high schools and is looking for donated used

16mm cameras, sound, lighting and editing equip-

ment in good working order. Donations of equipment

are gratefully accepted and tax dedcutible. Contact:

Dan Blanchfield, Executive, at (201) 444-9875.

CREATIVE PROJECT GRANTS: Subsidized use

of VHS, interformat 6k 3/4" editing suite for ind. cre-

ative projects. Doc, political, propaganda, promotion-

al 6k commercial projects are not eligible.

Editor/instructor avail. Video work may be done in

combination w/ S-8, Hi8, audio, performance, pho-

tography, artists, books, etc. Studio includes Amiga,

special effects, A6kB roll, transfers, dubbing, etc.

Send SASE for guidelines to: The Media Loft, 727

6th Ave., NY NY 10010; (212) 924-4893.

FRAMELINE FILM/VIDEO COMPLETION
FUND provides grants from $500-2,000 for comple-

tion of doc, ed., narrative 6k animated 6k experimen-

tal projects about or ot interest to lesbians gav men

and their communities. Deadline: Dec. 13. Contact:

Frameline Film/Video Completion Fund, 346 Ninth

St., San Francisco. CA 94103
; (415) 703-8650.
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FREE SOUNDTRACK SONGS if your credit song

in your film credits. Professionally produced & mas-

tered CD with 22 punk, rock, alternative, dance, love

songs. Call John at Road Rash Music (ASCAP pub-

lisher) (703)481-9113.

HARVESTWORKS STUDIOS: Artists in audio,

film, dance, video, radio, music, theater, multimedia,

visual, installation, and performance art are invited

to submit projects to produce a new work in our pro-

duction studios which feature a Pro Tools digital

audio editing system, Media 100 video editing system,

and a multimedia lab. Projects should reflect a pro-

duction schedule with a minimum of 20 hours and a

maximum of 60 hours of studio time. There are

twelve residencies available with alternates selected.

Deadline is November 15. Contact: Harvestworks,

596 Broadway, Ste. 602, NY.NY 10012; (212) 431-

1130; fax: 431-8473; harvestC" dti.net; www.harvest-

works.org

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION SERVICE consid-

ers proposals for new, innovative programs & limited

series for public TV on an ongoing basis. No finished

works or applications for development. Contact:

ITVS, 51 Federal St., Suite 401, San Francisco, CA
94107; (415)356-8383.

ISLAND MEDIA INTERNATIONAL offering

postproduction grant to directors who wish to use

AVID. Four awards given to fiction, doc, narrative

short & doc. short. Awards: $3,000 of AVID editing

w/ editor for features; $1,500 of AVID editing w/ edi-

tor for shorts. Deadline: Jan. 31,1998. Contact:

Island Media, (212) 252-3522.

THE JOHN D. & CATHERINE T MAC-
ARTHUR FOUNDATION provides partial sup-

port ot selected documentary series &. films intended

for national or international broadcast &. focusing on

an issue within one ot the Foundation's two major

programs (Human and Community Development;

Global Security &. Sustainability). Send preliminary

2- to 3-page letter to: John D. &. Catherine T.

MacArthur Foundation, 140 S. Dearborn St., Suite

1100, Chicago, IL 60603-5285; (312) 726-8000;

4answers(& macfdn.org; www.macfdn.org

MATCHING GRANT FOR RESTORATION
offered by VidiPax. VidiPax will match 20% of fund-

ing received from govt., foundation or corporate

funding agency. Individual artists need non-profit fis-

cal sponsorship to apply. Video & audiotape restora-

tion must be performed at VidiPax. Contact: Dara

Meyers-Kingsley, (212) 563-1999, xlll.

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE
HUMANITIES Division of Public Programs is offer-

ing grants to U.S. nonprofit organizations. Deadline:

January 12. 12 copies of application must be received

by NEH on or before the deadline. All applicants

encouraged to submit preliminary drafts of proposals

by December 1, for consultation w/ program staff.

Contact: National Endowment for the Humanities,

Division of Public Programs, 1 100 Pennsylvania Ave.,

NW, Rm 426, Washington, DC 20506; (202) 606-

8267; publicpgms(5neh.fed.us

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TELEVISION seek-

ing story proposals from U.S. citizen or permanent

resident minority filmmakers for Nat'l Geographic

Explorer, award-winning doc series. To request appl.

Production and Post

Non Linear Offline & Online

Beta to Beta From All Sources

A Professional Facility

Intelligent Solutions

(And, oh, in case you need to space out,

we've got a cool view of the city, too)

New York City (Union Square)
212.529.2875 www.pixbiz.com

TICME
BUSINESS
PRODUCTIONS INC

Learn
Film

Making
in Vermont

B.A. Degree program.

Learnfrom successful independent

filmmakers in beautiful Burlington,

\ ermont. Callfor more information.

Jwfft Burlington

"ML CoUegl
Dcpt. MM 95 North Ave. Burlington VT 05401

1-800-862-9616 www. burlcol.edu

1
m^mm

1rr .-Tispin
cycle

|p o $ tl

We're a Full-Service Post-

Production facility for the
alternative filmmaker. We have
an ADR/Foley Studio, AVIDs,

AudioVisions, ProTools, and a

high-speed, 8-plate,

supercharged steenbeck. We
provide creative editors,

experienced technical support
and expert post supervision at

competitive rates. For more
information, contact Jeanette

King at (212) 679-2720. Or Fax at

(212 679-2730.

SPIN CYCLE POST, INC.
12 West 27th St., 6th Floor

New York, NY 10001

* '
would like to thank the following sponsors & theaters for helping

to make history with the first national theatrical release of a digital

WAVELENGTH feature film via satelliteG
THE LAST BROADCAST

# C Y B E R S " A R

DIGITAL
COMPANY

Cable Car Cinema, Providence Rl

Enzian Theatre, Orlando FL

International House, Philadelphia PA

PROJECTION
The Hollywood Theater, Portland OR

'1
if] H indidWIRE Belf Museum Theatre, Minneapolis MAI

channel

* ' A
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Sound Stage Rentals:

34x28x 14

200 Amps
Hard Cyc / Blue Screen

$500 / day

On Line Editing:

DVCam, BetaSP, 3/4", S-VHS
ABC Roll

DVE: Pinnacle Alladin

w/lots of Effects

Video Toaster 4.1

$85 / hour with Editor

Production Packages:
SONY DVCAM:

DSR-130 $380 /day*
DSR-300 $280 / day*

* Including Cameraperson

Audio Services:

ADR, voice-over recording

$55 /hr.

In-house Sound Design &. Scoring

also available.

Tel: 212-679-9779
Fax: 212-532-0444

JAMES A. MICHENER CENTER FOR WRITERS

^Master(f£nffncArts in'Writing

ombine work in SCREEN-

WRITING with fiction,

poetry or playwriting in our

unique interdisciplinary MFA
degree program. j ^^
*****

$12,000 James A.

Michener Fellowships granted

yearly to all candidates enrolled

in the three-year program.

For more information, contact:

MICHENER CENTER FOR WRITERS

/. Frank Dobie House

702 E. Dean Keeton St. • Austin, TX 78705

512-471-1601 • bsntder@mail.utexas.edu

http://uts.cc.utexas.edu/-wrtters/

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

forCDP (Cultural Diversity Project), call: (202) 862-

8637.

NEW DAY FILMS: premiere distribution coopera-

tive for social issue media, seeks energetic indepen-

dent film 6k videomakers w/ challenging social issue

documentaries for distr. to nontheatrical markets.

Now accepting applications for new membership.

Contact: New Day Films 22D Hollywood Ave., Ho-

Ho-Kus, NJ 07423; (914) 485-8489; www.newday .com

NEW LIBERTY PRODUCTIONS' "IN ASSOCI-
ATION WITH" awards emerging and established

media artists & community producers up to 30 days

free access 6k training in the use of Immix VideoCube

to edit 6k master independent works that conribute to

cultural understanding 6k to the quality of life in

Philadelphia. Shooting must be completed 6k maker

must be ready to edit within one month of notifica-

tion. Call: (215) 387-2296

NEW YORK COUNCIL FOR THE HUMANI-
ITIES is accepting applications for pre-production

funds of up to $10,000. Deadline: Dec. 15. Contact:

|
National Council of the Humanities, 198 Broadway,

10th floor, New York, NY 10038; (212) 233-1131;

I fax: (212) 233-4607; hum(a echonyc.com

I
NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL ON THE ARTS
jffers grants to film, mediamakers. Deadline: Mar. 1.

For application, contact: NYSCA, 915 Broadway, 8th

Floor, New York, NY 10010; (212) 387-7000; fax:

387-7164.

NEXT WAVE FILMS, funded by Independent Film

Channel, offers finishing funds of up to $100,000 for

up to four films/year. Budgets must be under

$200,000. Contact: Mark Stolaroff, Next Wave Films,

2510 7th St., Suite E, Santa Monica, CA 90405;

(310) 392-1720; paradigm(5 earthlink.net

OPEN DOOR COMPLETION FUND: Nat'l

Asian American Telecommunications Association

(NAATA) offers completion funding for projects in

final stages of post-production, w/ awards averaging

$15,000. Works should present fresh 6k provocative

takes on contemporary Asian American 6k Asian

issues, have strong potential for public TV' 6k be of

standard TV lengths (i.e., 30 mins., 1 hr., etc.).

Conact: Charles McCue, NAATA Media Fund, 346

Ninth St., 2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103; (415)

863-0814; Fax: (415) 863-7428; E-mail: charles

(a naatanet.org.; www.naatanet.org.

OPPENHEIMER CAMERA new filmmaker grant

program offers access to professional 16mm camera

system for first serious new productions in dramatic,

doc, exp, or narrative form. Purely commercial pro-

jects not considered. Provides camera on year-round

basis. No application deadline, but allow 10 weeks

min. for processing. Contact: Dana Meaux,

Oppenheimer Camera, 666 S. Plummer St., Seattle,

WA 98134; (206) 467-8666; fax: 467-9165;

dana(a oppenheimercamera.com

PACIFIC PIONEER FUND awards $1,000-8,000

grants to emerging West Coast (CA, OR, WA) docu-

mentary film 6k videomakers w/ non-profit fiscal

sponsorship. Student projects ineligible; "sponsor

pending" applications not accepted. Deadline: Feb. 1

.

For form, send SASE to: FAF, 346 Ninth St., 2nd Fl.,

San Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 552-8760.
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PAUL ROBESON FUND FOR INDEPENDENT
MEDIA solicits projects addressing critical social &
political issues with the goal of creating social change.

Funding for radio projects in all stages of prod. & film

& video projects in pre-production or distribution

stages only. Grants ranges from $3,000-8,000.

Deadline: December 1, 1998. Contact: Janis Strout,

Program Officer, The Funding Exchange, 666

Broadway, #500, New York, NY 10012; (212) 529-

5300; www.fex.org/Robeson

PANAVISION'S NEW FILMMAKER PRO-
GRAM provides 16mm camera pkgs. to short, non-

profit film projects of any genre, including student

thesis films. Contact: Kelly Simpson, New Filmmaker

Program, Panavision, 6219 DeSoto Ave., Woodland

hills, CA 91367-2601; (818) 316-1000 x220; fax:

(818) 316-1111.

PEN WRITERS FUND & FUND FOR WRIT-
ERS & EDITORS WITH AIDS. Emergency funds,

in form of grants 6k interest-free loans of up to $1,000

given each year to over 200 professional literary writ-

ers, including screenwriters, facing financial crisis.

PEN's emergency funds are not intended to subsidize

writing projects. Contact: PEN American Center,

568 B'way, NY, NY 10012-3225; (212) 334-1660.

ROY W. DEAN GRANT available to ind. doc. film-

makers. Winner will receive up to $35,000+ in sup-

plies 6k equipment. Must submit sample tape.

Deadline: Dec. 24. For appl, contact: Drew (5 Studio

Film 6k Tape, attn.: Roy W. Dean Grant, 630 9th

Ave., 8th fl., NY, NY 10036.

SPECIAL ASSISTANCE GRANTS offered by the

Illinois Arts Council. Matching funds of up to $1,500

to IL artists for specific projects. Examples of activi-

ties funded are registration fees & travel for confer-

ences, workshops; consultants fees; exhibits, perfor-

mances, screenings; materials or services. Funds

awarded based on quality of work submitted 6k

impact of project on artist's professional develop-

ment. Applications must be received at least 8 weeks

prior to project starting date. Call for availability of

funds. Illinois Arts Council, 100 W. Randolph, Suite

10-500, Chicago, IL 60601; (312) 814-6570 toll-free

in IL (800) 237-6994; ilarts@artswire.oig

SOROS DOCUMENTARY FUND supports int'

doc films and videos on current 6k significant issues in

human rights, freedom of expression, social justice 6k

civil liberties. Three project categories considered for

funding: initial seed funds (grants up to $15,000),

projects in preproduction (grants up to $25,000), pro-

jects in production or postprod. (average grant is

$25,000, but max. is $50,000). Highly competitive.

Proposals reviewed quarterly. Contact: Soros

Documentary Fund, Open Society Institute, 400 W.

59th St., NY, NY 10019; (212) 548-0600.

UNIVERSITY FILM 6k VIDEO ASSOC: student

grants avail, for research 6k productions in following

categories: narrative, documentary 6k experimen-

tal/animation/multi-media. For appl., contact: Prof.

Julie Simon, UFVA Grants, U. of Baltimore, 1420 N.

Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201.

145 West 20th St.

New York, NY 10011

Fax: 212-242-4419

20 VHS Tapes

w/sleeves & labels

Independents

Only
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Millennium Campaign Fund

The Millennium Campaign Fund is a 3 year ini-

titiativc to develop a $150,000 cash reserve

fund for the Foundation for Independent Video

and Film by the year 2000. Since its inaugura-

tion in March 1997, we have raised more than

$90,000. We would like to thank those who
have so generously donated to the Millennium

Campaign Fund. (Gifts received as of 9/24/98)

Corporations/Government/

Foundations
American Film Institute Theater, John E Kennedy Center

for the Performing Arts; BET/Encore; District

Cablevision; DC Commission on the Arts and

Humanities; Home Box Office; Jewish Communal Fund;

New York State Council on the Arts; Tower

Records/Video/Books; US Airways; Washington DC Film

Society

Honorary Committee Members
(Gifts of $500 or more)

AIVF DC Salon, Ralph Arlyck, John Bard

Manulis, Peter Buck, C-Hundred Film Corp.,

C6kS International Insurance Brokers, Hugo
Cassirer, Martha Coolidge, Detour Film

Foundation/Rick Linklater, Nik Ives, Bill Jersey,

Richard Kylherg, Tom LeGoff, Helaine 6k Sidney

Lerner, Diane Markrow, Leonard Merrill Kurz,

Sheila Nevins, David 6k Sandy Picker,

R.E.M./Athens, LLC, Barbara Roberts, James

Schamus, Robert L. Seigel, Michael Stipe, Liza

Vann Smith, Miranda Smith, Ann Tennenbaum,

Walterry Insurance Company, Marc N. Weiss 6k

Nancy Meyer, Robert E. Wise

Friends
lGifts of $100 or more)

Anonymous, Barbara Abrash, The American

Documentary, Inc., John C. Anderson, Ted 6k

Asya Berger, Alan Berliner, Regina Berliner, Tessa

Blake, Blackside Inc., Doug Block, Susan Bodine,

Esq., Bob Brodsky, Barbara Brooks, Florence

Burke, Jeff Bush, Michelle Byrd, Pamela Calvert,

David Carnochan, Rick Carter, Christine Choy,

Ruth Anne Cohen, Jem Cohen, Bob Coleman,

Joan Conger, Norman Cowie, Keith Crofford,

Linda 6k Bob Curtis, Jonathan Dayton, Helen De
Michiel, Loni Ding, Eileen Douglas, Aaron
Edison, Bill Einreinhofer, Jon Else, Cassian Elwes,

Fanlight Productions, Chris Farina, Valerie Faris,

Larry Fessenden, Film Forum, Bonnie Finnegan,

Kenneth Fishel, Paul Fitzmaurice, William

Flemming, Frank Frattaroli, Peter Friedman,

Archibald Gillies, Patricia Goudvis, Barbara

Hammer, Henry Hampton, Hal Hartley, Richard

& Elaine Hawk, James Herbert, Kathy High,

Deborah Hoffman, Ted Hope, Miljan Ilich, Zuzana

Justman, Ticia Kane, Dai Sil Kim-Gibson, Michael

G. Kindle, Valerie Kontakos, Stephen Krai, Terry

Lawler, Ruby Lerner, Peter Lewnes, Mark Lipman,

Lawrence Loewinger, Jason Lyon, Charles

MacFarland, Jodi Magee, Jim McKay, Cara Mertes,

Deanna Morse, Robb Moss, N. Cheng 6k

Company, Michel Negroponte, John O'Brien,

Jackie Ochs, October Films, Off Shore Pictures,

Eloise Payne, Anthony Peraticos, Minn Pickering,

Robert Richter, Ross S. McElwee, John Schwartz,

Nat Segaloff, Deborah Shaffer, Lisabeth Shean,

Sloss Law Office, PC, Vivian Sobchack, Kevin

Smith, Valerie 6k Jim Smith, Buddy Squires, James

Stark, George C. Stoney, Helen Stritzler, Karle

Trappe, Thunderhead Productions, Toni

Treadway.Mark Tusk, David Van Taylor, Martha

Wallner, David 6k Susan Watson, Barton Weiss,

Susan Wittenberg, Lauren Zalaznick, Gei

Zantzinger, Debra Zimmerman

The Foundation for Independent Video and Film, the educational affiliate of the Association of

Independent Video and Filmmakers, supports a variety of programs and services for the independent

media community, including publication of T/ie Independent, workshops, and an information clearing-

house. None of this work would be possible without die generous support of the AIVF membership and

the following organizations:

Academy Arts Foundation; Mary Duke Biddle Foundation, Center for Arts Criticism, Heathcote Art Foundation,

DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities, Lihraires fcr the Future, Albert A. List Foundation, John D. and Catherine

T MacArthur Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, New York State Giuncil on the Arts, Rockefeller

Foundation, and Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc.

We also wish to thank the following individuals and organizational members:

Benefactors: Patrons: Sponsors:

Forest Creatures Entertainment®Pamela Calvert, Mary D. Dorman, C 6k S, Int'l Insurance Brokers, Inc.;

Karen Freedman, Jeffrey Levy-Hinte, CDPI. Inc.; LoniDingDaviJWHaas, Dr. V
Robert L Seigel Esq.; James Schamus, Hufnagel/ Woman's Cable Network; Jim

Roger E. Weisberg McKay; Leonard Merrill Kurz Co., Robb

Moss; Jodi Piekoff, Julio Riberio,
J. B.

Sass/Letting Go Foundation, George C.

Stoney, Debra Zimmerman

Business/Industry Members:

Antares Research, Santa Fe., NM; Aries Productions, Arlington, TX; Austin Cinemaker Coop., Austin, TX;

Bee Hive Productions, Mt Vernon, NY; BET Movies/Starz! 3; Englewood, CO; BIZTV USA NYC; Blackside, Inc.,

Boston, MA; Bureau for At-Risk Youth, Plainview, NY; C 6k S International Insurance Brokers, NYC; Cando

Entertainment, NYC; CK Productions, NYC; Clinica Estetico, NYC; Engel Production, NYC; Ericson Media Inc,

NYC; Galarza 6k Associates, Inc., Oakland, CA; H 6k M Productions, NYC; Henninger Media Services, Arlington,

VA; Hogan Films., Spring, TX; Jes 6k Woodcraft Video Prod. Inc, Taylor, MI; Koch TV Productions, Cabin John, MD;
Lauri Enterprises Inc., New Rochelle, NY; LD Media, NYC; Lemom Prod., NYC; Lyrick Studios, Richardson, TX;

Joseph McCarthy, BTdyn, NY; Heidi McLean, Evergreen, CO; Media Pnncipia, NYC; Mark Morton, Atlanta, GA;

New Rican Filmmaker, Bronx, NY; NTV Studio Productions, NYC; One Such Films, NYC; Opposable Thumb Prod.,

Inc., NYC; Henrietta S. Parker, East Orange, NJ; Perfunktory Productions, LLC, NYC; Respectable St., Inc, West Palm

Beach, FL; Sogecable, Madrid, Spain; Andrew Stone, NYC; Surf 6k Turf Films Inc., NYC; Thunder Head Prod., Palm

Beach, FL; Treasure Chest Television, North Providence, RI; Tnune Pictures, NYC; United Pictures, Las Vegas, NV;

Virtual Media, NYC; Wild Pictures, LLC, St Louis, MO; White Night Prod., San Diego, CA

Nonprofit Members
Andy Warhol Fndt., NYC; Ann Arbor Community Access TV Ann Arbor, MI; Ann Arbor Film Festival,

Ann Arbor, MI; Appalshop, Whitesburg, KY; John Armstrong, Brooklyn, NY; Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL;

ASCAP,NYC; Athens Center for Film 6k Video, Athens, OH; AUCHMUTV-University ofNew Casde, Callaghan,

New South Wales; Austin Film Society, Austin, TX; Baylor Univ., Waco, TX; Boston Univ., Boston, MA; Brooklyn

Film Institute, Brooklyn, NY; Carnegie Museums, Pittsburgh, PA; CCTY Cambridge, MA; Center, for New

American Media, NYC; Center for the Arts, Tulsa, OK; Chicago Access Corp., Chicago, IL; Cincinatti Community

Video, Cincinnati, OH; Cinema Arts Center, Huntington.NY; Kelly Clement, Taos, NM; Cleveland Filmmakers,

Cleveland, OH; Qimmunication Arts, MHCC, Gresham, OR; Communications Society, Poughkeepsie, NY;

Community Television Network, Chicago, IL;Copiague Memorial Library, Copiague, NY; G>mell Cinema, Ithaca,

NY; Covenenant House, NYC; Cultural Development Group, Miami, FL; Dallas Morning News, Dallas, TX; Denver

Film Society, Denver, CO; Dept. of Media Studies/SUNY Buffalo, Buffalo, NY; Dept. ofCommunication, The New

School, NYC; Patncia Dooley, NYC; Drexel University Library - Serials Dept., Philadelphia, PA; Duke University -

Program in Film 6k Video, Durham, NC; DUTV-Cable 54, Philadelphia, PA; EVC, NYC; Film Fest New Haven,

New Haven, CI Films for Educators, NYC; Fine Arts Division Office, Scottsdale, AZ; Flick Clique, Youngstown,

OH; Flickers Arts Collaborative, New port, RI; Globe Link Productions, Qiral Gables, FL; Harvard Medical School,

Boston, MA; Hogskulen I Volda, Norway; Hong Kong Arts Center, Hong Kong, China; IFPNorth, Minneapolis,

MN; IFP/West, Los Angeles, CA; Image Film Video Center, Adanta, GA; Institute for Public Media Arts, Durham,

NC; Intermedia Arts, Minneapolis, MN; IFS, NYC; Jewish Film Fest., Berkeley, CA; John Jay High School, Cross

River, NY; Kroma Productions, Porvoo; Laurel Cable Nenvork, Laurel, MD; Long Bow Group Inc., Brookline, MA;

Madison Film Forum, Madison, WI; MNN, NYC; Massachusetts College of Art, Boston, MA; Media Arts, Palatine,

IL; Media Resource Center - University of Ca., Berkeley, CA; Media Working Group, Covington, KY; Merci

Entertainment, New York, NY; Missoula Community Access, Missoula MT Museum of Fine Arts, Houstion, TX;

MoMA-Fifm Study Center, NYC; NAMAC, San Fransisco, CA; NVR, NYC; New Liberty Prod., Philadelphia, PA;

New York Women in Film 6k Television, NYC; Ngee Ann Polytechnic Library, Singapore; Northampton Film Festival,

Northampton, MA; Northwestern, Film Center, Portland, OR; Ohio Independent Film Festival, Cleveland, OH;

Ohio Uruv. - Film, Athens, OH; Dirk Olson, Denver, CO; Open Society Institute., NYC; George Preston, Lowell,

MA; Public Benefit Corp., Detroit, MI; Reach Foundation, Salt Spring, BC; Rochester Film Office, Rochester, NY;

Ross Film Theater, Lincoln, NE; Ross-Gafhey, NYC; Scribe Video Center, Philadelphia, PA; Singapore National

Library, Singapore; Sinking Creek Celebration, Nashville, TN; South Carolina Arts Commission, Columbia, SC;

Squeaky Wheel, Buffalo, NY; Syracuse Univ., Syracuse, NY; Tel-Aviv Univ., Tel-A\iv, Israel; Texas Film Commission,

Austin, TX; Third World Newsreel, NYC; University of Az,-Media Arts Room, Tucson, AZ; University of Mi., Ann

Arbor, MI; University of Ca. Ext. - CMIL, Berkeley, CA; University of Ne., Lincoln, NE; University of

Tx. - Dept. of Fvadio, TV, and Film, Austin, TX; Upstate, Films, Rhinebeck, NY; Video Pool., Manitoba,

Canada; Wexner Center, Columbus, OH; WKSG, Binghamton, NY; WNFT/13, NYC; Women in the

Director's Chair, Chicago, IL; Women Make Movies, NYC; Worldfest, Houston, TX; VtTYS Channel

56, Detroit, MI; York University Libraries, North York, Ontario, Ginada NYSCA



AIVF Happenings.- continued from p. 64

and the Foundation for Independent Video and

Film (FIVF) met in New York on June 27-28,

1998. Attending were: Robb Moss (Chair), Bart

Weiss (Co-Pres.), Robert Richter (Treasurer),

Diane Markrow (Secretary), Richard Linklater,

Cynthia Lopez, Jim McKay, Barbara Hammer,

Peter Lewnes, Ruby Lerner (ex-officio). Absent:

Loni Ding, James Schamus, Todd Cohen, Susan

Wittenberg.

Executive Director Ruby Lerner discussed staff

changes that will occur over the next six months

and the job restructuring that will happen. (This

includes Lerner, Leslie Fields and Johnny McNair).

Lerner then discussed the Millennium Campaign

Fund's success and noted that in 14 months, we

now have over 340 donors. She also noted the suc-

cess of the library forum that took place in June.

Director of Admin. Leslie Singer passed out the

income/expense report. Lerner asked the board to

note the change in the income projection for FY 99.

Independent Editor Patricia Thomson noted

that she hired former intern Scott Castle as the

new Editorial Assistant. Managing Editor Paul

Power is currently researching the possibility of a

full color/partial color magazine. An in-house

annual festival calendar will help facilitate

Independent promotions over the course ot the year.

Membership Director Leslie Fields passed out

the programs from the DC Millennium Campaign

Fund Benefit, commenting on the event's overall

success. McKay suggested that benefit organizer

Sowande Tichawonna write a guideline for other

salons that might be interested in organizing simi-

lar events and then we can add information about

outreach and publicity.

Development Consultant Jodi Magee reported

on the reports and proposals mailed since the last

board meeting. She is developing a fundraising

calendar.

Markrow gave her committee report on the

Millennium Campaign Fund. She noted that we

have raised over $85,000 in cash and pledges and

that the board now needs to diversify the donor base.

A search committee was formed to facilitate

the search for a new executive director. The com-

mittee, composed of Markrow, Moss, Weiss, and

McKay, and staff members Singer and Thomson, is

responsible for drawing up the want-ad and devel-

oping a list of newspapers in which to advertise.

The board also discussed possible candidates.

Lewnes distributed his proposal for Salon

Guidelines. The suggestions will be taken under

consideration by the membership department.

The board discussed the 25th anniversary cele-

bration and agreed to hold it over the course of

three to four days in 2000. Official dates were not

determined.

The next board meeting was tentatively set for

October.

A$m*o

Digital Media Arts Center

audio & video
post-production

protools 4 / media 100 /after effects

16 - track lock to betacam sp & 3/4

voice over & adr/sound effects

video capture & compression

original music/sound design

special rates for independents

Harvestworks Digital Media Arts Center

2 12.431.1130 x I

596 Broadway, Suite 602, NYC 10012

http://www.harvestworks.org

WHEN IT COMES TO

ENTERTAINMENT &

MEDIA INSURANCE
WE ARE

THE EXPERTS!

DeWIH STERN

GROUP, INC.
NEW YORK

420 LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10170-0199

TEL: (212) 867-3550 • FAX: (212) 983-6483

JOLYON F. STERN, President

CAROL A. BRESSI-CILONA, SR. Vice Pres.

AFFILIATES IN: LONDON • PARIS • MUNICH

[www.aivf.org]

AIVF proudly
presents its

revamped website.
Check it out!

all Independent articles (from 1/97) available online @ www.elibrary.com •
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AIVF HAPPENINGS by vallery moore

AIVF ACTIVITIES

5TH ANNUAL AIVF

HOLIDAY PARY

Save the Date! The parry of the year demands the

attendance of great video and filmmakers! Share

food and drink with fellow artists at

our renowned Annual Holiday

Parry. Come meet new staff and bid

tarewell to Executive Director,

Ruby Lerner. To RSVR call (212)

807-1400x301.

When: Mon., Dec. 7, 7-9 p.m.

Where: AIVF office

Those interested in helping us organize the fun can

contact Vallery (ext. 222) or Michelle (ext. 235).

We look forward to your input!

WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS

The Art of Film/Video Fundraising

When: Sat., Nov. 14th, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. at AIVF office.

Join Morrie Warshawski, writer of Shaking the Money

Tree: How to Get Grants and Donations for Film &
\ Sdeo and editor of The Next Step: Distributing Films

& Videos, and learn how to design your film/video

project to attract flinders up-

front through phone inquiries,

letters, and personal contacts.

Topics to be discussed will

include: direct mail campaigns,

proper foundation research,

and fundraising events. The

last time we held this popular

workshop was in June 1996, so

don't miss this opportunity to get fundraising tips

from the best. Fee: $100 AIVF members, $120 others.

Space is limited; reservations are required. A 50%

deposit required to hold space. Please make checks or

money orders payable to FIVF and send to

AIVF/FIVF 304 Hudson St., 6th fl., New York, NY
10013, or phone your credit card order to (212)

807-1400 x235 (fax: 463-8519). Be sure to include

cardholder's name, credit card number, and expira-

tion date with all faxes. Please indicate name of

workshop on all correspondence. For more informa-

tion, contact Michelle Coe x235.

Meet the Funder:

The Corporation for Public

Broadcasting

When: Thurs., Nov. 12th, 6:30 - 8 p.m.

Where: Call NY Women in Film: (212) 679-0870

This event is cosponsored by New York Women in

Film, DocuClub, and AIVF. Meet the executives

from CPB and get all your questions answered about

working with public television. Call Women in Film

for location, price, and reservations.

FILM BYTES

Every third Friday of the month at 7 p.m. at

www.pseudo.com, AIVF hosts

FILM BYTES, a webcast series

about independent media.

Produced by Kinotek and the

Pseudo Network. Check out our

website for further details.

Not Receiving Your
Independent?

If you have any problems receiving The

Independent or questions regarding your AIVF

membership, please call LaTrice Dixon or Marya

Wethers at ext. 236.

ON LOCATION
MONTHLY MEMBER SALONS

This is an opportunity for members to discuss

work, meet other independents, share war stories,

and connect with the AIVF community across

the country. Note: Since our copy deadline is two

months before the meetings listed below, be sure

to call the local organizers to confirm that there

have been no last-minute changes.

Albany, NY:

When: 1st Wednesday of each ^7
month, 6:30 pm. -— '

Where: Borders Books 6k Music,

WolfRd.

Contact: Mike Camoin, (518) 895-5269;

video4c(5concentric.com

Atlanta, GA
When: Second Monday of the month, 6:30 pm.

Where: Redlight Cafe, Amsterdam Outlets off of

Monroe Dr. Contact: Genevieve McGillicuddy,

IMAGE (404) 352-4225 x8

Austin, TX:

When: Last Monday of the month, 8 pm.

Where: Electric Lounge, 302 Bowie Street

Contact: Ben Davis, (512) 708-1962

Birmingham, AL:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Michele Foreman, (205) 298-0685

Boston, MA:
When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Susan Walsh, (508) 528-7279

Brooklyn, NY:

When: 4th Tuesday of each month; call for time.

Where: Ozzie's Coffeehouse, 7th Ave & Lincoln PI

Contact: Glenn Francis Frontera, (718) 646-7533

Chicago, IL:

When/Where: Call for date 6k location.

Contact: Oscar Cervera, (773) 751-8000 x2564

Cleveland, OH:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Annetta Marion, (216) 781-1755

Dallas, TX:

When: 3rd Wednesday of each month, 7 pm.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Bart Weiss, (214) 999-8999

Denver/Boulder, CO:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Diane Markrow, (303) 449-7125 or

Jon Stout (303) 442-8445.

Palm Beach, FL:

When/Where: Call for date and locatiof

Contact: Dominic Giannetti, (561) 326-6628

Houston, TX:

When: Last Tuesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Houston Film Commission Hotline,

(713) 227-1407

Lincoln, NE:

When: 2nd Wednesday of every month, 5:30 p.m.

Where: Carlos O'Kelly's, 4455 N. 27th St.

Contact: (402) 782-2081

Kansas City, MO:
When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: John Sjlobom (816) 333-7574

New Brunswick, NJ:

When: Last Wednesday each month; call for time.

Where: Cappuccino's Gourmet Cafe, Colonial

Village Rte. 27 6k Parsonage Rd., Edison, NJ.

Contact: Allen Chou (908) 756-9845 or

www.passionriver.com

New Haven, CT:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Jim Gherer, ACES Media Arts Center,

(203) 782-3675

San Diego, CA:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Carroll Blue, (619) 594-6591

Seattle, WA:
When/Where: Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Joel Bachar, (206) 282-3592

Tucson, AZ:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Beverly Seckinger, (520) 621-1239

Washington, DC:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: DC Salon hotline (202) 554-3263 x4

Westchester, NY:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Bob Curtis, (914) 741-2538;

reclll@aol.com or Jonathan Kaplan (914)

948-3447; JKAP@juno.com

Youngstown, OH:

When/Where: Call for dates and times.

Contact: Art Byrd, The Flick Clique,

www.cboss.com/flickclique

For updates or changes to this listing contact

Marya Wethers x236.

MINUTES OF THE JUNE 1998 AIVF/FIVF

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

The Board of Directors of the Association of

Independent Video and Filmmakers (AIVF)

unwed <"i C 63
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WRITE . SHOOT . DIRECT . EDIT
YOUR OWN SHORT FILMS IN OUR HANDS-ON EIGHT WEEK

INTENSIVE TOTAL IMMERSION PROGRAMS FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH

LITTLE OR NO PRIOR FILMMAKING EXPERIENCE.

WORK WITH 16MM ARRIFLEX CAMERAS IN SMALL CLASS DESIGNED

AND TAUGHT BY AWARD - WINNING INSTRUCTORS. Tuition $4,000.

NEW WORKSHOPS START THE FIRST MONDAY
OF EVERY MONTH IN NEW YORK CITY ALL YEAR ROUND.

NEW YORK PRINCETON UNIVERSITY * YALE UNIVERSITY * UCLA*
PARIS, FRANCE * CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY, ENGLAND * VENICE, ITALY *

* SUMMER WORKSHOPS LOCATION - FOUR, SIX AND EIGHT WEEK.

All workshops are solely owned and operated by»the New York Film Academy

NEW yCRK riLM ACADEMY
100 EAST 17TH STREET NEW YORK CITY 10003 TEL: 212-674-4300 FAX: 212-477-1414

WEB PAGE: www.nyfa.com E-MAIL: film@nyfa.com

productions
/ 11 WEEHAWKEN ST.M NEW YORK, NY 10014

212.691 .1038

•6 SGI Impact Workstations
- Indigo2 RIOOOO
- 3D Modeling and Animation
- PowerAnimator and Composer
- Ascension Motion Capture

•3 Protools PCI Audio Suites
- Sound Design
- ADR, Foley

•Avid 1000 PCI
- Resolutions up to AVR 77
- 3D Effects Module
- Beta, 3/4", 1/2", DAT, CD

•Avid 800 (off-line)

- Resolutions up to AVR 3
- Beta, 3/4", 1/2", DAT, CD

• Photoshop, Illustrator and

After Effects Workstations

www.glc .com



ASSOCIATION OF I N E P E E N T VIDEO AN FILMMAKERS

want to support the Foundation for Independent Video and Film's Millennium Campaign Fund

^ame.
Enclosed is my gift of independence

in the amount of:

Address

.

City State . Zip.

Home Phone - .Business Phone

.

I /We wish to be listed in acknowledgements as:

J $35

| S5D

I
$100

J Other

J SI50

| $200

J IJUU and up

Honorary

Committee

Member

Make your check out to FIVF and return it with this form. For more information call (212) 807-1400. ext. 223.

The foundation for Independent Video and film is a not-for-profit organization. Your contribution is tax-deductible.
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Selectfrom the greatest sources on the planet.

Over 30,000 hours ofhistoricfootage

and musical performance clips.

Transferred, databased, copyright-cleared,

and instantly availablefootage!

A Century of Images

A Century of Sounds

AMERICANA • COMMERCIALS
CONTEMPORARY NEWS • NEWSREELS
VINTAGE TELEVISION • BEAUTY SHOTS
WILDLIFE • NATURE • COMMERCIALS

ROCK & ROLL • SLAPSTICK
JAZZ & BLUES • COUNTRY & WESTERN

HOLLYWOOD FEATURES

STOCK FOOTAGE LIBRARY

Call For Free Demo Reel • 1-800-249-1940 • 516-329-9200 • 516-329-9260 fax

www.historicfilms.com • info@historicfilms.com

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS OUTTAKES • ASSOCIATED PRESS TV • ED SULLIVAN SHOW
STEW ALLEN SHOW • ALAN LOMAX COLLECTION • SOUNDSTAGE • BEAT CLUB/MUSICLADEX

GRAND OLE OPRY STARS OF THE FIFTIES • UNIVERSAL NEWS • METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT
LAST OF THE WILD • STUDIO 54 LIBRARY • THE BIG PICTURE • PATHE NEWS, INC.

AND NUMEROUS OTHER EXCLUSIVE COLLECTIONS
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march 12-20

austin.texas

regi ster

on the web:

www. sxsw.com

Early Deadline:

NOVEMBER 16, 1998

Late Deadline:

DECEMBER 14, 1998

CATEGORIES:

Narrative

Documentary

Experimental

Animated

Music Video

Film Conference: March 12-16

Film Festival: March 12-20

"SXSW is unmistakably and

triumphantly emerging as one

of the country's primary

regional film forums, one that

effectively combines thematic

panels, exciting workshops

and an impressive lineup

of films, both narratives and

docus." -Variety

SXSW FILM

P.O. Box 4999

Austin, TX 78765

tel 512 / 467-7979

fax 512 / 451-0754

e-mail sxsw@sxsw.com

www.sxsw.com

south by southwest film conference + f e s t i v a I

CALL FOR ENTRIES

Emasmn
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zling vision of a world where Oscar

Wilde and Glam Rock collide.
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37 "Don't Miss the Horses!"

An interview with author

Scott MacDonald

MacDonald's three Critical Cinema

books have been an essential tool tor

anyone teaching or practicing avant-
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MEDIA NEWS Edited by Paul Power

The Documentary Channel Is Born

It's cliched but true to

talk about how difficult the

independent documentary

film business can be—how

little money there is to

make films, how conserva-

tive the cultural context has

become, or how hard it is to

get a broadcast or cable

venue or to be able to support yourself while

doing it. Now, imagine a place where all things

documentary rule the day—a kind of filmmak-

er's paradise where information, support, net-

working, and resources come together in an

atmosphere dedicated to furthering indepen-

dent documentary production; where alterna-

tive views are welcome, acquisition fees are

competitive, and films are aired, uncut and

uncompromised.

A dream perhaps? Maybe not, if filmmaker

Tom Neff and entertainment lawyer John

Forbess are successful in launching The

Documentary Channel—the first all-docu-

mentary, all-the-time channel in our multiple-

choice digital future. They think of it as "a

home for independent documentary makers."

Tom Neff, C.O.O. of the channel, comes to

his love for documentary first-hand, plying his

trade making documentaries for TBS, PBS,

and on commission for a variety of corpora-

tions, museums, and other organizations. Neff

is particularly known for his artist portraits,

including the American Masters' film Frederic

Remington: The Truth of Other Days. In 1987,

Red Grooms: Sunflower in a Hothouse, a film

which he directed and co-wrote, was nominat-

ed for an Academy Award for best short docu-

mentary.

He and Forbess, who is C.E.O. of the chan-

nel, hatched their plan for The Documentary

Channel over lunch in Beverly Hills. Forbess

has been working in entertainment law for 2

1

years, Neff was a long-time client, and togeth-

er they believe they have found the winning

combination to a question that haunts many in

the independent documen-

tary field—how can you

make money making docu-

mentaries? "I felt it was

probably time to start get-

ting into some business in

the entertainment field,"

Forbess explains. "[Neff]

was thinking of doing the

same thing, and he said 'I've always thought a

documentary channel on cable would be a good

idea.' I went back to my office and checked the

availability of the name, we trademarked it, and

haven't looked back since."

In talking with Neff and Forbess about plans

for the channel, enthusiastic generalities

abound, and the details of how things will actu-

ally work are a little harder to come by. On the

one hand, they want to showcase independent

documentaries—what Forbess defines as docu-

mentaries that are "much more opinionated,

much more provocative, much more cutting

edge, sometimes controversial." On the other

hand, as Neff elaborates, it will be an advertis-

er and subscriber-based channel. In this vein,

Forbess says, "We want our subject matter to be

interesting and entertaining for most. We want

people to come back time and time again." As

anyone who has worked in programming

knows, these two goals can contradict each

other. Maintaining the delicate balance

between the mandate and the money will be

one of their biggest challenges.

While many of the programming and financ-

ing issues are still being decided, what is clear is

that these men are thinking big: $30-$50 mil-

lion big to be exact. They say they are confident

that they'll be able to raise the financing from a

combination of subscribers, private investors,

and other sources. Their business plan projects

The Documentary Channel turning a profit by

the third year. To keep costs lower for the first

tew years, they anticipate acquisitions only,

with no original productions, and premieres of

new documentaries will be heavily outweighed

by presentations of older works that may be

less expensive, but would still draw an audi-

ence.

To consult on their business plan and enlist

investors, they have retained the services of

Communications Equity Associates, a multi-

million dollar firm that specializes in financ-

ing the needs of media companies world-

wide. CEA is big too, with billions of dollars

in deals handled through their global network

of offices.

John Acker, a senior VP at CEA, explained

why he thinks The Documentary Channel

just may work. For him, the language of doc-

umentary is not the rhetoric of mission, pas-

sion, integrity, and a chance to do what you

love that will sell the concept. It boils down

to business. E-commerce, ancillary, sell-

through, and equity are some of the concepts

that will rule the future success or failure of

the enterprise, and The Documentary

Channel, in his view, has some unique fea-

tures.

"I think the model that has been present-

ed to us by The Documentary Channel in tar-

geting the digital tier is a different economic

package than has been presented by the

industry," Acker explains. "Up to now, most

other packages out there either just .-how .in

analog carriage and are now looking .it digital

as the add-on. For instance, Discovery
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Channel is adding on five or six tiers, but none

so far have focused on the interactive or

advanced TV components."

In other words, concentrating on the inter-

active capabilities for ancillary selling, or e-

commerce, is the ticket. T-shirts, tapes, CD-

ROMs, and books—anything that can bring in

some revenue and can be associated with a doc-

umentary will be important. This is all part of

the new interactive universe made possible by

communications 'going digital,' something that

will be largely completed in the coming decade.

To be positioned well to take advantage of

interactive television, The Documentary

Channel plans to comply with current digital

standards, as well as making the channel com-

patible with the WebTV for Windows feature of

Windows 98 or a WebTV Plus receiver. This

will enable viewers to interact with ancillary

materials on the web at the same time as

watching a program—a feature that has poten-

tial for both educational and consumer applica-

tions.

Neff and Forbess are hoping to launch by

mid- 1999 in the U.S., projecting an initial sub-

scriber base of 2-5 million nationally, depending

on which cable operators sign on. The sub-

scriber base will grow as conversion to digital

systems advances. In addition to cable opera-

tors, they are also approaching satellite net-

works such as Pnmestar and DirectTV to offer

Off Line/On Line /AVR 77

RAJWiWMI
1133 Broadway at 26th Street

(212) 633-7497
(917) 225-2430 (24 hrs.) „

All Systems MC 7.0 PCI

I)

Tape-to-Film Transfers...

Call Film Craft. Our Teledyne CTR-3 uses high-grade precision optics

and pin-registration for a rock-steady transfer and superior results.

A FEW OF OUR SATISFIED CLIENTS INCLUDE:

Lynn Hershman "Virtual Love"

Laurel Chiten 'Twitch and Shout"

Jane Gillooly "Leona's Sister Gem"

Heather MacDonald "Ballot Measure 9"

Outsider Productions "Sex Is"

We offer a two-minute MOS 16mm color demo at no charge from

your videotape.

oceellent
Processing & Printing..,

We've been processing and printing motion picture film for over

25 years, so we understand the challenges of the independent

filmmaker. We're a full-service film laboratory and one of the few

labs that still processes black & white film.

FOR PROFESSIONAL LAB SERVICES, CALL US FIRST.

Daily Processing

Black & White Processing and Printing- 1 6mm _a_nd 35mm
Colo r Processing and Printing-

1

6mm and 35mm
Camera Raw Stocks

Rank/da Vinci Rlm-to-Tape Transfer

We offer special student rates.

23815 Industrial Park Drive* Farmington Hills,

Voice: 248.474.3900 Fax: 248.474.1577

Film Craft Lab, a division of Grace & Wild, Inc

48335
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If your film lab

makes you feel P^y

it may be time

for a move.
But don't go packing your things just yet — we've done the

moving for you. Colorlab. the Washington, DC area's leading

independent film lab is opening an office in Chelsea and we

have a different approach for the small independent film maker.

We combine all the services of the large labs with a smaller lab

approach to customer service. Whether you're working with

400' or 4000' at a time, you'll never be just a number at Colorlab.

colorlabQg)nyc

:

27 west 20th st suite 307 ph 212.633.8172 fax 212.633.8241

film/video dailies 16mm, super- 1 6, 35mm b&w/color processing super- 16 screening

film-to-tape transfers color corrected prints blow ups blow downs answer prints
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the channel on those systems as well. Armed

with Nielsen reports and focus group research

which, they claim, indicates that 60 percent of

Americans watch three documentaries a week,

they believe the potential for the channel is

enormous and have now begun the search for

project financing. Neff says they are already

identifying programs and libraries that could

become programming sources for them, includ-

ing selections from the National Academy of

Television Arts and Sciences Academy Award-

winning archives from the early 1940s on.

Neff and Forbess plan to feature all kinds of

documentaries, and they have begun forming

an advisory board, including documentary stal-

warts like Betsy MacLane, executive director of

the International Documentary Association,

sales agent Jane Balfour of London, Mary Jane

Turrell, U.S. marketing manager, television, for

the National Film Board of Canada, and docu-

mentary filmmakers Frieda Mock, Jessica Yu,

and Mark Harris. International work will be

featured, including, they hope, films from the

vaults of the legendary National Film Board of

Canada, as well as some of the virtually

untapped reserves of the vibrant British and

European documentary tradition.

If you have queries about films or projects

that may be of interest to the channel, you can

contact them at (310) 281-8000; www.docu-

mentarychannel.com; or write to Thomas Neff

at the Documentary Channel's Los Angeles

offices, 9595 Wilshire Blvd, Ste 502, Beverly

Hills, CA 90212.

Cara Mertes

Cara Mertes is an independent producerIdirector based

in New York City.

SEQUELS

David Sutherland's The Farmer's Wife

["Can This Marriage Be Saved?," The

Independent, Oct. 1998] has translated into an

unprecedented success story for the filmmaker,

Frcmtlme/PBS, and the subjects of the 6-1/2

hour documentary, the Buschkoetter family.

Over three nights in September, an estimat-

ed 13-15 million viewers watched some part of

the program, which clocked an average 3.1 rat-

ing—impressive during a week where the

impeachment issue, the home run race, and

pnmetime network premieres were all clamour-

ing for audiences. In the two weeks following

the airing of the series, The Farmer's Wife web-

site recorded 750,000 hits, while Frontline

received over 10,000 e-mails on the series and

thousands of phone calls and faxes.



Meanwhile, the Buschkoetters have received

scores of visits to their home, hundreds of phone

calls, mail containing both actual and offers of

food and money (which they direct to Farm Aid

or Nebraska's Farm Crisis Hotline), calls from

four dentists offering to fix Juanita

Buschkoetter's teeth for free, and requests to

speak at universities. The couple have recently

testified at the Congressional Committee on the

Status of the Family, have been granted the St.

Maria and St. Isadora Award—the "Married

Saints Award"—and have proved "inspira-

tional" to a San Francisco lesbian couple with

three dogs who were going through similar rela-

tionship troubles and empathized with the

Buschkoetter couple and their three kids.

Happy families indeed!

Paul Power

SHORT ENDS

Good news for John Sayles who came out

on top in the copyright infringement case taken

against him by Miami schoolteacher Karen

Herzog, who claimed that Sayles had copied an

original script of her own in creating Lone Star.

The action against Sayles and co-respondent

Castle Rock Entertainment was dismissed by

the U.S. District Court for the Southern District

of Florida on September 29th. Herzog had

claimed that during the 1993 Miami Film

Festival, Sayles obtained access to her script

through now-dead Miami Herald film critic and

friend of Sayles, Bill Cosford. —PP

OBITUARIES

Kurt Kren, Austrian avant-garde filmmak-

er, died on June 23rd in Vienna of pneumonia,

aged 69. Active between 1957 and 1996, Kren's

major works include 48 Heads From the Szondi-

Test (1960), Mama und Papa (1964), Asyl

(1975), and Thousand-Years-Cmema (1995).

Senegalese director Djibril Diop Mambety

died in Paris of lung cancer on July 23rd. His

debut feature Touki Bouki (The Voyage of the

Hyena) was widely acclaimed at Cannes in

1973, but it was 19 years before he made his sec-

ond feature, The Visit. He was working on a

shorts trilogy when he passed away. —PP

ERRATA

In the October issue ["Life on the Farm"], Liz

Garbus was incorrectly identified as co-producer

of The Farm. In fact, Garbus and Jonathan Stack

shared producer/director credit on the docu-

mentary. The Independent regrets this error.

SCHOOL
with Dov S-S Simens

...If you haven 't

Produced, Directed

or Distributed a

Feature Film...

...You haven't

taken this course!

LOS ANGELES
Dec 12-13 or Jan 30-31

WORLD TOUR
NEW YORK: Dec 5-6

COLOGNE: Jan 23-24

SEATTLE: Feb 6-7

SAN FRANCISCO: Feb 13-14

ATLANTA: Feb 20-21

CINCINNATI: Feb 27-28

Can't Attend? Can't Wait?

Audio Film School™ Available

only

$289
http://HollywoodU.com

HFI, Inc., PO Box 481252. LA, CA 90048
HOUYWOOD

800-366-3456 BEfINSTITUTE

International Insurance Brokers Inc.

Discounted

Liability

Insurance
for

AIVF Members

Suite 500 I

20 Vesey Street

New York Gty.NY

10007-2966
j

Tel: 800-257-0883 !

212-406-4499

Fax:212-406-7588

E-Mail: staff@csins.com i

http://www.csins.com I

SPLASHSTUDIOS

DIGITAL AUDIO POST
212*271 • 8747

DIALOG, FX EDITING ADR & FOLEY RECORDING
168 5th Ave. ,5th floor N.W. New York N.Y. 10010
Fax: (212) 271- 8748 e-mail: bplprod@aol.com
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F E S T CIRCUIT

Buyers' Perspectives on the

Independent Feature Film Market

by Paul Power
The 20th Independent Feature Film

Market (IFFM) was touted as a milestone for

the Independent Feature Project (IFP) and the

independent film community for whom this

market is quite often the first rung on the fes-

tival ladder. With anniversary screenings of

previous market gems including Down by Law,

Slacker, Poison, and Clerks, another high-profile

Gotham Awards ceremony, and a high level of

industry attendance, the market has firmly

positioned itself in the inner sanctum of the

independent circuit along with festivals such as

Sundance, Slamdance, the Los Angeles

Independent Film Festival, and South by

Southwest.

For those filmmakers entering their films in

one of the market's six categories (features,

documentaries, shorts, works-in-progress,

scripts, and "No Borders"), the presence of

sales and acquisition executives can provide a

springboard for their work either in terms of

completion funds or distribution. But as well as

being a showcase for filmmakers, the market is

also a showcase for buyers who, in an increas-

ingly crowded sector, welcome the opportunity

to set out their stalls at the event's seminar

series.

"This is an essential market for us because

there's so many filmmakers out there, and we

can let them know that we're here", says Peter

Broderick, president of Santa Monica-based

Next Wave Films. "It's a great opportunity to

see and be seen and is a unique opportunity to

see new films." For many smaller operators, it

may be the only time that they get to address

their core constituency of emerging filmmakers

face to face. Cowboy Booking International

president Noah Cowan sees the market as a

vital part of his company's PR effort, particu-

larly when addressing an audience who may be

unfamiliar with its activities—representing

boutique sales agents and acting as specialized

sub-distributors. "The market is much more of

an industry talk session, and so the kind of

small-scope distribution we do gets revealed,"

Cowan says. "Worldwide semi-theatrical distri-

bution is a new business, so to be able to

explain it to a roomful of peo-

ple is the most important thing

for us. Then later when films

have a screening at Sundance,

Berlin, or Toronto, we can tell

them again 'You should be

thinking about our service.'
"

In its better years the mar-

ket contains at least one film

that generates a buzz around

the Angelika and column

inches in the trades—every-

one is hoping for the next

Clerks or Brothers McMullen.

So for the buyers at the mar-

ket, is this a good place to pick up new work?

"Well, if you're looking for people starting out

in their career, this is the place to see their

work," says Peter Broderick, who was at this

year's IFFM with festival opener Blood, Guts,

Bullets, and Octane. The film, released last

month by Lion's Gate, was Joe Carnahan's

debut feature and received completion financ-

ing from Next Wave after showing at last year's

market. For the most part, films arrive at the

market unheralded and so, more than at festi-

vals, viewing is much more of a hit-and-miss

affair, a "needle in the haystack" situation,

according to Redeemable Features' Ira

Deutchman. "You can't work this market

alone—you have to have a team of people,"

says Deutchman. "But because there's a limita-

tion on the amount of personnel that we have,

we probably end up going for the obvious things

during the market, which probably isn't where

you're going to find that needle in the

haystack." Broderick's strategy entailed having

a five-person team working flat-out to cover all

possible screenings as well as the market's tape

library, while leaving time for meetings and

attendance at the market's seminars and still

finding time to promote Blood, Cuts . . .

Documentarians generally have a better

time of it than feature filmmakers, as there are

a large number of television buyers present with

schedules to fill and who may be looking for the

kind of edgy, offbeat matenal that the market

often turns up. However, the proliferation of

new theatrical and TV sales/distribution com-

panies and expansion of others (such as Fox

Lorber's recent foray into the theatrical

arena) has left buyers seeking more product

than ever before, much of which they hope to

pick up for bargain rates at markets such as

IFFM. So while some jaw-dropping sales fig-

ures make the headlines in the trades, there

are plenty of smaller deals struck that are

more a levering tool by first-time filmmakers

into the commercial world. The Sundance

Channel's director of film acquisitions, Larry

Greenberg, shocked a number of audience

members at a shorts seminar when he publicly

disclosed—a rare event in itself among buy-

ers—that he pays $1,500 for a two-year

exclusive deal for shorts.

And this is the cold, hard reality of the

market—barring the annual exception, you

won't clear your production debt through a

deal. Rather, a filmmaker should think of the

market as an important contact-making

arena; and for buyers too, making contacts

with filmmakers can often be a more valuable

exercise. "For the most part you probably

won't find something that's ready for distribu-

tion, but you may develop some relationships

that could help filmmakers out on their next

film," says Hadeel Reda, L.A. -based senior

VP production and acquisition for London-

based Winchester Films. (Reda's L.A. office

has made serious inroads into the U.S. inde-

pendent market and may be leading the wav

for other European companies to follow, after

recently picking up three U.S. indies for
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worldwide sale: Paradise Falls, Throwing

Down, and Southie.)

It's also a time for buyers to renew old

acquaintances—or make new ones. Glen

Reynolds, director of acquisitions for Curb

Entertainment, notes that "it's a great mar-

ket not just from the standpoint of meeting

filmmakers and talking to talent but also

from the standpoint that in LA you hardly

ever see anybody you're competing with, so

it's good to see what the other distributors

are doing."

For all that may be said about surly New
Yorkers, many buyers welcome the intimacy

and less frenetic atmosphere ot the IFFM

over other markets. Indeed, some consider

the very fact that a major independents' mar-

ket is located in New York to be significant in

itself. Deutchman notes that "It makes me
feel good as a New Yorker—because I live

here, it's always fun to have people from all

over the world come to us for a change."

However, the IFFM's longevity is no

barometer of its content, according to Peter

Kalmbach, October Films' director of acqui-

sitions and production. "The quality of films

[at IFFM] has not improved over the years.

If anything, judging by the number of films

that have gone on to theatrical distribution,

I would say the market is in a down-cycle.

Filmmakers are now more aware of the high-

er profile and nature of certain other festivals

and are more inclined to hold off and show at

Sundance or to submit to Montreal before

IFFM." Broderick disagrees with this asser-

tion, however, claiming that criticism of the

market as inconsequential is missing the

point: "It's not Cannes or Toronto, but it was

never meant to be."

So should the IFFM be the first leaping-off

point for filmmakers already planning a festi-

val strategy? There's an enthusiasm and raw

energy at the market that at times can help

to take the rough edges off some ot the pro-

ductions. According to Reda: "The filmmak-

ers here are generally here to make films that

they believe in and care about." And for

most buyers, the market will continue to be

an important event on the calendar. George

Lentz, director of film acquisitions for the

Independent Film Channel notes that "The

market's probably more user-friendly, than

say, Sundance or some of the bigger festivals

which are far more intimidating and far more

restrictive as far as the films they accept, so

IFFM is a good starting-point for people who

want to get their first film—or even their

second—shown to the people who are signifi-

cant in the film industry."

Paul Power is managing editor of The Independent.
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F E S T CIRCUIT

T
9 Days of Dysfunction at the

Toronto International Film Festival

by Patricia Thomson

Wednesday, Sept. 9

The festival is off to a rocky start. Air Canada's

pilots are on strike, grounding 60,000 daily pas-

sengers, including me. Getting from New York

City to Canada—normally a trip no longer

than a feature film—requires a three -hour

schlep on Amtrak to Hartford, Connecticut,

then a cab ride to Hartford's international air-

port (who knew?), then an hour flight to

Toronto. It seems half the festival attendees

arrive with travel horror stories. That's partic-

ularly embarrassing for the festival, since Air

Canada is a proud sponsor and its logo is being

roundly booed when it flashes on screen before

every film. "Fly American," someone yells, to a

ripple of approval.

Thursday, Sept. 10

I pick up the festival's "Buyers and Sales

Agents Directory." It's a substantial 38 pages,

with an average of 10 listings per page. As

usual, there's an impressive line-up of interna-

tional film acquisitions people. American stu-

dios, mini-majors, and boutique distribution

companies have a solid presence, as do buyers

from Europe. There are even reps from as far

away as China, Iceland, and South Africa

checking out the 300-plus films.

As it happens, the sole South African buyer

is sharing my tiny table at a crowded Starbucks

on Bay Street, the swank shopping area where

festival headquarters is located. Michael Berkel

owns an arthouse chain in Cape Town and a

distribution company called Comart Films, and

is back at the festival for his second year. He

almost didn't come. "Too much time and

money," he says of his grueling three-day trip.

But the festival "got upset" when he said he

was going to skip it and assiduously courted

him. "They're wanting to turn this into a full-

fledged market. I'm not sure why," says Berkel.

"Despite what we hear, it's not a market. Not

that much business gets done here. You come

to look, to check things out. But you sign deals

in Milan [at Mifed]."

The festival's official line contradicts

Berkel's reading. ("I don't want to see the festi-

val turn into a market," festival director Piers

Handling told Variety unambiguously. "It's a

balancing act.") And indeed, there are 250,000

people attending the public screenings to think

of. But enough deal-making gets done to war-

rant Toronto's reputation as an unofficial mar-

ket and destination of choice for films seeking

distribution. And as we all know, that kind of

reputation creates a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Friday, Sept. 1

1

I'm averaging four films per day, and some

themes are starting to emerge. This is definite-

ly the year of self- destructive behavior, in every

form. But the weapon of choice is drugs.

Especially messy drugs—ones that require scary

needles and tourniquets and bulging veins and

allow actors to get all jumpy and sweaty and

strung out. Today's Permanent Midnight is a case

in point. Ben Stiller plays a television writer

who has an escalating heroine habit which he

manages to hide from his lovely green-card wife

and professional colleagues until his double -life

spins out of control. Permanent Midnight works

because it bears the marks of its grounding in

reality. (The screenplay is based on the autobi-

ography of Jerry Stahl, who had an erosive drug

habit while writing for A//, Moonlighting, and

other family TV fare.) Numerous other drug-

related films, however, feel like the derivative,

Hollywood-mediated pictures that they are.

Afternoon: Suddenly, the ground shifts. The

Starr Report was just dumped on the nation's

doorstep. In between screenings, I duck back

into my hotel room and flip on the TV. There's

a feeling of history in the making, buttressed by

the wall-to-wall television commentary. A
grave Peter Jennings tells viewers to go to the

Net for details; "We're not going to report it

here." But CNNLive is reading all the gory

details straight from the computer screen. It's

like watching a bomb drop in slow motion. The

fallout will come raining down at any second,

David Riker's La Ciudad, four vignettes on immigrant

life in New York City, offered a moment of respite

from the drugs and doldrums found in numerous

Other films at the fest. Photo: Victor Sira ,J

• •

.

but for this instant, time is suspended.

Saturday, Sept. 12

I start the day with a new agenda, and that is

to search for films with some kind of relation

to the world outside, the world of politics and

contemporary social issues. Are any directors

interested in this anymore, or is the feature

film world a self-contained microclimate, its

old ideas recycled like stale air?

After a few competent but predictable

genre pictures, I come across an unexpected

and intriguing work. La Ciudad (The City) is

a Spanish-language feature shot in New York

City using a largely nonprofessional cast of

immigrants from Central and South America.

David Riker, a former documentary filmmak-

er, asked them for help with the film's

research, story arc, line -by-line dialogue, and

editing. The end result is a unique film that

straddles Latino and arthouse sensibilities.

Shot in black-and-white, La Ciudad con-

sists of four vignettes that portray life on the

fringes: A day-worker paid to gather bricks

from an abandoned lot is crushed by a wall

that collapses. A young man just arrived from

Mexico falls in love with a girl from his village

at a Sweet 15 party, then loses her the next

morning in the maze of a housing project

when he goes out to buy breakfast. A home-

less puppeteer wants his daughter to learn to

read, but cannot enroll her in public school

without proof of residence. A seamstress is

informed that her faraway daughter is ill, but
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the sweatshop will not pay her the back

wages owed that will help her cover medical

expenses. Life here is harsh, and Rikei is

careful to leave his stories open-ended, with-

out a triumph of justice. Critics are divided

on the film, hut I found its thread of human

resilience a heady tonic. What a contrast

from the middle-class ennui and dysfunction

that captures the imagination of so many

directors here.

Sunday, Sept. 13

The Sunday Neu r York Times is the biggest

ever published, but little news has penetrat-

ed the insular festival world. I head over to

the press conference room at the Four

Seasons hotel, since today the sole U.S. inde-

pendent granted a slot in the press confer-

ence line-up gets his moment in the sun. The

honoree is Morgan Freeman (Hurricane

Streets), here with his second feature, Desert

Blue, a pleasantly quirky romantic comedy

set in the Nevada desert during a suspected

environmental disaster involving a cola

truck. Freeman is one of several American

indies back with their sophomore effort;

there's also Lodge Kerrigan (Claire Dolan),

Rose Troche (Bedrooms and Hallways), Todd

Solond: (Happmess)
, Stanley Tucci (The

Impostors), Bette Gordon (Luminous Motion),

Jay Anania (Long Time Since), and Larry

Clark (Another Day m Paradise)

.

The festival press conferences are basical-

ly photo ops that allow newspaper reporters

to grab their pithy quote of the day. "What

would you like tor Christmas'" one seasoned

hack asks Freeman. Not much rises above that

level.

I stick around tor the press conference with

Pecker director John Waters, who's always good

with pithy quotes. (Here's one: "What's your

favorite film?" "The Wizard <>f Oz- But I always

wanted to be the witch. I couldn't imagine

Dorothy wanting to go hack to her dreary-

black-and-white world with smelly animals

when she could live with winged monkeys and

gay lions.") When the discussion turns to cast-

ing, the Monica jokes start to roll. Asked about

her playing the part of "the stain goddess"

(Christina Ricci's role), Waters, tor once in his

life, looks revolted. "I'd never cast her in any-

thing. I like good bad taste, not bad bad taste."

He adds consolingly, "But I'm sure someone is

making a porno Him right now called The Oval

Orijice."

It's tun to watch Waters play the part of elder

statesman—something he does quite gracious-

ly. "The duty of young filmmakers is to get on

our generation's nerves," he says with an avun-

cular smirk. Waters' next film, Ceci! B.

Demented, is an homage of sorts to this younger

generation. "It's about a demented under-

ground filmmaker who kidnaps an A-list actress

and forces her to be in his film," Waters

explains. "It's teen terrorism against the movie

business." Keep hope alive!

Monday, Sept. 14

Two Italian films promise a look at contempo-

rary politics, but both prove disappointing.
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The chilly protagonist in Jay Anania's Long Time Since-, "Dr. Liver"

in Shohei Imamura's war-time drama Dr. Agaki; and a dog's-eye-

view in the Belgian-Mongolian doc hybrid The State of Dogs.

Courtesy filmmaker; Alliance Releasing; and filmmaker.

Aprile, Nanni Moretti's (Cam Diario) latest

autobiographical musing, is purportedly about

the making of his documentary on the political

scene since the emergence of right-winger

Berlusconi. But being a new father, Moretti is

cocooning big-time and can't keep his mind on

his work. The director's self-absorption, once

kept in check, now knows no bounds.

Rehearsal for War, by Mario Martone, proves

similarly myopic. A troop of impoverished

Italian actors wants to take a production of

Aeschylus' civil war drama Seven Against Thebes

to war-torn Yugoslavia. An hour into this

extremely slow, slice-of-life film, the characters

are still in Italy bickering about their petty prob-

lems, so I walk, leaving maybe a half-dozen more

patient souls in the theater.

Next up is Todd Solondz's Happiness.

Expecting it to be a hot ticket, I arrive 45 min-

utes early. That proves smart; 100 people are

turned away. Unlike most industry/press screen-

ings, only a couple of people leave, even though

this black comedy about family dysfunction,

loneliness, warped love, and pedophilia makes

the audience squirm and audibly groan even as

they're laughing. The film focuses on three sis-

ters, their parents, and everyone's desperate

grasping for love. The director's refusal to pass

judgment on his characters is the trick that

makes Happiness worth seeing, since it forces

one to ponder where one's own judgment falls.

"We all have, you know, pluses and minuses,"

says one character after confiding to her date

that she cut the penis off her rapist.

Much to my surprise, I come away thinking

that this is the political him I've been hunting

for. The idea of family, after all, is one of the

most politicized issues nowadays. Throughout

the film, small cues in the music and dialogue

bear an uncanny resemblance to past

Republican ad campaigns—an intended allu-

sion, no doubt, that underscores the irony sur-

rounding the hollow, sanctimonious rhetoric of

"family values." On screen, families and lovers

crack the mold: A retired couple initiates a bit-

ter divorce. A respected, married psychothera-

pist rapes young boys. An overweight loner

jerks off while making obscene phone calls. A
Russian immigrant beats his girfriend. Off

screen, politicians sanctify family even as they

cheat on their wives. Clinton signs a "Family

Week" proclamation the same day he gropes

Monica Lewinsky. Henry Hyde, Dan Burton,

Helen Chenoweth, and others have their illicit

affairs exposed. "Bedroom politics" acquires

new meaning, and Solondz has his finger

squarely on the nation's hot button.

Tuesday, Sept. 15

Today's highlight is Shohei Imamura's Dr.

Akagi. After his sedate The Eel, Imamura

makes a welcome return to the quirky black

humor that characterized his best work from

the seventies, like the amoral Vengeance Is

Mine. Dr. Akagi is story of a doctor in a pris-

oner-of-war camp at the end of World War

Two who dedicates himself to eradicating

hepatitis. Imamura fans will recognize certain

recurrent themes, including man's capacity

for animalistic brutality, the bombing of

Hiroshima, and sex for barter and profit. As

Imamura once put it, "I am interested in the

relationship of the lower part of the human

body and the lower part of the social struc-

ture." It's nice to be in the hands of a master.

Wednesday, Sept. 16

There was a bidding war over Tod Williams'

debut feature, The Adventures of Sebastian

Cole, a film that went over like a lead balloon

at today's press screening. It's hard not to be

cynical about acquisitions decisions when

faced with a film like this, which has very lit-

tle to say about a supposedly rebellious

teenager growing up in upstate New V'rk
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with his transsexual stepfather.

Meanwhile, innovative work like Long Time

Since struggles to get noticed. Jay Anania's fea-

ture is not an easy film; it has a slow, deliberate

pace and the clinical chilliness of a Bresson,

though the plot, such as it is, involves a crime

story. At its center is a woman who tries to

recover her memory of a murder and kidnap-

ping 20 years after the fact. But Anania's real

interest lies more in abstract questions of mem-

ory, loss, intimacy, and their mythological reso-

nances than in 'who done it.' Closer to John

Ashbury than to Dashiell Hammett, Anania

reminds one how constricted the vocabulary of

feature filmmaking has become.

Thursday, Sept. 17

My time at the festival is capped off by The

State of Dogs, a collaboration between Belgian

anthropologist Peter Brosens and Mongolian

television producer Dorjkhandyn Turmunkh

that resulted in one of the oddest documen-

taries I've ever seen.

The film begins brutally with Mongolia's

version of animal control: we watch a hired

hunter shoot a dozen large, furry, pathetically

abandoned dogs. In accordance with religious

belief, their bodies are left to decompose and

return to the earth. During this time, the soul

is free to wander before being reborn as a

human. The film follows one fictional dog after

slaughter as he casts his mind back over the

past—to the goat herders who raised him and

his hardships as a stray in the city, where he

learned to fear man. The film is dominated by

documentary footage of wary dogs as they trot

aimlessly across barren landscapes or run from

people's stones, but the film's other threads are

more surprising: the extended ethnographic

footage of goat herders; the poet who pops up

reciting lines about death on a bus; the narra-

tion of the mythic struggle between the Black

Dog of Heaven and the evil Dragon Rah, who

enters the film in the form of a full solar eclipse.

At once imaginative and harsh, The State of

Dogs stayed with me for days.

At the evening's party, I talk with Toronto

programmer Kay Armatage about this and

other small gems and intriguing challenges in

the 1998 line-up. It's a satisfying list. But

Armatage tells me how she overheard an

acquisitions staffer complaining that "there's

nothing here." We shake our heads in pity at

the poor, overly conditioned drone. It's much

more satisfying to approach Toronto as a cine-

matic hedonist, for then you're sure to come

away sated.

Patricia Thomson is editor in chief ofThe Independent
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ALL OVER THE MAP
L,A, Freewaves Gets Wheels

by James Moran
"All Over the Map," this year's title for

L.A. Freewaves' biennial festival, is most

appropriate tor the month-long series of events

(September 8-October 4) spread out over the

vast geographical, multi-cultural, and ideologi-

cal terrain of Los Angeles. According to this

year's director, Ming-Yuen Ma, the clever

appellation is "halt a joke and half serious,

because that's really a reflection of the art com-

munity in L.A. . . . Eclecticism is the common

thread."

Eclectic indeed, the festival offered up a ver-

itable cornucopia of cutting-edge works by

mediamakers and activists who have stretched

the boundaries of "video art" to the breaking

point. In addition to single -channel video at

the Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA),

there was a smorgasbord of performances,

installations, websites, CD-ROM exhibits, and

even video bus tours.

According to founder Anne Bray, the need

to instill a communal spirit in L.A.'s ever-shitt-

ing arts coalitions inspired her to initiate L.A.

Freewaves. In 1989, after years of making,

teaching, and curating media art, she realized

that her various colleagues throughout L.A.

county were strangers, both personally and

professionally, despite their shared aesthetic

and political goals. Envisioning a democracy of

arts organizations, schools, libraries, public

access cable stations, mediamakers, activists,

and teachers, Bray inaugurated the festival.

Nearly a decade later, "All Over the Map" has

successfully advanced her mission.

With 10 elected curators who rotate out

each year, the festival represents the L.A. art

scene in microcosm. The curators, a multicul-

tural cross-section of academics, artists, and

activists, screened dozens of submissions to

develop a unique series of programs, each uni-

fied by an aesthetic or political theme.

According to Bray, "they are never what is in

the news, never what the galleries are showing,

never about last year's trendy theories. They're

always about what's

next."

Among the 17 video

programs, for example,

"Imperso/Nation" touch-

ed on theories of identitv

by exploring how Etang

Inyang (Badass Super-

mama), Jennifer Reeder

(Law of Desire), and

Jakob Hogel (The Warhol

Nation), among others,

destabilize notions of

fixed identity. Here we

find the self performed as

a surrogate, projected as

an "other," or analyzed in

its rhetorical relations to

the culture of celebrity.

Global politics were

examined in two provo-

cative documentaries:

Odo Yal Life with AIDS

(Tania Cypriano) exam-

ined the response of

Candomble, an Afro/Brazilian religion, to

minority subcultures affected by AIDS in South

America, while The Other Hal) of Allah's

Heaven (Djamila Sahroui) featured interviews

with a group of women who, transformed by

their participation in the Algerian War of

Independence, express their opinions regarding

the rise of Islamic fundamentalism in their

country.

"Eye of the Beholder" illustrated how beauty

may be perceived though a process of creative

vision. Pieces such as Deconstniction (Remi

Lacoste, Canada), Monkey Love (Fetish,

Sweden), Aletheia (Mariela Cadiz and Denis

Lelong, Spain/France/US), and Cuerpos de Papel

(Ximena Cuervas, Mexico) demonstrated the

potential of electronic imaging to humanize

their subjects rather than transform them into

flashy cartoons. Finally, although not exhaus-

tively, "Youth Media Explosion, Parts I and II"

verified the festival's commitment to youth cul-

ture with a selection of tapes produced by

minors. Coming of age in an era of informa-

tion control, these teens attempt to revise

and re-envision images of youth through

satire and critique, humor and pathos.

The festival also showcased innovative

installations at three alternative sites. At the

Montgomery Gallery of Pomona College,

Lockdown U.S.A., an installation produced by

Deep Dish Television, ran 10 hours of single'

channel videos recording representative voic-

es of the 1.7 million Americans currently

imprisoned. At the Long Beach Museum of

Art, Lourdes Portillo's This Is Your Day

exploited dual screen projection to juxtapose

a variety of contemporary media experiences,

from campy Spanish-language TV astrologer

Walter Mercado to disturbing news broad-

casts about unprovoked beatings of Mexican

laborers. The layered soundtrack creates a

synaesthetic experience as complex .is the

issues it raises about Latino identu\ An^\
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explore the relationship

of Weimar Germany to

contemporary neo-Nazi

propaganda and strate-

gies of resistance.

The Web is gradually

transforming this local

festival into a global

auditorium. Simply by

ogging onto the festival

website [www.freewaves.

org] , visitors may access

Joyce Dalla's Finding

Home, Jody Zellen's

Ghost City, and Joe

Rabies' Iceland Sundaes.

Interactive works like

these not only redefine

what "video" means,

they illustrate how the

Internet (at least for

now) has surpassed

cable television as a

democratic medium.

With the advent of

these global links, how-

ever, a question arises:

will the festival lose its

indigenous connection

to Los Angeles, dis-

placed into the unchart-

international politics. Perhaps the most inno-

vative installation was Milkstained, a webcast

performance by M.A.M.A., a recently formed

collaboration of artists who have become

mothers. Performed live (with the addition of

pre-recorded video segments) at the

Electronic Cafe in Santa Monica and also

broadcast live on the Web through audio and

video streaming, this unusual work addressed

the contradictory cultural meanings that sur-

round breast feeding and the dual role ot

artist/mother.

Like Milkstained, many works in the festi-

val took advantage of new computer-based

media. Christine Tamblyn's CD-ROM
Archival Quality interrogates the irrational

bureaucratic desire to partition experience

into categories, resulting in oppressive meth-

ods of surveillance and control. Hans

Breder's The Nazi Loop, a multimedia collage

of sound, image, and text, takes full advan-

tage of the software's interactive capacity to

ed regions of cyberspace? Not according to Bray

and Ma, who feel that the experience of a live,

public audience should never be entirely

replaced.

In keeping with this sentiment, perhaps the

most inspired programming effort was a series of

video bus tours. As people were transported on

various routes around Los Angeles, they could

view curated video programs on board. Although

each tour had a different theme and itinerary, all

foregrounded common experiences—the voy-

eurism inherent in mass transit, the oscillations

between the distracted glaze and the active gaze,

and the simple notion that all passengers are

tourists in neighborhoods "other" than their

own.

For example, "The L.A. Voyeurism Bus Tour"

highlighted various forms of voyeurism prevalent

in Los Angeles, such as touring Hollywood land-

marks, street walking on Sunset Boulevard, gay

cruising in Griffith Park, and stalking the stars in

Beverly Hills. As passengers observed such activ-

ities on the outside, they in turn were watched by

fellow passengers on the inside, taped by a hid-

den surveillance camera and broadcast on moni-

tors on board. This uncanny effect exposed the

shifting power relations between spectatorship,

objectification, and performance. Nothing could

be more L.A.

Other bus tours included "Immaculate

Mastications," a rolling bistro featuring food,

culinary destinations, and a new work by George

Kuchar, Fat of the Land; "The Reality Tour,"

which crisscrossed downtown L.A. to illustrate

the history of public housing in the city; and

"Writing Urban Space," a tour of Latino vernac-

ular architecture and graffiti art accompanied by

Bob Bryan's

award-winning

documentary

Graffiti Vente

and live com-

mentary from

graffiti masters.

Among such a

diversity of pro-

gramming, the

festival suffered

from one major

flaw: like Los

Angeles itself,

there was far

too much to

see. Yet if

sprawl can pro-

duce such an

embarrassment

of riches, so be it. L.A. Freewaves once again

proved that there's something to be said for

being all over the map.

]im Moran recently received his Ph.D. from the

School of Cinema-Television at USC, where he is

currently teaching.
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From Bato Cengic's 1967 classic Little Soldiers, part of

Yugoslavia's "Black Wave" film movement. Banned in 1968, it

was one of the festival's revelations.

Bosnian independent film emerges from the dust. by Howard Feinstein

"I CAN'T DO WAR FILMS ANYMORE," SAYS 34-

year-old Bosnian filmmaker Pjer Zalica. His

poignant, finely crafted new short, The End of

Unpleasant Times, is about a sort-of love affair

between two seventy- somethings in Sarajevo

rather than about the war that, theoretically

anyway, ended in 1995 with the signing of the

Dayton Peace Accords. "We need a new clean-

ing," he adds.

His choice of terms seems deliberate.

"Ethnic cleansing" was the phrase adopted by

the Bosnian Serbs at the urging of

Yugoslavian/Serbian chief Slobodan Milosevic

(a Communist bureaucrat looking for a cause

to maintain his power) to rid areas of the

breakaway regions of Bosnia and Herzegovina,

and Croatia (and now Kosovo) of non-Serb ele-

ments (Muslims, Croatians, Albanians), with

the ultimate goal of creating a Greater Serbia.

While the world sat on its ass and embargoed

aid to all sides, the Russian- supplied Serb sol-

diers and paramilitaries massacred, raped, and

mutilated their victims so systematically that

most of their leaders are indicted war criminals.

(They were rewarded: The treaty gave the

Bosnian Serbs 49 percent of the land of the pre-

war Bosnia and Herzegovina for their own

nation, the boringly homogeneous Republika

Srpska, while a Muslim-Croat federation con-

trols the remaining 51 percent.)

Nestled among hills, the formerly model

multicultural city of Sarajevo was the perfect

target for the snipers and artillery that bom-

barded it constantly. Today shelled facades,

bombed-out buildings, and ubiquitous graves

(the dead had to be buried at night to avoid

gunfire) offer testament. Now it is a city

mostly of secular Muslims; 40 percent of its

population are refugees.

The ponytailed Zalica, whose production

company's name, Heft, may or may not refer

to his size and whose short film is one of eight

produced with the help of a private fund set

up last year, was active in the documentary7

scene that recorded the war, despite such

WELCOME TO SARAJEVO
The 4th Annual Sarajevo Film Festival

by Paul Malcolm

In lite August, a few nights into the Fourth Annual Sarajevo Film

Festival, festival director Mirsad Purivatra treated a dozen

filmmakers to an informal dinner. In a restaurant near the

cobblestone maze of Sarajevo's Muslim Old Town and

around the corner from the war-ravaged National Library

(now dressed in scaffolding for repairs), the meal came in

waves: stuffed onions, crispy cheese pies, marinated pep-

pers, lamb, and fresh fruit. Around the long table, discus-

sions ranged from the day's screenings—just a portion of

the 98 films from 19 countries that drew 47,000 people to

theaters large and small all over town during the 10-day

event—to the quality of Bosnian wine. After dinner,

Purivatra suggested a trip to the hills above Sarajevo

promising that the group of international filmmakers

would be back in time for the screening of Lars Von Trier's

The Idiots.

It was slow going as the three cars, supplied by festival

sponsor Renault, made their way up and out of town.

Though a pain for drivers on a schedule, it was precisely

the narrowness of the streets that kept Serbian tanks from

rolling into Sarajevo during the four-year siege of the city

that ended just three year ago. After reaching their desti-

nation, a sort of lover's look-out, everyone piled out to

take in a magnificent view of the sparkling city below.

"Everywhere there is light, that was Bosnian," explained

Purivatra. "Everywhere there is dark, that was Serb."

The comment was startling, in part, because of the sud-

den shift of perspective it engendered. As much as the fes-

tival represents Sarajevo's reclaiming of its status as an

egalitarian, cultural capital and the city's relative, tenuous

return to normalcy, reminders of its recent tragic past are

everywhere. For some filmmakers, making sense of such

poignant juxtapositions made this festival experience more

personal than most.

"It was more moving than I expected." says Alex

Vendler, associate producer and director of photography

for Daniel J. Harris' The Bible and Gun Club, which

screened in the festival's main program. "You get this kind

of existentialist feeling when there's bullet holes in all the

buildings. It made me realize that I need to think a little bit

more carefully about what I'm doing [as a filmmaker]."

There's much about attending the Sarajevo Film

Festival that is unquantifiable. it is, as Purivatra points

out, not a market festival, though he sees it as a promising

entry point into the region for the festival's international

fare. "In the last few years we've had a big improvement

regarding distribution in Bosnia," he says. "All major com-

panies are back to Bosnia, so now we can see all the

Hollywood films on time. Regarding independent films. I

know that Who the Hell Is Juliette? and Suel Contre Tous

[Mexican and French productions, respectively, that

screened in the main program] and several other films will
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obstacles as no water or electricity and the

danger of being killed each time you set foot

outside. He is an acolyte of Ademir Kenovic,

whose now-defunct SaGa group made

incredible docs during the fighting, most

notably the video series Sarajevo: A Street

Under Siege, which was beamed to the BBC

for 100 days. "These diaries documented how

normal people lead abnormal lives," says

Kenovic.

Zalica also worked on the script and pro-

duction of Kenovic's much-lauded feature

The Perfect Circle, conceived in Sarajevo dur-

ing the siege and shot immediately after the

treaty was signed. The Perfect Circle is a war

film. Poignantly and humorously, it tells the

story of an alcoholic old man who helps three

other disabled creatures: a young deaf mute,

his bedwetting brother, and a crippled

German Shepherd. ("I made it as a comical

film," says Kenovic. "I thought about Charlie

Chaplin. Tragedy can only be survived with a

relaxed feeling about it. Everybody here has a

family member wounded or killed.")

"Only documentaries were possible during

the war," Zalica explains. "And war, destruc-

tion, and misery is really our reality." But a

chance encounter during the fighting piqued

his interest in filming more optimistic topics.

"I ran into this old actor, Zaim Muzafenja,

in '94, in the middle of the war, at a film fes-

tival outside of Sarajevo. I had heard that his

wife had died and that he lived in bad condi-

tions. I thought, 'Oh, no, he's going to talk to

me about his pain!' I asked him, 'How are you.''

He answered, 'Excellent. I am totally in love.'

He told me that, toward the end of his life, he

was again like a boy. It was very important for

me, during this war, to find something like this.

That's when I decided not to make war films

anymore. A love story in our Sarajevo

ambiance is stronger than it would be in Paris

or Sydney."

Zalica is moving forward, as is 23-year-old

Jasmila Zbanic, a tall, ebullient student of

Zalica and Kenovic at the Academy for

Performing Arts and the director of the sensu-

ous Love Is . . ., a surreal short that features a

couple making out in the countryside and a

nun giving birth to a baby.

"I was trying to go away from the war," she

explains. "I had three different versions of the

script, each with a pregnant nun. In the first,

she had been raped, but not in the latter two.

My war experiences have turned into love with

this film. Love for a kid is stronger than any

nation or religion or system. Life is more impor-

tant than any shit going on around us." (The

ones focusing on the war and its aftermath now

are enlightened Serbian directors like Srdan

Dragojevic (Pretty Village, Pretty Flame), whose

The Wounds—a harsh expose of Serbian vio-

lence and hatred in present-day Belgrade—pre-

miered at the Sarajevo Film Festival. Goran

Paskaljevic's Powder Keg, shown in Venice and

Toronto, charts the same kind of macho brutal-

ity.)

But Zbanic is clear that the war should not

be forgotten. Her company is called Deblokade,

which means "breaking the siege." "Like water,

gas, and electricity, that term was used all the

time during the war. Now it's not used any-

more." She hastens to add, in the contentious-

with-a-smile style that characterizes young

Sarajevan intellectuals, "I think that culture is

under siege," before launching into a friendly

tirade against The Perfect Circle and Kenovic.

("It was made for foreigners to show how

Sarajevo suffered, but Ademir didn't expose

himself. He calculates too much, but doesn't

give his heart. And he used cliches like the

limping dog.")

Zalica, Zbanic, and the other six directors

of shorts showcased at the festival were assisted

by seed money from the Sarajevo Film Festival

Fund. The fund totaled 200,000 D.M. (German

Marks are the currency of Bosnia), or about

$120,000, received mainly from the Ministry of

Culture of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the canton

of Sarajevo, Bayerische Rundfunk (Bavarian

TV), Kodak, and the European Union, plus

access to a 16mm camera and an editing table

provided by Sweden's Gciteborg Film Festival. It

is the brainchild of Kenovic and the Sarajevo

Film Festival's director, Mirsad Purivatra.

"Before the war, it was common to wait for

money from the [Yugoslavian] Federal Ministry

of Culture," says Purivatra, a very political

charmer of 40. "There was a competition once

a year. They would support four or five films.

stay here."

But Purivatra largely emphasizes the festival's artistic

side. "For us, it's a great chance to eat together, to meet

around 1 million Deutschmarks (approx. $600,000 U.S.)

and with 1 57 guests, the still-fledgling festival went a long

way towards creating a hospitable and intimate atmos-

people; it's the human side of the festival," he says. "Our

wish is to give people a chance to discuss and improve the

relationships between filmmakers." With a budget hovering

phere. Not only were filmmakers and journalists provided

with airfare and accommodations, daily meal tickets were

provided for breakfast and lunch. With festival venues

—

including a 2,500 seat open-air theater—cafes and

restaurants all within walking distance of each other, it

was easy for attendees to get together after screenings

and soak up the local culture. While sending and receiving

emails and making long-distance calls were sometimes

frustrating tasks—problems test organizers hope to have

ironed out by next year—there was no problem connect-

ing with other festival attendees, including representatives

from several other international festivals and film institu-

tions, including Rotterdam, Goteborg. and MoMA.

"I feel that I've met people here that I will work with in

the future, and those are the kind of contacts that you

hope to make at a festival," says Lisa Moncure, American

director of The Drought, which screened in the shorts pro-

gram. "But I also see it more as a cultural exchange," she

continues. "The mission of this festival is to reintroduce

Sarajevo to the world as a cultural mecca, which it always

has been. I feel honored to be here. It's not the first festi-

val, it's the fourth, but it still feels historic."

Paul Malcolm is a freelance writer based in Los Angeless
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There was no other production.

"Now, for the first time, we've launched

independent production. This fund, the first sys-

tematic one for Bosnian film production, helps

convince filmmakers to launch production

companies and to begin shooting films."

Not surprisingly, Purivatra's background is

in economics. And he used to run the local

branch of the Soros Foundation. ("We were

ready in the first days of the Dayton agreement

to know what is a free economy.")

"It seemed to be easier to get grants collec-

tively rather than individually," says Zalica. He

says the fund provided 30 percent of the direct

costs of his $78,000 budget. "In postproduc-

tion, we found other money. We got more from

Bayerische Rundfunk, not to mention some

donors in Bosnia like banks giving small pieces.

It was a brutally hard way to finance. Money

was coming in late, in small amounts, from

about 25 different sources."

"The fund gave me half of my 10,000 D.M.

[56,000] budget," says Zbanic. I produced it

with sponsors, my own money, friends' money.

We paid privately to go to Croatia to shoot. We

did postproduction in Hungary." She pauses.

"You know, before the war, filmmakers had

social security. Now there's nothing. But my

feeling is, if you push it yourself, something will

happen." She managed to get sponsors from as

far away as Austria.

"We are trying to revive the professional

guild of filmmakers by giving people jobs, by

acquiring equipment," says 26-year-old Faruk

Loncarevic, a filmmaker who programs the fes-

tival's In and Out section (first and second fea-

tures from the Balkans and Eastern Europe).

"What is sad is that eight shorts represent the

entire state. They're on the same level with

European films, but they're only shorts. The

problem is that the fund is privately adminis-

tered. If we had a state fund, we would also

have private funds as well. We're a small coun-

try; without the support of the state, there is no

cinematography."

Like Zalica and Zbanic, Loncarevic encour-

ages the movement away from the subject of

war, even though the script for a short he is

working on is a dystopian, science -fiction pro-

ject with the working title The End of the World.

"Probably I wouldn't be so obsessed with the

end of the world if we hadn't had this war,

which was so postmodern. But, then, every-

body is making films about how the world is

going down. Only Steven Spielberg makes

films about America and how great it is."

For his part, Loncarevic plans to hedge his

bets for funding his film. "I'll translate the

script into English and French. I'll submit it to

all countries, like Arte (TV) in France." He is

savvy about Sarajevo's cache. "Sarajevo means

something. If you have good scripts from Spain

and Sarajevo, 70 percent of the people will

choose Sarajevo."

Purivatra invited Balkan and Eastern

European producers to the Sarajevo Film

Festival for the In and Out sidebar. "My aim

was to have them discuss future collaborations.

We have a lot of good screenplays and talented

directors." In his new post as head ot Television
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Bosnia and Herzegovina, he hopes to help

Bosnian filmmakers with domestic TV money

as well. "I think TV BiH will rebuild our facili-

ties and give directors a chance to make copro-

ductions with us, like it is done in Europe. This

would allow 20-30 percent of the budget to

come from us. I would like to support two fea-

tures. I spoke to Ademir [Kenovic] about hav-

ing some young directors work on an omnibus

film: three filmmakers would each have 30

minutes."

VlDEOMAKERS IN SARAJEVO SEEM TO BE MORE

obsessed with the war than are their film coun-

terparts. Take Srdan Vuletic's sardonic, autobio-

graphical I Burnt Legs, which was funded and

presented at the festival through the Soros

Arts Center. Vuletic addresses the camera (a

favorite Sarajevan trope) to recount how he

carried amputated limbs to the crematorium

during the siege. He becomes conscious of the

strangeness of his job and, at the same time,

the strangeness of the siege. "I thought every-

one would be closer to each other, but the

opposite happened," he tells the camera.

"Everyone has become an entity unto himself."

At the end of the video, he shrugs. "But 1 feel

so great."

By far the best production about the war is

The Mona Lisa from Sarajevo, an hour-long

ftn iml World scene from to* city of Sarajevo. Pnoto: Sabine Felber
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impressionistic survey of Sarajevo under siege

by the great Bato Cengic, a man in his mid- six-

ties and a member of Yugoslavia's "Black Wave"

ot filmmakers dating back to the late sixties.

Culled from 1,000 minutes of footage and done

completely with his own funds ($24,000), the

video focuses on cultural life during the period

of destruction. Artists create exhibitions with

sculptures made from debris; people form an

outdoor library after the Serbs demolished the

beautiful old building and its books. "The

hypocrisy of Europe; they pulled out of making

Sarajevo the Cultural Capital in '94," reads a

text. There is no dialogue; opera music pro-

vides most of the soundtrack. A freeze frame of

a child's face ends the tape.

"I spent the war with Bato and some other

intellectuals in the small Indi Cafe," says Zlatko

Dizdarevic, the Pen Prize -winning editor of the

newspaper Oslobegenge during the war (it was

put together in the basement after the building

was destroyed) and author of Sarajevo: A War

journal. "He had a small amateur camera. For

him, it was a way of surviving. He had no con-

tact with his family on the Adriatic coast. His

apartment was destroyed at the beginning of

the war. Cultural life was a special kind of psy-

chological resistance during the war. There was

a sentiment that we were degraded, but war is

as much about personal dignity as it is about

physical destruction."

The new generation may be looking beyond

the war theme, but Cengic has been obsessed

with the topic from the get-go. One of the

world's great movie masterpieces, and the reve-

lation of this year's Sarajevo Film Festival, is

his 1967 Little Soldiers, which has never been

shown abroad (it was banned for export after

the aborted 1968 Cannes Film Festival) and

was pulled domestically after a day in release.

Little Soldiers tells the story of a young

German boy at the end of World War II who

is checked into a Bosnian orphanage and

passed off as a local to avoid discrimination.

The other boys are cute, but they are adult

monsters in children's bodies. They taunt the

boy, even try to rape a female supervisor. The

film's black-and-white compositions are

stunning, and occasional scenes of lan-

guorous lyricism, like a horse floating on

water, plumb the soul. The final sequence, in

which the boys, all wearing gas masks,

threaten to asphyxiate the kid, is unforget-

table.

Cengic didn't work in the film industry for

1 1 years on account of his controversial

movies from the early seventies. Thankfully,

the times they are a changin'. "I'm interested

in Bato's new screenplay," says Purivatra.

"I'm ready to support him. And maybe he

could work with two young directors on the

omnibus film." That would place a pontoon

right across the Bosnian generation gap. It

would also provide a helpful new cleans-

ing—and reinvent that horrid word.

Howard Feinstein was president of the jury for the

section "Made in Bosnia, " eight shorts in competition,

at this year's Sarajevo Film Festival.
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Read My Front End:

Confederate flag supporters

at the Gilbert, SC, Peach

Festival. July 4th.

Courtesy filmmaker

I AIN'T

May 15, Brooklyn, New York

I've bitten the bullet and decided that getting

this film off the "round is worth quitting my
job, leaving New York, and putting life-as-I-

know-it on indefinite hold. I'm directing a

film—my first—on the historical and cultural

significance of the Confederate flag, which

will involve setting up shop in Charleston,

South Carolina (my hometown) and journey-

ing across the South to track both the cele-

bration and controversy. My major concern

at this point is whether people will speak on-

camera about the flag and all it represents

—

it's an election year, so especially in South

Carolina (the last state that flies the flag

above the Capitol building), folks are going to

be careful talking to the press. And you can't

talk about the Confederate flag without talk-

ing about race—but will people really speak

their minds, or will they just say what they

know will play well on TV? People definitely

won't open up if they think of me as a New
Yorker, so I'll have to play up the fact that my
family lives in the South and I still call South

Carolina home.

My collaborators, Grady Hendrix and Jessie

Cohen, and I should have started shooting June

1st, but we're still sitting around waiting on

most of our equipment while the neo-

Confederate movement carries on without us.

We're using a Canon XL-1 camera, but are

waiting on a mixer and mics and various cam-

era accessories, all of which we ordered a

month ago; Steadi Systems in New York has

taken us for a ride. We just put together a light-

ing kit of mostly used equipment—a 750W
Lowel tota and two small fresnels—and spent a

day shooting tests. After a lot of frustration, we

actually learned a few lighting tricks by watch-

ing some docs on video and then trying to repli-

cate what looks good (Plutonium Circus proved

especially helpful). As first-timers, piecing

together equipment has involved a lot of

research and experimentation. I chose MiniDV

from the outset because it's cheap and digital,

allowing us to shoot all we need and operate in

the digital realm from day one—no generation-

loss through postproduction digitizing. Since

MiniDV is about as sturdy as rice paper, we'll

transfer our 60-minute cassettes to 180-minute

DVCAM tapes (via Firewire) and then have

digital masters with SMPTE timecode that can

handle the stress of repeated playback. But just

to avoid any unnecessary wear and tear, we'll

REGIONAL
make LP VHS dubs at the

same time and use them

whenever possible.

Got a scare last week

when I heard from a

trusted source that the

format we're working

in—which shoots full

frames of video instead of

interlaced fields—might

be incompatible with

NTSC, rendering it

incompatible with televi-

sion. I had to call a dozen

production companies in

Atlanta before I could

disprove that theory, but

the fact that it was so dif-

ficult has me leery.

June 15, St Petersburg, FL

Less than a week in the

field and sound has us frustrated beyond

belief—we tried to save money by buying an

off-brand mixer (ATI) and it's making things

outrageously difficult. The battery life is less

than two hours, the control knobs are hokey,

and the meter is pretty much useless. At the

start of every shoot we play a complicated game

of gauging the levels and then hope that the

batteries don't go out in the middle of good

footage.

A little fazed by our first shoot—the annual

conference of an organization of self- described

"racialist paleo-conservatives" in Charleston

—

we traveled south to Tampa, where we attend-

ed our first-ever 'Juneteenth' celebration of the

end of slavery and then went to church with

the local head of a Southern heritage organiza-

tion, who also dined us at a down-home cafete-

ria. Afterwards he took us back to his farm

where he showed us the basics of beekeeping (a

la Vice's Gold) and then spoke to us concerning

his love for the flag and for Rebel (his rooster).

June 27, Sheldon, SC

Managed to get permission to film at the Oyo

Tunji African Village ("as seen on TV"), which

was founded almost 30 years ago by former

Black Panthers and is now an interesting cross

between a commune and a theme park. It's

inhabited by about 30 folks and is fashioned

with an eye toward authenticity, replete with

temples, goats and emu, and traditional dress.

We'd heard of the African Village through

the grapevine, but so far most of our research

and contact- seeking has been done online. Our

first step is to research particular issues

—

regional debates, etc.—via Internet databases

like Reader's Guide, or through online newspa-
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per archives. We've

also tapped into a

whole network of

Southern organiza-

tions online that

track the flag

debate, and we're

following discussions

on several mailing

lists with an eye

toward potential

interview subjects.

Our files swell every

day and the re-

search never stops

—

I'm now careful to

make sure our motel

room has jacks so we can get online at nig

July 6, Richmond, VA

We just visited the Museum of the

Confederacy, the Confederate White House,

and the Robert E. Lee Chapel with five

teenage "Confederados" (Brazilian descen-

dants of Confederate emigres) who are touring

the South for a month. They whistled Dixie

for us (because they don't speak English or

know the words) and explained—in

Portuguese—that they love America, especial-

ly Wendy's. Of course, just as we began the

interview low-flying planes appeared out of

nowhere and a jackhammer on the other side

of the lawn started making excruciating noise.

"We'll fix that in post" has become a running

joke, though we know it's not funny at all.

July 11, Nashville, TN

Today we observed Alberta Martin, the last sur-

viving widow of a Confederate veteran (though

very, very old and confined to a wheelchair,

she's a veritable celebrity on the heritage cir-

cuit), and followed a parade of Confederate

flags to the unveiling of a gargantuan statue of

Nathan Bedford Forrest, the Confederate gen-

ference promoting secession, we met direc-

tor/cameraman Michael Givens who's pro-

moting his script about Abraham Lincoln

being tried as a war criminal in the Hague, a

"Confederate webmaster" who says he used

to work for the CIA, and a guy who has put

together a website comparing Reconstruction

with the Holocaust [www.dixiecaust.org].

August 5, Columbia, SC

We finally got time with Tom Turnipseed, a

lawyer who's running for South Carolina

Attorney General on an anti-flag, pro-affir-

mative action, pro-gay rights platform. Today

he's a liberal Democrat, but both he and his

Top to bottom:

Alberta Martin, last

surviving widow of a

Confederate veteran,

keeps the flag flying in

Nashville.

Sculptor Jack Kershaw

with his fiberglass statue

of Confederate General

Nathan Bedford Forrest.

Angel Quintero (I) and

Sherman Evans, propri-

etors of Nu South, a line of

clothing that features a

red, black, and green

Confederate flag.

eral who founded the Ku Klux Klan. Sculptor

Jack Kershaw explained his plans to distribute

copies of the statue throughout the South and

to supply Confederate flags to the western states.

July 25, Birmingham, AL

Our interviews are getting surreal and vexing.

Here in Alabama, at a pseudo-academic con-

wife once worked for George Wallace in Alabama

and helped found Segregation Academies to ward

off integration. Ha\ing changed his own politics

so dramatically, he's now pushing tor South

Carolina to follow in his footsteps.

Labor Day weekend, Tryon, NC

August is the crudest month. After two
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weeks of shuttling between South Carolina

politicos and a special trip to North Carolina

for a flag rally, we hole up in the office to edit

a trailer, which we'll need to apply for grants

and court co-producers. Again, technology

makes us crazy—the closest production com-

pany that could rent us EditDV (a prosumer,

Firewire -compatible nonlinear editing sys-

tem) was in Atlanta, but after we ran some

test footage, our contact person sort of disap-

peared and we had to look elsewhere. In a fit

of particularly bad judgement, we agreed to

let AVPC in Georgia send us a replacement

camera via Greyhound, which cost us anoth-

er 24 hours and considerable stress. Then we

realized we didn't have a Firewire cable, and

we wound up borrowing one from my par-

ents' next-door neighbor. That didn't make

us feel very professional, I'll tell you. We
emerged seven days later with a trailer three

times as long as we'd planned, but it was

heartening finally to see our footage.

We hit the road again, making a mad dash

from South Carolina through Georgia,

Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas.

We met a video-poker millionaire who

wouldn't let one of our producers on his land

because she's a member of "the Yankee race."

We also interviewed Dr. Leo Twiggs, a black

artist who uses the flag in much of his paint-

ing, and we went to an Ole Miss football game

where staunch Confederates plied us with

bourbon and the band played Dixie. We've

begun a daunting quest for archival footage and

photographs.

Oct. 8, West Point, KY

We've reached a crossroads—one third of our

team had to go back to New York, leaving two

of us with a handful of dollars to get through

our last leg of production, and attention is

turning to postproduction: When? Where?

With what money? Applications are in the

mail to one foundation, two co-production

markets (IFFCON and Rotterdam's Cine-

Mart), and ITVS, but until then we can only

enjoy the process of running out of money.

Today, for example, we're navigating the

crowd at the world's largest automatic

machine gun shoot, where they attach dyna-

mite to old cars and water-heaters and then

have at them with assault weapons. Now dint

beats a day job.

Ryan Deussmg [ryandi ilung.net J is the former

managing editor of The Independent.
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A Fabled Scene, Reconstructed

by Richard Fausset

These days, the fabled music scene in the

little college town of Athens, Georgia, is

arguably more vibrant than it's ever been, with

local bands like Olivia Tremor Control again in

the international spotlight. Though not as

well-known, a fiercely independent grassroots

film scene sprang from essentially the same

source in the early '90s, with an identifiable

aesthetic and its own punk-populist forum for

screenings.

In the last few years, however, many of the

avatars of Athens filmmaking have, to para-

phrase its unofficial poet laureate Vic

Chesnutt, gotten the fuck outta Dodge.

Though the old scene is somewhat dormant,

new blood and new visions are working to

cement Athens' gains as an idiosyncratic node

on the Southeast's movie network.

Film in Athens revolves around the interre-

lated phenomena of R.E.M., experimental

filmmaker and teacher Jim Herbert, and the

ongoing Super 8 showcase Flicker. R.E.M.'s

support of the arts in Athens is formidable, but

it was the band's birth at the dawn of the video

age—and singer Michael Stipe's training as a

photographer—that have made film a special

preoccupation. When Stipe started C-

Hundred Film Corp. in 1987 with director Jim

McKay (Girls' Town), it was for the purpose of

producing small teatures and shorts, as well as

achieving two other more ambitious goals: to

market indie film in the same manner as indie

rock; and to support the local film scene.

At the heart of that scene is Jim Herbert, a

University of Georgia (UGA) art professor and

critically acclaimed avant-garde director of

such films as De Luce in Luce (1993) and Waves

and Particles (1993). Since R.E.M.'s second LP,

Reckoning, Herbert has made, by his count, 12

videos for the band (including "Low" and "It's

the End of the World as We Know It") . More

importantly, on the local level, Herbert has

taught a film class for the last decade, a Super

8-only affair that instills in its students the val-

ues of improvisation, brevity, and trusting the

process before the process itself has been mas-

tered—values not unfamiliar to indie musi-

cians.

It was musician

Michael Lachowski, the

former bassist of Pylon,

who, with a handful of

other local filmmakers,

brought the films pro-

duced in Herbert's

class—as well as other

local like-minded fare

—

to the public in 1991 with

the introduction of

Flicker. Lachowski had studied photography as

a UGA student, had been auditing Herbert's

class, and was surprised by the quality of the

student films. He set up Flicker night as a show-

case at the 40 Watt, a local rock club, where it

quickly established itself as a monthly fixture of

the downtown arts scene (and a source of local

lore—Kurt Cobain trashed the projection

screen one night while crowd surfing). Local

filmmaker Angie Grass took over the direction

of Flicker after its first year, and the project has

attracted a core of excellent experimental film-

makers ever since.

Many of these contributors were somehow

associated with R.E.M.—not just McKay,

Herbert, and New York filmmaker Jem Cohen,

but less experienced filmmakers like Lance

Bangs and Dominic Dejoseph. Dejoseph's

description of the Super 8 work he made in

Athens ("little surrealist films preoccupied with

shape more than content, little Man Ray

things") gives a good idea of the aesthetic of the

better Flicker films. Because Super 8 is difficult

to splice and tape, Herbert had always proposed

that students edit "inside the camera"; the

results, as Lachowski puts it, were "three-

minute films usually shot in a linear sequence.

You could almost see the person try something

out, think, 'Whoa, that's a good idea,' then

watch him try it again."

Meanwhile, C-Hundred would occasionally

donate rolls of Super 8 to young filmmakers.

The company also began distributing video-

tapes of experimental shorts by artists like

Cohen and Herbert, a project that didn't break

even. "At the time we thought it was a viable

pursuit," McKay says. "In the same way people

bought indie records on, say, Dischord, they

would buy films. It turned out not really to be

true. Although the music and film industries

are comparable on different levels, it's not so

for indie films, because films are so much

more expensive to

make."

One by one, many

of the core filmmakers

of the Flicker scene

moved on, either to

different places or dif-

ferent ventures. Mc
Kay, Dejoseph, and

other Flicker staples

hit the road or moved

on to bigger projects.

Herbert says the scene

has seen better days.

"Right now the film

thing is kind of flat,"

he says. "There was a

period when, with

Flicker, people thought

it would go the same

way as the music."

In fact, Flicker is

currently alive and

well in places other

than Athens. Four

years ago, North

Carolina film buff

Norwood Cheek start-

ed a Flicker festival in

Chapel Hill. Flicker in

North Carolina con-

tinues on a bi-monthly

basis at the music club
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Cat's Cradle, showing local Super 8 and

Super 8 video transfers to crowds of up to

200 people. Now under the direction of

Duke grad student Roger Beebe, the festival

maintains its own web site [www.chapel-

hill.nc. us/flicker] and gives a $100 grant to a

filmmaker at each show. Nascent Flickers

have popped up all over the place with vary-

ing success—from Los Angeles to

Richmond, Virginia, to Hoboken, New
Jersey.

Meanwhile, Athens is struggling to find its

place in the region's film scene. Filmmakers

like Dejoseph and McKay note that the city's

size (under 100,000 residents) makes it a dif-

ficult place to pull off a big project.

In 1997, hoping to expand the town's

horizons, a group of film enthusiasts put

together the Athens Film Festival, which,

aside from 35mm features and shorts, includ-

ed a Super 8 competition and a guerrilla film-

making course hosted by Film Threat's Chris

Gore. Despite enthusiastic local response,

the festival was grounded by financial mis-

management, only to reappear this year

under somewhat different management and

rechristened the Kudzu Film Festival. Unlike

last year's event, the Kudzu (Oct. 7-10), had

no Super 8 category. Of the 21 films sched-

uled, only two (both 16mm shorts) had ties to

Athens: 6 1/2, produced by former Athens res-

ident Matthew Buzzell, and Kamala Lyons'

Look Both Ways, which was shot and produced

in Athens.

But Todd Campbell, Kudzu's co-program

director, says one of Kudzu's goals is to keep

this tenuous film community's momentum
going. He also believes films like Look Both

Ways represent the future of filmmaking in

Athens. "To me, [Look Both Ways] has taken

filmmaking in Athens to a level beyond

Flicker," he says. "It was a very professionally

done shoot."

That's not to say the Super 8 scene is com-

pletely dead. One of the most frequent con-

tributors to recent Athens Flickers is Chris

Jolly, a 21 -year-old from Lawrenceville,

Georgia. Jolly's films are pure Flicker—short,

scratchy, manic pieces, pastiches of m-jokes

turned outward, animation experiments, half-

second architectural homages, taped-m bits of

old porno reels, and visceral celebrations of the

medium of film. Jolly won the award for best

Super 8 film at last year's festival. And so the

circle expands; Jim Herbert doesn't even know

who he is.

Richard Fausset is editor of Flagpole,

At/iem' independent weekly
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How Gay Filmmakers
Fare in Dixieland

by Lawrence Ferber

In July 1991 Marlon Riggs' acclaimed

experimental work Tongues Untied was broad-

cast by PBS, but a number of stations declined

to air it. Not suprisingly, viewers in Jesse

Helms' state of North Carolina couldn't count

on their PBS affiliates to run Riggs' program,

but that didn't stop independent screenings

from being arranged. Soon protests held by

angry audiences wanting to see Tongues Untied

were replaced by conservatives assembled out-

side Charlotte's Mint Museum and a

Durham/Chapel Hill church, among other

screening locations. Since then, queer film

continues to face obstacles while also finding

support in the Southeastern states.

Nearly every gay-themed North Carolina

arts event that receives even one tax dollar

comes under scrutiny and attack by conserva-

tive denizens and legislators. A staging of .Angels

in America was quickly pounced on, while 1996

saw a contro-

versy sur-

rounding the

initial endorse-

ment and sub-

sequent denial

of a $1,500NC
Arts Council

grant for a gay

and lesbian

film series.

Organized by

Left: Michael Cammack in

Toothpaste Boy by Georgia-born

Ben Taylor

Above: From Randy A. Riddle's

Goatboy and the Music Machine

Courtesy Cape Town Films &
filmmaker

Robert West, film/video curator at the noted

Mint Museum, the series proposed to have

directors Todd Haynes and Su Friedrich in for

a short residency. The Arts Council, once sup-

portive, grew uptight about potential "punish-

ment" from legislators at budget time, so the

panel recom-

mendation
was over-

turned. (In a

somewhat
happy ending,

the festival

later received a $1,000 grant to invite lesbian

producer Christine Vachon, who curated a

shorts program.)

West maintains Charlotte itself isn't culpable

for such reactions but rather semi-rural districts

and far-right city government members with

"an agenda, apparently, to make a cage for no

city dollars to support arts that would in any

way offend any segment of the community."

Regardless, the Charlotte Film and Video

Festival continues to screen gay work (1998

included Treyf and Out at Work), as does the

annual Gay and Lesbian Film Series.

In Durham, the Carolina Theatre's North

Carolina Gay and Lesbian Film Festival

(NCGLFF) has endured headaches similar to

West's. Hatched in 1994 when two men helped

program a smattering of gay films in tandem

with a Gay Pride celebration, a ballyhoo fol-

lowed. Right-wingers claimed relatively "main-

stream" gay films such as The Sum of Us were

sordid and inappropriate. The hubbub only

helped draw audiences and discredit its detrac-

tors. Now an entirely separate August event,

the NCGLFF attracts thousands of people each

year, including many from outside the state.

Such struggles seem less common in

Georgia, particularly Atlanta. Its

IMAGE Center (Independent

Media Artists of Georgia, Etc.)

annually presents the noncom-

petitive Atlanta Gay and

Lesbian Film Festival, Out on

Film, among other events.

Approximately 25 films are

screened over the four days of

the festival, which celebrated its

1 1 th anniversary this October. One glaring sim-

ilarity exists between it and Norht Carolina's

festivals, though: they've screened precious few

homegrown gay films and videos.

For a short while North Carolina stood to be

known as the "introspective queer filmmaker"

state. Both Tim Kirkman and Macky Alston's

respective filmic diaries, Dear]esse and Family

Name, debuted in 1997, the latter winning an

award at Sundance. However, as North

Carolina- specific as their backgrounds and

subjects may be, both directors made their

documentaries after having lived in New York

for some years. So what of those who stay in

the land of iced tea?

Winston-Salem's Randy Riddle, 32, is one

such artist who's remained—and struggled

—

on home soil. His 1996 documentary TLC:

Year with a Leather Club, which looks at

Greensboro's Tarheel Leather Club, was

picked up by Brush Creek Media, a distribu-

tor of specialty gay adult videos, which,

Riddle claims, wasn't entirely sure how to

market it. Riddle reclaimed the rights after

one year and now offers it together with his

other videos, Goatboy and the Music Machines

(1997) and Raider in Canada: Portrait of Sean

Martin (1998), via the Internet [www.cool-

catdaddy.com]. "For my works," says Riddle,

"I've found that a Web resource and just talk-

ing to other folks in local communities has

been a better investment than entering festi-

vals."

While Riddle received a $2,000 postpro-

duction grant from the David Weinbaum

Memorial Foundation in New York, which

Riddle says "is dedicated to educational pro-

jects that deal with the Leather/SM commu-

nity. " he did encounter difficulty locally. "I

was turned away from every commercial edit-

ing facility in my area because the work was

'too controversial' or they were 'booked up.'

One nonprofit facility even turned me away

because they feared 'losing grant money,'

despite their enthusiasm for the piece. After

that experience, I scraped together funds tor

my own editing system and made a commit-

ment to keep my work free from any public

funding."

Greensboro's David Teague, 22, an under-

graduate Cultural Studies major at University
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of North Carolina (UNC) -Chapel Hill

(which he describes as the liberal mecca of

North Carolina) hasn't experienced any of

Riddle's problems. Involved with two of the

area's festivals—NCGLFF and Raleigh's

monthly Scarce Sightings—he describes his

award-winning film work as "no budget, do-

it-yourself productions, mostly on Super 8,

using equipment from UNC's film depart-

ment and a personal arsenal of cheap cam-

eras and thrift store gadgetry," and his suc-

cess offers hope to fledgling queer film stu-

dents.

A colleague in both NCGLFF and Scarce

Sightings, UNC professor Alice Kuzniar

received funds from UNC's Williamson

Grant in 1996. With this endowment

—

designed for the development of gay and les-

bian studies on its campus—she organized

the university's first-ever queer content class

(The New Queer Cinema), which screened

Dan Estes (left) and Andrew Averett are hustlers working Atlanta's streets in Ben Taylor's

In the Flesh. Photo courtesy Cape Town Films

and discussed films including Barbara

Hammer's Nitrate Kisses and Monika Treut's

M} Father Is Coming. "I think it was the most

difficult course I ever had to teach," says

Kuzniar. "There was a mix of students—self-

identified straight, gay, and lesbian—and all

the groundbreaking had to be done there

because they weren't used to discussing the

issues." (Most recently, the Williamson

Grant was used to bring in a series of video-

makers, including several lesbian artists, such

as Durham-based collective Mr. Lady

[www.mrlady.com]
.)

As for local funding, there are Artist

Fellowship Awards available from the NC
Arts Council, while in Georgia, Atlanta's

IMAGE offers fiscal sponsorships for film-

making projects of any subject matter so long

as they're noncommercial, independent

works. "More filmmakers will realize that with

what IMAGE is doing here, there are audiences

interested in these gay-related themes and

should make their own," says IMAGE festival

and exhibitions director Genevieve Mc-

Gillicuddy. Ben Taylor's directorial debut, In the

Flesh, is surely one of these. The Georgia-born

and -based Taylor, 39, has garnered a reputation

as screenwriter for award-winning work but

only overseas. Spending part of each year in

Germany, Taylor has scribed some 10 works,

including Stadtgesprach (Talk of the Town) . With

his writing credentials established, Taylor

returned home and developed his film with the

help of an Atlanta actors workshop.

In the Flesh centers around teen hustlers, a

gay cop, and murder. Taylor funded the low-

budget film himself with money he earned writ-

ing, using many crew members from TV's

Savannah while it was on hiatus. And though

the film's subject matter includes nudity and

gay lust ("I

just wanted

to do a genre

picture, ex-

cept I was

putting gays

in there, like

a gay Klute"),

the cast and

crew were

relatively

unfazed. "In

fact, I never

heard any-

one refer to

it as a gay

film until

after it was

done!," he

professes.

What
IMAGE,
Taylor, West,

and the Carolina Theatre's successful festival

all prove is that the Southeast supports gay

filmmaking. To find which facilities are sup-

portive (e.g., Chapel Hill's The Empowerment

Project) and which aren't, one can turn to

Internet resources like NC's NCIFA
[www.ncifa.com] and PopcornQ [wwwpop-

cornq.com], which features a shamefully

underused professional listing of area filmmak-

ers and festival contacts. Southeastern artists

should certainly seek out the growing regional

festivals, which at least serve a significant net-

working function. Then perhaps the next Tim

Kirkman or Macky Alston will sip their iced tea

at home . . . and film it, too.

Lawrence Ferber [EWelthorpe(aaoLcom] is selection

coordinator for the North Carolina Gay and Lesbian

Film Festival and lives in both Raleigh, NC, and

Brooklyn, NY.
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Film & Video Post
Sound Design
Music Scoring

ROCK SOLID
SYNCHRONIZATION
- Pro-Tools 4*2 -

lime Code DA-88/DAT
Complete SFX Library

Digital Video Lock
Serving Independent

Film & Video Producers

2 12 5 6 3 - 5 2 1
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REGIONAL

The Colossal
Film Circt<iAjl

BY TERI TYNES
At APPROXIMATELY 6:30, ON the night of

September 10, 1998, thirty minutes into the

Second Annual Colossal Film Crawl, I said out

loud to myself, "What have you gotten yourself

into now?" I was outside of Gambrell Hall on

the campus of the University of South Carolina

standing next to the Rock 93.5 truck waiting

to do a remote interview. I could hear the

young rock personality speaking into the tele-

phone, saying something like, "Hey, folks! I'm

here at Gambrell Hall with Teri Tynes, the arts

editor for Free Times and the coordinator of

this year's Colossal Film Crawl. Hey, Teri, why

don't you tell us what's going on?"

And then I heard myself saying, "Hey, we're

off to a great start here at USC with well over

a hundred folks to see the first films. You still

have time to come join us for an exciting night

of short films. We'll be starting up at 7 at

Jillians, the Nickelodeon, and Gallery 701, and

at the Art Bar at 8 and 10. Plus you can catch

all these movies in the repeat screening at each

location. Come check it out!" Yes, organizing a

film festival is not for the faint of heart.

The Colossal Film Crawl started last year on

a whim. An editor at Free Times, Columbia's

alternative weekly, along with members of the

South Carolina Arts Commission (S.C.A.C.),

had called on a few filmmakers around the

state and asked them to participate in the

event where audience members were encour-

aged to move from one venue to another and

to see films in an informal clubby atmosphere.

The Crawl's founders expressed an interest in

encouraging the work of local filmmakers, in

developing a new audience for independent

film, and to have fun in the process.

Independent filmmaking in South Carolina

has largely been confined to media arts depart-

ments in a few universities around the state.

Charleston tried a world festival for a while,

but it folded its tents this year. One bright

perennial, though, has been Southern Circuit,

a series sponsored by the S.C.A.C. that, since

1975, has sent filmmakers on a tour of

Southern cities to present their work. Outside

of this effort there was little in the way of an

organized attempt to encourage work by locals

or beginning

filmmakers.

That's where

we come in.

I never had

doubts about

the potential

audience for

the film crawl.

The Nickelodeon, Columbia's local indie film

theater, consistently draws a large audience.

When Tim Kirkman presented his Dear ]esse

for Southern Circuit just a week after our festi-

val, tickets sold out well in advance. Columbia

is one of those university and government

towns like

Austin and

Madison
with a lot of

intellectu-

ally curious

profession-

als. More

critically,

because our

paper, a rock

station, and

Time Warner

Cable served

as sponsors,

we could run

weeks of

broadcast

and print promotions. Everyone knew about

the event.

What worried me most though was that

around mid-summer we had only a handful of

entries. I then spent the next three weeks call-

ing every filmmaker I could find in Georgia,

North Carolina, and South Carolina. Many I

simply found from reading the program for the

IMAGE festival in Atlanta. We ended up with

30 films of different styles and genres by 22

filmmakers of ranging experiences and skills.

And that was what we needed.

By the night of September 10, most were in

attendance at the festival. Earlier in the after-

noon they had a chance to meet and talk at a

reception in their honor. The Bates brothers

from Dacula, Georgia, arrived first, bringing

with them a large family contingent to see

their 30-minute family drama entitled Thirty'

Five Bucks. Then our few local filmmakers

arrived, including Allison Tipton with a love-

ly and funny short entitled Dissolved Oxygen:

A Lab Dance and Ramin Bahrani, from

Winston Salem, whose film, Backgammon,

about an Iranian-American girl's strug-

gle with her grandfather, won many fans

by the end of the night. Even before the

first screening, some 50 folks, including

filmmakers, their friends and family,

were trading stories about their work,

lives, and careers.

Late into the evening, I found the film-

makers again in intense and lively con-

versations. Several, I learned, had traded

numbers and promised to collaborate on

future projects. Two of them, I suspect-

ed, would start dating. They all said

they'd had a great time, largely because

they were encouraged to mingle and talk

and crawl together. They were amazed at

the crowd—over four hundred in atten-

dance by the end of the evening—and all said

they looked forward to coming back next

year.

After it was over, I thought about what I'd

do better next year. I'd start looking for films

earlier, try to stagger the screening times so

people could see more films, and look for a

bigger venue for the final screening.

Nevertheless, I vowed to keep the Colossal

Film Crawl, in spite of its name, a modest and

intimate festival for both filmmakers and

Ten Tynes, organizer of the Cok>ssal Film Crawl, is

arts editor o/Free Times, the Columbui. South

CaroUna alternative news weekly. She lives in

Columbia with her film historian husband, Dan
StrcibL
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PROFILES

MURPHY'S LAWS
by Lawrence Ferber

TO MANY, THE DISH KNOWN AS PORK BARBE-

cue is an unspectacular tasty grub—some-

thing you nab when cravin' greasy chow. Not

so to the Southerners depicted in Joe

Murphy's Slow Food Fast Times (1994). These

denizens revel in the chopped, slow-cooked

Boone, NC filmmaker

Joe Murphy

delight, even regarding it with religious

zeal
—

"a zenith" one remarks. Those some-

times unlikely things we hold precious

—

from cars to haircuts to barbecue—and their

reasonably eccentric consumers are fodder

for videographer Murphy, who is equally at

home making films as he is teaching about

filmmaking techniques.

Murphy, 50, started teaching at Boone,

North Carolina's Appalachian State

University in 1975. "I went to graduate

school at the University of Texas in Austin

for Radio, TV, and Film," says the Memphis,

Tennessee -born Murphy. "I also had a degree

from Emory in Education and had been a

high school teacher in Atlanta. So my back-

grounds in both education and media led me
to getting a job here."

By 1982, Murphy, who produces, directs,

edits, and operates camera, enjoyed his first

public TV broadcast with Hot Lime: The

Great Blue Ridge Fresco Experience. Other

videos followed including 1987's Doc and

Merle, a documentary about legendary

Appalachian musicians Doc and Merle

Watson (Atlanta Film and Video Festival

award winner), 1989's Talk Hair Talk, about

people and their plumage, Auto Bond (focus-

ing on peoples' obsession with their cars) and

Slow Food Fast Times, winning Murphy grants

from the North Carolina Arts Council, muse-

um shows, and recognition. Of the latter, he's

decidedly tongue-in-cheek. "After Slow Food

Fast Times," he recalls, "I had radio stations all

over the country wanting to talk to me about

barbecue. I did a presentation for the Georgia

Historical Society in Savannah, and over 350

people showed up. It certainly wasn't because of

Joe Murphy, independent filmmaker coming

—

it's over barbecue!"

Of his role as an educator Murphy is also

jubilant. "It's fun—I love to do

it. "Students don't get the

chance to be creative very often

or express themselves in school.

In fact, a lot of times we dis-

courage that kind of thing, so

I'm delighted that I've been able

to do it and give people a

chance to be creative."

Production of Educational

Videotape, Advanced Video

Production, and Documentary

Film are among his course offer-

ings, and while subject matter

trends ("During one period

everyone wanted to do a music

video. Now it's the sort of

Quentin Tarantino/Pu/p Fiction/

black comedy kind of thing

—

violence as being humorous

which is kinda strange.") and

technology constantly evolve

from year to year, his educational approach has-

n't. "In the seventies when I started, people

were going out and shooting on Portapaks with

black-and-white reel-to-reel decks; now I'm

trying to get students involved in digital edit-

ing." His teaching techniques must be effec-

tive—two of his students, Barry Dycus and Jaxie

Bryan, have gone on to win Emmys.

"For students to understand the discipline of

video production is I think the most difficult

thing," he says. "There's always been some kind

of battle between the creative, free spirit and

the discipline it takes to do it. A lot of times the

real creative students don't have the discipline

to go through the tedious processes of produc-

ing a professional-looking video, but I'm seeing

more and more people who are willing or inter-

ested in doing that. I try to force them to go

through a process: creating a script, shooting

schedule, budget. I have them rewrite the

script, off-line edit their programs, and do more

than one draft. Those kinds of things reinforce

all that. I try to get them to help me on my pro-

grams as well, since being part of a professional

production helps those who are able to work

with me."

Murphy also feels strongly that an educator

should create a balance between recently

developed technology and timeless creativity.

documentary

film festival

The 2nd Annual

DoubleTake

Documentary Film Festival

April 8-1 I, 1999

in Durham, NC

For ticket and

submission information:

919-660-3699

Deadline for submissions:

January 8, 1999

www.doubletakemagazine.org/filmfestival

««tf^

April 10, 16 & 17-1999
"5 mm & video

ntry deadline-

December 15, 1998

Cash Award -$1,000
for info: (435) 259-9135

435 River Sands Rd.

Moan, UT 84532
http://fltoab-utafi.coni/fnmftideo/fesiiual.titml
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MERCER STREET

Pro Xools
Media lOO

Sound Design • Original Music • Sound Effects
Voice Over and ADR • Sound Editing and Mixing

Nun Linear Video Editing • Multimedia and Internet

Alan Berliner • Lisa Lewenz • Jem Cohen • Cathy Cook
Maria Venuto • Shelley Silver • Brett Morgen • Tony Oursler

Peggy Ahwesh • Kathy High • Ellen Spiro • Lewis Klahr

Ardele Lister • Hillary Brougher • Adam Cohen • Greg Bordowitz

Discount Rates for Independents
76 MERCER ST. NYC 10012 • 212.966-6794 • E-mailmercerst@aol.com

s
DIGITAL AUDIO
-PRODUCTION-
for Film and Video

and Multimedia

North CtVkoliiv^y

School of the Ajrxs
Interviews are scheduled on campus. For more information, write: Admissions,

North Carolina School of the Arts, 1533 S. Main St., Winston-Salem, NC 27127-2188,
or telephone (336) 770-3291, or visit us online: www.ncarts.edu

An equal opportunity institution of the University ot North Carolina.

WE HAVE MOVED
632 broadway 473-3040

New facilities Include

Solar
PRODUCTIONS

MORE AVIDS: 400S-8000S On-/Off-Line

DUPLICATION: Dubs and Transfers

SOUND BOOTH: Voice Over, ADR, Foley

AUDIO POST: ProTools 24 Digital Edit/Mix

Still at B'way & Houston. Stili Friendiv. Experienced. & Helpful.

"There's been an overemphasis on technolo-

gy, people thinking it's the technology that

makes the video, but what matters is a good

idea." To illustrate the best work he's nurtured

recently, Murphy offers two examples.

"There's a person in my class last year who did

a tape for the local Hunger Coalition to help

them with funding agencies—explaining what

they do. On the other extreme was this guy in

my class from a rap group who did a docu-

mentary about them. It had an interesting

kind of visual rhythm to match the group's."

And the worst? "The worst?" he laughs.

"Well, I get offended by people who just don't

want to spend any time on their stuff. They go

out and interview people, locking the camera

down, and basically make a radio show. They

think they can go out and talk to one person

and make a program with no visuals."

For his own upcoming slate of projects,

Murphy has shot twenty-some hours of Beta

footage for a planned half-hour humorous

program ("Most of the stuff I do has a humor-

ous tone to it," he professes) on how people

feel about their age. And beyond that? "I have

enough ideas to last me until I'm dead, I

think, so I'm hoping to just continue doing

funny videos about the absurd aspects of our

culture."

Joe Murphy: (828) 262-2298; murphyjr®

appstate.edu

Lawrence Ferber is a filmmaker, festival programmer,

and writer whose work appears in LA Weekly, The

Advocate, New York's Blade News, and others.

QUEEN OF THE
NIGHT

by Elizabeth Lenhard

It's difficult to pin Atlanta director

Peggy Hayes down. You could call her an

activist, enraged by the dearth of black dra-

mas on television, or an advocate, founder of

Night of the Black Independents, Atlanta's

only festival for filmmakers of African

descent. She's a fierce and philosophical inde-

pendent director, 34 years old, stationed far

from New York and L.A. and committed to

unconventional funding sources and grass-

roots distribution.

From her midtown Atlanta apartment,

Hayes protests, perhaps a bit too much, that

the dogma doesn't define her—she's simply a

storyteller who will do anything to get her

movies seen, such as the short God Says No

and a documentary, Sisters. "It's all the same

to me—it's creating images. It doesn't have to
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be on the big screen. Of course I'd love for it

to be on the big screen . . . but it's about

images to me."

Hayes' "selfish" fervor to have God Says

No—a film (her first) bristling with forbid-

den love and repressive family values—hap-

pened to beget an endeavor that served the

entire community of black, independent

filmmakers. "I wanted to make sure my film

was going to shown," she recalls. "I contact-

ed two other filmmakers and said, 'Hey, let's

show our things together.'
"

On the first Night of the Black Indepen-

dents in the spring of 1992, a queue of most-

ly African-American viewers snaked around

the block of Atlanta's IMAGE Film and

Video Center. Those shut out demanded a

second performance. "It snowballed," says

Hayes, "and then we had the great idea of

doing a film festival. 'Let's bring in other

black filmmakers.'
"

Over six years, the single "Night" has

evolved into an annual springtime festival,

administrated by Hayes and six other film-

makers. The fest, which toured in its early

years but now sticks to Atlanta, has show-

cased films like Dark Exodus by Iverson

White and Akoya Chenzira's The Choice. In

1998, it was also the forum for Nandi, Hayes'

first feature, funded in large part by Atlanta

businesses and individual investors.

The script for the low-budget thriller

—

which follows black women magazine jour-

nalists as they unearth a corporate, toxin-

dumping conspiracy—got a thumbs down

from distributors. With grim prospects for

theatrical release, Hayes began thinking in

episodes, hatching a plan for a dramatic televi-

sion series revolving around the characters at

the fictional black women's fashion magazine

called Nandi.

"I was really upset about Laurel Avenue on

HBO, which survived only two shows and

Under One Roof, on CBS that lasted four

shows," she says, referring to black dramas that

quickly sank from primetime. "There's clearly a

pattern. I think maybe it's the lack of experi-

ence of the executives, not being comfortable

with African-Americans in a serious situtation.

I realized I don't have to wait for somebody like

Miramax to say, 'Yeah, we're interested in

Nandi.' And I'd like to see a change in televi-

sion as well. It sounds weird for an independent

filmmaker to say that, but that's where I'm at.

Maybe I'm killing two birds with one

stone."

Hayes is planning to produce episodes of

hlandi the TV series much the way she did

Nandi the film—with private investors. To

give it her full attention, she plans to use

other directors on the episodes. And she's

in talks with WPBA, Atlanta's public tele-

vision station, which may air the episodes

on a monthly, or even quarterly basis.

Hayes is currently writing and doesn't yet

have a firm filming schedule.

"I love the fact that it's an independent

producer," explains WPBA's manager of

television services, Kevin Harris. "The

energy from an independent-producing

community is great—it adds a lot and it's

something you can't grow in any organiza-

tion. The other part, frankly, is we're

geared to Atlanta so I love the fact that it's

African-American through and through."

Success in television, while feeding her polit-

ical commitment, could of course threaten one

of the labels Hayes holds most dear—that of an

independent filmmaker, a black woman making

it in the city that sheltered Julie Dash in her

day. "I like being an independent filmmaker

because I do have control over my production,

as much as I can pay for it," she says carefully.

"I have strong feelings about who calls them-

selves independent filmmakers. If I accepted a

deal and got a big budget from a studio, I'm a

mainstream filmmaker then. Though I can do

independent things. I can continue on with

Night of the Black Independents. But once I

cross that line and people are saying, 'Okay, you

can have this budget,' then yeah, my status

changes."

Peggy Hayes can be contacted at (404) 724-

0467; indyfilm@compuserve.com

Elizabeth Lenhard is an Atlanta-based freelance writer.

THE

A not-for-profit media arts

organization providing access

to broadcast quality video

post-production services for artists

& independent producers at

drastically discounted rates.

— Standby also publishes FELIX,

A Journal of Media Arts and

Communication. —
• Interformat Online Edit $ 85/hr

• Digital Audio Post $ 85/hr

• Digi Beta to D2 Edit $120/hr

• Duplication & Conversions Inquire

Contact us for other services,

prices and access information.

POB 184, New York, NY 10012

Email: maria@standby.org

Phone: (212) 219-0951

Fax: (212) 219-0563

www.standby.org

Learn
Film

Making
in Vermont

B.A. Degree program.

Learn from successful independent

filmmakers in beautiful Burlington,

Vermont. Callfor more information.

Jjljiffi Burlington

^ggCoUeg?
Dept. MM, 95 North Ave. Burlington 17 05401

1-800-862-9616 www. burlcol.edu
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Todd Haynes Recreates

the Velvet Revolution
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Todd Haynes deserves one of those fancy MacArthur genius grants. You know, the $200,000 they give

starving artists to live on so they can continue making their work. In spite of the fact that he's completed five

critically acclaimed films

—

Superstar: The Karen Carpenter Story (1988), Poison (1991), Dottie Gets Spanked

(1993), Safe (1995), and now Velvet Goldmine, which premiered at Cannes, screened at the New York Film

Festival, and is currently being released by Miramax—he needs the money.

When I first met Haynes, he had just returned from a grueling, nine-week shoot in England for Velvet Goldmine.

He was exhausted, and his apartment was infested with rats. It's now a year later and he has eliminated the ver-

min, but Haynes is still working himself ragged. He arrived for our appointment out-of-breath, his hands filled

with freshly faxed pages of the script; one month before its New York Film Festival screening, he is still making

minor adjustments. During the past year, which Haynes spent largely in the editing room, Velvet Goldmine was

transformed from a movie about music into the Gospel of Glam Rock according to Todd Haynes. The film fol-

lows two glam artists, one British and the other American, on a spiritual quest through sex, drugs, and rock'n'roll.

Mythical glam-star Brian Slade (Jonathan Rhys-Meyers) disappears after a staged assassination in 1974. Ten years

later, a reporter named Arthur Stewart (Christian Bale) investigates the fabled disappearance. Velvet Goldmine

follows Slade's developing career and explosive relationships with his wife (Toni Collette) and an American rock

star named Curt Wild (Ewan MacGregor).

The narrative is draped on a complex visual structure. Director of photography Maryse Alberti and produc-

tion designer Christopher Hobbs create a world that is one part seventies' reconstruction and part avant-garde

"The Glam Rockers were interested in blending old,

nostalgic, Hollywood notions of glamour with

Kubrick notions of space-age futurism/
9

original. Editor James Lyons, another veteran of Haynes' previous films, weaves a glam rock soundscape to match

the glittering visuals.

In Velvet Goldmine, Haynes continues to excavate popular culture and transform it. He digs through the cine-

ma of his youth, from animation to trippy rock musicals, compressing it all into a film that is bold, sexual, and

epic. Watching Velvet Goldmine is like driving a convertible through history with the top down and the stereo

turned up loud. Because it is so mind-bogglingly beautiful, you may at first neglect the layers of meaning and just

enjoy the ride. But, as Haynes here explains, there's more to Velvet Goldmine than meets the eye.

Velvet Goldmine combines so many different elements: Oscar Wilde, Glam Rock, queerness, drugs, youth-culture, London, even

an Orwelhan version of New York in 1984. What element did you begin with?

It started with the music, the truly amorous relationship I have with the music, which started in high school.

There was something about David Bowie. I knew I would be getting into him in the future, but I couldn't handle

him at the time. When I first encountered him, it was too much, too dangerous. Yet when things are haunting or

slightly disturbing, you know they have touched you somewhere. It's funny how sometimes the mind can defer,

almost out of a protective mechanism, to let you get through what you're going through now. Then there was

Roxy Music, but I didn't start listening to it until college. I was also getting into [director Jean] Genet for the first

time, and I was obviously banking off all of these various things in Velvet Goldmine.

How did you turn an adolescent relationship with Glam Rock into a film?

Before I could think about a story or even a trajectory, I tried to mimic the process that I understood David Bowie

and Brian Feny were exploring—drawing from all these various references, looking for pertinent or recurring

themes, connections, overlaps, intersections. My search included their work, their lives, their autobiographies, as

well as Oscar Wilde, his work, his biography. [I was] trying to follow that line—the walk of the Dandy to

Seventies Glitter.

Your tracing the roots of Glitter Rock to Oscar Wilde was a particular surprise.

It was pretty clear from the beginning that I needed to start reading my Wilde. I saw all these really interesting

parallels with the way Wilde evolved very self-consciously as a celebrity in his period: from the outside in, corn-
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It's a bold act to not only rewrite history in your head, but turn those ideas into

a two-hour, $7 million spectacle. Where do you get the confidence to represent

history so clearly in your own voice?

My boldness really does come from the very bold way that Glam artists

opposed history, opposed traditional sex roles. I'm copying them, and

they were copying other people. It's a long, brilliant tradition of thett,

basically.

I think the only really truthful way to deal with history is as a fiction.

It's the only way you can be honest about it and acknowledge the fact

that history is partial, selective, usually in the hands of people in power

who choose what gets written down for posterity and what falls

through the cracks. With that attitude, you're also liberated—allowed

to embellish and make it as subjective as you like. That is where I'm

very much in line with Oliver Stone. I really admire the fact that he

deals with history as flagrantly as he does. I loved Nixon. I think it's a

brilliant opera of history.

Making a film about the 1970s that begins in 1850 and runs up to the 1980s must

have involved a rather unwieldy script. How did you convince people to get

behind it?

Because there was this youth-culture element, rock'n'roll, beautiful

actors and actresses, make-up, and spectacle—people could probably

go with it a little more. Anyone who actually committed to reading the

script would encounter some experimental elements. And that's still

what they encounter when they see the film.

Miramax is absolutely behind the film. We didn't really resolve a

deal with them until pretty late into preproduction. We never wanted

to give up any rights beyond just distribution. We didn't want them

involved in any decision-making about the film or about the cut. But

to his credit, Harvey Weinstein has been only hands-off, very respect-

ful, extremely enthusiastic. I think he's really making an effort to have

a different relationship with directors.

Looking back, you are a filmmaker of histories rather than of stories. Poison was

about sex, Safe was about Los Angeles, and Velvet Goldmine is about music and

youth-culture. Do you think of yourself in this way?

That's a really nice way of putting it. Definitely all the films are reac-

tions to and interpretation of famous lives, situations, or events. From

the youngest age and the very first film I saw (which was Mary

Poppins), certain films would have a huge, obsessive effect on me. They

would be inspiring and make me want to create in some way in con-

versation with the film.

In some way, all my work is a response to cultural material that

affects me emotionally. It's an ambivalent relationship, too. It's not just

out of idolatry. There is something about its mechanisms manipulating

me that both fascinates and appalls me. My work is on some level an

intervening in that process. It's why I like films that engage tradition-

al narrative mechanisms and machinery, like Douglas Sirk or

Fassbmder films. You identify with the characters. It's not like Brecht,

where all of that stops, or very theoretical films like Godard's middle

period. It is film that manipulates and still works with Hollywood

modes, but at some level forces you to look at those mechanisms and

think about them. It works in a dual fashion.

Memory is a critical element in Velvet Goldmine. Christian Bale, playing the

journalist investigating the story of Glam Rocker Brian Slade, relives painful

memories of coming out, and Toni Collette recounts her experiences when inter-

viewed about her romance with Slade. Is there a contradiction between Glam

Rock trying to do something new and relying on memories of the past?

Yes, and yet what they were drawing from was the past. They were

interested in blending old, nostalgic, Hollywood notions of glamour

with Kubrick notions of space-age futurism. You had to keep digging

this period out from the earth. It was Christian Bale's task to excavate

the past of Glam Rock, but also his own past in the process. The music

of Glitter Rock, particularly early Roxy Music records, is also very

much in the past. Its tense is past tense. It's all very melancholic and

retrospective. It's almost like it was over before it began. They had all

these projections of this doomful future that was about to happen, that

was going to squash all of this wild stuff.
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What's funny is that in a way this film is very affirmative. More than

anything I've ever made, it almost suggests, "Here, look at this. This is

a good example of something." As opposed to most of my films, which

have looked at culture from a critical perspective and not really given

you an answer or an alternative. In a way that makes me uncomfort-

able. Velvet Goldmine offers up what I truly believe is a radical sensibil-

ity that marked that era. But that period was completely repressed

afterwards—buried and retreated from with embarrassment, regret,

fear, or just denial. Because of all that, I don't know if I would have

been able to approach the film in any other way.

Are you saying you're uncomfortable as an artist offering the audience some-

thing they can feel good about?

I feel completely uncomfortable. In the most basic way, that's what all

Hollywood films do: affirm identity in their neat resolutions of what-

ever conflicts the films are about. They tie it all up in the end and

make you feel good.

Fassbinder said it best when he said you can't give them the revolu-

tion. You have to show them the conditions that make the revolution

necessary. It's up to every individual to take from that what they will

and construct their own solution. To give you the answer is to deprive

people of their own potential to think, to imagine something different,

to see what's wrong with the world and find their own answer to it.

Velvet Goldmine marks a return to experimental techniques after the fairly

straightforward narrative of Safe—Barbie-doll animation, elliptical editing,

jarring jump-cuts, music video interludes. What do these techniques allow you

to say that you couldn't in a traditional narrative?

For this film, the style was everything. It was a chance to get back to

those experience films of the early sixties/late seventies drug culture

that offered a kind of trip for the viewer—to take them somewhere

they had never been before. Films like that meant so much to me when

I was a teenager and made me want to become a filmmaker. They made

you want to analyze the film and buy the record, play it over and over

again with your friends, really immerse yourself in the film. The style

From the Carpenters' songs in Superstar to the hollow sounds of Safe, the

soundtrack has always been a crucial element in your films. How do you

approach sound?

I like it to be like fingers that sometimes tap you, sometimes massage

you, sometimes punch you, sometimes stroke you in subtle ways. The

music is psychological or internal. Some of my favorite parts of the film

are dead silence. It's absolutely dead silence when Ewan [MacGregor]

and Johnny [Rhys-Meyers] kiss. For a film that's so loud and so much

about sound, the only thing you can do that is more arresting is

absolute silence.

In addition to its inordinate quantity of music, Velvet Goldmine stands out in

how it uses music in as many different ways as possible, adding layers onto the

film.

You are talking about a definite decision on my part to see all the dif-

ferent ways music can work in films and incorporate them into one

film—from the feeling of live music, a la a rock documentary, to the

much more abstract, stylized, out-of-time stuff like the music videos

and the musical tradition where music is moving the story forward and

working as a narrator towards the evolution of character and story.

For instance the song "Bittersweet," which narrates a whole series of

scenes, is very densely constructed. Brian [Rhys-Meyers] and Kurt

[MacGregor] begin to break up. Brian says he's going to quit the

Maxwell Demon show. You see Arthur [Bale] come to London as you

see Kurt going to Berlin. Arthur meets the Flaming Creatures and all

of a sudden they sing a refrain of the song that you've been hearing all

the way through, in different voices.

It was tightly conceived. We had to time scenes so that they would

fit within the meter of that particular piece of music. But it took such

planning from the very beginning. The band would go in to cut the

song, and I would say, "Can you double the intro, 'cause we're going to

need more time for the Ewan and Johnny good-bye scene. And can we

cut this second verse and go right to the third, 'cause there is nothing

I want to cover for this section." It was like constructing the songs

around the script, shooting the scenes to the music, and then cutting

the scenes back to the music. Even then we still had to make changes

in the end. But without that much planning, I don't know how we

would have come as close as we did to fitting it all in.

The actors have made extraordinary comments about how enjoyable the shoot

was. Jonathan Rhys-Meyers said he was so tired every night but would "have a

smile on my face knowing I was coming back to work the next day." How did you
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keep your actors so happy?

I was happy they were having a good time, so I could live vicariously

through them. I was having a very hard, grueling time. This was the

hardest shoot and most demanding script ever. It was 220 scenes and a

nine -week shoot. With that many scenes all over the place, that's what

really kills production, moving from place to place.

As a director, I'm the nice guy. But it got to the point on the set

where I thought if I had a bit more of a sadistic edge to me, I would

have more fun. I would be able to relieve myself of all of that amazing

tension and scream at some poor person next to me. I could get it off

my chest and then be, "Okay, let's rock." Instead I internalize it all and

am really nice, and I go home and I want to kill myself. It really was at

times so torturous. We had four to five scenes, separate locations, to

shoot a day. A day! It's like shooting an entire scene in three hours. It

was such a nightmare. But it's so stupid to complain, because I'm lucky

to be a director and have all these problems.

What kind of preparations did you have with the cast to get them so deeply

inside the Glam scene?

We hung out a lot. I thought that was really important—to feel a real

kind of comfort and ease and trust with each other before we got on

set. And it paid off in spades, with the way they continued to hang out

together throughout the shoot, fell in love with each other, had sex

with each other, did drugs with each other. It was a good healthy Glam

Rock experience all the way around.

Aaron Krach lives and writes in New Ymk ( to
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"Dorit Miss the Horses!"
"Critical Cinema" author Scott MacDonald

talks about life with the avant garde.

by Lynn e Sachs

I've been teaching filmmaking and film studies for just about a

decade, and nothing has helped me introduce my students to the won-

ders of alternative cinema better than Scott MacDonald's three-vol-

ume set of books entitled A Critical Cinema: Interviews with Independent

Filmmakers. These intimate, forthright, and revealing conversations

offer readers the chance to immerse themselves in the creative process

of 63 contemporary filmmakers. MacDonald conducted his first inter-

view in 1979 with Hollis Frampton and has been listening to the reflec-

tions of makers ever since, interviewing directors

ranging from Charles Burnett to John Waters,

George Kuchar to Trinh T. Minh-ha, Cauleen

Smith to Robert Breer. These in-depth conversa-

tions give readers the feeling that they've spent

hours with a filmmaker. Autobiographical connec-

tions to moments in the movies, expansive expla-

nations of narrative decisions, struggles in every-

thing from finance to illness—here is the life of an

artist as told to a writer who believes

deeply in the work at hand and discuss-

es it with passion and insight.

After 25 years oi full-time teaching at Utica College in

central New York, MacDonald (who has been a frequent

contributor to The Independent) retired this year in order to

devote himself to writing volume four in the series. In

August, I turned the microphone on MacDonald

to get his thoughts of this invaluable body of

work.

How and when were you first drawn to

avant-garde film?

The experience that changed me was

seeing Larry Gottheim's Barn Rushes, Ken

Jacobs' Soft Rain, Ernie Gehr's Serene

Velocity, and Stan Brakhage's The Act of

Seeing with One's Own Eyes—all on one

Saturday afternoon in the spring of

1972. I was teaching American litera-

ture and a standard film course

(Griffith, Keaton, Murnau, Lang,

Renoir) at Utica College at the time, and

I sat there so furious I couldn't speak. I

hated this stuff. It just made me furiousl

Well, I kind of liked Bam Rushes; it

reminded me of Monet, but the others,

Photo: Patricia Thomson

they were shit! I didn't get Soft Rain at all. Serene

Velocity totally annoyed me, and The Act of Seeing with

One's Own Eyes revolted me. I remember being dou-

bly steamed after the screening because everybody

seemed to take this stuff seriously. I fomented against

the films all the way home in the car and spent days

bitching about this atrocity of a screening. Then it hit

me that I was still thinking about this stuff. I actually

couldn't get it out of my mind. By the end of the year,

I found I wanted to do it to my students because I

knew it would energize the classroom incredibly.

What is "critical cinema"?

When I was first seeing these kinds of movies, they were like critical

notations on conventional film-going for me. As a teacher, I use them

as critiques of commercial media. The films are also a form of religion

for me, in other words, critically important for me. In Lost, Lost, Lost,

Jonas Mekas portrays himself and Ken Jacobs as the monks of cinema.

I'm not a Catholic, but I certainly am a Protestant version of that. I

believe in this work. I believe that people who don't make a lot of

money in a capitalist economy, who put thousands of what little money

they have into making a film that they know cannot possibly make that

money back, are doing something that is fundamentally spiritual.

Is it difficult to have a relationship with this kind of work while living in central

New York?

Thoreau talks about how every walk you take in nature is a pilgrimage

in which you try to win back the Holy Land from the Infidels. Going

to the avant-garde screenings in New York City was my pilgrimage. By

the mid-seventies I was planning my season around the schedules from

Anthology Film Archives, the Collective for Living Cinema,

Millennium Film Workshop, and Film Forum.

I noticed you dedicated one of your books to your students and the

insights you've gotten from them. What films have most excited your stu-

dents and turned them on to this kind of filmmaking?

VTmdou' Water Baby Moving by Brakhage is as powerful now for

undergraduates as it ever was, maybe more powerful because

they're not used to looking closely at anything, and especial-

ly a female body in process. I use Window

Water Barry Moving in virtually every class I

teach, including written composition, and it

blows classes away continually, creates

incredible discussion. The other one is Larry

Gottheim's Fog Line, which for me is one

of the great teaching films of all time.

It's a 10-minute single-shot film of fog

lifting over a green upstate New York

landscape. Beautiful. A meditational film.

And food for fury for my students, who

are so frustrated with it after a minute or

so, they don't notice the tiny horses that

cross the image halfway through and are

dumbfounded when I ask them after the

screening if they saw the horses. "Don't

miss the horses" becomes a mantra for the

course from then on.

Avant-garde film is probably the best

set of teaching devices in existence. That
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people don't use these films more often in academic work, especially at

the college level, is astonishing. I mean, if you want to get students to

think, argue, talk, really reconsider their media training, their whole

experience of a consumer culture, nothing is better. So, one of the

ironies to me of this whole history is that here's this pedagogical

resource of unparalleled value that fuckin' nobody seems to use. This

stuff remains in the margin when it should be part of everybody's intro-

duction to American culture, to environmental studies, to art history.

Was there an interview that moved you absolutely to the core, that changed your

perspective on that person's films or maybe film in general?

I tried to interview Yvonne Rainer in 1985 or so, for the first A Critical

Cinema book, before I really understood her films, because everyone

seemed to think she was important, and I guess I couldn't resist the

urge to be stylish. But when I called her to ask "how she found" the

edited interview, she said, and I quote—it's etched on my soul
—

"I

found it singularly boring and redundant." Ouch. I deep-sixed that

interview! But later in 1990, when I saw Privilege, I suddenly got

Rainer's postmodern aesthetic and her dispersion of so many of the

conventions of both commercial and avant-garde film. I loved the film

in part because it helped me understand my partner Pat's menopause,

to be interested in it, to share the frustrations and the excitements of

it. And Privilege helped me to understand the earlier Rainer films that

had befuddled me so. So I called her up and asked, "Would you be will-

ing to try it again? I loved Privilege. I get it, and I want to interview you

again." And she said, "Okay." Talking with Yvonne about Privilege for

Critical Cinema 2 was a wonderful reward.

I felt like you got Ross McElwee to enter this revealing, thought-provoking space

of reflection that I hadn't seen in his films. Instead of being glib and self-mock-

ing, he seemed much more down-to-earth and contemplative. He says these

really personal things to you about being a filmmaker and what the camera

means to him philosophically. He explains his movies ever so simply: "I create a

persona; it's not really me."

Well, I guess I felt very simpatico with Ross. I've always felt that if I were

born in North Carolina, I might be Ross! I thought his creation of a

persona for his films, that

was him, but only one ver-

sion of him, one aspect of

the more complex individ-

ual not just behind the cam-

era, but behind the film. It

was very much like what

happens in some of the

books I was teaching in my

American literature class;

Hemingway's character, Nick

Adams, is based on Hemingway but

he's only a version of Hemingway that

Hemingway uses to explore certain

experiences.

Your interview with Yoko Ono taught me a

great deal about the conceptual vision.

She's also just so funny.

Yeah, she is. I really enjoyed the

process. I think her influence has

always been very underrated. Ono's

minimalist, structuralist aesthetic pro-

duced some remarkable work, espe-

cially No. IV (Bottoms) and Film No. V
(Smile) , that can stand beside Michael

Snow's Wavelength as crucial works of

the mid-sixties. Lots of people saw the

work, and when I looked at the stuff

again, it just knocked me out. If you

want to get a rise out

of a nineties audi-

ence, show Bottoms.

You realize when you

see it how our butts

have been colonized.

It's a fantastic cultur-

al document, but it's also a wonderful movie. And I think almost

everything I've seen of hers I've really, really liked. I think she was glad

to be able to talk about the work without talking about John Lennon.

Both she and John Waters and later Sally Potter—filmmakers much in

the public eye—were unusually forthcoming, generous interviewees.

On some level, they were the easiest. They were totally prepared, and

they seemed to appreciate that someone had actually looked at their

work closely and was willing to take some time and have some

patience with it.

Where do people of color fit into the avant garde for you?

I've always been interested in ethnicity in film. The film course I most

enjoyed teaching at Utica College was African Americans in Film,

which I taught every other year for 20 years. Like so many of us, I slow-

ly became aware that there was an alternative vision amongst Black

independents—Oscar Micheaux and the Black Underground, Melvin

Van Peebles Sweet Sweetback's Baadassss Song, Kathleen Collins' Losing

Ground, Julie Dash's Daughters of the Dust, Charles Lane's Sidewalk

Stones. And the more fully aware of this history I became, the more I

wanted to interview filmmakers whose work seemed to challenge

viewers the most. I had a great time interviewing Bill Greaves about
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Symbiopsychotaxiplasm: Take One and it was a pleasure to talk with

Charles Burnett—Killer of Sheep is a favorite of mine. I never inter-

viewed anyone who let it fly the way Christine Choy did. I can't believe

that shit she says and later admits to having said. I admire her engage-

ment with the confusions of ethnicity in America. Chris is part

Chinese, part Korean and somehow a quintessential American. Her

films sometimes deal with this kind of ethnic complexity in an inter-

esting way.

You rarely compare these films to mainstream cinema; you rarely bring that up

at all.

Well, commercial film is certainly an understood context for all my

work. One of the themes

ofA Critical Cinema 4 will

he filmmakers who have

worked as part of the

avant garde and as mem-

bers of the industry. My
interview with Sally Potter

in A Critical Cinema 3 is a

premonition of this

theme.

Have you ever thought about

making a movie?

The thought fills me with

horror. I would rather dig

a hole. But I hope my

interview books reveal

an element of creativi-

ty—I just need to be creative in the service of other creators; that's my

M.O. The Critical Cinema books have always been nonfiction novels.

When I was studying American literature in graduate school, one of

the dimensions of modern American fiction that interested me most

was the fascination of Gertrude Stein, Henry James, Ernest

Hemingway, Erskine Caldwell, and Richard Wright with writing narra-

tives that take place entirely in dialogue. Also, my graduate studies in

the sixties brought me into a lot of contact with James Boswell's doc-

umentation of Samuel Johnson's career; Boswell's Life ofJohnson is an

early nonfiction novel. Like me, Boswell was Scottish (well, I'm just

partly), and he made himself a kind of country bumpkin character who

came to London to meet the sophisticates. Sometimes I play the coun-

try bumpkin card, too.

What's your interview process?

One of the things I committed to when 1 decided to do interviews is

that I didn't want to be a journalist. I'm not after expose. I'm not try-

ing to catch somebody saying something that later they regret. I want-

ed to create a space where filmmakers could say what they wanted peo-

ple to know about their work.

I see my interviews as a reaction to the usual sense of an interview

as a quickie: you tape the person, have someone transcribe the tape,

and do some editing and, bam, an interview. I want to honor the inde-

pendent filmmakers I admire by taking time with them and their work.

Some of my interviews take as long as five years. I begin, whenever it's

"Avant-garde film is probably the best

set of teaching devices in existence. That

people don't use these films more often

in academic work, especially at the

college level, is astonishing. I mean, if

you want to get students to think, argue,

talk, really reconsider their media train-

ing, their whole experience of a

consumer culture, nothing is better'

possible, by looking at every film an interviewee has made, as careful-

ly as seems justifiable. Once I feel I know the work well enough to be

able to surprise the interviewee, I begin recording tapes. I talk as exten-

sively as possible with the maker. I used to transcribe the tapes myself,

by hand, so that I'd internalize the way the maker talks, so that I could

create an accurate evocation of their way of speaking in the finished

interview; but that wore me out. Speed is virtually never a factor.

Sometimes an interview passes back and forth between me and the

filmmaker many times—a different level of conversation. One of the

reasons I waited so long to interview Stan Brakhage is that I couldn't

figure out how I'd ever look at all the work, and even if I did, he'd have

made so much new work that I'd still not be able to start talking. I'd be

like Sisyphus in the Greek myth. But I do have a Brakhage interview

underway; it will be in the fourth volume.

Which filmmakers do you see taking risks aesthetically or politically today?

There are all kinds of risks. James Cameron took a hell of a risk mak-

ing Titanic. And in a culture that tells us all the time to consume as

much as we can, making films that ask for quiet, patient, loving atten-

tion—the way so many of the filmmakers I interview do—is also a risk.

Of course, in a culture where you can't get attention unless you evis-

cerate a nun, it may not seem like a risk; but beauty is a risk in film.

In the classroom, most of the avant garde remains risky, in the sense

that it confronts, annoys, angers students—which of course gives a

teacher something to work with. My students sometimes complain that

the avant-garde filmmakers I show them are pretentious. Sure! I'm all

for pretentiousness—if you're not pretending to do something impor-

tant, something worth my time, get out of my face! Go be a regular guy

or gal somewhere else. I want you to try to do something that moves

me, shocks me, makes me feel like the moron I often am, teaches me,

helps me grow.

What's the weather report for avant-garde film?

As usual, it's the worst of times and the best of times. One moment it

seems as if the avant garde will be gone and forgotten in a week; the next

moment, I'm thrilled by how alive it is. Film itself may be gone someday,

not just avant-garde film—but we can sing it as it goes; hell, we've been

enjoying the demise of the novel and of painting for centuries.B

Lynne Sachs is an experimental documentary filmmaker living in Baltimore with her

partner, filmmaker Mark Street, and their daughters Maya and Noa. Her films

include The House of Science, Which Way Is East, and A Biography of Lilith.

She is currently visiting artist in the Film and Media Department at Temple

University in Philadelphia.
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SREENCRAFT

Screening Software: Part II

by Robert Goodman

Aristotle said every story has a beginning,

a middle, and an end. But what makes a good

story?

This article reviews software that promises

to help you cratt better stories. To evaluate this

software, it's necessary to consider the underly-

ing theories of storytelling embedded in these

programs. We'll also consider how well the

software functions, since a program based on

sound principles of storytelling that's impossi-

ble to use is not worth the trouble or the

money.

The major problem everyone faces when

evaluating storytelling software is that there is

no unifying theory of storytelling. Aristotle set

down principles for drama that were accepted

as sound until the late 19th century. The intro-

duction of motion pictures launched new

waves of thought about storytelling that are

still being debated.

The current wave of storytelling theory

began with Syd Field. His book Screenplay: The

Foundations of Screenwriting was the first to be

adopted as a Hollywood Bible, and it remains a

bestseller. Field took Aristotle's three-act

structure and embellished it by suggesting that

there are turning points (he calls them "plot

points") at the juncture of each act and in the

middle of the second act. Field sets out simple

rules for structure and leaves lots of room for

interpretation.

Robert McKee was the next theorist on the

scene. He advocates the three-act structure

and enhances it further by overlaying a "clas-

sic" five-part narrative structure. McKee

defines these as "inciting incident, progressive

complications, crisis, climax, and resolution."

John Truby developed another approach to

"classic" narrative structure. He broke it down

Part I of this article, on script formatting software,

appeared in the November 1 998 issue.
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into seven basic steps of human action: prob-

lem/need, the situation affecting the hero and

what's missing within the hero; desire, or what

the hero wants in the story; opponent, the char-

acter competing for the same goal as the hero;

plan, how the hero will overcome the opponent

and succeed; battle, the final conflict that

decides who gets the goal; self-revelation, the

fundamental understanding the hero gains

about him or herself which fulfills the need;

and the new equilibrium, the world back to nor-

mal with the hero at a higher or lower point. To

enable people to put his theory into practice,

Truby created a 22-step "Building Block"

method of writing.

By now, you're probably wondering what is

"classic" structure? It's the structure based on

the work of writer and literary professor Joseph

Campbell. Campbell analyzed the mythology of

various cultures and elucidated universal

themes in his 1940s book The Hero with a

Thousand Faces. Thirty years later, a young film-

maker named George Lucas read it and used

the concept of a hero's journey to write Star

Wars. Campbell's text, never intended as a

guide for filmmakers, launched Lucas's career

into the stratosphere.

The success of Star Wars renewed interest in

storytelling theory and transformed Hollywood

forever. By the mid-eighties, Field, McKee,

Two screens from Blockbuster:

(left) the main menu and

(above) the genre menu.

All images courtesy R. Goodman

Truby, Linda Seger, and others

were advancing their ideas about

storytelling on the lecture circuit

and in books. The decade also

marked the arrival of the first sto-

rytelling software programs and

of Bill Moyers' PBS series with

Joseph Campbell, which made

Campbell a celebrity in the last years of his

life.

Christopher Vogler, a story analyst, created

a method of evaluating screenplays using the

12 steps Campbell described. Vogler's book

The Writer's Journey. Mythic Structure for

Writers, published in 1993, became the new

Hollywood Bible. The Writer's journey is

refreshing because Vogler spells out his theo-

ry in a concise thoughtful, nondogmatic man-

ner. It's a clear guide. The theory's failing,

which Vogler freely admits and Hollywood

ignores, is that the hero's journey represents

only the male perspective. For a woman's per-

spective, Vogler suggests reading Maureen

Murdock's book The Heroine's journey:

Woman's Quest for Wholeness.

An entirely new theory of Story, developed

by Melanie Anne Phillips and Chris Huntley,

also arrived in 1993 in the form of a comput-

er program called Dramatica. Their theory is

a radical departure from more traditional

approaches. Dramatica's central assertion is

that every "complete story" is a model of the

mind's problem-solving process, which is

described as the "Story Mind." Dramatica

divides everything into "pairs" or "quads."

There are four "throughlines" or perspectives

that can be expressed in a story. Story struc-
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ture is divided into four classes. Each class is

broken down into four subclasses, which are

in turn subdivided again and then again.

Dramatica invents or redefines a vocabulary

for writers to use to discuss everything from

plot to character to setting. It's a grand theo-

ry of story, but is it valid?

The authors' credentials rest on their

development of Dramatica theory. They

—

like Field, McKee, and Truby—have written

no critically acclaimed plays, novels, or films

to add weight to their words. This is irrele-

vant if critical investigation substantiates

their ideas. Yet the authors' broader claims

"that behind Dramatica is a whole new

understanding of the mind's problem-solving

and justification processes . . . (which) form

the basis of a theory of psychology called
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Mental Relativity" leaves Dramatica's

soundness open to question.

That's the current landscape of story-

telling theory. The challenge for anyone who

wants to master the craft is that every com-

peting theory arrives with its own language

and definitions. Don't assume even the sim-

plest of words—e.g., "protagonist"—will

have the identical meaning within these dif-

ferent frameworks. None are infallible; all

remain in circulation. And all claim to pro-

vide answers to the question, "How can I

craft compelling stories, time after time, that

will appeal to audiences the world over?"

Storytelling software falls into two
categories. Programs that purport to help you

answer that critical question (StoryCraft,

Blockbuster, and Dramatica) and those that

don't (Plots Unlimited and ScriptReader).

Ashleywilde's Plots Unlimited V2.2

($199; DOS/Mac) is designed to generate ideas

for plots. It hasn't been updated since 1992,

though the Mac version is of newer vintage.

You select from 165 character combinations, 21

story types, and 1,850 conflicts, and the pro-

gram supplies a plot based on the combination

you choose. Plots Unlimited could help trigger

an idea if you're experiencing writer's block.

However, as software it's primitive; the DOS
version will only install to the C drive. Plots

Unlimited is expensive on a cost/performance

basis.

Venture Media's ScriptReader VI. 2 ($24.95;

Win) offers insights on how agency and studio

readers evaluate scripts. ScriptReader rates

scripts using a series of questions on a 1-5 scale.

The questions cover the first 15 pages, theme,

dialogue, characters, story, and other elements

important in Holly-

wood's perspective.

ScriptReader was

designed to create a

uniform set of princi-

ples to evaluate

scripts. It gives you a

story analyst's frame

of reference. The

program, assuming

you can honestly

evaluate your own

writing, could help

indicate weaknesses

that will trigger a

"pass" instead of a

"recommend." There

is one issue you

should consider: the

program can only be installed once. There is no

uninstall/reinstall routine.

StoryCraft's StoryCraft 95 ($99; DOS/Win)

is the stand-alone version of the first online sto-

rytelling tool, StoryCraftNet. StoryCraft takes a

structured approach to storytelling. The pro-

gram forces you to answer a series of questions

based on the Jarvis method. John Jarvis, the

program's coauthor, bases his ideas of the work

of Aristotle, Rudyard Kipling, and Campbell.

The program will only work when installed to

the C drive, even though the installation pro-

gram allows you to select any drive. As soft-

ware, this program is a disaster. There's no

point to answering the program's questions

because the program doesn't react to your

answers. The only value anyone is likely to get

out of this product would be from reading the

help files. This should be a book, not software.

Truby's Blockbuster V3.5a ($295;Win/Mac)

is designed to coach writers through the entire

scriptserve, inc

Your Script!

'...
,
,',.,,

i, -

KEEP YOUR ENTIRE
SCRIPT ON THE
INTERNET FOR
ONE YEAR.

FOR DETAILS SEE:

www .scriptserve. com

» Avid Non-Linear Editing, available

both PAL & NTSC for:

Short Films/Documentaries/

Music Videos & Commercials

» Demo Reels

Post Production

» Video Tape Transfers in all formats ,

including: DV Cam & DVC Pro

• International Standards Conversion,

PAL & SECAM

• High Quality Duplication from any

Source Master

• Film to tape Transfer

ANALOG DIGITAL INTERNATIONAL

20 East 49th Street, 2nd floor

New York, NY 1001

7

Tel: (212) 688-51 1 Fax (21 2) 688-5405

E-MAIL address: adidigital@aol.com
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video

D

on-line/off-line
beta-3/4-svhs

t 212.254.4361
f 212.460.5987
dmoore@acmevideo.com

GET IT

WRITE HERE
Dramatica Pro & Writer's Dream Kit

150 E. Olive Ave., Ste 203,

Burbank, CA 91502

(800) 847-8679 sales; (818) 843-6557 office;

www.screenplay.com

Plots Unlimited

23852 Pacific Coast Highway, Ste 132,

Malibu, CA 90265

(800) 833-PLOT; www.ashleywilde.com

StoryCraft

1134 Boiling Ave., Ste 21 ID,

Norfolk, VA 23508

(800) 97-STORY; www.writerspage.com

Blockbuster

1737 Midvale Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90024

(800) 3387829; www.truby.com

ScriptReader

251 Jeanell Dr. Ste 3,

Carson City NV 89475

www.scriptreader.com

Unfortunately,

that might have been a hint. Blockbuster is

marginal as software, and that's a shame.

The ideas and approach that inform

Blockbuster hold a lot of promise, but the

programming gets in the way. It's too easy to

get lost in the program. There's no online

navigation help. If you press

the exit button in an

attempt to return to the

main display, the program

shuts down without any

warning. The same thing

happens when the program

encounters an error. The hot

scene feature repeatedly

caused Blockbuster to crash.

John Truby's ideas about

storytelling are in the main-

stream, and the advice was

sound. Hopefully, the

Blockbuster software will be

improved and made more

user-friendly in its next ver-
One of 10 questions ScriptReader asks about your first 15 pages. '

sion. The genre add-ons seemed of limited

process of screenwriting. The program is copy

protected using a limited install scheme.

Truby's Writers Studio also sells 13 genre add-

ons, at $99 each, which are designed to help

writers master everything from action to horror
j

to sitcoms. We tested the Action andj

Detective Genres.

When you open the program, the screen]

displays all 22 of Truby's Steps. Users can]

lower the level from Pro to Quick Story.J

which shows just seven steps, or the Ad-

vanced level's 14 choices. Blockbuster!

comes with 16 examples. The principal]

example, the only one nearly always avail-

able, is Star Wars. The genre add-ons)

include additional examples.

The design approach of Blockbuster is to^

ask fill-in-the-blank questions. Three icon but-

tons appear on most screens: Truby's picture, a

camera, and an Oscar. The Truby icon launch-

es the online story coach with his comments on

the questions. The camera icon brings up a

screen that demonstrates how Truby would fill

in the blanks for Star Wars, and the Oscar icon

presents definitions and help.

The approach is fine on the surface. Yet

using Blockbuster is an exercise in frustr-

tion. (Blockbuster may not have these problems

in the Mac version.) The mouse commands

used in Windows 95 to switch between screens

and minimize or maximize a window are inac-

tive even though those icons appear in the

proper places. The program relies on keystroke

commands for these functions. Other than acti-

vating a button, the mouse is basically inopera-

tive in this program. The other annoying quirk

is that most of the time, most of the menu

choices are grayed out and inaccessible. The

only menu item that works no matter where

you are in the program is the uninstall option.

value on a cost/performance basis.

Screenplay Systems' Dramatica

(Win/Mac) is available in two versions: The

Writer's Dreamkit ($149) and Dramatica

Pro V3.0 ($399). The Dreamkit is a scaled

down version for beginning to intermediate

writers. We evaluated Dramatica Pro. Both

versions use a limited install method of copy

protection.
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When you open the program, 12 colorful

tiles fill the screen to give you instant access to

all the tools and features. Most writers will start

by using the StoryGuide tool, an interactive

step-by-step guided approach to creating a new

story. Dramatica takes you through a progres-

sion of fill-in-the-blank and multiple choice

questions. Your responses limit your choices as

you progress toward an ideal storyform.

Dramatica divides the writing process into "sto-

ryforming" (developing the dramatic struc-

ture), "storyencoding" (developing character,

plot, and theme), and "storyweaving" (scene

creation).

Dramatica is excellent software. The highly

polished user interface is clear and consistent.

Context-sensitive help is extensive and pro-

vides thorough explanations of the theory.

Dramatica also includes 67 selectable examples

from A Clockwork Orange to the X-Files, though

the main example is Star Wars. The program's

use of graphics reaches its zenith—or point oi

absurdity—in the Character tool. There are

over 400 thumbnail photographs and drawings

of men, women, and children that can be

attached to a character's description. Since

most screenplays need characters playable by a

wide range of stars, this feature seems superflu-

ous. The company provides excellent support

through its BBS, web site, and via telephone. A
demo is available, and the program comes with

a 30 day money-back guarantee.

Dramatica offered new perspectives about

my test story and was a pleasure to use.

However, the value of these perspectives

depend on your acceptance of the underlying

theory. Dramatica's unique vocabulary conceals

more than it reveals and considerable study is

required to understand the theory. Screenplay

Systems does supply a comic book and a few

charts to help you begin to understand the the-

ory.

ScriptReader is fine if you don't know any-

one capable of providing intelligent feedback

on your work. It's not storytelling software and

doesn't claim to be. The choice comes down to

Blockbuster or Dramatica. Blockbuster embod-

ies Truby's thoughts about storytelling. As soft-

ware, it leaves much to be desired. Dramatica is

impressive as software though the theory, for

me, remains obtuse. Both programs do have

money-back guarantees, so you can try them

out for yourself. The alternative is to read The

Writer's Journey.

Robert M. Goodman [goodmanta histories.com], an

award-winning writer and Emmy-nominated director,

based in Philadelphia, is currently producing the feature

Gifts in the Mail.

I II I

ti

AKIIC

WRITE . SHOOT . DIRECT . EDIT
YOUR OWN SHORT FILMS IN OUR HANDS-ON EIGHT WEEK

INTENSIVE TOTAL IMMERSION PROGRAMS FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH

LITTLE OR NO PRIOR FILMMAKING EXPERIENCE.

WORK WITH 16MM ARRIFLEX CAMERAS IN SMALL CLASS DESIGNED

AND TAUGHT BY AWARD - WINNING INSTRUCTORS. Tuition $4,000.

NEW WORKSHOPS START THE FIRST MONDAY
OF EVERY MONTH IN NEW YORK CITY ALL YEAR ROUND.

PRINCETON UNIVERSITYNEW YORK PRINCETON UNIVERSITY * YALE UNIVERSITY * UCLA *

PARIS, FRANCE * CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY, ENGLAND * VENICE, ITALY *

* SUMMER WORKSHOPS LOCATION - FOUR, SIX AND EIGHT WEEK.

All workshops are solely owned and operated by the New York Film Academy

NEW yCEK fILA4 ACADEMY
100 EAST 17TH STREET NEW YORK CITY 10003 TEL: 212-674-4300 FAX: 212-477-1414

WEB PAGE: www.nyfa.com E-MAIL: film@nyfa.com
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BUSINESS PAGES

TO ROTH OR
NOT TO ROTH?

The moment of
truth arrives.

by Susan Lee

SOOSER OR LATER FILMMAKERS, LIKE ALL ISTRE-

pid entrepreneurs, need to think about how they're

going to pay for their retirement. For those consid-

ering the new Roth IRAs, it should be sooner rather

than later, as the terms of enrollment change after

1 998. The following is a run-down of points to

consider, in consultation with your accountant or

tax advisor.

The Roth IRA is the new Individual

Retirement Account heralded as the hot hand

to hold for 1998. It differs from the old tradi-

tional deductible IRA by being non-deductible

when you make the contributions and not hav-

ing any taxes on the withdrawals when you

retire and begin taking the money.

Because the limits for contributing to a

Roth, even if you have another pension plan,

have been expanded out to $95,000-

$110,000 modified adjusted gross

income if you're single and $150,000-

$160,000 if you're married, many more

people are eligible than they are with the

traditional deductible IRAs.

Indeed, the Roth has great advan-

tages. After five years, the contributions

can be withdrawn tax-free. The earnings

inside the Roth have to wait for a tax-

free distribution until after five years and

you're 59-1/2, disabled, or a qualified

first-time home buyer.

You can contribute to the Roth after

age 70-1/2, and you do not have to take

the minimum required distribution that

you have to take with the regular IRA.

Though the Roth, like the traditional IRA, is

included in the estate, it is not taxed as if it

were income to the person who inherits it.

Given all this, the Roth sounds like a no-

brainer. For many people who qualify, it is.

However, if you intend to use your pension

money within five years, you cannot get to it

without penalty. I want to emphasize this point

tor filmmakers. You must ask yourself, are you

really going to leave this money in tor five

years.' Or will you be tempted to tap into your

pension plan money the next time you're in the

thick of production and short of cash?

If you are in a high bracket now, have no

pension, and may be in a lower tax bracket later

on, a traditional IRA may be better for you.

There are those who say that getting a

deduction for a traditional IRA and then

investing that money may be a better deal.

First, most people don't invest the money they

save. Second, while the people who do invest

the difference make up for some of the Roth's

advantages, they may not make up for all of

them.

Many people do not look at their IRAs as a

retirement tool. They just see the deduction as

a tax-saving device that also then helps them

with retirement. For them, a traditional IRA

looks better because it seems to be in the short

Is Conversion Right For You?

The complexity comes in what for many is

the financial question of the year: Should I con-

vert to a Roth or not? The answer seems much

fuzzier than the flash TV ads indicate. What's

clear is if you have an adjusted gross income of

less than $110,000, not including the conver-

sion money, you are eligible.

You must ask yourself, are

you really going to leave this

money in for five years/

Or will you be tempted to

tap into your pension plan

money the next time you're in

the thick of production and

short of cash?

Anyone who wants to convert from a tradi-

tional IRA to a Roth will have the amount of

the conversion added to their income in one

year. For 1998 only, the conversion amount may

be divided by four and added to the years 1998-

2001. You have an interest-free loan for three

years and a possible lower tax rate.

The conversion seems perfect for the young

who have not accumulated very much in their

IRA.S, and many of them are converting.

Those who should consider the price of

converting as too high are those who are not

going to keep their Roth going for five years.

For example, if you want to buy a first house,

you will now be able to take $10,000 from

your regular IRA as well as your Roth to do

so. You will pay your regular tax on the IRA.

But if you withdraw from the Roth within

five years of converting, you will pay an addi-

tional tax.

If you are in a low tax bracket in 1998 and

expect to be in a higher bracket over the

next few years, know that the conversion

amounts will be added to the higher amounts

and also be taxed at the higher bracket

amounts. Conversion may be less advanta-

geous for you.

Another fly in the ointment is that many

people don't have the money to pay for the

conversion. What they're doing is taking

money out of their IRA, paying taxes and a

10% penalty on it in order to be able to pay

the taxes for the conversion. It is not clear

that this method is worth the price of admis-

sion.

Financial planners are reporting that but

for the young who have a long time to go

before retirement, very few people with a

substantial amount in their IRAs are actual-

ly going through with a conversion.

First has to do with age. It seems that it

may not be cost effective to convert

within five or ten years of retirement

when you're beginning to take distribu-

tions.

Second has to do with cost. The idea

of converting seems wonderful. Except

for the details. Those who have the

cash to pay the taxes are very often the

ones that are excluded because of the

5100,000 cap on income. Those who

want to convert balk at the amount of

taxes they have to pay either because

they don't have it to pay or they don't

want to pay it once they hear the num-

bers.

Third, the bracket issue: as men-

tioned, the Roth becomes less favorable if

you're in a high bracket now and are going to

go to a very low one in the future.

The conversion question is unfortunately

one that for many people is not an easy one.

In tact, it turns from what seems like an eas}

slam dunk to a resounding maybe.

Susan Lee, EA [susanlee<Q compuserve.com] is a

New York tax and financial consultant specializing m
film- and iideomakers and other freelancers. She is a

registered representative oj Commonwealth Eauitj

Services Inc member NASC SIPC
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he General (Sony

Pictures Classics)

Opens Dec. 18th. One

of three films on notorious

Dublin criminal Martin

f

Cahill, John Boorman's B&W
biopic features a towering per-

formance by Brendan Gleeson

(I Went Douri, Braveheart) as

The General. Although in real

life Cahill was a well nasty

piece of work, Boorman's depic-

tion is a little softer on the thug, portraying

him almost as a Robin Hood, whose life of

crime were the just rewards for his squalid

upbringing in the

'60s and 70s.

Affliction
(Lion's Gate)

Opens Dec. 30th.

Paul Schrader's most

recent offering is a

tale of redemption,

alcoholism, and the

quest for accep-

tance and under-

standing. Lumber-

ing, inept Wade

Whitehouse (Nick

Nolte, in a fall-guy

role similar to

Stallone's Freddy Heflin in Cop hand) is a

flawed New Hampshire cop, mired in the

snow and petty events of his daily life. Like

everything Wade touches, his pathetic rela-

tionship with Margie (Sissy Spacek) is tainted

by his soul-chilled, alcoholic father (played

with venom by James Coburn). Script by

Schrader and Russell Banks (from Banks'

novel) conveys the aridity of the snowbound

Northeast and has the same unsettling effect

as Banks' earlier script, The Sweet Hereafter.

Savior (Lion's Gate) Opens late Nov. A
strong performance by Dennis Quaid as

Joshua Rose, a Paris-based diplomat, who

joins the French Foreign Legion after his wife

(Nastassja Kinski) and son are killed by a ter-

rorist bomb. Some years later an incident in

former Yugoslavia makes him see the error of

his brutal mercenary soldiering for the Serbs

and he makes his own redemptive journey,

metaphorical and physical. Directed by

Pedrag "Gaga" Antonijevic; co-produced by

Oliver Stone.

FRESH PRODUCE
by Paul Power

My Knees Were Jumping: Remembering

the Kindertransports (Anthology Film

Archives, New York, Dec. 2nd- 13th). Melissa

Hacker's personal documentary on a WWII
mercy mission screens on the 60th anniversary

of the first of the "kindertransports." This ini-

tiative took children from Germany, Poland,

Austria, and Czechoslovakia (including the

filmmaker's mother) to the relative safety of

Nazi-free Britain in 1939—many never saw

their parents again.

Vietnam Long Time Coming (Seventh

Arts) Opens late Nov. This new documentary

from Kartemquin Films {Hoop Dreams) focus-

es on a group of U.S. and Vietnamese veter-

ans—many disabled—on a 16-day 1,200-mile

bicycle trip from Hanoi to Ho Chi Minh City

last winter. In coming to terms with the past

and with each other, the participants, who

include Tour de France winner Greg Le Mond

and Sen. John Kerrey, make their fascinating,

often painful, journey together. (Winner:

Audience Award, Aspen)

TV/BROADCAST

Life of Crime 2 (Dec. 15, 10 p.m., HBO). Jon

Alpert's follow-up to his impressive One Year in

a Life of Crime returns to the Newark, New

Jersey, petty criminals featured in that 1988

documentary. The harrowing stories of Rob,

Freddy, and Deliris, who still live hand-to-

mouth, immersed in ever- spiralling circles of

unemployment, drugs, crime, and jail, are told

in Alpert's verite style. Even as a stand-alone

work, this is a powerful indictment of a society

that allows a fin de siecle underclass to slip fur-

ther and further through its cracks.

Creative editorial

services for film

and television.

A seasoned and capable editor

with documentary and feature

credits, as well as national

TV commercials and award-

winning corporate video.

MEDIA 100 EDIT SUITE...

Media 100XR (300kB.

Real-Time transitions),

54GB storage, BetaSP, SHVS,

DAT, CD, Scanner, After Effects,

Photoshop, Illustrator...

Midtown Manhattan location

John Slater

(800) 807-4142
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

Announcing Hie First Annual

Film Fcmcf

A Post-Production

f. Grant For

Independent &

Underground Film

& Video Makers.

Completion grants

of $500- $2, 000

awarded to proj-

\l ects that share

| CUFF's defiantly

J independent atti-

tude.

ALL GENRES &
FORMATS ELIGIBLE

SUBMISSION DEADLINE
FEBRUARY 1ST, 1999

For Grant Applications &
1 999 Festival Entry Forms:

Call 773* 327* FILM
infe@cuff.org * http://www.cuff.org
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FESTIVALS [festivals@aivf.org]

by Scott Castle

listings do not constitute an endorsement. we

recommend that you contact the festival

directly before sending cassettes as details

may change after the magazine goes to press,

deadline: 15th of the month two-and-a-half

months prior to cover date (oct. 15 for jan

issue). include festival dates, categories,

prizes, entry fees, deadlines, formats & con-

tact info. send to: festivals@aivf.org

Domestic

ANN ARBOR FILM FESTIVAL, March 16-21,

MI. Deadline: Feb. 1. All cats 6k genres of indepen-

dent filmmaking accepted in this fest of 16mm film,

founded in 1963 & one of oldest ind. film tests in

country. $12,000 in cash prizes awarded. Awarded

films & highlights programmed into 4-hr program

that tours colleges 6k film showplaces across US for 4

months following fest, w/ rental fee of $2/min. per

tour stop paid to filmmakers. Entry fee: $32 ($37

Canadian 6k foreign). Formats: 16mm; preview on

16mm only, no video. Contact: AAFF, Box 8232,

Ann Arbor, MI 48107; (734) 995-5356; fax: 995-

5396; vicki(6 honeyman.org; www.aafilmfest.org

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY ART MUSE-
UM SHORT FILM 6k VIDEO FESTIVAL, Late

April, AZ. Deadline: Feb. 19. The festival is a one

night outdoor festival. Entries should be no longer

than 10 min. All categories (animation, b/w, experi-

mental), but shorts only. Awards are in name only:

Jurors Award 6k LeBlanc Audience Choice Award.

All entries will have listing 6k image on ASUAM
Festival website. The festival began in 1997. All

entries become a part of the Museum's video library.

For the return of you tape, submit self addressed

stamped package. Submit in VHS; festival presents

in VHS. No entry fee. No appl. Just send VHS copy

6k short write-up on the work. Contact: John D.

Spiak, Curatorial Museum Specialist, ASU Art

Museum, Tenth St. 6k Mill Avenue, Tempe, AZ
85287; (602) 965-2787; fax: 965-5254; SPIAK

(5 ASU.EDUspiakfa asu.edu; www.asuam.fa.asu.edu

/filmfest/main.htm

ATLANTA FILM 6k VIDEO FESTIVAL,

May/June, GA. Deadline: Jan. 29. 23rd annual fest

seeks independently produced shorts and features in

the following categories: animation, narrative, doc,

student 6k experimental. All lengths, all formats.

Send 1/2" NTSC VHS with application for preview.

Cash prizes. For additional info or entry form, con-

tact: Atlanta Film 6k Video Festival, IMAGE Film 6k

Video Center, 75 Bennett St. NW, Suite N-l,

Atlanta, GA 30309; (404) 352-4254; fax: 352-

0173; afvf@imagefv.org; www.imagefv.org

AVIGNON/NEW YORK FILM FESTIVAL,
April 23-May 2, NY. Deadline: Feb. 26. RECON-
TRES CINEMATOGRAPHQUES FRANCO-
AMERICALNES, June 22-27, France. Deadline:

May 14. 5th NYC spring festival is the American ver-

sion of the 16-year-old Avignon Film Fest that hap-

pens in early summer. Both events feature top line-

up of US and French film premieres, retrospectives,

VIP encounters, seminars 6k fetes. Audience vote

decides 4 winners; awards total $50,000 in encour-

agements to 2 winning feature directors 6k 2 short

directors. Any style or genre. Formats: 35mm 6k

16mm. Preview on VHS (NTSC, PAL or SECAM).

Entry fee: $25. Contact: Jerome Henry Rudes,

General Director, French-American Film Workshop,

198 Ave, of the Americas, New York, NY 10013;

(212) 343-2675; tax: 343-1849; jhr2001@aol.com;

www.trancetelecom.com

CAROLINA FILM 6k VIDEO FESTIVAL, March

17-20. NC. Deadline: Feb. 15. Held at Univ. of NC
at Greensboro, festival is now in its 9th year. The

continuing goal is to exhibit works of independent

artistry 6k personal vision. CFVF accepts works in all

genres and categories inch animation, doc, experi-

mental 6k narrative. Projects of all lengths 6k origi-

nating on all formats accepted. Awards of $2,500 in

cash 6k Kodak film stock. Formats: 16mm, Beta,

SVHS, VHS (NTSC). Preview on VHS. Entry fee:

$30 ($20 students). Contact: Jenny Rescigno, CFVF,

100 Carmichael Bldg., Box 26170, UNCG,
Greensboro, NC 27402; (336) 334-5360; fax: 334-

5039; cfvfta uncg.edu; www.cfvf.cjb.net

CHARLOTTE FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL,

June, NC. Deadlines: Feb. 16 (early); March 2 (late).

Competitive fest "seeks to foster 6k encourage art of

ind. film 6k videomakers, esp. those w/ unique point

of view." Ind. film 6k videomakers working in US eli-

gible for fest, which awards $7,000 in cash

prizes.Tentative jurors are Judith Helfand 6k Cheryl

Dunye. About 50 works (9% of entries) screened; all

accepted works are paid cash. Features 6k shorts

completed since 1/1/96 accepted. Cats: doc, narra-

tive, experimental 6k animated. Exhibition sites inch

Mint Museum of Art, Afro-American Cultural

Center, Public Library of Charlotte 6k Mecklenburg

Country 6k The Light Factory. Choice Cuts, selected

exhibit travels to venues throughout US; rental fees

for each add'l screening. Formats: 35mm, 16mm,

1/2", Beta, CD-ROM. Entry fee: $30. Late entry fee:

$45. Contact: Robert West, Director, CFVF, Mint

Museum of Art, 2730 Randolph Rd., Charlotte, NC
28207; (704) 337-2019; fax: 337-2101; film(« mint.

uncc.edu; www.mintmuseum.org

CHICAGO ASIAN AMERICAN SHOWCASE,
April, IL. Deadline: Dec. 31. Chicago's annual Asian

American film/arts festival. Presented by Fortune4

Asian American Media Group 6k Film Center of the

School of the Art Institute of Chicago. Seeking fea-

tures, shorts, docs 6k videos by 6k/or about Asian

Americans. Entry fee $10, make checks payable to

Fortune4. Send VHS videotape 6k bio/production

notes, SASE for tape return. Contact: Chicago Asian

American Showcase, 3314 N. Lake Shore Dr. #6D,

Chicago, IL 60657; (773) 871-1977; fax: 384-6463;

info(fl fortune4.com; www.fortune4.com

CUCALORUS FILM FESTIVAL, April 22-25,

NC. Deadlines: Jan. 15 (early), Feb. 1 (late).

Cucalorus seeks independent work of all styles 6k

budgets. With a focus on filmmakers 6k their work,

Cucalorus is in its 4th year 6k styles itself as "one ot

the premiere film fests in the southeast." Any style or

genre. Preview on VHS. Formats: 35mm, 16mm,

super 8, Beta SR 3/4" 6k 1/2". Entry fees: $10 (early);

$20 (late). For more info contact: CFF, Box 2763,

Wilmington, NC 28402; www.cucalorus.org

FILM FEST NEW HAVEN, April 9-11, CT.

Deadline: Jan. 15. 4th annual fest is broadly

focused, accepting works of all types: drama, doc,

experimental on any subject 6k in any genre. The

festival accepts shorts as well as feature-length

films or videos. Goal is to expose audiences to work

of new innovative filmmakers 6k to foster contact

between filmmakers 6k distributors. Filmmakers

may enter in or out of competition. All entries eli-

gible for Audience Choice 6k other awards. New
Century Writers Awards screenplay competition w/

cash prizes sponsored by Escape Films. Any style or

genre. Cats: feature, doc, experimental. Formats:

35mm, 16mm, video. Preview on 1/2" VHS
(NTSC only). Include SASE for return of preview.

Include stamped postcard for acknowledgement.

Entry fee: $35 (or $25 for entries postmarked

before Dec. 1). Contact: FFNH, Box 9644, New
Haven, CT 06536; (203) 865-2773; fax: 865-2773;

infotg filmfest.org; www.filmfest.org

FILM FLEADH: THE IRISH INTERNATION-
AL FILM FESTIVAL, March 11-14, NY.

Deadline: Jam. 29. Inaugural annual event.

Screening formats: 35mm, 16mm, video (3/4" 6k

1/2" NTSC). Preview on VHS 1/2" NTSC only (no

PAL). All genres accepted in the following cate-

gories: feature, short, doc, experimental, anima-

tion. Open to films made in Ireland, or by an Irish

filmmaker, or filmmaker of Irish descent living out-

side Ireland, or with an Irish theme. Entry fee: $25.

Films produced since 1993 eligible tor official selec-

tion. ContacnTerence Mulligan, Festival Director,

I.I.F.F, 911 83rd St #C6, Brooklyn, NY 11228;

ph/fax: (718) 921-1011; terrycomic@aol.com;

www.tilmfleadh.com

FLORIDA FILM FESTIVAL, June 11-20, FL.

Deadlines: Feb. 26 (early); March 26 (late). 8th

year of this 10-day event featuring foreign 6k U.S.

indie films (feature, short, doc, narrative, experi-

mental, animation), seminars, Midnight movies,

Florida student competition, celebrations 6k spe-

cial guests. Held at Enzian Theater, major indie

nonprofit cinema, fest has evolved from exhibi-

tion-only test to juried competition. Cats: feature,

short, doc. In each of the categories there is a Jury

Award, Audience Award 6k 1 other award at jury's

discretion. Entries for competition must have at

least 51% US funding. Features must be 50 min. or

more. Fest also sponsors several curated sidebars,

special events, seminars 6k receptions. Formats:

35mm, 16mm, video (for computer animation 6k

student competetion only) . Preview on 1/2" VHS.

Entry fee: $15-30. Contact: Matthew Curtis,

Program Director, Enzian Theatre, 1300 S. Orlando

Ave., Maitland, FL 32571; (407) 629-1088; fax: 629-

6870; filiiitesti" gate.net; www.enzian.org

HUMBOLDT INTERNATIONAL FILM FES-

TIVAL, April, CA. Deadline: Jan. 30. Now cele-

brating its 32nd vr, this is the oldest student-run

fest in US. All cats oi 16mm ^ super .
s films under

60 min. accepted tot juried competition by active

ind. filmmakers. This vr fest continues to feature

experimental, animated, doc & narrative films.

Int'l entries encouraged. ApprOX. $3,000 in cash e<

prizes awarded. Entries must have been produced
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in last 3 yrs. Entry fee: sliding scale. Cats:

Experimental, Animation, Doc, Other. Formats:

16mm, S-8. Preview on VHS. Contact: HIFF,

Theater Arts Dept., Humboldt State University,

Areata, CA 95521; (707) 826-4113; fax: 826-4112;

filmfest(a axe.humboldt.edu; www.humboldt.edu/—

theatre/filmfest.html

HOUSTON INTERNATIONAL FILM &
VIDEO FESTIVALAVORLDFEST-HOUSTON,
April 16-25, TX. Deadline: Feb. 1. Large fest w/ many

competition cats, now in 32nd yr. Remi Statuette is

Grand Prize, going to top fest winners. Associated

market for features, shorts, docs, video, ind./experi-

mental 6k TV. Student Awards Program offers $2,500

cash for grand prize 6k $500 cash 6k $1,000 of Kodak

film for best student film in each cat of high school,

college 6k graduate. Scripts 6k screenplays also have

competition. Cats: theatrical features; TV 6k Video

Production; Film 6k Video Production; short subjects

film 6k videos; TV commercials; experimental films 6k

videos, filmstrips/slide/multimedia programs; student

films 6k videos; super-8 film 6k videos; screenplays;

music videos; new media; print advertising; radio

advertising. Fest also offers 3-day seminars on writing

screenplays, producing 6k directing, plus distribution

6k finance. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2", super 8

(on videotape). Entry fee: $45-$ 150; market fee:

$300. Contact: J. Hunter Todd, Festival Director, Box

56566, Houston, TX 77256; (713) 965-9955/(800)

524-1438; fax: 965-9960; worldfest<§ aol.com;

www.worldfest.org

NEW DIRECTORS/NEW FILMS, March 26-

April 11, NY. Deadline: Jan. Highly regarded non-

competitive series presented by Film Society of

Lincoln Center 6k Museum of Modern Art. Founded

in '72, fest presents average of 23 features 6k 15 >horts

each yr at MoMA. About 900 entries submitted. No

cats; all genres 6k lengths considered. Shorts present-

ed w/ features. Films generally shown twice; however,

docs may be shown only once. Films selected by 3

programmers at Film Society 6k 3 curators from muse-

um. Fest is well publicized; all programs reviewed in

New York Times 6k Village Voice. Generally sells out

(attendance averages 93% 6k estimated at 25,000).

Entries must have been completed w/in previous yr 6k

be NY premieres w/ no prior public exhibition.

Formats: 35mm, 16mm; preview on cassette, tapes

not returned. Entry fee: None. Send SASE for entry

form or download from website starting in Nov. Any

style or genre. Cats: short, feature, doc. Formats:

35mm, 16mm. Preview on VHS. No entry fee.

Contact: Sara Bensman, Film Coordinator, New
Directors/New Films, Film Society of Lincoln Centet,

70 Lincoln Center Plaza, New York, NY 10023; (212)

875-5638; fax: 875-5636; www.filmlinc.com

NEWPORT BEACH INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL, March 25-Apnl 4, CA. Deadline: Jan.

15. Approximately 75 feature length 6k 25 short films

chosen to compete for one of 10 awards. If preferred,

films may be excluded from competition 6k/or exhib-

ited in the "special screening" section of the program.

Formats: 70mm, 35mm, 16mm. All films must have

optical (not magnetic) sound. Films must be in

English or w/ English subtitles. Preview on VHS.

Entry fees: $40 (feature), $25 (short). For an entry

form 6k more info contact: NBIFF, 4400 Macarthur

Blvd., 5th FL, Newport Beach, CA 92660; (949) 851-

6555; fax: 851-6556; wwwnbiff.org

Mini-DV and DVCAM dubs to BETA

...at prices independent

filmmakers can afford

212-765-6000 Lichtenstein Creative Media

1600 Broadway Suite 601 New York. N.Y. 10019

(Mi -.

For Information

Call

801-328-3456

Or Write
Sundance Film

Festival

P.O. Box 16450
Salt Lake City,

Utah 84116

1

. UV--i-o-
Sundance Institute presents

1999 sundance film festival
January 21-31 Park City, Utah

The Program

Independent Feature

Film Competition

Premieres

American Spectrum

Short Film

Competition

International

Cinema

Panel Discussions-

Exploring issues

and the art of
independent cinema

Piper-Heidsieck

Tribute to

Independent Vision
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CALL FOR ENTRIES

First Annual Film Fleadh:

Irish International Film Festival March 11-14, 1999, New York

Deadline: January 29th, 1999

Films made in Ireland, made by an Irish filmmaker, made by a filmmaker of

Irish descent living outside Ireland, or films with an Irish theme are eligible.

Details: Festival Director, Film Fleadh, 911 83rd St (#C6), Brooklyn, NY
11228. Ph/fax: (718) 921-1011; terrycomic@aol.com; www.filmfleadh.com

southern Illinois carbon dale

film f e s t i u a L

ftflRUflRy 26 - mflflCW 7

i g 9 9

CHLL FOR ENTRIES
entry deadline is January IB, 1999
southern Illinois uniuersity-carbondale
dept. of cinema & photography
mailcode 6610
carbondale. il 62Q01 g, o ^rq 14R?

fax: 618 453.2264
http://ujujuj.siu.edu/ films

AVID EDIT SUITES
DFFLINE/DN LINE/3DFX

Grafix Suite/After Effects

Audio Design/Mixing/Protools

V.O. Booth /Read To Picture

VOICE

NY 1QDD1

212.244.0744

212,244.0690

NEW YORK LESBIAN & GAY FILM FESTIVAL
- THE NEW FESTIVAL, June 3-13. Deadline: Feb.

8. Committed to presenting diverse & culturally

inclusive programs of film, video & new digital

media, showcases all genres of film & video (incl. dra-

matic features & shorts, docs & experimental works)

by, for, or of interest to lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, or

transgendered persons. Jury awards for Best Narrative

Feature, Best Doc Feature, &. Best Short. Audience

Award for Feature Favorite. Submissions of digital

media accepted. Works-in-progress considered only if

they will be completed by May 1999. Proposals for

lecture &. film-clip presentations, curated film/video

programs ck interactive media installations also

accepted. Formats: exhibition in 35mm, 16mm, 3/4",

CD-ROM; preview on 1/2". Entry fee: None for sub-

missions postmarked on or before Jan. 8. $20 after.

Contact: The New Festival, 47 Great Jones St, 6th fl,

New York, NY 10012; (212) 254-7228; fax: 254-

8655; newfest(5 idt.net; www.newfestival.org

NEW YORK UNDERGROUND FILM FESTI-

I

VAL, March 10-14, New York City. Deadlines: Jan. 1

(regular); Jan 15 (late). Screening formats: 35mm,

16mm, video (3/4" & 1/2" NTSC). Preview on VHS
1/2" NTSC. Categories: narrative feature, narrative

I short, doc, animation, experimental. Awards: Juried

prizes for best feature, best short, best doc, best ani-

mation, best experimental, plus the Festival Choice

Award. Contact: The NY Underground Film Festival,

225 Lafayette St., Ste 401, NY, NY 10012; hotline

(212) 252-EVIL; eel: (212) 925-3440; fax: 925-3430;

I

festival® nyuff.com; www.nyuff.com

ROSEBUD COMPETITION, April, DC. Deadline:

Jan. 17. Rosebud is an all-volunteer org. formed in '90

to promote ind. film & video in Washington, DC
area. Goal is to honor "innovative, experimental,

unusual or deeply personal in creative filmmaking."

Competition accepts works completed or first

released since Jan. of preceding 2 yrs; eligible entrants

are producers or directors who are current residents

of DC, MD, or VA. Works accepted in all cats, incl

narrative, doc, art/experimental, music video & ani-

mation; works-in-progress/trailers/promos welcome if

they stand on their own. Any style or genre.

Nominees not selected by category, all works compete

against each other. 20 nominees & 5 winners incl.

Best of Show, chosen by ind. panel of film & video

professionals. Awards: trophy, cash, multiple area

theatical &. TV screenings. Formats: 35mm, 16mm,

Beta-SR Entry fee: $25. Contact: Natasha Reatig,

Executive Director, Box 21309, Washington, DC
20009; (202) 797-9081; rosebudwdc(a aol.com; www.

members.aol.com/rosebudwdc

TAOS TALKING PICTURE FESTIVAL, April

15-18, NM. Deadline: Jan. 15. Estab. as artists'

colony more than a century ago, Taos is known for

eclectic mixture of cultures, traditions & philoso-

phies. It is in this light that fest organizers program

over 100 new indie films & videos, including features,

docs, videos & shorts during four-day fest. Highlights

incl. Tributes; Open Sheet screenings (come-one-

come-all showcase for emerging filmmakers); Latino

& Native American programs, as well as comprehen-

sive Media Literacy Forum w panel discussions,

workshops &. demonstrations focusing on State of

media. Of special interest is the Taos Land Gr.int

Award of 5 acres of land to be awarded to narrative.
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doc or experimental film or video, 70 min. or longer,

which takes a fresh approach to storytelling &/or the

cinematic medium. Entries should have been com-

pleted w/in 18 mos. of fest 6k should be NM pre-

mieres. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, video. Preview on

VHS. Entry fee: $15-$25 (no fee for int'l entries).

Cats: Feature, Doc, Short, Experimental. Contact:

Kelly Clement, Dir. of Programming, 7217 NDCBU,
1337 Gusdorf St. F, Taos, NM 87571: (505) 751-

0637; fax: 751-7385; ttpix(& taosnet.com; www.taos-

net.com/ttpix

UNITED STATES SUPER 8 FILM/VIDEO FES-

TIVAL, Feb. 19-21, NJ. Deadline: Jan. 22. 11th

annual festival encourages any genre (animation,

doc, experimental, fiction, personal, etc) but work

must have predominantly originated on Super-8 film

or 8mm video. All works screened by a panel of

judges who'll award $1,200 in cash prizes. The festi-

val takes as its mandate the spreading of the 8mm
word. A touring program of works culled from the fes-

tival has travelled extensively for the last five years.

Formats: 16mm, 8mm, Super 8, 1/2", 3/4", Hi-8.

Entry fee: $35. For entries 6k more info: 1999

USS8FVF, Rutgers Film Co-op/NJMAC, 131 Geoge

St. (108 Ruth Adams Bldg-Douglass Campus),

Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08901; (732)

932-8482; fax: 932-1935; njmacCaol.com;

www.rci.rutgers.edu/~nigrin

WASHINGTON, DC INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL, April 21 -May 2, DC. Deadline: Jan. 15.

13th annual fest that brings "best in new world cine-

ma" to nation's capital. Known as Filmfest DC, fest

presents over 65 feature premieres, restored classics

6k special events. All are Washington, DC premieres.

Programs: fiction, doc, animation, family 6k childrens'

programs, educational panels 6k workshops. Fest

"attempts to represent the broad geographical diver-

sity of world cinema—the newest films of emerging

countries 6k the latest work from newly recognized

young directors." Attendance last edition totaled

30,000; fest brings together city's major cultural insti-

tutions, incl. Smithsonian, Library of Congress,

American Film Institute, Black Film Institute, DC
Public Library, Nat'l Gallery of Art, 6k commercial

movie theaters. Special programs include Filmiest

DC for Kids; Global Rhythms, series of music films;

Cinema for Seniors, 6k regional focus. Filmfest DC is

non-competitive except for an Audience Award

given to the most popular film. Formats: 35mm,

16mm, 3/4". Entry fee: $25 features, $15 shorts

(under 30 min.). Cats: feature, doc, animation, chil-

dren. Preview on VHS. Contact: Tony Gittens,

Festival Director, Box 21396, Washington, DC
20009; (202) 724-5613; fax: 724-6578; filmfest-

dc@aol.com

Foreign

BERMUDA INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTI-

VAL, April 16-22, Bermuda. Deadline: Jan. 15. 3rd

annual event in relaxed, intimate 6k casual setting is

open to all genres, w/ Jury Prize, Bermuda Shorts

Award 6k Audience Choice Award. New 6k unknown

filmmakers welcome. Formats: 35mm, 16mm.

Preview on VHS only. Any style or genre. No entry

fee. Contact: BIFF, Box HM 2963, Hamilton,

Bermuda; (441) 293-FILM; fax: 293-7769;

bdafilm(a lbl.bm; www.bermudafilmfest.com

The Sixth Annual

Silver Images Film Festival

presented by Terra Nova Films

April 19th - 30th, 1999

Call for Entries

Calling for American and International

films and videos, narrative, documentary,

experimental and animation, that honor
and celebrate the lives of older adults and

address the issues of aging.

Awards for:

Best Feature

Best Documentary
Best Short (any genre)

For information or entryform, contact

Terra Nova Films
9848 South Winchester Avenue

Chicago, Illinois 60643

Voice 847-795-0390

Fax 773-881-3368

e-mail siff@terranova.org

Entry Fees: $35, $20 for students, for entries

postmarked by November 1; $45 and $25 after

November 1. Final deadline is December 31, 1998.

Entry torms are also available at our website

www.terranova.org

INDEPENDENT
FILM FESTIVAL
March 19 & 20, 1999* West Point, MS

Our 2nd annual festival welcomes any length

film in any genre. Cash awards and "MAGS" will

be given. Entries will be screened in 16mm, Beta

and 3/4". Last Year's winners: Mark Edgington's

"Anna in the Sky"; Laurence (umbo's "Anna &

Eddie"; Ron Brown's "Bedtime Story".

For entry form write to:

Ron Tibbett, Festival Director

Magnolia Independent Film Festival

2269 Waverly Dr.

West Point, MS 39773

Phone (601) 494-5836

Fax (601) 494-9900

Entry deadline Feb. 15, 1999

CALL F O R ENTRIES
4TH ANNUAL STONY BROOK FILM FESTIVAL

Staller Center for the Arts

State University at Stony Brook, New York

Competitions in 16mm and 35mm films

including features, shorts, documentary

and animation. Largest film screen in the

region (40 ft. wide) in dolby stereo sound!

Previous guests and honorees include

Steve Buscemi, Rod Steiger, Eli Wallach

and Cliff Robertson.

For more information, call 516-632-7233

or email pcohen@notes.cc.sunysb.edu

Entry forms are available online at www.stallercenter.com/festival

or write to: Stony Brook Film Festival, Staller Center for the Arts,

rm 2032, SUNY Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 1 1 794-5425.
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long & short form nonlinear editing

online/offline, motion graphics, film

affordable

rates for

independents!

65 st. marks place, suite 16, nyc 10003 David Chmura, editor

7Y«^x>** *• FILM & VIDEO
U&UQJU.Z. 212-228-1914

The Rutgers Film Co-op/N.J. Media Arts Center + Eastman Kodak present the 1 1th Annual

UNITED STATES SUPER 8MM
FILM/VIDEO FESTIVAL

February 19-21, 1999 at Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NewJersey
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF ENTRIES: January 22. 1999 @ 5PM!

The 1 1th annual United States Super 8mm Film/Video Festival encourages any genre (animation, docu-

mentary, experimental, fiction, personal, etc.), but the work must have predominantly originated on

Super 8mm film or 8mm video. All works will be screened by a panel ol Judges who will award $1200 In

cash & prizes. Last year's festival drew a huge audience which viewed 1 9 finalist works out of 160 entries

from throughout the United States and Canada.

For Information/Entry Forms : 1999 United States Super 8 Film/Video Festival, Rutgers Film Co-

op/NJMAC,131 Geoge Street (108 Ruth Adams Bldg-Douglass Campus), Rutgers UnlversltY, New
Brunswick, New Jersey 08901-1414 USA * (732) 932-8482=Fon; (732) 932-1935=Fax;

NJMAC@aol.com=E-mail; www.rcl.rutgers.edu/-nlgrin-Webslte

CINEMATECA URUGUAYA, XVII FESTIVAL
CINEMATOGRAFICO INTERNACIONAL
DEL URUGUAY, March 27-April 11, Montevideo.

Deadline: Feb. 10. Uruguay's Int'l Film Festival is

devoted to short & feature-length, doc, fiction,

experimental, Latin American & int'l films, w/ pur-

pose of promoting film quality 6k human & concep-

tual values. Fest aims at being a frame for meetings &
discussions of regional projects 6k of mutual interest.

Fest is independent & prizes shall be granted by a jury

of critics 6k by the audience. Fest has 4 sections: Int'l

Full Length Film Show; Int'l Documentary 6k

Experimental Film Show; Information Show; Espacio

Uruguay. It is desirable, but not imperative, that films

be subtitled or have Spanish version or have a list of

texts or dialogues translated into Spanish. Films wish-

ing to compete should have been finished after Jan. 1,

1997. Deadline for the reception of prints: March 15,

(contact before shipping). Formats: 16mm, 35mm,

VHS (NTSC), U-Matic 6k PAL. For more info con-

tact: Cinemateca Uruguaya, Lorenzo Carnelli, 1311

(11200) Montevideo, Montevideo, Uruguay; fax:

011 598 2409 45 72; cinemuyfachasque.apc.org;

www .cinematec .org. uy

I HAMBURG INTERNATIONAL SHORT FILM
FESTIVAL, June 15-20, Germany. Deadlines: Int'l

Short Film Competition 6k No Budget Competition;

Feb. 15 /Three-minute Quickie; April 1. 15th annu-

al festival is a forum for presenting diversify of int'l

short films 6k a place of encounter filmmakers from

home 6k abroad. Awards: the Hamburg Short Film

Award (main award), No Budget Award (jury award),

Francois Ode Award (jury award), Audience Awards

(each category). Theme of 1999 Three-minute

Quickie is "it smells bad." Formats: 35mm, 16mm,

Super 8, Betacam, U-Matic, VHS 6k S-VHS. Dength:

under 20 min. (exceptions possible); except Three-

minute Quickie: 3 min. max. Previews on VHS.

Previews should be subtitled in either German or

English. For entry form: Kurz Film Agentur Hamburg

e.V, IHSFF, Friedensaliee 7, D-22765, Hamburg,

Germany; 011 4940 398 26 122; fax: Oil 49 40 398

|

26 123; kfa(a shortfilm.com; WAVw.shortfilm.com

LAON INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE, March 22-April 1, France.

Deadline: Feb. 6. The oldest French fest for youth,

attracting 30,000 spectators and well known by

French distributors. The Prize of Laon is a cash prize

of 30,000 FF to the French distributor. Categories:

high quality feature films likely to be of interest to

children or young adult (fiction or animation).

Formats: 35mm, 16mm. No entry fee. For more info

contact: LIFFYP 8 rue Serurier -B.R 526, 02001 Laon

Cedex - France; 01 1 33 3 23 79 39 37 or 01 1 33 3 23

79 39 26; fax: 01 1 33 3 23 79 39 32; ficjp@aisne.com;

uww.aisne.com/festival_cinemajeune_public

SYDNEY FILM FESTIVAL, June 4-18, Australia.

Deadline: Feb. 19. This major FIAPF- recognized

event is one of world's oldest (over 45 years old) 6k

leading int'l showcase for new work screening around

200 films. Noncompetitive int'l program incl. features

6k docs; experimental works; retro; competition lor

Australian shorts; late shows 6k forums w visiting

directors. All Australian distributors 6k TV buyers

attend. Fest has enthusiastic 6k loyal audience Ck is

excellent opportunity for publicity 6k acce-- to

Australian markets. Held at 1929 picture pal. ice
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acknowledged as one of finest venues in world; other

city venues also used. Fest conducts audience survey,

w/ results provided to participating filmmakers;

results have good deal of influence wy Australian dis-

tribs. Entries must have been completed w/in previ-

ous 18 months 6k be Australian premieres. Entry

open to features, documentaries 6k short films 6k

videos from around the world. Formats: 16mm,

35mm 6k video (Beta SP PAL). Preview on VHS
(NTSC or PAL). Categories: Not applicable. Awards

for Australian-produced short films (under 60 mm.)

6k docs only. No entry tee. Filmmakers wishing their

tapes returned must pay a fee of $20 (Australian) to

cover the cost of return postage. Contact: Jenny

Neighbour, Sydney Film Festival, Box 950, Glebe

NSW 2037, Australia: 01 1 61 2 9660 3844; fax: 011

61 2 9692 8793; info(5 sydfilm-fest.com.au; www.syd-

film-fest.com.au

TURIN INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF LES-

BIAN & GAY FILMS, April 16-22, Italy. Deadline:

Early Feb. Now in 14th yr, one ot longest-running mt'l

gay & lesbian events. Entries should be by lesbian/gay

filmmakers or address lesbian ga} themes 6s issues.

About 170 titles. Competition section divided

between 3 ]iincs: doc. long feature 6s. short feature.

Panorama section features new mt'l productions.

Award named alter late test co-tounder, Ottavio Mai,

presented to best screenplay tor short. Cats: doc. fea-

ture, short. Formats: 35mm, 16mm, 3/4", 1/2" (PAL

6s. NTSC). Preview on VHS. No entry fee. Contact:

Angelo Acerbi, Head programmer, or Luca

Andreotti, Coordinator, "Da Sodoma a Hollywood",

Piazza San Carlo 161, 10123 Torino, Italy; 011 J90 11

534 888; tax: Oil 390 11 535 796; glfilmfest<§

asvKima.com; WWW. space.tm.it cinema gminerba

VUES D'AFRIQUE, April 19-Mav 2. Quebec.

Deadline: Mid-Feb. Along w FESPACO. fest, found-

ed in 1983, is important showcase tor films from

Africa 6k diaspora. Intended to familiarize Canadians

6k other North Americans w, African 6s. Creole pro-

ductions 6* promote audiovisual industries in devel-

oping countries. Over 55,000 people attend. Cats,

incl: African Panorama, The English Section, African

Television, Creole Images, Franco Sud, Canadian

Views, Ecrans Nord-Sud, 6k Videoclips. Expositions,

into kiosks, music, dance, literature 6s food part ot

Salon Afancain et Creole (African 6k Caribbean Fair)

held at same time. Fiction 6k doc, long 6k short pro-

grammed. Fest also travels to other cities in Canada.

Cats: Feature, Doc, Short, African diaspora. Formats:

35mm, 16mm, VHS (NTSC, PAL, SECAM),
Betacam SP, 3/4". Preview on VHS or Umatic 3/4".

No entry fee. Contact: Francoise Wera , 67 Ste-

Catherine St. West, Suite 500, Montreal (Quebec),

H2X 1Z7, Canada; (514) 284-3322; fax: 845-0631;

vuesda(« cam.org; www.vuesdafrique.org

DON'T FORGET TO VOTE!

AIVF board election

deadline: Dec.7

T

AMERICAN MONTAGE INC

STUDENTS: CALL FOR ENTRIES

How is POPULATION GROWTH affecting

CONSUMPTION • ENVIRONMENT • SUSTAINABILITY

$10,000 IN PRIZES

NO ENTRY FEE

TV EXPOSURE* NATIONAL TOUR

For more information, a resource guide and

a copy of the video Best of Festival , contact:

WPFVF • 46 Fox Hill Road, Bernardston, MA
01 337 • TL: 800 638-9464 • FX: 41 3 648-9204

eM: info@wpfvf.com • www.wpM.com
Sponsored by Sopris Foundation, Searchlight

Films & Population Communications International

Award Winning Clients And
Productions at Reasonable Rates

AVID
9 & 4

Film & Video Production

Post-Production Specialists

Time Coded Duplication

Hi-8, VHS, 3/4SP, Betacam SP
Editing & Dubbing

Mac Graphics & Digital Effects

375 West B'way 3R, NY, NY 10012

3 3 4-8283

29
TH STREET VIDEO

A full service video editing and production company.

Formed by independent producers who saw the need

for a hi-quality, fair priced facility. Fifteen years of

experience in Broadcast, Documentary and Corporate

video. We know how to do it.

PRODUCTION: 29th Street Video is a full

service video production house. One camera or multi-

camera, we do it the best, and we do it for less.

POST PRODUCTION: full service

BETACAM SP ON-LINE EDITING S95/HR. Included: Sony

DSF500 3D digital effects, Tascam 10 ch. mix, a very

comfortable room. More flash, less cash.

DUPLICATION: Talk is cheap. Send

something to dub and you won't regret it. We use high

grade tape and the best SONY machines.

212.594.7530
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CLASSIFIEDS
[independent@aivf.org]

DEADLINES: 1ST OF EACH MONTH, 2 MONTHS PRIOR

TO COVER DATE (E.G. JAN 1 FOR MARCH ISSUE).

CLASSIFIEDS UP TO 240 CHARACTERS (INCL. SPACES

& PUNC) COST S25/ISSUE FOR AIVF MEMBERS, $35

FOR NONMEMBERS; 240-480 CHARACTERS COST

S45/ISSUE FOR AIVF MEMBERS, $65 FOR NONMEM-

BERS. INCLUDE VALID MEMBER ID#. ADS EXCEEDING

REQUESTED LENGTH WILL BE EDITED. ALL COPY

SHOULD BE TYPED AND ACCOMPANIED BY A CHECK

OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO: FIVF, 304 HUDSON ST.,

NY, NY 10013. TO PAY BY CREDIT CARD, INCLUDE:

CARD TYPE (VISA/MC); CARD #; NAME ON CARD; EXP

DATE; BILLING ADDRESS & DAYTIME PHONE. ADS

RUNNING 5+ TIMES GET $5 DISCOUNT PER ISSUE.

Buy • Rent • Sell

MUST SELL Kodak EXR 20OT 7287 16mm color

negative film. 25 count 400ft spools, same lot #.

51750 OBO. Call (505) 332-7995.

SOHO AUDIO RENTALS: Time code DATs, RF

diversity mics, playback systems, pkgs. Great rates,

great equipment 6k great service. Discounts for AIVF

members. Larry (212) 226-2429; sohoaud@mcimail.com

SYSTEM FOR SALE: D-Vision Pro 2.2 digital edit-

ing system includes: 486-50 computer, 9 Gig drive,

20" monitor for display, 14" monitor for control, DV
Pro 2.2 software, 1 mixing board, 1 Altec Lansing

speaker set. $5,000 neg. Call: (212) 794-1982.

VIDEO DECKS/EDIT SYSTEMS FOR RENT: I

deliver! All types best prices: Beta-SP Deck (Sony

UVW-1800) S150/day, $450/week. D/Vision nonlin-

ear offline $450/week. SVHS offline S350/week.

Canon digital 3-chip camera $200/day. Call David

(212) 362-1056.

Distribution

16 YEARS AS AN INDUSTRY LEADER!
Respected distributor of award-winning video on

healthcare, mental health, disability 6k related issues,

seeks new work. Fanlight Productions, 47 Halifax

St., Boston, MA 02130; (800) 937-4113; www.fan-

light.com

A+ DISTRIBUTOR since 1985 invites producers

to submit quality programs on VHS w/ SASE for dis-

tributor consideration. Mail to Chip Taylor

Communications, 15 Spollett Dr., Deny, NM 03038;

wu-iv.chiptaylor.com

AQUARIUS PRODUCTIONS, leading distributor

ot outstanding videos because of outstanding pro-

ducers. Join our collection of titles on disabilities,

mental health, aging, nursing, psychosocial issues,

children & teen issues. For educational/health mar-

kets. Leslie Kussmann, Aquarius Prod., 5

Powderhouse Lane, Sherborn, MA 01770; (508)

651-2963; fax: 650-4216; www.aquariusproduc-

tions.com

ATA TRADING CORP., actively & successfully

distributing independent products for over 50 yrs.,

seeks new programming of all types for worldwide

distnbution into all markets. Contact: (212) 594-

6460; fax: 594-6461.

FEATURE FILMS & DOCS WANTED for world-

wide distribution. Spectrum Films which has three

nationally distributed home video labels; overseas 6k

domestic satellite/cable/TV divisions are now acquir-

ing for our 1999/2000 release schedule. Completion

funds available for the right projects. Budgets from

micro to millions welcome. Send screening cassettes

to: Spectrum Films, 111 W. Main St., Mesa, AZ
85201; (602) 649-9846; fax: (602) 649-3242;

ww.spectrumfilms.com

LOOKING FOR AN EDUCATIONAL DIS-

TRIBUTOR? Consider the University of California.

We can put 80 years of successful marketing exper-

tise to work for you. Kate Spohr: (510) 643-2788 or

www-cmil.unex.berkeley.edu/media/

SEEKING EDUCATIONAL VIDEOS on guid-

ance issues such as violence, drug prevention 6k par-

enting for exclusive distribution. Our marketing

gives unequaled results. The Bureau for At-Risk

Youth, Box 760, Plainview, NY 11803; (800) 99-

YOUTHx210.

Freelancers

35MM/16MM PROD. PKG w/ cinematographer.

Complete studio truck w/ DP's own Arri 35BL,

16SR, HMIs, dolly, jib crane, lighting, grip, Nagra . .

. more. Ideal 1 -source for the low budget feature!

Call Tom today for booking. (201) 807-0155.

AATON CAMERA PKG. Absolutely perfect for

independent features. Top of the line XTR Prod w/

SI 6, time code video, the works! Exp DP w' strong

lighting 6k prod skills wants to collaborate in telling

your story. Andy (212) 501-7862; circa(S inter-

port. net

ACCLAIMED 6k UNUSUAL instrumental band

can provide music for your next project. Contact

"Magonia" for demo: (781) 932-4677; boygirl

(Smediaone.net

ACCOUNTANT BOOKKEEPER/CONTROL-
LER: Experience in both corporate 6k nonprofit sec-

tors. Hold MBA in Marketing 6k Accounting.

Freelance work sought. Sam Sagenkahn (212) 481-

3576.

AVID EDITOR w/ or without Avid. Exp w/ fea-

tures, docs, trailers, episodic TV. Low budget indie

rates available. Drina (212) 561-0829.

BETA SP VIDEOGRAPHER, skilled in everything

from exterior hand held to Rembrandt interior light-

ing styles, seeking interesting projects to shoot. Has

attractive Sony Betacam SR cool sets of lights 6k sen-

sitive microphones. Willing to travel. Yitzhak Gol

(718) 591-2760.

BETA SP videographer w/ new Sony Betacam SR

mics 6k lights. Very portable, light-weight 6k I'm fast.

Expenence includes: docs, interviews, industrials,

fashion shows 6k comedy clubs. Call John Kelleran

(212) 334-3851.

BRENDAN C. FLYNT: Director of Photography w

15 feature credits 6k dozen shorts. Owns 35 Arri,

Super 16/16 Aaton, HMIs, Tungsten 6k dolly w/

tracks. Call for quotes 6k reel at tel/fax: (212) 226-

8417; ela292(a aol.com; Credits: Tromeo and)ukei,

The Offering, Fine Young Gentlemen, Brushfire;

wuw.dp-brendanflynt.com

CAMERAPERSON: Visual storyteller loves to

collaborate, explore diverse styles 6k formats.

Brings passion 6k productivity to your shoot.

Award-winner w/ latest Super/Std. 16 Aaton XTR
Prod, package. Todd (212) 686-9425; wacass

(2 concentric.com

CAMERAPERSON: Straight from Europe,

bicontinental experience in features 6k feature-

length documentaries. Ambitious, unusual, award-

ed. Call Wolfgang at (718) 596-3907; lewo(acom-

puserve.com

CINEMATOGRAPHER: Professional, collabora-

tive 6k passionately committed, will work w/ you to

find the right style for your film (narrative or doc).

Unique credits. Love to travel. Eileen Schreiber

(718) 349-3078.

CINEMATOGRAPHER w/ Aaton reg/S-16mm

pkg w/ video tap & more. Credits in features,

shorts 6k music videos of diverse styles w/ special

interest in docs. Great rates for compelling visions.

Kevin Skvorak (212) 229-8357.

CINEMATOGRAPHER w/ Aaton 6k lighting,

looking forward to working w/ collaborative direc-

tors on: narratives, exp, docs, RS.A.s, music videos.

Steven Gladstone (718) 625-0556 for new reel.

VEENOTPH(5 aol.com

CINEMATOGRAPHER: Owner 16mm Aaton,

plus 35mm non-sync 6k hand crank cameras.

Experimental background; creative look. Shooting

credits include: features, shorts, commercials,

interstitials, music videos. New York based, will

travel. Carolyn (888) 602-1774.

CINEMATOGRAPHER,TV PRODUCER:
Prof. 6k Exp. filmkr/videographer. Owner super

dgtl. cam. packages, nonlinear dgtl. edit sys, known

for hi. qual. features, comm, doc. MTVs. Best

rates/serv. in S. Cal. Call ETS Studio, Box 3531,

Rsmd, CA 91770; tel/fax: (626) 287-5028.

COMPOSER: Experienced, versatile composer

avail, for scoring, sound design. Can meet all post-

production requirements. Video 6k audio reels

avail. Cam Millar (212) 781-7737; Ccmillar

(5 aol.com

COMPOSER for film/video, new media projects.

Innovative sounds that won't strain your pocket-

book. For a free demo 6k brochure, contact

Progressive Media Arts at: (415) 550-7172; pma

(5, progmedia.com; www.progmedia.com

COMPOSER: Perfect music for your project.

Orchestral to techno—you name it! Credits incl.

NFL. PBS, Sundance, Absolut. Bach, of Music,

Eastman School. Quentin Chiappetta (718) 383-

6607; qchiap@el.net

COMPOSER FOR YUM/TV. Academy Award

winning. Broadcast: PBS, NBC, ABC, CBS. Highly

expenenced 6k dedicated. Music in all styles w/ an

original touch. Complete digital studio.

Reasonable rates. Leonard Lionnet (212) 9S0-

7689.

DIGITAL VIDEO Videographer DP with Canon
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3-CCD digital videocam; prefer documentaries;

video-assist for films; documentation for dance &
performace; misc. projects. Reasonable. Alan Roth

(718) 218-8065 or 365892(5 newschool.edu

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Award win-

ning, exp, looking for interesting projects. Credits

incl. features, docs & commercials in the U.S.,

Europe & Israel. Own complete Aaton Super 16 pkg

& lights. Call Adam for reel: (212) 932-8255 or (917)

794-8226.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ awards, tal-

ent & experience. Credits include features, commer-

cials, docs, shorts & music videos. Owner of Aaton

16mm/Super 16mm pkg, 35mm pkgs also available.

Call for reel. Bob (212) 741-2189.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: 35mm,

SI 6mm/ 16mm. Creative, experienced, award win-

ning, w/ feature, ads, docs, music videos & industrial

credits. Own Am SR 1 SI 6/16mm pkg w/ Zeiss lens,

tungstens, sound pkg. LKB Prod.: (718) 802-9874.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w own 35mm

sync sound Arriflex BLII avail. Beautiful reel, afford'

able rates. Crew on standby. Work incl. several fea-

tures, shorts, music videos. Travel no problem. Dave

(718) 230-1207; page (917) 953-1117.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY w/ complete

Arri-Zeiss 16mm pkjz. Lot> of indie film experience.

Features, shorts 6k music videos. Save money 6k get a

great looking film. Willing to travel. Rates are flexible

& I work quickly Matthew: (914) 439-5459 or (617)

244-67 JO.

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY looking for

interesting features, shorts, ind. projects, etc. Credits

incl. features, commercials, industrials, short films,

music videos. Aaton 16/S-16 pkg avail. Abe (718)

263-0010.

DOCUCREW WEST: Award winning writer, pro-

ducer, director w/ new Betacam (D-30) pkg.

Trilingual in English, Spanish 6k. German. Let us help

shape your project. Reasonable rates. Near San

Diego. Mark (760) 630-7201.

DP w full postproduction support. Experienced

film/video DP w 16:9 digital 6k 16mm film cameras,

lighting/sound gear 6k complete nonlinear editing ser-

vices. Call 212-334-4778 Derek Wan, H.K.S.C. for

reel 6k low "shoot 6k post" bundle rates.

EDITOR WITH AVID, 14 years experience,

including 4 features. Full featured Avid MC1000 \v

AVRs 3-77, 3D DVE, Ultimatte 6k Film matchback.

Low-price package deals tor independent projects.

Contact Dan Lant: at (610) 337-3333.

EDITOR W/ EQUIPMENT: Producer/director w
18 years experience in advertising 6k industrial work

available for projects. Just completed NEH historical

doc for NYU. (212) 952-0848; Ruvn@aol.com

ENTERTAINMENT ATTORNEY: frequent con-

tributor to "Legal Brief" columns in The Independent

6k other magazines offers legal services on projects

from development to distribution. Reasonable rates.

Robert L. Seigel, Esq.: (212) 307-7533.

INNOVATIVE EDITOR w, Avid available for chal-

lenging projects. Experienced in fiction features,

commercials, music video 6k. documentary. Reel

Production and Post

Non Linear Offline & Online

Beta to Beta From All Sources

A Professional Facility

Intelligent Solutions

(And, oh, in case you need to space out,

we've got a cool view of the city, too)

New York City (Union Square)

212.529.2875 www.pixbiz.com

TICME
•BUSINESS
PRODUCTIONS INC

We're Brinoina Out Our BIG GUNS.

mfm+m

FILM LIBRARY

Log on at .

www.mpimedia.com/wpa
and learn why the WPA Film Library is

the best and BIGGEST source for stock

and historical footage in the world.

1.800.777.2233
wpasales@mpimedia.com
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4£&&\ All In One Productions
Your Low Budget Production Paradise

Newest Software V4.5— Real Time Audio Effects!

MCUI3 100 All You Can Play!As lowas $200Day

Non-Linear Digital Editing System FOR RENT
Up to 72 GB A/V Array, 300 MB of RAM, Insert/Assemble Editing...

After Effects, Boris Effects, Photoshop, Illustrator. ProTools, Mini Disk...

Betacam SP, 3/4", DVCPRO, DVCAM, Mini DV, SVHS. Hi-8, DAT...

Digital Cameras, Lighting & Sound Equipment for Rent
Cameraman & Crew Available <^Xow rates^

(212) 334 47"78 401 Broadway. Suite 2012. New YorkTYt^

No Job too Big rsl o Budget Too Smal

FILM VIDEO ARTS
The Stomping Ground for

Independent Giants!

since 1968

Courses

Camera Rentals

Avid 1000

Digital Studio

Video Edit Suites

Flatbeds

Dubs & Transfers

Affordable Rates

212.673.9361
817 Broadway NYC

s. MIS

riQinal Audio Post

I™ Production

Films • Voice Over

Features • Digital Fditing

Shorts • Sound Design

Animation • Sound Fffects

Commercials • Inserts

Radio

Corporate

Need legal representation?

Call Ken Feldman or Abe Michael Shainberg at the

Feldman Law Firm for

INDEPENDENT FILM PACKAGING TO FINANCIERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

AGREEMENTS .CONTRACT REVIEW, LITIGATION , COLLECTION, OR DEFENSE IF SLED.

«" Free Consultation © Fair Rates "*

FELDMAN LAW FIRM , 12 East 41
st

Street, #1302, 212-532-8585, fax: 212-532-8598

www. feldman-law.com or e-mail us at abems@concentric.net

available. Rodney (718) 246-8235.

LLNE PRODUCER/PM/AD/CONSULTANT will

prepare script breakdown, prod boards, shooting

schedule, budget. Full investor pkg avail. Also avail.

for production. Low budget indie rates avail. Call

(212) 340-1243.

LOCATION SOUND: Over 20 yrs sound exp. w/

time code Nagra &. DAT, quality mics. Reduced rates

for low-budget projects. Harvey & Fred Edwards,

(518) 677-5720; beeper (800) 796-7363 (ext/pin

1 02 1 996) ; edfilms(g worldnet.att.net

PRODUCTION ACCOUNTANT available.

Freelance. Works with all sized budgets. International

& national experience, budget creation or consulta-

tion. Member AIVE Sheri Reeves (800) 591-7365.

SONY VX1000 DIGITAL CAMERA w/ camera-

man. Kenko wide angle lens, Sennheiser ME 66 shot-

gun mic, boom, XLR adapter, pro tripod, 3 Bescor 4

hour batteries. $150/day. (212) 677-6652.

STEADICAM: Dolly smooth moves w/ the flexibili-

ty of a hand-held camera. Call Sergei Franklin (212)

228-4254.

Opportunities • Gigs

COLLABORATOR WANTED to write book for

non-traditional musical (stage) about a member of

the merchant marines & residents of seaport town.

Real story, minimum glitz. Book important as music.

Songs completed, recorded as project by fine musi-

cians in San Francisco to share in royalties. For info

call Jeanne Breen (415) 346-6329.

WELL-ESTABLISHED freelance camera group in

NYC seeking shooter/editors as well as soundmen w/

Betacam video experience to work with our wide

array of news & news magazine clients. If qualified,

contact COA immediately at (212) 505-1911.

Preproduction • Development

LOOKING FOR SCREENPLAYS dealing with

narcotics & drug smuggling for our next film. Send

scripts with SASE to: Fortress Films, 580 Broadway,

11th Floor, NY, NY, 10012.

SU-CITY PICTURES: The Screenplay Doctor, The

Movie Mechanic: We provide screenplay/treatment

synopsis/films-in-progress insight/analysis. Studio cre-

dentials include: Miramax & Warner Bros.

Competitive rates. Brochure: (212) 219-9224;

www.su-city-pictures.com

Postproduction

16MM CUTTLNG ROOMS: 8-plate &. 6-plate fully

equipped rooms, sound-transfer facilities, 24-hr

access. Downtown, near all subways & Canal St.

Reasonable rates. (212) 925-1500.

16MM SOUND MLX only $100/hr. Interlocked

lbmm picture &. tracks mixed to 16mm or 35mm

fullcoat. 16mm 35mm post services: picture ck sound

editorial, ADR. interlock screening 1 6111111 mag irfen

(.06/ft) 16mm edgecoding (.015/ft). Call Tom (201)

807-0155.
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16MM & 35MM OPTICAL SOUNDTRACKS:
If you want "High Quality" optical sound for your

film, you need a "High Quality" optical sound nega-

tive. Mike Holloway, Optical Sound Chicago, Inc.,

676 N. LaSalle St., #404, Chicago, IL 60610; (312)

943-1771, or eves: (847) 541-J

AVID 8000 & 1000 SUITES: Pleasant, friendly,

comfortable Upper West Side location. On-line &
off-line, AVR 77; reasonable &. affordable rates.

Tech support provided. (212) 595-5002 or (718)

885-0955.

BRODSKY & TREADWAY Film-to-tape masters.

Reversal only. Regular 8mm, Super 8, or archival

16mm to 1" or Betacam SR We love early B&.W &.

Kodachrome. Scene-by-scene only. Correct frame

rates. For appt. call (978) 948-7985.

CHICAGO-BASED Emmy award-winning editor

with 17 years of experience in documentaries wants

to help you complete your vision. Clients have

included the Discovery Channel, The Learning

Channel &. PBS. Two Avid suites, a graphics suite &.

negotiable rates. For information call Oral (u Media

Monster, (312) 587-0338.

FOR RENT: OFF-LINE AVID. In a spacious air

conditioned suite, located at 180 Variclc. Avid 1000;

AVR 3-77; 69 GB Storage; Beta Deck; Media

Composer 6.5.3.; Power Mac 9600. Available Oct

1998. Call Moxie Films, Inc. (212) 620-7727

MEDIA 100 for rent in Boston: Excellent rates!

Top of the line XR system with 300 KB resolution;

32 gigs hard-drive space; Beta SP deck; Private

office with 24 hour access 6a beautiful garden. Call

LizCanner (617) 266-2418.

MEDIA 100 EDITING Broadcast quality, newest

software. Huge storage & RAM. Betacam, 3/4", all

DV formats, S-VHS, Hi-8. . . Great location, friendly

environment, low rates, tech support, talented edi-

tors & fx artists available 212-431-9299.

MEDIA 100 PCI, broadcast quality, real time suite:

Beta-SR Hi8, 3/4", VHS, AfterEffects, Elastic Reality,

PhotoShop, Illustrator, Hi Res Scanner. Short- &
long-term TV or feature projects in comfortable

Tribeca setting. (212) 941-7720.

MEDIA 100 EDITOR: Accomplished visual story-

teller will edit on your equipment or in my fully-

equipped project studio. Credits: several narrative

projects, major ad agencies (Young & Rubicam,

Warwick Baker &. O'Neill, Seiden Group), accounts

(Johnson & Johnson, Arm ck Hammer, PSE&.G) &.

corp. projects (The Equitable, USA Today, CUNY,

SUNY). Studio w/ Media 100XS (300KB), 54GB

storage, Beta, Scanner, DAT, Photoshop, Illustrator,

After Effects. John Slater (800) 807-4142.

THE MEDIA LOFT, "High-end look at low-end

prices!" VHS 6k 3/4 suites, Hi-8 video, Super-8 film,

audio 6k photo services. Call Bill Creston: (212) 924-

4893.

POST OFFICE EDIT SUITES: Arab it low subsi-

dized rates for indies from $500/wk (night rate). Cut

in a creative film community in Tribeca/Soho. Also

complete VX-1000 digital cam/audio pkg $150/day.

(212) 966-3030 x244 or (917) 956-2048.

PRODUCTION SERVICES: Sony 300A Beta SP

6k JVC X2 cameras, lighting/sound, component non-

linear editing. Seeking involvement in doc, educa-

tional 6k performing arts projects. Charlie (203) 834-

5059; CClemmons(5 compuserve.com

Travel

YOUR FILM FESTIVAL TRAVEL AGENT:
Special rates tor all film festivals. Air/Transters/Hotel.

Discounted packages. Karen (281) 333-5804

NON LINEAR
EDITING

O

REAL TIME TRANSITIONS

BROADCAST ONLINE

3:1 TO 200:1 OFFLINE

MULTI-LAYERING

BETACAM SP EDITING
HI 8 & 3/4SP — 3/4 AB
ANIMATION & GRAPHICS

DUPLICATION
TRANSFERS from HI8 to BETA

Phone (212) 219-9240
Fax (212) 966-5618

Context Studios
Film Sl Video Services

LOW COST
16mm

film-to-video

transfer
• double system

• single system optical

• time coded transfers

• mag track recording

• film and uideo screening

• rehearsal space

• theatre

• 10,000 sf of space for

shooting and set construction

CONTEXT • 28 Avenue A

NY, NY 10009 • 212-505-2702

Everything
included.

Avid Media

Composer Off-line

at rates the artist

can afford.

Manhattan suite.

kitchenSYNC
Tel: (516) 810-7238 • Fax (516) 421-6923
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NOTICES
NOTICES OF RELEVANCE TO AIVF MEMBERS ARE LIST-

ED FREE OF CHARGE AS SPACE PERMITS. THE

INDEPENDENT RESERVES THE RIGHT TO EDIT FOR

LENGTH AND MAKES NO GUARANTEES ABOUT THE

NUMBER OF PLACEMENTS FOR A GIVEN NOTICE.

LIMIT SUBMISSIONS TO 60 WORDS & INDICATE HOW

LONG INFO WILL BE CURRENT. DEADLINE: 1ST OF THE

MONTH, TWO MONTHS PRIOR TO COVER DATE (E.G.,

JAN. 1 FOR MARCH ISSUE). COMPLETE CONTACT INFO

(NAME, ADDRESS & PHONE) MUST ACCOMPANY ALL

NOTICES. SEND TO: INDEPENDENT NOTICES, FIVF, 304

HUDSON ST., 6TH FL, NX NY 10013. WE TRY TO BE AS

CURRENT AS POSSIBLE, BUT DOUBLE-CHECK BEFORE

SUBMITTING TAPES OR APPLICATIONS.

Competitions

4TH ANNUAL SHORT SCREENPLAY COM-
PETITION awards $300 6k video copy of 16mm

film. Any subject or genre, must be possible to pro-

duce on low-budget. Deadline: Dec. 15. Contact:

John Harper Philbin, Screenplay Competition,

School of Communications, Grand Valley State

University, Allendale, Ml 49401; (616) 895-3668;

philbinj@gvsu.edu

DIRECTORS GUILD OF AMERICA Awards

honor outstanding doc achievement. Open to DGA
& non-DGA directors of works shown on broadcast

or cable TV or exhibited theatrically in '97. Local

programs not eligible. Cannot contain more than

50% archival material. Send 1/2" or 3/4" tape for pre-

view. Deadline: Jan. 5. Contact: Laraine Savelle,

DGA Awards, 7920 Sunset Blvd., 6th fl., LA, CA
90046; (310) 289-2038; fax: 289-5398; laraine®

dga.org; www.dga.org

THE FIELD MUSEUM invites amateur film &
videomakers to participate in the Museum's nat'l film

competition by creating works that explore how peo-

ple feel about any of the countless connections

between people 6k soil. Winning entries will be

screened at a special "Underground Adventure Film

6k Video Festival" in March. The three levels for

entrants are: junior high 6k under, high school, 6k

college/adult. Categories within each level: doc,

experimental, narrative. Entrants must be in approx

age group at time of deadline: Dec. 31. Entries limit-

ed to 20 min. in length. Prizes will be awarded to top

in each cat. For more info contact: Fortune Fish

Films at (877) 363-1010; www.fmnh.org/filmfestival

LONE STAR SCREENPLAY COMPETITION
reviews feature-length screenplays of any genre.

Categories: Texas writer, non-Texas writer, gay/les-

bian themed-script, best script suitable for filming in

Texas, student writer. Winners receive $150-500

cash 6k chance to sign development option. All

entrants receive written feedback. Entry fee: early,

$40; late, $45. Deadlines: early, Nov. 15; late, Dec.

31. Contact: Lone Star Screenplay Competition,

1920 Abrams Pkwy., Suite 419, Dallas, TX 75214-

3915; (972) 606-3041; pbp@ix.netcom.com

MONTEREY COUNTY FILM COMMISSION,
4th annual screenwriting contest. Entry fees 6k

Deadlines: $40 postmarked by Dec. 31; $50 post-

marked by Jan. 30. Entry limited to first 500 appls.

Submissions must be full-length feature or TV movie

scripts between 90-130 pgs. The five finalists will be

judged by jury of producers, agents 6k writers.

Awards: $1,000, 1st; $500, 2nd 6k $250, 3rd. Info and

entry form send SASE to: MCFC, Box 111,

Monterey, CA 93942; www.tmx.com/mcfilm

POSTPRODUCTION GRANT: Island Media Int'l

offering grants to 4 film/video projects. $3,000 Avid

editing given to winning fiction 6k doc features;

$1,500 editing goes to fiction 6k doc shorts. Deadline:

Jan. 1. Contact: Island Media, (212) 252-3522.

SET IN PHILADELPHIA: Screenwriting Com-

petition recognizes exceptional screenplays that

involve Philadelphia 6k encourages the production of

feature films in the Philadelphia area. Deadline: Jan.

12. Contact: Philadelphia Festival of World Cinema,

3701 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215)

895-6593, fax: 895-6562; pfwc@libertynet.org

SOUTHERN CIRCUIT, a tour of six artists who

travel on an 11 -day, 9-city route, now accepting

applications from film/video artists. Artists are asked

to submit an application form and a VHS, 3/4", Beta,

or 16mm film program of 45 min. to 2 hrs in length

(can be cued for a 30 min. section for judging pur-

poses) in addition to resume, any press packet mate-

rials, and $20 entry fee. Performance and installation

art will not be accepted, nor works-in-progress. After

a pre-screening process, 40 finalists will be judged by

a selection panel in April 1999. Selected artists tour

during the 99/00 academic year. Deadline: Jan. 15,

1999. For more info contact: SC Arts Commission,

Attn: Brian Newman or Susan Leonard, Media Arts

Center, 1800 Gervais St., Columbia, SC 29201; (803)

734-8696; fax: 734-8526; newmanbr@arts.state

.sc.us; (or) leonarsu@arts.state.sc.us

URBAN INSTITUTE FOR CONTEMPORARY
ARTS invites proposals for future exhibitions.

Seeking contemporary, innovative work. Encourages

proposals for unconventional solo 6k curated shows

that experiment w/ nontraditional creative practices.

Postmark deadline is Dec. 31, 1998. Send 1-pg state-

ment (artistic or curatorial), resume (max. 2 pg),

max. 10 labelled slides, SASE, 6k $15 entry fee as

check or money order made out to UICA. Send to:

UICA PROPS, 88 Monroe Ave. NW, Grand Rapids,

MI 49503.

VIDEO SHORTS ANNUAL COMPETITION
seeks short videos for juried screenings open to pub-

lic. Ten entries chosen as winners; top two receive

$100, others receive $50. Max. length: 6 min. Entry-

fee: $20; add $10 for each additional; max. 3 entries

per entrant. All entries must include entry form.

Tapes and boxes must be labeled w/ name, titles 6k

Your Chance for the Limelight

Soon The Independent listings section will teature

a monthly blurb spotlighting an exhibitor, broad-

caster, or other outlet for independent work. For

possible inclusion, send black-and-white photos,

background information on your organization, and

upcoming events/programs to: Listings Spotlight.

The Independent, 304 Hudson, NY, NY 10013.

running times. Tapes must be in 3/4" or 3/4" SR

VHS or S-VHS. VHS tapes also accepted in PAL

6k SECAM. Include SASE if want tapes returned.

General, open to all subjects. Deadline: Feb. 6. For

entry form: Video Shorts, Box 20295, Seattle, WA
98102; (206) 322-9010.

Conferences • Workshops

AVID FEATURE FILM CAMP and Avid Short

Film Camp: Digital Media accepting submissions

for its 1999 Filmcamps. Filmcamp offers free non-

linear postproduction on feature films and shorts.

Editors-in-training, under the supervision of an

experienced feature editor, learn postproduction

on multiple Avid Media Composers while editing

your film. Thirteen features and four shorts will be

accepted before the end of 1999. Principal photog-

raphy and transfer must be completed on feature-

length film (70+ min.) or short (under 70 min.).

Can be doc, narrative, or experimental. Contact:

Jaime Fowler, AFFC director, (503) 297-2324;

www.filmcamp.com

DIGITAL CONTENT CREATION Conference

6k Exposition is first business forum to bring diverse

players in explosive digital content marketplace

—

technology providers, users 6k resellers—together

at a unique event dedicated to advancing the digi-

tal content industry. Over 100 expert creative pro-

fessionals will offer their knowledge in the evolving

digital content industry with educational seminars

and hands-on tutorials. Conference dates: Dec. 2-

4 at the Los Angeles Convention Center. For more

info, contact: Laura Dalton; (714) 513-8651; fax:

513-8612; ldalton@advanstar.com; www.dccex-

po.com

RESIDENCY PROGRAM at the Experimental

Television Center offers artists opportunity to

study video image processing techniques in 5-day

intensive workshop. Open to U.S. residents w/

prior exp in video prod. Send resume, project

description detailing use of image processing.

Deadline: Dec. 15. Contact: ETC, 109 Lower

Fairfield Rd., Newark Valley, NY 13811; (607)

687-4341.

Films • Tapes Wanted

AIR YOUR SHORTS: new public access cable

show seeks short films to run 6k filmmakers to

interview. No pay, just satisfaction 6k publicity of

having films aired. Sean (714) 723-6740;

www.members.aol.com/ShortFilm:

THE AMERICAN CINEMATHEQUE is

accepting entries for its on-going program, The

Alternative Screen: A Forum for Independent

Film Exhibition and Beyond. Send submissions on

1/2" VHS tape. Feature-length independent film,

doc, and new media projects wanted. 1800 N.

Highland, Suite 717, L.A., CA 90028. For more

info, call (213) 466-F1LM.

BALLYHOO!: Central Florida TV show on inde-

pendent film 6k filmmakers accepting films &
videos under 30 min. Hr-long community access

show produced by Frameworks Alliance, nonprofit

org. that also produces Central Florida Film 6<
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THE ASSOCIATION OF IND
VIDEO AND FILMMA]

,PENDEN
ERS

XSiverse, committed, opinionated, and

fiercely independent—these are the

video and filmmakers who make up

the national membership of AIVF.

Documentary and feature filmmakers,

animators, experimentalists, distribu-

tors, educators, students, curators—all

concerned that their work make a dif-

ference—find the Association of

Independent Video and Filmmakers, the

national service organization for inde-

pendent media producers, vital to their

professional lives. Whether it's our

magazine, The Independent Film &
Video Monthly, or the organization

raising its collective voice to advocate

for important issues, AIVF preserves

your independence while letting you

know you're not alone.

To succeed as an independent today,

you need a wealth of resources, strong

connections, and the best information

available. So join with more than

4,S00 other independents who rely on

AIVF to help them succeed. JOIN AIVF

TODAY!

Here's what AIVF membership

offers

" independent r

L morrtrily

"We Love This Magazine!!'

-UTNE Reader-

Membership provides you with a

year's subscription to The Independent

Thought-provoking features, news, and

regular columns on business, technical

and legal matters. Plus festival list-

ings, distributor profiles, funding dead-

lines, exhibition venues, and announce-

ments of member activities and new

programs and services. Special issues

highlight regional activity and focus

on subjects including experimental

media, new technologies, and media

education

WORKSHOPS, PANELS, AND
SEMINARS
Members get discounts on events cov-

ering the whole spectrum of current

issues and concerns affecting the field,

ranging from business and aesthetic to

technical and political topics.

INSURANCE
Members are eligible to purchase dis-

counted personal and production

insurance plans through AIVF suppli-

ers. A wide range of health insurance

options is available, as well as E&O
and production plans tailored to the

needs of low-budget mediamakers.

TRADE DISCOUNTS
More than SO businesses across the

country offer AIVF members discounts

on equipment and auto rentals, film

processing, transfers, editing, and

other production necessities. Plus

long-distance and overnight courier

services are available at special rates

for AIVF members from national com-

panies. Members also receive discounts

on hotels and car rentals.

INFORMATION
We distribute a series of informational

resources on financing, funding, distri-

bution, and production; members

receive discounts on selected titles.

AIVFs staff can also provide informa-

tion about distributors, festivals, and

general information pertinent to your

needs. With over 600 volumes, our

library houses information on every-

thing from distributors to sample con-

tracts to budgets. We're working on a

comprehensive information system

that will be available on-line only to

members.

COMMUNITY
Monthly member get-togethers called

AIVF Salons, occur in cities across the

country. These member-run member-

organized salons are a unique opportu-

nity for members and non-members

alike to network exhibit, and advocate

for independent media in their local

area. To find the salon nearest you

check the back pages of The

Independent the AIVF website

[www.aivf.orgl, or call the office for

the one nearest you. If you can't find

one in your area then start one!

CONFERENCE/SCREENING
ROOM
Members can have access to our low-

cost facility to hold meetings and

small private screenings of work for

friends, distributors, programmers, flin-

ders, and producers.

ADVOCACY
AIVF continues its efforts to advocate

for the field, holding forums around

the country to keep independent

mediamakers abreast of the latest

issues concerning our community.



MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES

INDIVIPUAL/STUDENT MEMBERSHIP

Includes: One year's subscription to The Independent Access to all insurance plans and discounts _

On-line or Over-the-Phone Information Services _ Discounted admission to seminars _ Book discount

_ Advocacy action alerts - Eligibility to vote and run for board of directors.

SUPPORTING MEMBERSHIP

All of the above benefits extended to two members of the same household except for the year's sub-

scription to The Independent, which is shared by both.

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONAL/BUSINESS & INDUSTRY MEMBERSHIP

All the above benefits (except access to insurance plans) and 3 one-year subscriptions to The

Independent _ Representative may vote and run for board of directors _ Special mention in The

Independent

LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION

Year's subscription to The Independent only JOIN AJVF TOISA Y!

^B

.99

Hi

MEMBERSHIP RATES

$3S/Student (enclose copy of student ID)

$5B/Individual

$9S/Supporting

$100/Non-profit Organization

$150/Business & Industry

LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION

$75 domestic

$90 foreign

Name

Organization

Address

City

State

Country

ZIP

Weekday teL

Fax

URL:

MAILING RATES

U.S. - magazines are mailed second-class;

add $20 for first-class mailing.

Canada - add $15

Mexico - add $20

All Others - Add $45

nvn

$

Membership cost

Mailing Costs (if applicable)

Contribution tO FIVF (make Xftnu ta» deducnUe dxek jayabk to

Total amount enclosed <*«* <» order)

Or please bill my Visa MC

Acct #

Exp. date I

SignatureEmail:

Mail to AIVF, 304 Hudson St, 6th Floor, NY, NY 10013; Or charge by phone (212) 507-1400 x236, by fax

463-5S19, or download from our website wwwaivf.org

—
(212)



Video Festival. Each Ballyhoo! episode airs twice

weekly for one month to over 700,000 viewers.

Submit VHS tape and return postage to: Frameworks

Alliance, c/o Thor Neureiter at 1906 E. Robinson St.

Orlando, FL 32803; (407) 839-6045, fax: (407) 898-

0504.

THE BIT SCREEN premieres original shorts, videos

& multimedia works made specifically for the

Internet. Looking for original films scaled in both plot

line 6k screen ratio for the Net; films that challenge

assumption of bandwidth limitations. Want to define

the look of a new medium.' Guidelines:

www.InPhiladelphia.com/TheBit Screen.

BLACKCHAIR PRODUCTIONS accepting video,

film & computer-art submissions on an on-going basis

for monthly screening program called "Independent

Exposure." Artists will be paid an Honorarium.

Looking for experimental, erotic, narrative, subver-

sive, animation 6k doc works, but will screen any-

thing. Submit a VHS, clearly labeled w/ name, title,

length, phone number along w/ a SASE if you wish

the work(s) to be returned. We will get back to you!

Send submissions to: Blackchair Productions, 2318

Second Ave., #313-A, Seattle, WA, 98121.

Info/details: (206) 977-8281, joealC" speakeasy.org;

www.speakeasy.org/blackchair.

CINELINGUA SOCIETY seeks short 6k feature

length European films on video for language project,

preferably without subtitles. We desire only limited

rights. Contact: Brian Nardone, Box 8892, Aspen,

CO 81612; (970) 925-2805; fax: 925-9880; bn-

ann@rof.net; www.rof.net/yp/cinelingua.html

DOBOY'S DOZENS seeks short films for monthly-

showcases highlighting works by up 6k coming film-

makers. Contact: Eugene Williams or Marceil

Wright, Doboy's Dozens, 1525 N. Cahuonga Blvd.

#39, Hollywood, CA 90028; (213) 293-6544.

DUTV-CABLE 54, a progressive, nonprofit access

channel in Philadelphia, seeks works by indie pro-

ducers. All genres 6k lengths considered. No pay-

ment. Will return tapes. VHS, S-VHS 6k 3/4" accept-

ed. Contact: George McCollough or Debbie Rudman,

DUTV-Cable 54, 3141 Chestnut St., Bldg 9B, Rm
4026, Philadelphia, PA 19104; (215) 895-2927;

dutv@post.drexel.edu; http//httpsrv.ocs.drexel.edu/

—dutv

EXHIBIT YOUR FILMS AT GRAND ILLU-

SION! Seattle's Northwest Film Forum seeks 16mm
6k 35mm shorts (60 min. or less) for ongoing exhibi-

tion. Selected works shown before regular program-

ming at Seattle's only ind. art house theater. Send

video 6k SASE to NWFF c/o Grand Illusion, 1403 NE
50th St., Seattle, WA 98105.

EXPRESSO FILM FESTIVAL seeks SVHS/VHS
tapes for on-going weekly short film fest. Pref. new

student 6k ind films on any subject, 15 min. or less in

length. Will be seen by key industry people in

Hollywood. Send tape w/ one paragraph description:

EFF, 1525 Aviation Blvd. #248, R.B., CA 90278.

FINISHING PICTURES accepting shorts 6k works

-

in-progress seeking distribution or exposure to finan-

cial resources for CLIPS, a quarterly showcase pre-

sented to invited audience of industry professionals.

Deadline: ongoing. Contact: Lou Flees, (212) 971-

5846; lou@microedge.com

Northeast Negative Matchers, Inc.

Your Avid Film Composer Matchback Specialists

Negative cutting & Conforming

y 35mm
> 16mm
V Super 16mm

gtrvin
service

^413-736-2177 ^,413-734-1211 • 800-370-CUTS

25 Riverview Terrace
Springfield, MA 01 108-1603

www.nenm.com
e-mail: nenm@nenm.com

that breaks stereotypes

and releases emotions

takes Energy.

Finding Stock Footagel audioa idio

POST PRODUCTION

VoiceWorks®

Sound Studios

212-541-6592

Media 100 XS System

After Effects/Boris Effects

Scanner /Photoshop

Sonic Solutions

Digital Audio Editing

Voice Over Casting

Voice Over Recording

Reasonable Rates!!!

the Largest ani Most Unique

Collection ./Original Cinematography

m the World.

FILM -LIBRARY

1.800.IMAGERY/or Your Most Valuable Resource

http://www.digital-energv.com

353 West 48th Street 2nd II

New York, New York 10036

FAX: 212-541-8139

E-Mail: v\vorks(r> uol.com

Digital Betacara, Avid

MC 8000s PCI AVRs ls-

77, Film Composers.

Betacam SP, 3/4 U-Matic

SP. S-VHS, Hi-8, Magni

Waveiorm /Vector scope,

post

391
Avid 1 HIRE

Mackie mixers, Genelec

Audio Monitors, etc...

212.843.0840
No. 200 Varick St. Room 501 NYC 1001

4

Onune\Offune Suites

Post Production Support

Digital Betacam

Editorial
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FLOATING IMAGE seeks film video animation &
shorts for public commercial TV program. Send VHS
or SVHS to Floating Image Productions, Box 7017,

Santa Monica, CA 90406 (include SASE for return).

(310) 1 1 $-6935; www.artnet.net/~floatingimage

"FUNNY SHORTS" requests submissions of funny

short films tor new syndicated TV show. Shorts may

be on film or video & must be no longer than 20 min.

Students, amateurs & professionals welcome. Cash 6k

prizes will be awarded for films chosen for broadcast.

Tapes not returnable. Send entries on VHS to: Funny

Shorts c o Yitascope, Box 24981, New Orleans, LA

70184-4981.

KNITTING FACTORY VIDEO LOUNGE seeks

VHS tapes tor on-going bi-monthly series. Any genre

or subject. Send tape w/ brief bio to: Knitting Factory

Video Lounge, Box 1220 Canal St. Station, NY, NY,

10013. If tape return desired, include SASE.

IN THE COMPANY OF WOMEN: Public access

TV show featuring the works of women filmmakers.

All lengths welcome. Send VHS copy, filmmakers bio

6k SASE to: In the Company of Women, 139 E 89th

St., Brooklyn, NY 11236.

LO BUDJIT FILMZ 6k VIDEOS seeks submissions

for VHS or Less, show focusing on camcorder movies.

Embarass old friends, showcase your dusty old tapes.

Large bi-coastal audience. Send to: Lo Budjit, 147

Ave A, BoxlRNY, NY 10009; (212) 533-0866.

MIDNIGHT MATINEE seeks alternative videos for

monthly cable access show on Maui. Possible

Hawaiian distribution. Any topics, genres; the more

"out there," the better. Send S-VHS or VHS copy 6k

release w/ SASE. Paradise Productions, 326 Pukalani

St., Pukalani, HI 96768.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TELEVISION seek-

ing story proposals from U.S. citizen or permanent

resident minority filmmakers for National Geographic

Explorer, award-winning doc series. To request appl.

for CDP (Cultural Diversity Project), call: (202) 862-

8637.

OCULARIS seeks submissions from indie filmmak-

ers for our continuing series. Works under 15 min.

long will be considered for Sunday night screenings

where they precede that evening's feature film,

together w/ a brief Q6kA w/ audience. Works longer

than 15 min. will be considered for the regular group

shows of indie filmmakers. We only show works on

16mm w/ an optical track. Please send all films,

together w/ a completed entry form (download from

website) to: Short Film Curator, Ocularis, Galapagos

Art 6k Performance Space, 70 N. 6th St., Brooklyn,

NY 11211; tel/fax: (718) 388-8713; ocularis

(5 billburg.com; www.billburg.com/ocularis

PERIPHERAL PRODUCE, presented by Rodeo

FilmCo., is Portland-based roving showcase 6k distr.

co-op for exp 6k underground film/video. Curated

shows exhibited bi-monthly. Formats: 16mm, VHS.

$5 entry fee. Contact: Peripheral Produce, Rodeo

FilmCo., Box 40835, Portland, OR 97240;

mattmpproduceCfimsn.com

QUEER PUBLIC ACCESS TV PRODUCERS:
Author seeks public access show tapes by/for/about

gay, lesbian, bi, drag 6k trans subjects, for inclusion in

an academic press book on queer community pro-

gramming. All program genres are welcome. Send

VHS tapes to: Eric Freedman, Assistant Professor,

Communication Dept., Florida State University, 777

Glades Rd., Boca Raton, FL 33431; (561) 297-3850;

efreedma(5 fau.edu; Please include info about your

program's history 6k distribution.

SUDDEN VIDEO call for entries. Ind. curators

seek short works. Looking for experimental works

that approximate emotional tone of events that

inspired their production. Works should be under 10

min. 6k avail, on videotape for exhibition/distribu-

tion. Send submissions on VHS 6k SASE to:

Gort/Raad, 17 Edward Ave., Southampton, MA
01073.

TREATMENTS FOR DOCUMENTARY FILMS
not more than 10 pgs, sought by working indepen-

dent doc filmmakers. Contact: Cinnabar Pictures,

62 White St., NY, NY 10013; (212) 334-6838.

UPLOAD YOUR VISIONS: The Sync Internet

Video Gallery seeks short non-commercial ind. films

to showcase on website. Filmmakers must own rights

to all content, incl. music. Send videos 6k written

permission to display film to: Carla Cole, The Sync,

4431 Lehigh Rd., #301, College Park, MD 20740;

(301) 806-7812; www.thesync.com

VIDEO IN PARTICULAR (5 ART IN GENER-
AL: Four-part series for '97-'98 season seeks videos

addressing formalism, cultural self-representation,

existentialism 6k political media. Contact: Laurie

Brown, Art in General, 79 Walker St., New York,

NY 10013; (212) 219-0473.

VIDEO/FILM SHORTS wanted for local televi-

TRULY MODERN

• AATON XTRprod SUPER 16/16mm

• ARRI SR2 16mm
• SONY DVW-700 DIGITAL BETACAM
WITH FILM-STYLE ACCESSORIES

• SONY BVW-D600 BETACAM SP

• STEADICAM PRO

• 1 & 3-TON GRIP & LIGHTING / HMI'S

• FIELD AUDIO FOR FILM & VIDEO

• INDIE FRIENDLY-LOW WEEKLY RATES

MQDEflN M9VIE
MACHINE!
QUALITY PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT RENTALS

281-561-7200
888-569-7200
mmm@insync.net

www.modernmovie.com
HOUSTON, TEXAS

Betacam SP

DV & DVCAM
3/4 SP Hi-8 SVHS

Component Editing

Transfers, Window Dubs

45/hr 340/day 175/night

1 123 Broadway, Suite 814

New York, New York 10010

www2.infohouse.com/earthvideo

212-228-4254

Sound Stage Rentals:

34 x 28 x 14
200 Amps

Hard Cyc / Blue Screen

$500 / day

On Line Editing:

DVCam, BetaSP, 3/4", S-VHS
ABC Roll

DVE: Pinnacle Alladin

w/lots of Effects

Video Toaster 4.1

$85 / hour with Editor

Production Packages:
SONY DVCAM:

DSR-130 $380 /day*
DSR-300 $280 /day*

* Including Cameraperson

Audio Services:

ADR, voice-over recording

$55 /hr.

In-house Sound Design & Scoring

also available.

Tel: 212-679-9779
Fax: 212-532-0444
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sion. Directors interviewed, tape returned w/ audi-

ence feedback. Accepting VHS/SVHS, 15min. max.

SASE to:

325-7935,

Box 1042, Nantucket, MA 02554; (508)

VIDEOSPACE AT DECORDOVA MEDIA
ARTS ARCHIVE: DeCordova Museum &
Sculpture Park seeks VHS copies of video art & doc-

umentation of performance, installation art 6k new

genres from New England artists for inclusion in new

media arts archive. Send for info 6k guidelines:

Videospace at DeCordova, DeCordova Museum, 51

Sandy Pond Rd., Lincoln, MA 01773-2600.

VIDEOSPACE BOSTON seeks creative videos for

spring &. tall programming. Any genre & length.

Nonprofit/no payment. Send VHS, Hi-8, or 3/4" w/

description, name, phone, &. SASE to: Videospace,

General Submissions, 9 Myrtle St., Jamaica Plain,

MA 02 130.

WORLD OF INSANITY looking for videos &. films

to air on local cable access channel, particularly any-

thing odd, bizarre, funny, cool. Any length. One hr

weekly show w/ videos followed by info on the mak-

ers. Send VHS or SVHS to: World of Insanity, Box

954, Veneta, OR 97487; (541) 935-5538.

WXXI Public Television's "Independent Film Series"

wants short films/videos, animation, art films 6k

longer-length documentaries for possible screenings

on weekly primetime series. Topics are your choice,

but should be suitable for viewing by a general televi-

sion audience. Submit entries on VHS. If chosen, a

broadcast quality version will be required. For more

info or entry forms call (716) 258-0244.

Resources • Funds

ABOVE THE LINE: fellowship program from the

Bay Area Video Coalition offers women 6k minority

candidates 6 months of free, comprehensive instruc-

tion on all aspects of video 6k website production.

Deadline: Jan. 15. Contact: BAVC, 2727 Mariposa

St., 2nd fl., San Francisco, CA 94110; (415) 861-

3282; www.bavc/org

ARTIST FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM offered by

California Arts Council to individual CA artists

involved in Media Arts 6k New Genre. Artists must

show 10 years of previous professional experience to

be eligible. Must be primary creators of their work.

Matching funds not required 6k no specific project

must be carried out w/ CAC funds. Deadline: Jan. 9.

Contact: Carol Shiftman or Wayne Cook, California

Arts Council, 1300 I St., Suite 930, Sacremento, CA
95814; (916) 322-6555; www.cac.ca.gov

ASTRAEA provides grants up to $10,000 to film 6k

video projects that reflect depth, complexity 6k diver-

sity of lesbian community. Special attention to to pro-

jects geared towards diverse audiences. Nonprofit fis-

cal sponsorship req'd. Deadline: Dec. 15. Contact:

Astraea, 1 16 E. 16th St., 7th fl., NY, NY 10003; (212)

529-8021, fax: 982-3321.

CCH MEDIA PROGRAM PLANNING
GRANTS provide up to $750 to support develop-

ment of major grant proposal 6k pay for background

research, consultations w/ humanities scholars 6k

community reps., travel 6k similar activities necessary

DlPLICATIO\

212-242-0444
POST PRODlfTIO\

Media 100 Editing

Voice Overs

Quicktime to Tape
Digital File Transfers

Video Duplication

Transfers & Conversions

145 West 20th St.

New York, NY 10011

Fax: 212-242-4419

Film Festival Duplication Special

20 VHS Tapes

w/sleeves & labels

Independents

Only

Digital Media Arts Center

audio & video
post-production

protools 4 / media 1 00 /after effects

1 6 - track lock to betacam sp & 3/4

voice over & adr/sound effects

video capture & compression

original music/sound design

special rates for independents

Harvestworks Digital Media Arts Center

2 I 2 . 4 3 I . I I 3 x I

596 Broadway, Suite 602, NYC 1 00 1

2

http://www.harvestworks.org

JAMES A. MICHENER CENTER FOR WRITERS

^lMaster(ft'~ffneArtsirflVnting

Combine work in SCREEN-

WRITING with fiction,

poetry or playwriting in our

unique interdisciplinary MFA

degree program. jj ^k

*****
$12,000 James A.

Michener Fellowships granted

yearly to all candidates enrolled

in the three-year program.

For more information, contact:

MICHENER CENTER FOR WRITERS

J. Frank Dobie House

702 E. Dean Keeton St. • Austin, TX 78705

512-471-1601 • bsnider@matl.utexas.edu

http://uts.cc.utexas.edu/~writers/

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
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HARMONIC

AVID EDITING
Post Josh is a small

postproduct ion studio

located in the

Tribeca Film Center.

Your project is assured
our personal attention

from the first to

the final cut and every

step in between.

We feature AVR77
broadcast quality with

spiffy effects and a

variety of tape formats
including DV and BetaSP.
Our day rate is $1000 for

10 hours.

Joshua Schwarz
Editor

212 965-4632
www.postjosh.com

to develop proposal. Before applying, consult w/

California Council for the Humanities staff member.

Deadline: Feb. 1. Contact: CCH, 312 Sutter St., Ste

601, San Francisco, CA 94108; (415) 391-1474; in

LA (213) 623-5993; in San Diego (619) 232-4020.

CITIZEN CINEMA, Inc., 501 [c) 3 nonprofit arts

education organization dedicated to promoting the

art of filmmaking, is planning to establish filmmaking

workshops in high schools & is looking for donated

used 16mm cameras, sound, lighting 6k editing equip-

ment in good working order. Donations of equipment

are gratefully accepted 6k tax deductible. Contact:

Dan Blanchfield, Executive, at (201) 444-9875.

CREATIVE PROJECT GRANTS: Subsidized use

of VHS, interformat 6k 3/4" editing suite for ind. cre-

ative projects. Doc, political, propaganda, promotion-

al 6k commercial projects not eligible. Editor/instruc-

tor avail. Video work may be done in combination w/

S-8, Hi8, audio, performance, photography, artists,

books, etc. Studio includes Amiga, special effects,

A6kB roll, transfers, dubbing, etc. Send SASE for

guidelines to: The Media Loft, 727 6th Ave., NY NY
10010; (212) 924-4893.

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION CENTER pro-

vides grants 6k presentation funds to electronic

media/film artists 6k org. Program provides partial

assistance; maximum amount varies. Presentations

must be open to the public; limited-enrollment work-

shops 6k publicly supported educational institutions

ineligible. Applications reviewed monthly. Deadline:

Mar. 15. Contact: Program Director, Experimental

Television Center, 109 Lower Fairfield Rd., Newark

Valley, NY 13811; (607) 687-4341.

FRAMELINE FILM/VIDEO COMPLETION
FUND provides grants from $500-$2,000 for com-

pletion of doc, educational, narrative 6k animated 6k

experimental projects about or of interest to les-

bians/gay men 6k their communities. Deadline: Dec.

13. Contact: Frameline FilnVVideo Completion

Fund, 346 Ninth St., San Francisco, CA 94 1 03 ; (4 1 5)

703-8650.

FREE SOUNDTRACK SONGS if you credit song

in your film credits. Professionally produced 6k mas-

tered CD w/ 22 punk, rock, alternative, dance, love

songs. Call John at Road Rash Music (ASCAP pub-

lisher) (703) 481-9113.

INDEPENDENT TELEVISION SERVICE consid-

ers proposals for new, innovative programs 6k limited

series for public TV on an on-going basis. No finished

works or applications for development. Contact:

ITVS, 51 Federal St., Suite 401, San Francisco, CA
94107; (415)356-8383.

JOHN D. 6k CATHERINE T. MACARTHUR
FOUNDATION provides partial support to selected

doc series 6k films intended for nat'l or int'l broadcast

6k focusing on an issue within one of the Foundation's

two major programs (Human 6k Community

Development; Global Security 6k Sustainability).

Send preliminary 2- to 3-page letter to: MacArthur

Foundation, 140 S. Dearborn St., Suite 1100,

Chicago, IL 60603-5285; (312) 726-8000;

4answers(S'macfdn.org;www.mac fdn.org

MATCHING GRANT FOR RESTORATION
offered by VidiPax. VidiPax will match 20% of fund-

ing received from gov't foundation or corporate fund-

ing agency. Individual artists need nonprofit fiscal

sponsorship to apply. Video 6k audiotape restora-

tion must be performed at VidiPax. Contact: Dara

Meyers-Kingsley; (212) 563-1999, xlll.

NEW DAY FILMS: premiere distribution cooper-

ative for social issue media, seeks energetic inde-

pendent film 6k videomakers w/ challenging social

issue documentaries for distr. to nontheatncal

markets. Now accepting applications for new

membership. Contact: New Day Films 22D
Hollywood Ave., Ho-Ho-Kus, NJ 07423; (914)

485-8489; www.newday. com

NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL ON THE
ARTS announces funds of up to $25,000 for the

production of films by independent producers

residing in New York State. Applications must be

submitted through a non-profit org. Deadline:

March 1. App'ls for audio, video, 6k new media

projects will be accepted in March 2000. Contact:

NYSCA, 915 Broadway, 8th fl., NY, NY 10010;

(212) 387-7000; fax: 387-7164; www.nysca.org

NEXT WAVE FILMS, funded by IFC, offers fin-

ishing funds of up to $100,000 for up to four

films/year. Budgets must be under $200,000.

Contact: Mark Stolaroff, Next Wave Films, 2510

7th St., Suite E, Santa Monica, CA 90405; (310)

392-1720; paradigm(§Jearthlink.net

OPEN DOOR COMPLETION FUND: Natl

Asian American Telecommunications Association

(NAATA) offers completion funding for projects

in final stages of postproduction, w/ awards aver-

aging $15,000. Works should present fresh 6k

provocative takes on contemporary Asian

American 6k Asian issues, have strong potential

for public TV 6k be of standard TV lengths (i.e.,

30 mm., 1 hr., etc.). Contact: Charles McCue,

NAATA Media Fund, 346 Ninth St., 2nd fl., San

Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 863-0814; fax: 863-

7428; charles(S>naatanet.org; www.naatanet.org

OPPENHEIMER CAMERA new filmmaker

grant program offers access to professional 16mm

camera system for first serious new productions in

dramatic, doc, exp, or narrative form. Purely com-

mercial projects not considered. Provides camera

on year-round basis. No application deadline, but

allow 10 week min. for processing. Contact: Dana

Meaux, Oppenheimer Camera, 666 S. Plummer

St., Seattle, WA 98134; ph. (206) 467-8666; fax:

467-9165; dana(a oppenheimercamera.com

PACIFIC PIONEER FUND awards $1,000-

$8,000 grants to emerging West Coast (CA, OR,

WA) doc film 6k videomakers w/ nonprofit fiscal

sponsorship. Student projects ineligible; "sponsor

pending" applications not accepted. Deadline:

Feb. 1. For form, send SASE to: FAF, 346 Ninth

St., 2nd fl., San Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 552-

8760.

PANAVISION'S NEW FILMMAKER PRO-

GRAM provides 16mm camera pkgs to short,

nonprofit film projects of any genre, incl. student

thesis films. Contact: Kelly Simpson, New
Filmmaker Program, Panavision, 6219 DeSoto

Ave., Woodland hills, CA 91367-2601; (818) 316-

1000 x220; fax: 316-1111.

PEN WRITERS FUND 6k FUND FOR WRIT-
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ERS & EDITORS WITH AIDS. Emergency funds,

in form of grants & interest-free loans of up to $ 1 ,000

given each year to over 200 professional literary writ-

ers, incl. screenwriters, facing financial crisis. PEN's

emergency funds are not intended to subsidize writing

projects. Contact: PEN American Center, 568

Broadway, NY, NY 10012-3225; (212) 334-1660.

ROY W. DEAN GRANT avail, to independent doc

filmmakers. Winner will receive up to $35,000 in sup-

plies &. equipment. Must submit sample tape.

Deadline: Dec. 24. For application, contact: Drew at

Studio Film &. Tape, attn.: Roy W. Dean Grant, 630

Ninth Ave., 8th FL, New York, NY 10036.

SHORT-TERM ARTISTS RESIDENCY PRO-
GRAM sponsored by Illinois Arts Council, provides

funding for Illinois nonprofit organizations to work w/

professional artists from Illinois to develop & imple-

ment residency programs that bring arts activities

into their community. Each residency lasts from 1 to

5 days or the hrly equivalent. The IAC will support

50% of the artist's fee (min of $250 a day plus trav-

el; the local sponsor must provide remaining 50%
plus other expenses. Applications must be received at

least 8 weeks prior to residency starting date. IAC
encourages artists to seek sponsors &. initiate pro-

grams. Call for availability of finds. IAC, 100 W.

Randolph, Suite 10-500, Chicago, IL 60601; (312)

814-6750; fax: 814-1471; ilarts(« artswire.org

SOROS DOCUMENTARY FUND supports int'l

doc. films &. videos on current & significant issues in

human rights, freedom of expression, social justice &.

civil liberties. Three project categories considered for

funding: initial seed funds (grants up to $15,000),

projects in preproduction (grants up to $25,000), pro-

jects in production or postproduction (average grant

is $25,000, but max. is $50,000). Highly competitive.

Proposals reviewed quarterly. For more info., con-

tact: Soros Doc Fund, Open Society Institute, 400 W.

59th St., NY, NY 10019; (212) 548-0600.

SUBSIDY PROGRAM AWARDS GRANTS TO
INDEPENDENT FILM, Video & audio projects by

PIFVA members based in greater Philadelphia area.

Paid directly to facilities for discounted services as

negotiated by artists. Deadline: Jan. 15. For guide-

lines & form, call: (215) 895-6594; pifva@Iiber-

tynet.org; www.libertynet.org/pifva

UNIVERSITY FILM & VIDEO ASSOCIATION:
student grants avail, for research 6k productions in

following categories: narrative, doc 6k experimen-

tal/animation/multi-media. For appl., contact: Prof.

Julie Simon, UFVA Grants, U. of Baltimore, 1420 N.

Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201.

WOMEN'S FILM PRESERVATION FUND of

New York Women in Film 6k Television is seeking

proposals for the funding 6k preservation or restora-

tion of American films in which women have had sig-

nificant creative positions. Application deadline:

Mar. 15. Contact: NYWIFT, 6 E. 39th St., New York,

NY 10016; (212) 679-0870; fax: 679-0899.

AIVF is your organization

—

be sure to vote in the Board of

Directors election on or before

Monday, December 7th.

IDEOUU
ON PEARL ST.

minutes from
Tribeca

East Village

Washington Square

DOCUMENTARY
. COMMERCIAL
ADVERTISING

BROADCAST QUALITY BVU900 system
2 slow-motion sources w/frame accurate matchbacks
digital audio record and layback
CMX style editing 21 2.952.0848
edls saved to ascii files filmtape@aol.com

Bonjour! Monsieur Thomas Edison at your service.

Death has not slowed me down. I've recently discovered

that Hots Shots Cool Cuts has the most fantasti^ue

International location footage. From Tokyo to Timbuktu

over 100 hrs. of landmarks, aerials, cityscapes, & culture.

Around zee world, they've got it all. I heartily recommend

Hot Shots Cool Cuts for all your international footage needs.

Vive la stock cinematique internationale!!!

&«$•

>

NTERNATIONAL

CONTEMPORARY

ARCHIVAL

-• i

M6t$H6fS
PHONE: (212) 799-9100

FAX: (212) 799-9258

The stock footage company whose stock footage doesn't look like stock footage
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non-linear video editing

Create, in the comfort

of a private edit suite

component interformat studio:

betacam-sp,3/4",hi-8,s-vhs

3d animation/graphics/cg

Video for Art's Sake
Independent Post Production

in the East Village

Meg Hanley, Editor

212.254.1106
oe»M0MMM6»06K«40m«<6

DIGITALMEDIA

503-297-2324 F
!

U Education Center

www.filmcamp.com
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The Foundation for Independent Video and Film, the educational affiliate of the Association of

Independent Video and Filmmakers, supports a variety of programs and services for the independent

media community, including publication of T/ie Independent, workshops, and an information clearing-

house. None of this work would be possible without the generous support of die AJVF membership and

the following organizations:

Academy Arts Foundation; Mary Duke Biddle Foundation, Center for Arts Criticism, Heathcote Art Foundation,

DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities, Lihranes far the Future, Albert A. List Foundation, John D. and Catherine

T MacArthur Foundation, National Endowment for the Arts, New York State Council on the Arts, Rockefeller

Foundation, and Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc.

We also wish to thank die following individuals and organizational members:

Benefactors: Patrons: Sponsors:

Forest Creatures Entertainment®Pamela Calvert, Mary D. Dorman, C & S, Int'l Insurance Brokers, Inc.;

Karen Freedman, Jeffrey Levy-Hinte, CDPI. Inc.; LoniDing DavidWHaas, Dr. V
Robert L Seigel, Esq.; James Schamus, Hufnagel/ Woman's Cable Network; Jim

Roger E. Weisberg McKay; Leonard Merrill Kurz Co., Robb

Moss; Jodi Piekoff, Julio Riberio,
J. B.

Sass/Letting Go Foundation, George C.

Stoney, Debra Zimmerman

Business/Industry Members:

Antares Research, Santa Fe., NM; Aries Productions, Arlington, TX; Austin Cinemaker Coop., Austin, TX;

Bee Hive Productions, Ml Vernon, NY; BET Movies^tarz! 3; Englewood, CO; BIZTV USA, NYC; Blackside, Inc.,

Boston, MA; Bureau for At-Risk Youth, Plainview, NY; C & S International Insurance Brokers, NYC; Cando

Entertainment, NYC; CK Productions, NYC; Clinica Estetico, NYC; Engel Production, NYC; Ericson Media Inc.,

NYC; Galarza &. Associates, Inc., Oakland, CA; H &M Productions, NYC; Henninger Media Services, Arlington,

VA; Hogan Films., Spring, TX; Jes & Woodcraft Video Prod. Inc, Taylor; MI; KochTV Productions, Cabin John, MD;
Lauri Enterprises Inc., New Rochelle, NY; LD Media, NYC; Letnom Prod., NYC; Lyrick Studios, Richardson, TX;

Joseph McCarthy, Bldyn, NY; Heidi McLean, Evergreen, CO; Media Principia, NYC; Mark Morton, Atlanta, GA;

New Rican Filmmaker, Bronx, NY; NTV Studio Productions, NYC; One Such Films, NYC; Opposable Thumb Prod.,

Inc, NYC; Henrietta S. Parker, East Orange, NJ; Perfunktory Productions, LLC, NYC; Respectable St., Inc., West Palm

Beach, FL; Sogecable, Madrid, Spain; Andrew Stone, NYC; Surf& Turf Films Inc., NYC; Thunder Head Prod., Palm

Beach, FL; Treasure Chest Television, North Providence, RI; Triune Pictures, NYC; United Pictures, Las Vegas, NV;

Virtual Media, NYC; Wild Pictures, LLC, St. Louis, MO; White Night Prod., San Diego, CA.

Nonprofit Members
Andy Warhol Fndt., NYC; Ann Arbor Community Access TV Ann Arbor, MI; Ann Arbor Film Festival,

Ann Arbor, MI; Appalshop, Whitesburg, KY; John Armstrong, Brooklyn, NY; Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL;

ASCAPNYC; Athens Center for Film & Video, Athens, OH; AUCHMUTVUmversity ofNew Castle, Callaghan,

New South Wales; Austin Film Society, Austin, TX; Baylor Univ., Waco, TX; Boston Univ., Boston, MA; Brooklyn

Film Institute, Brooklyn, NY; Carnegie Museums, Pittsburgh, PA; CCTV Cambridge, MA; Center, for New
American Media, NYC; Center for the Arts, Tulsa, OK; Chicago Access Corp., Chicago, IL; Cincinatti Community

Video, Cincinnati, OH; Cinema Arts Center, Huntington,NY; Kelly Clement, Taos, NM; Cleveland Filmmakers,

Cleveland, OH; Communication Arts, MHCC, Gresham, OR; Communications Society, Poughkeepsie, NY;

Community Television Network, Chicago, IL;Copiague Memorial Library, Copiague, NY; Cornell Cinema, Ithaca,

NY; Covenenant House, NYC; Culrtiral Development Group, Miami, FL; Dallas Morning News, Dallas, TX; Denver

Film Society, Denver, CO; Dept. of Media Saidies/SUNY Buffalo, Buffalo, NY; Dept. ofCommunication, The New
School, NYC; Patricia Dooley, NYC; Drexel University Library - Serials Dept., Philadelphia, PA; Duke University -

Program in Film & Video, Durham, NC; DUTV-Cable 54, Philadelphia, PA; EVC, NYC; Film Fest New Haven,

New Haven, CT Films for Educators, NYC; Fine Arts Division Office, Scottsdale, AZ; Flick Clique, Youngstown,

OH; Flickers Arts Collaborative, New port, RI; Globe Link Productions, Coral Gables, FL; Harvard Medical School,

Boston, MA; Hogskulen I Volda, Norway; Hong Kong Arts Center, Hong Kong, China; IFP/North, Minneapolis,

MN; IFP/West, Los Angeles, CA; Image Film Video Center, Adanta, GA; Institute for Public Media Arts, Durham,

NC; Intermedia Arts, Minneapolis, MN; IFS, NYC; Jewish Film Fest., Berkeley, CA; John Jay High School, Cross

River, NY; Kroma Productions, Porvoo; Laurel Cable Network, Laurel, MD; Long Bow Group Inc., Brookline, MA;

Madison Film Forum, Madison, Wl; MNN, NYC; Massachusetts GiUege ofArt, Boston, MA; Media Arts, Palatine,

IL; Media Resource Center - University of Ca., Berkeley, CA; Media Working Group, Covington, KY; Merci

Entertainment, New York, NY; Missoula Gimmunity Access, Missoula MT Museum of Fine Arts, Houstion, TX;

MoMA-Film Study Center, NYC; NAMAC, San Fransisco, CA; NVR, NYC; New Liberty Prod., Philadelphia, PA;

New York Women in Film &. Television, NYC; Ngee Ann Polytechnic Library, Singapore; Northampton Film Festival,

Northampton, MA; Northwestern, Film Center, Portland, OR; Ohio Independent Film Festival, Cleveland, OH;

Ohio Univ. - Film, Athens, OH; Dirk Olson, Denver, CO; Open Society Institute., NYC; George Preston, Lowell,

MA; Public Benefit Corp., Detroit, MI; Reach Foundation, Salt Spring, BC; Rochester Film Office, Rochester, NY;

Ross Film Theater, Lincoln, NE; Ross-Gafney, NYC; Scribe Video Center, Philadelphia, PA; Singapore National

Library, Singapore; Sinking Creek Celebration, Nashville, TN; South Carolina Arts Commission, Columbia, SC;

Squeaky Wheel, Buffalo, NY; Syracuse Univ., Syracuse, NY; Tel-Aviv Univ., Tel-Aviv, Israel; Texas Film Commission,

Austin, TX; Third World Newsreel, NYC; University of Az,-Media Arts Room, Tucson, AZ; University of Mi., Ann

Arbor, MI; University of Ca. Ext. - CMIL, Berkeley, CA; University of Ne., Lincoln, NE; University < 4

Tx. - Dept. of Radio, TV and Film, Austin, TX; Upstate, Films, Rhmebeck, NY; Video Pool., Manitoba,

Canada; Wexner Center, Columbus, OH; WKSG, Binghamton, NY; WNET/13, NYC; Women in the

Director's Chair, Chicago, IL; Women Make Movies, NYC; Worldfest, Houston, TX; WTVS Channel

56, Detroit, MI; York University Libraries, North York, Ontario, Ginada
NYSCA



Millennium Campaign Fund

The Millennium Campaign Fund is a 3-year initi-

tiative to develop a $150,000 cash reserve fund

for the Foundation for Independent Video and Film

by the year 2000. Since its inauguration in

March 1997, we have raised more than $90,000.

We would like to thank those who have so gen-

erously donated to the Millennium Campaign

Fund. (Gifts received as of 10/18/98.)

Corporations/Government/
Foundations

American Film Institute Theater; John Kennedy Center

for the Performing Arts; BET/Encore; District

Cablevision; DC Commission on the Arts &. Human-

ities; Home Box Office; Jewish Communal Fund; New
York State Council on the Arts; Tower Records/Video/

Books; US Airways; Washington DC Film Society

Honorary Committee Members
(Gifts of $500 or more)

AIVF DC Salon, Ralph Arlyck, John Bard

Manulis, Peter Buck, C-Hundred Film Corp., C&S
Int'l Insurance Brokers, Hugo Cassirer, Martha

Coolidge, Detour Film Foundation/Rick Linklater,

Nik Ives, Bill Jersey, Richard Kylherg, Tom LeGoff,

Helaine &. Sidney Lerner, Diane Markrou,

Leonard Merrill Kur:, Sheila Nevins, David ck

Sandy Picker, R.E.M./Athens, LLC, Barbara

Roberts, James Schamus, Robert L. Seigel, Michael

Stipe, Liza Vann Smith, Miranda Smith, Ann
Tennenbaum, Walterry Insurance Company, Marc

Weiss 6k Nancy Meyer, Robert Wise

Friends
(Gifts of $100 or more)

Barbara Abrash, American Documentary, Inc.,

John Anderson, Ted 6k Asya Berger, Alan Berliner,

Regina Berliner, Tessa Blake, Blackside Inc., Doug

Block, Susan Bodine, Esq., Bob Brodsky, Barbara

Brooks, Florence Burke, Jeff Bush, Michelle Byrd,

Pamela Calvert, David Carnochan, Rick Carter,

Christine Choy, Ruth Anne Cohen, Jem Cohen,

Bob Coleman, Joan Conger, Norman Cowie, Keith

Crofford, Linda 6k Bob Curtis, Jonathan Dayton,

Helen De Michiel, Loni Ding, Eileen Douglas,

Aaron Edison, Bill Einreinhofer, Jon Else, Cassian

Elwes, Fanlight Productions, Chris Farina, Valerie

Faris, Larry Fessenden, Film Forum, Bonnie

Finnegan, Kenneth Fishel, Paul Fitzmaurice,

William Flemming, Frank Frattaroli, Peter

Friedman, Archibald Gillies, Patricia Goudvis,

Barbara Hammer, Henry Hampton, Hal Hartley,

Richard & Elaine Hawk, James Herbert, Kathy

High, Deborah Hoffman, Ted Hope, Miljan Ilich,

Zuzana Justman, Ticia Kane, Dai Sil Kim-Gibson,

Michael Kindle, Valerie Kontakos, Stephen Krai,

Terry Lawler, Ruby Lerner, Peter Lewnes, Mark
Lipman, Lawrence Loewinger, Jason Lyon, Charles

MacFarland, Jodi Magee, Jim McKay, Cara Mertes,

Deanna Morse, Robb Moss, N. Cheng 6k Company,

Michel Negroponte, John O'Brien, Jackie Ochs,

October Films, Off Shore Pictures, Eloise Payne,

Anthony Peraticos, Mimi Pickering, Robert

Richter, Ross McElwee, John Schwartz, Nat

Segaloff, Deborah Shaffer, Lisabeth Shean, Sloss

Law Office, PC, Vivian Sobchack, Kevin Smith,

Valerie 6k Jim Smith, Buddy Squires, James Stark,

George Stoney, Helen Stritzler, Karle Trappe,

Thunderhead Productions, Toni Treadway, Mark
Tusk, David Van Taylor, Martha Wallner, David 6k

Susan Watson, Barton Weiss, Susan Wittenberg,

Lauren Zalaznick, Skylight Pictures/Pamela Yates,

Gei Zantzinger, Debra Zimmerman

Media 100 Suites
(with or without editor)

beta sp - 3/4" - Hi8 - VHS - SVHS

2d/3d Graphics Design
photoshop, illustrator,

after effects, electricimage

Voice-over Booth

Internet and CD-ROM
integration of your video projects

into web pages and cd-rom.

Medialuna
Productions
636 broadway, suite 214

tel. 212.228.1133
fax 212.228.1101

www.medialuna.com

^™ ^""V

| s p i n |

cycle

[POSJ
We're a Full-Service Post-

Production facility for the
alternative filmmaker. We have
an ADR/Foley Studio, AVIDs,
AudioVisions, ProTools, and a

high-speed, 8-plate,

supercharged steenbeck. We
provide creative editors,

experienced technical support
and expert post supervision at

competitive rates. For more
information, contact Jeanette

King at (212) 679-2720. Or Fax at

(212 679-2730.

SPIN CYCLE POST, INC.
12 West 27th St., 6th Floor

New York, NY 10001
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AIVF //APPENNINGS

by Vallery Moore
& Michelle Coe

AIVF Activities

AIVF 5TH ANNUAL CHRISTMAS PARTY

sponsored by

Monday, December 7th, 6:30-9:30 p.m.,

AIVF office,

304 Hudson St., 6th R,

(between Spring & Vandam) NYC
Come join the AIVF/FIVF staff as we celebrate

the holiday season, bid farewell to our executive

director Ruby Lerner, and wel-

come Elizabeth Peters,

AIVF/FIVFs new executive

director. As always, this event

promises to statt the holiday off

on the right note. For additional

info, contact Val Moore (x 222) or Michelle Coe

(x 235). We look forward to seeing you. Cheers!

Not Receiving Your Independent?

Any problems receiving The Independent or ques-

tions regarding your AIVF membership.7 Please

call LaTrice Dixon or Marya Wethers: (212) 807-

1400 (x 236).

Member Benefits Updates

CIGNA Health Plan Geographic Area Expanded!

AIVF members who are residents of New Jersey

and Connecticut may now enroll in the CIGNA
Health Plans. Fot more info, contact: TEIGIT,

845 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022; (212) 758-

5675; fax: 888-4916.

New Member Benefits

Video Active Productions (Digital Video &
Audio Post) 353 W 48th St., NY, NY 10036

(212) 541-6592; fax: 541-8139

vworks(§ aol.com. Contact

Steve Garrin. 15-30% discount

l'\ ' \ (depending on hours, length of

booking) on all editing services

& facilities. Media 100XZ,

video formats include: Betacam SR 3/4". Hi8,

SVHS, DV & QuickTime, Adobe AfterEffects,

Boris Efx, Scanner, Photoshop. Sonic Solutions

Digital Audio editing, mastering system. Audio

formats include: DAT, CD, CD-ROM, cassette &
reel-to-reel. Voiceover recording, casting. SFX 6k

Music Libraries.

Hello World Communications

10% discount tor walkies, audio 6k video pkgs,

dubbing 6k our Discreet Logic editing system

(nonlinear system/off-line to on-line). Contact:

Ron Yoshida, 118 W. 22nd St., New York, NY
10011; (212) 243-8800; fax: 691-6961.

Studio Film & Tape

5% discount on film 6k videotape stock available

in new 6k Ecotape. Contact: Leslie Sunshine, 630

Ninth Ave., New York, NY 10036; (800) 444-

9330; (212) 977-9330; fax: 586-2420; www.sft

web.com

Cybertech Media

AIVF members receive 10% discount on all

videotape conversions to streaming video for-

mats, such as Real Video, NetShow, or Vivo, for

use on Internet, ot QuickTime 6k AVI formats for

use on CD-ROM. Contact: Larry Spiegel, 26

West 482 Blair St., Winfield IL 60190; (630) 690-

7611; fax: 690-2143; media(§ cybertechmedia

.com

On Location

monthly member salons

This is an oppottunity for members to discuss

work, meet other independents, share war stories,

and connect with the AIVF com- ^rj
munity across the country.

Note: Since our copy deadline

is two months before the meetings

listed below, be sure to call the local organizers to

confirm that there have been no last-minute

changes.

Albany, NY:

When: 1st Wednesday of each month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Borders Books 6k Music, Wolf Rd.

Contact: Mike Camoin, (518) 895-5269; video4c@

concentric.com

Atlanta, GA:
When: Second Monday of the month, 6:30 p.m.

Where: Redlight Cafe, Amsterdam Outlets off of

Monroe Dr.

Contact: Genevieve McGillicuddy, IMAGE (404)

352-4225 x8

Austin, TX:

When: Last Monday ot the month, 8 p.m.

Where: Electric Lounge, 302 Bowie Street

Contact: Ben Davis, (512) 708-1962

Birmingham, AL:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Michele Foreman, (205) 298-0685

Boston, MA:
When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Susan Walsh, (508) 528-7279

Brooklyn, NY:

When: 4th Tuesday of each month; call for time.

Where: Ozzie's Coffeehouse, 7th Ave. 6k Lincoln PI.

Contact: Glenn Francis Frontera, (718) 646-7533

Chicago, IL:

When/Where: Call for date 6k location.

Contact: Oscar Cervera, (773) 751-8000 x2564

Cleveland, OH:
When/Where; Call for date and location.

Contact: Annetta Marion, (216) 781-1755

Dallas, TX:

When: 3rd Wednesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Bart Weiss, (214) 999-6

Denver/Boulder, CO:
When/Where: Call for date and location

Contact: Diane Markrow, (303) 449-7125 or Jon

Stout (303) 442-8445.

Palm Beach, FL:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Dominic Giannetti, (561)326-2668

Houston, TX:

When: Last Tuesday of each month, 7 p.m.

Where: Call for locations.

Contact: Houston Film Commission Hotline, (713)

227-1407

Lincoln, NE:

When: Second Wed. of every month, 5:30 p.m.

Where: Carlos O'Kelly's, 4455 N. 27th St.

Contact: (402) 782-2081

Kansas City, MO:
When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: John Sjlobom (816) 333-7574

New Brunswick, NJ:

When: Last Wednesday of each month, call for time.

Where: Cappuccino's Gourmet Cafe, Colonial

Village Rte. 27 6k Parsonage Rd., Edison, NJ.

Contact: Allen Chou (908) 756-9845 or www.pas-

sionriver.com

New Haven, CT:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Jim Gherer, ACES Media Arts Center,

(203) 782-3675

San Diego, CA:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Paul Espinosa (619)284-9811; espinosa(5

electriciti

Seattle, WA:
When/Where: Call for dates and locations.

Contact: Joel Bachar, (206) 282-3592

Tucson, AZ:

When/Whete: The first Monday of each month

from 6-8 pm at Club Congress, 3 1 1 E. Congress

Contact: Beverly Seckinger, (520) 621-1239, Robert

Ashle at robert(« access.tucson.org or visit http://

access.tucson.org/aivf/

Washington, DC:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: DC Salon hotline (202) 554-3263 x4

Westchester, NY:

When/Where: Call for date and location.

Contact: Bob Curtis, (914) 741-2538; email:

reclll@aol.com or Jonathan Kaplan (914) 948-

3447; jkap3(5 juno.com

Youngstown, OH:
When/Where: Call for dates and times.

Contact: Art Byrd, The Flick Clique, WWW.cboss.

com/flickclique

For updates or changes, contact Marya Wethers x236
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****ATTENTION jcicick

niM SL VIDEO ECCEWCEES

ERRORS & OMISSIONS
INSURANCE

ONE TIME PREMIUM

COVERS YOUR PRODUCTION

ANNUAL RENEWAL NOT NECESSARY

1-800-638-8791

HIT] INSURANCE BROKERS

P.O. BOX 128, CLINTON, MD 20735

WWW.WALTERRY.COM



ASSDCIATIDN D F INDEPENDENT VIDEO AND FILMMAKERS:..

Contribute to the Foundation for Independent Video and Film's three year Millennium Campaign Fund which ensures that AIVF/FIVF (publishers

j

of The Independent) not only survive, but thrive in their mission to serve the growing end diverse independent media community.

I

Name

Add ress

j Cty

Home Phone

State . Zip.

I

I

Business Phone.

I/We wish to be listed in acknowledgements as:

Enclosed is my

in the amount

gift of independence

of:

J $35 J $150

J $50 J S2DD

J $100

_| Other

$500 and up

Honorary

Committee

Member

Make your check payable to FIVF and return it with this form to FIVF. 304 Hudson St.. 6th Floor, NY, NY 10013, For more information call (212) 807-1416. ext. 223.

The Foundation for Independent Video and film is a not-for-profit organization. Your contribution is tax-deductible.

I

I

I

I

I

J


